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bury. 280
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mountain tunnel. 667
Antiquarii-a, Society of. 24, 33
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nfi. 117, W>. IWi, litS. 2U7. 218, 236. 25u,
UK). 3 f9, 3.',7, 3i7. 433, 440,
.1.619.687,700
discoveries, 35, 87, 251,

'. » ^ <'.'•., 551 ; Insl'iute, i5, 85.87,
11". 15^. 180, 21S, 250. 4^^. 661 ; photo-
kTajhi, 279, &o:t; rejtcarches, 207, 551,
70't; m^wlftlo*, 34, 35, 8i, 87, UU, 120,

|;Us 1.S7. 15i 164, 180. 193, J'nt, 218, 236.
25 •, 269, :;*•, 357. 438, 452, 496, OIW, 661.
6^7

I

Archeology and arcblt«ctare, 266. 297
Arches: gauged. 25, b2 ; ptar, 5<>4

Arcbitocts : building surroyurs and, 2'J3,
'

327, 35& ; nut entfiacers, '^8
Archliocts": certtlicaio, 25.52; charge<i

241. 26N 6*12; cUimii. 443, 636; pcr-
ccntagcH. 155. 183, 310. 618; qualtfi-
catiouK, 298, 328

\rchiiectui»l: agency, 211, 241; orbi- I

iraiuni. 81. 12« ; Assoclaiiou, 21, 8,1.

l.'l, 166. 207. 2^0. 477. '.l>4. .',21, 661, 617, I

t'71
; A-Mocl.. '\:ni. 77, 47»

;

charts. 469

.

..'i. 35, 50. 78, '

»I, H2. ^7. i> . );:. i:?, }:r
'

165. 1*4. is;. .1 .. .,

:(«vj^ 310. 323, 3/9. ;.

4a\44|, 45:. 467. 1^

.V.,'. :^.' :.^», r.i9. b.iv. t.n, t.-.i. f..'i. ,.t.
r.'". Ill -i-ntuicy, 27d ; monuments ol I

l'o:iL.i^'li^h re, 687; Muscu:n. 556;
!

I'orma. 1; societies. 6. 21, 27, 33. 62 77,
79,8.1. 125. 13«. 166. 207. 2Jo. ii9t. 4ttS.

410, 414. 411, 477. 479, 494, ,VM. 504. 506.
4:4, 525,561, 577,581, 611, 617, «19. 661,

671, 672, 6S7 ; Society of the Arch-
deaconry of Northamp'.on, 687 ; studont-

sbips at L'Ei'ote des Hi>aux ArU, 471 ;

treatment of picture i;u]lorie)*, 391

Architecture: Amerli^'an church, 245

;

archieology, and, 297; Chinese, 617;
g irden, 418 ; CJerman, 352 ; Italian,

469; market. :t!(7 ; New York press,

and, 25; Persian, 1 ; Itonmn. 105, 125,

166, 17tf. 277. 447, 670; at University
Collejje, 7 ; Vienuoso, 251

Are thoairli'al scene* " naintlnga"? 583
Annolro, Bayeui Ctthednil, 235
iVrraniEemont of: lirepUcci, 329; picture

gsllerios, 391

Art: at the Bath Ciiurch Congress, 437 ;

Darwiuism in, 2(»8 ; European. 308

;

" flaisblng^," 418 ; lessons and lectures,

189: the message of, 617 ; of the

Middle Ages. 475 ; modem, 294 ; noodlr-

work, 29 ; in relation to the Intrllect,

163,275; ri>li^ion and, 5i; Raskin on,

437: studies, historic .«>, 8. 31. .-W, 105,

166, 179. 216. 277, 305. 3G1. 890, 419, 447,

504. 632, 670, 6'}ti

Artesian w>fll, Brixton B^ihx, 727
Artisans, Viennese. 499
Artisans' visit to Vicuna Exhibition, 129,

G16
Artist, a Dominican, 560
Artistic chimuffj*, an, 59i
Artists, Society of French, 81
Artist's life, au.591
Ash roceptacle, 470
Ashlar alone w.iUiiig. 582
Ashptiet prize, the, 5ti6

Asphalto roadways, 212, 299, 803, 665
Association of Municipal and Sanitary
Eo^iaecrs and tiurvcyor3,394, 494

AttacblnirliDesto sambos, 413
Atiomey-Oeneral r. Nurth Motropontan
Tramway Co., 636

Audioace-halt, Podestal PaUce, 88
Agustlns* tower. Toulouse, 721

Australian Jarrjih timber, 592
Awards, Vienna Exhibition. 2.^2

Aymor do Valence, tomb of. 194

BACK-RAILS of pews, 241, 267
Bad drainage in India. 298
Bildacchinos. 158, 165, 2:J8. 241. 250, 299,

351,361, 3S2, 384, 497, 499, 583, 692, 693,

725
Ballater *' Steepio Jack " at, 330
BaU'iorCatheJral, 159, liH
Bankruptcy caries. 24 J, 583
Barbon vicarage, 674
Barometer, aneroid, 691

Barrack co'struciion, 2ii

Birry, Sir Charles, 672
Basement walls, dump, 184, 211
Basins, WHsh'hand,4
lUssunthwaitti Ciiurch compotitlon, 333
Bastille a relic of thy, 6(i6

Bath: Abbey, 688; Cuurch Congress,
385. 437

Baiha : Bnitoo, 727 ; Thames, 413 ; Turk-
ish, 25, 102; WakuUeld, 665; War-
wick. 357

Bay windows. 81

Bajeux Catliedral, armoire. 235
Beams: cast-iron, 5j4. 583. 610; flitchod,

411.470. 499; wood, 635, 665. C91, 727
Beauty : Greek, 294 ; the legend of, 617
Bedford v. D(.'an,443

Bodfordsliire Arehicological Society. 357
Belfast Architectural vVssociation, 619
Boils : from Buddhist templt-s. 299

;

church. 156 211 ; S. Patrick's, Kensing-
ton, 211 : S. Paul's Cathedral, 666

Bondloe rails to backs of pews, 241,
267

Benevolent Institution, Builders', 135, 536,

612
Berlin: King William (rrammar School,

36.'^ 3)9
; pai ish scliooli, 125

Berry Pomeroy : Coetlc, 181 ; Church, 181

Oesaon, Pi>re. 5(')0

Bi^ton agglomi-re, Coignct's, 35
Bettwfl-y-Coed Church, 8
Billiard ublet, 328
BiUlon, sewai^e llltrntinn nt, 610
Binding the Biildinu Nkw.s 58i
Bircbtngion-on-Sea, buoiralowa at, 166,

210
Hirkenhead School of Art, :m
Hirmmeham: building socIetieA, 5<t ; Mid-
land lu.ititutc. 31, 7uO: new pork at,
2>'>9

; scwjge diinculty, 665 ; street Im
provomcnts at, i"w«9

Bitcxceotcnaryuf S. Etholdreda, 450
ni-<bop of London oa baldaechinua, IG5
B shop's palace, Exeter, 153

Bl\ck : bricka,311 ; moriar. 383. 412. 488
;

Sea Canal. lS5

Blackfriars Bridfcopicr, 300. 728
BiMt furnace slag. 23. &25, 694
Blind ciords, fasteulDg, 470
B-.dy f. r oil paint. 5.w

dcaign for. 194

.7. 4'is. 527, 691 (SCO alto

•I of Books ">

I' 'ring wells, 5*.

Boston, U.S., schools at, 166
Bjulogne, Ciiaieau de, G4
Bmrne, the Surrey. .';;to

lUjumomouih. S. John's, Miordown. 222
Box Hoduit. 412
BradUold House, 112

Bradford : buhdlng trades. 3S7 ; meeclOK
of the Hritisb Assoeiation, 336 ; now
townhiill, 252 ; waterworks, 366

Breach of agreement, 53
Mrcarhesof contr«ct,212, 633
Breakmg loaJ, 6;n>

Breakwater^ 1*1, 101
Brentford, fever at, :156

BresHummer. strongtlt of, 311. 211, 328,

355. 527. 554
Breton Churches. 7'i5

Briok: black, 211; Hue, poiuttng, 691
;

kilns, 26s ; reservoirs, 537 ; stoves,

plastorlng, 665 ; White Suffolk. 127

Brick-maklnt; machinery ai Vienna, 423
Brick-pre^siiiK machine, 665
Bricks : crushing strcn^^lh or, 578

;

moulding. 857. 611 ; streogth of, 184

;

for well. 25
Brickwork : load on. 691 ; measuring. 51,

82,102,412, 442,469, 498; Poca-ranlan,
577

;
quantities of. 51, 82 ; red, 664

;

staiulog, 498, 627
Bridges : Albert, 242, 645 ; building, 444 ;

clicap road, 645 ; ruunter-balancod
lifting, 7*27 ; French, 724; '.internalional,

299 ; Llangollen, 691 ; loads on. '.iS'i

;

metropolitan, 637; Nova, S. Peters-
burgh, 644; Niagara river. 611; rail-

way. 157, 184 ; skew, 25, 52 ; Wands-
worth, 381: Welsh Mediicval, 687, 691

Brighton a^^uarium. 665
Bristol : Cithedrol. 438 ; dock extooaion.

125 ; Bchool of Art, 661
British : Archocological Association, 125,

193, 236 ; Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, 137, 336; Museum, 126

Brlxtou baths. 727
Bromley, M;iry-street school*. 64
Bronze bolls rrom Buddhiat temples, 299
Brunswick vase, the 3U9
Bucks Archie ^logical So;:;iety. 137
Buddhist t:mplos. bells from, 299
Builders, " jerry," 242
Builders' Benevolent lustitulion, 135, 530,

612
Building: Act, new, 645. 646; Acts, sani-

tary provisions of, 407, 6-16; brid^ts,

444; contract disputes, 212. SiS; In-

tel ligt-nce. 24, 49, 80. 101. 121!, 155. 182,

209,23!*, 265.296,324. 353,381,411,438,
466, 496, 510. 552. 578. 607, 63), 662, 688,

724; News, the 8; News School Desk,
63; Nbws School-planning competition,
25 ; News Town Cliurch Competition,
109. 137, 165, 184, 210, 2.39, 328

;
prisons,

687*; schools, 240; Societies' Bill, 35;
societies (see " Laud and Building
Societies";; society trustees, 299:
fitono, selecting, 722; etonea,357; sur-
veyors and larchitecta. 293. 327, 355.

town houses, 273; tnulo of Brarlford,'

837 ; trade patents. 27, 268, 329, 357, 384,

413,470, 4^9, 611,727; without notice,

636
BuildlnsfS: Hertrordshlre, 127. 241

;

Minslon House, 8 ; mov.blo. 3J3; for
nal'jus mmufactures, 22; valuatiun of,

3S3 ; ventilation of, 26 ; warming. 329

Bungalows, Birchington-on-S-ja, 166, 210
Burlelu'h rock-drill, th-;, 337

Burlington House, colonuado, 340
Bursluin : Budding Society, 36 ; Sohool
of Art, 358

Burton-on-Trent schools competition. 280
Byrne v. Metropolitan Board of Works,
53

CABINET, drawing-room, 592.

Cabinet siandd, 4

Cafe Rtyal, Kegent-stroot, 394
Calais harbour, 185

Calculus, integral and dlfTorontlal.51, 441.

470, 498, 551, 582. 010
Callao, docks at, 31

Cambenvell tramways, 269
Cambrliiu Arcbwological AaaociaUoD, 136,

164
Cambridge: carving at King's Collogo

Cliapel, 722: industrial exhibition, 358
Campanile, PlKiojaCatbedr*!, 424

Canals: Black Sea, 18); Krlo, 6S4 ; Idlh-
mus of Corinth, 566 ; Portage. 309

Cird-tibles. 3:8

Carillon for Catistock, a, 342
Carlisle Catbe«lral. 32 4

Carving at King's College, Cambrldo, 723
Carving*, miserere, 5si, 610, 636, 691
Cosemenl. Krench, 61

Cast-iron boim, 5.>4, 5S3, 010
Castlei^: llerr>" P'»uieroy. HI ; Okehamp*

t*>n, 154; Powdorhjim, l^o ; U-Migomont,
HI; Taunton, 496; Tolncs, l«y; War-
wick. Ol3. 69)

Casta, pUaier, :tOO

Cithedrals, dlnionslooi of, 583, 725
CatbedrAls : lUngor, 159. 16i; Uavenx,

335; Brisud, 438: Carlisle. 3;4 ; *Ci.l-

chenter. 27o ; Dunblane n:. i
vt

; n.
445, 5;n ; Exeter, I5.i. i

-

a.H2. -iT.* *'**>£. 724;

Loon, 452; LlandofT, 1

326; PctcrboDJugh, i.;i. »->^. r.

434: S. A«aph. 159; 8. l»avi.ri..

S, iMtrirVc'., N.^w V..rk, 49; S W
':• .'•'.9. 276, 3.15. ...;.

WcUa, 6V0, 784;
V -»

Ccdar-w.r.'.i, oi.jroJ, 6y3

Cement: manufacture, 727: Parian. 365,
3S3; pluniber'i, 412. 442, 49d ; Purtlarid,

.38;i. 412. 413. 411. 44*i. 46K. 473. 498, 4'.Kt.

611 ; Prldnaux's, 471 ; Hfwcr-plpeti, 25 ;

strength of, 102 ; waterproof, 437
Cometeriei: DarltngUjn.fit: Loadi)n. 154 ;

Manchester, 499, 525 ; Onler of ileinra-
tlon, 452: Skip^ln. 619; York (Roman

X

551

Centennial Exhibition, Philadelphia, 475
660

Ctmtral Hall, New Law Courts, S38
Contr'jltnnad, 26. 51. 157
Certitlcaie. architort's, 2.'>, 52
Chaina, Etheldreda'K. &54. 5^3
Chambers In Londenhall-stroot, 352
CtukngOM at South Kenslngum, I8-)

Channel : passage. 645 ; tunnel. 660, 67.3

Ctiapcis : King's Cullei:e, Cambridge, 732 ;

north transept. Laon Caihedral. 452 ;

Sherborne, Digby Mortuarj'. 722 ; S.

; Eiheldredas. 328
Chapter House, Westminster, 23

I Charcoal: dniwingn, iLxIog. 2'> ; ventlla-

j

tors for sewers, 36, 52, 82 ; charcoal,

wood, 64
Charge for lithography In " quantities," 554

ChargcH; archltecta', 341, 208, C09; sur-

veyors, 609
Charging gas retorta, 34
Charinjf Cross Hotel, 127

diaries Knight memorial, Windsor, 674

Charts, architectural, 4<VJ

Chateau do Boulogne, 64 : Chatoau de la

Fert--Milon, 721; Chateau of Pierre*

fonds, 673
Chatham: Building Society, 350; dis-

coveries at, 251, 496; dockyard, 479;
S. Bartholomew's Church, 387

Cheap: paviutj for yard, 51, 83; road
bridge, 615

Choipside. old tree, 490
Chelmsford, lodge near, 194

Chelsea, new church at, 477, 527

Cheque Bank, the, 242
Chester : half-timbered housoft, 693;

*' Rows," the. 212 ; workhouso com-
petition, 35, lol

Chichester Cathedral, 270, 497

Chimney : conwtruction, 6, 294, 307, 355,

357, ZAX 384, 414. 450. 497. 526, 551, 553,

579, 692. 605. 603. 634, 663. 689, 694,736 ;

cowl, revolving. 32

Chinese architecture. 617

Chips 27. 54, 83, 103. 129. 185, 209. 213,

221. 241, 243. 251, 266, 270, 273. 297. 301.

309 310, 32:i, 3;W. 338, 357, 358. 368. »i6,

411 412,414.424, 441,444. 451,471,499,

.'iOg, 528, .'135, 652, 555. 664, 6>3. 5*4, 691,

608, 019, 619, 633. 637. 646, 666, Gtf7. 691.

700
Chloride of lime, homo-made. 384

Choir stalls, S. Nicholas, Great Yarmouth,
721

Cholera: in Europe, 23; nature of, 337;
premonitions of. 211

Chrisichurch Building Society, 299

Christian memorials. 410

Church : architecture in America, 245 ;

bells, 156: Cong^es^ Bath. 3S5. 4*7;
planning. 109. 137, 165, 184. 210,239. 366,

•-I80, ;i28. 561. 608; restoration. 3;W. 411,

468. 498: tower of S. Salvi, /Vlbl, 721

Churches: for congrcgalion^ 561, 608;

dimensions of. 526. 725 ; ligtiting. 156

Caurchoh: Berry Pomeroy. ISl ; Bouws-
y-0>'d. S; Breton, 725; Chatham. S.

Bartholomew's, 337 ; Chebtea, 477. 527 ;

City, 270, 697 ; Coventry, S. Tbomu's,
323- CnxUton, 154; Cullomnton, 112;

Dartingu>n. iKl ; llelsby. S.Peter and

S. Paul, 194 : Konalngton, S. Patrick a,

S8, 156, 211 ; Liverpool, S- Anna's, 7«:
Moordown. 8. John. 722; Newinglon,

S. Gabriera, S^f*. Nnn M >ikt.>n. S.

Marvs, 6Wn Ok- :

' T,
S. Marv. 182; »' "^ '

Paddington, S. *^.

643; Shoredltch, ^ MiLr> .^t u;- i r>f»s,

620; S. Aubln. Jcr»oy.l2'.; S Kalth and

8 Criv i^"^'"^*-^' P»n* "' ***• ^- ^"
x\... irk, 134; Sydenham,
^ I 674 ; TotncM, 181

;

Vi] .
'. Dulwlch. 6A»; W«at-

roinsicr-ruMl. 424; Yoogari, AuatraUo.

536
Glnd-r ail s'h r^i-'*pM'*l>». 4«rt

Clniu .noo period, 7i3

Cist'
-''*

QH^ .me« Kmbank-
nV "97; land, ndiM

Civ!i: ,04 *« 417.421,

***
.fciui :;'«

31.
*

Civil n^ ! ^^ M-.; a: l.-^,:r.'.r r. .- -i-ty,

1 2:" 479, 644. fi9H

(", •, an arr-riiK-vfa, CJ6: forUtODO •old

:ij

. [n«bott«M, 137
- 497. Mi, fr**!, WS, CSS.

.41 w«lK Ifti; atoaa

iereJ by
Cll"'"

architect, iv
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Collefcei; Alr«d&Io, 641 : DarlmRton, S39;
Pulytoctmic, 6€1 ; S. Paul's, Knutdford,

CoIle)cUt« Rchoul-i1(><ik. 03
Colonial oftleori. new, b!t6

('olonnatle of Burlln;,'ton Qnuso, 240
(olouriuKeiiffiuderiu^ drawings, J^L

Coloun*, water. 211

O tiimiiN. (.ironKih of, 267. 356, 883, 441,
4'V.t, 49-*, fta:, .VM ; variety in, 184

(' .nit ino.l t H.l for K'ft'^i'Tft. WS
r.-mmisNiMtier of Works. Kir^l, 185

i't'nirni-<.->i Iters uf Scwem r. Groat Eastom
lUilwuv. \:h

I'.iinj If!" limber, fil, 82
CV'iiii'<Mi*ati< I) ca-iea, 63, 665
C^.niIH-Ti!.niion-. 2. 57, i*5, ItO.lPS. 215, 245,

•j;*^, :i>H. ;(.»:*. :t55. 3S2, 38:i, 413. 4V2
ConijHMUion of «cht»oI» or art, ls7
ompetilion:*, 25, H5. 60. 78. 81, 83, 8". 101,
lir^ 103. lOJ, V2^, \-27, 137, 165. 184, ls7.

310, 212. 2:iy, 2+1. 2et», 280, 3-13, 310, 323,

82V, 338. 3..8, 3*.3. 394, 424, 438, 441, 467,
468, 477, 5-.>.'.,.V.'7. M9, 5.2.582.584, 619.
6:i9, 641. r.64. eiM. 7'.»7. 728

Completion of: • Inner Circle" of Metro-
polittn Itailway, C94 ; lans of Co\irt

Hotel, $<H
roDcret«,51, 102, 470, 611
C-uncrete : safe-room, 355, 3SS ; sea-wall,

V67
CoDditioD of water cisterns, 240
ConditioDB «f the Incorporated Church

Buildioj; Society, 2'i. 63
Conductors, lighitiing, 25, 336, 355, Sd2,

493. .V;3, 616, 691

ConllaiTTttiion* in cities, 728
CoDgrcKHlionH] chur>-h building, 561, 608
Conservation of wood, 194, 368, 498, 665
Conservative Lnnd Society, 413
Conservatories, heating, 471
Constant System of water supply, 63, 407
Construction: ancient, 2.'2 ; barnicb, 26

;

chimneys. 6, 294, 307, 355, 367, 383, 381,
414, 4sO, 497, .'.26, 651. 563, 579. 592,605,
609. C34, 662, 689. 6lH, 7>'5: fireproof,
4"8 : balf-titnboreil houses. 496. 499, 527

;

iulald fluorin*:, A2*): ma-ionry, 635 ; new-
harbour at Cuihftven, i'y9; Btoves, 384
413, 470

Continental chnrchos. dimensions of, 626
Contemporary art in Kurope. 308
Contract: agreement**, 365, 38t; breaches

of, 212, 583; ovaaion of, 443; system,
the. 7

Convent of S. Francesco of Assissi, 3S4
Conversazione, Institute of Architects, 27
Conversion of Kirkntall Abbey into a
church, 221, 266, i»iO, L'97

Cooking-grates or ranges. 329, 357
Cooling over-heated rooms, 5U0, 527
Comeilla, <Ioorway at, 8
Cornelius Vftrley, 443
Cornish dwellings, ancient, 181
Corjwration and the Post Odlce, the. 5M
Correcting echo, 102, 210, 383, 468, 627
Correwpondence. 26,50, 8!, lOl r>7 1f;5

183. alO, V39, 1'66. 297. 327, 85*, 382,' 439*
467, 497, 626. 553, 579, 608, 634. 6u2. 689
725

. . . ,

Cosine. 328
Cottages: lahourer's, 125: Laogford 64

102
'

Cottenham-rood Schools, HolIowTiy. 593
Counterbalanced lifting bridges, i'27
Country-h<-'Ufie, site for, 333
Court of PoiIcHtrtl Palace. Florence, 8, 63
CourtH and alleyn. East End. 269
Courta of Law, tlio New, »0, 126 3.12 338
Coventry, l;W: Coventry, S. Thomas's!

Longford, 333
Covering over door, fit?5

Coverslne. 412, 442. 4';9

CowIm, noinelpHs rev.tUing, 32
Crertltun Church, 154
Crimean freHc<.>es. 438
"Criterion." decorations of, 530, 581
Cro^B, S. Chads. 651, 683
Cnishing utrength of bricks, 578
Crystal Palace, the, 337
Cubical quantities r.f ciirvod walls 267
Cullompton Church. Ua
Cunningham, John. 444
Cnnnlngham r. SiwrTordshiro Galvanised
Inm ComiMny. 5s3

Curioui: (.rimean frosooes. 438; trade
untftn cav(>, 4|:t

Curriers" Hall. 338
Curve. isAcoustlc. 51
Curved walls, cubical quanlltles of 267
Cuxhaven, new barhonrat, 2!>9 '

Cypriote antiquities, 681

DAMP in liaMcment walls, 18| •)i|
Dam ivpr<x>r-walls. 166.210 • '

*

Danger in structures. 651
Darlington: new cemetery. 63; Iralning-

Dartlngton IVlnry and Church. 181
DartnuKir. remains on. 154, 218
Dartmouth. IKO
Darwinism in art, 208
DMdcntng sound In FcrhoolH. 4(1 469
Death In the house, ,T.»6

'

Decay and preservation of timber, 2.W 468Declmed comijetitton. a, 240 268
'

Decoration: Indian wall. 267; Ii.-ilinn
21: mural. 38(i; new mechanical pro-
cess, 669: N/r<i/ff/n. 33

*

Decorations of the •• Criterion " 630 581
Decorative needlework, 39 *

Denhfghahlrc, architectural monuments
Of 587

Denholme schools, 394
Department of Silence and Art, 182, 253
Deposits, sewage, CCS
Depreeaion iu the iron trade, 185
Dcrham a brick-making machiae, 423
Designs: applied, 184: for bo kcoae. 194;

for cabinet. 593: for choir stalls, S.
Nicholas, Great Yarmouth, 721 ; for

encaustic tiles, 19», 536; for Lady
Chapel. 722; ft>r pianofoito, 462: for

Rev. Xownian Uall's chunh. 4'i4 ; for

Unitarian Church. Notliugbam, 187
Desks. sclKxil. G;t. lo3. 248
Detached chimney, tall, 383
DetailH. Court of Podostal Palace, 8
Devizes: OddfellowB* Uall,438; tichool of

Art, 5'<4

Devon and Somerset Bailway, 471
I)iagrai>li, the, 22
Didsbury. mansion at. 222. 722
Diffcren'tial calculus, 51. 441, 470, 498, 554,

68.'. 610
Digby mortuary chapel, Sherborne, 722
Dimensions of : cathedrals. 682, 7'.;5

;

continental churches, 526; OldS. Pauls,

Dining-room, the " Poplars " Rogout'e-
park, 310

Directors of building societies, 366
Disagreements betwcca district aur-

,

veyors, 612
Dsasier at North-'eet. the, 414, 45'*, 497,

63';, 6:.3. 679. 605. 609, 634, 062, 689, 72i
Discharging gas retorts. 34
Discoveries, archaeological, 35, 87, 251,
3W, 4y6

Disease and sewage produce, 407
Disinfection, 693
Disposal of town sewage, 336
Disputed point, a, '267

Disputes : as to appointment of highway
surveyor. 611; an to alaling, .•J57 ; aa to
sub-contract. 213

District: Kuilway, 358; surveyors, 612,
659

Distillery, Ilolbom, 721
Docks: Bristol. 125; Cftllao, Peru, 34;
Waterford. 213

Dockyard, Chatham, 479
Domestic: liregrites, 368, 829, 357. 384,

471. 499. 664, 588, 727; furniture, 26?
Dominican artist, a, 560
Domremi, Joan of Arc's house. 666
Dorchester : borough survoyorship, 299

;

School of Art, 411
Door-locks, 27
Doorw ays : CorneiUa.Pyrenees Orientales,

8 ; Digby Mortuary Chapel, Sherborne,
722

Double sashes. 127, 184
Doufjlas improvements competition, 165,

5IKJ, 694
Down-draught in chimneys. 357
Down Hall, Harlow, Essex, 8
Drainage: Dublin main, 329; in India,

398; Metropolitan main. 86; separate
system of, 495 ; small towns, 698

Drains, ventilation of, 25, il, 52, 82, 102,
127. 156

Drawing the figure. 29S
Drawing-room cabinet, 692
Drawings: of applied designs, 184; of
encaustic tiles. 127, 184; engineering,
51 ; flsiog," 35; mounting, 1U2; spots
on, 127, 184

Dredging. 26
Di ill. Burleigh rock, 337
Dry rot: and linoleum, 728; in wootL 25,

61
Drying of sewage deposits, GG8
Dublin main drainage. 329
Diidley Gallery, pictures at, 605
Dulwich frescoes, Poj7iter'8, 33
Duntlano: Building Company, 692; Ca-

thedral. i;{7. 4t}\}

Dundee street improvements, 270
Durability of woods, 51, 82, 665, 692
Diirer, Albert, 604
Dust and dust contractors, 184. 368
Duties of Guardians in relation to the

Public Health Act. 687
Dwellings ; of the metropolitan poor, 269,

538. 5;(5; workmen's, 158, 299

EAGLETON r. City Commissioners of
Sewerp. Oti't

Eir'v Christian sculpture, 696
Eiirthwork, slopes of. 620
Kar-wips iu house.", 101
East End courts and alleys, 269
Easter sepulchre, 328
" E»i-teru C-ounties" school-desk, 63
Ebony stain, an, 184. 2U
Echo, preventin*;, 102. 310. 383, 468, 627
EcoDomic.-il lime-ktln, 583
Economising fuel, 357. .184. 413,470, .178

E'Hnbu'L'h : Architectural AsaociHtion,
619. 687: notes from, 433, 644

Eilu.ation. t»*chnical, 414. 423
Edwin Landxeer. Mr, 367, 6oO
Effigies: KinjrJohn, Worcester Cathedral,
444.500; wooden, 51

E.rg-en ltd boiler, fixing, 635
'• Elrgani extrnci." an. 25
Ell son Gift, the. 728
Elv Ctthcdriil. 445. 6 4
Embnnkmcnt, the Thames, 50, 54, 269,
3oo

Encaustic tilon : designs for, 194,536;
drawings of, T>7, 184

Enwmc'ring: drawing?, colouring:, 61;
proposaU for 1874, 615

Enjfiiiecre' fres, recovery of, 212
English: hardware, tools, Ac, 22;

painters" names, 414
; workmen at

Vionra, 299,616
Eni»rnvjn(t«: Albert DUror's, 504; mil-
dewed ,3:8

Enriched stonework, 383
Erie ('Anal, the. 634
Essex AtchiDkilugieal Soclo*y, 2.57

Estlmatiog: length of base and perpen-
dicular, 498, 555 ; value of a lease, 184,

211

Ethldreda's: chains, 551,583; chapel,
328

Etocetum,700
Etruscan i«culptur#, 216
Europe : art iu, 308; cholera in, 23
Erattion ol contract, 443
Evil effects of bad drainage In India,

398
Example worth following:, 999
Examples of haif-timbered houses, 441
Excavating under water, 727
Kxcavatioua at Troy, 193
Exchange, Leeds, '424

Excursion of Architectural AasociatloD,
136, 207, 220, 60*

Exeter: aud the Archee^Io^ical Institute,
a% 110, 152, 18(1, 218, 250; Cathedral,
153, 181, 350, 327, 354, 382, 439, 663, 7i;4

Exhibition of 1874, Loudon, 165,471, 5:(6

Exhibitions : Appliances for economising
fuel, 578; Cambridge. 358 : decorative
needlework, 29; Dudley Gallery, 605:
Penzance, 330; Philadelphia Cenlen-
niwl, 47t), 661) ; Royal Academy Winter,
212. 50<1; Vienna, 27,129,363,299,423,
499, 616

Existing Kchools, 60, 107, 162
Expenditure on now railway works. 363
Exploration of Palestme, 193, 414, 694
Explosive nature of sawdust, 241
Extension of: Chatham Dockyard, 479

;

District Railway, 358; docks at Bristol,
125

Extin<juishing fires, 461
Extiact, an ologaut, 25

FACTORY chimneys, 102, 128, 294, 307,
414, 460, 497, 626, 651, 653, 679, 592, 605,
609, 034, 663, 689, 694, 735

Fagg- and another v. Lee, 683
Failure of Portland cement, 383, 413. 442
Fall of a chimney at Norttiflret, 414, 4.">0

497, 525, •53, 579, 605, 609, 634, 663, 689,
7,'5

Family job, a, 441, 468. 498
FHriu-iabourers' cottages, 64, 103, 135
Farrin.dou Mirket, 3.i8, 394, 552, 683
Fapkening for : bhnd curds, 470 ; sashes,
471

* F. eling,"" Gothic, 383, 413, 442, 469, 682,
609

Fees, professional, 212, 241, 263, 443,
609

Female School of Art, 509
Fencing, iron rails for, 413
Festive Loud<iii. 29
Fever at Brentford, 356
Figure-drawing. 298
miets. Tilting, 102
Filter for water-tank, 527
Fin" Arts, 31, 79. 191
Finest site in Europe. 383, 413
" Finibhing9,"art. 418
Fireplacr-8. 368. 329, 357, 384, 413 470 471

499, 554,583, 737
Fireprouf : flooring construction, 408

;

strong-room, 662 ; wood, 156
Fire-resisting building stones, 357
Fires, 385, 451, 728
First Commissioner of Works, the, 185
Fitting iron foundation- plates, 7:17'

Fittiog-up schyola, 3, 60, 107, 163, 247
365, ;J89

"Five per cent." andthe57>«-((i/or, 618
Fixing: charcoal drawings, 26 ; cioih to

billiard tdbies, 3.'8; egg-ended boiler
635

Flanged girders, 554, 583
Flat roots, 241
Flats. 35. 273
Flitched beams, 441, 470, 499
Float-foed apparatus, hi
Floor, covering over, 665
Flooring : clamp, 527 ; fireproof, 408

;

inlaid, 329; new National Gallery, 385*
Florence, the Podestal Palace, b, 63, tS8

Flue, brick, 691
Force of the Wind, 691
Fordo Abbey, 182
Foreign railway works, 645
Foresters' Asylum. Bexley Heath, 269
Foscanni Palace, Venice, 333
Foster r. Summers, 443
Foundation : plates, 727 ; stones, 243
Foutidaiions, 470
Fourth conteiiary of Michael Aneelo, 300
Fourth City Building Society, 611
Fractures in White Suffolk biicks, 127
Framing ol partitions, 51, 82
FroelnK the motropoiitau bridge^, 637
Fioeniaaniiry, 674
Freestone, 411
French: Arii.sts, Society of, 31 ; bridges,

724 ; casement^ 51
Frescoa. 437
Frescoes: Crimean. 438; Houses of

Pariiamen*, 137; Poyntcr's, 33
Fronts of organs, 241
Fruit Market. Manchester. 323. 394
Fuel, economising, 357. 384, 413, 470. 678
Furnace: chimneys, 294. 307; shuft f.r
sower ventilation, 26, 81

Furniture, domestic, 267
FurniviU'8 dibtlllery, liolborn, 721

GALASHIELS Building Society, 211
(i.iler r. Kino, 583
Galleries: picture, 391 ; school, 81
Garden architecture. 41«
Gas: compauies and sienm-roUorp, 35";
and pumice-stone fires, 441, 527; re-
torts, chargintj and dibch&rgiog, 34;

supply of London, 584; and Water
Facilities Act, 79; and water mains,
468; works. 26, 81

Gases, noxious, 329
Uato-loJge, Twickenham, 64
dates: Chatenude laFertA-Milon, 721
School of S. Mark, Venice, 564 ; at
Windsor, in memory of Charles Knight,
674

Gauge, lead, 498. 528
tiaugcd archoH, 25. 82
German schooU, 60, 108, 109
GifU. munificent, 27, 358, 728
Gildinp, 6J5
Girders: flanped, £54, 683; strength of,

. 367, 3A6, 8S3. 441, 469, 498, 527, 65t;
trus*ed, 383 ; wrought-irou, 355, 383,
665, 692

Glasgow: gossip from, 235, 324, 367; Im-
provement Trunt, 610; Institute of
Architects, 462; Joiners' Brotherly
Society, 384 ; sewage, 499

Glass, quantity of, 36
(ilaifd tiles for mural decoration, 280
Glazier's tool, combined, 555
Glimpse of contemporary art In Europe,

GlouceBter Cathedral rcredos, 721
Gorton, trade outrage at. 312
GosBlp from Gla^E^ow. J35, 3*>1. 367
Gothic "feeling," 3S3. 413, 442,469,58^

609
Government propertv, rating of. 270
(irammar School, Berlin, 36.% 389
Grand OafoR)yrfl. R-gent-street, 394
Grates orr*nges. 3 29. 413. 471
Great railway brid,'e, a, 299
Greek: beaoiy, 391; sculpture, 5. 8, 5S„
390 ; woods and marbles, 37

Green timber, 664, 692
Growth of : Glasgow, 367; London, 30O
Guardians and the Public Health Act.

687
'

HALF-TIMBERED houses, 267, 441,.
469, 496. 499, 527, 564, 592

Halls: Curriers' Companv's, 338; New
Courts of Law, 318; Palace of th»
Podesta, Florence, as

;
public, 554

Hangmg sashes, 27, 4l:i

Uauley School of .Vrt, 453
Harbours: Aberdeen, 630; Calais, 185-
Cuxhaven, 399 ; Jeri-ev, 480

Hardening plaster casts,' 300
Hardware, American, 23
Harlow, Down Hall, 8
Harris v. THlvsarn sute Co , 53
" Harrison's Folly." Clapton, 137
Haselum r. Taylor, 443
Hastings

: Aquarium competition, 549,,
664, 727 ; Tuwn-hall competition. 553

Health, 407 ; kenlth in India, 403; health
of the Port of Loodon, 35

Heating; apparHtus, 357, 737 ; consorva-
torieg, 471; rooms, 413

Height of impudence, tlie, 357
Heights of the principal buildings iu the
worid, 734

Helsby, Church of SS. Peter and Paul.
194

Hereford Diocesan Church Building
Society, 411

Heme Bay. pier at. 242
Hertford-hire, builiioij-s in. 137, 241
Hesketh » Locnl Board of Atherton, 611
Hexham Abbey Church. 468
Highway surveyor's appointment dis-

puted, 611
Hiram Powers, death of, 27
Uisioric: art studies, 5, 8, 31. 58, 105, 156,

179, 316, 377. 305, 361, 390, 419, 447, 5l>4.

532, 070, 696; paintings in the RoyaF
Academy, 191

Historical photographs, 279, 503
History of: Leicester-square, 673 ; Wells

Cathedral, 690
Hobbs r. Dance 636
Hulbein, 733
Holboro : schools of S. Jtihu-the-Evan-

gelist. 646; statue to Prince Consort
5;'8; Viaduct subway, 583

Hollow walls, 298
Holiowav, Cottcnh^m-road Schools, 592
Ilolman Hunt's new picture, 800,
Holjhead breakwater, 194
Home-made chlonde of lime, 334
HospitHl S. Thomas^, 87
Hot-water pipes, varnish for, 328
Hotel. Inns of I'oiirt, 69t
Houses: hulf-timbered. 267. 441.469, 496:

499, 6'i7. 561. 593; Joan of Arc's, Dom-
rerni, 666 ; Ruloo, Cheshire, 536 : town,
373

Houses of Parliament, 137, 357
Hnw to: adorn S. Paul's, "376; construct

cliimn-vfl, 6; prevent damp entering
plone. 313

Humnn thought and the Renaissance, 72S
Hull cchools competition. 584
Hunsb't 8t bonis, Leeds, 280
llydePiirk. .too, 6s*»

Hydrau ic time, 637
Hygiene, 451

ICE usefuHn bridge building, 444
InniTcK in churches, 734

Imauination, (he. and art, 163,276
Imitating ebony. I8(, 311

Imitation marble, 366
Impervious process for stone. 25, 52, 82
Important to owners of house property,
655

Improved Industrial Dwellings Co., 158
Improvements: Birmingham. 687 ; Doug-

las, Isle of Man. 500. 694 : Dundee. 27u;
metropolitan, 269; Oxford, 422; Shef-
field, 384; Siratford-on-Avon. 495 ;

S. Paul's Cathedrol, 269 ; Whitby, 556
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Inappropriate raeranrialn, 330

IncunHtaney architectural, 773
Inrorporatctl Sociftv for Promoting Iho

EnlnrKeincnt, HulUitnf:, anJ Il«^patrini5

of Churched nod Chapclit, '25, a3, 101,

&7S, fi8S

InUian: ink, 5Si. filO; Ka'-ha wall, 26;

Bculpture, HI ; w^ll tlrcur;ition, 1*»»"

InduHtriiil fxhtliitlon,<.*rtiubrid);o, 3»S
InfanlH pchools. 61, .SIO

lofcrmHtioii for borough «ur»oyor8. 495

lopoldby r. PlumaUad Board of Works

Inlaid ftoorinK. 3.'9

"Inner ClrcU'," Me'.ropoliUn Railway,

Innd, nni^ient, fi7. 694
Inns of Court llou-l. 694
luHttluto of AnhiU'ciB, 27, 33, 441, 600,

fi(>6, .V.»S, .'.;:. f'WH, fiI7, (572

Institution of Civil Eagiaeerd, 34, 480, 633,
fico, (;73

Institution of Surveyors, 677, Ml, fil2,

fl;i7. tw.
Instruction of artlijnno at Vionna. 499
Instrunifnt, trnnsit, 0"lt

lDto>!ral c^lculUH, M, 411, 470, 498, 0S4.

5S2. t;io

Intelloct and art, 1G3, 275
lDt*rci>mmunic»tioo. 25 51. fil, 102, 127,

15t;, 18*. 211. 211. 2G7. 298. 32S. 3j5. 3-3,

412. 441. 4U8, 499, 627, 6M, 5»2, 609, 6^5,

tJtJI, t>9l, 727.

Interior' porspective, 81, 128, 441, 460,

49S. ^27
lateroatiOQal: bridge, 299; Exhibition,

1S74, 155, 471.636
lona, 41U
IpKwioh srhoolt competition, 527
Irt'land and SooiluuiJ, tuuucl boCw^on,
417

Ih'^h Arrhitccturivl Association, 6
Iron : flitohfd boimn, 4A1 , 470, 499

;

f um'a ion-[iIateR.727 ; raiUforlencing,
413 ; trade, the, 1S5

Isa'.'oustic curve. 61
Islington, the " Auki'I,*' 606
Italmn : Mrrlnt^clure, 469; carving,

Kinji's College, Cambridge, 722; doco-
r^tioQ, 21

JACK-LANE srhooU. Huaslet, 2S0
Jap«nt'«e metal-work, 251
Jarrah tim^or, Aut«traiian, 692
Jedbur)(b, :»(
" Jerry-buiMcrs." 213
Jeri-ey: new church at S. Aubio, 125;
new h**rbour. -iHO

Joan of Arc's h >u3e. Domremi, 66'j

John Cunoincbaoi, 44t
John Stuart Mill on property in works of

art, 136
Joints far stoneware, 27
Jotbaa'8 tomb. 3<K)

Joumali)<m, AmerlC4n. 221
Judgment in the balddcchino Cftse, 693

KACHA w*li, 26
Keeping earwig's out of houses, 101
Keudil sofPAjje, 5.'5. 581
Kensinjion: Church of S. Putrlck,
Cromwell-ro-d. 88 156.211: Mu!>eum,
29. 120, 185. 252. ;J05. 473, 633. 6;i5. IZS

Kent Archn'"I.>*i.-al .S.ictcty, 125
Kenyon r. Wcstwell. 268
Kettle r. Cardwcll. Hi
Khiva, AbvHviDian wellfi in, 194
Kilns, 268. 32V. 357,49'.i. 5S2
King John's cfllgv, Worcester CathoJral.

444. 500
King Priam*]? t^^asures. 192. 300
Kinjr W.lliam Grammar School, BerllD.

3*\S, .389

King's College Ch^pe'. Camhridge, 722
KirkaUU Abbey. 221. Hi6, 2So. 297
Kitcben : mlddenH, 366; raui'e8.32it. 357 -

sinkK. 132
Knutaford, S. Paul's College, 333

LABOTTR - SAVING wood - working
machiot-H, SJs

Labourers' mitages. &4, 102, 125
Lacrolx 9 "Midlle Aijoh," 475
La*Iy Chaptl H<»*ii.'n for. 722
LakeHbip canal. Portage. 309
Lambeth: Palace, 354, 358; waterworksi.

356
Lamps, streeit, %M
LauJ mid Bulldinir SocietiM, 26. S5, 53

128. I.W, Ifi,',. 21l.2l'.». 26H. 2'.*9. 3:16, 355.
356, .W4. Il;[. .VVj. filM, 616, 6h», 692

Land-mark, an nnclcnt 6f)6

Land'ierr. S,r K.lwin. :u\7. 500
Langfor.L F.f**'K. cottages, al, 64, 108
Laoii I'athodral, 452
Laio Greek sculpiure, 5
Law of i>ivlni; new itreet«.fi4
Law-courtjf, ibe c^w, so i.;6, 335, ^xn
Laying

: g%B and water-milus, 46^

:

woodimpmnng in Amerifa. 440
Laxar Hoose. S. Bartholomew. Cfaatbam.
387

Lead: gange. 49S. 52?*; qaality f,f, 26-
In water, 6!. fi2 ; work. 25, 5/. .=i27

UajIonhalLstreet, chambers in, 252
LeAka>;ei: tank, 267; vater-pipe«. .11

Leamlnifton HuiMing Societv. «';:,

Lease, estimating ^ahioof. IM. 211
Lectures and Imonnq im art. Ij*.**

I*ed8: BnlldiniT Sociotv 63d ; RoundhaT
Park.2.S-\ 303. 363: Hoy*! Exchange.
424; School of An. 452; sewage, 29^;
shop in B(%:ir lane. (174

Leaul: Iniv'ligrnce. S5. 53. 64, 128. 15S.
S12. 241. 2tKS. VV9, 3:^ 3*4, 443. 499. 55.%.

68.1, 611. r.W. 665, 692; poinUK4l2, 412.
62^, 654, 5SI

Legality of: advertlsementHOn scafToKh,
3.'): bald-cchino, 158, .:38, 241, 2yj, .184,

499. 692. 69.1

Lect'nd of beauty, the, 617
Leieestor : Chun-h Building Society, 24

;

munlclpni buiMini;s competition, 71.

87. Ht2, 310, 3;i»
: Soho I of Art. 209.

tiOl ; sewafie rotupoitliiou, 3.18; trAdut'

unionism, nt. 127, 156

I,eir(>itor-«qu«r»«, 67;l, 728
IxMii'siorwhire: Ar'ba>olog|cal Society,

rd9 ; and Nonhanipiun^hire Arcbi-
taciural Society, i;id

Lf*n)(th of: banc and perpendicular. 498,

555 ; bridne on skew, 2o. 52
I^Hnous and lectured on art, 189

U-vrlllmr. 77. H>2
L-vy r. M'H;k.5S
Liibiliiy. of building rmclety trustees,

299 ; ir-T goods ordt-red by architect,

6:i: for qn*ntiitea.51, 82
Life: an Hriist's, 691; a DominlcaQ

nri|il'8.,'i60

Lifting tirldgcs, counterbalanced. 727
Li-jht railways, 645
Lljfbling, 328; ligritmg churchoj, 156
I.i.:htnlii^' conductor!*. 25, 210, 215, 336,

355. :W«. 49.1. 633. (H6. 691
Lime: hydmulie, 527 ; kdn, economical,
582; limestone and. 441, 585, 727 ; as a
pr«?serv^live of wood, 358

Limestone, 441. 585
Lincoln DiocOian Architectural Society,
62

Linoleum and dry rot, 728
Hthograph-c sio-o, 165

Lithography in "' qn mtities," 654
Iaveri»ool: Arrhitectur«I and Archmo-

loKirttl Society, 12;l. 391, 4(t5,4l4, 687;
Labourers' l)wel1iu^s Company. 299:
Vueon's-rosHi cehoois, R'.iC ; School
Board, 103, 536 ; S. Anne's Church, 722

;

water -tiupply. S84 ; workshops for the
out-door blind. 592

Living-rooms. 412, 412
LI iOiiafr CatliPdnil, 159, 49S
LUngolleo IJrid^'o. 691
Load on brickwtirk. 691
Loads on bridge-". 383
lx>in Exhiiiitli>n of needlework, 29
Local admiuibtration of sanitary laws,
407

L^cks. door, 27

Lodge ne^rCbelmtiford. 194
Lodge schools. Denholmc, .'194

London : cemetene<i, n*'w, 154; and
County Bink. 1&5; Foresters' A^yUim,
269; in full dress, 29 ; growth uf, HOO

;

health of, 35 ; luterontional Exhi-
bition. 1874. 155, 471, 536; Kitchen
middens, 366, pnrks, 589, 642: poor,
dwellings of. 269. 62^, 533 ; Boman, 79,

87. 529; Sch>oI-botrd. 80, 103, 354.
412, 497, 610. 553, 554, 662, 689 ;

Blau0hter-house», 6:1 ; street accidents,
269; suburban fiewaee; 3j6,610;wh1L
36 ; water supply, 645

Longford. S. Thomas's Church, 323
Longmsn's bor.k on S. Pauls. 133
Lontrt-m Building Society, 63
Louvres, opeuiuir. 25, 63
Lowerinn blinds, 727
Ludgate-hiil in the oldeu time. 611

MACHINERY: brick-making, 42i, 665.
wood-working 295. 5-8

Magnetic po>n'. v;iri4lion of. 3M
MAidslone: Museum, :J58; School of Art,

367

Mam drainage. Dublin. 329
Mains, gas and water, 468
Manchester: new cemetery, 499, 535;
new fruit market, 323. 39| ; schools
c<3mpetition,40S; Society of Architects,
126. 494

Manner o' opening louvres, 25, 52
Mansion Hou<>o Building-^, 8
Mansions: Didabury, 222, 7*22; Harlow,

Ea*ex, 8

Manufacture nf : concrete, 470, 611;
lime, cement, and plaiter. 727 ; mort,ir,
3.;y; mfWMic vouecrs, 499; Portiiod
Cfment, 611

Msnufaciureji. buildings for. 22
Mip* and plan*, telegr.iphing, 555
Marble, Imlintion, 366
Murbles, Greek. 27
Margate seworaifo competition, 554, 610
Maritime caoni. a new. r>ii6

Market rcbiteotur'-. .'ts?

M«rkeU : Farrintrd.^n. 358, 394. fi52. 582
;

Manchester fruit, 323 ; Meiropoliian
Cattle, 414; M<-ropoIitan Meal aud
Poultry, 631: Whitchurch.

Manlebono t)«xjr. dwellings or, 26J
Mdrjf-strrel, Bromley, schools. 64
M'ttjus of U'ccsler and unionism. 127.

Hi

Mason's claim, a, 2rt8

M^fionrr C'}nst*u<'tlon, 636
Material o* ornintent. 50^»

M^a-uring: brickwork. 51. W, 102. 413.
442, 4';:', 498 ; oriel and bay windows,
81

Mechanical : process nf dccimtlon. n^w,
659 ; scraper for .cloaniiig water-pipe^,
165

MtMhtoIcatly charging gi^-r^'torta. 31
MMi«)r»l : art. 476 ; brickwork of

PotHor^nia. 5;7; bridges ol Wales,
5>i7. f.ji

; tUtes, 2fi9

Meetings of ihr; Inntltuin, 441
M.*m liars : CbarlrM Knight. Wiodt»or.

•'74
; Cbriitian. 410 ; iaanpropriatc.

3;f): M.idof Orleans. 666
Mercer r. lyathtfrturrow. 6 i6

M»-s>At;eof ar*. the, 617
Metal work. Japaacse. 251

Metropolitan : B;>ard of Wo^k^ 35, 53,
'Jl^'i. 655. 612, 659. 728, briJgew, 637;
BulUlng Acf, 645, 64rl; C^ttl^ Market,
414 ; gas supply. 5H4 ; im^roveninniN,
MO'.t ; mail) drainatTf. S6 ; Meat and
Poiilirv Mirket. 633; po tr dwellin;.'s

01. 269, 528.53.^; ratlwav. 6>l ; iicwagc
413; street tatlsiic, 53; tr.imways,
72>*; water-*upply, 645

Mnhael Annelo, 30i>

Middens, LiuJon kitchen. 366
Milbura's uulselcia rvvuiviu};^ chimney-
cowl, 32

Hllde w on engrarlnfcs, 328
Mill on proporiy in works of art, 136
MluMter, York, SO
Mi-orcre carvMiffs, 5S2. 010, 6:i6. 091
MoJelof S. Paul's, Wrens, 6i7, 610
MKltilling, 184
Molern: art, 294 ; stained glass, 327, 354,

3SJ. 4.19

Monarchical restoration, a, 61JU

Monograph. 81
Monumental works, mortar for, 156
MonumoQts : of Denbrghshire, archi-

tectural. 5s7 ; Rjinan. 447
M >ody's " Lo«sons and Lectures on Art,"

189
Mt>ordowH, S. John's Chnrch, 222
M'jrtitlity : and c lals .551 : of trec^. 644
Mortar: bl ick. 38,1,442.428; manufacture

of, 3J9; for monumental works, 156
Mortuary Chupel, Sherborne, 722
Mosaic veneers or tiies, 499
Mould inie bricks, 357. 611
M^u'itain: ctiapol competition, 50, 81,

127 ; tuunel, another, G67
Mountin^'drawiQi*'^. 1U2
Movable school buildings. 393
Mueheloey Abbey. 79,87
Municipal: buildings, Leicester. 7S, 87,

102, 310.394 ; engineer^t. 3Jt, 491
Munlrtcent gifts. 27. 358. 728
Mural decomtlon wlih glazed tilc<, 2'<0

Museums: Arcbitectunil, 55j ; Bri Ish,

12*i ; Maidstonr. 'S.'tS; new Natural
Hust»ry, 126; Sir John Soane'c, 527;
S.iuth ken<iai{ton, 29, I2.i, 185,252, 3A
473,613, 635.728

MutuJ Land Company, 213

NAMES of English painters, 414
Naiioual : cMinpetmou of Schools nf

Art, 187; Freeh )ld I^andSjjifty, 268;
Gallery, new, 385; Safe Deposit Com-
pany. 52 i ; Training Sch >ol lor Mdiic,
584. 689

Native Guano Company, th-^, 53
Natural Uistory Museum, 126
Nature of cholera, 3:i7

Necf^dily lur a new BuiUingAct, 645,

646
Nee Jlework, decorative. 29
Netherihorpe aohjols, 45i
Netlcy Abbi-y, 3^2, 414
Neuiralismg uoiious smells. 470
New : abattoir^. Metropolitan Cattle
Market, 414; Airedale Collogc 641;
Albert B idge, the, 242 ; bells for

S. Pdul'sCutbedrdl 61I6; Buildiijij Kcu
645, 646; cenictonos for Lfiidoo, 154;
cemetery for Darlington. 63; cemetery
fo*- Manchester, 499, 5*25; church at
Cbelses, 477, 527; cnurchat S. Aubiu,
Jersey, 125; Colonial ofBcfS, 556

;

cottages, Lan^ford, Esacx. 64, 102
;

court, South Kensiutftou Museum,
473 ; Devon and Somerset Riilway,
471: dock at Wdterford, 212; Farriag-
don Market, 552. 58i; First Cim-
missiuner of Workj, 185; gate-lodge,
Twickenham, 64 ; harbour, Cuxhaveu,
299; hirbour, Jersey, +80 ; Law Cjurta,
80, 126. 3i2, 338; Ljadon Park, a.

637; Manchester Fruit Market, 4'23;

luaritime canal, a, 586; Xatioual
Gallery. 335; Natural History Museum,
126; ofllceH, Pauls Wharf. 424. 469;
park for Uirmiogoam. 269 : pior. Buck-
fnars Brilge. 72-i; pier al U^rao Bay,
242; Portage Lake ship-canal, 3u9;
process of decoration, C^v ; public
iilBcos, 137. 556; railway works, .36s

;

rectory-house, \^'igan. 36"* ; school
desks, 63 ; streets, pavinic, 64; Town-
hall, BradfonL 252; traiuing-coliege.
Dirlington, 32^; use for ice, 444

;

Waterproof cement, 437
Now York: architecture of. 440; nres*.

architecture and. 25; to the Ktcky
Mountains, 5.'11. 558; sanitary science
at, 30«i; wooden pavements. 24.:. 440

New Zealand Cbamberi<. Leadcnhall-
street. 252

Xeaington. S. tfabritl's Church. 338
.Newman Uall's church, 424
Ncw»-rw>ms. City, 1137

Newton Primary Schools, Peansylvmnia.
60

Ni!i;rara river bridge, 611
Niccola Pitann, :uv,

Noi*othruu/h wind >ws. 127, 181
NoiielcM^ revulrin|( chimnoy-cowL S2
>ormaii Siutw's w>>rk-. 449
North Walca. H"tiw^-y-Coe«l Church. 8
Northamptonshire Arcbitectaral Society,

79
Northampton School of .\rl, 182. 661
Northurn : Agricultural Soctriy'scottAge

. compctliion. 125 ; Architectural Amooi-
ation. 661

Northfl^ot chlmnov. 441. 45a 49*, 526,
6Vt. .'79. f-ti. 60? ' ' '

• • -" 724
Norihuin»orlan1 H '

North uml>*'rUnd > \rcbieo-
logical and Arch.i . -..™. - -o-iy. 2o»

Norwich l^nd and Hoildiof Sgcloty, 3€!i

Nonrli.b Cathedral, 325

^ote«: on America, 446, 475. 631, 659;
from B^linhurtrh. 42t. 6il; on 0.i>
S. PaupH, 671, 725

Notices nr t^i lk^ 131. l-O, 219, 245 279,
295, 32.i. 410. 451. 475. 601, 6»9. 614.

^660. 561. isl, SO t, 691. fl07, 666. 674
Nottingham Cburan competition, 16^

Novel pr jeet, a. 6S4
Nozl'tut : g«acH. 329 ; mancifacturei,

builJiuga fur, 22 ; s.nells, ueutralisio;f.
470

Nua M >nk'nn, Yorkshire, S. Mary'a
Church, 606

OBITUARY. 27, R2. 103. 129. 270, 329,.

1«7. 385. 44 1.444. 47L 611
Oddfellow-' llalU D'vit^s. 41-1

Odour o( rMar-wo>>d. tie, 693
Office of Woik-t, t'le, -^42

omces, Piiul's Wh-irf. 42 i. 4«3
Oil: paint, boty f .r, SU ; sketcblng-

paper, 412. 469
Okohimptoo: Cistle. 154: Charch, 154
Old: Ru Morton II >u«e ol *n<iade, 24');

FuroivalN -tis'illery, Uolooru. 721 ;

Londi'i Wall. 35; Hashes, puttr In, 25;
S. Paul's. M. 131, 671. 725 : " T*bard '^

Inn, Soiitbwark. 694; tree la Cboap>
side, 499

Omnimetcr. '26

Open: dreplaces. SM, 583; space* be-
tween buil'linu'S, 443

Opening: louvres. '26, 52; of now .MVrt.
Bridge, 242: of Wandsworth Bridge,
384

Operative masons and trades unionlanv
127. 156

Order of Kfparatlon, cemetery of, 452
Organ fronts, 241
Oriel and b ly windows, 81

Ornament, material of, 5'JO

Orophilite. '2'\

Ot ery S Mary. 182

Our Office Table, 27. 53. 82. 103. 1-29. 18

V

212. 242. 269. 299. 329. ,T57. 384. 413. 444,

47L 499, 528, 555, 684, 611, 637, 66,. 093;
728

Our stroeta. 557. 614. 6S9. 669. 695
Outdoor Blind workshops. Liverpool, 692
Outrago at (tortuo, trade, 212
0\al. 6fW. 63'J

Ovens. 184

OverhcAied rooms, 50ft. 527
Oxford : Arehiiectural and His'oricAt

Society, 584, Oil, 619. A61 : architecture,

50.422; Church of S. Aloysius, 722;
Schawl of Ar^ 452

PADDINGTON: Church of S. Mary
Ma?.lalene. 480. 043: Ntreet lampA, 314

Palstow schools competition, 728
Painters' names. 414
Painting: on pott<rrv. 433; siliceoos, 665

Paintings, himoric 191

PalacoH: Alexandra. 242.637: Foscarinl.

Venic<». 313; I^m'elh, 364, 358; Po-
destal. Florence, h. O't, 88

Palatine Uill. the. 3.11

Palentine Explorat uii. 194 414. 694
Paper, oiled sketching. 412. 4i9
Parian cemeit 355
Parin. Bowa^s'e of, 128
Parish 8chi>«>ls. Berlin. 125

Parisian: scavengers. 269; wo>lvarni'dt
64 ; workmen's homes anil workshops,
600

Parker's Introduction to Grthie archi-

tecture, 564
Parks: Brmingham. 269; Green, 24>;
Hvde, 3i>it, 5S9: L'Ms. 2^. 303. 363;

Ljndon. ;ix). 5s9. 6.17.^2; S. James's,.

642 ; West Him. 637
Parliament: tlousoi of. 137.357; Btroet.

137

Parliamentary: notiw. 23; 35. 79. U6, 137;

projects f T tho comng session. 611

Parsonaite-houKO. Vlct-iria D«vks. 646

Partitions: f amf».L 51.^2: souni-^roof,

241, 44L 469: trussed, 156

Party walK 51, si

PaA^ftire of tho Channel. 645
Paieley Bridge cchiml*. XM
PatentJ* connected with th** bull ling ins le,

27.268, 32U. 317. 3S*, 413.470. 4^,611.
727

Paul Lacr.ix'fl " Mid 11" Ag<^" 475
Paul's Wliarf. new offl eo. 421. 46'.»

Pavements : asphalte. 212. t99. »». 6ft5

;

wiwvien. 212. 440, idl

Pavin;:: now fttroeb*. 64; r>»As, 7H
yarvls. 51. 82

Peckhani tr.imwars, 209
Pencil drBwiiig4. Axing 25
ronnsylvaila. Xewt..n Primary School,

60
pm*. •tkM-h'ni:. ir !»«

r
...... ,,^

.1'1,«1S

I'.TL .1 -f -L

Perro^neni -

Pemia : arc'..

ing for. *".4A

remlsicncQ of theo*loarof odar-wood

Pen-pectlTe. interior. 8L 12^ 441, 4©, 4M,
.'.27

Pol.'r^•f^»tl,Ih : Cath»«1r*L 674. M^
Dlovfwan Church Uutldtnc A«»*ciaUja,
6?t-4

Pew-ralla. h^nllng. 241. 267
PhCadelphIa Centennial Esblbltlt^a 47i,

661)

fh .. 7-nr»^«- ^T"h«olo;lrftl, 379. MJ

.4&2

tf
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Ficttir«n mt Dudley Oallcry, G06
Pier archw, «>»

Pierrefon-V rhmcau of. fi73

Piers: Bla<'kfriar>i nrl.Iire. WO, 728;

Hprno Bay, -Ml'; Wotftwurd IIoI I2'»

Pip*»fl : cemoni sower, 25 ; Btonewnri', 27,

609. ana, civi

Piwno, N'iccoU, 30A
PiBU.ja Cath.vlnvl. 424
planet BuiKlinK Sw^ietv. 1C5
Planning: churchw. 109. 1S7, 16.^ IM.

210. 239. 2f.C. 28". :;2S. .'>ni. GUS ; HchouU
:i. 60. 107. If.2. 247. SCA :W'J

PUns : tolo^rrapbiu^, i5!>; trritlDg oo,

fi27. fiW, W3
Plaster: c«Bt«. bardeniiijr, 300; mana-

facture of. 727 ; removing, 1S4
PlaAterinfi brick dtovcH. 6^»
PUftterora": CVm|MiDy's prizes, 4." 1 ; stuff,

Pltte-gltt*-! dtaininff. fl2n. 6«4. R90
Plomben" cement, 412. 442, 43S
Plumt.in>f. 4. 13^>. 4t^tt. .';7

Pockoi soxuint. Hi. 12s
Podestnl Hidace. FI-Tencc, 8, G3, 8S
Polntiii>; brick fluo. 601
Pollulinn of rivors, 12«. 299, S53
Polytechnic CollcKe. fi81

Pomeranian brickwork. r»77

" Poplars," BcgentH Park, dining-room,
310

Portft)?e Lftke Bhip-ciinal. 309
Portland ccmont, :is;{. 412.413, 441,442,

46S. 473. 4:tS. 490. tni
Pofition of pulpli. .'.1. S2
Poet ofllce an»i the forporatiiin, ."5^4

Potter>': acoustic, 24, 50; painting on,

Poultr>- yard, SS3
Powdrrhnm Oa-sllo, 180
Powers, Hiram. 27
PojTitTs frcsciK's at Diilwloh. fl3

Practical thenniniynamica, 2'>l

Prehist'i-ic romainH. .'».'J2

PremiBea for liatioijal Safe Deposit Co,

PreminmR for painting on pottery, 4SS
'

Preir.onitious of cholera, 211
Prestrvntion of : Taunton Castle, 496:
wood. 104, 250. 858. 4fi8. 498. 6(W

Prceer^-ing
: .stone, 25, 52, 82, 212 ; wooden

tilcR, :{23

President's Ad<lrcRS at the Institute, 506
Pressure on framing of partitions, 61, 82
PreveuUng : echo, 102, 210. 3S:t. 4(J8, 527;
down-draught in chimneyis. 357

Priam's treasurer at Troy, 192. :J00

Price of : coals. .V»l
; ga«, fiS?

Pridcaux's Patent Cement Co.. 471
Principles of safety and danger in

stnictnre.i. 551
Priory, Dartingt'in, ISl
PrisRin-building, .Ir-T

Prize drawings. Royal Academy, 1&4
Prizes: Ashpitel, 5i(C ; Plasterers' Com-

pany's, 451 ; for turning, 129
Professional foes, 212, 241, i;68, 443, GOO
Project, a novel. 684
Property tn works of art, iSC
Proportions of tall chimney-t^hafis. 551
Proposed: abattoirs 'forLnndon, '2C,0-

Centennial Exliibitiun, Philadelph n[
475 ; completion of Metropolilau
"Inner Circle" of railwnv, CO^

;

hflrbourworks at CflIai(^ isj ; new
church, S. Anhin, Jersey, 125: restora-
tion of the Convent of S. Frftnccsco
at AsBiR)<i, 3S4; rcstr.ration of Kirk-
Btftll Abbey, 221, 2G0, -jSO, 207; restora-
tion of S, Savour's, Souibwurk, ^13-1

;

towD-hnll for Sunderland. :;uo

Protection of biiildinps from lightniuc,
210. 215. ;;35, :iS2, 403. 5:!;!. G\(>,cn

Public: ahflitoirs for Lomton, 2^9;
bailus Wiikctf-ld, 6(15; elemt'iitiry
echouls, Liveri>ool, 630; j^nrdena and
museums, Maidstooe, 358; halls. 5;»4

lleoltli Act, 35, 6^7: office?, ihe new",
137, o5C

rublicntinna (see " Notices of Books 'O
Pugiu's bouse, 3<s:i

Pulpit, position of, 51, S3
Pumice-Htone and ga.Hflrca.441, 527
I'nmptnK^ station, wftttrn, bfi

Purlin for slate roof, 601
PnttT: lucid Bashijs, 25 ; thermo-plastic

1S4. 211
'^

QUALIFICATIONS of an architect,
29^, 'i-2H

Qunlity of lead and glas», 20; limber, 127
Quantities, 25. 50, 5], 52, y2, 127 241 2ti7

268, 412,627.554 '
'

Quarrying stone, 25. 26
Quoen'tt-road schools. Liverpool. 536
Quoins: squint, 25, 82; sttjuo, 25, 63

RAILINOS of S. Panl'y. 3JC
Kails: bonding, 241, 2ii7 ; Iron fcnclnjr

413
^'

lUilway
: briilges, 157. IM, 209; carriages,

wa-ming. 471; Commi-f.Mion, the, 727;
expenditure oh new works. 368; pro-
jects. CU; works, foreign. Mo

Bailwrtys: Amtrjcan. 29y; IHitrict, 358
,

Hflht, 645; moirupoliluu, 694
Bilnf^ll, .-138

Baising blinds, 727
Bangoo, conking. 3.'9
lUtioi; of (jovrrnment property, 270
Be: J. Alton, 583 ; W. Couicus. 211. 5.S3

Becent arcbxologlcal discoveries In War-
wickshire. 261

BeceptBcle for clndrr^, 470
Records and wills, 3)'
Recovery of profcs»ior.al fees, 212, 443
Rectory House. Wigan, 3t;8

Bed : brickwork, stainfng, 495, 527

;

facing brickwork, 064
Bedditch sowcrace, 63
Kefi-rras. sanitary. 407
Regent-street. CuV. Royal. 394
RcKuUtions. tramway, 212
Relations of art to In'tfllecl. Ifi3

Relative durability of woods, 51, 82. GO:,
602

Relic of the BastiHc, a, 666
Religion and art, 53
Remains : on D^rtmmor, ruJe, 2IS

;

Roman, in Kent, 137
Befnioisccnce of Ruskln's childhood, a,

385
Removal of nn nnciont Inndmnrk, r.ofi

Removing; iucrui^tatlou from Wiiter-
pipes. H'5 ; mildew from cTigra^iuirs,
32«; noxioui smells, 470 ; si>ot<i from
drawiof^s, 127; whitewash. :iOO, 3j5. 3s3

Rpnaissance, the. and Cinquc-Cfnio. 723
Rendering deal-boards lucoinbujtiblc,

412, 460
Reports of Knglish workmen ou tho

Vienna Exhibition, fllii

Reredoses
: Kxelor C-ithodrHl, 72 \

;

OlnuceaH'r Cathedral, 721; Worccsi-.-r
College H«I], :;5

Researches, archreologicnl, 207
Reservoirs, brick, 527
Rfsignation of Mr. Cole, 2". 63
ResiRtanco of bricks to crushiu? force,
578

ResponBibillty of BuUdlog Suciety di-
rectors, 355

Restorntion : Bristol Catlieanil. 43S

;

church. 3.J8, 441, 4r>8, 4;i.S; Convent of
S. FranceHcoat Aseissi. .3S4 ; Dunblftuc
Cathedral. 137, 40ii ; Kirkstall Abbey,
proposed, 221, 26(5. 2S0, 207 ; S. Slary'ti,
Nun Moukton, 606

Restorations, 26fi, 297, 3:JS, SS4
Rct.iininjr walli", 383. 421, 4G5, 478. 49S
Ri-view of tho timber trade, 23. 54 81

103, 129. 168. 186. 213. 243, 270, .301, 330.
359, 385,414, 444, 472, 501, 556. 584, 612.
637, 728

Reviews (see "Notices of Books'')
Rhayader Workhouse compeliiiou, 8i
Rhcims scwajre. 528
Rhine ruin«, 105

Richard il.'s tomb, 33
Richard Green Building Society. 2G8
Revolving chimnev-cowl, noiseless, 32
Reynoldfc's wood-working luacbiuery,

Rights of walls, &c., 554
Rivers, pollution of, 12(J, 299, 533
Ro.id paving, 728
Roads and tramways. 242
Roadways, asphaltr, 2lv. l»99. 303, CG5
Rochester Buildings uiety, 12S
Rock drill, the Burlui{;h, 337

,
Rom.on : archO)olo;;y, 270. S31, 44^. 503;

architecture, 105, 125, 166. 179, 277. 447,
670 ; cemetery at York. S-M ; London,
79,87,529; monumL'nts. 447 ; remains
in Kent, 137; sculpture, 532, 670;
station !it Etocetum, 7ou

Rome, 331,440
Romford sewage, the, 12:>

Roof: plumbiug, 460, 527; purlins, C91
Roohog, 470
Roofs, Hat, 241
Rooms: ovcr-hoated, 5 JO, 527; wai-miu",

329. 413
Roots of trees in sewers, 25
Rose's thermo-plastic imttv, 1S4, 211
Rot, dry, 25, 51
Roitiug; wood by sand, 211
Rougemont Castle. Ill
Kouudh«y Park, L^tds, 280, 308, 363
"Rows," Chester, 212
Royat: Academy, 101, 101, 212, 600,661,

694,665; Anhajological Instituto. 35,
85,87,110.152. 180, 218.250,438, 6.il;

Architectunil Museum, 556 ; Engineer-,
the. 102; Exchiuit;o, Lreds, ii;4; In-
stitute of British Architt-cts. 27, 33, 441,
500, 506, 525, 577, e09, G17, 672

Rubble walliDg, 25, 52
Rude stone remains on Dartmoor, 213
Ruins. 105
R'jIo-?, Chi:shlro, house at, 536
Ruskin: on art, 437; on oruament, 500;
and tho water-(;pring, 242

Ru^kin's chitdhoud, 3S5

SAFE Deposit Co.'s premises, 523
S;ife-rooro, concrete, 355, 383
Safety in structures. .'>51

tealialjury Diocesan Church CuilJiog
ABSOciallon, 49, 43H

Sand roitiDg wood, 211
Sandstone, 441
.Sanitarium, an aerial, 299
Sanitary: eoglaeoring for Perflia, 045;

Engineers' Associali.in. 3:t4, 404; im-
provements at Stratford-ou-Avon. 405;
laws, 407 ; provisions of Building Acts.
407, 646; reforms, 407 ; sctcnco in New
York, 300; survey wanted. 129; Sur-
veyors' Institute, 298, 328 (see also
" Water Supply andSnuitary Mitteri")

Sap wood, 664. 092
Suiihcs: double, 127, 1>*I ; hiinglng, 27 ;

kliding. 413; window. 470. 471
Sawdust, is It explosive ? 241
Scaffolds, advertisemi'iits on, 35
heaven jiTiTs, PariHnm, 2i;d

Scliulai>hips. Whitworih,300
bcboi^l : Boiird specifications, 55t ; build-

ing, 241); building*, movable, 393;
desks, 63. 103. •.;4S

; galleries, Hi
;

plauuiug, 3,00, 107. I(i2. 247,365, 389;
plunniug cumpcltti ju, Uitlding NeW:j,

Schools: Berlin parish, 125; Denliolm",

394; Doptford, 439; existing. GO, lo7.

162; Holb'om, Gl'V; Holloway, 502;

Hunalet. L^eds, '.St; infunts" and
mixed. 01; King William Ctrammar,
365, ;189 ; Liverpool. 5"lii ; Mary-street

• Bromley, 64; N"'tliertlior|ie, 4.V2

;

Newton Primary. Pennsylv«uia, 60

;

Pately Bridge*, 391; South Boston,
U.S., 162, 166; Sirt'athim Common,
^10; Thro-ton, 610; Upicr Middle
Clisp, Wiesbrtdcn, 61 ; wide. 3S3 (sec

also "Building Intellijjence ")

Scho -Is of Art, I8.>, 187. 269. 310, 353, 367,

411. 444, 45.', 409, 609, 556, 584, 633, 661,

687
Smence and Art Department. 182,252
Scotland and Irel.tnd, tuunel between,
417

Scraper for clennine wator-pipcs, 165
Sculptor, a Swedish, 329

Sculpture: Eirlv Christian. 69.T

;

Etruscan. 210; Greek. 5. 8, 58, 390;
Indiiiii, 31 ; Rjni'in, 532, 670

Seawall, couciete. 267
Si-loction of building stone, 722
Separate system of drainage, n, 495
Sepulchre, Easter. 328
Seqientioe, the. 300
Seuin;^-out slopes of enrthwork. 620
Sevenoaks Building Society. 35G
Seventh Annual Kxhibition-, Dudley

trallery, 605
Sewage; deposits, drying^, G6S ; difflcnUy

at Birmingham, 665 ; (Jlasgow, 499

;

gras', 212. 407; Kendal, 5Sl ; uifi-
Biition, 53. 128. 120. 212. 299, 336, 33S,

356, 407, 413, 528. 610. 668
Ssiver-pipeii, Ccment. 25
Sewerage: competition, Marijate, 554,

010; Rodditch, 5t
Sewers: roots of trees in, 25 ; veutilatioa

o''. 25, 26. 52. 81.82, 15(5

Sextants: box, 412; nocket, 81, 123
Sijrajito decorntion. 33
" Shadow of the Cro^s," the, 500
Shdft for sewiT ventilation, 2G, 81
Sheeme^s-on-Sea, 414
Sheffield : chimney construction, 694 ;

improvements at. 3S4
Sherborne, Dijjby Mortuary Chapel, 722
Sliip-canul, Portage Luke, 309
Shop in Bour lam-. Leeds, 674
Shop sun-blinds, G'J5

Shoreditch, Church of S. Mary-at-tlie-
Cro*s,G:^0

Should not architerfs be building sur-
veyors, 293, 327. 355

Siliceous painting. 6ii5

Singleton v. Fildes, 212
Sink-, Kitchen, 132

Sir Charles Barry, 672
Sir Edwm La-udsfor, 36", 500
Sir John Soane's Museum, 527
Site for a, country-house, 323
Size of chimney, 355, 3S3
Sketches, claaaihed, 497, 553, 581, 60S, 635,

663, 639
Sketching: paper, oiled, 412, 469; pens,

127. 1S4
Skew bridges. 25, ."iJ

Skipton Cemetery competition, C19, 726
Slag, blast furnace, 23, 525
Slate roof purlins, 601
Slates, Jfediieval. 2ij9

Sl;i[iug25.52, 241. 26S. 298, 357
Slaui;liiothouses in London, 63
Sliding sashes. 413
Slopes of earthwork, 620
Small towns, drainage of, 698
Smokeconsuming apparatus, 328, 384
Soane Museum, tho. 527
.Social .Science Conjjress. 1S5, 357, 407
Society of Antiquaries, 21
Society of Arts, G'tO

Society of KnginotT*, 525, 620
Society of French Artists, 31

Softening putty, 25
Some new school desks. 63 .

Somerset House, 300. 612
Somerset Arch:ei.'lo*;ical Society, 237
Sound-proof partitions, 2U, 441, 469
South Boston, U.S.. sliools at, 166
Soutii KensiQi^ton: Museum. 29,126,185,
252,305,473, 633,635, 728; School of
Art, 633

Southern cemetery for Maacho3ter, 499,
526

Sojihwark: S. Saviiur'a Church, 134;
the "Tabard" Inn, iiJ4

Spaces between buildings, 413
Sprcillctttions, London School Board,

554
.Sp.Yiftto)\ the, and "Five per C-nt," 61S
Spires near Caen, Normandy, 643
Spots on drawings, 127, 184

Spring, Ruskin and tho, 242
Squint quoins aud gauged archca, 25, 82
Slaliles, whitew.i(-h for, 3S',

btained glaS5, 2fl. 6t. 128. 15S. 184,211,
•J6A. 298. 327, 3^8, 354, 350, 3S2, 3K3, 413,

439, 442. 470, 62S. 555, 610, 6;i0. 6G5, 692
Stained gloss in Exeter Cathedral, 2o0,

327. 354, 382. 439
Stamod glass iu Uoxbatn Abbey Church,

468
Stniuiug: to imitate ebony, 184.211;

plate-glass. «20, 664, 690 ; red brick-
work, 498. 527

Staircase well-bolcf, 26

StalU, S. Nicholas Uruat Yarmouth, 721
^jtamps, appriisetueiit. 009. 636

Statistics: luetropolitan, 63 ; municipal,
405

Stitues, Memorial!*. SiC. 53. SO. 128. 185,
241, 268. 208. 330. 3i6, 3^*3, 413, 442, 499,

628, 555, 6IU, 636, 06&. 692

Stt^am : rollers and gas orapames, 357;
tram-cirs, 693

Steamboat uieratBlackfriars Bridge, 300
Steel, 27
"Stciiple Jftck"at Ballater, 330
Stench trap.^, 27
Stone : lithographic, 155

;
preserving,

25, 52.82, 212
; quarryinEj, 26; quoins,

25, 62; remaias on Dtrtmoo^ 218;
selecting, 722; walling, a^ihl.tr, 5s-_»

Stones : fire-resisting, 3o7; founditiou. 243
Stoneware pipes, 27, 609, 636, 665
Stonework: cleaning, 635, 6G4, 691;

enriched, 383
Stop-valves or taps, 269
Stoves, 829, 357. 413, 470, 665, 727
Mratford-OM-.Vvou, improvt^msnts «t, 495
Stre;itham Common iufints' kcIiooIs, 310
Street: accidents, Loudon. 269 ;imrirove-

meiits, Birmingham, 687; improve-
mtmts, Douglas. Isle of Man, 5i)0, 694 ;

improvements, Dundee, 270; lampsiii
Paddington, 384; p-iving, 611, 723;
p'lviu^^, liiw of, 6t; stitiatici*, metro-
pulitan, 53 ; urinals, 26. 52, 82

Streots, our, 557, 614, 639, 669, 695
Strength of : brossunim ;r, 211, 241, 323,

355, 527, 554; bricks, 1S4, 578; c-m-iut,
102 ; ffirdcrsand columns, 267, 356. S-tS.

441,469,498, 627, 554; retaini-.g-w.lla,
3Si; stoneware pipes, 609, 63G, 66 J

;

trussed girder, 383
Strong-room, fireproof, 662
Structural safety, 551
Structures, thuQilcrjitorms and, 215
StU'iontship at L'EcoU tlci Beaux Arts,

471
Stuiles, historic art. 5, S. 31, 53, 105, 156,

179, 216, 277, 305, 3G1, 390, 419, 447, 504,

632, 670, 696

S. Alban's Abbey, 80, 32.5; S. Aloy^us*,
Oxford, 722 ; S. Anne's, Liverjiool, 722

;

S. Asaph's Cathedral, 159; S. Aubin,
Jersey, new church at, 125 ; S. Barna-
b;i3, Pimlico, baldaerhino at, 241 (sea
also " Baldacchinos ") ; S. Bartholo-
mewV, Chatham, 387 ; S. Bartholo-
mew's, Sydenham, 674; S.Chad's Cross,
554, 583; S. D.ivid'fl Catlicdral, 159;
S. Eiheldreda,|bi8excentenary of, 450;

S. Echeldreda's chains, 554, 583

;

S. Etiieldredi's Chapel, 32S; S. Ga-
briel's, Xewtngtou, 338 ; S. John-lhc-
Baptiat's, Yeuirarie. Australia, 536

;

S.John the Evangelist's Sl-IiooIs, Uol-
born, 646; S. Johu's, Miordowo. 222;
S. Luke's parsonage-house, Victoria
Docks, 646 ; S. Mirk's School. Veniv,
gate nf, 564 ; S. Martin's Sch )0l of

Art, 661 ; S. Mary-ar-the-Cross. Shore-
ditcti, 620; S. Miiry M;igd.ilono"8 Pad-
dingtou, 4S0, 643 ; S. Mary's, Xim Monk-
ton, 6Utj ; S. Niohulai", Grt.'at Yar-
mouth, 721 ; S. Patrick's, Kmsington,
8S, 156. 211 ; S P-iul's Catriedral. 2'J,

8S, 133,156, 210.209,276. 3.3:., 3i2, 527,

610. 666, 671, 725; S. Paul's Colk-jce,

Knutsford, 353 ; S. Salvi's tower, AlOi,

721 ; S. Thomas's Hospital, 87

Sub-contracts, 212
Stiburban sewage, L'^ndoo, 356. GIO
Subway. Hoibom Viaduct. 582

Suffolk: Arcbajological Society, 2J7;

brick, white, 127

Siiggosiii'ns as to picture galleries, 391
Suii-blinds, shop. 0S5
Sun-street. Bisliop.-*gate, 128

Suud6rland: proposed ToWQ-hall, 3>0;
Working Men's Bud ling Society, 299

Superseding tracing, 241

Supply of : iras to Loudon. 584; water to

London, 54")

Supplying: fires wi:h fuel. 26::* ; water to

water-cloiets. fill, 727

Surrey: Archaeological Society, 79;
Bouiue, the, 330

Surroundings of S. Paul's, 335

Surveyors: allegdtioua against, 853

;

district, 012. 659

Surveyors" fees, 443, 609

Sus3o.< Archie jlogical Society, 2i)J, 433
SwoiU on wall.-»,2U.2U

Swed 3I1 St'-ulptir, a. 320
Swimming-bath. W..rwick, 357

.Swinetleet Schools comp-lition. 280

Sydenham. S. Bartholomew's Church, 674
.Symniotrieal liijUtniiig conductors, 330
.System of coutractin^, the, 7

"TABARD" lun, Southwark. 694

TiiUiiig-out {piawtities, 241, 2r>S

Tall : chimney shafts, 551; detached
cbimnoy, '-ii'i

Tauk. leakage in, 267
Taps. 269
T.iunton: School Of Art, 6S7 ; and
Somerset Arcbraological Society, 4'Jtj

TeeUnical educutiun, 414, 42 J

Tehjran,54
Tclegru*'hing maps aud plms, 555

Tenants' alLtratiOQS. 127, 184

Tenders. 27, 55, 84, 103. 127, 130. is6, 214,

243, 271, 301, 330, 359, 33!i,415, 472, 501,

556i 612, 638
Thames: baths, 413; Eoihaukment, 60,

54, 269, 300
Theatrical scenes : are they " paintiog-s ?

"

6S3
Thirrmo-dynamics, practical. 234

Tiienmvplastic pattv.lS^ 211

Thought and the Rjuaisaance, 723

Throstou Schools competitiou, 619

Timndorstonns and structure*, 215

Tide*ay of the Tuime^, 300

Tdcs: euc.iustiu, 127, I8*s 19-*. 536;
glued, for niur.il decoration, 230

;

mosaic, 499 ; wooden, 328
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:(;W. 3;W, 356, 407. 413. 52S. 61(J, CG8

;
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riilUiuff a cathedral, 270

VALUATIONS. 3S3, 498. 528. 554
""^

Vulu'5 of:, city lind, 270; l^a^e, cstl-

imitinfr, 184, 211 ; timhir. 25. 53. ft2

VtUilHlisinat Nelley Abbey, 382,411
Vitriatiun of the mn^nQtlo point, 3S3
Viuiety In columns. IS4

Varley, Cornelius, 44:t

Varnish: lor hot-wdlcr pipes, 328;
Ptristan wood, S4

Vn-ie. the Bruoswlck. 300
Veneem, mosaic, 49*J

Vi-nlce: giitc of thu Sohof>I of S. Murk,
5i>4 : Palace FoKcariDi.3:t3

Ventilation of : buildiogs. 2i} ; sewers
and drains, 25. 2t;, 51, 52, SI, 82, 102,
127. I5G ; workshops, 50, Si

VetiilUTors: rUdreoal, 26, 52, 82; zinc,
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Victoria D.icks, S. Luko'd parsonagO'

house, 646
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27. 129, 252. 2tK), 423, 499, 016; wnler
Rupply. 528

Viennese artisans, 499
VilUge churches, 112

Virginia Water Asylum, 27

WAGES morement, 27. 55, 83. 103, 130,
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ISt, 186, 213. 243. 271. 3 1, 358. 3.«, I

500. 556, 6S4. 612. 637, 0A6
Wakedeld: public baths, 61^; School of t

Art, 499
I

Wales, Bettws-y-Coed Church. 8
j

Wall : decoration, Indian, 267 ; Indian I

Kacha, 20 ; London, 35 t

Waiting: ashlar, 5S2: rubble, 25.52
Walls: damp. 184,211; damp-proof, I6ff, (

210; hollow. 2ltS
; piyty. 51,81; quan-

!

tiUoa of curve<I, 207; rights of, 554;

retaining, ."83,421,465,478,498; awoal'
211, 241

Wiitsall Permanent Building Society, 2il

Walsh r. Pickles. W\
Wiin.Isworth Bridge, 384
Waring. Mr. J B.. 591
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Waterfor.1. dock at, 212
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for. 25
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;
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Arches of the Jome of S. Paal'a. 27l>

Architecture^ Boiuii. 112, 166, 2S«, 4'.3,

S92
Armnlrc Rivoux. the, 222
Art Stu.lk-i,' historic. 8, »!, 64. 112. 1C<;,

22-i vtio, :fM. a:,:; i,:i6, r,9:, M't, ;o2
Auillcnce hall, P.>do'tal Halac«, Florence,

88
Augustins' tower. TnulouRO, 702
Ajmer de Valence, tomb of, 194

BALDACCBINO at S. Paul'*, Wren's
design fur. l.'iS

Raldacohlnos. V>1 3C4
Bangor Cathedral. 1(10

Barbon Vlcara:,'e. Yorkshire, 6*4
Batinti, wash-hand, 4
liaitenea, pruposwl new actaoola at,

674
Bayem Cathe.lral. nminln>, 222
Berlin: parish sch.. .l-h..u.,<v a, 112; Bklng

Wllliatn ttrammiir .Sch.iol, 368
IliTiii. re,s, spire at. •>tii

H.>!lw«-y.<-„ed ChiiR'h. 8
Ilir-' ii;;|.-n An-Sfa, bang.lown at. 1C6
I'l- V of old S. P..ura, ISg
11 ;,'n fur, 1114

II .:.'an<le, m
ll.iiir.|,-iii..ii:h, S. John's Chnrch, Uoor-
down, 222

Bridges: Elr, near Cardiff. .'i!>2 ; Il.ilt,

f !>2 ; Llnngolloo, S92 ; Taff, near. Llan-
dair, -Vfi

Bromley, Mary-slrert echoola, 64
lUiLDiNO Xr.w:< Church Planning Com-

petition designs. l;ts, -.t.mj

Bungalows, llirchlnstonKin-Sea, 1««
Business premlsea. Boar- lane, Leeds,
674

CABINET STANDS, 4

CAbioots. denigns for. 36, 592
Cafd Royal, Koeent-street, 394
Campanile, Pistoja Cathedral, 424
Capen Primary Schools, Bjaton, U. S.,

179
Carving. Italian. 702
Castle. Warwick. 613
Cathodnils: Itivngor. 1G6; Bayaaui, 222;

Gloucester. 7()2: Laon.452; LlandafT,
lft6 : Old S. Pauls. 8.8, 135, 138 ; Petor-
borongli. 674: Pistoja. 424 ; S. Asaph's,
liVI; S. David'f. 166; S. Paul's, 131, 135,

138,151.276, 335
Central Hall. New Law Courts, 338
Cemetery Chapel. Waking. 452
Chambers, I^endentiall-stre^t, 252
ChanceL. Christ Church, Wolverhamp-

ton, 504
Chapels : Di(jby Mortuarv. ShTborne.

7<»2; Laon ( athe-lroJ. 452; Order of
Reparation, Wukin;r. 452; S. Siephoa*s,
Westminster, 564; Viucennos, 564

Oharloii Kn!<bt memorial ;;aiew«y,
Windsor. 674

Chateau de Boulogne. 61 ; Chateau de la

Fert"-Milon. jtatcway of, 7*^2

Chester, half-iimb<Te4i housett at, 592
Chimney, Northlle-'t. 605
Chlmnev-pieccs. Wilton Lodge, 83
Chnir. CMS. Pauls, S8
Christ Church. Wolverhampton, 564
Church-planninr. Brii.tosr, Niiws com-

petition designs for. l.^'^ 2so
Churches: ll^tiws-y-C-oed, S; Cordellars,
Toulouse, A64: Holsby. Cheshire, 19»;
J«C<jblns. Toul.iUHo, 56* ; Jerser. S.
Aubln. 112: Kon»ln>;ton, S. Parrit-ks.

88; I.ivorp<x>l S. Anne's, 702; Longfonl,
S. Thomas'o. ;i2;!; Mi>..rdi»wn, noumo-
raoutb, 222; Outrington. S pptors. 64 ;

Oxford.S. Aloysiu.i. 70.': Pi.^.S Cathe-
rines, ACI ; Rev. NeirniAn Hall's, K«'n
nington-ma<1.424: Sboredltcb. S. Manr-
t-lh<vCrrtSf. 6211. 646; Ma Maria do!
Mar, Spain, 564 : Sta. Maria did P<.

Spain. 5M; 8. Mary Magilelene, Pad-
dlngtoo, 480 ; Sydenham. S. Bartholo-

mew's. 674 : Wolverhampton, 5C4 ; Yen-
girie, Au^tra^iJ, 5S6

Clock-chamber. Bradford Town-hall, 252
Club, Maucbenter Conservative, 510

Co.ichm&n's Cottajje, Great Waltham,
194

Competition designs: agricultural la-

bourer's cottage*. 112; Battornoi n-^w

schools, 674; Leicester municipal
buildings. 810. 391; Memorial Cburcli,

Great Malvern. 36
Congregational ohu'ch plans. 561
Conservative Club, 5f*nchcster, 510
Constmetion of half-timbered housofl,

496. 564
Comeilla, Pyrenees Orlentalcs, doorway

at, 8
Cottage, Great Waltham, Easex. 194
Cottages, Agricultural labourers', 64,

112
Cottenham-road schools. Hollowar. 592

C -urt of the PodcHUil I^loco, Florence,

8,64
Courts of Law, tho new, 3 '8

Curriers' Hall. L-.ndon-wall, S33
Curvilinear mouldings, 510

DENHOLME pehooU. 394

Designs for: Adornment of 8. Paul's,

274; aericuttural labourers' eotiaj;es.

112; BatUTsea. now ncIi'KjU at, 674:
b^Tk-ea.He.194; Bcilpiho Nawschun'h.
planning competition, I. 8. 2^0; cabinet.

692; fumllure. 38. 5i>2: Lady Chapel,
7<ri ; Leicester munlcipsi bui dinns.
310, 394; Manchester Conservatlro
Club, 610; memorial cliureh. tJreat

Malvem, .ti^ : pianoforte. 452: R«r.
Newman Hall's church, Kcnainglon-
rvd. 424; tde\ 194, 536

Desks, school, 2(8
Detads: Armoirc. Baynaux Cathedral.

2*22; BnuBord nrw Town-hall, 3i-';

bungalows, Blrchington-on-Sra. lrt*>;

choir stalls, 8. Nichola*. Great Yar-
mouth. 7<'2; rntranc/^-^oor. I>i<by Mor-
tuary ClupeL Sberlwrne. 702; half-

timbered bouc^ 494. 561; Leieeater

municipal bui'dlngB, 310; mansion at

Didaburv, 702 ; Mansion House build-

ings, 8; Pode^tal Palace, Florence. 8,

112; schod-deflks. 248, 249; S. Mary-
nt-the-Cross Shoredlloh, 62); S. Mary
Magdalene, Pa^Idington, 480

Diajcraph, the. 22
Did-ibury, mansion at. 222, 70'»

Digby Mortuary ChapeL Shorbomc, 70J

Dining-room chimncy-pIcce. 88

Dini»g-rooui, the Poplars. Ucjent's-park,
310

Distillery, Holborn, 702

Dame of S. Paul's, the. 376
Doorways: Chateau de la FortA-Milon.

7'rj; Cirnelllo, PynMi.w Orlentatea, l$

;

Digby Mortuary Chapel, S.ierbome,
702

I>>wn HslI, Harlow. Essex. 8

Drawing-room chlmuey-piece, 83

Diircrs engraving of the Wwmau and tho

Dragon, 510

EARLY ChristUn Bcnlptnre.702
Eleratlons: east. Old S. Paul'a 8S ; in-

fants* and miiM schi»oIs. fli; Maosl'^n

House buildings, 8 ; N'ewtou Primary
School. Ponntylvanla, 60; •'•ath. OU
S. Paul's, KS; Upper Middle Claaa

.School. Wiesbaden, 60; wests Old
S, Paul's, K3

Eucau<.*.i.' tiles, de-lgns for, 194, 596

Kngravlng by Albert D^ror, 510

F.tru»ean scutpiuir, 'iTl

Kxamplea of the haldocebin*, 351, MS
Kxchange, I>o«>ds. 424

FAC-SIMILB of ensravlng bj Albert

Direr. 510
Farm labourer** oottaffM, lAa^ord.

61

Fl'rence,th8Po.!efti»l Polao*, ». M, M.

F'>«rarlnl Palace. V«nico. 338

F.imituro. design* for. 34, *W
Furniture, oarristy. 6W
FurnlrarsdlatUIcry, Bolbom, 702

I
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GALLERY forlifantv sihool. 'iVi

Uau* of the school of S. Mark, Voaic«,

Oftie-lod^e, Twtckonham. 64
Oftt«vr»ya ; HurlAl-frroand, Wlmlwr, 674

;

Cbatwu ilrt U Korti-MlloD. 7 02
OeometrlcaJ niouldioff», 610
Oermftu ADil AoiorlcAn school-pUDS, 60,

01ouceBterCAtbo<lra], roroiioB, 702
Qramnmr BchooL, Berlin, 3t>S

Onodraf* Boy»U RoKont-streot, 394
Oreal Malveni momorial cburclL, 3C
<ireftt \V»Uhani. cottafie at l'^4

Orrat Tarni»ut)). choir stalls of S. Xi-
cholav' (.hurch, 702

Orook ncuipture, 8. lU, 3!>4

Groups in rorudos, Gloucostor CathoUral,
7tJ3

HALF-TIMBERED houflMt Chester,
^V3 ; conctructlun of, 4)>6. l>Gi

Ilall : of Cuiriont" Company. S:tfi ; of the
Npw Law Courts, central, 3^18; of Uio
Fodejttal Palaoe, Flon'nce. 88

Ttarlow, Khnox. Diitrn Uall, 8
fi^Isby Ciiuich. Cbciibiro, 194
Jlifitortc art ntuilici. S, .">«. 64, 112, 166,

222. 280. 394. 4.')2. .'.36, 592. M6. 702
Bolbom : FurntTnl's dittillerj'. 702;

FCtiool.1 of S. John the EvangoUiit,
646

IluIIoway. soIiooIn at, 592
UousoalRuloe. Cheshire. M6
lIouRcnat Cho-'tor. haU-tluibered, 692
liuDsIet, LeodK, scboola at, 2tjU

IFS. spire at. 646
lodtan Hculpiurp, 36

lufiiuts' achooU. Stro&tham Common,
310

iDfanti* and mtxod FchooN, 61. 2i'i2, 310
Jntgo JuntVs portico to Old is. PauI'h,

135
Interiors: Bangor Ctithedral, 166 ; Cen-

tral Hail. New Law Courtn, ;i3d

;

Chapel. S. P:itrl«'k's. KenHinpton, 88 ;

Court of tin' PoiU'Hial Pa'jice.Floreucp,
64 ; LUiiiliifTCHthfdrHl, lUG ; nu'tnuiJHl
cbunh, (Jnat Malvern, ;n". ; '^. AsHph'a
Cathedral, 166; S. David** Catbtdr«l.
166

Jtallnn carving. Kiog'd College Chapel,
Caml TtOge, 702

^ACE-LANE schools, fiunsict, Leeds,
280

Jersey, S. Aubio. 112

KKNSINGTON, S. Patrick's Cborcb,
88

Kinir William Grammar School, BcrliD,
368

King's CoIIepo Chapol, Cambridge,
carving at, 7(>2

£iicben ciuks, I'-H

LABOURERS' cottages, Langford,
E 8CS. 6

J

Lady chapel, design for a, 702
Lancet Mouldings. 610
Langford, Lubourors' Cottages at, SIO
Laon Cathedral. 462
Last design made by Wren for S. Pttul's.

135
Late Greek sculpture, 8
l>aw Courts, the nuw, 3.1**

Leiidenhall-siri'et. chambers at, 262
X.eed8: IjusincHS prt-mlaes, Bour-lane,

674; Boyal Exchange, 424
; wureiiouse

in Wrliingiou-stroel, 36
Lticcsicr municipal buildings, 310, 391
Liverpool; Quecn's-roMd echooth, b'iii;

S. Anue's Church. 702 ; workbhups fur
ont-d<K>r bliud, 561

LtandHfT CHthedral, )(i<\

2A)£gia, FuduHtal Palace, Florence, 61

MALVERN memorial church, 36
3Iansion-]ioU!i'i I uiluintfs, 8
ManHions: Didsbury, 2^2,702; Harlow,

Essex, 8

Market, Whitchurch 363
Mary-sireet schools, Bromley, 64
Medieval bridKes, 692
Memorial church. Great Malvom, 36
Memorial (jaicway. Windsor, 6;4
Mixed scbools, 61
U'd.l of Wrens biildacchino for S

Paul'a, 138

Monumonts, Uoman, 4.'2

Moordown, lloumemouth, S. J obn's
Churcb. 22i

Moriu^rj' eb^p-Is: Sherboroo, 702;
Woking. 462

Mouldings of pier arch«P, t\n
Muoicipal buildings Leicester, 310.394

NARTHEX, S. Patrick's, Kensln^t )n,

88
National Safe Deposit Company's pre-

mises, A23
Nave roof, S. Davids Cnthidral. 166
Norhonhorpo scliooN, 462
New: Chsuci'I. Christ Church, Wolver-
hampton, fi64 ; coitigi* f<^)r farm labour-
ers, Lanirford. (A ; gaiolodgf. i wick-
enbam, 64; gaiewiiy in memory of
Cliarleslvniitht. 674; Law Courtn.33S;
oniees, Poul'sWharf, ;i94. rector) -houBc,
Wignn, 368; nehoois, Battcraou, 674;
Town-ball. Brndford. 262

New Zealand Cliambers, Leadcnhull-
street, 262

Nfwtngion. S. Gabriel's Church, 338
Newton primary school, Ponosylvauia,

GO
Norman mouldinpi», 610
Nt r'horn Ajrricultural Soclo'y'a prize

COttAi^rS, 112

Norihlleot chimney, the, 6&5

OFFICES: Load.iihall'Strect, 262 ; Na-
tional Saf.* D'-po-it Company's, 523;
Paul's Wharf. :jy4

Old : KumivHrs disiillery, 702 ; houses at
Chester, 692

Old S. Paul's, Lndon. 88, 136 138
Order o( Ueparaiiou, cemetery chapel,
462

Ourriugt/'D. S. Peter's Churcb, 64
Oxford, S. ^Moybiua Church, 702

PADDINGTON, S. Mary Magdelene's,
4bO

Palarcs : Foscarini, Venice, 338 ; Po-
destal, Florence, 8, 3G. lU, 88, 112

Pnriah ^chon^hollso, Berliu, 112
Piirsonsge, Victoria Docks, 646
Patclcy Bridge fcbouls, 304
Paul's Wbarl, ofDcesat, 39t
Pcndentives, dome of S.Paul's, 277
IVtinsylvuuia, Newton Piimary Hchool,
60

Peterborough Cathedral. 674
Pianofi rte, design Jor, 462
I'itjr iirch mouldmfia, 610
Pistoja Cathednil campanile. 424
I'laus: Agent's hou^c, Iluloe, Cheshire.
630;Barbou vii.arnpo. ti74; Bottws-y-
Cood Churrh, 8; bridge over the Elv,
CnrdifT, 592; bridge over the TaiT,

LIniiditff, 592 ; BuiLuiSG Nkws chui ch
compf'tilion, litH, 280; btiniiulowt.,

Birchington-on Sea. 166: Capcn Pri-
mary 8ch(ioli, Boston, 166; Cempierv
Chiipol. Woking. 463; chancel, Christ
Church, Wolvcrhnmpicjn, 6r.4 ; ciajifl
S. Patrick's, Kensington, S8; chinuiev
pieties Wilton Lodge. S3; Ctiurch of
tiic Cordeliers, loulouse, 564; Church
of the JMCobius, Toulouse, 561 ; conch-
man's coitHge, Oroai Wiilibam. 194;
coitngea for larm-laboureri*, Lun»;foril,

64; Cottenham-roid, schools, llollo-
wav, 692 ;Cuiriir8' Hall, London-wall,
338; DowQ Ii»ll, Harlow, Essex. 8;
gate-lodge, Twickenham, 04; Gcrnuin
and American schoi.>lj», 60. 10<. lo',);

H Iborn. schools at, G46 ; Holt bridge,
602; iiifauts' and mixed scliouls, 6t;
iu'anls' srhool gallery, 262; Jncic lane
SI hfiols, liunslot, Leeds, 280 : King
William Grammar School, Berlin. 3t;s;

Letd* Uoyul f.xchangc, 424; Loiceiter
municipal buildings, 310, aU4 ; Llan-
gollen bridgo, 5!)2; mansion at Dids-
bury, 2J2, 702 ; Ni-iherlhorpo schouls.
452; Newman Hall's ctiurch, West-
miuritcr-road, 4J4 ; Newton Primary
School, Pennsylvania, 60; Nuilhllot t

chimney, the, 606 ; Old S. PaulV Lon-
don, 88, 161 ; p irish school-house,
Berlin, 112; pHr«onagc house. Victoria
Docks, 646 ; Patoley Bridge schools,

394; yueon's-roaU BChoola, Liverpot>l,
636 ; school, 60. 249, 262; schools,
Mary-Htr.'Ot, Hroniley, 64; t^ti. Mirin
del Mar. Sp*in. 5t;4 ; Sta. Maria di-l Pi.

5i>4 : StreaiUam Cummou lufaut:^'

schotiU. :;IM: S. AuV'in'ri. Jersor, 112;
S. Citberiue's, Pi^u. 5tj4 ; S. Chapellc,
Vinccnnes, 5iU; S. Gabriel's. Newinij-
ton, 33S : a. Juho tho ;tapti-<t'«, Ywn-
garie, Ausiralia. 53fi : S. M*ry-at th-?-

Crois, Shoreditrh. 62). 646; S. Mary
Mrtgilalene's. Paddmgton, 48"; S. Paul's
Cathrdr^l, 13*. 161. 335 ; S Peter's
Cliurcli. Outringlon, 64; S. Stephen's
Cluipcl, WeBtniinster,5G4 ; S. Thomas's
Churi-h, Longford, 323 ; tomb of Aj mer
de Valence, ly4 ; tower. Bradford
Ti'wn-ha!I. 252; Upper Mi ddle-Clnss
Pehool. Witsb'uU-n. 69 ; Warwii-k
CastlH, 613; Whitchurch Town-hall
and Mark t, 3CS ; workshops for out-
door blind. Liverpool, 5'!4 ; Wren's
lirst dt;si)jn fur b. Paul's, J61

Plu nbiiig. 4, 132
Podeatal Pttliiuo, Floreice, S, 36,64,88,

112

PopUip. Regent's Park, cining-ro:m, 310
Poitio to old S. i'aul s, 136
Pottery, Uoman, 63ii

I'lomiattfd designs for Leice;iter muni-
cipal building!, 3lii

PremtHOs: Hoar-laue. Lends. 674;
National Safe Dtposit Couipauy's,
523

Primary schools : Boston, U.S., 166;
Pennsylvania. 6f)

Prize : cottages for agricultural labnurera,
112 ; drawing. Koyal Ae.iciemy. 194

Proposed: new cliaiicel, Cnrist Chur h,

Wolverhampton, 6iJ4 ; now schools,
BatterHeH,674

Pyrenc-es Orientales, doorway at Cor-
neilla, 8

QUEEN'S-ROAD schools, Liverpool,
536

RECTILINEAR motilding^, rdO
Keetory-hotise, Wigim, 368
Ked glazed Romau pottery, 536
Kegeni-Htrcct, Cafe Kojal. ;W4
Eereilos, Gloucester Cathedral. 702
KesiJeuce at DiJsbury, 222, 702
Restaurant, Regeni-streot. 394
Roman: architecture, 112, 166, 2^0,452,

61*2
; pottery, 536; sculpture, 536

Roof 01 nave, S. David's Cathedral, 166
Royal Aciidemy prize diawiug, 191
R'.yal ExchantiC, Leeds, 424
Royal Aortheru Agriiultural Society's

prize cotmges, 112

Ruloe, Cheslnre, bouse at, 536

SACRISTY furniture, S. Mary-at-tbe-
Cross, Sli re'li tell, liL'u

School iiesk-i. 24s. 'JV.i

>choolof >. Ma k, Venice, ff-lo "f, 564
Schools: Bittorsea, 674; Capeu Primary,

liijston, U.S , l(i6 ; Duiiholine, yoik-
shire, '.VJi ; HolUoru, S. Juhu the
Kvangelist s, lUti ; UoUoway, 592 ;

Hunslet, lA-ed?, 2s0; infantb' and
mixed, tjl, 2j2; King William Giam-
mar, Berlin 3i;8; London School
Bounl, 64 ; Mary-sireet, Brijinley, 64

;

Netherthorpe, 452 ; Ncwtot. Primary,
PennsylvHiiia, 00; pnnsb. Berl n, 112,
Piitelcy Brtdije, 3;i4

; Oucen's-road
J-iverpool, 536 ; Streathani dmimon,
310; Upper Middle Class, W.csoaden,
60

Sculpture: Early Christian, 702 ; Etrus-
can, 222; Gree/., 8, 64. 3H4 ; I. dian,
3ii ; rcredo!-, Gl-ucrstcr Cuthodral,
702 ; Roiiiiin, 53(i, ('•16

Sections: ilerlin pHrisu school-house, n,

112 ; BuiLuiNO NiiWS church-j) aimmg
competition, 133, 280; bungalow a,

Birchington-on-Se», ItiO ; cemetery
cliai-ol, Wokiutr. 452 ; chimnoy-pleces,
Wiltiiu Loitge, 88; choir aialls,

S. Nicholas, Great YarmoutU, 702; Holt
Jliidgo. 592; iiifantu' school gallery,
252; King William Gramiwar School,
Bo.lin, 3i)8; Leicevtor muuioipal build-
ings, 310; Laiigolleu Bridge, 5y2

;

mlnl^iou at Dulcbury, 702; Minsion
House Bud.Mug-, 8; new T.iwnUall.
Bradford, 262; Norlblleet Chimnty,
the, 666 ; Old S. Paul's, 88; pier-arch
muuldings, 610; rodesial PaUce,
Fh.r'nee: 8, ;(i> ; S. Aubin. Jersey, 112

;

S. G;it.ri»l>, Newii);;tou, 3;w ; S.Mary
Mt^'uaU-ne. Paddinnion, 4S0; S, Miry-
at-tUc-Cross, Shoreditch, 620, 646

;

S. Paul's Catliedral, l:;S: tomb of
Aynier de Valence. 194 ; workshops for
out-door blind, Liverpool, 5fi4.

Selected desitrns for Leicester municipal
buildingB. 310

Sherborne. Digby mortuary chapel, 702
Shop in Boar-lane, Leeds, 674
Shoreditch, Cburch of S. Mary-at-the-

Croaa. 620, 646
Sinks kitL-ben. 132

Bouth-enst view, memorial churcb, Mal-
vern, 3t)

SpimdrelN of arches in the dome of
S. Paul's, '-'76

Specimeo.s of Roman pottery, 536
Spiers : Beruicre;, 64t>; Ifa, 64ti

Stalls : S. Mary-at-the-Cross, Shoreditch,
620 ; S. Nicholas, Great Yurmoutli,
702

Siena at western entrance of S. Pauls,
151

Slrcrttham Common infant schoo'a, 310
Studies, histori'- art, 8, SU. 64, 112, 166, 222,

280. 394.452,536, 5 02, fil6, 702
S, AloysiUH. Oslord, 702
S. Anue's. Liverpool, 702
S. Aaaph's Cathedral, lti6

S. Aubin, Jersey, 112
S. PartholouM^w'a, Sydenham, 674
S. David's Cathedral, 16i;

S. Gabriel'a, Newingtoti. 33S
S. John-thi-baptiat's, Yengario, Austra-

lia, 536
S Joha-the-Evangelist's schools. Hoi-

born. 646
S. Jolin't* MoorJown. Bonrnemou'h. 2i'2

S. Luke's parsijua^j, VicLona Itocks, 646
S. Mark's school, VcuiCi--, gate of. 504
S. Mary-al-the-Crofls, Siioredltch, 620,

(;46

S. Mary Mtigdalene, P.iddingion, 4S0

S. Nicboias, Gre.it Yarmouth, choir
stalls. 702

S. Patrick's. South Kensinaton. 88
S. Paul H Cathedral!, b8, 131, 135. 138, 151,

276, 315

S. Salvi's tower, Alhi, 7' 2

S. Thomas's, Lungford. Coventr,^, 353
Sydenham, S. Bartholomew's Church, 674

TILES, def^igus for, 1U4, 536
Toniti olAvmerde Valence, Westminster
Abbey, 194

Towers': Augustin's, Toulouse, 702
It'-adford Townhall, 252; S. tsalvi's,

Albi, 702
Town cburch planning. 138,280

Town-halls: Bradford, 252 ; Whitenlmrch,
3*;8

Transept. Peterborough Cathedral, 674
Trrtn*iiioiiHl mouldings. 510
Twicbcubain, gale-lodge at, 64

UPPER Mitidle Class School, Wies-
baden, 60

Urinals, 132

VENICE: gate of the School of S.Mark,
6ii4; Palace Fo carini, 333

Vicaratre, I'arbon, Yoikshire, 674

Vutoiia Docks, S. Luke's parsonage,
646

WAREHOUSE. Wellington - street,

Lt-eJs. .;*;

Warwick t!ii!-tlp. plan of. 613

Wa^h-hand basins and cabiuet stands, 4

Welsh bridg.-S,692

West doorway, Corneilla Chnrcli, Pyre-
ijfea Orientales, 8

Western entrance of S. Paul's Catjcdral,
151

Westminatcr Abbey, tomb in. 194

What a hous" should be, 32ti

Wiesbaden, Upper Middle Cla^^s School,

60
Wigan rectory-li' use, 368

Wilton Lodi:e, cbiumey-pieces, at, 88

Wolverhauipton, Christ Church, 561
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Youearie, Australia, Church of S. John-
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ARCHITECTURAL TLRSIA.

rj'^lIKRE arc two periods and three classes in

J- the arehitocture of Persia, that country

uhieh has just been focussed by th,' curiosity

•i the civilised world. A style of ancient

-jilendour rises, ruined, amid its once rich and
populous wildernesses ; the shrines of its actual

roligfion, if less sumptuous, are nevertheless

magnilicent of their kind, toijether witli nu-

merous palaces and earavanseries ; and around
them multiply the meanest habitations ever

inhabited by men beyond the limits of pure

barbarism. Tlie lirst g;roup is hardly in ques-

tion now, notwithstanding that a marvellous

interest belongs to the relies of Persepolis,

with their columns of unique form, their

graven walls, their admirabk- ground-plans :

but the second, although it also tells a tale of

ruin and of a decayed prosperity, is not en-

tirely disconnected from the ])reseut time.

Stat.-ly arches of Mosques, Arabian in their

tdabjratiou of ornament, stand in the solitude

of deserts—as, for e.Kample, those of Tauris
;

but others remain in their pristine glory,

much r sembling those which tlie Mahorame-
dans, in the days of their prime, built in

Hindustan. It slioiild be premised that, in

the realm of the Shihau-Shah, all the import-
ant cities ai'c walled, wliieh gives them a
characteristic appe.irance ; their gates are gene-
rally handsome, while their private abodes
are, for the most ](art, no bettir than big

hovels of baked mud. Telieran, the cajiital,

is, however, embellished by a plenitude oi:

oruate architecture— the principal Mosque,
the Royal Palace, and i)ublie baths bv the

score. The Mosque, as the temple of religion,

is always the most superb cdilice in the town.
Almost universally in Persia it consists of

a nave, crowned by a dome, adorned by por-
ticoes, refreshed bv fountains, with minarets
at the comers, and (lat platforms on the roof,

with open pavilions erected above th.m. Mosaic
decorations of the most exquisite delicacy
abound ; but thcv must represent no living

thing, fr.im a bird to a man—only the praises

of the Supreme. In the direction pointing
towards the tomb of the Prophet at Mecca,
these cmbellislimcnts are invariably more
brilliant and imposing than in the rest of the
structure. Xe.\t in rank are thi- palaces of

the monarehs, ancient ami modern — those
of Ispahan and even Sliiniz predominating in

beauty over those of the metropolis of our
present \'isitor, Nasr-e<l-dcen-Shah. They
e.\hibit v.ist spaces, inclosed by white ma-
sonry, and surmounicd by crowds of domes
and cupolas ; but many of tliese are moulder-
ing, without a hand being ever put forward
to arri-st their decay, for Persia, it must be
confessed, is a region of dilapidation. Never-
theUss, the royal residences of Ispahan, pil-

lared, sculptured, mirrored, curtained with

the most glowing fabrics of the East, foun-
taincd, and with painted saloons, still retain

their former glories, though rarely put to any
use. In fact, the stranger, entering those

immense chambers, pictured with porphyry,
jasper, agate, ony.\, amber, crystal, coral, and
enamel, is often less impressed by them than
by the loneliness and silence which prevail

;

they seem like the homes, in a past age, of

dead and buried kings, as, indeed, they prac-

tically arc, scarcely less than the tombs of

Hatiz and Sail, and the fragments of the

semi-fabulous Istakhar—another Babylon in

mightiness and magnilicence, if we are to

judge by the traces which time has spared.

Xever was Oriental architecture more am-
bitious or more complicated. But the Persian
bridges still existing eclipse both the Mosques
and the Palaces ; they are simply une-
qualled throughout the world, though, un-
fortunately, all of did date ; nothing new,
of this description, has been created in the
territories of the Shah. That of Djoulfa, in

Ispahan, is 3(jO yards long and 120 wide, with a

broad way for horsemen and beasts of burden
in the middle, and, on each side, a lofty ar-

eaded gallery for foot-passengers. The work
is in brick, with thirty-four high and broad
arches. Almost equal to it is the great bridge
of Mianeh, level as a raihv.ay-viaduct, though
Persia can display others reminding us of

Richmond and Kew themselves, witli their

arches high in the centre and low near the

banks. Xc.xt to tliese her caravansaries—huge
walled quadrangles, surrounded by open
chambers for the benetit of travellers and pil-

grims—attract attention by their boldness;
yet, if we look for beauty, it must be in the
tombs—as of the first Shah, Sili—a series of

towering vaults, abla/e with coloured stones,

and divided by arabes(iucd arches ; and of the

second. Abbas, suggesting the .Vlhambra, with
its peculiar roof-light and mosaicised walls

;

but even these belong to a period now com-
]>arativel}- remote. Ttie really modern edilices

are monotonous and poor ; the bricklayer is

the architect, and he, with his wonderfully
strong cement, can arrange a Hat roof, or a

cupola, above arches without centres with
astonishing dexterity. The Palace of the
Sun itself, where our guest resides

habitually, is only a mud-built structure,

though the Throne-room is lined with marble
and .Vrabesque inlay ; while the pillars and the
enormous throne arc of marble also, covered
with inscriptions in the pictureque Persian
oharactor. Ne.xt to this is the Crystal-room,
entirely hung with diamond-shaped chande-
lier-drops, except wlu re this glittering drapery
is interrupted by h>oking-glasscsof stupendous
size ; but these, although OrienUU in design,
are of English manufacture. Other rooms are
suitably lined with mirrors, the ceilings in-

cluded, for this constitutes the acme of Persian

palatial luxuiy. So familiar was the late

Czar of Russia with this weakness of his Per-

sian neighbour that he presented him with a

bedstead of solid glass. The suggestion, of

course, occurs. What is the impression pro-

duced upon the Oriental mind, accustomed to

domes, cupolas, and minarets, immense mosaic
vaults and walls, and walls Hashing with colour,

by our more really rich, yet totally different,

architecture—by Windsor Castle in one cate-

gory, and by Trentham in another; bythe exte-

rior of Westminster Abbey and S. Paul's; bytho
Houses of Parliament and the buildings in our

great streets ? They will never be imitated ia

the East, we may be sure, because wholly

unHtted for its every characteristic, climate

included. One attempt has been made in

India to accommodate a native prince in a

palace constructed upon a European model,

but it proved an even woree failure than was
anticipated ; while, in Egypt, semi-imitations

have been tried, with a similar result. It is

not in the regions of sun and sand and palms

that Windsor would look stately or Trentham
luxurious. Xor is it in England that the

painted bridges of Persia, with architectural

alcoves and curtained pavilions, would be ap-

preciated. The Persian towns, too, whatever

of magnificence they may contain, could never

resemble our own. Their grand necessities

are air and shade, while oui-s are air and light.

We seek our objects through wide arterial

streets and breezy squares ; they look for

comfort in narrow thoroughfares, in which the

edifices almost knock their roofs together

;

their customs require that the outer walls

shall be dead-whita llat.s, unpiereed by win-

dows ; consequently tlierc are none of those

balconies which 'give to the cities of

Italy and France so genuine an aspect

of gaietv. Their doorways are narrow and
bw—a lofty porch, indeed, is the pri-

vilege of royalty alone. There is only

one story, so that staircases are almost un-

known ; "where the tint is not a blank white,

it is a monotonous yellow ; and thus the

stranger in search of Eastern colour—a tra-

dition much exaggerated- -must glance up-

wards at the gri'cn and blue domes of Ino

mosciucs, and the mosaiced kiosks in the

public gardens. In point of fact, Persia is a

eouniry ot contrasts. The jewels of the 8hah

do not shine more brilliantly in 'i»

with the general poverty of his - in

do the Work of its builders' li il

iiges the countn' has been dist ''V

the splendour of its cities. Vi. ... .i

distance, Ispahan, styled by the ]).Mts "half

of the world," priKluces the sanr .
r t ui...ii

the traveller as docs C«inst,iut 'e

its dilapidations and squalor are h

t) be -seen. The lofty palaces, ;

mosques and colleges, the noble 1

the classic river /aindcpood, the e^v<.J oad
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giWcd colonnades, the cool recesses enriched

in u style whidi not even the Moorish artists

could excel, the arched and decorated roofs of

the markets, and the dainty little Imperial

retirements in the midst of parks—fur, in

some parts of the country, the trees are Euro-

pean in their thiekne^s of foliage and spread

ot shadow. liut there is one peculiarity,

Bpecial to Persian domestic architecture, which

should be noticed. Kvery larire house has on

its terraced roof, rising far above it, a lofty

triangular building, called a '• wiud-cateher,"

open at the top, which receives the wind
whenceso.ver it blows ; and by this means
the diil'eront apartments are kept in a state of

thorouj,'h coolness and ventilation ; so that,

while the Persian may have much to learn

from us, it is possible that we mif^ht learn a

little from him. Moreover, to glance at a col-

lateral to])ic, his arrangements for the sacred

and sanitary burial of the dead approach as

nearly to perfection as can well be conceived.

But pass from town to c juntry. and, excepting

a solemn tomb now and then, with square sub-
structure and swilling dome, all magnificence

ceases. You niaj- imagine yourself in the

most hungry districts of the Ottoman Knipire

—with this diUVrence, however: the Turkish
villages arc generally so burrowed under the

ground that, but for the stacks of corn and
fuel, they might be passed unnoticed, the roofs

being flat, of the same colour, and nearly on
the .same level with the surrounding soil, with
one little a])erture for the admission of light

and the expulsion of smoke ; whereas the
Persian hamlets, miserable though they be,

are generally nested among trees. But there
the superiority ends ; the houses in which
dwell the humbler objects of the "King among
Kin^s" aio the merest huts, as tliey were cen-
turies ago. There is, however, a middle class of

habitations, low, with two apartments on the
ground, and one above, a sort of tower, and a
kitchen and servant's room in the cellarage ; the
building opens in front upon a spacious court,

entered from the street through a gate in the
wall, where a child can scarcely pass without
stooping. This is the Persian parallel of the
English villa. It is a great distinction to

possess an cdilice constructed of burnt instead
of sun-dried bricks—large Hat yellow tiles,

rather, piled upon one another, and joined by
a marvellously tenacious cement. But few
Oriental nations care much for the difiVrenee
between themselves and those who were their
sumptuous predecessors. Thus, a Persian re-
gards with utter apathy the contrast between
Lis sordid home and the mighty ruins at the
feet of which, perhaps, it is built—the high-
reared arehiteetural throne, the towering
columns, the wonderful masonry, the majestic
staircases, the vast gateways, "the cnoinious
blocks, the sculjjturcd arches and figures, the
Sortals and pedestals, the columnar halls, and
eli( ate rose borders, still, in many instances,

tmmutilated. The Persia of tiie present is

tiouliled by no regrets over the Persia of the
past. The grand obieet of the people is, by
inhabiting wretched abodes, to exaggerate
their poverty in the sight of the tax-collector.
" This place, and indeed all we have seen,"
says an observant writer, " presents a picture
of p(jverty which words cannot describe." If
the nionareh carries away with him, however,
an impression that we have no hovels, no
tumble-down homes of the poor in Kngland,
lie will not have seen the whole perspective
of our national life. Re has not visited the
worst of our slum8,> or the Worst of our agri-
cultural districts. But an cxplan.-ifion is

forthcoming of some among the peculiarities

C0MPENS.\T10NS.— I.

AMONG the subjects upon which the pro-

fession does not at present possess any

good text-books, and upon which a great

want of knowledge exists, is that of "Com-
pensations." The subject is, nevertheless, a

most interesting one, and one also which now
forms a not inconsiderable and cert linly pro-

fitable ]H>rtion of the work of our profession.

Vet, I regret to say, that it has of l.itc, to a

great extent, passed from the hands of archi-

tects into those of the members of anotlur

profession. It would be well worth while to

inquire into the causes why solicitors now so

frequently employ the services of gentlemen
whose vocation is more legitimately that of

auetionccrs rather than those of a properly-

educated surveyor. That it is so 1 can state

from my own personal experience. Being

much engaged in this kind of practice, I think

I understate the proportion when I say that

for every member of my own ])rofession I

meet two of the other. It should not be so.

.Surely the architect and surveyor, properly

instructed in the designing and erection of

buildings, should be able to measure and
value, estimate rentals and the cost of build-

ings, value dilapidations and necessary re-

pairs, and estimate injuries to laud or pro-

perty by severance or by divergence of

watercourses, &c., better than any other
professional man

;
jirima fncie, he should lie

the best technical witness that eo\ild bi^ called.

The cause, then, must be, not in the education,

but in the want of knowledge of the ])ractiee.

The surveyor has the groundwork, but seems
to have, as a rule, but little information as to

how to apply his knowledge.
I think, pcrha])s, but few of my readers

could readily work out such cases as the fol-

lowing, which are, nevertheless, not un-
common ones :—A railway-comjiany wants to

buy a few houses held for, say, 50 years, pro-
vided any one of three lives, aged respectively,

say, 30, 3G, and G2, should so long live ; each
house being let at £30 a-year, and held at a
ground-rent of £10. Or this—a case, by the
way, whicli I have just had referred to me.
Three houses and large back premises are let

at £240 per annum for 7 years (stUl unex-
pired), but will be worth, at the end of the
existing term, £350 per annum. The present
tenant for life is aged 54. At his death the
property passes to his son and daughter (the
age of the former being 28, and that of the
latter 33), or the survivor of them. Wanted,
the present value of the son's interest. I

could mention many other such eases which
would, I think, puzzle my readers.

1 propose, therefore, to follow the same
system as that '. have adojjfed, and found so
generally ajiprovcd, in dealing with my former
subjects, " Dilapidations" and " Uuantitics";
and I shall condense as much as is consistent
with a thorough investigation of the present
subject, and use the same method of fabii-

hti/ii/. I think my readers will agree mth
me that the tabular'forin is nu st valuable, as
being by far Die most easy for reference; in
fact, ill these dajs of hurry and the necessity
for means of speedy reference, it is the only
method of making a useful text-work. A'o
apology is needed tor the papers, as they will,

1 trust, supply an undoubted want, and not
compete with any existing work. They will
be much shorter than those on " Quantities,"
although I shall try to make them eiiually
exhaustive.

It will, perhaps, bo useful, in the first

place, to consider whj and what are the bodies

existing and shortly to exist, and the extent
of the property which their operations must of

necessity affect , rendering them the most im-
portant agents of the present da}- in the

ori,jination of such cases. Gas and water
companies arc neither so numerous, nor does

the nature of their business render nccessarj'

interference with so large an area, yet they
are important and powerful corporations with
whom the surveyor of considerable practice iu

this branch of his profession will not infre-

quently find himself concerned, and, as such,

are well worthy a place in our list.

The Metropolitan Board of Works, with its

recent vast iiniUitakings in the Thames Em-
bankment and Queen Victoria-street, together
witli the new street in Shorcditch and many
other less important improvements, has beeu
a conspicuous cause of this class of claim

;

further, as the number of metropolitan street

improvements which are urgently ealhd lor

is still very large, there is but little doubt
that a great quantity of cases will still owe
their origin to the same cause. Local boards
and vestries, of course, are constantly com-
jielled to undertake works within their o-nn

particular districts which necessitate the ac-

quiring of, or interference with, private pro-
jiert}'. Under recent legislation, the school

boards have come into the field as purchasers
of property to a large extent, as sites for

their new schools and buildings, and many
interesting cases are constantly arising from
this new cause ; and, finally, while the same
spirit of enterprise animojes our commercial
men (and long may it do so I), the number of

what m.ay be called " private compensations "

arising from rebuUdings or extensions of

business premises, rendering necessary the
acquisition of neighbouring premises, or inter-

ference with party walls, and in many other
ways, will, of necessity, continue to be almost
intinite.

The next point which, I think, may with
advantage engage our attention, is as to the
nature of the proceedings for which it is pro-
bable compensation will be claimed. These
may be of three kinds :

—

The acquisition of the whole of any par-

ticular interest in iiroperty ; Severance; Dam-
age arising to propirty, the interest in whii-h

is not acquired, from the acts of the party
against whom the claim is made.
Of the first, no further explanation seems

to be required.
" ISeveranec " is an expression used to

denote the manner in which an interest in

property is afi'eeted by the acquisition of a

part only of that interest. 'I bus, for

instance, a railway company may require to

take only the garden of a man's housp. Now
the house and garden togethi r may be valiia-

able, but the house without the gaiden would
be comparatively valueless. lie must there-

fore be compensated not only to the extent of

the value of the garden, j,ir .sc, but also for

the depreciation in the value of the house by
reason of the " severance," or the loss of the

garden.
" Damage " may arise in a great variety of

ways, and I give the principal of them in the

following tabic. This table includes all claims

that can be made where there is no house,

land, or property to pass from the claimant:

—

, ". , o - I ..and individuals for or against whom we are
ot construetion we have noticed. A poor

,
most likely to find ourselves cng;igcd in the

in.an s door is rarely more than three feet in
,
conduct of compensation-cases.

height, and this is a precautionary measure,
says a traveller, to hinder the servants of the
great from entering it on horseback, which,
when any act of oppression is going on, they
would not scruple to do. The habitation of a

ompensation-eascs.

^

We have, then :—Railway companies, gas

I

and water companies, the Ittetropolitan Board
of \\'orks, local boards and vestries, school
boards, building owners generally.

, Foremost, of coui-se, amongst'tho corporate

T? '"i r"'" ' "^^ ' '"^ S"'"^- Styles M><"'''-'-^ ^'^"''^ proceedings give rise to com-
of building in Persia, therefore, have more pcnsation claims must be placed our railway
than an architectural meaning. companies, the very large number of them

Table I.

Severance.
Taking down and rebuilding party and other walls.

Alterations In tilrcet levels.

Deprivutioii of rIglils-of-WAy.

Dumuge to light ami uir.

I>u. „ sun-liglil.

Do. by noise.

Do. ,, (lust.

Do. „ smoke.
Do. ,, offensive smells.

Do. „ vibrution.

Do. „ biukugc, or settlements.

Interference with sticunis and waiercoursca.

Considering the foregoing Table, we shall at

once see that the alteration in the level of a

street may be a great public imiu'ovement,

but it may have the efl'eit of placing a shop-

floor, formerly on a level with the pavement
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considerably above or below it ; so that per-

sons euterinfc the shop wuuW have to ascend

nr descend ; and for tliis obvions injury to the

value of the proi)erty the owner would be

fairly entithd to compensation. Theblocking-

up of ri};hts-of-way is another fruitful source

ot claims for eompeusatiou. Dania;;e by in-

terference with the free passage of light and

air; by deprivation of sun-light; by noise;

by the causing of great ijuautities of dust,

wlnther from coals or other substances ; by

smoke ; by noxious or offensive smells ; by

vibration of machinery or otherwise— all these

are eases with which the surveyor has con-

stantly to deal. Injury to a building from

sinking, cracks, or settlements, occasioned by

the excavation of the adjoining ground for a

railway or for another building, is also matter

which the surveyor will be asked to make
claims of i^ompensation for, as illustrated by

cases within my own expcrieuc-e against the

Metropolitan liailway in respect of premises

in the Kuston-roail. Interference with the

free running of a stream of water or of

drainage also is a matter upon which claims

are sometimes justly foundeif.

Indeed, it would, perhaps, be ditticult, nor

is it necessary, to enumerate all the causes

which mav give rise to a clain\ for compen-

.s.ition. The above are the primi]'al and most

freijuently encountered in the course of prac-

tice. Of course, it is needless to say that the

eases are bv no means rare in which one, upon

being called in to advise upon a claim made
against a client, will iind that it is really base-

less ; that there is not a shadow of a pretext

for any claim : that the daraaire claimed for is

purely imaginary, and exists merely in the

minds of the claimant and of his advisers—if

even there—in fact, that the whole attair is

simply what is commonly called a " try-on."

It is sad that this should be so, and still more
sad when one finds men whose exiierienee and
reputation should raise them aliove such a

possibility lending their names to support

such claims ; but so it is, onl)' too frequently.

I would most earnestly entreat the younger

members of the profession to carefully avoid

the temptations which undoubtedly exist to

engage in cases of this class. The temptations

are great, no doubt, to poor or struggling men
to strain a point or two to give evidence in

favour of a claim which, had tlv y no interest

in the ra.att'T, they would at once stig-

matise as hollow and unfounded. The re-

muneration is the same bo the ease good or

bad ; and it can onl}' be because there are

many who have not the moral courage to

resist such allurements that we constantly

find that men of equal attainments and expe-
rience in giving evidence in the same case,

will differ from one another t'lln ca!o—to such

an extent, in fact, as can hardly be explained

by mere difference of candid opinion. Let
my younger readers determine, then, to firmly

refuse to be engaged in any cases but those

in which they feel they can support their

evidence with the full weight of their honest

conviction ; and though the " Icjaves and
fishes " may be. in that case, a little longer in

attainment, they may rest assured that they
will be amply rewarded in the end, not only
by the solid accompaniments of success, but
by the knowledge that they bear a reputation

for honourable impartiality that is above the

breath of suspieion, and that their opinions

carry with them a weight with judges, juries,

and counsel, and the public at large, which
can never attach to those of less scrupulous
practitioners.

Ha\nn,: now considered who arc the parties

with whom we arc most likely to find our-
selves brought in contait, and also the nature
of the matters with which it is likely we shall

have to deal, I purpose next week examining
various kinds of properties in respect of \vhicli

compcnsittion claims for the must part arise,

the points in connection with them whieh it

is most desirable to notice, and the method of

valuing. H. V.

ON THE PLANNING AND FITTING OF
SCHOOLS.

Intuodittory.

TnK Elementar)- Kducation .Vet of lS70,by

establishing School Hoards throughout the

country, has given a great impetus to popular

education, and has provided not only the means,

BO long wanted, of erecting suitable buildings,

but, if neeessjiry, of compelling the attendance

of children. \Vhile public attention is, from

time to time, directed to the improvement of

the management of our grammar schools, to

the extension of the borders of our universi-

ties, and to the pressing necessity of establish-

ing (irst-rate teehuical sehools of sever.al

kinds, a new era in the building of public ele-

meutarv schools has already commenced. But,

although considerable public interest has been

excited as to the best modes of arranging the

buildings in which the education of the future

is to be carried on, and although a large

number of new schools are in course of actual

erection throughout the country, it by no

means follows that these are always, and on

all points, so good as tlicy might be. The in-

(histry of those connected with, or interested

in, teaching, has supplied many excellent

works on school organisation, management,
and discipline ; but wc are not aware that

there is, as yet, any handbook on planning and

fitting un schools whieh forms a sufficient

guide to School Hoards and their architects,

and which would enable thera to judge what
is best for the health, comfort, and effective

teaching of the children, and how the various

parts of a school should tit together so as to

form one harmonious whole.

We believe that the attention of all those

who arc charged with the instruction of the

young (whether their establishments be public

or private) cannot be too earnestly directed to

the connection between good sehools and good

school-houses, and to the great principle, that

to make an edifice good for school purposes, it

should be built for children and their teachers.

We therefore propose to give a series of

articles discussing some of the principal points

which go to make a good school-house.

.\ltliough directed mainly to the question of

elementary schools, our remarks will not un-

frequently apply equally to other kinds of

sehools. Indeed, it happens that, in other

countries beside this, the superior schools

furnish the best specimens from which to

derive hints for the lower.

In England, hitherto, owing to the absence

of a general system of public education adapted

to the whole population, the only moneys de-

rivable from the public purse towards the

erection of schoolhouscs have been the " grants

in aid" made by the Education Department
of the Pri\-y Council, and whieh only bore a

small proportion to the total cost. The re-

mainder was derived from the subscriptions

of those interested in the establishment of the

new school—either Churchmen, Uoraan Catho-

lics, or Dissenters of some denomination,*

and the result has been, not only to necessi-

tate the greatest economy in the school build-

ings, but to so contrive them as to render

them occasionally useful for lectures, concerts,

tea-meetings, and the like, often to their

great detriment, regarded simply and solely

as schoolhouscs. The funds having been raised

with great difBculty, every feature the ab-

sence of whieh did not endanger the annual

grant has been dispensed with, proper ar-

rangements on all hands curtailed, classrooms

(except one solitary rdom for the youngest

mfant.s) abandoned, until the building con-

sisted simply of one room for each sex and

for infants, the plan being usually a paral-

lelogram or L shape.

Now, however, education having emerged
from the denominational stage and become a

national question, the new buildings for school

purposes should bo planned solely with a view

• ^- • ...
. . . f . . " -I, ,11 tbSM

.»» of con-

to convenient and effective teaching, and to

proper sanitary orrangeracnts. 'thus, tlie

widths of the school and classrooms will bo

deeided in relation to tin: number of benchcH

and desks ])roposed to be used. Both will be

carefully proportioned as to length and height.

The classrooms will be so placed in connection

with the schoolroom as to be economical i;\

plan and easy of supervision on the pari of

the ma.ster or mistress. The windows will li.;

ample, and so disposed a.s to throw the light

in the right places, as well as to bo useful for

summer or occasional ventilation. The dooro

will be so arranged as to afford easy means
for the dispersion of the school, and for acccRS

to the yards and playgrounds, without sacri-

fice of desk-room or of convenience. The
fireplaces (or other method of warming) will

be contrived so as to avoid roasting or render-

ing uncomfortable either teacher or children

during the progress of a lesson ; and the fur-

niture and fittings also will be suited to their

respective purposes.

For many years, the Education Depart-

ment, ably seconded by their architect, Mr.

M. Khode" Hawkins, have been hard at work
on these points. But they have had to con-

tend with paucity of means on the part of

school promoters, and their difficulty h-is

chiefly been to bring up the buildings to the

required mark, or nearly so. Now, however,

the evil must surely be of a widely ditfercril

and even opposite character, requiring the

exercise of a firm restraining hand, so th;-.t

the buildings shall be fit for schools, if tit for

nothing else. Formerly, the Department h'lil

to deal with clergjTncn and others usually

possessing some knowledge of school arrange-

ments, and simply lacking money. Nov?,

however, they are met by School BoarfW

sometimes new to the work, and able, if they

like, to squander large sums of money ov^t

their own theories of school-planning, liov,-

cver much these may be in opposition to the

opinion of the best authorities.

It will thus be seen that (so far as we trer.t

of Public Elementary Schools) our object is,

not to start new-fangled ideas which might
appear directed to revolutionise the system in

use in this country—a system which difl'ers

from an)' other, and whiclihas grown thn.ush

many years of care and studious effort—but

rather to present it in the new light which in

the necessary outcome of new legislation : ts

supply more copious reasons for, and explana-

tions "of, the points to which irairortance i«

attached ; and to glean from other countiiea,

as well as from many sources of obscrvatioB

and experience in our own, such further hints

as may tend to develop still farther the

principles of English school-planning.

Throughout all the general principles and
minor details which we may hereafter discuss,

the subject of hifi/ifiw should be ever present,

though iicrhaps" never mentioned. To the

school-architect, hygiene means the rules

which sho\ild regulate the situation, eonstrne-

tion, ventilation, warming, lighting, and

furnishing of the building. To the 8ch(>ol-

managcr and the sehiKjlmaster it means the

time, quantity and kind of work, exercise, and

rest, which is most favourable to the henl'h

and development, physical and mental, of the

children.

The school-architect should remember nt

the outset that he is building for rhildrrn

varying in age, sex, size, and stuihes. and

therefore requiring different acoommodation :

tor children engaged sometimes in slujy and

sometimes in recreation ; for ehildwn wbo«c

health and success in study require that they

should be frequently nni{ every day in the

open air fi>r exercise and recreation, and nt

ail times supplied with pure air fr rcsiiira-

tion ; for children who are to ooeupy it in the

hot days for summer and the cold days of

winter and this for different part* of thi' tiny

in p<isitions whieh berome weari-ome if the

shape and relative ]xisitinn of the seats and

desks have not been studied for romfort in

every respect, and whidi ni.iy affect sjTnmcl.v
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of form, quality of eyesight, and even dura-
tion of life ; for cliildren whose manners,
morals, habits of order, cleanliness, and punc-
tuality, temper, love of study and of the

school, cannot fail to be in no inoonsiderable

dofjrec affected by the attractive or repulsive

situation, appearance, out-door convenience

and in-door comfort, of the place where they

arc to spend a larje part of the most impres-

sionable period of their lives. This place, too,

it should be borne in mind, is to be occupied

by teachers whose own health and happiness

are affected by most of the circumstances

above alluded to, and whose best plans of

order, classifieation, discipline, and recreation

may be utterly baffled or greatly promoted by
the manner in which their schoolhouscs are

constructed and furnished.

v.. 11. riODSON.

PLUMBING.
"Wasiitiaxb Basins axd Cabfn'et Staa'ds.

THE earthenware washhand basins treated

upon at pp. -4 11-5 (April ISth), were all

circular, with a simple rim at top, but, as

will be seen from the cabinet stands we are

now to speak of, while the hollow in centre
forming basin or water receptacle is the same,
the simple IJin. rim is now transposed into a

large siiuare top, with soap and brush holders,

all together forming one piece of earthenware,
as per Fig. 1G8.

In .some cases the shape of top of cabinet
stand, in place of being square, may be either

angular or have rounded front, as shown bv
Figs. 1G9 and 170. They are also made with
hack and sides as per Fig. 171. Having
settled upon the shape of and got his cabinet
stand, which we will suppose is a square one,
OS shown in Fig. 1(!8, the plumber has next
to got the wooden stool upon which it is to

rest. The style of this stool, howevor,
depends upon the way in which it is intended

to finish the wood-work of stand. If, e.;/.,

the wood lining was intended to be put round
front and sides of stand, just as in Fig. 160,

p. 444, then the stool in this case may have
four legs, two at back and two at front, just

as in Fig. 160. We will however, suppose

that the stand is not to be lined in down to

ground, or close to it, all the way round, in

which case the wooden stool which is to sup-

port the cabinet stand, as also the necessary

cranes and pipes, &c., will only have two legs,

one at each back corner, as per Fig. 172.

In looking at Fig. 172 it will be at once

seen that such a stool, with only two legs,

could not stand of itself, and far less could it

support such a wash basin as that of Fig. 16.S ;

consequently, while the plumber is working at

it, and before the stool is iixed in its place, a

tem]iorary leg has to be put in at its front.

When fitted up, the stool is fixed in its place

by means of the top bar V (Fig. 172), which
top bar is a piece of wood from about 2ft. 6in.

to about lift, long, as the case may be, and
4in. broad and lin. thick. This top bar is

checked into the back of the two back legs,

as shown at W W (Fig. 172), and firmly

Iixed by means of screws. The stool being

set up in its place against the wall, this top

bar V (Fig. 172) is then firmly fixed to

another wooden bar of the same size which
has been firmly fixed to the wall, as per X
(Fig. 173). The wall in Fig. 17.'5 being sup-

posed to be either a brick or a stone one

covered with plaster, the wooden bar X is

shown flush with plaster, the plaster being

i\it out to allow it to be so. When, therefore,

the bar X (Fig. 173) is firmly fixed, and the

bar V firmly fixed to X, then a considerable

weight may l)e quite safelv placed on the

seat of stool, more especially as this seat

itself is supported by two iron brackets, as

shown at Y (Fig. 172). The length of each

arm of these iron brackets may be, say from
14in. to ISin., <me arm being firmly screwed

to back leg of stool, and the other arm sup-

porting a slip or bar o f wood as long as the

breadth of top of stool extends outward.-.

This slip of wood may therefore be about 21't.

long by 4in. broad and JiH' thick. Screws
about Inin. long, put in near Y (Fig. 172)

will therefore fix irtn bracket, wood slip,

and seat of stool all together. Around the

outer top edge of stool wood doubling is

placed for the lead safe. The height from
fioor to the top of the back legs will, in this

case, be about 2ft. 5in., the top of wooden
leg being level with the top of cabinet

stand. In some eases, however, as in

Figs. 174 and 175, the height of

the back legs will be above 3ft. extending up
about 9iu. or so above the top of cabinet

stand. This extra height is to suit a differ-

ence in the style of fitting xip pipes and
handles, and in the arrangement of the marble
or mahogany. I"ig. 173 shows section fi-om

back to front of a simple style of finishing

citlur the marble or the mahogany at top,

while the sup^ily and waste for stand are re-

gulated by three pull-up knobs, one of which,

the waste, is shown at Z, Fig. 173. In Fig.

174 another style is sliown, the knobs resting

on the marble shelf which goes along at back
of stand about '.fin. above top of basin, as

shown at A, Fig. 174. In cases where there

is a strong pressure of water on sup])ly pipe to

basin this pressure may be regulated by
putting on a good I'm. or |in. gas stop-cock,

as at B, Fig. 174. This prevents the in-

coming water from rushing up over basin and
wetting all and sundry near it. If, however,

it is only the pressure on cold water pipe that

is extra strong, then the small cock should

be ]>ut on the pipe coming from cold cock.

In fitting up the marble at Fig. 174, the

front piece at C should be so fitted as to come
out easily when wished without moving the

top, so that the plumber may have easy ac-

cess to arrange or repair bis fittings. The
neglect of this (which should be provided for

as tar as possible in all cases), is often the
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cause oi unnecessary oxjunse and aunoyauec
afterwards.

Vig. 175 gives an idoa of llie large square

cabinet stand slii>wn in Tig. 1U8, fitted \ip

•nith hot and cold water, the cranes and waste

valve being worked by means of iiuU-out

kuob3 and pulleys. In this case tliey are

arranged from left to right as hot, waste, and
cold, the particular words, " noT," " wastk,"
and "coi.D," iK-ing engraved, or otherwise

marked, each on its own ajipropriate knob.
In other cases, if wislied, the arrangement
may be hot, cold, and waste, the rod-iiipe in

this latter case being p>it to the one side, and
tlie cold, if oil' the main with an extra strong

pressure, may iiave its knob nuide to turn
i-ound, being fixed on to the spindle of a

sen w-down stoi)-eock, in the place of pulling

out like the other two. In order to get a
proper hold of it, this cold knob may in this

ca.se be also made larger than the other two,

and, owing to its being in the centre, this

extra size will be no objection. The outer
rim of all such knobs for screw-down cranes
ought to bo propi rly roughened or indented,

so that a tirm hold may be got of tliem. In
place of a round knob, however, some prefer a
four-pronged handle, as per Kig. i;)l, for the
screw-down stop-cocks. In Fig. IT.j we see

tlu-ce pieces of marble, I) being the large

square horizontal top piece, with large hole in

its centre, which appears to rest on cabinet
stand. E is perpendicular breast-piece which
rests on D as shown, and to which the back-
check lifters arc attached, and through which
the pulls work. A small piece of marble is

also reiiuircd at each end of E, being put
on at right angles thereto. F is an oblong
horizontal top-i)icce of marble covering in

space between E and the wall. This top-
piece F should be readily movable at pleasure,
so as to allow the plumber to get at fittings.

The ftont i>iece 1" should also be movable
when required. The ])lumber also on his
part ought so to arrange his cranes, &c., in
position, or with couplings, as may be neces-
sary, so that repairs may be easily made. If

the expense be no objection, a jin. stuffing

stop-cock may be put on underneath the basin
stand. I.e. between it and the floor, upon both
the hot and cold supply pipes, so that the
water could be easily turned off the basin
fittings when necessary without interfering
nith anything else. The hole in lever handle
of said stuthng stop-eoek should, in this
case, be of an oblong sipiare shape, and the
top of pillar, which goes into it, made to

fit, and of the same shape, so that handle
could only be put on the one way—viz., to
stand across when shut. If these stulBng
stop-cocks were put on as described, then the i

in. regulating stop-cock above referred to
' luld be dispensed with, as the stuffing stop-
cocks could serve both as stop-cocks and as
regulating cocks. In Fig. I'o, G, H, and I
are the dillerent parts of the mahoganv lining,

while J is the wooden bar going along be-
tween the two back legs of the cabinet-stand
stool, and which, being firmly fixed to the
wall, prevents it from falling forward. Fig.
17(5 gives enlarged ])erspective view of one of
the brass back-cheek lifters, knobs, and pul-
leys, shown in Fig. 170. If the knob K, Fig.
17<>, is brass, as well as the flange L, then
both may be well silver-plated, so as to cor-
respond with the other furniture of the
cabinet-stand. The end M of pull, to which
the chain is attached, is swivel-jointed, so as
not to tAvist the chain when the knob is turned
round after being pull.-d out, to keep either
a crane running or the waste-valve uji, as the
case may be. .\nd to assist in keeping the
b.-ick -check lifter iUi\( from turning round, a
small projection is left on it when cast, as
shown at N, Fig. 177. In Fig. 177 the dis-
tance from to P is fully IJin.. while the
distance from O foQ is :ijm. In other cases,
where there is room and it is either desired
or is necessary, the distance from < ) to I' and
from to (I may be made longer, as wished.
In Fig. 177, K is th;' back tightening-up nut.

Fig. 178 gives cross sectional view of the

pulley S, Fig 177. .\s will be seen, this pul-

ley has deep groove in it all round for the

chain or cord toVork in. A very good chain

is a small size of the patent copper chain,

same style as used for window-weights. Fig.

17!> is section of a cabinet-stand fitted up
against a lath and standard partition. In this

case the washhand basin-stool may be only a
wooden shelf, no legs being needed, as the

iron brackets can be screwed up against tlu"

wooden standards, while the pipes may be

placed in the space between the laths and
standards.

I"ig. 180 is an enlarged view of the pull-up
back-check lifters and knobs shown at Z and
A, Figs. 173 and 174. The knobs may be

either of brass or china, or other material, ac-

cording to taste. In Fig. 180, T T is the

marble or mahogany through which the pulls

work. The lead siphon-traps for the fore-

going cabinet-stands may be 'I'm. in diameter,

and no harm will be done to put lAin. brass

cleansing screws into them. The general size

of the waste-pipe is only '2in. in diameter,
and no harm, but good, would often result to

make it 2.\iu., especially where it goes some
distance horizontally. In fitting on the
marble top, the portion at front as at 1), Fig.

175, should not be kept any broader than is

necessary for strength, as it is disagreeable

for the parties using the wash-stand to have
to lean forward too far. In arranging his

basin on the stool, the plumber ought there-

fore to see that at most his stool only projects

about .Un. beyond the outer top edge of his

basin or cabinet stand. In setting his cabinet

stands and basins the plumber generally uses
putty, or a mixture of putty and white-lead,
and to make the ]nitty adhere, the bottom of

basin is well rubbed with a softened piece of

tallow, or a tallow candle, or the bottom of

basin may be heated and then rubbed over
witn the tallow. "\Ve have thought that the
omission of this use of the tallow was the
cause why the oil from the putty sometimes
appeared through the basin. In closing these
remarks about washhand-basins and cabinet
stands, we may here observe that Fig. 16fi,

p. 444, has been wrongly engraved, the two
upright lines to right hand of top figure being
both carried up too far. The upper ])ortion

of Fig. 1G(> should therefore appear as .shown
in Fig. lUO.v, which we now give. In houses
fitted up with a hot-water cistern (not a close

tank) and a small boiler at back of kitchen
fire for the supjily of the hot water to the
house, it is well, while drawing the hot
water direct from the boiler, as already'

explained at p. 207 (February 21st), that
the water going into the boiler should be
as warm as possible. To effect this, cause
the water going into the boiler to come from the
top of the body of water in the hot cistern,

where the water is warmest, and to do
this, on supply pipe to boiler place a crane
with long piece of :,'in. bra.ss or copper tube
attached to it, and with float ball, as shown
in Fig. 181. The highest end of this brass

tube should be kept 2in. or ;iin. below the
surface of the water. In order to prevent the
crane sticking, use a ground one, and upon
its key fix a brass washer as at U, Fig. 182,
then file down the key so that it cannot stick

fast in barrel. Any other plan, however,
which answers the purpose, and causes the
hot water from the to]) of the hot cistern to

enter the boiler, may be adopted.
In our next number we shall treat of

kitchen sinks, urinals, and pumps.

niSTOUIC ART STUDIES.
l!v Dn. G. G. Zeukh.

GitKicK Scri.rTURE of a L.^tkr Peiuod.

fjf 'ilh IlUmtralinns.

)

HAVING in preceding papers treated of
Greek .Vrcmtecturc and Greek Pla-stic

.\rt at its height, we now pass to Greek
.

Sculpture of a later [wriod.
'

Polykleitos was, after Phidias, undoubtedly
the most eelebruted and accomplished sculptor
of Greece. Pliny speaks of an artist of this
name born at Sikvon, but Pausanias, who
speaks of a Polykleitos from Argos, the master
of Naukydes, and of another, the pupil of the
latter, makes no mention of the iSikyonian
artist. Thiersch, the great archaeologist,

thought himself justified in concluding from
this that there must have been two distinct

Argive artists ; but the fact thiit wc have no
records of the works of a second Polykleitos
which might in any way compare with those
of his celebrated namesake, and the extreme
improbability that a great sculptor should
have been known to Pliny but entirely ignored
by Pausanias, or vice versii, leads us to an
opposite opinion. This view is also supported
by chronology, which in no way bears out
the assumption of Thiersch. 'Ihough the
works of the great Polykleitos are extolled as
equal to those of Phidias, they form the tran-
sition-link between Greek Plastic Art at its

height and that of a later period. The most
important of his productions was the Hera in
the temple of Argos (see Fig. 1). It was a
colossal chryselephantine work, but smaller
than the Athene of Phidias. The goddess, of
whom we give only the head, taken from a
marble copy preserved in the Villa Ludqvisi
at liomc, was seated on a throne, the head
crowned with a Stephanos (diadem) ; in the
one hand she held a sceptre, on the point of
which was a cuckoo, and in the other a pome-
granate. The drapery and the throne were of

l)ure gold. Hone and Charitie (the nurses of
Dionysios and the Three Graces) adorned the
diadem, but in the copy we have an anthemion
ornament. Goethe enthusiastically called this

work a verse of Homer. Beauty, grace, and
loveliness are xinited with power, determina-
tion, and austerity in the charming head.
We see the wife of Zeus, before whom the
very father of the gods trembled, and whom
he both loved and dreaded. We know only
of one other divinity sculptured by Polykleitos,

a Hermes, at Lysimaehia. Heroes and athletes,

amazons and youths, accorded better with the
taste of the Greeks. Many of these were cast
in bronze, and we must specially notice a
Diadumenos (see F'ig. 3) and a Doryphoros;
the one a "sweet youth " (molliter juvcnis),
and the other a " manly boy" (viriliter puer).

The latter was also known as the " Kanon,"
for it served as a model for the study of the
correct proportion of the human body in the
Greek schools of art.

A head (see Fig. 2) which was long hidden
in Venice, when discovered, was at once re-
cognised by the grand simplicity and the in-

describable charm and dignity of the features,

as belonging to the best period of (ireek Art,
the idealising power of which had not yet
given way either to mannerism or to a vul-
gar, sensational materialism, .\natomy was
known and applied, but not in the sense in

which some modern artists would wish to

see it \ised ; for they woidd prefer statues

which might serve medical students as a com-
plete model of .ill the muscles, nerves, and
bones, showing the fatty as well as the sinewy
substances of the human form, exhibiting
also a correct and prominently carve<l map of

all the veins running beneath a skin well

marked in marble, with little holes to repre-
sent the pores. This tendency has so shocked .Mr.

Ku.skin, who often delights in poitioal para-

doxes, that he advanced not long ago the
pernicious theory, that artists »hould not
study anatomy; and .said that the superiority

of Holbein to .Mbcrt Diirrr was to be attri-

buted to the former's ignorance of anatomy.
.\nafomy is not the, but only an es'-ential pail

of art ; it is the artist's vocabulary with
which he mvat write his epic, lyric, or drama-
tie poem. The vocabulary may be faulty,

and the poem yetbo excellent ; but if the poet

be a beggar in thought and imagination, the

rorrectne.ssof his vocabulary will never trans-

form his verbiage into a p"vm. It is ex-

tremely dangerous to art to neglect the study
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'if anat<iniy, ;i.s showin:; the changes in the
muscles and sinews when the body and limbs

are in motion. II r. liuskin's objection surely

must have referred to the mere clinical study
of anatomy—the study of the body in repose,

and the exhibition of its construction with-

out animation. The most important branch
in art-anatomy is, however, a correct ajipre-

eiation of an ideal proportion of the human
form. This is what the canon of Pidykleitos

.ippears to have been. The body was to be
neither too tall nor too small, neither too fat

nor too bony, neither too strongly male nor
too strongly female ; but always to preserve

an ideal medium between these extremes, so

as to show in the work of art the correctife

spirit of the thinking artist. This creative

consciousness of the ai-tist's mind was to

elevate his work from a mere copy of nature
into a red/ tmrlc »/' art. In considcrinp; the
artistic period of the beginning of the fourth
century B.C., we observe that the Greek artists

bj- degrees lose this corrective spirit, and
either fall into a slavish, anatomically cor-

rect imitation of nature, or into an effemi-
nate and licentious idealisation of the human
body. The golden middle path was lost. The
Aphrodite of Milo, by Alkamenes (see Fig. 4)
is undoubtedly a work in which the new
spirit of Greek ait is clearly embodied.
Phidias, the master of the seidptor, is said to

have softened some of the lines. There is

certainly something of the divine sculptor's

spirit in the charming beauty of the goddess
of love, the personification of universal woman-
hood ; but the sublime ideal is already mixed
with some human consciousness of individual
beauty. The goddess is more woman than
divinity ; through the cold mai'blo begins to

flow a stream of sentiment and feeling, and
the majestic repose loses itself more and more
in a coquettish attitudinising, to which-
artifice the better school of Greek sculpture
never condescended. This tendency is pre-
eminently visible in the works of Stopas and
Pra.xiteles.

Skopas, who was born on the island of
Pares, was intrusted with the direction of the
rebuilding of the Temple of Athene Alea, at
Tegea ; he is said to have assisted in executing
the sculptures of the tomb of Ifausolus, at
H.alikarnassus, in Karia. In his Apollo
Kithara;dos (see Fig. 15) man as: nuch, and
not as the possible type of the gods if they had
shape and form, is the subject of his work.
There is soul in the marble, but a theatrically
excited sdul ; there is that elasticity in the
lines which made the epigrammatists say of
hisl•a^•ing liaeehante, "that she seemed to
spring from her place." The characteristic
peculiarity of Greek sculpture, which melted
into one the softer and gentler forms of the
woman and the sterner and more angular
forms of the man, is entirely disregarded in
this statue, and Apollo is undoubtedly more
woman than man. The long tiowing robe
disguises and reveals the full and voluptuous
forms of the body ; a laurel-wreath adorns the
head

;
the arms and hands seem less occupied

with touching the strings of the kithara than
with exhibiting their exquisite roundness and
beauty. The statue which adorns the Vatican
is a copy of the original, and only enables us
to judge of the eomiiositien. The execution
must have been masterly. The artist coneen-
ti-atcs all his powers on'the exquisite soft and
natural treatment of the folds of the robe. A
glowHng enthusiasm, coupled with a wild
sensuality, pervades the forms of Traxiteles.
The passive element of humanity gains the
upper hand. Apollo, the god of "the Muses,
the Krishna of India, the Osiris or ITorus of
Kirypt, is transformed into a practical lizard-
killer by Praxiteles. "Were there not artists
who are enraptured with Praxit^-lcs we should
refrain from jiointing out th.e romieal side of
Apollo Saurokfonos ; but wc may derive a
wholesome lesson as to what wc should avoid
in sculpture from one of the most skilful
sculritors of antiquity. The figure, in spite
of the bcautv aal 'delieaev of its forms, is

tlioroughly objectionable. The sensual pre-

dominates over the ideal. The arms are so

placed that the Sun-god seems- to be deliver-

ing a pathetic oration "on the extreme super-

fluity of Ibcards in a civilised country," to

which the lizard, slowly creeping up the

trunk of a tree, seems to listen with great

contentment and equanimity. ApoUo is not

here the lizard-killer ; the accessories become
necessary to enable us to discover t'/.e purport
of the statue. The forms are those of a
woman or of an cfleminate youth, with the

hair arranged like that of a nymph luviiaving

for the bath. Still worse is his .\phi-odite of

Knidos (see Fig. 7) which was praised as the

greatest masterpiece of antiquity. " Praxi-
teles must have seen the goddess herself ; she

could not have appeared more beautiful to

Paris ;
" " the marble has become ilesh,"

said the Epigrammatists. Lucian ecsta-

tically admired her exquisite beauty.

The goddess stood in the centre of

the temple, her lips slightly parted with a
smile. No drapery disguised her beauty,

her left hand unconsciously expressed a feel-

ing of bashfulness, and this position has often

been admired. Far from being beautiful,

however, this alone condemns ;he conception

of Praxiteles as low and vulgar—degrading
the sublime ideal of the Goddess of Love into a

common hetaira. Not without reason were
Phryne and Kratina mentioned as the original

models of the statue. The lines aretmdoubt-
edly soft ; the flesh nearly trembles on the

delicate and rounded limbs ; the sharply-

marked wave-line on the left side is sensual,

and the less curved line of the right side do-
notes lassitude. Whilst wo are forced to

admire in the works of Myron, Phidias, Poly-
Ideitos, and even ijkopas, the powerful sway
of the ideal, the purified naturalness, the

correct symmetry, and the high inspiration ;

at this period of Greek art we must content
ourselves with the sensual beauty, the soft-

ness of the flesh—in fact, with matter instead

of spirit. Even the male gods are clad in

the tender and soft forms of women ; severity

and earnestness of conception have given way
to the sensational reproduction of outer forms.

The Epigrammatists felt this, and vented their

feelings in the satirical remark that Paris

must have been "indeed a cowherd" to pre-

fer the bodily charms of Aphrodite to the ia-

telleclual beauty of Athene. That Eros
should have become the most cherished

subject of sculpture next to Venus need
not suv])rise us. The f jrm in which the

God of Love (see Fig. 8, now in the

Vatican) was moulded by Praxiteles cor-

responds entirely with that given to his

Apollo. A small and •womanish forehead willi

a ])rofusion of curls, a delicate face with the

undeveloped features of a bashful maiden,

and a body in which all manliness is carefully

avoided, are his characteristics. Grand in

grouping, and masterly in composition and
arrangement, is Niobe with her dying chil-

dren (sec Figs. 9— 10). The ancient writers

are very obscure as to the sculptor of the

group, which probably adorned the pediment
of a tcnijile of .\pollo in Asia Minor, and was
sent by C. Sosius, 38 li.f., to Konie, to be

placed in a temple built by him, called Apollo
Sosianus. AVhat we knuw of the original,

which is preserved in many copies, justifies

our attributing the grou]) to Skopas rather

than to Praxiteles. As though the artist had
intended to symbolise the tragic fate of Greece
in his work, there is so passionate a tale of

concentrated woe in it that we can see Ilellas

fallen, in all her beauty and glorv, a prey to

pride and despair. Once again did the heroes

of Greece assemble, united by the love of

freedom, to oppose the advancing invader, l)ut

only to perish, leaving behind them their

smiles and tears in poetry, their sublime

thoughts in philosojihy, and their prayers in

sculpture and architecture. Xiobe is a petri-

fied tear ; there is defiance and resignation in

her looks (sec Fig. 9, «), reproaching the gods

with their cruelty. S!ic clasps her youngest

daughter as though to protect her from,
inevitable death. The whole g'rou;> is a patho-
logical study of grief in all its details—con-
sisting of the mother with her youngest
daughter, the tutor with the youngest son.

three other daughters, and five sons. Most ot
the figui'es arc at Florence, in the gallery o);

the Uffieii. One of the sons tries to protect

his dying sister with his cloak (see F'ig. 11);
one of the elder daughters, already wounded
by Ajiollo's deadly arrow, hastens to help (set

Fig. 10). Some archaeologists believe thcv
have discovered in a kneeling statue, now iii

the Glyptotheca at Munich (see Fig. 12\
another figure of the Niobe group. I5eaut\'

and tender feeling pervade every line of this

admirably-modelled youthful boily, and raisa

it to the position of an original of the very
best masters ; the smooth instead of the rockV
base, and the perfect nudity of the body, of
which head anti arms are lost, tell against the
assumption that this statue formed part of the
Niobe group. The drapery of the different

figures deserves in itself the most careful

study. Fig. 13, in the Museum at Berlin,

has also been thought to have belonged to

this group. The stiffness of the figure and
the lioavy treatment of the drapeiy justifv
our doubting the correctness of the statement

;

and even if it ever formed part of the group,
it cannot be an original, but only an inferior

copy. Of Leoehares, who adorned the western
side of the tomb of Mausolusat Iliilikarnassus,

we give Ganj-mede carried up to heaven by an
eagle (see Fig. 14). The copy in the Vatican
is said to have been taken from a bronzo
original, which has been much praised br
ancient -nTiters. However beautiful anl
correct the anatomy of the body may be, wo
object to the drawn-out stiffness of the com-
position. The eagle appears as if fixed to tlie

tree behind, striving to free itself and to

carry Ganymede away. Better in composition
is Dionysios with Satyrs (see Fig. lo), fn'iu

tl;o Choragic monument of Lvsik rates (see

BtTLDixG News. 20th June," 1873). The
divine repose of Bacchus caressing his panther
is well contrasted with the busy eagerness of

his tailed satellites, who long to punish the
Tyrrhenian pirates b}' changing them into

dolphins. The two attendants are as quiet

and unconcerned as the god himself. The
tendency of the younger school to treat the

nude with as much accuracy as possible is

obvious. The figures are wcll-grown men,
and nothing more. A copy of Myron's
Biskobolos (the disk-thrower, see Fig. IG),

from the Villa Massimi, is given here to mark
the general tendency of the times. Never
were so many copies of this statue made as

at this p( riod. The beautiful forms of the

body enticed the artists to study the mas-
terly power with which repose and movement
had been blended into one harmonious total,

through which the elasticity of an excited

activity was admirably expressed. A correct

study of some of these Greek models will go
farther than any number of copies from life ;

it will check the mere imitation of natural

specimens, and teach us to appreciate the
i leal, which alone can elevate the products of

Nature to works of art.

now TO COXSTUUCT CHtMNEyS.

AT a rocont meeting of tbo Irish Architec-

tural Association, Mr. Googlicg.in rod a
pivpor oa Drains, Cliimaov", and Wator-supply,
Tho following is what the author said about
cliimueys :—Tho ludicrous arr.iy of capricious

forms of cliimU'"'y-pots in all counti-ies oshibits a
lamentable want of attention to all tho funda-
mental laws which roguLato the dr.aught of smoke.
I'-rom tho Vi>natian trumpet—an inverted hoU-
sliapo—tho ilat or hooilod tops with rectangular

]at3ral oponiug.'i of tho north of Italy and Switzer-

land, tho London cowls and elbows, and tho
French xic-zag tubes, to the Irish mitred slate

pots, wo have an assembly of iulorestins objects

all for tho same purpose, but v.-idoly differing in

their development. It is well to observe that tho
defects of chimneys arise as frequently from
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natural as from matorial or conatructivo impodi-

mout--i. Achimiioy may l>i> oxpt'cted to Biiioke

if an ahimflant supply of frosli air bo uot pro-

vidod for tho firopluco, a donudraupht being

croatod by the warm apartmout drawing it* hup-

]>ly of air down tho lluo, to tho sorious obstruc-

tion of tho snjo'ica v>hi!o making its way iu tho

opposito dirocticn. A sti'on^ wiud cros>iug tho

top of a fliio, wh«ro tho draught i< fooblo, will

jirovont tho oxit of umoko and iuduco pnfliug

at timos. Adj iccnt hi'^h biiildiuf;3 or hills divert

t..o course of tho wind currents, aud oauso them
to strike dowu upon tho tip of tho chimney and
render tho dii^chariiro iutormittent. Tho draught

U rendered »l«g;;i»h by soot lodging in tho flues,

rough or damp sill fafos. slutos lyiug across the

top, birds' nosts, or such other tritliug casualties.

Tho altitude almost invariably determines

the power of the draught; tho atuiosphoro bo-

<:oming moro rarefied as we ascend from the

earth's surface, and tho pressure therefore being

-diminished in proportion as tho top of the chim-

acy b-,H*omes elevated. A high chimney iu a

b'rilding will cause a lower shaft to smoke, tho

.*iir being drawn down the latter to supply the

former, and if this fact be borno in mind wo need

uot. bo surpri.iod to hear of tho nsual comploints

•of return buildings smoking, their Hues being

generally lower than those of tho main building;

tho action in this instance resembles that of the

siphon, if wo regard tho latter as inverted in

order to establish tho theory. It sometimes
.happens that tho smoko from a back chimney
will ascend, and be delivered freely from tho top,

and immediately form a curve, aud descend down
the front tluo of the same building; and this sin-

gular fact may bo accounted for simply by a littlo

iiuowledgo of tho .scionco of house venti-

lation. Any opening in the chimney between
the bottom and the top will admit a cross current

->f air, and i bstruct tho smoko. Many chimneys
o .vo their failures to careless workmanship, pro-

j 'cting stones in t'lo flue angles "'' being wide
iu one part and nam v in another ; tho gathering
-n'cr the fireplaces should b'^ specially attended
t.'. Kitdien chimneys are frequently injured by
inittention to this important provision. Damp
and foggy weatJier will affect a Hue. tho atmo-
sphere being more charged with moisture at such
timos, and vaiioni-s will therefore ascend with difH-

<-ulty. Drafts across a room from doors to windows
injure tho etTjctive power of the flue, and toomuch
fuel will cause tho chimnoy to be overlo.ided and
the smoko cannot get away quick enough. Ex-
ternal chimneys, or thoso in outside walls, wasto
a great deal of caloric, and do not succeed as

well as those within a building. When fresh air

is let in from the outside under tho fireplace a

powerful draught is experienced ; but tho con-
sumption of fuel becomes too rapid. Fluos
I'ormod round on section are better than square or
<>blong, tho angles forming deposits for soot, which
reduces the smoke area. Hoiizontal flues deposit

eo»t very ti eely, the particles being found at-

tached to the upper surface, which fall upon the
liottom in flakes as they become heavier. Tho
draught being sluggish, such flues are not to be
'iopi?nded upon, and when a dosceudin:; flue must
bo resorted to, a rarefier to o.^pel tho cold air

should bo provided, and for this purpose a jot of

gas has been found best for the purpose, and least

troublesomo. Metallic surfaces attract the par-

ticles of soot, and walls or divisions across flues

iiave the same effect in a lesser degree, and to

this may be attributed the success of the very
long dues constructed to cootiiin the deposits of
*:himneys from lead and silver mines, by which a
vast amount of valuable metal is annually saved.
Confining tho mouth of tho flue will improvo tho
draught, as tho blower will provo. A fireplace the
am • wi.ith a> the tlue will have a strong current
-.ipwards.and by inclining tho bick of the grate into

the room instead of forming tho slope iu the op-
posito direction, with a very narrow aperture for

-^moke, the heating-power of the fire is greatly in-

jrcvsed. Each grate r.hould have a separate fluo,and
all hobs or other wide grates are objectionable, as
the air escapes up the chimney at each side with-
out catching tho smoke in tijo current. The
open fireplace is perhaps the most luxurious,
:iud least economical mode of warming an apart-
ment ; a greater amount of actual beat m.ay be
obbiined by one-fourth the consumption of coals if

burnt in a well-designed close stove ; and when
tho external sides of metal stoves are lined with
glazed ornamental tiles (as is customary in Oor-
!nany ) tho atmos|>hero ia not affected by contact
with tho iron. I he tops of chimneys should bo
ourved outwarJi to assist tho oxit of tho smoke.

a flat top being found injurious when tho wind
is blowing across it. A ba.seraent or ground
floor may bo made tho moans of heating mode-
rately the entire house, if the flues are made to

pass hack A-ard and forward under tho paving in a

similar way to those of the flues heating a Turkish
bath. The lower strata of air being heated will as-

cend, and each succoedin;,' body of cold air in like

manner, until the entire cubical contents of tho

building becomes generally warm. If this sy.stem

wore generally resi>rted to, wo should find a corre-

sponding reduction iu the amount of the coal ex-

penditure. Factory chimneys will require spocial

provision in proportion to tho power of thp

machinery. It has of late years been tho custom
to form these flues wider at tho top internally than

at the bottom, and with very good results. Tho
reason for sodoinghasnot been fully investigated;

but it is evident that tho friction of tho smoke
becomes diminished in ascending against tho sides

of the chimney. If wo consider that in a well-

constructed marine engine the draught is power-
ful enough to maintain perfect combustion, and
expel the smoke, while a vessel may be going

against a head wind at the rate of twenty miles

an hour, it will at once bo evident to our common
sense that a smoky chimnoy must mean aclum.sy

and ill-contrived means of wasting fuel, and ren-

dering our habitations anything but habitable.

The science of combustion is understood, but tlie

details of working out the principles are usually

left to tho care of unthinking or incompetent
hands.

THE CONTRACT SYSTEM.

IN every contract, says the Engineer, for en-

gineering works of any ni.agnitudo or import-

ance, t'lero are usually three principal parties in

the affair: tho company or party promoting tho

undertaking, tho onginoor, and the contractor.

The manner of carrying out tho work, that is

tho particular means and appliances employed
in their execution, is the contractor's business,

although to a cortain oxtont t'lc engineer e.tcrcises

a general superintendence over tho v,-hole. In a

word, tho contractor ong.ages at his own pecu-
niary risk to construct tho work properly, and
the engineer stakes his reputation that when so

properly constructed, thoy shall '.inswer their

purpose and provo useful and durable. It is not,

however, to be supposed that an eminent firm of

contractors put only their pocket in peril when
they undertake tho execution of extensive aud
difficult works. Thoir reputation is equally con-

cerned, and our first-rate contracting firms would
no more do bad work knowingly than our en-

gineers would prepare faulty or defective

designs. While, therefore, tho contractor is

pretty well left to himself to select his own moans
10 executo tho work, tho engineer, who is in

reality the responsible person, has absolute

control over them, which ho can put in force if

necessary. Sujiposo for a moment that tho con-

tractor adopts a mode of carrying on his work
which, in tho opinion of the engineer, is not cal-

culated to insure tho requisite dogreo of strength

and durability ; it is not only in the power of tho

latter, but it is his duty, to interfere and forbid

the further prosecution of tho work by the mode
objected to. It is not an uncommon circimi-

stance in this conntry, and a usual one in Krance,

especially when tho contract is lot on a schedule

of prices, for the engineer to have, and to exercise,

very considerable jurisdiction in the general

direction .and det-Ji-mination of the means to be

employed in the .actual construction of tho per-

manent work. This is just whero an engineer

should uso great discretion. If he has roason to

believe that the contractor, either through inox-

perionco or in''ompetjncy, is not quite up to the

work, he may step in judiciously, and set him
right. An honest straightforward contractor is

quite as ready to take a hint from an engineer,

as any engineer who has common-sense is to tako

one from a contractor, and bo thankful for it into

the bargain. Bat the rock upon which an
engineer must be careful not to split is tho

exercise of his authority in compelling a contrac-

tor to executo tho work by the means, and by the

means only, which ho considers proper. When
an engineer has a contractor who thoroughly
knows his business, is both exporienced and com-
petent, and displays a manifest desire to d

work well, he c;inuot bo guilty of a greater
i

of felly thun to meddle with him. It mu :

borne in mind that .ilthougU in some d.-

brancbea of ono and tho same profession. >

Dcering and contracting arc totally di!Tor>.'at

things. Each requires a particular turn nf mind,
and a different order of inlellu'-t. It is not too
much to assert that mriny of our flrst-rato con-
tractors would mako but indiiforent engineers,
and that many of our great ongiueors, if they
turned coutr:'.ctora, nould ruin thomsolveB over
their first joij.

In fomo instances in which contractors have
come to grief, tho cause may bo traced to circum-
stances over the occurrence of which they po.s-

sessod no possible sort of control, but in by for

the (greater number the real reoDOD ia to be found
in the fact that they did not make themsolves
Butliciontly acquainted with the contingenciea
that oven were likely t) happi'n. A contract i*

only linnd fiile when the parlies are thoroughly
acquainted with all the obIig:itions imposed upon
them. If a contractor undertakes a work, and
his success or failure is to depend altogether
upon whether he meets with water or not at a
certain spot, no endeavours having been made to

ascertain the existence of it at that spot, tho
whole affair is a mere speculation Omitting
the immora ity, it is a plain game of hazard. Tho
real success or failure of a contractor over any
job should depend upon whether he ia tho right
man for the work It is to bis o»n ability and
skill ia that particular lino to which bo should
look for his success, and not to what may bo
termed moro luck. -Nnd this will be found to be
tho case with all our groat contractors. Wo do
not moan to deny that in some instances fortune,

or let us say luck, may have favoured them, but
iu others tho reverse has been tho case. But we
assert that it is not fortune, nor luck, nor any
accidental cause, if wo may so call it, that

raised such a man as tho lato Mr. Brassey to

his wealthy and proud position. It was
his own energy, ability, and peculiar talent

for tho profession ho had chosen which placed
him in tho enviable position ho enjoyed
previously to his decease. He was the right

man in tho right place, a coincidence absolutely

essential in tho success of a contractor. A con-
tractor who, after having provided against all

reasonable contingencies and made his estimates

accordingly, meets with good luck, turns it by
his ability to his advanta;;e, and in consequence
increases his profits. But i/. on tho other band, he
meets with bad luck, to uso phrases commonly
uudorstood, if ho is tho right mi(n in the right

place, he trusts to the same resource to extricate

hi^.i]self from the diilicultv, without at any rate

sulTering actu.al loss. Excoption.al circum8t.ances

must be treated exceptionally, and an ingenious
tour de/brre, of whi^'h none but tho experienced
aud competent man is capable, often successfully

overcomes very serious obstacles.

While it is notorious that work is frequently

'•.scamped," it sometimes happens th.at bad or
defective work is the direct couseiiuonco of tho

parsimony and false economy of tho promoters of

the enterprise. Many a contract is let for a sum
which renders it simply impossible for good work
to bo done. Wo have often heard the expression,

'•You know it is impossible for any man to do
good work at these prices." For some years, as

if in contrast to the rurtc blanche granted to en-

gineers in tho early days of railways with regard

to expenditure, the maxim has been to cut down
everything to tho last fraction. Tho engineer ia

crauipcd iu his designs, and the contractor in his

execution, and tho result is satisfactory lo neither

of them. This principlo is totally destructive to

true art in either engiaeering or architectural

work. In f.act, it is tho contract system which

prevents tho full development of all pure nsthe-

tical principles, which cannot bo measured by so

much money, or displayed in works constructed

cither for a lump sum or on r.
' ' ' • : -i^ca.

Moreover, good work, in re;' iity

and durabilit}', cannot be o". ,
eof

that of an inferior kind. Employ first class mou,
pay a first-rate price, and you wi.l get flrst-nUd

work, and on no other conditions.

UxiVEnSITY CoLLEOK—ARCIIITECTCnE.—PBO-
FF.SSUR T. Hatteii Lewis, F.A.S., F.I.B.V.

—

List of prizes presented at tho distribution on

tho 27th Juno. Fino Art, Senior Class— Donald-
son silver medal, U. .Saxon Snell, juD., of

I^ondon ; cor ificate, Fred -rL-k W. .Starge, of

'; ester .Tunior Class. V' '• ' ': W.
', of (ilouce.ster ; > »on

. jon., of Loudon. '
~ nior

-Donaldson silver m.^ i.n, W. il. lUyook,

iidon. Junior Class r.;j.—!L Saion SnoH.

juu., of London.
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THE •• BUILDING NEWS."

IN commoncing a new volumo of tho Building

News, wo may inform our readers that tho

Btep wo-took in Jannary last, involving an en-

largement of the paper and an increased price,

has been extonsivoly appreciated. Since tho com-

mencement of tho last volume, tho Building

News h;us given more illustrations, wook by week,

than the three chief professional papers gave in a

corresponding period last year. We intend to

giro a similar quantity in future, and we leave

tho quality of tho illustrations to speak for itself.

We need sc:ircely add that tho circulation of the

Building News, since the changes referred to, has

materially increased.

With tho new volumo wo continue tho series of

illustrations on tho History of Art, with Dr.

Zerffi's " Historic Art Studies"; wo commence a

series of practical papers on " Compensations,"

by tho author of "Dilapidations" and "Quan-

tities"; and wo commence a series of articles on

tho "Pliinning and Fitting of Schools," by Mr.

E. R. Robson, tho architect to tho London

School Board. This school question, in all its

bearings, is a most important one ; and wo know

of no one who has more thoroughly mastered its

principles and details than Mr. Robson. Ilis

series of papers, which will run through tho

volumo commeuoed to-day, will bo found tho

completest and most exhaustive treatise on tho

subject.

Timbor-merchjints, saw-mill proprietors, con-

tractors, and builders will now see with satis-

faction that wo have introduced a now feature,

and which will bo continued weekly, under the

heading of '• Tho Timber Trade."

Next week we shall commence a series of illus-

trations and articles on Modern Furniture. As
most of tho numbers issued since January last

are out of print, and all of tho numbers are at

a premium price, intending subscribers would do

well to order through their booksellers or direct
|

phiin, and consist merely of .an .iptoral nave

largo area and only of tho same height as tho

reception-rooms, and therefore requiring to bo

broken up. is treated as a Pompeian atrium, the

columns offering great facilities in the construc-

tion of the upper floor.

Tho work has boon carried out by -Messrs.

Ilaward Bros., of 18. Old Quebec-street, the

foreman being Mr. Faithful ; there was no Clerk

of Works. The sgratlito decorations were exe-

cuted by Mr. Wormleighton. froni Cartoons by

Mr. Wise (both of South Konsin.gton). the designs

having been furnished to large scale by Mr.

F. P. Cockerell, tho architect.

WEST DOORWAY, CORNEILLA -CHURCH,' PYREX-EES

ORIENTALKS.

(by EDMUND SHARI'E.)

Throughout the whole of the South of. Franco

and the North of Spain, examples of tho archi-

tecture of the Gothic Period aro extremely rare :

and this circumstance has boon regarded by many
persons as a proof th.at Gothic Architecture never

obtained a footing in these countries, and that

tho numerous cases of orniite work, designed

after tho fashion of the Earlier periods, that are to

bo met witli in tho churches of those southern

regions, belong, in' fact, to tho Later ones, and

wore executed in the thirteenth, fourteenth,

and fifteenth centuries, in imitation of tho

works of the twelfth century. The very charac-

teristic treatment, however, of by far tho greater

number of these works, tho almost imiversal

prevalence, in fact, of these characteristic features,

and their strong similarity, would rather lead

us to the conclusion that they were all built neai ly

at the same time, and during the .same fertile

period ; and that the true reason of tho absence

in these countries of churches of tho later periods

is to be found in the fact, that so amply wore the

populations of theso countries supplied with

church room during this Tansitional period,

which was tho great church-building ago of

Christendom, that no necessity existed for the

construction of additional churches in tho later

periods. What is certain is tho fact that

scarcely a villago exists in the South of France

that h£ s not its small church, bearing through-

out the characteristic features of this particular

period. Many of those .churches aro perfectly

from tho ollice at once.

OUR LITHOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS

MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS.

These buildings, which are now woU known,
are situated at tho corner of the Poultry and
Queon Victoria-street; were erected for Mr.
James Wheeler, from tho designs of Messrs.
.lohn and John Bolchor, and wo aro enabled to

furnish details reproduced from the architects*

working drawings, all of which have been care-
fully worked out. Tho shop-front forming part
of our illustration is the only one which has been
carried out in accordance w-ith tho architects'

designs. Tho buiders wore Messrs. Jackson and
Shaw. Tho ironwork and (ire-proof floors wore sup-
plied by Messrs. Moreland and Son. of Old-street.

Tho carving was executed by Mr. J. W. Scale, of

Walworth, and Messrs. Franklin and -"Vudrows

wore tho quantity surveyors.

DOWN IIAL% HARLOW, ESSEX.

This mansion, the seat of Sir H. Selwin Ibbot-
Bon, Bart, MP, occupies tho site of tho former
house, onco tho residenco of Prior, tho poet, of

which, however, nothing remained of the smallest
architectural interest. Building mivterials of a
good character being wanting in the neiglibour-
hood, and tho site being upon an excellent

frravol, it was dotonninod to build in concrete.
Tho whole of tho walls aro therefore of conci-oto,

and wore carried out by Messrs. Drake & Co.,

nndor the general contractor. The quoins,
cornices, and columns, dressings of openings, Ac,
aro all in Tisbury stone, and it has been es-

pecially sought to avoid giving tho forms of

stono w-oi-k to any of tho concrete work. Tho

simple parallelogram—terminat-Ml at tho^ east

by a semicircular apse, covered with a pointed

barrel vault, aud having circular-headed openings

in its walls, consisting of a West or South Door-

way, and on^ or at most two, small windows in

its south wall.

Theso are tho general characteristics of the

small churches and oratories that are to bo found

in tlie numerous villages scattered about the

valIoy.s, aud on tho slopes of that part of the

freiit dividing chain of mountains which lios

within tho department of tho Pyrenees Orien-

tales, coinciding in its limits, as it nearly does,

with the .ancient province of Roussillon. But

occasionally we meet with works of a much more

ornato character, forming part cither of tho re-

mains of one of the great mon.astic establishmonts

of the country, or of a parish church of more

than ordinary pi-etensions.

To the latter class belongs tho West Doorway of

the Church of Cornoilla, given ia the present

number, which is a tyjiical example of the art

works of this district at the very close of tho

Transitional period. It is executed with much

delicacy in the red-veined marble of the Pyre-

nees, and is admirably preserved, the ornamental

parts of tho capitals and arch-mouldings being as

sharp as on tho day they were carved. It has

undergone a certain amount of restoration, which

has, however, left all its chief features un-

dama'.ri'd. It has four orders of arch-mouldings,

of which two only are enriched, having, in each

case, a cylindrical roll, which in the outer one of

the two "orders is grooved spirally, and in tho

inner ono is ornamented with a band of interlaced

work. Tho capitals of tho outer shafts on each

side cai-ry winged lions, having ono head at the

angle serving two bodies; those of tho next order

have on ono side figures of goats similarly

grouped, and on tho other those of r.ams; whilst

tho innermost capitals on both sides aro floriated.

Tho wliolo of these ligures stand in high relief

from tho body of tho capital. Tho tympanum

Tho scroll-work with which the original doors

are covered is a remarkable example of the iron-

work of early times in this district : even more
striking instimces are to be found in the same
neighbourhood, which formerly was renowned
for its small forges, it la Catalan.

Tho west wall of tho church in which tlii.4

marble doorway occurs contains i single circular-

headed window, having its shafts, carved capitals,

and .archivolt. also of red marble, and similar

windows surround tho eastern apse ; but tho

whole of the walls aro built of granite, squared

and laid in regular courses, and of excellent

workmanship.
The plainness of the interior of this church,

with its unadorned square piers and unmonldcd
circular arches, offers so remarkable a contrast to

tho ornate work outside, as to suggest tho idea,

at first sight, that it belongs to an earlier Period^

but on closer examination there does not appear

to be anything to warrant such a conclusion.

Tho original altar table remains ; its character

is entirely similar to the work already described ;

it is an oblong block of red marble, of consider-

able size, placed on six short marble shafts, having

capitals with figures similar in chanacter to those

of tbj west doorway, .and bases carrying siiriilar

profiles. Tho villago of Corneilla is situated near

the small fortified town of Villefranche, at tho

foot of one of tho chief spurs of Mont Canigou,

aud on the side of ono of the most picturcsijue

gorges of this very interesting, but little-visited,

region. It is four miles distant from tho town

of Prades, tho chef-lieu of the arrondissement of

the same name, and the centre of the great

mineral district which will shortly become the

chief source of supply of hematite oro to tho

forges and furnaces of the South of Franco.

BETTWS-T-COED CHTRCn, NORTH -WALES.

One of our lithographic illustrations this week
represents a very interesting little church just

erected at Bettws-y-Coed, North Wivles. Tho
facing of walls, inside and out, is of local rock.

The chancel walls intern-ally aro faced with i-e.i

Runcorn stone. Tho whole of tho dressings aud

tho groining of the tower and chancel aro of rcc3

Runcorn stone. Tho heating is by Bonnet, of

Liverpool. Tho roofs and seats aro of pitch pino.

The pulpit and choir fittings are temporary. Tlie

tower is at present only built to tho level of tho

ridge of tho chancel roof, and temporarily roofed

over. Tho font (made from the architects' design)

is of Serpentine marble, manufactured by Jlr.

Bradbury, of Pen-^auce. The paving of tho navo

and aisles .and vestry is of small yellow clinkers ;

that of the chancel is of Godwin's tiles. The carv-

ing is by Mr. Roddis, of Birmingham. The height

from nave floor to ridge is -Kilt., to the towor groin-

ing SiSft, to tho top of tower parapet, w-hcn com-

pleted, 70ft., or 77ft. (about) from the ground.

Height from navo floor line to chancel groin 3lft

,

to navo cornice 2i3ft., nave ridge +(jft. The cost,

up to tho present time, has boon about i:t,Ol)l>.

Messrs. Paley and Austin, of Lancaster, wore tho

architects, and Messrs. 0. and 0. Jones, of

Penmachno, were tho contractors.

plain surfaces, which alono aro treated as concrete,
aro divided into panel.s, tho stiles being plain
Portland cement aud tho panels rough cast with ' carries tho usu.al design of a vesica piscis

fine sea .shingle. The deconiti vo panels and two taiuing tho Virgin seated, with tho young Sa'

horizontal friezes are oxocuted in sgraffito. A
reference to tho ))lan will explain tho internal

ammgemont.s which ofi'er no special features
oxcopt tho entrance hall, which being of , very

con-

viour

GREEK SCULITURE.

The subject chosen this wook to illustrate tho

History of Art, now appearing in the Building

Nkws, is "Greek Sculpture of a Later Pei-iod."

This valuablo series of illustrations will run

through the whole of the volume commenced

with this number, and will, by tho timo it is

fini.shed, constitute tho most exhaustive illus-

trated record of art ever published in England.

The series will consist of upwards of a hundred

sheets similar to tho ono given this week, and

each sheet will contain, on an avoriigo, about

twenty di.stinct representations of tho most illus-

trious of ancient and modern art products.

Indian Sculpture will bo illustrated and com-

mented on next week.

DETAILS OF COURT OF TUB PODESTAL I'AI.ACE

AT FLORENCE.

Ono of our lithographic illustrations this

week represents the Details of Court of tho

Pedestal Palace at Florence. In our next num-

ber we shall give elevation and other details

with full description of this historical and beau-

tiful building.

on hor knees, and supported by adoring angels on

each side cariying ceusors. This work has the

appearance of being a tolerably correct modern

restoration of tho original tableau.

S. John's Gate, Clerkenwcll, has been sold to the

English Order of the Knights of S. John, who thus

regain posse,ssion of tho fine old hall after centuries

of other occupancy.
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ITALIAN DECORATION.

MR. ERNE.ST C. LKE, A.R.I B.A., r<m<l a

papi'r cm lliis Hiibjoct ut tho ooiieluilini;

mooting for tlio prtisOQt .so.ssion of thu Aroliitoo-

tural Association, holj on Kriiiay i-voninj; la.st.

Mr. Loo, at tlio out^ot, romarkoj that tho Hubjoct

was 80 lariro af to bo only capable of boiiii,' hastily

glanced at within tho limits of a siii>;lo papor,

oven althoujih totally oiuittin<; that portion of bin

subject which was of tho greatest interost to most
arehitocts, although possibly not of the greatest

utility—viz., tho Meiliioval fresco poriji. Ho
thoroforo confined himself to descriptions of

colour, composition, and tlrawing, not vouturiug

on tho oft-clisputed grounds of pi-^ments, methods
of workin.r, or oven incouojjraphy, but contenting

himself by ]>ointing out in chronological order

what had struek him as coincidental treatment in

tho many different styles which had been de-

volopod in Italy, and by endeavouring to draw
from such coincidences some clue for the guidance
of thoso wUj might bo callod upon to superintend
decorations. The earliest dated examples of

Italian decorative art wore undoubtedly tba.4e

found in t:io Greek tombs at PiOatum (4(10 B.C.).

Judging from the specimens in IlittorlT's •• Temple
of Empodocles," ttc, and from the various

Etruscan tombs at Cornato of about the samo
period, they formed tho main wall decoration

round interior of tomb above a low dado of not

more than .'ift. high, surmounted by a friozo of

figures to a smaller scale. In the ornament there

was a peculiarity which, though tho effect obtained
was just what was rei\uired, was tlie result of a

treatment to bo regretted : tho patera above the

meander was thrown out by a strong cast shadow
—and this in one of tho liuest specimens o^ktant

of Greek decorative art. The figures and acces-

sories wore outline-'., where of light colour (the

blue alone oxceptod) with a dark bro.vn lino, but
where a colour was introduced merely as a border
or enrichment this line was felt to bo .luporfluous.

Tho yellows, however, in cases where used for

draperies, where often marked in the folds and
margins with rod, similar in colour to our Indian
red. In tho meander we h.ad an illustration of

Viollet lo Due's theory of the relative strengths
of colour, tho rod and tho whito grounds beiug of

tho samo width, but on account of tho absorption

of tho blue by t'le surrounding white, that colour
was made, all through the pattern, considerably
vfider, though the effect at a little distance was
as if it were prcisely tho same as the others. The
drawiugof theheadsin smallfriezo was interesting

as showing the careless yet artistic manner in which
the same wore oxocutod, the balance of colour
being cleverly arranged. In the Etruscan tombs of

Cornato, which extended from about IIOO ii.c, till

after the .Vugustan era, wo di<l not find this re-

markable power either in the drawing or tho
colour; yet they wore far from uninteresting, and
would well repay a course of systematic study.

In tho d'Jcoraiivo treatment of one of these tombs
tho ground was whito ; the Uosh of tho men
being of a dark earthy rod (but sometimes
white) and of tho women, whito : hair, yellow

;

draperies, black, with broad blue border ; black
with broad yellow border; white withdiaperof fine

lines in black and rod ; outlines, black or dark
brown ; trees, red stems and green leaves ; horses,

red or blue. This tomb probably dated from about
•i'M ux: In another tomb of tho samo poriod,n rather
peculiar treatment, well worthy of consideration,
was adopto.l In one of tho friezes tho ground
was white, the figures Venetian red, with (oc-
casionally) light blue draperies; horses, rod and
blue, the border being of rod lines and email
black ornament. In another friozo tho ground
was Indian rod ; flesh whito, shaded with
light red ; draperies, occ.asi mally warm rod and
light blue : ligurosand subjects divided by trees
alternating, the trees having yellow stems and
blue leaves; rooff, a kind of chess-board pattern,
in blue, rod, ami whito squares, with a band of
patem running down tho ccntro compartment,
in which rod prodominated. What constituted
the great charm of this work, and from tho studv
of which wo should probably derive tho greatest
gain, was the extreme simplicity of coaipositiou,
the small amoant of absolute work, .and t';.o few
and cominoa colours used, compared with what
were considered neces.sar* at tho present d.ay.

All wo wanted to produce tho samo effect nowa-
diiyi was the artist, but in that particular we
certainly wore far behind the men of Pagan
times. Q.iiiint and gnites<iue

—

iiuito as much so
A9 the much-abused Gothic—as many of thoso
figures undoubtedly wore, in manner, colour, and

Action, thorn was a wonderful affinity between tho

frescoes in the Coruato louibs autt tlie unassuming
decorations of the thirteenth aud fourteenth cen-

turies wliich from time to time were rescued

from beneath tho protecting whitewash in our

village churches. What a change was found iu

tho spirit of decorative art as seen in the

houses of Pom peii, tho latest date of whose
exist mco as a lioman city w.as 7'.t A.u. Pompoii
was decorated iu a thousand clifferout manu rs

—

full of whimsicalities, ab^urditie.!, and prot.'sts

against the severity of form, outline, composition,

aud proportion of tho old G reek masters
;
yet, not-

withstanding, not lacking in many beauties and
harmony of colour, which showed that even at

that time of almost childish wilfulness, the riglit

hau I of art had not forgotten its cunning. Yet
thoso works, so vastly aud diversely different

from those of the Greeks and Etruscans, were all

done by tho descendants of tho same race. That
Rome also borrowed from Greoco direct was ob-

vious upou tho face of tho work, aud it was matter

of history that Greek artists in large numbers
were taken to Rome and distributed through the

provinces to do her art work. Nothing, ap-

parently, was too good, and uothiug too bad for

the Pompoiau painters to attempt. They in-

dulged largely iu bad perspective of tho willow-

pattern order, isomatrical projection of architoc-

tural features, imitations of woodwork, marbling,
and graining, combined with an utter disregard

of constructive decoration. On tho other hand,

they could produce marvellous figure-drawing
compositions and colour, artistic balance of parts,

delicate delineations of tho most trivial features,

aud, in most cases, stamped thoir work with an
immeoso amount of what, in modern p.arlanoe.

was known as "go." Having brieffy described

the arrangement of an ordinary Pompoian house,

Mr. Leo proceeded to describe a few examples of

Pompeian decorative work which might be found
useful for modern purposes. Firstly, ho directed

attention to the decoration of a small room in a

comparatively insignificant house, th.at of Marcus
Pinca Insula, the effect of which was very broiid

and pleasing, though somewhat strong in colour.

Tho dado, as usual, was black, tho monotony aud
heaviness of which was relieved by white lines

emphasised at the angles with yellow lozenges, in

a kind of tilo pattern. It was to bo observed that

the wall was divided into threo main spaces hori-

zontally, tho grounds passing from the extromos
of black and whito through a medium of the threo

primary colours, tho colours being introduced

sparingly in tho two extremes, and tho black

being carried upwards, but less and loss used on
approaching the top of tho chamber, tho rooms
being chiefiy lighted from the door, and ceilod

with a flat sogmontal arch, in order to derive as

much benefit as possible from tho reflected light.

In tho drawing of the ornament tho severity of

treatment was loss and less felt as we got higher

up tho wall. Passing from geometrical forms in

the dado wo come to sprigs of foliage and figure-

work iu the central portion, while in tho friozo

we found an.y amount of those lightand airy absur-

dities so peculiar to the Pompoian artist and
his copyists of tho Renaissance period. Another
room in tho samo house was not nearly so satis-

factory ; through horizontal lines were disre-

garded, and the balance of colour was by no
means so happy. The dado was similar to tho last,

but with tho introduction of red aud green. Tho
figures in the centre panels were beautifully

drawn, and with a certain Mtatuos<[uo feeling, and
when in panels with coutainiug-lines, woll-tilliug

up the space. As usual, the frieze abounded in

\mmeaning ornamentation. In a small room of a
liouso near tho Forum a most pleasing composi-
tion had boon discovered. Tho dado was In<lian

red, with delicate whito ornament of (iroek

origin on tho samo. Tho red, carried up in centre

panel, but in smaller proportion, again diminished
in volutue in tho frieze, whore it was used to re-

present, as it wore, casements opening to tho
outer air on tho top of a screen. In fact, tho aim
of the decoration of tho Pompoians seemed .always

to bo to express an idea of vaster apace than could
be contained within tho narrow walls of their

chambers. Of course, the uiethoil of placing

a figure-subject in a frame or contro compart-
ment, without any bands of ornament to connect

it with the rest of the composition, was, in work
of an essentially archite-tural treatment, indefen-

sible, oven accepting t lo suppo.>iiion of some
antiqnarios that they wero copied from woven
fabrics. Still less to bo defended was a treatment
by 110 moans uncommon, ovea in the mitlst of

dolicately-drawu mythological subjects.—t'.jat of

cupboards containing cold fowl and other con>3<-

tiblos, the whole beiug drawn in a most realistic

and impressive manuur. It was worth notice how,
iu all the designs of tho best work, white Hues
and bauds of white, with ornament separating tho

vari-»us grounds, were largely used. The conne ;t-

ing-link between Pompeian work .and tho Early
Christian mosaic was mainly to bo found in tho
wall-paintings of tlie catacombs of Rome, tho
most accessible of whi^li were thos) bjoeatli tjo
church of S. Clemento. Those wero mostly in

earthy, and slow-tonod colours on a dai-k grouul,

aud differed widely from the Roman and Pompeiaa
manner in tho severe, not ti say rigil, charactjr
of their drawing, and their simplicity in trcitm int

of colour. After a lapse of some centuries (durin.;

which, though doubtless much was done in the

way of decoration, little h;id come down t-J us),

we came to tho Early Christian mosaics, whidi
were invariably on a dark blue ground, in soma
cases—as at S. Cosmo and Damieo, Homo (!)i'>

A.D.)—with clouds iu |the background, mora or

loss naturalistic, of a crimson red softened off to

white, Tho ground on which the figures stood

reproseuted grass, flowers, and rocks, with trees

occasionally breaking the background bohiui
them, tho figures boing very quiot in colour,

white draperies shaded with sepia or dark
neutral blue being larg'ily used, and all separated
from the background by a border of black tesser.o

about ^in. wide. Tlio hair was brown or bl.aok,

and curly, as a rule; tiio draperies somewhat
stiff, but clinging to the figure, and cut up
into narrow folds, after the manner of tho

sculpture of the period. The treatment at

S. ApoUinaris Nuovo, Raveun.a, was very simi-

lar. The mosaics which formed a friozj over
the nave arcade dated from a.d. 570. Herj
nearly all the figures wero in whitj garmiuus
and extended the whole length of the nav.-,

variety bjing obtained by shading with difforont

greys, tho ground being dark bluo, as in all this

period of work, and tho architecture ropresoatiu;
Rivonnaand the City of Classis on either wall.

By some this was considered tho finest mosaic of

the period, but Mr. Lee inclined to that of

S. Cosmo and Damieu. .\t Ravenna was also tho

mausoleum of the Empress Gallia Placida,

daughter of Thoodosius tho Great, which was
decorated in tho same style, and wai of the same
date—perhaps a little earlier ; also S. Apollinari.s

in Classis and the Baptistry of tho Duomo, still

earlier ; while some mosaics of tho timo of

Justinian exemplified tho especial characteristic

of tho Ravenna mosaics—I'.c, the very liberal use
of black in borders and oven in grounds to sub-

jects. There is again a long pause, in the which
there is no perceptible development of mosaic
decoiation, but in tho end of the twelfth century
tho gold tessoraj are universally used as a back-
ground. The head juarters of this t>tyle are at

Monreale Cathedral (117-1 A.D.), near Palormo,
where there is a perfect .series of mo.s.aics of .a

magnificence unsurpassed, though tho CapoUa
Realo, Palermo (I12'.l ».».), S. Mark's, at Venice,

aud other examples of more or loss merit aro to bo

foun 1 scattered over Italy, notably at Uome—S.

Clomente, S. Paul, S. M iria Maggioro—Messina

Cathedral, Av . ic. In the decoration of a Byzan-
tine church the great desideratum was splendour,

and this, as a rule, rather for tho interior than tbo

exterior of the building. With this object in

view, the artists of that epoch used only the linest

materials, and wherever possible, marbles and
mosaics cover the vvalls, iloors, and nvory portion

of the building internally. They adopt td what
was iu the present day called the common-sense
principle— i.e., those portions of tho work which

on account of their geometrical character allowed

of greater delicacy of troatmoat, were placo'l oa a

level with or near to the eye ; while tiio liguri^

subjects which, on account of thoir fr ' '1

treatment(so to s|>eakt, wtmld not .all

inspection, wore removed to a gro iter .

that the blemishes arising from ill-join:

har^h anat'imical lines in the flesh n(

and broad treatment in the drr
happily blended l>y that which I

to tho view. With that id-a they g -n 'r.m v i : ii i

a dado round the iut'^mal wall, oft'-n as

much a-' '
'

' ">" I more in height, ( \\'j-

slabs of V , marbloii, and
these wit., ^metrical and nl

conic paltetns iu gloaa and marblo-m saic,

such as war« to be found in plODtT in

*l'Von Jon '
'

'

'

' '

'
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llowcrs or stunt'd shrubs, Ac.}, ou which the

figures stand. It was iu tho tirst part of tho

twelfth century that tho gold ground covered tho

vrholo space, auJ it was not till fifty years aftjr

that that it became the fashioo to introduce ths

snoro naturalistic treatment. Mr. Lee said he

preferred the earlier manner, the feeble com-
promise wi'h nature and perspectivo being so

painfully apparent in the later treatment. Above
and beneatli tho figure-subjects, which generally

I'yn hU rouud the aisles, would be a border of

r.: ire or less importance, in various colours, some-

ti:uos simply geometrical, sometimes containing

conventional foliage. The arches and columns
were invariaoly of marble, white or grey, with

darker marbles in the plinth, and generally have
white capital^, but in many cases the.^e were the

'Spoils of some pagan tomfdo. Of course varieties

0';';urred which could not bo arranged under any
specified rule. Above and between the arcades

we saw nothing but gold and colour, numerous
subjects from the Old and New Testament
oc.-iipying the spandrels and other places, some-
times in two rows, on? above the other, crowned
with a broad rich cornice of saints or angels in

p:'.iiels, and filled in with conventional foliage of

rich colour all on a gold ground. The drapei-ies

to the figures w-ere, iu like manner to the Early
Christian mosaics, of low-tont-d colours, but in

much greater variety—purples, blues, siennas,

greens, and reds being used. But in all cases an
immense amount of white predominated, relieving

tlio otherwise overpowering glare and glitter of

th.o gold ground. In sViading the draperies and
accessories, the artist tised only two depths of

shadow on thy ground colour, but the balance of

these was so carefully studied that the whole
eficct was at ouco ob ained without any other
gradation being required. The figures wore in-

T iriably bounded with a dark brown or black
line, according to tho colour, one tessera in

wiilth, but t'.io flesh by a line of red, whi,-h, tell-

ing agaiust tho greys of tho draperies ou the gold

ground, showed out equally strong. In the flesh,

much smaller and more various tesserre were used,

tho aim being to give rotundity to those parts,

while the others" wero allowed to remain com-
jiaiatively flat. In S. Mark's, at Venice,
was one notable exception to tho prevalent use
of the gold ground in this date of work : it was
in tho decoration to tho soffit of the arch to the
south door in the west front—most delicate in

workmanship and colour. It would be well for

students of mosaic decoration to observe the
principles on which the leaves, flowers, and
branches of foliage wero ^esigned. Tbe branch
of the conventional foliage was almost invari-

ably composed of two lines of teasor.-c, one or two
shades of colour, to suggest roundness. The
foliage, of whatever colour, had a dark line on
the backbone, so to speak, of th"> leaf, then
generally two rows of tessera; in a lighter tint of

the same colour, with a white lino all rouud the
outer edge to give form to the leaf and to

separate ihe same from tho gold ground. In
conclusion, Mr. Lee road a few notes on tho
.system of the early mosaic decorations of S.

Mark's at Venice, made on tho spot. At S.

Mark's tho treatment was similar to that at
Monreale. The flesh in all cases was outlined
in red, varied in tint and slightly shaded with
grey ; features in all cases strongly-marked

;

Jiair iu some cases dark brown, but mostly
gold with brown lines ; nimbi surrounded by
red lino on gold, or bluo and white—whito
inside. The draperies, where white, -wero
shaded slightly with bluo-grey, also, when
iu connection with rich garments, darker,
in tones of grey

;
gold shaded in brown

lino ; sometimes high lights were .shown with
white

; other draperies as at Monreale. In
the domes, tho figures wore placed on gold
ground, with no baae-lino, much white, and light
reds, gro"ns, and blues being used. The foliago

'•as in three tones of colour, each leaf outlined
with a thin line of black; outside linos of deco-
rative foliage, black.

In tho discussion which followed,
Mr. H. Walter Loxsdale observed that one

of the principles in mosaic decoration on a gold
ground seemed to be to mark the strings and
loading architectural lines in red, than which no
other colour -was more satisfactory for that pur-
pose. Having referred to tho piecemeal destruc-
tion of the mosaics in a very interesting mosque
at Constantinople— formerly a Christian church

—

Mr. Lonsdale concluded by proposing a vote of
thanks to Mr. Loo for his paper.
Mr. J. G. Cr.vce, in seconding the proposition,

endorsed Mr. Lonsdale's remarks as to the v.alu6

of tho mosaics in tho mosque referred to, and he

cousidorod that some steps should be taken to

obtain drawings of them, for it was vain to ex-

pect to preserve them while the building was in

the bands of tho Mahometans. Mr. Lee had very

properly referred to the system of outlining pur-

sued by tho old masters in mosaics, but modern
mosaic work seemed to be executed in ignorance

of tho mode by which the old masters obtained

so good an effect. Tho Pompeian work was well

worth study, especially as to the use of white

lines as a means of bringing finely-balanced

colours into closer contiguity than would other-

wise ho possible. Another thing worth note iu

Pompeian work was the thorough knowledge of

how to handle the brush effectively—a thing very

imperfoctlv understood by the majority of modern
artists. Very few modern artists understood the

breadth of treatment and the precision and sharp-

nes.! with which tho colour must bo laid on to

secure a good effect.

Jir. Stannus remarked that the wide space at

the upper part of tho wall in Pompeian decora-

tions (which was usually painted with per-

spective views of buildings, birds, trees, and
other out-door objects) probably had its prototype

in the temples of the Egyptians, corresponding

to the open space above the dwarf walls bnilt

between the columns which supported the archi-

trave of the temple.

The motion having been carried and replied

to, t'ue meeting terminated.

THE DIAGRAPH.

THIS little instrument is designed to replace

tho ordinary box of surveyor's instruments,

and tho work of drawing

diagrams and plotting

surveys is claimed to

be greatly shortened by

its use ; it only requires

the addition of compass

for circles to perform the

work of the ordinary
instruments with accu-
racy and facility. The
EitfiUsh itechantc repro-

duces it Irom tho Jciuinal

of the Frmikltn Institute.

Tho ad.antage of tho
instrument appears to bo
that it gives at one ad-
justment both the direc-

tion and tho length of a
given line. It consists

of a slim circular pro-
tractor, A L G, 4in. in

diameter, graduated in

degrees of the rule A
G H, tho extension of the
diameter A G, graduated
into lOths of an inch
(and subdivided to show
20th s), a vernier B, and
a small nib or projec-
tion C. To most of our
readers the use of the
diagraph will be obvions
from an inspection of the
engraving.

AMERICAN V. EXGLISH HARDWARE,
TOOLS, &c.,

ADVICE.S lately to hand from Now York re-
specting the wonderful development of the

iron and hardware industries of the United States
are exciting serious apprehousions in Birmingham
and its neighbourhood. Tho accuracy of these
advices is to some extent confirmed by the serious
diminulion of orders for certain classes of hard-
ware, tho manufacturers of which have hitherto
found in tho American market their principal
customers. Nor does it appear that our rivals in
the States .are content with satisfying the require-
ments of their own market, for their productions
aro already supplanting English goods in Canada,
and to some extent in Australia and Now
Zealand. A correspondet.t of the Birmini/ltam
Post, writing from New York on the 5th June,
say.s, '-It is a common boast that in a very short
time tho superiority of Yankee skill and ingenuity
will force a market in England itself for many
articles of American hardware : that Yankee

cutlery will appear on English dinner tables, and
Yankee saws, atigers, and ehisals be pr_*ferred by
the carpenters of Birmingham and Sheffield."

These statements are to some extent corro-

borated by th-o advices now being received by
the merchants in Birmingham an i Wolverhamp-
ton. ThO'O can be no doubt as the Times re-

marks, that the American manufacturers h.ave

turned to profitable account tho recent

course of events in the English labour market
For some years the American manufac-
turers h-tve bad to contend with the dis-

advantage of dear labour ; but this very circum-

stance has in the long run proved of benefit to

them, seeing that it has enforced the application

of labour-saving machinery on a much larger

scale than has been attempted in this country.

The superiority of American fine iron castings

has long been ac'linowledged, and in the earlier

years of hardware manufacture in tho States, tho

dearness of labour was largely compensated for

by tho substitution of cast for wrought-iron in

almost all kinds of produce. This advantage

was, however, obtained at the expense of tho

quality 01 the goods for strength and endurance,

and the necessity of increased mechanical ap-

pliances fortho saving of hand labour became apf

parent some years since to tho leading manufac-
turers of the States. The wonderful system of

labour-saving machinery now existing is the re-

sult. Railwayfastenings, door-locks, spring. bars,

currycombs, tin wares, and some descriptions of

edge-tools are among the classes of produce in

which American competition is beginning to be

seriously felt in Birmingham and the South Staf-

fordshire district. Last year's produce of iron

rails in the States was nearly 1,000,000 tons, of

which Pennsylvania alone yielded nearly ono

half. Other descriptions of finished iron are also

being produced in largo and rapidly-increasing

quautities, and at tho present rate of progress

the shipment of iron from England across thi

Atlantic will soon bo a thing of the past.

BUILDINGS ADAPTED TO NOXIOUS
MANUFAC lURES.

IN Mr. Chambers's paper on " Tho Popu'ar
Estimate of Architecture," read at the

Architectural Association the other evening, and
reported in this journal a fortnight ago, the

author noticed the almost utter impi-ssibility of

architects beingable to design with equal facility

buildings to be used for purposes diametrically

opposed, especially for manufactures of different

kinds, and his remarks on this head were

enilo .sed by more than ono of the speakers in

the discussion which followed. A great desider-

atum seems to be the acquirement of knowledge

how to construct buildings required for special

purposes, and it may not therefore be amiss if we
notice a few points iu a paper recently read be-

fi-re the Civil and Mechanical Engineers' Society

by Mr. E. H. G. Browsier, entitled, " A Method
Adopted to Prevent an Obnoxious Business Be-

coming Ofl'ensive." Tho business which was

the subject of the p.aper was that of 'bone-

boiling," and as the timo is approaching when
all offensive businesses (where the best means
have not been adopted to render them unobjection-

able) will have to be closed, in accordance with

clauses oh and 56 of the Metropolitan Buildings

Act of 18-t-t, the subject is rendered of more im-

portance still. In some uew works at Bow,

for Messrs. E. R. Cooke & Sons, the improved

method of carrying on the business of bone-

boiling about to bo described has been carried

out. Tbe new works consist of a building

07ft. long by 35ft. broad, and three stories

high, .and a store 105ft. long by 35ft. broad,

and ono story high. Tho butchers' waste

and common bones, upon entering the works, after

having been sorted, are placed in trucks, and aro

sent along the tramway that runs the whole

length of the works, to a hoist, by me.ins of which

the trucks are lifted to the top floor. Tho marrow-

bones, upon entering the building, are also taken

to the upper floor, where they have their ends

sawn oft'. The waste .and common bonoj are

passed through a crusher, and aro then allowed

to fall into one of the cullenders belonging to a

boiling-pan. Those cullenders aro cylindrical

in shape, but have a perforated taper bottom ; tho

end is loose, to anablo the charge of bones to bo

more easily emptied. The cullender is placed in

a truck that runs on rails, so that it can be readily

moved about. After tho cullender is filled, it is

moved under an over-head travelling cratO
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(situated on the upper floor), aud hoisted and

dropped into one of a range of sis boiling-pans.

The boiling-pans are of cast iron, set in brickwork,

and have a I^in. perforated steam-pipe at tho

bottom, through which steam is blown after the

cullender, with its charge of bones, has been put

in and the pan filled up with water. Each pan is

provided with a wrought-iron cover, having a

channel in it in connection with an exhaust-air

flue, common to tho wholerange, so that all noxious

Tapovirs produced during tha process of boiling are

drawn into this aii--flu6. To every pan a valve

is attached, to enable the attendant to regulate

tho amount of exhaustion while the boiling

is taking place, and to cut oft' all con-

nection with tho pan when not in use. Each cul-

lender is capable of holding a charge of a ton and

a ciuarter. aud when the operation of boiling is

finished, aud tho fat skimmed oft', each cullender

is raiseil, taken over a waggon, and the charge

withdrawn. The waggon, if the bones be common
or butchers' waste, is run on a tramway into tho

store and the bones deposited.

The roof of the store, in addition to the ordi-

nary slating, is boanlec' aud felted, to prevent the

esoiipo of any noxious vapoui-. A branch of tho

exhausting air-flue, previously mentioned in con-

nection with the boiling-pans, is carried into the

store, and h.a3 its open mouth near the roof at tho

end of the building farthest from the entrance-

door. The fan that creates the exhaust in the

air-flue is situated on the ground floor, of the

boilins-liouse, .ind theofTensive vapours, collected

by means of the air-flues, are driven by this fan

through a tank of wetted charcoal to the under

side of tho steam hoilerf, where the noxious

vaponrs that remain are consumed by the ignited

fuel. This method of extracting the vapours

from tho various pans, and the vapours from tho

store, by means of an exhausting fan and flues, and
the passing of these vapours through tho wetted

charcoal and fire, entirely prevents any smell

from being perceptible outside the buildings.

If such a business as boneboiling can thus, as is

asserted, be rendered innocuous, tho gain will be

groat not only in a sanitary point of view, but
commercially, for in tho Metropolitan Buildings

Act of IS-t-t it is enacted ''That no building

shall be built for the purpose of carrying on the

following businesses, viz., blood-boiler, bone-

boiler ; fellmonger ; slaughterer of cattle, sheep,

or horses; soap-boiler, tallow-meltor, tripe-boiler,

or any other oft'ensive or noxious trade, unless at

a distance of 40ft. from any dwelling place ; and
no business that maybe in existence shall be con-

tinued after the expiration of thirty years [which
time will have expired in August; next], unless

the best known moans have been used to prevent
tho nuisance caused by the business."

THE UTILISATION OF BLAST FURNACE
SLAG.

T a recent meeting of the Iron and Steel
.«_j1. Institute, Mr. Charles Wood, of the Tees
Ironworks, Middlesbrough, described this pro-
cess and oxiiibited a model of the machine
used for cooling the shag. As tho slag leaves the
furnace it sprnads itself over a revolving table,

water is spread npon it, and it is pushed by
scrapers into waggons beneath. When cold it

readily breaks into sm.all pieces, and forms a
materi.al useful for making concreto b.-.ildings.

The system has been at work for some months
past at the Tees Iron Works, where it has pro-
duced some seven or eight thousand tons of
materia', all of which has been employed in
building and dramase works, and has also been
used as a top dressing for roads over which
there is not a very heavy trafiic. Two objects
are thus served—the formation of numerous
heaps of slag, so familiar to the eyo ia the iron
districts, is prevented, .and a useful constructive
matei-ial is produced out of waste. By another
process Mr. Wood converts slag into sand, from
which bricks and cement of good quality are
made. Models of the machines were exhibited
as well as samp es of the products. Mr. Wood
considered that, as the slag is asserted to con-
tain all the elements of a good manuro for heavy
lands, there would be a large demand for it in that
respect. The principle of utilising slag for build-
ing and similar purposes was highly spoken of in
the discussion, but the President s'tated that he
had tried it extensively on Laud as a manure, hut
derived no .advantage whatever from it. The
reason probably w.as' that tho limo found in tho
slag was thore under chemical conditions very

different from those in which it was required for

agiioultur.il purposes.

The reading of this paper concluded the busi-

ness of the spring meeting, which has been very

successful. Several models of useful inventions,

including Whitwell's hot-blast stove, Han.son's

variable expansion-gear for ste.am-engiues, Gillott

and Copley's rotary coal-cutting m.achine, &c

,

were exhibited. In closing the proceedings, the

President announced that the summer meeting
would be hold at Lie'go, and would commence on
tho 18th of August.

CHOLERA IN EUROPE.

THE Times, referring to the report of the

death of an English lady from cholera or

"cholerine " at Vienna, observes that whatever
may be the actual or future state of things in

Vienna, the reports of the presence of cholera in

other localities in Eastern Europe are such as to

demand the anxious consideratio5i of sanitary

authorities in England. Mr. Xetten Radclitt'e aud
other investigators have shown us that cholera

does not travel, but that it is carried ; and that

human locomotion, not air or water, must bo re-

garded as the me ^ns of its extension to any
distant place. Air and water, on the other hand,

seem to furnish the means of its extension in the

immediate vicinity of a spot where it prevails.

By means of air and water, or by means of

infected clothing or other articles, it passes from
house to house and from street to street, and thus

tho single imported case may become the starting

point of a local epidemic, as well as the centre

from which travellers go forth to caiTy contagion

elsewhere. The disease may rem.ain dormant for

some days in the person of any iudividual who
has been infected by it; so that it is hopeless to

attempt to hinder its conveyance from town to

town or from country to country. Such a result

might, indeed, be secured by a quarantine of

sufficient strictness and duration ; but the en-

forcement of this quarantine would bo practically

impossible. For the restraint of cholera our

chief reliance must be placed upon the well under-

stood precautions which have been found to pre-

vent its immediate difl'usion in the vicinity of the

first imported case ; and in order to enforce these

precautions it is necessary that medical men and
sanitary authorities should bo prepared, so that

they may act promptly .and e&'ectually if occa-

sion should arise. Forewarned, we ought to be

forearmed ; and from tho Government to the

humblest inspector of nuisances our sanitary

authorities can havo no more urgent duty than

to take care, if cholera should by any chance be

brought into the counti'y, that it is received and
treated in such a manner as to disarm it of its

terrors for the healthy, ard to destroy tho means
by which it spreads.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
The Westjuxsteu Cii.ii>TiiR-HousE. — Jlr.

Bailiie Cochrane, on Friday last, asked tbc First

Lor.l of the Treasury, in the absence of the First

Commissioner of Works, whether it was intended
to complete the Chapter-house at Westminster,
aud to carry out the original design of filling the
windows with stained glass, and restoring some of

the paintings on the walls.—Mr. Gladstone re-

gietted that ho was unable to give an explicit

answer to the question of the hon. member, but
admitted that the state of tho Chapter-houso was
incomplete, aud was, therefore, so far, unsatisfac-

tory. When tbo Dean of Westminster had made
his viows known to Her Majesty's Government, the

matter would receive from them the most careful

attention.

The Resignation of Mr. Cole.—On Thurs-
day wee'n, on a vote of £21)2,503 for the Science
aud Art Department, Mr. Forster, in answer to

Mr. Bowring, stated that Mr. Cole had resigned
his position as Superintendent of the .Science and
Art Department at South Kensington, and the im-
portant question of the appointment and duties
of bi3 successor was still under the consideration
of Lord Ripon .and himself. He could not allude
to Mr. Cole's resignation without saying that he
was a most devoted, efficient, and painstaking
public servant. Several of them m.ay have had
somo dift'erenco with him ; but no one could doubt
his ze.il or devotion, and he (Mr. Forster) could
bo.ar testimony to his remarkable capacity as an
administrator. The vote was agreed to.

THE TIMBER TRADE.
The increasing dcinar.d for timbL-r. notwithstanding
its high price, has induced us to give every week au
accurate report of the state of the timber market.
Tlic information to be obtained from the usual listsof

prices published is far too vague to be of use to tho
building trade, and we have made ari'ansements to
secure a thoroughly reliable account of the state of
the trade every week.

According to the last Parliamentary returns, the
imports of timber into the United Kingdom frc^
Jan. 1 to May 31, were :

—

Hewn Russia Loads 32,708

„ Sweden and Norway . . . . 230,S:J1

„ Germany lOl.SflS

„ B.N.America 9,037

Other countries 197 347
Sawn llussia 3;>,480

„ Sweden and Norway .. .. 330,ISO-

,, B. N. America 69,602
,. Other countries 50,090

Staves of all dimensions 2:.',379
Mahogany Tons -'1.009

These figures show the vast and growing hnpnrtanco
of the trade, and prove the great advantage which will

accrue to consumers In having a reliable list of prices
laid before them from week to week.

PRICES.
There Is no material alteration In prices since our

last article on the state of trade, and this is an im-
portant fact, as fresh cargoes have arrived at all the
ports, and a fair opportunity has been given of testing

the feeling of both importers and consumers. Although,
it is quite possible that a further rise In prices may
take place before the shipping season is over, still, ar,

the present rates, it is tolerably certain that it will h^

nothing very serious compared with the recent a<'-

vance, and probably not much more than will covi-;'

the extra freight and insurance demanded ou autuuKi
cargues. However, at present, freights are about .'.z

the same figure as they have been for some time past^
high prices having checked the demand for wood,
although the trade was never In a healthier state-

The present season's Importations are very creditable
In point of quality, and there is evidently a mor.^
careful selection of the goods on the other side, as tho
inferior qualities are now in very small demand.
Quebec spruce will certainly maintain the high price

now coramauded, for, although Baltic white may be
had for less,la many instances, srill the quality Is not
equal to the North American white, and buyers who
are used to Canadian goods often prefer giving an
extra price for them rather than buy wood with
w!<ich they are not so well acquamted.
The present quotations are—Archangel best yellow,

.eu. I5s. to £15. 10s.; ditto, 2nd yellow, £10. IDs. to
£V2 ; Peter.'.burg yellow, £12. 15s. to £14. 15s.;

Wyburgh ditto. £10. los. to £11. 10s. ; Christiana best
best yellow and white, £10. to £13. 10s. ; Finland, best

quality, £12 to £13. Quebec pine maintain their-

price, best bright being quoted at £25, and where
extreme widths are reiiuired, no doubt a higher price

could be obcaiupd. Indeed, It Is dithcult to quote a.

price for Quebec yellow pine, as evei'ything depends
on the specification wanted, Canadian spruce runs as
follows:— First quality, £11. 10s. to £12. 5s. ; second
ditto, £10, 15s. to £11. 5s.; thu-d ditto, .*I0 t'>

£10. 10s. ; fjathv.'ond Is still very high In price, and 1-;

In great demand; Petersburg brings £11 to £12 10s.

per fathom of 216 cubic fe^t ; and Riga, Dantzlc,

Meuicl. aud Swedl-h, £8. 10s. to ,€10. 5s.

In hewn timber there Is not much doing at present,

although some very fair sales have been effecteci

during the week. The prices may be taken as
under:

—

Baltic crown, per load of 1 „,,- „,„„- „ „
rn VI r : > £4 lo to £a
50 cubic feet . . . . >

Ditto best middling ..400,, 4 15
Ditto good middling .. 3 15 „ 4 10
Stettin 3 2 6,, 3 10
Swedish 3

These prices are of course for fair .average lengths,

or as in tlie case of Swedish timber, fair average con-

tents. Anything .above or over such average will be
mure or less, as the case may be. Oak timber con-

tinues to be very expensive ;£5. 10s. to£8.10s.. .accord-

ing to size and quality, Is a heavy price to pay for

crown Memel, and the same may be s<ald of £5 5s. to
£5. 10s. for orack, and they who Imagine they can sub-
stitute Quebec oak for Baltic will do no better by pay-
ing from £7 to .£9 per load of 50 cubic feet for it.

Flooring boards are in good demand at the following

quotations :

—

s. d. s. d.

First yellow 12 to 13 6 per square of 1 in..

„ white 10 6 ,, 11 6 „ „
Second qualities .. 8 6 ,, 10 6 „ „
Matched boards

(per sq. S & Jin.) 8 6 „ 10 6

Oak staves may be bought at from £2.50 to £20.5

per mille for Memel crown, and £225 to £230 for

brack, and the price of these generally serves to Indi-

cate the state of the market for other qualities. In

lircwooJ there is not much change. Swedish deal ends
are worth from £6 to £7 per cubic fathom, Norway
red and white boards £4. 15s.1to £6. 6s.. round and
slabs £3. 103. to £4. The careful housewife has doubt-

less long ago observed that a halfpenny bundle of

firewood has long ceased to contain the number of

pieces it used to do, and the above pi-ices explain the

matter at once. So it is that the increased prico of

wood has affected all from the highest to the lowest,

in some form or other, from the cost of building a.

house, down, to the box of matches bough.t. to light the
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lirst fire In It. Advices from all the IcndinR porta
inform us that there Is a fair legitimate trade doing,

but tliat DO great rise uiaj" be expected, and that
supply and demand are about evenly balanced. From
Whitby to London on the east coast, and from Liver-
pool to Bristol and Gloucester on the west, although
rates are tolerably well raaiutained, still, on the whole
they arc not so unfavourable as was predicted at the
conimonccnipnt of the season, and our correspondents
fpeak hopefully of the future of the trade.

NOTES OP THE TIMBRR TR.VDE.

By a Parliamentary return, March, 1873, we Gbs"rve
that dui-ing the year 1871. the following timber was
Imported into S. Michael's (Portugal):—Wood, uu-
sawn, from England 2.S..'jl4,000 kilos., Brazil 9,186,000,
Wt. John, N.n. wood sawn itito planks, 6:»,8!>y,160

metres, and from the Unltod States of the same des-
crtpti<m 4S,64,'»,580 metres.

47,1.'>0 metres of beams wore imported from the
United Stales, 1,260,160 from S. John, S.R., .'),024,71i0

from nantzig, 17.5,7.-.o from Brazil, and aboutSOO poles
from the same country.

The same report shows that C,000 tons of dycwood
was o.\pru-tcd from Boston, U.S., in the above year.
The British Royal Navy has discontinued the employ-
luent of a special timber surveyor at Dantzlg. Tlie
deals contracted for are purchased by means of
tender and delivered in England, wlicre they are
surveyed. The French navy, which used to contract
largely at Dantzig formerly, has limited Its purchases
to a very low figure since the war, but a Government
Si rve.Tor is still sent out to Dantzig and Sweden every
year. The competition of Sweden and Russia in sup-
plying wood to other parts of the world has been very
much felt in Germany of late years. Thus, oak
plank. In which there used to be an extensive trade
formerly. Is much less In requisition for shipbuilding,
other substitutes being employed; but broad and
straight parcels are ia favour with railway carriage
builders.

Since the establishment of peace between France
and t^rmany, the building trade of Berlin has taken
a most extraordinary development, and large quanti-
ties of fir.v/i.od are forwarded there from Thorn, rid
the Brombcrg Canal, instead of following further down
the course of the Vistula from Thorn to Dantzig.
This circumstance has of course contrl'-juted to raise
the price of Polish flr, higher even. In some instances,
than the Dantzig merch,ant is dispo.sed to offer, with a
view for its ultimate disposal fol' the English market.
Both Belgium and Holland have become of late very

Important customers for timber. Importing large
(luantitles of tir, oak planks, and sleepers. Indeed
the demand for wood appears to have become uni-
versal.

Some articles weix shipped from Dantzig in 1872 to
Algiers, to Tunis, and to Urngnay, At the same time
the prices have e.vperionced a considerable llsc, of
which the Polish dealers wish to reap the full benefit.
In former times the Dantzig merchants used to invest
in Polish forests, and work tliem on their own account;
but tills mode of doing business liad been generally
given up many years ago, and the rafts of wood coming
<lown the Vistula are the property either of the landed
proprietors, or of miildlemen who have worked them
on speculation.

As long as prices were going down, or continued
low, these middlemen had sometimes a hard task to
dispose of their goods at Dantzig, but the upward
tendency of the market since 1871 has worked an im-
mense change in tills respect, and has roused a keen
competition hitherto unknown, and of which these
middlcmon as well as the landed gentry of Poland are
apt to take advantage.

It Is satisfactory to observe from Consul White's
report, that a sum of money will probably be voted
for the improvement of the haruour, anil that the
rules of the port may be re\'ised.

In the present state of the timber market, it Is

rather astonishing to liud that enterprising men such
as the D.antzig timber-merchants conline themselves to
sending over square timber, decic deals, lathwood, and
staves.

Occasionally we find a few parcels of flr deals, but
not often. The wood Is useful and durable, and a
cargo or two might be worth the trial if care was
taken to consider the wants of the centre of trade to
which it was sent.

Acoustic Potticrt.—At a roecnt mcotinjj of
tbo Society of Antiquaries, a paper was read on
.some acoustic pottery lately di.icovered in Foun-
tains Abbey. Some of our readers m.ay not l)o

awaro wliat acoustic pottery is, and will Iio inte-
rested to leain, on tlio authority of tlio CnartUdir,
that in certain old cburches. such as S. Peter's,
at Norwich, 8. JInry's, Youghal, and several places
on the Continent, oarthenwai-o j.ars have boon
found laid under the choir stalls, or in tho walls
of tho chancel, and built into the masonry, with
u. view to iuoi-easinj; tho resonauco of tho" build-
ing. Strnngo to say, it lias not boon asoortaiuod
how far the device succeeded. . A paper on the
subject by tho Rev G. W, \\. M nn.s has recently
been published.

Jiuildtn0 JntcIIifiencc.

CHURCHES axd chapels.

Hajii>stead.—On tho Feast of the Sacred Heart
tho Archbishop of Westminster consecrated tho new
Cbapol of the Sisters of Providence at H.tmp-
stoad, Tho now buildings of the Convent and
Orphanage consist of school-room, class-room, re-

fectory, work-room, itc. On tho first-floor are :

vestry .aud sep.arato ontrauce, also tho ch ipel,

.''lOft. by 22ft., which has .an open roof of v.irniRhed

timber. Mr. C. J. Wrny. of Albany -terrace,

Regent's-park, is tho architect.

HELPERTnoRPE.—The new churchoF S. Poter,
Helperthorpo, Yoi'k, was opened on S. Peter's
Day. JIi-. G. E. Street, is the architect. The
interior is (»f ashlar work of Whitby stone. Tho
builder was Mr, Booth, of London, The style is

Early English.

Leicester,—The annual Gener.al Meeting of

the Leicester Church Building Society was hold
on Wednesil.ay week. The Gener.al Report
stated that at a meeting of tho Central Com-
mittee on tho 25th of June, 1872, a grant was
made of £.")0 towards tho enlargement and re-

powing tho parish church of Bruntingthoi-pe ; and
that at another meeting of tho Central Com-
mittee, on tho 29th of October, 1872, a griint was
mado of £.10 towards I ho reseating and improv-
ing tho parish church of Saddington. Since tho
last annual meeting of tho Society tho grant of

:£50 to Syston church has been paid, the usual
certificate of the completion of tho works having
been produced to the Centr.al Committee. The
balance in the Treasurer's hands now duo to
the Society amounts to tho sum of £23.") lis. Id.,

exclusive of the sum of £200 in Exchec|U6r Bills.

At the Central Committee it was agreed that the
wor'.-s at Thorpe Satchvillo church being com-
pleted, tho grant of £25 made to that church in
LSIifl should bo paid. It w.as resolved to grant
£100 towards tho enlargement, repowing, and
improving the church of S. Nicholas' Parish,
Leicester; £20 to similar work at Bagworth;
and £10 each to Stonesby^and Aston Flamville.

Moselev.—A new church is being built at
Moseley, near Birmingham, to accommodate 400
persons. The exterior of tho building is faced
with red Hamstoad stone, and tho dressing are
worked out of gray Omborsley, Box Ground, and
gray Bromsgrovo stone. Tlie dressings of tho
interior are formed out of Corsh,am Down, gi'ay

Omborsley, and gray Bromsgrove stone, the walls
being plastered. All tlie aixhos, responds, and
piers of arcades are of Corsham Down and gray
Omborsley stone. Tho building will cost about
£(j,000. Tho architect is Mr. f'. Proedy, London,
tlio contractors Jlessrs. J, Wilson and'Son, Soho-
liill, near Bii-mingham

; and tho clerk of the
works Mr. C. Noble, Gladstono-road, Spark-
brook.

Owlerton.—Tho foundation of a new church
was laid at Owlerton, York.s, on Thursday week.
The plan of the chu'ch consists of n.ave, 7bft. Gin,

long by 2;ift. wide and 48ft high, with north and
south aisles ; chancel. 24ft. long. Vestry and
porch accommodation is provided for nearly (iOl)

poisons. At the angle of tho nave is a plain' bell-

turret, rising to a lioiglit of 80ft. The aisles are
lighted by two-light lancet window.s, and the
clerestory by throe lights. The nave piers are
altern.ately ociagonal and circular, and carry plain
chamfered brick arcades, Tho pulpit, choir scats,

and other chancel fittings aro of oak ; tho sodilia

and credence of Greenside stone, the cast wall of

the chancel being lined with tho same material.
The roofs are open timbered. The stylo adopted
is Early Pointed of tho simplest character, tho
amount of contracts being £2,000. The works are
being carried out from the plans and under the
superinteudonco of tho architect, J. B. MitcholU
Withers.

IIUII.MNGS.

Cork.—Tho Commi.ssioners of L-ish Lights
aro erecting extensive buildings at Galley-head,
Co. Cork, consistiui; of a lighthouso tower
and dwellings for the light-keepers and gas
maker.s, with an extensive gas establishment.
Tho erection has been givon by contract to Mr.
William Murphy, of Bantiy, who expects to have
it completed earjy in 1875; the tower is to bo of

limestone, of which some supoi ior specimens are
to be had in tho county ; tho dwellings of brick
with limestone dressings. The whole, when com-
pleted, will form a striking and effective object

from tho sea, and has been designed by the Com-
missioners' engineer, Mr. Slo.ane, M.R.'l.A. This
gentleman has also in preparation plans for very
oxtensivo store premises at Kingstown harbour,
of which more anon ; the site of the present
stores in Dublin being required for tho greatly
increasing business of that port.

schools.

NoRBCRT. — The foundation-stone of a new
school was laid at Norbury on Tuesday week.
The stylo of architecture adopted is that of the
Lato Gothic period, or Perpendicular. The walla
will be constructed with tho local limestone, and
Bath stone dressings throughout. Tho rooms will
bo 20ft. to ceiliugs, and lined with boarding up
to the window-silla. The total cost will be about
£2,000.

^

Mr. Smallm.an Smith, of Stourbridge, is

the architect, and the contract has been taken by
Messrs. Binnian and Son, of Kidderminster.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for tho opinions of
our ci>rrespondent3. The Etlitor res. ectfully requests
that all commmiication? should be drawn upas briefly
as possible, as there are many claimints upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]

To Dun EEAnERS.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

All letters should be addressed to the EDITOR, 31,
TAVI8T0CK-.SJEEET, COVENT-8 ARnEN, W,C.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
J, Passmoke Edwards.

ADVERTISEMENT CHAEGES.
The charge for advertisements is Gd. per line, of eigh

words (the first line counting as two). No advertisement
inserted for less than h:i]f-a-crown. vSpecial terms for
series of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
application to tho Publisher.

ITroiit Page Advertisements Od. per line.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 6 p.m. on Thursday.

TEEMS OF SUBSCEIPTION.
(Payable in advance.

)

Nineteen .shillings per .annum (post free) to any
part of the United Kingdom. To the United .States

£1. 6s. (or 6^ dois. (told). To France or Belgium, i'l, ^s.

(or u2 francs). To India {via Southampton), CI. 14s. lUd.
To any of the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, the
Cape, the West Indies, Canada, Nova Scotia, or Natal,
£1. lis.

N.B.—American and Belgian subscribers are requested
to remit their subscriptions by International l*.0.0.. and
to advise the publisher of the d.ite and amount of their
reniitumce Back numbers can only i e sent at the rate
of 7d. each, the postag'.' charged being :id per copy. All
foreign subscriptions uu icconipanieil by an additional re-

mittance to cover the e.xtra cost of forwarding back num-
bers are commenced from the next number published
after the receipt of the subscription.
Subscribers receiving their copies direct from the

office are requested to observe that the last uumber of
the term for which their Subscription is paid, will be
forwarded to them in a coloured icvuppej\ as an intima-
tion that a fresh remittance is necessary, if it be desired
to continue the Subscription.
Cases for binding the half-yearly volumes, 2s. each,

SPECIAL NOTICE,

COitJiEXCKMENT OF NEW VOLUME.—The large increase
in the circulation of the EuiLDlNU News since its en-
largeuiout at the commencement of the present year
caused a more than ordinary demand for the early num-
liers of the last volume, many of which are out of print.

Wo regret the disappuintmeut of those wlio have been
unable to complete their sets, and would remind intend-
ing suliscribors that the commencement of a new volume
with this uumber, affords a favourable opportunity for

commencing subscriptions,

"EUILDING NEWS" COMPETITION FOE A
TuWN CHURCH.

The following are the mottoes of the competitors who
have sent in designs in this cnmpetition :-" Thorough,"
"Yule Doo," "Quasimodo," "No Quid Nimia," " i^d
Quantum Valeat," "Odd Moments," "Coup d'Essai,"
" Victoria," "Tudor," "Simplicity," ' My First Attempt,"
Maltese Cross ia a Circle, ' Two Gentlemen of Verona,"
A Cross, "Nil Desperandum," "r^pero," "Live and Learn,"
" Navis," "Arrow at a Venture," " Pro Deo et Ecciesiii,"
" Nothing Venture, Nothing Win."

"Helping Us and a Neishbour"—" Kappa" writes
that other readers who wish to extend our circniatiou
may remember that " when renewing yearly subscrip-
tious, it is just as easy to do a friend a kindness by
sending his name as well as one's own, and letting the
subscription run through one volume for two, instead
of iwo volumes for one. Long before the term has ex-
pired, he will be eternally grateful, and then you can
sugg.'st to him to repay tiie obligation by xtendiug it

to some one else " Perhaps those of our readers who
can afford it will take the hint.

W. E. Kemp.—You are at liberty to inclose, but we can-
not promise to insert without seeing what you have to
say.

J. C.—Your question on Perspective has been answered
mi:ire than once.

Eeclivfd.—J, II. Cole.—H. Simpson.—H. R. Eump.—J.

S. Yaies.-Uev. H. E. Bayly.— C. S. Caswell. —Wm.
Fergussou.—W. H. Uollis.—C. B. Dyer.—F. D, Robert

.

son.—Maurice Jehu,
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(iforrcfipondeiue,

"EUILDIXG KRWS" SCHOOL-PLANNING
COMPETITION.

{To the Editor nf the Buildisk News.)

p,n^_Beforc your readers have quite forgotten the

"Competition Plans" illustrated, and the correspond-

once which appeared in Vol. XXIII. Building News
respecting the "Lighting of Schoolrooms," I wish to

respectfully call their attention to the fact, that in

mch of the successful designs the lighting was oaecteil

in a similar manner to that of the schools designed by

me at S. Austell, viz.. by means of windows in the

walls behind the clilldren, which method was so

strongly condemned by your correspondent " H."—

I

am. Sir, &c., S. Treyail.

Par Station, Cornwall, 30th June, 1873.
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AX "ELEGANT EXTRACT."

SIR,—Inclosed I send you what ol(3-fasliioned papers

would doubtless call ".an elegant extract" from the

New York Evenimj Mail, a high-class paper. It is so

fnnnv that I thought you might possibly like to print

it as a specimen of the way architecture is done here

by the gentlemen deputed to perform that class of

literary labour for flrst-class Journals in this country.

—I am. Sir, Sic. Edw. Wimbkidge.

New Yoi-k, June 19, 1873.

" Dn. Hau.'s New Church.
" The new church of Eev. Dr. Hall at the north-

west corner of Fifth avenue and Fifty-lifth-street, is to

be completed in two years, but it is hoped that the

liody of the edifice will be roofed by nest winter.

Tlie ground to he occupied by the builiiing is 100ft. by

•MOft. in extent ; the principal spire will have a height

of 2',)6ft., or 10ft. more than that of Trinity, and all

the work will be of the most elaborate and thorough

order. Its entire cost is estimated at 400,000 dols. The

material used will be Belleville brown stone. The

trimmingswill he smooth di-essed. while the rest will

be dressed ratber smoothly, but with a slight rough-

ness, which is technically known as " broken Ashlar."

The great aim will be to have everything rich and

substantial in its way, while at the same time plain

and simple almost to severity; and it Is expected

th.at the effect of the whole structure will correspond

largely with that of the simpler and grander specimens

of (lOthic architecture in its best days.
" The Fifth avenue frontage wii: be 100ft. in extent,

a;id will be Hanked by two spires, the smaller one at

the north affording .an arched entrance-way, and being

furnished higher up with fine arched windows, circular

windows above these, and then over the roof another

set of arched windows, above which the dimensions

will lessen to those of a slender minaret, which will

ri-e to a height of 170ft. Between this and the prin-

ciiial tower diere will be three principal entrances to

the church, wliich will be arciiod and separated by but-

tresses.

"At the south side, and at the corner of the chuixh

jiearest the street corner, will be the great splic. The

main body of the church will run back about -wo-

thirds of the entire 200ft., and will present th.it fine

succession of buttresses which never fails to be at

tractive. Between the buttresses will be windows of a

beautiful arch, and along the lower side of the steep

iiwf a flue stonework balustrade will extend. The

church will seat 2,300 persons."

" DON'T PAY CARRIAGE."

Sir.—Permit me, through your columns, to give my
professional brethren tlie benefit of a little experience

I have lately had, which may save some of them a

repetition of it. The traveller for a wholesale stationer

iu Yorkshire got an order from me on a written quota-

tion for mounted p.aper and "rollers about la. 6d.

«ach." but not to exceed 2s. The goods duly arrived,

I paying carriage and returning the packing-case at

once"; but on arrival of the bill I found myself charged

with about 40 per cent, more than 1 agreed for, and on

pointing this out, instead of a rectification, received

sundry annoying letters and a summons to the Leeds
County Court. The rollers were then submitted to a

well-known Liverpool firm, who valued them at 4s. Cd.

each complete, but stating that in any quotations for

rollers any respectable firm would include ribbons,

rings, ends, mouldings, &c., all of which were charged

<;xtia to me, making 2.5s. for what 4s. Gd. had been

quoted. I then offered to pay on the above valuation

and for 56ft. of binding sent, Instead of OOtt. charged,

hut this was refused ; and after I had got evei-ything

ready for the Court, this sum was accepted, plaintiff

paying all costs and withdrawing the suiLmons the

very day prior to the hearing, for which he evidently

was not prepared. I make no comments, stating only

.•^iijiple facts ; but the lessons to be derived are plain:

—

De.il only with those you know ; have your agieement
in writing ; don't be scared by a threat of a distant

^•ounty court : and, above all, don't pay carriage on

any orders given. Then, in case of dispute, it will have
to be heard and settled in your own town, and not

wherever the plaintiff may happen to reside. Such, at

least, was the law laid down by the solicitors of

—

Y'ours, &C., A HVERPUOL ARcniTECT.
Liverpool, July 1, 1873,

On Saturday, Jnne 28th, the corner-stones of a
new Primitive Methodist Chapel were laid at

Urmston, near Manch'sster,

JitliJitomntuiilcatiair.

QUESTIONS.
[2914.]—Manner of Opening Louvres.—I .shouU

be glad if any corjespondent would be good enough to

give me an idea as to some simple means of opening

small sets of louvres ; each set is 4ft. 6in. long. Tliey

are iu the roof of a kilchen for ventilation, and are

about 12tt. from tlie ground. I do not think the ap'

paratus generally used for the purpose in conserva-

tories would do, on account of the louvres being so far

from the walls, which would necessitate complicated

rods and cranks.—Charles Kidu.

C291.5.]—Coignet's Beton Agglomere.—'Will you

kindly tell me whether this material is still used, and

give a slight description, with the advantages of its

use ?—Red Brick.

12916.]—Impervious Process for Stone.—My
house is in a very exposed position, and the walls are

nowhere so thick as they should be, but in my library,

which faces the S.W., considerable damage has been

done, I find upon removing my book-cases, by the damp
penetrating the walls, which are built of Freestone.

Is there any process which I could apply myself, be-

sides oil paint, which would not disfigure the appear-

ance externally.—A Cou.NTRV Parsos.

[2917.]—Putty in Old Sashes. — Having pur-

chased a considerable number of old ornamental
sashes, all glazed, some having coloured glass, I am
anxious to remove the glass. The glass is fixed by

putty, which, from age, has become very hard. Can
you tell me of any solution which will dissolve the

putty and not damage the glass or sashes, some of

which are of iron.—A Cou.ntrv Builder.

[2918.]—Bricks for Well.—I am about to

sink a well in ground which has a bad subsoil,

although good water is to be had by sinking for it.

Which bricks would be the best to use so that the

upper portion of the well be impervious to soakage.

I propose rendering the inside with Portland Cement.

Any advice from those who have had experience in

these matters would oblige.—A Country Builder.

[2919.]— Length
ofBridge on Ske-w.
—I have a bridge

to draw out, crossing

a road at an angle

of 67" U'. It is 25ft.

opening on the
square. Will some
correspondent show
me how to get the

length on skew,

which is marked A
on diagram ? — J.

Taylor.

[2920.]—Dredging.—Will any reader inform the

writer of the best means of dredging ihe branch of a

river, the power of which is used for manufacturing

purposes—whether by steam or other force, and of the

cost or hire per week or month of such, suited for a

depth of 3ft. to eft. ?—G. 0. A.

[2921.]—Ventilation of Se-wers and Drains.—
Could any one give a list of the different methods

that have been tried, with tiieir results, for the

ventilation of sewers and drains ?—Edward.

[2922.]—Stone Quoins.-Is it customary to allow

an extra dimension for the arris in the measurement

of stone quoins. Also, howls the brickwork in retain-

ing and other walls measured when on the batter?-

Batter.

[2923.]—Lead 'Work.- 1. Is more than the net

dimensions of lead-work of dormers and other places

where spandril-cut allowed 9 If so, how much ? 2.1s

stepped flashing kept separate from the ordinary flash-

ing, and is there any difference in the charges or the

measurement 'I—A. P., Liverpool.

[2924.]—Quantities.—Does the surveyor's com-

mission include the charge for lithography and postage.

If not, who pays them, the builder or the employer ?

Also, what is the usual charge the surveyor makes fo)-

supplying the quantities ?— G. F.

[2925.]—Squint Quoins and Gauged Arches.—
What is a squint quoin, and how is it measured ?

Also, in the measurement of gauged and other arclies,

is it customary to add to the measurement of the front

face that of the soflit ; and is this dimension deducted

from the facing ? Again, how are reveals measured

wheie white Suffolk bricks are used for facing ? As

the numbers of the Buildisg News are out of print

which contain the "Bricklayer," I am unaware whether

Mr. Fleteher has mentioned these points, and he will

therefore excuse my asking him for this information.—

Glasgow.

[2926.]—Certificate.-Wh.atisthc usual time after

the completion of the works for an architect to give

his final certificate ? 2. Must he have measured up the

extras and deductions before that date 'I i. Must he

give notice to the contractor of the time he intends to

visit the job to make these measurements ? 4. Can

builder claim that any surveyor he may appoint shall

then attend on his behalf to check such measurements '/

5. 1 am Informed that quantity surveyors frequently

write out the specification for the architect without

any charge. We country surveyors take out our own

f|uau titles, and therefore know little of the " (juantity
"

men ; but I'shonld like to have this question answered.
—X. Y. X.

[2927.]—Slating.—Will Mr. Banister Fletsher in-

form me whether it is customary in a Mansard roof to

allow extra for the bottom course at the curb, as well

as for that at the eaves ?

—

Young Surveyor.

[292S.]—Rubble 'Walling.— In my neighbour-
hood rubble walling is always measured by tne yard
cube of 27ft., but in London it seems also to be
measured by the foot superficial, the thickness being
stated, and also by the rod reduced to a thicl;ness of

13Mn., as in brickwork. Why is this, and whicli

method is best ?

—

Puzzled.

[2929.1
—
'Value of Timber.- 1 want an easily

remembered rule for finding the valtie of timber per
foot cube from the prime cost per load.

—

Country'
Foreman. .

[2930.]—The Conditions of the Incorporated
Society for Building Churches.-What are the

citnditious of this Society as to thickness of walls,

width of passages, an.^i distance of seats?—C. T. J.

[2931.]—Turkisli Baths.—I should feel greatly

obliged if any reader of the Building News would
favour me with plans, elevations, and sections, showing
the method of constructing " j'urkish baths ;" also if,

and where, I can obtain any treatise or information

relating to the same.

—

Builder.

REPLIES.
[2S73.]—Slating.—Specify the angles of the slates

to be cut with close joints, and that the slater must
slate in strips of 3ll3. lead, ISin. wide at the angles,

exactly in the same manner as would be done sup-
posing the slates were flexible, with the same amount
of lap as the slates. Thicker lead than 3 lb. will not
do.

—

Charles Tuke.

[287G.]—Flats.—Elevations and very full descrip-

tions, and I think plans, of Victoria-street flats were
given In the -lr( Journal about the time the buildings

were put up.

—

Charles Tu ke.

[2S92.]—Roots of Trees in Sewers.— 'Where trees

are unavoidable, the work should either he constructed
iu iron and jointed with lead ; or a mass of eoucrete, of
sufficient thickness, placed round the sewer. Is as
effectual a barrier to the roots of trees as can be
formed. Asphalte used as a jointing material would
probably givo good results. Corrosive sublimate is

sometimes mixed with tlie jointiug-clay, and supposed
to deter the entry of a living rootlet, but I doubt the
permanence of the protection thus afforded.

—

Kappa.

[2893.]—Cement Se-wer Pipes. — Mr. Baldwin
Latham, in his new book on Sanitary Engineering
(p. 118), says, " The cement pipes now used in Ger-
many are made with sockets, and pipes of 12in. and
upwards in diameter are made in lengths of about
6ft. each. The thickness varies with the diameter;
pipes of 1.5in. and ISln. diameter have a thickness of

about 2in, These pipes improve materially by age,

and at the end of a year or two they ring, when
struck, with a clear metallic sound. It Is necessary
to exercise great care in the choice of a cement to be
used in the formation of sewer-plpes, as some cements
are particularly liable to fail from special causes. The
cement-pipe makers of Germany fully understand this,

and consequently. Instead of using the native material,

which is of inferior (juality. Import the best Portland
cement from England."

—

Sarpedon.

[2894.]—Fixing Charcoal on Pencil Dra-wings.
How many more times is this question going to

be asked ? Pencil drawings may be fixed with very
weak euiH-water, or with a solution of isinglass. A
still better way is to size the paper before using it

with pure parcliment size, and after the drawing is

finished, pass the paper over the steaming spout of a
kettle. Y'ou can also try the method described on

p. 37.5, of the last volume. Reply 2841, by "Gules."

—AUGUSTINE.

[2894.]-Fixing Charcoal or Pencil Dra'wings.
—Milk and water, or thin gum and water, as often

stated in these columns.

[2894.]—Fixing Charcoal or Pencil Dra'wings.
—Hold the drawings over the steam arising from
boiling water, or opposite the mouth of a kettle.

Skimmed milk, or weak gum and water, gelatine, or

Isinglass, laid on very carefully with a soft broad flat

brush does well for pencil drawings.—T. C. S.

[289.5.]—Dry-Rot in Wood.—There is the Burnet-

tising process, which has now been in use more than
thirty years, and which I have often wondered the

proprietors do not adverlise in your pages. The con-

ditions under which the wood is to be used will have

much to do with the means employed for pieventlng

dry-rot. If, for fiooring, take care tiiat a current of

air can pass between tlio earth and the floor,

and the wood will last a long time. Floors of base-

ments should never be permanently covered with oil-

cloth or any other impervious material. Where such

Is used. It should be taken up at least once a month,

and the underside exposed for an hour, either to the

sunor fire, the floor being well scrubbed with a dry

hard brush.—W. A. W.

[2897 and 2910.]—Lightning Conductors.-It

has not been found necessary to detach them from the

building; in 1865, acting on the (then) best advice in

England, 1 built two conductors of half round bar

copper into towers, connecting them a: top to the

\
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copper domes. i<ince ilicn I have artoptcil—as easlei-

and less expensive conductors of Jin. copper rojie,

which hns a l.irgo amount of conducting surface, eon-

rcct ng the upper end to tlic ropper dome (if tliere Is

i.:ic)b.v .soldering and a covering strip rivetied tlirougli.

1:1 the case of a building as described by "ropularis,"

1 ivould connect the wire rope to a staff of bar

copper lin. diameter, having :; spilccs well gilt. This I

would erect some eft. or Sft. above highest chinme.v,

supported by a piece of timber. The rope should then

be brought "down over the roof, caves, or parapet to

the grouud, .'ccurcd wherever convenient by plumbers'

holdfasts of iron. To the end should be riveted and

soldered aflat plate of copper 4in or Cin. siiuare. which

shou'.d be placed in a well without touching the bnttoin

or sides, the well to be so situated as to be always full

of water. Copper being the best conductor of all

the building materials, all that Is necessary for safety

is that the wire or bar be continuous thoughout, with-

out a break in any part.

—

John S. Sloa^'E.

[289S.]—Centrolinead.—Tf "A Poor General As-

sistant" is, as he says, folerablywell-upin per.spcctlve,

he will find no dimeiilty in using this Instrument. The
following Is mi that is required, combined with a little

practice. Having sketched out roughly iu freehand

the leading lne< of theimendcd perspective, draw the

horizontal i.ne across the drawing-board ; at the end

of this line, m- near the end, at the position you wish

your centrolinead to work from, erect a perpendicular

both above and below the horizontal line, on which,

at about Sin. on either side of the horizontal line, (i.t

the two brass clamps. Having done this, place the

two short arms of the instrtiment (irmly against the

clamps, bring the long arm on to the horizontal line,

lix the short ara}S by means of the thumb-screws pro-

vided for the purpose, and raise the long arui up to

the upper leading line of the rough f)iitline perspec-

tive, and then below to the lower : it will then be seen

whether it converges with both, if not biiug the arm
back to the horizontal line, reset the short arms, either

making them make a more acute angle with the hoii-

zontal line, or otbciT.ise as may be required. Repeat
this operation until the strnigiit edge or long arm be
found to correspond with the leading lines of the
drawing, and the instrument is set.

—

Another Poon
Genkral Assistant.

[2S08.]—centrolinead. — First set out the ex-

treme top and bottom and the horizontal lines of your
proposed drawings from the correct vanishing point :

draw a vertical line near the edge of the board you
arc going to use on the Centrolinead side, stick two
pins on this line as far apart as the board will allow,

but equidi-taut from the horizontal line
;
place the

centrolinead on the horizont.al line and adjust the
movable limbs to the points, so that hi sweeping the
arc so found it shall give the top and bottom radial
line. This possibly may not be arrived at by the first

set, but alter the pins to nearer or further off, and
reduce or enlarge the open angle of the head till you
arrive at the exact linos, always starting- with llie

horizontal line. This is the simplest method or rule of
thumb.—T. C. S.

[2800.]—Omnimeter.—This instrument was in-

vented two or turce years ago by M. Eckhold, a German
engineer. To use his own words, " It was brought out
to aid in surveying operations, such as measuring the
bases of triangulation ; measuring distances, either In-

clined or horizontal ; measuring altitudes, and measur-
ing angles. The omnimeter combines in one instrument
The theodolite and the level, doing away with chain
measui^ements. The omnimeter allows of levelling
points placed at great distances apart, and which make
considerable angles with tlic horizon. In levelling with
the ordinary level in dillieult and hilly ground, the
operation becomes a very hmg and expensive business,
because the sights are necessarily short, and because
the number of them is multiplied in proportion to the
rapidity of the incline."—C. E.

[2001.]—Quality of Lead and Glass.— I think. In
reply to John Murks, of Hull, that al, architects ought
to c;iriy a lead gauge. I have had one made on the
following principle, wiilch I Hud very useful. .\

similar one might be made for glass. Lead, 61bs. per
ft. is 0-lOlin. in thickness.—C. F., Leeds.

[2901. J- Quality of Lead and Glass.- A glance
at the material in question should be sufficient for any
practical man. Falling this, if lead should w^eigh Slli.

per foot superficial, a piece 4in. x 4in.. being l-Oih of a
superficial foot, should w-eigh within a fraction of yoz.,
or a piece 3in. y. ;!ln.. being 1 -loth, should weigh ooz. and
so on. A Hiruilngham lead gauge would also readily
solve the problem. The test of weight can, in like
manner, be applied to glass. The latter m.ay be readily
cut with a diamond, the former with a knife. This
<tuery has no eonnectlou with the quality of the mate-
rials in question, but solely with their quantity or
consistency.-F.

[2001.]—Quality of Lead and Glass.—There are
gauges made for measuring the thicknesses of both
lead and glas- that can be obtained at tlic tool-
makers. With regard to glass, 1 use a lead guage on
whicli I have scratched the glass sizes from standard
eamples.—T. C. S,

[21102.]—Well Hole. -Let the main girders go
through, as shown in your corresponrieiu'.s sketch,
and bang the binders or short girders on strong cast-
iron stirrups.-T. C, S.

[2003.]—Stone-Quarryinir.— The following Is, In
England, uu outline of the process generally adopted
In stoae-quarrying : - A triangular hole fs jumped at

the back of a bed (recognised by the wet faces or

other local features), having one hole to the hole to

the rear—a hole so made giving a better direction to

the blast than a circular hole. In this lOlbs. of

j

powder, tamped with clay, will bring down GOO tons

j
of granite. The object iu blasting is to loosen and
shake down masses of stone rather than to produce

I

vlolont explosions. For this purpose a hole is some-

I

times bored till the bed below is reached, and a charge

I

of 251b. of powder placed therein between the two
beds untampe/J., and fired. Cranes are used to lift and

,
carry the blocks, wiiicli are then split up by men
Jumping holes in them Tin. apart and Sin. deep, into

i

which holes leathered iron plugs or wedges are driven
home by a 271b. maul. For shaping granite a 6lb.

J

hammer and chisel arc used; for soft stone a -lib.

I

maul and chisel. Ten :!in. holes is the maximum per

I

hour, and little practice is required to become used to

the work. The men are first put to carry rubble, next
to work the cranes, then to work the jumper, and
lastly to hew stones.— L.

[2902.]—Well Holes.—In reply to ' Carpenter,"
I send you a sketch of a very good method wiiich I

have employed in a similar Instance to his. It is really
a very simple affair, and will at once explain itself.

The shoe is made of cast-iron, the cheeks and other
parts being about i|n. thick. The shoe or beam should
be just large enough for the girder it is intended to
carry to drop into it, while the girders themselves
should be cut the exact lengths, so as to keep one
another up to their work.

—

Clerk of Works.

[2901.]—Orophilite is composed of rivor sand and
pounded chalk, made into a paste with boiled linseed
oil. This may he spread on one or both sides of com-
mon cloth, which may, when dry, be used as a roof-
covering.—D. P. R.

[2905.]—Gas Works.—Lay a large main from the
roads into the premises, provided the pipes inside arc
large enough. Long lengths of small pipe are often
used tor one or two lights ; that would answer well-
enough for ordinary dist.ances, but will not for long
distances, owing to the friction of the gas against the
inside of the pipe.—W. C. B.

[290G.1—Indian Kacha Wall.—Kacha w.alls in
India are built of mud aloue mixed with chopped
straw. They will stand wet and exposure if carefully
made in the dry season, but sometimes crack vertically.
Kacha brickwork consists 'of sun-dried bricks laid in
mud. Walls so constructed will u»t stand wet, ex-
posure, or much weight, and are principally connned
to outhouses or interior walls of large buildings.
Kacha pacca brickwork is built with sound well-burnt
bricks laid in clay and sand, mixed with water, with a
little chopped straw and cow-dung added, and well
worked up.—ii,vpi'A.

[ 2907.]—Construction of Barracks.-The sj'nop-
sls asked for would take a page of your journal. A
very good one, and other valuable information, will
be found on p. 247 of *' Spon's Dictionary of Engineer-
ing.—Kappa.

[2908.]—The Churches of S5. Faith and
Gregory next S. Pauls.—Mr. Longman fully de-
scribes these churches iu his book. On p. 17 he says;
" The most remarkable append,age to the Cathedral
was the extremely beautiful Parish Church of S.
Faith, built under the choir (quoting from various old
authors). At the west-eud Of this Jesus Chapel, under
the choir of S. Paul's also, was and is a Parish Church
of S. Faith, commonly called S. Faith'snuderS. Paul's,
which served for the stationers and others dwelling
In 8. Paul's Churchyard, Paternoster-row, and the
places adjoining. The church of S. Faith |the Virgin
was originally above ground, and Jesus Chapel was
attached to It. The four great bells belonging to this
chapel were hung in a bell-tower on the eastern side
cf tke churchyard. . . . The Church of S. Gregory,
wiiich was a parish church, was built up against the
walls of the Cathedral at the south-west corner. The
building s.hown In Hollar's plate is of a debased style
(f architecture, .and clearly not the original church,
whicli was probably Norman, but there can be very
little doubt that It occupied the same position. To us
It seems strange that a cburcli ^h^uld be actually built
up against the Willis of a cathedral, liut It was not
uncommon for parish churches to be built in close
proximity to a cathedral. .S. Margaret's for instance
is placed close to Wcstudnstcr Abbey ; there docs not.
however, appear to he any instance, at least In Eug-
land, of a church being built against the very walls

of a cathedral. At length the position of S. Gregory's-
Cluirch was considered to be a mistake, and before-
lt;4D, notwithstanding a petition from tlie parishiouers
against its demolition, the church was pulled down!::
regard it was thought to be a bleudsh t.. the statefy
cathedral whereunto it adjoined."—Edward.

[2909.]—'Ventilation of Buildings.—The follow-
ing is the tabic by Prolessor Tyndall of expansion of
gases for an increase of temperature equal to 1° Fahr,
asked for by '* A. D.'*

Hydrogen . . . 0-00203 I Protoxide of
.^ir 0'00204

I
Nitrogen . . 002or

Carbonic oxide . 0-00204 I Sulphurous acid 0-03217
Carbonic acid . 00206

|

I t.ake tills from a paper on the " Tentilation of Build-
ings," read before the Civil and Mcchauical Kngiueers'
Society iu January last, and wiiich lias receutly becii
published in paiui)hlet form.

—

Kappa.

[2911.]-Furnace Shafts for Se-wer 'Ventila-
tion.— It is hardly correct to say that this plau of
sewer ventilation has been tried and " found wanting."
I suppose " Etouiensis " has in his mind the case of The
Friar-street sewer, which was connected with the fur-
nace of a soap factory, and in which an explosion
occuried. That was an exceptionally foul sewer, and
I can assure him, on the authority of Mr. Baldwin
Latham, that the introduction of a system of general
ventilation would so modify the air of sewers as to
render the accumulation of combustible gases impos-
sible, except from extensive leakage of gas from the
gas mains of the district.—E.

[2011.]—Furnace Shaft for Se-wer 'Ventilation.
—As an Inspector of Private Drainage for one of our
large provincial towns, 1 am glad to see the old sub-
ject of sewer ventilation again bi-nught before your
readers. My experience is that although main venti-
lating shafts are exceedingly useful and should be had
at every possible point sewers and drains will never
be properly ventilated until each individual house ha.s
its own ventilator. Depend upon it, this is the only
practical way of solving the dlffleulty. The cost to
individuals in most cases would be merely nominal—in
fact nothing, compared with individual advantage and
the great good to the community. This has been said)
m.any times, but I am afraid it will be said many
times more before corporations and the public act in
the matter from tills point of view.—A Drais In-
spector.

[2912.]—Street Urinils and Charcoal Strset
Ventilators for Se-wers. -Charcoal docs not " be-
come useless by damp " as a sewer deoiloi-iser. as
•• Local Board Surveyor " seems to thiuk. Moisture
taken up from sewer .air aids rather than impairs its

efficiency. Experiments, quoteij by Mr. Hunter in a
paper on the subject read by him in January, 1870,.
before the Cliemical Soeh'ty, prove that if charcsal is

introduced into a mixed vapour, the vapour " which id-

nearest to its point of condensation is first absorbed,
and this, in its condensed state iu the pores of the
charcoal, aids the absorption of the other vapour.
The theory is strikingly Illustrated in experiments
with a mixture of water vapour and ammonia gas
(obtained by heating an aqueous solution of ammonia
of sp. gr. 0-S8) when the mixture Is much more largely
.ibsorbed than either the gas or the vapour sep.iratety."
"The mean of a set of experiments made at 100°, and
a mean pressure 706-2mm. was 316-6 volumes of the
mixture absorbed by one volume of charcoal."—R. (J. B.

-S^

STAINED GLASS
Lincoln, —A new stained-glass window h.as bccrf

erected in the north aisle of the Cluirch of S. r,t.iry-ie-

Wigford, Lincoln. The subject is " The Crucifixion,"
and it bus a crocketted canopy and at the base a
medallion panel, showing a symbolical figure of inno-
cence. The work has been executed by Messi-s. Usher
and Kelly.

Newington.—A new altar window has been erected
in the parish church of Newlngtou. The subject is
" The Crucifixion." In the centre is Christ upon the
cross with S. Mary Magdalene kneeling at the foot:
on ttie right our Lady and S. Mary her sister, the wife
of Cleoplias; on the left S, John and a Roman
soluier.

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.
BuRSLE.M.-The .Star Mutual Building Society held

its eighth annual meeting on the 18th inst. After a
steady yearly advance in the number of its shares, the
society has at length overtopped the thousand, closing
its eighth year with 1,078 shares, after paying off 90
shares withdraw-n since the last annual meeting. 'I'lio

receipts of the year were£9,13G. 17s. 4-id., tlic largest
in any one year, and nearly £3,000 more than those of
any year since 1S67.

Walsall Permanent BENEprr Building Society.
—The annual meeting of this society was held ou
Wednesday week. The report showed that the busi-
ness of tlie society had fallen off considerably during
the past year, owing to the unwillingness of the mem-
bers to take advances for building purposes ; but the
trieuuial statement showed a balance of £691. 13s. Oid.
profit, the liabilities being .-€4,571. lOs. Sd., and the
assets £5.273. 3s. 8-^<l.; and, on the rccommendatiun of
the directors, it was resolved to appropriate so much
of this as might be required for the payment of a
bonus of 24 per cent, on the amounts standing to the
credit of the unadvanced members ou the sums repaid
by borrowing members.
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The Isstititte's Con'versaziose —Last ovon-

Ino- the R. I. B. A. hold their annual Conver-

sazione. Numerous paintings, drawings, and

articles of vertu graced the room=i. AmoDgst

the formor wo noticed several beautiful speci-

mens by the late David Cox, including his well-

kno.vn picture of the "Skyl.irk." Mr. E. W.

Cook, R..\., contributed '-Vesuvius from the

Biv of Maples"—a fine painting which we saw

at the BritiA Association mooting last year. Wo
may note among the water-colour drawings those

by'W. W. Dean, G. C. Stanfield, David Cox, W.

Holland, and R. Phen6 Spiers. The latter has

recorded in two clever sketchy drawings the

ruins of the Alex,andra Palace. A frame of

original water-colour sketches by John Leech,

lent by Mr. G. Browning, are exceedingly in-

teresting. Of line drawings thoro are but few
;

that of Mr. Ed. Sharpe, il'ustr.ated in this week's

BciLDiSG \e\vs, being the most conspicuous. We
aoticed in the library two good speci-

mens of Albert Diirer, lent by Mr, G. J.

Shoppee, A.R.I.B.A., some interesting 7)iorceaiix

of missal p.-iiuting, fourtoenth and rifteenth cen-

tury, contributed' by T. J. Willson, Associate,

and several clever s.ample3 of embroidery, the

work of pupils in connection with the School of

Art of Needle\vork. Of furniture designs there

aie several, exhibiting nothing particularly origi-

nal or new, by Messrs. Gillow, and others from

the designs of Mr. Brightwen Binyon, A.R.I B.A.,

•executed by Uenry Ciipel, Messrs. Mortlock, of

Oxford- street, send several vases and other

articles iu majolica and other ware. There aro

a large number of paperhangings exhibited by

the manufacturers, Messrs. Jeffrey and Co. , from

the designs of Messrs. W. Bnrges, Chas, East-

lake, E. W. Godwin, Owen Jones, and T, W.^

Sharpe, sovor.al of whi;h we illustrated in the

BciLDiSG News of October 11th, 18T2.

Death of Hir.vm Pow-ers.— The celebrated

American sculptor, Hiram Power.s, died at

Florence, on Friday last, from heart disease. He
was born at Woodstock, Vermont, U.S., in 1805,

and was successively a waiter at an hotel, traveller

to a tradesman, and apprentice to a Cincinnati

•ulock'oaker, A Prussian sculptor, who arrived at

that city for the purpose of executing a bust of

•General" Jackson, gave him his first lesson in

modelling, and in a short time he learned to form

busts himself, and wall-executed medivUions. Ho
next went to Washington, w-here he found a

natron, Mr. Longworth, by whoso aid he was
.* nabled in 1837 to start for Florence. In 1838 ho

prodnced his figure of Eve, in 18.51 his "Greek
Slave," which was exhibited in the London Exhi-

bition of that year, and at once gained for its

author a position and name. Among Mr. Powers'

other works may be mentioned, " II Penseroso,"
'• Tho Fisher Boy." "California,' "America,"
besides various statues of American celebrities.

What is Steel.—]V[r. A. L. HoUey says :

—

• Steel is an alloy of iron thiit is cast while in a

iluid state into a malleable ingot. -Any radical

:jomenclature founded on chemical differences

leads to endless mistake and confu-,ion. If steel is

I't-iined as an alloy of iron containing carbon

e-uough to harden it when it is heated and plunged

iuto water, then puddled iron, although laminated

;iud heterogeneous in structure, may be steel, and

the finest product of the crucible, although crystal-

line and homogeneous iu structure, may not be

^toel. The fundamental and essential difference

between steel and all other compounds of iron is

:i structural difference, and it is always easily

<letermined, while steel and wrought-iron cannot

always be distinguished by chemical analysis.

Tlie same proporions of carbon, manganese,

silicon, and other elements may exist in and
similarly affect any malleable alloy of iron. Steel

is, therefore, an alloy of iron which is cast into a

malleable mass."

Greek Woods and Maebles at the Vienna
ExiUBiTioK. — Greece (s.ays a coirespondent)

shows its woods to the very greatest .advantage.

Nothing in the building, not even the beau' iful

<;ollections from Brazil, can rival the Greek
method of arrangement. Not only is the one-

half of each block polished, while the bark is

left on behind, but a dried specimen of t'jo leaf

and flower is attached to each specimen on a

s'ueet of paper, so that scientitic ideutiticatiou is

easy. The credit is due to Professor Theodore
Orphanides, who exhibits many exotic trees he is

endeavouring to acclimatise. Side by side with

THE BUILDING NEAYS

the woods aro the marbles : blocks from all the

isles of Greece, as well as the famous old quarries

on the mainland. A capital pamphlet is pub-

lished, giving, apparently, a most candid account

of the estimated contents of the quarries and

the facilities lor working aud shipping, iu case

other Western capitalists should be tempted to

provoke the fate of the French and Italian

lessees of the Laurium mines. By the way, y.>u

may see some of the tools which were used by the

ancient Greeks in working these Laurium mines.

But you read everywhere the signs of a back-

ward "country, with pretensio'is altogether dis-

proportionate to its performances. The land is

scarcely recovering from its decadence, and if

the raw marbles of Paros, Naxos, and Pentelicus

are of as rare beauty as ever, tie shade of

Praxiteli33 would sigh over the degenerate handi-

work of the modern Grecian sculptors.

Mu.s-ificext Gift.—More than a year ago we

announced that Jlr. Thomas HoUoway had de-

cided to erect, at his own cost, at an outlay of

nearly £100,000, a building at Virginia Water for

the reception of middle-class lunatics, where, at

a moderate cost, the relatives of poor middle-

class people could bo received and cared for.

The building is in course of erection. It has

now transpired that Mr. Holloway has decided to

erect two or mora hospitals in the vicinity of

London—one for the reception of incurables, a

class in our midst peculiarly claiming the atten-

tion of the phil.mthropist; another for the recep-

tion of convalescents, who want bracing after

long suft'eriug, before renewing their struggles in

the world. "I'ho estimated cost of sites and

buildings is put at £250,000, Mr. Hollow.ay

does not propose to endow the hospitals. He
will erect and present the hospitals, but will

leave to the philanthropic of this and future ages

the duty of maintaining them. Mr. Holloway

desires to secure the best advice as to locality,

the number of possible recipients, the best form

of building, and requisites towards making them

at once, "architectm-ally the most ornamental,

and internally the most perfect in the kingdom.

With this view letters have been addressed to

medical and other authorities inviting a full

expression of opinion.

27

from the flange as to leave an Interval for an annular

stopping of ceiucat or clay between the butt end of

the socket ami the ring. The ring is put on the pipe

(when the latter has been sutBciently dried after first

makin?) In the same way as junctions are subse-

qneotly adiicd. The opposite faces of the ring and ot

the projecting flange are serrated, to give a hold to the

cement or clay. The joint is made by first lilUng the

space between the inner circumference of the flange of

the one pipe and the outer circumference of the spigot

of the other pipe, and then the annular spaces

between the faces of the ring and of the flange with

either cement or clay.

3688. J. Brockt.ehurst and J. Crosslet, Oldham,
" Stench traps."—Dated Gth December, 1872.

Each trap consists of an outer casing or cylinder

having at the top a pipe connected nith the passage

through which the refuse water, slops, sewage, and

other matters escape to the drains, and at the bottom

a conical passage or seating having an acute angle, the

lower part of the casing being also of au angular or

curved shape. To the lower end uf the casing is con-

nected a pipe, which surrounds the seating, and leads

to the drain, sewer, or otlier place, and in the interior

of the casing there is a hollow air-tight ves.=el, having

at the bottom a conical plug, which can enter and lit

the conical seating at the bottom of the casing, the

plug rising to allow the refuse water or sewage to

escape and afterwards fall into the seating.

179. G. F. L. Me.^kis, London, '• Hanging sashes."

—

Dated 31st March, 1873.

Hanging sashes or shutters by means of metal

plates with the sash line attached thereto, fitted into

the groove tor the sash line and sci-ewed to the top ot

the sash, and also hanging sashes or shutters from the

bottom instead of as at present done, by continuing

the groove and the Hue the wh»le depth of the sash,

.aad securing the line by a kuot, and retaining said

I
knot by a small plate fixed on the edge ot the sash.

2023. G. T. BousFiELD, Sutton, Surrey, " Door locks."

A communication.— Dated 6tU Jane, 1873.

The invention relates to an improved door lock in

which all springs are dispensed with, the ' boll" made

reversible, and the whole lock made of such a form

aud size as to require less than usual of tlie stile to be

cut away, while at the same time it can be putinmuch

firmer than any other lock with which the taveutor is

famiUar.

CHIPS.

We have received from Mr. S. F. Pell, of Beccles,

aspecimen of his " BtJiLDiNG News school-desk," for

which ho claims several important adv.antages

.

We hope to describe it more fully in au early

number.
A memorial to the martyred Bishop Patteson is

being erected at Speuoe Cross, Otr.ery S. Mary, by

Mr. Selway. It ia t j be in the form of a cross.

A memorial of the late Sir George PoUock has

been placed in Westminster Abbey by Mr. E. J.

Physick. sculptor, who has also in progress a me-

morial of the late Lady Pollock.

On Saturd.iy Lord Vernon laid the foundation-

stone of the chapel of Trent College. The chapel

will be built of brick, with stone facings, to cor-

respond with the rest of the building, and will hold

350 persons. Mr. F. Robinson, of Derby, is the

architect.

The foundation-stone of new schools npw being

built by the Wigston School Board, was laid on

Frid.iy week. Mr. J. Tait, of Leicester, is the
i architect. The style of architecture is Domestic

Gothic. The contract for the buildings and play-

grounds is £1,619.

At the annual meeting of the constituents of

Rotherham College, it w.as st.vted that the plans

ot a new college had been approved of, and tenders

accepted for the execution of the works connected

with the propo.sed buildinj, which is expected to

cost between .£1G,00U and £17,000.

Mr. Lloyd Hoppin, of Boston, one of the most

eminent of American wood-carvers, is at preseut

in London, having brought with him as a specimen

of his skill a model (9ft. by 4) of Windsor Castle,

cut in cork, from the plans of Sir Jeffrey AVyat-

ville.

The Society for the Encouragement of the Fine

Arts held its last conversazione for the present

session, at the Gallery of the Society of British

Artists, on the 2(;th ult.

^rdt Mtm.

WAGES MOVEilENT.
LE-tMiN'GTON-.—The Leamington Builders' Associa-

tioa on Monday night held a special meeting to con-

sider whether, the strike having now couliuucd three

months, the overtures of the operatives for a con-

ference should be entertained. The men demanded 54

instead of 565 hours, and increased wages ranging

from id. to Jd. The masters issued counter rules and

regulations, and the mea struck. At the meeting on

Monday it was decided that nothing has transpired

throughout the trade to warrant any departure from

the Association rules. The masters, therefore, will

make no concession at present.

London.—On Wednesday the Master Builders' As-

sociation, in det\.reuce to an earnest appeal from the

Labour and Capital department of the Social Science

Association, issued a circular to the committees of the

masons and carpenters, consenting to receive a deputa-

tion from t>.e meu, with the view of discussing the

.matters in dispute, so as to avert, if possible, the im-

pending great struggle between capital aud labour.

The members of the Social Science Associatiou have

addressed circulars also to the committees of the mec

as well as the masters, luvltiug them, in the intereot

ot all parties, to use every effort to endeavour to settle

the dispute, either by arbitration or mutual compro-

mise. Tlie proposition wid come before the men at

theu- next lodge meetings.

RECENT P.ATENTED INVENTIONS CONNECTED
WITH THE BUILDING TRADES.

{Contimial Weekly.)

30S1. W. Donaldson, Reading, Berkshire, " Joints for

stoneware, &c."—Dated 5th December, 1872.

This invention consists la constructing the pipes

with a splgnt at one end and a socket at the other, the

tiange of which projects just suHicient to keep the

spigot of the next pipe in position. Round the spigot

cif the pipe is rolled a ring uf clay, the depth of which

is equal to that of the flange of the socket of the pipe

(hito which the spigot is to be fixed) at such a distance

ASHTON i green,
Slate, Iron, and Marble Merchants, and Quarry Agents!.—Roofin?

Slates—Bangor, Blue, Red, or Green. Blue forccmidoe and Wlutl-\na

Abbey Gieeu, the Ne»T i'eruianent" Greea (weight tue aaiua ai

Bangor, and uuiformity of cleavage equal).

Prices on Wh.arf in London.
21 by 12 22 by 12 20 by iu IS by 10 18 by 9

37/s. 6d. 332s. 6d, 2578. 6d. 21.is. Isrj. Sd.

10 by IU IS by 8 14 by W H by 8 12 by 8

1923. Sd. llos. 17Ui 1173. fid. 6/s. (id.

Per m o£ 1,200 Slates. Marble aud Enamelled Slate Chimnej;

Pieces, Inscription Tablets, Sic. Stoves, Baiig^s ""J "'''"'"'%

Ironmongery. A. Ik G.'s Special lied Ridge Tiles. Lai-ge Show of

all Goods at 11 and lo, Uury-strcet, S. ilary Aie. London, L.C.

Drawings and Pcices upon appUcation, accompanying trade card.

TENDEHS.

OAMRRlDOE -For rebui'ding S. Luke's Church. Cam-

bridge. Mr. William Smith, architect, 10, John-stroet,

Adelphi, London. •

v„st ^3.^63

siiirp"V.V;:.V. i,310 j)

p.„,.i- 3.260

g^'andsUi^:;:::::::.::: .ut» o «

Rro-.vn 3,'(& ^

Uorsman..... .3.1"|J " »

Loveaay ^fl
" "

ThoJay lacceptod) A»3S " "
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East Dereham —For the ereclkm of four cott'iges for

Mr. H. Wilson. Mr. Henry G. A. Plowman, architect.

lin'fX-lavcrs and Plasterers.

Lamer ^ £«» » »

Bone and Clayton (accepted ' 2f2 17

Ciirtxiitcrs and Joiners

Monnmeut £168

Pearce l'»'-' •( "

.Munford (accepted) !•>- 1^

J'tttmbcrs and Glaziers.

Brunton -CM « O

Aldia(»ccepied) *') lU U

Edmonton.—For Ten Cottages, Angel road. Messrs.

K.ilir£rd and Buck, architects.

Slegg (accepted) £1200

11 > KGHAM.—For restoring church at Hargliam, Norfolk"

Jlr. William Smith, architect, 10, Johu-street, Adelphi'

London.
Ward (accepted) £^"0

IrswiCH.—Villa for E. N. Green, Esq.

Xrew -£735 "

Smith'."."" ; 710

Catchpole <!!;•; " "

Guling (accepted) GiIS

Leire.— For building new schools at Leire. Leicester-

bliire. Mr. William Smith, architect, 10, John-street,

Adelphi, Lcndtn.

Eichardson (accepted) £358

London.—For the rebuilding of the premises of the

London and County Bank, Aldersgate-street. Mr. C. J.

P..rncll, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. James
Scholleld.

.Moreland and Co f 9,175

Cooke and Green S.790

Simpson 8,727

PerryandCo S,303

Eider and Sons 8,:i42 o

Conder f,330

Dove Eros 8,2il.5

Hill and Son (accciited) 8,234

Manchester.—For Nine Warehouses in Dantzic-

street. Thornlev Brow, and Well->treet, for Peverley

and Elakcv Messrs. Edmund J . Sherwood and Eichard

ihomiis. jiin., architects Quantities supplied. The ex-

cavating and basement stories being already let to

Samuel Adshead. for the sum of £1,335. The follow-

ing is the list of contractors for the second and flnish-

ing contract.

Warburton" flO,«0
Clark !

a.noO

Davis 9.7111

'Ihompsou 9,ri.50

Southern 9,3-"-5

Foggett 9,-317

•Wilkinson 9,200

Greenup and Co 9,0:i0

Davison 8,997

Thomas 8,9.«

Thompson S.S'.m

Eutherford 8.840

Wood .S722
Johhson 8,099

Herd 8.637

Sea lett Bros. 8..5S5

Holt S.56I

E. Neil and Sons 8,-547

Adshead (.iccepterti S,.5nO (I

Norfolk.—For alteratiou to barn and farm buildings,

anil new bullock shed, at ihe (Jrango Farm, Wendling.
Mr. Henry G. A. Plowman, architect.

Muntord £09 17
Lsroer 68
llarman CG 10

Green (accepted) 55

EnifiATE—For new additions to Hose Bank &c , for E.

Eussell, Esq. hrawings and speciBcations by Mr. J. F.

Matthews, surveyor.

Nightingale Bros.* .£2,451 1

Cock 2,425

Scragg and Wayeott 2,227 9

tarnes and Nulfleld (for house
and carriage-drive only) 1,970

Moldsworlhs 2.187 I'l

Higginbottom 1,928 10
WilLox (accepted ,* 1,650

* £801 difference, and the quantities supplied.

BATU A2JD OTHEE BnELDIMG STONES,
OF BEST QH.U-ITY.

UANDELL. SlUNDEiiS {: CO., Limited,
Q.uarrymen and dtonb KeroUaats.

List of prices at the Quarries a-id Dejv.t.^, also cost of
tra'isit to any part of the United Kingdom, furnished on
appli&itjon to

[jVdtt
B.VTU Stone Office:

COKSHAM, WILTS

TO ARCHITECTS.
(IKKICN UOO PINO-SLATE 3.

As stipplifd to II. It. II. /'he I'rince of lyatf.s nt Smtdringham
Xac I'eDtuoirlo Soii-grccu :jli\tU4 nro spcciiilly ndnptod for

Cliurcho*. Public BtiiUIirupf, Src, fcc.

( I.,e»s ('Aiiitln than ordinary Gothic Tiling.)
Thc^e (]iinil)lo and iioii-abunrbi^at slitU'-H e;m bu obtiiined In bizos

uitriblo for Gothic AmhiLwctiiro, nt pricow us uudor,
i.n iliiiiWAy Trucks, Di^ulu, Gloucuslur :—

I'tT Eqiiivali^nt to
1,30U SbiUvt per b<iuuni

Ea«t Gi-ccn SIat€9 H by 7 .. .- .. 2 17 C 16i. Gd.
no. do. 13 by 8 2 17 fi lii". Cd.
Do. do. 13 by 7 2 6 Wa.
Tlo do. 12 by 7 1 IS G 13a.

l>o do. 12 by 6 17 6 lU.

rriccB of liirgo Sizc9, Cost of Transit, Hcforpnca
CHtimouiala, aud Sample! Spccimcat) may bo obtaiocd on

,

appUcatioa to
MESSRS. RANDELL Si CO., Corshfttn, Wilts.

Spcciraeiia itt Mu.souin of Gcolog'y, JL-riuyii-iLruct. Picciidilly, TV.,

and at Arohitectuj-il AIubcluu, Tiiftou-ntroot, Wcstuiiustcr

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
BRtPQKWATER, July SI. —For plans, drawings, and enti-

mates for a new market. A premium of £10. lUt^. will be

paid to ihe architect whose plans are selected. J. II. B.

Caralake, Town Clerk. Bridgewater
FUMLY SCHOrL BoARD. July 10.—Forpl(Ln<! and Rpeci-

ficatious for the three new echools. with classroom^ and

out-offices, and Fe arate for master and mistress. P. Do
E-glesileld Collin. 37. John-street, Slaryport.

LiVKKPoOL, Sept. 30.—For deni^ns and descriptive par-

ticulars for facilitating the transit of cattle and o'her

traffic across the Mersey Premiums of C*2U0, £100. and
£50 will be given for the first, second, and third best de-

signs. Captain Pinhoy, Woodside. Birkenhead.

M.\nR.\s TiiAM\v.*.YS Company, July :U.—The Directors

offer a premium for the most approved system of check-

ing the receipts of the cotiductors of cars. W. Davidson

Secretary, 17, Coruhill, E.G.
Manchestkb. September 1.—For designs for the erec-

tion of a new fruit market and other buildings First

premium £200. to merge in the commission if the archi-

tect he selected to Huporintend the erection of the mar-
ket

;
premium of £150 for the second, £li)0 for the third,

and i-OO for the fourth design. City Surveyor, Town-
hall, Manchester.
Nottingham, July I-').—For designs for a new Gothic

church. Premiums'of £7.'>, £.ji', and V27> will be awarded
to the second, third, and fourth designs. The one
accepfed will be adopted by the Committee, should it

fulfil all th.> noc35sary requireuieuts. Mr. Wm. Clarke,

The Park, Nottingham.

Geometrical and Encaustic Tile Pavements
in every variety. Cheapest and best in the traile. Over
sixty New Designs at 5s. 6d. per yard super. See ButLDiNQ
Nbws, December 27. 1872, Mechanics' M<ujazini'., November
29, 1872, and other leading opiuious. Designs and sample
Tiles free; applications for which are earnestly invited

Note: quick delivery guaranteed.—HEXRV C. WEBB
Tileries. Worcester.—[Advt.]

CON'l^'RACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

BfiEMONDSEY, July 7.—For the supply of 10,000ft of best

2^in. tooled York paving, 10,0 lOft. aecoml-clas'J Rockhill,

3,0o0ft, Aberdeen sir ight edge curb, and 'M-^it. circular

Aberdeen kerb. B. G. Wilkinson, Vestry Clerk, Jlaltby-

street, Bermondsey, S. E.
BiUMiNimAM. Sept, 1.—For the erection of propo.sed

Municipal buildings near the Town Hall. Mr. Z. Thoma-
Bon. architect, 40, Bennett-hill, Birmingham.
Blackfriars.—For the erection of a range of ware-

houses in Tudor-street. Messrs. Smith and Seymour,
architects. 1. Gresham Buildings. E.G.

Bombay Gas Company, July 7.—For the purchase of

surplus brass and iron gas lUiings. W. Marshall, Secre
lary, 4, Great Winchester-street, Buildings, E.G.

RiiAOi'ORD, July 9.—For the erection of twenty Houses
in Midland-road, near ManninL'ham Station. G. Smith
Architect, 9, Market-street, Bradford.
Gheltenh \}A, July 12.—For the erection of a mission

room in tho Tivoli district. Mr. J. Middleton, Architect,

Cheltenham.
City of London. July 11.—Forpaving the the carriage-

ways of various streets in the City with asphalte. J. Daw,
Clerk, Sewers' Office. Guildhall.

Cin.M ValLky Liuht ItAti.WAY.—Contract No. 1.

Fencing.— 21,GlS yards run of larch, lir, or wrought iron

fencing, with gates, lic, complete. No. 2. Earthwork.

—

Tho earthwork and ballasting from the Tiverton Junction
Starion to Selgar's Mill. No. a. Earthwork.—The earth-

work and ballasting fro-^i Selgar's Mid to Hemyuck. No.
4. Stone bridges. — Widening one under bridge and the

construction of two over-bridges. No. '>. Timlier bridges.

Fifteen small timber bridges and 110 yards run of

tressii WArk. No. C> Timber Station Buildings.-Three
small passenger sheds, three small goods sheds, and one
engine-house. No. 7. Sloept-rs.—l:j,^oO h;ilf-round larch,

fir, or Dautzic pine creosnted sleepers. No. 8. Rails.—4SS

tons of 4i)lb. rails, with Ush-plates and bolts, spikes and
fang bolts complete, ^'o 9. PI ite-laying.—Laying 7j
miles of main line and sidings. No. 10. Signal aidtele-
graph,—Six signals and 7^ miles of telegraph. Mr.
Arthur C. Paiu. 5, Victo.ia-street, Westminster, S, W.
Dewsbury, July 7.—For- sewering, excavating, ballast-

ing, flagging, and "paving Wilton-street. J. Smith, Town
Clerk Dewsbury.
Dewsbuuy, July S.—For the erection of a villa resi-

dence in 0.\ford-road. Messrs Kirkaud Sons, Architects,

Hudde. sfleld and Dewsbury.
Drighl[ngton AND Adwaltos Agricdltural Show,

July 12.—For a refreshment teut. J. W. Fearuley,

Secretary.
EP.S0M, .July 12.—For the erection of Schools. J.R.

Ha'ding. A.I.C.E., Surveyor, Worpla-road, Epsom.
(iRKAT WeSTbRN AND .M I DLAN D R,\IL\V.VYS. ClIFTOS,

July 9.—For the construction of the stations at White
Ladies-ro id and Montpellier-road. Messrs. Brunlees and
McKerrow .0, Victoria Chambers S W.

Hiiui Wycombk School Uoaiid, Aug 1.—For the erec-

tion of new buildings to accommojate iJOO scholars, with
teachers' residence and offices. Mr. Arthur Vernon,
Architect. High Wyeombe.
HUTTdN CitANSWICK. NEAR GREAT DRIFI'IELD.—For

the erection of a new Vicarage House. Mr. E. Christian,

8a.. Whitehall-pace. S.W.
LEGD.S OoitPOR\TioN Gas WORKS, July 7.—For the

Rup ly of best gas coals. C. A. Curwood, Town Clerk,

Leeds.
Leeds, July 15 —For the erection of a cabinet Factory

in Cross-street. S. E. Smith, architect, 39, Park-.squai'e
Leeds.
IjNCOLN, July 14.—For the erection of a m>niorial

Wesleyan chapel in tho High-street Messrs. Bellamy and
Hardy, Architects, 2.s, Broadgate, Lincoln.
Liverpool >cuool B'Aku, July 28 —For tho erection

of Schools for l,ii0li children in Ashfleld-street. Mr. G.E.
Grayson, Alexandra-buildings. James-street, Liverpool
Midland Railway. Jidy IS.-Forthe erection uf Fifty

Cottages at No'nianton. Mr. W. 0, Lees, Engineer's
Office, Midland Railway, Derby.

PiuTo,\, NEAR UiTCiiiiN.—For the erection of four
cottjLges and offices. Messrs. W. G. Habershon and Pite,
38. Bloomsbury-square, W.C.
IlAMsm.'RY SCHOOL BoARD. July 14.—For the erection

of schoolrooms fur about 300 childreu, with teachers'

residences. Mr. Overton, Architect, Forest-hill, near
Marlborough.
RuNOoRN, August 1.— For the completion of a new

Dock for 'ho Hriagewatcr Navigation Company, Limited,
E. L. Williams, Bridgewater Offices, Albert-square, Man
cheater.
STA.NNINGLEY, NEAR Leeds, July 7.—For additions t:>

the Baptist School. J. M. Fawcett, Architect, 73, Albion-
street. LecLls,

War Department Contracts, July 8 —For Painting^

at the School of Gunnery, Shueburyness. Major P. H.
Scratchley, R.E., Royal Arsemil, Woolwich
Wkar Navlg^t on and Sunderland Dockr, July2l

For the erection of a grain warehouse. Mr. H. H. Wake
C.E.. Engineer's Office, Commissiuuers' Quay, Sanderlaid
Wilton, ne\r Salisbury, .luly 12. ^For the supply of

pipes and reconstructioQ of about l,".i00ft of I2in. and Din.

pipe sewers. T. Thring, Clerk to the Local Board. Willun
vV'ono Grekn.—For enlarging the Royal Masonic In-

stitution for Boys. Mr. Dennison, Architect, 33, Cheap,
de, E.G.

BANKRUPTS.
SITTINGS FOR PUBLIC ( XAMINATION.

\V. Innes. lAbingdon-street, civil engineer, July 14.

—

J. Buruicle, Middlesborougli, joiner, July 22.

DECLAHATIONS OF DIVIDENDS.
E Jones, Ch<'8ter. timber merchant, div. 2s 7d.— If.

Hateman. Old Broad -s reet. und Lloyd's, underwriter,
divs. '23. 15-16d., and Gs. 3-U!d.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS.
Alexander Slight, "• dinbnrgh. engineer, July 2, at 1.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Wyattand Son, King-street, Long-acre, brass finishers.

—Cooper and Benn, West Gorton, brickmakers.— J. and
E. Algar, Exeter, painters and glaziers.—Weston a d Lee,

Lee, builders.—James Bland and Co., and Hugh Pierce
and Go, Liverpool, timber merchants.—David Roberts,

Son, and Jo.. Liverpool, timber merchants -Henry
Alexander and Son. Cirencester, engineers and iron-

founders.—J. and T. Carr, Keighley, builders.—Felin
Newydd Brick Company, Morristou, near Swansea, brick
manufacturers.—G. Myers ami Son, Belvedere-road, Lan-
beth, builders.—Boulton. Clarke, and Dean, King Field
Tileries, ne^ar Newcastle-under-Lyme, brick and tile

manufacturers.

"Remarkable, vrry Remakk.vble Indeed" a^e tho
effects of LAMPLOUGH'S PVREriC SALINE in pre-
venting and curing SmiUpox, Fever.s, and Siiin Di.seases.

Specially refreshinga idinvigorating during hot weather.
Sold by all Chemists, and the Maker, 113, Holboru-hill,
London.—[Advt.]

THE BUILDING NEWS.
Price Fourpouco Weekly.

Tho present number of the Building Ne\vs>

commences a new vohitne

Tho Building News has now been established-

over twenty yoara, and is the largest, best-illus-

tratod, and most widely circulated of the architec-

tural or art papers.

The Building News contains weekly, besides

a variety of wood-engravings, six pages of litho-

graphic illustrations similar to those which appo;u-

this week \ and those illustrations represent front

week to week buildings of all kinds, iuchuiing

perspectives, plans, olevatious, sections, and de-

tails, of churches, villas, warehouses, cottages,,

palaces, art-furuiture, tfcc.

Tho Building News also gives from week to

week articles and reports of papers read on con-

struction and design, on new buildings, on civil

engiueoriug and surveying; ou architectural odu.-

catiou aud practice, on art-history and art-work-

manship ; ou stained glass, decoration, aud ou tho

science aud art of building in all its branches.

Tho Building News also gives information oa
the materials and appliances used iu building; oii

wages, contracts, competitions ; the operations of

building societies; and on other matters useful

and interestingto engineers, builders, contractors,

timber-merchants, marble-masous, iroumongors.f

and others connected with the building and
engineering trades.

The Building News is a good medium for all

kinds of class advertisements.

Published every Friday at

The Offices, 31, Tavistock-street, Coveut-gardon.

wLMBLEDON PARK E^TATt.—
A FURTHER TUitTION of this BeiUitiful K-STATE is.

uuw OFFERED for SALE, iu Plots of from One to Ten Aorvs. Tliey
nro <'ovi;i-eii svith splendid ornMiiKiitftl timber, ami comjiintid extou-
Rivo viowsovur tlio Surrey tlillsbeyoud Et-som Downs. Thf piopci'ty
is within ft few miouCes' walk of tho WimblcUou staciou to
Waterloo and Cannon-street, aud of H.iydeu'a-laiie to Vict,ori:v

niid lllackfriiLrs. The high road through Fulham and I'litncy is n.n

ugreoiiblu drive. Fab particuliiri niuy, be obtaiuud uiiuu the
Estat*-', of llr. GRAINGEU, lit tho Office, adjoiniuy S. Mary's Uhui-ch,
Wiuibk-don.

To B UlLUEilS.—BRISTOL—T__ portishead new docks.-freeholu building
LA *J D for COT i AGES, which are in great demnntL—Apply lo W

.

Ui.onTMAX, 3. ExchaQgo, Hrifitol. Every facility offered to-

Unililors.aud advances made. __________^

ENSINGTON, wiihiii ibne iniiiines'
walk of the Addtson-road Station.—To BUILDERS auil

Utiicra.— Important FREEHOLD BUILDING BITE for the creo-
liou of villas of u. snpcrior class. This land will bo LET or SOLD^
us a whole, or in p:irt, to suit those neoking to build either fat
speculation or for residcuce. For furthi-r particulars apply at Mr.
llKIMiKit's Auction aud Estate Offices, No. 49, PaU-niall, >. W.

UFECJiEiCATlOJMS, DkAVVINGS,
kD TRACINGS, &c. INVENTOKS assisted. ESTIMATES and
PA ri'.NTa obtained. Foreign aud homo ordurs undertaken ou Cum-
midsiyu,—G. E. WEBSTER, ::u, George-itrcet, Nottingliam.
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LONDON IX FULL DRESS.

IN London many attempts have been made
within recent years to assume a festal

and welcoming appearance, and, certainly,

all of them have not been failures. Generally,

however, we, as a nation, do not succeed in

these displays. The reasons commonly
assigned are^our climate, our business habits,

our ill-formed streets, and our lack of great

public places in which to exhibit a hospitable

splendour. But, taken seriatim, such excuses,

for so they must be caUed, do not respond to

their purpose. The rains and fogs of Holland
do not discoloiir the majnilicenee of her

Medieval processions, still now and then
renewed. Neither industry nor commerce pre-

vented the picturesque and glowing pageants
of the Middle Ages. As for our thoroughfares,

they are straitened, it is true, yet they offer

infinite opportunities for decorative display
;

while, because we possess few sculptured, open,

and palace-bordered squares, it is not to be

assumed that we have no place for trophies,

or for joyous aspects given to a gay and ex-
cited town. In the first instance, we are

wanting in imagination. We erect a

triumphal arch in commemoration of no
triumph whatever ; we illuminate our streets

and houses in a most unmeaning way ; we
flutter forth a perfect masquerade of motley
banners ; we light up a series of gas or oil

stars, crowns, allegorical devices, mottoes,

loyal greetings, and so forth, endlessly ; and
we also pile our raQway-stations with flowers

from Fulham. As to English processions,

thcj' consist of State carriages aud State cos-

tumes. With them, however, we have nothing
now to do. Rather let us ask why, in a city

yielding in breadths of passage and charac-

teristics of architecture to none in the world,

we are incapable of a really illustrative mani-
festation, to impress the mind of a foreigner ?

The only pomp we command is precisely that

which is not ceremonial—excepting, perhaps,

the honours done by the Navy, when a flutter

of flags is really appropriate. Elsewhere,
except in the vicinity of such neighbourhoods
as Whitehall, the "Tower, the Docks, the

Arsenals, and our great naval ports, it is

totally without meaning. But beyond all

this, we have another element in the decora-
tion of our cities iipon jubilant occasions

—

the smoke and sound produced by gunpowder,
and the lustre in our misty heavens caused
by rockets. Can wo go no farther ? So far

as we are aware, we have not, for the last

three centuries, exhibited a spectacle equal to

the Marriage of the Adriatic, or the procession
of Corpus Christi, at Rome, or the progress of

our own Elizabeth to Kenilworth. As a rule,

it is the town, the landscajjc, and the people,

which constitute the splendour of the recep-

tion ; not the Corporations, nor the scarlet, nor
the balcony drai)ings, nor the exaggerated
night-lights twinkling and guttering in the
sight of Majesty, nor even the white radiance
of the lime-lamps. Is it that we nave not
among us the tints essential to a festal blaze ?

Yes ; we have the Union .Tack, and charitv
children by thousands ; we have functionaries

stiff with bullion, and carriages flaming with
heraldi'y. But when it comes to putting the
metropolis on. parade, what is our utmost
effort ? It may be assumed that the marriage
of His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales
necessitated a tour de force on our part in

these matters. Well, we flew ten thousand
standards from the housetops and windows of
the capital ; we wore rosettes, more or
less accurate in point of national colour;
we kindled no end of Prince of Wales's
plumes and Brunswick stars in gas

;

we indulged in transparent aUegoi'ies to an
extent which would have done honour to the

|

age of Gog and Magog ; we made our hotel
j

and club-hoiise porticoes glitter with weaths
of light, and revivified the " fiery cross " of old I

times above the summit of S. Paul's, but not

with the brilliance which, on such or similar

celebrations, illumines the dome of S. Peter at

Home. In the mighty upward vault of that

edifice are permanently fixed an immense
number of hooks, reaching in lines from the

base to the summit. When an illumination is

to take place, vessels containing inflammable
substances are suspended from these hooks,

and some hundreds of men are stationed on
the dome to apply the lights—a task which
they perform witli great rapidity. Each line

of lampe forms a fiery section of the dome,
and their united efi'ect is to display it as a

whole in transcendent splendour. It has been
pretended to be gravely doubted whether we,

in London, could emulate these displays ; but,

in point of fact, it is a question of fancy,

boldness, aud taste. We shall never rival the

pictorial embeUishment of Continental cities

upon joyous occasions so long as we are en-

slaved by a routine of flags and coloured

lamps, recalling the traditions of Vanxhall,

and devices of triple feathers, garters, con-

stellations, initials, and the very opposite of

that for which the laureate pleaded, " Flash

ye cities in rivers of fire !
" Now, a certain

degree of barbarism appears rather essential

to the setting forth of a sumptuous cavalcade

or the reflection of a victory or a rejoicing in

emblems of fire. When the reigning Czar

was crowned, it was amid forests of red-

shafted spears, among cathedrals and palaces

of erysolite, with myriads of rainbow pennons
aud crested casques, with Cinderella carriages,

making up a train of fabulous richness, and a

long pomp of strangely-attired Orientals—

a

picture and a pageant in themselves—Kara-
papaks, whose hair glittered with gold, and
whose sheepskin mantles flamed with jewellerj';

Kurds, Bashbirs, ; crimson and gilt coaches ;

Amazonian belles on white palfreys ; and
flashes of semi-Oriental coruscation ; while

the glowing domes of Moscow reflected, by
night as by day, the rainbow variegation of

the streets and squares—a vast mosaic,

whether living or inanimate, which has no
parallel among our western Feasts of Lanterns.

The French have thoroughfares less restricted

than our own for purposes of displaj'. Indeed,

a city, in order to look really festal, should

possess Boulevards—wide, planted, broadly-

paved arterial thoroughfares, balconied, with
space for troops as well as for population, and
glistening with various hues. So much can

scarcely be said for London ; and yet our
Strand and Holborn, with their massive
structures, their relics of gables, and theii-

varying widths of w-ay, are not iini)ictorial

in themselves. Still, our costumes have
changed ; an}' pretence at chivalry or splen-

dour—corporations excepted—in the streets is

ridiculed. We leave gold coaches to mayors
and sheriffs, and it was -mXh the utmost dif-

ficulty that a pageant was arranged for

Thanksgiving Day ; for the opening of the

Royal Exchange by the Queen ; for the open-
ing, many years later, of new Blaokfriars

Bridge ; and, at an intermediate period, for the

funeral of the great unwouuded Duke. But
have we never succeeded in preparing a public

pomp, upon occasion—"a sight of earthly

glory," as Shakespeare has it ? It was
attempted in the August of 1839, at the cele-

brated Eglinton Tournament, in the midst
of many favourable circumstances, such as

accompanied the state visit of (iueen Eliza-

beth to Kenilworth. There were pavilions,

tents, and marquees ; there was a procession

of mimic knights ; there were cham])ions in

steel armour, such as Sir Samuel Meyrick
alone could lend, either to a tilt or to a

Museum ; and what else ? Why, swords,

battle-axes, maces, daggers, pikes, spears

;

chain-armour, fluted breast-plates, steel

saddles, and helmets, gauntlets, quivers.

shields, targets, , antique spurs, rowels,

that were stained with the blood of Bannock-
burn, velvet caps, plumes by hundreds, and
courtly doublets ; and yet all this did not pro-

tect the affair from ridicule. We can no more
marshal an imposing array of dignitaries in

England than we could, in their day and gene-
ration, confer lordliness upon the now dis-

comfited knights in armoru'—head-waiters
usually—at the ninth of November show. It

is impossible. The climate puts out our lights,

and the sky " pours down mischief upon all

our splendour," as it did at the Crystal Palace

when the Shah was fireworked in vain—truly,
" a plump of spears beneath a pennon grey."

Returning to London from these reminiscences
of a costly escapade on the part of a generous
nobleman, we cannot comprehend the mate-
rials it commands for a public ceremony or

rejoicing. It can hang out flags, no doubt

;

it can drape roofs and windows with rugs and
druggets ; it can borrow crystal gaseliers from
lloundsditch ; it can even pile up flowers

selected from subiu'ban nurseries. But after

all is done, where and in what do we recognise

the effect ? In a pallid failure, if the truth

must be spoken. The opening day of Parlia-

ment, even when the Sovereign assists, is

composed only of a few emblazoned vehicles,

a muster of scarlet-coated guards, a group of

royal trumpeters, and the inevitable red cloth.

So, at the inauguration of monuments and
museums—wc have a canopy, a dais, an
orchestra, and a company of cocked hats.

Perhaps the French, by reason of their archi-

tecture and theu- trophies—such as tlie Tri-

umphal Arch—command greater opportunities;

nevertheless, conceding all this, oui' short-

comings are not entirely explained. Mxrst it

be confessed, then, that we are not an artistic

or a pictui'csque people 'i It seems so ; and
possibly we suffer little, practically, through
the defect. Nations priding themselves upon
a pictorial genius have not been once or twice,

but often, in consequence, enslaved. Yet, in

venturing this remark, we cast no slur upon
art or taste ; on the contrary, the fact to be
regretted is that a business mind is, as it

seems to be, so hostile to the esthetics. The
Germans, when thej' determine upon a pageant

or an illumination, resort to antiquity for their

festival displays, and really suocetd, as they

did, after the late war, at Cologne, at Berlin,

and among the castles whose fractured towers

and arches still attest a romantic history on
the banks of the Rhine. The line of their

grand river literally flamed with green, blue,

white, and pui-ple illuminations, making its

ripples biu'n, and creating endless shafts of

light down fai-ther than the moonbeams could

reach in the bosom of the stream. The point

arises whether we should be jealous of these

sublime effects. Should we feel ashamed be-

cause we cannot emulate a Persian or Kash-
mcrian Feast of Roses, a Chinese reception

—

all lamps and light— a Russian street of

pavilions, a Parisian display of kiosks and
f/onfnloiis, or the waters of Versailles? It

may be an embarassing question
;

yet, until

it has been settled, we had better leave

London to exiiibit itself without help from
more than the ordinary lamplighters. We
have in this country no genius foi' ceremonies,

and our glorifications arc apt to be monotonous.

The Britisli metropolis in morning costume

infinitely surpasses itself when it calls upon
the meretricious assistance of the festal oil

and coloiu-nian. The eyes of the East are not

easily to be dazzled. '

THE LOAN EXHIBITION OF DECORA-
TIVE ART NEEDLEWORK AT SOUTH
KENSINGTON MUSEUM.—II.

CConcludedjrom p. Gfl7, Vol. XXIV.J

CLASS III. consists of small objects of

embroidery, such as caps, gloves, vide

pochcs, or semainiers book-covers. Most of

these are more interesting than beautiful,

though there are some exceptions. One of the
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prettiest things in. the class is No. 132, a

scmuinier embroidered, with silk upon red

satin of a beautiful colour, and wonderfully

preserved, of the fifteenth century, Italian.

These toilet requisites were usually made in

pairs containiui;; seven pockets, one for each

day of the week (hence their name), and were
liun;;; one on cither side of the bed—no doubt

the prec\irsors of the pair of watch-pockets

without which, not long ago, no bedstead was
considered properly fm-nished. It is worth
Botieo that those pretty appendages to a lady's

girdle, the so-called pomanders, also had
usuaUj' seven compartments, which in some
late examples are inscribed with the names
of the days of the week. Have we yet to

.learn what these really were, or could the

fashionable young ladies of those days have
had a scjiarate scent for each day ? The birds

which occupy the panels of this item are

beautifully executed.

The n:-it set of embroiderie.^, No. 1 33,are inter-

s-.ting in having the original paper covers, with
inscriptions relating to the ladies who worked
them, and giving the dates ; otherwise they
aj-e in plain cross and tent stitch work of no
particular value. We expected to 'see a better

display of embroidered book-binding, know-
ing what tine things of the Iciud exist in Eng-
land. Tiiere is nothing very striking. No.
140 is ludicrous enough, in which Jupiter and
Mercury are represented on one side as two
country bumpkins of the most approved order,

and on the other Apollo, ia top boots, is run-
ning after Daphne, who wears a tambour
crinoline. Some of the best things in this

part are the white children's caps. No. 145
is the best of the seventeenth centiuy, and
Nos. 154 and 155 of the eighteenth. The
variety of stitches in the latter is wonderful,
well worth the attention of the many young
ladies who are trying to revive the beautiful

art so successfully practised by our country-
women of past times. The whole series of offi-

cial caps should be noticed. They are mostly
together, though apart in the catalogue. No".

14G is a veritable cap of Doge of Venice. The
high cap of English work, a.b. 175D, formerly
worn by the running footmen of the tliir'd

Dulvc of Aneaster, lent by Lady WiUoughby
D'Erosby, is especially cm'ious.

Class IV. contains as good a collection of
work-boxes, picture-frames, pictures, &o., as
has ever been brought together. Thej- all

have a wonderful family likeness, and do not
rank high as art work. No. 200 is an excel-
lent specimen of panels of needlework in-
serted in frames to piotiu-es or mirrors. The
Ijest box is the one belonging to the Countess
of Hopetoun. It is covered with mytho-
logical subjects in fine stitches. No. 210, a
cushion cover, has an authentic pedigree as to
the lady who worked it, and date, which of
course increases its value.

When we come to the eighteenth century,
wc get the attempt to imitate painting aiicl

engraving' with the needle. Some of the
copies of engravings exhibit a wondrous dis-
play of patience and delicacy of hand. There
is one si)ecimon, by the celebrated Miss Lin-
v.'ood. No. 224, vi'iiich, at a short distance,
might be well taken for a line engraving, and
its next-door neighbour, 225, " The ruins of
Athens," is belter still. Those who care for
such work should also look at No. 109, a copy
of a Guereino sketch, and No. Ill, a iiortrait of
old Tattershali. Vor fineness of stitches Mr.
Verity's "Madonna" bears away the palm.

In Class VI. we have good old En'glish
samplers, the most elaborate being 2GS, of
English execution, which is noticeable for

stUl retaining well formed Lombardio capitals
among its alphabets.

'I'hcre is a fair show of hand-worked taiie-

stry in Class VII. No. 284 is wonderfully
effective, though the work itself is common-
place. The tapestry com])artmcnts are set in
a frame of black satin embroidered in coloured
silk, worked in France in the si.vtcsnth cen-
tury. It might well be imitated ; the idea, at
any rate, is -rood.

There is no class more deserving of careful

scrutiny than the eighth. It consists of sUk
embroideries on muslin, fine linen, and other

thin textures. It is astonishing what won-
derful things the Italians have produced of

this Icind. We have examples from tho four-

teenth to the eighteenth century, the earlier date

being represented by a girl's jacket of green
silk network with arabesques in gold (No. 300).

Nothing can exceed the skill with which
really well-drawn figures of Amorini, Sy-
rens, and other figures are got by working a
ground of red silk, leaving the flesh in the
white linen. No. 303 is a capital bit of this

description, with which 321 and 32S should
be compared. There is no limit to the variety

and excellence attainable by the apparently
simple means used in the production of this

kind of ornamentation. We should think
it might be well used by good artists for

church jnirposes. At any rate, in this collec-

tion we have the severest conventional treat-

ment, as well as arabesques, ornamented with
as much life and spirit as could be found in the

best modern French decoration. In this class

there are also some excellent regular patterns.

302, from Granada, is very rich. The colour

of 307, a piece of silk embroidery, " aupiisse "

is magic.
The Oriental specimens are numerous

—

mostly in good taste, and some remarkably
well executed. Madame Blumenthal shows
a piece exemplifying a curious Turkish cus-

tom. It is a shaving-cloak and napkin worn
in that country by bridegrooms on their wed-
ding-day, when ttiey are shaved in the pre-
sence of theii- friends.

Most of the Persian things are elegant and
refined. M. Prinsep's Algerine gold embroi-
dery on red crape is excellent.

There are some beautiful things in the next
class also, the ninth— silk-work on coarse

linen grounds. No. 360, a panel of silk and
gold thread, representing Moses and the burn-
ing bush, is wholly of needlework, and is of

the best kind of the end of the fifteenth cen-
tury. Of a later date, but no less meritorious

for correctness of drawing, are the figures of

Perseus and Andromeda, in No. 365. There
is nothing liner than this and the Spanish
coverlet. No. 371, of a Persian design done in

silk and silver wire, for colour. We have
seldom had so good an opportunity of seeing
in a single room the contrasts of colour which
are most pleasing to the dift'erent nations of

the earth. Notwiths';anding the splendour

—

evanescent, though, alas, it is—of the aneline

colours, our dyers have much to learn from
byegone times, especially from the Oriental,

Italian, and Spanish people. Wherever there

is Spagpsh i.:fluenee there is always fine taste

for colour. This brings us to a wonderfully-
preserved example of Spanish execution. No.
378, with figures, animals, birds, and orna-
ments in coloured silks.

Class X consists of embroidery in crewels, a
coarse sort of worsted, the precursor of softer

and more manageable Berlin wool. Tho use
of them seems confined to England and Wales.

Class XI. contains some very fine things,

and a few of excessive rarity, foremost
among which is an Aztec chief's robe of

tho fifteenth oenturj', very curious and con-
ventional in treatment, but by no means to

be despised. Her Majesty lends some wall
decoration in worsted upon camlet, which
would d? credit to any nation. It is said to

be French or Italian. It is almost certainly

the former, and is surpassed by no later work
in the whole collection. We have seldom
seen such art and skill combined in needle-
work. BeUmging to this group are some
German embroidered ruffs, something in the
style of English point lace, of which No. 413
is a good example. Of similar work and
quite as beautiful is Sir Charles Isham's
white linen jacket, 428, with piqw' and
cord embroidering in black and white. This
is English. A curious Moorish golden eft'ect

is produced by a white cloth, No. 430, em-
broidered \vith yellow silk—Spanish, of Louis

the Ninth's time. No. 437, is a Persian quUt,
weak in design, but elegant, reminding one
strongly of the Agra inlaid work.
We now come to a very efteotive and easy

process, not to be named in the same day
with such work as that of the Grandison
Orphrey, but stiU of great value where so
much labour and expense could not be spared.
The Italians were most skilful in applique
work, though the English and French were
both fairly successful in its use. No. 44G is a
good piece, but the finest shown is No. 453,
an altar frontal, with figures of saints, me-
dallions, &c., the patterns being picked out in
thick gold thread. It is astonishing what
fine eft'ects may be produced in this way at
half the cost and trouble of the usual eccle-
siastical embroidej-y. No. 448, also an altar
frontal, is in every respect admirable.
The blue and gold spandrels of Lady Drake's

beautiful piece of embroidery. No. 404, shoiild

not be missed. The display in the classes

XIV and XV is simply gorgeous. We have
only space to notice a very few specimens,
whore all deserve attention. No. 508 is a
euriously-iiVTOught piece of embroidery on
Chinese sUk tissue, of a beautiful pattern, said

to have been done in England, with subjects
taken from the Bible Bfistory. Nothing of
this kind surpasses for delicacy of touch
Mr. Aked's piece of tambour work, Indian,
eighteenth century, though it is very fiat and
inexpressive. We have, however, seldom
sceu such skUl displayed in mastering the
needle. In this class come Lady Holland's
unrivalled collection of gentlemen's dresses.

The fine gentlemen who wore such clothes as

these must have felt fine gentlemen indeed,
though they were probably less at their ease
than we are in our more sober costume.
Some of these coats, &c., have never been,

made up

—

e. g., 540, where we have the work
for buttons, &c., still on the same piece with
the coat, &o. In Class XV., "On Satin,"

No. 555 is a nice Eastern divan seat-cover.

No. 580 is as fine a specimen as possible of

English raised gold embroidery, but unfortu-
nately it is somewhat decayed. No. 587 ex-
hibits a wonderful variety ; the workmanship
is oxcjuisite. It is one of the gems of Jlons.

Spitzer's extraordinary collection. 570 is

also in good taste ; but perhaps as charming
a thing as there is anywhere is the Mar-
chioness of Waterford's delightful English
cushions, embroidered with silk and gold,

diapered with English flowers charmingly
conventionalised. No. 578 is int-eresting as

showing the early influence of European taste

upon the Chinese. The scrolls are excellent

imitation of Louis XIV. French work. We
may say in passing that no one has ever so

entirely mastered the difiiculty of producing
perfect curves in needlework as the Chinese.
No. 801 is a notable proof of this. It is also

curious to observe in this and some other
similar works, how very much their treat-

ment of gold thread resembled that of the
fifteenth century ecclesiastical embroidery.
No one can fail to be interested in the re-

marlcable collection of quilted work. Among
the more curious specimens are certainly the

quilts in red silk upon white, representing

towns, battles, &c.—That of Mr. Beresford
Hope representing the capture of Goa, and No.
818 arc among the most prominent instances.

If any one wants to seo what can be done in

one colour he cannot do better than study No.
827. In No. 630 we have a piece beautifully

embroidered by Miss Ann Whitfield, with
silk produced from her own silkworms,

seventeenth century. The best bit of quilting

is No. 838.

Class XVII., in white sUk, &c., on white
linen, &e., is a small one, but contains some
exquisite achievements of the needle, the best

being No. 854, of Italian work ; No. 857,

worked hy nuns in a foreign convent, also

probably Italian, and some extraordinary Per-
sian towels ; wo have never seen anything
finer in their way than these. The best pic-

ture in line embroidcrj- (Class XIX.) belongs
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to M. Spitzer, and represents Apollo and the

Muses. We should be inclined to put an

earlier date than the eighteenth century to

this piece.

In conclusion, we must say that so flue a

collectiou as this should have been better ex-

hibited, and not thrvist into a corner where,

except on very bri<;ht days, there has not

been half enough li^ht to enable the \-isitors

to properly examine it.

THE SOCIETY OF FRENCH ARTISTS.

THE sixth annual exhibition of this

society is now open at 16S, Xew
Bond-street. The collection is small, about

140 pictures, and were it not for the famous
canvas of Euifene Delacroix, the " Death of

Sardanapalus," and a few excellent woi-ks

which cluster around about it, there is little

to excite public interest. Delacroix's work,

paint»d in 1827, has never been exhibited in

this country. It is needless to say that its

merits are much discussed and even ques-

tioned in the artistic world. The immense
proporlions of the canvas, the number of life-

size tigures, the wealth of vessels of ffold, the

profusioii of precious stones and display of

gorgeous raiment, combine to render the

whole most striking. The calm repose of the

tardily-penitent monarch who has, by his

sensuality, given over his empire, the earliest

of this earth, to his enemies, is full of dignity.
" He who has revelled beyond measure in

beauty, wassail, wine and treasure, dies calm,"

every iuch a monarch. His household are

slaying each other and themselves with
Oriental devotion, esteeming it glory to die

with their master. The dravifing and action

is perfect, but as a whole the composition is

unsatisfactory, and the colour not harmonious.

It is, in fact, a bricicy red picture without any
central point of interest, though full of very
artilicial grouping. The red covering of the

immense eoueli of the monarch gives the key
to the colouring, and, in our 0])iuion, a very
bad key it is. Cloth of gold or woven
tapestry would have been much better.

There is a flavour of Rubens, but without the

Flemish master. Of course the usual amount
of unnecessary nudity is conspicuous ; but
Delacroix is not Fleurj', and the last day of

Sardanapalus is not the last day of Corinth.

There is much horror, little pathos ; and the

only living creature which excites compassion
is the poor f.ivourite horse which is being-

sacrificed to humour the dog-in-the-manger
mood of the wretch who can use him no more-
Still it is a picture deserving careful study,

though it contains nearly as much subject for

avoidence as imitation.

Of the other works in this collection it

]nust be premised that they appear to great
disadvantage from being hung in the same
room as the enormous gaudy pictiu-e of Dela-
croix. The delicate tones of Corot, and even
the glow of Decamps, pale in presence of the
mass of colour, and in truth there arc very
few really excellent pictures on the walls.

Bad as our Academy Exhibition this year is,

English artists may take heart of grace if the
Society of French artists in any great mea-
sure represent French art. Corot contributes
seven landscapes, each, if possible, more
charming than the other. Decamps' (Xo. 6)
"Faggot Bearers"—dim twilight in a forest, is

simply excellent. Dupre' has six of more or
less merit, but priced at a ridiculous value.
For instance, Xo. 29, " At Sea," 7To guineas.
It is doubtless a good painting, but too thick
of p.aint, and suggests the trowel rather than
the brush. The palette knife is a two-edged
weapon, and in the long run does more harm
than good. Some recent works, paintings
they are not, are bas-reliefs wrought in stiff

pigments. Courbet's 4 and 28 are excellent,
though the female figure in the boat, No. 28,
is a dwarf, and the houscb at the end of the
pond are not large enough for a full-sized
doll. There is a large painting (.34) Fantin,

Homage to Delacroix, with portraits of some
nine French artists of note, and also Mr.
Whistler. Edwin Edwards, who has piib-

lished a beautiful series of etchings, has two
uncommonly bad pictures, hard and cold (50

and 51) ; a master of the needle, and aqua-
fortis, a tyro at the brush and palette. 73,

Porcher,isof goodlowtone: "A FishingVillage."

3, La Rochenoire, cows in a pond, is pleasing.

77, " Scene in a Spanish Cabaret," jimenez-
Aranda— the usual guitar and cigarette busi-

ness, bright dresses, tawny skins, and ropes of

onions, is principally remarkable for its price,

320 guineas. It is not v.'orth as many pesos.

bS, " The River" Dupre, is pretty, and at the

same time forcible. And now comes the gem
of the collection, G8, "In a Balcony," Edward
Manet. This is a somewhat large' canvas

representing two ladies on a balcony, and
a young man in the background. A
more silly piece of impertinence was
never hung on the walls of an exhibition

room. We should have passed it over with-

out notice but for its glaring effrontery.

There is a point beyond which patience ceases

tobeavii'tue. 125, Roman, "A Country Lane,"
is a bad imitation of Corot. 109, " The Golden
Screen"—harmony in purple and gold-
Whistler. This is one of Whistler's charm-

ing pictures ; as is 112, variations in white,

but the rest of his smudges 131, 132, 133, are

very foolish practical jokes. It is simply im-
possible to say what is the subject of 132. It

has something of the appearance of the

characters on a Japanese itzebue. There are

places and seasons where jests are ill-timed. If

Mr. Whistler is gauging ths simplicity of the

public he does himself more injustice, and, we
may add, harm, than he does to any one else.

A daub is no less a daub for beiag called a

symphony, a nocturne, or a variation in pea

green and chocolate. In his variations in

violet and green, 131, there is a suggestion of

mau\e, butno violet, and human beings of

average stature aie a triflj larger than toy

terriers. 100, Dogas, " Horses at Grass," is a

very good picture in the English style. 88,
'

' Southampton Meadov.-s," Dupre. This is the

second great gun of the collection—the

Meadows of the Itchen, with storm effect

—

"ragged rims of thunder brooding low, and
curtaius fringed with rain." More beautiful

meadow scenes than the Itchen affords are not

to be found in England. M. Dupre has done
justice to his subject, but it is somewhat
marred by the immense quantity of sky which
is shown, and by the want of scale in the

animals in foreground. Some artists never

will learn that in a picture of level ground
or water taken from the same level the heads

of all erect figures will come to the horizontal

line. If M. Dupre' had remembered this his

horses would have been a little larger than
very small Shetland ponier. When 3,000

guineas is asked for a picture, it should be at

least free from glaring mistakes. It is, in

spite of these defects, a noble work, and the

visitor after seeing it had better leave at

once. There is some beautiful pottery by C.

Cazin in the lower room.

HISTORIC ART STUDIES.
Bt Dr. G. G. Zekffi.

Indtajj Sculptuee.
(With Illustrations.)

IXDIAX scidpture, like Greet and Christian

architectui'e and sculpture, is entirely

unintelligible without a knowledge of the

religion and literature of the people ; for every

work is a record of some mysterious do.rma,

or some scene taken from their national

literature. So long as the Vedas, with their

abstract conceptions of the primitive creative

powers, swayed the minds of the people,

sculpture had no field to grow upon—to give

form to the formless was impossible.

Whilst the mystic words, " Even I was
even the fii-st, not any other thing, that which

exists unperoeived, supreme ; afterwards I am.

that which is ; and he who must remain am
I," embodied the idea of the divinity, thei-o

was a total absence of all motives for sculp-

ture. When -irini, the San (fire) was the
vivifying principle, and Luiia., water, the

purifying fountain of regeneration, through
which man was born anew, and which was
said " mystically to wash away the sins of th«

world," when God himself was "untram-
melled as yet by any names or any traditions,"

(see Max MiiUcr's "Chips from a German
Workshop," Vol. I., p. 29), there were no
sculptiu'cs. " He vrho is the born Lord of all

that is. He who gives life, whose command
the bright gods revere, whose shadow is im-
mortality, whose shadow is death, whose
greatness the snowy mountains, the sea, the

distant rivers proclaim ; He who alone is God
above all gods ;

" He could neither be carved,

nor painted—to Him even no temples were
erected. Only clarified butter, emblematic oi

the purification of our sinful nature, or the

juice of the Soma plant, was offered. But
these simple conceptions, this simple mode of

worship, changed when the dynamic force in.

the Brahmams, as a privileged caste of priests,

began to work—when by degrees the attri-

butes of the first conception, " / om, I loas, I
shall be" were elaborated into Brahma (the

sun), Vish ini [water), and SU'va (tire)—creator.,

preserver, and transformer
;

power, wisdom,
and justice ; past, present, and future :

matter, space, and time
;
yellow, blue, an<l

red ; or creator, created, and spirit ; the three.

in one received twenty-one (three times seven)

different forms, with four, eight, or more arms,

each arm furnished with some mystic emblem,
expressive of the powers of the Supreme
Ruler. The sun, the sky, the ocean, the winds,

the clouds, the morning dawn, the shades of

evening, mountains, vaUeys, and rivers, be-

came so many living beings. The conceptions

of the Vedas were then to be made tangible

to the lower castes. Personifications and in-

carnations were worked out, beatification pro-

mised, and incomprehensible mysteries brought

into visible forms. Special graces, to counter-

act inherited sins, were bestowed by the gods,

whose arms were multiplied and wliose heads

were trebled. A fiery tongue was mads to

hang fTom the mouth of Durrja ; serpents an^

trees, wild animals and tame birds, were used
to symbolise some mystic foi'co in nature.

Then grew that grotesque Indian sculpture

which is characterised by a bewUdering
luxuT}' of allegories, symbols, and figurative

mysticism. The Lord ijf Heaven, Divcspetir

[Deus pater, .Jupiter), had a thunderbolt as

his weapon. Gancsa (Janus), as the leader

of the gods, had two heads, one looking into

the past, and the other into the future ; he held

a rod or sceptre ^tho erozier or shepherd's

stafl'), and a key not only to open the gates

of heaven, bxit "to begin all important matters.

S'ifa had three eyes to denote the three dimen-
sions of time—past, present, and future ; and
the name of Trilocliana (three-looks), like his

direct descendant, Zeus, who, according tc

Pausanias, was surnamcd Triophthalmos (the

three-eyed). In Krishna, an incarnation of

Vishnu, the second person of the Indiar.

trimurty (trinity), we have the symbol of

light and purity ; he was the proto-ApoUo ol

all later mytnologies. Like the destroyer of

the serpent Python, Krishna becomes master

of the Kaliy'a Xat/a, the great serpent, and

pursues Dahanii, as Apollo did Daphne—the
same allegory being expressed in both in-

stances. The beautiful morning dawn (the

lovely Dahana or Daphne) files before the

rising sun and dies in his arms. Krishna. w;i£

also the prototype of the Indian Redeemer.

The earth complaining to Vishnu, and de-

manding relief, receives the promise of a com-

forter. "Time," say the Vedas, "hastened

forward to the birth 'of Krishna, that bright

offspring of the gods ; he sets forward on his

way to signal honours, the world, with its

couglobular, ponderous frame, nodding signs

of congratulation. All things rejoice at the
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approach of this happy ago, ivhen the sicccf

hale •srill distinguish his mother by her

smiles." Krishna was known to the Sama-
ritans, and believed to be Joshvia, the long-

hoped-for Messiah. In the Hindoo Is'wara

and Is'i we recognise the Egyptian Osiris and
Isis, and the Indian Dijnc gives us the Greek
Kujn'il, the mischievous intlamer, with his bow
of desire and his arrows of loving looks. With
the increase of idolatrous representations of

the creative power of Brahma, and the em-
bodiment of the working forces of nature,

sacrifices arose. Animals were first ofl'ered to

appease the monstrous gods, and, at a later

period, human beings were drawn into the

awful vortex of fanaticism and superstition

—

thousands being crushed under the wheels of

heavy stone chariots, beautifullv decorated
and ornamented with numbers of symbolic
figures. The Vedas had to give way to the
Laws of Manu, by which the priesthood was
firmly installed by God himself as the first

(firine caste on earth. Jfever was the thesis

"that the same cause produces the same effect,"

more clearly proved than through Indian
sculpture at this period. When the manner
of the Creation had been fixed, and educa-
tion and mode of marriage prescribed ; when
private morals, justice, and the social condi-
tion of the jieoplc, food, and alilutions had
been regulated in the name of tlie divinitv,

the Indian priesthood began their mystic works
on the Creation, and wrote their commenta-
ries on the Laws of Manu as so many systems
of moral philosophy or logical discussions on
the most abstruse topics. The same spiritual

atmosphere under which Mediicval Scholas-
ticism was developed may be traced in India,

and forms of the same nature are hewn in stone,

carved in wood, worked in textile fabrics,

and painted on panels. We have in the South-
Kensington Sluseum ample material for tlie

study of these sculptures, in the admirable
casts made by Lieutenant Cole, R.E., and can
compare them with Mediaeval works. In both
periods we find that a wild, passionate, and
heated imagination ceased to be contented
with mere abstractions in religion, and that
artists endeavoured to find visible forms for
metaphysical conceptions, and we shall perceive
that the more sublime these conceptions were,
the more grotesque were the forms in which
they were expressed. When, at a later period,
the two great heroic poems, the Ham ayana
and the Slahibharata, were written, sculpture
received additional subjects full of life but
also full of miraculous impossibilities. At
last the son of Sudhodana, Gotama, Sakya-
Muni, or Buddha, the ninth incarnation of
Tishnu, bora of the virgin Mija, appeared.
Everything beyond the divine was to him
notliingness ; unchangeable spirit was the
essence of all things ; for he describes matter
as a mere modification and development of
the different combinations of primitive ele-
ments. That this entirely nefjiifive system
should have produced such positive results in
architecture and sculpture is apparentlv one
of the greatest riddles in Art History. When,
however, we study Buddhism in "its higher
principles, we find that it freed liuiuanity
from the intolerant fetters of Brahmanism.
The four petrifying layers of caste were to be
abolished, men were "to be free and equal.
Vii-tue, self-abnegation, and humility were
tho oaly distinguishing features between man
and man. The priesthood was no longer a
privileged caste, exceptionally born to rule
mankind according to immutable laws, but
was composed of those who voluntarily devoted
themselves to the difficult task of renouncing
the splendour and temptations of the world,
and to a life of sacred meditation and prayer.
So invigorating and vivifving was the siniple

doctrine of the " Sage" of the far South-east,
that it produced the most stupendous works
of art—crypts, temples, altars, and daghopas
were built in honour of the teacher of the new
faith of spiritual freedom. King Azoka, of
Jlagudha (about 2jO B.C.), had seven of the
bones of Buddha divided into 12,000 pieces

each, so as to give to 84,000 towns, villages,

and temples one precious relic of the incarnate

wisdom. To do honour to these relics thou-
sands of mounds, slirines, and temples were
erected. In Fig. 1 of our illustration we
give a niche from the temple of Boro Budhor
(the great Buddha) on the island of Java, in

the district of Cadu. It was a nine-storied

pyramid, in the form of a square, about 400ft.

across. The terraces are decorated with 400
niches (according to Mr. Fergusson, 43G),

with as many life-size statues of Buddha
seated on a lotus. The centre of the arch
is dcGorated with the sardonic face of the

Evil Spirit ; the capitals of the side pillars

are ornamented with little telamons or carya-

tides, faithful servants doing penance. Ana-
tomy was unknown to Indian sculptors, and
the human form, though often rendered with
some elegance, is scarcely ever correctly

drawn. When Buddhism was stamped out,

leaving only its innumerable relics in rock-

hewn temples, the Brahmans also began to

devote themselves to architecture and sculp-

ture, and we may trace to them all the exist-

ing sculptures, especially if they represent

scenes taken from Indian mythology. In Fig.

2 we see S'iva with his wife Pravati from the

temple on the Island of Elephanta. S'iva has
four arms, his wife stands in a slightly re-

clining position ; the outlines are too waving.
The surrounding worshippers are grouped
fantastically round the two divinities, and re-

mind us of some of the paintings and carvings

of the tenth and eleventh centuries. Figs. 3,

4, and .3 are reliefs from the temple of Maha-
malaipur, and undoubtedly represent divini-

ties, distinguished by two pairs of arms. The
positions are graceful, but neither express

character, decision of will, nor individuality.

Men and women appear to have grown accord-

ing to a general pattern, and to have been
formed in the same moidd, like trees or flowers.

Fig. 6 is a relief from Ellora, representing

S'iva standing on his fiery chariot, Suryas (the

symbol of the sun), pursuing the demon
Tripura. In spite of the grotesque six arms,

there is an extraordinary correctness in the

forms ; the laws of symmetry and proportion

with regard to the limbs are well observed,

and there is action and a vi^id expression in

the whole figure. One arm holds a trident

;

the second is held up to bless ; the third lets

fly an arrow ; in the fourth he grasps his

bow ; the fifth holds a sceptx-o ; and the sixth

the sword of justice. Fig. 7 is a bas-relief

from Mahamalaipur, a giant fettered to a

rock. Are we not involuntarily reminded of

Prometheus ; or is this merely a record of the

victory of a prince of the Vishnu sect, who
with Vishnu's help has succeeded in over-
powering the Indian Goliath ? Fig. 8 is a

relief from Ellora. The eight arms are differ-

ently arranged in this representation of

Bhadra, but are most expressively placed, and
produce an excellent ornamental effect around
the body, showing that the figure, in contrast

with its youthful, placid expression, is en-
gaged in a wrathful undertaking. With two
hands he holds aloft a serpent ; in the next he
grasps a human figure by the legs, with the
head hanging downwards ; in the fourth is a

sword; the fifth is broken ; with the sixth he
pierces a human being,, and balances the
struggling body high in the air; in the
seventh he holds a sacrificial cake ; and the
eighth is adorned with the lotus flower.

By his side, on a rocJ<, sits his wife.

We cannot avoid being delighted with the
excellence of the lively composition, in spite

of its grotesqueness. Fig. 9 is another
relief from Mahamalaipur, representing the
Indian Trinity. S'iva is seated in the middle,
with his wife ; his left foot rests on the sacred
bull Nundi ; to his right sits Brahma, and to

his left Vishnu. Monstrous figures have thus
grown out of the sublime ideas of creation,

])reservation, and transformation. The crouch-
ing imps that form the supporting pillars of

the bench on which the divinities aro seated
may be seen in our Gothic corbels in the same

style in hundreds of difl'erent forms. In Fig.
10 we have a scene from the Ilaraayuna.
Rama, the hfvo, is sitting with Sita, his wife,
at the moment of his glorification, when he
has ended his struggle witli the Prince of
Darkness, and victoriously fulfilled the aim of
his incarnation. The throne on which llama
is seated is of Kyklopean construction ; the
arch forms a halo round a seven-headed di-

vinity, who supports the whole stone construc-
tion and group. On the base are two monkeys
doing penance. The laws of gravitation are

entirely violated in this composition. The
.artist's mind runs wild, and degrades tho
supreme divinity to a juggler. In a large

cave at Mahamalaipur, the walls of which are
decorated with numerous structures, we find

also the group given. Fig. 11, probably a

religious scene. A Vanaprasfha, or Sunyassi,
stands with one uplifted arm, doing penance,
and is admired by women with their children,

whilst the clouds appear to be formed by bulls'

and cows' heads. The forms of the women,
with the exception of ihe first on the right,

who carries a child on her shoulders, are all

carved without regard to anatomy This
work shows the metaphysical and dreamy
tendency of the Indian artists ; their struggle

to find forms for their conceptions, and their

incapacity to become masters of matter. They
continually lose their balance, and their com-
positions are always out of proportion. They
give themselves up either to a coarse imitative

materialism, or allow themselves to be led

away by their Hi-regulated imaginations.

They are always impotent slaves either to the

overwhelming impressions of nature, or to the

passionate flights of a heated fantasy. As
soon as they shall be freed from their meta-
physical and unintelligible religious dogma-
tism, they are sure to become masters in art

;

they have attained great excellence in textile

fabrics and in small filigree works, under
1
Mahomedan influences, and there can be no
reason why they should not in time atso suc-

ceed in sculpture and painting.

THE XOISELESS REVOLVING CHIMXEY-
COWL.

MR. J. MILBURX, of Madborough, has re-

eontly introduced, undor the above title, a

now chimney-cowl, specially constructed to pre-

vent down-draught resulting from external action

at the top of the flue. Experience has taught tho

inventor that we can only succeed in preventiug

tho wind striking the ascending column of warm
air in the flue by some terminal that will throw

aside the momentum of the outer air, and give

through the vacuum so caused free outlet for the

ascending smolie. No cowl th:it is not in motion

will do this in all cases. However tortuous the

outlet for the smoke may be, it affords a connec-

tion for communicating the external pressure of

wind to the inner column of .air. .as, in the case of

a pneumatic tube twisted as much as possible,

the force is conveyed from one end to tho other

of the air-passage. Tho angles .at which tho

louvres are placed, and the quick revolution of

the cowl, effectually throw aside tho curreut that

would otherwise blow down the chimney, aud at

the same time cause a vacuum iu t'ue flue, in-

ducing up-draught and giving free exit to the

smoke.
In endeavouring to obtain the above result.^

fi-om other revolving cowls, ioventors have fallen

into error iu making the outlets so small as often

to choke up with soot ; and to iuduce up-draught

they have invented spiral arrangements iu the

shaft, all of which check tho up-draught when
the head is not in motion, and likewise present

obstacles to sweeping. In this cowl tho sweep's

machine can come freely above tho shaft to the

top of tho head, and the amount of outlet spaco

is larger than in other couds ; but the head is not

weakened theroby, inasmuch as two continuous

wires run round the head attached to tho top and
bottom of each louvre, giving strength to tho

head, and preventing tho louvres beiug blown

away. The top of this cowl carries driving-fans,

attached to the head—not out out and turned up,

as we have seen in tho north of England, which
was always a weakness. The brass sockets are

fitted so carefully to tho spindle, which works in
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;i Tiiut of oil. that it is impoasiblo to detect the

.^lig^htest soundin their working, Tho oil-bos is

made of copper riveted together, so as to be fire-

proof ; and resting upon the bottom of the oil-box

is a case containing a Hint, upon which the point

of the spindle works ; upon the collar of this

case rest the sockets for the spindle, the whole
jambed so tightlv into the oil-bos as to bo firm

without the aid of solder. There is likewise a cap
with two slots to turn upon two pins in the oil-

liox, serving two purposes—one to keep out soot

from the oil and the spindle-sockets, likewise as

u stop to a collar attached to the spindle, to pre-

Tont the head rising from its socket. The head

is carried by three iron arms radiating from the

spindle turned down and riveted to tho sides.

The side of the shaft is so arranged as to rest

perpendicularly upon the top of tho chimney, so

that in case the flange fails, the cowl remains in

position.

SGRAFFITO DECORATIOX.

SOME interesting information was afforded by
tho discussion on Mr. Alan S. Cole's paper

on this subject, read before the Royal Institute of

British Architects on the 17th March last, and
published in the Buildixg Ne-\T8 for the 21st

March, p. 345, Mr. F. P. Cockerell said that

when he and Mr. Arthur Blomfield wero in Italv,

they were both struck with it, and directed their

aspirations to the reproduction of it. The first

attempt was in a small way, by Mr. Blomfield, in

a chapel at Bedfordbury, in tho form of little

diaper ornaments. In 1SG6, Mr. Cockerell tried

it in a house at Ascot. It was executed in a
crude, imperfect way. He could not succeed in

producing the lines for the- shadow, because the

thin stuff he used for setting was so gritty that

in cutting out the lines little lumps were brought
away. It requires to be extremely fine stufi*, and
to be very carefully laid on. in even thicknesses.

He did not, therefore, get beyond plain white
forms without any shading, upon a black ground.
It has .stood since 18G7, and is sound now. The
material used for the setting was nothing but
ordinary fine stuff. He inquired whether Mr.
Moody had found his present mode of cutting-out

the plaster with a sha'p instrument the only
practical and effective method, or whether he had
tried free sketching with a point, in the same
way that one would draw with a pencil or chalk.
[Mr. Colo replied that Mr. Moody had not tried

any of these experiments.] Mr. Cockerell, in

continuation, said that the chief difficulty in

carrying out the method he had mentioned would,
he apprehended, lie in the thickness and texture of

the setting coat, which could not be too thin or

too uniform in thickness, and it should be very
smooth and soft in texture. The thickness should
be, if possible, less than one-sixteenth of an inch

;

the thicker the plaster tho thicker would be the
line, and the greater tho burr left upon the
edges of it, and the less distinctly would the
black ground be exposed. The difficulty of lay-

ing this very thin film would consist in the
liability to rub up the black ground in the pro-

cess, and so to stain and smear the white. It

might be within the compass of skill to overcome
this difficulty. As to tho stability of so thin a
setting, his experience was that there would not
be mucii difficulty about this. For two years a
"Very thin setting he had used remained perfectly

solid, and appeared to bo absolutely incorporated

Tvith. the ground. What he used was nothing but
hot lime. He got some white marble chips burnt,

and used the lime hot. Theoretically this would
seem a mistake, but it answered—Sir Digby Wyatt
remarked that when the student examined what
remained of sgraffito in Italy, he could not but
feel that a great deal of the evidence of durability

he might encounter must have been due, in tho

first place, to a climate of peculiar dryness, and
in the second place, to the excellent quality of

the lime habitually used. Mr. Cockerell appeared
to have hit exactly upon tho best kind of lime,

and, indeed, of mortar, to use in connection with
this sort of work. His employment of marble
dust especially corresponded with the best tradi-

tions of Vitruvius and Alberti for finishing off

the " setting " coat. He was also right not to

make the ''tloated " coat, which came upon tho

rough rendering of the wall, dead black. The
Florentine s^/ral/itisti made it of grey (^uot black)
by mixing it with straw or burnt wood, and by
using only a thin coat of white, through which
they scratched their drawing, they got a half-

tint heightened by white. To intensify the
chiaroscuro, and to get vigorous blacks, they

ran-in dark lines in parts where the point of the

scratcher had already removed the white. By
this means thoy got a style of treatment some-
thing like that of the noble wood-engravings of

the sixteenth century. Thus they employed
three tints, and obtained a rotundity and softness

which gave a very beautiful effect to their work.

Sgraffito might lead us to enrich architecture

with more graceful forms than were as yet com-
mon in this country, because the facilities of the

process were such that they helped to engender
a bold and free style of mural decoration. There
was especial interest in this technical accessory

to the architect, as forming a judicious combina-
tion with his simply formative or constructional

architecture.—Professor Kerr asked whether the

sunk decoration might not be floated-in flush

with cement of another colour, and a more
weatherproof surface thus obtained.—Mr. Cock-
erell said ho had done so himself, and Sir Digby
Wyatt sail it was done in tho early cays of

Parker's cement to a large extent.—Professor

Ken- asked how it would bo to use Parker's or

Roman, or black cement for tho one colour, and
then to fill in the sunk parts with cement of

another colour, like Portland ? Keene's cement
was suggested, but he had his doubts as to tho

durability of Koene's cement, which he always

understood would not stand for external use.

As regarded Roman cement, and Portland also,

there svas some chemical difficulty.—Mr. G. T.

Robinson said that with regard to the introduc-

tion of colours, ho had tried it himself, and found

it a failure. Some years ago, in restoring the old

Castle of Maxtoke, he found a quantity of colour

embedded in white, and he endeavoured to re-

produce it in one of the outer courts of

the castle, but he found that while the

old colours remained, thoso which ho at-

tempted to reproduce washed out. Tho
practical effect '^as, that whatever colour

was mixed was soluble, and the rain washed it

out. The inference Mr. Robinson drew from this

was that the colour destroyed the setting quality

of tho material. With regard to sgraffito, he

had tried it on a staircase in Devon, and in that

case he put a thin coating of white lime upon
the background of cement, aild cut out the lines

with a modeling tool, and by that means he got a

greyish tint which was very pleasing. The
figures were shaded by cross hatching, done after

tho fashion of the old engravings. For internal

decorations, such as staircases, he did not kno.v

anything which produced a better coloured effect.

The material first .ook sufficient polish or half-

glaze : no particles of dast T-emained upon it, and
the ordindary means used in a house were

sufficient to clean it down.—Sir Digby Wyatt
observed, that in 1849, Mr. Alfred Stephens,

whose nine years of studentship in Florence pre-

vious to that date had specially qualified him
for that dexterous revival of decorative arts once

popular in Italy, offered to execute any quantity

of sgraffito for him at prices which, over an ex-

tensive surface, would have averaged about £3
per yard superficial.

The large mansion of Sir Selwin-Ibbetson,

Down Hall, Harlow, Essex, which formed the sub-

ject of one of tho illustrations in last week's

BuiLDixG News, is decorated to a largo extent

with sgraffito. This mansion, of which Mi*. F. P.

Cockerell is the architect, is also noteworthy as

boinff constructed of concrete.

THE TOMB OF RICHARD II. IX WEST-
MINSTER ABBEY.

4 PAPER was read a fortnight ago be-

CX fore the Society of Antiquaries, by the

Dean of Westminster, on the Tombs of Richard
II. and Henry HI. Drawings by Mr. GeorgS
Scharf, and photographs illustrating the subject

of the lecture, were laid upon the table and hung
up on the wall. Dean Stanley, in the eloquent

opening of his paper, said that the ghostly and
ghastly associations of Richard II. with the

legends of Westmister Abbey, together with his

love for the Abbey, made him a prince of especial

interest to tho historian of that edifice, while

there ivere circumstances which might endear

him to the recollection of the Society of Anti-

quaries, who, in the last century, actually poked
their hands through the holes of his tomb to try

and fish out the bones of a king. To historians

in general the fate of Richard is a most interest-

ing subject. "I have seen," says Froissart,

" two strange things in my time," and he

goes on to point out tho contrast be-

tween the bright beginning of Richard's reign

.and its miserable close. Gray's well-known lines,

beginning *' Fair laughs the morn and soft the

zephyrs blow," refer to the same subject, and
similar was the som'ce of Shakespeare's apposite

words, "Come, lot us sit on the ground, and talk

about the death of Kings." Two sets of bones

were found in the tomb of Richard H., female and
male. There was no dispute that the bones of

the female skeleton wero those of Anne of Bo-
hemia; tho only doubt was, whether the other

skeleton was that of the King. The skull which
was found being, for tho purpose of measurement,
filled with rape-seed, the number of cubic inches

which it was found to contain was below the
standard of English skulls. That settled the
question of the size of the skull, but its quality

was another thing. However, the conclusion

come to by Mr. Richmond was, that the skull

would agree with the character of the King. The
story of the murder of Richard by Sir Piers

Eston, who went down to Pomfret with battle-

axe men, is a mere legend, and there are no
marks of the battle-axe on this skull. It has been
suggested that it was the skull of a priest, one
Maudelyn, but ho was beheaded at least a month
before Richard's death, and there are no marks of

decapitation hero. Sprigs of poplar, a preserva-

tive against witchcraft, were found when the

tomb was opened. Rushes were still thero, and
this proved that, although the tomb had been,

more or less ransacked, it had never been entered.

Other things were found in the tomb, which wore
but rubbish cast in by passers-by. The tomb of

Henry lU. had also bsen investiiiated. The cast-

ing of the effigy is almost perfect, though it is

said to be among tho first of such castings. The
coffin is covered with cloth of gold in one con-

tinuous piece, which in turn was covered with

dust, and has lost so much of its strength that -a

small blast would blow away both dust and silk.

The grave historic doubts which rested on the

subject of Richard II. justified a searching inves-

tigation into his tomb, but with regard to

Henry HI. there was no such question, and the

gentlemen who had taken pai"t with the Dean in

this inquiry, Mr. Doyne Bell, Mr. Percival, Mr.

Knight Watson, and others, determined with the

Dean that it was better to go no further. The
paper being concluded, Mr. Schai-f, Mr. Saugster,

Mr. Richmond, R.A., and Mr. Octavius Morgan,

M.P., took part in the discussion which followed.

Mr. Milman gave an interesting account of the

discussion as to Richard's fate. He quoted Mr.
Benjamin Williams, who had printed a deposition

found in the Record Office of a witness examined
in the reign of Heniy IV. The tenour of this

was that from Pomfret Richard II. escaped to the

Holy Isle, pei-haps to the Isle of Lindisfarne, in

Xorthumberland. He was then removed to Scot-

land, and many plots for his restoration wero set

on foot during the next reign.

Mr. Poynter's Frescoes at DnLi;\acn.—Mr.

PoYutei', A.R.A., the Slade Professor of Fine Art

at University College, has nearly finished the

fresco paintings which ho has had some time in

hand at S. Stephen's Church, West Dulwich. The
frescoes occupy an arch on the right-hand side of

the chancel, and comprise two pictures, one

under the other. The upper and larger one

represents the Proto-Martyr before tho judge,

whoso action expresses the utmost abhorrence

and wrath as he hears the bold objurgation? of the

Deacon. The figures of tho assembled elders

and others render, according to their personal

characters, feelings similar to those of their

leader. Stephen loolts upwards to the sky, as

seen from the roofless place, and tho moment
,
would appear to be that of his asserting that he

sees the vision. Mr. Poynter has taken a de-

votional, rather than an entirely realistic or literal

view of his subject. Thus the vision is suggesited

by gilt lines in the picture, which may be sup-

posed to be the light streaming from the vision

to the saint, and, although the Deacon is not yet

a martyr, his robe is richly embroidered with

crowns, of tlie peculiar form appropriated in

iconography to tho Army of Martyrs. The smaller

picture, the /trede/la to the above, shoNVsthe saint

and his slayers just before tho consummation of

tho martyrdom.

It is announced that Sir Edward Thornton, the

British Minister at Washington, has been autho-

rised to expend 125,000 dols. in procuring or erect-

ing a suitable building as a permanent residence

for the Minister and the Legation, who have

heretofore been located in a hired house.
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AJIERICAXSOCrETTOF Cn'IL EXGIXEERS.

ARKGULAR meeting of this Society was
held at the rooms in Now York, March

I'Jth, 1S73.

Joseph Wuitnev, C E., of Cambridge, Mass.,
presented tho subject of

Leakages ix ^TATER-pirEs,

illustn-ited bv specimens of defective water-pipes
from Cambridge Water Works, Ho desired to

make a simple statement of his own operations

and experiments. Tho gri-at and grovvin"? iu-

crease in the consumption of water is a matter of

the first importance in the mana;;emeut of water-
works. Scarcely a rejiort relatin::: to water-works
is issued which does not refer to it, and as some-
thing quite unaccountable; still, no systematic
otTort is made to ascertain its cause. Some years
since, his attention was called to tho subject in

Cambridge, where, for three years preceding,
the water pres-^ure had been growing less, thus
causing much inconvenience and insecurity in

case of lire. Tiiis was ascribed to tho great num-
ber of users from one main, an 8in. pipe. In a
particular house, tho water scarcely rose to the
second story at night or day. After enquiry, a
fiories of observations was made with syphon
pipe and pressure gauge, to determine the cause.
These were made in the morning, when the con-
sumption was nearly nothing, .and in one case, by
shutting off certain sections from the main, say
a 4in or 6in. pipe, a large leak was revealed
where the pipe, laid in a street filled with oyster
shells, had ))arted. In anotlior case, when the
gate was closed, the water in tho syphon at once
rose Kift., equal to about two stories of an
ordinary house. The pipe, about OOOft. long, and
laid upon a m,irsh, was examined, .and tho leak
found in a joint, whero the t«o parts had been
entirely Sfparated by a settlement of one section.
These, and other leaks detected similarly, were
closed, and thus, without any increase of

size in tho main, an additional head was
Eocurod of 3jfl., which gave a full supply to
each house in that locality, Qi'servations were
afterwards mado upon the water in the reservoir,
in the night-t'mo, wl.ich showed still a leakage.
By continued experiments u)ion the pipes through-
out t'.ie city, uetirly 200 leaks of from 1,000 to 2,000
gallonseaoh per hour were found. Tlie necessary
repairs were made, and thereby tho average
daily consumption per head was reduced fiom S.")

to 3.") gallons, which is not more than one-half
that in most cities. Le.akage of this character
may exist a long time without bping kuown

; thus,
it may start when the water is first let on, and
tho water find a passage tlirouch somo blind
channel into the sewer. It will not bo teen at tho
surface unless upward and outward is tho
easiest course. It is quite probable that this sub-
ject concerns other cities than Cambridge, and
fumi.shes a satisfactory reason for the groat in-
crease in the consumption of water, and tho cor-
responding growing demand for supply, which
more or less embaiTasses public authorities.

It is said that in tho city of New York, the
consumption is about one hundred million gal-
lons per diem ; if so, ho was sure at least fifty

million wore wasted through unrecognised leaks
into tho sowers and surrounding rivers. In
Boston, more than seventeen millions of gallons
are supplied where eight millions should suffice.

It is a fair presumption that one-half these great
amounts being but waste, a corresponding
cost in tho construction and operation of water-
works may be saved. Surely ex.amination, com-
plete and exhaustive, should bo mado to detonnine
whether this is presumption or fact,

Thomas F, Rowland, M.E, of Groenpoint,
New York, prrsentcd a paper on tho

Adaitatios of Meciiakical Power to the
WoUK OF ChARGISG and DlSCH.UlGt.VG Gas
Retokts,

illustrated by a largo working model of machinery
for tlio purpose, by which it is proposed to take
tho coal from a pocket outside of the retort-house,
size, mix, transport and deposit it in proper quan-
tities in the retorts, and afterwards discharge
therefrom the resulting coko into tho coko-bar-
rowti. The apparatus consists, first, of an iron
car, which traver.ses the retort-bouse in front of a
bench, upon a railioad of twelve-feet gauge, and
carries the mechanism for charging and discharg-
ing

; and, second, a series of backets which, sus-

pended from an overhead, or " pendent railway,"'

conveys coal to tho cb,arging apparatus, Tho
iron car, about fourteen feet square, is propelled

by an engine and boiler placed upon it, which

also drive the machinery carried. Midway
on the car the motor is located which
receives the coal from tho buckets, and
deposits it in tho charger. The meter is a

horizontal cylinder, divided longitudinally into

throe compartments or cavities, so that each

will contain enough coal for ono retort. It re-

volves intermittently at the base of a hopper or
'• coal-pocket," which receives the coal from the

buckets, each cavity therein being in turn filled

with coal and emptied by discharge into shoots,

severally in communication with the three scoops

'of the charger. These shoots are placed one above

tho other, and as the meter revolve--, are autoiua-

tically opened and closed, .so that the coal is dis-

charged into each in succession. The edges of

tho meter-cavities and of tho threat of the " coal-

pocket " are anned with hard, sharp, stool blades,

to cut or crush fragments of coal, which, lodging
between the surfaces, otherwise might clog the

machine. The "charger" is a carriage, travers-

ing the top of tho car transversely ; its throe

scoops are placed one above tho other at distances

corresponding to the vertical measure between
the retorts; they are D-shjiped. like tho retort^,

and have movable bottoms. When the scoops

are filled by a transverse movement of the car-

riage, they are thrust forwai'd into tho i-etorts :

tho motion being reversed, tho bottoms, and then
the scoops, are withdrawn, whereby the coal is do-

posited evenly over tho retort, and the scoops made
ready for another charge. The "'discharger" is

a carriage similar to the " charger," Tho two are
placed at opposite ends of tho car, and the meter
between them. By an automatic device, three
hoes or rakes are simultaneously thrust into three

retorts; dropped until tboy rest on the retort-

bottoms, and then withdrawn, whereby tho coke
is removed and discharged on to the rotort-houso
floor, or into coke-barrows, Ono tier of retorts

may be charged and the adjacent one discharged
at the s.ame, and in a very brief time. The
"pendent railway" consists of two single

parallel rails, 10ft, apart, suspended from
tho retort-house roof, over the railroad be-
fo'6 mentioned, and connected at the ends by
semi-circular rails, thus together forming an
endless line, from which is suspended a series of

of coal-buckets attached to a flexible steel belt,

by which they are separ.ated at uniform distances
apart, Tho belt passes around horizontal
drums, ten feet iu dijimeter, and placed, ono <at

each end of .and below tho line, their vertical
.shafts being in tho centre of tho curved rails,

Ono of these drums is an " idler "—tho other,

that at the receiving end, is in a tower outside of

the retort.house. In its periphery are two
openings, di.ametrically opposite, which, by two
inclined shoots, .are connected with a fixed cylin-
drical hopper or reservoir for coal above. The
buckets .are vertical cylinders, with one-h.alf of

tho upper part cut away, so that when they .are

in contact with tho drums, their .axial pianos
coincide with tho periphery, Tho space between
tho buckets on tho belt is equal to one-half tho
circumference of tho drums.
When this apparatus is in motion, the buckets

pass along the "pendent railw,ay "—then open-
ings are brought successively in contact with the
openings of the drums, so th.at tho co.al conveyed
by tho inclined shoots from tho reservoir drops
through them—the quantity being regulated by
valves in the shoots, worked automatically,
Tho buckets have hinged bottoms, to drop

downward, and aro opened, when p.assing over
tho "coal-pocket" on the car, at the will of the
operator, by releasing a catch; thoy aro mechani-
cally closed just before reaching the drum, where
they aro filled.

Tho coal in the yard, after passing between
sizing and mixing rolls, is lifted to the reservoir
over tho drimi, by elevators, similar to those used
.at Messrs. Hecker's flouring mills in New York.
Tho several parts of this apparatus can l>o

worked independently, and thereby accommo-
dated to the varying demands likely to be made
upon it.

The I.vstitctios of Civil E.ngd;eers,—Pre-
miums awarded (session 1872-73), I he Council
of the Institution of Civil Engineers have awarded
the following premiums:—*!, A Watt Medal and
Telford Premium, in books, to yir Charles Au-
gustus Hartley, JI. Inst. C.E., for his paper on

• Huvo previously received Telford Medals.

" The Delta of the Danube, and tho Provisional
Works executed at the Sulina Mouth," 2, A Tel-
ford Medal, and a Telford Premium, in bocks, to
James Deas, M, Inst, C E., for his memoir on
" Tho River Clyde," 3, A Watt Medal, and a
Telford Premium, in Books, to John Head, Assoc.
Inst. C.E., for his paper on " The Rise and Pro-
gress of Steam Locomotion on Common Roads.'*
i. A W.att Medal, and a Telford Premium, in
books, to William Anderson, M, lu.st. i;,E., for
his description of •' The Aba-el-Wakf Suirar F.ac-
toiy. Upper Egypt." 5. A Telford Modal, and a
Telford Premium, in books, to William Thomas
Thornton, C.B., for his essay on " The relative
advantanges of the 5ft. Gin. Gauge, and of the
Jletre Gauge for the State Rai'ways of India."'

6. A Telford Medal, .and a Telford Premium, in
books, to Col. William Henry Grcathed, C.B.,
E.E-, for his " Account of the practice and results
of Irjigation in Northern India." 7. A Telford
Premium, in books, to John Milroy, Assoc. Inst.

C.E., for his paper on "Cylindrical or Columnar
Foundations in Concrete, Brickwork, and Stone-
work," *8, A Telford Premium, in books, to
Willi.am Pole, LL.D., F.R.S , M, Inst, C.E., for his
"Notes on tho Rigi Railway," *9. The Manby
Premium, in books, to Thomas Sopwith, Jun.,
.M. Inst. C.E,, for his paper on "The Mont Cenis
Tunnel," The Council have likowiso aw,arded
the following prizes to students of tho Institu-

tion:—!, A Miller Prize to Frank Salter, B, Sc,,

Stud, In.st, C,E , for his paper on " Economy in
the use of Steam," 2, A ."(lillor Prize to John
Newman, Stud. Inst, C.E., for his paper on " The
Calculations and Investigations necessary in de-
sisuing Iron Cylinder Bridge Piers." 3, A Miller
Prize to Alfred Fyson, Stud, lust. C.E., for his
paper on " Tho English Standard Gauge versus
Narrow Gauges for Railways," 4. A .Miller Prize
10 Joseph Prime Miixwell, Stud, Inst. C,E . for

his " Notes on Railway Curves " 5, A 31iller

Prize to Killingworth William Hodges, Stud.
Inst, C.E., for his description of ** The Denver and
Rio Grande Narrow Gauge, Rail way," 6, A Miller
Prize to Nathaniel S, Bernard Beardmore, Stud.
In.^t. C.E , for his account of " The Reconstruction
of King's Weir on tho River Leo." 7. A .Miller

Prize to Osbert Henry Howarth, Stud. Inst. C.E.,
for his essay on " The R.ationalo of Permanent
Way." 8. A Miller Prize to Charles Graham
Smith, Stud. Inst. C.E., for his paper on
" Jlortar.'

Callao, Peru.—Important works for the con-
struction of a mole .and dock at Callao aro being
carried on. Mr. J. Hodges, C.E., under whose
superintendence the works are being carried out,

states that 700 men are employed upon them, as
well as three locomotives, fifteen steam-engines, a
steam dredger, two tugs, and thirty barges. These
combined powers manage to put in sitii from 2,000
to 2,500 tons of material per day. Of this from
40 to GO blocks of concrete form no unimportant
part, each block weighing 10 tons. Ono feature
of the works is the tilling up what is to be a
large embankment of reclaimed ground, necessi-
tating nearly 500,000 tons of earth. In :idi!ition

to this work tho floating dock in Calloa Bay ia

described as one of tho most important institu-

tions on the Pacific coast of South Americ;v. The
dock was made at Glasgow by Messrs. Randolph,.
Elder, and Co., the cost being £42,000, The
material of the dock, consisting of plates, rivets,

angle-irons, pipes, machinery, &c,, was seut out
by s;iiling vessels, and amounted to nearly 2,900
tons in weight. The dock is called the S. George"s.
It draws only 4ft. of water; tho measurement in

length is 300tt., and in breadth 100ft. outside, in-

side 7Gft. It can bo put down sufficiently to
take in a vessel of 2!lt draught, and can lift

.about 5,300 tous of dead weight. It is sunk by
opening tho valves and letting water in, and
pumped out by a pair of steam pumps of 25-hors&
power each.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL,
BlBr.IIXGHAM A.VU MIDLAND Institcte—Tho

first of tho Saturday-afternoon oxcursious of the
Archicological Section of tho Bir:uiugham 31id-

land Institute was made on ,Saturday week. At
Leamington, from whence the afternoon's walk
had been planned, tho party was joiued by Mr.
Tom Burgess. The first place named iu the pro-
gramme of the day—Lillington Church—was
soon reached, where iittlo was found to bo worth
notice, except tho Fourteenth Century tower, and
the south wall of the Thirteenth Century chancel,

with its lowsido window, the other parts of tho
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church having been recently rebuilt. From
Lilliuston, a pleasant walk al'^ng the ridge of a

hill, Kenilwoith Castle bouuiling the view on the

left, and the Shugborough bills that on the right,

brought the party to Cubbiagton Chareh, a

Fifteenth Century building, with some remains of

the Norman church, of which the chief points of

interest are the dripstone terminations on tbe

north wail of the chanoel ; the north aisle ; and,

in the interior, a curious rudely-decorated piscina

in the south aisle; and the Easter sepulchre.

These having been examined, and a short history

of the' church having boen given by Mr. Burgess,

the visitors were soon on the way to Weston,

whore they were mot by the -icar, who fully de-

scribed his church. The most noticeable feature

on the exterior is the evidence of unusual struc-

ture of the north aisle, which had originally a

roof ot about the same pitch as that of the former

high-pitched roof of the navo. In the interior of

the church are some exceedingly good Sixteenth

Century monuments to the Saunders family—one

of them, with kneeling effigy, having been thought

worthy of a place in Sir .John Lubbock's recent

Bill for the preservation of national monuments.

Among many other things in this church which

also deserve ex.amiuation are some good heraldic

brasses, a thirteenth, or perhaps Early Fourteenth,

Century font, a curious low aumbry, and some

romn.ants of Fourteenth Century woodwork. The
ai'chfoologists were soon again on the way to the

site of the Roman settlement at Wapponbury, the

plan and extent of which can yet be clearly traced

in its remains. On the edge of this camp st.ands

one of the most interesting churches in this part

of Warwickshire. Its Thii'teenth Century chiincel,

with north and south lowside windows, is intact,

save that some unhappy vicar of the last century,

who loved his fees better than art, allowed the

three-light lancet cast window to be partly

blocked up for the accommodation of a hideous

monument. The nave and aisles are poor in

style, but the chancel, and Fifteenth Century

tower, with its curiously-arr.anged buttresses and

pinnacles, are quite sufficient to redeem the

church from the poor effect of the other parts of

the building. In the interior the most interesting

features ai-o a large and richly-moulded piscina,

the peculiar heading of the chancel windows, and

a grotesquely-carved head on the tower arch.

From Wappenbury through Hunningham to Off-

church. A long climb to the top of tie hill, on

which the cirefuUy-restored church st.ands, was

well repaid, for this, if not quite so interesting

a church as Wappenbury, is one which well de-

serves close study. A church is said to have been

built here in the reign of Edward the Confessor,

and in confirmation of this a headstone to one of

the windows in the south wall, which bears a rude

carving of a serpent, is said to be Saxon work.

The piers of the chancel arch, and the north door

of the church, aro good Norman work ; the

chaneel is of the same period, with Thii teenth

Century lowside windows, north and south, and
there i.s' a good Thirteenth Century south porch.

On leaving this church the party divided, and

returned to Leamington.

AECH-"Eor.OGiCAL IssTiTCTE.—Tho last meeting

for the season of the Archaeological Institute took

place on Friday. Lord Talbot de Malahide was

in the chair. Some interesting notes by Mr.

Oreville Chester on the monasteries of Eastern

Egypt were read by Jlr. Burtt : one building de-

scribed is said to date in part, at legist, from th-j

days of S. Anthony. But in ligypt this is no

great antiquity. Mr. Parker, C.B., gave an

account of the recont excavations in Rome, and
showed some beautiful photographs and views.

He was urgent as to the necessity of continuing

the excavations, a work which he placed on almost

as high a level as the Palestine Exploration. Mr
Spurrell read a s'lort paper on the recent dis-

covery of tho tomb of Ingelrica, foundress of

Hntfiekl Priory, Essex. Sne was the mother of

William Peverol, " of the Peak," and the remains
supposed to be hers rest under an ancient monu-
ment in the Church of Hatfield PeveroU. A
beautiful damask table-cloth, worked with the

arms of Queen Elizabeth and the devices of

Anne Boleyn and Henry VIII., was exhibited

by Mr. J. Nightingale, and some thirty speci-

mens of Mediaeval spurs by Mr. James. The
Institute visited Berkhampstead on Tuesday.

Discovery of a Reredos in Worcester
College Hall.—A few days ago, as workmen
were removing the orchestra at the east end of

the College Hall, they found an ancient reredos in

a good state of preservation. The central panel
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contains, it is believed, the figure of our Saviour.

On each side of this figure there is a shaft in

the Late Norman style, but the capital of that on

the right i.-< gone. The figure is surrounded by

a moulding in the form of a quatre-foil, the

spandrels of which contain emblems of the

Evangelists. On each side of this panel there

aro two niches with groined canopies, which are

supposed to have contained the figures of the

four Evangelists, but thoy have disappeared

Portions of the colouring and gilding are still

perceptible, leaving no do-jbt but that .at one

period the work was one of great magnificonce.

The Old London Wall.-^A piece of the

ancient London wall has been laid bare at the

back of some promises belonging to Messrs.

Morgan and Son, of Trinity-square, in tho neigh-

bourhood of the Tower. It is some loft, high,

and at least 30ft. in length, having Roman bricks

well placed, intermingled with rough flints and

cement at the southern end, whore it terminates

abruptly by the side of a descent into Messrs.

Morgan's cellars. The part of the wall near the

TovTOr moat or ditch had formerly a small gate,

whence the namo Postern-row, given to the

thoroughfare le iding to what aro now S. Katha-

rine's Docks. In tho basement of some large

warehouses close by, and known as Barber's

Bonded Warehouses,' probably the best specimen

of the London Wall exists. The proprietors

have had the good taste and liberality to pre-

serve so interesting a relic, by repairing it

wherever they could, and leaving large openings

in the modern supporting brickwork to show

the original and time-honoured work within. Tho

wall forms a boundary of these warehouses, the

cellars connected with which extend under this

part of London some six or seven acres. In one

part of tho warehouses there is an almost perfect

casemate on the top of tho old barrier itself

From certain peculiarities of structure this has

been pronounced by competent authorities to

be Norman work of the close of the twelfth

century.

COMPETITIONS.

The Chester Workhouse CosirETiTins.—

A

special meeting of tho Chester Board of Guardians

was held on Saturday last to receive the following

report of the Building Committee on the plans

submitted in competition for tho erection of the

new workhouse :
—" Your committee state that

on the receipt of Mr. Culshaw's report, they

directed the clerk to write to each of the three

competing architects selected by him, and inquire

whether they were prepared to name a substan-

tial contractor, to be approved by the Guardians,

who would undertake to build .and complete the

workhouse, at their estimate of the cost. Replies

thereto having been received, were taken into

consideration, and the clerk was instructed tu

write to the contractors named by Messrs. Nelson,

authors of the design ' Alpha," asking whether

they would engage, under penalty, to complete

the buildings, according to the said plans, and

also with theinstructions issued by the Guardians,

at their estimate of tho cost, to which they replied

in tho affirmative. The committee, after a long

discussion, decided that application should be

made to Messrs. Nelson for a full and detailed

specification of their design, and also that the

contractors should give satisfactory references as

to their ability to carry out the work. These

having been received, were laid before the com-

mittee on the 21st May, when Mr. S. Davies, Mr.

T. Carter, Mr. R. Littler, and Mr. C. T. W. Parry,

were appointed a sub-committee to examine 'and

report on the specifications. It was also resolved,

at the same meeting, that the clerk should write

to Messrs. Perkin, authors of the design " Cas-

trum." for their specifications, which should be

examined and reportod on at the same time.

These were not received until the 20th June,

which caused a delay in the sub-committee's

report. The sub-committee, after a careful ex-

amination of tho said specifications, reported to

the committee that in their opinion those of

Messrs. Perkin were decidedly of superior merit

to those of Messrs. Nelson. Your committee

therefore unanimously resolved to recommend

that the design of Messrs. William Perkin and

Sons, of 20, Park-square, Leeds, under the motto
" Castrum," bo accepted for the new workhouse

buildings. The report, after some discussion, was

adopted unanimously, and the question of award-

ing the prizo of £50 for the second best plan was

referred to the Building Committee.
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PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

Health of the Port of London,—In answer

to Mr, Cadogan, Mr. Stausfeld said, on Monday,

there had no doubt been some delay on the part

of the Corporation, who were tho sanitary au-

thority of the port of London, in fulfilling their

duties under the Public Health Act of 1872. But

some arrangements had now been made by the

sanitary authority. One of Her Majesty's snips

had been placed at the disposal of the Corpora-

tion by the Admiralty for the purpose of a hospital

ship, and would bo moored off Gravesend. A duly

qualified medical practioner had been appointed

to the command of that ship, with authority to

.appoint other medical officers, and two ship-

captains would reside on beard with their wives. In

cases of emergency the directors of the Seamen's

Hospital at Greenwich were prepared to receive

a limited number of cholera cases. Arrange-

ments had also been made for t'ue treatment of

dangerous infectious diseases.

BuiLDLSG Societies.—Mr. Cross, in answer to

Mr. Dillwyn, said he would witdraw his Bill re-

lating to Building Societies, but would intro-

duce another next Session.

PcjBLic Health Bill.—Sir C. Adderley, in

moving, on Tuesday, that the house go into com-

mittee on this BUI, explained that its object was

to consolidate the laws oxi.-iting on the subject of

public health, and also that he was willing to

drop certain parts of tho Bill against which oppo-

sition was offered in ordor to secure its passage

through Parliament during the present session.

Mr. Corrance moved as an amendment that the

order for going into committee be discharged.

He regretted that he was obliged to oppose the

Bill, but he regarded it as an insufficient mea-

sure, and believed it would greatly increase tho

burdens thrown upon the ratepayers. Mr. D.

Dalrymple, in supporting the Bill, deprecated

delay in dealing with these sanitary questions,

though he objected to the introduction oi this Bill

by a private member. Mr. Stansfeld stated that

on account of tho great pressuro-of public duties

upon him, he delegated the introduction of the

Bill to his right hon. friend opposite, who was

well able to deal with the matter. Besides, ho

desired not to make this a party question. He
denied that there was a single clause in the Bill

which would add to tho local rates. Mr. Henley

thought it unfortunate that these sanitary mea-

sures should be patched. They ought to be in

the hands of tho Government, and he thought

nothing could be moro unsatisfactory than tho

mode in which such matters were dealt with. He
doubted whether proper consideration could be

given to the Bill at tais late period of tho session,

and thought it would be much better to with-

draw it. .Mr. Dimsdalo did not think there was

any chance of the Bill passing during the present

session, and mo ed the adjournment of the

debate. On that question the house divided. The

numbers were—For the motion, 3G ;
against. 92

;

majority, 50. The Bill then went into committee,

and the preamble was postponed. Sir C. Adderley

then proposed that the committee should be fixed

for to-day. Mr. Lowther moved, by n-ay of amend-

ment, that the committee be resumed on the 12th

August. A division '.ook place, with the following

result :—For the amendment, 7-1 ; against it, 21
;

majority, 50.

Legality of Advertisements ox Scaffolds.

—At the meeting of the Metropolitan Board of

Works on Friday last, the Building Act Com-

mittee, reporting on a letter from Mr. C. F. Hay-

ward, Deputy District Surveyor of S. Martin-in-

the-Fields and S. Anne, Soho, with respect to the

erection of a wooden scaffolding or framework for

advertising put poses, in West-street, Upper

S. Martin's-lane, and requesting the opinion of

the solicitor on the matter, recommended that the

necessary proceedings be taken to test the ques-

tion of the legality of the said erection. Mr.

Fowler moved the adoption of the report. Mr.

Roche moved, as an amendment, that counsel's

opinion be taken as to the .advertising scaffold

before they agreed with the committee in their

report. The amendment was lost, and the original

motion adopted.

The Great transept organ in S. Paul's Cathe-

dral is now being removed by Bryceson Bros, and

Morten, previous to completion at their factory,

and re-erection in the Victoria Rooms, Clifton,

Bristol. Loudon will therefore lose one of its

largest and finest organs, and this magnificent

instrument vviU once again be devoted to orches-

tral and secular music, as at the Panopticon,

for which Institution it was buUt in 1853.
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OUR LITHOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS

Tiis descriptive matter attending our Litho-

gi-a.phic Illustrations "will, this week, be

very shoit. As promised last week, we give

elevation and, longitudinal section of the Pedestal

Palace at Florence. As wo shall give two or

three more plates, illuLtratiug some interesting

details of this biiilding. we will postpone the

description till nest week. Amongst this week's

illustrations we give a perspective view of a

Leather Warehouse in course of erection in

Leeds, and designed by Mr. Henry Walker, of

that town. The frout is being erected in local

sandstone. We follow up with the series of

" Historic Art Studies," giving this week selec-

tions from Indian Sculpture. For description see

page 3L We also give exterior and intorior

perspective views of a competition design for a

church, by Mr. E. F. Clarke. Besides our

Lithographic Illustrations will be found a wood
engraving, representing front and side elevations

of some furniture, by Mr. Geo. Freeth Roper,

architect.

§uildin0 Jntelltgeiue.

CHURCHES ASD CHAPELS.
Beackley.—Ttio parish church of Brackley,

Northampton, was reoponod, after restoration, on

TuesJay week. The building has been entirely

re-seated, and the west gallery removed, throwing
open the west tower arch. In the north aisle an
entrance-door has been discovered, which is in-

tended to be opened. The work has been exe-

cuted by Mr. W. Hawkins, builder, Brackley,
under the direction of Jlr. Bather, architect,

Shrewsbury, at a cost of between £500 and
£600.
HuDDEESFiELD.—On Monday afternoon the

corner-stone of a new Jlethodist chapel was
laid at Hillhouse. Huddersfield. The chapel is

in the Italian style of architecture. It contains

"in the basement a large assembly-room, with
fourcbss-rooms, he,ating apparatus, and kitchen.

It is calculated to seat 500 people. The total

cost will be about £3,000. The architects are

Messrs. J. Kirk and Sons, of Huddersfield and
Dewsbury.

Mareham-le-Fen.—The church of S. Helen,
Mareham-Ie-Fen, has un-lergone a thorough re-

storation The low-pitched roofs of the nave
and chancel have been cleared away, the walls

and gables raised, aud have new open-timbered
roofs of an unusally acute pitch, the line of which
wasindicatedby the weather-mould on the eastern

side of the tower. The floors of the chancel and
sanctuary are laid with encaustic and plain

tiling. The nave h.as been entirely refitted with
stained deal benches, and the floors of the

passages paved with plain coloured tiles. A new
south porch has been erected, with open-timbered
roof, and the doorway to the church restored.

Two new windows have been inserted at the'

west ends of the north and south aisles, and some
others renewed or repaired with tracery heads,

*tc. The north and south aisle.^ have new roofs,

with stone cornices and parapets, and carved
pinnacles. &c., to each, the old ones being re-

stored where they were capable of restor.%tion.

The whole work has been carefully executed
fro»i the designs and under the superintendence
of Mr. James Fowler, of Louth, by Messrs.
Walter and Hensman, builders, Horncastle.

New Yokk.—S. Patrick's Cathedral, now being
constructed in New York, will, aoaording to the

New York Herald, be the finest church in the
Western World. Begun in 1858 by Archbishop
Hughes, all work on it was suspended from the
outbreak of the war until the beginning of 18IJ4,

when it was resumed, and the building, which
occupies an entire city block, i' now about half

finished. Enormous masses of granite constitute

its foundations. On these rise the superstructure

of the cathedral, which is constructed all of white
marble. With its rich decorations, its rose win-
dow, its lines of foliated tracery, its clustering

Gothic pinnacles, its we.alth of ornament, and its

lofty twin spires, piercing the sky at a height
above everything else in New York, it closely re-

sembles the Cathedral at Cologne. It will, says
the Herald^ be the largest, the costliest, and the
most beautiful church in the United States, its

total cost exceeding 2,000,000 dollars. The
towers at the corner will be 32Sft. high. Across
the front gable over the entrance will extend a
row of niches, with statues of saints and martyrs

lifiX. high. Above this will be a large rose or cir-

cular window 2tift. in diameter, '• a splendid

blossom of Gothic tracery, with 100 shafts of

marble radiating from the centre, and holding

triangular pieces of painted glass." Towards the

construction of this cathedral all the churches in

New York contribute. It will probably he finished

four years hence, or in 17 years of actual working
time, allowing for the suspension during the

greater part of the w.ai-. Perhaps one of our

American subscribers would send a more detailed

account of this remarkable building.

Rotrs-DHAY.—-A new We=leyan chapel, for the

accommodation of the Wesleyans at Roundhay,
near Leeds, is now in course of erection, intended to

accommodate 350 persons, and the cost, including

hand and boundary walls, is estimated at .£3,150.

The desi,£rn, which is from plans by the architects,

Messrs. W. Perkin & Son.s, Park-square, Leeds, is

Early Gothic. The ground-plan consists of nave
COft. by 37ft.. with transepts 20ft. wide, two
vestries, with organ - giiUery over, and two
entrances. Sandstone dressings .and pitched-

faced wall-stones will be the materi.als used.

Messrs. Richardson & John Tomlinson are t'ae

contractors.

Salisbcry Diocesan Chcrch Buildixg Asso-
CIATiox.—A meeting of the General Committee of

this association was hold at the Board-room, in

the Close, on Tuesday week. An application

was made for a grant by the Rev. F. Warre, to

increase the accommodation in the parish church
of Beer Regis, by extensive alterations entailing

.an outlay of some £4,000, of which half had
been raised. Owing, however, to some delay on
the part of the architect, the committee were
only able to give permission for the commence-
ment of the works without prejudice to a grant
being made at a future meeting. The second ap-

plication was for aid towards augmenting the
accommodation in the parish church of Long
Burton, in the same Archdeaconry, by re-seating

the nave and chancel, and erecting a north aisle

to the nave, &c. The estimated cost was stated

to be £1,250, of which £450 had been provided,

the number of sittings to be increased from 91

to 203 (all free), for a population of 372. The
plans not meeting with the approval of the

committee, a conditional grant of £75 was made,
subject to certain alterations which were sug-

gested being carried out. The only other business

was the ordering of payment of a grant of £125,

voted in April, 1S72, towards the erection of tho

new church at Rockley, in the parish of Og-
bourne S. Andrew, Wilts.

BuGSWORTU, Derbysihre.—On the 5th inst. tho

corner-stone of S. James's Church, Bogsworth,

was laid. Tho foundations were put in during

the winter of 1S71-2, but the contract for the

remainder has now been entered into and the

work is rapidly proceeding. The building

occupies a comm.anding site upon tho turnpike

road situated near the Jlidland Railway Station.

The church stands duo east aud west, and com-
prises nave, chancel, organ-chamber (on the

north side of tho chancel), aud vestry on the

south side. The chancel finishes with semi-

octagon.il end. The total length inside walls is

74fc., of which 21ft. is embraced in the chancel,

the width of both nave and chancel being 24ft. '.(in.

inside, and tho height to the ridge of roof 35ft.

The roof is open inside to the ridge, the princi-

pals and purlins being stained and varnished,

whilo the bjiys between are pLastered under the

spars. All the principals of roof spring from

moulded stono corbels. The whole is covered

with slates of varied tints with enriched ridge

tiles. The roof of chancel is more elaborate than

that of nave. Tho ohaucel floor is well elevated

above nave floor, and will be laid with encaustic

tiles. The seats of choir are in the chancel ; the

font at the west end of nave. All the seats

(numbering I'JO) are to he entirely free and un-

appropriated. The walls are built of stone from

the local quarries, in random w-alling, and the

dressings to the doors and windows are of Darley

Dale stone. The elevations are of a plain but

eft'ective character, tho windows in navo being

coupled lancets and the west and east windows

of navo and chancel h.avo tracery, with massive

buttresses to tho several walls. A small but

well proportioned bell-cot crowns tho west gable.

Tiio entrance to tho church is by an ornamental

wooden porch on the south side of the nave. The
whole is estimatod to cost aliout £1,400. The
contract is taken by Mr. Goo. Napier, Manchester,

under the superintendence of the architect, Mr.

John Lowe, Manchester.

BUILDINGS.

London.—On Wednesday the Marquis of

Westminster presided at tho formal openiag of

an institution, the establishment of which is

understood to be the first attempt in this coun-

try to connect Church life with social life, through

tho medium of a Club, in such a way as to enlist

the influence of the Church in support of the

Club without patronising it or in any way com-
promising its independence. The institution is

in George-street, North Audley-streot, in the rear

of S. Mark's Church, with which it has internal

communication. On the site, which has a
frontage of 55ft. with a depth of 64ft., there has

been erected in brick, with some stone mould-
ings, a lofty building with Gothic facade, which
is relieved by two oriels embracing windows of

the first .and second floors. The building, designed
by Mr. Withers, has cost £6,000. This new in-

stitution, which is a continuation of the block of

industrial dwellings erected largely through the

exertions of the Rev. J. W. Ayre, the vicar, con-

tains a large number of rooms. In the basement
is a kitchen, which it is intended to utilise, not

only in conneotion with the Club, but in an effort

to provide the poor with good and cheap mid-
day meals. On the ground floor is a large room
for mission services, mothers' meetings, and other

purposes connected with Church work. On the

first floor is a still larger room, a club-room,

which is divisible by three movable partitions

into four compartments—for papers, refresh-

ments, bagatelle, &c. There are several smaller

rooms, some of which it is hoped will he hired 'oy

benefit clubs, while others are arranged iu suites

for occupation by persons employed in the work
of the Church and tho schools ; and at the top are

two large rooms, lighted from the loof, suitable

for class-rooms. There are three equally promi-
nent entrances in the fagade, and one of these is

reserved exclusively for the Club-rooms, which
will be quite isolated by the internal arrange-

ments ; and the other two entrances give access

to the church rooms and those allotted to

tenants.

Clapham.—The fcundation-stone of new
Wesleyan schools in High-street, Clapham, was
laid last week. The schools are designed in the

Gothi; style (the principal elevation abutting
on Nelson-row), and will be built, for about 2ft.

from the ground, of Kentish rag, and for the re-

mainder of red brick. The priucipal schoolroom

will be 50ft. by 34ft., .ind will have attached to it

eight classrooms. The warming will be effected

by means of George's Calorigen stoves, and the

interior will beleft quite plain, with open-timbered

roof. The cost will be about .£1,200, accommo-
dation being provided for 400 children. Mr. Nutt,

of Albany-street. Regent's-park, is the builder,

and Mr. James Weir, of 67, Strand, is tho archi-

tect. These schools will form but part of a

gi-oup of buildings, of which a chapel, to cost

£.5,300, will be the principal feature. The whole

of the buildings have beou designed by Mr. Weir

and will harmonise in style.

Edinburgh.—In accordjince with a resolution

of the Governors of Heriot's Hospital, a permanent

building is about to be erected for tho new out-

door school at Abbey-hill, Edinburgh- The
structure will be cruciform in ground-plan, one

story in height, and over 100ft. long. On the

.apex of tho gable will be placed a bu^t of George

Heriot. The building is to be divided into two

distinct parts, one for advanced children, and the

other for infants. The plans have been pro-

pared by Mr. Chesser, the architect to tho

Governors. The probable cost will be between

£3,000 and £4.000.

ToRRiNGTON.—The new Board School at

Torrington has been opened. Mr. Alexander

Lander was the architect. Tho stylo of the

elevation is simple, and of Early English treat-

ment, and the buildings comprise an infant school

to accommodate 100, flanked on one side by a

school for boys, aud on the other side by a school

for girls, each of tho latter giving accommodation

for 120 children, miking a total provision for

340. Tho interior f.acing of the walls is of local

stono. and tho dressings are of stono procured at

Uamden Hill. The dimensions are as follows :-

Infants' school, 40ft. by 20ft.; girls and boys'

schools, each 44ft. by 18ft. Tho total cost of the

buildings, exclusive of tho land, for which .alone

£170 was paid, has been about £1,300. Messrs.

Medland, Grant, and Eastmoud, of Torrington,

were the builders.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
["We do not hold oxirselves responsible tor the opinions of

our iirrespondenU, The Editor res ectfuUy requests

that all communicAtion? should bo drawn upas briefly

as possible, as there are nmoy claimiDta upon the spaca
ftltoiiod tocorrespoadeuce.]

To OCR Readers —\Ve shall ft'el obliged to any of our
rA'lers who will favour us with brief notes of works cou-
lemplated or io progress in the proviacos.

^Vll lottora should be addressed to the EpITOR, 31,

TAVISTOCK-jiTREKT, COVENT-GABDEN, W.C.

Choques aud Fust-ufticc Oidcrs to be made payable to

J. Passuou£ Edwards.

ADVEETISEMENT CH^VROES.
The charge for adveriiseraentji is *JJ. per Hue, of eight

words (the first \b\e counting as two). Xo ftdvcrtiaement
inserted for less than hilf a-crown. Special terms for
series of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
appIicati'.Mi to the Publisher.
Front Page Advertisements 9d. per line.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
o£Qce Dot later than 6 p.m. on Thursday.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

(Payable in advance.;

Nineteen shillings per annum (post free) to any
part of the United Kingdom. To the United States
jEI. 6s. (or G^ dols. poW). To France or Belgium, £1. 6s.

<or :>"_'francs). To India (via Southampton), CI. 1 la. K'd.
To any of the Ausiraiian Colonic.*, New Zealand, the
Cape, ihe West Indies, Canada, Nova Scotia, or Natal,
il. 6h.

N.B.—American and Belgian subscribers are requested
to remit their subscriptions by International I'.O.O.. and
to advise the publisher of the d ito and amount of their
remittance Back numbers can only I e sent at the rate
of 7d. each, thepostag,; charged being :id. per copy. All
foreign subscriptions uncconipaTiied byun a<iditional re-

mittance tooover the extiu cost of forwarding back num-
bers are commenced from the ne.xt number published
after the receipt of the subscription.

Subscribers receiving their copies direct from the
offlce are requested to observe that the last number of
the term fur which their Subscripiion is paitl, will be
forwarded to them in a coloured wrapper^ as au intima-
tion that a fresh remittance is necessary, if it be desired
to continue the Subscription.
Cases for binding the halt-yearly volumes, Ss. each.

Hecrivfd.—B. and Co.—Dr. R.—E. Odgers.—R. Wavish.
—R. G. Thomas.—W.CIa-k.^T.B. P - J.B.-Lady S J.

—i. F. B.-C. B. A.—J. \V, G. and Son.—W. \^. H.

-

M. O. T.-E. W.G —J.C.-Dr.Z. E S —F O.-F. A. S.—W. S anl Co—J. K.-J. W. R—R. D. L —A. S.—
E. E. P.-T. W. -G. F. -H. B.—B. and 31.—J. J. O. and
Co.—F. W. R. and Co.

H. B.—Inquire of Stanford's, Map Publishers, Charing-
cross.

SALViATr and Co.—We are not in the habit of inserting
such gorgeous descriptions as you havo favoured us
with. Take one sentence for instance :—*' The mosaic
is wondei fully effective, rich in colour, and especially
the heads uf th<' angels, which are done with such
wonderful effect, that it is impossible to detect whether
it is mosaic unless you go close to it." Such descripiiuns
are rather too rich in colour for our somewhat prosaic
and practical pages.

S. TiiKVAlL.—Two of the numbers asked for are out of
print; Ji88 and hOl can be had. There is no French
journal like the Buildino ,\tws. There are the lieini^
Oe/ieralf de V ArdtUedure, and the Encijdopiidic
tfArchitecture—hoth monthly publications. The former
is the best, and is edited by M. Cffisar Ddy.

J. C.—Jfo particular re-ason, beyond the desire to use the
space, as wc thought, to better a iTantage.

R. B. C — Ynur qiierv is an advertisemcat.
Frksk H. Hi-MPHaKYS.—All right.

J. P.—Inadmissible uf c ur?e now. Two or three wanted
an extension of time for two of three or four days, but
we could not concede without deviatiug from the con-
ditions, and, of coarse, acting unfairly to those who sent
in their drawings in time. No good would be effected
by forwarding them now.

"Wm. Bfntham Hall, Gateahrad. Thanks for apprecia-
tive leiier. but not for the too flattering aliusious in it.

J. D. Sedley.—The sketch to hand
AiDE-TOi —Wc hope to give the illustration you refer to.

If we specified it. onoiher journal which imitates when-
ever it has the power would rush to the archiect for
the drawing, as it did in a similar case a few weeks
since.

J. W. T.—W. cannot 'ay. bnt a definitive question put
through Intercommunication, which has now become
a kind of tadc-nucum for architects aud builders, might
elicit a useful, if not a j^atisfaclory nply.

Alfred Cardkn.—Your prize design for the Northern
Agricultund Society's Cottage Competition to hand. It
shall appear In an early number.

Wilson Pe.n.nev.—No.

^oriT.'ipoudciitc.

VENTILATIOX OF WORKSHOPS.
(To the Editor of the BinLDixo News.)

Sir.—Tho nine hours movoment is somotbing
more than a simple .strike for an atlvauco of wn''Os •

it is a, question of p>r3onal hoalth to tho work-
man who is compelled to exorcise his skilled
labour in a polluted and unwholesome atmosphere
during the day, too often without breathing pure
air at night. Taking tho diminished energy of
tho workman as equal to an hour a day, and his

diminished duration of life as equal to half an
hour more, what a frightful loss to him, his family,

his employer, and the country does this absence
of proper ventilation represent, .and .all for what ?

There is no reason why a workshop should not be
ventilated as well as a public building or a private

dwelling. Some masters say '' we can get plenty

of ventilation as it is; we have only to open the

windows and "we get more than we want."

Perhaps so ; but it is violent and intermittent.

Those near tho windows havo a natural aversion
to being conlinod in a strong draught, and talk

about " colds," ''rheumatics," *• asthmatics," &c.

;

and those away from it talk about being
" smothered." It is quite as easy to change the

air of a workshop certainly hut imperceptibly as

that of a church or a hospital, with this adr.antage,

that if it has to be changed by power the steam-
engine is at work on the spot in the f.actory. Of
course some knowledge of the principles of venti-

lation is requisite, and tho architect has so many
other branches of science and art to attend to

that his ignorance of this is no disparagement of

his talent or his taste. Consideiiug how muck is

expected of him, it is sometimes surprising how
" One little head contained the whole he kuew I"

But there is no occasion either to overtax the
capacity of tho architect or to manslaughter tho
workmen. What is required is the same division

of labour which is practised iu other professions.

Perhaps architects havo themselves to blame for

the exacting expectations of those who employ
them. The architect of the Houses of Parliament
was constantly at loggerheads with the venti-

Lating engineer through mere professional
jealousy. One reason why workshops should be
properly ventilated is tho demoralising influence
which foul air has on the habits of tho workmen

;

the parched throat avA the physical prostration
tempt tbem to indul^ce in stimulants to a greater
extent than they otherwise would do. Habits of

intemperance are formed which are not easily

broken off, and which often exercise an evil in-

fluence over tho whole life, leading to associations
of tho most perniciou.s character. Tho employer
thinks that the men should have more sense than
to get drunk

; and so they should ; but he is not
blameless iu obliging them to werk iu a foul

atmosphere, when a purer one might easily be
procured with advant.age both to himself and to

them. Besides tho tainted atmosphere arising
from a number of men breathing in a confined
space, there is the smell inseparable from carry-
ing on tho business, wdiich is sometimes sadly
destructive to human life ; and there is, further,

the negligence of the men themselves, who thiuk
that any physical habits will do for a workshop.
Offensive waste and rubbish are allowed to ac-
cumulate, to the injury of their lungs, often
because it is no particular person's business to

remove it. If tho men are working time-work,
their time is considered too valuable to be spent
in regularly removing rubbish ; and if they are
working piece-work, their object is to get as much
work done in as little time as possible, and they
consider that the work is all they need care
about. In sanitary matters both masters aud men
are very ignorant aud careless—I am. Sir, &c.

Hexrv Fletcher, Ventilating Engineer,

4, Hanging Ditch, Manchester.

With respect to the '• seventh item

'

2) 1- 2
6 Add facG.

ACOUSTIC POTTEKY.
Sir,—The reference in your last number to the

piiper read before the Society of Antiquaries on
'Acoustic Pottery," reminds me that during the
restoration of the interesting church of S-
Clement's, Sandwich, I discovered, plastered
over, three such earthenware pots, in the north
aud south walls of the chancel, high up under
the plates of the roof, evidently for acoustic
purposes, .and seemingly having reference to the
po.'ition of the altars (the stones of which still

remain) in the north and south aisles. I havo
carefully preserved these jnrs, and they can be
seen in silu.—I am, Sir, &c.,

Joseph Clabkg, F.S.A.
13, Stratford-plaoe, London, W.,

8th July, 1873.

QUANTITIES.
Sir, -- In reply to '-Wm. W." I am obliged to him

for calling my attention to tho items in question.
As would readily he observed, the slight errors
appertain to tho printers' department, and
should bo as suggested. Thoy wore no doubt so
placed by tho printer to save space.

and the " ninth item "

2) 1 -2

3 Add in rebates,

tho f'-rmer refers to that portion of the truss
which is only plain-worked (below the weather-
ing), and which is 6in.highontho drawing from
which the block was made; and tho latter is for

the small rebate at the bottom, which is liin. high
and I Jin. wide, thus making up tho Sin. width.
Tho narrow sinkings is also a

printer's error, as on the drawing
from which tho block was made,
there are only 9 to each truss. As
illustrated it should therefore read

2) 11 Narrow circular sink-
ings 4in. high, &c.

In reply to "Wm. W's." further question, it is
my intention to publish the articles, and I hope,
by making them as cheap and conciso as pos-
sible, to bring tho work within the reach of all
members of the profession.—I am, Sir, &c.

B.F.

MOUNTAIN CHAPEL COIIPETITION.

Sir,—At the commencemcut of this year I prep.ared
designs for the above coiupetitlou, and, with msav
other unfortunate competitor.^, sent in the drawings on
the 1st of February. I will not say with what small
amount of hope I was animated at that time, but after
four m<inth8 waiting, and just as my patience had ex-
pended itself, that hope was .suddeuly extinguished by
the announcement iu your issue of June ISlh, declar-
ing the decision of the committee. A month has now
almost elapsed since that announcement— sutBcient
time, one would suppose, for the return of all the un-
successful drawings, or at least in which to communi-
cate with their authors, but so far I have nether had
my drawings returned nor any notice from the com-
mittee as to their intentions. I write as an iaciuirer,
wondering whether my brother competitors have ex-
perienced the same prolonged silence, and I was almost
adding, neglect. In all other competitions iu which I
have been interested, the architects who submitted
designs have had them returned at once, after a
decision has been arrived at, or in any case of delay a
note explaining the cause of detention. This is only
what a competitor is justly entitled to ; for after the
cxpciuiitnre of time and talent, there can be no
second question that even the unfortunate are entitled
to ordinary courtesy ; if not, then this feature may be
classed among the many unp'easant conditions of
competition.—I am, Sir, yours, &c. Inquirer.

July 7th, 1S73.

OXFOKD.
SiK,—In your paper of last week is an article upon

the "Municipal Corporations Act," iu which allusion is

made to the defective sanitary state of various towns,
and the dlfHculties and delays attending the carrying
out of public improvements, instancing Oxford as an
example iu regard to default in the execution of main
drainage works. I am glad to be able to state, that
these works Lave now been commenced, and trust
there will soon be no reason to quote Oxford as a "bad
case" iu sanitary matters.— I am. Sir, &c.

\Tm. Hy. White, Engineer to the Local Board.
Oxford, 3rd July, 1873.

THE THAMES EMBANKMENT AND ITS
APPROACHES.

Sm,—You will doubtless have noticed that at yester-
day's meeting of the Meti'opolitan Board of Works,
the Works Committee reported that they had con-
sidered a memorial addressed to the Board' by owners
aud occupiers of property iu the pi-ecinct of "White-
friars, praying the Board to construct a carriage-way
on to the Victoria Embankment in the place of the
free dock, of which they have been deprived by the
formation of the Embankment. The Comm.ttce re-

commended that the memorialists be informed that
the Board was not prepared to comply with their re-

quest, and ilr. Newton moved compliance with the
report, which motion was adopted. Now, Sir, I do
not hesitate to affirm tbat in this matter the Board is

committing an egregious error, .and one which will, I

trust, by the timely protests of yourself and your in-
fluential circle of readers, be i-ectified ere too late. I
may state that I am not an owner or occupier of pro-
perty "in the precinct of Whitefriars," nor am I

interested in such property, therefore I am free to
confess that my only object iu taldng up this question
is to endeavour to prevent the Embankment being
rendered less Hsefnl than it is in danger of being made,
by the parsimony or shortsightedness of the Metro-
politan Board. The Board has lately determined to
effect a direct approach to the Embankment from
Charing Cross, and this new approach, involving as it

<loes the remov.al of Northumberland House, will cost
an enormous sum of money—not that this vast expen-
diture will be useless if it conduces to the public con-
venience by making the Embankment more accessible,
and therefore more used as a thoroughfare. But,
while attentiou is thus directed to tho provision of
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better ap^iroaclies at the western end of tbe Enjbank-
men, why sUoutd so little be done for the eastern end ?

Between Blackfriars-briilsie, where the Embankment
commences, and Xorfolk-strcet, Strand, there is no

means of access to the Embankment from the busy
iieighbourbooi] sontb of Fleet-street, and known as

Whitefriars. Bouverie-street, Whitefrlars-strcet, and
Dorset-street, all leading from Fleet-street to AVhitc-

fri'urs, would no doubt drain off from Fleet-street a

great deal of traffic going west, were there any outlet

from Whitefriars on to the Embankment, and such an
outlet coula easily and cheaply be made on the site

of what was formerly a free public dock, known as

the Whitefriars Dock, and wliich came up from the

river on the west side of the gas-works, and near to

the eastern entrance to the Temple. The neighbour-
hood of Whitefriars is, as I have said, a very busy one,

and one in wliich, by reason of its many large manu-
factories, there is a large amount of heavy traffic ;

and yet all traffic from this neighbourhood g'ting west
must cither (to the great detriment of horsefleshj

ascend the steep thoroughfares leading to Fleet-street,

and there add to tlie traffic in that already overcrowded
thoroughfare, or else it must go right back to Bridge-
street, Blaekfriars. and then turn on to the Embank-
ment, great inconvenience and loss of time being
thereby involved. The site of the dock I have referred
to is still vacant, and while it is unencumbered with
buildings It can be made available for a street at a
comparatively trifling cost. By neglecting this oppor-
tunity of making another short but useful approach
to the Embankment, the Board will be pursuing a
penny-wise and pound-foolish policy. The Embank-
ment is very badly-ofif for approaches, especially at
the eastern-end, and to my mind it is monstrous that
there should be no meaus of access to this grand and
csstly road between Blaekfriars and Norfolk-street,
Strand—a long distance, even without reckoning the
space occupied by those obstructionists, the Benchers
of the Temple, through whose domains I suppose it

would be impossible to hope for a road being made,
however much the public interests might demand it.

Trusting that this matter will not be allowed to drop,
I am, Sir, i:c.,

London, July 5. Delta.

Jnieixoiumunicatioii

QUESTIONS.
[2932.]— Concrete. — Will some reader kindly

inform me if sea gravel would have any detrimental
eflEect on lime or cement in concrete, or if I could use
sea gravel with safety ia concrete for foundations.

—

T. S. L.

[2933.]—Measuring Brickwork.—I do not think
Ifr. Banister Fletcher, in his description of measure-
ment of brickwork, has mentioned underpinning. 1 am
aware it is not a usual item in new work ; still as it is

met with iu old work I should feel obliged if he would
state if tliere is anv difference ia its measurement.

—

T. W. R.

[2934.]—Liability for Quantities. — Will some
one kindly inform mc if a surveyor is liable for his

quantities ? I mean has a builder a claim if quanti-
ties are insufficient agaiu>t the surveyor, or the client
if they are excessive ?

—

Practical. Sukveyor.

[2935.]—Brickwork, &c.—I want to know how
many wood bricks I ^hou!d be allowed to each opening
when measuring from the drawings, as they are never
shown. Will anyone answer this question ? Also, in
the measurement of scaffolding in day-work, what
proportion is it usual to allow for use and waste?—
H. W.

[2930.]—Quantities—Brickwork.—Mr. Fletcher
does not give in his Quantities what I think he should
have shown by a set of tables : the quantity of, and
separate items, in the several trades. Take for ex-
ample the Bricklayer : the quantity of bricks, lime,
and sand which go to make a roJ, and the value of the
labour.

—

Student.

[2937.]—Ventilation of Drains.—Will a "Drain
Inspector" kindly inform mc as to what method he
would propose to adopt for the separate ventilation of
drains to each house, say in a terrace of 10 or 12
dwellings ? I quite agree with him that it is a most
important subject, and shall be glad if some good
practical hints can be thrown out by any of your
numerous correspondents, as it is a subject that affects
all.—B. E. E., Preston.

[2938.] — Relative Durability of Diflferent
"Woods.—Which woods are most durable, and what is

a tolerably accurate iuUicatioa of their durability. Is
split timber more lasting than sawn timber, and If so,
why ?

—

Abele.

[2939.]—Pressure on Framing of Partitions.
—Wilt any reader give data to assist in formmg an
estimate of the pressure on tlie framing of partitions ?

—A. K. E.

[29-10.]—Quantities.—Having received estimates
for works in the country, the committee appointed
wish to have the list of quantities priced out and
placed with them, and not leave them in the architect's
hands. Is it usual for the committee of a public
work to have them, or get them attached to the con-
tract which tlK-y could at ell times see, or is it the
custom to leave them altogether iu the architect's

hands ? When a schedule of prices is delivered, is it

usual to put the price of the material at per foot or

yard nnlj', or carry out the prices in full, adding them
up at the end of each column, so that the total should

show the exact amount at which tender sent in ? The
following are copies of the conditions affecting the

question :
—" The quantities arc to be taken conjointly

with the drawings and speciticatious in framing the

estimate. The contractor to send back one of the bills

of quantities he- is supplie-1 with priced, so as any
additional work inquired may be executed upon the

terms of the contract, or any work named in quanti-

ties and not required to be done may be deducted at

the price allowed." Supposing a tender sent in for a

lump sum, would the contractor, assuming there be an
error in quantities in his favour, have to make a
deduction from his tender ?—ExguiUER.

[2941.j—Position of Pulpit in Churcli. -What
is the correct position for the pulpit in churches ? I

ask this, as a very high authority in this diocese (Car-

lisle) has laid it down as a sine qua non that the
"right-hand si-le" of the cliurch, or chancel (looking
towards east eud) is the proper place, according to the

rubric. But I notice, iu ninety-nine cases out of a
hundred, it is placed the reverse way. I should like

some competent opinion on the subject. I have looked
over the illustrations of interiors and plans in your
periodical for the past seven years, and I cannot find

more than four pulpits on the .south side, and many
scores on the north side.—CtJMBitiA.

[3942.]— Wooden Effigies.—Are the wooden effi-

gies on ancient tombs usually more ancient than those
which were cai-ved in stone? I should be glad if any
of your readers could favour me with some particulars
of the earliest wooden effigies known to exist.—W. K.
Day.

[2943.]—Colouring Engineering Drawings.

—

Will some one give a few hints on colouring engineer-
ing drawings? I principally want to know what
colours to use to represent rock, gravel, concrete,
masonry, kc.—6G6.

[2944.]
—

"Weli-'boring.— I want the cheapest
method possible of obtaining water at a probable
depth of 30ft. Strata Is slaty ; the site is some dis-

tance from any town, and only ordinary labourers are
to be had.— U. L., N. W.

[2945.]—Lead in Water,—Will any one give me a
readily-applied, but certain, test for the presence of
lead in water ?—R. J. B.

[2946.]—Compass Timber.—Will any one give
details tf Mr. Hockey's method of preparing bent or
" compass" timber, as it is called iu the dockyards ?

—

Riga.

[2947.]—Integral and Differential Calculus.

—

What is the practical scientific use of tbo Integral and
Differential Calculus, as applied to Aa-chitecture ?

—

AIDE Toi.

[294S.]—Isacoustic Curve.—What is the precise

naturc of the curve which bounds an area ov«r which
a speaker may be equally he;ird ? How may it be de-

scribed ? And on how large a scale may it be adopted
iu practice, so as to yield favourable results ?

—

Aide
Toi.

[2948,] -party Walls.—Am I coi-rcctly informed
as to tho provisions of the S[etropolitan Building Act
on the following points ? I occupy a corner house,

and my garden wall extends some distance along the

side street or road, which has been hitherto unbuilt

upon. A row of houses is now In course of erection in

this road, and the side wall of the nearest of these

new houses abuts oa the back of my garden, which is

inclosed at the sides and back by dwarf 9-iuch walls.

The builder of the new houses has demolished the

back wall of my garden, in order to make room for the

side wall of the end house of the row ; but, instead of

building the new wall on the line of the garden wall, he
has built it 4iiu. further away from the back of Hiy

house, thus throwing a long strip of ground 4Mn. wide
into my garden, and he has done so for the following

reason, as he tells me:—The garden or boundary
walls of each plot of laud were erected half on one
plot and half ou another, so that the real boundary of

each plot would bo a line drawn midway along each
wall. He says that had he built the wall of his house

on the line of the old garden wall, the owner of the

adjoining property (i.e., the house I inhabit) would be

able at any time to put up a leau-to roof for a work-
shop or anything of that kind without paying for the

use of the wail, but that now, as the wall isaUonhis
own ground, no one can make use of the wall for such

a purpo.'^e' unless with his consent, which would, of

course, only be granted for a cousideration. Is this in

accordance with the law of party walls?—OXE
Interested.

[2950.]-Cheap Paving for Yard.— I want a

cheap but efficient paving for yard, and am told to

make it of concrete with a cement surface. How
thick must the laj'er of concrete be, and what is the

best kind of concrete for the purpose ? Iu what pro-

portions should the ingredients be mixed, and how
thick should the cement surface or coating be laid on ?

Would a surface of neat cement be better than ono of

sand and cement mixed, or, if a mixture is best, what
proportion should the sand bear to the cement ? Port-

land cement, I presume, would be the best. It is very
important that the surface coating should not crack,

and it is equally essential, on sanitary grounds, that

it should not be absorbent, as a principal reason for

having the yard paved is that a largeNcwfoundlaud

dog is kept, whose urine, Sec, must be drained off.

—

L. J. D.
,

[3951.]—Perspective.— Can any of your readers
recommend a practical work ou parallel pcrsixjctive,
witli tipecial reference to the treatment of architectural
iuterior.s ?—V. P.

[29:'2.]—Norfolk Agricultural Society's Com-
petition.— Can any of your readers inform me if "he
above Cottage-planning competition has been settled?
1 wrote to the Secretary twice, but received no reply,

—

Glasgowegiax.

REPLIES.
[28.59.]—French Casement.—I have much plea-

sure in Inclosing you a sketch of the way we make
French sashes iu this part of the world, where they
arc in far more common use than the English sash.
Sashns made as per sketches invari;ibly keep out
draughts, rain, &c. The winter saah shown on ih&
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plan is movable, made in one piece the size of the
opening. They are put up in November, and taken
down iu ilay. The inch casing forming a rebate is
Hxed.—A Quebec Scbscriber.

[2895.]—Dry-Rot in "Wood.-Wood boiled for
three or four hours in a solution of .sulphate of iron,

and then kept some days in a warm place to dry, will
stand iu all but very bad positions. Another good
method of protecting timber is to lay it on the ground
with stones or bricks under it to about a foot high, and
burn wood under it till it is thoroughly heated and
even scorched all over. Then while the wood is hot,,

rub it over plentifully with linseed oil and tar in
equal parts well boiled together. This will sink an
inch or more into the wood, and close all the pores.
Take care, however, that the wood is well seasoned, or
the iuclosure of the natural juices of the wood will
ouly render its rapid decay more certain. —W. J. K.

[2895.]—Dry Rot in Wood.—The durability of
well Kyanised timber has been proved. Kyan's solu-
tion was made by mi.'^ing lib. of chloride of mercury
with -i gallons of water. Long immersion in tho
liquid iu open vats, or great pressure upon both solu-
tion and wood in large wrought-iron taulcs, is neces-
sary for the complete injection of the liquid. An
external applicati^ n of coal-tar promotes the preser-
vation of dry timber, but hastens its decay if green.
Eethell's process, by which the wood is impregnated
with creosote—S to 101b. of oil into e;ich cubic foot of
wood—is also a good one.

—

Kappa.

[2S9S.]—C6ntrolinead.—Neither of the answers in
your last number to this question are quite satisfac-

tory. The first proposes to sketch out roughly the
leading lines, and then a,'ply the instrument, and alter

it until it fits the drawing. This is auytliing but a
geometrical and scientific way of going to work. The
second ('"T. C. S."), in his reply, ovei looks the chief

difficulty which the instrument is hiteuded to over-
come—that of working from an actual vanisidngpoiut
which is inaccessible. A much better answer to the
same question is that by William B.Bryan, in your num-
ber of Feb. 7, 1875, which he says is capable of proof.

This I have not tested,

but a very simple and
apparentmethodis one
which I worked out
for my own use a shoit

time since. After
finding the distance of

the vanishing point

from the line of sights

draw the diagram
shown below, say, to
llu. scale, draw a.

line A B at right angles to the plane at any

convenient distance from the line of sight, say 12in.

(so as to be clear of the paper). Set off Sin, on this

line on each side of the plane for the position of the

studs. Draw lines from the V. P. to A and B, produc-

ing them iudelinitely to C and D, then lay the blade

of the centroliucad on the line A C and m;ko the

lower arm correspond with the line A B. Fix It so>

with the screws. Then place the blade iu like manner
on line B D, making the upp r arm correspond with

B A. Fix it so, and the instrument is set, the equal

augles CAB and DBA bemg thase required for the

blade and the upper and lower arms respectively.

It is easily worked out accurately by producing the

lines to some length. The proof is self-evident.^

Perspective.
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[2912.]— Btrcet Urinals.— Tt sppms rather a cu-

rious question for one who hoMs tlie apiiointment of

Local Board Surveyor to n?k, although, on the other

hanJ, when one FCC3 the various failures which have
bcfn erected In London and other large towns, this

quc9tton as to the best kind of street urinal is by no
means an easy one to answer. Many an apparatus
would prove a good workable one had it to ho ut^ed by
ets violent people than the street public. If theie bo

any cock to turn on, or pipe to stop up, the public, in

return for the conTenienee, will do it ; indeed, from
experience, we find that to work well, anything which
U used free of charge by the public, must be of the

most simple and Indestructible nature. Kncloscd is a

^rawlDgof a urinal, which I think is suited to street

use. The idea Is taken from those constructed for the

corporation of Krlghton: they work well, and are a

credit to the town. The only necessary flushing is

applied once a day, the deposit being usually removed
by means of a small but constant supply of water
entering the troughs at their upper end, which con-

tinually changes the body of water contained In the
troughs, and passing off through a protected standing
waste at the lower end (marked Aon drawing), returns
In a trench beneath, removing anything passed through
the gratings in front of the urinals. A hose-cwck and
hose ghouiil bo provided to eacli set of urinals for the
purpose of flushing, and should be kept in a locked
cupboard for protection. For the removal of the body
of water in the tronphs a pipe is provided at their
lower end, which Is turned off by means of a protected
(Stopcock (Bj underneath the trough. It is very neces-
sary to keep all pipes and cocks out of sight, for the
reason already referred to. A. I. C. E.

[291-2 ]- Street Urinals and Charcoal Street
Ventilators for Sewers.—" II. Q. B.," in his reply
last week on p. 'Jfi, is rl«ht as far as he goe*. Damp
does not Incapacitate ch rcoal ventilators until the
charcoal becomes completely saturated; but the
moment It Is so it becomes perfectly useless, as
*'R. Q. R." would know If he had many ventilators to
look after, the majority of them requiring renewal
once In three months, and some once a month.
Latham's Ventilator is, I think now coming into pretty
general use, and Is certainly the best I know of. 1

away. They are arrancrcd out?-i'le tiic v.n'Jintnr. nnd
are open to the underside of tlic tr:iy- o. chnrcoal.

Any water entering by the opening full f^ the direc-

tion of the arrows, and so completely changes its

direction that any gas entering the channel, in obedi-

ence to natural laws, must escape into tlic ventilator

and be brought in contact with the charcoal, while the
water flows away without touching the charsoal.

—

V. C.

[2923.]—Lead Work.—In reply to " A. P.,'* 1. The
net amount of leadwork only is measured in either

case. 2. Stepped flashing is kept separate from the
plain, owing to the extra labour in the cutting, &c. It

consequently bears a greater value.—B. F.

[-^021.] - Ventilatio"
of Sewers and Drains-
— It would be impossible

here to give anything like

a complete list of the
various methods of sewer
ventilation that have been
proposed and tried. " Ed-
ward " had better refer to

your back volumes and
read Mr. Bazali^ette's re-

port to the Board of
Works in 1866. Mr. Lat-
iiam's new book on " Sani-

tary Engineering," recent-

ly reviewed by you, has
also a valuable chapter on
the subject. I will give

him a rough idea of some
of the leading ]«)ropositions

that have been made with
regard to the matter. The
introduction of fa>cal and
decomposing matter into

the early ^ewer works of

this country, which were,
when made, only intended
to convey away rain and
subsoil water, soon caused
noxious effluvia to escape
into the streets and
houses ; and it became ne-

cessary to trap the gullies.

Trapping without ventila-

tion was of little use,

and in London and other
large cities ventilatin g
openings communicating
with the sewers were for-

med in the centres of the
streets. This was a very

;

questionable remedy, and
the earliest and most commonly proposed expedient was
so toconstruct and alter the sewers that all matters
liable to decomposition should be conveyed through
them with such speed that no time would be allowed
for decomposition or the escape of noxious gases. The
failure of this theory at Croydon Is referred to at

some length by Mr. Latham, at p. 199 of his book.
Deodorlsation has been proposed, but its expense and
the impossibility of enforcing its general adoption arc
against it. The absorption of the gases by means of

charcoal and other chea.ical agents has been tried and
to a certain extent with success. Electric and gal-

vanic agents have also been had recourse to, but not
with any great results. Ventilation by means of

shafts, by shafts connected with furnaces, by special

pipes connected with the crowns of the sewers and
carried under the roadway and up the external walls
of the adjoining houses have been used, lump columns
mechanical ventilators, the steam-jet, lime, chlorine

gas, sulphurous acid gas, and the construction of

sewers on steps, have all been tried, but no completely
effectual means of overcoming the nuisance has yet

been discovered. I'crhaps one of the most perfect of

the mechanical ventilators is Latham's, for a descrip-

tion of whicii I refer " Edward" to my reply to

another correspondent.—V. C,

[2916.]—Impervious Process for Stone.—

I

have tried many processes, and recommend " A Coun-
try Parson " to apply to Ransome's Patent Stone Ooni-

pany. East Greenwich, for particulars of theirs, which
I have myself used with perfect success.—T. Jones.

[2919.]—Length of Bridge on Slcew.—From a
table of natural sines, take that of the given angle
G7'-''14', and divide into the square span, thus :

—

square span _ 25 _ 25ft.

sin. of angle at crossing
= 27'122ft.

Or by logarithms, thus :

—

(10 -1- log. square span) —
span on skew.

sin 67°-lV 0-92208S4
27ft. l^in. nearly.

log. sin 67^ 14 = log. of

10-0000000
log. 25 = l-y979400

log. sin 67

11-3979400
' 14' = 9-9647720

'•' "^~fi Is the 1
,

' ,, . :..:;..:._
charc.il. /* the handle by which the trays arc raised or
lowered when required, c Is the cover of the ventilator,
g the grating by which the air escapes, o Is the mouth
of the overflow In the dirt-box for receiving any sur-
plus water, a the troughs for convc}"Ing the water

1-43:11674

= log. of span on skew
= log. 27-ll2ft., as before.

—

Aide Toi.
[2919.]—Length on Bridge on Skew.—Draw the

bridge to scale from the dimensions given, and send it

out to be worked to ; you need not fear the result. 1

io not see the good of mathematical formula in this
case, as the actual width of road Is matter of opinion.
It itt probable that any one can prove it as near 25-Oj

or 21-99 as 25ft. lam treating it ns a practical
matter—as if bridge had to be built in masonry.— Oi D
Ploughman.

[2919.]-Length of Bridge on Skew.—.Since
n a right angled triangle either side is equal to tlie

hypothcnuse multiplied by the sine of the opposite

angle, 25 ^ A + sin 67° 1-1', but hin 67° 14' = -92217

therefore A = 27-11 feet ~ 27ft. lyin.

—

12:11
K.\YE.

[2914.]—Manner of Opening Louvres.—la

reply to Charles Kidd,
I ^end sketch which
I think will answer his

purpose.-G. T. How-
ell.

[2922.] — Stone
Quoins. — It is not
customary to allow an
extra dimension for

arris, although some
surveyors do measure
it. Brickwork In re-

taining-walls is mea-
sured similarly to that
in ordinary walling,
but should be made a
separate item, owing
to th« extra labour
necessary for its execu-
tion.—B. F.

[29l4.]~]Manner of
Opening Louvres.
—In reply to Charles
Kidd the enclosed is a sketch of a simple and
effective

. apparatus, which I should think would
meet his ease. The drawing at once explains itself.

The iron work should be about an inch wide and 3-8th
inch thick.—M. E. A.

[2934.]-Quantities.—The surveyor's commission
for taking off the quantities does not iucluue the cost
of hthography and postage. Consequently they are
charged separately, and the items generally follow the
surveyor's commission in the summary, and are
usually paid by the builder out of his first instalment.
The usual charge for taking out the quantities 13 2^
percent, on the amount of the builder's estimate.—
B. F.

[2926.]—Certificate.—If no time mentioned in con-
tract, then as soon as the whole of the works are
completed to his satisfaction. But in every contract
it is usually a clause holding the contractor liable for
any defects that may become apparent for a certain
time after completion. {2) No, not necessarily, (o)
Xo, but it is more courteous to do so. (4) Ko. (5)
As "X. Y. Z." particularly wants question answered,
I am afraid I have heard of its being done.— B. E.

[2927.1—Slating.—An extra course of slating
should be allowed in the case mentionwi by " X. Y. Z."—B. F.

[2928.]—Rubble Walling.— There are various
ways of measuring rubble walling—as I have already
explained—varying according te the locality in which
the work is executed. It is usual, therefore, to ascer-
tain what Is the custom of the place before meafuriog
the work, that no misunderstanding may arise. I have
always found the best and most customary method to
measure it by the yard superficialj stating the thick-
ness of the wall—B.F;

[2928.]—Rubble "Walling.—The reason for so
many methods being adopted in London for measuring
rubble walling is probably to be found in the fact that
in the Metropolis and neighbourhood, stone used for
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walUni inniwises is sold by the ton, and the labour

i-ineaiiv always done by the rod. Measurement by

iiie yard cube is best for all walls over ISiu. thick.

—

A. E. M.

[29-29. ]—Value of Timber. —To the price of the

timber at the yard add £1 per load for sawing and

t-artinj. and multiply the number of pounds by 6Jd.

which will give the price per cubic foot, with 20 per

cent, for profit and waste.

Example :

—

Prime cost at yard £:; per load.

Sawins and cartage 10
•1

6i

3 2 per foot cube

Kappa.

[20r.O.]—The Conditions of the Incorporated
Society for Building Churches.—The tluckaess

of walls must be ;

—

Brick, faced

Dressed with Hint or

stone, aud stone, or in-

best terior stone,

quality or flint or

brick. rubble.

ft. iQ. ft. in.

U less than 20ft. high, and
carrying roof not exceed-

in? 20ft. spaa .... 1 lOl 23
Ir 20ft. high, .^ud under

soft., or carrying a roof

exceeding 20ft. span . . 2 ."i 2 6

IE more than 30ft. high . 2 7^ :i

Arcade walls are measured from caps of piers, gable

^•alls from ground level to half the height of roof.

Space between front seats in chancel to be 6ft. where

epan is under i;ift., and not less than Sfv. where that

span is exceeded. Passage up ttie whole length of the

centre of church not less than Sft. Gin. wide, where the

width of nave is under 18ft., and 4ft. where this width

is exceeded. Distance between seats not less than

2ft. 9in. frcm centre to centre of backs, when backs

arc perpendicular, and not less than 2ft. lOin. when
backs are sloping; 3ft. is recommended as distance

from centre to centre of seats.

—

Lackland.

STAINED GLASS.

Glascq-w.—On the 30th inst. the n^w chapel of the

Mosebank Industrial Schools was dedicated. A lead-

ing featute of the new chape! consists in the four

stained glass windows, which have been e.xecuted by

Messr9f Adam and Small, of B^thwell-street. The
four lights represent as many consecutive themes :

firstly, the Law, typified by a table with the Ten Com-
mandments ; secondly, th« Announcement of the Ci;th

of Christ; thirdly, the Crucifixion ; and fourthly, the

Gospel dispensation, symbolised by an open Bible, in-

scribed with texts.

S. Paul'.s Catuedral.—It is stated that the designs

for the window to be erected in 8. Paul's Cathedral, in

commemoration of the Thanksgiving for the Prince of

Wales's recovery, are nearly completed, and that the.

Dean and Chapter are to be consulted upon them
The designs are by Munich artists.

TAMwonxH.—Some stained-glass windows have been

placed hi the clerestory of the parish church of Tam-
worih. Messrs. Morris, of Queen's-square, London,
arc the artists. The first window from the east end
of the church represents the marriage of Edith, the

foimdress and patron saint of the church, with Sigtri

King of Northumbria. The second window represents

Edith, whose nunnery was in the Castle of Tamworth
as a lady abbesin, with a crozier in her hand, her nun;

around her, and the Virgin and Child, the Virgin being

the patroness of the Benedictine order. The third

>\'indow has a double subject—William the Conqueror
renting on a mirhty sword, presents the Castle of Tam
worth to M^armion ; his hand is stretched across the

window to present the deed of gifts. The third and
fourth compartments represent Marmion asleep and
Edith striking him with her crosier in revenge for the

injaries done by him to the nunnery. At the top of

each window is a panel having reference to the

design.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

Statue to Buuxel on tiii: Thames Emhaxk
MENT.—At the last meeting of the Metropolitan Board
of Works, Mr. R. Korman Shaw's design for the
pedestal of a statue of Sir Isambard Kingdom Brunei
to be placed on the Victoria Embankment, was ap-

proved.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY MATTERS.
PvRDOlTCH.^The Redditch Local Board have re-

ceived a very plain warning from the iledical Depart-
ment of the Ijocal Government Board, in tlie form of a
letter from Dr. Simon, to the effect that Dr. Ballard,

the Government Inspector, had reported that the
.sewerage of the town was in a very unsatisfactory
etate. The Local Board are advised to obtain skilled

advice as to the sewerage and drainage, and for the
other matters to provide at once temporary remedies.

Slauohter-Hocses IX LOXDOX.—Tn the evidence
of Colonel Hogg, M.P., Chairman of the Metropolitan
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Board of Works, before the Select Committee on

Koxious Businesses, on the subject of private slaugh-

ter-houses, he stated that he had visited without

notice several licensed slaughter-houses, and found

that they were well conducted, and that no objection

could be taken to them on sanitary grounds. Ho also

gave it as his opinion that if the butchers of the

metropolis were compelled to resort to public abattoirs

the result would be to increase stUl further the exces-

sive price of animal food.

The Coxstast System of 'Wateii SrppLT is

LONDOX.—The Kent Water Company are taking steps

to enforce the provisions of the recent en.actment as

to a constant supply in some parts of the district

served by them. They have given notice of the cutting

off of water from vailous houses at the east end of

the Rotherhithe district for the want of the prescribed

fittings, all of which, however, are fltheriu processor

completed.

The Native Gl-aso Compaxv .asd the Metropo-
litan BOABP OF W0IIK9.—On the recommendation of

the Works Committee, the Jletropolitan Board of

Works have granted the application of the Native

Guano Company for a further extension of time, for

two months, for the removal of their works at Cross-

ness, but that it be Intimated, at the same time, that

the Board will decline to entertain any further appli-

cation of a like nature.

LAND AND BUILDING SOIETIES.

EinMIXGH-Ail.—The annual meeting of the Friendly

Building Society was held on Tuesday evening, at Bir-

mingham. The thirteenth report and statement of

accounts showed that the receipts had amounted to

£11,061. es. 4d., and the total income now was

£115.061. 153. 3d. In consequence of the present de-

pressed condition of the tauilding trade, the amount
advanced on mortgage had not been so large as usual.

More business might have been done, but the directors

had carefully avoided all securities of a risky or

speculative character. The directors liad again ap-

portioned to investing members compound iuccrcst at

the usual rate, viz., 6 per cent, on ledger accounts, and

5 per cent, on current payments. After this appor-

tionment, and after payment ot the half-yearly

interest to depositors, allowing rebate of premiums

on prepaid mortgages, and discharging all incidental

working expenses, the balance of the reserve fund

was £1,532. 7s. 6d.

LosGTON.—The annual report of the Longton District

Building Society has just been Issued. It st»tes " that

the receipts for the year have amounted to

£16,240. 16s. lOd,, being an inciease of £1.654. IDs. od.

on the income of the year previous. The sum of

£9,630 has been advanced on approved mortgage

securities of buildings and land. The advances made
during the first and second year, after deducting re-

paid cases, amount to £20,490. The amount deposited

with the society last year was £5,706 ;
this year

£11,528, 153. has been received by way of deposits.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Client's Liability to Pay for Goods Ordered

BY His ARcniTECT.—Yates r. Wheeler.—This was

an action (tried in the Lord Mayor's Court last

week before Sir Thomas Chambers, Deputy Recorder)

to recover £69. lis. 2d., brought by Messrs. Yates and

Co., wholesale Ironmongers, Upper Thames-street,

against Major Wheeler, for iron supplied by the order

of Mr. Ward, architect to the latter. A sum of

£40. 83. 2d. had been paid into court, and the answer

tothe remainder was " Never indebted." The articles

which farmed the subject of action were ordered in

two lots, one coming to £44. 10s. 4d., and the other to

£25. 13s. 2d., on the terms of 2i per cent, discount for

cash or draft at three months. The second order had

been settled, but the first had stood over to .adjust

some overcharges, as tiles. 12s. 4d., and packages, 12s.

The former was allowed, and the latter was to be

allowed when the packages were returned. There

was also a dispute respecting some stoves modelled ex-

pressly, and charged at an extra rate. The adjusting

of these matters had occupied some time, but when an

agreement had been come to. defendant demanded the

•2i percent, discount for cash, which the plaititiH was
unwilling to allow. Verdict for the plaintill in full,

less the amount paid into court, the previously paid

bill, and the items allowed for.

Compensation case.—Byrne >•. the Metropoli-

T.AX Board of Works.—In the Sheriff's Court, Red

Lion-square, on the Srd inst., the case of Byrne v. the

Metropolitan Board of Works was heard. It was a

compensation claim by Mr. Edmund Byrne, wholesale

stationer, for premises near Wilderness-row, Goswell-

road, required for the formation of a new street, and

leased to him by Messrs. Tnbbs and Lewis, who had

made a claim of £70,000 for property in the locality

taken bv the Board for Metropolitan improvements.

In that case the jury awarded £45,050, as reported in

the BciLDixo New., for June 27. The jury (nine in

number) went and made a personal inspection of the pro-

perty, and efforts were made to settle the matter, but

without avail. Three surveyors were called in for the

claimant, and thev estimated the property at £600 a

year, and onlv £450 was paid. On the part of the

Metropolitan Board of Works, three surveyors stated,

that £450 a year was full rental for the premises. The

jury, after .abrlef consultation, awarded as compensa-

tion £1,000.

Harris v. the Talysarn Slate Company.—The
plaintiff, Mr. John Harris, of 'Vicarage Lodge, Plum-
stead, sued the defendants in the City of London Court

last week for £14. 17s. Id., the amount, with interest,

due on a bond held of the company. The defence was
that the bond had been transferred, and with it the

liability to pay interest. Judgment for defendants.

Levy i'. Meek.—This action, tried in the Lord
Mayor's Court last week, was an action for breach of

agreement. The defendant was anxious to obtain an

ar;l5t capable of producing fancy portraits for print-

ing in chromo-lithography, and made an agreement
with plaintiff for a twelvemonths' engagement at £5
per week if he were capable of drawing the portraits

equal to the sample shown. The plaintiff produced

one head for which £7. 10s. was paid, and was then

engaged on the understanding that the others should

be better drawn. Instead of that, according to the

showing of experts, they were " flat and lifeless," and
as one said, of the " iioll-breed." Complaints were
made, and alterations effected, but the pictures, on
which the defendant had already expended over £150,

of which £82. 10s. was paid to Levy, would not sell,

and defendant offered other work to plaintiff on
" piece " terms, which were rejected, and he was dis-

missed. An action for the broken weeks had been

brought in the City of London Court, and a verdict

obtained. The present action was not for the rest of

the term, but for reasonable compensation for wrong-
ful dismissal.—Verdict for defendant.

©ur (®fcc ®:iMc.

Art axd Religion.—Art (says Mr. E. D.

Cheney, an American writer) has always hold

its place close to religion. The earliest expres-

sion of faith is symbolic. Almost every lofty

soul has delighted to pour itself in poetry, or

song, or painting. Ti:e earliest history of every

people shows the innate longing of the human
mind to manifest its divine energy in creation,

and nature becomes a plastic material to be

moulded into symbolism at tho bidding of tho

spirit. The grandeur of expression in thesa

early moments of art is amazing. With all their

uncouthness and grolesqueness, wg lool; upon

them with r'iverence, for " they have represented

God to human snnls." Indeed, it is not mninly

on the divine side that art Licks its development

in early ages. Just emancipated from tho

dominion of nature, man seeks less to find the

meaning of matter than to free himself from it

by rising to a superior height above it. He
strives to picture the gods as quite other than

men, and is tempted in art as in religion to

divorce the spirit from matter. We are told that

the Greeks never attained " freedom and beauty

while confined to i-epresenting the gods; it was

in the statues of men, especially in those of the

victors at Olympia and other sacred games, that

genuine ideas of beauty were first aimed at, and

in part attained, from whence they passed after-

wards to the statues of tho gods." Divorced

from nature, art, like religion, may seem sublime

and lofty, but it is incapable of progress, and

w-ill soon bscomo dead and rigid, unlit to serve

human needs.

ilETROrOLITAN STREET STATISTICS. Tho fol-

lowing statistics have been compiled by Colonel

Henderson :—The area of London, consisting of

the MetropoUtiin Police disti'ict, OSSj, and the

City Police district, 1^. is 690 square miles. The
population, from tbe Census tables of 1871, of the

JLjtropolitan Police district is 3,810,744, and the

estimated inci'ease to this date, 1873, is 140,018
;

the City Police district is 74,897, affording a total

population of 4.025,639. Tho total length of

streets and roads patrolled by the Metropolitan

Police is 6,612 miles, and the addition or increaso

in the length of streets during the past ten years

is 3,623 miles. The number of inhabited houses

in tho Metropolitan Police District is 519,489, in

the City Police District 9,305—giving a total of

528,794. The number of omnibuses is 1.400, and

of hackney carriages 8,108. The estimated niim-

ber of horses drawing public carriages, allowing

two horses for each hackney carriage, and sis

horses for each omnibus (which is about the

.average number) is 25,000 The strength of the

Metropolitan Police is 9,927, and of the City

Police 785—giving a total of 10,712.

Mr. Cole's Retire.ment.—Mr. Cole's retire-

ment from public service is now completed, and

tho Treasury have awarded him the ftdl pension

usually gi-anted to officers who have completed

fifty years of public service. Although Mr. Cole

qui'ts"the South Kensington Museum, ho will con-

tinue to assist in promoting the diffusion of

Science and Art applied to productive industry as
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the Acting Commissionor for the ostato purcha><ofl

ontof fio surplus funJs of the Eshibitiou of 1S51.

This estate .it present coinorohends tlio Hortioul-

tural Ganlens, tho buiUlinss of the Annual Inter-

national Esbibitioas, and tho Royal Alboit Hall.

3Ieft!snre9 are in proijross for forthwith com-
mencing tho N'atioual Training Ss;hool for Music.

P.4Ki!-iAX Wiiou Varxisu.—To prepare a pood
varnish for fancy woods, dissolve one part of

jjood «holtac in three to four parts of alcohol of

SI2 per cent, in a water bath, and cautiously add
distilled water until a curdy mass separates out.

which is collected and pressed between linen;

the liquid is filtored through paper, all tho alcohol

removed by distillation from the water bath, and
the resin removed and dried at 100 deg. centi-

grade until it ceases to loso weight ; it is then
dissolved in double its weight of alcohol of at

least Ot; per cent., and tho solution perfimiod
with lavender oil.

Teiierax.—The modern capital of Persia,

Teheran, is rather a large town, .about four miles
in circuit, with mud walls and deep ditches
around it, but in a dilapidated state. The streets

are crooked, unpaved. and dirty, with open sewers
alon^r the middle of the roadway. There is a
shallow canal which brinsfs tho water of the Kerij
river across tho plain to the city, which could not
bo inhabited without this suppVy. The city is

overlooked by tho Elburz Jloantains on tho north
side. The banaars. where much trade is carried
on by merchants from different provinces of

Persia, from tho Caspian an! the Black Sea. from
Russi.i, Turkey, and the countries that borderlndia.
.ire yet shabby places to look at. being narrow and
dirty—mere brick vaults over tho dusty or muddy
floor of earth. Within tho walled city of Teheran
is a small enclosed precinct, like tha Kremlin of

Moscow, with its ramparts at d fosse, which con-
tain the Shah's palace, a fortress, and barracks for
the soldiery.

The Citv AppKOAcnES to the TuAsrES E.m-
B.vxioiEST.—.'.ttho last meeting of the Metro-
politan Board of Works, held on Frid.ay, the 4th
inst., the Works Committee reported that they
had considered tho memorial of owners and occu-
piers of property in the precinct of Whitefriars,
prayini; tlu^ Board to construct a carriage-way on
to the Victoria Embankment in place of the Free
Dock, of which they have been deprived by the
formation of tho Embankment, and they had to
rooommond that the parties be informed that tho
Board are not prepared to comply with their
request. Mr. Newton moved compliance with the
report, and tho motion was concurred in.

CHIPS.
A now church is about to be erected .at the comer

of Frog-lane and Dean-street, Islington.
A block of stone has arrived at Rochefort from

Easter Island (Polynesia), and has been sent, by
order of the Minister of Marino, to the Jardin des
Plantes, where it is exhibited in tlie Conr de la
Baleine. It represents the head of an idol, rudely
carved, and weighing 3,000 kilogrammes.
A new Wesleyan chapel has just been completed

at Maltby. It is in the Gothic style, and built
of white brick : the dimensions are-lOft. by ."Oft.
and accommodation is afforded for 200 worship-
pers. Messrs. White and Wood, of Alford. were
the builders, and the cost, including the site, h.as been
£550.
An order his been published in the London

Gazette that bene -forth no more burials shall
take place uuder the church, or in the churchyard
of S. Paul's. Bunhill-row.
Another City church is about to disappe.ar. A

vestry of the parish of S. Martin Outwich, was
held list week, to consider a letter from the Bishop
of London. The letter had reference to the re-
moral of the church, the benefice being united to
that 01 S. Helen. Bisbopsgate. The bishop re-
quired that the bodies under the church should be
removed, and the church taken down. The pro-
ceeds of the s.ile of the church will go towards the
erection of churches in the poorer parts of the
metropolis.

ArcluTjoloTists will be glad to hear that Sir John
Lubbo.-k h-,s just boujht Silbury Hill, the greatest
tumulus in Great Britain, if not in Europe.
At tho quarterly meeting of the Plasterers'

Company, held on Tuesday week at the Albion
favern. .Mr. .Tuscph Surr was elected Master ; Mr
Henry B. Wdd, Upper Warden, and Mr. Thomas
Burrows, Renter Warden, for the ensuing ye;ir.

Mr. F. H. Fowler, architect, of Fleet-street, and
one of the representatives of Lambeth at the
Metropolitan Board of Works, h-as been appointed
Chairman of the BuUding Act Committee of that
Board.

ilr. Harry Leach, late senior medical officer of

the Seamen's Hospital. Green^vich and coasulting
medical officer to the Board of Trade, is a candi-
date for the appointment of medical officer for the
Port of London.
Mr. J. Stabb, of Torqnaj-, has patented an inven-

tion for sash weights and lines, and a very simple
method of replacing broken sasb liues.

Nearly £50.000 have been raised for the decora-
tion of S. Paul's Cathedral.
On Saturd.ay last the foundation-stone of a new

church, was laid at Bugsworth near Glossop. The
cost of the building will be £1,400.
Oa Saturday week the comer stones of a new

Primitive Methodist Chapel were la d at Urmston.
The English engineers havecompleted tbesurvey

of the first fifty miles, viz., from Teheran to
Kasvin, of the proposed line of railway from
Teheran to Resht, on the Caspian. Part of them
have left for Resht, to commence surveying thence
towards Kasvin.
The Metropolitan Board of Works have informed

Mr. Cookson, in reply to hU letter offering £1,000
towards the formation of a nc.v cricket-ground on
Hampstead Heath, that, owina; to the legal diffi-

culties, and the conditions imposed by him, they
are unable to accept his offer.

The spire of Ashbonie Church, Derbyshire, is

undergoing extensive repairs, Mr. Frith being the
con ractor.

The Metropolitan Board of Works have agreed
to grant the London School Board another loan of
£50,000 for its building fund, raising the amount
borowed by the School Board from this source, and
from the Public Works Loan Commissioners, to
£340,000.
The death is announced of Mr. W. Merritt,

timber merchant, of Tork-road, Lambeth, at the
age of 71.

The Department of Science and Art will shortly
publish a description of the architectural exam-
ples, originals, and casts, in the new courts. South
Kensington Museum, the work of Mr. J. H. Pollen,
with notices of the artists, so far as they are
known.
The Metropolitan Board of Works have re-

solved, upon the motion of Colonel Hogg, M.P.,
the chairman, to instruct the architect and engi-
neer to consider whether it is necessarj' to take
any sanitary precautions to prevent cholera, and
that the Works Committee be empowered to act
accordingly.

The foundation-stone of a new Primitive Method-
ist chapel was laid on Monday week at Cold Lanes,
Bilston. The chapel will accommodate 300
persons, at a cost of £300.
Tho first timber raft navigated on the Delaware

was run by a Crodbeston pioneer named Skinner,
in 1746. ilr. Skinner was assisted by a man named
Parks, and on reaching Philadelphia was given the
freedom of the city, and created ''Lord High
Admiral of the Delaware," which title he bore "as
long as he lived. Since the " Admiral's " adven-
turous trip with a raft of spars, it is estimated that
over 3,000.000.000ft. of lumber have followed the
course it marked out.

The new Congregational chapel at Hereford is

nearly completed. Mr. Haddon, of Hereford, is the
•architect, and Messrs. Welsh and Son, of the same
city, the builders.

The police magistrate at Southwark. last
week, decided a question which is often at issue be-
tween dust contractor and manufacturers, namely

—

What is " trade refuse '? " Mr. Reed, the con-
tractor for Southwark, has declined to remove the
ashes from furnaces at tho Atlas Printing Works.
He was summoned, and the magistrate imposed a
nominal fine of 2s. Od.
The Archffiological Institute visited Berkhamp-

ste;id on Tuesday bjst, under the guidance of Mr
J. H. Parker. C.B.. and Mr. Clark.
The foundation-stones of anew Wesleyan Chapel

were laid on Tuesday week, at Greets Green.
West Brom^yich. The new building \vill be a plain,
substantial erection, 50ft. by olift., to accommod;ite
about 500 persons, and is estimated to cost about
£1.500.
Yesterday the members of the North Oxfordshire

.Irchaiologic.al Society visited the churches of
Handborough, Northleigh, Stonesfield,and Combe.

extreme rates q'loted still .appear iasufficicut to tompt
the required tonnage into the trade. From Quebec
100s. forde.als, and 44s. for timber, have been paid; and
100s. In HOs. for dCiils from other Cauauiun ports.
From the quotations from some Finland and Botlmian
ports, there seems to be a slight indication of a gi ving
way In prices, but at present it is dilflcult to "decide
whether such tendency is likely to be permanent. The
leading builders seem to be against the accumulation
of large stocks of wood, as the price, thov say. can
hardly be higher, and when the highest is readied, as
a natural consequence a fall must take place. But
no material fall in prices may be looked for at pre-
sent, .although certainly 2s. 6d. or .".s. a standard is a
great consideration In a large contract.
The anticipated strike in the building trade still

continues to excite nmch au.xiety, and it Is to be
sincerely hoped that the quarrel between masters and
meu will not proceed to extremities, and that a little
timely consideration will show that the prosperity of
the men is bound up so Srmly with the interest of" the
masters that mutual forbearance,and calm and friendly
discussion, are the best solutions of the ditlisulty.
There are some excellent Archangel yellow" deals

and planks at the docks, and the Quebec spruce,
Wyburg yellow, and Finland produce, generally are
worthy of praise. There has been a recent lieavy
arrival of 4,'il)7 Lancewood spars, which will be
sufflcient for the market for some time to come. In
Baltic goods there is a steady, but not over-sufhcicn:;
supply, and Quebec and St. John's deals are un-
fortunately diminishing without immediate hope of
adequate supply.

The following is the price current for the week,
compiled from the result of sales and offers made and
accepted by private contract :

—

£ s. d. r s. d.

Archangel 1st yellow, per std. 14 10 to 1.5 10
2nd „ . 12 _^ 13

Dantzig crown deck deals, per
40ft. Sin. 1 .5

^^ 1 9

,, Bracfe 17 ,, 1

Finland 1st yellow 12 ,^ 13

„ ,, battens 10 10 ^^ 11 10
,. handsawn deals 10 ^^ 11

„ ,, battens 10
Xorwegian deals . 10 10 ,, 11 10

,, battens 7 J _^
<»

Petersburg, yellow 12 10 14 10
Quebec, Isi; bright 23 „ 25 »

„ „ floated 22 23
„ 2nd bright 16 \^ 17

„ ,, floated 15 16

,, 3rd bright 12

„ „ floated 10 5 to 10 10
1 st white spruce 12
2nd 11 10
3rd 10 10

Riga white. . 10 10 to 11 10
S. John's spruce . 10 lo ,. 11 10

,, battens . 9 10 10 15 ft

Swedish mixed 13 c „ 13 5

„ 3rd 12 „ 13 10

common . , 10 10 ,, 12

Pcnsacola and Georgia p tch

pine 13 10 „ 14 10
Wyburg Ist yellow 11 10 3 „ 13

Flooring-boards (prepared) at per square of linch.

First yellow . 1 Js. 6d. to 13= . Gd

„ white . . 10s. Gd.

Hews Fik Tlmbes.
Dantzig and Slemel crown, per

i^nulc Maufj.

THE TI.MnER TRADE.
Althol'gh in some quarters there is a great appre-

hension that a further and immediate rise will occur
in the timber market, the actual operations of the last
week do not at all favour the Idea, though some ex-
treme prices have been obtained, and principally for
the highest class goods.

Although the rate of freight has advanced, still the
advance is not so groat as to give rise to anxiety.
From the Gulf of liothni,-. J3s. to 5Ss. is being paid ;

from the Gulf of Finland 2s. c.l. more. Ships for
S. Lawrence voyages are unusually scarce, and the

load .... .S4 to .€4 5

Ditto, best middling . 4 „ 4 15

Stettin .... 3 i „ 3 10
Swedish .... 3 „ 3 5

Oa;.-.

Memcl Crown ... 5 10 „ 8 15

Quebec .... 7 ,, 9

ytllow pine.

Large .... i 10 „ 5 5

Wanejboard ... i „ 6

pitch Pine.

Pensacola. ... 4 „ 4 10

Quebec Rock Elm . . 4 1.1 „ 6 5

„ Ash ... 4 10 j. 5 o

„ Uirch (large) . . 5 5 „ 6 5

Mahogany per foot supc
Honduras (cargo average) . Gid. to -d.

Mexican „ 6!rt. „ 7}d.

Tabasco „ 7Jd. ,. SSd.

Cuba SSd. „ 12d.

S. Domingo (curls) „ 12d. ., 24d.

„ other sorts 75d. „ lOd.

Cuban Cedar , . . , ejd. „ iu.
6d. „ 6W.Honduras ,, ....

Australian ,, .... Sd. „ 6d.

Pencil 2d. „ 4id.

Italian Walnut .... 44d. „ 5d.

Black Sea , Hi. „ 4'd.

4M. „ 4id.Canadian ., ....
Bird's Eye Maple .... 6d. .. 7d.

S. Domingo Satin Wood, per ton ie7to£10
Uio Rosewood „ 15 „ 25

Bahla .. 13 .,. 18

Ceylon Ebony „ 10 „ 18

African Billet 12 „ 17

City S. Domingo Lignum Vitaj . 6 to 10
Cuba Cocus-wood 5 „ 6 10
Turkey Boxwood 6 .. 16

Lancewood spars (fresh) each . 10s. to Ids.

„ other sorts . 3s. Gd. to 53.
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£2-50 to £265
^25 „ 230
100
SO „ 32

gs.

50 „ 75

£5 53. to £G 15s.

1.53. „ G Os.

no 53. to £11 5s.

s 10s. „ 9 10s.

£6 5s. to £7 5s.

4 10s. „ 6 5s.

Siavcs.

Crown Memel pipe, per mille

Brack „ " i.

Quebec standard pipe ,.

Puncheon, per 1.200 pieces

Cnited Stales pipe

Crown Wainscot Logs.
per ISft. cube.

Riga (Engliili and Dutch) .

Mcuiel
Lathioood.

Petersburg, per fatlioiu

^iga, tc

Firewood.
,_twedisli de.al ends, per fathom .

^'orwegian
Poles.

Norwegian Kickers, 8d. to Is. oacli ; Poles from Ijd.

to Ijd. per foot run.

FLUCTDATIOXS IX THE TIMBER MARKET.

Is May tlie current price of best floated pine was
::o to £21, now about £22 to £23; first briglit re-

mains tlie same, second briglit sliows an advance of

10s., third briglit, now about £12, were tlien £10. 10s.

to £11. New Brunswick spruce li.ave advanced 10s.,

Arcliangel best have bee i stationary, and also Peters-

burg ; Wyburg, in M.iy. are quoted at £10.109. to

£11. 10s., and now at £11. 10s. to £13. Nova Scotian

exhibit £10. 10s, now, against £9. 10s. to £10 then. In

balk timber, Baltic oak remains the same, aRd some

or the Baltic fir shows a decrease in price. Dantzig

and Stettin oak also remain unchanged. American

red pine, yell<*w pine, pitch pine, oak, elm, ash, birch

and masts remain as they were ; second quality flooring-

boards 8s. 6d. to 10s. 6d. now, compared wish 10s. 6d.

to 12s. ed. iu July. Crown memel pipe have risen to

£5 per mille ; Bosnia single barrel show a decline,

being £3-2 to £33 now, and £34 to £35 iu May; the

other kinds remain about the same, and the same is to

be said of wainscot logs. Firewood shows no altera-

tion. Petersburg lathwood, £11 to £12. 10s. iu May,

is quoted at £10 to £11 per cubic fathom in July;

Tickers and poles are the same in both mouths. Cana-

iiau first spruce £11. 10s. to £12 in May, £12 in July.

i-onds £10. 15s. to £11. 5s. and £11. 10s. now; thirds

;io to£10. 10s., and £10. 10s. now. These prices are

taken from the published circular, and give a fair idea

of the position of the trade at present.

Anehlet —For intercepting drain connecting drain.igo

of buildings of North Surrey Distnct Schools, with pub-
lic sewer. Mr. \. G Hennell, architect.

Goddard and Nicholson £322 ir, 9

Henos 2i5

Goodard 233 10

Amer 2.30 u
Br.)oks 22!1

Cole 222 10
Hubbard 220
Potter 21fl

Eigbv 203
Taylor 109 13
Jnckson 195
AlC'Ck „ 185

Woodhams (accepted) 175
Riches 172 10

-^-

a

Mr. A-

Tenders for the separate trades were also submitted, and
the following were accepted, viz ;

—

Higgs (bricklayer andmason) £1,7)0 10
Harris (plasterer) 103
Poffley (carpenter) l.K'G 3

Margrett (smithi 531 19

Harriss (plumber ttc.) 199 U

Total.. !,089 9

WAGES MOVEMENT.
B.'.TH.—The dispute between the operative labourers

ill tlie buildinr? trade of Bath and their employers has

reached a satisfactory termination. Last week a con-

ference look place between representatives of the mas-

ter builders and delegates from the Labourers' Union
to discuss the subject, the masters offering a farthing

per hour advance, and the men demanding a half-

pL'uny. Eventuallj it was agreed by both parties that

three-eighths of a penny per hour be advanced from

July 1st, with a reduction of the hours ef labour by
one and a half on Saturdays. The difference between

the masters and masons is to be referred to the arbi-

tration of the Judge of the County Court.

Belfast.—The carpenters at Belfast have ^ truck

for an increase of pay of a halfpenny per hour.

LosDOS.—A special meeting of the committee of

the Central Association of Master Builders was held

on Wednesday afternoon at Westminster Chambers,

Mr. B. Hannen in the chair. The hou, secretary read

the correspondence that passed between the re-

epective committees of the trades and the association.

After nearly three hours* deliberation, the following

decision was adopted :—That the masters will receive

both deputations on Monday next to confer with them,

agreeably to the proposition put forward by the Social

Science Association. The masters distiuctly intimate

that both deputations of the trades must come fully

empowered by their respective bodies to conclude a

settlement, or otherwise it will be useless for them to

open a conference." The prospect of either a strike

on the part of the men or a lockout on the part of the

masters appears to be improbable, judging by the

anxiety th.it exists on both sides to effect a friendly

fiGttlcmeut.

ASHTON fc GREES,
Slate, Iron, indMarhlo Merchants, Jind Quarry Agents.—Hoofing:

Slates—B:\n:?or. Clut?. Rfl. or Green, Rlue Portm-iiloo ftnd Whit laml
Abbey Green, thi^ New " Periaanent" GrPea (weight the sa» c as
Bangor, and uniformity of cleivn"f coual').

Prices on IVbtirf in London.
21 by 12 22 by 12 21 Ky 10 15 by 10 18 b*-

3773. ea. 3S2^. Gd. 2o7rV. Gd. 2I.'>3. 192s. Cp.

lobylO 16 by S Ubr 10 Uby S 12 by -

192s. 6d. U59. VOi 117:*. Gd. 67^.61
Ver in of 1,200 Slatas. Marble End Eoaraelled Slate Chimney
Pieirc';. la^criptloQ Tiiblet-;, i:a Stove.^. Rin-jos, and Builders'

Irooniongery, A. Si G.'s Soeci.-il lied Ridsre Tiles. Lnrije Show of

^U Goods at 14 .ind 15, Bjry-str^et. S. Mury ixe, London E.G.

Drawiaga and Prices upon npplieation, aceompmying tr,\d9 card.

Gardner 149

Fowler and Chick (withdrawn* li'7

CiTV.—For new warehouses. S. Bride-street.

Bridgman. architect. Quantities supplied.
.Shepherd £1.825
J. Perry 1,S'0

Ennor l.GfiS

W. BracheraodSon 1,G50

Elkington 1,440

City.—For rebuilding Three "Warehouses, Wood-street"
F,.C., including sub-basement, part of fittings, &c. Mr-
Herberc Ford, architect.

Scrivenerand White £13,930
Mversand Co 12.590

Cooder 12.344

Kilby 12,339

Brown and Robinson 12.270

Perry Bros (too lato) 12.210

Stimpson and Co. (too late) ]2.IJ>4:

Colls and Sons 12,010

HenshawandCo 12,010

P rry andCo 11,8-17

Brass 11,446

Gammon and Son , U.S'tS

Adamson and Sons ('oo late) tO,7S3

Do\vn3 and Co 10,"5t

Hants.—For the restoration of Rowner Church. Mr,

Frank E. Thicke, architect. Quantities by Mr. G. C.

Munby.
Chase £1,093

Coop6r 992

Senior 9fi9

Ring .: 915

Eapley and Son 855

Watfoud,—For additions and new fittings to stables,

Watford. Mr. Frederick Sparrow, surveyor.
Waterman (accepted) £134 10

LLA\DrDsa.—Tor Wel>h Wesleyan Chapel and School.

Mr. G Felton, architect. Quantities not supplied,

Humphreys £i,79ii
"

Griffiths 1JI.1

Hughes and Jones 1.70o

Williams I,4fi7

Roberta 1.4.^>0

Pritchard I,:i5'5

Amended Tenders-

Williams £1.442

Roberts (acceptedj 1,400

Piitchard 1,:^48

Marsdola—For farm-hon^e at Marsdola, Llanrhos, for

George Walker. Esq, J. P. Gladdaeih, Llanduduo. Mr.

G. Felton, architect.

T. Jones £530
Jones 5i5

Roberts 499

Norwich —For alterations and additions to a Canon's

house at Norwich. Mr. R. M. Phipson, F.S.A., architect

Newell £1,786 10

Hawes 1,^70

Rogers 1,260

Spinks (accepted) 1,250

OxoN.— For public-honse at Woodcoto. Mr. Joseph

Morris, architect. Quantities supplied.

Geater £i05
Godwin 385 19

Goodey (accepted) 37S

Pembrokeshire —For additions to Johnstone Hall for

R Carrow, Esq. Mr. E. fl. Liiigen Barker, architect.

Thomas £399
•r. and J. Llovd 3 '3 5 fi

Kdwards 370

James (accepted) -"29 10

Pendlro Exd, -For buildings at t'le Loudon Jute

Works. Messrs. Kenntrd and Buck, architects.

Offices & Cottages For the whole
Stote.9. ABC of the works.

LinzelliSon. £494... 646. ..539... 7.a ...£9,410

Bayes ct Ramage 47S ... 633...533...730 ... 2,374

Ri5t& Brown 493... 579 ...477 ... 657 ... 2.206

Field&Sons 487 ..,556 ...473 ... G54 ... 2,170

Crook A Wall 430 ...485 ...419... 5C5 ... 1.920 o

Do. in Concrete),
4^Q_^^ ^55 _ 415 _ 545 .,. 1,825

(accepted.) )

READING.-For Board sch-iols. Mr. Joseph Morris,

architect. Quantities supplied.

Coley School, for 633 children.

Stephenson £^..201

RoTHF-RHiTHE.—^Fop the erection of a now mortuary
for the Rotherhithe Vestry, from plans by the surveyor.

Kent (accepted) £114

SorTHWARK,—For the erection of a school to accomo
d-tte 1,119 children, on a site in Cottage-row, Southwarkt
for th'! London School Board.

Mann (accepted) £8,395

Suffolk.—For building Stowupland vicarage.

M. Phipson, F.S.A., architect.

Crowe £907
Andrew-i and Son 884
Gibbons S72
Luff (accepted) S68

WoKisQHAM.—For rectory house. All Saints, Mr

Mr. E

n

n

Joseph Morris, architect. Quantities by Messrs. J. E. and
A. Bull

Poffley £3,623
Woudroffe 3,465
Silver ami Son .'. '.i,'.iS5

V\ oodbridge 2.ns9

Pither 2,958

•Accepted, subject to alterations

"WlSKFIELD.—For house, lodge, and stables, at "Wink-

fleld, near Ascot. Messrs. F. W. Boper and Ogle, architects

Quintities by J. Kennedy.
Hobson £.3,484

Burtord 3.S42

Woodward 3.170

Watson 3,11s

Sharpington and Cole .

Nye
Heuning :ind Son ....

U
3.(07

a.!):3 10
2,7S.3

n n

BATH AXD OTHER BniLDTN-G STOXES,
OF BEST QU-VLITY.

RANDELL, SAUNDERS & CO., Limited,

Quarrymen and Stonb KeroUants.
List of prices at the Quarries and Depots, also cost of

transit to any part of the United Kingdom, furnished on
application to

Bath Sioxk Office :

[ADVT. COESHAM, -WTLTS

TO ARCHITECTS.
GRKnX nOOKtXQ-SLATES.

As .ir>.)?i'eff t(i rjM.ll. The Pri'icr of rra/'^ nt Stnflrinrjham
"Tile PcamoTle Sea-gr'ieu Slater nre specially adapted for

ChuTche?. Puljlic Building, &c., .S:''.

(Jjejts cosily thnn ordinarn Gothic Tiling.)

TKe-=e dnrahle and non-ab?ortcnt slates can be obtained in sizes

suitable for Gotb'ff ArrbitPcture, at prices as under.

In Kailway Truclis, Docks, Gloucester :

—

Per Equiralent to
1,200 Slates per square

.. 2 17 6 I'js. 6d.

. . 2 17 6 I6s. 6d.

..250 Ite.

.. I 18 6 133.

..176 lis.

Uest Green States 14 by 7

Do. do. 13 by 8

Do. do. 13 by 7

Do do. 12 by 7

Do do. 12 by 6

Prices of larpe Sizes, Cost of Transit, Reference

Ttwtuuonials, and Sample .Specimens m.ay be obtained on
jipplication to

MESSRS. RANTII5LL i CO. Corsham, Wilts.

Specimens at iluseum of Ceol-iffv. .lermyn-street. Picoft'lilly, TV.,

and at Architectural Jfnseum, Tuftoa-street, Westminster

-*-

TENDERS.
Baurow-in-FurxIvSS —For alterations to warehouse

Buccleuc'i-streel^ for Mr. Henry Whiteside. Mr. Howard
Evans, architect.

Hind £3*8 10

Gradwell 38S 8 5
Sadiiler and Wood 380
Waddington and Son (accepted) 379 IU

HAKnow—For alterations to Eose Bank, Sudbury, near
Harrow, for Mr. Nixon,

Shaplev £.508

W.iter.s 273
Longmire and Burge (accepted) 2.>5

Claridge 4,330

Gibson Bros 4.29.i

Wheeler Bros, (accepted) 4193

Simpson * 170

Matthews *109

Saw5er 3-9?3

Moore 3,S5G

Clacy 3.315

Groome 3.034

Katesgrove School for 678 children.

Stetrhenson ^\-^^?.

Claridge
Matthews
Gibson Bros.
Simpson ,

Moore

4.-3S4

4.073

3,390

S.SS7
.3,6.59

Sawyer
q'^^IGrooms '*!!!

Clucy 3.340

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
BniDGW.lTER, July 31.—For plans, drawings, and esti-

inates tor a new market. A premium of £10. Ills, will b 8

paid to "he architect whose ])lans are selected. J. H. B.

Carsloke, Town Clerk. Bridgwater
Kilmarnock (Las-dwakd) School BO-ard, July 3i.—

Fo' plans for a new school hous^ to ac.^ommodate 220

children, wiih tt-acher's house attached. A premium
will be awnr led the architect uhose design is sidected in

th- eyen of his not being employeii as archite".t of the

building. P. Pollack Stevensun, Clerk to the Board,

Kilm irnoek.

Leicestkr. — For the improvement of the sewer-

age of the town. Premiums of 200 guine is for the

b"st, and 100 guineas tor the second best designs. T.

Standhridje. Town Clerk. Leicester.

Liverpool, Sept. 30.—For designs and descriptive par-

ticulars for facilitating the ti-ansit of cattle and other

traffle across the Mersey Premiunsof r!:2D0, £100, and

£50 will be given for the first, second, and third best de-

signs. Captain Pinhey, Wooiiside. Birkenhead.

Madras fRAMiVAYS Cosipany, July 31.—The Directors

offer a premium for the most approved system of check-

ins the receipts of the conductors of cars. W. Davison

Secret .ry, 17, Coruhill, E.G.

MtNCHEST-:R. September 1.—For desiOTs for the erec-

tion of a new fruit market and other buildings First

premium t;200. to merge iu the commission if the archi-

tect be selected to superintend the erection of the mar-

ket • premium of £150 for the second, £100 for the third,

and' £.50 for the fourth design. City Surveyor, Town-

hall. Manchester. „ .. „
NoTTl.\-GHAM Julyl-i—For designs for a new Gothic

church. Premiums of £7-5. £ 50, and «25 will be awarded

to the second, third, and fourth designs. The one

accepted will be adopted by the Committee, should it

tulfllall th- necessary rejuiremeats. >' 't^'" ' i»>-kB.

The Park, Nottingham.
Mr. Wm. Clarke,

(Jeometrioal and Encaustic Tile Pavements
in every variety. Cheapest and best in the trade. Over

sixty New Designs at 5s. 6d. per yard super. See BtriLDlSGr

News, December 27, 1ST2. .Ifo/Mnirf Uadmine. November
29 1872, and other leading- opiaions. Designs and sample

Tiles free: applications for which are caruoslly invited.

Note: quick delivery guaranteed.—HEXBV C. Wtiu*
Tileries, Worcester.—[ADVT.]
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CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

AldbrshOt Gas avd W\trr Company, July 23.-

For the con<ttriict 'ii of til'er b -iU. pur^ water tank, ifej.

T. Moure. Secretary. Victoria-road, AUlershot.

ASHFORD, NEAR ^TAls'KS. Julv 18.—Fnrthe eroclion r.f

fnrm turldin-_*s on Iti'vl itdj>iiniiig the West London Dis-

trict Sch mis. C. D. HutiK', Clerk. Ashford, Staines.

(liRMtNfiHAsr. Sept. 1.—For the erection of propose!
Municipal buildings nrar tlio Town Hall. Mr. Z. Thoma-
8on. architect. 40, Bennett-hill, Birmingham.

Blkwduiiy. July Ifi.—For the nroposoi ndlitions to

th- 8clio.il buildings. Mr. J. II. Mom-y. Architect, Broad-
way, Newbury.
BiUGnousK. -Inly lU.—For the erection of Mill. Scutch-

room, Ac. Mr. T. W. Ilelliwell, archiien, Brighjuse.

nRof«n. YORKs, Juy J.''i.—For the erection of a 4'Kir.

m«l' kiln, and -l-storv wjirihouse building. Mr. Kobcit
Clamp, architect, 11, Bowhilley-Iane, Hull.

Bryuo, July 14.—For the iirciion of two school build-

ings, with .schnolhouBO attached. Mr. A. Ritchie, Archi-
tert. Chest-r.
City ok London, July 29.—For the coiistrjction of

new sewcriand other works in (inodmau's VJir't, Jeffrey's-

n^uiirc, Ft-ncliurc -buiMiii<T^. and part of liondon H-iu-io-

y.ird. J. Daw, Pr.u<*'pal Ole k. iSewer'j* Office, Guildhill.
CLK.\TOn Moor, July U'.—For the erection of new

schools, out ofRce-*, b undnr>' walls, itc. Mr. Jonathan
SUeplit-rti, ai\-hitoct. 79, Lowther-sireet, Whitehaven.
Coi'UoVKR, llir.iiWAY District. July 18. — Kor the

erection of a bridge und other works at Eveowood. Mr.
Corbof DavicR, 7, High-street. Shrewsbury.
COUNTY OF SOMEKSKT LUNATlC AsYI.rW. July 26.—

For the erection of new buildings. A. Whitehead, County
Surveyor. Clevedon. Somerset.
CovkNTry. July Ik—For tim painting of the interior

and exterior of the ma' kor, hall, llsh and meat markets,
arcad**, shops in West Arcli;ir>i, clnok towcr, vaults, itc.

Mr. Thoma* Browett, Town Cle^k. Bailey-lane. Coventry.
KAhTBoURNF, July lii— For the supply ol 100 tuns 'i f

granite setts and 1 OOft run of Purbuck curb stone.

C- Tomes. Surveyor. EListhourne.
ErSuM, July 2;i.—For the ertction nnd fitting of vagrant

wnrds at the workhouse. Mr. A. F. Wiliams, > psoni.
Oarlanos. July 19.—Forth-i erection of a chapel for

the Cumberland and Westmoreland Lunatic A^syiuni.
County Surveyor, the Courts, Carlisle.

Gbkknwich JuI\ 19.—For alluring a houce to an in-
dusrrinl s. h- ol. F.'Kc-cell Clerk of the Pe;iCL', Mjiidsloue.
Hkndon. MiDDH;ShX July 1"J.—For the ereciiuu of u

villa at Heiidon. Williafri Bak.well, architect, Leed^.
and 7. Hamilton-' errace, Uend.in.
Hbndo>. MiDULFSi-x, July 10.— For the erection of a

huuse mid office ut Heu<lun. William Bakewell, urchi-
lec, Lecd , wn 1 7, Hannlton-ierrace. Hendon.
High Wycombk Schooi, Boauh, Aug 1.—For the erec-

tion of new buildings to. accommodate 600 scholars, with
teachers' residence and offices. Mr. Arthur Vernon,
jVrchitect. High W^yeombe.

Ipswich. Jnly 15*- F..r applying steim to the h-^atinp;

nud ct)0kin<i aj.pa-atus, .tc. Ht the Horough Lumitic
Asylum. Borough Surveyor, Town Hall. Ipswich.
KiKitY WuAUFb-. NEAU Ullkskki.fk, July 14.—For the

erection of a new vica nge house. Messrs. J. B. and W.
Atkini^nn, ar-hitecr-^. Miclih'g.-ito, York.
Lkkds, July 16.—Fur the formation and compl-'Hon of a

road on the Kouudhay Park tsiate. J. Eddisou, 25, Park-
squire, Leeds.
Leeds July 15.—For the erection of a cabinet Factory

in Cross-streot. S. E. Smith, architect, 30, Park-square,
Leeds.

IjNCOLN, July 14.—For the erection of a mc>niorial
Wes eyan chapel in the High-street Messrs. Bellamy and
Hardy. Architect-;, 2>. Bruadgate, Lincoln.
Liverpool school B-aro, July 2S —For the erection

of Schools for l.ddi) children in A.shDold-street. Mr. G.E
Grayson. Alexandra-building-^. .Tames-strect, Liverpool.
MiLDF.NHALL ScHOoL BcARD, July 23.—For theenntion

of hchool- f r 2f7 ch 1 iren at Beck-row, and for 60 clail-

dren at Cross Brink K>?nny Hill Fen. G. Isaacson, Cia-k
to fie Bonrd, Mihl.-nhall.

Midland kailway, July ij—For the erection of a
shed for h-irs.- a* ih- S. I'ancnis Goods-yard. J.
Williams. Stcretary. Miillnnd Ra.ilWiiy. Derby.
Midland Rxilwav July l.'j.-p'or the erection of Fifty

Cottages at No-manton. Mr. W. G. Lcos, Engineer's
Ofllco, Midland Railway. Derby.
MiKFibLD. July IS.—Forsiukmg two shafts, 12ft. dia-

me or. 'indaVU- 100 yaris dcop. M.rdeU Coal Company,
Mirtleld, Normiiuiou.
Newpoht Islb of Wight, July 14.—For the erection

<f a^chol»l-ro m, ;! ^s -r oms «fcc., in Pyie-stroot. Mr.
Jamei Newman, architect, S(aiun-o:ul, S ind iwn.
Ramsbl'rtt School Board. July 14. —For tho erection

of, schoolrooms for about :tO0 children, with teachers'
residences. Mr. Overton, Architect, Forest-hill, near
Marlborough.
Kochdale, July 18.— For tho erection of fchool bnild-

ines. J. Sbowel. Surveyor, 2, S. Anuc's Churchyaid.
Ma-ichuBter.
Rl'ncorn, August 1.— For the completion of a new

Dock for 'he Hriogewater Navigation Company, Limited.
E. L. Williams, Uridgewater OlBces, Albert-square, Man
Chester.
SoWLRDY Bridgk. July 21.—For the erection of a

Unite IM'tbodi^t Fre Church audaehooN. keeporH' house,
^c. in Tuel-line. Mr. O. K. L. U » sfall, urcbitcct, 1,
L'lrd-strec'. Ki g Cniss-strvet. Uiilif-iv.

Si-RiNfl GiioVE, SB\U Pkmdiuy. Kbnt. JuIv 51.—For
iJie eroc inn <.f a u.-w ||..a<P. M . It Heruert Carpenter,
4, Carlton Ch imb-rs, Rogeal. street. S W.
Walthamstow.— Fur the erection of S. J^mrs'

Sdio-.l. Mr. J. Ladds architect, 4, Chapel-street, BcJ-
fonl-row. WC.
War D^PARTME^T Contracts, July i.^.—For pro-

viding and liyiDi; Ciis'-ir.n watt-r-plpe^i. with hv<lr*nip.
nKpcoiks, &r.. at Huill. Id Birr.icks. Bristol, t. Iluwc.
Surveyor, lloyal E g ni;»-r Office. Devonpnrt.
War Dkp»htmkst Contract. July l.>.- For converting

late iutirniary bi xf«, Ac. imo Mablcs for Vi harsrs JH
Wt'fden B.irr*i(k-i. Commin.lin;: Royal Engineers, ll'.val
Engineer Office. 12, PriDces»-8trect, Corntrook, Mau-
chn>ter, July '. 1^73.
Wkar Navigation and Sunderland Docks, July 21.

For the erection of a grain warohou>:o. Mr. H. H. Wake.
C.E., Eagineer'B Oflflcc, Commiaaioncrs' Quay, Sunderland.

BANKRUPTS.
(To Surrender in London.)

Jones, Charles, Fort-road, Bcrmondscy, builder, July \G,

at 12.

sittings for public examination.

J. Jackson, Eccleshill, joiner, July 18.

Dividend Mk.eting.
J. Wilkinson, Brymbo, near Wrexham, ironmaster,

July '26.

declarations of dividends.

W. Wright, Swaffbam, Norfolk, builder, div. 8s. any
day. at Mr. Whall. King's Lynn.— II. Oxford, Greenwich,
timber merchant, div. 3s. o^d.

Bankruptcy Annulled.
Young, Samuel, Salford, becrseller and plumber, July 2

T'

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Yoxall and Co., Birmingham, malleable ironfounders.

—Hall and Andrews, Scarborough, timber merchants.— G.
and J. B. Pallett, Sheffield, joiners.— Hi-Howay and Cox,

Preston and Brighton, builders, and Plumtou and else-

wheie, brick makers.—Parkes and Vulliamy, Hanley,
engineers.—J. and R. Whitaker, Applefurd-road, North
Kensington, builders.—Balmford and Sons, Lindley,

Hudderslleld. and Greetland, joiners.—Ricb.irdson and
Waghorn, Craven-street, Strand, and elsewhere, urchi-

tpct-i.-J.and W.Silman, Birmingham engineers.-Silman
Middleton, and Middleton, Birmingham, engineers.—G.
and A Broadhurst Derby, painters and pajlerhangers.—
Marshall and Barritt, Lobmill, near Todmordeu, timber
merchants —John Barstow and Sons, Pontefract, builders
—Randall and Smith, Hebden Bridge, Halifax and else-

where, coniractors.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED IN

CONSTRUCTION.

(From the Public Ledjer.)

LitAn.
Pig Foreign .... pe ton £32 « £22 1.5

., Engli.sh W.B. ,, Vi I] li

„ Lead Co. . . , ,, 21 l.'j

Other brands ^j 2.) 1! 23 lo
Sheet Milled . 24 10 24 1-5

Shot Patent . 2.i in 2C 1j
Red or minium 2.i u

WhitelDry . . ^, 28

„ ground in oil

COPPER.
British—Cake * Ingot per ton £00 £0:i

Best selected .... J.
Dl 9.5

Sheet
^^

:is 100
Bottoms 100 107
Australian cake . . . 89 10 90 10 s
Spanish cake .... ,, 8.5

Chili Bars, cash . . 8(1 10 82

„ Refined ingot . . 90 01
Yellow metal .... per lb.

TfMnER.

H n

Teak load £12 £14 10
Quebec, red pine . . „ 4 f> 10

„ vellow pine ,,
,1 ,; {)

„ pitch pine, , , ., 4 4 10

Quebec oalc, white ,.
7 9

,. birch . . . :, l{ (I

„ elm 4 l-O c a

„ »sh ^^ 4 10 .5

Dantzic oak . . . ,
,"» 7

fir .^ 3 10 .5 II

„ undersized . . ^, 2 1.5 u 3 ,5 l(

Riga ^^ 4 4 5

Swedish ., 2 12 (i 3 II

Wainsoot, Riga . . . 4 10 G 15
Masts. Quebec red piue .,

4 10 C

,. yellow pine . . „ 4 f. 10 II

Oregon „ n 12
Lathwood, Dantzic fm. ^,

8 10 10

„ St. Petersbur;^ 11 12 10
Deals per C, ISft. by 3
by 9iu

Quebec Pine, 1st qua). .,
20 21

„ Slid d.) ^^ H 10 li;

„ ., ?A\l do.

.

10 10 10
Canada Spruce, 1st ^^ n 10 12

„ 2nd * 3rd L 10 11 .5

New Brunswick . . . ^^
10 10 11

Archangel, yellow . . ^,
14 10 1,5 10 II

St. Peterbburg yellow . „ 12 10 14 10 I)

Finland
,,

il (1 i:i II

Mcniel and Dantzic .,
(1 ft

Gothenburg, vellow 10 10 13

„ white . . j^ 10 10 10
(Jede yellow .... 12 13 10
Christiania . . ,. 10 13 10
Battens, all sorts . . . ^ 7 .5 10
Other Norway . a 10 10 10
Flooring boards pr square „

of 1 in., flrat yellow . ., 12 i: 13 ,'.

First white .... .. 10 (i 11 i:

Second qu.alitic9 . . .

If.OS.

8 c 10 ti

Pig in Scotland, cash . per ton £.5 10 t\ £0
Welsh Bar, in London, ., 12 lu 13 .5 ft

Wales . ^,
12 11 ,5

StafTordshire . . .' l;l 10 14 10 ft

Rail, in Wales .... 11 10 • 12
Sheets, single in London „ ir. 10 (1 19 ft

Hoops, first quality . . ^j
1.5 1(1

Nail R-.d l.{ 14 ft

Swedish " lU 20

"Rrmarkarle, vrrv Ukmaukarle Indeed" are the
effects of LWIPLOUGII'S PYRKTiiJ SALINE in pro-
ventiugantl curing Smallpox. Fevers, und Sicin Disease.>^.

Specially refroshingaud invigorating during hot weather.
Sold by all Chemists, and the Maker, 113, Uolborn-hill,
London.—[Advt.]

TREDGOLD'S CARPENTRY.
This <lny, ISmo., cloth bo.irrls, with wooJcuto, iiD<3 an A.tlas of '6b

I'hites, 4to., priee I2«;. ; beparatoly, A». bd. auii 7b. 6d. In liui^
cloih <Wciilc"fi Serieel, 3s. 6d, and 68. (jOKtagc 9d.)

- HE ELEMENTARY PlilNOIPLES
\t CARPENTRY, chicHj composeil from the etaiulari

work of THOMAS TrEDGOLD, C.E., with Adilitions, AlteraliDnf;.
and Corrections from the worka of tho mot>t n-ccut Authorities, aiiiL

a TttEATISEON JuINEKY. contuining a detailed uccouiit of U.o
Tarioiis. operations of the joiner, lij E. WyxdiiaM TAaM, M.A.,
Architect, author of "The Science of Building," &c., &c.

London : LOUKWOOD and 00.. 7. Stationers' Hdll-court.

Price 66.

DILAPIDATIONS, with Copious
Index. ByBASlSTBR Fletchek, A.U..LB.A., Author oS

" Model Houses."
E. & P. N. SPON, 48, Charinp-croRS.

Extracts from the I'rtus,
" A Tcxt-TJook and a standard work of rtJerenco for the Architect

and Surveyor."— r/te Building News.
• The result of a pood deal of careful reading on the subject of

Dihipidations,"

—

The Builder.
" Certainly no previous book on this eubjectiti sohaady as the one

before us."— Tlie Architect.

Just Published, 8vo., cloth, 303..

SANITARY E.nGINEEKING : AGui.le
to the Construction of "VVork"; of Sowora^'e au'l Itoii^e Drain-

ago, with Tables for Facilitating tln< Cxlculatums ut thn Biipincer.
Ily BALOWIS Latham, llemb. lust. C.K., Past President of tin.'

Society of Engiueers, ic., &c. Illustrated with 21 Plates and Wi
^Yood EugraviQg-g.

London : E. & F. N. SPON, 4S, Charius-cross.
Now York ; 446, Broome-ntreet.

Just published, royal 3Vmo., cloth ^i^. 6d.

GPONS' ARCHITECTS' AND
KJ BUILDERS' POCKET-BUUK. of useful memorauaa and
prices. Bv W. YOUN G. Architect.

London : E. & F. N. .SPOM, 4R, Chariuji Cross.
New York : 44G, Broome Strt'it.

H
Free by post for 14 stauips.

OW TO MAKE MONEY
PATENTS.

BY
EvCHARLE.S BARLOW.

BARLOW & CO., ij, Southampton-buildings, Loudon, W.C.

WANTED.

A SSISTANT WANTED.—WANTED
-ATtL. —by an Architect and Land Smveyor, holding several im-
porLiiut public appointments, an ASSISTANT, ajred !•* to 21. State
t«-rnis, age, and refereoce to EuwAitu TlU-MA-S, C,K., Middles-
brough.

YOUNG ARCHITECT, well
versed in ECCLESIASTICAL ftnd DOMESTIC WOUK.

wishes to hear of a gentleman in London or tho provinces wlit>

would take him as junior partner. For p.irticularH apply to Mr.
EOWAIID Fkaxcis, 16, UsDnburgh-sircrt, Regi-ntV-pJirk. N.W.

IRST-CLASS WOOD-CARVERS
WANTED.—Apply to Plows and BEXXICTT, Architectural

Sculptors. Shepherd's-lane, Bristou, S.W.

A
F

OVER DARWEN LOC.^L BOARD
OF HEALTH.—SURVEYORWANTEO.-TheOverDarwctt

LcKjal Board of Health REQUIRE the SERVICES of an EX-
PERIENCED SURVEYOR. He must be thoroughly competent to
prepare Plaus, Sections, Estimates, and Specifications, for Sewering,.
Paving, Flagging, and Laying Out Streets, ami carrying out Im-
provements under the Public Health Act and the several Acts in-
corporated therewith ; to advise the Board upon all Plans submitted
for their approval ; and to Superintend the Erectiou of all New
Buildings within the District. He must also have a good knowledge
of and be competent to carry out Sewage Works, and all Works of
Improvement, including tho Laying of Watt- r-SI iiins. The person
appointed will be required to devote tho whole of his time to tlie

duties of his office, and to conform to a deflnitioa of duties adopted
by the lioard.

Applications, Ht.-iting age, experience, and Ralary required, to b&
sent, with testimonials, to me, tiio undersigned, uot later than noon,
on Wednesday, the 30th day of July next.

CHARLES COSTEKER. Law Clerk to the Board.
Over D.arwon, Lancishire, June 17th, 1873.

'l^tlE OFFICBof'SURVEYOR to the
v. PLAN ET BUILDING aBd I.N VK-; I'M EN i SOCIETY is now

VjiL-ant. Applicants for the appointment may address the Secretary,
who ivill give all further information.

EDMU.Nl) W. RICHARDSON, Secretary.
7, Fiosbury-squarc. London, E.C.

T ARCHITECTS, *c.—A Practical
Assistant roquirtJs a SITUATION. Can prepare genoial,

detail, and perspective drawings ; Oolhic preferred ; salary
moderate.-Ad dres.-i G. S.. W'i. I'rinceof Unlcs '.-i-roiid. N.W.
" ^0 ARCHITECTS.—WANTED—

A

T
Drawings, Details ; can assist ia Surviyiii^r and takiap Quantities,
and Draw Perspectives.—Addrese, M. li.. 12, The Grove, Hackuey.
Loudon.

''po STONE CARVERS.—WANTED
Five or Six STONE CARVERS for Jluustei- Bank and

John's-lane Church, Dublin.—Apply immediately to GOOn and
SHAltP, 17, Great Brunswick-street. ^^__^

T^.

W

COUNTRY ARCHITKCTS.—

A

ling Gentleman, who has served hi* timo in Gciol Loodoa
offices, is desirous of meeting with PEUMAiVE.Vl' EMPL )Y-
JIl^^T in an old-standing office in a count ly town, with the prospect
of PARTNERSHIP. Well up iu the general routine of oUico work.
Address to U. W., Post-otfii-c. \VorL'este.--park, Surrey.

ANTED—A sooa steady WORK-
ING FOREMAN to take charge of the erection of

concri?te arches, retort-house, gan-holdar-tank, offices, nud other
buildings in a coast town in Devonshire.—Apply, with tc^ti-
mnni.ils of character and ^tatewage^, to JOHN I'U.V MNG, C.E.
Slid.Ueshioufh, Yorkshire, not later than July 16th, 1S73.

q^O BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS,A and OTHERS,—To be SOLD, in cousequeuco of tho retin-
mL-nt from business of the Owner, a Suutll bu^ Conipliic ."^ct of
Wood - WORKI.NG M.ACHINERY. compri-ing au improved
general joiner, with saws, knives and discs, a jigper-saw, mouhliog-
Oisc jtnd s.aw-shiir,jcner, with the driving-shafts, pulleys, Sic. &c.. ns
at present fixed. Also aS H.-P. VEUTICAI, E.VOIXH and Roii.Kii.
The above are by the best makers, and arc all iu cxcullcnt worjiing
order. Also a "ft. P.\N MoiirAR-.Mn.L, with false bottom, nearly
new ; large Sot of Blocks with a quantity of capital scaltoldiujf, Tho
above are to be sold in one lot, or in part^. It is seldom so I'erfoct
and complete a set on a moderate scale can bo met with.— l-or
prices, itc, with application to view them, apply to Mr. GOGGS^
Dersingham, Lynn, Norfolk.

TAB BS PATENT SA^^VEIGHTS
AND SASH-FRAME POCIiETINGS.—An Improved Pnncipio

of Renewing Sash-lines without disturbing Sashes, Beads, I'ocket-
pieces. Pent-work, orany other Window Arrangement. Can bo litti*d

both to old and new \vindows at a trilling cost.—J. STAUHj J7,
Dukc-Btreet, Gloucester-terrace, N.W.

s
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AI\CIENT IXNS.

IT is impossible to ridicule, and yet possible

to exaggerate, the sentiment prompting

us to spare old buildings, even when they are

only taverns. The episode of the moment is,

of course, the contemplated demolition—-de-

layed, and perhaps altogether to be refrained

fi-om—of the celebrated Tabard Inn, which
gives a classic colour to the generally unro-
mantic region of the Borough. Great changes

have been at work in all that populous neigh-

bourhood : the HiU of S. Margaret has been
levelled ; the Church of S. Margaret has been
replaced by a Town-Hall, which in its turn

has been demolished some years since, to make
room for a suite of ofBces, banks, &c., known
as " Townhall Chambers." But greater

innovations are proposed, and it has been a

question whether the Tabard, hidden down a

slum in High-street, should remain, a conse-

crated relic, ill the midst of improvement.

With reluctance, we must refuse to acknow-
ledge its special claims to preseiwation. It is

a ruin ; it has long been desecrated l)y rot and
dirt ; its original appearance has disappeared

beneath successive layers of paint and patch-

work. If not pulled down, it will crumble
down : the ceilings threaten to fall in at any
moment ; the staircases are unsafe ; the pic-

turesque has been almost obliterated ; and, as

for the legend of the Canterbury Pilgrimages,

in the tii'st place the hostelry has been burned
down since the date assigned to them ; while,

in the second, there is no proof either that

Chaucer ever saw the place at all, or even
that the Pilgrimages were not pure inventions

of his own. It is true that, apart from these

points, as a specimen of antiiiuc building in

London, the edifice is a study : in its gate-

ways and galleries ; its gables and columns of

wood; the latticed \vindows, and remainsof con-
necting-bridges, such as are frequently seen

in Flanders ; the panels, wainscots, deep-sunk
doors, and indications of what we may
suppose— or not— to have been immense
hearth-places. It is a pity that these vestiges

of the olden times should go
;

3-et how far

may our antiquarian sympathies lead us ':' Of
course, no new facility of metropolitan loco-

motion could ever reconcile the public to an in-

terference with the venerable stateliness of the

Abbey, or S. Paul's, or the Tower ; but what
has been done with the houses of ililton and
Newton ? Thoroughfares have assailed them,

and we really can hardly expect a railway to be
driven into a dangerous ciu've for the sake of

however jolly a sign-post. Still, it is in-

dubitable that our historical taverns did once

confer a particular aspect and character upon
the street architecture of London, as the May-
pole does upon the single way through Chisel-

hurst, and the modern Star and Garter upon
Richmond HiU. There was nothing in the out-

ward appearance of the Slaughter Colfee-house

in S. Martin's-lane, j-et many deplored its

demolition to make room for a new vein

feeding that ab-eady swollen arterj'. There
Hogarth gathered about him a circle of the

artists most distinguished in his day. With
reference to social sentiment, however—apart
altogether from architectural regrets—people

might bewail any doom which overwhelmed
Jack Straw's Castle or the Spaniards at

Hampstead ; the Stag at Worcester ; the Star

at Yarmouth ; the Star in Coleman-street,

London ; and the Star at Maidstone, with its

weather-beaten board. How many have
made way, however, for clubs, hotels, and
private mansions ?—that in Pali-Mall, which
Lord Byron frequented, among them ; with
the Sun and Apple Tree ; the Sun and

Anchor ; the Sun and Falcon ; the Sun and
Last ; the Sun and Half Moon ; and the Sun
and Horseshoe. The Sun Inn at Abingdon was
the noblest ornament of the town—a pictm-e,

a veritable " house of seven gables," opening

upon an almost Media;val market-place. The
greatest luminary has at all times been a fa-

voiu'ite emblem with tavern-keepers. So, too,

the Swan, generally found on river banlis.

It would be a misfortune to lose from our

landscapes the neat and snug hostelries of

this name, such as those at Ditton, balconied

and bay-windowed ; and at Stratford, which
is, so to speak, a natural etching in the fore-

ground of a charming country. In I8O0,

whatever lingered of the tottering and moul-
dering old Foiu' Swans, Bishopsgate-strect-

within, was far more remarkable as an ex-

ample of architecture belonging to this rank

than the Tabard or Talbot itself. It occupied

three sides of a quadrangle, and dated from
the reign of Edward IV. The galleries were
double, and the whole frontage was rudely

and quaintly ornate ; but it was not originally

constructed to serve tlie purpose of an inn.

The Earls of Richmond were once the tenants

of that grotesque though interesting pUe. We
will not speak of the Swiss Cottage ; long ago

it yielded up its last claim to historical pic-

tui-esqueness. The Tree Inn, at Stratton, still

exists, though in a whitewashed condition,

and its removal would be as the fading out of

a landmark. In the interior, however, of

many among these edifices, olden styles of

structure were visible, which conferred on

them more than a mere antiquarian interest

—

as, for example, the wonderful parlour of the

Flask, at Hampstead, with its great window,
its transverse beams, its cooking-range, and
the undisguised staircase leading to upper

stories. It became a private residence, and
was spoUed accordingly. There has really been

a vulgarisation of our cities, roadsides, and
villages, since this wholesale work of de-

struction was commenced. The George, at

Salisbury, with its marvellous overhanging
windows, harmonising with the neighbouring
farm-houses, rustic cottages, villages, churches

—all give a character of its ovm to the country,

as do the castles, cathedrals, abbey-ruins, and
bridges ; and thus also, in towns, do these

primseval taverns, only that, as we have sug-

gested, unless repaired they perish ; while if

repau-ed, they are converted from the tradi-

tional into the modern, and so cease to be the

subject of sketches. Who would paint the

Cannon-street or the Charing Cross Hotel
''

Who would not have painted the Old Queen's

(originally King's) Head, in Lower-street,

Islington, that most perfect specimen of

ancient domestic architecture until lately re-

maining in London, or, possibly, in the whole
kingdom ? It was constructed of wood and
plaster, both exceedingly strong, and con-

sisted of three stories projecting over each

other in front, and forming bay windows,
supported b}' brackets and carved figures. The
centre projected several feet beyond the other

parts of the building, and formed a commo-
dious porch, to which there was a descent of

several steps. This was upheld by Caryatides

in carved oak—a veritable work of art—in-

deed, such as is not attempted now in the

rearing of "mine inn," when it happens to

offer no more than accommodation for inan

and beast on the Queen's highway. With
reference to this structure, a careful writer

says, " The mode of erecting such houses, for

centuries previous to the reign of Elizabeth,

was more like the art of ship- building than

anything else to which it can now be compared.

Immense beams of oak, or, more frequently,

chestnut- wood, placed in perpendicular, trans-

verse, and diagonal positions, and firmly

morticed or riveted together, forms the shell

or case of almost every domestic building."

The Clld King's Head, with its sunken floors,

its white panelled wainscots, and stained

ceilings, ornamented with dolphins, cherubs,

acorns, wreaths of fruit and foliage, with

cherubims and glories, is almost a thing of

the past, and still locally regretted ; so

that without attaching too much importance
to the preservation of a place like the

Tabard which ui some quarters we are

asked to do, we can sympathise with those

people of Pickwickian instincts who sigh as

they witness the barbaric dilapidation of these

mouldering walls and roofs, dear to so many
memories. There was the original Angel,
pulled down in 1819, and a conspicuous object

at the entrance of " Islington Village " from
the City. It stood for upwards of 200 years.

Travellers who reachedit about nightfall rarely

ventured to encounter the remaining perils of

tlieirjourney until morning. Ithad a long front,

an overhanging tiled roof, two rows of win-
dows—twelve in each, a vast timber portico,

a broad gallery above, and no end of stair-

eases, passages, and nooks and corners. We
might extend to tediousness the list of these

worn and yet not unbeautlful bequests from
our ancestors, who built their houses to last

;

the Brazen George, at Cambridge ; the George,
at Bradford, which was once a monastery ; the

George at Northampton, with its singular

entrance doors, and gabled yard ; the Red Cap
in Kentish Town ; the Mughouse in liOng

Acre ; and the unique New Inn, Gloucester.

This building, of great extent, was entirely

constructed of chestnut wood, fitted in with
briok-nogging or plaster

;
yet it is less curious,

perhaps, than a hosteb'y of the same name at

Sherboine. It is unquestionably true that the

traces ofthe past are swiftly being trodden out of

recognition by the remorseless necessities of

growth in great cities, by changes of habit, by
different modes of life, and by those thousand
other influences which render the ancient, ex-

cept in particularly salient instances, irreconcil-

able with the modern. Our ancestors were artists

in their way, even when they had only to plan a

Maypole or a Tabard Inn ; but they provided

for requirements which no longer exist, and
it may be feared that space, especially in

London, is too valuable, and the necessity for

free communication too imperative, for us to

indulge in our love of the antique and the

romantic at the expense of the utilitarian. At
anv rate, the legends that haunt the old house

in the Borough are of doubtful authenticity.

COMPENSATIONS.—II.

OF the various classes of property_ with

which the surveyor will find himself

called upon to deal in the conduct of compen-
sation claims, the principal will be found in

the following table, and in order, according to

their usual values :

—

Table II.

Freehold.
Do. with liability to chief-rent.

Do. with other pecuniary liabilities.

Do. with restrictions.

Life-interests in the foregoing.

Reversions to the foregoing.

Coijyhold—subject to tine.

Do. subject to quit-rents.

Life-interests in the foregoing.

Reversions to the foregoing.

Freehold—for a term of years.

Do. subject to determination on failure of

lives.

Do. held on lives to continue until decease

of last life.

Do. held on lives to continue until decease

of first life.

Do. ' held on one life.

Property held on three years' agreement.

Do. „ yearly tenancy.

Do. „ monthly do.

Do. „ weekly do.

Do. „ tenancy at will.

Of the first kind of property scarcely a more

graphic description can be given than that of

a learned Serjeant, who, being asked for a

definition, replied :—
•• A tenant m fee-simple is he
That need fear neither wind nor weather

;

For I'd have you to know, and I'd have you to see,

„'Tis to him aud his heirs for ever."

A freehold, pure and simple, is an estate in

fee-simpk, where the property belongs abso-
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lutely to au individual and his leij;al sui'ocssors

for ever, without any liabilities either for rent

o. for the the obsjrvaaoo of any covenants or

i.strictio.19 to any person. But it has, I think,

in su h works as have hitherto approached the

subject, been generally overlooked, that there

are many properties which, while true free-

holds, inasmuch as they are "to the owner
and heirs forever," arc nevertheless subject to

a certain pariodical payment, and to the ob-

servance of some covenants or restrictions, or,

in other cases, to one only of these liabilities,

thous^h the property is very rarely liable to

forfeiture on non-payment, or on breach of

such covenants or restrictions, the I'cmedy

beinu; by suit in Chancery.
One of the principal ol these liabilities is to

the payment of what is called " chief-rent,"

which is a sum of money reserved by the

title-deeds to be paid periodically to some
person, and is doubtless a relic of the old

feudal times, these chief- rents having pro-

bably been originally tributary payments to

the chief of some clan, family, or other body.

Chief-rent can generally be distrained for,

and we not unfrequently find that power of

ejectment is resented in the conveyance in the

event of non-payment.
Freeholds may also be subject to other pecu-

niary liabilities, such as annuities, rent-

charges, &c. A testator may wish to leave

a freehold property to A., but desu-cs that 15.

should derive some benefit from it. He there-

fore b queaths the property to A., subject to

the periodical payment to B. of a certain sum.
The restrictions to which a freehold property
may be subject can scarcely be enumerated,
being so entirely dependent upon the varying
circumstances of each case. They may be
such as have been handed down, like the
chief-rent, from ancient times, or they may
be testameutary restrictions of comparatively
recent date ; and may refer to rights-of-way
or of pa.«ture, of the running of water, of the
cutting of timber, of building, &c., &c.
Indeed, with such examples of testamentary
eccentricities as the Probate Court constantly
affords us, there is literally no limit to the
restrictions to which a freehold may be
subject.

It is not unusual to find that a freehold

Slot of land h held subject to certain con-
itions as to observing a particular line of

frontage for any buildings that may be
erected

; and the remedy in this case for non-
observance of the covenant would be by in-
junction in Chancjry.

The surveyor, in dealing with freehold pro-
perties, will frequently meet with much more
complicated cases than the comparatively
simi)le one of a freehold in possession. I'or
instance, he will find that the tenant in posses-
sion has but a life-interest in the property,
which, at his decease, passes to one or more
Other persons, who thus have a "rcversiwmry"
interest. These we shall deal with, and give
examples of, in due course.

Passing now to '•copyhold" property, the
nature of which is not, perhaps, so general! v
understood, it will, I think, prove interesting
to many of my readers if I give a short
sketch of the origin of this kind of tenure.
In feudal times, when the whole country was
parcelled out into the possessions of the Crown
and of a comparatively few powerful lords
and barons, and matters were managed, for
the most part on that

—

" gnldon rule, the gnoil old plan,
That thn=e should take who have the power,

And thoie should keep who can."

The vassals, or "villeins," as ther were called,
were permitted by their lords to occupy and
farm certain lands, in consideration of le'nder-
ing some kind of service—mostly menial. But,
in process of time, the same property, having
been handed down fr»m father to son, per-
haps for many generations, the " villein "

family, which originally hold it solely at the
good-will and pleasure" of the lord, came to
have as good a title to it as the lord himself

;

for the common law, the essence of which is

custom, refused to sanction the taking away
from the family of the properly which it had

held for so many years, and which it had im-

proved and enriched with its toil, industry,

and, probably, expenditure, for so long a time.

The hinds therefore became confirmed to that

family upon the continued rendering to the

lord of the service which had formed the

original consideration for the occupancy there-

of, or of some equivalent therefor, acceptable

to the lord. Kow all the particulars con-

nected with such matters and any others

affecting the various holdings on the manor,

such as assignments or alienations, or transfers

by wiU or otherwise, of any of the hold-

ings, from one person to another, were kept

registered by the steward upon the rolls of the

courts baron, or courts held for the adminis-

tration of the affairs of the manor ; and as a

copy of such particulars was all that the

holders of a property could have to show by
way of title-deed, this kind of tenure came to

be called " holding hy copy of court-roll '' or

" copy-hold."

The payments or observances bj' which
copyhold estates are held vary in almost every

manor, but in nearly all, "tines" have to be

paid upon the tranfer of a property from one
person to another, whether by sale, bequest,

or otherwise. The fines vary greatly in

amount.
The " quit-rent " is the periodical pa^-ment

to the lord of the manor as an equivalent for

the tributary service formerly rendered, as has

been described.
" Life " and " reversionary" interests, bear-

ing precisely the same relation to copyhold
property that they do to freehold, need not be
again described.

Leasehold tenure is too generally under,stood

to need much description ; but as connected
with our present subject of " Compensations,"
it may be well to draw attention to some
varieties of this kind of holding. In dealing
with leases for a definite term of years at a
fixed rent, the sui'vcyor's work is compara
tively easy, as the number of years' purchase
which the residue of a term is worth may
generally be arrived at without much diffi-

culty. It will sometimes happen, however,
that the lease, though for a certain term of

years, may reserve a rent increasing to a

larger sum at each of certain stated intervals

during the term ; thus, for tweutj'-one years, at

£50 per annum for the first seven years, £100
for the second, and £150 for the thii-d. Or
the lease may be for 21 years, at, say, £100
per annum, with the option of renewal at the
end of that term for another 21 years at

a stated rent; and the presence of such a
covenant is an clement of value which must
not be overlooked, as it places the lessee out
of reach of caprice on the part of his landlord,

who, at the end of the tirst term, might other-
wise refuse to grant a fresh term, except at

an exorbitant rent, or perhaps refuse alto-

getlier.

Upon the estates of the lluchy of Cornwall
and some other large properties, it is usual to

grant leases upon lives

—

i.e., for a stated term
of years, provided either of certain persons
named (generally three) shall so long live.

Of course, in the event of all three persons
dying before the expiration of the stated term,
the lease drops, though a covenant is some-
times contained for the substitution of fresh
lives, as those originally uamed die off, on
payment of a certain penalty. Sometimes,
again, the lease is determinable on the death
of an}i one—i.e., the first of certain persons
named, and sometimes only one person is

mtutioned. This last arrangement is more
favourable to the lessee than the ))revious one,
as supposing the determination of the lease to
be contingent on the decease of the first of three
persons, there are three chances against him,
whereas by the last arrangement there is but
one.

The surveyor may find himself called upon
to deal with life and reversionary interests in
leasehold property also. Thus, a man holding

a lease with "3 years unexpired, may leave

his widow a Ufe-intcrest therein, with rever-

sion at her decease to his sou or daughter.

With all these varieties we shall deal ia their

proper order, giving examples of each.

Lastly, claim for compensation may fairly

arise in respect of the acquisition or severance

of, or damage to, property held for shorter

terms, though here, of course, the interest

being less, the claim will be comparatively
small and unimportant. Still, every railway
or other large undertaking will displace con-
siderable numbers of persons holding their

premises or agreements for three years, or on
yearty, monthly, or even weekly tenancies

;

and the hardship in some of these cases may
be relatively much greater than in the case of

property held on a more important tenure.

Such, for instance, is the case of a small shop-

keeper in a poor neighbourhood, who, holding
his premises on a yearlj' or monthly tenancy,
has perhaps, after a struggle of some years'

duration, succeeded in establishing a snug
little local trade, when he is served with
notice by some devouring Behemoth of a
railway company. The injury which he suf-

fers from this cause, however, is one which
is more properly dealt with under the heads
of loss on trade profits, and of sudden realisa-

tion of stock, which form a separate class of

claim, with which we shall deal in its proper

place.

The nature of yearly, monthly, and weekly
holdings is too generally understood to need
description here. " Tenaneies-at-wiU," in

ancient times a very common form of tenure,

under which the tenant was liable to ejectment
at any time without notice, have now almost
ceased to exist, as, under more recent legisla-

tion, a tenancy entered into without special

agreement is regulated by the payment of the

rent. Thus, if a tenant pays his rent monthly
he will be a monthly tenant, liable and en-

titled to a month's notice ; but if the agree-

ment be for a yearly tenancy—no matter at

what periods he may pay rent—he must give,

and is entitled to receive, six months' notice,

expiring on the anniversary of the commence-
ment of his tenancy. Thus, a tenancy agreed

to be "for one year certain, and so on from
year to year," is vii'tually one for two years

if the tenant do not leave at the end of the

first year ; as, after that time, the tenancy
can only be determined by six months' notice,

to expire on the same date in the year as that

on which it commenced.
I have now completed the explanation of

every description of tenancy with which we
have to deal. B. F.

E'

HISTORIC ART STUDIES.
Bx De. G. G. Zekfpi.

Gkeek ScnpiniE of Differexi Pertods.

(With Illustrations.)

GYPT was divided into two empires—

•

one of the living and one of the dead.

This was also the case in Greece. The empire
of the dead in Egypt was represented by em-
balmed mummies, swathed in cloth, painted,

and \^Titten upon. The empire of the dead
in Greece consisted of stone images in spirited

human forms. Every town and village had
a double population : the one in flesh and
bone, and the other in marble or bi'ouze—and
spirit. The one movable, the other im-
movable. The migration of the living Greeks
to all parts of Asia and Egj-pt, and that of

Greek statuary to Rome, were both equally

important as to theii' influence on the develop-

ment of human progress and culture. We
have already criticised Greek sculpture iL its

first stage, at its height, and at a later period.

We have now to consider a collection of the

products of Greek plastic art, in order to draw
analogies and to make ourselves acquainted
with the gradual retrograde movement in art

under changed political and social influences.

Art is the fruit of creative intelleet, and
forms its own abstractions and its o«ti con-
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Crete realities. In tliis, Art surpasses all the

sciences. Geometry treats of space ; Juris-

prudence of the jirinciples of right and wrong

;

Philosophy of ideas, and their relation to out-

ward objects ; but none of these sciences can

realise the essence or the concrete nature of

things. Art, on the contrary, conceives a

form intellectually, and works it by degrees

into reality. This is done more tangibly and
perfectly in sculpture than in any other branch

of art, and this caused the plastic spirit of the

Greeks to cultivate sculptm-e so exclusively.

This is also the reason why many great art-

critics, who could not sec the spiritual power
of painting, taught that only sculpture was
real art. Sculptui-e undoubtedly requires a

superior power ; if good, it despises all sjtu-

bolism, and speaks in the forms of the human
body, as the only possible concrete expression

of the divine spirit. The horse, lion, or dog.

being nearest to man in spirited expression,

may also be sculptured ; but it is entirely

Indian in taste to carve elephants or camels.

To represent a continuation or complication

of actions is out of the question, as repose

ought to be the principal element of geniiine

sculptui'e. We can see this in Fig. 1—a not

very excellent copy of tlie Oh'mpian Zeus,

by Phidias. Dignit}', wisdom, and sublime

repose arc united, in a masterh* manner, in

this marble form of the creative power of

nature. It is known as the Jupiter Verospi,

and is in the Vatican. The eagle, symboKc
of swiftness and might, forms his thi-one

;

instead of a winged goddess of victory, the

restorer of the iigure makes him grasp a mis-

shapen thunderbolt. More expressive is the

copy of the head of the Zeus of Phidias,

found at Otricoli (see Fig. 2), now in the

Vatican. Phidias undoubtedly endeavoured

to express the following Homeric lines in a

marble form :

—

" He spoke, and a^ful bends his sable brnws
;

Shakes his ambrosial curls, and gives the nod.
The stamp of fate, and sanction of the God

;

High heaven with trembling the dread signal took,

And all Olympus to the centre shook."

The copy undoubtedly deviates from the

original. The face is milder, the stern

grandeur is transformed into proud condes-
cension, and the olive-wi-eath that encircled

the brow is not given. Notwithstanding these

alterations, we may form some idea of the
cryselephantiue original. The same serene

repose pervades the statue of Hera. (See

Fig. 3, which might serve as a complement to

the head, which wo gave in the Builddtg
News, 4th July, 1S73', in Fig. 1.) Position,

face, arms, and drapery are harmoniously
beautiful. The hope of living after death
amongst such gods and goddesses was, no
doubt, a great consolation to the artistic

minds of the Greeks. What an indescribable

charm is to be traced in the statue of Eirene,
with the little Plutos on her left arm (see

Fig. 4)—the prototype of so many of the
Virgins with the child Jesus of the best
Christian period of Renaissance art. The
statue is said to have been the work of

Kephisodotos the Elder, probably the father
of Praxiteles, and a son, or pupil of Alka-
menes.

Until lately the statue—an excellent marble
copy of which has been transferred from the
Villa Albani to the Glyptotheca at iliinich

—

was thought to have reprented Ino-Leukothea
with the child Dyonisios, or else a Gea Kuro-
trophos (Demeter), or Ceres, from the Etrus-
kan word Cerus creator, or the old cereare,

creare, to create. The archicologist Brunn
rectified this error, and was the first to point
out that Patisanias, in speaking of a group of
Eirene with Plutos, vi'hieh stood in the Tholos
on the Agora at Athens, and which was often
represented on coins, musthave meant the group
before us. The worship of Peace was reintro-
duced afterthe battle nearLeukas, 37.5 B.C., by
Kouos, and might have been eelebrated.by the
erection of the group by Ke])hisodotos. The
group is fuU of meaning, and entirely in the
spirit of the times. Peace fondling Riches

;

and Riches stretching out its tiny hand, with
tender love, towards mother Peace. The
work, the composition and execution of which
entitle it to a place among the very best pro-

ducts of Greek plastic art, was an essay on
the truism, that peace is the mother of in-

dustry and wealth. The right arm of the

goddess has been restored, and points up-
wards ; the left hand of the child holds a

vase ; but this was originally a eornucoiiia.

The drapery, through which the womanly
forms of the figure are visible, is worthy of a
Phidias. The original was probably in

bronze. In Fig. o we give the Pallas of

Velletri, now in the Louvre at Paris. The copy
may be looked upon as a most faithful re-

production of the Pallas Athene by Phidias.

It is in Parian marble, and bears traces of

polyehromy. This circumstance would ascribe

the work to the period of the decline of

plastic art; or rather to a period of transi-

tion from plastic to pictorial art. The sculptor

who paints his figures commits one of the

greatest mistakes, and degrades his products

to the level of wax figures. The sculptured

forms carry with them light and shade. The
farther we go back in the history of art, the

less do we find the artist's power over his

material to have been, and the more fre-

quently do painted wood figures occur. This

was the case with the Indian, Egyptian,
Etruskan, and Greek idols, and was revived

in Christian sculpture diuing the inartistic

period of the Middle Ages ; so that many a

sacred place of worship resembled Mdme. Tus-
saud's exhibition. Marble, metal, or any
material which may be said to be homo-
geneous in its colours, may be used for plastic

purposes. The ultra-materialistic school of

modern times has produced some attempts at

polyehromy in sculpture, but the failm-e was
too great to encourage any one to persist in

this oifenee against good taste. Art-critics

may instance the cryselephantiue works of

Phidias ; but these could not be brought for-

ward to justify a llesh-coloiired Venus, with
dim blue eyes and yellow hair. Ivory for

the bare parts of the body and gold for the

drapery, perfectly accorded with the above
law, which w^as laid down and observed by all

master sculptors. Even if an autliority like

Phidias could be mentioned, we should stiU

maintain the theory that coloiu'ed sculpture

is contrary to the very spirit of plastic art.

The Diana of Versailles (see Fig. 6), in the

Louvre, belongs, undoubtedly, to a later

period of Graico-Roman sculpture. The
symbolic and earnest conceptions of Artemis
have given way to a lighter and more
frivolous representation of the sister of

Apollo. The symbolic Artemis, of Ephesus,
was a -a-oXi'ijaaro' monster. The breasts were
astronomical symbols, and adorned with heads
of lions, cows, stags, bees, crabs ; or composi-
tions of animals, such as heads of panthers
with horns and wings ; heads of lions or tigers

with bosoms ; or fabidous animals, such as

gritfins and dragons ; or, like the Diana at

Dresden, with winged figures without legs,

sphinxes, &c. A': a later period the Greeks
freed this conception from aU Indian and
Egyptian attributes, and the Goddess of the

Moon was represented as the giver of light

and life, the chaste goddess of night, in long
waving robes. ISut in the sculpture before

us she is dressed in a short chiton, and, in

animation, is preparing to let fly one of her
arrows. The Farnesian Herakles (see Fig. 6),

according to the inscription by the Athenian,
Glykon, is probably the copy of a statue by
the Sikyonian Lysippos, one of the most pro-

lific artists of the period of Alexander the

Great. The spiiit of the times may be clearlj*

traced in the very subjects he has chosen. A
Poseidon, showing dominion over the sea ; a

Helios, to glorify the dominion over the

earth ; a colossal Zeus, GOft. in height,

to express the dominion over the uni-

verse ; and a Dyonisios, were the gods
he cast or carved, always with a view
to extoUing the glory and power of his

heroic protector, Alexander, who allowed no
one but Lysippos to sculpture him, no one but
Apelles to paint him, and no one but Pyrgo-
teles to cut him in stone. Of the 1,500 works
which were attributed to Lysippos by Pliny,
some possess sufficient merit to make him
immortal ; but yet, with all his powers, he
stands on the brink of declining Greek art.

His most celebrated Herakles is represented
sitting on a basket which is covered with a
lion's skin ; he has no club, bow, or arrows.
The right arm and foot are stritehcd out, the
left leg is bent, and he leans on it with his

left arm, whUst his drooping head, resting on
the open hand, expresses grief. In this

work, instead of Greece as Niobe defying the
Gods, we have a symbolic representation of

broken Greece ruled by a despot. The figures

of Heraldes, by Lysippos, are generally faulty.

Chest and shoulders are too broad, the back
too fleshy, and the head begins to lose its

correct proportion to the body. The heads, ia

fact, grow smaller and smaller, whilst the
bodies, with their sharply carved or cast ana-
tomy, grow bigger and bigger. This may be
seen clearly in otir plate, if we compare the
feads of Zeus (Fig. 1), Asklepios (Fig. 8),

and the horse-tamer from Monte Cavallo
(Fig. 9), with those of Apoyomenos (Fig. 11),

Eros (Fig. 10), Hermes (Fig. 15), and the
Kentaur (Fig. 13). The predilection for

the so-called Farnesian Herakles shown in our
art schools, whilst in Germany the Apollo
Belvedere is preferred, and in France Mars,
or the Venus of Medici, is extremely charac-
teristic of the general art taste of the three

leading nations of the world. With Lysippos
Greek plastic art sank deeper and deeper.

The gods were neglected ; heroes were used in

dim and doubtful allegories to glorify some
individual, and portraits began to be the
fashion. Side by side with a craving for

sensational materialism, vanity is to be satis-

fied ; merit is no longer considered, but only
the capacity of the individtial to pay a sculptor

for immortalising an insignificant face in
marble. Art, under such conditions, cannot
and did not flourish ; it must die out ; for

it withers in the thick atmosphere of mean in-

terest. Kant has asserted, " that an opinion

on beauty alloyed by the slightest undercur-
rent of interest is no longer a pure resthetical

judgment."
If this be the 'case with mere art-judgments,

how muchmore willitbeso with works of art,

which otight to h.ave their own aim and purpose

—beauty ; which tendency distinguishes them
as (ffithctical from the mere mechanical or

technical products of the artisans. A real

work of art is interesting without interest

;

whilst interest influences the products of han-
dicraft and trade only, however, in the lowest

state of barbarism. The adze of a savage

does not become sharper or heavier through
ornamentation, and yet the inborn impulse to

beautify compels him disinterestedly to spend

hoiu-s and days in adorning his weapon ; and
so long as he does this he often succeeds in

his attempt to produce an artistic eft'ect,

whilst the Greek artists failed, in spite of

the preceding period of Classic art, to create

works of real beauty the very instant when
they allowed art to serve a secondary and

especially mercenary purpose. We can still

point out some excellent jiroducts, as Fig. 8,

the head of Asklepios of Milo, which bears,

in spite of its diflerence , in character, a fair

comparison with the Zeus of Otricoli (Fig. 2).

The horse-tamer on Monte Cavallo (see Fig. 9),

the original of which is ascribed to Phidias,

may be ranged amongst the very best compo-

sitions of Antique Art. The violent conflict

between the static and dynamic forces is

clearly exjlressed. The rider, with his superior

intellect, is represented as counterbalancing

the power of spirited' patter. The colos-

sal marble groups on the (iuirinal at Rome
have an imposing effect.' Tender and sweet is

the group of Eros and Psyche (si^e Fig. 10),

but very slovenly in execution. It belongs to

the Grccco-Roman period, when love and wine
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were the only topics occupying the mind of

imiicrial liome. Tliough we give the best

group from the Vatican, the execution, in

spite of the excellence of the lines, is coarse

and too sensational. Worse still, and more

objectionable, is the statue of Apoxyomcnos

(see Fig. II) the Athlete, scraping dust and

oil from his small-headed, muscular body.

An admirable truthfulness, notwithstanding

the theatrical attitude, jiermeates the figure

(jf the forsaken, sleeping Ariadne (see Fig. 12).

The drapery is of incomparable beauty, and

the statue n'lay be considered one of the gems
of sculpture in the Vatican. From the lior-

ghese collection the Louvre possesses a Ken-
taur teased by an Amor (see Fig. 13). Man
and beast are "blended into one by the mighty

l)o\ver of love. The composition has thus an

allegorical meaning. The old Grinder (see

Fig. 14) is full of realistic vulgarity, as also

is the resting ITermcs (see Fig. 1 J) from the

lluseum at Naples, a work in the style of

Lysippos, which is not altogether without

some poetical feeling. The liarbariui Faun,

now at Munich (see Fig. 10), is objectionable

in composition. It may be looked ujion as a

proof of the eftbrt on the part of the Greek
plastic artists to beautify and idealise the very

worst passions. We have in this statue a most

spirited representation of luqipy druulcenness.

The head and trunk are ancient, but the legs

and the left arm have been restored.

In studying Greek sculpture, it is of the

iitniost importance to distinguish between
ideal and natural beauty, and to be capable of

selecting what is really classic. If truth is

abstract beauty, or rather beauty in spirit and
morals, and art is concrete beauty—that is,

beauty in form—both elements must be cul-

tivated. Winckelmann has propounded the

axiom—" that there is only one art—that of

ancient Greece ; and that whoever -wishes- to

become a great artist, must study the

Antique." We must correct the first part of

this proposition, and can only allow it to

stand if planlic art is meant. As to the

coroUary, we cannot too strongly impress art-

students with it. Raphael, Michael Angelo,

Poussin, Thorwaldsen, Ranch, Flaxman,
Dannecker, &c., became powerful by fol-

lowing out, consciously or unconsciously,

Winckelmann's law. Even in the very worst
Greek product of architecture or sculpture,

there is something wortliy of study, as the

regulating spirit of symmetry and proportion
predominates in all. Their might}- secret was
" unity in variety," in ojiposition to confusion

in monotonous variety, based on a vulgar repro-

duction of nature. '• Silent grandeur" swayed
their compositions, and " nohle simidicity

"

their execution. The very moment the Greeks
neglected these elements, they degenerated,
and saidc deeper and still deeper the more
idealism was displaced by realism. These
are not mere individual opinions, but his-

torical facts.

Eiui.vTA.—In my article in the iifiLmxc
Nkws, " Historic Art Studies," -Ith July,
1S73, p. G, first column, line 39 from the
bottom, read •' Kitharoedos " instead of
" Kithanedos ; and same line, instead of

"Fig. 15 "read "Fig. J."

ON THE PLANNING AND FITTING OF
SCHOOLS.

II.—Existing Schools.

TO understand rightly, and to its fuU ex-
tent, the principle that a good school

rciiuircs a good school-house, it is necessary
to know something of the existing schools in
this country and to see how thev comi)are with
others. Wherever good teaching has been
appraised at its full value, there will good
buildings be found for the purpose. Where
really first-rate education exists in inferior or
unsuitable buildings, it will generally be
found that better accommodation is contem-
plated, or that the education itself is not
fully appreciated. Among a people having

ELEVATION OF LTrEl; xMlLULE-CLAoti tiClIOOL AT WIESBADEN.

so much to say in favoui- of the liberty of the

subject, and, indeed, freedom verging on

liei-nse in all du-ections, it would seem rather

hard to deny a person the right of teaching

a few childreu in any place which might be

selected. But in Germany, even the private

schools are not exempt from State iutcrfereuce.

and a certificate of competency (the result of

examination) is far more stringentlj- insisted

on generally than it is, even yet, with us.

The State there appears to hold that an incom-

petent teacher is an injiu-y to society, and
both teachers and school-houses are under its

control.
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Apart from the necessities of those among
the poorer population, for whom primarily

the new Elementary Schools are intended, we
find the condition of the children of the

lower middle classes mainly educated in

private schools, sometimes day-schools, some-

times hoarding-schools.' A large proportion

of the buildings in which these schools are

conducted are quite unfit for the pvirpose.

AVhat is the history of not a few of them ?

A gentleman—it may be a University

man—sufficiently learned to give his

pupils a good education, hut utterly igno-

lant of sanitary science or the ordinary prin-

ciples of domestic economy, finds in some
back street or outlying country place an old

iiovise, left long without a tenant on account

of its defective drains, bad water, damp
walls, leaky roof, smoky chimneys, or some
cf the other numerous diseases to which old

Jiouses of the badly-built sort are prematurely

liable. The smaliness of the rent reconciles

him to such of the evils as he can himself see,

while a little tinkering, and the application of

some cheap paint and ]iaper, eft'ectually con-

ceal the remainder. The largest room, per-

haps with cubic air-space enough for half a

tlozen persons under ortlinary domestic

arrangements, and utterly innocent of any
pretence lo ventilation, is set apart for the

schoolroom, furnished with benches and
desks as uncomfortable as possible, and forth-

with packed with a score, or more, of pupils

for seven or eight hours a day I The bed-

rooms are crowded in like manner, and the

result is that the children go home for the

liolidays looking pale and ill, or, as their

parents fondly believe, very much "over-
worked." This is no overdrawn picture.

There are numerous schools of the kind, both

in London and the provinces. They are under
no Inspector's eye. They ask for no Govern-
ment grant. At present they cannot be
meddled with. But it is not too much to

•predict that the time will arrive when the

use of such buUdings for the purposes of edu-
cation will not be tolerated. This time,

however, is not likely to be until all classes,

and all sects and parties, come to realise fully

the benefits of education itself. The Duke
of Newcastle's Commission ascertained in 1861,

that these private—non-inspected— schools,

were especially popular with the well-to-do

working classes, from their supposed f/cJifAVy,

and were on the increase. The number of

children they contained in 18(51 was no less

than 573,530. Some of them were very good,

but of others, whether as regards buildings,

teachers, or methods of instruction, it would
be difficult to speak too strongly. It is not, of

course, pretended that we have now no good
middle-class schools, but in a year or two
hence, when Mr. Forster's Act shall have ful-

filled the first part of its mission in the crea-

tion of suitable buildings for public elementary
schools, the English position will be that,

although pride may be felt in tlie possession of

such public schools as Eton, Harrow, Rugby,
Westminster, Winchester, Durham, and
others—availablo chiefly, for the children of

wealthy parents—there will still remain a

great gulf between the well-appointed ele-

mentary schools and these—a gulf which can
onl)- be bridged over by serious legislation in

the direction of middle-class, practical, and
technical schools. The children of the peer
and the peasant will then have been provided
for, but those of the middle classes (of those

classes which are sometimes regarded as the
strength of the country) will yet, to a great
extent, remain.
The coimtry, however, is alive to, at least,

some pai't of the above condition of tilings,

and a movement for the higher education of
girls is on foot by a powerful committee,
headed by the Princess Louise and the
Marquis of Lome.

In dealing with the question of school-
planning, it may be necessary, from time to

* Known, since the advent of School Boards, as "Private
Adventure Schools."

SCAUE

PLAN OF SCHOOL (INFANTS' AND "MIXED ") FOR 250, AS SUGGESTED BY
EDUCATION DEPAETMENT.

ELEVATION OF SCHOOL (INFANTS' AND "MUSED") FOK 250, AS SUGGESTED
EY EDUCATION DEPAETMENT.

time, to examine systems of teaching, so as to

render apparent the reasons of the planning in

particular cases : but it is no part of our

business to give the history, development, and

working of the existing schools. Indeed, that

has already been completely accomplished by

Mr. ISartley, in his excellent work, " The

Schools for the People."* Yet, seeing that

for years it has been common for architects to

regard school planning as almost too simple

and easy a branch of their art to deserve

serious study, too much stress cannot now be

laid on the proposition that the plan of a

school depends entirelyon the method of tui-

tion. When this latter is clearly and defi-

F,c,/.

nitcly settled, there will always be found
architects able to produce buUdings suited

to it. But they must first understand in

what manner their Ijuildiugs are to be used.

The English method of teaching, based on
the use of " pupU-teachers," is in use, more
or less, in Scotland, Ireland, and America,

but is not always developed in the saiue way.
Large and wide schoolrooms, common to the

Lancasterian (now called British) Schools,

» Bell and Daldy, 1371.

are stUl in use both in Ireland and
America.* The origin of the system was, in

the expressed opinion of Lancaster himself,

that, with the aitt of monitors, one master

could conduct a school of even 1,000 children.

A gradual change of opinion, however, came
over the managers of this class of schools, and
about the year 1850, the Pupil-teacher system

appears to have superseded that of the Moni-
tor. The large room, as shown in Fig. 1, which
is reproduced from an article on School-plan-

ning in the BriLDixr, News of June 11, 1869,

page 521, Vol. XVI., is so arranged as

to give either a double arrangement of

benches and desks (the scholars thus facing

each other from opposite sides of the room, and
the teacher's desk being at the end), or an
entire system of benches and desks facing in

one direction towards the master. In the

latter case, the whole schoolroom resembles

nothing but itself, or a huge classroom based

on the Continental model, but much exagge-

rated. In both countries floor-space is some-

times left at the sides of the room to enable

classes to be drawn out and receive lessons,

standing in a semicircle.

In both these countries too, though
not hitherto in England, it has been a

favourite plan to give each pupU a sepai-ate

seat, although the desks themselves are made
for a greater number, the gangways occiUTing

generally at intervals of two, although (in

Ireland) sometimes of three, and even of

four. The advocates of these wide and large

schoolrooms maintain that there is a greater

power of control on the part of the teacher,

and that, in spite of the great noise (and to

an on-looker, the great confusion and Babel-

dom) during lesson-time, there is a more than

compensating element in the superior general

intLlligence promoted by the " sympathy of

numbers." The later American schools,

* It should be noted that these schoolrooms, supposed
to be obselete in England, and so regarded by the Educa-
tion Department, are strenuously advocated by tho Leeds
School Board and by some able schoolmasters and educa-

tionists.
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however, show a decided opinion in favour of

a larger number of classrooms than before.

Some of those published twenty j-ears ago by

Mr. Henry Barnard in his book on the

'•Principles of !^ch(iol Architecture,'" have

already indicated this. But, as an interesting

attempt in America to work out in this direc-

tion a problem which has engaged much
attention here lately, we give from the Keport

just issued on the Schools of Pennsylvania,

a -woodcut of the Newton Primary School in

Ludlow-street, Philadelphia. Without aban-

doning the use of the large schoolroom, when
requii-ed, the cntii-e area is there planned with

sliding partitions, which at pleasure convert

the whole into a series of classrooms. The
school otherwise, however, does not call for

special notice. 15ut in spite of a decided im-

provement in American schools, we fiud from

the last report of the Superintendent of those

of New York, that of the old log sehoolhouse

—the iirstkindof school-building (if building

it can be called) attempted in the New World
—there are no less than one hundred and
twenty still remaining in Xew York State

alone.

Reverting to the German schools, it maybe
remarked that the system in use among the

whole German-speaking race, from Berlin to

Vienna, turns on the theory that each class

should be taught in a separate room by a

separate and fuUy-qualiticd master, and that

the same educational treatment should be

maintained from the earliest to the last

moment of school life Two fcatiuxs, uni-

versal with lis, a " pupU-teacher," and an
infant-school fitted with a gallery, are there

whoUy unknown to the system. The question

of wide or narrow schoolrooms, again, does

not enter into their calcidations at all, as the

schoolroom is omitted altogether in favour of

a collection of classrooms. Having eom-
l4ained of the condition of English middle-
class school-buildings, we take, for illustra-

tion, a German specimen at random from the

admirable work of Herr Wiese, of Berlin

(the Minister of State having the charge

of the Higher Schools of Prussia), the

Higher Tradesman's or Upper Jliddle-elass

School [Tluhcrc JJiire/erschulc), at Wiesbaden,
erected in 1S68. The woodcut gives plans of

the ground and first rtoors,and shows the gene-
ral aiTangements sulficiently. On the second

floor are more classrooms, while the central

portion is occupied by the Examination Hall
(Au/a). The classrooms vary in size, and there

arelecture-rooms specially fitted and furnished

for chemistry and ph3'sical science. But the

schools of Germany, studied and matured on
a system so different from mirs, and applied

alike to every class in the country, from the

highest to the lowest, are of sufficient im-
portance to claim a separate notice.

Turning again to existing schools in this

country, it should be remembered that the
work of the Education Department in reality

dates from tlie year IS.'Ji), when an Order in

Council created the " Committee of Council
on Education," although the various educa-
tion establisliments of the Government were
not finally united under the new name until

a second Order in 1806. Their efi'orts have
been so directed to the economy of school-
planning that an excellent foundation has
been laid for the labour of school-boards and
their architects. It is to them we owe
official sanction to the Pui)il-teacher system,
and also to the principle of arranging
school-desks on one side ouli/ of the scliool-

room. The accompanying plan, taken from
the well-known " Uules"! is a sufiicient re-

minder of the kind of school alluded to. The
wide schools of the Lancasterian and British

type arc abandoned, eqtially with the class

subdivision system of Germany.
Evidently the object has been to combine in

one .system the good points of several, and
not to lose the use of the pupil-teacher or

monitor working under supervision. The

sympathy of numbers" is not lost sight of

,

while separation of the classes is jiartly ob-

tained by curtains. Economy of plan is

insisted on, and no greater width of school-

oom allowed beyond what is strictly neces-

sary to draw out the class in front of the

groups of desks. To allow supervision on the

part of the teacher, the use of long deslcs

necessitated a space to be left between each

row, and the number of rows was therefore

limited (though not absolutelj') to tlu'ee. It

is only now, however, that, by an immense
improvement in the shape and mechanism of

desks, space is economised ; five rows instead

of three can be used both in schoolrooms and

classrooms, and, instead of being limited to

20ft. as a maximum, the schoolroom may be

economically l)uilt at 22ft. wide. But although

improvements of like nature, att'ectiug the

plan of the building, may be devised from

time to time, the fact remains that what is

now being done in school-planning is but the

natural development of a system already laid

down, and stimulated by the presence of

greater requirements.

E. R. llOLSON.

LINCOLN DIOCESAN ARCHITECTURAL
SOCIETY.

THE proceedings of this society's' Annual
Meeting which was held last weok,

opened with matins at the parUh cbui'ch of

Louth, succeeded by an address from the Bishop
of the diocese. Mi". James Fowler then gave a

description of the Church. Louth Park and its

Abbey were then visited, and afterwards the

Churches of Cockerington, Alvinghaun, Yar-

borougb, Covenbam, Ludborough, and Utterhy.

The annual meeting took pbvce in the evening

at the Corn Exchange, followed by the public

meeting in the Town Hall, whore the first paper
read was one on "Village Churches," by G.

Gilbert Scott, Esq., MA., F.S.A. There is a

point of view, said Mr. Scott, from which the

village church has an interest all its own. There
is no country in Earope where the village has

retained so much of its pristine importance as in

England. Nowhere, until quite recently, has t'ae

influence of the great towns been so little felt.

The Englishman is, after all, essentially a

countryman. . . . The village is, next 1

1

the family, the simplest and least artificial of all

the forms of social organisation, and it has con-

tinued on through all the changes which i-eligion

whole village, is yet such as necessitates giving
to it the utmost accentuation that we can

The centre of the west front might well be

assumed as the normal position for the tower,

only to be departed from where there is some
manifest reason for doing so, founded on pecu-

liarities of site. A west end tower is compara-
tively easy to design. A west on;l without a

tower is always difficult: it demands a great west

window, and this floods the church with such a
quantity of afternoon sunshine as no stained glass

can control It may be laid down as a

general rule that our modern chancels are too

short for a well proportioned architectural etfoct,

as well as for the proper performance of the cere-

monies, and it is certainly the wors; possible

policy to curtail them still further, both in ap-

pearance and in actual area, by adopting what ia

called the apsidal termination. Small apses pre-

sent a great difficulty of roofing them satisfac-

torily. They really require groining. The chaucol

should most certainly be a> long as a square ended
one, with the apse additional. The square east

end is the most marked peculiarity of our national

church architecture. It is a tradition, venerable

both from its antiquity and its singularity. It

may almost be said that there are no square-ended

chancels except in Great Britain and lieiand, and
none but square-ended ones here. The Basilican

plan, with apsidal end, was brought in by the

Latin missionaries. It was then that the square

end tradition had its first struggle for existence.

Its second great struggle for existence was at the

Conquest. The Normans naturally introduced

the Continental fashion—a fashion which Edward
the Confessor had already followed at West-

minster Abbey. Probably mo^t of the Saxon
churches with apses date from his reign. The
notion embodied in the rubric, "The chan-

cels shall remain as they have been in times,

past," was a real and living principle. It has

borne good fruit in dry and sterile tlays, and in

these more favoured times may be expected to-

blossom again with a renewed vigour. A tra-

dition which has lived through the eighteenth

century, and produced many due works even in

those dark days, ought nut to be abandoned
thoughtlessly and from mtsro caprice. Pugin
sometimes lays it down that the man who says h©

likes Gothic architecture and does not approve of

high screens is simply a liar. Tue expression is

forcible, but true. . . In church building the

early styles are rather wasteful ; they require very

massive walls: it is quite impossible, as sad ex-

perience has shown us, to get the effect cf early

work with the shallowness which a reasonabl*

economy generally necessitates. As t.ie styles

developed, the architects gradually learned bow
to produce fine effects with more moderate moans.

and politics have undergone, in the main un- ' Their work becomes more scientific, and a skilful
'" .... .

adjustment of thrusts and countei'poises enabled

them to produce effects of elegance and beautyj

showing great Ongiuoering knowledge and clever

economy of materials. In the smaller churches

this is more especially seen. The development

• New York : C. B. Norton. Txjndon : TrUbner .fe Co.

t " TIulcs to be observed in Plannini^ and Fittins-up
Schools." London : Eyre ami Spottiswoode,

changed. The village church is the only putilic

building which, as a rule, tho rustic population

possesses. It is the central p^int of the common
life : the building which typifies the oneness of

the community. In the church and the church-
yard all meet on equal terms and with an equal !

of the clerestory shows a thorough grasp of tho

right, as members of one little society of which
the church forms naturally tho centre. In regard

to the cjreat importance of tho choice of site, tho

old builders placed their churches with wonder-
ful skill. In the iiattest, the least accentuated
country, they always succeoded in giving their

buildings something of character and importance
from a judicious selection of the ground. They
almost always found some little knoll, some
slight elov£ tion which might give to tho church
an advantage worthy of its character and im-
portance, a certain amount of dignity to the sim-

plest erection. This point is far too much
neglected now. As a rule the architect, the man
who ought to be able to judge of such matters, is

not called in until the site has been socured, and
he has to make the best ho can of it. The site

is too often some useless corner which can be

bought cheap, or bo given without sacrifice.

The architects, too, I am sorry to say, fall

in ouly too often with such a system, an 1

design their buildings as if every site was
;in absolute place. . . . Tho look of an
old village church is as if the building and the site

belonged to each other : tho church seems to grow
tipon the hill side or tho knoll, grasping, as it

were, tho ground with its groat buttresses, lilio the
spreading roots of an old tree. You could not
readily imagine it on any other site : it belongs to

tho place just as much ;is the aged yows which
grow beside it. Much may be dono by help of a

well cho.seu site, even with a poor building, the

importance of which, as being tho centre of the

true principles of internal oft'ect. In mixed
churches it was the later architects who deliber-

ately impressed upon them their now especially

distiuguislaing characteristics of style. Tho
changes they made were done deliberately with

the object of producing that result which, in

spite of ail our theories, wo instinctively admire,

and the fact that the earlier work which they re-

tained, so far from producing incongruity, ac-

cords so well with all th.) rest, only saows how
thoroughly tho later architects understood thoir

work, how well they had mastered the problem of

reconciling new with old, and multiplicity with

unity, and of subordinatiug the variety of tha

parts to tho harmouyof the whole. Interiors ofold,

continued Mr. Scott, were always finished with

colour upon plaster ; the practice had disappeared

and left us with whitewash, which bad not

originated with the Puritans, as commonly sup-

posed, but was a groundwork for colour from

ancient times. A revival of colour decoration in

village churches was highly desaable : distemper,

not oil colours, was best lor interiors. With re-

gard to staiued-glass windows, it too often

happened that the maker never saw the openings^

nor did he know or care what effect his glass

would produce. As to tho reredos, the groat obj-

ject mostly seemed to be to spend as much money
and get as little beauty or effect out of it as

possible. Mr. Scott's remai-ks were severe up»n th»

poor and meaningless decorations now in vogue.

Every little church was a pictiu'e-gallery to the

villagers in tho old times: it was thoir only
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school of taste, and there was arofinin; in9ueilce

osercisecl over their minds by familiarity with

religious art in the churches. More might be

done, he thought, by a revival of such art than by

all the mechanics' institutes in existence. Old

churches were full of dignity in comparison with

new The trashy ornaments of the present day

were in bizarre contrast with the walls of

suburban churches, and it was refreshing to turn

from them to a real village church filled with

Tillagers.

A paper was then read, by the Rev. Precentor

Veuables, on Louth Park Abbey.

At the evening meeting on the second day, Mr.

Edward Peacock, F.S.A., read a paper on "Louth

in the time of Henry VIII.," and the venerable

the Archdeacon of Stow followed with one " On

the Green Lady and Sir John BoUe, of Thorpe

Hall."

THE PALACE OF THE PODESTA AT
FLORENCE.

(
With Illustrations.)

LAST n-eek and the week before we gave several

plates, and intend giving four others, to

illustrate one of the most imposing Mediisval

huildinr's of Florence. The citizens of this town

were the direct descendants of the Etruskans,

and were, through the migration of tho Teutonic

tribes and their settlement in Lombardy, the

mo.st Teutonic tribe of Italy. We trace this

ethnological character, not only in tho political

but also in the scientilic and artistic develop-

ment of the Tuscans. Down to the 1.5th and

Ifith centuries there was something Kyklopean in

their architecture. A Teuton-Roman mixture

of style predominates, w^hether we consider their

churches or their profane buildings. Teuton
rulers and Teuton thinkers were active in

forming tho social and artistic condition of

Florence. The natrrre of the long-boarded men,

the Longobards or Lombards, found expression

in their exceptionally sombre, well-regulated, and

stern edifices. From Carolus Magnus (782-785)

to the, establishment of the commonwealth (in

the beginning of the 12th century), the influence

of the northern Teuton tribes of Europe, in

Tuscany, was uninterrupted. As early as the

11th century, the Florentines began to assert

their independence, by extending the limits of

their town, and subduing all the surrounding

castles and villages. They occupied themselves

with war and piila2:e, and with trade and com-

merce. In the year 1220, at the coronation of

the Emperor Frederick II., they received a beau-

iful dog from the Cardinal Legato ; their rivals,

the citizens of Pisa, heard of his, and v^ ished to

have a similar present ; the Cardinal, in the

meantime having forgotten that ho had given

away tho dog, presented it also to the people of

Pisa. This single animal, twice given away,

caused a sanguinary war between the citizens of

the two towns. In the year 1282, the Floren-

tines suddenly got rid of their aristocratic task-

masters, and appointed the head.s or " priors " of

tho six highest guilds rulers of the town.

The " priors " of the bankers, physicians and

grocers, furriers, cloth manufacturers, ' cloth

merchants, and mercers, were elected as

governors for two months. In a short time the town
flourislied under this new but very changeable

constitution; matters, however, grew suddenly

worse, and in 1292, Giano della Bella, one of the
" priors " succeeded in obtaining the election of

a '' Goufaloniero di Giustizia," who had the right

to reside in the Palace of which we gave the

section and elevation in the Building News
for July 11, and details cf the court-yard with

the great staircase, and the pilaster surmounted
by a lion, on the 4th July. The mighty Roman
arches, supported by hexagonal Norman pillars,

with rough acanthus capitals ; and the number of

shields which ornamented pillars and walls, are

so many tangible forms of the social and political

conditions of the Florentines. Continued changes
occurred in that indomitable, excitable, anJ yet

severe and obstinate community. Dante truth-

fully sings in his ' Purgatorio :"

—

" How oft within the timi- of thy remembrance.
Laws, mooev.cffiL^i-s, and usa^L-s

Has thou remodeileii, and ren-wed thy members?
And if thou mind thee well, and see thi,- light.

Thou Shalt behold thystlf like :i sick woman,
"Who cannot find repose upon her down,

But by her tos^in;^ wardeth off her pain."

To ward off the intrigues of the aristocracy

and of the jealous priesthood, and to protect tho

power of tho "Gonfaloniere," buildings like the

palace of the Podosta, looking like fierce and

frowning castles, with battlements and towers,

were necessary. (See front in BniLDrsG News,

nth July, 1873.) Like the mountains that

form the background of charming Florence, the

palaces were gigantic ; in evei-y stone, in every

brick, lurked the defiant character of these

chivalrous tradesmen ; who measured and sold

grocery and provisions with one hand, and held

their swords or daggers in the other. Simple

grandeur and solidity are conspicuous in the

exterior aspect of their palaces, which, as we

have seen, showed more brick and stone than

windows or doors ; but tho interiors of the court-

yards and tho loggia, which we give in our illus-

tration to-day, strongly contrasted with the rough

outside in pomp .and decoration. The mighty

cross-vaults were richly decorated, gold on blue,

or red on white. The red lily on a white field

was the sanguinary sign of Florence. Every

available space in the interior was decorated.

The palace had a Norman look, like our own
Tower, or Windsor Castle. It was planned and

begun by a German architect, who was nick-

named Lapo, an abbreviation of Jacopo, and

whose family name was never known. It was

continned b,y F. Sisto, of Florence, and F. Ristori

de Campi, two Dominican monk,s, but was in all

probability, principally adorned by Arnolfo di

Lapo, the son of Lapo, and pupil of Cimabue, one

of the greatest architects and sculptors of his

time. By degrees the palace was extended to-

wards the East ; tho porticos, the loggia, and the

adjoining halls forming tho small palace were

slowly proceeded with down to the year 1316

when" the works were pushed on with greater

activity. To the six guilds a seven'h was a.Med,

that of the notaries and judges, forming, with their

familes and the families of the former six, a new

kind of democratic aristocracy, under the title of

the "Popolo Grasso," which daily increased in

power and inUuence. The nobility and the

''Popolo Minuto" wore entirely dependent on

them. The " Signoria," in their pride, went so far

as to make King Charles Robert of Naples (1313)

one of their members. He oppressed them first

through his agents, and then through his son, the

Duke Charles of Calabria, until they entrusted

Walther of Brienne with a kind of dictatorship
;

enabling him with the help of the nobility and

the dissatisfied " Popolo Minute " to make him-

self master of Florence. He was carried through

the imposing court-yard, which we give in our

illu.stration, into the palace, on tho shoulders of the

nobility. During these changes tho wooden roof

was burnt down, and from 1332 to 1316, the palace

was raised in height and vaulted. Some of the

chambers, as the Archive, were provided with

mighty flat roofs, with cross-beams resting on

elegantly-sh.aped consols. Panelling prevailed

throughout in the decoration of the rooms, and

the vaults and walls were chiefly ornamented

with largo diaper patterns. The fireplace in

the room of tho PodestSi was constructed by

Lorenzo Guardiiii, in 1478. Tho audience-hall,

which we shall give in our nest number, was about

58ft. in height, and was decorated with stars
;
the

ribs were ornamented in tho Early Norman style,

with zig-zag and other patterns. The windows

were richly decorated, with ornamental frames,

and tho walls adorned with stiff lions. We find

in some of our architectural handbooks some very

objectionable rem.arks about Italian architecture,

which is described as " poor, flat, and unmean-

ing, without any lines or style of ornament to

group tho windows together into one com-

position, so that they are mere scattered open-

ings in the wall." Such critics show their utter

ignorance of art-history. Thoy have not yet

learned to look upon buildings and ornamenta-

tion as the outgrowth of tho social, religious, and

political conditions of a nation. But we protest,

even from an aesthotical point of view, against

a grouping of windows in a style pervaded with

,an utter contempt for symmetry. It is an old

architectural rule which cannot be often enough

repeated :
' Plus on augmente la masse, le moins

on doit multiplier los details ;
" freely translated,

"the larger the masses, the fewer detailed

ornaments do they want." TLe imposing effect

of the Italian castle-palaces consisted in their

powerful. Titanic outlinesand their stern flatness.

They turned their stone backs upon the town,

and a grouping of windows wnuld have only led

to quick and certain destruction. The rebellious

populace would havo had loss difficulty in scaling

tho perforated walls, and could have more easily

effected an entrance, than by battering in tho
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well-gnarded and protected gates. The Palace

of the Podosta, which was improved during the

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, was, under
Cosimo I., turned into a prison. Tho stately halls

were divided and subdivided into cells, to serve

as hospitable dwellings for those who offended

against the State, or rather against the ruling

family. Tho proud palace has received the

name of Bargello, and it would necessitate tho re-

moval of a number of houses and be a task of

great difiBculty to distinguish the pompous dwell-

ing of the Podestas in its original outlines. Times
change, and buildings and modes of decoration

change with them. The wooden gallery and

balcony, which were movable, and of which only

the holes for fixing them remain (soo Fagade

given in Building Nkw.s, nth July, 1S73), are

no longer necessary to rebellious Florentines

;

they havo now buildings with plenty of well-

grouped windows in the very best and most im-

posing Renaissance style. G. G. Z.

SOME NEW SCHOOL DESKS.

MR. S. F. PELLS, of Beccles, has recently

patented a new school desk, which he calls

the " BuiLDiKG News School desk," combining a

sloping writing-desk and seat, flat table for tea-

meetings, and a backed seat with bookboard for

services. The mechmical arrangement by which

these changes are effected is of a most simple

description, and yet insures rigidity and freedom

from any lateral motion. The width of the top

of tho desk exceeds that of most others, and the

part containing the inkwells remains stationary

throughout all tho movements—thus all liability

of the ink to spill is avoided. We regard it as a

neat, useful, and comfortable desk. Its price is

very low, and in every respect it will bear com-

parison with any other we know of.

Messrs. Colman and Glendenning, of Norwich

and London, have sent ns models of their

"Collegiate" and "Eastern Counties" school

desks. The Collegiate school desk is constructed

in accordance with the principles laid down in

the lecture " on School life in its influence on

sight," by Mr. Liebreich, Ophthalmic surgeon to

S.^Thomas' Hospital, and now adopted by the

London School Board. The important points in

this system are— supporting the child in an erect

sitting posture by a back rail, of a determined

height and distance from the desk
;
giving the

desk an inclination of about 15 degrees forwriting,

and 40 for reading—a point of great importance

optically ; and supporting the ankles and regu-

latini; the height of seat"^ desk, and footboard to

the size of the child. While securing the above,

further mechanical improvements have been in-

troduced by the manufacturers. The front por-

tion of the desk top—which, when thrown back,

forms a book-rest, is centred in the solid iron of

the standards ; two bevelled faces or rests on

each standard provide a secure support for the

board in tho position, either for reading or writing,

and when the front board is thrown back, a space

free from all projections is afforded for standing,

passing in or out, or for girls' sewing-lessons.

Tho "Eastern Coimties " desk is very similar

in principle to that of Mr. Pells, and like his, can

be easily arranged as a desk, a backed seat to

form a back, either for its own seat or for the

seat in front of it, or as a flat table. There is

one little point in which the " Buildisc New.s

Desk " appears to possess an advantage— in the

immobility of the part containing the inkwells, .and

its adaptation as a book-board ; a handy feature

in school-chapels. In every other particular the

two desks seem equally to deserve praise, and it

is only fair to say that in seeming the last-

mentioned advantages. Mr, Pells fails to obtain

tho facility with which, in the " Eastern Counties

desk, tho desk can be arranged as a backed seat,

either to tho front or back, by which time must

often be saved, as all necessity for turning the

seats round is avoided.

New Cemetery for Daelixoton.—Owing to

the increasing population and development of

this borough, the Town Council have found it

necessary to provide a new cemetery at the north

end of the town, a site for which has been most

h.andsomely presented to the town by tho Messrs.

Poaso. At a council meeting held on the Ulth

inst., a resolution was passed appointiug Mr. G. G

Hoskins, F.R.I.B.A., of Darlington, as architect

for tho chapels and lodges.
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OUR LITHOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS.

SIXRV STHECT. BROMLEV, SCHOOLS.

TiiESE buildings, some description of which ap-

peared in our pages on the liith May, 1S73, are

illustrated in our present issue. Tho design was

among the first selected in the first series of limi-

ted competitions promoted by the London School

Board, and, except that the accommodation for

infants has boon raised from L'40 to 400 by tho

addition of the one-story building shown on tho

drawing, tho works have been cai'ricd out almost

exactly according to tho original design. Tho

buildings are warmed by fireclay stoves, con-

structed ti admit warmed air into the rooms,

and ventilating flues for tho exit of foul-air are

provided and carried to tho top of the chimney

shafts. The windows generally are made to open

as double-hung sashes, while thoso noar tho

ceilings are hingo.l to fall inwards as hoppers,

and they thus give an upward tendency to tho

air thtit passes through them, whereby direct

draught is avoided.

Tho mov-iblo partitions required by tho Board

for tho purpose of separating tho rooms for the

different classes are formec' with double screens

liung from tho top, with a considerable air-spaco

between them. Though they are not so perfect

as to e.xclnde all sound, thoy will, it is believed,

bo found to answer all practical purposes, and

will prevent the classes disturbing ouo another
;

and they are found to bo as efficient for this pur-

pose as a9in. wall with an ordin,ary door therein.

The screens across the main schoolrooms pass

clear away from the rooms into a drop prepared

for them in the lavatories adjoining. The girls'

schoolrooms on the second floor coiTOspond ex-

actly in arangement with the boys' schools,

shown on the first-floor plan. The works' have

been carried out, under Jlr. Lacy W. Ridge's

superintendence, by Jlr. B. E. Nightingale, ilr.

Pursell has acted efficiently as clerk of works.

NEW COTTiGES LASGFOKD, ESSEX.

These coStages are erected by tho proprietor,

S. S. Piggott, Esq., for his labourers, and the aim
has been to give them an architectural charac-

ter without too great an expenditure. Tho
gi'ound floor Is built in red brick, and the

chamber-floor in framing filled in with brick-

nogging, upon which patterns are worked in

plaster whilst in a damp state. Tho internal

accommodation' includes to each cottage a good-

sized living-room, small scullery, pantry, coal-

placo and earth-closet—with three bedrooms over.

Tho cost of the pair of cottages is £S')().

We are pleased to observe that there are land-
owners in Essex who are alive to the advantages
of erecting <ipon their estates cottages which
not only add to tho beauty of tho landscape, but
which should also act as an incentive to tho

Labourer to take a pride in his house. It must
bo remembered th.at the education of tho eyo is

an important item in the training of rising

generations.

As a proof th.at thore need be no difficulty in

erecting such cottages, it should bo noted tliat

they have been built by tho village bricklayer
and carpenter, Messrs. Taverner and Emberson,
from the design of Mr. Frederick Chancellor,
architect, of 8, Finsbury Circus.

XEW GATE-LODGE, nVICKENHAM.

This sketch is a view of a new lodge about to

bo erected at Haversham Grange, by Mrs. Di^by
Boycott. As it will bo exposed to view on all

aides, either from tho road or tho grounds, the
architect, Mr. Fred. Chancellor, has endeavoured
to satisfactorily group his building from all points.

THE CnATEAU DE IIOCLOONE.

Wo give an elevation of tho Chateau do
Boulogne, otherwise called Madrid, near Paris.
Tho exterior is fairly treated, and tho interior is

divided into a great number of apartments. The
castle has little resemblance to an ancient
Roman fortress, or to tho palaces of

Florence, Rome, Venice, Sienna, or Brescia,

of tho fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.

It is, rather, ono of tho best specimens

of tho Scignorial residences of tho feudal period

—

a st.anding witness to traditions long forgott;n in

France. If (says YioUet-le-Duc, in his " Entretiens

sur L'Architccturo," Vol. I.) wo would bring to

our mind a good idea of the habitation and man-

ners of the court of Fr.aucis tho First, the castle

of Boulogne exactly satisfies our requirements.

Admirably suited for courtly display or festival,

it yet afforded perfect privacy and independence to

each member of tho King's suite. The ingenious

disposition of tho porticos between the pro-

jections of the battlements was evidently care-

fully studied by the .architect. One of these

faced the north-east, and formed an agreeable

promenade in the heat of the day ; tho other

facing the south-west would bo resorted to if tho

day wore cool. In other respects, ho evidently

had to follow the requirements of a plan laid out

for him to which ai'chitectually he had to conform.

CUfRClI OF S. PETER, OUGIITRISGTOX,
CHESHIRE.

Tho church is designed to hold 450 persons,

and stands on a commanding site, on the range

of bills between Lyinm and Stockport—as will

be seen by reference. The plan consists of nave

and aisles, chiincel, N.E. tower, and vestries.

The material for tho walls is the local Sandstone,

which is used for tho facing internally as well as

for the exterior. The string-courses, plinths,

labels, vaulting and window-shafts, arcade-caps

and bases, itc, are of red Runcorn stone ; the

window _tracory, columns, &c., are ofHoUington
stone. The chancel is groined with ribs of

Hollington stone, with filling-in of local Runcorn
red'stone. The marble and alabaster font and

pulpit are executed by Mr. Forsyth; tho iron-

work, gasfittings, &e., are by Mr. Leaver: and
the organ by Messrs. Hill. The architects are

Mr. R. Herbert Carpenter and the late Mr.

William Slater.

THE LAW OF PAVIXG NEW STREETS.

SOMEHOW or other (says the Metropolitan)
Parliament does not understand subjects

relating to affairs of construction. AH their

operations touching building have boon more or

less failures. The result is that these who have
to deal with the practical part of tho question
often find themselves crippled through some in-

explicable statute. Local authorities in tho Me-
tropolis are empowered under the 105th section

of tho Metropolis Local Management Act and
tho Amendment Act of 1S(12, 25 and 20 Vict.,

c. 102, s. 77, to pave streets where owners of

property have neglected to do so. and to appor-
tion the cost upon owners of land or houses abut-
ing upon tho same. Proceedings are continually

being taken to recover expenses attending the
paving of new streets from persons who do not
consider t'aemselves li.ahle, and, on reference to

courts of law, the views taken by judges are
more commonly based upon their individual
views of what the Acts intended than upon what
the Acts absolutely affirm or deny. Several
cases have been heard in respect of paving works
of late, and the decisions of the courts will supply
a defined b.asis upon which to rely in the future.

Soiiio half-dozen of our metropolitan vestries

have figured in various forms, illustrating

difl'erent points of difficulty.

Tho Fulham District Board, on ono occasion,
having resolved that certain new streets should
bo paved, .apportioned the expenses of paving
a part .among the owners in such portion, and
made an order upon a Mr. Whitchurch for
X07. lUs., as his share in respect of houses and
building-land abutting upon ono of tho streets
about to be paved. He objected to p.ay on the
gJ-ound that, inasmuch as tho Board had decided
to pave tho vhole of the streets, the expense should
have been estimated and apportioned for tho en-
tiro length, and not a pari. Tho magistrate at
Hammorsmitli Police-court ordered Jlr. Whit-
church to pay his quota, but tho Queen's Bench
quashed tho order, admitting tho objections
raised by the defendant, the mistake being to
take to more than the part to bo paved.
Tho Kensington Vestry, on the other hand,

called <ipon L.ady Holknd to p.ay .£107. us., in
coDsequonco of a n^wly-paved road adjoining a
square belonging to her. Tho objection was,
that she was not liable, having lot tho ground

upon which the square was constructed to a per-
son named Hall, who was to have had a lease.

The houses, however, had reverted to Lady
Holland, who had sold them to a man namei!
Robinson, subject to leases upou completion.
The police magistrate made the usual order,
which the Court of Common Pleas confirmed,
holding that Lady Holland remained tho owner
of the garden ground which had not yet beea
handed over to Robinson.

It has been decided that a church, together
with land belonging to it, is not rateable towards
paving expenses for new streets. This was on
an appeal against the Paddington Vestry.
The owner of a house in S. Pancras having a door

leading into an alley with no thoroughfare, was
held by tho police magistrate and the Superior
Court to be liable for the paving of tho court as
a now street. The place h.ad been used as a
means of access for fifty years by tenants of
sever.al houses, therefore, the Court considered
the pass.age had such publicity as made it a
proper place to be paved.
The Plumstead Board of Works have done a

considerable amount of fighting over paving-
questions.

A case of great importance was Ingoldby
and others v. The Plumstead Board of Works, in.

which the liability of a future owner to pay the
amount of a former apportionment w.as .affirmed^
In another case (Pound !. The Plumstead Board
of Works ; Lord Northbrook v. the same) a ques-
tion arose whether the Boanl had power to pave
a certain portion of a road called Burnt Ash-lane,
and charge the expense to the owners of tho
houses and land adjoining. The lane was an
ancient highway which a few years ago only
contiiined two houses. Since tho p.assing of the
Metropolis Local Management jVmeudment Act
a Large number of houses had been built, and soma
private roads intersecting the lane were made.
\^'hen the Board decided to h.arden the roadway of
the lane they called upon Lord Xorthbrook, as
owner of the soil of the road leading out of tho Lane
fortheportion abuttingonthe lane,andMr. Pound,
as owner of the houses in tho lane, to pay their
share of the expense. Although this was re-
sisted, tho Court of Queen's Bench held that the
owners w-ere rightly assessed.

The whole of these oases show that the principle-
to bo observed is that persons, othor than those
owning houses in the street Itself, are considered
to derive a benefit by reason of the better access
atTorded to their adjacent property. The sec-
tions under which the various Beards make their
apportionments are the 105th of tho Metropolis
Local Management Act and the 77th of the
Amendment Act, 18G2.

^^ hile the various decisions above referred to
are interesting and useful in guiding parishes
and ratepayers in the future, it is to be regretted
that the Acts were not sufficiently clearly drawn
up so as to have precluded the necessity of

appealing to magistrates and courts of law, to

the great annoyance of individuals and waste of
public time.

WOOD CH.VRCOAL.
RECENT experiments on wood with refer-

ence to the production of charcoal have
given tho following results:—1. Air-dried wood
from a full-grown fir (Pinus sylvestris) yields a.

coal about 10 per cent, heavier than that from
pine wood (Puuis Abies) : but the amount ob-
tained from fir is about IG per cent, less thaa
from pine. 2. Fresh pine wood gives a coal
.about 10 per cent, heavier than from air-dried

wood ; but tho yield in the first case is 16 per
cent, less than in tho second. 3. The same kind
of wood yields less charcoal by S or 10 per cent,

according as the ground on which the charring
operation is executed is loose, or hard and stony.
4. Where the ground is damp, a co.al heavier by
3 to 5 per cent., and of correspondingly diminished
amount is obtained. 5. When the wood is piled

up high, a certain amount of coal is lighter than
when the heaps are lower. G. Of several heaps
(charcoal kilns), th.at one gives tho best results

which is finished on the eighth day. Too slow
burning diminishes the w-eight of the finished
coal, as well as too fast charring by a strong fire.

7. Kilns containing about G,500 to 7,500 cubic
feet (Austrian) give the best results. 8. About
0,500 cubic feet of wood, charred in seven days
thirteen hours, give 50-3 per cent, of coal by
bulk and 253 per cent, by weight. The same
quantity of wood yielded, when the operation
lasted eight days nineteen hours, 00'7 and 25-0

per cent, respectively.
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ox LEVELLIKG.*

LEVELLING is the art of ascertaining the

upper boundary of any section of the

earth's snrface, and thence determining the

several hei£;hts of any number of points ou that

boundary, above or below an assumed line, called

a levol line, which in reality is a great circle of

the earth. If the earth were a perfect sphere

covered with water, unaffected by wind or tide,

the surface of tho water would trace a surface

parallel to the horizon in every direction, all of

which would intersect the earth's radii at right

angles. The tracing of such lines on tho earth's

surface would be setting out level lines.

The practice of levelling consists in ascertain-

ing tho difference in level between any number
of places, whether in a .straight line or not. I

shall first describe the construction of tho dumpy
level, and then its application to field-work. Tho

dumpy level is that principally in use ; the

V-level and Houghton's level are Larger and not

at all so portable. You will see that tho dumpy
level consists of a telescope, tho tube above

carrying tho spirit with the air bubble—this

tubo should be of a large size ; a small mirror

and cross level attached on the top, and a compass-

box under the telescope ; this is screwed on to

tho axis of tho insti-ument, with the parallel

plates, and then to the tripod stand, as in the

theodolite. Tho telescope carries a diaphragm,

consisting of two vertical and one horizontal

wire. Tho object of the mirror, mounted on a

hinge joint and fastened to the telescope by a

clip, is for the observer to see at the same time

that he is reading the level staff, through the

telescope, that the instrument has remained

steady in its position by noticing in the

mirror any alterations in the position of

the bubble with regard to the divisions

engraved on tha glass tube. The small cross

level is to assist in setting up the instrument

approximately by means of the legs only, which

occasionally saves time as well as wear to the

parallel plate screws. The cross level, which is

generally put on by tho maker, is frequently

never used ; its irse greatly depends on the con-

struction of tho level with regard to the parallel

plates. The mirror is most useful on springy or

boggy ground, and it is most essential in windy

weather, as the observer may, by keeping tho

mirror in sight while obsorving, detect the

slightest disturbance. The instrument is so con-

structed that the diaphragm to which the wires

or rather spider lines are attached can be adjusted

by means of tho capstan-headed screws near the

eye end of the telescope.

The lens attached to the compass-box is for

reading off the graduations on the silver ring,

divided to half-degrees. Adjustment of the

telescope for parallel ; move tho object-glass till

distant objects and the cross view of tho dia-

phragm aj^pear clearly defined. Adjustment for

collimation, or optical axis of the instrument,

ought to be in the line joining the centres of the

eye and object-glasses.

In looking through the dumpy level all objects

are inverted : that is, seen upside down. This

appears strange at first, but after a short time

it appears all right. The figures on the staff are

read downwards instead of upwards.

Correction for curvature for one mile equals Sin.

Refraction, optical deception, arising from the

state of the atmosphere, taken generally at one-

seventh of the correction for curvature, added to

curvature.

Levelling staffs generally vary in length from

14ft. to 17ft., and consist of three joints; the feet

are divided into tenths and then into hundredths.

It is a great object to get tho divisions in tho staff'

as plain as possible.

Having now given a description of the level

and levelling staff, I shall briefly describe the

practical working of the level. Level books, in

which the notes are taken, are of different kinds
;

one of the best is that ruled for seven columns on

one page, the opposite page being left for observa-

tions—1st column, back sights ; 2nd, interme-

di.ato sights; ord, fore sights; 4tb, rise; 5th,

fall ; 6th, reduced level ; 7th, distance.

Suppose we want to ascertain the difference

in level between the points A and ii on a road.

In order to make a section of the ground, show-

ing the fall from A to H, let tho levelling staff' be

held upright at A ; let tho observer proceed with

his level down the road till he judges by his eye

that the level, when set up and levelled, will

intersect tho staff' at A ; without practice it is

hard to judge the right distance to go ; frequently

tho level is got up and levelled, and then found

to be either above the top of tho staff or below

the foot of it, as the case may be. The instru-

ment should be set up roughly at first, to see

that all is right, and then levelled perfectly.

Some levels t.ake much longer levelling than

others ; it depends principally on the description

and of parallel plates att.ached to the levol.

respective columns is termed casting out, in

doing which the principal thing to remember
each time is, that when the back sight 'vs greater
than the foresight, tho entry is mado in tho

column of rise, and when tho foresig'nt '.s tho

greater ; then the difference is entered in the

column of fall.

At all times the differences of the totals of back
sights ,and fore sights are equal to the diff'erences

of tho totals of the columns rise and fall. The

•SECTIOX SHO'WIXG A FALL IX GROUXD FROM A TO H OF lO'lO.

390 C:;0 S.JO 1100

Datcm Lise takes at 100ft. nEI.OW A.

When tho instrument has been levelled, turn

the telescope round to tho staff at H, and adjust

tho eye-piece for distinct vision, so that tho

wires of tho diaphragm may come out clear and

sharp on the staff. Once tho eye-piece is ad-

justed, it generally remains so the whole day,

except for long sights. Tho focus of the tele-

scope has to be adjusted with the mill-headed

wheel attached to the side of tho telescope woi-k-

ing on a rack. Tho staff should be observed be-

tween the two vertical wires of the diaphr.agm.

Look at the bubble to see that it has not

moved, and then read off the staff where

the horizontal wire in the diaphragm in-

tersects it, which will be 2-90, and this is

entered in the note-book, whon we should

again look at the bubble, to see that it_ has

not stiiTed from its central position. Signal

the staff'-man to go to B, where next obser-

vation is to bo taken in the meantime,

or the distancrs chained. Xow reverse the

* Paper resd hj Jlr. R. C. Millar, at meeting of Archi-
tectural Association of Ireland, June 2*;th, 1S73.

telescope so as to betir on e ;
adjust the telescope,

examine the level to see that the bubble is in the

centre, correct it if necessary by the screws in

parallel plates, and read off the staff" at B, which,

say, is 740. Tho dift'erence between the reading

of "the staff' at a and b is 4-50, showing a f,all of

ground of that number of feet. Tho difi'eronco

of level between h and b having been found, wo
have now to find the diS'erence between E and c.

The level [is set up beyond B, the observation of

staff at B taken and noted down, then the tele-

scope is reversed, and the staff-man having

erected his levelling staff' at C, the height is taken

where the horizontal wire cuts the staff, and the

rise or fall, as the case may be, noted in the level

book, and the reduced level put down, which is

the exact height of the ground .above or below

the datum or horizontal line. By casting up the

colttmn of reduced distances, we obtain the total

dift'erence between the first and last of any ntim-

ber of observations that may have been taken :

also by adding up the column with the ob-

servations, back and foresight, and subtracting

the lesser from the greater, we obtain the same

result. Also tho difference between the columns
" riso " and •' fall " give the same result.

The operation of t.aking out the diff'erences pf

level at each reading and entering them in their

tottings up are checks on tho accuracy of tho

casting out.

Intermediate sights are cross levels taken in

order to obtain a section through tho main line of

levels.

Bench marks are fixed heights from which to

start or check the levels taken, as in going over

some miles of levels for a section it is indispen-

sable to have some fixed heights to which to refor

at any future time ; they consist of levels being

taken to fixed heights, such as tho cill of a par-

ticular door or window, the coping of a wall, lock

of a gate, or root of a tree, whero tho bench is cut

to receive the foot of tho levelling staff'. Bench

marks should not be at greater distances than a

mile apart along the line. It is not necessary to

have them directly on the line of levels ; howovor,

they should not be too far off', and ought to be in

such a position as to be readily found. Without

such marks we should have to look for the exact

spots on tho surface of tho ground where the

staff had been held, and no reliance could be

placed on anything of the kind in such an im-

portant matter as that of a level, whero a few

inches are certain to be more or less of great

importance. But if, at the same time that the

levels have been taken over a lino of country,

levels have been taken to a number of fixed

points, then we have so many defined points

over which the levels may bo again taken,

and by such moans the accuracy of tho former

levels may be .at any time checked. Bench

marks should be left at every point .along the

main line of levels, where afterwards it may be

intersected by a series of cross levels. The

distances of tho bench marks from the main need

not bo measured, nor is it necessary to take the

be.arings of them.

In setting up tho staff' for observation, with its

face towai°ds the observer,' it should be boltt

firmly on tho ground, and perfectly upright. Tlie

staff-holder should tako care not to
_

put his

fingers across the face of tho graduations. On

sloping ground the staff is apt to bo held otit of

the perpendicular, and not set par.allel with tho

vertical wires of the diaphragm. Care should be

t,akon to keep the foot of the staff perfectly

clean ; if this is not attended to, in going over

soft ground the earth or clay sticking to tho staff

m.ay m.ake a diS'erence of an inch or so in tho

levels.

Tho accur.acy of tho chaining in setting outa

lino of levels "is most important; an error in

chaining may vitiate a section as much as an

error in levelling—it may cause tho total length

to bo wrong, or a reduced level to be shown in

tho wroug place,

Lovelling with tho theodolite is sometimes

necessary over steep or almost perpendicular

rocks, when an ordinary level could not bo used.

Mr. Millar then proceeded to state that in

plotting the levels it was usual to draw the

vertical heights to a far larger scale than the

horizontal distances—tho vertical scale being
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from fiva to twenty times <;reater than the hori-

zontal. TUis is dono to show tho undulation of

the ground with greater distinctness than it

could be shown if all drawn to tho ono scale.

LEVEL BOOK.

ll 5 g II

on

^1

2-90 7-40 4-50 95 50 2000 Datum
1-10 13-20 l-.'-lO S3-40 !!1.0 li'jo lOO

S-ir. r'-60 0-15 71-.-5 li-io-o ft. below

1-C.> 11-25 9-60 M-B5 8500 iiench

10 3-911 0-20 CI -85 11000 mark at

065 1-20 9M 74-3:1 1300-0 A.

VJ-70 3-10 6-60 80-90 15000

S3-5J 53-(!5 16-2S 35-3.5 100-00

|33-n5 lB-25 80-911

|
1910 1010 19-10

Mr. John LoNcriELD, C.E., said that he fonnd

from long oxporienco, both in this country and
Amorioa. that tho lovolling notebook can bo kept
more clearly and satisfactorily tlian by tho

systom genorally adoptod, which had been so ably

explained by Mr. Millar. Tho description of book
ho referred to dispenses with the usual series of

columns, having only three, properly speaking,

actually necessary to give tho ' reduced level
"

at any point on which a reading of the staff has
been taken, others being only introduced for
*' distances," " bench marks," and " notes,"

as arranged for the convenience of tho opera-
tor. Tho three columns he defined :— 1st,

" staff ;" 2nd, " reduced level ;" and 3rd.
" height of piano of collimation above datum."
All " readings," no matter whether *• back,"
"fore," or "intermeiliate," are entered con-
secutively in *'staflf " column as taken, tho only
precaution necessary to be invariably observe .1

being, before moving tho instrument, to draw a
line across the three columns, under the last

"reading," otherwise tho entries are useless. Ho
fonnd this method most expeditions, and never,
after some praoti??o, to fail in satisfactory re-

sults. Tho ^'reduced level " column, as tho
name described, containol the "surface" or
" bench mark," heights above the " datum line ;"

and the '•collimation " or third one. gave that of

tho axis of the instrument also above the same.
In proceeding witli tho operation of "'makin'^
up" the level book after the readings have been
taken, it is necessary to enter the assumed height
of tho .starting point above datum, being either
*' surface " or •' bench mark," as the case may be,

in reduced level column, opposite tho staff read-
ing taken upon it ; then by adding these to-

gether -the sum obtained is to be entered in the
" collimation " column. Tho subsequent read-
ings, no matter how many, taken before shifting
tho position of the instrument, are then to be
subtracted from this sum, and the remainders
entered in tho "reduced lovol" column, giving
the various heights inallcasos above datum from
which tho section was" plotted." On arriving at
tho lino draA-n across the columns (previous to
tho shifting of the instrument), tho last reduced
level entered above it was to bo brought down and
added to tho next staff reading taken for the
''filling in" of the "collimation column," pro-
ceodiui; as above described by him with tho sub-
sequent readings for ascertaining tho height of
the points on which they were takon, to bo
ontorod in tho "reduced level" column, as shown
by tho following example :

—

staff.
Reduced
Level.

10-00

14-00

15-00

12-00

Height of

Plane of

CoUhnatlon.

17-007-00

a-00

2-00

fi-00

9-00

r.-oo

3-50

12-00
10-00

17-60

21-00

1 17-50

THE LEICESTER JHTXICIPAL BUILDINGS
COMPETITION'.

MR. T. il. WYATT'S report to tho Corpora-
tion of Leicester on the ten designs

selected by the Building Committee and sub-
mitted to him have been published.

llo 1ms selected five out of the ton designs
submitted, from which the CouHcil will ulti-

mately choose throe. Of tho five necessarily re

jectod, ho has set asidt' two on the ground of

non-compliance with important clauses in the in-

structions issued to architects, viz., the design

bearing the motto " Contraaando Incrementum,"

for having the open parade-ground for police on'y

4;iO square yards, instead of " about 700 or 800

yards," as required, in addition to other defects;

and tho design marked "Simplicity," for not

having thn ground-fioor story (containing the

Borough Court and other offices attached to this

department) "level with tho point marked A on

plan of the site," but, on the contrary, having it

raised some eleven or twelve feet above it (prac-

tically ono story) Mr. Wyatt especially regrets

having to do so in this case ; for, in an architec-

tural point of view, the elevations, &c., are in-

comparably the best of all, and tho town will

thus lose the opportunity of realising a most

picturesque and refined public building, but

feels that, as a matter of equity to the other

competitors, he has no choice.

The following are Mr. Wyatt's observations on

the five selected designs :

—

GODDARD AND SPIRRS.

Tlic general arrangement of this plan has several

good points. A central entranrc from the new street

is provided with a main staircase of ample size ; but
as this does not lead so immediately to the council

chamber as it might have done, it is in consequence
not so effective on the lirst floor as some of the others.

The courts are fuirly placed as regards quiet, and the

convenience of the rooms accessory thereto. The
public approach to the Borough Court Is well planned,
but the access to the public scats in the additional

court on first floor crossing the lobbv, appropriated to

the grand jury, is not good ; and the situation of

the public urinals in the basement is not satisfactory to

my mind. The position of the witnesses' rooms appears
convenient. The arrangement in|the basement for the
labourers' waiting-room and ingress is well-contrived,

and the exit lobby on ground floor convenient ; but a
room called "pay-room" in the instructions appears
to be omitted, unless the staircase and lobby (which
neetl not be separated by a wall) are considered
equivalent. The position and area appropriated to
the w". c.'s and lavatories, for the use of the municipal
oflices on ground floor, are nnsati.sfactory, and the

W. c. arrangements for the othces on upper floor can-
not be considered either satisfjictory or efficient. As
regards the basement plan, the- fire-engine shed
should, I think, have its doors opening into the street

rather than into the parade. The position of the
police superintendent's residence is, I think, judicious,

unless indeed it may be thought essential that it

should be in closer communication with the department
in the basement appropriated to police purpo.scs (a point
on which there may be a difference of opinion). The
aeeommodation provided for the hallkeeper is poor
and insufficiently lighted ; it would be better to ap-
propi'iate that part of the building nearer Horsefair-
street and the public entrance to this purpose, as the
ground falling in that direction materially improves
the light and ventilation. There is no second-floor
plan of the chief constable's house, though from the
section it is intended to have bedrooms in the upper
floor. There appears to be a deficiency of coal-eellars

in the basement. There are considerable discrepancies
in several parts between the plans, elevations, and
sections, especially with regard to the height of the
council chamber block. These discrepancies, though
perhaps not aflccting the arrangement, would materi-
ally interfere with and prejudice the elevations, if the
sections were adhered to. The elevation of tower
next new street, and the perspective view in the
Giithic design, do not agree with the plans. I cannot
think that the elevations of the Gothic design arc of a
high class, or satisfactory. The tower is far from
being so. The alternative elevations (Classic) would
not, I think, realise the result anticipated in a build-
ing of this importance.

F. J. Hamfs.
The public entrance being placed centrally in the

new street, the courts seem conveniently placed away
from noi.se, and with easy access to each from a hirge
puhtic central hall, which I consider a desirable pro-
vision. The judges" room, and tho jury relirtng-
room (hchi d the borough court) are well placed,
but would be better transposed, the judges' room
having external windows, the jury room light from a
skylight. The rooms in connection with the borough
court seem conveniently plarcd. The municipal en-
trance in Horsefair-street. and tho councillors' en-
trance from Bowling Grccn-strcet, are well marked,
and several of the mutilcipnl oflices arc conveniently
arranged. The council chamber is conveniently phiL-ed,
and in a comparatively quiet position. The position
of the chief constable's house appears to nie well
chosen, and the position of the fire engines, and the
entrance to the police department from Bowling Green-
street, well arranged, it being, I think, very import-
ant that the engine shed or house should open direct
into a street rather th.ui Iniernul court. Involving the
necessity of opening the galea of sueh court. The
elevations have much oi-igtnality, and would, I think,
make, with some slight nddi'tlonal study, a very
picturesque and tmpoylnggroup of municlpalbuilding^.
even though they miiy not be of a verv pure period of
art. The chief defect of tlu- plan in this design is Jint the

long corridor (called " Barristers' Corridor ") is unneces-

sarily blocked up at the end by a lavatory and w. C,
which mii^ht assuredly be placed elsewhere, and light

and ventilation are thereby lost. Some of the offices

belonging to municipal departments might possibly be

rearranged with advantage. There are other plans

in which the arrangement of the basement, the police

muster-room, and the department appropriated to the

ingress, egress, and pay of the labourers, are more
conveniently arranged. With tho exception of the

centre portion next the now street, I think the whole
of the second, or upper, story might be (for the pre-

sent at least) omitted, and it would not be a disad-

vantage to have this means of future enlargement,

should the increased size of Leicester and the

demands of the corporation require it. The de-

scription and estimate are clearly given, and the

dimensions of rooms carefully max-ked on the plans in

feet and inches. One extra cell for prisoners is pro-

vided in basement, but the two cells separately men-
tioned in the instructions in connection with the

borough court, are not provided.

Ordish and Tratlen.

I think a great part of this plan very well designed,

and carefully thought out. A central entrance from
the new street leads first to a corridor right and left,

and then to the courts ; a handsome and well-lighted

principal staircase leading on the first-floor through a
large vestibule to the council chamber in the centre,

and to the municipal offices right and left. On the

giound floor from the central entrance, turning to the

right, the judge has access to his private room, and
the magistrates, &c., to the bench. On the left hand,
the magistrates have access to their retiring-room, and
from thence to the bencli of the " Second Court.'*

The barristers enter their room from this central

corridor, with a "consultation room" adjoining, and
between the two courts. The public entrance is, I

think, most judiciously placed in Bowling Green-street,

having easy access right and left to the public gallery

in either court. The witnesses'-rooms ax'c con-

veniently placed for both courts, the courts them-
selves being free from noise. The jury retiring-room

is very well placed. It is a disadvantage that the

judges' room has only a top light. The municipal
office arrangements appear to have been well con-

sidered, and are, I think, convenient. The fifth, or

pay-room in connection with the accountant's de-

p u'tment. does not seem to have been specially pro-

vider! ift this case any more than in some of the other
plans ; but the arrangement for the ingress and
egress, and payment of the labourers would, I think,

work very conveniently. On the fir&t-floor the

municpai oflices appear very well arranged. The
grand jury room is easily aproached from the prin-

cipal staircase, and has two witnesses' waiting-rooms
adjoining, aoproached from the public entrance. The
grand jury box, projecting into a corner of the court,

is not judiciously placed, and would be very un-
sightly ; it might be recessed instead of projecting.

The authors of this design have kept their ground-floor

on the level prescribed in the iustrutious, but have (in

my opinion) very unnecessarily raised the level of the

two courts and accessory rooms six steps, the only

object being to get additional height in the police

muster-room, and to this extent in contravention of

the instructions. This objection may be most readily

met by omitting the six steps shown in the centre arch
under the Tower, so having the level of barristers'-

room, consultation-room, public entrance hall, and
adjoining accessory rooms, and the courts themselves,

on the level of the rest of the ground-floor. There
would be an advantage in having the steps in each of

the side archways, so that the jwdgcs and magistrates

might approach their private-rooms on the level of the

bench in each case, and so avoid the steps now shown
n the magistrates' retiring-room. The two cells

peciaily mentioned in the instructions are not provided
in this plan (there arc eight in the basement), but as
the access from the cells to both courts is better pro-

vided for than in any other plan, the two intermediate
cells may not perhaps be a necessity. There are only
two police offices provided (exclusive of the chief

constable's office), though three are required in the
Instructions. As regards the " Police Parade-
Ground," which by the instructions is re-

quired to be open, and equal in area to 700 or 800
yai-ds, this design only provides an open area of 57.5

yards; but as the police muster-i'ocm, which is only
required to have 200 yards, has in this case 414. I

must leave it to the Corporation to determine how far
the total area thus provided (which is in excess of the
areas specified) may be considered equivalent and
sufticient. The elevations (with the exception of the
tower, which Is not in the same style) are, I think,
capable of being made, with some slight additional

study, effective and characteristic. The hall-keeper's

rooms would be better placed if moved nearer to

Horsefair-street, wliere the ground falls, so as to ob-
tain better light and ventilation. I do not think the
position of the Chief Constable's house so well chosen
in this design as it is in some of the others, where It oc-

cupies the corner formed by Bishop-street and Bowling
Green-street. The entrance to the parade- grrauid, and
the position of the fire-engines, seem convenient, but I

thiuk the doors of the shed for the latter should open
into the street instead of on to the parade-ground,

Messrs. G. G. Scott, Ji:k. akd J. 0. Scott.

The instructions require pl.ans of each floor, at least

four sections, ancl an elevation of each part. There
are only submitted three plans (none of an upper
ory, in which 1 presume must be placed the hall-
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ABSORBED IN ROBINSON CRUSOE." '

E have always excelled in " genre"-

pictures. Our miocU are bent on a

quiet contemplation of the scenery around us, and

of tho individuals endowing it with life. Though

we have some unsuccessful painters, who imagine

their works are unjustly slighted, and who think

themselves Titanic geniuses of t'ae Michael Augelo

stamp, we have also others who toil hard, and in

their hours of leisure produce poetical compo-

sitii)ns worthy of attention and praise. Such a

work is undoubtedly Jlr. K. CoUinsou's picture

under the above title. If •• painting is silent

poetry," and " poetry speaking painting," we have

in Mr. Coliinson's work a kind of compromise,

for we may call it indeed a piece of "painted

podtry." Tho general eifeot of tho picture, which
Messrs. Pilgeram and Lefevre have had engraved

by Mr. StacUpoole, and which is now exhibited at

the Royal Academy, is charming. The real test

of a good pictorial composition is its appearance

when reproduced in chiaro-oscuvo. The bright

colours, tho dross of the picture, are gone, and
nothing remains but the soul of the artist's pro-

duet. Mr. R. CoUinson acciuired, long since , a

fair name in the artistic world by his "Quiet

Dell," " Ordered on Foreign Service," " Summer
Ramble," " English Solitude," &c. (See Building
News, 13th Keb., ISliS, and 10th Feb., lS«tj.)

Critics have praised his careful study of details,

and his tidelity in reproducing nature. In some

of his pictures (especially in his " Summer
Ramble") we literally have before us nature oa a

reduced S(Jale. Real foxgloves appear to grow

among real corn-flowers, and thistles and weeds

of all sorts and sizes. There is some tendency to

pre-Raphaolitism in Mr. CoUinson, but it is

softened by taste, a correct choice of neutral

colours, aud a happy harmony in details. Tho
forms are not too isolated, and thus the harsh and

discordant effect which is observable in pre-Ra-

phaelite works isavoided. "Absorbed in Robinson

Crusoe " may be said to be a great success as an

engraving. Tho French and Italian engravers

are bold, the Uermaus truthful, but we English

are bold, truthful, and unequalled in technical

excellence. Tho engraving iu question is a proof

of this statement. A handsome boy lies at full

length in the foreground, surrounded by fragraut

is oae office short for the police. I canuot tliiuk the wild flowers, buried iu heather, grass, and furze
;

keeper's rooms, for they are not shown elsewhere), only

two elevatioQS, and two scotioas. Presuming that

these iimisbions have been condoned by the Corporation

in selecting this design among the ten submitted, I pro-

cecil to consider it us far as shown. It deals with two

side entrances in the new sti-eet, instead of the central

one more generally adopted ; one of which is maae a
" principal entrance," serving not only for the munici-

pal arrangement of the building, but for the judge and
magistrates; this entrance leads to a principal stair-

case, commnnicutiiig on the fil'st floor with council-

chamber and Mayor's apartments, and municipal

otfices. Oq either side of tho council-chamber are

placed two rooms, and all are in connection, which on

some special occasion or f'^te might be of advantage,

Ou the other hand, there is no means of communication
between the two sides of the building except by cross-

ing the council-chamber. The position of the two

courts, and the judges' room, seems well selected, and

free from noise. There is only one entrance to the

Borough Court for counsel, attorneys, jury, and wit-

nesses, which in execution would not, I think, be found

convenient. The "' public seats " in Borough Court

are shown, both on plan and section, on a dead level,

aud the seats iu a gallery overhead also on a level.

This is certainly injudicious, and would never work
well, ft would be far better to slope the lower tier of

public seats (wbich it is thought are quite sufficient

for the purpose), and to omit the gallery. " Back
entrances are shown to both the courts from the police

parade-ground. If intended for the public, they would

be a great mistake ; if for the police, unnecessary. No
fittings are shown on the ground-plan for the second

or police-court, nor is it clearly shown how the police

would have access to this court. A public gallery is

shown ou the first floor, and as the magistrates would
naturally occupy that end of the court nearest their

own room, the rough portion of the public usually oc-

cupying such seats would, by this arraugeraent, have

to pass up the principal municipal staircase, aud enter

their seats from aismall lobby, close to the door of the

council-chamber aud Mayor's parlour; thisf needhardly
say would be very unsatisfactory. There is an entire

absence of w.c. or urinal accommodation ou the first

floor for all the municipal offices, and on the ground
floor only two w.c.'s provided for Bar, magistrates,

and all tbe municipal officers on this floor. In the

basement the want Is still more important, for no
w.c. or urinal is shown in connection with the

prisoners' cells, who would tlius have to be taken

across the police muster-room to the urinals, and one

w.c. only provided for the police. The public urinals

adjoining are placed iu the basement, under the

female witnesses' waiting-room, a most injudicious

position, f think, for such a purpose. The fire-engine

shed should, I think, open into the street rather than
on the parade ground. No lamp-room is provided

basement, and it appears to me th.at there

every-day life ; and as there is loueh poetry in

reality, our artists may succeasfully unitft

realism with idealis'm. In all instanctg, however,
he alone will be the real master who thoroughly
rendars the ideal side of nature. Wo cannot
praise too highly the masterly execution of the

engraver, Mr. Stackpoolo. He has producod a
work of art which will serve as a pleasing orna-

ment for every drawiug-room into which it may
lind its way. The delicacy and variety of light

and shade, and the admirable perspective,

entitle this picture to rank amongst the best pro-

ductions of our times. G. G. Z.

ARCH^OLOGICAL.
McciTELNEY AntiEv.—About twelve yards of a.

beautiful Thirteenth and Fourteenth century en-

caustic tile pavement have been uncovered here

this week by Walter Long, Esq., the owner, which

is to be taken up and relaid iu the church. It is

to bo hoped that the excavation* will bo carried

on farther, for there is not a doubt that tiles and
other things are buried here. The pavement now
found appears to have been a passage running

duo east. At tho end of the passage are throa

steps, which are probably stops to the altar. The
risers of those steps are formed with tiles.

Roman London.—An interesting tesselatod

pavement has been discovered in the City of

London. It lies seven feet only below the street-

level, on the site of some old buildings recently

pulled down ou the north side of Bishopsgate-

street Within. The portion exposed comprises

tho red-brick bordering—a (/iiilluche pattern, with

conventional trefoils iu red, white, and black,

carefully worked in small tosseraj, in tbe usual

mortar of pounded brick and lime. It originally

formed part of an elegant and large design, aud

it is still impossible to say how far it may still

extend beneath the roadway. Its proximity to

the surface would indicate a period late in the

Roman occupation, the average depth of such

remains in this locality having been about 12ft.

or l:3ft. It has been seen by several members of

the London and Middlesex Archaeological Society,

and a record of its existence will thus be pre-

served ; but iu consequence of the rapid progress

of the works, it has had to be covered in.

eharacter of the elevations can be considered satisTac

tory, or worthy of the importance of this building, or

of the name borne by the authors.

R. S. WiLlilSSON.
This design deals with a ccntr.al entrance from the

new street, into a coi*ridor right and left, 8ft. wide,

aud fairly lighted; tbls entrance serving for municipal
purposes only, having the offices right aud left. The
judges, magistrates, aud barristers enter from Horse-

fair-street, the public, grand jury, and witnesses, from
Bowling Green-street. The judges' room would be

very gloomy, the windows being 29ft. from the ex-

terior, and being under the floor of council chamber.
The mass of w.c.'s and urinals, so immediately

adjacent to the public entrance, with a very limited

amount of window space for light and ventilation,

appears to me to be an injudicious arrangement. The
courts are internal, aud free from noise. The
judges' and magistrates' rooms are conveniently

placed, but the principal staircase to upper floor is so

unwisely treated that the " judges' aud magistrates'

cori'idor " could only be at this part about 6ft. 6in.

high, certainly not a satisfactory arrangement, one
step at least of the flight leading to the second court

having to be taken out of thisinsulficicnt height. The
barristers robtng-room is on the first floor, and can
only be approached fi-om the entrance by crossing the

consultation-room ; ^t would appear to be better to

take a passag'e off the consultation-room, and
probably to reverse the purposes of these two rooms,
having the robiug-room on the ground floor and the

consult.ation-room upstairs. The accommodation for

the grand jury (particularly on the second floor),

seems somewhat overdone, especially iu w.c.'s and
urinals, but there is no grand jury box, aud only a

window communicating with the court from first

floor The police parade-ground covers 740 yards, but
of this quantity about 170 arc covered by council-

chamber above, no doubt intended for exer-

cise iu wet weather, and independently of

a large " muster-room " covering about 2.50

yards more. It must be for the Corporation to

determine how far this " covered parade-ground

"

meets their condition and the requirements of the

police. The position of the chief constable's house,

and of the fire-engine department (the doors of which
open on to the street) appears to me well selected.

The elevations, though very neatly drawn, have some
questionable and unnecessary features, especially in

the tower and turrets, all adding to outlay where
funds are so circumscribed, and having, as I oelieve,

the effect of deteriorating the design. The very high
and elaborate clock-tower of unusual bulk, and the

high stuoke-tower (which is introduced only in this one
design) are quite out of the question, if the amount
named for expenditure is to be strictly adhered to.

AECHITECTURAIi AND ARCH-SIOLOCJICAL
SOCIETIES.

NORTHAMPTONSHIKE ArCIHTKCTDRAL SOCIETY.

On tho 22nd and 23rd inst. the Northampton-

shire Architectural Society will hold its yearly

meeting, in conjunction with the Architectural

Society of tho County of Leicester, at the town

of Coventry. During the U\o days there will be

a public temporary museum at S. Mary's Hall,

Coventry. The programme of the proceedings

includes a public meeting at S. Mary's Hall on

the 22nd inst., in the morning, with paper by Mr.

Frattou on the Antiquities of Coventry. After-

wards, the mombors of the S( cieties will proceed

to view the churches, cathedral, and other places

of intariSt in the city. In tho evening a second

public meeting will be held in S. Mary's Hall,

when papers on " The Hunting Match at Dun-

church, 1()05," by J. Tom Burgess, Esq., and
" Bells and Belfries," by Rev. George Ayliffe

Poole, will bo read. On Wednesday an excursion

to Kenilworth, Gray's Cliff, Warwick, Warwick

Castle, and Stoneleigh Abbey has been projected.

The contribution of articles suitable for the

museum has been requested. Exhibitors to

address tho hon. secretaries at the S. M.ary's

Hall.

Sdrkey ARCaasoLOGiCAL Society.—.\.t a meet-

ing of this society, held on the 9th inst., the

following pl.aces were visited: — 1. Carshalton

Church. The architectui-e aud design of this was

described by Thomas Milbourn, Esq., ; aud John

Green Wallor, Esq., offered some remarks^on the

monuments and bi'asses. 2. M-rton Church.

The history of .Morton Abbey was given by Major

Heale.s, F.S.A. ; and tho architectural features

aud characteristics of the church were described

by Ualph Nevill, Esq., A R.I B.A. The mtrench-

ment on Wimbledon Common, popularly known

as " CiDsar's Gamp," was then visited ;
aiid a

paper on its history and design was read by

Robert A. Godwin-Austen, Esq , F.R.S.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

Gas AND Water Facilities Act(1S70).\jmen-d-

Having turned recently to realism, aud the Lent BiLL.-EatdCowper, on Thm^idayweek^^^^

worship of that which is practical alone, we have ujoving tho second ^'^'^'"g "^ t''"'J'''V„f Trtde
nearly given up recording history, eitaer past or that its object was to enable the Board ot ^rau"

present aud deli-ht in depi«ting incidents of
| to issue provisional orders, authorising gas com

he leans on his loft elbow, his bright oyos being

fixed on the pages of an illustrated book—his

beloved Robinson Crusoe. The face of the boy is

well modelled, the features are sharp and intelli-

gent, the position of tho body graceful aud

natural. All the details are faultless : the straw-

hat by his side, the jacket half hidden in tho

grass, give the whole an aspect of that epic natu-

ralness in which our painters excel. The sur-

rounding landscape is iu perfect harmony with

the principal figure. It is a view of Bourne-

mouth Bay, Hampshire, with the white cliffs of

Dorset in the distance. Heaven, earth, and

water appear to blend iuto one, and impioss us

with the poetic feeling of the Inhnite—that in-

comprehensible longing to roam through space

which unconsciously bursts into the song
" Oh, would I were a bird," and which is ad-

mirably expressed in the face of the absorbed

young ,
reader. Full of meaning, two hills

—

ominou'sly called by sailors "Old Harry and

his Wife"—are seen in tho distance. So long as we

roam in imagination, aud only fly on the wings

of our fantasy, all is well ; but reality often be-

comes " Old Harry," aud disappointment his

Wife, when we have to play the part of Robinson

Crusoe in the deserts of our populous towns.

If landscape-paintmg corresponds to lyric poetry,

genre painting to epic poetry, and historical

painting to dramatic poetry, Mr. CoUinson has

certainly succeeded in uniting lyric and epic

poetry in his composition. The landscape-

painter has to be more of an imitator or copyist

than the votaries of the other branches of art,

but he can show his poetical mind by the " fram-

ing " of a scene from nature : in this lies his

po'wer. The genre-painter has to create his

object and at the same time to endow it with

his subjectivity. He has to give us some figure

or group of tigures, expressive of some incident,

which must impress us with an idea of the

artist's power in telling us a tala. There was a

period in which plastic art undertook this office,

and many historical records wore hewn iu stono.
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panies to raisd their rates provided tbat the

profit dividea amongst the shareholders did not

exceed 5 por cent., or any less rate that the com-

pany had hitherto divided.—Lord Rodosdalo ob-

jected U a general act guaranteeing gas com-

panies "> per cent, dividend.—The Duke of Rich-

mond, while admitting that the powers proposed

to be given to the Board of Trade were extra-

ordinary, pointed out that the circumstances

were unusual, and that at present many of the

companies were not making any prolit whatever,

in consequence of the riso in the price of coal.

TheBill was then road a second time.

Gas asd Water Facilities Act (IS/O)

Ajiesdmest Bill.—On the motion in tho

House of Lords to go into committee

on this Bill on Tuesday, Lord Rodosdalo ob-

jected to the new principle of allowing specu-

lative companies to obtain through tba Board

of Trade an augmentation of rates on the

ground that otherwise they would not earn good

dividends. He maintained that the concession

should be restricted to cases where, in spite of

economy of manufncture, there was likely to be an

actual loss.—Earl Cowper urged that a maxinutm

dividend of 5 per cent, was no more than fair,

and that tho public would suffer great inconveni-

ence if these companies, owing to tho increased

price of materials, suspended operations.—The
Marquis of Salisbi^ry would like to extract the

noble lord's idea of a shareholder. Ho appeared

to think that the last farthing should be wrung
from him, and that ho should be allowed no pro-

fit. It was only fair that when gas companies
had been obliged to give the public tho benefit of

profits exceeding a certain sum they should be

allowed a fair profit when prices had altered.

—

The Bill then went through Committee.

The New Courts of Justice.—In answer to

3Ir. Wait. Mr. Ayrton, on Tuesday, said the

Treasury had approved a contract being entered

into to carry out certain revised designs and
plans prepared by Jlr. Street. Ho was unable

to fix a day when the contract would be signed,

still less to say whether the session would be
brought to a close before or after ; but, as far

as he could judge, the contract would be com-
pleted in or about a month from that day. It took

a long time to complete a contract for very
elaborate specilications.Mr. —Wait asked whether
there was any objection to submit tho plans to

the inspection of members.—Mr. Ayrton said, tho

subject would be brought again under the con-
sideration of the House when the estimate would
be moved.

TiiE Wellington Moxoient.—Jlr. Goldsmid,
on Monday, asked tho Chancellor of the Exche-
quer, whether any report had recently been re-

ceived on the condition of the Wellington Monu-
ment ; and whether he had made any, and, if

any, what arrangements with Jlr. CoUman for its

completion.—Tho Chancellor of the Exchequer
said the last report he had received was dated
the 7th of June. Jlr. Stevens was then con-
Talescent, and again at work on the Jlonument.
The whole marble work was now finished, but
tho sculpture h.ad not made much progress. It

was hoped tho monument would bo finished by
the end of of 1.S74 Xo other arrangements had
been made with Jlr. Colbnan for its completion.

§uil(li (3 enci\

CHLRCIIICS AXI) CIIAIEI-S.

Bridgwater.—Enmoro Church, near Bridg-
water, was reopened on Thursday week, after
undergoing a thorough restoration under tho
direction of Jlr. B. Ferrey, tho contractor being
Jlr. JI. Davis, of Laugport. The church is dedi-
cated to S. Andrew, Tho south doorway is very
good Xorman. Some Xorman .arch-stones were
found in pulling down pait of tho chancel arch,
also some Early foliage. There are some very
good specimens of windows of a later period,
which have been carefully preserved and incor-
porated in tho now building. The cost is about
£1,509.

CiiEETiiAM.—The improvements .and decoi-ations
which have been in progress at S. Chad's (Roman)
Catholic Church, Choetham, for a considerable
time past have been completed. The principal im-
provement has been tho substitution of large two-
light windows in the side chapols for tho small
windows originallly inserted. In tho Chapel of

edifice was built. Jlr. Henry Stone, architect, of

London, was re(iently directed to prepare plans

for a new chancel, partly new nave and south

aisle, as well as organ-chamber and vestry. The
work was put out to tender ; and the contract of

Jlessrs. Saunders and Son, builders, of Dedham,
was accepted. The style chosen is that known as

Early Decorated ; the materials for tho walls are

Kentish Rag stone, with Bath stone for the dress-

ings. Only one bay of tho new nave is yet com-
pleted. The roofs are all open-timbered and
stained : the benches are of pitch-pine, as well as

the stalls in tho chancel. The cost of what has

been done is about £1,.500.

YoRii JI1S.STER.—Jlr. G. E. Street has just paid

another visit to inspect the works in progress in

connection with the restoration of tko south

transept of York Jlinster. A considerable por-

tion of tho new boarded ceiling has been com-
pleted, and the workmen are engaged in fixing

the arches of tho half of the west clerestory

wall, which is being rebuilt. It is a matter of

deep regret that in polishing the marble columns

a great many of them are found to be repaired

with plaster to such an extent as to almost ob-

literate all traces of their original material. The
triforinm arch, which was found to have given

wav to an alarming extent, has been partly taken

out and rebuilt in the strongest manner possible.

SCHOOLS.

HiGHWOKTH.—Now national schools have been

opened at Highworth, Oxon. The buildings are

in the Early English style. The walls aro built of

the local stone, faced with Swindon stone, 'the

dressings of tho doors, windows, bell-turret, and

chimney stacks being of Corsham Down Bath
stone. The school and class rooms are fitted up
with Colman and <Jlendenning's ' Eastern Coun-

ties" desks. The works have been admirably

carried out by Jlessrs. William Drew and Sons,

of Highworth, from the designs- of Jlr. James
Schofield, of Xo. 5, Keppel-street, Russell-square,

London.
LoNDOX.—The sixth new school erected by the

London School Board was opened by Lord Law-
rence on Saturday last. The new building, which

is situated in Old Castle-street, near Petticoat-

lane, is of plain brick, and without ornament of

any kind. It is for the most part three stories

high, and inclosing a rather limited space designed

for 'a playground. It consists of boys', girls', and

infant schools—lofty, well-lit and well-ventilated,

Mud capable of accommodating some 1,'270 chil-

dren. Jlr. Biven is tho architect, and Jlr. High
the builder. The desks and seats are all on

JIoss's patent principle for seating the children

in pairs, and are supplied by the manufacturer

Jlr. Geo. Hammer, of lOS, S. JIartiu's Lane, who
also supplied the other fittings.

LosDox.—Jlr. Reed, M.P., at the meeting of

the London School Board on Wednesday, brought

up a report from the Works Committee, which
stated that schools in the following places will

be ready for opening at the dates mentioned :

—

Wilmot-street, Bethnal-green, July 28 ; Old Ford

school, July 28; S. Paul's-ioad, Bow-common,
August 18; British-street, Jlillwall, August IS;

JIary-street, Bromley, August 18 ; Jonson-street,

Stepney, September 8. The committee recom-

mended that as the Wilmot-street, Uethnal-green,

school will be tho first school completed in the

division of Hackney, a formal opening should bo

sanctioned in this case, and that as the Jonson-

street, Stepu ey, school is the only ono which has

been built by the board on the German syst-m of

tho central tower has been raised, so as to exhibit class division, this school should be opened with

its fine proportions. Added to this, by opening some .amount of ceremony. On tho motion of

the Blessed Sacrament the carved oak reredos has

been richlv decorated. Tho three large panels

have been 'painted by Jlr. C. Goldie, in the simple

style of Earlv Italian art, with devices represent-

ing our Lord", the Blessed Virgin, and S. JIarie

JLarguorito ; .and tho architectural lines have

been brought into relief by gilding. The chapel

dedicated to the Virgin has also been adorned, .and

numerous minor improvements have been carried

out in tho nave and chancel of tho church.

Ladyvvood.—On Jlonday afternoon the foun-

d.ation-.stono of a Jlethodist New Connexion

Chapel, in Icknield-stroot West, Ladywood, near

Birmingham, was laid. Tho building, which is in-

tended to accommod.ato 700 persons, w-ill be of

brick, and in the Gothic style of architecture

;

and a front, consisting of a gable with spirelets,

tracoried window and ornamental doorway, will

bo relieved with Bath stone facings. Tho .side

windows will be constructed of wood, with moulded

tracoried heads. In the interior the roof will be

of open timber-work, with principals, orn.amental

carved spandrels and ribs, and arcade arches with

braced spandrels supported by iron columns. The

whole of the interior woodwork will bo oak-st.ained

and varnished. The architects aro Jlessrs. Hill

.and Swain, Leeds ; and tho builders Jlessrs.

Stockton and Son, of Oldbury. The building will

cost £2,400.

Langport.— Huish Episcopal Church, near

Laugport, will soon be, completed, under the direc-

tion' of Jlr. B. Ferrey (the chancel by Jlr. Chris-

tian). There is a beautiful Xorman doorway on

the south side of this church, a good Decorated

window in the north transept, and some Early

English windows in tho chancel. Some very good

specimens of Early English work were dug up in

the chancel. The tower of this church is a beau-

tiful specimen of Fifteenth Century work.

JIanciiester.—The Church of S. John the

Evangelist, Jlilos Platting, JIanchester, which

was built by the late Sir Benjamin Heywood,

Bart, in theyear 185.5, has recently been beauti-

fied at tho cost of his son. 'When the work was

commenced, it was found that the chancel arch

was unsafe, and this has been rebuilt. The apse

of tho chancel has been richly decorated by tho

introduction of marble and alabaster carved work.

Tho altar stands upon a solid block of white

marble, and the various appointments of the sanc-

tuary .are on a scale of equal magnificence. Tho
ceiling is to receive a painted figure of our Lord,

in benediction. The alterations .and decorations

have been carried out under the superintendence

of Jlr. Carpenter (Jlessrs. Slater and Carpenter),

architect, London.
S. Albax's Abisev.—Tlio restoration of this

venerable building is still progressing steadily,

under the care and superintendence of Sir George

Gilbert Scott, though we rogret to hear that be-

fore long it will have to be suspended, as the

greater part of the il.l.OOO already collected for

the purpose of its repair has been expended, and
subscriptions come in more slowly than was
hoped by its promoters. Thus far, the great

central tower has not been stripped of its un-

sightly plaster casing, so as to reveal the beauty

of the Xorman windows, but it has been thoroughly

underpinned and substantially repaired at its

base. Inside the sacred edifice thus far the work
of restoration has been mostly confined to the

choir and tr.ansepts. Hei'O windows of elaborate

tracery have been restored, arches and tombs
have been substantially repaired, the walls have

been cleaned and strengthened, unsighty ex-

crescences h.avo been removed, and the lantern of

up two arches at the south-east angle of the

Abbe/, close to tho tomb of ' Duke Humphrey,"
most of the fragments of tho ancient Shrine of

S. Alban, doubtless of the Edwardian period, wore
found last year, as our readers aro awaro. These
fragments, which make about five-sixths of the

entire structure, aro now replaced in situ, anil the

Shrine once more stands in the centre of the

ch.apel, behind what once was the High Altar,

and between it and tho Lady Chapel. Though
the actual _/i-rc/j-HM of the Saint, and its canopy too,

are gone, yet there will bo little or no difficuly in

completing the substantial parts of tho structure

which contained and supported it, even to tho
minutest crocket, fiuial, and cusp.

Waltos-os-tiieXaze.—The parish church of

Walton-on-the-Xaze was reopened on Thursday
week, after restoration. The ancient Jledia^val

church—a building of considerable pretensions

—

was washed out to sea about tho end of the last

century, and about 180(j the present red-brick

Mr. Reed, JI.P-, the following tenders were ac-

cepted :—One from Jlr, G, Stephenson, of Beau-
fort-street, Chelsea, amounting to £-l,',ll)2, for the

erection of a school to provide accommodation lor

588 children, on the site in James-street,

Camberwell ; and one from Jlessrs, Aitchison and
Walker, of Portland-yard, S. John's-wood,

amounting to £(1,070 for the erection of a school

to provide accommodation for 822 children, on a

site in Bell-street, JIarylebone,

Weston.—A new Wesleyan school was opened
at Weston, near Runcorn, on Thursday week.

Externally the materials used are grey brick

walls, with bands of red and black bricks, and
dressings of stone. Jlessrs. White and Son, of

Runcorn, have carried out all the work, at a cost

of £'J43, under tho supervision of the architect,

Jlr. C. 0. Ellison, of Liverpool. The style is

Gothic. AU the rooms and entrances are warmed
by moans of Shillito and Shorland's patent grate

and Hues.
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Bir.MiNGiiAM Vicarage House.—The above

vicarage has beeu commenced for the Rec. 0.

IMordaunt, Vicar of S. ilichael's Church, Soho.

The land has beoD presented by JI. P. W.
Eoulton, Esq. Tho building is intbe Gothic style,

the external walls being faced with "vvhite bricks,

^vith dressings of Bath stone, and is being carried

out from designs prepared by ilr. W. Davis, of

Temple-street, Birmingham. The contractors

.nro Messr.s. J. Wilson and Son, of Soho-hill,

Eiimibgham.

Epsom.— A new master's house and extra ac-

commodation for pupils has lately been added to

The Royal Medical Training College. The style

is in keeping with the other portion of the build-

ing— viz. Perpendicular Gothic, from the designs

of Mr. Elkington, architect. Mr. W. Shepherd,

of Bermondsey, being the builder. The gables,

pupils entrance, itc, are richly carved by Smith
and Finley, of Lambeth.

Watford.—The foundation-stone of a new
Public Library and Freemasons' Hall was laid at

Watford on Saturday. The style of the structure is

Gothic. Tho main portion of the exterior will

be executed with yellow bricks, relieved by tho

introduction of red and black bricks and Bath
stone dressings. The front elevation will be

pierced on the ground floor by four large two-

Kght windows, with red ilansfield stone shafts

and Bath stone decorations. The design, selected

in public competition, is by Mr. Svme, of Messrs.

Sedgwick and Son's office, Watford. The build-

ing is expected to cost about £2,300, and the

contract has been taken by Mr. Miskin, of

S. Alban's.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
f

'We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests

that all communications should he drawn up as briefly

a^ possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]

To Odr Readers.—"We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-

templated or in progress in the provinces.

-Ul letters should be addressed to the EDITOR, 31,

TAVISTOCK-STREET, COVEKT-GARUEN, W.C.

Cheques and Post-ofBce Orders to be made payable to
J. Passmore Edwards.

ADVERTISEilENT CH.VRGES.

The charge for advertisements is 6d. per line, of eight

wor(^ (the tirst line counting as two). Xo advertisement
inserted for less than hnlf-a-crown. Special terms for

series of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.

Front Page Advertisements 9d. per line.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

TERilS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

(Payable in advance.;

Nineteen shillings per annum (post free) to . any
part of the United Kingdom. To the United States
£1. 6s. (or ni dols. gold'. Xo France or Belgium, £1. 6s.

<or 32 francs). To India (via Southampton), £1. 143. lOd.
To any of the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, the
Cape, the West Indies, Canada, Nova Scotia, or Natal,
£1. 63.

N.B.—American and Belgian subscribers are requested
to remit their subscriptions by International P.O. O., and
to advise the publisher of the date and amount of their

remittance. Back numbers can only be sent at the rate

of 7d. each, the postage charged being 3d. per copy. All
foreign subscriptions unnccompanied byan additional re-

mitta-nce to cover the extra cost of forwarding back num-
bers are commenced from the next number published
after the receipt of the subscription.

Subscribers receiving their copies direct from the
office are requested to observe that the last number of

the tei-m for which their Subscription is paid, will be
forwarded to them in a coloured icrupper, as an intima-
tion that a fresh remittance is necessary, if it be desired
to continue the Subscription.

Cases for binding the half-yearly volumes, 23. each.

Received.—A. and S.—F. L.—F.—S. H. C.— W. S. H.—
W. H. S.—E W. a.—Enquirer.—E. M.—P. W.—Clerk
of Works.-J. P. S.—Rev. E. T.—R. T. iW.—C. W.—
W. R. W.—W. J. Fitz-P.— S. E.—A Young Surveyor.—
S. W.

Melange.—Your query is an advertisement.

ARCHITECTUS Juvkms.—Seequery in 2941in last number,
and look out for answer in following numbers.

A. H. Broulky.—The sketches to hand.

Correspondence.

WHAT IS TRADE REFUSE?
{To the Editor of the Buildikg NKWS.)

Sir,—In your paper of this date is a paragraph
stating tliat the police magistrate at Southwark
has "decided " what is trade refuse, by imposing
a fine on the contractor who refused to remove
ashes from a certain furnace.

Less than a year ago, in a case where "we took
proceedings under the same section of the same
Act, against the Camberwell Vestry, the magis-
trate at Lambeth, whose district adjoins South-
wark, decided that ashes from a furnace were
'• trade refuse." The question is therefcre

not only unsettled, but is getting more involved

by these contrary decisions. We may add that

as there is no appeal whatever from the decision

arrived at by a magistrate, the subject is, we
understand, about to be bi'ought under the notice

of tho Government.—We are. Sir, itc,

CiirUE AND Sox.

57, St. Paul's Churchyard, E.G.

July 11th.

THE TIMBER TRADE.
Sir,—The public attention having been recently

called to the question of deck-cargoes, and the danger
of carrying them, it cannot be loo generally known
that the timber merchants are quite free from blame
in the matter, so far as having any wish for such
dangerous loads to be brought. All deals so carried

are of necessity more or less damaged, and when
scattered throughout the cargo, when landed, are apt

to spoil that bright, fresh appearance which should

characterise fresh arrivals.

But then the merchants may be to blame in this

manner. They may object to pay the extra freight

which the ship-owners would be certain to demand.
There are hundreds of ship-owners whose sole scource

of iHCome is derived from perhaps one or two vessels,

and although to sacrifice the extra freight earned by
shipping a deck cargo, for the sake of tho safety of

the crew, would be an act of humanity and of duty,

still, so long as human nature is constituted as it is,

we shall find an unwillingness to make such a sacrifice

on the part of the majority. Probably, when the

practice is put an end to, the merchant will be obliged

to pay more freight ; and then comes the important
question, will the unfortunate consumer be the

sufferer? The odds are that he will, unless he takes

care, and with timber at its present exorbitant rate

he cannot afford a further advance. Somehow or

other the builder seldom obtains the benefit he is some-
times entitled to. When the high rate of duty on

timber and deals which existed many years ago was
gradually lowered, I was told on each occasion that

the foreigner had raised his prices so as to balance the

duty remitted. Probably it was so. All I do know
is this, that the builder nearly always got the worst of

it. Deck loads ought to be suppressed by law, and it

is right we should bear a fail- proportion of the en-

suing loss, but not all, for we cannot make our
customers pay more. The present high price of tim-

ber causes more grumbling at our " little bills " than
is agreeable, and a builder's account is at all times
looked upon with as much aversion as a lawyer's.

—

I am, Su', &c. F. G. S.

ilOUXTAlX CHAPEL COMPETITION.

Sir,"Allow me t» acknowledge through your valuable

columns—the receipt, at last, of my competition-

drawings for the above chapel, and to say that, after

being absent over six months, they are returned, not
' with thanks," but without thanks.

Xo doubt this sligJit oversight arises from the fact

that the committee in Carlisle were so overpowered
with business that they had only just sufficienttime to

put the drawings into the case, nail it up, and send it

off. I am sure, therefore, my brother competitors will

join with me in tendering our grateful acknowledge-

ments to the committee for the noble and self-

denying manner they have exhibited throughout, but

more especially in returning our drawings, after six

months* absence, without even thanking us for our

trouble. Such expedition and gentlemanly treatment.

I presume, was never before heard of : let us hope it

may never be again. - B. E. E.

VENTILATION OF WORKSHOPS, &.C.

Sir,—Your correspondent, Mr. Henry Fletcher, has

broached a very good subject for discussion ; but why
so much care for the mechanic ? Do not clerks, shop-

men and shopwomen, draftsmen, &;c., want equally

curing for? I am afraid a great many people, em-
ployers especially, are too much engrossed with their

business to thiuk of the thousands of men and women
who have to work more than nine hours in ill-

ventilated and badly-lighted shops and offices.

Striking, in their case, is quite out of the question,

as they have no combination or society of any kind

amongst them. Pray, Mr. Editor, give us a passing

notice, and I hope Mr. Fletcher, the ventilating engi-

neer, will think of us as well as the mechanics, who
cau help themselves a little.—I am. Sir, &c.,

I. C. A.

Jntereomnuinication.

ouEsnoys.
[2053.]—Float Feed Apparatus.—Will you be so

good as to ask your readers, through the medium of
Intercommunication Column, if any of them can give
name and address of the maker of the float-feed appa-
ratus. Fig. 181, in your last article on Plumbing Work
(Building, News, July 4.)—E. P.

«c-r

D
I

[21154.] — Interior
Perspective .—

I

stand a little to the left

of the centre of the in-

terior at the point A.
and according to line

B, can see opposite
corner of recess C

;

but in the elevation

the distance a b mea-
sured off ou base-line

of picture, cuts line b c

to vanishing point, and
is seen according to

dotted liue E on the
right side of corner D,
and not on the left,

according to plan. I

shall feel greatly
obliged to any who
can account for the
same, or who will in-

form me where I am
wrong, if so.—M. K. E.

[2955.] -Monograph.— A fellow-creature will be

much obliged by auy kind friend informing him what
is the exact meaning of monograph, as used in the

following sense—'* a Monograph of llaphael," and
wherein it differs from a life or memoir of that person.

—Moxos.

[2956.]—Architectural Arbitrations.—Can any
correspondent inform mc as to the validity of the

clause sometimes used In architects' specifications,

constituting the architect sole arbiter between his

client and the .tradesmen, his award being final and
bmding on all parties, without appeal to any court of

law ? Also, if possible, state auy case that has beeu

tried, the result, and in what paper it is reported.

—

OxE IX Doubt.

[2957.] — School Galleries. — Will any reader

kindly give a rough sketch of the usual mode of con-

scructing school galleries in England, and oblige ?^
Scot.

[295S.]—Measuring Oriel and Bay Windows.

—

I have frequently in my busiuess to measure oriel and
bay windows for carpets, oilcloth, and parquet floor-

ing, and make pi ans of same to scale on paper, and do

so by a number of tedious measurements. Will some
of your correspondents kindly explain any instrument

which will facilitate the process ? I have a 2ft. and a

3ft. rule, on which are graduated joints for setting off

angles—very good in idea, but almost useless in prac-

tice, as the circle on which the angles are set off is

so small they cannot be clearly seen to be depended on.

—Constant Keadeu.

[2959.]—Party Walls.—When a freeholder finds a

party wall too dilapidated to raise thereon a higher

structure, and takes down a part of the said wall to

rebuild it in a more substantial manner (whether it be

taken down to the level of the ground or not), can he

rebuild it in the same position as it existed before, or

can an adjoining freeholder compel him to rel^uild it

entirely on his own premises ? The Metropolitan Act is

clear on the above ; is the law and custom elsewhere

in conformity therewith ?

—

Provincial.

[2960.]_Pocket Sextant.— Will some practical

surveyor amongst your readers kindly state his opinion

ou the utility of the pocket sextani as a surveying m-
strumcnt, and if he has ever checked with a theodolite

an observation made with the above? I have hitherto

In my own practice used (when an angular instrument

was requisite) either the theodolite or the circumfe-

rentor, but this, of course, involves an extra hand in

the field, to carry, &c., or to take my place at the

chain. I should like to hear from some person who
has used both instruments adeptly.

—

Sukveyok.

REPLIES.
[2905.]—Gasworks.—If the firm alluded to must

have gas during the daytime at more than 5-lOths

pressure, let them put down a small holder on their

own premises. This can be filled during the night-

time, and they can get their supply from it during the

daytime at requisite pressure. The inlet -pipe to gas-

holder must, of course, be taken from outlet of meter.

Again, if the place is near the gasworks, and the con-

sumption will warrant the outlay, you might lay a

special main, to be connected ou the works betweeu

the holder and the governor, and consequently under

gasholder pressure. Ko " exhaust meter " (?) has yet

come under my notice, in the sense spoken of ; in

fact, the idea seems absurd.—G. A. S.

[2911.]—Furnace-Shaft for Sewer Ventilation.

—In answer to " Edward.** and in confirmation of " A
Drain Inspector," I have one of my house-drain

ventilators fixed. I have tried the effect, and find it

answers beyond my expectations : for, when properly

connected with the sinks, it will act as a siphon, and.
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instead of Iho ea?c3 fnrcin? themoclvcs i:p npon n

servant taklne the fratin.!? off the bell-trap, the air

will rush in. beln? drawn by the bea^ of the nppa-

ratns—which i^ open for Inspection, upon piving one

day's notice, ami kcepin? punctual appointment, at

42^ Lausannc-roail. close to the Qneen's-road station,

on' the South liOii.ion llail-.ay.—K. J. Joiixsos.

[2912.1—Street Urinals and Charcoal Street
Ventilators for Sewers.—In my invention for

drawlnir tiie trasc^ from t'le sewers by means of

heat, as lilusirateii in the lUni.Dixr, News of the ilst

of March Last, there is charcoal used, which is plaeed

in layers 4ft. or.'> ft. above the lire, so that the heat

preserves the charcoal, and keeps it perfectly dry, by

which means it will last for an indefinite period. In

taklnff out my patent I did not mention this, fearinc;

it mipht clash with the patent of Mr. T.alhiim, whom
I should be pleased to sec and talk this matter over

with.— U. .T. .loiiNSOX.

[2916.]—Waterproofing PoronsStone.— Try the

petrlfyinp liii'iid for damp walls, m.ide by the Liver-

pool Silicate I'aint Company. It will prevent further

dampness, .and not discolour the stone.—A Buildicr.

[292.';.1—Squint Quoins and Gauged Arches.
A squint (luoin is the internal anisic formed by Ilie in-

tersection of two walls which are not at richt ancrles

to each other, as sketch, thus necessitating the cuttingr

of the bricks. The
external angle Is termed

"

a ' bird's-iHotith '* cut-

ting. Hotli these cut-
^

tings are measured by
the foot run, and de-

scribed as executed,
" rough cut," " fair cut," ic., kc. With respect to
gauged arches. Jt is customary to add the solht to the
dimension for the face of the arch, and to deduct them
from the facing bricks, they having been already
moasureii in witli it in tlio dimension for the front.

With respect to reveals, where not plastered they are
measured in with tlie front. Thus, if Snlloll; biick
front, the reveals would be measured, as the rule is to
measure the whole superlicial face of the work. Includ-
ing all returns. 5:c., and then to make the deductions
for all openings, arches, and other work over (iin. wide
where executed with different material or in another
manner. Of course, the measurement for the face
bricks is for extra only for the additional cost of the
brickwork and labour beyond the ordinary.—B. F.

[2929.]—Value of Timber.—I am afraid if

builders adopt "Kappa's" suggestions in tills ease,
they will be greatly nii.-led. JIuch depends upon the
manner of cutting the timber. If sawn square, and
taken net after the saw. the waste alcne would be
about 2S per cent., to which, if measured in work, an
additional allowance must be made for cutting to
length. I have never seen any correct calculation for

this purpose itt tlie numerous price-books that have
been issued. If " T'orcmau" will take, for example, a
piece of timber r.oft. long and 12in. square, and draw
a full-sized section of the same both ways, with and
without slabbing, allowing the width of the saw-kerf
in marking out the scantling, then cube the dimen-
sions of the fcantiings thus obtained, this, deducted
from .lOft., will give the quantity of waste in a load as
it leaves the yard, hut the loss in cutting to lengths
has .still to be considered. After having ascertained
the net cost in this manner, add for proUt according
to circumstances— generally 10 to 15 per cent. Tiie
waste In plank and boards when taken net In work is

more than nmny imagine.—Z.

[29.13.]-Measuring Brickwork.—In reply to
the question on mc;;suiing brickwork, there is no dif-
ference in the admeasurement of brickwork in undrr-
piiiuhiri. but as tlie price for this class of work is in
excess of ordinary woik, it is necessary to keep this
Item separate.—B. F.

[29.'i4.]—Liability for Quantities .—Clearly, a
surveyor is liable for his quantities, just as the
medical man is liable if he kills his patient by his
want of skill or by inattention. No doubt, all profes-
sional men are liable to actions where, ;hrongh their
Ignorance, or carelessness, loss arises to their clients.
To constitulo a liability of this kind in the quantity
surveyor, it must he shown that the builder IjaseiUds
tender on the <|uantitlcs, and also had employed the
urveyor to take them out.— B. F.

[29:1.';.J—Brickwork, &o.—In an ordinary open-
ing, thiee wood bricks on each side ; in a larger open-
ing, four on each side. In reply to second iiuestion,
one-third.— B. 1".

[29;i6. ] — Quantities. — Brickwork. — The only
reason I have not given the Tables " Student " men-
thais Is because they can be found in existing books,
and I wished as much as possible to curtail my
articles to the special subject of " Quantities." B. F.

[293(1.] - Relative Durability of Different
V^OOds.-Woods of a close and compact texture arc
generally more durable than those that are open and
porous. In general the quantity of charcoal obtained
from woods is a fair guide to their durability. Neither
of the above rules arc alw.ays to be depcrnled on, how-
ever. In Young's "Annals of Agriculture" Is re-
corded the result of an experiment made by exposing
Inch and a half planks of trees, of from thirty to forty.
live years' growth to the weather for ten years. The
cedar was pcrfcclly sound ; larch, (he heart sound,
but sap <iiiltc decayed ; Spruce fir, seund ; Silver t\r',

In decay : .Scotch fir, much decayed ; Pinaster, quite
rotten; Chestnut, perfectly sound; Abele. sound;
Beech, sound; Sycamrre, much decayed ; Birch, quite
rotten. Timber grown in moist shady places is gene-
rally less durable Ihan that grown in exposed .situa-
tions. .'Split timber, too. is more durable than sawn
timljer, the fibres beins continuous and resisting, by
means of their longitudinal strength.—KAPP.H.

[29.17.]- Ventilation of Drains.-In reply to
"B. E. !•;.." I send von a rough diagram of supposed
house, lllu.stratlns: the method wliieh could be generally
applied. The lines show the ventilating pipes,
which should be of Inch or -Jin. gas-pipe. The

DIP TRAP
SEIWER

dip-trap is enlarged in sketch, but it would prob.ibly
bo about -Ift. Uin. by 2ft. Bin. by 4ft. Bin. deep, and
covered with a York slab.—.\ Dr.iin Inspector.

[29;!7.]—Ventilation of Drains.—"B. E. E.,
rreston." inquires about a method for the "separate
ventilation of drains to each house (say) in a terrace
of ten or twelve dwellings." To answer this, I would
refer him to the following sketch, which gives sec-

tional view of drains:—A is the main di'ain, into

which all the others branch ; Uisthe liouse drain-pipe,

with siphon-trap at C ; D is a rainwater-pipe carrying
the water off from the front gutter of roof. E is tlie

rainwater-pipe which carries the water off from the
back gutter. In many cases the pipe 10 serves as sidl-

pipe and rainwater-pipe combined ; in which case, the
upper part of E being open, it also serves as the venti-

lating pipe for the soil-iiipc. F is the opening for the
surface water off back court, which may be either

trapped or not, as wished. In many cases 1 see it left

open—where the pipes are put in as above—without
any complaint. If it is wished to ventilate the main
sewer .\, then, if there be no windows too near its

junction with the gutter of roof, the iron r.ainwaler-

pipe D— supposing it is fixed on to the outside of the
building—may enter drain on the outside of the siphon-
trap, as at G. If, however, the pipe D either enters
the house, or has any branch-pi[ie from the interior
going Into it, then, if it is wished to ventilate A, a
separate pipe should be piit in. and carried up to roof
for tluit purpose alone. In addition to being properly
veutiiated, it is also equally necessary to see that the
dniiii-pliies are solidly laid, and also properly jointed
Willi cement. I am sorry to say, that, so far as my
experience goes, drain-pipe layers are often rather
careless upon these two important points.—W. P.
BllClUN.

[29:!9.]—Pressure on Framing of Partitions.

—

'I'he weight of a square of partitioning may be taken
at from 1,4801b. to 2.0001b. per scinare. The weight
of a square of single-joist flooring without counter
fiooring at from l,2i;olb. to 2,0001b. per square. The
weight of a square of framed ilooring with counter
llooring at 2,5001b. to 4,0001b. per square.—ROGO.

[2941.]— Position of the Pulpit.—There were five

kinds of pulpits (1), in tlie open air, as at Magdalen
College, llxttn-d. S. Taiii's, ami Norwich ; (2) within
doors, the Pulpit um proper, or rood-loft

;
(:i) the Re-

fectory pulpit, wliich was ado]ited as the model of the
(4) choir-pulpit; and (5) tlie nave-pnlpit. (3) Tlie

Uefectory pulpit remains in the Vicars' Hall, Chi-
chester, ami at Chester, on the south side, wliich is its

position also at Christchurcli, Oxford. At Beauiicu.if
the hall had stood east and west, it would have been
in the same place, which was probably determined by
conditions of light. (2) At (iloucester, Abbot Wyg-
more built a square stone pulpit over the rood-loft
(Kosbrooke, S8), and some time since the Bishop of
Winchester preached from the rood-loft of Christ
church, Twyneham, Hants. (4) The Choir pulpit Is on
tile north side at Winchester and Worcester, because the

postil and .=ermon w- re ; t' e exposition of the Gospel
read on the north side of the altar. (5) The nave
pulpit is on the south side at Wells. Trinity Church,
Coventry ; S. Mary's. Oxford, and Wolverhampton, ami
exceptionally at the north side at FramiUon. At
Notre Dame and Chartres It is on tlie south side, as in
Belgian churches, S. Paul's, Chichester, Bristol, and
Oxford. There are modern exceptions at Lichfield and
Peterborough. The nave pulpit occupies the place
of the ambo or lectern of the Basilica, in which the
Deacon sang the Gospel with Ills face towa ds the men
wlio were seated on the south side, which, as in the
arran ement of the choir, is the place of honour,
having the dean's stall and the bishop's throne. The
nave pulpit is only incidentally mentioned by Lynd-
wood, and such articles of furniture were rare until a
comparatively late date before the Reformation

; and
even in our time a movable pulpit was in use at Nor-
wich and Hereford. The tradition at Ely and Win-
chester also points to a nave pulpit on the south side
of the nave. At Worcester In fraud's time the pulpit
was placed on the north-west side. I venture to think
that the south side is the proper and ancient position
for the pnlplt in parish churches.—Mackenzie E. C.
Wai-cott.

[2941.]—Position of Pulpit in Church.—I can-
not find any authority, eitlier ecclesiastical or archi:^
teetural, for pi.acing the pulpit on the south side of
the church, and cannot lielp wondering who " the high
authority " is in the diocese referred to that enjoins it.

Perhaps it is the Dean ; if so. the matter is at once
explained : he ijrobably intends it as a protest against
llituaiisra 1— Kapp.^.

[2945.]—Lead in 'Water.-Put a drop of sulphide
of ammonium into a wineglassful of water, and stir
it with a glass rod or a goose-quill. If there be lead
present, the water will be at once discoloured and be-
come almost black.—M. N. 0.

[2946.]—Compass Timber.—Hookey's method of
preparing bent timber is as follows:—A fine saw-cut
is made from one end, or both, according to the form
into wliich the timber is to be bent ; tlie length of it

being also different, according to the length of the
piece, and the degree of curvature, but commonly in
a curve, the height of which is about one-sixib or one-
eighth of the whole length ; the saw-cu^ from each end
is about one-third ol the length. The piece is then
boiled for some hours, the number depending on its

lateral dimensions, and placed upon the machine, when
the screws being applied, the required curvature is ob-
tained in about twelve or fifteen minutes. It is after-
wards screw-bolted, and is then fit for use.—J. K.

[2950.]—Cheap Paving for Yard.—" L. J. D."
should put about i;in. of dry brick rubbish over whole
area of yard, to receive a bed of Portland cement
concrete not less than 5iu. thick, composed of four
parts Thames ballast or gravel, and two parts clean
sharp sand, and one part of Portland cement

; the
whole being incorporated with as little water as itrac-
ticable, and laid to proper falls for draining. Upon
this should be floated a coat of cement and sand in
equal proportiims, and about Jin. thick; and this,
when in condition, should be followed by a thin finish-
ing coat of neat cement. This, properly executed,
will form a durable waterproof paving.-Old
Windsor.

(Bm (DDicc iable.

Death of Winteriialter, tile German
Painter.—We learn from Franlifort the news of
the death, by fever, of Francis Xavier Winter-
halter, the favourite Court painterof her Majesty
and of the late Prince Consort. He was about
seventy years of .age, having been born at
S. Blasion, in Baden, in l.SOS ; or, according to
JI. Vapereau, three years later. Having received
his early education at Cailsruhe, ho passed
through a course of professional training as a
student in tlie Academy of Arts at Munich, and
afterwards completed his .studies in the galleries
of Italy. Early in life hj had the good fortune
to attract tlio attention of Louis Philippe, and
also of some of the kings and princes of the
various States of Germany, and this, in its turn,
led to his employment as a portrait-painter by
her Majesty.

Rhayader Workiiou.se.—Throe designs sub-
mitted by iWcssrs. Haddon, W. E. H. Lingen
Barker, and Mr. Stephen W. Williams, respect-
ively, were referred by the Rhayader Board of
Guardians, at their meeting on the 3rd ult., to
the architect of the Local Government Board.
This gentlemau".s report was received at an ad-
journed meeting, held on tho 2nd inst., for this
purpose, and it is stated, that Mr. Lingen Barker's
plans were bettor arranged, more suited to the
requirements of the union, and capable of being
carried out at less cost than either of tho other
two laid before him. The second place in order
of generalexcellence and suitability ho awarded
to the plans submitted by Mr. Stephen Williams,
Wo think that the selection of the best pl.an in
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cases of this kind should always be left, to a
competent authority ; the competitors would then
be fairly dealt with, and the ratepayers would
reap the advantage of the competitiou by gcttini,'

in reality, and not iu imagination only, the best

arrangement of the buihliug that was possible

under the circumstances, and at the least outlay.

The Architectural Association.—The last

ordinary meeting of tho Architectural Association
took place on June 27, Mr. J. Dou;;lass Mathews.
President, in the chair. A Japanese gentleman
named Cozon Talcaliara, now staying in this

country to study arcliitecture, was proposed as ^
member. The thanl;s of the Association were
voted to Sir William Gomme, Mr. Hepworth
Dixon, and Mr. J. R. Planch^ for their services on
the occasion of the recent visit of members to the
Tower of London. It wis announced that Mr.
EdniTmd Shurpe had offered a prize for the best

descriptive account of the churohes which it was
intended to visit during tho approaching excur-
sion ; and the President then presented three

prizes of five guineas each, which had been
awarded out of the Association ** prizo fund " for

proficiency in sketching, the recipients being Mr.
T. C. Yates, Mr. E. J. May, and Mr. R. C. Pago, it

being understood that the sketches made by these
genth-mon are to bo exhibited at the opening
<:oiivrrsazio7ic of tlie nest session in November
next. Mr. Lee then read a paper " On Italian

Decoration," the substance of which was published
in the Building News a fortnight ago. The
oiBcers tor session 1S73-4 were then elected as

follows:— President. Mr. Edward J. Tarver
;

Vice-Presidents, Mr. John S. Quilter and Mr. E. C.

Lee ; Committee, Messrs. Q. H. Birch, T. Blashill,

H. C. Boyes, T. W. Cutler, J. Johnson, J. D.
Mathews, W. Raven soroft, R. P. Spiers, J. Sulman,
and Aston Webb ; Treasurer, Mr. J. D. Mathews

;

Auditors, Messrs. E. B. I'Anson and H. H. Stm-
nus; Librarian, Mr. Walter L. Spiers; Assistant
Librarians, Messrs. R. E. Pownall and L. A. Shuf-
frey ;

i i on. Secretaries, Messrs. Bowes A. Paite
and S. Flint Clarkson; Hon. Rogistra-, Mr. John
S. Quilter j Collector, Mr. Edmund Marshall. The
annual supper of the Association took place on
Tuesday evening, July 1, at the Guildhall Coffee-
house, King-street, Cheapside. About eighty sat

down to supper, and .\lr. J. Douglass Mathews,
the late President, occupied the chair.

CHIPS.
A new (Roman) Catholic chapel, dedicated to

Our Lady, was opened on .Saturday' week at Wrough-
ton, Clifton. It is in the Early Decorated style,
from the design of Mr. A. J. C. Scoles.

lii our description which accompanied the illus-

tration of Down Hall, Essex, in the first number of
the present volume, we stated that all the stone
dressings were executed iu Tisbury stone. This was
not quite correct, all the more ornamental por-
tions, such as the carved window dressings, cornices,
cantilevers, balustrades, ttc, having been executed
in R.insome's patent stone. W'e also omitted to
say, that the building is roofed with the patent
tiles manufactured by the Broomhall Tile Company.

It Ls said that Mr. Gilbert Redgrave is about to
retire from the management of the Alexandra
Palace, and that his place is to be filled,by Sir Edward
Lee, who was for a long time connected with the
Exhibition in DubUn. The new Alexandra Palace
is to be opened, if possible, on the 1st of next May,
Ou Monday, June 30, the corner-stone of a new

(Roman) Catholic church, to be erected in West
Cornforth, near Ferry-hill, Durham, was laid. It
will be Gothic, and all of stone, and its length
about r22ft. The architect is Mr. R. Robinson, of
Darlington.
The Works Committee of the Metropolitan Board

of Works, at the last meeting, brought up a report
recommending that Mr. J. R. Planche, Somerset
Herald, be informed, in reply to his letter on behalf
of the British Arclia;ological Ai?sociation, calling
attention to the expediency of the preservation of
York-gate, Victoria Embankment, and of its utili-

sation as an additional means of communication
with the Embankment, that the Board are not
prepared to take any action with reference to the
gate. The recommendation was adopted.
The tender of Mr. Jas. Coutts, of Aberdeen, to

the amount of £11,040, has been accepted by the
Board of Works for the erection of the new Post-
ofEce in th;it town.
The Baptists have had their place of worship in

Brunswick-road, Gloucester, enlarged. The chapel
will now a::commodate about 1,000 persons, and
has beeu completed at a cost of about £3,000, by
Messrs. King and Godwin, contractors, of Glou-
cester, from the desigus of Messrs. Searle and Son,
architects, of London.
The Wesleyan Chapel, Wisbeach, a large structui-e

erected about forty years back, has beeu reopened

after undergoing a complete renovation of its in-

terior, from the designs of the architect, Mr. Tait.
of Leicester. The PubUc Assembly Hall, a large
building in the Greek style of architecture, is about
to be renovated under the direction of the same
architect.

The corner-stone of the Gomersal Church Sunday
and day schools w.is laid at Hill-top, Gomersal, on
Saturday afternoon. The cost of the building is

estimated at £2.400, and is intended to accommo-
date about 450 children. Messrs. Sheard and
Hanstock are the architects.

There was a keen contest on Thursday week
for the post of Secretary to the Royal Acadeuy.
A hundred candidates are said to have offered
themselves, but the choice virtually lay between
two of them. Mr. Eaton was elected. Under his
care a better catalogue may next year be looked
for than we have seen for some years past.
The parish church of Letherhed was reopened

on the 8th inst., after restoration by Mr. Blom-
fleld.

WnuU ^m%.

THE TIMBEH. TRADE.
DURIN'G the week there has not been any material
change in the aspect of ihe timber market, and prices
in London and at the ontports have remained nearly
the same. The unfortunate difference between the
builders and their workoieu still exercises an adverse
influence on the trade, and as matters do not at the
present moment seem likely to arrive at a speedy
solution, buyers of timber are naturally cautious iu

making purchases. Without venturing to express an
opinion on the merits of the question, it is to be hoped
that, in the iaterests of bnth trades, and especially in

the interest of the men themselves, that the dispute
will be amicably settled, and permanently settled ako,
and in a manner which will leave none of those heart-
burnings behind to be the source of another interrup-
tion of trade at no far-distant time. The foreign
timber houses still persist in their demand for high
prices, and the merchants here find themselves com-
pelled to protect themselves by asking a commen-
surate price, except in the case of two or three
descriptions of wood, with wliich the market is

overstocked.

The smaller merchants do not appear to hold large
stocks, and most of them complain of the difficulty

they have in obtaming the advanced rates. Freights
ontinue about the same, and the summer rates of in-

surance are in favour of a continuance (for some time,

at least) at the same quotation, or thereabouts. The
ti-ade in mahogany does not seem at all brisk, owing to
the excessive importation of some descriptions ; but
there can be no doubt that the market will shortly
rectify itself, and return to its normal state. On
'Change there is a fair business doing, but not such a
trade as we might fairly expect at this time of year,
and in such a time of national prosperity. The
arrivals into London and the outports continue to be
steady, and not at all exces.sive. The following prices

have been realised during the past week by the lot.

Special specitications would, of course, bring either
higher or lower prices, as the case might be :

—

At per 120 12tt li X llin.

* 8. d. £ s. d.

Wyburg best yellow 12 10 to 13 10
Escoumaiu's 2nd yeUovr pine. 14 10

Srd „ „ . 12
Dantzig crown brack yellow . 12 .)

Gefle Srd yellow battens 12 10

„ common „ planks and
deals . . . . 12 10 „ 13 10

Gothenburg 1st and 2nd
yellow .... 12 5 „ 12 1.5

Srd „ . 11 10 „ 13 10

4th white 11

Skirts Ear Srd „ 12 •1

,, 1st and 2nd white. 12 10 „ 13

., common yellow 12

Srd 13 10 .. 13 15
Ist and 2nd „ 13 1.5 ,, 14 15

Quebec, 1st red piue 16

2nd 12 10

3rd 10 •5 ., 12 10

., Ist bright yellow pine
(broad). 27

., 2nd floated yellow
pine 1-5 10

River Cnclla 2nd bright
yellow pine 14 10 .. li; 1.5

Sundswell 1st and 2nd white. 12 5

Srd „ . 11

Petersburg 1st yellow
(assorted) 16

Petersburg 1st white U „ 13 10

Saquenay 1st red pine , 14 10

Soderhamn Srd white . 11 10

„ other qualities white 11

,, 1st and 2nd ,, . 12

„ common yellow 11 5 „ 13

Riga crown white . 12 ,f,

Pitch pine .... 14 10 „ 15 10

^yham yellow U 10

Laugnor Srd yellow 11 5 „ 13 10

,, lat and 2nd yellow . 12 & ,. 14 10

£ 8. d.

:^;

£ g. d.
Lockno Srd white battens . 10 10

1st aud 2nd vhite
battens . . 12 10

Lockno 2nd white battens . 11 10

„ common yellow

.

. 10 5 ^^ 10 16
Hudlkswall 1st yellow . . 14

2nd ., . 12 6 „ 14
Ljusne common white . . 11

,. yellow . . 12 15 13 10 e
„ 3rd - „ . 13 13 15
„ 1st and 2nd yellow . 14 10

Per 120 12 ft. 3 X 9in.

£ s. d. £. s. d.
S.aquenay best spruce . . 10
Christiauia 1st yellow. . 22 1.5

,^ 23
2nd „ . . 21 10
Srd „ , . 20

„ 1st white . . 20 1.5 22
2nd „ . 19 15

Quebec 1st spruce 2in. . . 10
,, 19 5

Per 120 12ft. 2i X 6jln.
Dram, Srd white . . 8 15 to 9 5

„ 2nd „ . 9 5
„ Srd yellow . . S 15 9 15
„ 2nd „ . . 9 10 ,, 9 16

Floorinc per square.

s. d s. d.
Skien, 1st and 2nd yellow, Ijiu. . 10
Fredrickstadt, 1st „ lin. . 14 3 to 14 6
Dram 1st ,, Ita. . 14 14 3

ist fin. . 12

fin. . 16
(!

Christiani.a, 1st „ C 10 9
2nd lin. . 13 ^ 13 e
2nd Uu. . 11 11 c
1st Jin. . 12 ,^ 12 3

Petersburg lathwood, per fathom. £12 10

Square Timber, per load.
Riga, best middhng .£470

„ good „ 4 5

Pitch pine 4 to £4 5
Memel, 2ud middling . . 4 2 4 S
Dantzig, best middling. 3 19 4 5
The prices of fancy woods remain about the

same for cargo average. Honduras, 6jd to 7d . ;

Mexican, 6id. to 7d. ; Tabasco, 7id. to Sid.; Cuba
8id. to 12d. ; S. Domingo, 7^(1. to lOd".; Curls,
I2d. to24d.; Italian walnut, 4id. to 5d. ; Black Sea,
ditto, 33d. to4hd. ; Canadian ditto, ijd. to 4|d. ; Cuba
cedar, 6id. to 7jd. ; Honduras, ditto, 6d. to Gid.;
Australian, 5d. to 6d.; Pencil ditto, 4d. to 4^d. ; Bird's-
eye Maple, 5d. to 7d. ; S. Domingo sathiwood, 15d. to
ISd. ; Bahama, per ton, £7 to £10.

The oak-bark harvest, owing to the increased price,
will be considerable tlxis year, and therefore the supply
may exceed that of last year ; but thj old stock is so
completely exhausted, and the consumption of oak-
bark, from various causes, having increased, prices are
likely to be maintained. The preference for English
bark over foreign increases, and may cause Belgian,
which is Improving in quality, to be below its proper
value. Oak-bark being the usual substance employed
iu the trade of tanning, the commercial utility of other
barks aud tanning principles is determined by compari-
son with it. Oak-bark furnishes about half the quan-
tity required by the tanneries of the kingdom, and
other substances come to make up the deficiency.

Professor Fehling estimates the relative value of
several tanning substances as follows :—

per cent, tannin.Pine- bark contains fi om 5 to 7 pel
Old oak-bark 9 ,,

—
Best oak-bark 19 „ 21
Clall-nuts 30 ,, sn
Aleppo galls 60 „ 66
Chinese galls 70 „ —

WAGES MOVEMENT.
Edinburgh.—For some time past negotiations have

been going on between the Master Builders' Associa-
tion and the United Operative Masons of Edinburgh
and Leith, with a view of entering into an agreement
to have wageskept at the present rate—uamely, 7-5d. per
houi*— for the next twelve months. These have failed,

and the men have intimated their intention of striking

to-mori'ow.

London.—Contrary to general expectation, the con-

ference held on Monday between the committee of

master builders and the deputations from the masons
and carpenters resulted in a failure. The interview

lasted two hours. \\''ith reference to the ^d. per hour
advance, the employers insisted upon the men going
back from twelve until one o'clock as the hour for

leaving work on Saturdays. Tho deputation said,

while they had power to effect a aettlemeut upon the

w.iges question, they had no power to agree to auy in-

crease in the hours of workhig. The employers then

proposed that both the wages question and the one-

hour time on Saturday should be referred to an in-

dependent arbitration. This proposal was declined by
the deputation, on the ground that they had no instruc-

tions to consent to any arbitration, aud also knowing that

the trade as a body were opposed to outside arbltratien

upon trade disputes. They stated, however, they would
lay the proposals of the employers for the one o'clock

ou .Saturday case (arbitration thereon) before a ge:ieral

moctiugof the body of masons to be held thatcveuing,

but they could not promise to recommend their accept-

ance by the meeting. After some further discussion,

the employers said it was no use prolonging the Inter-
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Ticw, and the deputation at once retired, each bodj-

expressing its regret tliat the conference had been

attended with such unsatisfactory results. At three

o'clock the same committee of employers met thedepn-

tatlon from the carpenters and Joiners. The Interview

lastcil nearly four hours. Precisely the same grounds

and arguniciits wore gone over as with the masons'

deputation, and with tlie same unsatisfactory result.

They « cro, however, prepared to make a couipnuuise

as to the tlmo at wliich the payment of the

c.\tra W. per hour should eonimence. 'J'lu' depu-

tation
"
retired without eflecting any settlement

upon a [single point in dispute. No alteration has

since taken place in the aspect of affairs, and unless

sonib at present unforeseen circumstance should

arise In the meantime, the strike will commence
to-niurrow, to be followed, if tlie employers act upon
tiieir exiHcssed intention, by a general lock-out of the

men In all branches of the building trade. The com-

inittec of the employers express eonsi<lerablc annoy-

ance at the abortive result of the conference held with

the masons' and carpenters' deputations on Monday
last. The committee complain that tliey were deceived

by the deputations, who led them to believe that they

attended the conference with full powers to effect a

settlement, and that only after several hours' discus-

fion was it found that those powers were of a limited

character. I'lie employers' conuuittee express their

determination to receive no further deputation from
the men unless they attend with a written authority

from their committtee empowering them to settle all

the points in dispute, oi to refer them to arbitration.

ASHTOX S GKEES,
Slfttp, Iron, (incl Marblo Mirch.ints, and Quarry Apeuts.—Ttoofin?

Slnt«et—Ban^r, Blue, lU'd. or Gre*-!!, Kliie I'ortraadoc and Whitlaud
Abbvy Ore«u, tho Nuw " roniijint.'nt" Groea (woiglit tbe sal' as
Bangor, and uniformity of clcavnfo rqii.il).

I'riccson Wliarf in London.
24 by 12 22 by 12 20 by 10 18 by 10 18 br
3779. M. 832s. &I. 257s. (jd. 213b. 1,'*28. Ce.

16 by 10 lUby 8 H by 10 11 by 8 12 by .

ly2s,Gd. H6B. 1703 117a. 6d. 678. 6d.

tor m of 1.900 Slatea. Marblo and Enamelled Slato Cbiinney
Picco8, Inscription Tablets, &c. .Stoves. U.ingcfi, and Builders'

Ironmongery. A. & G.'s Special lied Bidgo Tiles. Large Sbow of
all Goods at 14 and 15. Bury-strvot, S. Mary A.xa, London. K.C.

Drawings and Priced upon application, accompanying trad« card.

TENDERS.
Bedford.—For villa resUleueo for Mr. George Wells.

Quantities supplied, ilr. Jolm Usher, architect.

Carter £-2fi2« n

Spencer IMS
Hull 1,835
Foster 1,700
Cnnvin 1,7G7

LitchHeld 1,76.-) 10
Freshwater (acccptedj l,7-'5 b

C^MDERWKl.L.—For the erection of a school to accom-
modate ."is.S children, in .lamos-street. Ciimberwell, for the
London School Uoard. Mr. E. R. Eobson, architect.

Xewman and Mann £G,'2SI3 U
Dovo Eros 6,875
Scrivener and White Ii.848

Brass C,C5.5 U
Gammon and Sons C,2'i0

Stepbenson .5,5'i2

Do. (amended lenderi 4,90*2

Epsom.—For building new schools. Mr. J. R. Hardiug,
A.I.C.E.. surveyor.

Walker...; £1,448
Brett I,3ti0

Nye 1.31.5

Shrives and Son 1,310 ()

Warr \,-2iK o
Hooker 1 174

GtrrLl»FORD.—For new stabling, &e., at Down-place, near
Guildrord, for -Mr. W. F. Favjeil. Mr. Uoory Peak,
Architect. Quantities supplied.

Pollard and Son £2,K2 4 7
Garnett 2,.537

Lynn and Dudley 2.600
Barnes 2,419
Strudwick 2,39:1

Jarrctt.._ 2,390
Mason 2,389
Nye 2,:i.^5

Loc 2.340
Colliver 2,2(io o
Goddard 2.1S4 o
Sawyer (accepted) 2,170 li

Warr 2.14il

Brett 1,1150

J. Mitchell and Son 1,899

I.rvERPooi.—For Ihe erection of a roaidenee. float-yard,
stables, &c.. In S. xVnthony's-place, Great Eorucr-street,
for Sir. Wm. Lloyd. JIcHsrs. Troiighton and Prescott,
architects. Quantities by Mr. John Mallier, surveyor,
Boolle.

•loncs £1,77.'!

Nicholson and Ayro 1,709
Burroughs and Son 1,(181 o
Mullin 1.0.12

Manson 1.677
fioldcn (accepted) l,y4o

London.— For altcrailonB and rc-seating Christ Church,
Wobum-squarc. Mr. lloury Hall. Architect, 19, Dou;ihty-
strect, W.c. Quamiiics suiip;icd by Mr. S. J. Thaeker.

Alterations, Arc.

Tibbitts fi,C75
Cox and Sens 1,(155
Aitchison and Walker 1^625
Fbtllips and Son l,39tt
Simpson ],2'.:2

Axford i;iUi(
Henshaw aud Co 1,1^4
Patmau and Fothcrlngkiim 1,175
Hill and Sons 1.104
HobBon l'l45

Reseating.

Aitchison and Walker 1.767

Phillips and Son 1.0-'5

Cox and Son 1,010

Simpson 1.435

Axford I.SCO

Hobsou 1.268

Patman and Fothcringham l.Soli

Uenshaw aud Co 1,2'^0

Hill and Son 1I,"1

M.\KYl.EB0.NE.—Fora Ilrst-claas swimming-bath f-ir tho

Commissiouers of the 8. Marylcbonc Baths and Wasti-

housos. Mr. U Siuvon Snell, architect. Quantities sup-

plied bv Mr.R. W. GrilBths and the architect.

LaJv £4.8.52

Briiigman. Nuthall, and West 4,7f.9

Harris and Sons 4,7(W

Simiison 4,700

Howard, P.iotbers 4,4.50

Wall 4,390

Temple and Foster 4,324

Newiuau and Mann 4,321)

Terry Brothers (accepted) 4.250

Poplar.—For the erection of a school to accommodate
707 children, in Eiehard-street, Poplar, for the London
School Hoard. Mr. E. R Robson, architect.

Kilbv £6.380
SewrllandSon 0.290

Wicks, Bangs and Co C,'24C n

Uearlo 6,2:10

Linn fi,lS0

Enuor 6,09(1

Perry aud Co 6,000

High 5,990

Sheflleld 5,873

Kirk 5,840

Do. (amended tender, accepted) ... 5,300

St. Helens.—For Town Hail and police buildings. Mr.
H. Summeis, archi'ect. Quantities supplied.

Grindrod and Hargreaves £30,758
Tomkinson and Son 30,750

Roberts and Robinson 30,660

Jones . I nd Sous 30,000

Hiirrison 29,994

Harris and Son 29,674 "

Borroughs 28,870

t'rmson 28,609 o
Rome (accepted; 28,316 u

SinRTLANDS.—For the erection of a residence and
staliling at Sbortlands, Kent, for Mr. J. Kerby. Mr. C.

J. Shoppee, architect, 61, Doughty-street, London. W.C.
Crossley (accepted) £1,74-5 10

Saffron Walden —For alterations and additiotis to

Friends' school-house.
Day £.394

Wbiftiu (accepted) 340

Thorpe.—For additions to tbe Norfolk County Lunatic
Asylum, Thorpe, neir Norwich. Mr. li. M. Phipson, F.S.A,
county surveyor.

Newell £9,783
Wilkins and Curtis 9,738

Lacy 8,.T5!j

Hawes (accepted) 8, '280

Wapping.—For the erection of a school for the London
School Be ard, in Brewhnuse-lane, Wapping, to accomodate
324 children. Mr. E R. Robson, architect.

Scrivener and White £4,370
Killby 4,290
Newman .and Mann 4,275
Wicks, Bangs, and Co 4.S54

Brass ; 4,221 o

Sheffield 4,167 o o
PtrryandCo 4,0ii0 o o

Knnor 3,9S9 o

Shepherd 3,830
Mansbridge 3,740
Nixon and Son 3,720
Crockett 3,720

Do. (amended tender, accepted) ... 3,060

Wellington (Salop.)~For Bo,ard schools, including
boundary walls, outbuililings, playgrounds, Ac. Messrs.
Bidlako and Fleeming. architects.

Hadley Schools.
EspleyandSon £2,SS5
Whiltome 2,749
Oliver 2.579 2 IJ

Millington and Son '2,549 8 4
Moore 2;536 IS 6
Birrell 2,534 ll

Cross 2,470
Jones 2,404 8 7

Paterson and Son 2,43118 G

BATH AND OTHER ^^ILDT^Ja STONES,
OF BEST QfJALITY.

RANDELL. SAUNDERS & CO., Limited,
Quarrymen aud Stont Kerohauts.

List of prices at the Quarries and Depots, also cost of
transit to any part of tho United Kingdom, furnished on
application to

Bath Stone Office:
[advt. coesham, wilts

TO ARCHITECTS.
GHRKN KOOF-ING-SLATKS.

.1,* Hp'j'tfrf to II.llJl. r/tc Prince n/ IVulcs at Suntlringham
'I'Qo rcomoylo Sva-prrren SUtcs nrc spfcially adaptej for

Chiirolics. Public Kuildiuga, &c., &c.
(Le»» r.o'tl;/ than ordinnry Gothic Ttliny.)

Thpsortiimblfl ftiid lum-abHorbpnt elnto-s can bo obtained in pSbos
auit-iblo fur Oothfc Arfibitcctnn;, at prices as unilor.

In Itftllway Truckn, Dock*, Gloucester :—
I'er P'qiiivalcnt to

- ._ _ 1,200 Slates inr Hfltmro
Cost Green STnto H by 7 .. — .. '.' 17 G m*. (i.i

Do. ao. 13 by 8 2 17 6 lii-. Gd.*
Do. do. 13 bT 7 2 3 Ha.
1)0 do. 12 by 7 1 18 G IS*.
Do do. 12 by S 17 6 lis.

rricM of larpe Sizfn, Cost of Transit, Rofcreneo
Tfwr iniOQialB and Saiuplr .SjiociniciiB may be obtainod on

aiipllcntion to
UKSSnS. RANDHIX & QO. Corsham, Wilts.

SpcctnionK at Musoum of Grolow, Jormyn-street. riccadilly, W
and at Architectural Museum, Tufton-street, WgaUainiitcr

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
Bridgwater, July 31.—Forplan^i, drawings, and e=;ti-

mates for a new market. Aprcimurauf £in, lOs. will be
paid to the architect whose plans are selected. J. H. B.

Carslake, Town Clerk. Bridgwater.
Hastings. Oct. l.—For designs and estimates for iffiden-

ing the White Rock Parade. A premium of loo guineas
will bo given for tho best design and estimate. Ci.

Meadows, Town Cleric, Hastings.
KiLMAKNOCK (LANDWARD) SCHOOL BOARD, July 3>.

—

Fof plans for a new school house to accomino'late '2.? >

children, with teacher's house attached. A premium
will be awarded the architect whose drrsign is selected in

tli.^ even": of his not being empIoyeJ as architect of the
building. P. PolUck Stevenson, Clerk to the Board,
Kilranrnock.
Leicestkr- — For the improvement of the sewer-

age of tho town. Premiums of iJOO guine is for the
best, and ino guineas for the second best designs. T.
Standbridge, Town Clerk, Leicester.

Liverpool, Sept. 30.—For designs and descriptive par-
ticulars for facilitating the tran.sit of cattle and other
traffic across the Mersey. Premiums of £200, £UiO, and
£.50 will be given for the first, second, and third best de-
signs. Captain Pinhey, Woodside, Birkenhead.
MadrasTramways Company, July 31.—The Directors

offer a premium for the most approved system of check-
ing the receipts of the conductors of cars. W. Davison
Secretary. 17, Cornhill, E.G.
Manchester, September 1.—For designs for the erec-

tion of a new fruit market and other buildings First

premium ii200. to merge in the commission if the archi-

tect be selected to superintend the erection of the mar-
ket

;
premium of £150 for the second, £100 for the third,

and £00 for the fourth design. City Surveyor, Town-
hall, Manchester.
Nottingham. July 15.—For designs for a new Gothic

,

church. Premiums of £75, £50, and ii25 will be awarded
to the second, third, and fourth designs. The one
accepted w^ill be adopted by the Committee, should it

fulfil all thi necessary requirements. Mr. Wm. Clarke,
The Park, Nottingham.

Geometrical and Encaustic Tile Pavements
in every variety. Cheapest and best in the trade. Over
sixty New Designs at 5s. 6d. per yard super. See BuildixCi
News. December 27, 1872, Mechanics' M(i';/(i:iiie, November
2;>, 1872. and other leading opinions. Designs and sample
Tiles free; applications for which are earnestly invited.
Note: quick delivery guaranteed.—HEXRY C. WEB
Tileries, Worcester.

—

[Advt,]

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

Aldershot Gas and Water Company, July 23.

—

For tlie construction of (ilter b -ds. pur>* water tank, ifc:.

T. Moore, Secretary, Victoria-road. A'dershot.
Alvektuorpe, near Wakefield, July 24.—For the

plumbing and glazing of |the Spinning and Willeying
Departments of a new mill. Messrs. Colbeek, Bros.,

Alverthorpe.

Birmingham, Sept. 1.—For the erection of proposed
Municipal buildings near tbe Town Hall. Mr. Z. Thoniu^
son. architect, 40, Bennett-hill, Birmingham.
Bradford, August 6.—For the erection of ten semi-

detached villas, and one detached villa, in Midland-road.
G. Smith, architect, 9, Market-street. Bradford.
Buoffiu, YoRKS, July 25.—For the erection of a -ISqr.

mall kiln, and 4-story warehouse building. Mr.Kubeit
Clamp, architect, 11. Bowlalley-lane, Hull.
Burton-on-Tkent, July 2fi.—For the erection of a

Brewery and brewery premises. Messrs. W. aud S. T.
Martin, architects, Cobden-chambers, Nottingham.
City of London, July 2ii.—For the coastraction oE

new sewera aud other works in Goodmau's yarJ, Jt-ffrey's-

square, Fencliurc'i-buildiugfs, and part of London Hnuse-
yard. J. Daw, Principal Ole.k. Sewer's Office, GuildhHli.
County of Somerset Lunatic Asylum, July -dG.—

For the erection of new buildlugs. A. Whitehead, Couuiy
Surveyor, Clevedon, Somerset.
EpsoJIj July 2:j.~For the erection and flttingof vagrant

wards at the workhouse. Mr. A. F. Wiliams. upsom.
High Wycombe School Board, Aug. l.—For the erec-

tion of new buildings to accommodate (JOO scholars, with
teachers' residence and offices. Mr. Arthur Veruou,
Architect, High Wyeombe.
HuDDERSFiELD SCHOOL Board. July 25.—For the erec-

tion of Berry Brow School. O. G. Abbott, Clerk to the-

Board, Byram-buildiogs, Huddersflcld.
Leeds, July 24.—For the erection of Six Houses in

York-placo and Park-place. T. Ambler, architect, y, Park-
place, Leeds.
LEtDS SCHOOL Board, July 24.—For the erection of

^^•ys', girls", and infant sch'tols, uutbulldings, boundary
walls, &c., in Cross Stamford -street, Ltcds. W. Lee, Clerk
to the Board, Park -row, I-eeds.
Leeds, July 2S.—For the erection of Thirteen houses

on the Shipley Fields Estate. G. Smith, architect, D,

Market-street, Bradford.
Lichfield, July .30.—For the construction of Engine

House and other works. Mr. U. S. Chin, Warden Water-
works, Lichlleld.
Lincoln, July 29.—For the erection of a Memorial

Wesleyan Chapel, in High street. Messrs. Bellamy aud
Hardy, architects, 20, Broadgate. Lincoln.
Lincoln, August 1.—For taking down some old build-

ings in Newland, aud erecting on the site a Cougrega •

tioual Churcli. Messrs. Bellamy and HarJy, architects
and surveyors, 20, Broadgate, Liucolu.
Liverpool :?chool Board, Julv 28.—For the erection

of Schools for l.oou children in Ashfield-street. Mr. G.E.
Grayson, Alexaudra-buildings, James-street, Liverpool.
London, E., July 21.—For building a portion of S.

Luke's Church, Victoria Docks, Tidal Basin. Messrs.
Giles and Gone, architects, 7, Furuivals Inn, Holbotn,

1 Jli.C.

Marton-cum-Grafton.—For the erection of a pniall
Church. Mr. J.Ladds, architect, 4, Chapel-street, Bedford-
row, W.C.
MiLDENHALL SCHOOL EoARD, July 2:?.—For the erection

of Kchuols for 237 chillren at Beck-row, and for tiO chd-
dren at Cross Bank. Kenny Hill I'en. G. Isaacson, Cl&rk
to tie Board, MiUk-nUall.
iNORTH-EASTKKN RAILWAY, August 7.—For the con-

struction of a Biiilway from Leybura to Hawes. Mr. C.
N. Wilkinson, Secretary, York.
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EXETER, AND THE MEETING OF THE
ARCHAEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE.

IN beautiful Devon, on "a hiU amongst
hills," by the side of a pleasant stream

in a pleasant land, the Queen of the West

—

the Caer Isc of OTir Celtic forefathers—the

Isca Danmoniorum of their Roman Conquerors,

finds a home. Its early history fades away
in the mists of a far-off time when the " fort

of the river " was founded. We have

glimpses of its importance on its coins as the

capital of the Asterides—the home of the

coveted tin trade which gave the Western
Islands their earliest known name and reputa-

tion. " Excestria clara metallis " maintained

her ancient reputation in the troublous times

of Dane and Saxon. It preserved many of

the ancient municipal ])rivLleges granted by

Eometoher mnnicipia, and whiehformthefoun-
dation of our present civil rights, privileges,

and freedom. In this home of the past and em-
embodimeut of the present, the Royal

Archaeological Institute this year holds its

annual congress. From the caves of Brixham
to the magnificent cathetb-al of the western

counties, there is a wide interval of inquiry

—I'rom the rude fortifications on Dartmoor to

the battered walls of Eougemont—from the

barrows of Sidmouth to the monument of the

murdered Bishop Stapledon. The members
of the Institute have a wide field opened before

them, even if they disregard the marble
which all but breathes, which Chantry
chiseled to the memory of the gentle North-
cote. Three times seven are the number of

Exeter churches which claim attention when
the architectural riches of the Catheilral are

exhausted, and surely the most ardent

eoclesiologist need want no more. In S.

Stephen's, in S. John's, and in S. Olave's, the

first efforts of the ancient builders may be
traced, which led step by step to the great

masterpiece of Mediaeval builders—the grand
Cathedral which lies to the east of the old

loknield Way, which traversed the Roman city.

A glance only at the programme of the

Institute will show the wealth of archaeo-

logical interest which is to be opened up.

The inaugural addresses and welcome being

over, the gate and shattered bastions of Rouge-
mont will be examined under the critical eye

and described by the eloquent tongue of Mr.
G. T. Clark, who will probably tell if any
trace of the ancient fortress of Athelstan can

be discerned within its crumbling walls. In
the midst of papers—historic, architec-

tural, and anti(iuarian—the exquisite fan

tracery, rood-screen, rare oak Calvary,and open
stone work of the Perpendicular church of

Cullompton, and the fine Elizabethan mansion
of the Walronds at Bradfield, will be visited

the first day—a fiittng prelude to the exami-
nation of the antiquities of the city itself.

The Cathedral will find a fitting exponent
in Archdeacon Freeman. Its long unbroken
roof and Norman transeptal towers distin-

guish it from other English Cathedrals. The
geometric details show how well the plans
were considered and how admirably they were
adhered to by the successors of Bishop (iuivil

during the fourteenth century, in wliich the
Cathedral was erected, and the great variety of

details of this excellent and important example
of the Decorated period will doubtless be
studied by the visitors, and made a matter of

enlightened comment by the venerable arch-
deacon.

It is unfortunate, and a matter of regret,

that the proportions of the Cathedral cannot
well be observed from the outside, e.xeept

from the north. The details of the windows
will be best observed from the inside. There

it will be seen how much the beautiful cur-

vilinear tracery of the great west window is

marred by the indifferent glass, barelj' a cen-

tury old. The ever-varied tracery of the

nave windows will be sure to call forth the

warm admiration of every lover of architec-

tural beauty. Nor will the Minstrels' Gallery,

the finest, it is said in England, be forgotten.

From this fine example to Baron Marochetti's

monument to the 9th Lancers is but a few
steps ; but those steps do not raise our admira-

tion of modern monumental art. The more
ancient monuments, though some of them
much mutilated, will better repay inspection

;

and as much, if not more, can be said for the

finely carved bosses and corbels which every-

where abound. The great bell and the clock,

will not be overlooked by those who visit the

Cathedi'al on this occasion.

Nor will a saunter through the thorough-

fares of the city be devoid of interest, though
we may not give our adherence to the

statue of Sir Thomas Ackland. Dane's Castlo

will doubtless receive more than a passing

glance, and the Guildhall, with its portraits

and Elizabethan facade, is not devoid of in-

terest. S. John's Hospital will, perhaps, give

phrce to the hall of the College, hung as it is

with antique portraits. It is, however, as

the centre of an interesting neighbourhood
that Exeter possesses so many claims ou the

Archaeological Institute. A glance at tlie

programme of the meeting will show this.

The excursion to Chagford will not be
undertaken for its Perpendicular granite

Church, excellent though it may be. There
will be gieater attraction in following Mr.
Omerod's footsteps to Keston Rock, and lis-

tening to his description (which he knows how
to do so well) of the rock basins of Dartmoor
for on Keston is the largest rock basin of the'

district. Here, too, are the hut circles be-

longing to that primeval age before referred
to. Hero are triple circles, avenues, and dol-

mens enough for a long week's sketching and
study. AVhat can be said of this wild weird-
like spot or the picturesque attractions of

Gidleigh ?—where the excursion will dine, and
then visit the fragment of the old fortaliee of

the Prons. Many will doubtless prefer the
easier alternative route, under the giudauce
of Mr. Clark, to the birthplace of S. Boni-
face, our Anglo-Saxon Winfred, the patron-
saint of innkeepers—the town of Credition, col-

loquially called " Kirton." In glancing at the
somewhat stately Perpendiouhrr Church, one
uiust not forget the wonderful story of tlie

fourteenth century, of a man restored to sight

in this Church, or the more tangible altar-tomb
of the saniL' period with its recumbent efligies.

The curious Early English desecrated Chapel
will not be forgotten, and some will not miss
the fine and extensive views to be obtained in

the neighbourhood, even if they do not ascend
Cawsand Beacon, when the railway takes him
to Okehampton which the good Devonians will

call " Ockiugton"' ; and Ockington Castle is a
thing to be seen and remembered, for here the
Courtenays lived after Earl Baldwin, the
founder of the small quadrangular keep, had
been gathered to his fathers. The great hall,

the oratory, and the remains of the chapel form
a picturesque group which Mr. Clark will

doubtless connect together tor the instruction
of the section who may accompany him to this

wild and beautiful spot.

AVhen on Saturday Totnes is visited, the
Ad Durium of the Roman Itineraries, some-
thing will be said of the ancient chartor as

well as of its crumbling castle keep, if not
of the landing of Brutus of Truy on the
coast. The noble Church, with its stone rood-
screen and stone pulpit, will well repay the
architectural students. On Saturday also the
feudal mansion of Dartinyton will be visited,

as well as Berrj' Pomeroy Castle, the
ancient seat of the Pomeroy s, every stone of
which is full of interest, and forms a verj'

different example of a castellated structure

to Compton Castle, which is contemplated to

be visited on the same dav. The arrangement

of the machicoulis at Compton is singular,

and has been well described by Mr. J. H.
Parker, as well as the great strength of this

fortress. As Powdei'ham will have great

attractions, from the invitation of the President,

some of these specimens of military architec-

ture may not be visited.

Amongst the other attractions to the
archaeologists visiting Exeter are Ford Abbey,
(!adhay; and, above all, OiUry S. Mary, with
its many peculiar interesting points, will bring
back many pleasing recoUectious to those who
visit Exeter.

COMPENSATIONS III.

HAVING thus placed before my reader.?

the various kinds of property with
which the surveyor is at various tim"s called

upon to deal, I will now give a Table of the

points to which it would be well attention

shoidd be directed at the survey, which will,

of course, have to be carefully made :

—

Table ni.

The state ot repau- generally.

Age of the premises.

If built void over void.

If compo-fronted.
If proper conveniences provided.

If w.c. be inside.

If cisterns be upstairs.

If premises conveniently arranged.
If proper yards or gardens at back.
tf roofs tiled or slated.

If gutters be sound and well constructed.

The position of the property, and its suitability

to position.

If property likely to improve.
If it has lately improved.
What is th« rental at which similar property

in same neighbourhood lets.

The state of repair of the property is, of

course, an important element in the valua-

tion, as property upon which no outlay has
been made for years, and which has been
allowed to fall into disrepair, cannot be worth
so much as that which is in a state at any
moment to secure its full rental value with-
out any expenditure being made upon it. It

is very desirable, therefore, that the surveyor

should, as a first step, prepare a detailed

specification and valuation of the dilapida-

tions which he finds to be existing, as it wdl
be fair that the amount of such valuation be

deducted from that of the claim for compen-
sation, if the latter be made, as it is most
cor.venient to do, on the assumption that the

premises are in a proper state of repau-. It

will not be necessary here to enter into an
explanation of the method of taking the

schedidc of dilapidations, this having been

already most fully detailed in my previous

papers in this journal, under the head of
" Dilapidations.''

The age of the property must also be

carefully ascertained and considered ; as this

will aft'ect a judgment on many points which
the best investigation which a surveyor can

make must leave, to a certain extent, in

doubt, such as the state of concealed

timbers, &c.

While speaking on this point of concealed

dilapidation, I cannot refrain from mention-

ing a case I have now in hand. A gentleman

(we will call him Mr. A.) being in possession

of an old house, and the lease expiring, a

survevor of higli position, who acted for the

freeholder, came to value the dilapidations

and cestiraated them as against the lessee at

ieo. Mr. A. naturally thought the premises

could not be very bad, and treated theretore

with the freeholder for a renewal. The sur-

veyor told him £1^00 would be all he need

outlay. A. lias laid out £900 at present in

restoring timbers, &c., and still more is re-

quired to make the house fit, so that it may
endure his renewed term.

Tlie quality of the construction is a point

which will naturally engage the attention of

a surveyor, and it is the advantage in this

respect which a man properly educated to

a knowledge of building and constructive

matters should have in the conduct of com-
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pensation claims, over one who has no such

technical knowledge, that I alhuleJ to in my
last article. See that the building is con-

structed with the piers over piers, and the

voids over voids, this being an important

point in construction, the neglect of which

often leads to serious results. If the building

he compoed on all or any of its faces, look

earefully to see that this is not done to hide

defective or inferior brickwork, which, how-
ever, frequently betrays itself by ugly and

suspicious-looking cracks in the compo.

Notice, also, that the premises are provided

with all proper and necessaiy conveniences,

and, if not, whether the defect is radical, or

whether a trifling outlay would supply the

deficiency ; such as water supply to w.c.'s,

proper receptacles for dust, coals, &c. See,

also, if the w.c. be situated inside the house,

and if it be properly ventilated, and if not,

whether it can be easily rectified. If the

cistern be upstairs it is an advantage, as the

force of water obtained at the various points

of delivery in the house is greater, and, more-

over, a supply can be obtained, if required,

in the U])per rooms, which is not the case if

the cistern be on the basement or ground-

floor level. Modern requirements, it must be

Temerabered, are much more exacting in all

that relates to sanitary matters or domestic

comfort than formerly ; and where the neces-

sary coriveniences for these do not exist, or

cannot be readily supplied, the value of the

property is considerably lessened. Be careful,

however, that the cistern, if upstairs, is pro-

perly fixed, and has all necessarj- appliances

to prevent overflow, which would of coxirse

he very serious. '1 here is, of course, also the

possibility of the pipes leading to and from
the cistern bursting and damaging the in-

terior of the house ; and it is well to notice

whether these are judiciously fixed, so as to

expose them as little as possible to the action

of the weather.

A great consideration in determining the

value of a house depends \ipon whether its

parts are conveniently arranged, as of coui'se

the rental is seriously afiected by any impor-
tant defect in this respect. Awkwardly-
shaped rooms, dark passages and corners,

steep or difficult or too narrow stalls, are all

points which the surveyor must consider. A
matter wliich has become of more importance
than formerly, since the passing of the various

recent sanitary Acts, is whether the property
is provided with hack yards, though, of course,

this is a point which chiefly afleds the lowest

class of small houses, which are sometimes
built back to back, and only one room in depth
from front to back. Under these cii'cumstances

it is diilicult to obtain a through ventilation,

and 1 have known more than one instance

where propcrt}" has been condemned as unfit

for habitation, and has had to be pidlcd down,
mainly owing to tliis defect.

A tile roof, if well laid, is a very good form
of covering, but pantile roofs, as ordinarily

laid to small houses, are much inferior to

slate, inasmuch as a less amount of damage
or displacement will admit rain. And I need
hardly ])oint out that no part of the building
yields in importance to the gutters, and that

these should therefore receive most careful
investigation as to their construction, the
soundness of the lining, and the sufliciency of

fall.

" In considering the applicability of any
particular property to its position, the surveyor
will do well to remember that, as regards the
City of London in particular, various localities

are in great measure sacred to particular

sailings, and that a comparatively inferior

building, suitable for the carrying on of a
particular business, would, in the "district pecu-
liarly alleeted by the members of that craft,

be wortli more than a superior building not so

well adapted for that particular ]>urpose.

Offices particularly suited for occupation by a
stock-broker or Hiiaueial agent would com-
mand, in the immediate vicinity of the lioyal

Exchange, being therefore close to the Bank

and Stock Exchange, a much higher value

than elsewhere ; while a building which,
though it might be in every other way supe-

rior, was much better adapted for the purposes

of the fruit trade, would not be worth nearly

so much in that locality, but woidd find its

true jiositiou on or near Fish-s'rect-hill.

These are points to which, perhaps, experience

alone can attach the true value, but study and
obsei'vation ma}- do much.
Whether a property is likely to improve in

value is also a point in which experience is

the only safe guide ; and much carel'ul in-

quiry should be made, if the surveyor have no
personal knowledge of the locality, before he
forms his opinion. The establishment of a
large manufactorj' or institution in the

vicinity will b.e a cause for improvement or

deterioration, according to the class of pro-

perty upon which the surveyor is called in to

ad\'ise ; for while it would prove the ruin of

a superior class of property inhabited by per-
sons belonging to the upper classes, it might
be the making of a property suitable for

workmen's dwellings. Means of access to a

central locality, again, are among the points

exercising an important influence upon the

future of a neighbourhood, and the establish-

ment of a railway-station has made more thau
one fortune. There are, again, localities in

the suburbs of London which have suflered,

and are stiU suflering, from "over-build-
ing "

: rows of houses having been run up l.)y

speculators with much greater rapidity, and
iu much larger numbers, than the demaud
justified. This, of course, occasions a great
depreciation in the value of the property

;

houses built to let at £50 and £60 a year are

let at, perhaps, £30 and £40, and a rough
and poor class jjf inhabitants is attracted to

the neighbourhood by the lowuess of the

rents. Instances of this kind may be noticed

at the present time in the neighbourhoods of

Clapham Junction, Battersea, Isotting HUl,
and Kensal Green. In some eases the locality

never recovers itself, and the depreciation is

permanent ; in others, by degrees, a better

class of inhabitants occupy the property, and
its general character—and, of course, its

value—improve. It is for the sui"reyor to

bring his experience and powers of observa-

tion to bear up3n all the various points and
indications which may be discoverable, in

order to arrive at an opinion as to which of

these futures awaits the particular property

upon which he is called upon to advise. In-
quiries as to whether any improvement has
taken place within a recent jieriod will aft'ord

a valuable index on this subject, and should

be carefully made.
An opinion as to whether the rental which

is being received for any particular property
is adequate may generally be arrived at with
acctiracy by an experienced surveyor, from his

knowledge of the value of a certain class of

premises in any given locality : but in any
ease it will be well that he should f u'tify his

ideas by careful inquiry in the neighbourhood
as to the rentals obtained for similar property

to that with which he is concerned. The
question of ho)P lun// it has fetched that

amount will greatly assist an opinion as to

the improvable qiwlities of the property-. Too
much stress, however, cannot be laid on the

necessity of the surveyor satisfying himself

that the cases are in all respects, " on all

fours," or precisely analogous in every respect.

An element of value often lost sight of is

the question of whether a property, if lease-

hold, be held direct from the freeholder, or on
a separate lease : or whether, being held on an
underlease, it forms part only of a demise by
a superior lease including other property, and,
as such, is liable to forfeiture on breach of the
covenants of the superior le;ise by another
part}'. In the latter case obviously, the
market value of the property cannot be so

great as in the former.

I have this week been asked in Court as to

the difl'erenee of value between a house held
direct from a freeholder and one which is held

by a sub-lessee for the same term, and at the
same rent, less only one daj'. My reply was

:

As a matter of experience, I should say that
the latter is of less value to the extent of
about £5 per cent., but that there is no ac-
cepted basis of calculation in my profession,

or amongst auctioneers. As for example,
£G0O would be given for a house if the lease

were direct from the freeholder, then £570
if not direct.

Having now fully set before my readers the
kinds of property with which, as professional

men, they will most probably be called upon
to deal, and also the points to which thev wiU
do Well chiefly to direct their attention, I pur-
pose next week treating of the nature of
" Notices to Treat," and of various rights of

vendor and pui-chaser. B. F.

THE WESTERN' PUMPIXG STATION.

THE first stone of this important undertaking
will bo laid to-morrow {Saturday) This

structure will form the counectiuj^ link Uetween
the Xorthern and Western sections of the Metro-
politan Main Drainage Scheme, and the final

terminus, so to speak, irom the pumping station

at Abbey ^lills. The comparatively low level

of many of the West End districts renders it

necessary that at some points on its transit to the
Northern Outfall at Bai'king the general sewage
of those districts should be lifted, and at the point
selected for this operation wi 1 be erected the
Western Pumping Station. The site selected

is a piece of land between the Victoria Railway
terminus and the Grosvenor Canal. The con-
tracts have been already entered iuto, and t'ae

works are in rapid pro^tress. The elevation of

the building towards Grosvenor-road, Pimlico,

and facing the river, will exhibit as its main
feature the engine-house, l:.'Oft. long and 70ft.

high. The ground floor story will bj con-
structed of Portland stone, rusticated throuu'hout,

above which will be a range of eight loftv windows,
with dressings in the same material, and facings

of white Suffolk brick. There will be a bold
cornice at the top, sunnounted by a double
mausard roof of circular outline, covered with
ornamental zincwork. Behind tiis facade will

be the general arrangements of the pumping
station, the land occupied having a frontage to-

wards the Grosvenor-road and the river of 250ft.,

and a depth of l.tiOOft. from front to back, ex-
tending as far back as Ebury- bridge. Pimlico.

The engines will be of 480-horse power nominal.
In the engine-house there will be eight large

pumping cylinders that will lift the sewage of

the northern and western districts of London to a
height of 25ft., that being the necessary difi'er-

enot; of level that has to be overcome. The in-

terior of the engine room, which is to have some
.architectural pretensions, will measure 7Sft. by
4Sft.. and will be 4Gft. in height Below it will

be the pump wells, and behind itthe boiler-house.

The contract for the buildings amounts to

£12e,l)95, and for the engines, £:.G,7S9. They
are both iu the hands of Mr. Webster, who has
carried out some very extensive contracts for the
Metropolitan Board of Works, including the
gi'cater portion of the Thames Embankment.
Tiie engines, itc., are being executed by Messrs.
Watt aud Co., of the Soho Works, Birmingham.
The nature of the ground required unusual care
in the foundations ; those of the engine-bouse
ruu down to a depth of no less than 52ft. from
the road level. Detached from the main build-

ing, at a short distance, will be the principal

chimney shaft, more than 170ft. high, the
foundations being 35ft. square aud 50ft. deep.

Behind this shaft will be the auxiliary

boiler and engine-house—a second set of

powerful engines and appliances provided In

case of accident or interruption to the prin-
cipal engines. An extensive range of coal

sheds, with reservoir for watjr underneath, is

also provided, together w-ith workshops and stores

of oousiderable extent, a residence for the superin-
tendent, and cottages for the workmen. A large
settling pond oval in form, 140ft. long by 70ft.

wide, provides the necessary water for the use of

the engines. The excavations (about 60ft. deep)
for the engine-house are nearly completed,
pumped by a Murray's chain-pump, driven by a
20-horse curiae, by Clayton liShutlleworth. Some
very heavy stoue will be required iu the lower
portions of the work. Some Bramley Fall, priu-
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cipally siipplioil hy ^[r. J. Freoman, of ^lillbank-

street, and somo PortI:ial, partly from tl^o same
firm and partly from M'»s^r3. Stawrard & Co, will

be used. Th'i works have now be^n in band
about three montb«, the entiro time allowed for

completion by the contract bein;^ a vear and a

half. An impr)rtant item in the couti-act is a
length of ], 400ft. of sewer connecting the Chel-

sea portion of the ilain Drainage System, which
runs under the Chelsea Embankuient—now
rapidly approachinEj completion. This sewer is

6ft. Oiu. clear internal diameter, and consists of

a rincj of briekwork 13'in. t'lick, the lower third

lined with blue Staflri^rdsbire bricks, and the

whole encased in a mass of Portland cement con-

crete. Tlie bricks are Gault, supplied by the

Burbam Company, who have aUo supplied the

whole of the cement required throuLrhout. The
blue bricks are partly supplied by ^lessrs. Dnul-

ton & Co., and partly by Jlr. Barfield, of South
Audley-street. The works are under the

immediate care of Mr. Lovick, the resident

engineer, and are being carried out from desiijns

by and under the superintendence of Jlr. Bazal-

getto, the Engineer to the Metropolitan Board of

Works.

S. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.
A T a General Court of th=! Governors of S.

J^ Thomae's Hospital, held on the 18th inst.,

the final report from the Building Sub-Committee
was received and approved. As this report con-

tains much that is of more than temporary in-

terest, such as the comparative cost per bed of

some of the largest hospitals, we give its

salient points. The report begins by recording

that 77 sites were offered or suggested, and that

sis were selected for special report. It narrates

the circumstances which determined the selection,

tabulates the tenders, describes the contracts,

and acknowledges gifts, including that of the

late Sir William Tite of a large painting,

"Christ. Healiag the Sick." by Mr. J. 0. Horsley,

R.A. This work is now in progress, and is in-

tended to occupy a position over the communion-
table in the chapel, to which the Treasurer (Sir

Francis Hicks) gave the pulpit and the reading

desk, Messrs. Sancton, Vaughan. and Currey
(architect) the stained-glass windows, and the

medical and surgical staff the organ. The royal

arms have been erected on the centre of the

river colonnade, under which, as well as in the

entrance hall, it is recommended that there shall

be suitable inscriptions, recording the original

foundation of the hospital in Southwark, and the

part taken by the Queen in laying the first stone

of the new building and in its inauguration. The
President of the hospital has, in commemoration
of its erection in her Majesty's reign, commis-

sioned Mr. .John Noble to execute a marble

statue of her Majesty, and Sir John Musgrove

has intimated his intention of presenting ife to

the Governors. For this work, which is far ad-

vanced, an appropriate position has been assigned

near the first stone in tho central hall. The
total expenditure, irrespective of the cost of the

site and of the extensive concrete foundations re-

quired by the exoeption.il character of the ground

(half of the site having been reclaimed from the

river by the Thames Embankment), may be thus

classi6ed :—Mr. Perry's account for the build-

ings. £3-16,377 ; ditto, for sundry wood fittings,

£6,-500; for warming, ventilating, and hot-water

services and ward stoves, £11,3-15 ; for hydrau-

lic lifts, &o., £5. "229 ; for gas-mains, pipes, and
fittings, £.-!,76r>; for cooking apparatus in the

principal and other kitchens, £87,5 ; lavatory

and bath fittings, f 1,667; stoves and chimney-
pieces, £1,721 ; electric communication and

bells, £9-16 ; engineers' works in the dispensary

and other laboratories, and fittings in chemic al

laboratory- £1,7S8 ; fire .appliances. £313; laying

out the grounds and planting, £2,820; sundries,

£597; total, £383,948. Of this amount the

architect states that about £30,OUO may betaken
as the cost of the museum and .school buildings,

including fitings; £10,000 as the expense of

erecting tho home for the probationer nurses to

be trained under arrangement with the Council

of the Nightingale Fund; and Mr. Currey esti-

mates the cost of the extensive range of buildings

required for the out-patients and casualty de-

partmei.ts at £33,000, leaving £311,000 as the

cost of the hos)-ital, including the administration

block, officers' residences, the chapel, the en-

closure walls and railings, the river colonnades,

hydraulic lifts, and .all necessary fittings ; and as

the hospital is designed for ne.irly 600 beds, the

cost per bed is a little more than £o30, with a

cube capacity of l,8U0f t. for each patient. The

cost per cubic foot of the whole range of buildings
has been about 9d., and it may be safely asserted
that the cost of the hospital would have been
largely increased had its erection been postponed
to a later period. It may be desirable to state

the cost of the simple extension of a hospital

built on the pavilion principle with but two rows
of beds in each wards, where only ward and
nursing accommodation is required. 'The ar 'hitect

gives as the cost of one pavilion, containing 111

bods, with Sister's room, nurses' dormitories,

ward kitchen, and offices, excluding as before the
cost of special concrete foundations, as extracted
from tender of Mr. Perry, £29.468 ; add for

extras, being proportion of the actual result.

£1.472 ; total, £3'a.940, or nearly £280 per bed
;

and adding for fit ings, lifts, gas, warming and
ventilating arrangements, and electric communi-
cation, £4,400—total, £35,340, or about £318 per
bed . It may be interesting to compare these

figures with tho cost of other ho.spitals. The Her-
bert hospital, with a cubic capacity of l,200ft.

;

cost £320 per bed, exceptional circumstances, as

at S. Thom,as's, hiiving increased its cost. The
Lariboisiere Hospital at Paris, with 606 beds
(having but very limited out-patient arrange-
ments, and needing much less extended corridor

accommodation), is said to have cost £440
per bed, with a cube capacity of nearly
1.900ft. per patient. The H:>tel Dieu at

Paris, now in course of erection, is reported

to have cost, with the alterations which have been
found necessary, £600,000, and if the number of

beds be reduced, as proposed, to 400, tho cost per
bed will be £1,500, with a cubic captcity to each
of about 2,300ft. ;. but if the original number of

800 be adhered to, the cost will be £750 per bed.

Taking, therefore, the average cost of the three

great hospitals referred to, the average cost per
bed appears to be a little mnre than £500. and
the average cubic capacity 1.800ft., which figures

nearly correspond to the results at S. Thomas's.

It is believed, however, that the accommodation
provided in S. Thomas's in wards, oilices, &c.,

irrespective of the actual wall space, is far larger

than at any of the other hospitals referred to, and
it must be remembered thai t'lis is included in

the cost p^r bed. The professional charges of

the architect (including payments of £2,252 to

the clerk of the works) have been £13,032. The
cost of furniture has been £U),0S4.

THE LEICESTER MUNICIP.Uj EUILDIXGS
COMPETITION.

THE Leicester Town Council met on Tuesday
to consider Mr. Wyatt's report on the

designs submitted for the erection of the new
Municipal Buildings, and then proceeded to vote

on the award of the premiums.
Tho following was t-ie result of the voting, the

figures representing the number against each

individu al candidate :—
Ordish &

Wilkinpon. Gotldard. Hames. Scott. Traylen.
First Vote... 2.5 out... 16 ... 4 ... 2 ... —
Second,,... — ... 22 out 8 ...13 ... 5
Third „ ... — ... — ... 12 ... 20out 16

Fourth „ ... — ... — ... 19 ... — ... 29 out.

The first prize (£200) was awarded to Mr. Hames,
the second (£100) to Messrs. Ordish & Traylen,

and the third (£501 to Messrs. Scott.

Jlr. Kemfson moved, and Mr. Berry seconded,

and it was agreed to, " That the designs for the

Municipal Buildings sent in by Mr. Hames be

adopted by the Council, subject to the following

conditions, namely, that Mr. Hames will under-

take to modify his designs in a consultation with

the committee, and then prepare the working

drawings and specifications, the condition being

that if he do not obtain a satisfactory tender for

the completion of the building for the sum
named—th.at is, .-£30,000—and the Council shall

then decide not to carry out the plans, he will, if

requested by the Council, retire from the work

without making .any charge whatever for work

done on account of the adoption of his design."

It has been formed out of a solid block. Sevor.al

eminent medical men state the bones to be those
of a male about seven feet in stature. There are
marks on the lid which have not yet b ien* de-
ciphered, but the eofSu and remains hav) be?u
removed to the City Museum, Guildhall, for

further investigation. Another discovery of his-

torical importance has also been made in the
shape of a considerable portion of the old Roman
wall which formerly surrounded the City, together
with numerous other relics, coins, pottery, do-
mestic articles, &c.

MucHELNET Abbey.—A correspondent says:

—

" The excavations here, I am sorry to say, have
been stopped, but, I hope, only for a short time ;

so far they have been very successful. In addi-

tion to the tiles mentioned last week, the founda-
tions of a wail have been found that t-rminate in

the form of an apse. Probably this is the chapel
dedicated to the Blessed Virgin Mary ; it is cot

large enoughfor tho church, which was dedicated

to SS. Peter and Paul. One of the tiles found
here has on it tho emblems of SS. Peter and Paul
(the key and sword). Supposing this to have
been the chape], under what would have been
the altar there was found a Ham-hill stone coffin

in a very good state of pi'oservation. The cover

of this coffin was found about two y.ards from it,

turned over on the pavement. On it is cut a

crozier between six and seven feet long. This
is probably the bm-ial-pl.ace of the founder of the

chapel."

Royal ARCasOLOGlCAiilsSTiTUTE.—^The annual

congress of tho Royal Arohfeological Institute of

Great Britain and Ireland, which is held this year

at Exeter, commences on Tuesday. 29th inst.,

and will occupy up to the following Tuesday,

August 5th. 'The president of the meeting is the

Earl of Devon, and the following .are the presi-

dents of sections .—Antiquities, 0. Jlorgan, Esq.,

M.P., F.S.A. ; Architecture, Archdeacon Fr-eeman

(vice-president, Mr. Beresford Hope, M,P., F,S,A.);

History, Sir John St. Aubyn. i\I,P. Papers will

be read d.aily on subjects .of local and general

interest in connection with archaeology, and the

excursions include, of course, Dartmoor, which

will bo visited under the gui l.ance of Mr. G. W.
Ormerod. Amongst other places to be visited are

Totnes, Berry, Pomeroy, Compton Castles, Ford

Abbey, Powderham Castle, &c. The objects of

interest in the city will be visited under the

guidance of Jlr. Parker, Mr. Dymond, and Mr.

W. Cotton ; and Mr. Freeman is the appointed

guide to the cathedral.

ARCHjEOLOGICAL.
ARCHiEOLOGICAI, DISCO^•EEIES IN THE CiTY.

—

For some time past workmen have been engaged

removing the Old New Inn, in the Old Bailey.

Recently, while digging at a depth of about 12

feet below the surface, the men came upon a st ne

coffin, which, on a portion of tho lid being re-

moved, was found to contain human remains.

Many arch.Tologists have pronounced the coffin

to be Roman, and that it must have been buried

there nearly 2,000 years. The dimensions of the

coffin are—7ft. 9in. long, 4ft. 2^in. wide, 3ft. deep.

Index to Vol, XXIV, of the 'BmLDrtfG

XE-n-s."—With this week's number we publish

the Index to our Twenty-fourth Volume, which

was completed with No. 964, on the 27th June.

Onr illustrations, having been increased threefold

at the beginning of the pre.sent year, have de-

manded a corresponding increase in the space

devoted to them in tho Index, and in order to pro-

vide tor this, without unnecessarily adding to the

number of pages (eight) which we have usually

devoted to tho Index, the present Index has been

compiled upon a somewhat different principle to

that which has been obsei'ved in regard to its

predecessors. The Index published to-day, while

far more simple than those which havo preceded

it, is fully as copious (^save in such comparatively-

unimportant points as the enumeration of iha

whole of tho churches, ch.apels, schools, &a., which

occur under the head of "Building Intelligence").

Space has been saved by abandoning the plan

hitherto adopted of indexing in detail, under tho

headings of "Correspondence," "Intercommuni-

cation," &c,, the whole of the voluminous maltora

which from week to week come under thoso head-

ings. All such matters, however, are indexed,

and as fully (ie.. under as many letters of the

.alphabet) as possible, the only difference between

the past and present indices being that, whereas

in former ones the various matters coming

under the ordinary "standing headings " were

indexed under those headings, in the in-csont

one all the articles and items, under whatever

heading they may stand, are indexed in one

general index. For instance, an .article on Con-

crete, an "Intercommunication" or "Office

Table " paragraph on the same subject, or a letter

on Concrete in our "Correspondence " col; mna,

are all indexed together ; and any correspondonee

arising out of any article or paragraph pre-

viously, concurrently, or subsequently published,

is indexed with the subject matter of tho article

or paragraph.
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OUR LITHOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIO.'\lS

ClirRClI OF S. PATRICK, CROMWELL-ROAD,
KENSINOTON.

In out issue of the 27tli of Juno last tliero ap-

peared four illustrations of this cburch—ground-

plan with details, exterior perspective, interior

looking east, and interior looking west (double

page). We add in our present issue an intei-ior

view of the narthex, or wetern porch, as seen

from the entrance, and an interior of the eastern

chapel for early services.

As will be seen on referring to the small index

map given above the ground-plan in our issue

of the 27th of June, this church is situated close

to the line of the Metropolitiin District Railway,

at the point where it crosS'^'S under the Cromwell-

road, half-way between the High-street, Ken-

sington, and Earl's Court stations. As the .adjoin-

ing district is being very rapidly covered with

first-class houses, which are occupied as soon as

finished, it was thought desirable to erect a

ohu ch in their midst ; and the site having boon

purchased, a temporary iron church was erected,

and the foundation of the chancel of the new
church having been filled-!n, the temporary

structure was opened for divine service, and the

foundation-stone of tha new church was laid on

the 17th of March (S. Patrick's Day) last.

Ground being very valuable in this neighbour-

hood, it was held desirable that the entire area

of the site should be utilised by excluding all

projections such as external buttresses, inasmuch
as such buttresses necessarily (in the case of

a town church) involve a waste of valuable

ground, and invite the commission of nuisance.

It was also desired that the " auditorium " or
portion of the church in which the congregation
are seated, should bo unobstructed by pillars, in

order that the whole congregation might have
an iminterrupted view of the officiating clergy

—

and that such ** auditorium " or nave should be

as wide as the width of the site permitted, and
should be well proportioned as regards the pro-

portion of its height to its width, and of its lenfth

to its height.

These conditions are fulfilled as follows: the

nave is given a width of 40 feet between walls

—

the buttresses necessary for supporting a roof

of so wide a span are internal, and pierced by
arched openings 5ft. Gin. in width, thereby
adding a northern and southern ambula-
tory to the nave, and thus providing (as

is necessary in so wide an auditorium) a
second approach (in addition to the central pas-

page) to each of the long rows of chairs in which
the congregation are seated. They also afford a
route for processions, and this ambulatorv is con-
tinued round the apse and behind the high altar.

These pierced buttresses, through which the
northern and southern ambulatories take their
course, are connected with each other by a semi-
circular traasv.TSO vault concentric with the
architrave of tho nave piers. These arrange-
ments are shown on tho ground-plan, and in the
interior views, looking east and west, which
appeared in our issue of the 27th of June.

As regards the proportion of height to width
in interiors of this class, tlie minimum effective

proportion of heiglith to wiilth is as 1-7 to 1. In
this interior the clear width is -lOft., and the
minimum effective proportion for the height
•would be, therefore, iiSlt. Tho actual clear height
to the vertex of the tunnel vault is 70ft. The
rule for tho proportion of length to height is that

the minimuii of unbroken interior len^'th should
bo at least twice tho clear interior height

; this

would make tho minimum of interior length in

this case 140ft. Tho actual interior length is

lG2ft fiin. This length is not absolutely un-
broken; bat the two arches of the chancel arch and
of the apse arch being concentric with tho tun-
nel vault of tho nave, and there being no dead
wall surface in cither case, there is nothinc to

stop the eye in ranging from the western en-
trance to tho eastern window of the apse.

it is also indispensable that iu a perfect Gothic

interior tho inttM-nalrojf should bo a Gathij vault

,

—either transverse or tunnel vaulted—supported

by arched ribs, which in their turn are supported

by vaulting shafts extending downwards from

such ribs to the pavement, thus resolving the

interior perspective into a vista of " shaft-sup-

ported sub-arches," and dividing it into a series of

strongly demarcated bays or compartments, each

of which should bo a symmetrical composition iu

itself. The manner in which these conditions

are carried out is shown in tho interior views

looking east and west. The vault rib shafts are

twelve inches diameter, and project nine inches

from tho wall surface.

Tho style selected is the Rhenish Romanesque

.

Exception has been taken in some quarters to

the adoption of the stylo, as being "un-

English"; but this is obvious cant, for through-

out Christendom a Round Arch style preceded

the Pointed style. It is true that each of these

styles was worked out differently in different

countries ; but inasmuch as the fashion at present

provailin? in English church architecture is the

Early French Pointed, it is obvious that the

adoption of the German Round Arched style,

which possesses great assthetic advantages over

tho former,* must be, at least, equally unobjec-

tionable.

The arrangement of the wooden tunnel vault of

tho nave is peculiar, and will form the subject of

a future illustration! The objections to the u^ual

arrangement of the tunnel vault are that it in

Volvos either a flat-headed compartment (which

is inferior in effect and in principle to an arch-

headed compartment) or a truncated segment of a

transverse vault at the head of the arched com-

partment (which has always an inharmonious

eff'ect). The arrangement adopted at S, Patrick's

avoids both these objections.

The exterior view that .appeared in our issue of

tlie 27th represents the church as it will appear from

the Cromwell-road. From this view and from the

ground-plan it will be observed that the campanile

is simply tho extension upwards of the southern

transept. In this campanile the bells—a first-

class poal of eight, similar to Jlr. Donison's, at

Doncaster—will be swung through openings in

the tower, as is usual in Italy and Spain. This,

arrangement greUtly economises space, and is

much more artistic and consist'-nt with tho inten-

tion of a camp.anil6 than the English method of

putting up tho bells in a close ch.amber ; the bells

sound infinitely better, and the arrangement
necessitatas a breadth of treatment which is al-

ways an immense gain. The chimes—the notes

of which are given on the plan—have been

adapted from that most beautiful of Schubert's

Songs without Words, "La Berceuse."

The sola entrance to tho church, except for

the clergy and choir, is through tho western

narthex, the details of which can ho understood

from the plan and from the interior view given in

our present issue. The appearance of the church

on entering the nave is shown in the view looking

east given in ourissuo of tho 27th ult. The into

rior effect (anted at at the east end is that of the

early Basilicas, thus described by Hope in his

" Historical Essay on Architecture :
" " Tho long

nave and aisles, the flight of steps that led to the

Sanctuary, tho Altar of God in tho centre of the

choir, seen soaring in the air from tho very entrance

of tho church, superbly canopied and backed by
a grand finishing Absis, whoso conch corresponded

in its arch with that preceding the choir, gave to

some of theso Basilicas, as to San Paolo, and tho

first S. Peter's at Rome, an imposing appearance,

which oven tlfo new S, Peter's itself, built at the

expense of all Christendom, and with the addi-

tional splendour of its dome, does not equal !

The Baldachino over the high altar is 45 feet

in height.

The triforiura gallery of the nave will contain

two rows of chairs, with a wide passage behind,

and there is a passage completely round the

church at this level, as shown in the sheet of

plans.

At the east end there is a chapel (illustrated

in our present issue) for early services ; and

benesith and alongside this chapel are the

singing school—the sacristy, the choir vestries

both for men and boys, and a lumber room for

storing church decorations and stores.

CIIIMXEY-PIECES, WILTON LODGE, NORTHAMPTON-
SHIRE.

The chimney-pieces illustrated this week have

been recently put up at the new mansion, Wilton

Lodge, Daventry, erected for J. A. Craven, Esq.

Every chimney-piece and grate throughout the

house has been specially designed. The drawing-

room chimney-piece is constructed of alabaster

.and wldte marble, the centre of the diapers

being filled with spa of different colours. The
recessed arcade is a novel feature, as it affords

an opportunity of displaying small specimens of

china. The dog-grato is made of wrought iron

and polished brass. Tho dining-room chimney-

piece is made of oak, the panels being filled wiih

groups of fish, dead game, fruit, and flowers.

The dog grate is of wrought iron and ]>olished

brass. The principal bed-room chimney-pieces

are made of different coloured woods, such as

mahogany, walnut, satinwood, maple, &c., and

tiles ; two of them are illustrated. The whole

have been executed from the designs of tho

architect, Jlr. Fred Chaneellor,of Finsbury-circus
;

the marble and alabaster work by Mr. Thos.

Earp ; the woodwork by Mr. Jas. Brown, of

Braintree; and the ironwork, &c., by Mr. Dennis,

of Chelmsford.

THE AUDLENCE HALL OF THE PALACE OF THE
PODESTA AT FLORESCE.

As promised last week, we give another page

of details of this uniqua jind char.acteristio build-

ing. For particulars of the building, see article

last ivoek, page dS.

OLD ST. Paul's, londos.
Five weeks ago we reviewed at some length

Mr. Wm. Longman's book on S. Paul's Cathe-

dral, when we promised to give, in an early

number, some of the illustrations contained

therein.- By the courtesy of Mr. Longman and

Mr. E. B. Ferrey, w'ho prepared, the illustrations, wo
are enabled to give a plan, south elevation, west

elevation, transverse section of choir, and east

section of choir of the old Gothic Cathedral. As
these illustrations possess considerable historic

interest, no doubt they will be extensively ap-

preciated. Next week, or the week following, we
shall give our second notice of Mr. Longman's

book, and some views illustrating the Modern
Cathedral.

* There is a breadth of effect in the unbuttressed walls
and untraceried window- of this (-tylo which i- quite re-
fp eshing after the mire prottinesses and pettinessps of
modern Holhic Tho phases of architectiu-iil
fashion succeed one afothcr very rapidly ; but on
the whole, and notwithstand ng temporary retrogres-
sions .... the tendency is ssti factory, being towards
inceased breadth of elTect. For scinie timi- :ifter the
reviviil, tho pnpul-r stylo was Perpendicular, over-
laid with detail. That mode wan succeeded by the
later Decoiated ; then the Early English Dei'orated
>>fcnnv the fa-hion; while at p-oseir the stylo
most affected by our best cci'lesiiistictir.hit eis i- the sti 1

earlier Frenoh-Goihic—one capable of much greater
breadth of effect than any of tho succeeding styles, but
— in that respect at least— very inferior to its preoecessor
and contemporary, -hf Romanesque, which will probably
be the next style to come into fash'on. and well deserves
to have its t.\i{n.—FQrtni'jlit!y Revuw, Nov., 1807,

The large (-lOft. by •liit.) and well proportioned
chancel of 13ardnoy church is now undergoing
thorough restoration. The stone-built nave, with
arcading of five hays, aisles, and broad and lofty

west tower of three stages, are altogether of late

Rectilinear date, but the chancel is a yet later

election of red btick, with stone dressings. Its

most interesting feature, next perhaps to the large

and Well traceried east window, is an oak roof
with C4\rved bosses, (tc. In excavating the fioor

some interesting relics have been turned up, in-

cluding a massive altar slab, about 9ft. by iff t., with
seven crosses carved thereon, which is to be restored
to its original position and use.

Excavations to the full depth have been made
for a length of 4,102ft.. at the Chelsea Embank-
ment Works. About 27,1.')0 cubic yards of concrete
have been deposited for the foundation and backing
of the granite facing, which for alengthof 4.102ft.

has been constructed at levels from 8^ft. beli.iw to
oft. above high-water mark. The completed part
of the parapet is S.-'iOOft., and about l,lHOft. of the
4ft. brick sewer, and 3,5G0 of the low level sewer,
are completed.
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Jntelligcncc.

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

Bloomsbckt.—The Church of S. George the

Martyr, Qucen-sqnare, has lately undergone

thorough repair ; the east -wall, ooiling, and

columns having been richly and elaborately deco-

rated. Some few years ago it -n-as remodelled by

the late S. S. Teulon, Esq., -when a new stone

reredos, wiih mosaic pjinels, and three st.ained-

ciass windows were added. The whole cost of

the work was borne by the rector, the Rev. John

Bach. JI.A., and carried out by Messrs. Heaton,

Butler, & Bayne, of London.

CAiiBERWELT,.—A new ch.ancel h.as lately been

added to S. Saviour's Church, Camberwell. It

diflters somewhat in character from the other por-

tions of the ediBce, being of a later date. The
chancel has been produced from the designs of

Mr. Bartleet, arcbitert, of Pinner's Hall, and car-

ried out by Messrs. Woods, of Mile-end. A new
stone pulpit has also been erected, in the place of

one of wood, the carving on the same being exe-

cuted by Messrs. Smith & Finley, of Lambeth.

CnoLESBi'RV.—On Thursday week the church

of Cholesbury. in the archdeaconry of Bucking-

ham, was reopened by the Bishop of Oxford,

after restoration under the direction of the archi-

tect. Mr. Glover. Cholesbury (or Chil-woldes-

bursr, the fort of the bleak wolds) is remark-

able as containing one of the m-^st perfect

ancient encampments in the kingdom. This

encampment is generally supposed to have

formed one of a chain of Danish encampments
which stretched along the Chilterns. It is of

irregular oval form, inclosing seven or eight

acres, with a deep trench and lofty vallum. The
church and churchyard of Cholesbury are in-

cluded within the encampment, on its south-

western side. The little church itself, which had

become very ruinous, consists of nave and
chancel, and presents some interesting Early

English features, moro especially in the south

doorway of the nave. The building cannot have

been erected later th.an the beginning of the

thirteenth century.

Church Extessiox.—The Incorporated Society

for Promoting the Enlargement, Building, and
Eepairing of Churches and Chapels has held its

last meeting for the present session. Grants of

money, amounting to £2,140, were made in aid of

the following objects, viz. :—Building new
churches .it Ashley-green, in the parish of

Chesham Bucks; Burton, in the parish oi Christ

Church, Hants ; Dudley, S. Luke's ; East Stone-

house, near Plymouth ; Fi rd S. Mark, near

Devonport ; and Sandalmagna S. Catherine, near

Waketield. Rebuilding the churches at Swine-

fleet, near Goole ; Temple Sowerby, near Penrith;

and Topsham, Devon, Enlarging or otherwise

increasing the accommodation in the churches at

Ash Priors, near Taunton ; Balscott. near Ban-

bnrv ; Bere Regis, near Blandford ; Brackley,

Northants ;
Brecon, S. John's; Eastwood, near

Rocbford ; HaslingfieUl. near Cambridge; Hol-

Singbourue, near Jlaidstone; ^outhwark, S.

Michael, Surrey; Maker, near Devonpoit;

Somersal Herbert, Derby ; S. Winnow, near Lost-

withiel ; Warfield, near Bracknell, Berks ; Wind-
liurst. near Barford ; and Kolvodon Hatch, ne,ar

Brentwood. The grant formerly made towards

enlarging the church .at Hatfield Peverell, near

Chelmsford, was increased. Grants were also

made from the School Church and Mission House
Fund towards building school churches at Fea-

therstone, near Haltwhistle, Durham, and Flint

Common, near Flint. The society likewise ac-

cejited the trust of a sum of money as a repair

fund for the chm ch of S. John's, Boguor. During
the session just concluded it is worthy of remark
that the sum voted by the Society in aid of the

various works brought before them has been

£13,483, whilst the .amount of receipts in the

same time has been £12,093, leaving a deficiency

of £1,390, and it is therefore earnestly urged on

the attention of the Church at largo that unless

during the recess greater benefactions are for-

"ward, d to the Society, there must be an inevitable

reduction in the scale of grants.

London.—The memorial-stones (two in num-
ber) of the new Wesley.an Chapel, Oakley-ter-

race, Old Kent-road, were laid on Thnrsd.ay, the

17th inst. The Chapel is to be a plain, substan-

tial structure, in the Romanesque style, and will

be chiefly faced with yellow stock bricks, in-

terspersed with red bricks and stone dressings

A broad flight of stone steps will lead up to the

entrance, and over the doorway will bo a large

arched window. Inside thero will be galleries

running all round, w-ith open pews, and there

will be a platform-pulpit. The chapel is in-

tended to seat 1,000 persons. Underneath the

chapel will be a spacious schoolroom, with tea-

room and superintendent's loom adjoining. The
architect is Mr. C. Bell, of 57, Strand, and the

builders are Messrs. Wright & Goodchild, of

Croydon ; the amount of the contract being

£4,515.

St. Latvkence.—The foundation-stone of a new
church, dedicated to S. Catherine, was laid at

St. Lawrence (Thanet). on Friday last. The
church will bo in the Early English style. Its

dimensions are (JOft. long and 30ft. wide, with a

vestry and porch at the west end. It will be

built of the ordinary bricks of the neighbour-

hood, interspersed with blue Staffordshire bricks;

the dressings of Bath-stone, and the roof covered

with slates. It is calculated to seat about 250

persons. The architect is Mr. W. E. Smith, of

Upper Bedford-place, London, and the builders

are Messrs. Smith & Son, of Ramsgate.

Leed.s.—A new Baptist School was opened at

Leeds last week. The general schoolroom, which
will be used for piiblic worship till the adjoining

chapel is finished, is 51ft. long. 3Bft. wide, and
2.Sft. high. Underneath the large school a num-
ber of cl-iss-rooms are arranged. The contracts

include the chapel, a building in the Italian

style, with provision for 720 people. The archi-

tect is Mr. W. H. Harris, of Leeds.

Leeds.—On Saturday afternoon new church
schools wore opened at Leeds. The building is

in the plain Gothic style of the thirteenth cen-

tury, having mullioned and transomed windows
and doors, with random-coursed jambs. The
walls are faced externally with selected ma chine-

made bricks, neatly dressed off, and relieved with

stone dressings, the insides plastered, and
having boirding 4ft. high round each school.

The whole of the inside woodwork is stained and

varnished. The cost will be .about £1,200. The
work has been carried out from the design of Mr.

D. Dodgson, architect, Leeds.

Walworth.—The first stone of new National

Schools in connection with All Saints' Church,

Surrey-square, Walworth, was laid on Thursday,

the 17th inst. The site, which issituate in East-

street, Walworth, near the Old Kent-road, and in

close proximity with the church, was given by

the Ecclesiastical Commissioners and the Bishop

of London's Fund. The school-buildings will be

large and ccmmodious, and will provide for the

education of 900 children. Tbe entire cost of the

buildings will be £3,500. The .architect is Mr.

R. Parris, of Kennington-road, and the builder is

Jlr. W. CuUum, of Camberwell.

BUrLDISGS.

Alloa.—On Thuisday week the foundation-

stone of a new archaeological hall was laid at

Alloa. Tbe structure, which will be Classic, will

have a frontage of 62ft. by 54ft. The building

will contain a hall, oSft. by 2Sft., with gallery

round ; science-class room, 24ft. by 20ft.

WiTENHOE.—On Friday last a new almshouse

at Wy venhoe, Essex, was opened. The building

is in the Gothic style, faced with red bricks and
Bath stone dressings, tbe door and window frames,

as also the porch screens with doors, and the floor

joists being all of English oak, and the sills and
chimney-pieces of stone. The whole of the in-

ternal fittings are of clean pitch pine. Mr. Baker,

of Colchester, is the architect, and Messrs.

Everett and Son the contractors.

To Keep Earwigs out of Hou.ses.—A corre-

spondent of the Field, in answer to a question by
another correspondent as to the best method of

keeping out earwigs, writes :— If the house stands

isolated, run an open pipe (the same as used foi-

catching the rain at tho eaves of the house) all

round the house, and keep half an inch of water

in it. This answers in an India bungalow, and,

if practicable, would no doubt answer in this

country. The pipe is easiest let into the surface

of the ground .at the foot of the wall, but if t!ie

pipe is securely plastered to the wall, it will

answer best a foot or two up the wall, where it

does not get cheked with straws, &c.

SMALL EEJniT.\.N'CEs.

Advertisers and others remittinj? small sums are re-

quested to send Pnst-offl.-e orders, which can n'pw be easily

und cheaply obtained, and not to se d postage-stamps.
The Postmaste -Genei"ai has re -enTly iatim tetl his inten-

tion to ih irg-' a double registration fee on all unregistered
letter-; found to c-ntain stamps.
Eeckived -A. and S.~K. L.-T. H. C—W. H. G.—

K. W. B-J E. G.-J. W.-W W. W. and Sons.—
F. W. G.—G. S.—J. J. F. B -Old Windsor.—L. J.—
E.B

S. VV,—Put your o.uery in some more definite and intel-

ligible language, and we will itis,-rt it.

T. SHEi,MERnr\F.. Laigport.—Short report inserted; can't

say about inse ting illustration without -eeing drawing.
W W. Bri\n —Yours on Cfntrolinea.l next week.
Veritas.—You s on Local Bonrds next week.
H. J. B —Mr. J T. E .bmson, of Hav rsto k Hill, is the

architect of the new Alexandra Iheatre at Camden
Town.

To "KlvtT," J. A. B., T. W., and others —On account of
the In lex taking up one-ll:dfipf our o.-ilinary available

sp ice your communications are necessarily pi stpouud
till next week.

Labork.—.\sk some distinct question, and probably it

will be answered. It is. we think, rather beside the

mark to "ask for some opi'dons" on any book.
J. H. X' "Brtckmaker."—Your quei ies intended for "Inter-

communication " are simply advert isements.
BtJILDINQ NkWS CHL'RCHPlA.SNIXO CoMPETITIOX —
We have received the report of the refere s in tUis

competition, but on account of gi'^ing the index have
no space for it this week. We shall publish it next
week.

^'Orre;j|.]oudLMicc.

CHESTER W^ORKHOUSE COMPETITION.

Cro tlie Editor of the Duildixg News.)

Sir,—Considerable dissatisfaction being appa-

rent at the result of the Chester Workhouse
Competition, it might perhaps not be undesirable

to publi.sh the inclosed letter which wo (.as the

authors of " Alpha ") have addressed to tho Board

of Guardi.ans on the matter.—We are. Sir, &o.

C. S. and A. J. Nelson, .Architects.

Albert Chambers, Leeds, July 22nd.

[Copt.]

Albert Chambers, Park-row, Leeds.

July 17th, 1873.

Dear Sir.—We have lately seen in the Chester

newspaper the report of the meeting of the Ches-

ter Board of Guardians, when thj decision on the

Workhouse plans was arrived at. We cannot

conceal our astonishment to find that tho selec-

tion seems to have been m,ade, not upon the

merits of the plan themselves, but upon tho spe-

cifications. "That the specifications should take

pre-eminence over the plans and general arrange-

ment is. we think, quite a novel feature in a

competition ; but as so much importance seems

to h.ave been given to the specification, we
cannot help thinking that it was quite as essen-

tial that one specification should have been sub-

mitted at tbe same time as the other, as that the

drawings in the first instance should be sub-

mitted together. Had the paper reported what

the Building Committee were about when they

obtained the specification from the .authors of

'• Castrum " about a month or five weeks after

they h.ad got those of " Alpha," we should have

protested most strongly against such a course, as

giving the authors of '• Castrtim " an opportunity

of getting to know on what groun^ls tho Board

applied to them for a specilication, after having

alre.ady obtained and ex.amined one from the

authors of "Alpha." thus pliicing the specifica-

tion first obtained by the Board at a very great

disadvantage.

In reference to another subject mentioned at

the meeting, we would add that we spent a very

great deal of time and trouble in considering the

placint] of our buildings on the site, and the gene-

ral arrangement, going over specially several

times to view the site, and it was only after much
thought that we placed the buildings in the re-

spective positions we did, really making it a dis-

tinctive feature in our plans. We are not a little

surprised to find that the opinion has already

been expressed that it will be advisable to alter

the position and facing of the main block of build-

ings in the selected design, in accordance with

what we have suggested in ours. That it is best

we do not for a moment deny, but to accept plans

in which at the very commencement such funda-

mental alterations are proposed to be made, seems

to us rather incongruous. If not out of order,

we should be obliged if you would communicate

this letter to tho Board at their next meeting.

Apologising for once more occupying their time,

We remain, dear Sir Yours truly,

C. S. and A. J. Nelson, Architects.
_

P.S.—With reference to our specilication, it

may perhaps not be iinadvisable for us to state
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that the qunlity of the different woi-k nnd mate-

vials is precisely the same as we have iutroducoil

both in the workhouses wa have alroadv done, as

well as those no have at present in hand, in

each case being approved of by the Local Govern-

mentBoard iu London, as well as by tho respect-

ive Boards of Guardians.

W. Keaktlaxd, Esq., Union, Clerk,

106, Brook-street, Chester.

looked to some e.'stent, I think it well to place it

before the Committee and llr. Wyatt for further

consideration.—I am, Sir. ito.,

July 21, 1873. SnirLiciTV.

[Win "Simplicity "oblige by sending us, in confldonce,

hi^ address, so that a letter may reach him?—Ed. B. N.]

Jntcrcoiniuunicatioit.

QUESTIONS.
[snci.]—Abstersoria. — What article of church

furniture l.s above iudicatcd ? I find the words " two
nbstersnri.l ' in a transcription, by the Rev. W. S.

Samiison, of an ancient inventory of furniture belong-

ing to the Church of Furneau.'i, Pelham, dating from

1297.—K.\rPA.

[2962.] — Mr. Fred. Chancellor's Cottag-es.—
I am much interested in your valuable pajier, and its

illustrations from week to wook. In that of the LSth I

see " New. cottages for farm-labourers, by Mr. Fred.

Chancellor, architect;" may I ask him, through you,

how he gets head room for liis stairs ? I see no way
unless he cuts away tlie partition, and part of the floor

under where he has marked the bedsteads. Tlie in-

sertion of this will oblige a subscriber, and builder of

thirty years' standing.

—

TTillum Bknnet.

[2063.]—Tilting Fillets, &o.—Wliat is theuscof
tilting fillets? What is the difference between an

eaves board and a lear (layer ?) board ? What is that

board called in a valley battened roof which rnns up
from the gutter and bears the lead under the slates ?

What is the description of the fillet which is nailed on

the rafter which abuts against a gable wall, so as to

give the slates under the flashing a pitch from the

gable ?—STtJDEST.
[2964.]—Strength of Cement.—I h.avc a sample

of cement, which 1 wish to have tested, with regard

LEICESTER MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS
COMPETITION.

SiK^—'Will you kindly give a pla-e to tho in-

closed letter in your next issue? SiMrr.iciTV.

[Copr.l

To the Chairman of the "Municipal Buildings

Commit':ee, lieicester.

Sir,—It would appear from Mr. Wyatt's

report on the designs submitted in competition

for your proposed Municipal Build'ngs, that

"Siinplicity" was set aside for alleged non-com-

plianee with the instructions— '-for not having

tho ground-floor story (containing the Borough

Court and other olBces attached to this depart-

ment) level with the point marked A on plan

of site."

Mr. Wyatt adds that, from an architectural

point of view, my design is "incomparably the

best of all; "and he expresses regret that "tho

town will thus lose tho opportunity of realising

a most picturesque and refined public building."

I do not gather from theso observations that

Mr. Wvatt was of opinion that tho level at which

I placed the Borough Court, i-c. (the name of

the floor is a mero question of terms'), was cal-

cnlated to diminish ih any degree tho practical ; to its strength and m.anufacture ; how am I to test

and convenient arrangement of tho buildings.

On tho contrary, it miirht bo arguod, from the

nature of the considerations which seem to have

led him to exclude tho design, that ho held the

yery opposite opinion.

I beg to refer yon to the concluding para-

graph of the "Instructions to Architects," which

is as follows:

—

"The above schedule indicates about the

nnmber and area of the rooms required, but tho

architects may consider themselves at liberty to

show any improvements which they can suggest

in the arrangement, position, or dimensions of

the rooms, or in the appropriation of tho different

parts of tho Building." I would hero remind

you that the only appropriation of tho different

parts of the building, suggested by the instruc-

tions, consisted in certain apartments being

specified io connection with each floor ; and, in

respect to this, it is distinctly stated that the

architects may consider themselves at liberty to

show any improvement which they can suggest.

I submit, therefore, that departure from the

specified " arrangement, position, .and dimensions

of the rooms"; and, vaiiation "in the appropria-

tion of the different parts of the building,"

—

which in this case could only refer to placing

certain apartments on a level different from the

one suggested,—was not only permitted, but

actually invited by the above instruction. And,

I further submit, that the variation suggested in

my design, namely, placing tho courts on a

floor at the height of a low story above the

street level, or point marked A on place of site,

which floor was. practically, rendered a grouncl

floor bv the provision of outside steps leading to

the level of the courts ; and, treating the low

story under the court level as an overground

basement story, (well lighted and capable of

being fully ntilised, which otherwise it could not

so well bo) does not constitute a viol.ation of

either the spirit or letter or tho instructions.

From my reading of tho instruction.s, I con-

cluded that the Corporation was desirous of ob-

taining the best possible arrangement of plan

and design; and, while indicating, "about,"

what they considered desirable, that it was nor

thi ir intention to trammel compctitor.s, or to en-

force a strict adherence to r.ny preconceived idea

—to the exclusion of suggestions of a practical,

and possibly of a beneficial chaiacter.

Under the circumstances, therefore, I re-

spectfully protest against a final decision being

come to without further considor-ation being

given to mv design.

It is with gieat roluctanco that I raise an

objection to the decision of a professional reforoo

—more especially to that of tho late President of

the Institute of British Architects— but, as in

this case it occurs to me as possible that the

point I have referred to may have been over-

it ? Will some one oblige by informing mc ?—W.
White, Contractor, Abergavenny.

[296.5.]—Measuring Brickwork.—I do not think

Mr. Banister Fletcher, in his description of measuring

brickwork, has mentioned hollow walls. I should feel

obliged if he would state the proper way to measure
hollow walls (labour only)—whether they should be

measured solid, or deduct for the cavity ? The walls

are tied together with iron ties.

—

Lewis Sussex.

[3966.]—Mounting Drawings.—Would any cor-

respondent kindly inform me which mode he considers

to be the quickest, cheapest, and best, for mounting
architectural drawings for placing In a light " O.vford"

shape pitch pine frame. The drawings are on What-
man's paper, " Imperial " size, with fin. space outside

the marginal line. Also approximate cost at per sheet.

— S. TUEVAIL.

[2967.]—Preventing Echo.—Would any corres-

pondent kindly inform me which is the simplest and
most effectual method to bo adopted for preventing the

echo which occurs in a room 20ft. square, 15ft, high, to

the wall plate, and roof open to the ridge, celled to

the common rafter -with. principals, struttlngs, pur-

lins, &c., visible.—S. TriEV ail.

[2968.]—The Royal Engineers.—Can any cor-

respondent inform me what prospects an architectural

draughtsman would have if he joined the Royal Engi-

necrs?— J. C.

[29C9.]—The Use of 'Wires in Correcting
Echo.-A Xew York architect wishes to know who
first suggested the device of straining wires between
the columns to improve the acoustic properties of

churches and other such buildings, and where the best

information is to be had as to the success or otherwise

of the expedient.

[2970.]—Factory Chimneys.—Can any of your
correspondents tell mc what is the best proportion lor

these: Height, say 2.30ft., to receive the smoke of

14 or 15 large boilers. What should be diameter at

base and top ? What the best thickness of brickwork ?

What amount of concrete as a foundation ? Whiit

size of footings. &c. ?—(A sketch would oblige.)—Is it

advisable to build the chimney up to its full height at

once, or build say 10 or 15 feet and let the work stand

for a week or so before proceeding again ? If a tire-

brick lining is necessary, what thickness should It be

—

and how high carried uii. Should this lining be tied

into tlie other brickwork or not.—B. A.

[2971.]—Levelling.—Would Ifr. John Lotigfield,

C.E.. oblige by explaining how he checks the accuracy

of the "casting out," in liLs mode of keeping the

levelling book, as shown by example In your last issue

of the Building News.—Meaues.

and made to circulate evenly and equally in every
part. B.V this means the patient is subject to tb.-

change of atmospheric temperature almost impercep-

tibly, and without the necessity of shifting his posi-

tion. By our patented system, temperature can W:

maintained at a given point, or can increase or decrease

at any desired rate ; and under that system the

tempered air does not enter in gusts or at any point

in excess of another—in fact, its entrance is impercep-

tible, and we confidently submit that it is a great im-

provement on the old systems.

—

Stevensos, Dyer i.:

Co., 26, Lord-street, Liverpool.

[2932.]—Concrete.—lu reference to the inquiries

of "T. L. L." concerning concrete, in your issue of the

11th Inst. I do not think I can do better than quulf

from my paper on " Mortar," read at the Supplement:]!

ilecting of the Institution of Civil Engineers :
— '' 'Iht

presence of salt in sand and water is not found to im-

pa.r the ultimate strength of most mortars; neverthe-

less it causes the work to 'nitrate,' or as It is com-
monly termed, ' saltpetre,' which consists of white

frothy blotches appearing on the face of tie structure,

it also renders the mortar liable to moisture, and for

these reasons should never be present in mortar in-

tended for architectural purposes, although for dock

walls and sea works it may generally be used with

advantage and economy.'' These remarks on mortar
will also hold good for coucrete.—C. GraH-VM Smith,
"Westminster.

[29ST.]—Ventilation of Drains. — Although I

can thoroughly endorse Mr. Buchan's experience as

to the difficulty of getting pipe-layers to do their

work well. I cannot agree with him in one or two
points. The pipes undoubtedly should be laid on a

solid foundation (concrete probably, is the best), but I

would never joint them with cement while good " pug
clay" is obtainable. If cement is used, It Is impos.sible

to examine the drain without breaking several pipes,

while with clay as a jointing material, It is compara-

tively an easy matter. Cement, liowe\er, Is much-

better than bad clay. My next objection is that I do
not think it advisable to use stack pipes for ventila-

ting purposes, and for this reason : When the stack

pipe is most wanted for the passage of water, as

during a thunderstorm, then is it most wanted for

ventilation, the large and unusual body of water in

the sewers having driven the bad gases out of them,

while the water rushing down the intended ventilating

pipes forces the confined gas into the houses by the

thousand and one ways in the which confined air

always escapes. And again, stack -pipes, if ever so

well jointed, are seldom If ever so placed with regard to

window and other openings as to warrant their being

used as ventilators for sewers. A small gas pipe, as I

suggested last week, is much to be preferred In every

way. Lastly, Mr. Buchan shows in his sketch a

siphon trap. Surely as a practical man he would never

advise the use of such a thing ! Believe me, they are

the very worst things you can possibly employ, unless

anxious to have defective drains. A good " dip trap,"

of about the size named in my former note. Is the only

kind ot trap worth anything. The extra cost is

nothing compared with the great advantages of the

latter.- A DRAIX" Inspector.

[2937.]—Ventilation of Drains.—" A Drain In-

spector," in replying to " B. E. E.'s " query, draws

attention to a method by which a drain may be very

eflectuaiiy ventilated truly ; but why should be ven-

tilate thedrain into his rooms ? Surely, the carrying

ol the foul air from the drains to the neighbourhood

of the chimney-pots -n-ould h--ve this eOect, for would

it not descend the unused chimneys, carried by the

usual and most useful down-draught ? Chimney Hues,

be it remembered, when not in use to carry off smoke,

are most important ventilators to rooms, and usually

they are inlets for fresh rather than outlets for foul

air.
" A Drain Inspector's" opinion is that "drains

will not be properly ventilated .until each individual

house has its own ventilator." This is no doubt a

practical way ot solving the great difficulty, but the

details of a " Drain Inspector's " method appear to

he so objectionable as to make the cure worse than the

disease, or rather, perhaps, to make matters worse

than before. W. P. Buchan proposes to discharge the

sewer gas by means of the raiu-water pipe at its junc-

tion with the gutter of roof, provided there are no

windows too near. This method would not be prac-

ticable as a general rule, for windows generally would

be too near. What is W. P. Buchan's Idea of "too

near ?" lu the first number of the |u-esent volume of

the BriLDiXG XEws, " Edward" asks for a list of the

different methods that have been tried for the ventila-

tion of sewers. If any one can comply with this re-

quest, giving his informati.m in the form of an article

(or seiies of articles), or if he could suggest some

method more satisfactory than those under considera-

tion, I am sure that the Editor of the BriLiuxG NEWS
would afford the space, and the writer of such an

article would confer a boon upon others besides

ward " and—L. S. P.

REPLIES.

'Ed-

[293].]—Turkish Baths.— For the Information

of your correspondent and of whoever else it may con-

cern, we wish to point out the means by which we
simplify this luxurious Oriental remedy for all human
ailments. Instead of needlessly occupying space by
uiultii)l.ving chnmbci^s with gradations of temperature,
and subjecting the patient toaserlcs of sudden changes
by taking him from biic room to another, wo simply
supply one room with tempered purified air from, say,

G0° to 400° It desired, which can be turned on or off

Arrangements have been made, by permission of

Mr, J. Hawkshaw, C.E., for a visit of the members

and associates of the Society of Engineers to-day

(Friday), to the works of the East Dondon Rail-

way, now in the course of construction between

the tunnel at'Wappingand the Blackwall Railway,

'the line will pass under the London Docks by a

tunnel which is now in process ot formation by

cofferdam and open cutting. The members to meet

at the Wapping Station of the East London Rail-

way at 1 o'clock.
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Alteration- of Tenders.—^At the meeting of

the London School Board last week, a somewhat
warm discussion arose on the subject of altering

tenders for scliools after they had been sent in.

The discussion arose on a motion for the adop-
tion of a report of the Works Committee, recom-
mending the acceptance of the amended tender
of Messrs. Aitchison and Walker for some new
Board Schools in Bell-street, JIarylebone. The
amount of Messrs. Aitchison and Walker's pre-
vious tender was £7,5(i5, this price being lower
than that submitted by either of the seven other
building firms who competed for the job. The
amount of the amended tender was :1l6.070. Mr.
Tresidder, a member of the Board, objected to

the way in which tenders were .altered after they
had been sent in. If the cost of the work could
be reduced to such an extent as 20 per cent., he
thought the reduction should be made before in-

viting builders to tender. The least that could
be done was to ask the builders to tender afresh,

and not leave it solely in the hands of the firm
that made the lowest tender in the first instance.
^Mr. Currie said the tenders were sometimes so

excessive that it was most essential they should
be cut down.—Mr. Buxton expressed the same
opinion as Jlr. Tresidder.—Mr. Tabrum said the
efficiency of the schools was not impaired in the
slightest degree by the alterations made in the
tender.—Mr. C. Reed, M.P., intimated that the
reduction was caused by a drawing-classroom
which had been struck out of the plans. Other
rooms in the school, however, could be used for
drawing-classes.—After a long discussion (in
the course of which several members of the
Board protested against the omission of the
di-awing-classroom, which they consiilereJ a
mo.st essential part of the school building), the
motion was carried.

Liverpool Schoolboaed.—At the last meeting
the plans submitted in limited competition bearing
the motto ' Iterumque iterumque " were asJopted
by the Board for the new schools in Beau-
fort-street for 1.000 children. The architects
are Messrs. Aldridge and Deacon, Liverpool.

School Desks for the London Board
Schools.—At a mosting of the London School
Board on the Kith inst., it was resolved, on the
recommendation of the School Management Com-
mittee, that the following tenders for desks
should be accepted : —Mr. C. Sidebottom : Xo. 1

size, 2,000 at ISs. each ; No. 2 size, 2.000 at
17s. 9d. each; Xo. .3 size, 2.000 at 17s. (id. each.
Mr. W. Edwards : No. 1 size, 2,000 at £1. Os. 3d.
each ; No. 2 size, 1,000 at £1 each

; No. 3 size,

1,000 at 19s. 9d. each. Messrs, Colman and Co.

:

No. 2 size, 2,000 at 19s. each ; No. 3 size, 2,000
at 189. each. Mr. G. M. Hammer: X'o. 1 size,

1,000 at £1 Is. each.

A new Cattle Market was opened at Northampton
l.Tst week. It has been erected from designs by
Mr. E. F. Liw, the Corporation Surveyor.

Constantinople is to be lighted with gas by next
October. A site for the gas works has been pu"--

chased near the Seven Towers, and labourers have
been laying gas pipes from Karakeni Bridge to

Ak-Serai.
On Monday week the corner-stone of a Welsh

Presbyterian Chapel, at Hanley, was laid by the
Mayor. The new buildinjj will seat 2G0 persons,
will be erected of brick, with stone dressings, and
the cost is to ne over £900. The architect is Mr.
R. Owens, of Liverpool, and the builder Mr. E.
Hammersley, of Hanley.
On Tuesday the foundation-stone of anew Welsh

Congreeational Chapel was laid at Middlesbrough.
On Monday next, at 4.30 p.m., Dr. Zei-ffi will

deliver a Lecture, in the Indian Court, on '' Life in

India," with special reference to the water-colour
sketches by Wm. Taylor, Esq., late Commissioner
of Patna. Season-ticket holders and visitoi-s to
the Intel-national Exhibition are admitted free.

M. Bastard, architect, has been chosen Secretary
of the Aoademie des Beaux Arcs, Paris, in place of
M. Beaule. the new Minister of the Interior.

Mr. J. B. Munckton, solicitor, of Linci^ln's Inn-
fields, has been elected Town Clerk of London, in

the room of Mr. Woodthorpe, resigned on accoimt
of ill-health.

The Church of S. Mary Magdalene, Paddmgton,
was for the third time within a year in danger of
destruction on Sunday week. This time the fire was
not caused by carelessness, as on the former occasions,
but was in consequence of the rain slaking some
lime. Very little damage was done.
The foimdition-stone of the new parish church

was laid at Worlaby on the 12th inst. Mr. W. S.
Champion is the architect.

TheBritish Archffiological Association.which this
year holds its annual conference at Sheffield, under
the presidency of the Duke of Norfolk, have been
invited by the Mayor of Doncaster to luncheon,
on Friday, the 22nd of August, upon the occasion
of their visiting Doncaster.
The Commissioners of the Marylebone Baths

have accepted the tender of Messrs. Perry
Brothers to construct a first-class swimming bath
for the sum of £4,250.
The competition at the Paris Bcole des Beaux

Arts for the GiMud Prix de Rome has resulted as
follows :—The first prize was awarded to M. Puget,
a pupil of M. Victor Massi ; the second prize to"M.
Hillemacher, and '• honourable mention " to M.
Coi'baz-Marmontel. pupils of M. Fiancois Bazin.
The schoolsatFrieth, in the parish of Hambledon,

have just been considerably enlarged and improved,
nnder the directions of Mr. H.Lovegrovc of 20,
York Buildings, Adelphi, London. Mr. T. Corby,
of Great Marlow, was the builder.

5,9S2
, 3 5

6,171 „ 3 7 G

3 6 3

1,37S „ 2 10
3,3D2 „ 2 12 6

2 11 9

Quebec red pine.

.

Average price

New Brunawiclc red pine

Average price

The prices current of about tlie same date give the
followmq: quotation :

—

Hemel timber .. £4 to £4 10

The duty was then £1 per load on timber, and it

wili be a matter interesting to our readers to recall to
their memories that which by lapse of time may be for-

gotten by many.

^nult MtW5.

The Late Mr. Joirx Robixsox M-Clea^t, JI.P.
•

—
"We regret to record the deatli, on Sunday

•week, at Stouehousc, near Ramsgato, of Mr.
Jl'Clean, who was a son of the lato Francis
il 'Clean, of Belfast. He was born in 1S13, and was
educated at a school at TilHcouitrie, N.B., and
afterwards at the Belfast Institution, and at the
XJniversity of Glasgow. Mr. M'Clean was one of
the senior members of the Institution of Civil
Engineers, of which Institution he had held the
office of President, while he was a Fellow of the
Astronomical, the Geological, and of other scien-

' tific socit-'ties. and hud presided as a director and
as chairman or deputy chairman over one or two
telegraph companies, and also many other im-
portant companies connected with his profession.
He had represeuted the Eastern Division of
Staffordshire in the Liberal interest since the
last general election.

THE TIMBER TRADE.
The operations in the timber market during tbe'past
week have not been heavy. Prices, however, continue
firm, and will, in all probability, [u the absence of any
special disturbing cause, continue about the same until
autumn. The retail merchants seem to have fair
stocks on hand, but their yards are not so crowded as
they are when timber and deals are cheap. Neitiier
the Baltic nor the American exporters show any symp-
toms of relaxing their demands, and some talk'of a
further rise in price, especially the Canadians. At the
ourports trade continues to be steady, and there is
little fluctuation in prices. The country merchants
complain bitterly of -the advanced prices, and say they
cannot obtain a con-esponding advance from their cus-
tomers, and that in consequence they are suffering a
loss of profit, which is precisely what many importers
saj'. The supply from the Baltic continues regular
and sufficient for the consumption.

CHIPS.
A new "Wesleyan Methodist Chapel was opened

yesterday at Grimsby, capable of seating about
yOO persons. The building is designed by Mr. C.
Bell, of the Strand, London, and is in the Italian
style. The contractor is Mr. Thomas Enderby, of
Grimsby. The cost will be about £:>,500.
A new edifice, in connection with the English

Presbyterian Church, was opened on Sunday at
Hoylake, Liverpool. The new budding, which is
built of white stone, is in the Gothic style, and will
accommodate 400 sitters. Adjoining the church
there are schools, and the total cost has been about
£1.000.
An American has taken out a patent for forming

bricks into very large bloclcs, to be used in the
erection of buildings in sections.

A SALE BY ArCTlOX A QUARTER OF A
CENTURY AGO.

Ox Friday, 10th March, 1843, Messrs. Churchill and
Sim sold by auction the Canadian, &c., timber, as be-
low (duty paid).

WAGES MOVEMENT.
Blackburx.—The master joiners and builders of

Blackburn have received notice that the while of the
journeymen carpenters and joiners rejuire aa advance
of 23. 5d. per week in their wages, co nmencing to-

morrow. At present they are paid at the rate of 7d.
per hour.

LONDOX.—On Friday last a meeting of the master
builders was held to decide what answer should be
given to the trades committees respecting the impend-
ing strike. The sub-committee reported the issue of
the previous Monday's conlerence with the deputation
of masons and carpenters and joiners, and Mr. Stanley
Bird read some correspnndence in relation to the dis-

pute. A long discussion took place, several of the
leading master builders taking part. After upwards
of two hours' debate, and a number of resolutions
and amendments bemg brought forward and canvassed
on the part of the speakers, the following two resolu-

tions were carried by a majority. 1. " That, consider-
ing all the circumstances of the trade, the Association
of Master Builders recommends its members to con-
tinue to pay wages at shops and yard.s at twelve
o'clock, and to pay at outdoor jobs where separate
payment is made as soon after twelve as is practicable,

according to distance." 2. ''That wages at the rate
of niiiepeuce per hour be paid fntm and after the first

Saturday in August." These two resolutions virtually
concede the demand made by both sections of thebuild-
ing trade. It was intimated that the masters, in
acceding to the demands of the men, were partly in-

fluenced by the flourishing state of building operations
at the present season, and their desire as far as
possible to avert a disruption that might work a
serious injury to the imblic. The resolutions,

however, were carried by a very narrow majurity.
On Saturday a crowded meeting of unionist
masons was held. It was moved and seconded that
the resolution passed at the previous meeting of the
masons, to accept the masters' offer to accord the
terms in August, be end irsed, a:id tha' should any
firm refuse to adopt the terms the men be injmediately
called out. An ammendment was proposed and
seconded " That the chairman of the meeting be re-

quested to write to'the Secretary of the Mister Build-

ers' Association asking for an official copy of the
resolution passed by the employers, and that the meet-
ing adjourn anrl matters remain in stutu quo till such
time as the official !esolution is received." A stormy
discussion ensued, some of the speakers asserting that
such a course would have a look of suspicion, which
would tend to ag:j:ravate the masters, and probably be
the means of still involving them in a strike. The
original resolution was carried by a considerable
majority. It was then resolved that the scribe levy
cease from thit niiiht, and the proceedings were
brought to a close by votes of thanks to their officers

and the press.

ASHTOX & GUEEX,
Slate, Iron, nnd Marble Mtirchauts, nad Quarry Agents.—RooSnc-

Slates—Bangor, Blue, Rod, or Gre«Q, Blue Pwrtrnadoc and Whitland
Aljliey Grecu, the New " Pcrinauent" Greea (weight the Bao e aa
BaHgor, aad uniiormity of cleava'-r con.il*.

Pricoson Wl^arf iu Loudon.
24 by 12 22 by 12 20 ty 10 18 by 10 18 bj-

37Ts, 6ci. 332i. 6d. 25"!'! 6d. 215s. 192s. Cff.

16 by 10 16 by 8 14 by 10 14 by 8 12 by .

iy2s. Od. 146a. 170s 117s. 6d. e7s. 6d.
Ver m of 1.200 Slate-<i. Marble and En.imelled Slate Chimney
Pieces. Inscription Tablets, &c. Staves. Ranges, and Builders*
IroamoDgery. A, Sc G.'* Special K«d Ridge Tiles. Lnr^o SUow of
all Goods at 14 and 15, Bury-streot. S. Mai? Aie. London E.C.
Drawings and Prices upoa application, accompanying tr.tdo card.

At per load £ s. fl

Quebec yellow pme .. l,40i;Jft. 2 12
11 11 • • 2,492 1, 2 13
!> .. 1.573 „ 2 14
' .1 .. 1,751 „ 2 IS

.. 10,922 „ 2 16
)> 11 .. 11,353 „ 2 17
11 It .. 1,62S „ 2 18

Average price 2 15 11
New Brunswick yellow pine 2.021 „ 2 9

,1 „ 1. .. 4.214 „ 2 10
11 11 „ „ .. 4.662 „ 2 11
11 ,1 ,. „ .. 2,763 „ 2 13

w » .. 2,107 „ 2 14
,1 „ „ .. 2,284 „ 2 15

„ ,1 .. 1,12S „ 2 17

„ ,1 .. 3,614 „ 2 19
11 1, 1, „ .. 2,043 „ 3

1, „ .. 2,065 „ 3 C
ATei-age price .. 2 14 7

TENDERS.
Marylebone.—For the erectioa of a school to accom-

motlate S22 children, on a site iu Bell-street. Marylebone,
for the London School Board. Mr. E. R. Eobson, archi*
tect.

Wigmore £7,993
"Williams and Son r..S5B

Priiohard 7.8.9
Niblett and Son 7.804

Grover 7,715

Scrivener and White 7.i!.'5

Mansb idge 7.570

Aitchison and Walker .
7.5i,5

1)0 (.\monded tender. :tec ptedj G,oro

Kent.—For erection of a hcuso at Kingsdown, Hear
Faruingham. ilr. "William Eve, architec;. Quantities
supplied.

Guuibrell £UOn
Eavner a."45 U
Eider 1.975

Sharpingtou aud CoUe 1,9^7
HenshawaudCo 1,1>57

Dove Bros l.!l-.'5

Woodvvurd SoiO
Nightingale 1. 10

Salt 1,772
Sheffield 1.749 U
Blake l,7-'5

Cobham I.i;«6

Lascelles (accepted) 1,583
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Gar. IT ADDiNOTox—For propose I school at Great

Addington, ..ear Thrapatone, for the Bev. Kichard Doke.

Edward Bromiins, arehilect, Stamfonl.

Perkins and Son £-*87

Coates •?* ? "

Coe and Dickens }!* • "

Frefsman and Lovell (accepted) Jii f

London —For ih" supersti-ncluro of Christ Church,

Weslniin^ter-voad. S E„ lEev. Newman Hall's i Messrs.

Paull and Bicker.iike, ar>;ljitects, London and Manchester.

Porlland-stone dresiin'js and Bath Combe Dmm raiige-tcort

facitt'js.

Church. Tower. Schools. Total.

Manlev and Eogers... £M.74l) .. £8.3-20... £b.88d... £14.91.5

Henshaw ....?. 29,7.-)G... 8.190... G9U0... 44,Slb

Troll..neandSon ... 29.373... 8,300... 7,000... 44,li7:i

Hill aild Sons 29,156... 8,200... li,Sl!U... 44,'10

Hi^Bs 28 .'.02... 8,255... 0.807... 4.3.684

DOTO Broi: 28.474... 7,850... 0.870... 43,105

PerrvandCo 20,100... 7,3m... 0,.500... 39.9.7

Mvel-8 and Sons 25,575... 7,S00... 8,900... 39,, ,o

Licas Bros 25,824... 6,704... 6,-.d,S... 3S,800

Combe Doion drejsinffs, and do. range-work facings. A
ChurL'h Tower. Schools. Total. Tola..

Manley&Hogers £25,k40 £6,494 £0.2H £;W 678 £44,445

Hen'ihaw . .. 25 G70 6,290 .5,987 .USIoS 44,.39b

Trollope .fc .Son 25,757 0, .20 6.0.H5 M.aJ 44,1.S5

Hill and Sons ... 25.200 O,4.i0 6,000 3,,7 4.3,091

HiKKS . 25.100 6.3-21 0,030 87,517 43,0s4

Dove Bros 26,-295 6,180 0,290 38,765

Perry *; Co .... 24..500 0,190 6,090 36.781 •3,,894

Myers & Sons ... 23,800 6,>93 6,32 1 36,013 38,975

Lucas Bros 24,075 6,805 5,9S8 30,408

Column A is for Portland stone dressings, and Kentish

rag-stone facings in horizontal drop courses.
* Accepted.

KOTHERHiTHE.—For the erection of aWosIeyan Chapel

in Lower-road. Mr. Charles Bell, architect. Quantities

by Mr. H Lovegrove.

CuTlum'.V.V. 6,490

Blake and Ramplen 5,330

Faulkner 6,2s9

Tarrant 6,213 "

Nightinjale 6,19."'

nenshiw and Co 6,109

Wright Bros, and Goodehild 5,077

Nuti and Co 4.nC2

Architect's ostimato sL\ weeks since 4,700

Peckham - For roadm-'king and dt-oinfigo works at

P eckhnm, for the British Land Co., Limited.

Keeble ^-J.MS » "

Pearsor 4,911 l>

Bloomfleld 4.S18 il

Ha-ris 4.541 II

Pizzey(accep'ed) 4,388

S. Mew.\n. Cornwall.—For the erectim of a school to

accommodate 180 children, with fittings, roimirs lo master's

hous'. &c., for the S. Mowan School ':oard. Mr. Silvanus

Trevail, A. A., architect, Came, Par Station.

Carpenter's, Joiner's, Umit/t's, Painter's, and Glazier's work.

School & House. Total.

Fittings.

Smith £518 10

Paul(accepted) ....-6400 13 £72 478 13

Penrose 393 10 71 404 10

Mason s, liricktaycr^s. Plasterer's, ami Slata-'s inork.

S -liool. House. Total.

Ede (accepted) £4«i £69 15 £50.5 16

Wellington (Salop.)—For new workhouse buildings

Messrs. Bid ake and Fleemicig, architects.

Oliver £13,058

Lovall 13,288

Evorall and Morris 13,281

Simpson 13, 92

Par-r on 1-2.014

Millington 12..562

Horsman 12,142

Moore 11,7,8

Chapell 11,-281

Erratum —Mr. E, C. Robins writes to say that he is

the architect of the London Board Schools at Wapiiui',
and not Mr. E. I{. R ibson, as staled in the list of tenders
published last week.

BATH AND OTHER BFILDII';(5 STONES,

OF BEST QU.\LITY.

UANDEIL. SiUNDERS f: CO., Limited,

Quarry men and Stone KercUants.
List of prices at the Quarries and Depots, also cost of

transit to any part of the United Kingdom, furnished on
application to

Bath Stone Oitick:
[Advt. CORSU^VM, -WILTS

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
BridOWATER, July 31.—For plans, drawings, and esti-

mates for a new market. Apremium of £10. lUs. will be

paid to ihe architect whose plans are selected. J. H. B
Ciirslake, Town Clerk, Bridgwater

IIastinos, Oct 1.—For designs and estimates for widen
ing the Wliite RocI; Parade. A premium of liiO guineas

will be given for the best design and estimate. O.

Meadows. Town Clerk, Hastings.

Kilmaunock (Landward) School Board. July 3\—
Fo plans for a new school house to ae -omino'late 22 l

chil'ireri, with teacher's house attached. A premium
will bo awarded th,* jirehitect whose design is s Inc'-'d in

thr even of his not being employeil as archite-it of the

luiildiiig. P. PolUck Sievenson, Clerk to the Board,

Kilmirnock.
Leicestkr. —For the improvement of the sewer-

age of the town. P, omiums of 200 guino is for the

b'-st, and 100 guineas for the second best designs. T.

Standbridge. Town Clerk. Leici^ster.

Liverpool. Sept. 30.—For designs and descriptive par-

ticulars for facilitating the transit of cattle and oiher

tratBc across the Mersey Premiu ns of .£-20i). £liiO, and
£50 will be given for the first, second, and third best de-

signs. Captain Pinhey, Woodside. Birl<enhead.

Madras rRAMWAYS Company, July 31.—The Directors

offer a premium for the most approved system of check-

ing the receipts of the conductors of cars. \V. Davisou
Secretar.v, 17, Cornhill, E.C.
Manchestkr. September 1.—For designs for the erec-

tion of a new frnif market and other buildings First

premium t200. to merge in the commission if the archi-

tect be selected to superintend the erection of the mar
ket; premium of £150 for the second, £100 for the third,

and £50 for the fourth desigo. City Surveyor, Town-
h-all. Manchester

Geometrical and Encaustic Tile Pavements
in every variety. Cheapest and best in the trade. Over
sixty New Designs at 5s. Od. per yard super. See BuiLniNd

News. December 27, 1872, Mechanics' Magazine, November
29, 1872, and other leading opinions. Desigris and sample
Tiles free; applications for which are earnestly invited

Note: quick delivery guaranteei.—HE."^R)r C. WEB
Tileries, Worcester.—[Advt.]

TO ARCHITECTS.
ORRRS IIOOPIXO*SI.ATK8.

A* SMOolio^t fo) ll.li.il. !%•• f'-i >*'•• ot ira/-'.* at Sivulrlnghatn
Tho Ponmorlo Si-i-iyrtMn Slttnw nro ipuciftUy adapted for

Churoh-i^. Piihllc nulldinirx. &e.. ftfr.

(LfM rn^thi than trdt'Hirii li'tthic Tilinfj.)
The«o flurabln ami nr>n-tib'«'ir1t(>nt slatcw can bo obtiitaed in sineti

BUitiblo for Ootb'n Arrttiitnct'iro. ftt priciw m un der.
In Tl*tiw,ty Truclw, DocIm. '•Innco Bter :

—

Per EquiTnlnnt to
l.SOOSUtos' por sfiwnro

Host Qrcon Sli»t« II by 7 .. ~ .. S 17 6 !i;h. fid.

Do. •!>. 13 by >* 2 17 fi Ifis. Gd.
Pa. do. 13 by 7 2 5 lU.
Do do. 12 br 7 1 H 6 134.
Do dn. T2 hV >> 1 7 G lift.

Prices of Iftrgf SIics, Cost of Tranidt, Rriercnco
T«ffttilioninli* and Simiplc ^pivimonii oiny bo ohtniocd on

ni'T-Hriiti'iii fn

MKSSnS. RANnULI- & CO. Corshain. Wiltn-
Specuncns at Miieoum of 0''Ol'nrT, J'Tniyn-stroot. Pi'-cadilly. W

uid at Architectural ICuKum, loftoa-etr oct,W CBtmimftr

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

BIRMINGH.A.M. Sept. 1.—For the erection of proposed

Muuicipal buildings n^ar the Town Hall. Mr. Z. Thoma-
son. architect, 4", Bennett-hill, Birmingham.
Bradford. August 6 —For the erection of ten semi-

detached villas, and one detached villa, in ^Udhind-road.

(_i. Smith. architect,9. Market-street, Bradford.
Oantkrbuuy, August 2 1.—For the erection of S.

Thomas' Church. J. G. Hall, architect. 8, S. .\larg;irets-

sireet, Canterbury.
City of London, July 29.-For the constroctinn of

new sewers and other works in Goodman's ya- ', Ji ffreys-

squiire. Ft-ncliurc -buildiiiir-', and part, i.t London H une-
y.ird. J- Diw, Pnucmiil Cle k. Sewt-r'- Office, Guildh.ll.

Gateshead. July 30.—Fur the erection of a Pust-offlce

in Swinburne-street. Borough Eni;iueer, Town-hall,
Gateshead.
Gakstang, nkAR Preston. August 7.—For ihe erection

Lif a new Workhouse, outbuildiuge, walls. inOrmary lod^e,

boa d-room, ri ceiviug ward, entrai-ce gaies. itc Messr.s.

Myers, Veevers and Myers, architects, "it;, Glovers-court,

Preston.
Uayward'S Heath, July 28.—For the construction of

about .^Oiiitft. of stoneware pipe sewers with manholes,
ventilatnrs. anil gullies, and t^e laying-out tf .5acre^'0I

land for irrigation. M J. P. Culb -rn, C.E., 2 and 3,

Osborne-street Cliftonville, Brighton.
High Wycombk School Buakd, Aug 1.—For the erec-

tion of new buildings to accommodate GOO scholars, with
teachers' residence and offices. Mr. Arthur Vernon,
Architect. High Wycombe
HoxTON, July 2S.— For piiinting, cleaning, and redeco-

raiing <. John s Church. Mr Blackbu;ne, architect, 3i,

Bernard-streer, Russell-t^qujire, W.C.
Lekds, July 28. — For Ihe erectiuu of Thirteen houses

on the Shipley Fields Estate. G. Smith, aichitcct, i),

Market-streer, Bradford.
Lkeds. August 2 —For the erection of six warehouses

in Yo k-place and Park-place. T. Amblei-, 9, Park-place,
Leeds.
LrcEK, Staffordshiue, July 31.- For rosea' ing the

naivf and aisles of S. Edward s Parish Church. Mr Wm.
Gardner, Church-street, Leelc,

Leighton BuzzAi.n, .Vu^ust 7.— For the erection of a
new building in connection with the Invalids kitchen
in North -stieet. Mr. W. C. Reed, architect, 2, Adelaide-
place, London-bridge.

LiGHTLiFFE, YouKbHTRE, August 6.—For tho erectiou
of a villa. William Baki-well, architect.

Lichfield, July 3".—For the erection of anpngineand
boiler-house, cooling-pood, cottager, and o her works

;

ftl-o for the constrmtion of a covered service reservoir,
&c. Mr. H. S. Chinn, Warden, Lichfield.

Lincoln, July 29.—For the erection of a Memorial
Wesleyan Ch;ipol, in High street. Messrs. Bellamy and
Hardy, architects, 20. Broailgute, Lincoln.

LiNOnLN, Aufjust I. -For taking down snme old build-
ings in Newland. and erecting on the site a Congrcga
tiunal Churcli. Messrs. Bedimy and Harly, architects
and surveyors. 20, Broadgatc. Lijicoln,

LiVEKPdOL j^cnooL B-akd, July 2S.—For the erection
of Schools for 1.(10(1 children in Ashfleld-strcot. Mr. G.E
Grayson. Alexandra-buildings, James- street. Liverpool.
LLANEr.LY SCHo(tL BOARD, August 2 —Fof tlie erection

of schools at Brynmaur. Messrs. L'ox, Daviea, and Brown,
clerks to the Hoard Brynmaur. »

Midland Uailwav. August 5.—For the erertion of
four cottjiges and outbuildings at Chiltern Green, and
Harlington. Engineer's Office, Bedfo d Station. f

Mii)L%N» UAri.w.W, Angus 5.—For the construction o
addiiional cellar ng under tho S. Paucras Station.
Engineers Ollice, R. Paucras Q ods station.

Midland Uailwav, Au>iust 5.—For ihe erection of
four cottages and outbuildings at .Mill Hill. Engineer's
Ofll-e, Goods St 'tion, S. Pancras.
Mooktowv, July :J0. For the erection of a villa tqm-

doi CO near the Chained Bull Inn. A, Horrox, architect,

7, AU)inn-streot, Leeds.
.north-Eastkrn IlAn,WAY, Augu°* 7—For the con-

Btruotion of a Railway from TiOybura to Hawes. Mr. C.

N. Wilkinson, Secretary, York.

Rkigate, July 29.—For the supply of 850 tons of
Kentish ra.'-stone. C. J. Grece. Town Clerk, Reigate
Ehayadkr, Radndrshire July 30.—For arterations

and additions to Rhyd Idog House. Mr. Stephen W
Williams, County Surveyor. Rhayader.
RiiNOoRN. August 1.— For the completion of a new

Dock for 'he Rriogewater Navigation Company, Limited.
E. L. Williams, Bridgewater OlBces, Albert-square, Man-'
Chester.

StionTER^sHiLL, Kent, July 28.— Forthe erection and_
completion of 3 four -storied houses, with shops in Her-
bert-road. Messrs. Gos^lin and Son, 76, King-stree t,.

Woolwich.
S. Skpulchre, London, August 2.—For restoring tho

tower and porch of the parish church. Mr. A. P. Griffith,
architect, lH, Guildford street, Russell-squ ire.

S. GiLKS, Cambbrwell, July -iS —For miking up and
paving Bushey Hill-road, Peckham

; Clift-n-cresent
(part of it E^irl-road (or street), Albanv-road; King
Ariliur-stree', CI fton-road. Old Kent-road; Nunhead-
pa8sag\ Nun-green (part of); North-cross-roa'l (part of),
L)rdship-lane ; Nutt street (late Charles-street), Sumner-
road ; Philip-r ad (part of) Peckham rye. G. W. Mursden,
Vestry Clerk, Vestry-hall, Camberweil.
Starckoss, Devon, August 11.—For the erection of an

Asylum for Idiots. Mr. H. Ford, 25, Southemhay
Exeter.

'

South Metropolitan School District, July 28.—For
the erection of a Chapel at Sutton. Mr, Walleu 26
College-street, Dowgate-Hill, E.G. ' '

Spring Gkove, near Pkmbury. Kent, July 31.—For
the cieciion ui' -a uvw hnuse. M--. R. Ht-rbert Carpeuter,
4, Car^iKu Chinibf-rs, Regent-street, S W.
Sydenham, July ;io.— For the t-recion and completion

of a pair of semi-d-iached houses. Mr. Hammer, Estate
OffiC', Silverdah', Sydenham.
War Dkpartment Contracts, August 2.—Fur the

erectiiin ot twoStoreholder's quarters at Aldershot. Com-
manding Royal Engineer, Royal Engineers Omco, Aider-
shot.

"Remarkable, vkhy Remarkable Indeed" are the
effects of LAMPLOUGH'S Pi'RtiriC SALINE iu pre-
venting and curing smallpox. Fevers, and S.iin Diseases.
Specially refreshing a. idinvigorating during hot weather.
Sold by all Chemists, and the Maker, lliJ, Hulborn-hiU,
London.- [Advt.j

LAUGE'SPATlNTBEICKMAKING,
MOULDING and PRESSING MACHINE-The SOLE

AUKVCY for thi.s invaluable Machine (exiiibitod at the Inter-
national Exhibition of IS71) will be GEA -TED to Responsible
PartiL's for each County throughout the United Kingdom, as well as
for Franco, Geriuiiny, Ausiiia, RuBsiii, and other States. -For terms
and particulars apply to or iiddruss AU'. WHITE, 14, London-street,
Feiichurch-street, KG.

KCrilTKOTUKAL DEIAILS inA Terra-Cotta, in Red, Buff. White, Grey and other colours^
wari.iutcd to stand frost, and to bear a crushiuir strain greater than
stont?, and of the grejitest truth of outliae. liulwicli ftew College
and Lady Mariiin Alford's Ma-sion, at Prince's-gate, are recent
examples of tho Style of work luauufaotaroti at fimmfard by the
Stamrord Terra-Cotta Company tBlashfield's) Limited.—Londoii
Show Rooms, a8, Berners-strcet, Oxford-street, W.

UBBISH.—TO BUILDEKS aad
CON I RACTOltS.—Ilubhish or CLiy removed from the Citj-

on reusonable terms, in large or small quantities. Wharf for shipping
s;Liuf on City side at Blackfriars, i-'or terms apply to J. K Ba ch,
AdfUugton-squiire, UamberwoU ; or of his J:oremaD, at Iron Wharf,
Earl-street, Blackiriars.

?STABLlSilED 1784. —NO KISE

K

E

W
IN PRICE.-J. C. PART having OPENED PLASTER

AiliNES, is now prepared to SUPPLY Martin's Cement and Plaster
of Paris, of fir-->t-ratc quality and colour, at the old prices.—181,
Drury-lano, Loudon ; and Derby.

IMBLEDON PARK EsTAl'i:,.—
A FURTHER PORTION of this Beautiful ESTATE is

now OFFERED for SALE, in Plots of from One to Ten Acres. They
lire covered wiih splendid ornamental timber, and command exten-
bive views over the Surrey Uills beyond Epsom Downs. The piopeny
IK within a few minutes' walk ot the Wimbledon station to
Waterloo and Cannon-street, and of Hayden's-lane to Victoria.
and BUckfriars. The high road tlirou?hPulham and Putney is an
agreeable drive. Full particulars may be obtained upon thy
Estat..-, of Mr. URAtNGEU, at the uifice, adjoining S. iliiry's Church,
Wimbledon. '_

BUILDER S.—BRISTOL—
PORTISHEAD NEW DOCKS.-FREEHOLD BUILDING

La ^D for Cut I AGES, which aro in great demand.—Apply to W.
CloU'J'Ma.n, 3, Exchang-), Uristol. Every lacility offered to
Builders, and advances made.

uRDSrilF-EANE, DULWIUH aud
ILFURD.—Scver.al PLOTS of Bt^lLDLNG LAND to be

SuLU or uEl', from 20 to 40ft. fronta»es.—Apply to A. FUEBllAS,
Ari'bitcct and Surveyor, 31, Stamford-slreet, Blackiriars.

''1^0
L po

1
'^O BUILDERS— SC.VEN eliy-ible

BUILDING PLOTS TO BE LET. on anestato, 3i minutes
from town. Houses already built h.ive sold. Ground-rents may bo
improved one-fourth, freeholder purchasing same.— Particulars on.

personal application to SATCUKLL & EDWARDS. 37, ^o^folk-
Btreet. Strand,

B UIEUING LAND at KiNGSTO.^
HILL.—A few ACRES of LAND, forming the remnining-

p.iit of the Park to an important residential property, beautl-
lully Limbered, and offering ctiarmiug sites for rej-idoncca. which
are furu to let and sell readily on completion, ihe property is

dcherving tho attention of a builder, ns it is believed good profits,

can be made therefrom. It joins the Duko of Cambridge's property
and abuts in the rear on Richmond Park. id ranees made.

—

.Messrs. UEBKXKA.Vi. TK>VSON, J(; FARMER, 80. Cheap-iide. City.

'po BtlLDEtlS and OTHEtta—To
JL be LET, near the Stoke Newington Station. G. E R..afew
Puors of some of the most ELIGIBLE LAND near London.
Lc-u^es 98 years, direct from tUe Ecclesiastical Commis-sioners for
England, Ground Kent very moderate. Bricks, Lime, Cement and
Slitea advanced. -Apply to Mr. Blackmouk. Finsbury Wharf,
Ciiy-road Ba.sin, or to Mr. PkYTON DashwuOD, Land Agent and
Surveyor, 7.'i. M:u-k-lane, E.G., or Vi. Bouvcrio-road. Ciiurcli- street,

Stoke Newington^

IMliST-ULASS PORrABLB
ENGINES.-AU Sizes, New and Second-Hand. for SALE or

HIRE,—F. W. JaCKSOK, Albert Works, Great Suffolk-street,

London, S.E. _
" A 1" MORTAIt-MILLS—For Steam. Horse, and Hand-power ;

Special Designs ; New and S<^'Cund-Hand
;

For SALE or HIRE.—
F W Jackson, Albert A'orks. Great Suffolk-street. London, S.E.

THE E.VCELSIOR " BA'tRO^V-HOIS I'. - Lifts 65 B.-irrows

per Hour ;
Saw-tablos, S;c. ;

ForSAl.K or HIKE.—F. W. JacksOS,
Albert Works. Great suffolk-streot, London, S.E.

FOR SALE or HIKE.—All Kinds of First-CIasa Engineers',

Bdildo:*'. iti.d Contnietors' PLANT.— F. W. JACKSON, Albert
Works, Great Suffolk-Bireet, London, S.E.
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RUIXS.

rr^HE Emperor of Germany, several months
I ago, was addressed by a body of anti-

i[narians on the subject of the Rhine ruins.

It was represented to him that they were
falling into a state of utter decay, and must,
unless repaired, fall, stone by stone, into the
river, or into the valley on the other side of

the hills. A commission was appointed to

ascertain the facts, and a semi-otlicial state-

ment upon the subject was made last week.
In this the principal recommendation is that

the old ediflces, which make the Uhine-border
so beautiful, should b_v no means be restored

in the manner which has doubly ruined Stol-

zeufels, and not even repaired ; but prevented
from further dissolution by strong- iron clamp-
ing, fresh cement, and the protection of stair-

cases and battlements. It is not discreditable

to the German mind that this idea should be
acted upon ; albeit that suggestions have been
made attributing it to the steamboat and
hotel sijeeulators of the Khenish country ; but
we must keep roads open somewhere for

tourists ; they cannot all be climbing the

Alps, or enjoying the traditions of feudality

in North Wales, though notliingGermiin ex-
cels the Cymric architecture. And who would
not miss, near Eberbach, the last remains of

Sharfenstein, wherein once dwelt the military
Bishop of Mainz ? Next, 'd\e antique mo-
nastery itself, of Eberbach, with dome, spire,

Iij'pajthr.al sculpture, and high slated roof
;

then the mighty, fractured towers and walls

representing the thirteenth-century Citadel

of Frankenstein. Were it made habitable,

by whom could it be inhabited ? We might
as well dream of a rehabilitated Kenilworth, or

Melrose, or Tintern. These monumental re-

mains, associated as they are with so much
natural grandeur, appeal to our modern feel-

ings mure intensely in this fallen state than
they would if scientific masonry had laid its

hands upon them. Persons who have not set

foot upon Rhineland may comprehend the
sentiment to which we allude if they think,

for example, of Chester Castle, the grandest
Saxon fortalice of its ago—a keep, a camp, a
prison, and a town-hall in one ; of Euloe,

with its drawbridge mouldered into dust ; of

Flint, which, though a fragment, seems stiU

bold and salient as the rock upon which it

stands ; or of Denbigh, perched upon " a

mighty crag, as hard as ilint or steel—

a

massive mount." We must sympathise,
therefore, with the German reverence for the
Rhine castles, associated though they be with
generations of lawless power, brigandage, pil-

lage, extortion, and disloyalty. In the na-
tional imagination the river is enchanted by
these fragments, these banking crags, these

rifted arches and broken battlements, which
the Emperor, with a true appreciation of the
German feeling, proposes to preserve. Trust
a German to be enthusiastic when he talks to

you of Werner's Eck, or the Wliite Towers of

Andernach. That beautiful specimen of de-
cay is recognisable now only bj' the Watch
Tower, which stood as a signal-mark in the
Roman days. It would be a general misfor-
tune were these curiosities of the past to be
made the victims of Vandalism or neglect. It is

estimated that about three thousand steamers,
not to speak of barges or other craft, pass up
and down the Rhine every year, and it may
confidently be affirmed that nine-tenths of the
people on board of them are only eager for

the scenery when they burst through that
great gateway of rocks which amazes the
mind when the eye is first oast upon the
heights of the Drachenfels. But the mountain
in i*- "tslf would be as nothing were it not for

the castle, although this, unless preserved by

art, would soon be little more than a heap of

stones. The original cost of that structure

must have been prodigious, and it is surely

worth a little sum out of the replenished

Prussian Exchequer, to prevent so beautiful a

relic from falling into total ruin. So with

the solitary arch of Rolandseck, reared be-

fore the battle of RoncevaUes, and built from

those basalt quarries which abound in the

hoUows of the Rhenish hills. Rapidly the

Hammerstein is crumbling into dust, and being

constructed of tufa, the Imperial Commission
reports that there is small hope of saving it.

A great many of the castles, moreover, have
foundations of lava, which has a tendency to

waste under the infiuence of the air. The
difference between the materials of these struc-

tures is very distinct in that of Oldbriick,

which has stood the test of eight hundred
years, and is almost entirely composed of

phonolite or clinkstone. It resisted the first

cannon ever fired in Germany, and though
deserted for ages, remains a splendid suggestion

of what the ancient fortresses of the Rhine-

land were. We do not speak of Coblentz or

Ehrenbreitstein, because they are purely

modern and military, and in proportion

divested of all picturesqucness and grandeur.

Travelling up the stream, you are apt to en-

counter certain paradoxes, which the First

William of Germany declares himself deter-

mined to abolish. Thus within the concrete

walls of Boppart has been established a beer-

house, while under the round arches of S. Goar
sweetmeats and stockings are sold. Happily,

only time has done its work upon the

"Brothers" .-terrenberg and Liebenstein,

separated by their tremendous rampart of

ruin, in the shade of which bloom the sweetest

cherries in Europe. But the German Em-
peror has undertaken a perplexing task. The
Rhine border is made up of castles. That of

the Rheiufels has been dropping into the

water for the last two hundred years. The
Katz has not been repaired since the famous
French bombardment, though its granite

columns, its vaulted roofs, and its sculptured

gateway look upon the Lurlei in all their tra-

di'ional magnificence. Near them rise the

memorials of a mighty race, whose sons fought

until their bastions fell beneath their feet at

Schonberg. Gutenfcls, among the stateliest

of them all, stands near, with many a legend
haunting it, and next that celebrated Pfalz

wherein, according to a law long disregarded,

all the children of the Countesses Palatine

were bound to be born. The architectui-e of

these remains is of a style that of course can
never be renewed. It exemplifies a social

state wholly dissimilar from any which we
can ever bring ourselves to understand—huge,
thick walls, gaileried like those of Carnar-
von ; steep staircases, tuiTCts carried up to

the giddiest heights, and cells and dungeons
in which many a secret of tyranny was hidden.
The dismantling of a great many among these

strongholds was due to the Emperor Rudolph,
whose descendant is now about to take them
iu charge. He usually commenced by hang-
ing the owners, after which he put the

fortilice in a defenceless condition. Such
was the fate of Rheinstein, of the Rudeshcim-
berg, of the infamous Mouse Tower, of Klo])p,

and of the Bromserburg, whence that ill-

fated lady of tradition threw herself, after

the manner of the ancients, into the Rhine.
Still more castles—Boosenburg', converted
into a wine warehouse ; Biebrich, a wonder-
ful example of Middle Age building ; Godes-
lierg, which is swiftly vanishing from the
landscape ; and Kanzenberg, around which
more than a hundred armies have contended.
The French left their footsteps very per-

ceptibly dui'ing their German inroad. They
blew up the bold fortifications of Rhcingraf-
eusteiu, which contained a hall of marvellous
span, in which half the knights of Germany
could assemble. They wreaked their fury
upon the grand, pinnacled, shapeless pile of

Ebernburg, and upon the Bavarian frontier

they were careful not to leave more
than a skeleton of Marienthal. Not a
few of the better preserved Rhine castles

have been utilised as prisons ; others have
changed into monasteries ; most have singular

names, such as the Elder Cat, the Younger
Cat, the Swallow's Nest, the Robber's Retreat,

and the Post. Indeed, some of the structures

now called castles may never have been in-

tended for anything except domestic resi-

dences. These, however, have in general been
maintained in a comfortable, although un-
poetical state of preservation. But in them
all, without exception, whether we search

among the ruins bequeathed to us from an-
tique days in England, in Wales, in Scotland,

or in Germany, we find the same character-

istics— the square or rounded towers, tho

quadrangles for the assembly of armed men,
the heavy porches, the ponderous portcullis,

the arched and paved corridors, and that in-

teresting ingenuity which constructed curved

roofs without cement. It would be indeed a
loss were these monuments of old manners, so

gloomy in their history, so grand in their

decay, so grey in their undated age, to dis-

appear and be heard of only in tradition.

The castles of the Rhine are to Germany what
the Pyramids are to Egypt. They make its

chronicles classic, and it is a wise act on the

part of the German Emperor to cherish that

which is really the glory and attraction of the

great river which is the source of every

Fatherland romance. It is the subject of all

their epics ; it is the centre of their national

pride ; and it is the cynosure drawing stran-

gers from every part of the world. What,
however, would the Rhine be without its

ruins ? The Kaiser comprehends this, and
while preserving for the banks of the histori-

cal stream the picturesqucness of decay, in-

tends that these ruins shall not be so far

ruined as to be blotted out from the horizon.

HISTORIC ART STUDIES.
By Dk. G. G. Zerfm.

ROMAX AECnllECIUKE.

( With Illustrations.^

rpHE geographical position of Rome, a town
-"- which by degrees expanded into an
empire comprising all the important districts

of Europe, Asia, and Africa, must be well
studied, in order that we may be enabled to

explain the gigantic dimensions and the proud
pompousness of Roman architecture. The
sacred town was established on a narrow slip

of land, easily accessible from aU sides, and
had for its foundation—force, both of intellect

and arms. Force, therefore, isreilectcd in all

the Romans did, politically and artisticallj'.

The arbitrary despotism of a seen or unseen
ruler governed the Asiatic and Egyptian mind.
The democratic institutions of Irecmen pro-

duced Greek art; whilst Rome was rided by
a proud aristocracy. Religion was the ele-

ment of Asia; Beauty the essence of Greece;
and Power the guiding-spirit of Rome. The
historical development of the Roman Empire
may be grouped into thi-ee distinct periods.

During the first, which was void of all real

art, whether architecture, sculpture, or poetry,

Rome endeavoured to bring cohesive unity
into the discordant ethnological elements out
of which the State had been composed.
Pelasgians, Etruskans, Albans, and Sabines,

with their reminiscences of Asia and Europe,

were blended into one nation. During the

second period Rome, with a warlike spirit,

stepped on the historical stage and conquered.

The three wars with the Saninites were fol-

lowed b)' the war with Tarentum and

j

Pyirhus ; the war with Carthage and Syrakuse
I kdto the first, second, and third Punic wars

;

during which a Gallic war raged and the

!

subjection of Greece and Makedunia took

place. Then the internal troubles began : the

Numantian disturbances were succeeded by

j
those of the Gracchi ; then Marius and Sulla
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oj^osed each other ; the war with .Tiigurtha,

flic MsTsian war, and that with Mithridates,

followed : then aa;ain there were three Civil

"Wars, and, iiually, the Republic came to an

end, after thiee centuries of bloodshed. That
neither architecture nor sculpture could

flocxish in such a State is evident, and we
Slid that in general low Etruskau buildings

predominated. After the conijuest of Greece,

in the second century n.c., Greek forms were
introduced. The Komans were, fmm first to

last, devoid of all higher icsthetic culture.

They were pre-eminently a practical and
aiilitary nation. Even their religion was a

mere State religion, not the outgrowth of a

free sentiment of adoration of the hidden
powers of Nature in a mystic or poetical form,

Buta borrowed system of practical regulations,

«seiul as a means of keeping the lower

elassos in awe and obedience. Superstitious

fear was of Etruskan origin ; mystic gloomi-

ness was borrowed from the Egyptians, and
&e heayens were peopled with Greek divini-

ties from Olympus. Architecture had, when
OTice introduced and cultivated, during the

third period, the duty of decorating Imperial

Some with gold and ivory, with marble and
pirecious stones, so as to hide the internal

lottenness and degradation of a State

that, blinded by brute-force and success,

was already sinking under its o'mi weight, roU-

iDg aninterru])tedly towards the abyss which
finally engulfed it. We have, with the ex-

ception of some scanty utilitarian construo-

tioivs, scarcely any Roman architectural re-

mains anterior to the second century B.C.

The most cherished decorative form was the

Korinthian capital with strong curved Ionian

Tolutes, forming the so-called Omiposite

Older. The historical genius of Rome was
clenrly reileeted in these marble eajiitals—

a

mixtui'C of pomposity and vanity. It is on
Attic soil that we must srarch for the union
of the Greek and Roman spirit in architec-

ture. In Figs. 1 and 2 we give the celebrated

temple dedicated to the Olympian Zeus at

Athens, constructed by the Roman architect,

Cossutius, in the second century v,.c. ; and
after several modifications and rebuildiugs,

finally completed under the Emperor Hadrian.
It was about 370ft. long by about 170ft.

troad ; these dimensions being nearly the

same as those of the great Hypostylc hall at

Kamaek ; but the temple diiiered from this

construction in having had a cella divided
into two iinef)ual parts. The outside of the
temple (see Fig. 2) had two rows of columns
with rich Koi-iuthian capitals on the long, and
four rows on the broad sides, which produced
an etlect of great splendour. It was a dcea-
style constructed with uuusual Classic se-

Tcrity. The building was noble, but the
effect was produced rather through the mass
of material than through the correctness and
beauty of the forms. This may be said also

of the dodecastyle Sun Temple, on Mount
(Juirinalis, at Home (see Figs. 3 and 4), the
Toins of which arc called the "Frontispiece
of Nero." The tera])lc was, according to

Vitruvius, a pseudodipteros (see Fig. 4).

Tlie columns were closer set than in the
prej'ious temple ; those without were of the
Korinthian order, whilst those within were
of the lonie. The height of the archit'-ave,

frieze, and cornice was a fourth of the height
of the columns, producing, with the breadth
of the temple, a rather jioor cfl'ect. The
ground-plan (see Fig. 4) formed nearly a
square. The portico of the temple, with por-
tions of the ornaments of the court, as given
ty Palladio, are very elegant. Before the
temple stood the two horses of Phidias, from
which the "Mens Qvirinalis "received the
name of "Monte Cavallo." The details of

the decoration deserve careful study, though
the ornamentation is too rich and crowded.
All the elements of a debased style seeking in

gorgeonsness to make up for the want of real

taste, may be traced in this temjile. The
decoration, in conseijuenee of its gri'at resem-
Mance to that of the temple of ralmyra, built

under Aurelian, may be set down as belonging

to the same period. "When the Romans began
to imitate and transcribe Greek poets; when
Homer was copied by Virgil, Pindar by Ho-
race, and Hesiod by Ovid ; when here and
there a voice in favour of art was heard,

Rome began to build and decorate with better

taste. How intimately the higher iutellee-

tual strivings of a nation are connected with ils

progress in art, may be traced in the develop-

ment of Roman civilisation. The Pantheon
(see Figs. 5, 6, 7, and 8), was built at a pe-

riod of great social agitation. It imitcd the

lofty construction of the dome, with all the

beauties of a rectangular building. The
inner rotunda is about 137ft. in diameter, the

height being the same. The architect was
Valerius of Ostii ; the builder, M. Agrippa,

the intimate friend of Augustus. The build-

ing was commenced about 20 B.r., and finished

14 .\.D., and was originally destined to be a

hall in the Thermaj ; on completion, however,
it was turned into a temple dedicated to

Jupiter Stator (the Avenger). The name of

Pantheon and the circular form of the

building symbolically expressed the do-
minion of the Romans over the world. The
temple is said to have contained the celebrated

ivory statue of Minerva by Pliidias, and one
of Venus, which had in its ear as a pendant
one half of the pearl the other half of which
Cleopatra di-anlc dissolved in wine, in order to

surpass the extravagance of Antonius. The
whole temple was of the Korinthian order

(see Fig. 6). The walls were indented with
seven niches, in addition to the door ; these

were subsequently adorned with splendid

marble columns and an entablature, above
which rose an attic with pilasters, overarched by
a semispherical mighty dome, proA-ided at the

top with an opening 26ft. in diameter, which
lighted the interior. The "cassettes" were
borrowed from the flat ceilings of the Greek
temples, and were used in their square form to

ornament the circular dome—an incongruity
which, at a later period, was rectified in other

buildings by the more homogeneous cross-

vaults. The riehly-gilt bronze ornaments of

the ceiling were removed in the seventeenth

century, and the tabernacle of the Chiu'ch of

S. Peter cast from them. The outer walls

were of brick, with sharply-cut cornices in

stone, marking the principal outlines of the

architectural composition. (See Fig. 5.) The
more these outlines are left to speak for them-
selves, the better and the more imjiosing is the

impression produced by the building. The
mighty portico was formed of sixteen mono-
lithic Korinthian columns, supporting a pedi-

ment decorated with gilt bronze groups ; above
this rose a rectangular connecting structure,

with a second higher ]5edimeut, uniting the

circular walls, strengthened by vaults, with
the rectangular eonsti'uetion in a rather eon-
fused manner. In all that the Romans con-

structed there was much of (he old Indo-
Tcuton element, not yet purified by the keen
sense of Classic Greek symmetry and pro])or-

tion. The Greeks knew the arch as well as

the Indians and Romans, but the}' did not
use it, because thej' adhered to the more
simple expression of the conflicting cosmo-
gonieal forces, the static in the horizontal,

and the dynamic in the vertical line. It

cannot he doubted that the Romans felt more
sympathy with the Egyptians in their gigantic

constructions, than with the Greeks and their

correct proportions. The Roman buildings

had something Asiatic in their very extent.

The political tendency to become masters of

the world finds form in the endless walls, the

huge squares, the forests of columns, the mul-
titude of pilasters, the niches and arches.

The Romans succeeded in welding into one
mighty total the Asiatic, Egyptian, and Euro-
pean elements, and created an irresistibly

imposing catholic architecture. Ihey in-

herited from Asia and Egypt a love

of powerful masses, and learned from
the Greeks how to master and to

subdue matter, hut had very little regard

for ajsthetical beauty. In a country in which
a second-rate lawyer was allowed to speak of
" a certain Praxiteles," and a man like Cicero

had to excuse himself for taking any interest

in the " allotria" of art, the laws of beauty
must naturally have been held in very slight

esteem. To show wealth, power, and riches

was the important aim in works of art.

Wherever this feeling predominates, art be-
comes the slavish servant of vanity, and loses

all self-control. To make a cunning speech
full of ambiguous meaning in the Forum—to

hold a triumphal eatiy through the " Via
Sacra"—to possess fields, villas, and town-
houses decorated at random with the spoils of

other countries—was thought more of than
any law of taste. The Roman who could rob, or

pay, was the master ; the artist who could
only dream of beauty and east it into forms,

was looked down upon as a visionary. This
was the reason that the Romans, with all their

pi.wer of wealth, witli all their possessions in

distant countries, produced no genuine works of

art. They perforated their walls with arches,

notfrom an ajsthetieal sentiment, but merely to

save material ; they repeated the arch because

it was less expensive, and when, at a later

period, they introduced the vault, it was
without any higher structural meaning,
merely a bent cover—a revival of the primi-

tive mound—the larger and the more shape-

less the better. The builder (he can hardly
be called an architect) of S. Philip's Church
(Regent-street) illustrates the Roman ten-

dency and feeling amongst ourselves in a most
glaring manner. Unconsciously he con-

structed, from similar causes, one of those

incongruous buildings that we find amongst
the Romans. A portico, in the Doric style,

supports a pediment ; two wings are added
decorated with large bulls' heads; and
the triangular pediment is surmounted
by a clumsy imitation of the Choragic monu-
ment of Lysikrates. So long as we shall

despise the study of art based on correct

iCsthetic principles, we shall produce incon-

gruities like those of the Romans. See Figs. 9

and 10, representing the temple of Venus and
Roma—read backwards, Amur. The Em-
peror Hadrian expressed, in a colossal form,

this sharp philological discovery. Roma

—

Amor—was to be represented by a double

temple, the outer aspect of which was that of

a Greek peripteros (see Fig. 10). The columns

were of the Korinthian order, and, by their

great distance from one another, turned the

temple into a diastylos. The length was
333ft., by a breadth of 160ft. The interior

: was formed by two cellas, covered with tunnel

vaidts, placed back to back, with semi-

circular niches for the priucijial statues. The
walls were of brick, faced with yellow (GiaUo

antico) and dark marbles, forming tabernacle-

like niches for the reception of coarse .statues
;

the outer walls were faced with Pariam
marble, and the floor was of rich mosaic, in

variegated patterns. Some parts of the

cells and the semicircular niches still exist,

and form one of the most beautiful spots in

modern Rome. "We may therefore assume

that our plans are correct, and that Palladio

and Mr. J. Fergusson are entirely wrong in

doubting the grandeur of this temple. The
Emperor himself planned it, and besides the

above-mentioned remains, we find scattered

around some colossal granite pillars which

supported portions of the court, which was

500ft. long by 300ft. broad. Whatever fault

we may find "with the exaggerated dimensions

of the Romans, their over-decoration, and

their neglect of the laws of severe style,

leading them to intermix forms with careless

eclecticism ; the detailed mechanical and
technical execution always deserves praise

and admiration. They worked like an orderly

nation, without any liigher aspirations to art;

wi:h a precise stifl'ness and mathematical

accuracy, but without the touches of geniality

and beauty. "We sec this veriticd in the cor-

nice, arcliitrave, frieze, and capital of the

Pantheon (Fig. 11). There is an undoubtedly
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Korinthian character in all, and still everything

is changed and modified ; the cornice pro-

trudes too powerfully ; the pillars are not

fluted, and the acanthus leaves of the capitals

are too prominent, too rounded, and lose the

tasteful airiness of the Greek conventional

treatment. The details are done with exquisite

neatness. The same may be said of the frieze,

corona, architrave, and capitals of the Temiile

of "Jupiter Stator" (see Fig. 12). The

corona is splendid, and yet not overdone

;

rich, and stiU simple ; entii-ely in the p^'culiar

Roman style. The slaafts of the columns are

fluted ; the capitals are a mixture of Ionic and

Korinthian forms ; the volutes are powerfully

bent, and in the middle entwined with a

serpentine coil, surmounted by an echinus

ornamented with the egg pattern, and pro-

fusely decorated with leaves ; on the middle

piece of the architrave runs a palmetto design,

and the tenia is also ornamented with a

delicate leaf pattern ; the corona is elegantly

fluted, for wliat purpose is inconceivable. No
period of art-histury is to be studied with

greater caution than the E,oman, especially

b} artists not yet properly trained in a correct

appreciation of the fundamental laws of pro-

portion. They are often deceived by the

decorative profusion, and take for beauty

what is a mere monotonous repetition of wild

patterns to fill up large spaces. Michael

Angelo, with his Titnnio spirit, was able to

revive the Roman forms, and to use them

with advantage ; but not every builder or

decorator has the genius of a Michael Angelo.

Nothing is more dangerous than to imitate

those Roman geniuses who only were able to

combine and to unite into mighty forms that

which they borrowed from Asia, Egypt, and

the Greeks, but could not create anything

independently based on a thorouglr under-

standing of the oosmical laws of art.

ON THE PL.i:^NING AND FITTING OF
SCHOOLS.

III.

—

Existing Schools {continued).

ON the other hand, and as throwing light

on the plans issued by them, we must
remember that the work of the Education De-
partment has been mainly directed to the

kind of school hitherto called "National,"

these being by far the most numerous, and
belonging to the Church of England—the

State Church. Mr. Hartley tells us that of

those which received Government aid in 1S69,

the Church schools numbered no fewer than

808,364 children, as compared with 217,4.'J8

in Dissenting, and 67,768 in Roman Catholic

buildings, or, nearly three times the number
of all the rest put together. And not alone

this : another fact is to be remembered. The
assistance of the Department has been sought

so much more frequently in the villages and
smaller towns than in London and the great

seats of industry (tlie latter often consisting

of only one parish), that their plans and rules

as gradually developed really apply rather to

small than to large—to country rather than to

town—schools, and always to an extremely
limited condition of purse. The smallness of

the school, too, led to the adoption of the

"mixed'' system, but only as an expedient,

and not as a principle. The number of chil-

dren being too few in the majority of cases to

admit of the cost both of a master and a mis-

tress for those above the infant stage, the

boys and girls were taught together in the

same class. But, wherever we find a Church
school of large size, then the sexes are taught
separately and in separate schools. In otfier

words, the managers of this type of school

have never really believed in the mixed system.

They have, howe\er, believed too much in,

or carried too far, the Pupil-teacher system,
as proved by the fewness ot classrooms. And,
if any ground is to be gained by the study of

existing schools, the defects as well as the

merits of the system from which we chietiy

develop must be fully discussed as we
proceed.

The system of teaching boys and girls

together is one which, if generally adopted,

would affect our plans chiefly on minor details,

such as the mode of access to the yards, the

staircases, cloak-rooms, &c., and it is not pro-

posed, therefore, to discuss it at length. It

may be stated, however, that it is only found
among the English-speaking racf. The late

Mr. Das id Stow,* the eminent philanthropist

of Glasgow, strongly advocated it. The great

majority of the Wesleyan schools adopt it,

and in some of the admirable establishments

belonging to the Wesleyan body, as at those

near Tredegar-square, Bow, as well as those

at Liverpool and elsewhere, may be seen

classes of girls and boys trained together

through all the school grades, and even to the

age of 14 or 15. In America the system is

in high favour, though by no means universal.

On the continent of Europe it is never found.

As to existing opinion on the subject likely

to influence building operations, it may be

noted that the Liverpool Board are mixing
the junior portion of their schools, while the

senior departments are to be separate. vSome

plans, illustrating the Liverpool view of the

subject, will probably appear in the pages of

the BuiLDiNCi News. In London, however,

the general opinion is somewhat against

mixed schools, although many old ones are

in actual work.
Professor Huxley's Committee reported,

in Jime, 1871, to the London Board, as

follows :

—

"It is universally agreed that Infant

Schools may be mixed, not only without
detriment, but with positive advantage to the

children.

"TVith respect to Junior Schools, so much
depends upon the previous training of the

children, and upon local circumstances, that

we do not think it advisable to lay down any
general rule regarding them.

" On the other hand, while evidence has

been brought before us tending to show that,

under certain conditions, Senior Schools may
be mixed, we are decidedly of opinion that

the Senior Schools provided by the School

Board for London shoidd be separate."

The truth appears to be that, whether as a

logical consequence, or in view of economical

working, a graded school should either be

entirely mixed or entirely separate. If the

organisation be for a school of 1,500 children,

then it is easy to mix the junior departments

and to separate the seniors. If, however, the

numbers be about one-half, as now generally

preferred, then the senior departments be-

come so small as to be better, and more eco-

nomically, arranged in the form of classrooms

attached to the school.

"We now come to the consideration of

the central feature of the English

system of teaching—that on which the

planning of our elementary schools de-

pends—the Pupd-teacher system. Unless the

school-architect has some idea what this

means, he cannot fad to be more or less in the

dark as to his plans, and will often be unable

to decide which of two or more possible ar-

rangements is the best. It is diametrically

opposed to the German system. And so is an
English to a German plan. But it has points

ot resemblance to the teaching systems of

Holland and of Switzerland. And yet the

school-plans of the latter countries are quite

unlike ours.

To those who wish to study the question

more fully, we recommend a perusal of the

recently-published pamphletf of Dr. Rigg.

It would be difficult to mention any one more
competent to speak with autliority on the

English system of teaching than the present

Principal of the Wesleyan Training College

at Westminster. He says :
—" Men go hastily

to Germany, and see a German school taught

only by adult teachers, a teacher to each sepa-

* ' The Tr iuing System," Ky David Stow. London:
Longman, Brown, Uieen, and Lon^'mans.

t "Primary Education in EnKlimd." By Ihe Ecv.
jAili:s H. ItlGQ, D.D. Hamilton, Adams, and Co.

rate class ; or they go to Edinbiu-gh and see £
similar plan in operation in a number of ex-
cellent schools ; they see or hear besides tliaX

a similar plan is in operation in the expcn-
sivelj'-appointed and eflifiieut schools whick
are among the shows of some towus ia the
United States, and they come to the concla-
sion that modern science is opposed to the em-
ployment of pupil-teachers, and requires
that only adult teachers should have any
charge of children. Whereas the fact is that,

for elementary schools, the Pupd-teacher sys-
tem is the only trul}' scientific system ; that
the separate class and teacher system is the
very old system, which has been superseded
because of its ineffectiveness, and that whew;
this system succeeds, it is under conditions

altogether dift'erent from those which belang
to the elementary schools of this nation, , . .

It may be practicable in Germanj-, where £30
a-year in gross payment is good pay for a
teacher, to have a ]iublic school manned only
by grown teachers. But in this country,

where the teacher is paid six times the
amount, this would not be possible. Even in
Germany the result is that the classes under
the charge of each teacher separately are far

too large for thorough and efficient teaching ai

aU points, and through all the school-titne.

No teacher can, by himself, and without the
aid at least of efl'ective monitors, teach ooa-
stautly a class of seventy or eignty children,

although theymay be nearly of the same age aad
standard of attainments. There are alwajra

great difi'erences in children. The child who
is quick in arithmetic is often slow at reading.

The clever reader is often a dull calculator.

Ability in grammar by no means implies cle-

verness in geography and vice versa. In par-

ticular, to teach reading and dictation t«

backward scholars requires minute and indi-

vidual drill. Children, to be well taught,

must often be broken up into small squads,

with a monitor or pupil-teacher over theja.

And although on certain subjects a teacher

may be able to give capital and eft'ecti^e

simultaneous lessons to a large class, yet 'for

many purposes of eliciting thought, and cor-

recting error, and supplying defect, he must
be able to deal with each scholar apart, oi; as

one of a much smaller section. Besides all

which, for slate wort and paper-work, than
which nothing can be more important, to he
properly examined, it is certain that the

teacher needs to have a comparatively small

class. All the educational science of E.ag-

land fixes the maximum at from thirty t»

forty ; sciolism, which phrases largely about

Continental education and the German sys-

tem, talks about teaclung with ease and effi-

ciency a class ot eighty. By the pupil-teacher

system a scientific form and organisation has

been given to that provision of pupil-aid in

schools, the need of which is imiversally felt

iu public elementary education, and the rude

and ready form of which, open to grave ob-

jection, and altogether imperfect and unsatis-

factory, is found in the use of monitors

—

sometimes recognised as such, and sometimes

extemporised, as necessity compels, and used

without formal recognition."

Ibis is ad, no doubt, perfectly true.
_
But

the danger of otu- English system lies iii

ha^^Dg too many pupd-teachers in one schooi

—just as some other systems are faulty in not

having any. The plan of the infant and
mixed school, abeady given,* cannot be re-

garded as other than a very early develop-

ment of an English plan. Only one chussroom

is provided to the mixed school, and the

number of pupil-teachers working with one

master is evidently considerable.
^

As the

number of public elementary schoolsincreases,

some reduction wiU probably be made iu the

possible number of pupil-teachers, and the

number of classrooms wid be increased. Pro-

fessor Huxley's committee, already referred

to, reported that the minimum number of

teachers for a junior or senior school of 509

children should be 16—viz;— 1 jnincipal

• BciI-DjNO News, p. 6), present voL
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teacher, 4 assistant ccrtifica ed teachers, and 11

pupil-teachers ; and that the teachinj^ staff

should be increased by 1 assistant certificated

teacher and 3 pupil-teachers for every

additional lliO children.

Popular education in Switzerland is ad-

mitted on all hands to bo effective, practical,

and generally excellent. Perhaps it is, on

the whole, better than in any otlier European

countrv, except Holland. But, as each

Canton has its own laws, and the consequent

organisation, the system of instruction is not

identical throughout. Formerly, the Swiss

schools were carried on in the old chateaux,

converted for school purposes as best they

might bo. Now, however, new and excellent

school-buildings are to be found in all the

towns of the Confederation. The course of

study usually embraces six years, commencing
at tte age "of six, in the Primary schools.

These consist of two divisions—the Elemen-

tary and the Practical—to each of which are

assigned three years of the course. This is,

BO far, unlike our system, and, as we proceed,

it is still further unlike ; for the Swiss possess

what we have stiU to obtain—viz.. a com-

plete system of Secondary or Cantonal Schools

for those requiring fui'ther study to enable

them to enter the University, or to acquire

the scientific knowledge of an art or ti-ade.

These Secondary Schools are, therefore,

divided into two sections, the Grammar
School and the Technical or Trade School.

The Primary Schools we shall continue to

call, for the sake of convenience. Elementary

Schools, although the upper department is

called by a higher name. In plan they pre-

sent few features which, to the architect, are

diflerent from the plans of Germany. This

is natural enough when we consider how much
of the Republic may be regarded as German-
speaking, and how many of their best

teachers are selected from Germany. But it

is not necessary to give any special illustra-

tions of their arrangements, as these will be

sufficiently understood when wo come to deal

with the subject of German plans. Perhaps

Zurich contains as many good examples as

are to be found in any one town of the Swiss

school-buildings. The Grosmiinster School

(adjoining Zwingler's Church, containing

1,000 children) is worthy of a visit. Another,

in the Wolfbach, and under the same manage-
ment, is entirely new, has Ijft. corridors, and

is completely fitted in every respect. It ac-

commodates 300 boys and 500 girls, and its

cost of site, buildings (including the indis-

pensable Turn-ludlc), and furniture, amounted
to £2.3,000. It is entirely free. Near the

"Wolfbach is a large cantonal school, planned

^rith a central court, but badly. The site,

as usual, however, is fine. The playground,

here open, is fitted with gymnastic appliances,

which are used with great zest by the boys in

their play.

Those who wish to study further the sub-

ject of Swiss education may pass beyond the

Elementary and Secondary Schools, and
observe tlie provision of the Cantonal, the

Veterinary, the Agricultural, the Training,

and the Polytechnic Schools ; also the Uni-
versity. Certainly no visitor to Zurich
lihould neglect an inspection of the famous
Polytechnic School there. Whether in its

arrangements, its teaching, or the splendid

site it occupies on a height overlooking the

town, it must be regarded as a singularly

commanding educational establishment.

Holland deservedly stands high among those

countries whose works we are studying, if an
education diU'used among all ranks, from the

highest to the lowest, be any claim to dis-

tinction. Not only are the lower classes in-

telligent and well informed, but the upper
classes of the population generally have at-

tained a high average of mental culture.* In

many respects the Holland of to-day may
claim to be in the educational van. After the
" Bewaar Scholen," the Kinder Garten schools

of Holland,come the Public Elementary Schools,

which appear to be divided into four kinds,

the " Armen Scholen," the " I'usehen Scho-

len," andthe " Burger Scholen " of two classes.

But their pirns start no new question for the

English builder. Some of them consist, as at

Utrecht, of rooms about 52tt. by 26ft., in-

tended for about 1.50 children, and bisected by
a glass partition. As a rule, they are of one

story, though, where land is of increasing

SCHOOL AT THE HAGUE.

be given to a very large number—perhaps
two-thirds of the whole school. In the Wes-
leyan schools this is used as the theatre for
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SCHOOL AT AilSTEKDAM.

value, this is not maintained. The two illus-

trations -which we give of Dutch Schools,

have a certain resemblance to some English,

though very old, ^ilans. Fig. 1 represeuts a

large square school at the Hague, \yhere the

chief dift'erenoe consists in the position of the

classes in the room, and not in the room it-

self, the classes being placed dos-a-dos instead

of vis-a-vis. The monitors, at a « in the

Dutch school, would, in one of our exploded

Lancasterian examples, be placed down the

centre, and they, instead of the children,

would bo back to" back. Fig. 2 is the ]daa of

a school at Amsterdam for 500 children.

Having only one line of desks, it slightly re-

sembles a school planned according to the

rules of the Education Department. But the

great length in pro^portion to the width is a

defect to a more serious extent than is usual

with our old schools. And, indeed, the wide

schoolroom (Fig. 1) would, of the two, be

found to be the best lor purposes of teach-

ing. Both these types of schoolrooms may
now be considered as out of date, so far as

their application to new buildings is con-

cerned.

The schools belonging to the Wesleyans de-

serve here some notice. Perhaps no others

not directly connected with the Glasgow

Normal Seminary are so directly the outcome

of Mr. Stow's training system". When the

tide of opinion set in strongly against th

WESLEYAN SCHOOL.

the religions instruction which forms so vital

an element in their system. This type of

school has also been in advance of the Church

schools in having more frequently a fair num-
ber of separate classrooms. 'the want in

English schools, however, is now generally

recognised.

We must now turn our attention to the New
World, and see what hints we may glean from
school-buildings already existing in the United

States. The American text-book ior school

plans has been for many years Bar-

naid's excellent and well illustrated

work. But many of these are now
regarded as old-fashioned ; and it

is to the annual reports of the

School-Boards in the several States of

the Union that we must look for the

latest information. Generally they

show a decided opinion in favour

either of the du'al or single arrange-

ment of desks, and never a pre-

ference for the long-length

system, which has so long been common with

us. And the plans of the buildings them-

selves are often highly ingenious. Fig. 4 is
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AMERICAN rr.IMAKY SCHOOL.

the plan of an American Primary school. Like

the Lancasterian plan, given in a former

article, it is simply a huge clas room. Here,

however, every child has a separate seat, with

a o-ann-way f Di" the teacher dividing it from

the next. " This is nothing more than a country
the

^ ,, „ school for very young children. But

monitorial system, as advocated by"Bell audi Americans do not stop here. To take only

Lancaster, Mr. Stow strongly urged the em- one of I heir many Reports as types of the rest,

ployment of a greater number of properly we select some plans from that of last year

* " Not69 <m Continental SchooU."
London ; Grant and Co.

By John F. Moss.

qualified teachers, and he condemned the im

proper employment of monitors— " the

work of a master " done by apjjrentices.

But he never condemned the Pupil-teaehcr

system. Indeed, in some sense, he is the

author of it ; for he invariably laid dovra

the principle that mere teaching was

insufficient—that a system of training n'as

necessary ; and this "is exactly what the

English system now aims at. The Wesleyans,

however," have always held the opinions of

Mr. Stow in reference to the sympathetic

influence of large numbers on each unit of

the number. Fig. 3 is the plan of a school

on Stow's system, and it is equally the plan of

a Wesleyaii school. The chief feature is the

large gallery, n'hereon a collective lesson may

issued in Pennsylvania.

The Tasker School consists of a series of

classrooms, generally lighted on more than

one side ; and the internal divisions appear to

be made movable in a manner known at the

British and Foreign Schools.

The George M. Wharton School gives a

plan by which no less than seven rooms can

be thrown into one, at pleasure, by partitions

sliding horizontally ; and when the partitions

are all out, and the building has no school-

room, but only a series of classrooms, each

room can be entered without passing through

another.

The Hollingsworth school provides on one

floor not only'fivc classrooms, to be converted

into one schooh-oom at wUl, but also four other
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THE HOLLraOSWOETH SCHOOL, LOCTTST-STEEET, TENNSTLVANIA, U.S. ''•'_

-THE " FOUKTEENTH SECTION " SCHOOL,

MELOX STEEET, PENNSYLVANIA, U.S.

THE " GEORGE M. WHAETON" SCHOOL,
PENNSYLVANIA, U.S.

PLAN OF FIEST FLOOE —THE" TASKER'
SCHOOL, PENNSYLVANIA, U.S.

THE " FIFTEENTH SECTION ' SCHOOL,

SEVENTEENTH AND WOOD-STKEETS,
PENNSYLVANIA, U.S.

classrooms separated by solid walls, aud witli-

out any such provision.

The Melon-street School shows six class-

rooms available for conversion into one school-

room.
The Wood- street School gives an arrange-

ment of seven of such convertible classro®ms.

We have given so many of these convertible

American plans of quite recent date to show
how vtry general the system is becoming.
The elevations are, one aud all, extremely

])lain, and of no special English interest.

Philadelphia, it seems, is divided into 29
school divisions or sections. Its population is

increasing at the rate of 20,000 per annum.
Its expenditui-e on school-buildings in 1871
was 181,842 dollars.

E. R. EoBSON.

THE "BUILDING KEWS" COMPETI-
TION FOR A TOWN CHURCH.

Repokt of the Referees.

WE have carefully examined the twenty-
one designs submitted in the above

competition, for the purpose of assigning to

them the places which they severally appear

to deserve, having regard to planning, general

composition, and detail.

In each of these particulars we consider

the design marked 'with a Cross inclosed in a

Circle (consisting of a double nave with

narrow side aisles) to be much in advance of

the rest. It is a work of great merit and

originality, and we much regret that its

author's non-compliance with the conditions

of the competition prevents us from awarding

to it the first premium. The front of the

narthex projects many feet beyond the build-

ing line, which, at tlie west end of the site,

was clearly shown on the plan published

January 3Ist, 1873, for the direction of com-

petitors, to be 25ft. back from the street ; and

which, in answer to subsequent inquiries,

was further explained to be the extreme point

to which even buttresses coidd be allowed to

stand out.

The plan adopted here is one which reduces

to a very small amount the obstruction caused

by the columns, and so far ofters great ad-

vantages on the ground of convenience. The
position of the pulpit, however, which stands

in the middle passage between the seats, and

which directly iaccs a column, is questionable,

and yet it is dillicult to suggest any other

posit'ion suitalile to the peculiar arrangement

of plan adopted in this case. Architecturally,

the interior is a hue one. There is a striking

central range of lofty pQlars
;
good simple

vaulting, and a well treated arcade and

clerestory on each side, which give scale to

the whole. The west front is bold and ofiect-
'

ive, though the pinnacles of the chief gables

are somewhat low, and are slightly over-

powered by those of the narthex beneath

them. The tower, with its double pinnacles,

is a new and pleasing variation on the

fashionable Angers type. The traceried win-

dows in the end of the narthex and in the

baptistery are hardly in keeping with the

larger aiid simpler ones in the clerestory

whde the lights in the front of the narthex

unpleasantly weaken the abutments of the

great portals. The iron grille to the side

chapel, again, is far from satisfactory ;
but

the detail, generally speaking, is well studied

and highly creditable.

The design which, if it had fuliilled the

conditions laid down, we should have placed

second is that marked " My first Attempt."

Its plan, however, not ouly projects beyond

the building Kne, but even exceeds the ex-

treme length of the site ; and in addition to

this the autlior has sent no interior per-

spective, while the sections are crude and im-

perfectly finished. The plan is one which

uses the side aisles as passages only, keeping

the se.its in a wide nave and in doubled tran-

septs divided by a central column. The

design is worked out in a good type of Early

detail, treated with breadth and reserve.
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There is a fair proportion of wall surface and a

somewhat pxt rava^ant quantity ofunused floor-

spafO, whifh latter cireumstanep would make
the building a costly one. The tower is very

massive—too much so, indeed, as seen in per-

spective, owing to the prominence of the

angle-turret and the exaggerated projection

of the buttresses. As a whole, however, the

design is promisina:, and might fairly have

occupied the second place.

Next in point of merit we place the Italian

Gothic design marked with a plain cross. It

adopts the plan of a wide nave with ambu-
latory aisles. The nave arcade is continued

across the transepts ; the latter are treated

externally like separate chapels, with inde-

pendent roofs ; and the two peculiarities com-
bined would probably make it difficult for

their occupants to hear the service. The in-

terior of the nave would h.ave something of

the irapressiveness of the basilican type, on
which it is evidently modelled. The altar is

brought forward and placed under an im-
posing baldachino. The position of the organ
is not a good one, though it has not been an
uncommon one in recent works.

There are two other sets of drawings which
may deserve a few words of notice. That
marked "Nothing Venture, Nothing Win "ex-
hibits the ordinar}' nave and aisles plan, with
a very considerable amount of obstruction to

sight from the columns. The interior, as

shown in the perspective, is the best part of

the design, and is imposing in general

character. The reredos is showy in mass, but
poor in detail. There is a west end with no
tower, but with a bell-turret of ordinary
character on the gable.

The design with the motto " Thorough" is

only noticeable for its plan, wliich, by the

way, would be more convenient if the chil-

dren's seats and the organ exchanged places.

There are three wide aisles, with three wide
bays in each aisle—an arrangement by means
of which a very few columns will support the

roofing of a considerable area. The working
out of the idea, however, cannot in the pre-

sent case be considered successful.

Leaving out of consideration the two firtt

designs, which are unfortunately disqualified

by the causes we have stated, we are of

opinion that there do not remain three
designs which are fairly entitled to the pre-
miums ofiered. We have noticed one by one
the three sets of drawings which we consider

come next in order ; but they do not appear
to us to be of sufficient merit to justify the
award to them of the first, second, and third
premiums respectively.

In conclusion, we feel bound to say that
the problem put to the competitors remains
unsolved by any of them. In only one case

—

that first noticed—has any novel arrangement
been proi)osed, and that cannot be considered
entirely satisfactory ; while of other types of
plana of town ehurclies tliat have already
been executed by architects in practice, no
improvement in any material respect has been
achieved on the present occasion.

.lonN P. Seddox,
J.VS. CUBITT.

The following arc the names of the live

competitors referred to in the above report :

—

1. Cross in Circle— 11. J. Haines, 6, Beau-
mont-street, Oxfoid.

2. .1. W. Webber.
3. Cross—Edwnrd Gabriel, at Messrs. Pon-

ton and Gough's, ardiitects. Bristol.

4. " Nothing Venture, Nothing Win "—
Arthur Mattinson, Nelson-terrace, Lower
Cmmpsall, Manchester.

5. "Thorough" — Henry Ilobinson, H,
Mount Preston, Leeds.
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An Art Treaoiires and Indnstrisl Exhibition was
opened in the Mwhiiiiirs' Institution, Bradford, a
fort-ipht apo. The eihitiilinn comprises a line
collcctinn of pointings (mostly by modern British
Artists), machinery in motion, ohjcots on loan
from the Smitli Ki'nsington and India Museum, and
armour from the Tower of London.

THE ROYAL ARCTTiEOLOGICAL IXSTI-
TUTE AT EXETER.

[FnoM OnR Own Corresi'Ondexts.]

EXETER is full of intorost to the Arch.TJolo-

gist. As the county town of Devonshire

—

a county rich in historical associations—and the

site of a nohle cathedral, it merits moro than

the morcly passing interest which it is to be

feared that too mnny of tho visitors to the

Thirtieth Annual Congress of tho Royal Archa^o-

lofricil lustitute of Great Britain and Ireland will

tako in it. This is the first time since its ostab-

lishment that the Institute has met in Esetor.

Tho Congress opened on Tuesday last, under
most promising auspices, notwithstanding that

considerable gloom was thrown over tho pro-

cecdinsts by tho recollection that last year's

Congress of the Institute, held at Soutlianipton.

was presided over, in his usual genial and happy
manner, by the lato Bishop of Winchester, who
had been long identified with the fortunes of tho

Institute. Tlie President of this year's meetin?
is tho Right Hon. the Earl of Devon, and among
those who are taking part in the proceedings aro

the Bishop of Eseter, Lord Talbot de Malahide,

(President of the Institute). Sir Stafford North-

cote, M P., Mr. A. J. B. Beresford Hope, M.P.,

tho Right Hon. Stephen Cave, M.P., Mr. E. A.

Freeman, the Venerable Archdeacon Freeman,
Jlr. .1. C. Follott (Mavor of Exoter), Mr. .1. C.

Bowring, Mr. J. H. Parker, C. B., Mr, G. T.

Clark, Mr. Joseph Burtt, Jlr. .1. Tom Burgess, &c.

Tho Council Chamber of tho Guildhall is, by tho

kindness of the Mayor and Corporation, placed

at the disposal of the Institute for its head-

quarters during tho meeting; and the rooms of

the School of Art, at the new Albert Museum,
have been kindly lent for the purposes of a

portrait-gallery, in which are gathered together

a very large number of portraits of Devonians
more or less celebrated in English history.

The Old Bankruptcy Court, in Queen-
street, has been set apart as a temporary Museum
of objects of interest. Both tho portrait-gallery

|

and the museum are open from 11 a.m. to (;» p.m.
j

daily during the meeting. There are three sec-

tions—Antiquities, Architecture, and History. I

Tho iarst section is presided over by Mr. Ootavius '

Morsan, M.P., F.S.A., the Vice-President being

Mr.'G. T. Clark, F.S.A., and the Secretary, Jlr.

W. H. Tregellas. Tho section devoted to Archi-

tecture is presided over by the Ven. Archdeacon
Freeman, .Mr. Beresford Hope being Vice-Pre-
sident, and Mr. Talbot Bury, Secretary. The
Historical section is presided over by Sir John
St. Aubyn, Bart, M.P., the Vice-President being
Sir John Maclean, F.S.A., and the Secretary, the

Rev. C. W. Bingham. As at last year's meeting
at Southampton, Mr. W. R. Crabbe, F.S.A., acted

as Director of the Muse\m], and Mr. Joseph Burtt

(bou. sec. to the Institute) as Director of Excur-
sions.

The Portrait-Gaixert.

This is a feature of the Congress v.-hicb is of

great interest, not only on account of tho celebrity

of the subjects of the portraits, but from the fact

that at no previons meeting of the Institute has

it been found possible to get together a collection

of portraits of local or national celebrities
; or,

at any rate, if it has been possible, it has not
been done. Some 200 portraits aro exhibited in

tho rooms and on the walls of the staircase of tho

School of Art, which finds a worthy homo in the

Albert Memorial Museum in Queen-street—a very

imposing building of Gothic character, erected in

1S(j.5-(j8 from tho designs (submitted in competi-

tion with those of thirty other architects) of

Mr. John Hayward, architect, of Exeter, at a

cost of £14.000. Tlie portraits are by such

painters as Holbein, Vandyke, Kneller, Reynolds,

Lely, Opie, Northcote, Eastlake, Zucchoro, and
other well-known names, and exhibit the counter-

feit presentments of the groat men who have in

times past enhanced tho fame of tho AVest by
their services on land and sea, and in theology,

statesmanship, and jurisprudence. Devonshire
is celebrated for its naval heroes, whose por-

traits, from Raleigh, Drake, and Hawkins
downwards, form no iucousiderablo portioTi

of the present collection. There are also

numerous portraits of celebrate*! ecclesiastics

and divines, with a good sprinkling of soldiers,

artists, musicians, municipal magnates, and
other local worthies, from "the good" Sir

Thomas Acland, to the Into Sir John Bowrinp

—

peihaps not less worthy of the appellation.

Altogether, this portrait-tjallery is a most in-

teresting feature iu tho Institute's programme
this year.

The Temporarv Museum.

Mr. W, R. Crabbe. F.S.A., the Director of the
Museum (who was assisted by Mr. R, Ready, of
the British Museum), contributed a great many
interesting and valuable articles to tho collection,

nbich was as varied as that of Captain Francis
Grose, some of the objects having been collected
from all quarters of the globe as c-riosities, and
having no archaeological or historical value. The
Truro Museum sent a fine collection of flints and
celts, amongst which were several of a rare type.

One appeared to have been forged, for the flanges

could hardly have been cast in so peculiar a man-
ner to admit the liandle. A jasper flint and a
stone, belonging apparently to an ancient shoe-
maker, wore noteworthy objects in this section.

Here Avere placed two torques or lunulas for the
neck in thin gold, which were found a few feet

beneath the ground at Harlyn, near Padstow, in

l.S<)3, and were purchased by the Prince
of Wales, and by him presented to the Museum
at Truro. A small oak shovel, similar to the toy
shovels used by children at the seaside, had been
found in a bog. Near it was also exhibited an
iron-tipped shovel of a type common in Ireland.

A collection of objects from a Roman British

barrow near Plymouth were very curious, for
they included a few pebbles, teeth, and other
objects which had apparently been the playthings
of a child ; the remains of a polished hand-mirror
anil the handle of another, with some pieces of

fibula?, and a good specimen of iron shears.

Amongst the local antiquities was the famous
Bodmin casket, a large reliquary of the twelfth

century, formed in what is termed Mudejar work.
It is 1 Gin. high, ISin. long, I2in. wide, and is formed
of long, broad slabs of thin ivory, with ivory rivets,

with metal bands or clamps, which show evident

signs of having been altered since it w.as originally

made. The paintings by which it was or ginally

decorated have faded. There is no such .specimen

in the British Museum ; and, indeed, such a piece
of antique work is very rare. It once contained

the bones of S. Petrock, who died at Bodmin,
A.D, 5(14, and, in 1077, a canon of the priory car-

ried it off to Brittany. It was recovered, and
brought back in triumph, by Roger, the then
Prior. Subsequently the box and relics were the

object of worship by Henry II, at Winchester-
The Rev. J. Fuller Russell exhibited some very
interesting specimens of early devotional tablets

in ivory ; but bis principal contribution was a
diptych by Hans Memlic, the probable date of

which is 1460. It represents on one side the

Crucifixion, exquisitely painted, and on tho other,

Joan, youngest daughter of Charles VII. of

Fiance and Mary of Anjoa, kneeliuE; at a prayer-
desk, accompanied by John the Baptist. The
collection of plate and jewelry was most excel-

lent. Two salts especially were exquisite works
of art—one, of the Elizabeth:»n period, belonging
to Mr. F, Warren, was deserving of all the praise

so liberally bestowed upon it. Colonel Cox's col-

lection of spoou«, Mrs, Horace Twiss's collection

of enamels and silver ware, and the Corporation

maces were excellent examples of the silver-

smiih's art. Some English enamel candlesticks

of the Elizabethan period, and a gilt sconce-

holder of tho thirteenth century, found in Harp-
ford ChiU'cb in 1864, were well worth notice..

The armour was not remarkable for any special

features. A very early breechloader was ex-

hibited by Mr. Brand, of the Cathedral-yard,

Exeter. Mr. R. Ready exhibited a fine collection

of electros of early coins from tho British

Museum, and a collection of spoons and signet-

rings. Jlr. Crabbe's seventeenth-ceutuiy clock,

spoons, and Roman antiquities were objects of

sreat attraction, though not specially bearing on
the neighbourhood. The collection of draw-
ings of Devonian antiquities (exbiliitcd by Mr.

Edward Ashworth and by Mr. Townsend)
was especially worthy of note ; for daring

the career of '• restoration '' many of tho

parclosos and rood-screens have been re-

moved or destroyed. Thus Mr. Townsend's
sketches of tho old gates of Exoter have an espe-

cial value, and although we know that the fine

screen at Cburston Ferrers is gone, yet Mr. Ash-
worth's careful drawing gives an idea of wh.at it

was, and his view of the interior of S, Saviour's

Church, Dartmouth, shows the internal arrange-

ment and fittings of a Devonian church ere the

hands of the spoiler had been placed on them.

.\monsst Mr. Townsend's drawings is one of

Eloyt's house, at the back of Hik'b-street, Exeter,
—-a fine specimen of projecting panel-worl; and
lattices, which has been re-erected in Bishop's-

passage, Exetor. The ancient houses, with over-
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han^inff floors and curiously carved brackets, in

Hi£rli-stri-et and in Fore-street, are well drawn
Mr. Ashworth's carefully studied drawing of the

canopied tomb of Bishop Stratford, in Eset^T
Cathedral, gives a vivid idea of this eleerantlv

carved recumbent efHgy. The well-proportioned

Tudor gateway to Shute, and also to Tavistock
Court; the elegant Perpendicular tower and
pinnacles of Chittlehampton, and the curious

brackets at Annivelan's Hospital, in Catherine-

street, were pointed out by archaeolo^i-tts as ex-
cellent examples in various styles. Amongst the

collection of screens and parcloses was a four-

teeuth-centm*y osamplo from Stoke-in-Teign-
mouth ; Coleridge, with its fan tracery, and also

an example from the same place of a much later

period, with lin^n panels; a similar one at Cole-

brook. Burringtun has a somewhat low and
heavy example. The fin© fan rood-screen of

Ohawleigh is perhaps one of the hanrlsomest ex-

hibited, for there is only a small sjctiou of Cul-

lompton screen amongst the collection. Amongst
the chimney-pieces was a beautiful one from
Ottery S. Mary, and a series of highly-fanishecJ

drawings of the timber-work (carved and panelled)

at The Grange. Mr. Townsend exhibited some
Tory curious drawings of old font> ; one at Pin-

hoe was especially remarkable. One of the latest

adilitions to the museum was the bullet which
killed Lord Nelson, exhibited by command of

the Queen.

FIRST DAY.—TUESDAY, JULY 20.

Receptioxs at the Guilduall.

The Mayor (Mr. C. J. FoUett) and Corporation

of Exeter received the President and members
and friends of the Institute at the Guildhall, at

12 o'clock. The Guildhall is a fine Mediaeval

apartment, 62ft. long, by 25ft. wide. It has a

fine waggon headed timber roof, and the sides of

the walls are wainscoted for about Sft. in height,

the wainscoting being richly carved, and con-

taining as part of it.^ ornamentation a number of

small shields exhibiting the arms of the different

mayors, illustrious benefactors, and the various

guilds of the city. Over the dais is a la'go

stained-glass window, containing the aims of the

mayors and sheriffs of the city since the passing

of the Municipal Reform Act. The gallery at

the other end is modern. The hall dates from
14(^4, and is said to be essentially unchanged.
The proceedings commenced by the Mayor

calling upon the Town-clerk to read an address

of welcome to the lustitute. The address ex-

pressed the belief of the Mayor and Corporation

that not only in the City of Exeter, but through-

out the wide and beautiful county of Devon—itself

so distinguished as the birthplace of some of the

. chief founders of England's greatness—the Insti-

tute would meet with a fund of interesting ma-
terials bearing on the peciiliar studies of its

members, and out of those materials the visitors

would doubtless be able to collect and impart to

others no mean amount of archaeological lore.

The Opening Meeting.

The Earl of Devon-, the President of the Con-

gress, in commencing the inAugnr;il address, re-

ferred to the lato Bishop of Winchester. Ho
then proceeded to sny that the studies of the

archoBologist were not without matonal advan-
tages. Few persons could observe such indica-

tions of the habits and physical condiiiou of the

earliest inhabitants of this island as are afforded

by the remains of their rude dwellings, and by

the rude implements occasionally found, without

a sense of thankfulness that their lot had been

cast in times of improved knowledge, of advanced
civilisation, and more refined habits, or without
readily recognising the truth that greater ad-

vantages entailed greater social, meral, and
religious responsibilities. Again, in examining
the remains of the early and the later domestic

buildings, one could not fail to be struck with

the contrast between the numerous and carefully

studied provisions for attack and defence,—in-

dicating a state of society where every man's
hand was ag;unst his neighbour, and Might held

sway over Right,—and the indications of a

more peaceful, free, and well-ordered society,

afforded, in increased measure as years pass on,

by the gradual changes in architecture." More-
over, the study of ecclesiastical remains, proving
as it did that our ancestors deemed it fitting to

give, for the glory of God, and the due celebrati"n

of His worship, whatevei* they had most to be

prized in the natural material or in the creatioLB

of art, may well stimulate the devotion of their

descendants, and elevate and guide their judg-

ment. Lastly, the study of the past had, if

properly and thoroughly conducted, a sound men-
tal and moral induence Living as we did in the
full enjoyment of all the appliances of modern
civilisation, we should yet be led by archseological
observations, to feel grateful to those who had
gone before us for the treasures in art and in

architecture which had been handed down to us,

and we should consider what would in many
respects, have been our condition had our ances-
tors done nothing for ua, and, unlike the man
who said h-^ would do nothing fo.* posterity be-

cause posterity had done nettling for him, we
shduld be the more inclined to endeavour, in our
measure, to leave something behind for the benefit

of those who are to follow us. He (the Earl of

Ddvon)ventured to claim for the Western Counties
some objects of special interest, while admitting
that, as regarded certain other p >ints, other dis-

tricts of England had the advantage over them.
As regarded churches, for instance, the district

did not possess such noble specimens of various
styles of architecture as were to be found in some
of the Midland or Northern counties ; while, as

to castles, there were none in the district equally
large or equally perfect with those of which
remains existed elsewhere. The south-west, how-
ever, was far from destitute in objects of interest

to the archaeologist, and discoveries had been
made in the district from time to time which
amply justified further investigations. Known
at a very early period to the Phcenicians, it

might naturally be expected that the counties of

Devon and Cornwall would present interesting pe-
culi rities for the study of the archaeologist; while
the existence of large tracts of elevated and un-
cultivated land, more especially Dartmoor, had
tended to the preservation of remains of ancient
character which might, imder other circum-
stances, have become miitiliated or defaced.
Having alluded in terms of approbation to the
labours of the lato Mr. Kirwan, among the cairns
and barrows found on some of the hills in the
district, and to those of Mr. Pengelly in connec-
tion with Kent's Cavern, Torquay, his lordship
observed that of the churches of the district it

might safely be asserted that if they were not
marked by great size, or by the characteristics

of the purest times of ecclesiastical architecture,

they possessed, in their numerous rood-screens,

and in the carved bench-ends which had sur-

vived the churchwardens' "improvements" of

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,

peculiar claims to attention. Though the or-

dinary parochial churches of the district might
not be especially noteworthy, the Churches at

Ottery S. Mary's (restored by the liberality of

the Coleridge family), Crediton (whose grand
fabric awaited, it was to bo hoped, similar re-

storation at no distant period), Plympton,
CuUoiupton, Tiverton, and other places, need
not shrink from comparison with the remarkable
churches which (in greater numbers it was true)

might be found in other counties. Especially,

however, would he invite those vrho visited

Exeter on this occasion to give their attention

to the noble cathedral that rose above
the city,—to its Norman towers, to its

unusual breadth, and to the rare beauty
and variety of its window tracery. He
ventui'ed to hope that in the work of restoration

now in progress, the visitors would not fail to

recognise a zealous endeavour to reproduce the

glories of a noble fabric, and to adapt the Mother
Church of the diocese to the requirements of in-

crea sing assemblages of worshippers. If the
castles of the district could not compare in size,

or in their state of preservation, with the
Edwardian castles of Wales, or with the border
fortresses of the northern counties, still in the re-

mains of Exeter, Totnes, Plympton, and Laun-
ceston Castles—and even in the picturesque
tower of Okehampton. as it rose above the rush-
ing water "which washed its base—might be
traced vestiges of the Norman Conquest; while
at Berry Pomeroy were to be seen at once the

ruins of the feudal castle and the remains of the

manor-house of the sixteenth century. The
ancient domestic architecture, whether as ex-
hibited in those buildings which belonged to the

class of castellated houses assigned to the four-

teenth or the fifteenth century, or in the remains
of the later times of Elizabeth and James I., the

district was far from devoid of interesting speci-

mens. Under the first class, Cotehele on the

Tamar, if smaller than Haddon Hall, was a no
less perfect and unspoilt example of the fifteenth

century ; while notably in Compton Castle, and
in a less degre.^ at Powderham Castle, details

not without interest are to be met with. Of tho
times of Elizabeth and James, Holcombe Rogus
and Bradfield, both recently restored with care
and judgment, and Bradley, near Newton Abbot,
might be referred to as among remarkable ex-
amples. In not a few cases, buildings now used
as farmhouses in various parts of the country re-
tained in the old hall, or the projecting oriel,

traces of the times when the owner was an inde-
pendent proprietor. His lordship concluded by
again welcoming tho Archaeological Institute to

Devonshire.

Mr, G. T. Clark then read an interesting and
exhaustive paper "On Devonshire Worthies,'*
from which it appeared that mou no less dis-

tinguished in art than Hogarth, Gainsborough,
Reynolds, Turner, Northcote, Cosway, Prout,
Opie, and Eastlake were born in the county.

The opening meeting concluded, the members
proceeded to visit the remains of

RouGEMONT Castle.

The castle stands on the highest part of the
hill on which the city is built, and on the north-
eastern extremity. It was ttie Castle of Exeter,
but is called " Rougemont " Castle, from the Red
Trap or Plutonic rock which crops up to tho

surface on and around the site of the Castle.

Mr. G. T. Clark, who accompanied the visitors,

said that the gatehouse partially remaining is a
very good specimen of early twelfth century
fine-jointed masonry. Moreover, this gateway
is the only positive building of Norman date

which remains above ground in the city. It is

square, or, at any rate, rectangular on plan, and
very like the gateway of Poi'chester Castle,

visited by the Institute a year ago. It has inner

and outer portals, both of the same age, although

the outer one is now clo-^ed up. The original

Norman gateway probably had no portcullis.

Above the entrance-arch on the inside are a pair

of coupled windows, the jambs of which are un-

questionably Norman, as is evidenced by the

abaci. The arches are gone, and the lintels are

mere inclined slabs, thus presenting the appear-

ance of Saxon arches, which they certainly are

not. The buttresses on the east side are addi-

tions. The buttresses on the outer side are Nor-

man. Altogether, this is a very good specimen

of a Norman gatehouse of the plainest kind-

Near it is a half-round Early Norman bastion.

There is a small Norman turret near it belong-

incr to the town-wall. There is no doubt that

originally the Castle was isolated from the city

by earthworks. The position was a very strong

one naturally, and artificial means had made it

still stronger. The hill on which the castle stood

j

is very steep, and, of course, the ascent was still

I

steeper. Having made the tour of the Castle, the

I

visitors, while in the beautiful grounds of Mrs.

Gard. adjoining the Castle, gathered together to

hear Mr. Clark's discourse on

TiiE CiTT AND Castle of Exeter.

Mr. Clark said the city of Exeter occupies an

]

elevated platform, bound to the south-west by

I

the deep and rapid Exe, and on the north and

south by two tributary streams, each of which

I
flows down a valley of considerable depth.

I Between the heads of these streams is interposed

a neck or isthmus of high land, by which the

sort of peninsula occupied by the city is connected

with the higher laud towards the north-east. A
place so strong by i ature, and so conveniently

placed upon a navigable river but a little distance

from the sea, was pretty sure to be occupied at

an early period ;
and the original position may

well have been held by the Britons, by whom the

river was originally named, and whose autho-

rities, writing long after the event, claim the city

as Caerwisc or Caerisk. However this may be,

the Romans either found or created here the city

known in their time as Isca Dumnoniorum; and

they either found or rem'.doUed the earthworks

upon the lines on which all the later defences

have been constructed. The Reman wall ran

along the crest of the slopo towards tho east,

north, and west, and a little within the slop©

iipon the south. The space inclosed was roughly

rectangular in figure, and was traversed by two

main roads, meeting in the centre, and each

bavin rr its gate. At the foot of the slope towards

the river, or most exposed side, extended a

narrow tract of low marshy ground, repeated on

the S. Thomas bank of the stream, where it is

traversed by various loops f nd bye-branches of

tho main river. At the north-east angle of the

iuclotfure of tho ancient city, and commandmg
the causeway of aj^proach from the east, an up-
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burst of reddish Plutonic rock forms an ominonco
higher than tlao rest of the platform, and is in-

dicated by nature as the citadel. Probably it

was so occupied by the Roman.s. The elevation

has been scarped and strengthened by art, and
the earthworks still to be seen are certainly

much earlier than the arrivrtl of the Nor*-

mans. What the Romans built or what the

Saxons found is unknown, but the city continued

to exist, and became at an early period populous,

rich, and. by a natural sequence, exposed to hos-

tile attacks. Thus ii was attacked by the Danes
in 876. and again in SH. when Alfred came to

its relief. It seems, from a letter by Bishop
Grandison, in the reign of Edward III., that King
Atbelstan. between i)25 and 1)41, was reported

to have walled in the city and the castle, and
Mr. Freeman is of opinion that apart of the north
wall still visible may possibly be the work of

that prince. In 920 Athelstan beat back the

Britons beyond the Tamar, and probably regarded
Tremerton and Exeter as important military

points. The internal evidence of Tremerton
points to a Saxon origin. In the eleventh century
the city was wasted by Sweyn, who encamped at

Penhow, a little north of the castle. Never-
theless, the favourable circumstances that led

to its foundation led also to its resurrection.

and under the care of Canute and the
Confessor, Exeter became once more the

Queen of the West, and so continued until the
Norman Conquest. As such the city refused to

how before the Norman yoke, and gave hospi-

tality within its walls to Githa, the mother of

Harold, and promoted her escape to Flanders.
Besides this, the citizens dealt harshly with a
fleet of Norman mercenaries, driven by stress of

weather into their port. Finally, thoy refused to

admit a Norman garrison. This conduct led, in

1068, to the celebrated march of the Conqueror
into the west, and to the siege and fall of the ci y.
William approached from the east, and presented
himself before the east gate, by which it is said be
entered. It is certain that ho found the city

walled, and this wall he breached and ruined. The
position thus won was t'oimportint to be ne-
glected, .and William left Baldwin de Saporde
Brioniis in charge, with instructions to build a
Castle, as the Normans understood that for-

midable word. Baldwin seemed to have re-

moved forty-eight houses to make room for the
new work, but what these were is unknown.
No castle is named in Doomsday, which records
Tremerton, Okehampton, and Launcoston.
Baldwin certainly did something. Had ho or
any later governor built a quadrangular keep,
some trace or record of it would most probably
bo preserved. For some unkown reason, quad-
rangular keeps were not popular in the west.
There was one af Bristol, and is one at Taunton,
but Launceston, Tremerton. Dunster, Restornel,
and Truro have orh,ad shell-keeps The position
at Exeter was not such as to call for a circular or
polygonal shell-keep. Supposing Br.ldwin to
have found, as no doubt ho did, a court
surrounded with broad, lofty earthworks, such as
arc still seen, he would, no doubt, face them with
a strong revetment w.ill of sufficient height,
which w^ould thus bo backed by a rampart of
earth, and need nothing but a parapet \o protect
it. He would add a gate at each end, one open-
ing into the city, the other into the field. In the
city the wall has been built against an earlier
bank. In 1201 the Castle contained a well. As
early as the time of Bishop Chichester (1138-
1150), the Castle contained the church of
S. Mary, endowed with four prebends. The
Castle was immensely strong. The two inner
sides were covered by the city, against which it

was defended by a triplo ditch and bank (outside
of which there seems to have boon a wall) which
were traversed by the drawbridges and defences
of the great gate, in advance of which was a
barbican. The city walls were probably,
sooner or later built to protect those of the
Castle. The wjill was continued along ths
old linos, and the old gates were at various
periods replaced. The nonh g.ite was removed
in 176!), and the east in 1784. The east
and west gates were the finest, and of one date.
Tho south gate was of Oecoratod date, and had a
low pointed arch between two drum towers. It
was removed in 1819. Lysons gives a view of
Broad Gate, which shows a pointed Norman arch
with Perpendicular superstructure. There was
also a wator-gate, at the south-west angle of the
city, where tho wall approached nearest to the
river. This was removed in 1815. The view
given by Lysons shows it to have had a Norman
arcii. Tho history of the castle is not specially

interesting. Baldwin de Rodvors held it for tho

Empress Maud against Stephen, who took it after

a four months' siege. Sir William Cour-
teney besieged it for Edward IV. in

14(59, hut without success. In 1497 it was
attacked by PerkinWarbeck, bat without success.

In Leland's time the walls wore strong, and
there were especially "many fair towers " be-

tween tho south and west gates. In 1012
Northernhay was levelled, and in 1G9S converted

into a walk, the ditch at tho lower end being

filled up. In 1069 the Duke of Tuscany found
the castle a mere square inclosure.—On the

motion of Mr. Parker the thanks of tho visitors

were tendered to Mr. Clark for his address.

[The sections did not meet to-d.ay, but in tho

evening the members and visitors attended a

grand soiree at the Royal Albert Museum, on the

invitation of the Mayor.]

SECOND DAT.—WEDNESDAY, JI^LY 30.

Sectional Meetixgs.

Wednesday's proceedings commenced with sec-

tional meetings, only two of the sections sitting

however,
TitE Historical SEcnoN.

This section met at the Athenaeum, Bedford-
circus, at half-past nine o'clock. Sir John Maclean,
V.P., in the chair, in the absence of Sir John St.

Aubyn, whoso military duties necessitated his

presence at Dartmoor. Sir John Maclean de-

livered a brief inaugural address on the history

of this part of tho country, in tho course of

which he ti-eated of the scope of history in

general. He observed that the v.alue of history

as a science was an axiom that might be taken
for granted. The first and greatest requisite of

the historian was to obtain accurate knowledge
of facts. This, though a most essential point,

was not all. Facts informed the historian's mind
;

but then cnme into action all those rarer and
higher qualities which enabled him to present

the facts to the reader as living realities. It was
necessary that he should abstract himself from
the political turmoil of the time in which he

lived, and that he should throw himself into the

spirit of the period of which he wrote. How
difficult this was, was evidenced by the fact that

m any so-called " Histories " of England wore
little more than mere romances. Facts wore the

dry bones with which historians, in common with
antiquaries, had to deal. After tracing the inti-

mate relation.ship between history and archa>o-

logy, he concluded by dwelling upon the value

of archaiology, whon rightly understood, to the

historian.

Jlr. E. A. Freeman, D.C.L., the historian of

the Norman Conquest, then read a paper on " The
Place of Exeter in the History of England." Two
other papers were down on the sylkibus of

this section for this morning's meeting, viz.,

' Royal Letters, &c., from tlie Municipal Records,

of Exeter." bv Mr. William Cotton, and on the
" Heraldry of Exeter," by tho Rev. F. T. Colby,

B.D., F.S A. Owing to want of time, these papers

were postponed.

The Antiquities Section.

The hall of the Vicars' Collage was tho meet-

ing place of the section of Antiquities, which
was very thinly attended. In the absence of

both the President and Vice-President of this sec-

tion, the chair was taken by Mr. Pengelly, F.R.S.

The first paper read was by Jlr. J. R. Chanter,
" On a Medi.Tval Ring found near the Site of the

Priory of S. Mary, Pilton, near Barnstaple." An
interesting discussion ensued, in which Jlr. W. H.
Tregellas, the Secretary of the section. Dr. Jago,

the chairman, and Mr. Chanter, took part.

Mr. G. Wareing Okmerod, M.A., F.G.S., then
read a most interesting paper entitled " Notes on

Rude Stone Remains on the Eastern Side of Dart-

moor." Wo hope to give an abstract of this

paper in our next.

Excursion to Cullompton and Br.vdfield
House.

Tho sectional meetings having been brought
to a close, about ninety of tho members and
friends started at half-past 11 o'clock by special

train from S. David's station to Cullompton,
whence carriages were taken to

Bradfield House.

This is a fine Elizabethan mansion, althongh

the principal front is new, having been restored,

in 1861, by JI;'. John Hayward, architect, of

Exeter.

Mr. J. H. Parker, C.B., explained tho prin-

cipal features of tho mansion. He remarked that

when the Archaeological Institute visited old
houses or old churches its members often h.ad to

complain of what was miscalled " restoration."
That word often meant the utter destruction of
everything ancient, and the erection or substitu-
tion of something quite new. Tho restoration of
this building, however, was a most commendable
one. and fully maintained the reputation of the
architect who had restored it—Mr. John H.ay-
ward, F.S.A., of Exeter.. The whole of the work
had been thoroughly and conscientiously done.
The mansion, which had long been the residence
of the Walrond family, was in no portion e.arlier

than tho time of Henry VII. The house had
been much altered and added to in the time of
James I., and in the time of Elizabeth, or pro-
bably E'lward VI. Briefly described, it ivas a
house of Henry VII.'s time, much altered and
added to in the time of .lames I. The carved
heads above the linen-panjlled wainscot in the
bauqueting-hall furnished characteristic ex-
amples of the head-gear of Henry VII.'s time.
The very beautiful dining-room was entirely of
the time of James I., the date being 1626.

On one side of the hall was formerly a
very wide window, the lintel of which h.ad

given way, and it had now, as a structural
necessity, been divided into two windows. Tho
hall contains a very good minstrels' gallery,

beneath which is the original buttery-hatcb^
through which the dishes were served from the
kitchen. The original entrance to the hall with
Tudor-headed doorway also still exists, with a sort

of porch built over it. At the entrance to the
drawing-room is that peculiar arrangement
known as an inner porch, a fashion which came
in in Henry VH.'s time. The drawing-room is as-

fine an example of Jacobean work as is to be met
with anywhere. The roof of the bauqueting-
hall is unusually rich in its panelling, and the
pierced work at the springing, although mostly
restored, is of exactly the same pattern as tho
ancient work. Tho old mouldings of the wall-

plates are retained, although the wall-plates them-
selves were so decayed as to need renewal. Mr.
Parker, in concluding his description of t'ae

building, reiterated his satisfaction with the
m.anner in which Mr. Hayward hat restored the

building, and observed that that architect had
built a hall at Oriel College, Oxford, much after

the fashion of this building.

Cullompton Church.

Mr. J. H. Parker observed that tho very fine

western tower was Late Perpendicular in-

character, partaking very much of the Somerset-

shire type of tower, usually attributed to tho

time of Henry VH., but in reality much
earlier. It was built in four stages, and
had light and elegant pinnacles, pierced

parapet, and a great deal of ornamental
work. Beneath the clock on the west front

art the mutilated remains of a sculptured

crucifixion ; on all parts of the exterior of the

church there are intermixed Sacred monograms-
and masons' marks. On the north side of the

tower is an elegant octagonal staircase turret ; tho

two turret staircases to the rood-loft still remain
;

the east window is modern but well restored ; th&

vestry is curiously but very conveniently situate

beneath the cill of window of south aisle, as com-
mon in Somersetshire; on the south side is a
fine chantry chapel, built by John Lane, a
wealthy woolstapler, in 1526. As a remark-
able inscription in English on the exterior

testifies, this chapel furnishes a fine example o£

fan vaulting which, however, accordfug to Mr.

Parker, was e idently an afterthought. The
church as a whole is a very rich speciuien of tho

Lat- Perpendicular style, aud remarkably well

preserved. The celebrated rood-screen was much
admired, as was the richly decorated cradle roof.

The decorations of roof and screen have been care-

fully res ored. in accordance with the old work.

The west gallery is of the time of Charles II.,

and although somewhat out of harmony with

the rest of the church, is worth retaining.

The Perpendicular windows on north side are

most unusually perfect.

The second day's proceedings were brought

to a close by a conversazione in the portrait-

gallery at tho Albert Jluseum, when Mr.

Scharf delivered a lecture. Yesterday, Thurs-
day, the members met for business at the

Guildhall, after which the buildings of interest

in the town were visited ; in the evening,

the Bishop received the visitors at t le Pal»ce.

To-day, Friday, there is an excursion to Dart-

moor. These and subsequent proceedings will

bo reported in our next.
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OUR LITHOGRAPHICILLUSTRATlOrJS.

PROPOSED NEW CHCKCH AT S. AUBtN, JEESET.

TiiS erection of thi^ chiirch (from the designs

of Mr. J. EdwarJ K. Gutts, architect, Hammer-

smith, W.) was to have been commenced last spring,

but owint; to the failure of the Bank, in which the

money collected for the purposo had been placed,

the erection has been postponed for a year or two.

The church will stand at the entrance to S. Aubin,

on the road from S. Helier's, with a tree-covered

cliff ou the north (or, strictly speaking, west) side,

and only the road and railway between it and the

sea on the south (i.e., east) side, and with its

tower and spire will be a conspicuous landmarli

from S. Helier's and tho sea. The only building-

stone of the island being granite, it has been

found necessary, for economy'.-5 sake, to keep the

work exceedingly simple, and to trust to size and

proportion together with the beauty and colour

of the material for effect. The form of tower

and spire shown in the design is used, to be some-

what in harmonY with the native type, which is

almost universally a simple central tower with a

plain lancet window on each fa?e, surmounted by

a pyramidal spire, the junction of which with the

tower is so slightly marked as to be barely per-

ceptible. The walls of the church will bo built

of quarry-faced granite, red and grey being used

indiscriminately, with a slight admixture of

black; the do >rways, windows, and arches

being also of granite, with an axed face. The

font, pulpit, and reredos will be of polished

granites of different colours, of which there are

several beautiful varieties in the island. The
floors will-bo paved with plain tiles, which in the

chancel will be enriched with encaustics. The

seating, of light open benches in the nave, but

of a more substantial character in the chancel, are

to be of deal lightly stained and varnished. The
roof timbers will be of the same material, covered

with red tiles, which, together with slates, liaio,

&c., have to be imported from England. The

diaper work shown on the walls inside and out

will bo of red and black or red and grey granites.

The building is to be erected for about £4,000,

and will seat 300 people in the nave. We may
pi-obably give perspective sketches in a future

number.
PAF.ISH SCHOOLS, BERLIN.

Wo give, this week, an illustrttion of one of the

parish schools of Beidin, the ' (jcmeimlcsclmle
"

in the "liurfUrstonstrasse." The class of children

attending this type of school is from the lowest

stratum of the population, and the building forms

a fair parallel to one of our own Bo.ard Schools.

It is of plain brick throughout.

labourers' COTTAGES.

The illustrated design now given was awarded

the first place in the Double Cottage class by tho

Northern Agricultural Society last March. It

is designed so as to obtain the greatest

accomodation in a small space and at a moderate

cost, viz., £208. Us. 9d. (see Report, p. 463,

Building News, April 18th, 1873).

Contents of Rooms.
Superficial Cubical.

Living Room 150 1200
Washhouse 82-6 (;(!2

Parents' Room 100 700
Girl's Room 80 022

Boy's Room 80 588

All the rooms are fitted with Arnott's

ventilators, and four have fireplaces. The
living-room has a wood floor and the upper

rooms are reached by a staircase without going

through any room. Local stone would be used

for the walls. The plans will explain themselves,

and the whole, i^. is believed, is in accordance

with tho instructions of tho Inclosure Com-
missioners. Tho design is by Alfred Garden, of

Brighton.

ROMAN ARCHITECTCEE.

The details of Roman architecture, which

appear this week, are a further instalment of

the History of Art now appearing in the BriLD-

ING News, and will be found fully described on

another page.

VISIT OF THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIA-

TION TO NEWARK, LICHFIELD, AND
THE NEIGHBOURHOOD.

THE fourth annual trip of the members of the

Architectural Association, for pleasure and

architectural study, is to be made in the week

commencing Monday. August the 1 8th. On that

day, shortly after noon, the members will meet

at Grantham, and the parish church and some

other buildings will be visited. The " Saracen's

Head," at Newark, will be reached for dinner,

and thereafter Mr. Sharp© will deliver an in-

augural address. Tuesday will be devoted to

drives from village to villago—amongst others to

the lata Transitional church at Bockingham,

Brant Broughton,'»nd the rare church at H'twton,

where are to bo found works of good Curvilinear

character, in the chancel especially an Easter

sepulchre, tomb.s, &c., probably both by the same

hand as the better known works at Heckington,

figurfd elaborately in "Bowman and Crowther."

Tuesday evening will be spent at Newark, and the

church of S. Mary JMagdalen will be open for an

organ recital ; a precedent that will be followed

at Southwell, Ashbourne, and at Lichfield Cathe-

dral ou following nights. On Wednesday the

Collegiate Church of Southwell, the remains of

the palace of the Archbishops of York there,

and the Late Lancet Church at Upton, about two

miles away, will occupy the day. On Thursday

visits will be made by rail to the great church of

S. Mary, Nottingham, and tho Tower, the relic of

All Saints, Derby ; Tutbury Castle, and the

remains of the Norman Church close by, will be

reached on the way to Ashbourae, on the borders

of tho counties of Derby and Stafford, and near

the Dovodale of Izaak Walton and Cotton.

Drives to Mayfield and Norbury Churches will

occupy till about 2 o'clock on Friday afternoon
;

the early morning being devoted to the well-

known church at Ashbourne, now under repair

in consequence of the ruinous condition of the

admiralily proportioned spire. At S. Mary's,

Staii'ord, a largo example containing Transitional,

Geometrical, and Curvilinear work will occupy

several hours, till the time for starting by tiain

to Lichfield. At that city Saturday, the last

day of tho excursion, will be passed ;
and the

final dinner will take place at 3.30 in the after-

noon. The fifty, for whom accommodation in

carriages and hotels is provided, will be able for

the most part to reach their homes the same
evening.

Ofiiil (['ngineering.

Bristol.—Some extensive improvements in

the dock accommodation at Bristol have just been

completed under the superintendence of Mr. T.

Howard, C.E., at a cost of rather more than

£314,000. A new junction lock has been con-

structed between the floating harbour and Cum-
berland basin, 3.50ft. long, G2ft. wide, having the

upper sill 23ift. and tho lower sill 2Gft. below

float level. The entrance lock between the basin

and the river is of the same dimensions as tho

new junction sill, having its upper side 29ft. 4in.

and its lower side 30ft. -tin. below float level. In

the junction lock is placed a pair of gates to

exclude the high tides from flowing into the

hai-bour. The sluices for filling tho locks and
for scouring purposes have been designed so as

to be independent of the lock gates, a- d are

built in the solid masonry of the lock w-alls, so

that the mud and silt is carried out behind the

gates instead of being drawn up against the sills

during scouring or the ordinary operations of

filling the locks. These sluices aro capable of

letting out from between the gates of the en-

trance lock six million gallons of water in six

minutes, and the void thus caused can be re-

supplied from the basin in about the same time.

Tho gates, .as well as the largo sluice valves and

the machinery for opening the bridges and the

capstans at tho pier heads for tho use of ve.ssols,

are all worked by hydraulic power, so simple in

in its application that a child could put it in

action. The gain in point of time is consider-

able. Formerly, it took a quarter of an hour to

open or shut tho Brunei lock gates ; the opera-

tion can bo performed in tho new locks in a

minute and a half. Below the entrance lock is a

fine quay wall, the construction of which has

been one of the most difficult parts of the woiks.

as it is built on the mud-bank of the river, and

tho foundation h.ad to be laid in somo places 53fi.

below the surface. At tho oud of this is an in-

clined piano 212ft. long, intended as a landing-

stage for passengers or cattle if required. Below

this again is a floating iron pontoon landing-

stage for passengers only, 20.jft. long, and at the

back of tho jetty are waiting rooms for pas-

sengers. The contractor for the masonry and

earthwork was the late Mr. William Judwell, of

Birmingham ; for tho iron lock gates and

pontoon landing-stage Messrs. Maudslay Brothers,

of Cardiff ; for the hydraulic machinery, Sir W.
G. Armstrong and Co., of Newcastle-on-Tyne

;

and for the iron swing-bridge over the junction

lock the Avonside Engine Company.

Westward Ho!—A now pier has just been

completed at Westward Ho! from plans by Mr.
Wil.-on of London, by Mr. John Abbott, of High-

stroet, Bideford. Tho pier is 500ft. in length,

the head being 85ft. by 45ft., the breadth of the

general body being IHft., and it is supported by

wrought and cast-iron piles and columns strongly

braced. The cost of tho undertaking is upwards

of £4,000. There is a handsome refreshment-

room at the entrance to the pier, and seats

comfortably constructed on either side.

ARCHITECTUKAL AND ARCHiSOLOaiCAL
SOCIETIES.

British Arch-eological Association.—This

Association holds its annu.al congress at Sheffield

this year. The sittings will commeuce on

Monday, the 18th of August, and will bo con-

tinued during tho week. In tho afternoon of

that day a visit will be paid to the Shrewsbury

monuments in the parish church, to the Manor

Castle (one of the prisons of Mary Qaeen of

Scots), and to an interesting old residence known

as Broom Hali, in one of tho suburbs of Sheffield.

On Tuesday visits will be paid to Beauchieff

Priory and to Worksop Priory. On Wednesday

an excursion will bo mad'i to Roche Abbey, the

Church of Laughton-cn-le-Morthen and S. John's.

Returning by way of Rotherham, tho members
will visit tho fine old parish church in that town,

.and the Bridge Chapel. On the following d.ay a

special train will convey tho members to Berry-

bridge for the Roman station at Stark, and visits

will be paid to several places of interest in tho

neighbourhood. The famous old castle at

Conisbro' will be seen on Friday, and afterwards

a visit will bo made to Tick'hiU Castle. Tho

remarkable earthworks at Bradfield (a portion

of the water company's dams) will bo seen on

Saturday, and subsequently a visit will be paid

to Wharncliffe Lodge and Chase, the seat of

Lord Wharncliffo, A number of papers will be

read at tho evening sitting, many of thorn hav-

ing rofoi-ence to local places of interest. Tho

members of tho Congress will be entertained at a

banquet given by the Duke of Norfolk at the

Cutlers' Hall on tho opening night, and while

visiting Conisbro' Castle, they will proceed to

Doucaster, where they will be the guests of the

Mayor of that town.

Cambrian Arch.eological Association.—
Tho Archa;ological Association of the principality

holds its annual meeting next week, Kuig jton,

in Radnorshire, being selected as tho place of

gathering. Tho President elect is the Hon.

Arthur Walsh, M.P., and tho inaugural address

will bo delivered by him on Monday evening

next. There will be excursions on tho 5th, 6th,

7th, and 8th to places of interest in tho sur-

rounding neighbourhood, including, of com-se,

Offa's Dyke, which is visible close at hand, and

tho castles of Wigmore, Cluo, Hoptou, and

Castle-cwm-Arran, the camp of Caractacus,

British camps near Llandowy, and Brandon

Camp. There will be tho usual evening meetings

for tue reading of papers, and a closing meeting

of members on Friday night. A museum of

antiquities, ornaments, manuscript.^ &c. (which

attracted much attention at the Brecon meeting

last year), will also be formed.

Kent Arch.eological Societv.—Tho Kent
Archasological Society hold a very pleasant

meeting on Thursday week and Friday, at Cran-

brook, in the Weald. Tho first business trans-

acted was the election of "Mr. T. G. Godfrey

Faussett, tie late honorary secretary, to be a

vice-president. Staplohurst and Frittenden

churches were then visited, and tho party

assembled in tho hall of the old Tudor Manor
House of Sissinghurst, where a paper was read

by Mr. Haslowood. At Cranbrook, Mr. Carr, tho

vicar, read an .account of the ancient church ;
and

after dinner in the Vestry-hall, a paper on the
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Kent Petitionorg of 1G47 was read by Colonel

Columtj. and one on the Clotb Trade of the district

by Mr. Tarbutt. On tbe second day an excursion

was made, first to G'assenhu'-y, an old moated

manor-bouBG, on wbicb Mr Jobn Henry Parker.

C.B., made somo observations ; n^-st to tbe parish

church of Hawkburst, whore the vicar, Canon
Jeffreys, read a paper on th? antiquities of the

place, and its connection wit'i the Abbey of

Battle, and on the meanint^ of tbe word *-don."

which occurs so frequently in tbe local nomen-
clature. Tliey then proceeded across the Susses
border to Bodiam Castle, where an nl fresco

luncheon was provided ; after which Mr. Scott

Robertson, thehon. secretary, read a paper kindly

contributed by Mr. G. T. CI 'rk, and described the

appearance and plan of tbe Castle as it was
origiually. After a cordial vote of thanks to Mr.

Clark, the party went on to Etchingbam, where
Mr. Birtoa, tho rector, road a paper on the church,

and the meeting came" to an en i.

Liverpool Architectdr\l and Arch^ologi-
<;al Societv. — On Saturday last the members
and friends of tbe above Society visited Chester
and Eaton Hall, row in process of reconstruction i

from designs by Mr. Waterbouse. They after-

vrards visited tbe church of S. Jobn, Chester, which I

was described by the vicar. He said it was built

about the year 1100 by Peter of Lichfi-^ld, who i

was Bishop of Coventry, Lichfield, and Chester.
|

The lower part of the nave was the earliest

built. The triforium and clerestory were proba-
\

t)ly a hundred years later, and they were believed

to be one of the best sp'^cimens of triforium and
,

clerestory combined. The transition between the

Early English and Norman styles was one of the

best features of the church. Originally the
structure was nearly double the length it is at

present, extending two bays further to the west,

nnd to tbe east n'^arly to the railings of the

Orosvenor Park. The vfcar remarked that there

were originally no (ewer than live sralleries in
j

the church. Mr. Hughes t'^ion conducted them \

i.0 the bishop's palace, wh«^re they inspected the
bishop's private cbap-^l. The party afterwards
paid a visit to the cathedral, where the Dean of

Chester escorted them over the edifice, includ-
,

ing those parts lately closed for restoration, '

and those which have already undergone that
process. In tbe evening the party dinod to-

j

gether.

Mancuester Society of Architects.—The
j

report of the Council of the above Society for i

i^xe year 1872-73 has been sent to us. The num- i

ber of members continues gradually to increase,
1

and tbe balance-sheet is a satisfactory one. The
efforts of the Society on behalf of technical
education both for architects Jind art-workmen
appear to be appreciated. During the past year
the schedule for taking quantities and measuring
up works has been revised in conjunction with a
committee of the Master Baildors' Association,
and reprinted. The Society is to be congratulated
•on the fact, that so well was the work done in
framing this very important document, now the
recognised authority on these matters for this
tlistrict, that no changes whatever have been in-

\

troduced
; the only additions being some few

explanatory paragraphs.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

British Museum axd South KENsiyoTON.—
Mr. Mundella on Thursday week asked whether
there was any trut i in the report, that the South
Kensington Museum and other allied institutions
were about to bo transferred to the management
of the trustees of the Britisii Museum. Mr.
<31adstone said that the question of the present
arrangements of the South Kensington Museum
was under the consideration of the Government.
They connected themselves to a certain extent
•with the British Museum on account of the
necessity for modifying the arrangements of the
British Museum, consequent upon the transfer of
the Natural History Collection to South Kensing-
ton. Beyond that he could not at present go,
except to 8!iy that the matter was still under
process of inquiry.

The Xew Courts of Justice.—The House on
Monday went into Committee of Supply, and on
•the vote completing X0S,HO0 on account of the
new Courts of Justice, Mr. C. Bentinck asked
whether it was intended to have a stone
.groined roof for the central hall.—Mr. W. Fowler
Asked -whether the contract had been sif^ned.

—Mr. Ayrton said the specifications and minute
details wore being settled, and in two or three

weeks he hoped to be in a position to offer the

'ontract to the tenderer for execution. The de-

sign comprised a stone groined roof for the central

hall, involving very large buttresses and increased

thickness of wall, and though professional

opinions were much divided on this point, it was
at present Mr. Street's intention to adhere to it.

It would be neither practicable nor profitable to

exhibit the designs publicly, but any member and
any gentleman representing any particular in-

terest could see all the material plans at the Office

of "Works.—Mr. Bowring asked whether wooden
floorings would be adopted.—Mr. Alderman Law-
rence asked whether the temler approximat;Hl to

the original estimate.—Mr. Goldsmid hoped the

contract weuld be signed within the shortest

possible period, and that there would be no

further postponement of the works.—Mr Ayrton
said the building would be floored in the usual

way, and due precautions would be taken agaiust

fire. With regard to the expenditure, it would
be more than had been sanctioned by Parliament.

The estimate was £750,000 ; he was not in a

position to state the exact amount of the excess,

but it would be a considerable sum. That, how-
ever, wo aid be a question between the Treasury
and the House. If the policy under which
these Courts of Justice were being built should

be adhered to, application would be made to

Parliament next Session to sanction an increase

of expenditure, and to charge it upon the fund
specially appropriated for the erection of these

buildings.— In reply to Lord Elcho, Mr. Ayrton
stated that the Government had accepted th<!

tender for the works as specified by the architect,

subject to certain deductions he had proposed,

which might be generally describe! as economics
in the construction of the buildings, the general

form of the building remaining the same.—The
vote was agreed to.

Pollution of Rivers Bill.—On Tuesday,
in the House of Lords, on the order of the

day for going into Committee on this Bill,

the Duke of Northumberland said that at

this late period of the Session he felt that the only
course open to him was to move the discharge of

the order; but he would bring the subject uuder
the notice of their lordships next Session, if the

Government did not introduce a measure of their

own.—After some remarks from the Earl of

Morley and the Marquis of Salisbury, the motion
was agreed to, and the order was discharged.

The Ni-:w' Natukal History Mu.seuji.—
Mr. Ayiton, on Tuesday, in reply*to Jlr. B^'au-

mont, whether the public had ever had an oppor-
tunity of judging of the plans now being carried

out in the construction of the Natural History
Museum; and, if not. whether he would permit
plans or models to be exhibited in any place to

which the public had access, said that the plans

and drawings in question were annexed to the

contrriot that had been signed by the contractors,

and it would be impossible to exhibit them.—Mr.

Beaumont asked that copies might be exliibited.

—Mr. Ayrton said it would take a considerable

time and a great expense to make copies of

them.—Mr. Beaumont : They might be photo-

gr;ipbod in a week.—ilr. Ayrton said it would not be

very expensive to produce what were called plans.

Mr. Beaumont said he only wanted such of the

plans or drawings, or what they might be called,

as would enable the public to form an opinion of

the general character and effect of the building

about to bo erected.—M . Ayrton said that plans

could easily be made, but if copies were wanted
of the elevation of the buildi g their production
would occupy a considerable time. As the

contract wtis signed for the erection of the build-

ing, and could not be altered, he could not see

what benefit it would be to exhibit the drawings
to the public—Mr. Beaumont said he wantfd
the public to be able to form an opinion of the
elevation. There would be no difficulty in its

being photographed.—Lord Elcho asked whether
the elevation and plans wore the same as wore
exhibited some time since in the library of the
House of Commons, or whether they had been
altered to suit the rise that had taken place in

the price of building materials, and if so to what
extent.—Mr. Ayrton said they were the same,
but that alterations had since been made in

them. The noble lord could have the det.ails

of the alterations by moving for their production.

—Mr. Beaumont said he would ropea^his question
to the Chief Commissioner of Works on the

following day.

hiildtng JntdliDdia.

Beachampton.—On Sunday the church of S.

Mary's, Beachampton, Bucks, was reopened.
This church, which is a small bat very graceful
specimen of the fourteenth and fifteenth century
work, has undergone a thorough i-estoration at
the able hands of Mr. G. E. Street. R.A. The
entire north wall has been rebuilt, with the ad-
dition of an organ-chamber and vestry ; the porch
and great part of the south aisle have also been
rebuil , new open oak roofs given to the chancel
and both aisles, that of the nave repaired, the
floors laid with Godwin's tiles, a shingle spire

added to the tower, and the church seated
throughout with solid open oak benches, the choir
stalls being of red oak. The reredos is of various
coloured alabaster, containing the Crucifixion in

the centre, with Our Lady, the Four Evangelists,
and S. John Baptist on either side.

Hexley.—Tbe foundation-stone of a new
Wesleyan Chapel was laid at Henley, on Monday
week. Messrs. Cattermole and Eade, of Ipswich,

are the architects. The building is in the Gothic
style of architecture, and will bo capable of

seating about 160 persons, and also give accom-
modation for a vestry-room, provision being
made for its future enlargement, if required.

Platfoed.—The Marquis of Bristol has offered

to rebuild the chancel of Playford church. Mr.
Phipson, architect, has prepar3d the plans, and
the work will be commenced immediately. The
chancel will be in the Early Decorated style,

with a three-light east window, and single light

windows on the south side. Thereof will be a
trussed rafter one. The benching will be of

carved oak. The Marquis will also build an
organ-chamber and vestry on the north side,

which will open into the chancel through a
stone arch.

Thelbridge —The parish church of Thel-
bridge, which has just undergone a thorough
restoration, was reopened for Divine service on
Thursday week. The tower and chancel are

entirely new, being built of Sandford stone, with
Bath stone dressings; in fact the only portion

that remains of the old building is the roof. The
fioor has been relaid with fancy tiles, and a new
stained-glass window has been erected at the east

end of the church. The architect is Mr. George
Packham, of Queen-street, Exeter, the con-

tractors being tbe jMessrs. Parish, of Sandford,

near Crediton, the seating being intrusted to Mr.
James Nicholls, of Thelbridge. The cost of the

work will amount to about £1,^00.

BUILDDtGS.

Nailsworth.—On the 18th inst., a dinner
was given by Mrs. Frith, of the Highlands,
Nailsworth, Gloucestershire, to the workmen

—

the employe's of Messrs. Estcourt, and Co.,

contractors, Gloucester—who have just erected
her new house at the Highlands. This m.ansion
has been erected from the djsigus of Mr. E.van
Cliristiau. and belongs to the half-timbered type
of Old English house. The design groups well
with the immediate surroun<ling3. Timber is

freely used in the outward construction, whilst

the upper part overhangs and is corbelled out
boldly from the lower floor. The gables are

numerous, and the cut red brick chimneys are

handsome, and render the skyline effective.

Mr. Christian has been represented by his clerk

of works, Mr. John Griffiths. The contract has
br>en carried out by Mr. A. Estcourt, Gloucester.

What carving has been executed upon the build-

ing is from the chisel of Mr. Harry Hems, of

Exeter.

Waterford.—The found ition-stone of a new
(Roman) Catholic Convent for the Little Sist.TS

of the Poor was laid at Waterford on the 13th

ult. The building is to be a plain substantial

one. with white brick dressings, will bs in length

12Sft. Gin. ; extreme width, (i-tft. 6in. ; width at

wing, 4(ift. Gin., and height, 3tJft. The estimated

cost is £5,000. The builder is Mr. James Moran,
the Manor; the architect is Mr. G. C. Ashlin, of

the firm of Pugin and Ashlin, of Dub. in, and
clerk of works Mr. T. Lait.

Denstone —On Tuesday an extensive now
middle-class school, which has been erected near
he village of Denstono, North Staffordshire, to
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bo known as S. Chad's College, was formally

dedicated. When completed, the school will

afford accommodation for 400 students. The
building is in the Early Decorated Gothic style.

The ground-plan resembles in form the letter H.
The dormitories, eight in number, will accommo-
date fifty boys each, the rooms being lofty, well-

lighted and ventilated, and commodioas lava-

tories, &c., being attached. The dimi/nsions of

the great schoolroom are 100ft. by 32ft., with
lofty open roof, and it will communicate with the

dinintj-hall below by means of a wide and hand-
some flii^ht of stone stairs. At the auirles of in-

tersoi^tiou of the central and wing buiMings are
two lofty towers, in which are pbtced large water-
tanks for the supply of the building. The whole
building is of whiho Alton -tono. with red bands,
the roof beioEj of tiles. Mr. R. Herbert Cai'peutor,

of Carlton Chambers, Regent-street, Loudon, is

the architect.

S. Thomas.—The new S. Thomas Board
Schools at Exeter, were opened on Monday week.
The style is Gothic. The plinth of the building
is of Westleigh limestone, the upper part being
of red and black brick, relieved by Ham
Hill stone dressing. The main schoolroom is

70ft. in length by 20ft. wide, with a wing
abutting on the south side 23ft. Gin. by
20ft. There are two classrooms attached,

one 18ft. by 27ft. and the otber ISft. by
24ft. The architect of the' building is Mr.
R. M. Fulford, of the Close, Exeter, and the
builder is Mr. Tozer, of S. Thomas.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
"We do not hold ourselves ^e.gpo^sible for the opinions of
our cnrrespondentR. The Editor res lectfully requests
that all cinnmunications should be drawn upas briefly
as possible, as there are many claima,iits upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]

To Our Readers.— We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress ia the proviuces.

All Ifltteri should be aldresqed to the EDITOR, 31,
TAVISTOGK-STREKT, OOVENT-GARi lEX, W.C.
Cheques and Post-office Oiders to be made payable to

J. Passmohb Edwards.

ADVERTISEilENT CH^VRGES.

The charge for advertisements is 6d. per line, of eight
words {the first line counting as two). No advertisement
inserted for less than h;ilf-a-crown. .Special terms for
series of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.

Front Page Advertisements 9d. per line.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

(Payable in advance.;

Nineteen shillings per annum (post free) to any
part of the United Kingdom. To the United States
£1. 6s. (or fi^ dots. goldK To France or Belgium, £1. Gs.
(or 32 francs). To India (via Southampton), '"1. 14s. liid.

To any uf the AusrnLlian Colonies, New Zealand, the
Cape, the West Indies, Canada, Nova Scotia, or Natal
£1. 6s.

N.B.—AmBrican and Belgian subscribers are requested
to remit their subscriptions by International P.O.O.. and
to advise the publisher of the dite and amount of their
remittance Back numbers can only \e sent at the mte
of 7d. each, thepostag- charged being :id per copy. All
foreign subscriptions un ceonipanied by an additional re-
mittance to cover the extra cost of forwarding back num-
bers are commenced from the nest number publidhed
after the receipt of the subscription.

Subscribers receiving their copies direct from the
office are requested to observe that the last number of
the term for which their Subscription is paid, will be
forwarded to them in a coloured icrappei\ as au iutima-
tion that a fresh reuiittance is necessary, if it be desired
to continue the Subscription.

Cases for binding the half-yearly volumes, 23. each.

SMALL REMITTANCES.
Advertisers and others remitting small sums are re-

quested to send Post-offii-e orders, wldchcaunuw be easily
and cheaply obtained, and not to se d posijige-stamps.
The Postmaster-General has re "emly iutim ted his int n-
tion to i^hurg- a double registration fee on all unregistered
letters found to coutain stamps.

Received—Manchester Society of Architects.—"W. H.
Hill.—\v. E W. Ich.— B. Shore.—A. Ardron. - Aldershot
School Board.—S Foster.—J. G. Hall.— S. Tincii.er.—
E. and J, Milner.—M. T. bhaw and Co.— M. Usher.

J. A. Fox (Boston. U.S.A.)— «<'th the numbers a-e out of
print. Amountaeut is added on to subscription,

W. BuCKENHAM.—Thani-8 foryouroffer, which we camiot,
however, at pre^ent accept.

Next Were.— Pressure on our space compels us a^ain
to postpone our second notice of Mr. Lon man's book
on .»^. Paul's Ci'thedral. and the contiduatinn uf our series
of articles on Plumbing, and much other matter.

(!jorrc.ipoiulcncc.

MOUNTAIN CHAPEL COMPETITION.
{To tJie Editor of the Boilding News.)

Sir,—The complaint of " B. E. E." in your issue

of the ISth ult.. is only natural, but hG ba'^ evidently
not read the report of the Committee in the local papers
(I regret I have not one at hmd to send you), but as

the designs en masse are therein most contemptu-
ously spoken, of. he need not wonder at their being
returned without thanks.
For myself, an unsuccessful competitor, I do not

think the scorn of the self-constituted Judges was
merited. I had an opportunity of inspecting the draw-
ings at the Fratery in Carlisle, and, making full .allow-

ance for the superiority of the premiatcd designs
(really very clever schemes and nicely drawn), I can
certainly say there were many, very many, admirable
designs, well-studied and appropriate lu style, &c.

Considering the usual rubbish one meets with on
these occasions, I was surprised to find so many good
designs. Probably a dozen or so were the work of
tyros and amateurs, and several were too extravagant
in stylo and cost ; only to be expected in a competition
for an imaginary subject.

Out of the fifty-six designs furnished, the selection was
not made by Mr. Christian, as stated. The committee
made their choice in the first instance, afterwards
confirmed by Mr. Christian, who had only a few (about
ten, I think) to select from, and, in my opinion, by no
means the best of the lot. However, the committee
who possess the full power of appreciation common to
all amateurs in these matters, must be allowed to hold
their own opinions, and will do so, in spite of dis-

appointed competitors like " B. E. B." and your very
obedient servant.— I am, Sir, &c.. Far North.

ALTERATION OF TENDERS.
Sir,—With regard to a paragraph on page 103 in

your last issue, having rf-ference to Bell-street Schools
contract, we think It necessary to explain the simple
facts as to the alleged alteration. We competed in the
ordinary way, and were lowest on the list of seven
who competed. We were Informed that the sum was
larger than it was desired to expend, and according to
request, left our priced bills of quantities with the
surveyor who took them out.

He then valued the omission of a certain portion of
the buildings which it was proposed t « dispense with,
we looked over the items and signified our assent to

the amount of the deductions, and the reduced tender
was then, we presume, submitted to the board.

This will explain that it was not as expressed, " left

solely in the hands of one firm that made the lowest
estimate at first," but was made in the usual way of
making a reduction. Also that it was not in con-
sequence of excess in price of the first estimate.

—

We are, .sir, &c., Aitchison &l Walker.
Portland Steam Yard, William-street,

S. Johu's-wood, N.W.. July 28, 1873.

TRADES UNIONISM AS UNDERSTOOD AND
APPLIED BZ THE OPERATIVE MASONS OP
LEICESTER.

Sir,—Kindly grant me space in your valuable
journal, as I thiak that trades unionism is not under-
stood and applied cLsewhere as in Leicester.

I think all will agree with me that it is perfectly
right and justifiable for men to unite to help each
other in cases of need, such as oppression, or accidents,
or when disabled through working at an unhealthy
trade ; but when men combine to *:ry to ruin another,
then 1 think all right-thiidting men will say that it is

time some steps were taken to put a stop to it. During
the last two or three weeks the masons of Leicester
have been taking action together to stop all work in

Mr. Allen's firm. In the first place, the above em-
[doyer had some work to fini-'^h by a given time, and
unless the men worked overtime the work could not
be done, so he asked his men to work overtime, and
they agreed to do so if he would pay them S|d. per
hour, instead of 7yd., as the masons were doing for

other employers, and he agreed to pay it. They
worked three or four nights, but, Mr. Allen being secre-

tary for the Master Builders' Association, the masons
of tiie towa called a meeting and declared that it was
contrary to their rules to work overtime, notwitb-
staoding that tUey have a rule which states that in

cases of emergency they may work, providing they
get the 8|d. per hour ; but in this case they decided
that it was not a case of necessity, although the church
fnr which the work was being done was announced to be

opened by a given time; and if it had not been a case
of need, would any one think the builder would pay
H^d. when he could get it done for 7^d ? They ceased
to work overtime, and Mr. Allen, to accomplish the

work by the time, had to resort to machinery to do
the boring (for there was a great deal of it) with the
lathe. Himself and son, with labourers, worked night

after night to do It, and be was up for four successive

niglits, and did not rest for the whole time so that he

might get the work finished. But some of the most
prominent of the Union, when the work came from
the lathe, skulked and idled about it, so that the work
should not be any more forward after all his exer-

tions, and did about a third of a day's work iu a day.

so as to delay the work as much as possible. And, oi

course, when it was out of hand, so that Mr. Alleu could

do without such hands, he naturally discharged them.

Then, to see if they could not stop him again, the
Union sent two men to him to get him to use his in-
fluence to compel a man in his employ to join this
Union

;
if he did not they would strike against hira.

You might guess the result : he refused ; and then the
hulk of his men were cmnpelied (against their Inclin.v
tlon) to come out on strike, or be fined £2. 10s. and be
deprived of all the benefits for which they had contri-
buted. This, of course, has somewhat put a stop to
the work in his hands. To show that it Is a case of
attempting to ruUi this builder, I myself have heard
some of these Union men say. " We will do him up net,
the same as another we dnnr,"—who had an apprentice
more than their rules prescribed. These thing-i speak
for themselves. It can plainly be seen that it Is a
gross act of tyranny exercised against this builder,
simply because he is the secretary of the Leicester
Master Builders* Association ; for he is acknowledged
by all to ho a good employer to work for. By Insert-
ing tlie above you will greatly oblige one of your old
subscribers, A. H. Parker, Stonemason.
Buutingthorpe Church, liClcester.

JufcrcomiininiQttaii

QUESTIONS.
[2972.]—Charing Cross HoteL— What is the-

cause of the many fractures in the white Suffolk brick
piers between the windows in the Villiers-street front
of the above building ? There are no settlements below
of serious import, yet these piers are apparently being
crushed, as the bricks are absolutely broken through
in many places.—L. U.

[2973.]—Spots on Drawings.-1 shall feel obliged
to any corresp ndent who can tell me of a process to-

remove spots from a cotwured drawing. Cannot say if

caused by mildew, buti the colour has gone quite
through ihe paper in spots.—A. W.

[2974.]—Noise through "Windows.—I am de-
sirous of stopping out till! noise of the road traffic

which n»w enters a Ijcdroom by Its windows, but do not
wish to use double sashes. There is a reveal or
recess of seven inches inside each window, to which I
propose to apply light removable wooden .'hutters,

and. If necessary, lined with felt. Would this answer
the purpose, or would a light framework, stretched witU-
canvas and papered, or felted over, be more effectual ?—Sleepless.

[297'i.]—Quantities.—Would Mr. Fletcher or some
other of your talented contributors, kindly state
whether long timbers, such as tie-beams and girders,

should not be stated separately ; and, if so, what is the
limit of length within which may be considered an
ordinary size, and beyond which special notice should
be taken.—R. L.

[2976.]—Timber.— Can anybody give mo a few
notes about timber—how to distinguish the different

kinds—how to tell wtether timber has been cut out of
balk or been imported as deals—what are the largest
average .-^ize balks to be obtaiued—what is the differ-

ence between pine and fir—does the price given in
weekly papers include sawing to required sizes ? Can
I distinguish by sight between red and yellow timber?—One who desires to become Practical.

[2977.]—Tenants' Alterations.—Can any one in-

form me whether a tenant holding a lease of se'en yeara-

six unexpired) of a dwelliug-house and ^hop, can legally

cut a doorway from a living-room to a kitchen and
remove a sink without the landlord's con.sent ? They
have hitherto had to pass out of doors from the one to-

the other. Henry G. A. Plowman.

[2978.]—Buildings in Hertfordshire.—As I am
going for a fortnight into Hertford.-^hire, I should be
extremely obliged if any of your subscribers would
give me the names of any buildings worth measuring
and sketching in that county in j'our next. —Hertus.

[2979.]—Sketching-Pens —What is the best kind
of pen for bold free sketching, suited to perspective'

drawings ? What is the best kind of Ink for that
purpose ? And what is the best kind of pen for ordi-

nary out-door sketching ?--Aide-toi.

[2980.]—Drawings of Encaustic Tiling".—Ai-o

these coloured with ordinary artit-t's water-colours ?

If so, whence do the colours derive their opacity?
Or are specially prepared colours made use of ? If so,

whore may they be obtained, and are they expensive?
—Aide-toi.

[29S1.]—Harrison's Folly, London-road, Clap-
ton.— Will any one kindly inform me whether tenders
lor contract for the building of these alm?h<ruses ap-

peared in the Building News at the time of their

erection. The building iu question was completed
under Mr. K. W. Pugin, Architect, about seven or
eight years ago.

—

Ekqcireb.

REPLIES.
[2937.]—Ventilation of Drains.— I trust "A

Drain Inspector" will excuse me drawing attention

to the way in which he has attached his ventilating-

pipe to the soil-pipe on his sketch (p. 82). In place of

attaching the venlilatiug-pipe to the top of his soil^
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pi7C (as at A In sketch below), he attaches it as atB,
thereby leaving about
2ft. or so of the jup-

per portion of tlic soil-

pipe entirely unvcnti-
lateil. I trust that
this is a mere iapsiis

peivifT, and not really

the way in which things

are carried out in his

district. I have come
across many cases

wlicrethe sewer gnshad
eaten holes through the

top and sides of pipe

near A. owing to the
want of this ventllat-

Ing-pipo being put In at

A (as shown above). In the Bcilding News for

May I7th and September 13th, 1S73, this portion of the

subject Is entered into more at length. In regard to

the quality and Mzeof ventilatlng-pipe, I see "A Drain
In?i>t'eior" speaks of an "loch or ^in. gas-pijiL'."

Kow, I think the size there given too small ; and I do
not apjirove of a " gas-pipe" being put in, whether of

malleable Iron or of lead. The one is too dear fi>r its

bizo, while the other is too slim for the duty It has to

perform. In the sket:h given by "A Drain In-

spector" (at p. 82), In place of putting in a small

"gas-pipe" in front of property to ventilate the

main sewer, I would be for putting in a Sin. irnn rain-

water-pipe, which need not be bent round the project-

ing portion of the roof, but be carried right up
through it, being encased in a lead pipe where it

passes thrnugli the roof. A perforated grating should

be put npon the top of the ventilating-pipe. I see

also that "A Drain Inspector" recommends a "stone-

ware drain-pipe" to be used for the perpendicular

soil-pipe from the water-closet. Now. in a paper such

as the Brn,DiNG News, in place of giving the cheapest

style, I would try to recommend the best, and not such

a clumsy and easily-broken pipe as the stoneware one.

For a good Job, I would say, put in a 4^1*. or Sin.

cast-iron pipe ^in. thick, with a 2Un. or 2in. venti-

lating-plpe at lop.—\V. P. Buciiax.

[29;n.]—Ventilaticn of Drains.—I considerthat

*' A Drain Inspector's" replies to questions abou,

drains are good in most
res|»ects, but not in that

of the ventilating pipe,

which lie says in one of

Lis replies should be
carried up in the man-
ner shown by the dot-

ted line in this sketch,

nnd that it should be of

^or lin. eas-pipe. There
would be too many
angles, and the pipe
would be too small. It

should be carried
straight np from the top
of the soil-pipe, through
the roof, of the same
^llameter as the soil-

pipe, in the manner
Bhown in the above
iiketch, lead flashing

being laid round ir on
the roof-covering. There'
should be no soil-pipe

anywhere without such
a safeguard against
The admission of sewer gas into houses.—A Towx
SCRVEVOR.

[2l>.''.4.]—Interior Perspective.—It appears that
** M. K. K." has made a mistake by supposing his

station point in the plan to be at A, while in the

elevation he makes the sajie point to be some
distance behind It—viz., a distance equal to the length

from point C to the centre of the picture. Let hiiu

set off this distance on the plan from A backwards,
on a line parallel to the walls, and he will then find

a line drawn thereto from the angle & produce the

/
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[2954.]—Interior Perspective.

-

drawn his perspective incor-

rectly, so that bis plan and
elevation (io not agree. He
has placed liis station
point on his base line (I) in

the plan, and some distance

behind it on his elevation.

I give a correct, plan,

which agrees with his ele-

vation, and in which the

station point is at S. and
not at A. The dotted
line R then shows that the

corner C is hidden.—Pi:n- ^
SI'ECTlVIi.

[2956.]—Arbitrations.— I tnist this query will

receive due attention, and the subject be well followed

up. The clause referred to is a great hardship on

honest builders, who ore called on to tender for works

which they are really desirous to carry out, but

however competent to estimate for work well done and

properly completed in every respect, yet it is quite

impossibl" for those buiidei-s'to know what per centage

this clause will cost them. I am. and have for many
years been, engaged in the building business, and

although I have never been illticated by an architect,

yet the sight of the clause referred to almost makes
me 111, and I generally excuse myself from tendering

for the works to be carried out under the specification

containing this clause. In almost any case a builder

ought to add a good percentage for the risk involved

in signing a contract containing thisclause. Were I on

!
ajury empanelled to try a case arising out of this

! abominable clause, 1 would do my best to make the

architect hims^elf responsible for any injui-y unfairly

inflicted on the builder by the use made of the power

vested in the said architect under such clause, it is

easy to say the builder need not engage with the

work; but eases arise wheie a builder would run the

risk of ruin by refusing, especially when the job is for

I

a valuable employer who happens to have called in a

strange architect. I have in my possession specifica-

tions which seem to give the architect the power to

order the building when linished to be taken down

and put one inch further forward or back, at the

builder's expense, even when the arehitcct'a clerk of

works has assisted in setting out the works, and

superintended theirei-cction.—A TWELVE-AXD-A-iiALr
Years' Scbscribeb.

[2960.]-Pocket Sextant.—If the pocket sextant

is in perfect adjustment (and it is very easily adjusted)

and carefully used on a tolerably level survey, it is

one of the most useful of angular insti'uments. I h.ive

made surveys of large towns, and have projected

traverses with it, and if the angles were carefully

obsei-ved and the lines as carefully chained, the work

was always satisfactory. An ancle carefully taken

with a pocket sextant in perfect order will well stand

the test of checking with a theodolite. For laying

down the observed angles upon the map. a properly-

divided protractor with vernier is requisite to insure

accuracy.—W. A. Bowler, New Craven Chambers,

W.C.

[2901 .]—Abstersoria.— Abstersoria or manutergia

were handtowels, used with the ewer (pelvis) for the

ablution of the piiest, or at the wall-drain (lava-

torium), for wiping the chalice and paten. When shall

' we get rid of the Cistercian term " piscina " for the

good English canon-law word, laver ? •'Tuallia" were

the fair linen cloths, palls, and caporals, used to cover

the slab of the altar.— Mackenzie E. C. Walcott.

[2970.]—Factory Chimneys.—Why do you select

250ft. high ? For a chimney to 14 or 15 boilers, 17ft.

sq. at the top. 13ft. sq. at the bottom inside. Firebrick

lining ab-oluteiy necessary, but not on any account to

support any part of the weight of the external struc-

ture. If men, material, and weather be right, don't

let the work stand. "Amount of concrete or other

foundation." "tliickness of brickwork," "size of

footings," depend too much upon local circumstances

Employ on so important a matter an exjierienced

architect and builder.—J. Faulkxer, Manchester.

„ii/>"'"

result onivcil at on his elevation. Tlic distance
from the eye to the centre of the picture must be
equal to the distance from theeent.-e of theplc ture to
thevanlshl[ig points. This is what "SI. K, E." ha^ not
observed In his sketch. 1 submit a sketih which la a
perspective of the modes used to put a single pidnt

Into perspective, and shows how they all unite in one
on the picture plane. If well looked nt I tliink tlie

figure will explain itself, and may prove useful.—SuR-
SCRIBER.

[2954.]—Interior Perspective.—This query has
been answered by " Old Windsor," and " R. P P."

STAINED GLASS.

KinwORTR.— .\ new stained-glass window has just

been placed in tlie south aisle of S. Wlifj-id's church.

Kibworth, executed by Messrs. lleaton, Butler, and

Uayne, of London. The subject is the Raising of Jairus'

Daugliter. The window is divided into thiee compart-

ments.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

Newcastle.—Mr. D. W. Stevenson, of Edinburgh,

has just completed a series of statues intended to

ornament the exterior of a new police-court now being

erected in Newcastle-on-Tyno. The figures, four in

number, are to be ranged along the front of the build-

ing at the height of over 20ft. from the ground, and
have tccrdingly been designed an a colossal scale.

Carved out of reddish freestone, they represent re-

spectively Justice, Truth, Mercy, and Peace.

the discovery of the method of precipitating all solids

held in solution by sewage-water. Thanks to this
plan, a sewer is claiified as easily as a barrel of wine.
A solution of sulphate of alumina is said to do the
work most effectually. A liti-e of tliis mixture
flowing drop by drop upon 2,000 litres of fluid lilth,

drags down with it all solid particles. The purifying
b sins me well woi-thy of attention. They are filled

with clear and tasteless water ; when this is allowed
to run oflf, it discovers a bed of gl-eyish slime, compact,
homogeneous, and forming a manure of excellent
quality. The neighbouring peasants have learnt so
well to appi-eciate the sewage manure, that a gai'dener
of Montreuil has e?tablished himself at Gresillous, has
built espaliei's, and cultivated peach trees, which owe
10 this novel manure an abnormal growth. The
water thus treated is limpid and absolutely inodorous
- a most remarkable result when it is cousidci'ed that
the various elements of which it is composed are of
the most filthy nature, the refuse of chemical, gas,

and dye works, of soap, size, acd other factories. The
dry deposit has been analysed, and gives the following
result from 1,000 kilogrammes :

-
Nitrogen 16-01

Organic Matter 263-61

Phosphoric Acid 5-85

Lime 119-20

Magnesia 346
Mineral Matter (various) 591*87

1000-00

LAND AND BDILDINCJ SOCIETIES.

CITY OF Rochester Permanest Bcilding
SuciETY.—The annual meeting of the members and
shareholders of this society was held a fortnight ago.

The profits realised during the past year enabled the

directors to pay a dividend at the rate ('f six and a half

per cent., compound interest, on all the investing

members' shares entitled to participate. The balance

sheet shewed that £2.882 had been received from in-

vesting, and £1.127 from borrowing members during
the past year, while £2.916 had bten received from the

redemption of propei'ty mortgaged to the society,

£700 from sale of property, £367 from rents and
interest, making, with other sums, the total receipts

£8,181. The expenditure showed £3,576 advanced to

members, £1,773 repaid to membei-s, £52 on repay-

ment of loans and interest, giving, with £1,200 on
deposit at the London and County Bank, a bai.ance in

hand of £358. The assets of the society showed
£14,966 to be due to investing members, while

£10,604 was due by borrowing members, £3,515 the

estimated value of estates in possession, and £1,558
at the bank, giving a balance in favour of the society

of £748.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY MATTERS.
i'AUIslA.N Sew-a<;e.—According to the Ji^'vuf d'js

Deux Muitdt':f, an iuterestlug process is now in opei'a-

tlou for the utilisation of Parisian sewage by the

sei)aration of the solid from the liquid matter. To
M. Le Chiitelicr and M. Leon Dui-and-Claye is due

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
The Closing of Sux-strket, Bishotsgate.- -

The appeal of the Commissioners of Sewers
for the City of London from the decision of the Lords
Justices in the action brought by the Commissioners

against the Gieat Eastern Railway, to prevent the

closing of Sun-street, has been beard before the Uouse
of Lords. The question involved in this appeal was
ivhether, under their s|ieeial Act, the Railway Clauses

Consolidation Act, the Company were entitled to stop

up permanently Sun-street, Blshopsgate. Sun-street

is (or was, for it is now closed) a street of great im-

portance, and through it direct communication was
provided between Commei-cial-street, close to the juuc-

tion of the street with the Whitechapel-road, in the

east of London, and Smithfield, in the centre of Lon-

don, and thence into Holborn. The Company having

commenced stopping up this main thoroughfare

between the east and west of London, in c rder to appro-

priate part of it to the purposes of their new station,

the appellants, the Couuuissionei s of Se-^ers of llie

City of London, applied to the Court of Chancery for

an injunction to i-cstraiu the Company fl-om stopping

up the street in question. The Lords Justices dismissed

the applicatii>n w-ith costs, being <-if opinion that the

railway company wei-e only exercising tLC powers

which had been confeired upon them by their special

Act. Their lordships, without calliug upon the

counsel for the lespondents to argue the ca^e, dis-

missed the ai>peal with costs. H.iwever indiscreetly

the Legislature might have acted in giving the com-

pany power to stop up such an Important thorough-

tare as Sun-6treet, it was clear that such a power had

been given, and tlierefore the railway company were

entitled to exercise it. —Judgment afflrmed, and appeal

dismissed with costs.

INGOLDBT AND Others tj. the Plcmstead Board
OF Works.—(Court of Error, May 15. Before

Justices Blackburn, Keating, Brett, Grove, Quain,

Archibald, and Honyman.)— This was an a|.pealtromu

decision in the Court of Exchequer upon a question of

payment of paving expenses. So far back as 1868 the

Plumstead Board of Works, among other matters, re-

solved that a certain new street called Grauville-

mews-north, in the parish of Lie, should be paved in

a certain manner, and an apjiortioumont of the ex-

pense was made upon the owners of the houses and
land adjoining. A part of tlie apportionniont was
made npon a man named Banks, owner of some pro-

[icrty on the spot. Subsequently Banks mortgaged
the property to the Planet Buildiug Society in Decem-
ber, 1668. In November. loVO, a notice was served

upon the trustees of the Society to pay the share of

the apportionment in rospect of the piopcrty

\ mortgaged to them. The .claim was resisted, and tho
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case carried into tbe Court of Exchequer, where the

question at issue was whether money ordered to be

paid by the District Board in respect of paving works

could be recovered against any other person than the

owner of the property at the time the works

were done. Tlic Court of Exchequer held that the

assessment which tlie Board had made of the sum
requisite to pay tbe expenses, and the apportionment

amongst the owners of land abutting on the street in

question, was lawfully and properly made, and that

the proper portion of it was recoverable from a sub-

sequent owner— in this case the trustees. A.n appeal

frr>m this judgment was made to a C<)Ui't of Error

consisting of seven judges. Mr. Waddy strongly urged

that although the amount of the apportionment might

he recovered from the owner at once, it could also be

got by proceedings against a subsequent occupier, the

latter was not bound to pay in any one year more
than the amount of his rent ; and that it may be

taken from him in in^stalments. Considerable arg^u-

Tueut was held between Mr. Waddy and the Judges,

the counsel maintaining that whereas there are

several sections in Acts of Parliament in which the

occupier at any future time is hit, and in which the

present owner is hit; there is no clause In whiHi the

future owner is touched. The 96th section of ISthand
19th Vi:t. cap. 122, shows that the power of getting

subsequent sums is from the occupiers, because it

draws the distinction as to the money to be got either

from the owner at the time or from any person who
afterwards occupies, not from any future owner. The
Judges did not. Iiowever, fall in with the view, but
confirmed the decision of the Court below for the

reasons which that Court assigned.

®ur ©fee i^able.

Artisans' A'isit to the Viessa Exiuiiition.

—Tho thirty artisans sent out l^y the Society for

the Promotion of Scientific Industry to report

npon their respective trades, as exhibited at the

Exhibition, have returned, and hopes are enter-

tained that a valuable volume of reports will be

the result of their visit. Sir. W. G. Larkins, the

Secretary of the Society, undertook the arrange-
ments. The expenses of eleven Birruingham
men were defrayed by the Birmingham Chamber
of Commerce, and the party had the benefit of

the experience of Mr. W. C. Aitkin, who was
connected with the Artisans' visit to Paris in

1867.

A Sanitary Survey Wanted.—In the July
number of the British Quarterh/ Rerien; there is

an able article on "Public Health and Sanitary

RefoiTU," which takes for its text the *' Act to

Amend the Laws Relating to Public Iieiiltb"

which was passed last session. It is already

snfliciently evident (remarks the Spectator, in

noticing the article referred to) that the local

authorities are not able—even if they had, as

they seldom have, the will—to perform the

great task which lies before them. They are not

able, not from want of means, which, whether
they are drawn from imperial or local sources,

will not fail to be forthcoming, but from want of

knowledge. Isolated efforts, undertaken with
but the faintest notion of what is wanted, mean
simply so much waste of money. Already a vast

expenditure has been incurred which is useless,

or even worse than useless. The case of Rich-
mond-on-Thames is one in point. The vestry

of that place has spent £30,000 in can-ying out a

system of drainage recommended by the Jletro-

politan Sowers Commission, but the sewers fall

into the Thames, and now a penalty of XlOO per
<lay is incurred by using them. Thus those

parts of the community which have been most
active in doing their duty have practically been
punished for their energy, and the backward and
-supine find the best possible excuse for a con-
tinued inactivity. Under these circumstances,

the duty of the central authority is plain. It

must supply the local boards with a L'eneral plan

of what is to be done, and to do this it must first

make, as the reviewer suggests, a great sanitary

survey of the country. That is simply a matter
of expense, which would indeed be but trifling,

considering the utility of the work. Let the
other great question be solved— and this surely

cannot be beyond the resources of science—as to

the best means of utilising sewage, and wo shall

see light at last.

Civil and JlECnANioAL Engineers' Society.
—On Saturday week the Society visited Breton
Farm, on which the greater part of the sewage of

the town of Romford is utilised. The members
assembled at Bishopsgate Station at three o'clock,

and proceeded by train to Romford, when they
were met by Mr. Hope, the tenant c*f the farm,
who couducted them over the whole of the

property, about 121 acres in extent, and cour-

teously exjilained the various points connected

with sewage farming. The members were much
struck with the variety aud richness of the crops,

especially when the extreme natural poverty ot

the soil is considered. In one part was Italian

rye grass undergoing a sixth cutting, while on

the next plot was maize or Indian corn ; then

wheat well advanced, heavy with grain ; and

further on strawberries and other fruits, which

appeared to thrive wonderfully on the liquid

manure ; indeed, the members considered the

strawberries to be of a peculiarly fine flavour.

The farm is about three miles from the town
;

and the .sewage, some 240.000 gallons per diem,

flows by gravitation into settling-pits, from

whence it runs into a chamber, out of which the

fluid is pumped by an engine of 8hp. to sufficient

height to flow by means of carries—some of

wrought iron and some of concrete—to all parts

of the farm. While observing the favourable

results of sewage farming as illustrated by the

crops, tbe members did not fail to note the

absence of offensive odours on the farm and also

the purity of the efHuent waters which flowed

from the unler-draius. The results are such as

can onlv follow intelligent and scientific sewage

cultivation as practised by Mr. Hope at Romford.

DEATn OF A PnTLANTHROPiST.—We regret to

record the sudden death of Mr. H. Martin, secre-

tary to the Cottage Improvement Society, 37,

Arundel-street. The deceased gentleman, who
in tbe earlier part of the day had complained of

spasm in the re«iionof the heart, was seized sud-

denly while taking tea on Friday, and died with-

out a struggle. An inquest was held on Monday,

and a verdict of Natural Death returned. Mr.

Martin, who was a man of earnest temperament,

may be said to have devoted his life to improve-

ments in the social and physical condition of the

poor. He will be much regretted and long re-

membered by a long list of philanthropists, with

whom he has been assooi:ited in many useful

efforts for tbe amelioration of the condition of

the agricultural labourer. He was the founder

of the Kent Labourers' Friend Society, .and may
be Slid to have introduced the cottage allotment

system.

Prizes for Ttrxing.—The Company of

Turners of London, in continuation of their

action of former years, propose to give, in 1873,

tneir silver medal aud the freedom of the com-

pany and of the City of London to any one work-

man or apprentice in Kugland who may send in

the best si-ecimens of hand turning for the year.

The material to bo used is varied in different

years so as to include wood, ivory, metals, stone,

spar, &c. There will bo two competitions this

year, one for turning in stone, spar. ttc. ; tbe

ot'ier for turning in ivory. The qualities which

will be chiefly considered in awarding the prize

in stone are :—1. Beauty of original design in

shape and colour. 2. Accuracy of copying. 3.

Skill in overcoming difficulties in regard to the

material. i. Originality, novelty, or special

skill in any other particular, as applied to this

class of wo:k. The qualities which will be con-

sidered in awarding the prizes for ivory will be

the following:— 1. Beauty o; design, symmetry
of shape, and general excellence of workmanship.

2. Exact copying, so that the two objects pro-

duced (such as two cups, vases, boxes, chessmen,

or other articles) m.ay be facsimiles in every part.

Carving is admissible, and if skilfully done, any

additional effect produced by it will be con-

sidered ; but it must be subsidiary to the turn-

ing. In addition to the prizes named, a bronze

medal of the Company will bo given to the com-

petitor second in merit, aud the company's certi-

ficate of merit to the thiid. The differint objects

must be delivered fiee at the Mansion House,

London, during the week beginning Monday,

Sept. 29th, and ending Friday, Oct. 3rd.

CHIPS.

An interesting presentation has been made to

the Baroness Buroett-Coutts on behalf of the

working classes of the East-end. The subscription

in which it originated was participated in by two
thousand persons, and at the Baroness's own re-

quest it assumed the form of a group of portraits

of representative men connected with the move-
ment. The painting (by Mr. Sydney Hodges) was

presented by Sir Thomas Dakm, and a suitable

reply was made by her ladyship.

Messrs. Hooper, of Woodbury, bave recently

quartered and re-bung, with new stocks, i-c, six

bells, of A. Rudball's make, in the church tower of

Twerton. near Bath. They have also furnished

the belfry with the Rev. H.T. Ellaoombe's chiming

apparatus.

On Monday week the foundation-stone of a new
gymnasium about to be erected in connection with
the Wisbech Working Men's Club aud Institute

was laid. The building wiU be about 60ft. in

length, 16ft. wide, and 20ft. high, and is to cost

abo'ut £300. Messrs. Adams and 'Son, of Wisbech
and Lynn, are the architects of the gymnasium,
and Mr. H. Farrow the builder.

The Metropolitan Board of Works has, with a

view to concentrating its attention on the forma-
tion of the new approach to the Thames Enabank-
ment, decided to j)'istpone for a year a number of

minor improvements that bad been projected.

These included the widening of High-street, Cam-
den Town, and Kentish Town-road, .ind tlieopening

of an improved thoroughfare from London- bridge
towards Deptford.
The foundation-stone of a spacious set of public

baths for South London has been laid by the Lord
Mayor. They are to be erected about half-way
between Brixton and Clapham.
The restoration of Dawlish Parish Church has

been commenced by Mr. Dimond, of Bristol, the
contractor.

The contract for the erection of the children's

wing of the Torbay Infirmary by Mr. Eddies, of S.

Mary Church, for £2,075, has been accepted.

iJrade BcuifJ.

THE TIMBER TRiDE.
Much dissatisfaction is expressed both ia London and
the outports, at the coatinued high prices of all de-

scriptions of wood goods ; and tlic building trade

being in a great measure the ultimate consumers,

suffers more than any other. Matters can hardly go

on for any great length of time as at in^esent, or a

serious check would be given to building. The whole-

sale price-current below of prices actu.aiy paid during

the past week, shows no symptoms of any present re-

action, but the large arrivals at the different ports in-

duce the hope that before lung there will be some
modification. There is very little business doing in

either staves or mahogany, aud there seems to be a

disposition of late to substitute inferior goods for the

qualities which would be used were timber sold at

more reasonable prices.

Pr. 50 cubic feet. & s. d. £ s. d.

Memel small tir . . . o It; o

Pitch pine . . . . 4 Tt

Quebec vellow masts . .'200
„ red „ . .200

Danzig oak planks . . 5 la

„ common middling fir . 2 19 to 3 13

good middling „ . 8-10,, 4 7

„ best middling . . 3 5 ,. 4 i;

„ crown . . . . 3 5 ,, 4 ^

New hrunswick birch . .2150
Pr. 40ft. 31u.

£ s. d. £ s. d.

Danzig crown deck deals . 13 6,, 156
„ 2nd crown. . .110
„ crown brack . . 16 „ 10

Pr. cubic fathom.
Riga lathwood . . . 9 10

Danzig do S 10

Pr. 18ft. cubic.

£ s. d. £ s. d.

Riga English crown wainscot

logs 6 12 fi

Amsterdam . . . . 4 12 (i ,, 4 15

Floorings, per Square.

Fredrickstad,bestyedow. liu. 12 3 „ 14 3

„ ., Ijin. 16 9

„ „ Jin. 12 S

„ second Ijin. 14 6 „ 14

,, „ lin. 12 „ 12 6

,', „ tin- 11 6

„ best white lin. 13 6

Drammen, second yellow, liu. 113,, 11

,, best white |in, 10 6

,, second white |ln. 9 6

Per 120-12tt. li X llln.

£ s. d. £ s. d.

Swartwick, third yellow 12 „ 13 10

Quebec, best bright pine 20 0,, 26
wide 27 10

„ second ., 15 ,, 17 5

„ „ wide 18

dry floated IG 5

Petersbni-g, best yellow 12 10 „ 14 5

„ second „ II 10

best whitcwood 10 15 „ 11 15

Sandame, third yellow 14 5

Abo, best yellow 11 o „ 1110
Fredricksham, first and second

yellow . . . 11 10 „ 13

third 10 10

Saguenay, third pine . 12 10

Husum, first and second yellow 13

„ third „ 11 15 ., 12 10

foui-th „ 11 „ 11 5

Bjorneboi-g, best yellow 13 10 „ 14 15

second 12 10 „ 13 5

„ first and second 12 5 o

Archangel best yellow . .16 5 0., 16 10

Escoumalns second bright

pine 15 15 „ 16 10

Danzig yellow . . . 12 15 „ 13 10 o

Gaspe unsortcd pine . .1250 ,,1300
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Gefle first and second yellow. 14

„ third „
„ fourth ,,

„ first and second white .

„ third

Pitch pine planks and deals .

Lovlsa best yellow
Stockholm third yellow

„ fourth .

flrst &L second „ .

„ Ist & '2nd yellow .

„ third „
„ fourth ,,

Hemosand 1st &. 2nd yellow.

„ third „ .

„ fourth „ .

„ Isi A: 2nd whitew'd

» third „
„ fourth „

first and secondLJusne
yellow

Sodcrhamn 1st & 2nd vcllow.
third "

„ .

„ fourth „ .

„ Crown whitewood
Wlfsta Warf first and second

[yellow .

third

11 IS

11 1.5

12 10

10 1.5

12

12 l.i

10 l.i

11

11

14 Li

11 10

12 10
11 ID
10 10

9 15
10 15
10 10

10

12 5

12 10

11 15

10 5

13 5

12 10

12 10
Per 120 12ft. 3 X Sin.

£. s.

17 lo

19 10

21 5

19 10

15 10
14 3

14

14

14 10
12 15
11 5

II 15

11 5

10 15

14 10
13 5

12 r,

£. s.

19 15

19 15

21 15

19 15

Gaspe spruce
New Brunswick spruce

.

Christiana best whitewood
Quebec best spruce

Per 120 12ft. 2?, X Biin.

£ a. a. £ s. d.

Dram, second yellow . . 9 10

„ third „ . .950
„ fourth white . . 8 5 to 8 15

„ second ,. . .900
Sold by order, and for account of the Dock Company,

for charges, i;c.

Per 120 12ft. li K llin.

£ s. C.

Brentford.— For piinting, dccuralion. Ac., to New
Grovn House. Mr. John W. Smithies, mirvey')r.

Phillii-son £3.7 [I

Ciooch 3.:6

F.jord 2'23 10 (i

Robmton 223 11
Ohislehubst.—New P..rocl.ial Scho'ls. Mr. Joseph

riarke, F.S A., Diocesan architect. Quantities by Mr
Sidiipv Youcg.

^en^ihaw £3 9'>.';

Dove BrOT* 3,9il5

Roberts Bros 3.S5.">

CroEsiey 3.637
Gammon 3 .''97

ft

0-

S.5(>5 II I)Carter and ."^on

Wright and Co ,1.49.j

Ma- fland aiid Son ;;.::l<5

Tonpue .3.:iu0

CccKFlELn.—For a Hoiiseand Stable-, for Mr. O Tvnox,
at Cucklield. Sussex. Mr. T. H. Watsou, rE.I.B.A,
architect. Quantities supplied.

H' use.

Anscomhe £5.0.W
Longmire & Btu-ge 4,640

Howe 4,600 n
Carr and Sons 4,520
D. aeon 4,350
Nightingale Eros. 4,533

Bentley (ancep edl 4,3S7
DoKKiNO.- Foi the erection of Four Cottages at Cipei

Mr. F. J. Dible, aichitect. Quantities supplied.
Well.

Weedon i;i,4"3 10

.« s. d.

Christiana yellow . . 7 5
Narva white . 7 15
Yellow June . . 11
Russian Yellow . ti 10
Swedish vellow . 9 5

Wyburg yellow . . 7 15

Perl20 1 2 ft. 3 X 9lE

£ s. d.

Spruce . , . 13 10
Christiana white . . 13

Per square.

Ansel!..

Hamblin Bros,
Taylor
English
Clear

'

Stables.

£549
510
03

!

610
600
461
JS2

£29
Min 17 8

780 11 10 (1

773 12 10 12 11

7.i9 12 17 (1

7-17 18

Frederickstadfc yellow and
white flooring . . . 10

Per 50 cubic feet.

£ s. d.

Christiana sawn white balks 12
„ ,, yellow „ 2 4 0'

Per cubic fathom.
£ s. d.

Petersburg and Riga lathwood 5 15

IsORTVAV Spars amd Poles.
£ s. d.

Spars, per foot . . . Ij
Poles, 22ft. each . . . 10

Rlckera „ . . .002
The following are the quotations for dyewoods :

At per ton.

Brazil Brancli

„ second quality

Jamaica Fustoc .

Logwood, Cainpeachy

,, Honduras
,, Jamaica

Bed Sanders
Japan, Manilla
Slain .

Ceylon .

Accepted, subji^ct to altent'on.
EDGWARE-nnAT).—Kor additions ru No. 72. F.dgware-

road, fur Mr. F. Bullock. Mr, .*^eckham "Witherington

,

architect,

Mark £7f>5

(irover 700
Bird G19 d

Guilpfobd.—For additions to Stoke Hou-e. duildford.
Mr. Henry Peak, architect. Quantities supplied.

T oe tG:i
Mason fi7l

.'trudwick Ml 10
West e.50

Goddard and Sun '.accepted' 6-19 o
LoNDiiN—For repairs at the Pince uf Wa'ea public-

house. Kiley stroet, Eermondsey. Mr. H. J. jSewtcn,
architect

H ckley £180
Ta.vlur ir,0

Shurmur ].^S

Rolf' 13S
Trindle and Co. (accepted) 109 10

London.—For New Warehouses, Tudor-stret,t Black-
friarp, for Messrs. Spxer Bros. Mr. W. Smith, and Mr.
W. ye^niour, architects.

Cont-act A Contract B Total
Wagner £12.9o8 £8,414 £21,24'

£ s. d. £ s. d.

27 15 to 29

9 „ 10
6 „ 7

8 10 ,, 9 10

6 17 6

4 10 „ 5

6 10
S 10 „ !0 10

7 10 „ S

9 " •> n

WAGES MOVEMENT.
BiiACKBrRN.—On Monday interviews took place be-

tween deputations of the Joiners of Blackburn and
their late masters, which, in a majority of iu.stanro.-i,

resulted in the employers offering an advance of Jil.

per hour. This was accepted, and the strike may be
said to be at an end.

ASHTON & GltKEH,
Slftte, Iron, and Mnrblo MurehuntR, nud Quarry A e:ont<i.—Hoofing

Slntfio—Bftngor. Blue, Ilctl. or Greou. Blue Portmntlyc timl Whitliuid
Abbe; Green, the Ntw " rcruinucut " Gnx-n (wuighl the sai' c lu*

Buigor, and unifonnit; of cIvat-i't eonnl).

Prices on Wl nrf in XiOitdoB.
SlbTia 22byl2 20 by 10 18 by 10 Iflbr
377*. M. 332». Gd. 257k fid. 2I6«. \9U. Ce.
ICbylO liiby :} Ulty it) 11 by 8 12 by ,

19««.6<1. 140S. 170^ 117b. 6d. 67h. tii.

Per m of 1,200 Slat**. Marblu and EoamuUod Slato Chimnpy
Fiecfui, luHcription Tfcblot.'*, &e. Stoves. Kaii|t<^^> *nd Biiildors'

Ironmonpcry. A, & Q."* Special K«d Ridffe Tiles. L.ir(;o Sliow of
kll Goodn at 1* and 15, Biiry-Htrcct, S. Mary Axe, London K.C.

Drawinjfi) and frices upon apjjUcation. aeoompanying trade card.

12,300.. 8,703 21,000

11,000..,

10.770..

10,305...

10,2S6 .

10,045..,

8,232 .. 20.347
7.800 .. I8,S00

7,490 ... i.veo
7,250 .. 17,S.i5

7,19S ... 17,4s4
7,0.ss ... 17,158
6 8S0 .. 17 1 ''O

C.'.IIK) ... 17,1 (10

I'.,929 ... 16,9 9
6.793 ... 16,.8.50

TENDERS.
Clapham, SCRRET.—For repairing Two Houses, situ'Ue

No. 1 and J. William-street, WaUvoith-road, Chipham,
Surrey, for Mr. Charks Suart.

Johnson £G5

Weliber,
Nighiingiile

Cooke and Green ...

Fos'er
Tuiley
.\I;.r)ley and Eogers
Bullivant
Sawyer 10.140,

Elldi'gton 10.149...,

Crocket 10,010...

W icke. Bangs, & Co. 10,169...,

Mann 9,^75 6 877 lf;,650

Chap ell 9.83s 6,653 16 491
Travenni 9,385 6.523 16,30S
I< ing and Son 9.730 6.0)0 16.300
Carter and son 9,46? 0,490 15.9.">7

Mansbridffe 9 331 fi 698 15,929
01 ver 9,-118.. 6'J2I 16,539
MiLDENHALL. SUFFOLK. — For Beck-row Schools.

Messrs. John Young and Son, architects.
Pearson £ t.249

Brass 2.UUS
Bell and bon 2,77-')

Holland 2.718
Took-y 3,f.75

Kendall y,5l6
Rijbbins L',495

MiLBENDAix, SuFF.'LK.—For Cross Bank Schools,
Messrs, John Young and Son, architects.

Pear-oa £5,70"
Bobbins l,'2^f^

Touley 1,1S0
Kenda 1 ij.'.O

Bell andSun 1,090

Plvmstkad, Kknt.—For repairing dwe lin^-house,
situate at No. 248. Burrage-road, Plumstead, Kent, for
Miss Jane Benwcll.

Blake C35

School Board for London.—Tenders for Schools.

Saunders*s-road, OuiUca.

Kinninmont £9,003
Bra-s .. 8 3ti4

Belham ^,077
McLiichlan 7..'>40

Cau land... 7.248
Coiike and Green 7.031
Her.shaw O.ftro

Bohirison 6.89S
Carter 6 797
KirU 6,777
Wigmore G,700

Angler s-gardens, Fimbury.
CookG and Gi-eeu i;lO,247
Kar^eant 9,7i'0

Enn r 9,310
Hill a-id Sons 9.274
RobL-rta Bros 9,'uj
Williams 9,100
Kirk 9,177
Pritchard 9,0S7

llii,h 8,098

U

()

u

»

u

NorOicii strcc/, Limc/io/t.^r.

Cooper " £4,120
Shipheid 4o«6
Coike aud Green 3,!>8(

Tbumpson 3,S30 ()

Sargeiint ;!,hlii

Lima ;j,8.i0

Miinsbridge 3,G»2
Uigh 3ii.50

Seriveut-r aud White 3,594
Kirk 3,.i93 »
Kilby 3,.570

Shettield 3,.554

Knnor 3,SJS

LaxoH street, Southttark.
Blatt £0.750
Nixon and Son 0,577
Shepherd 6,990
Higgs 5 11,8

?« ewman aud Mann 5,840
T.rrant 5.794
Cooke and Green 5,770

Sow Commov-lan
Kilby £7.980
Hearle 7,8>0
Mgbiiugale 7,s39 a
Kik 7,755 O
Perry ana Co 7,745
Sewell 7,5>0 O
High 7,497 i>

Wood 7,4J4 O
Ennor 7,42ii ft

Slieffleld 7,3tiS U 0.

Jolianna-street, Lambeth.
Nixon £7,»i7 ft

Gammon and Sons 7,507 <^

Cooper 7,.5J0 ft

Sbepherd 7,250 ft

Downs 7,2.;5 0-

Hig-s 7,200 ft

Newmau and Mann 7,050 ft

Eyder 6 9iio ft

Tarrant C,9H
Nigiitingale 6.918.

Cooke i.nd Ureen G,h22
Mansbiidge 0,740

Cam/ten-street, Mm^ylebonf.
McLachlan £9.970
.M erritt rtnd Aahby 9,92li

l^ewell 9,!-95

Enno. 9,875

U;mley and R igers 9. -10

Sc iveme and Wbite 9.o 2

Willi.inis and .-on 9.285

Downs 9,143

Cooke and Green 9,114

Higb 8,99ii

Ki.k f.993

M..nn 8,743

iJansbridge 8,o5ii

Akteilham- street, Mai'yltboile.

Merritt and Asbby £7,992
Sewell ;ind Son 7,988

Bnnur 7,9^0

Scriveuer and While 7.8(J7

Maulev and Kogera 7,797 ft

llcLacblaii 7,490 ft

Downs and Co 7,390

Cooke and Gieen 7,299

Wi.liama 7,280 U
Kirk 7,.50

High 6,995

Mann 0,893

.-vichison and Wa.ker 6,775 ft

Mausbridge 6.637 U

Marlboroitgh-street, Lambeth.
fhcpherd £7,310

Downs 6,990

Cooper 6.980

Hig.s 6.978

Gammon and tons 6,952

Tarrant C,8J0

UiderandSon li.SOO 0-

Newman audMaun G,?56 o
Msbl.ngale 6,710

Cooke and Gr, en 0,693 0-

Mansbridge 6,()0G

SuooTtH"s Hill, Kk.m.— For building Three Doirees

w th ^hops, on land si'ualed in Heibcii-road, Plumt-tead,

Kent, tor Mi . Bobert Webb. Messrs. W. Gosling & Son,

architects.

Clark £1,393 15 ft

SwaTTenden.—F.T the erection of a Residence at

Swatteiideu, near Craubrook. Kent, for Mr. Reginald

Appach. .Mr. Charges .^uiith, Hastings, architect and
survfyor. Quantitif s supplii d

Marshall, Son. and Cramp X6,8I8 18

Dove Uros 6,575

HoweU 6,270

Aboett 0.085

AdoocK and Bees 5,S40

Anscomb ^,730

Avaid,acoepted) 6,6ol

Woolwich —For taking down coach-house, stable, &c.,

aad rebuilding ditto, at Uper Haidcn-^trcet, Woolwich,

for Mr. He.iry I'hersby,

Carter *-'" " ^

BATH AND OTHEE BriLDING STONES,

OF BEST QUALITY.

RANDELL. SiUNDERS t CO., Limited,

Quarrymen una otonb lieroUants.

List ot prices at the Quarries and Llepot.-i, also coat oS

transit to any part of the United Kiufjdom, turnished ocj

application to
Bath Stone Offick:

I^AtvT. COKSHAM, WILTS
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BREAKWATERS.
A GREAT national work is about to re-

j\. ceive a long-deferred dedication. The
magnificent breakwater at Holyhead is to be
formally given up to the service of our roj'al

and commercial marines, in a few days, by
the Prince of Wales. No country in the

world has more need of these artificial safe-

guards around her coasts than Great Britain
;

and yet it is only within a comparatively few
years that the necessity has been recognised.

None of our breakwaters are very old ; but
then their construction has always been a work
of extreme difficidty, accompanied by many
disappointments and failures, involving vast

expense, and requii'ing a kind of skill which
is demanded by no other class of architec-

ture, excepting, perhaps, the foundations of

ligiithouses. Such a sti'ucture signifies a wall,

or barrier, built in the water, to protect a
roadstead or harbour from the overwhelming
roll of the sea. In some instances it may
necessitate only the creation of an artificial

bar by means of sunken vessels ; or a pier, or

a mole ; but elsewhere, as at Plymouth,
almost an island of stone has to be constructed,
rising from the depths above the surface, with
whole quarries sunk, with rubbish, rubble,

and Kme-screenings incalculable ; and the
process is terribly slow. Thirty j'ears elapsed
before the Plymouth Breakwater, at the cost

of a million and a half sterling, was declared
complete. Yet, while progressing, and when
finished, it constituted a genuine marvel. The
celebrated French engineer, Dupin, wrote :

—

" Those enormous masses of stone, which the
quarrymen strike with heavy strokes of their

hammers ; and those aerial roads of flying

bridges, which serve for the removal of the
superstratum of earth ; those lines of cranes,

all working at the same moment ; the trucks
in motion ; the arrival, the loading, the de-
parture of the vessels, constitute an imposing
picture." The work thus accomplished spread
a space of safety outside one of our most im-
portant havens nearly 6,U00ft. in length, and
destined, if appearances may be taken for

facts, to endure through ages. The most
powerful fleet that could ever be gathered
beneath the British flag might anchor in

secm-ity behind that superb sea-wall. It need
scarcely be said that, while the works pro-
gressed, a large number of inventors came for-

ward, with patents for processes, more or less

practical, by which they could be facilitated.

There were plans of breakwaters constructed
of rubble, faced with ashlar, or with prodigious
blocks, arran red in Cyclopean order, so as to

form a regular rampart, as at Dover, Cher-
bourg, Plymouth, and Portland illustrating

the foi'mer method, which, at Cherbourg, after

years of experiment, certainly proved a suc-
cess. There, after ninety years of labour, and
an expenditure of nearlj-tlu'ee millions sterling,

that which might almost be termed a new
coast was called into existence, affording a
perfectly safe anchorage for an Imperial fleet,

no matter how terrible the storm, though the
storm-waves at Cherbourg are estimated to

strike with an impact equal to S, 0001b. on
every square yard. At Portland the plan
was two-fold ; outside a simple rubble-bank

;

inside, an elaborate sea-wall, with landing
and coaling stages, this being composed of
stones of aU sizes, from blocks of six or eight
tons to the smallest chippiugs. At Plymouth,
where the breakwater ranks among the
mightiest enterprises of the kind ever com-
pleted, the engineers, the elder Rennie and
his son, adopted precisely the principle at the
beginning which was applied to the famous
m oles of Tyre and Caa-thage, by theGreeks at I was a contrivance of stronj

Athens and Halicarnassus, and by the

Romans at Ostia, Civita Vecchia, and Ancona.
So, ia modern times, at Venice, Genoa

—

Rochelle, and Barcelona, loose, angular blocks

of stone were thrown into the sea and left to

form a foundation. They found their own
position, slope, and inclination, and art had
little to do with their arrangement. Lime-
stone and sandstone were selected from the

northern sides of the Sound and Catwater
;

vessels on a special model were built ; diving-

bells were put in motion, and the whole
apparatus of railways, trucks, waggons,
wharves, chains, cranes, and buoys, went on
with alacrity, from the April of 1812, inter-

rupted, however, by destructive tempests.

Still, said Sir John Rennie, " storms
sometimes become the best artificers," because
they wedge the stones so closely together as

to make them almost one. They, moreover,
gave its ultimate form and slope to the break-
water. The mass went on growing, and the

sea set it in the right shape and place. These
are only general details ; but they illustrate

the enormous importance of, so to call them,
artificial harbours of refuge, or artificial pro-
tections for natural harbours, at exposed and
crowded points of the British shores. Thirteen
years since a Parliamentary Committee sat to

inquire whether a less costly system of multi-
plying these works of safety along our coast

could not be devised than that of solid

masonry in any of their parts, and it re-

jected, to a great extent, the principle of

floating breakwaters, thoiigh advising a series

of experiments with regard to them ; and,
referring to the stupendous work now made
perfect, and then in progress, at Holyhead,
they reported that "the slight silting of a
few inches at Holyhead Harbour of Refuge
may fairly be attributed to the millions of

tons of stone that have been tipped into the
sea in the construction of the breakwater ;

"

but this process ceased long ago. It must be
remembered that Holyhead is, practically, an
island, separated by a very narrow strait from
Anglesea, and now crossed by a bridge. The
harbour spreads over a large space inland,
and, at low water, is nearly dry. Few,
unless experienced mariners, would imagine
that it was so terribly liable to inroads from
the winds and billows of the greatest ocean
on the globe, the Pacific excepted. Yet the
work designed by Rennie was man}- a time
shaken by the force of these tremendous
waters. Their sea-front was an inclined plane,
a hunch-ed and eighty feet deep, composed, as

we have suggested, of unhewn stones, those
of the upper stratum being laid edgeways,
and closely jammed together. The upper
extremity of the plane is bounded by a sti-ong

wall, faced with thick slabs of black marble
;

the quay and the inner port are also faced
with the same kind of stone ; but recent
developments have changed the general aspect,

above the level of the water, considerably.
The roar and roll of the ocean upon this

point of land cannot possibly be imagined

:

they must be heard and seen. But, by the
work now completed, when the waves break,
they instantly spread into a sheet of foam
which, in its advance is so cheeked by the
acclivity, and the return of the breakwater,
that onlj' an inconsiderable sprinkling reaches
the quay. The advantage is obvious. In-
numerable vessels, bound up and down chan-
nel, flock to that haven for shelter in stress

of weather : it is frequently, indeed, so

crowded and blocked up, as a harbour of

refuge, that the steamboats can scarcely find
or force a passage in and out. The removal
of smaller rocks and clearing of the deeper
waters did miich ; but the breakwater was
essential before the natiu'al advantages of the
position could be put to their proper use.

Many years have elapsed since (long before

the steam route was estabHshed) the perils of

the Head were recognised, and a singular

bridge was constructed to aid the escape of

persons driven by those formidable rollers

upon those stOl more formidable rocks. This

net-work, with

sides about four feet high, and a flooring of
deal planks, somewhat more than a yard in

width. The ends were fastened to the rocks
by means of iron bolts, and, at intervals,

stays were attached to prevent the structure

from swaying in the wind. Yet all these

were devices merely ancillary to the grand
enterprise of the breakwater, which was to

convert, and has, at last, converted Holyhead
into a secure and capacious haven. The
history of that headland is, indeed, a melan-
choly one. It projects so far into the sea,

that, but for the lighthouse, mariners under sail

would rarely dare to approach it. In past times
the place was a perpetual scene of disaster.

To the south lies the deep and dangerous Bay
of Carnarvon ; to the west a violent race

which, in stormy weather, ploughs up a tre-

mendous sea, breaking in all directions.

Vessels bound up S. George's Channel had no
such shelter as, at length, has been happily
provided for them. It has been a long
time in hand, no doubt. The resident engi-

neer has been for more than a quarter of a
century on the spot, in charge of the works.
Still, the result appears to have been pro-

claimed as satisfactory on every side.

There are those, of course, who would
undertake to construct these works more
cheaply. Admiral Tayler, for example, pro-

posed, a short time ago, "a prismatic open
structure " of fir timber, with iron bolts and
straps. This, with a height of 24ft.—18ft.

buried in the water—and in sections of from
60ft. to 100ft., was to be secured in its position

by heavy groimd long-link mooring-chains
and anchors, the whole series being also con-
nected by ponderous chains. The experiment
was tried, near Brighton, and, from one cause

or another, the arrangement broke adrift—not
in a gale of wind. On the French coast it wag
more successful. The inventor claimed that
he could create safety even upon the Goodwin
Sands themselves ; but inventors are a tradi-

tional!}' sanguine race. He objected alto-

gether to such " leviathan masom-y construc-

tions " as that now under preliminary notice

at Holyhead ; but, for Portland, he recom-
mended " a simple bar. To this end," he
said, "I require nothing but concrete and
rough stone to sink that and bring it up to

35ft., and upon that foundation I place

shingles and sand, to make it exactly like a
beach ; there are no abrupt impediments what-
ever. Then I would bring this up to within
oft., and upon the top I fix my construction,

made of iron." Here, of course, is a species

of artificial island, with a metallic superstruc-

tiu'e, utterly unlike the great work now to be
appropriated for the national use at Holyhead.
Then we have the screw-pile pier breakwater,

which has been tried, not without success, on
the coasts of British India. This is formed of

wrought-ii'on screw piles, erected in piers, so

strutted and braced together as to represent a
strength nearly equal to that of a solid ma-
chine. On the outer or vertical pile of each
pier is fixed a grooved iron framing, and in

this framing are placed solid balks of creosoted

timber, forming the face or wall of the break-
water, presenting to the action of the waves
an unbroken surface. To give increased re-

sisting force to the timber rampart, a pile

is placed intermediate to those supporting

the grooved framing, and is held rigidly

against the wall by horizontal struts, with.

screw adjustments, proceeding from the centre

pile of each pier. There is no under-water
work necessary : the edifice can be carried on
in sections ; no silting follows ; the work is

not interrupted by the weather ; and the

economy is remarkable. Such, at any rate,

are the merits claimed ; but it is hardly pre-

tended that a breakwater so little durable

would serve for the purposes which have been
kept in view while the gigantic barrier at

Holyhead has been in course of erection. The
seas on the Indian coast are rather short and
quick than heavy. The objections usually

urged to a standing in contrast with a floating

breakwater are that they will always have eadj
currents round them, those eddy currents
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tending; to silt up and create banks within,

which can with difficulty be rorauved ; but

the opinions of science and experience on
this point are very much divided. Sir John
Ronnie's, at any rate, is of a precisely opposite

tendency. The advantages, as stated upon
equal authority, are that if you put an island

before a river's mouth, gTeat benefits must
accrue. In the iirst place, you will still the

water up to the entrance of the stream, which
will at once become good aucliorage ; in the

ne.\t, you will have an external defence for

the ships when they get behind the barrier

;

they wiU ahv.iys have a power of access or

egress whichever way the wind blows—all

ivinds, in fact, are, in nautical language,
" soldiers' winds." There was a proposal of

this kind for the month of the Danube, which
is peculiarly dangerous at particular times

;

but the idea was never carried out. At all

svcnts, however, we can now boast of being
—as, indeed, our insular position requires we
should be—foremost in the world so far as

these immense works, so necessary to our
coasts and waters, ill-famed for tempests and
wi'coks, are concerned. Nature has given us
many roadsteads wherein ships by hundreds
might ride at anchor were it not for the fury
of the billows, borne for thousands of miles

upon the wind, breaking upon them. Each
structure added—no matter at what cost—is

material wealth accruing to the nation ; be-

cause, whatever conduces to the character of

our shores as refuges from the violence of the

<ea is an increment of national prosperity.

PLUMBING.
KrrcHEy Sinks and Urinals.

iMAY now say a word about kitchen sinks.

These are made of various materials—
sometimes of wood, often of wood lined with
lead. In some places iron is the material

geuarally used ; in other cases slate and stone-

ware sinks are adopted ; and so on. The brass-

work for the wooden sink may be the same as

that shown at p. 6, January 3rd, for the

wooden bath, only in this case a smaller size

may serve. At Fig. 130, p. ti, the bath is

shown resting upon the tloor ; the sink in many
oases will be raised up upon a stool. Fig. 183
is section of wooden sink resting upon a

wooden stool with four legs, one at each

oorner. In Fig. 183 the inside size of wooden
sink is supposed to be 2ft. long, 1ft. _2in.

'>road, and Sin. deep, but it may be made of

iny size, and a lead safe may either bo put
under it or not, as wished, or according to its

site. All the siphon-traps of kitchen sinks

•liould have brass trap-screws, as at V, Fig.

183. Another may also bo put on, as at "W,

Fig. 183, or thereabout, for when grease is

put down the sink it often sticks fast about

there. Fig. 184 gives a view of a wooden
sink lined with lead, and with high back,

through which the supply-pipes come, and to

which the cranes are attached, as shown. The
sheet-lead used may be lOlb. or 121b. per

square foot for bottom and Gib, to 81b. for

ends and sides. In Fig. 184 the sink has

Hin. or 2in. lead overflow-pipe and 3in. lead

siphon-trap, just as in Fig. 183. The brass

overtlow-grating and the socket for plug are,

however, dift'erent. Fig. 185 gives view of a
brass overflow-grating 43in. by 1 Jin., as used
for either a lead-lined sink or bath. Fig. 186

is section in situ of a Sin. brass socket and
plug for either a wooden bath or sink lined

with lead. By comparing Fig. 185 with Fig.

133, p. 6, January 3rd, 1873, and Fig. 18(5

with Fig. 132, the difierence in the style of

the brasswork for a plain wooden bath and
one lined with lead will be at once seen. In
Fig. 186 the brass plug W shown is sunk in

centre ; for sinks many use the plug raised in

centre, with projection similar to that at X,
Fig. 187 ; but for my own part I approve of

the style sliown in Fig. 186, as less apt to break

the dishes. Fig. 187 is sectional view in

situ of a brass cleansing screw for siphon-trap

of kitchen sink, as above referred to. When
the siphon-trap gets choked up, the cover X
is screwed off and the stuff taken out. l^in.

or 2in. cleansing-screws are a good size for

general use ; they are made larger, but I

approve of the size stated, because the larger

oftea get so stiff that they will not turn, and
the size given serves the piu'pose.

Fig. 188 is an iron sink or "jawbox" with
a screwdown tube-crane. In Glasgow, c.;/.,

these are in general use for the kitchens in the

lower and middle-class houses. They are

generally placed at the window, which is the

cause why a tube erane is shown iu Fig. 188,

and the reason why the handle is inclined to

one side in place of being on the top is to allow

the shutter to close. Supposing the distance

between the bottom of the shutter and the floor

to bo 2ft. 6in., then the top of thejawbox will

just be kept about 2in. below the shutter: this

will make the jawbox a very proper height and
leave room for the joiners' wood. The rule

for placing the jawbox at window is to keep
the inside line of the top edge of end next
butter ou a line with the daylight of the

window-frame. In soldering on his screw-

down tube-crane, the plumber must see that

it ])rojeots sufficiently into the jawbox to

allow the handle to turn freely after the wood
lining has l)een put on. And to the joiner I

may here say, that he may dispense with the

use of naUs for that portion of the upright
wooden lining immediately before the siphon-
trap, as it often requires to come off; tliere-

fore, Ij-in. brads, or " sprigs," will do. In
place of brads, some use screws here. Many
local brassfounders make screw-down tube-
cocks, but those made by Guest and Chrimes
are in large demand ; consequently, whUe I

formerly approved of their work in connection

with other things, they must excuse me
pointing out a fault in connection with these,

aud it is simply this; that, although I have
seen scores of them put on for some time back,

in, I think, every case the nut at the end of

the barrel was too slack—turning round quite

easily with the fingers—and, as a conse-

quence, a few days after the crane would he
put on, the tube would not stand up properly,

while the water leaked at the key. A remedy
for this was to squeeze the nut of every crane

in the vice. The proper remedy, however, is

tor the makers either to reduce the size of

their wall-taps, or else to leave the wall-

screws larger, so that the nuts referred to

may fit tightly.' The sizes most commonly
employed of the iron sinks, or jawboxes,

shown in Fig. 188, are 21in. long, 13iin.

broad, and 8in. deep, and 24in. by 14in. by
8in., but they can be had, either smaller or

larger, up to 6ft. long.

Fig. 189 shows how the wooden stool which
supports both the iron sink and its lead siphon-

trap is made. As the bottom of these iron

sinks is slightly rounded, the two cross-bars

of stool must be made slightly concave on top

to suit. Fig. 190 is longitudinal section,

showing how the iron sink, wooden stool, and
siphon-trap come together, and how the

siphon-trap is supported by its top being

simply beat out aud turned over upon the

wood" as shown, the slip of the horn of the

iron sink into the top of the lead siphon-trap

being made good with putty. In setting these

sinks, they should be kept a little lower at

the end next the outlet, so that all the water

run into sink may flow freely away. In Fig.

188 only one crane is shown ;
but if there be

hot water in the house, another tube crane

may be put on alongside the one shown. The

* In regari to tUese screw-down tube-cocka, they ought

ior the convenience of those usin;; them), to be ma(te so

that when the tube is eroi't, as is the case in Fig. ISi. and
the handle turned ou, the water will tun full bore ; but

agi'in, ifor the sitely of the property) when the tube is

put down, ihe water should only be able to run quite

slowly, even though the ban, lie is full on. Ouest and
Chrimes partially-closed screw-down tnbe- cranes answer
this purpose after a good bit has been Bled out of the top

of the b-^y, and a small portion out of the bottom, as has

been the rule with us to do tor several years bacu. Only,

if the make s could be made to tliinlc for a moment, I

believe that such among them as take a proper interest in

their work would soon see to this, and send their cranea

away really ready to put on.
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one farthest off will have its handle rifiht on

top ; and if that interferes with the closing of

the shutter, the hottom of shutter may be cut

to suit. If, however, the plumber is aware,

when fitting up his sink, that hot water is to

be put in by keeping the sink a little lower,

the shutter will not recxuiro to be cut.

In the foregoing remarks I have supposed

that every particular house has a private or

internal water-supply for itself. In many
cases, however, a number of small houses will

only have one water-supply between them,

viz., a well setup in back court. In order to

prevent undue waste of the water, it has been

found necessary to so construct this well as

that it shall only run so long as the hand is

held to it. If a common screw-down bib-

crane be employed, it is nothing unusual for

it to be left running for hours at a stretch
;

consequently, such a well as Kennedy's self-

closing well is now being generally put up.

One style much used is that with the round

iron ease, about 9in. in diameter and about

Sin. deep, with a round handle projecting

through its face, as per Fig. 192 : a weighted

lever attached to the spindle inside causes the

crane to shut whenever the hand is removed.

I come now to urinals ; but after what
has been said upon wash-hand basins and
sinks, I need not take up mucu space with

theiu. They are of various styles—high-

backed and low-backed, round-backed, flat-

backed and cornered. Fig. 193 is section

of a high-backed cradle urinal with a iin.

screw - down loose valve stop-cock at Y,
and 2in. lead siphon-trap at Z. Fig.

194 is section of a small flat - backed
urinal in situ. When the wooden lid A
is lifted it pulls a cord which opens a crane

and causes the water to run all the time the

lid is up. The lid may be held up with a

spring-catch during use. Another style is to

place a crane under the floor immediately
before the urinal, wliich causes the water to

run so long as any party is in the position to

use the urinal.

As showing how the water supply to the

various houses in a city is taken off from the

water companies' iron main pipes, I may now
point to Fig. 195, which shows the style and
mode of attachment of tlie Jin. U!)derground

stop-cock and screwed ferrule, both brass, as

allowed to be used by the Glasgow Water
Commissioners for connection to their water-

pipes. The distance between the stop -cock

and the ferrule is about 2ft. The stop-cock

must not be riveted, but have tightly-titting

nut and washer. In order to get access to

the stop-eook when necessary, it must be sur-

mounted by a proper stop-cook case, with lid,

which case is set upon bricks. The depth of

the stop-cock under the surface of the street

may be from lit. Gin. to 2ft. When deeper

it is often unnecessarily difficult to get at.

For handiness, an extra stop-cock is often

put in on the pavement, or some other suit-

able place. As the body of the stop-cock in

street is generally concealed from view, it

ought to be a rule that all under-ground stop-

cocks, such as in Fig. 194, should be put in

straight across the street. This enables the

plumber to properly turn ofT and on the water
with ease, and so save time. At Glasgow,
which is celebrated for its first-class water
supply, from the bosom of the far-famed
Loch Katrine, the height of the water in

reservoir at Mugdoek above the mean level of

the water in the harbour is about 317ft. The
whole of this great pressure, however, is not

allowed to be wasted by being let on to the

lower parts of the city, for by a system of

check-valves the pressure about Argyle-street,

e.g., stands at about 4511)., or about 100ft.

throughout the day, and at night it may rise

up to about double that. The full pressure

is, tlierefore, kept for the higher portions of

the city, where it is required. The weight
of the lead service-pipes oft' the pressure, as

regulated by the Glasgow Water Commis-
sioners, is as follows :

—

J-in. diam. internally, 71b. per lineal yard.

|in do. do. lOlb. do. do.

lin. do. do. 14lb. do. do.

Uin. do. do. 181b. do. do.
4

I think these weights, as specified for the

different sizes very good, and when put in so

a first-class job is made. For London I see

the weights for the same sizes are rather

less—viz., iin., 61b. ; fin., 91b.: lin., 121b.;

and Ijin., 161b. per yard. I expect, however,

that the London pressure wiU not therefore

be so strong as that at Glasgow. If not so

strong, then pipes when put in of these

weights will make a very good job, i.e., when
the pipe is properly made—viz., of the same
thickness all round. The practice now of

putting on screw-down cranes saves the pipes

greatly by preventing concussion when being

shut. Although, as stated above, Jin. ground
stop-eocks are allowed oft' the Water Com-
pany's main pipe in street ; for sizes at or

above 2in., slide-valve sluices must be used.

MR. WILLIAM LONGMAN'S BOOK ON
S. PAUL'S CATHEDRAL.*

(Second Notice.— With Ilhisirations.)

THIS week, according to promise, we
present our readers with another

series of illustrative engravings of the Renais-
sance Cathedral of S. Paul's. From the

drawings of the old cathedral already given
the student may have seen almost at a

glance what the old cathedral looked like,

and really was ; those of the neiv one, show
how the idea of it grew up in the mind of

its architect, Wren. It will be seen how much
thought it cost him to mature his design, and
how he must have worked day by day as the
" architect of the works" at S. Paul's, and
how much of the indicative work he must
have done with his own hands.
The following have already appeared :

—

Old S. Paul's.—A bird's-eye view of old

S. Paul's, showing the surrounding wall, gates,

and the neighbouring streets.

Plan of the old Gothic Cathedral, as cor-

rected by Mr. E. B. Ferrey from Hollar's plan.

In it will be seen all that was usually thought
essential to a cathedral church—nave, sanc-

tuary, transepts, aisles, and apsidal chapels

(dedicated to divers saints), and "tombs."
A transverse section of old S. Paul's, show-

ing altar end.

West elevation of old S. Paul's. No towers
are shown, as it seems doubtful if any ever

existed, though Inigo Jones shows them on
either side of his portico

—

i-ide Dugdale.
East elevation of old S. Paul's, showing

the great rose window, a remarkable feature.

North elevation of old S. Paul's, showing
the tower and lead-covered spire. This spire

must have been as remarkable an object from
the river as is nowadays the so well-known
and familiar dome. Hollar shows Renaissance

window openings in this spire. Were there

not Gothic ones there before ? Mr. Ferrey
shows none.

We now give the following illustrations of

the Renaissance S. Paul's, as proposed by
Wren at divers times. :

—

Nino S. Paul's.—Sir C. Wren's unexecuted
designs. Section of S. Paul's by Sir C. Wren,
immediately before the Great Fire. Ground
plan of the first design, made by Sir C. Wren
after the fire. The last design for S. Paul's,

with dome and spire and ten-columned portico.

Modern S. Paul's.—Ground-plan, from an
original drawing by Mr. Penrose, showing
the proposed position by Wren of the" sur-

rounding railiiui. Projection of old S. Paul's

upon the ])lan of the modern building, show-
ing how the new struetiu-e replaced the old.

We also add, as a curiosity, and as show-
ing how the architect of S. Paul's was led on

* " A History of th,- Three Cathedrals dedicated to S.

Paul in l.ondon, with H«forence chiefly to iheir structure
and Architectu' e, 'ind the sou ces whence the Necessary
Funds were Derived." By William Longman, i'.S.A.

London: Longmans, Green and Co.

step by step to the old and well-worn Cathe-

dral idea, a drawing of the model of the
" Baldachino," now preserved in S. Paul's.

And the steps at western entrance, as ori-

ginally planned by Wren, and as now intended

to be carried out.

In this way, and by the careful study of

these drawings, may a good though not com-
plete idea of the old and new S. Paul's be

realised by the student.

We also add, to make our illustrations as?

complete as possible, a view of Inigo Jones'

portico to old S. Paul's. It would have been

a curious thing to see how Iiiigo Jones would
have treated the problem of a new S. Paul's,

had fortune given him, instead of Wren, the

work to do.

We have thus placed before our readers a

fair idea of the old and the modern S. Paul's,

and the contrast calls up not a few reflections.

No one, we presume, would wish to see the

present cathedral gone, even for the sake of

having the old Gothic cathedral back again.

Yet was that cathedral, as ma_, be seen through

our illustrations, not a little interesting. We
have not, unfortunately, one single fragment

of the old Gothic work left. There was in

Wren's day no British Museum, nor South

Kensington Museum, nor Architectural

Museum, in whic>. some few fragments of

stone and wood carving could have found

shelter and preservation. Wr^m, more or less,

despised the Gothic work as rude and bar-

barous, so that had there been any place

wherein any such antiquities could have beea

preserved, he at least would not have thought

them worth the preserving. There was not

then even any Antiquarian Society to pre-

serve the memory of them in a book, and had
it not been for Hollar we could never have

Imown anything more of Old Gothic S. Paul's

than the fact of its existence and its destruc-

tion. " I saw Paul's before it was burnt,

and I saw Paul's after it was burnt," a.s

Pepys would have said ; and that is about all

we ever should have known of it. But as it

is, there is one very curious reflection that

occurs to us, and it is, What would be thought

nowadays by professionals of old S. Paul's,

supposing one could see it in precisely the

same state as before Inigo Jones and Wren's

day, and liefore the Great Fire—no " Re-
storations " of any kind, and no Renaissance

of any kind, either in or about it — what
would the world think of it? We can.

hardly picture to ourselves nowadays a

Gothic church not restored. The uneven

floor covered with brasses and grave-stones
;

the " irregularities " of Gothic, as Wrea
termed them ; the " dirty " colour of the stone

everywhere ; the whole of the work all round

and about Gothic—and nothing but Gothic ;

the dull-coloured windows letting in so

peculiar and indescribable a light; the

absence of restoration everywhere around you

:

and, lastly, if anybody can imagine it, tht

furniture and coloured glass of the chui'ch

not art-manufactured

!

A word or two on the three plans we give

mav be useful. It is impossible to study these

plans of the Gothic S. Paul's and the new
building without—to really profit by such

study—comparing them. In the Gothic plan,

it is at once evident, almost at a glance, that

it was never intended by the builders of it to

utilise it as it is nowadays thought necessary to

utilise a cathedral. "From the immense

length of the building—nearly 600ft.—it is

evident that no power of voice could reach,

from the east to the west end, or even from

the centre of the structure immediately under

the central tower to the extremities of the

transepts. Its purpose was evidently simply

to hold a vast congregation doubtless, but not

necessarily to hear, or even to see, but to be

present under one roof. This is not a little

curious, when we look at what Wren proposed

to do witli the Gothic building had he been

charged with its improvement, and with the

task of adapting it to the requu-ements of his

own day. He proposed, as Mr. Longman has
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HIS raiENTION AS TO THE POSITION OF TILE STTEEOUNDING RAILING.

pointed out, to enlarge the central space where
the nave and transepts met by the cutting
away of the corners, and by building over
the octagonal space a " cupola" or dome.
Wren, of course, had well studied the old ar-

rangements ot our great cathedrals, such as

S. Paid's and Westminster Abbey, and saw
plainly enough that to adapt such arrange-
ments to Retormed uses nothing but the clear-

ing away of impediments could suihce. In liis

own plan, as is seen in the South Kensington
Museum model of S. Paul's, and as shown in

the (ireek cross plan annexed, it was Wren's
especial object to make, as far as was possibU',

the whole open area of the ehiu'ch avaihiblc

for distinct hearing and seeing. Wren must,
xs it seems to us, have been rarely puzzled

;

his strong practical common-sense and his
" architecture" must have been at perpetual

war with each other ; and it must have been
indeed a struggle when he was compelled to

abandon his useful arrangement to the

arrangement chalked out for him by the

old builders of the Gothic minster. We
mention these things because they throw

light on Wren's difliculties, and deiine

with some clearness the efi'orts he made
to get over them, and evidence how much he

must have thought over his work and how very

many studies and plans of cathedrals he must
have made. It was, to say the truth, an im-

possible problem, as it must ever be, to per-

fectly adapt an antique structure, built and

fitted for a certain and well-detincd purpose,

to another and a new one altogether ditl'erent.

This truth is nowadays felt in all its diffi-

culty, for by no conceivable method can the

whole of a cathedral churdi be utilised at one

and the same time. A careful study of the

plans we place before the student will show
this convincingly enough. Every age, to say

truth, demands building plans of its own—to

suit -(rithout loss or perplexity its special

requii'ements.

It may be interesting to note, too, in look-

ing at these plans of old and new S. Paul's,

how Wren battled for and against architec-

tural styles. Wren, says Mr. Longman, had
no love for old S. Paul's, and he certainly did

criticise the old work in a very damaging way
indeed. The work, i.e., the Gothic work of

the old church, was, he says, " both ill-de-

signed and ill-built from the beginning "

—

ill-designed, he explains, "because the archi-

tect gave not 'butment enough to counterpoise

and resist the weight of the roof, thus to pre-

vent the spreading of the walls," the conse-

quence being that they are bent outwards at

least si.t inches from their first position. This

has come to pass, as he goes on to explain,

"from their iU-huildinti, for they are only cased

without, and that with small stones, not ohjD

of them greater than a man's burden." It is

curious to note here that this fault, according

to Wren, of small stones, was cited by Pugin

as one cause of the beauty and perfection of

Gothic work. But within this casing of small

stones, says Wren, " there was nothing but a

core of small rubbish, stone, and much mortar,

which easily crushes and yields to the weight."

The roof also was, he contended, too heavy

for its 'butment, and the tower leaned mani-

festly by the settling of one of the ancient

pillars that supported it. Wren was fairly

disgusted with Gothic the more and the more

he looked at it, so "irregular" was it every

here and there. The tower from top to bottom,

and the parts near to it, " are a heap of de-

foniiities I " he tells us. Thus much for a

Classic architect's notions, two hundred years

ago, of " Gothic."

There is yet one other matter not a little

singular and noteworthy, if we look at all

things in connection with the new building of

S. Paul's. Mr. Longman makes special men-
tion of it. It is that a " small room " in the

new building was set apart for the use of

Bernhard Sclimidt, the German organ-builder.

In this little room it was that he worked out

his musical ideas. Wren and Schmidt do not

seem to have agreed very well. Wren, it is

to be feared, had not much music in his soul

;

he objected strongly to the " box of whistles,"

as he termed the organ, and seems to have

fancied that it occupied too conspicuous a space

in his cathedral, and that it interrupted the

view or "vista." Yet he designed a most

admirable and perfectly proportioned organ-

screen and organ-case. It finished the eathe-

di-al. Nothing could possibly be more admi-

rable than its position in the building. There

can now be no doubt that Wren was driven

to it by force of " precedent," and the opinions

of the "clergy, who could not forget the old

cathedral. But being there, he did his part

of the work to admiration, and lamentable

indeed it is to see and to note what has become

of it. Mr. Ferrey's plan, after Hollar, shows

the " screen " in "the old cathedral as in West-

minster, Salisbury, York, and elsewhere. In

all the old "sections" of S. Paul's this organ-

screen and organ form a remarkable feature

in it, and wc advert to it from the fact of the

organ-builder being associated with Wren so

intimately in the ""furnishing " and finishing

of the interior of S. Paul's. No man ever did

his work better or more thoroughly than this

man Schmidt. All honour to him, though

his fine work is destroyed !—in a way hardly

credible. G. B. A.

S. S.WIOUR'S, SOUTHWARK.

SIR GEORGE GILBERT SCOTT, in a letter

to the Times, suggests the restoration of

the navo of S. Saviour's, Southwark, as a memo-
rial to the late Bishop of Winchester. '-Tbis

churc^i," writes .^ir Gilbert Scott, "is in scale

the third in London, coming nest in importance to

Westminster Abbey. When I first U new it, somo six

and forty years ago, it was practically complete,

and internally was, in spite of barbarous obstruc-

tions, like a small but beautiful cathedral. It

had long been externally cased over with brick,

but its choir had just been (or was being) re-

stored by the late Mr. George Gwilt. The beauti-

ful Lady Chapel to tho east of the choir was
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shortly afterwards restored, I think, through the

influence of Mr. Barclay—the same architect

giving his gratuitous professional services. The

transept was also restored soon afterwards,

though not by the same architect. The fate of

the nave was peculiarly uuhappy. Its roof

having been found to bo dangerously decayed,

the parishioners, instead of repairing it, ordered

its removal, thus leaving this part of the church

exposed to the elements, like a ruin, for one or

two winters ; and, on finding its walls (mainly of

rubble chalk) to be getting damaged by this expo-

sure, they—in spite of the earnest protestations of

all who cared for such objects, audespecially of their

fellow parishioner, Mr. Barclay—voted its entire

destruction, and the erection on its site of the pre-

sent contemptible structure, having no kind of

alliance to the ancient nave, and being so con-

structed as to be incapable of internal connection

with the still existing transept and choir. The

magnificent details of the intei-ior wore, I believe,

sold as building rubbish, and even the noble

western portal (of later date and well preserved)

was destroyed, and for a comparison of its design

with that of its successor I will refer to Pugin's

' Contrasts.' The church, then, as it now stands,

consists of a modern nave, pretty much like an

average church in a watering-place of 40 years

old, attached to a transept, choir, and Lady Chapel

almost on a cathedral scale both in size and

beauty. My suggestion is that this vile nave

shall he rebuilt according to its ancient design,

the ancient choir fitted up as that of a great

collegiate church, and the whole dealt with as the

mother church and ^wast-cathedral of London
south of the Thames. It happens, opportunely,

that the ancient design of the lost nave has just

been traced out. with a view to publication, by

Mr. Frederick DoUman, who hascollected evidence'

existing in the sketches of several architects who
knew the church as it was, including, as I imagine,

those of the late Messrs. Gwilt, Mr. Wallace, Mr
Charles Baily, and a few scanty particulars which

I happened to possess, besides information from

other sources, so that little, if anything, is left for

conjecture, and the lest nave may be recovered in

all it its pristine glory. Its general internal effect

may be judged of with approximate correctness

from the etching made by Mr. Coney for Bandinel's

edition of the "Monastioon."

"

In a letter to ourselves Mr. Francis T. Dollman
writes " I have read in The Times of Saturday, the

Sndinst., a letter from Sir G. Gilbert Scott propos-

ing the rebuilding of the nave of S. Mary Overie's

(or S. Saviour's) Church, Southwark, as a fitting

memorial to the deeply-lamented Samuel Wilber-

force, late Bishop of Winchester. Sir G. G. Scott

in his letter mentions me (my name being by

mistake printed Frederick Dollman) as having in

my possession sketches of the original glorious

nave of this most interesting church. May I be

permitted to state that I have made the collection

of every possible document, sketch, and memo-
randum connected with S. Mary Overie's Church
the subject of my most careful attention during

the last three or four years, and by the kindness

of many members of my profession—viz.. Sir G.

Gilbert Scott, Mr. E. Wallace, Mr. R. C. Hussey,

Mr. Alfred Gwilt, son of the late Mr. George

Gwilt (who restored the choir and east end of the

church some years back), Mr. C. Baily, Mr. E. L.

Blackburne, Mr. J. Blore, and several others—

I

am now in possession, not only of sketches, but

of accurately measured drawings of the whole of

the nave, in addition to sketches and memoranda
taken by myself, whereby without diflicnlty that

portion of the building could be easily restored.

I hope before long to submit to my professional

brethren illustrations of the churcli in its

integrity, with plans and fragments of the build-

ings which originally stood on the north side,

between the church and the river."

BUILDERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

THE 26th Annual Meeting of the subscribers

and friends of this charity was held on

Thursday afternoon, 31st ult., Edwin Lawrence,

Esq., the president, in the chair. After the usual

preliminary business had been despatched.

The Secretary, Mr. A. G. Harris [read the

Annual Report. This document commenced
with an appeal to those persons who belonged to

tho buildiug trades and who had not yet identi-

fied themselves with the work of the institution to

become subscribers at once. A large number of

candidates were anxiously waiting to become the

recipients of their bounty at tho November
election. Last year eight new pensioners were

THE LAST DESIGS MADE FOE S. PAUL's UY Silt CUiastOl'HEK WKEN. (SEE P. 133.)

INIGO JOSES, PORTICO TO OLD S. P.VUL's. (sEE P. 133.'
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elected—four in Xovember, and four in May.
Of the inmates already on the funds of the

Institution, five had died. It was stated

that the -worshipful Company of Tylers had
generously placed at the disposal of the In-

stitution one of their almshouses at Ball's Pond,
with an annuity of £\0 per annum, and a supply

of coals. Since the last general meeting the

institution had to deplore the loss by death of

Mr. Georije Spencer Smith, who was one of the

earliest friends of the institution. Mr. Henry
Planning had also died, and left the institution

a legacy of £500, whicli. when the duty was paid,

amounted to £450. Tlie financial statement
showed a total income of £2,079. 4s. 7d., w^hich

included a balance carried forward from last

year.

Mr. Richardson- moved and Mr. James
SiMPSOX seconded the adoption of tho report and
accounts, which was agreed to.

Mr. Waldram moved and Mr. Richardson
seconded a vote of thanhs to tho patrons, and the

addition to the list of the names of Mr. Edwin
Lawrence and Mr. T. H. Poynder. This was
agreed to.

Mr. PuTCKSETT, in moving a very hearty vote

of thanks to Mr. Lawrence for his presidency
during tho past year, commented on the necessity

of such an institution to tho important trades

with which it was more immediately identified.

He wTs sure that the trade had largely bene-
fited by Mr. Lawrence's presidentship, and if

all the subscribers wore present they would
heartily endorse the opinion. (Hear.) Mr. Pluck-
nett concluded amidst cheers by proposing the
resolution.

The words of Mr. Plucknett were confirmod by
Mr. Richardson in seconding the motion, which
was then carried unanimously.
Tue Chairman- briefty acknowledged tho

compliment whic'i had been paid him. saying
that his best services were always at the disposal
of so excellent a charity as thit whose an-
niversary they were then celebrating. It was ao
excellently managed by its treasurer, secretary,
and other officers, that his office had bean almost
a sinecure. He only wished ho had been able to

render more service to the institution.

Mr. James Simpson- moved the thanks of

the meeting to the Vice-presidents of tho
institution, and the following gentlemen were
elected to that offijo for the ensuing year:

—

Goo. Baker, Esq . .\lfred Lawrence, Esq., Mr.
Sap well, \V. Griffiths, Esq., Mark Manloy. Esq.,
and Philip Ainstie, Esq. This was carried, as
was also a resolution appointing Mr. Plucknett
a trustee, in the room of Mr. G. S. Smith,
deceased.

A vote of thanks to Mr. Plucknett, who
also fills the office of treasurer, w.as moved
by Mr. Waldram, seconded by Mr. Richardson,
and carried unanimously.
Thanks were also voted to the directors. The

list for the ensuing year is as follows : Messrs.
Geo. Dines, Matthew Hall, Geo. and Richard
Head, Mark Manley. S. L. Mann, W. Nicholson,
W. R. Rogers, and Thos. Stirling.

Votes of thanks wore also passed to Mr.
Joseph Burn, Hon. Sec, the managing com-
mittee, the auditors, (Messrs. S. H. Head and
J. H. Hunter), and the solicitors, Messr-s. Jacques
and Edwards and Co., .and the meeting closed
with a hearty vote of thanks to tho chairman.

LEICESTERSHIRE AXD NORTHAMPTON-
SHIRE ARCHiEOLOGICVL AND ARCHI-
TECTUR.\L SOCIKTY.

THE members of the above sociotios held their
annual meeting for this year at Coventry,

commencing on the 22nd ult. Tho Mavor of
Coventry received tlio members at S. Mary's
Hall, and tho proceedings were opened by the
reading of a paper by Mr. W. G. Fretton on the
History and Antiquitios of Coventry. Tho first
visit was to S. Michael's Cliuroh. This edifice
possesses a spire and tower 303 feet high, with
flying buttresses which connect tower with
steeple. The long nave and chancel, 240 feet
long, and 120 feet high, are conspicuous by beini;
without a chancel arch its place being supplied
originally by a bi^autiful rood-screen, now disap-
peared. Tho church was completed in 1334, by
the Brothers Botoner, and forty years later two
sisters built tho spire.

Trinity Church was next visited. It h,as
recently boon elaborately restored, and possesses
loud-coloured ceilings, including a somewhat

rare domus over the north porch. There are no

remains of the ancient church visible, said to

have been erected in the thirteenth century, the

earliest portion being of the fourteenth century.

Next visiting the site of tho ancient Cathedral,

the company glanced at the massive piers, which
are about all that remains of Coventry's once
magnificent Cathedral, when the fair city could

boast of its own bishop.

In the afternoon the site of the Bull's Head
hostelry, on which tho present barracks are built,

and in which JIary Qu^en of Scots stayed for a

time, on her way from Staffordshire to Fotherin-

gay, was noticed. The fine church of S. Joim's
was described by the Rev. AyliSfo Poole. Tho
Leicester Gate and part of the town walls were
visited, and then the fine fourteenth-century
grammar school was described by Jlr. Frettou

and Jlr, Bloxam. Tho interesting cloisters,

dormitories, and other remains of the White
Friars' Jlonastery, now incorporated with the

Workhouse, were minutely examined on the way
to the Charter-house, tho outer walls of which
were in a very perfect state. Amongst tho other

objects visited were a finely-decorated Tudor
house in Cross Cheaping, in the occupation of

Mr. Ambrose.
At the evening meeting Mr. J. Tom Burgess

read a paper on the Hunting match at Dunchurcli
in 1605, and the Rev. G. A. Poole followed with
another on Bells and Belfries. Ho observed that
bells always had a practical hearing on church
architecture, giving occasion to the erection of

separate campaniles, or of steeples capable of

bearing their weigl-,t. There were but two
separate bell towers in the Midland district, one
at Evesham, and the other at Eistow ; but he
need not tell tho visitor to Coventry that both
S. .Michael's and Holy Trinity had found it neces-
sary to relieve their steeples of the weiirht of their

bells : Trinity had provided a separate belfry,

but ho believed S. Michael's had returned to the
former way of using the bells. Bellringers had
been ignored as part of the church belongings,

and hence the barbarities had been perpetrated
of closing the tower-arch, and knocking the west
door into the tower. Tho belfry should be easily

accessible, and properly furnished. The windows
should bo glazed, so as not to chill persons heateil

with vigorous exercise. The frames should bf

looked to, but he would strongly advise not
changing them unless from absolute necessity.

Connected with bells was the ancient society of

College Youths, founded by Richard Whittington.
which had numbered among its numerous hi-itori-

names Sir Bartle Frere. There were ample re-

cords of celebrated peals rung by tho society. Sir

Simon D'Ewes and Lord Treasurer Burleigh were
of the number of bell-ringers, and Bunyan used
to assist in the ringing till he began to think it

sinful, and even then used to go and wat-'h the

ringers, till fear of the bells or even the steeph-

falling on him drove him away. There was a

Cumberland society of bell-ringers, and at Oxford
University a society for change-ringing. Ladies
might assist in handbell-ringing, and it was hard
to say to whiit such things might grow. Coventry
and other cities might be fitted with campaniles
for civic uses, as was the case abroad. He trusteil

yet to see greater interest felt in this matter, and
the improvements he had suggested made in the
constitution .and habits of bell-ringers.

Mr. Burgess replied, and mentioned that at Lap-
worth there was a detached bell-tower, and that
at Harleston, in Staffordshire, a framework was
raised from the floor, and supported a ijrhole pe.il

in a fourteenth century belfry.

Mr- Jas. Thompson, of Leicester, had prepared
a paper on •' Kenilworth Castle," but as he was
not able to be present, it was read by Rev. N
Lightfoot. It stated that Kenilworth in the early
part of tho thirteenth century was a feudal
fortress, of which Simon, E.arl of Leicester, came
into possession in 1254, through a grant from
Henry IH., and was the owner till his death at
the battle of Evesham ia 1265. After his death
his son remained at the Castle, but the King
marched an army to Warwick on June 25, 12(>r.,

laid siege to the Castle, and after five months
captured it. and transferred it to his fourth son,

Edmund Crouchback, whom he created Earl of

Leicester. The records of Leicester showed that
a number of workmen were sent from thence to

Kenilworth, no doubt for the purpose cf restorine
tho fabric from the injuries it had experienced
in tlio sioge. It was supposed the work was ex-
tensive, because so many men were employed,
and it might not be difficult to identify their
work, fts the Geometric period was then estab-

lished. Rev. G. A. Poole stated that he knew
Kenilworth well, and there was not a single piece
of Geometric architecture in the whole ca-ttle.

The excursion took place on Welnosday. when
Kenilworth Castle, Guy's Cliff, Warwick Castle,

Warwick, and Stoneleigh Abbey were visited.

JOHN STUART JHLL ON PROPERTY
IN WORKS OF ART.

A RECENT munber of the Examiner con-
tains a short and hitherto unpublished

essay "On the Right of Property in Land."
written by the late John Stuart Mill. Into that
question it is not our province to enter, but wo
may quote with advantage some rem irks on tho
subject specified in the heading of our article

incidentally made by the writer in the course of

his argument. Dealing with an objection that
would bo offered to his policy on the Land ques-
tion, Mr. Mill writes :

—

" Land, it is said, is not the only article of
property which rises in value from the mere
effect of the advance of national wealth, inde-
pendently of anything done by the proprietor.

Pictures by the old masters, ancient sculptures,

rare curiosities of all sorts, have tho same ten-

dency. If it is not unjust to deprive the land-
lord of the unearned increase of tho value of his

land, by the same rulo the increase of value of

Raphaels and Titians might be taken from their

fortunate possessor and appropriated by the
State.

'* Were this true in principle, it would lead to

no consequences in practice, since tho revenue
which could be obtained by evon a very high
tax on these rare and scattered possessions-

would not be worth consideration to a prosperous

country. But it is not true, even in principle.
'' Objects of art, however rare or incom-

parable, differ from land and its contents in this

essential particular ; that they are products of

labour Objects of high .art are products not
only of labour, but of sacrifice. The pains,

patience, and care, necessary for producing
works which will be competed for by future

ages, are far from being those from which the

greatest immediate, and especially the greatest

pecuniai-y, advantage is reaped by the artist.

Such works almost always imply renunciation of

a great part of tho gains which might easily

have been obtained by hasty and marketable
productions ; and often could not be produced at

all, unless the few purchasers who are able tc-

distiuguish the immortal from the ephemeral
could feel that they might, without imprudence,

pay a high price for works which would be a

fortune to their descendants. The prospective

rise in price of works of art is by no means an
unearned increase ; the best productions of

genius and skill alone obtain that honour, while

the increasing value of land is indi^-crimiuate.

Governments do not think it improper to

disburse considerable sums in order to foster

high art and encourage the taste for it among the

public. Much more, then, should they not grudge
to the .artist what may come to him spontaneously

from the estimate which good ju-lges form of wha:
his productions will sell for long after he is dead.

We grant that in many cases the increased value

does not reach the artist himself, but is an ad-

dition, and sometimes an unlooked-for addition,

to the gains of a middleman, who may have
bought, at a very moderate price, works which

subsequent accident or fashion suddenly brings

into vogue. This is a contingency to which
artist.s, like all other workmen, .are liable ; if

they are unable to wait, they may he obliged to

sell their future chances, below the true value,

to somebody who can. But they obtain, on tho

average, a higher remunerationfor their labour

th,an t„ey could obtain if they h.ad no such chances

to sell. And it must be remembered that, along

with his chances of profit, the dealer t-ikes tho

risk of loss. Changes in the public taste and

judgment may take place either way ; if some
works which may have been bought cheap acquire

a high value, others for which a high pric has

been paid go out of fashion, gradually or even

suddenly. If dealers are exposed to the one

chance, they must have the benefit of tho other.

Were they deprived of it, their useful function,

by which, until replaced by something better,

aitists are greatly benefited, could not be oaiTJed

on.
•• Neither can it bo said, as in tho case of

land, that receiving the market-price of the day

would compensate the holder for tho chances of
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future increase. Th.?r6 is no market-price of

such things, and the future increase has no com-

mon stanilaril nf estimation ; it is a matter of

individual judgment; and, even if an average

could be struck, it would not compensate any

one for the disappointment of his own expecta-

tion."

OUR LITHOGRAPHIC-
THE " BUILDISG NEWS

ILLUSTRATIONS.

parliamentary notes.

The Frescoes in the Houses of Paklta-

MBNT.— Mr. Bawring on the 31st ult.. asked the

First Commissioner of Works whether it was

true that symptoms of decay had recently mani-

fested themselves in additional frescoes in the

Houses of Parliament, especially in those by Mr.

Macliseand Mr. Herbert; and, if so, whether he

proposed to take immediate steps -.vith a view to

arresting, if possible, the further progress of

such decay.—Mr. Ayrton said ;t was un-

doubtedly true that for some time past the

surface of these pictures had presented an ap-

pearance which greatly detracted from their

effect ; but what the exact cause of that appear-

ance was had not hitherto been clearly ascer-

tained. There was a disagreement of opinion on

the subject. It was doubt'ul whether the

appearance of one of the pictures arose from the

natural decay of the picture itself or from the

•efflorescence on the surface of some substance

capable of being removed. He had watched the

picture with great interest, and had consulted

several persons with regard to it. Recently he

had the advantage of consulting Mr. Richmond,

R.A., who had arrived at the conclusion that the

appearance of the picture was owing to an

ctlloresccnce which n-ight be r- moved from the

surface, after which it would be nearly as good as

ever. The subject, however, was one which

required careful consideration. Dr. Percy, the

•eminent chemist attached to that House, svas

endeavouring to ascertain the nature of the

substance on the pictures. He was also now

m.iking arrangements to secure the services of

an eminent picture-cleaner, who had been recom-

mended by Mr. Richmond as being best qualified

for the purpose.

The New Pi'blic Offices.—Lord Redes-

<lale on Friday, in the House of Lords, asked

Her Majesty's "Governai-!nt whether the buildings

in Pariiimont-street, opposite the new public

offices, would be taken down before the meeting

of Parliament next year, and whether there was

any intention of applying to Parliament next

Session for power to purchase property in or ad-

joining Parliament-street. Kingstreet, or White-

hall for the erection of public offices.—The Duke
of S. Albans stated, that the buildings in Par-

Jiamont-street opposite to the new public offices

would have to be taken down to enable the

drainage and the front of the new offices to be

completed, .and that they would be removed with

that object before Parliament reassembled. In

reply to the second question, be said he had been

informed that there was no intention to apply to

Parliament for power to acquire property south

of the new Home and Colonial Offices for the

purpose of erecting public offices thereon. The

Crown already possessed a large extent of land

in tho vicinity of the existing public buildings

for the erection of public offices. The cost of

acquiring property was very great, because com-

pensation had to bo paid to the occupiers as well

as the value of the property, and the Crown
ought not to incur such an expense as long as it

had property f its own suitable for tho purpose.

In reply to a further que.siion by Lord Redesdale,

the Earl of Kimberley said that the Govern-

ment had no intention of applying to Parliament

next Session for power to purchase property

adjoining the new offices in Parliament-s.reet,

Kingstreet, or Whitehall. It was a question

whether any further improvements should be

effected at the cost of the Imperial Exchequer

or of the Metropolitan Board of Works. Lord

Kedesdale expressed his regret that the improve-

ment of Parliament-street would be only half

•effected.
•-

A hill has been obtained for making an important

new line of railway from Didcot to Southampton.

The line, forty miles in length, will be woiked by

the Great Western Company. The capital pro-

vided amounts to £(;OU,OU0.

At the meeting of ihe Commissioners of Sewers

of the City of Luuduu on Tuesday week, it was

resolved to p<ve the following important streets

with the Val de Tr.ivers asphalte : — Gresham-

street, Wood-street, Lawrence-lane, Bow-lane, S

-inn's-lane, and part of Old Bailey.

school-planxisg

competition.

In the last number of the Bdildisg News wo

gave the report of the referees on this competi-

tion, and we this week reproduce all the draw-

ings sent in under the motto of a Cross in a Circle.

This design, which certainly merits all the com-

mendation bestowed upon itby the referees, would

have been entitled to the first prize hail its author

adhered to the prescribed conditions. In fact, Mr.

R. J. Haines, of Oxford, hitherto altogether un -

known to us, has, though unsuccessful in refe-

rence to the premium, by this effort indicated

uncommon architectural ability. Assuming him

to bo a young man, we may say that so good a

beginning points to a successful and probably

brilliant future.

Tho following report accompanied Mr. Haines'

design :

—

" In my design for your Town Church competi-

tion, I have adopted the principle of two naves

and one chancel or sanctuary, which allows nearly

all the congregation seeing both pulpit and altar,

and also of hearing the preacher. The naves not

being of great length, the plan would not suit a

small church ; bat for one of this size I think it

would be found to answer very well. The ves-

tries are placed near the chancel, being more con-

venient th.an at the west end ; it is evident the

choir must turn some corner. A sacrisiy fitted with

presses, piscina, »ic., adjoins the priests' vestry,

being necessary in a large church with an elabo-

rate ritual. A chapel is placed on the south side

for daily services, the tower serving as porch,

without using the west doors. Children to be

placed in the south transept ; they could leave by

the tower, without disturbing the congregation.

The aisles have no windows in them, sufficient

light being obtained from tho clerestory, gri-

saille glass being used to tone down t'ao light and

not obscure it.

description; corona; to bo placed between the side

arches of nave, and brackets against tho central

columns and other parts. The heating apparatus

by Haden.
" Plumber.—The gutter between the roofs of

naves to be a wide one of 61b. lead, so as not to

get choked up. the water to be cariied off by

gutters through the roofs and at the west end,

tho down pipes, &g., to be of lead.

'Accommodation.—Naves, 902; N. transept,

104; S. transept, 99; chapel, 58; choir, 8-t ; total,

12i7."

ARCH-ffiOLOGICAL.

Bdcks Arch-^ological Societt.—The Bucks
Archaiological Society took its annual archidia-

conal trip in search of the antique on Tuesday
week. Archdeacon Bickersteth acted as cicerone.

The first halt was called at Dunton Church,

Some portions of the building date as far back as

10.S0. After Dunton Church had been thoroughly

explored, the party proceeded to Stewkley, which

is accredited with the possession of the finest old

Norman church in the diocese. Though tho

building is rather small, the style is undoubtedly

Norman of the most primitive type, and it is

said that neither additions nor emendations have

marred its reign of purity from the date of its

first construction until now. It is scarcely

likely, however, that it will retain its immaculate-

ness much longer, as ihe Vicar seemed to think

an enlargement was absolutely necessary in order

to meet the growing spiritual wants of the diocese.

From Stewkley the oompany proceeded to Soul-

bury, and from Sonlbury to Liscombe. From
Liscombe House the party went to Liscombe

Church, and having inspected a fine old monu-
ment there proceeded to Linslade schoolroom,

where the meeting was held. Dr. Lawford in-

fused c.nsiderable interest into the proceedings

by exhibiting a number of interesting local

relics of the Roman occupation. After re-electing

the vice-presidents, the party returned to Ayles-

bury.

Dunblane Cathedral.—On Friday last, while

The font is placed in a Baptis-
j

the workmen in this Cathedral were engaged in

tery at the south-west corner. The lectern, not the Chapter-house or Lady Chapel, in preparin;

shown on plan, might be placed in front of the

pulpit, or on one side of the choir-gates. A
spacious porch or narthex, provided with seats, is

at the west end. There is really no chancel, the

choir being placed in the transepts, where they

would be heard better than sh ut up in a chancel.

Access to the roofs is gained by the various

turret staircases. The east wall of sanctuary is

divided into panels by light canopy work in

alabaster or marble for mosaics, which would be

brighter and more lasting than mjdern fresco.

There is plenty of space in other parts of tho

church for decoration, but the drawings are on

too small a scale to show any distinctly ; therefore

I have omitted them except in a few cases.

" A separ.ite entrance for the Clergy and Choir

is on the south side, and an entrance for coals,

&c., next to it. The heating apparatus to be

under the vestries. A short speoitication is sub-

joined.

'• BricHayev.—The walls'externally to be faced

with bricks of a dark red colour, thinner than the

ordinary ones, internally with white ones, with a

few rod bands in the groining of Nave ; Godwin's

tiles of ancient make to be used for Choir and

Sanctuary ; common red Staffordshire for Nave,

Aisles, Transepts, Poiches, &c.

" Masun.—Bath stone to^jbe used for dressings

generally ; Red Mansfield where there is a chance

of it looking spotty, such as heads and cills of

turret windows ; Portland for all exposed parts .

slabs of York Oin. thick on the corbelling of cen.

tral wall tj take plates of roofs. The walls of

Sanctuary to be lined with alabaster ; colimjns,

steps, altar, baldachiuo, and choir screen of rich

marbles ; the baldachino to be bolted to the east

wall.

" Carpenter, S(C,—The timber of roofs to be of

oak or pitch pine ; the seats and other fittings of

wainscot, inlaid with various woods.

" Tiler.—Tho roofs to be covered with green

slates, and to have a bold red ridge.

" Smith, S^c.—All screens, hinges, &c., to be in

wro ught irou, the gas-fittings to be of a plain

a bed for an ancient recumbent monument, they

came upon a large slab about 2ft. below the sur-

face of the floor, which was at first supposed to

be an old gravestone On being brought to the

surface, it was found to be a beautifully-marked

sculptured stone of about 6ft. long and 2ft.

broad. A finely- carved cross of the Ionic kind

occupies almost the whole of the one side of it,

and the other is marked with a variety of sculp-

tures—a man on horseback, a dog or pig, two

crosses and arabesques of different patterns.'

From the position which it occupies it is clear

that this stone must have been placed where it

was found before the building of the cathedral,

more than 6^ centuiies ago. It is unfortunately

broken across about 2ft. from the top.

Roman Remains in Kent.— The discovery of

the wall of a Roman basilica in the very ancient

village of Lyminge, in Kent, is announced. The

discovery is the result of excavations undertaken

by Canon Jenkins. The wall is of great solidity,

and, if possible, the concrete (which is com-

pouniled of lime and chalk) is harder and more

massive than the stone in which it is embedded.

The remains have been brought to light a short

distance from the church in which S, Ethelburga,

a Northumbrian princess, took the veil in the

seventh century. The church itself is built on a

Roman foundation.

British Association.-The forty-third meet-

ing of the British Association for the Advance-

ment of Science will commence in Bradford on

Wednesday, the 17th of September, on which day

the first general meeting will be held, at eight

p.m., when the President will deliver an address;

the concluding meeting will be held on Wednes-

day, tho 24th of September, at 2.30 p.m ,
when

the asfociation will be adjourned to its next place

of meeting. At two evening meetings, which

will take place at 8.30 p.m., discourses on certain

branches of science will be delivered. There

will also be other evening meetings, at which

opportunity will be afforded for general conver-

sation among the members. The sections are:—

A. Mathemaiicaland physical science ;
B. Chemi-

cal science ; C. Geology ; D. Biology ;
E. Geo-

graphy ; F. Economic science and statistics ;
U.

Slechanical science.
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THE THREE CATHEDRALS OF S. PAUL (See r. 133.)

BrEB's-ETE VIEW OF OLD S. PAUL'S, SHOWING THE SUKKOUNDING WALL, GATES, AND KEIGHBOUBING SIKEEXS.

SECTION OF DESIGN FOE S. PAUL'S MADE BY SIR CHIUSIOPHEE WEEN IMMEBIATELr MODEL OF JiALDACilINO ILMlhED Ji\ slK IHKlblOIHEE
BEFOEE IDE GEEAI FIEE. TVKEN FOE THE ALTAE OF S. PAUL'S CATHEDEAL.
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THE THREE CATHEDRALS OF S. PAUL (See r. 133.)

GSaTTNI) PLAN OF S. PAUl's, ACCOEBINe 10 THE FIESI DESIGN (AFTEE THE GEEAT FIEE) OF SIE CHEISIOPHEE WEEN.

STEPS AT 'WESTEEN' EXTEiN'CE, AS OEIGINAUT rLAJXXED BT SIE CHEISTOPHEK TVEEX, AIN'I) AS NO'W INTENDED TO BE CAEETED OtTT.

PEOJECTION OF OLD (sHADED) UPON TKE I'LAN OF NEW S. 1'AUL's.
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THE ROYAL ARCH^OLOG ICAL INSTITUTE
AT EXETER.

[From Oub Own Correspondents.]

{Continued from page 112.)

THE Exeter meeting of the Royal Archfflolo-

<;io,al Institute of Gro.it Britain and Ireland,

concluded on Tuesday last, is, by the common
consent of its members, looked npon as one of

the most successful and interesting gatherings

which it has had since its establishment thirty

years ago, and whether next year's Congress be

held at Ripon, Colchester, or Glasgow, (all of which

places are suggested), the memories of the Exeter

meeting will not be readily effaced. The num-
ber and interest of the papers read, and the rich

field of study afforded to the architectural stu-

dent in the Cathedral, the churches, and the

picturesque houses and shops which predominate

in all parts of the city, aie circumstances which

jjrompted even the least devoted of the archajolo-
' gists present to wish that the In.stitute could

retain its quarters for another week in the capital

of the beautiful county of Devon. It is to be

regretted that the Architectural section did not

ho)d any meeting for the reading and discussion

of papers until Monday last, and this is attributed

to the unfortunate illness of Mr. Talbot Bury,

F.S.A., the secretary of the section. This draw-

back, however, has been amply compensated for

by the admirable and minute discourse which
was delivered on the architecture of the Cathe-

dral by the Yen. Archdeacon Freeman, on the

occasion of the visit of the members to the

fabric, which was most worthily supplemented

by the remarks made by Mr. Stuart Moore in

the Chapter House on the stained glass of the

Cathedral. We continue our detailed report of

the proceedings.

THIRD DAY.—THURSDAY, JULY' 31st.

The Qrst thing on the programme this morning
was the business meeting of the members only,

which was held in the Council Chamber at the

Guildhall at 9 o'clock. This meeting being
private, our representative was not admitted, but
we were informed that the meeting took into con-

sideration the locale of nest year's Congress ; two
places, very wide *)part, vin,, Ripon and Col-

chester, being named. Mr. Fairless Barber and
the Y'orkshire Archceological Society st ongly
advocating Ripon, and other gentlemen being
equally earnest in urging tae claims of Colchester
(the Roman Canoludunum) to receive a visit

from the Institute. Glasgow has also been sug-
gested. After considerable discussion, the final

decision was left in tue hands of the Council.

TiiE Antiquities Section.

The Antiquities Section met again (his moi'n-
ing to hear the concluding portion of Mr.
Ormerod'a pap-a* on Darmoor, which, for want of

time, was only half read yestei-day. For want
of space an abstract of Mr. Ormerod's paper, the
subject of which has attracted much attention of

late, is held over.

Peeambl'lation of tiie City.

A large number of the members and visitors

met at the Guildhall at ten o'clock for tho purpose
of being conducted round the City. Tho various
buildings and remains wore describi-d by Mr. J. H.
Barker, assisted by .Mr. Cotton, who acted as local

guide. Mr. R. Dymoad, F.S. A., was also to have
accompanied the visitors, who were deprived of

his great local knowledge through his having met
with a slight accident which h,ad rendered him
lame. His place was, however, efficiently filled

by Mr, Townseud, whoso sketches in tho tempo-
rary museum wore noticed by us last week.
Before starting from the Gidldluill, Mr. Parker
made a few remarks upon the architecture of tho
building, observing that tho hall itself was
mainly fifteenth century in date, with alterations

and additions—notably the projecting porch with
chamber over it, which was a very goo i example
of the transition fi'om Elizabethan to Reuaissance
architectui'o. On leaving tho Guildhall, tho party
proceeded at once to the Close, or Cathedral
churchyard, and after staying a short time to

admire the picturesque half-timbered faijade of
the bouse known in jocal his-tory as Mulls Coffee
House, passed under the very remarkaljle arch-
way leading to the Prior)/ Boute or Hail. Mr.
Parker said ho believed this to boa mi.snomer, for
he could not conceive it possible that there could
have been a priory ho close to tho Cathedral. It

was much mora likely to have been the hall of the

Archdeaconry, which adjoined it. Tho date of

these buildings was about the middle of the fif-

teenth contiiry. Mr. Parker observed that tho

miustrels' gyllery was removed some years ago

from the hall of the building, and he understood

that it was preserved somewhere in the Catlie-

dral. If this was the case, he hoped that before

long it would be put back into its original place.

The roof was characterised by Jlr. Parker as being

a remarkably fine specimen of rather Early Per-

pendicular work. The hall, which is only about

a third of its original length, is now occupied as

.1 stock and share-brokor'a ofBce. Proceeding to

the Arcltdericoniy, on entering the courtyard the

attention of the visitors was directed to the

window of the oratory chapel. Although a great

deal of the buildings of the Archdeaconry has

been moderni.sed, a very fine piece of panelled oak

ceiling was pointed out, date about the middle of

the fifteenth century. Some of the visitors went
into tho little oratory chapel, now used as a bed-

room. The dateof the window before referred to

is about 1450. The ceiling is Elizabethan. The
buildings in question, it should bo remarked, are

those of the Archdeaconry of Barnstaple. Gene-
rally speaking, they are fifteenth century in date,

altered very much in the time of Elizabeth. The
visitors were next conducted to the Dennerij. It

was mentioned that William lU. stopped here on

his landing from Torbay. Proceeding to the ball

of the Deituery. IMr. Parker pointed out that the

fine roof had been very much cut about, and some
parts were altogether modern. The corbels were
old, and also, he believed, the cusps of the

wiudow .arches. The hall was no doubt work of

Henry VH.'s time. Jlr. Parker was at first iu-

clined to think that the height of the original

hall had been diminished by making a lower

story (used as a servants' hall) to the building.

A more extended examination, however,
showed that the hall had always had the

servants' hall uuder it, for to say nothiuL,'

of the structural features of the lower chamber
(which are unmistakably of the same period as

the upper hall), the windows of the upper and
lower portions do not coincide in having void

over void, nor is there any indication of their

having ever coincided, as they would alniost

certainly have done had tho floor of the hall

extended to the level of the servants' hall.

The chapel of the deanery was next visited. This
apartment is now used as a breakfast and re-

ception-room. Some doubt was expressed as to

wi ether it was the chapel, on account of the

orientation not being exactly correct ; but Mr.
Parkor observed that orientation was very
frequently not strictly attended to in domestic
chapels. The date of the work in this building
was the latter portion of Henry the VH.'s time.

The Deanery, like the Archdeaconry, had been
very much altered in Elizabeth's time. The
Vicars' Close was next visited. This is a narrow
entry, having, until recently, a row of picturesque

old half-timbered houses on each side, with small

gardens in front. In these houses the vicars choral

formerly resided. Oue row of them has lately

been demolished by the Dean, so'as to enalile him
to eularge his garden. By this .act the Dean has
shown (as ]Mr. E. A. Freeman remarked) that he

is no archa3ologist. The party next entered tho

Hull of tho Vicars* College, in South-street. This
was formerly tho diniug-hall of tho vicarst, who
at Exeter had a separate establishment of their

own. The kitchen and offices, which adjoined,

have been destroyed. Mr. Parker said the

dining-hall was rather late fourteenth century
work, the linen-panelling on the walls bein_' of

Henry VIII. 's time. Ihe cuspated window
arches which still exist are rather uncommon.
1388 was said to be the actual date of the hall's

erection. Mr. Parker said it w.as possible these

cusps might have been later, but it was not very
likely. In front of the minstrels' gallery are
some interesting old painted portraits of former
bishops of the diocese, the date being 15:29. A
very fine carved Jacobean table occupies
the centre of the hall. While tho visitors were in

this building, Mr. E. A. Freeman look occasion to

note the peculiar influences to which were duo
the scattered situation of the various religious

establishments of the city. Tho city was not
made the seat of a bishopric until a comparatively
late period; and the city within tho walls was so

crowded that when the bishopric was transferred

from Crediton to Kxeter, the bishop and the
other dignitaries of the church had to lay out
their buildings where they cculd fiud room for

them. Exeter was not like Wells or Salisbury

—

a city which had sprung up under the shadow of

the cathedral. It was a flourishing city a thou-
sand years before a bishop came there From
the time of Leofric's foundation there lad been
no monks. It was a secular foundation With
regard to the cuspated window-arches, Jr. Free-
man said he could not speak positivdy as to

Devonshire, but they were very comnon in
Somersetshire in the fourteenth centur'. Pro-
ceeding up South-street to its junction .t High-
street and North-street, Mr. Freeman nmarked
that these crossroads did not quite coincde with
the carftix of the ancient city. At the corner
of North-street and High-street attenton was
directed to a curiously-carved wooden Igure of

about life-size, and locally known as -Father
Peter." This figure onco formed an integ-al part
of the support of the overhanging gabbs of an
old house pulled down forty years ago The
visitors next proceeded to S. Mary's Arches
Clairch, which was described by i\Ir. J. H.
Parker. The nave is Late Norman ; tho chmcel is

gone, but the aisles exist. It is di/ubtful if the
church ever had a tower. A discussion enaied as
to whether the nave arches were of the same
date as tho piers. Several gentlemen thought
they were later, but Mr. Parker did not tgree
with their conclusions. The arches were ckam-
fered, it was true ; but this was not at all un-
common in Late Norman work. The arches
had the character of Decorated work, but in

Decorated work it was unusual to have semi-
circular arches. A local gentleman said that
very rich semicircular arches were com-
mon in Exeter. The roof is Late Fifteenth
Century in date. Mr. Beresford Hope directed
attention to a very remarkable piece of em-
broidered needlework, which was lying about
the church. It was probably one or more copes
sown together to make a pall. Mr. Hope sug-
gested tLat it should be sent to the Temporary
Museum. The visitors next proceeded to Tucker's
Hal], in Fore-street. Mr. Parker said this was
formei'ly a chapel dedicated to S. Mary tho
Virgin. It was disused after the Reformation,
and Queen Elizabeth granted it to the Guild of

Tuckers and Weavers, which still exists, having
continued to meet in the hall ever since it was
granted to them by Elizabeth. The Freemasons
also meet here. 'There is no doubt that in this

case the hall had been divided into two floors.

The building was erected in the fifteenth century.
All tho furniture aud panelling was Elizabethan,
but the roof was of the time of Heury VII. Mr.
Cotton said that the guild of Tucker.?, Weavers,
Shearmen, and Fullers was the only guild that

now existed in Exeter. It was connected with
the cloth trade of tho city and district, which
was now extinct. The visitois then proceeded
down Fore-streot-hili to inspect the llcmams of

the Old Exe Bridge. Mr. Parker poiuted out
several of the arches of the old thirteenth

century bridge, which still stand, and built on
them ai6 some very quaint timbered houses,

which, however, are comparatively recent, dating
only from about the seventeenth century. The
old bridge had iu all twenty arches, and only a

part of it was open to the parapets, houses
extending nearly all the way along, as in Old
London Bridge. Tho church of S. Edmund's
stands on what remains of the bridge, the church,

however, being comparatively modern. Part of

the remains of the Uld City Wall wore next
vi.-ited. Mr. E. A. Freeman pointed out that

Athelstan's wail of square ashlar was very much
patched with thirteenth century work. Thoro is

a thoroughfare along some portions of the wall,

and on other portions houses are built. A con-

siderable portion of the wall has lately been ex-

posed to sight by the making of a new road which
runs parallel with part of the wall. Mr. Parker re-

marked, in reference to a portiojof wall near

tho base, which was wide-jointed, said that we
did not get fine-jointed masonry in this country

before the twelfth century. Masonry of an earlier

date was always coarse-jointed. Passing the

church of S. Maiy Steps, and glancing up at the

quaint figure of "Matthow Miller," which strikes

tho hours in connection witu the clock at this

church, the visitors proceeded to the sito of tho

West Gate, at the junction of South-street with

Magdalen-street. Not a trace of this gate now
remains. Haid by tho remains of an old battery

tower were seen, jiud at Mattock's row, where an
opening h..d been made through the city wall, the

thickness of the wall was found to be 10ft thick.

The formal peregrination of the city by the mem-
bers was concluded by visiting Bamplyldo House,

in Bampfylde-street, which was reached at one
o'clock. This house is now oucupiod partly as
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offices ffr the School Board, and partly as the

offices (If Messrs. Dymond and Sons, surveyors.

The hoise was used as the town residence of the

Bampfyde family until fifty years ago. It was

erected n the fifteenth century by Walter Bamp-
fylde. The ceilings and panelling;: of some of the

rooms dre remai'kably fine. Bedford Hsuse, a

somewlilt similar building, stood until recent

years ijpon part of the sito of what is now
Bedfort^ circus. Most of the party here broke

np for hncheon, but several gentlemen visited

one or Itwo other places of interest. At the

corner ^f Gandy-street much curiosity was es-

cited b;^ a stone with remarkable incised carving

on it. E was stated that there was good authoiity

for say ng that this stone was part of the old

stone cjoss which in very early times stood on

the Es^ Bridge. An old house in Gandy-,street,

formerly used as the mayoralty house, was the

last building visited. It is sixteenth century in

date, snd the carving of the doors, panels, and
cornices is very rich. Over a mantelpiece ou the

first floor are carved the arms of R iger Slallock,

Mayor in 1630. The house is now occupied as

offices.

Visit to teie Cathedkal.

At two o'clock a very large party met at the
Cathedral, and having made the tour of the
building, under the guidance of the Ven. Arch-
deacon Freeman, they assembled in the choir
(now in course of restoration under the direction
of Sir G. G. Scott"). Here the Ven. Archdeacon
delivered a long and eloquent address upon the
architectural history of the Cathedral, having
previously made some remarks in the transepts
as to the peculiarity of the transept il towers.
He commenced by saying that the question had
been opened up whether the great towers were
origin.aIly meant to be west towers, or whether
they were from the first intended to occupy the
position which they now did, so as to serve as
transepts. He believed there was no ground
whatever for supposing that they were western
towers. What was fatal to the suppositon was that
were these towers to have been at tlie west their
western faces would have been adapted to their
purpose, and wcildhave rich doors and windows.
The towers were fortified castles up to half their
height, with feeble windows and still more feeble
doors, and w ith that exception there was no feature
of ornament or beauty in the western faces of the
towers. Moreover, Norman work could bo traced
running westward of the towers. In his opinion
the Cathedral was never intended to be shorter
than it now was. As soon as the Norm-ans were
in a position to carry out their work further they
did so. It was important to bear in mind throe
dates. The foundation of the church might
be considered to be about 1,100. The conception
of the Norman Church was about 1,'.'00, and the
conversion of the church from its earlier state to
the con.lition in which it now existed was at the
beginning of the thirteenth century. As to the
extent of the original Norman cathedral, it

extended westward as far as it did now,
and thei-9 was no reason for doubting what
the limits of it were. The choir now consisted
of seven b.ays. All Norman churches, he believed,
alike in England and in France, extended three
bays in length, and no more. Those three bays
were unquestionably the three bays nearest the
towers. When the workmen ensagod on the
present restoration were planting their scafjold-
poles they came upon what were believed to be the
remains of the Norman apse at the east end of
the first three bays. The Norman church evi-
dently extended no further eastward than that.
The Norman church had round arches in the
first and second stories, and above it was finished
with pointed arches. The appearance of the nave
from about 1130 to 1200 w.as very much like that
at Chichester, which was coeval with Exeter.
The vicissitudes through which Chichester passed
were exactly p.arallel to Exeter. The construc-
tion of the Norman cathedral occupied about a
hundred years, it being commenced by Bishop
Warolwast, and completed hy Bishop Marshall
who died in 120G. The cathe'dral. as planned by
Warelwast, consisted of a nave with seven b.ays.

as now
; a choir of three bays, and an apse,

besides the transeptal towers. The roof of the
choir in the Norman cathedral was evidently
much lower than that of the present choir, for
the workmen had lately discovered the springing
of the vaulting of the old choir. Bishop Mar-
shall did aw.ay with the apse, and added four
bays to the choir. He also added the side chapels.

the present fabric, the Ven. Archdeacon said it

was difficult to realise the enormous change that

had taken place. The light and elegant choi'-

in which they were then assembled was formerly
roofed with dark and stern vaulting, and heavy
cushion capitals surmounted the piers. The maniu
whose mind ori-^inatod the great design of trans-

forming the cathedral was BishopQuivil. Between
the time of Bishop Marshall and Bishop Qui vil came
Bishop Bruere, who built the Chapter House, and
Bishop Bronescombe, wlio ornamented the side

chapel which Marshall had added. Although
Bishop Bronescombe had virtually commenced
the transformation, the general idea of the cathe-

dral as it now existed was Quivil's. He trans-

formed the first bay of the nave from Norman
to Decorated, and that done, it became the type of

the whole cathedral, what he was unable to do

being continued by his successors. The bishop

who built the choir as it now existed was Bytton.
who succeeded to the see in 1292. The last

fifteen years of the reign of Edward I. were
occupied by Bytton in building the choir. It had
hitherto been supposed that Staptedon, his suc-

cessor, built it, but this was erroneous. In the

first year of Bishop Stapledon the Grsr charge on

the fabric-rolls was for gilding and painting thirty

bosses—just the number of those in the choir,

this proving that the choir must have been
built before Stapledon came to the throno. The
Ven. Archdeacon remarked that the source of his

knowledge on these points was from contemporary
documentary evidence. At Exeter they were
fortunate enough to possess a series of fabric

rolls extending from the time of Qaivil down to

1513. There were lOS of these fabric rolls, and
these set out, week by week, the expenditure in-

curred by the dean and chapter in building opera-
tions. Tliese fabric rolls varied in length from
5ft. to 19ft. When at Bytton's accession to the

throne these fabric rolls had been dropped for

a while, it was found that some great work was
going on. The last thing put into a church,
as a general rule, was the stained glass, and
if it were found that Bytton, in the course of his

episcopate, was able to put in the stained glass, it

was a sign that the building was all but
completed. In 1303, the eleventh year of Bytton's
episcopate there were entries showing that the
cost of the glass for the clerestory was £G. 4s. Id.,

and for the aisle windows £4. 8s. 7|d. Bytton
raised the roof of the choir 5ft. or Oft., and sub-
stituted for the heavier Norman triforium the
light arcading which now existed. At the same
time he probably throw up the flying buttresses

which took the thrust of the choir. Fiom the
fabric rolls it appeared ^hat the cost of carving
the thirty great bosses of the choir vaulting was
5s. each. The price of the carving of the corbels,

which was much more finished, being much nearer
the eye, was 7s. 6d. These prices should of course
be multiplied by from thirty to forty to get at tlie

real price. Even at that rate, howevei", Arch-
deacon Freeman remarked that skilled labour was
cheaper then than now. Although Bytton was
the builder, Stapeldon was the decorator of the
choir. Ho it was who filled in the windows with
stained glass. The windows were ordered in

pairs, and all the glasses was at first brought from
Kouen. According to the fabric roll.s, the glass

of the transept and nave windows cost o^d. and
6d. per foot. According to the fabric rolls

referred to, strikes are not things of such
comparatively modern growth as is generally
supposed, for there was a strike of the glass-

makers of Rouen in 1312, and glass rose a half-

penny a foot. The Ven. Archdeacon then pro-

ceeded to quote other items from the fabric-rolls

of Bishop Stapledon's time, with the view of

showing that the decorative features of the choir
were due to that prelate. To Bishop Stapledon
we owed the unrivalled canopied episcopal

throne, which was 57ft. high, and carved entirely
from oak. It was commenced in 1312 .and put
together in ISlfi. The fabric-rolls gave the
charge of the wood as £4, and the cost of the
carving w.as £6 10s. Including a few figures

afterwards added, the total cost was about
£12. 12s. But such a piece of work could not be

exec uted now for le.ss th.an 2,000 guineas. This
throne was unique, and was one of the glories

of the cathodr.al. The next work which Staple-

don took in hand was the sedilia. The Ven. Arch-
deacou next referred at some length to a point of

great interest. He said that in the Chapter House
was preserved what was believed with good
reason to be the original document which Edward
the Confessor laid upon the altar of the Cathe-

Procoeding from the consideration of the Norman i dral, and by which ho constituted Exeter the seat
and Noi-man-Transitional cathedral to speak of I of a bishopric, and Leofrio tie first bishop. That

document contained these words : "Wherefore I,

Edward, King of the English, taking you Leofric
by your right .arm, and my wife iE,'itha taking
you by your loft arm, we place you on the throne
of this see." It might naturally be expected
that some sculptured memorial of this great
event might exist and this expectation was
heightened when it was found that Archbishop
Laud, on the occasion of a metropolitical visita-

tion to the diocese, gave strict injunctions that
a certain monument commemorative of tho
great event should be repaired an! beautified.

This long-forgotten injunction undoubtedly re-
ferred, in the opinion of the Ven. Archdeacon, to
some sculptured work now to be seen in the
CathedraL The sculpture in question evidently
represented the induction of Leofric into his
Episcopal throni by the kia.j and queen, for tho
face of tho king agreed with that in other repre-
sentations of him. Ip 1645 part of the victorious
armyof Fairfax occupied thechoir,and intheohlest
newspaper in existence, Mercurius Rusticus,
printed at Oxford in 1646, we found these words:
'•They [the Puritans] plucked down and defaced
the statue of an English queen, the wife of
Edward the Confessor, mistaking it for a statue
of the Blessed Virgin." Reverting to the main
subject of his discoui-se, the Ven. Archdeacon
went on to say that Bishop Stapledon proceeded
to build a magnificent reredos and altar. This
reredos, which was described in tho fabric-rolls,

was in part constructed of silver, and cost a sum
equ.al to £12,000 of our mouey. Having dwelt
at some length on these points, which the Ven.
Archdeacon said would be more completely
worked out in his forthcoming book on the archi-
tectural history of tho cathedral, he pointed out
a drawing of what was, in all prCiabiiity, the
origin.al external appear.ance of Leofric's cathe-
dral, the drawing being enlarged from an old seal

of the Dean and Chapter of Exe er, which was
affixed to a document in the ye.ar 1020. Tho
Lady Chapel having been visited, the party pro-
ceeded to the nave, which, the -'Vrchdeacon re-

marked, was Bishop Grandisson's work, although
Stapeldon had intended to carry it out, there
being entries on the fabric rolls showing that ho
had purchased scaffold-poles, and made other
preparations for transforming ihe Norman nave
into a condition harmonising with that of the
choir. His martyrdom in London, whither he
had gone on some business connected with the
cathedral, did not prevent his long cherished
work from being cnrried out. Bishop Grandissoa,
supported by the Dean and Chaptjr, set about
the work with right good will. From entries in
the fabric-rolls, it appeared that the cost of the
great columns of the nave was £10. 10s. each.
Ihe fabric-rolls were quoted frequently to eluci-

date the history of the transformation of the
cathedral, and the items and details onume-
ratsd ware foanl to tally oxi.'tly with tho

several portions of the fabric concernod. la
conclusion, the Ven. Archdeacon said he hoped
he had been able to demonstrate that the conver-
sion of tne dull, heavy, and gloomy cathedral
into tho light and grai-eful fabric which now
existed was the conception, if not the work of the
great and good Bishop Quivil, one of the greatest

benefactors the diocese had ever known, and who
lavished his wealth in providing what he be-

lieved to be a fitting temple for tho worship of

God.

The visitors having passed into the Chapter
House, Jlr. Stuart Moore, F.S.A., read a paper
" On the Stained Glass of the Cathedral." We
hope to give .an abstract of this paper next week.

The Bishop's Palace

was next visited. In the old porch much atten

tion was attracted by the beautiful Early Eng-
lish archway. The intricacy of the double zig-

zag Transitional moulding w.as much ad-

mired, it being remarked that Wells itself could

not beat this specimen. It was stated that at

Cuddeson parish church there was a doorway
very similar to this. The private chapel of tho

episcopal palace was visited. The date of this

chapel was stated by Mr. Parker to be not later

than the twelfth century. On leaving tho

Bishop's Palace a few of tho visitors spent some
time in examining iho sculptured screen of the

west front of tho cathedral, Mr. Townsend
pointing out the various saints, prelates, kings,

queens, &c., represented.

In the evening the Bishop and Miss Temple
received a large number of members and asso-

ciates of the Institute at the Palace, and so

terminated tho third day's proceedings.
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FOURTH DAT.—FRIDAY, AUGUST 1.

The only seciional meeting held to-day was
that of the Historical Section. The fol-

lowing papers, &c., were read:—(1) "Copy
of a Will of Nicholas Braybrook, 1399—
1400, with Notes," by Edward W. Braybrooke,
Esq., F.S.A. (2.) "New Facta about Thomas
Xewcomen, Inventor," by Mr. Thomas Lidstone,
architect, Dartmouth. (3.) "Royal Letters, ic,
from the Municipal Records of Exeter," by W.
Cotton, Esq. (4.) "Sir Francis Drake," by Dr.
Drake. Besides these papers, short remarks
were made on some of the paporspreviously read
in this section.

EXCURSIO.N TO OKEHAJirXON AND CEEDITON.

A special train left the Queen-street station at
a quarter past twelve, conveying a Large party of
visitors direct to Okehampton. Luncheon was
provided at the "White Hart" Hotel. Under the
gnidanceof the vicar of Okehampton (the Rev.— Holley) and Mr. J. H. Parker, the party pro-
ceeded to

Okehampton Castle.

BIr. G. T. Clark, who was to have described the
ruins (which are picturesquely situate in the
midst of beautiful scenery on the West Ookment
River), was unable to be present, so the task
devolved upon Mr. J. H. Parker. The remains
were described by Mr. Parker as being of rather
late thirteenth century work. The castle was
built by Baldwin do Brioniis in 10.58, and dis-

consisting of nave, north and south aisles, chancel
and chancel aisles, transepts, and Lady chapel, a
fine square tower rising at the intersection of

nave, choir, and transepts. The data of the
building is Perpendicular. There is a fine old
Norman font in the church. With the exception
of the Lady chapel, the church was restored iu

1S55-.56. The visitors left Crediton for Exeter
at half-past seven o'clock. There was also an

E.xcnKsioN TO Dartmoor.

on Friday morning. Amid the flaunting bunting
and the passing to and fro of troops, a large party
assembled at the Guildhall, bound for Dartmoor.
" Only a limited number could bo accommodated,"
and every one was to be prepared for at least six
miles of rough walking. Yet amongst this limited
nuiliber were several ladies, and the party alto-
gether filled three large coaches, each of "which
was drawn by four horses. The whole of Fore-
street was in a state of excitement as the cavalcade
passed down, for the coaches had to thread their
way amongst baggage-waggons, water-carts,
cooking apparatus of the Scots Greys, and other
military bodies, en louln. to the Autumn Man-
CBUvros on Dartmoor. The lines of this party were
evidently laid in pleasant places,—through the
nooks and lanes of Devonshire, now up hill, com-
manding the most extensive views on eitherhand,
and now in deep fern decked combes with dash-
ing torrents and limpid trout-streams. Here and
there the p.arty came across a picquet of dragoons.

mantled in the timo of Henry VIH. '

The re- |

<"." party of^Engineers. Single^lines of telegraph

mains of the hall and other domestic buildings
were considerable, and the three doors at one end
of the hall leading to the buttery, pantry, and
kitchen, still exist. The walls of the chapel re-
main in a very perfect state, the piscina being
remarkably well preserved. The castle occupied
a very lofty position on ancient earthworks. The
keep was very small, and had evidently had two
storiec, with a battlement above, part of which
remains at the pi esent day. The guardrobe and
olher portions of the ruin having been inspected,
Mr. Parker further observed that the keep was
that of a small castle of the time of Edward I.

The construction was rude. The earthworks
were partly natural and partly artificial. Though
there was a castle here in the time of the Con-
queror, there was no masonry of pre-Norman date
here.

_
Some years ago M. do Caumont, the dis-

tinguished French archaeologist, came over to this
country to examine the castles which existed
here in the time of the Conqueror; and he was
surprised and disgusted to find that in not one of
them was there any masonry but what was of
much later date than he had hoped to find. Mr.
Burtt said that the vicar infoi-med him that this
castle was one of a chain of castles. Mr. E. A.
Freeman disputed Mr. Parker's statement as to
the stonework of pre-Norman castles, remarkinc
that hi.story could not be set aside by theories!
Mr. Parkor adhered to his opinion that very
little, if any, squared stone-work was used for
castles before the eleventh century.

Okehampton Church.
The parish church, dedicated to All Saints, is

all, with the exception of the tower, modern,
having been burnt down in 1S42. The present
structure, which like its predecessor, is Perpen-
dicular in style, was restored in 1844 by Mr. John
Hayward, architect, Exeter. The restoration was
warmly commended, and deservedly so, for
although done nearly thirty years ago, it far sur-
passes in excellence .some of the works of our
modern Gothic architects. A chimney over the
vestry was greatly admired. The visitors left
Okehampton nt half-past five, arriving .at Crediton
about half-past six, and proceeding to visit

Crediton Church.
The fine old parish church of Crediton .dedicated

to the Holy Cross, was explained by Mr. King.
There was a former church here dedicated to s!
Gregory, but its site was now occupied by
houses. No trace of the old fabric was known to
exist.

_
Crediton was formerly the seat of a

bishopric, which was removed to Exeter in 10.50.
The place was famous as the birthplace of Win-
fred, better known as S. Boniface, tho Apostle of
Germany. Mr. King strongly animadverted upon
the present neglected state of tho Lady chapel,
which he said was a disgrace to the place and the
county. Mr J. II. Parker, Mr. Beresford Hope,
and other gentlemen, exiiressed the hope that
something would bo done to put it in a decent
condition. The chm-ch is cruciform on plan

wires passed over head on to the wild moorland
on either hand. In tho villages soldiers seemed a
part of the population. After changing horses at
Moreton Hampstead, where there is a railway-
station, the roads became narrower, and shortly
afterwards the great Kestor Rock could be soon
on high, and passing Chagtord the coaches went
along the narrow lanes, down precipitous valleys,
like tree-bowered tunnels, until, on reaching
Teigncombe, the coaches could go no further, and
the party assembled in their walking gear to face
the difficulties of the moor on foot. Mr. G.
Wareing Ormerod, the author of several papers on
Dartmoor, officiated as guide, and now took the
load. Tho ro.ad led to what, by a strange con-
tradiction of terms, wascalloil " Featherbed "-lane,
a rough and wide pathway, formed apparently by
a mountain torrent, strewn with boulders and
overgrown with herbage and flowering plants.
Here and there wore traces of the ancient
pavement which was laid down when the
lane was utilised as a pack-horse road to the tin-
mines above. On emerging from this lane the
party found themselves on tho moorland, which
stretched away ovor hill and dale for miles on
either hand. Each headland was crowned by
a tor, some of which were of the most fantastic
shapes. The first halt on the moor was made at
a round hut, which was remarkable for being out
outof tho rock instead of being built on it. The
foundations were raised from 2ft. to 3ft. above
the floor, and the stones wore not laid iu courses,
nor were there any signs of tool-work on them.
After minutely inspecting tho site, a short dis-
cussion arose as to the roofing of these huts.
Mr. Tregellas inquired if heather, turf, or stones
were used for roofing. Mr. Ormerod stated that
no signs had been discovered of a roof. He
thought it possible that a roof might have been
formed from a central pillar, and he remarked
that the doorways or openings had gonei-ally a
southerly aspect. No human remains were
found within tho precinct.?, or anything to show
that tho earth was different from the moor around
save that a few tin flakes had been found. The
next hut did not differ materially from the pro-
ceeding one. It was, however, only partially cut
out of the hill.

Somewbatto the north of these huts, a circular
pound, or chief hou.se was visited. In a district
containing about thirty huts, only one of these huts
was found. There was one here and another at
Grimspound. The distinguishing characteristic
of this pound was that the central hut was
built of regular rowsof masonry.

This hut was connected with the outer circle
by radiating lines of stone diviiling tho area into
several courts. On tho east a small hut occurred
in one of those divisions or courts. Tho great
entrance was westerly, and a low line of road
from Kestor led to tho door and then went along
tho slope beneath to tho east, towards Ch.agford
and Gidloigh. It was .so planned that no person
could come near this apparently holy ground.
Tho next object visited was the great raven-

haunted rock known as Kestor, which stands

1,417ft. above the level of the sea. On tlie top of
this one of tho largest rock-basins on ihe moor
was found by Mr. Ormerod, and is now -ailed in.

From this point all the Tors in sight wer« named,
as well as the principal objects in the fxtensive
landscape, which touched Ufraoombe on the north
and Sidmouth on the east. From this joint the
end of the granite field could be seen. ?he rock
basin was declared to be formed from th( natural
denudation of tho granite.

Proceeding still further to the south, tue party
came to a men-hir or pillar-stone firmed of
granite. This pillar was the boundary-stone of
Chagford, ^Gidloigh, and the manor of Eartmoor.
From this a stone avenue led in i. north-
erly direction to a kistvaen or stone chest,
supposed to have been a burial-place. On
the opposite side of the pillar-stone a crom-
lech formerly stood, but this had been removed,
and the stones now formed part of a wa',1. Not
far from tho kistvaen was a triple circle, which
Mr. Ormerod suggested might be the remains of a
barrow. It was not large. This was the most
northerly point of the stone avenues. The next
circle to this one is at Fernworthy. The parallel
lines can be traced to three-quarters of a mile
south of the Longstone. To the east of Sittaford
Tor were the Gre y Wethers, which is hardly a
oompleto circle. It is rather a square with the
angles taken off, .and on the south of that the
Dart runs. The party crossed the river Teign,
and visited a circle of large angular stones, and
here a question arose as to whether these circles
and avenues were not really the skeleton.';, as it

were, of folds for cattle. Mr. Ormerod stated
that they were similar to the cattle-folds of
Canada and the kraals of the Capo. .Mr Tregellas
suggested that the same avenues mi .iht have been
the retaining walls of a covered w.ay loading to
the fold. Mr. Barber said that in Yorkshire such
pas.s.ages led the cattle to tho water. Others sug-
gested the very plausible theory that they were
the meeting places of the ancient tribes—the
"tings," or courts, similar to the "motes" of
Saxon times. Tho party now left the moors, and
iuspected the small but interesting castle at Gid-
leigh, which has neither history nor legend. After
a glance at tho neighbouring church, the party
had dinner at a largo stone house, fitted tempo-
rarily for the purpose, after which a short walk
brought them to Chagf.ird, where there is a fine

Elizabethan monument and a good screen. A dis-
cussion ensued respecting the screen at Gidleigh,
said to have been removed from Chagford. The
learned archaeologists of the party stated that it

was not similar in design or date. Tlie party
did not reach Exeter till a late hour.
On Saturday there were excursions to Totnes,

Darlington, Berry Pomeroy and Powderham
Castles, and Dartmouth. On Monday last there
were sectional meetings, tho Architectural section
mooting for the first time. There was an excur-
sion to Forde Abbey, Ottery S. Mary, and Cadhay
House. On Tuesday there were soctional meet-
ings and a perambulation of the walls of the city,

under the guidance of Mr. E. A. Freeman. Tho
concluding meeting was held at the Guildhall at
noon. Next week wo shall conclude our special
report of the proceedings.

tERRATA.—Tho latter portion of our report last
wccU was sent by telegraph, and ono or two errors
occur in it. On p. 112, third column, line 35 from
bottom, for "masons' marks" read "merchants'
marks." In same column, line 27 from bottom, for
"1.526. As" read "1.526, as"; and in lino '2.5 from
bottom, for " testiaes, this " read " testilies. This"]-
New Cemeteries.—It is stated that two new

cemeteries have boon selected, for tho purpose of
forming additional burial accommodation for the
western and southern districts of London, and
that a limited company is in course of foi'mation
with the view of carrying the same ioto effect.

The sites chosen are situate at Acton, close to the
Turnham Greon railway station for tho western
districts, and at Norbury-hill, Streatham, for the
southern districts of London, and are said to be
peculiarly well ad.apted for tho purpose. Tho
grounds of these cemeteries are to be laid out by
an eminent landscape-gcirdener. and will be of a
very ornamental character. When the crowded
state of the existing public cemeteries is realised,
the present movement cannot be viewed as
premature. It is believed the cemeteiies of
London and other cities of Great Britaiu are very
remunerative, and are paying from Si to 12 per
cent, dividends. Tho subject is now' under the
censidoratiori of Mr. P. H. Holland, the Govern-
ment Medical Inspector, who will report as soon
as practicable.
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I CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

AbiN(Jdon.—The church of S. Helen. Abingdon,
was reoboned on Wednesday week, after restor-

ation. The chancel has been entirely re-built,

and am east window inserted. The chancel is

divided from the nave of the church by a sub-

stantial, oak rood-screen. The roofs in the chancel

and centre aisle are now. The roofs of the side

aisles, which are flat, are either now or have been
greatly improved. There being no clerestory

windows in the chancel, the woodwork of the roof

has beqn extended on each side of the walls, so as

to form arches. The west wall of the church has
been re-built, and a new window placed therein.

The total cost of the work is estimated at £7.000.

Tho architect is Mr. W Woodyer, of Graffham,
near Guildfnrd, whose designs have been carried

out by Mr. Williams, builder, of Abingdon. Mr.
G. Redfern acted as Clerk of the Works. The
carving was executed by Messrs. NichoUa & Love-
grove.

Liverpool.—The foundation-stone of tho nev?

chapel for the Liverpool Seamen's Orphan Insti-

tution has been laid. Tho plan of tho chapel
consists of a nave, with central passage, transepts,

in which the children will be seated, and chancel.

The nave will accommodate about 320 visitors,

and the transepts about 400 children. An organ-
chamber and vestry are provided for in the angle
of the east transept and the chancel. Externally,
the walls will be erected of grey bricks, with an
admixture of red Runcorn stone in the plinth and
window sills and jambs, and of red terra-cotta in

the cornice. Internally, the brickwork of the
walls (above the dado, which is to be formed in

cement) will be visible, and will be relieved by
hands of dai k grey torra-cotta and red Runconi
stone. The structural timbers of the roof will

bo all visible. The chapel will be erected by
Messrs. Haigh and Co., of Liverpool, at a, cost of

£G,200, under the direction of Mr. Alfred Water-
house.

Scarborough.—Christ Church, Scarborough,
was reopened last week, after restoration. The
church was erected in 1828, in the Early English
style. The alterations effected comprise the re-

flooring and seating of the nave and aisles, the
building of a south transept to bo used as an
organ-chamber, and the reconstruction of the
chancel. Mr. Bury, of the firm of Stewart &
Bury, architects, of Scarborough, was the archi-
tect. The total cost amounts to nearly £2,000.
The new chancel is apsidal in fonn. The end
consists of three windows of two-lights in each

;

and two of tho windows are filled with stained
glass. A credence table has been inserted In the
north side of the apse.

BUILDINGS.
Aberdeen.—Littlo more than six years ago the

ei-ection of one of the finest granite edifices in the
world, in the shape of new coimty and municipal
builiiings, was commenced in Aberdeen. The
building was opened on Friday last- Designed
by Messrs. Peddie & Kinnear, Edinburgh, the new
buildings occupy a conspicuous site. There is a
frontage to Broad-street of 109ft., while that facing
Union-street and Castle-street extends to 225ft.
The front elevation is four stories in height. The
style is based upon that of the Scotch baronial
edifices of the sixteenth century. On the ground-
floor of the principal facade is an arcade with
columns, supporting elliptical arches. The nest
floor shows a series of small columns with moulded
bases and capitals flanking the windows. Deeply
splayed square and segmental windows form the
characteristic features of the other two stories.
The frontage is surmounted by a bold cornice and
parapet, and the general line of the facade is re-
lieved by two turrets, corbelled out from round
shafts, and terminating above the wall-head in
conical pinnacles. The back elevation, which
runs parallel with the front, having within two
quadrangles divided by tho large entrance-hall
leading to tho Court-house, is only t^-o stories
high, and is less ornate in appearance. From the
south-west and most prominent corner of the
buildings rises a turreted tower, attainin"- the
height of about 200ft. Some 130ft. from the
ground the tower presents four clock-dials, each
7ft. in diameter.
Sevixgton.—A new rectory for the parish of

Sevington, Kent, which replaces an old and very
dilapidated structure, is on tho point of comple-
tion. Mr. Day, of Worcester, is the architect.
The style is Gothic, with brick walls, relieved by

bands of blue and similar coloured bands in tho

tiling, gable fronts, and steeply pitched roofs, Mr.
James Clifford, of South Ashford, was tho con-

tractor for the work, which cost something under
1,000.

SCHOOLS.

Manchester.—At the meeting of tho Man-
chester School Board, last week, from the minutes
of the sites and building committee it appeared
that the committee had considered the competi-
tive designs for new schools in Vind-streot,

Hulme, and Every-street, Ancoats, and had
recommended that the Board should adopt Messrs.

J. M. & H. Taylors plans for tho Vine-street

school, and that tho first premium be given to

Mr. H. Lord, and tho second to Mr. W. Dawes.
The committee also recommended the Board to

adopt Mr. W. Dawes' plans for the Every-street
school, the first premium to be given to Mr. H.
Lord, and tho second to Messrs. J. M. & H. Taylor.

The recommendation in reference to Vine-street

school was adopted without much comment ; but
on the second recommendation of the committee
being put to the meeting, Mr. Maclure moved an
amendment, to the effect that the design of Mr.
Lord be adopted. The amendment was seconded
by the Chaiiman, who said he should vote in

favour of Mr. Lord's designs, because they wore
simple, and in accordance with the instructions

issued to the competing architects. Mr. Alder-
man Lamb complained that the architects had
not been fairly treated by the Board. Finally
tho amendment was put to the vote and lost.

The recommendation of the committee was ac-

cordingly carried.

Stanford-in-the-Vale, Berks. — A new
Church of England School has just been com-
pleted in the above parish, for the accommodation
of 190 children. It consists of a " mixed " school-

room (divisible into two), an infant school for 72,

and a classroom. The materials used are local

stone, with Bath stone dressings ; Broseley tiles,

with Cooper's ridges and finials ; and deal case-

mented windows, the woodwork throughout being
stained and varaished. The stoves are con-
structed on an economical principle. The total

cost, including fence walls and gates to large
playground, and *'Xationar' desk fittings, &o.,

amounts to £704. This .sum was raised by volun-
tary contributions, aided by a Government grant,
the deficiency being made good by a volun-
tary parish rate. The site, in the centre of

the village, was presented by Charles Morison,
Esq., of Basildon Park. A master's house has
also been erected, at a cost of £300. Mr. Edward
Williams, of Abingdon, has well carried out the
works, from the plans and under the superintend-
ence of Mr. William Penstone, architect, of

London.

LiTHOGRAPnic Stone.—New quarries of litho-

graphic stone have quite recently been found in

Italy near the French frontier, and on the coast
of the Gulf of Genoa ; from those it is stated that

an excellent quality of lithegraphic stone has
been obtained.

International Exhibition, 1874.—The fol-

lowing letter has lately been received at the
Institute. Copies of the application-form re-

ferred to may be obtained from the Secretary,

E. L. Eastlake, Esq. :—
Upper Jiensington Gore, S.W.,

19th July, 1873.

Sir,—Her Majesty's Commissioners are de-
sirous of promoting the exhibition next year of

a collection of paintings, drawings, or diagrams
of a scenic effect, and on a large scale, of im-
portant architectural and engineering works,
both ancient and modern. I am, therefore, to

express a hope that your Institute will be dis-

posed to assist Her Majesty's Commissioners in

carrying out this design, by inducing their mem-
bers to contribute representations of some of the
more important works which havo been executed
under their direction. The enclosed paper, of

which I have the honour to transmit copies for

distribution to the members of your Institute,

contains a few rules to be observed in the pre-
paration of these drawings. I also enclose copies
of the form of application, which persons wishiug
to exhibit are requested to have the kindness to

fill up and return to this office. I shall have
much pleasure in sending you as many additional

copies of these papers as you may require.—

I

am, sir, your obedient servant,

Henry Y. D. Scott,

Major-General, Secretary.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves reaponsible for the opinions of
our correspondents. The Editor resiectfully requests
that all Communications should be drawn up as briefly
as possible, as there are many claimints upon the space
allotted to correspondeace.]

To Can Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

All latters should be addressed to the EDITOR, 31,
TAVISTOCK-STREKT, OOVENT-GAJtl>EX, W.G.
Cheques and Post-ofSce Orders to be made payable to

J. Passmobb Edwards.

ADVERTISEMENT CHABOES.
The charge for advertisements is 6d. per line, of eight

words (the flrst line counting as two). No advertisement
inserted for less than half-a-crown. Special teraia for
series of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.

Front Page Advertisements 9d. per line.

Advertisements for the current week must reach th^
office not later than 6 p.m. on Thursday.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

(Payable in advance.;
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part of the United Kingdom. To the United States
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To any of the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, the
Cape, the West Indies, Canada, Nova Scotia, or Natal,
£1. 6s.

N.B.—American and Belgian subscribers are requested
to remit their subscriptions by International I'.O.O.. and
to advise the publisher of the d;ite and amount of their
remittance. Back numbers can only i e sent at the rate
of 7d. each, the postage charged being :id per copy. All
foreign subscriptions un^iccompanied byan additional re-

mitiance to cover the extra cost of forwarding back num-
bers are commenced from the next number published,
after the receipt of the subscription.

Subscribers receiving their copies direct from the
office are requested to observe that the last number of
the term for which their Subscription is paid, will be
forwarded to them in a coloured ici-appe7\ as an intima-
tion that a fresh remittance is necessary, if it be desired
to continue the Subscription.

Cases for binding the half-yearly volumes, 23. each.

SMALL REMITTANCES.
Advertisers and others remitting small sums are re-

quested to send Post-office orders, which can unw be easily
>ind cheaply obtained, and not to se d postage-stamps.
The Postmaster-Gi-eneral has recently intim .teu his inten-
tion to ih irge a double registration foe on all unregistered,
letters found to contain suimps.

Received.—W. E. and Sons.—J. W.~J. H.—W, B.
and Co.— Architects' Benevolent >ociety.—S. P.P.

—

B. W.—W. J. K.—Surveyor.—H.F.—(i. (i. - S. T.&Co.
—W.P.- J. S.—G. H. G —0. B. A.—W. W.—J.B. S.—
J. P. S—J. N.-W. S. &Co.

One who Wishes to Learn.—Your query ia an adver-
tisement, and therefo -e in idrnissible.

ACoMPKTiTOR.—You will see that we have given one of
the designs this week, and hope to give the others
shortly.

J. T.— Yes. We shall illuslrata Mr. Norman Shaw's
characteristic and picturesque building in Leadenhall-
slreet in a week or two.

Trade Umonism in Leicester.—To J. Evana, C. Day,
G. Read, and J. Ca-tle.—We wojM gladly have inserted
your letters, if you ha i kept strictly to the points in dis-
puLi', and not introduced so ma;y persunal ties The
insertion of the letter.^ as sent by you wouid ueither do
you nor your society any good. In controversies of
this kind, which are in their nature provocitive of
irritable feelings, great c »re should be taken to keep as
closely a.a possible to the merits of the question. If,

on reconsideration, you should prefer to continue the
controversy, please take in good faith our friendly
hints.

(jjoritfipoiulciia

YOUNG ARCHITECTS AND THE PERCENTAGE
SYSTEM.

(To the Editor of the Building News.)

Sir,—Will you allevp me to draw attention to what
is, I consider, a crying evil, viz., the very inadequate
remuneration so frequently offex'ed to young architects

for their professional services. AVhile a man of es-

tablished position and reputation obtains his full com-
mission without any objection being raised, the younger
practitioner must frequently either refuse work al-

together, or else be contented with a moiety of hia

just and proper demands.
Some men of means who possess a mania for build-

ing speculation, :ire frequently on the look-out for

young men who are supposed to be very anxious to

obtain business. It is but very natural that we should

be desirous to make our way in the world, not even
excepting young architects. These speculators make
brilliant promises of what they will do for you in the

event of your giving them satisfaction ; that ttiey will

put you into " no cud" of work ; that they will make
a man of you, fcc, kc. But you must do everything

very cheap. In plain English, they ask you to work
for a pittance that no respectable architect would think
of receiving, and, on your decitniug his maguanimous
offers (which you must certainly do if you have any
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self-re?pect), thoy will shrug their slioiildcrs. sny. or at

least tbinlc, you avc a fool, and put their work into

the hands of sam-i unscrupulous individual whose
motto is "All is lish that comes to the net."

To give a casein point—There was once a celebrated
practitioner who very seldom troubled his head with
percentages at all. He would make a complete (?) set

of plans and specifications of a house for about five

pounds, when the work performed, if worth anything,
was honestly worth si.Y times the amount. By so doing,
this gentleman acquit ed a considerable amount of
money. I can only characterise such proceedings as
flagrantly unfair to his brethren, and most disreputable
to himself.

I wish to m.ike a snggestion. Could not a register
be formed, in which only the names of architects who
would bind themselves to work for their legitimate
percentage s-hould appear ? By this means every ar-
chitect whose name was not on the list would be scouted
by his honourable brethren and by the respectable
portion of the community at large. Every town might
have its " Architectural Register," which should be
easily accessible to the public.
This may appear an absurd proposal to many, but I

really think it would be very beneficial. The young
and striving members of the profession would then
have a fair chance of making a practice, and not he so
liable to be " bated " down in their charges as they are
at present.— I am.Sir, S;c.,

Birmingham. John Statdam Davis.
P.S.— I may st.ate that I (in common, no doubt, with

many others) have lost several good commissions by
refusing to work for a low percentage.

Hl.STORIC ART STUDIES.
SiK,— In the excellent and spiritedly written article

In hast week's Bnii.mxn News, on Roman Architecture,
hy Dr. Zerfli, there occurs a passage against which I

beg to enter a decided pi'otest. Dr. Zeifti says :

—

"They (the Romans) perforated their walls with
arches, not fi-oni an ajsthetical sentiment, but merely
to save material : they repeated the arch because it

was less expensive ; and when, at a later period, they
introduced the vault, it was without any higher struc-
tural meaning- merely a bent cover, a revival of the
primitive mound—the larger and the more shapeless
the better."

In the first place. Dr. ZerfH contradicts himself,
when he ascribes to niggardliness the Introduction of
the arch ; for previously, in the same article, he says :

" To show wealth, power, and riches was the important
aim in works of art," and surely the saving of a little

brick or stonework could lind no place in the minds of
such Romans; and it seems ungenerous to so describe
the introduction of the arch—a feature that causeJ a
greater revolution in architecture than any other of
which I am aware. The fact is, I should rather think,
that the desire to form large openings led to the em-
ployment of the arch ; for neither the Egyptian nor
Greek, with their system of construction, could satisfy
the ambitious Roman as regards width of opening.
The vault would almost necessarily follow the arch;
and we are to believe that the roof of the Pantheon',
the dome of S. IVter's, and others equally important,
were the result of a desire to save material 1 Follow
down the development, .and the glorious Gothic vault had
the same origin, and is merely a " bent cover." Really
Dl-. Zerffl is very hard upon the Roman : and I would
respectfully ask what data or evidence he possesses for
arriving at the extraordinary conclusions above
alluded to.—I am, Sir, &c., W. W.

CHURCH BELLS.
Sir,—The architect of S. Patrick's, Kensington, when

engaged on his plans, came to me for information as to
hanging large bolls. The mode shown on the .sheet of
plans of that church in your number of 27th June
should have, in fairness, been mentioned as my mode
In the description given in your number of the 2,"'.th
July, for it was cojiied from the circular now inclosed
I may also refer tho<e Interested to the models in the
South Kensington Museum. I in no way refer to
hanging large bells in windows. That is universal in
Southern Europe, In Brazil, and in all Spanish and
Portuguese settlements. I am. Sir, &c.,

„ „ . , W. Lewis Baser.
8, Dane's Inn, 4th Aug., 187.'!.

TRADE-UNIONISM.
Sl^>—It seems unionism at Leicester has shown some

of the leaven which has made it so odious in other
places. Every one connected with building operations
will leel sorry for the contractor vour correspondent
alludes to, for they will readily nn'derstand the length
to which the Masons' Society (in common with manv
similar societies) Is prepared to go against any one who
has incui-red their displeasure. To the majority of
unlsnlsts every feeling of right, justice, and pctriotism
to say nothing of kindliness and helpfulness. Is sunk
In the mystic term Unionism. Let a man be ever so
big a scoundrel

; let him Injure body and pocket, and
go about In rags and tatters through drink and mis-
conduct, or starve his wife and family— if only he be a
thick-and-thin Unionist, the right hand of fellon'ship
13 readily held out to him ; he Is treated with every
mark of sociability. In the workshop and out of doors"
On the other hand, if a man be ever so intelligent
steady, amiable, and well-read, and however well hemay discharge his duties as a husband, father, and ci-
tizen, yet If he should unfortunately question the In-
falllblllly of the present constitution and working of
trade-unionism, he Is a marked man, and is generally
subjected to all those petty annoyances, small Indivi-

dually, but in the aggregate amount to a burden past
bearing, and he is also too often the butt for the sneers
and coarse chaff of his shopmates.

This Is a sad state of things, and I attribute no
small share of it to the influence of the Union, which
begets and encourages a low moral tone amongst its

members. There are of course many worthy men in
tills as well as other Unions, but it Is no fault of the
system that it has some good men and true in it.

I believe it Influences for evil-in the first place, by
its action in making all Its members on one level, and
systematically discouraging and crushing individual
aspirations for moral and social advancement. In the
second, by the encouragement it gives to tramplug.
thereby fostering a restless and too often an inimor.al
life. L.istly, by its tyrannical and narrow-mindeii
policy, thus tending to crush every generous and
liberal sentiment, and make men selfish .and unfeeling,
and unable or unwilling to regard a subject from any-
other than their own peculiar standpoint.

I do not deny the right of men to combine, within
proper limits, for their defence and Just advancemeut :

I think it highly necesary they should do so— if the
agiicnltural labourers in some parts of England had
known the value of combination sooner, they would
not have been in the pitiable condition they are in to-
day—but there are limits when liberty becomes license.
Fire and water are excellent elements in their place,
but may work incalculable harm nevertheless.
The incident your correspondent mentions about the

unionists striking against one who would not join
their Union, Is not a thing known only at Leicester ;

it is quite common all over the country, where if a
man won't fall in with their w.ay of thinking and
shout their "Shibboleth'' or has fallen in any way under
their ban, he is doomed to starvation or ruin, if the
good offices of the Union can do it.

The law no doubt is severe on this point, but it is

unwilling to proceed against a body of men, and
Ingenious ways are resorted to so as to screen indi-
viduals ; if, however, the local or district leaders were
made responsi le for illegal acts done on behalf of the
Society, where the direct agent cannot be laid hold
of, this state of things would soon cease.
The leaders of trade-unionism may protest such

and such acts are done without their sanction and
knowledge, but we know how hollow is their language;
it is quite sickening to hear their cant and plausible
language. If they are in earnest, why do they not
take energetic means to stay the many wrong acts
that are done, or failing that, to leave the ship that
carries such colours ? If those agitators who proclaim
from the housetops the grinding oppression of the
upper classes would look at home, and put their own
house in order first, it would be better.

As a remedy for the present unsatisfactory state of
things, I believe the law, or better still, the voice of
public opinion, decidedly e.-spresscd, must as.sert th_
liberty of the subject to he above even the demands
of trade-unionism.—I am, Sir, &c.,

A Lover op Liberty.

S. PATRICK'S, CROMWELL-ROAD.
Sir,— I have been expecting to see some letter on

the following subject in the Building News for the
last three weeks, viz., the position in which the bells
are hung in the above church. I think all must ad-
mire the bold and effective grouping of the east-end.
and the excellent arrangement of the plan ; but I

hardly understand how Mr. Conybeare intends to pro-
vide ag linst the following :—1st. Suppose the clapper
of either of the bells was to fly out. It might possibly
descend in an unpleasant manner on the "cranium"
ef a passer-by, or through the roof of the church.

'2nd. Suppose a bell " turned over" on a rough windy
night, or wanted oiling, &c., It would not be a pleasant
occupation to h.aul up the rope, Sjc, in that exposed
and dangerous position.

;!rd. The rain would damage the stocks, wheels,
ropes, &c. Having been a bell-ringer for the last 20
years, I know from experience that it is no unusual
occurrence for a clapper to fall out, aa I have seen at
least a dozen cases myself.
Hoping Mr. Conybeare will kindly oblige mo (and I

have no doubt many others of your readers) by
stating if he knows of any method to obviate the dis-
adv.intages mentioned above, and consequently render
it feasible to hang bells in a similar and decidedly
pictui-esque position,—I am. sir, ic.,

R. Medlky Fci.ford,
Architect and a Bell-ringer.

Exeter, July 2Stb, 1S73.

JutcitommiiniotioiT.

OUESTW.VS.
[2982.]—'Winders.— Will Mr. Fletcher kindly give

a further explanation of the method of nieasuriu"
winders (" Joiner's Quantities," p. 266). In the de-
scrlptlon it is said " the entire space occupied by them"
Is taken, "adding to the width an addliionarinch for
the projection of every Doslmi. and colkctinglliclieights
of the risers." Where the ri.sers appear in the dimen-
sions given, is not clearly shown, nor vet. as there are
four winders, wl)y three nosings only should bo added.
Though the.se kind of matters are small, they cause
considerable annoyance If not exidalued to those who
desire to take off—Correct QCA^T^TIES.

[2983.]—Apprentices and Trade-Unions.- Can
someone explam the paragraph in Mr. Parker's letter

of the 1st Inst., where he says, "who had an apprentice
more than their rules prescribed "—does it me,an they
can obliire a builder to take only a certain number of
apprentices ? And if so, how many ?—H. B.

[2984.]-FireproofWood.—Thefollowingappeared
in the Times of June 13, 1873; can any one confirm it
from his experience :—" Indurate or infect wood with
fixed salt, common alum, sulphate of soda, green vitriol.
Coat all the woodwork with a thin mortar, laid on
with a hru.sh. Make this coat as thick as possible.
Poplar will not burn."—J. B.

[298.5.]-Lighting Chtirolies, &o. — Will any one
inform me what number of gas-lights should be pro-
vided, in proportion either to accomm"dation, floor
area, or other recognised data ?

—

Aide-toi.

[2986.]-Mortar for Monumental 'Works, &o.—
In works executed in Caen slonc, 1 have seen the sawrv
dust of the stone used as an ingredient in the mortar ?
What are the other constituents, and the proportion of
each ? Is a similar treatment usual or advis.able in other
kinds of stone ? If so, to what general class or classes
Is it advisable ?—AIDE-TOI.

[2987.] — S. fPaiil's Cathedral. — Many things
have improved In S. Paul's lately. Cai any one tell me
why the high altar and the altar In the chapel are not
properly vested ? Scarlet frontals and supei-frontals
are hardly correct for this season. Or do the Dean
and Chapter go by any other than the ordinary " use ?"
—A Ea>k-Holiday Visitor.

[2988] — Trussed Partition. — Will any ono
kindly inform me what should be the scantlings of
timbers in a trussed partiti'm of 16ft. bearing and lift,
high, framed as a Queen Principal, with door 3ft. Sin.
wide between Queens, and with llin. by 3in. joists, mor-
tised into tie-beam on one side, and sjin. by ;)in. ditto
on the other, the former joists having abearingof 13ft.
and the Latter 4ft.

—

Clrrk.

HE PLIES.
[2937.]—'Ventilation of Drains.— I can testitj-

from my own experience to the correctness of a " Town
SJirveyor's" method of ventilating drains. Where
practicable, I always carry the ventilating pipe to
closets perpendicularly above the roof, making it tho
same size as soil pipe, and covering the top with Jin.
galvanised wire-netting. I am now carrying out this
plan successfully at Longleat. Where two or more
closets discharge into the same soil-pipe, as shown in n
"Town Surveyor's" sketch, the diameter of ventilating
pipe should never be less than that of the soil-pipe, and
it is especially necessary to place it as nearly vertical
as possible. In this case, if the sewer-gas has not a
free outlet, it will, when displ.aced by flu.-hing one of
the closets, sometimes force its way through the ad-
jacent closet into the house. A case has come under
my notice this day where the gas has been forced
through the trap Into a dwelling bouse, by the pressure
of wind on the mouth of the drain. This shows the
necessity for ventilating all drains.—W. Buckenham.

[2937.]—Ventilation of Drains and Common-
Sewers.— From the remarks of "A Drain Inspector"
and " L. S. P." at page 102. I see it will be necessary
to supplement my sketch at page 82, so that the ideas
there given may be properly undei-stood. In Fig. 1 A

is the main sewer ; B la the house-drain, made of 91n.

fireclay druin-plpcs; C Is the 9ln. fireclay siphon-trap
wlih cleansing eye, piece of upright pipe and iron
hinged cover; D is the 3lu. rainwater-pipe from the
front gutter of roof ; E the rainwater-pipe froiH the
back gutter ; F Is the opening for the surface water off
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back-colirt, which I think Is often with advantage
left f'pen when the pipes are put in as in sketch, as the
pressure "f the atmosphere upun the mouth of F helps
to ciiuse ihe foul air inside the drain to rise up the
other pipes all the better; G is the 4Mu. soil-pipe of

the water-closets; and H the 2in. ventilating-pipc for

the Sdil-pipe ; I is a cast-lroii iMiuwater-pipe (size 2in.,

^iia., or oin., acooiding to the size, Slc, of sewer)
goins up the outside of the front of the property, and
acting aa the ventilating-pipe for the sewer A; it joins

the drain at J just be.^ond the siphi»n-trap C. and has

a large hollow ball at its outlet at K ; this ball may be
about 6in. in diatueter, and is perforated full of holes

about Mn. in diameter; it may be either of cast iron

or any other suitable metal. I especially mention cast-
iron for this sewer ventilating-pipe I, because I do not
wiii-h any rats from the common sewer to have it in

their power to eat holes through It. Now as regards
the objections of "A Drain .Inspector" that if the
drain-pipes be laid with cement "it is Impossible to ex-
amine the dra:u without breaking several pipes," that
is purely imaginary. I have often done so myself, and
seen it done by others, without breaking any inpes,
simply by cutting a hole in the top of the drain-pipe
with a hammer and chisel. This boio was quite easily
made good again wiih the help of a piece of lead, or
slate, and some cement, and if necessary the patch may
be tied down firmly with a piece of copper wire. Then
as to his objecting to use the rainwater-pipes to
veutllaie the drain because during a thunderstorm the
rain might till them, I may say that thunderstorms do
not happen every day, and if the drain were well
ventilated before the thunder>torm came on, it would
not matter so much supposing the rain did then affect
the ventilatliiu so far; however, in the sketch It

will be seen that, supposing the rain did fill up the
mouths nf the ralnwatcr-plpe at D and li, and also at
F, yet the ventllatlng-pipe H of the soil-pipe would
still be left to act as the ventilator for the drain.
Altogether, therefore, in place of the bad gas being
" forced into the house in a thousand and one ways,"
there jils not in the sketch even one way left for
it. In regard to showing a siphon-trap on the drain
at C, I have done so advisc-dly, and beciuso I consider
that If the " dip-trap " or " built cesspool " aa some
call It (which, by the way, costs a good deal to buiid
properly), is to be the receptacle for all the house-water ,

inducrlmlnately— sinks, closets, baths, and rahiwater
—in iis passage to the sewer, then it is better away,
and a siphon-trap of a proper size put in as 1 have
shown. The only "dip-trap," or rather pit-cesspool
which I w<mld approve of would be where the soil-

pipe fiom the water-closets alone went Into it, and
where to utilise the soil and prevent it getting into the
common sewer thia * dip-trap" was so constructed
with a filter, 5:c., as to affect that object. In such a
city as tilasguw, e.g., these old ** dip-traps," or large
built ces.-pools so strongly wpheld by " A Drain In-
spector," have been generally superseded by the fire-

clay siphon-trap, the latter beiug found the best for
keeping back vermin and bad smells, while the former
at their best were of little use for anythiug else; the
principal portion of the sam' and soil often taken out
being sent in by the scratching of the rats and the badness
of the drains. If, however, some such pit-cesspool as
I have above referred to could be found to work pro-

|

periy, then for towns similarly situated, and for the
pu.'puse I speak of, I would approve of pit-cesspools
being used fur that portion of the drain in connection
with the water-closcts. In the sketch I have shown
the opeutng for the surface-water off the back
court untrapped. In this case, in order to keep out
the sand, i&c from the drain, a box-grating made of
cast iron may be used as in Fig. 2, where h is the body
of the box—about 91u. in diameter, M the cover,
which is movable, and N the lireclay drain-pipe. At
page 82, I said that the pipe K often served as rain- i

water-pipe and suil-pipe combined ; in this case the
junction is made in some such style as 1 give in Fig. 3,
where is the 3in. (it may be eitiier more or less of
course acconling to circumstances) rainwater-pipe
from the roof; Pis the 4~iin. soil-jiipc into which it
joins, and Q a |in. ventilating-pipe from the top of the
branch soil-pipe. For this fin. pipe Q, the common
load water-pipe, 51b. or tilb. per yard, may be used.
In this case, therefore, while the rainwater-pipe in
ordinary times serves as the ventilating-pipe, "A
Drain Inspector" will see that "during a thunder-
storm" the pipe Q is still left to ventilate the drain.
Should it happen, however, that there is a dormer-
window on the roof near the mouth of the rainwater-
pipe O, then a lead siphon-trap with Sin. or (Jin. of
water-lock may be put in at the top of 0, and the
ventilation carried out as in Fig. 4, where the '2{ui, or
*2iu. pipe R, made of 61b. sheet-lead, serves as the ven-
tilating-pipe. In answer to " L. S. P.," I may, in con-
cluding, observe that in thousands of cases there are
houses with no windows on the roof; In such cases the
plan of ventilation I gave at page 82, or that in the
first sketch in my present reply, will servo. In cases
where there is a window too near the mouth of the
rainwater-pipe, then a plan on some such principle as
that shown in the last sketch of my present reply can
be adopted. In the first sketch of these remarks it

will be seen that there aie three openings on the roof
for the outflow of any bad air in the house-drain, this
tends not only to ventilate the drain better, but also tn
prevent the gas coming out in such a concentrated
state at its exit.— \V. P. Buchan.

[2972].—Railway and other Bridges.—During
a leogiheued expunence in the erection ol iron girders.
I have trcqueiitly lemarkt-d the usually aduptc
system of springing brick arches from the botton,
flanges between girders of cast iron, iu the case oi

SURFACE QF RO<t\aWAV
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railway " over bridges" for turnpike and other roads.

Now, it occurs to me a great saving could be effected

in the use of a material already so valuable as Iron

were the arches sprang from the upper flanges Instead

of as indicated. By so doing the loads, as distributed

over the arches and girders, would i*euderthe Ironwork
only amenable to a strain of compression, whereas, in

the usual system, the major parts of the girder are
held in a state of tensile resistance whenever the toad
is concentrated directly over the arching. Con.slderiug,

therefore, the fact that malkablo iron in tension haa
the advantage overcast iron in the proportion of nearly
four to one. while the opposite is the case in com-
pression in a proportion of two to one, nearly as gen-
erally admitted iu our calculations for bridge work, I

can only find the excuse for the empirical usage in the

fact of a saving of head-room, when the springing takes
place upon the bottom flanges. This saving is to bo
had in the excavation and masonry, and while the

whole matter is reduced to a fine point in the shape of

expense. I am induced to think that, upon principle,

taking into account that cast iron is the agent chiefly

employed, all arching, as between the girders, should
spring from the top instead of the bottom flanges. I

will be glad to have any notice of actual experience
from any of your more observant readers who may
have employed the practice in both cases. A hint as

to the sectional areas of top and bottom flanges used
when arches spring from top of girder, would als» be
advantageous to know, and, whether or no any Par-
liamentary or Board 'of Trade regulations exist for
weight-carrying powers of girder bridges for turnpike,
public, and private roads, and, if so, at how much per

I square yard of road-surface on bridge, such order is

]

fixed. I annex sketch of comparative systems referred
to above.— Rivet.

i C2898.]—The Centrolinead.— From the numerous
I
and continued inquiries through the " Intercommunl-

I cation Column," relative to the mode of setting and
using this valuable instrument, a short description of
its capabilities and mathematical construction may
prove of service to both the architect and student.
For its history, inventors, and improvers, the reader is

referi'ed to Stanley's excellent treatise on Mathematical
Instruments. 1st. The rolling centrolinead.—This is

useful only as an approximate, rough-and-ready
machine for peispective drawing. It is very similar to
the rolling parallel ruler but instead of both wheels
being the same size, the outer wheel, or the one further
from the vanishing-point, is fixed, and the other, or
inner one. is changeable at pleasure. By having a very
large number of various sized detachable rollers, greater
accuracy may be obtained. The relative sizes of the
rollers should be to each other as the distance from
the V. P. to outer I'oller Is to the distance from V. P.
to inner roller. By having rollers of equal size a
parallel ruler is formed. 2nd. The bar centrolinead,
wirh the short arms jointed like a 2ft. rule, and a long
arm to screw on, deserves a more lengthy explanation.
Circumstances often occur where the V. P. Is a very
great distance fiom the line of sight, so far as to
render It impossible to use a straight-edge, or if there
are a number of clerks in a dramng oflice, and the
space is limited, the use of an instrument of this de
scription becomes a necessity for perspective purposes.
The following method of setting is correct, simple, and
equally applicable to short or great distances between
V. P. and line of sight, and docs not require the con-
struction of a diagram to a small scale being first

made, or any trials or guesswork whatever, and as
soon as clamped the three arms are all in their relative
positions. Iu Fig representing

! C . I

a drawing-board,

intersection being C, make the line of sight, or measure-
ing line, the most convenient working distance from
studs. The distance from line of sight to V. P. being
known, the distance from V. P. to C is merely the
difference. Divide the constant 64 by the distance in
inches from V. P. to C ; set off the result, which is

G D, by means of a scale divided to tenths of Inches,
draw lines from D to .S', S^, then lay the short arms of
the centrolinead along these, taking care that the angle
cf arma exactly touches the point D ; make the long
arm coincide with the horizontal line, sciew up, and
the Instrument Is set. This is a very long explanation
of a very short process, as the following example
proves. The horizontal line being drawn, and the studs

fixed as before :—Let V. P. to C bo 123in., then -£1 =
123

•62*. Make D "52 of an inch from C, draw lines from
D to S', S3, lay the arms along the.^e lines, and thin
clamp. The difficulty by most other methods is in

getting the angle S' D B equal to the angle Sa D B.
The constant 64 Is merely the square of the distance of
studs above and below the horizontal line. If it be
more convenient in special instances to u.se Tin. from
S' or S^ to C. the constant must be made ^^. Sin. is

generally allowed to be the best workable distance, and
the constant of 64 is easily remembered. By using the
following table no calculation will ever be necessary,
except in special instances. It gives C D for every 5"

of distance of V. P. to C from 60" to 150". Suppose
V. P. to line of sight be 157". make V. P. to C 140', or
14fi", as most convenient ; then draw the line of sight,

the difference in inches between 157 and 140, or 145
(17" or 12") from C, refer to table for value of C D, in
this example '46, or '44 of an inch.

V. r. to c. CD V. P. to C CD

60 1-00 105 •61

C5 •98 110 •oS

70 •81 115 •56

75 88 120 •53

80 •80 12£ 51
85 •76 ISO 49
90 •71 135 •4 7

95 •67 140 •46

100 •61 145 •44

150 43

The constant 64. or the square of the distance from
studs to horizontal line, is thus obtained :—Let A B
(Fig. 2) be the horizontal line, C and D the studs,

r/c L

the hori..uiaai i.ue A Jj buLuti i.r.uu,aio Jk- studs
S', S , being fixc-d Sin. above and below A B, und the
line joining them at right angles to A B, the point of

equidistant and at right angles to A B, cutting A B at
F, and let A bo the V. P. Join A C, A D. then by
Euc. IV. 5, describe the circle A D B C, making B the
other extremity of the diameter A B of the circle

A D B C. Then E B is the distance required to be
found. By Euc. III., 1, A B is the diameter of the
circle. Then by Kuc. Ill,, 31, the angle A C B is a right
angle, C E beiug perpendicular to A B by construction,
then the triangles A E C, C E B arc similar (Euc. VI.
8), and the sides about their angles arc proportioniils,

therefore A E : E C : : K C : E B, that is ^^ = E B.
A E

That A is always the vanishing-point may be proved
as follows :—In Fig. 3 the firm lines C E D Cr,

C B D F It-present the centrolinead in two diflerent

positions after being fixed according to the foregoing.
Join A C, A E, A D, and let A B F be the horizontal
Hue, the portion L: F being long arm of instrument.
The angle U E G is equal to thu angle C B F by con-
structiuu, being the same angle of arms of mstrumcut
in a different position. Again, because the angle C E A
is equal to the angle C B A (Euc. III. 21J, the two
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ansrlcsCEA, C E G. are equal to the two angles

C B A, C B F, but the angles C B A, C B F, are, by con-

struction, equal to two right angles, and are in one and
the same straight line ; therefore A, E, G arc in one and
the same straight line. In the same manner, by taking
any number of positions of the instrument. It may be

proved that the line obtained by producing the ex-

tremities of the cenlrolinead all meet in A, which is

the vanishing-point. By means of the centrolinead

you may strike an arc of a circle of any radius. Fix
the studs as before, 8" above and below the plane
line; suppose that an arc is required to l.OOOin. radius.

Taking Fig. 2, A B will be the diameter of the circle, and
\villbo2,000in.

Let X — the distance E B.

Then (2.0o0-a) = the distance A E
And E C = 8, the distance of studs from plane line.

EC^
.*. A E : E C : : E C : E E

;

.
64

*C_»00O-x)

•2,000 a--X2 = 64
.-. a? - 2,000 a: = -

AE
E B :

^ =: X

;^,000 occupied other similar houses in London, and in

all the same sanitary results had obtained. The death
rate being lower than the average, tlie disease rate was
lower also. He attributed those results in the com-
pany's tenements to there being a free ventilation back
•and front in every single tenement. Mr. Walter Mor-
rison, M.P., moved that a dUidend at the rate of 5 per
cent, per annum, free of income-tax, for the half-year
ending June 30, should be declared upon the paid-up
capital of the company, and this, with the report, &c..

was adopted.

Xi - 2.000 X -f
(2.000\ 2

1,000,COO-C1 = !l9il-tt36

.•. X - 1,000 = ± 999-968 Deai'ly _^_^^^^
.', X = -032 of an inch. ' -"^^^~'^?^^^^ '^^

But to save calculation, as .r is always very minute
for large radii, divide 64 by twice the radius, the re-

sult being: the amount E B in Fig. 2, or CD in Fig. 1.

By making E B to equal -000, that is, for the small
arms to be in one line, the centrolinead maybe used as
a T square.

—

William B. Bryam, Burnley,

STAINED GLASS.
B.VRNACK.—The east window of the chancel of

Barnack Church has been filled with stained glass, as a
memorial to the late Bishop D.ivys, of Peterborough.
The chancel is of the Late Decorated style of archi-
tecture, and sufficient old stained glass was found in
the flue stonework of the window to give a clue to the
proper treatment of thenewglass. The colouring of
the tracery pieces is rather heavy, the windows are
light coloured grisaille work, Tiitb subjects under low
canopies, running across the window, forming string-
courses of colour, as in the side windows of Merton
College Chapel, Oxford. The scheme of the subjects is—first, from the life of our Lord; next, illustrations
from the life of S. John the Baptist, to whom the
church is dedicated ; then, subjects from the life of S.
Peter. The two side windows arc also filled with
st.ained glass similar iu character to that ki the east
window, but they have the figures of the four Evan-
gelists and the four writers of the Epistles instead for
subjects. The church is best known from Its having the
oldest and most interesting tower of any church in
England. It is pure Saxon of the most primitive form,
and iu excellent preservation. In Saxon times it

stood by itself, the only entrance being by a doorway,
now a window, about 15ft. from the ground. Froiu
the stone seats placed round tlie inside it is surmised
that it was used as a council chamber by the East
Angllans. The nave and chancel were added after-
wards. The tower is surmounted by a beautiful Early
English lantern, and there are some interesting bits
of Saxon ornament outside. Besides the Saxon tower,
there Is a very good font, and a most singular sculp-
ture of the Virgin in contemplation. It is much
mutilated, but the figures of the three persons of the
Trinity, with separate rays proceeding to the Virgin,
can be clearly made out. The neighbourhood of the
church furnished the celebrated Barnack stone, of
which Peterborough Cathedral was built. The quarry
has been long exhausted.

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.
Improved Indcstrial Dwellisos Compaxy.—

On Saturday the lialf-yearly meeting of members of
the Improved Industrial Dwellings Company (Limited)
w.as held at the Mansion House, for cousldcriug the
report of the directors, declaring a dividend, and
transacting other business ; the Lord Mayor, as chair-
man of the company from its commencement, pre-
Bldiug. The Lord Mayor, in moving the adoption of
the report .and accompanymg statement of accounts,
reminded the meeting that the company was in tbc
tenth year of its existence, and said the report, which
clearly indicated its present condition, was very satis-
factory to himself as the original promoter of the
company, and would also probably be so to every other
member of the concern. \Vhen they began they were
told it would be impossible for them" to earn .0 per cent
on such property, but the result had been to falsify
that prediction, and the security had proved as safe .as
any iu which a person could invest money. The cora-
p.any had particularly wished to induce their tenants
to invest their savings in the company, and with that
view passed a resolution twelve months ago, by which
any person could Invest sums varying from 2D». up to
£S., on payment of sixpence only for a transfer ; but
he was sorry to say that as yet very few of thcin had
availed themselves of the offer. lie hoped, however,
the time would come when they would take shares In
the enterprise, believing as he did that it would be a
good thing for themselves as well as for the company.
Taking a period of ten years, he said their death-rate
had only been 16-8 per tbous.and persons, as against a
death rate of 21 per thousand In the metropolis. There
were now about 7,.')00 persons In all Inhabiting the
company's houses in the metropolis, while 2,500 or

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE
The Legality of a Baldachino.—A case of con-

siderable interest to architects and restorers of
churches was tried on Monday in the Consistory
Court, before Dr. Tristram, the Chancellor of the dio-

cese of London. A petition by the vicar (the Rev. G.
C. White) and the churchwardeas of S. Barnabas, Pini-

lico, having been presented for a faculty, or licence, to

erect a "baldachino" in the church, the ChanccIIoi-

issued his citation, and appointed the present occasion
to hear counsel in support of the application. The pe-
tition by Mr. G. H. Brooks, the proctor for the faculty,
stated that it had been considered desirable to erect a
baldachino for the adornment of the east end of the
church. A plan and estimate had been prepared,
and ou the 5th of April last a vestry meeting
was called, when It v/as unanimously agreed that the
proposed adornment should be placed in the church.
The estimated cost of the baldachino was about £C00.
of which .-£100 had been provided, and the remainder
promised, and he therefore prayed that it might be
erected. The Chancellor granted a citation, the parish-
ioners had been served with notice, and no opposition
was made to the issuing of the licence. Mr. Walter
Phillimore, counsel for the applicants, after stating
that the expense would be about .-6600, and the parish-
ioners had made no objections, proceeded to trace the
origin of the term, as mentioned in the Architectnral
Dictkmanj. The "word " baldachino " meant a canopy
over the altar, or holy table, and he referred to the
opinion expressed in a letter by Mr. Street, the archi-
tect, of the proposed adornment. It was an Italian ex-
pression, used in 1130. and was connected with the
Eastern powers in the Crusades. The word has been
used to denote a canopy or covering put over kings
and imperial personages, and also over bishops. He
was not aware that there was any symbolical meaning
in a baldachino, and believed there was not. He cited
some Lutheran churches wlicre there were baldachinos.
mentioned a charge of the Bishop of Lincoln, and re-
ferred also to his tour in Italy. The learned counsel
produced the plan of the proposed erection over the
holy table. He .also mentioned that there was one at
S. Barnabas, Oxford, which was put up before tlie act
of consecration. There were coverings over fonts, and
it was considered that there should be a baldachino or
canopy over the Communion-table at S. Barnabas,
Pimlico. Where there was a basilica there should also
be a baldachino. Rails were now permitted before the
holy table, to which there had been some objection,
and after dwelling on various authorities, ho sub-
mitted that it would add to the dignity of the church
that the proposed erection, which was one of a costly
description, should be allowed to be erected, to which
there was no objection. The Chancellor observed that
the application -^^-as a novel one, and, as other applica-
tions were likely to be made, he wished to look into the
matter. It was a question of some importance, and he
would take some time before he delivered his opinion.
Judgment was accordingly deferred.

Wm\t "Mtm.

THE TIMBER TRADE.
The current prices for timber, deals, boards,
arc as follows :

—

Per 120 12ft. U X llin.
' & s. d. &

ic,

Quebec, best bright . . 23 to 27

,, „ floated . . 22

,, second bright . . 16 „ 17
,, ,, floated . . 1.5 „ 16
„ third bright . . 12

,, „ floated . . 11

„ spruce, first . . 12

„ „ second . .1110
„ „ third . . 10 10

St. John's „ . . . 10 10

,, „ battens

.

. 9 10
Lowcrpoi-t,, . , . 10 10
Pitch pine planks , . 13 i.-, o
Archangel, best yellow . . U 10

„ second , . 12
Wybnrg, yellow . , . 11 10
Petersburg „ . . . 12 10
Petersburg and Riga whltc-

"•"Oll . . . . 10 10
Christiana deals, first yellow

and white . . .12 0,, 13 10
Swedish deals, mixed . . 13 „ 15 o

third . . 12 „ 13 10
fourth . . 11 „ 12

Finland deals, best . . 12 „ 13 10
battens . . . 11 „ 13

,, hand.sawn deals . lo o „ 11

)i „ battens . 9 10

12 10
11 10

11

11 10

10 10

14 10
1-5 10
13

13

14 10

12

Indian Teak
Memel crown oak .

„ brack

.

Danzig, &c., Stettin crown
oak ....

Swedish fir .

Stettin „• .

Swedish and Norway balks
Riga fir

.

Memel and Danzig crown
,, ,, best mid

good mid,
Quebec large yellow pine

,, red pine (building)

„ waney board yellow
„ small yellow

„ oak .

„ rock elm .

„ ash . . ;

Red pine masts . '

Oregon ,,

Kaurie „
Norway spars
Greenheart .

Australian ironbark

Per 60 Cubic feet.

£. 8. d.

12

5 10

5 6

£. s. d.

to 14 10

„ S 10

6 10
3

3

2 15

4

4 15

4
3 15

4 10

3 10
4
3 5

7

4 1.5

4 10

4 10
9

8

2 10
8

8 10

S

3 5

3 10

3 2

4 5

5

4 15

4 10

4
6

3 15

9

C

6

6

12
11

3 10

10
11

Per square of linch.

Flooring boards—1st yellow .

,» ,, ,i white
i» „ Second qualities

d.

12 6

10 6

10 6

Per 18ft Cube.
£. s

Wainscot logs -Riga crown
,. „ Eng. & Dutch

„ „ brack . 4 10

,, ,, Memel and
Danzig crown . . . 4 15

Wainscot logs—Memel brack 8 15

:h}^

s. d.

to 13 G

„ 12

„ 12 6

£. s. d.

6 15

4 15

6

4 5

Per foot Cube.
£. s. d.

Wainscot — Hamburg and
Dutch logs . . . . 8 5 to

£. s. d.

6 S

Per Mille pipe.

£. E. £. f.

Oak staves—Memel crown . . 250 to 275

„ „ brack . . 225 „ 240

,, ,, ,, Danzig, Stet-

tin and Hambro' . . . 200 ,, 220
Oak staves—Canadian pipe . . 100 ., 105 Q

Per cubic fathom.

Petersburg lathwood
Riga, Danzig, &c. ,,

Swetlish firewood
Norway red and white boards .

,, r«und and slabs ,, .

£. £ s.

9 10 to 11

8 10

6

4 10

3 10

9 ]o

7

G 5

4

Per foot run.
Norway poles ....

rickers . Each
Lancewood spars (fresh) .

Per superficial foot.

Mahogany—Honduras (cargo average)

„ Mexican „
,, Tobasco „

Cuba „
„ S. Domingo „

„ (Curls)

Cedar— Cuba .

„ Honduras .

„ Australian .

Pencil .

Walnut—Italian

Black Sea
Canadian

Maple, Bird's Eye .

S.uin Wood—S. Domingo

lid. to 2d.

lOd. „ Ud.
10s. „ 12s.

ejd.to

6i .,

7l
8i
7i

12'

6

5i
6

2

4i
35

it
6

15

8i
12
10
24

61

4*
6"

44

4i
7

18

Per ton.

£. s.

Rosewood—Rio

„ Bahia .

Ebony—Ceylon
African billet

Lignum Vita; .

Cocus wood
Boxwood .

15

13
10

12

£. d.

to 25

„ 18

,. 18

„ 17

„ 10

6 10
16

to
16

DY"KW00I1S.
The following quotations are made :

£
Brazil branch, per ton .

„ 2nd .

Fustic, Jamaica
Logwood, Campeachy .

„ Honduras
„ Jamaica

Sapan, Manilla

,, Siam
„ Ceylon

Stock of 'i'imber. Deals, &c., at the public docks on
1st August, exclusive of cargoes then discharging.

Foreign deals, in pieces .... 905.000

„ Battens 474,000
„ Boards 1,927.000

„ Fir timber, in loads . . . 42.000
Colonial pine deals and battens, in pieces . 498,000

„ spruce, ditto .... 70,000

„ pine timber, in loads . . . 4,3 00
East Indian teak 6,700

27 15

9

6

8 10
6 17
4 10
8 10

7 10
9

5

10 10
8

11
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THE CATHEDRALS OF WALES.*
(With Lithographic Illustrations.)

THE present volume is issued uniform Tvith

the four preceding Handbooks to the

English Cathedrals. Its appearance has

been delayed in consequence of the extensive

restorations which have for some time past

been in progress in the Welsh cathedrals.

The volume fairly -compares ivith its prede-

eessoi-s. We miss, indeed, the work of Mr.

Orlando Jcwitt, who illustrated the whole of

the English series, and whose death has oc-

curred since the publication of the " Hand-
book for the Northern Cathedrals." His

place in the present work is supplied, not un-

worthily, by Mr. J. W. Whymper. The de-

scriptive matter is carefully compiled, and the

general appearance of the volume, in its

familiar white and gold cover, is, of course,

worthy of its publisher.

A special interest attaches to the four

Welsh Episcopal sees from the fact that they

are the sole representatives of that British

church which was established in this coun-

try long before S. Gregory sent S. Augus-
tine to convert the heathen Saxons. How and
when Christianity was first introduced into

Britain is altogether uncertain, and the half-

legendary evidence of the existence of a

British Chi'istian Church in the second cen-

tury is altogether unreliable. But it is cer-

tain that British Chi'istians were numerous
from A.D. 200 to a.d. 300, and that during

the following century the Church became
settled and organised, only, however, to be

utterly swept away by the Saxons in aU the

parts subdued by them while stiU heathens.

In Wales, and the kingdoms of Strathclyde

and Cumbria, the ancient liierarchy stiU ex-

isted in A.D. 603, when S. Augustine held his

conferences with the British bishops, some-
where near the site of the City of Bristol.

Gradually, as the power of the Saxon kings

began to be extended, the ancient British

Church fell into communion with the English

Chui'ch—maintaining in form, possibly, a
species of independence till after the !Xorman
Conquest, when its absorption in its younger
sister became completed.

The founders of the see of Llandaff were
S. Dubricius, who resigned it some time before

his death, in a.d. 612, and his successor,

S. TeUo. Urban, the first bishop appointed by
Korman infiuence, succeeded to the see in

1107, and, translating from the island of

Bardsey the relics of S. Dubricius, proceeded
to rebuild his cathedral. The entire length of

the church then existing, including an eastern

apse, did not exceed 40tt. Bishop Urban pro-

bably completed his cathedral, which was
only of moderate dimensions. In the Early
English period it was extended westward as

far as the present west front, the chapter-

house, also Early English, being erected some-
what later. Diu'ing the First Decorated period

the Lady Chapel was added, possibly by
Bishop de Bruce (1265—1287). The presby-
tery was rebuilt in the Second Decorated
period, as, somewhat later, were the walls of

the aisles nearly throughout both choii- and
nave. Jasper Tudor, Earl of Pembroke, built

the Perpendicular north-west tower. The
building, as it existed at this period, was
rather a parish church than a cathedral.

There were no transepts, no central tower,

and the wall and roof lines extended un-
broken throughout roof and chou\ About the
middle of the sixteenth century, moreover, it

was allowed to fall into decay. The revenues
of the cathedral were confiscated in 1649, and

* Handbook to the Cathedrals of Wales,
Murray,

London John

the building neglected till after the Restora-

tion, when some slight repairs were executed.

In 1717 so ruinous was the condition of the

cathedral that the removal of the see to Cardift'

was talked of. In 1732 Mr. Wood, of Bath,

was summoned by the Chapter "to survey

the cliurch and estimate the repairs." Under

his direction was erected the Italian temple,

which, until 1S43, occupied presbytery, choir,

and part of the nave of the old cathedral.

In 1836, thanks to the then Precentor, the

east window of the Lady Chapel was restored,

and in 1843, at a meeting assembled for the

pm-pose of presenting a testimonial to the

Chancellor of the Diocese, the state of the

cathedral was seriously considered. Money
was collected, and the Chancellor, afterwards

Dean Knight, entered thoroughly into the

work. His successor, Dean Conybeare, con-

tinued it. The Italian temple was entirely

removed, the Lady Chapel, the presbytery, the

choir, and a portion of the nave, entirely re-

new ed, and in April, lSd7, aU the eastern

portion of the cathedral was reopened with the

fii-st choral service rendered within its walls

since 1691. A fund for the completion of the

fabric was started, the repair of the remain-

ing portion of the nave, and the foundations

of a new south-western tower at once begun,

and by 1869 the nave was completely re-

stored," the north-western tower had received

its coronal of pinnacles, and the south-

western tower was furnished with its spire.

The working architect throughout was Mr.

John Prichard, with whom for about nine

years was associated Mr. T. H. Wvatt. The

entire outlay was £30,000. The plan of the

west front remains as it was designed by the

builders of the Early English period. The
central portion alone is entirely of that date,

but specimens of the early work remain on the

lower parts of both towers. The north-west

tower is Perpendicular, with a modern battle-

ment and spires ; the south-west, with its

spire, as already stated, is altogether modern.

4 he want of a cathedi-al appearance, which
characterises the exterior of the church, is not

perceived in the interior. The eye follows the

lines of the main arcade without noticing the

want of transepts to the Norman arch termi-

nating the presbytery, and beyond it to the

vaulted roof and east window of the Lady

Chapel. The roof throughout is of the same

elevation, unbroken except bv a modern arch

separating the choir and presbytery. AU the

roofs are entirely modern, open, and of wood,

that of the presbytery being somewhat more

elaborate than those of the nave and choir.

The font, on the south side of the nave, was
designed by Mr. J. P. Seddon, then Mr.

Prichard's partner. The Lady Chapel is a

parallelogram of five bays, and has a stone

vault. Its original erection is ascribed to

Bishop de Bruce (1265—1287), who is buried

in it. The chapter-house, which projects

from the south aisle of the presbytery, is Early

English, and of remarkable form—square,

with a central pillar. The chapter-house was
restored in 1867, and the stage above it con-

verted into an octagonal building. In this

upper room the archives of the cathedral are

now deposited. For details of the monuments
within the cathedral, and a fuU description of

the exterior of the buildings, Mr. JIurray's

book may be with ad\ antage consulted.

The primitive church of S. David, which no

doubt occupied the site cf the present cathe-

di-al, was swept awa}' by Bishop Peter de

Leia, who in 1180 began to build his new
ehm-ch. It could not have been long com-

pleted in 1220, when the " new tower," as it

was then called, fell, crushing the choir and
transepts. The lower portion of this tower,

with the parts of the church injured by its

fall, were rebuilt between 1220 and 1248, but

so badly that a second fall has been imminent

from that time tUl 1866, when, under the

direction of Sir G. Gilbert Scott, the tower was

rendered perfectly seciu-e. The eastern build-

ings adjoining tlie north transept were first

designed when the transept itself was recon-

structed, and an early English chapel, dedi-

cated to S. Thomas of Canterbury, built. In

1248 an earthquake injured the cathedral to a

considerable extent. The walls of the nave were

shaken, and the clerestory and east end of the

choir altered, probably in consequence of the

injuries sustained. In this period the chapels

east of the presbytery were bcgim. Bishop

Martyn (1290-1328) buUt the Lady Chape],

and ids successor. Bishop Gower (1328-1347)

made considerable alterations throughout the

cathedral. He added a chapel at the eastern

side of the south transept, the south porch

with its internal doorway, and a stage to the

tower. He also built the remarkable rood-

screen with its monuments. During the

Early Perpendicular period, before 1384, the

large window in the south transept was
erected, and between 1461 and 1522 the roofs,

throughout the main portion of the fabric

were renovated. Owen Pole, treasurer from.

1472 to 1509, probably built the nave roof,

and perhaps the roof of the presbytery (which,

is somewhat earlier) as well. Bishop Vaughan
(1509-1522) vaulted the space east of the

presbytery, and remodelled and vaulted with

stone "the Lady Chapel and its approach. He
also raised the central tower another stage.

The buUding appears to have been well eared

for after the changes of the sixteenth century.

The chapel on the east face of the south

transept was connected with the choir aisle

and converted into a vestry, and in 1630 the

cathedral was carefully whitewashed under

the direction of Bishop "Field. Pillage during

the civil war, and subsequent neglect, caused

dilapidation, and in 1793 a subscription,

was raised for rebuilding the west front,

which was done by the architect Nash. In

1827 the chantry of S. Thomas was converted

into a chapter-house, and Bishop Field's

whitewash was soon after removed from the

nave piers. In 1843 the south transept was
fitted up as a parish church, and the vestiy

altered to form in eftect an eastern aisle. In

1846 the rood-screen was partially restored, the

great window of the north transept taken out

and replaced by one of a Decorated character,

designed by Mr. Butterfield, and in 1849 the

places of some of the Perpendicular windows

in the south aisle of the nave, which had been

blown in by a storm, supplied by others of a

Decorative*^ design. The north aisles of the

presbytery was also roofed in. In 1862 Sir

G. GUbert Scott was directed to examine and
report upon the general condition of the

cathedral, with the view to its thorough re-

storation. In his second report in 1869 he

was able to announce the renewal and repair

of the central tower ; that the cathedral had
been made comparatively dry and waterproof

,

and that the restoration o"f the choir and
presbytery, with the adjoining aisles, had

been nearly completed. Since then the

restoration of the eastern arm of the church

has been well finished, and the restoration of

the north transept and thorough repair of

the nave and its roof begun. A sum of

£20,000 was, up to 1871, expended in these

restorations.

The character of the greater portion of the

buUding is Transitional ; but of this, except

on the west side of the transept, nothing

appears on the exterior, a Late Decorative

aspect having been given by successive

changes to the whole of the work. The ex-

terior of the west front—Nash's work—pre-

sents a cirrious mixture of styles, though it

is not without merit considering the period at

which it was eft'ected. The nave is of peculiar

design. The triforium and clerestory form but

one main division, yet the triforium itself is

well marked. The thickness of the wall in

which the triforial arches are pierced, the

unusual ornaments in their tympana, and the

richness of the arches which inclose the bays

of the triforium and clerestory, characterise

the story above the main arcade in a striking

and distinct manner. The unusual form of

roof must always attract attention. The
Norman architect doubtless mtended the
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roof of his nave should be vaulted, but

the ^reat -width and other difficulties

caused the abandonment of this idea, and
it was possibly covered by a flat ceiling-

of timber. The present ceilino;, erected by
Owen Pole, is in its construction simply a

flat -wooden ceiling laid upon the walls, but
is made to assume a character of its own bj*

the employment of vast pendants, -which at

the sides take the form of immense overlap-

ping capitals to small shafts of wood, whicli

are carried by shafts which rise about half-

way between the triforiuni and clerestory

arches. These pendants cause the ceiling to

appear to be sup])orted by a system of seg-

mental arches effecting a threefold longitu-

dinal division of the roof and crossed by a

similar range springing from the walls. These
arches are in reality, of course, borne up by
what they appear to support, but the riches

of their foliations, and the singular appear-
ance of such an interminable series of fretted

lines render the ceiling one of the most at-

tractive features of the cathedral. Want of

space forbids us to linger over the rood-screen,

the shrine of S. David, and other most in-

teresting parts of the building.

Ko portion of tlie existing cathedral of

S. Asaph is of earlier date than the end of

the thirteenth century, but a church has pro-
bably occupied its site from the days of

SS. Kentigern and A saph. The present build-
aig was commenced b-7 Bishop Anian
(1284-1293) and continued by his successors

Leoline and David {1293-135L'). In the
Welsh wars in 1402 the Cathedral was burnt,
it is sail! by Owen Gleudower, and remained in

a ruinous state till the time of Bishop Redman
(1629-1651) who restored it, putting on new
roofs and inserting a large Perpendicular win-
dow in the choir. During the Protectorate
the building came in for more than usual dese-
cration. The mischief then done was to some
extent remedied by Bishop B.arrow (1670-
16S0), who repaired the north and south aisles,

new covered them with lead, and wainscoted
the cast parts of the choir. Bishop Fleet-
wood (1708-1714) paved a great part of the
cathedral, and spent £100 in adorning and
painting the choir throughout. I'he choir, up
to Bishop Shipley's time, was in a great part
Early English, but then (1780) underwent a
com])lete remodelling. The timber roof was
hidden by a plaster ceiling, and the east win-
dow tilled with modern tracery. During the
Episcopate of Bishop Cleaver (1806-1815) the
roof irf the nave was altered and lowered so
as to conceal the clerestory altogether from
Tvithin. This arrangement still exists,

but the choir has since (1867 -1868)
l)een more happily restored by Sir
G. Gilbert Scott. The building as it now
exists, consists of nave, aisles, central tower,
transept and choir. The exterior is stiiking,

though it possesses little of the Cathcdr.al type;
the west front especially is to be noticed, for
its truth and simplicity of design. The in-
terior sufl'ers from the imitation vaulted
ceiling, which conceals the clerestory lights
and produces an efl'ect of lowness and depres-
Mon.
The see of Bangor was probably founded by

Deiniol or Daniel, who died a.d. 584. Ead-
gar, according to the Welsh chroniclers, when
he advanced to Bangor in 97.'), built a church,
" on the north side of the Cathedral." This
Cath( dral was destroyed by a Norman army
in 1071, but was rebuilt before 1211, when a
portion of King John's army attacked and
burnt the city, and carried oft' the bishop.
The Norman Cathedral was destroyed during
the ^^'els^^ wars of Edward I., probably in
1282, -when S. Asaph's Cathedral was "de-
stroyed. Bishop Anian, who baptised the first

English Prince of Wales, and who was the
author of the Slissale "in usum Ecclcsia; Ban-
ohorensis " or ' use of Bangor," rebuUt his
oathi'dral almost from the ground. In 1404
the building was again destroyed, by the
troops of Owen Glendower. Bishop Deane
(.1496-1500) rebuilt the choir, and Bishop

Skevington (1509-1533) the nave and tran-
sept. Neither of them at all appear to have
regarded the work of their predecessor. The
nave and transept appear to have been ceiled

with timber by Bishop Rowlands (1598-1616).
All the woodwork in the interior was destroyed
during the Civil War, and the stained glass

.shattered. After the Restoration the church
was refitted, and remained in a poor condition

till the Episcopate of Bishop Cleaver (1800-

1806), when all its carved work was destroyed.

In 1824 another repair was undertaken; the

stalls were then swept aw.iy, and in the words
of Sir Gilbert Scott " the most execrable jim-
crack substituted that ever disgraced a

church." The earved roofs were replaced by
plain deals, a hea-vy screen carrying the organ-
loft and entirely separating the nave from the

clioir was constructed, and the latter portion

of the building reserved exclusively for Eng-
lish use. In 1866 Sir Gilbert Scott was re-

quested to report on the condition of the

Cathedral. He recommended the adoption of

two courses, the second embracing, besides

the reparation of the fabric, the re-

'itoration or partial reconstruction of the

choir, the transepts, and the chapter-
room in such a style as was indicated

by their fev\' remaining early fragments. His
advice was taken, and the first contract for

the restoration of the north and south tran-

septs, and for the construction of the central

tower to the ridge of the roof, at a cost of

£10,477, was at once undertaken. The re-

sults of his examination are described in Sir

Gilbert Scott's second report (1870) as some
of "the most interesting facts I have met
with ill the course of my experience." The
exhuming and restoring to its place the beauti-

ful thirteenth century wo<k destroyed by
Owen Gleudower, and used as mere rough
material by the next rebuilder, has indeed
been one of Sir Gilbert Scott's best works.
In its completion he is still occupied. Some
account of the reopening will be found on
another page.

We are enabled—thanks to Mr. Murray

—

to reproduce a few of the illustrations. "We
five the interior (looking east) of LlandafTi United Kingdom, then-

for a different quantity of land ; -in this case
the second notice may be disregarded if deemed
to be injurious to your client : the first notice
is binding ; the second, therefore, a nullity.

But it must be borne in mind that the powers
are not exhausted by the first notice— as for ex-
ample, if company- find they want more land
than in the first notice, they can give notice to
take more again ; if their notice relates to a
tunnel, and they afterwards decide an open cut-
ting is better, they can give notice to take the
surface land.

PL.iNS.—It is very necessary to see that the
plan attached to the notice to treat is accurate.

There is a case (Doe d. Hyde v. Mayor of Man-
chester, 12 C. B. 474) showing its importance.
The plan showed less land than the owner had.
The company entered into possession of the whole
of owner's land. Owner tlien brought ejectment
for that part not included in the plan. In the re-

sult the company had to pay again for the piece
not in the plan.

Sometimes a question -will arise as to what is

a proper service of a notice, and it will gene-
rally have to be decided at once ; for usu-aUy
it is only at the last moment thai the determi-
nation is arrived at. Of course, where there
is time to consult the solicitor, it should al-

ways be done, because drawing the notice

requires legal knowledge, and any error

therein is very prejudicial to your client's

interest. Still sometimes it may be necessary
to take some risk, where the solicitor cannot
be seen in time for him to draw the formal
notice. I therefore give the following hints :^
A notice majr be served upon a company by

being left with the principal officer, or one or

more of the principal officers.

By being transmitted through the post.

By being left with or sent by post to the
secretary'.

If no secretary, then to the solicitor.

The same method of service will apply to any
summons or other legal proceedings in law or
equity.

A service of notice upon an individual may
be made

—

Personally, at usual place of abode.
If cannot be found, or absent from the

Cathedral ; the beautiful roof of S. Davids
exterior and interior views of S. Asaph's, and
the interior looking east of Bangor.
Those who possess the '

' Handbooks to the

English Cathedrals " will hasten to complete
the series without waiting for any recommen-
dation from us. If, from the lapse of time
since the publication of the last volume, or

any other reason, any reader should date his

first acquaintance with the series from this

notice of its latest volume, he wiU thank us for

the introduction thereto.

COMPENSATIONS.—IT.

]\]"0W come we to the Notice to Treat. This
is usually given to the surveyor by the

1"^

client or his solicitors

This notice must state the particulars of

the land required, and .should state the quan-
tity proposed to be taken, with the dimensions.
It is very usual to attach thereto a plan.

It does appear to be a roundabout way to get
justice, that should the notice be for more land
tlian the comp.Tny are authorised by their special
Act to take, an mjunction to restrain them from
assessing the value cannot be obtained, but the
verdict of the jury or arbitrator must be taken,
and then that verdict is a nullity as to the assess-
ment .as to the excess of land. It would appear
simpler and cheaper to prevent the assessment.

The only exceptions to this rule are where
the counter notice lias been given, and where
the notice to treat is given by commissioners
authorised by Her Majesty's Government, as,

for example, to form a park. In these cases
the notice to treat does not bind the commis-
sioners.

The notice to treat cnnnot be withdrawn,
even though the company ofler to pay all

reasonable costs incurred in consequence. It

sometimes liappens a second notice is served

With the occupier.

If none, then affixed on some conspicuous
part of the lands.

On receipt of notice to treat, it is well to
prepare your particulars of claim, setting
forth the nature of the interest and the amount
of compensation required. This should be
shown to your client's solicitors, that they
may see that the description is accurate. It
will save sometimes mucli trouble and expense
to your client in the latter stages of the matter
if this is done, as, it may be, j-our client holds
by an underlease, and therefore the few days
reserved should be mentioned ; or he may be
a mortgagee in possession. I could mention
man}' other points whei-e difficulties might
arise from not consulting the solicitors at the
proper time where it is necessary, but I so

strongly advocate not interfei-ing with the
work properly belonging to their profession,

that I t'nink my readers will in all cases be
guided by my advice.

The claim will comprise some or all of the
following :

—

TABLE 1\.

The freehold.
The copyhold.
The lease.

The fixtures or value of depreciation in removal.
Cost of removal of furniture.
Goodwill.
Loss by compulsory sale of stock ; or damage to

same by removal.
Injuries to premises—or the value of premises not

taken.

Percentage for forced sale.

The claim should comprise all your client

has, because there can be no second assess-

ment. If there is a doubtful contingent
future damage, and it cannot well be put in
the claim, the legal authorities advise it

should be admitted by the company to exist,

and if they refuse, steps should be taken to
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bring it as fully as possible before the jury or

arbitrator at the first trial.

A claim should contain the tvholi' injiiry

sustained. The legal text-books on this sub-

ject seem strong on this point, that in making
the claim it is advisable to wait until the

damage likely to accrue can be distinctly fore-

seen, and then bring claim. My advice is

where the full extent of the injury is likely to

be only fuUy assessable at a remote date, to let

the company know that you are waiting, and
send some particulars of its probable extent

to them. If this be not done, they are almost

sure to say the delay was to help your case.

The present uses uf land are not necessarily

the ttst of value. For instance (and I can

hardly give a stronger case), the owner of

consecrated land is entitled to its value as

applicable to secular purposes.

Supposing a client has a house and grounds,

and is continually adding thereto, so that he
may get his laud in a ring fence, his pride

being to have a road all round his property. I

speak of land near London principally, where
the monied aristocracy are delighted to be able

to say that whichever road you take you pass

their estate. Now suppose a railway comes
is such land to be treated as agricultui'al, or

as wood or pasture land, when the owner
may have given building-land price for the

ground rather than have it devoted to that

purpose ? Yet I know from experience fuU
well how hard they would try to prove it was
not of building-land value, although all round
on the other side of the roads might exist

well-let vUla residences. The present use of

the land (or premises) therefore need not

solely guide you : as, if you can show how it

can be more profitably used, you are entitled

to do so. This you will find more frequently

to occur where the land is agricultural, but
is becoming, or has become, building land,

than in any other cases. Recently I have had
cases I may mention of a peculiar nature. I

have shown how ill-constructed and badly
ventilated houses can be, by adaptation, made
into model dweUings, thereby increasing the

rentals, and, of course, increased compensation
has followed. Of course in such cases careful

plans are required, so that thejury may under-
stand your intentions. Ton will, doubtless,

be met by the remark (reiterated very many
times), that if it is so profitable and could have
been done, why was it not carried out before ?

and in a great majority of cases it may fairly

be answered that youi' client would never
have thought of calling in a surveyor had
not notice to treat compelled him to do so,

and that, consequently, he was not in the
way of receiving professional advice ; but it

wordd be hard that he should not be com-
pensated to the fuU extent of the latent value
of his property because, up to the time he
received the notice, the proper way to develop
that value had not been pointed out to him.
Thoujh, however, any possible or probable

future improvements may form an element in
yoiu- claim for compensation, the purchasing
corporation cannot plead any improvement
which may be produced in your unacquired
property or in the neighbourhood, as a set-off
against your claim.

In ci nsidering claim, it is not necessary, by
the latest decisions, to consider anv benefi't

that maj' accrue from the works " to your
clients or to the neighbourhood. These do not
affect yotir claim for injury.

It seems clear that an owner is entitled to
compensitiou for the property as it is at the
time of the notice to treat. It cannot be ad-
vanced by the compulsory purchaser, that it

may be let for a different purpose at a higher
rent, or at the same rent, tUou^jh diminished in
extent : the property must be taken in statu quo.
This is imp irtant, because it will often be ad-
T.inced that the house va\j be converted into a
public-house or some other trade, and so more
rent may be obtained. This proposition is
brought forward of course to diminish compen-
sation.

The definition of hnildin;/ land is " lands
built upon or used for building purposes."

The land must be actually laid out for the
purpose of building at the time of being taken
by the company before the exceptions con-
tained in the words " built upon or used for

building purposes " can apply. It is not
sufficient if the lands are nitched or staked
out for building purposes.

A claim does not absolutely bind your
client ; it may be amended, as, for instance,

if it contain a mis-statement of the "term"
held.

If claim insufficient. This will sometimes
happen from the claim being sent in before
consulting the surveyor. The best course to

adopt is to withdraw the claim, and to send
in a fresh claim.

This enables the company to amend their
offer. This amended offer must be made ten
days at le.ast before the trial. As a matter of
practice, it very seldom happens that companies
make fair offers when lighting has commenced.
The proof being that the verdict generally gives
one's client more than has been offered.

If not arranged within 21 days after service
of notice, or cannot agree, claim to he settled

by

—

Justices.

Arbitration.

Jury.

Judge's order.

This is recent, and has not been much acted
upon. The Act is 31 and 32 Vict. c. Ill) sec. 41.
It is limited to Riiilway Companies.

Sometimes a claim can be best enforced bv
indictment for public injury. Of course you
will not advise this method e.xcept where no
injury can be shown to the lands of your
client.

Where claim omitted and possession taken.
—Supposing your client has an interest in
laud, which interest by mistake has been
omitted to be purchased, you cannot dispossess
the company for six months after giving tnem
notice of such interest.

Such a case might occur where the Company
or promoters purchased the lite interest and
omitted to purchase the reversioner's interest—
or when again they purchased the fee and the
leasehold, and omitted a reversionary lease-
holder's interest, and in many other cases.

The claim will then be fuU compensation
for the mesne profits which would have ac-
crued to youi' client during the interval be-
tween the entry of the company thereon and
the time of payment of the purchase-money to
your client. The company must show that it

was through mistake or inadvertence that they
failed or omitted to purchase it to entitle thein
to the benefit of this enactment.
A claimant, even where his lease is

found to be invalid, is entitled to so much
of the compensation as represents the value of
improvements effected by him in the faith of
the lease being valid. Tenants whose leases
have expired, holding over, are not entitled to
make any claim, nor are those who, having
received a proper notice to quit, continue to
occujjy after notice to quit has expired, pro-
vided, of eoiu-se, no fresh tenancy is created
specially, or by receipt of rent.

Expectations may (in rare cases, however)
he elements in forming a claim.
The probability of a renewal has been held

to be something for which a company must
pay.

The legal writers contend that " where the
tenancy is from year to year, determinable at
three months' notice, ending with the year,
with a stipulation against under-letting with-
out leave, the landlord would naturally make
a higher claim than where the tenancy was
ou more liberal terms." I think not, unless
it can bo shown that, if let on more liberal

terms, ahigher rental could havebeen obtained.
As to yearly tenants, the compensation is

not for the amount wliich would be payable,
assuming that notice to quit were given at
the earliest possible opportunity. The best
proof that this is so, is the ''Hungerford
Market Act " cases, under which it was so
decided ; and the ruling has not, that I know

of, been disturbed. In one case a tenant
had no permanent holding, but there was no
likelihood of his being disturbed. His land-

I

lord being compelled to part with the land
under the compulsory powers of that Act, the
tenant was held to be entitled to some com-
pensation, even though he had received &
regular half-year's notice to quit.

The rule would appear to be that the com-
pensation clauses should be construed most^
liberally in favour of the owner and most;
strongly against the Company.

Yearly tenants have their compensation
assessed by two justices.

A tenant must include in his claim any
rent he will be liable, in ordinary course, to

pay his landlord, as his quitting the house
under notice from a company does not act as
a release as between him and his landlord, of
any rent that may accrue due until notice
expires.

As a rule this point seldom arises, because the
Company buy the landlord's interest.

Where Claims may be Sustained.—One good,
guide as to compensation is the consideration
whether the injury would be sufficient, if

done by an individual, to support an action.
Generally this is an excellent test.

A claim will of course lie where works aie
negligently done. But it must be sho-mi that
there is real negligence. If injiuy is caused-,

but it can be shown that works have been
carried up with every precaution that modern
science can suggest, no action will lie.

A claim may be made for increased premium
paid to an insurance company in cousequencf
of the increased risk caused by engines pass-
ing along the newly-constructed railway.

Where, in the construction of a railway, a
stream was cut off, thereby depriving' an
owner of its use for irrigation and other pur-
poses, it was held that though no injunction
would lie, because the Act empowered the
doing the works, a remedy would lie m an
action for compensation.
An action will also lie where vour client if

interrupted in his access to an ancient ferry.

Also it would appear, where, in consec^uence
of certain works, an ancient towing-path was
no longer frequented, and the owner was
thereby deprived of his tolls, an action for
compensation was maintained.

This is a case that must not be too much relied
on, as I do not think, having regard to subse-
quent decisions, that it will be the law of the
future, although there is no case exactly on " all
fours " with it,

Lowerini/ a road, even although the railway,
the Streets Improvements and other authority
having a special Act,, do not touch your
client's land.

Substantial injury muse be shown to entitle
to compensation. I have in my mind a case
In which, being appointed arbitrator, I took
much intei est; and in the result my award was.
on appeal, again confirmed with costs.

Cuitinrj off Access to Properti/.—This may
be done in many ways, but I think the only
decision is where it was done by raising an
embankment.

Cases will occur to my readers where property
is not only much injured, but rendered almost
useless, by depriving it of access. There is a
case where a railway raised an emb.ankment oppo-
site a house, and it was shown that the house
was rendered damp and unwholesome thereby.
Compensation was awarded for the injury to the
house, and the loss of health of occupier. Great
care is required in working itp the facts of such
cases, as you are nearly certain to have opposed
to you those who will endeavour to show either
that plenty of access still remains, or that the
property has increased in value in consequence
of its privacy. Remember, in fighting claims,
no theory is too absurd to be advanced, if it have
the slightest basis on which to rest. Powerful
companies and corporations are well aware that
as in many cases the settlement rests with un-
skilled gentlemen, any plausible theory will, to
use the slang expression, ' hold w.itei'."

Interruption nf Light.—Fertile source of
actions and injunctions

!

It is most difBcult in practice to decide what
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13 a sufficient mterruption to entitle a ninn to

compensation. It has been held orer and over

again that it must be more than a trivial inter-

ference with the light. What quantum then V

The answer is—It must be shown that trades

formerly carried on in the building cannot still

be carried on— or cannot be carried on for the

same length of time each day. For example, a

case I had where it was shown that a tailor

working in the premises in rear of the shop,

could not see to work by daylight so long riy

two hours. In this case, we obtained substantial

damages. I could cite other cases, but I think

my readers' own jadgment will guide them, if

they bear in mind that the injury must be

mibsiiintial, and that whether it is substantial

or not, will depend much on the class of trade or

profession carried on on the property at the

time of the interruption ; which will to a great

extent regulate the quantity of the injurj'.

Karrowing a Road also entitles, where it

cau be shown that premises are thereby de-

preciated in value.

Absence of sufficient Drainage is also a case

for compensation.

The cases that guide are—Beckett r. Midland
Railway, and Chamberlayne i\ West End
Railway Company.

Causing an Inundation.—This may be done

by raisin,!!- the level of a brook. Cases of this

kind are very rare, so I will not dwell on

them, but pass on to

—

Cutting off access to the Sea.—A decision

was arrived at that no compensation laj- in

such a case, on the ground that as there was
no injury to the land, qua land, that, there-

fore, the injury was not of a kind contemplated

for compensation, although the property was
greatly depreciated.

This decision has (I think rightly) been over-

ruled. It seems clear that premises injured
should have compensation awarded to their

owners. The even more recent decision of Mr.
PoUock, Q.C., in the case of the Metropolitan
Board of Works and the Duke of Buccleuch,
on the question of loss of river frontage, shows
that that which deprives a house of elements of

value must be considered. It is well to re-

member that the Board of Works endeavoured
to upset the award, but were unsuccessful.

Injury to Goods.—Where injuredbytheexc-
cutiun of works, this forms the subject of a
claim.

Ci-ossing of Roads.—No claim where the

roads are public roads, although much incon-

venience caused in consequence of putting U])

gates where trains are to cross road on the

level ; but a claim holds if road be a private

road.

I endeavour to give the reasons, as much as I

can, for the decisions ; because it will enable my
readers to form their own conclusions when they
have cases not exactly similar, but having some
points in common. Xow in this case it seems
curious that compensation should lie in one case
and not in the other : and yet when the reason
is given it seems fair. It is that in thejirira^c
road case, there is a direct injury to onepemon;
in the public road the injury is tD the public,

who receive by way of compensation the use of
the Railway. The general public have no
claim therefore, and to entitle a client to com-
pensation a special injury must be shown. It is

of no use to show that he suffers only in a
greater degree than the public. This makes no
ground of claim.

ON THE PLANNING AND FITTING OF
SCHOOLS.

lY.

—

Existing Schools.—(Continued.)

rpHE schools in Boston, Massachusetts, as
-*~ described in the last published llcport,

also require some notice. The Cajien Primary
Schoolhouse—of which we give illustrations

—

consists of girls' and boys' schools, each of

three rooms 2Sft. square, on three separate

floors, and each with a playground under-
neath protected from stormy weather. It is

to be iioftd that this last arrangement is one
which has found much favour among the

plans of the new Elementary Schools of

London. There are two staircases, which do
not appear to have been proiously common in

Boston Primary Schools, Two extraction-

flues for ventilation were originally proposed

for each room, but only one has been actually

pro^-ided. The external architecture is of

brick, with heads and cills of granite. The
cost of the land was 6,145 dollars; of the

building, 34,716 dollars ; and furnitiu-e, 2,07j
dollars—total, 42,937 dollars.

The High and Normal Schoolhouse for

Girls in Boston, erected in 1870, is said to be

the largest, most costly, and most substantial

schoolhouse of recent erection in the United
States, and should, therefore, claim a more
detailed description, although it mav not be

all that the English public would look for. It

is located between Tremont and Shawmut
Avenue, and has frontages to Newton and
Pembroke-streets.

The site itself has a frontage of 200ft., and
a depth of lo4ft. The building measures
144ft. frontage, and is 131ft. deep. The
model school department is placed in the

basement, and the open playground or yard
attached thereto is lo4ft. by 54ft. The space

unoccupied by buildings is paved n-ith bricks,

at a level of about 3ft. 6in. below the street,

and the basement story is thus about IGin.

above the level of the playgrounds. As so

many English authorities urge that no school-

house shoidd exceed two stories in height, it

may be remarked that this building is, in-

cluding the rooms provided in the high roof,

no less than five stories high.

On plan, a corridor, 12ft. wide, extends
across the building from the middle of the

Newton-street (or south-westerly) side to the

middle of the Pembroke-street (or nortli-

easterly) side ; and at right angles to this

corridor, in the middle of the building, is a
hall 22ft. by 77ft., at each end of which are

two rooms 30ft. long, which, together with
the hall, occupy the whole length of the

building.

The hall and corridor divide the building

into four equal sections or quarters, which are

subdivided as follows ;— At the left of the

entrance at the Newton-street side is a waiting

or reception-room, 16ft. by 22ft. Beyond the

waiting-room is a passage leading from the

corridor to the master's room, 14ft. by 27ft.,

which is connected with the waiting-room,
and also with the advanced classroom, 45ft. by
30ft. The inner portion of this westerly part

is occupied by a passage leading from the hall

to the advanced classroom and the master's

room ; a staircase leading to the basement
story, a cloak-room for the advanced class,

masters' closets, and air-flues.

At the end of the central haU, and occupy-
ing the middle portion of the north-westei'ly

side, are two rooms, each 16ft. by 30ft., one
of which was designed for a library, while the

other is a recitation-room. In the northerly

corner is a classroom, 30ft. by 45ft. ; at the

south-easterly side of the classroom is a reci-

tation-room, 16ft. by 32ft., between the inner

end of which and the central hall is a large

brick foul-air shaft and chimney ; also a

passage hading from the classroom, recitation

room, and cloak-room.

At the right of the entrance on the Pem-
broke-street side is a dressing-room, 14ft. by
24ft., for female teachers, and a cloak-room,

14ft. by 25ft. At the left of the Pembroke-
street entrance is a recitation-room, 16ft. by
2iSft., a classroom, 44ft. by 45ft., and another

recitation-room, 17ft. by 30ft. The remainder

of this ]>ortion is occupied by a cloakroom,

16ft. by 21ft., and by ventilating shafts, and
through the middle of the latter is a passage

leading from the hall to the classrooms.

The southerly quarter has the same amount
of accommodation, and is arranged preciselv

like the easterly quarter lastly described.

And, f urtlier, the same arrangement is carried

through the three stories above the basement
in the south-easterly quarter of the building,

and the westerly quarter of the second story

—

that is to say, two classrooms, two recitation-

rooms, and a cUiak-room in each case. The
northerly (juartcr of the second storj- contains

a classroom, 30ft. by 4oft., with two recita- ,

tion-rooms, cloak-room, teachers' dressing-

room, &c., as in the northerly quarter of the

first-story.

The westerly quarter of the third story is

devoted to an assembly-hall, about 62ft. by
74ft. 6in. In the northerly quarter of the third

story a room for drawing, 30ft. by 45ft., a

cabinet for apparatus, 161't. by 32ft., also a

teacher's room, cloak-room, &c., as in the same

quarter of the stories below. In the

westerly corner of the basement story is the

chemical lecture-room, 44ft. bj- 45ft., fitted

with all the necessary apparatus and appli-

ances. On the northerly side, and a<ljoining

the lecture-room, is a laboratory, 16ft. by 30ft.

Adjoining the inner end of the cabinet is a

passage and staircase, leading to the story

above. In the northerly corner is the boiler-

room, 30ft. by 45ft., in which are three

boilers, each 3ft. 6in. diameter, and 16ft.

long, which supply the steam for heating the

building. The room for coals occupies the

space between the outside of the building and

the line of the street. At the southerly end

of the boiler-room is a room for the janitors,

16ft. by 24ft. On the easterly side of the

boiler-room are the water-closets, 22 in num-
ber, for the High and Normal Departments,

occupying a space about 30ft. wide and 50ft.

long. The remainder of the space in the

noi th-westerly half of the building is occu-

pied by the central hall, and a staircase at the

Pembroke-street end of the corridor. •

The whole of the south-easterly half of the

basement is devoted to a model school, accom-

modating about 150 primary, and the same

number of grammar-school pupils. The
entrance, cloak-rooms, water-closets, and

other accommodation for this department are

separate and distinct from those of the other

departments. This portion consists of a large

class-room, 30ft. by 45ft. in each of the two

corners, and connected therewith are in each

case two smaller rooms, 16ft. by 25ft. The
remainder of the space is devoted to cloak-

rooms, water-closets, hall, and passages._

The number of pupils accommodated in the

High and Normal Departments is measured

by the seating capacity of the seven large

class-rooms, each having 1 00 .single desks, and

the three smaller class-rooms, each having 75

single desks, making a total of 925 in these

departments, which, with the 300 in the model

school, makes a grand total of 1,225 pupils.

The internal finishings throughout are of

pine, painted, grained, and varnished. The

floors are of southern pine, and the trimmings

of the staircases are of black walnut.

The heating is by steam-boUers placed in

the basement, and all the rooms are heated by

hot air radiated through the apparatus con-

nected therewith. The halls and corridors

are heated by direct radiation.

Electric bells and speaking-tubes place the

master's room in communication with all the

principal rooms. Water is carried to each

floor at two places in the central hall.
^

The external design is simple, and is a fair

type of American school architecture. The

basement is faced with a light-coloured Maine

granite. Above this is pressed brickwork

with freestone Nova Scotia dressings. On
the face of the arch-stones the name of the

school is cut in large raised letters. The

main cornice is of wood, with copper spout,

and is ornamented by a Mansard roof, having

cast-iron cresting or" snow guards." On the

middle of the flat portion of the roof stands

an octagonal turret 30ft. in diameter, and

intended to be used as an observatory. The

main extracting-shaft of the ventilation

jiasses up through the centre of this, and

terminates in an octagonal cupola 13ft. in

diameter, having on each face outlets Sft. high

l)y oft. wide. In the case of this school, the

cost has been: Of site, 60,206 dollars; of

building, 234,563 dollars ; and of furniture,

15,947 'dollars. Total cost, 310,717 dollars.

A study of trans-Atlantic schoolhouses, as

set forth "in the innumerable reports published,

leads generally to the conclusion that those of
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Massachusetts are the best, but that these do
not present many new features available for

English imitation in school-planning. Their

general plans are often (as already shown)
highly ingenious, their sites ample, and their

expenditure munificently liberal, but in a

vast country engaged in a constant struggle

to meet efficiently the enormous annual
increase of population by a free education,

it srould be too much to expect to find the

subject of our inijuiry reduced to a science.

There is much critical investigation and dis-

cussion of education itself, but no trace that

some of the vital points aft'ecting the build-

ings (and, therefore, the education), such as

the proper amount, distribution, and kind of

light,—the necessity of "through" summer
—ventilation, or the most wholesome, efficient,

and economical kind of artificial ventilation,

and others, have, as yet, been sufficiently

tackled at close quarters. Some of their

words are not in daily use among us ; for

instance, in their schools the porter is a

"janitor," the airttues are "ventiducts," and
the classrooms are "recitation-rooms." Their
primarj' schools are founded chiefly on those

of Ireland, while others are based on the

German model. It is to this latter circum-
stance we owe the fact that their classrooms

are frequently called " schoolrooms," while,

if there be one, the examiuatioa-haU (the

German Aula) is called the haU.
While observing what has been done, not

only in England, but throughout the civi-

lised world for education, the Americans do
not conceal their preference for the German
system, and draw the broad conclusion that

to a superior system of education the Prus-
sians owed their success over the French in

the late war. Eecolleoting how far behind
England has been in the race, no English-
man can wonder at, or complain of, American
preference for German .school-plans. But, as

it is noticeable that their system is called

by themselves the " English-American

"

system, it is probable that the new impetus
which has been given to the English system
will not be entirely lost upon the future school-

buildings of the United States.

Before leaving the subject of existing

.schools, it may be remarked that those of

France have not been forgotten. It is the

fashion to speak as though education were
almost entirely neglected in France. And,
doubtless, among the lower classes it is as bad
as it has been in England, owing to the

absence of a national system applicable to

ihem. But this can be true of the lower
classes only. The higher schools, more par-
ticularly the art and trade schools, are such
as to make EngUsh workpeople, if they knew
of them, envious. Although not so common
as in Germany, they are more numerous than
among us. Among the public schools of

France we find every variety of establishment
calculated to train the mind before entering

on any special career. We find schools of

agriculture, horticulture, architecture, draw-
ing, modelling, chemistry, and engineering

;

preparatory-technical, and technical schools,

trade schools, naval schools, schools for teach-

ing the theory and practice of clock and watch-
making, schools of mines, and all kinds of

workmen's and foremen's schools, many of

them held in the evening.

But the great evil in France is that which,
among ourselves, is now in a fair way of being
removed—the want of elementary education.

The heads of large French industrial estab-

lishments unite in declaring the necessity of
" a degree of general preparatory instruction

proportioned to the extent of professional or

industrial education which is intended to be
its complement," so as to enable each indi-
vidual to follow his career with success. Some
among the most eminent plainly declare that
" the deplorable, and far too general, absence
of primary instruction among even the most
intelligent workmen, was one of the greatest
and most lamentable obstacles to the develop-
ment of their faculties and the progress of

|

industry." That the late Emperor Napoleon
was in some degree aware, not only of the

want of elementary schools, but also of the

necessity for a larger supplj' of technical and
trade schools, is proved by the appointment
of an Imperial Commission so far back as

1863. The arts of war, however, appeal' to

have claimed priority over those of peace.

E. R. RoBSON.

ART—ITS RELATION TO INTELLECT
AND THE IMAGINATION.

IT may seem idle and profitless to spectilate

on such a subject as this in the columns
of a journal devoted to the' more practical

concerns of art. The practical man has little

time and inclination to theorise. He views

his profession as an instrument to a practical

end. This end may have a low or mercenary
character—often, alas! dictated by necessitous

conditions, but not unfrequently by a low
estimate of his profession, in which little save

pecuniary achievement is aimed at. A higher

aim, not always rewarded by success, which
makes professional emolument but a secondary

object compared with that satisfaction which
the pursuit of art, or rather its study, afibrds,

too frequently loses its freedom of action by
the inducements of patronage or the tram-
mels of custom. In all these cases class

interests or professional bias frequently inter-

feres with the truer aspii-ations of the artist.

The iron rule of precedent becomes too strong,

and the mental power and energy thus diver-

ted from its true path becomes the resultant

of the two influences. Our modern schools of

art-practice show clearly these tendencies.

There is the groove of custom and the groove

of business, each powerful in its way ; and
the tendeno}' to original thought is sadly

overpowered by these influences. It is .some-

what excusable, therefore, to digress a little

from the beaten paths, beyond the rigid lines

of daily practice and precedent ; to examine
the rcttionalc of our art, and to see if it be not

possible to correct those divergencies in prac-

tice which at present make architecture and its

allied arts the most illogical and unscientific

in character, as well as the most outstanding

of the glaring inconsistencies and anachron-

isms of the nineteenth century. Strong

language, indeed ! But no outspoken friend

of true progress, no seriously reflective artist

can, or dares to, question such an assertion.

Every truly practical man must often have
thought it strange that his science and ex-

perience have profited him little when con-

fronting the absurdities of practice too often

resorted to by our " fashionable architects (:)"

He finds the most valuable axioms of science,

statical and other physical laws, set at nought
to meet the crude attempts to make modern
buildings, with their special requirements,

conform to a particular type or school of some
forgotten age or nation—to evolve, in one
word, a modern order of fitness from the mere
fragments of the past. The comparative
anatomist even, who restores, from a few dis-

connected bones, his antediluvian specimen,

sees the futility of his knowledge unless it be
verified by data derived from organic science,

or the organism, animal and physical. But
the mere reproducer of an ancient art is doing
less service : he is simply retarding progress.

We hear and read a great deal of rant about
imbibing the spirit of ancient art, about its

teaching capacity for all time, but to the

philosophic observer such eulogy does not aid

in the scientific development of art. Ai't is a
growth. Like science, it needs the co-ordina-

tion of subjective ideas and objective facts ; it

is a concrete product, not simply ideal : it is

an abstraction based on Nature, not on mere
fancy. In a work \vi-itten on '

' The Ultimate
Principles of Beauty in Art " I have defined

the distinctive character of art.

One of the most important issues to art and
its rational practice is clearly that which
defines the limits of the intellectual and the

sphere of the imagination ; or in architecture,

it is that which establishes the conditions of
design, or the extent which materials and
utility should have in our conceptions.

Such an inquiry necessarily involves a
knowledge of the conditions which have been
most favom-able to the art of the past, though
it must be confessed such knowledge is not
.sufficient of itself, as it illuminates only one
aspect, and fails to give that dii-ect answer
which science only in its history and method
affords. Curiously enough, as it has been
before asserted, art floui'ished best under con-
ditions which seemed most unfavourable to

science and freedom of thought and life. In
the sequel we shall explain how this is. In
the meantime, let us briefly glance at the early
stages of art, or, rather, the modes of thought
and life which they reflected.

All early art was closely allied to religion ;

it was strictly monumental and symbolic. It

was essentiaUv homogeneous in character—

•

and this shouli be clearly noted. Introduced
into a mysterious universe, helpless and naked,
Man had early to create. After his own pre-
servation and sustenance, his mind, spon-
taneous and active, seeks intellectual needs,

and its energy urges bim to embodj' the ideal

in poetry, song, or sculpture. Wrapt in

perplexities of its oisTi making, the human
mind begins to link the known to the un-
known, to animate the universe and its pheno-
mena, and to interpret all it sees by all it

feels. As it hasbeen well said, " At fii-st all is

dim sensation," and thisbecomes to be translated
into tangible existences. Thus phenomena
and the common objects of natui'e are deified

or referred to invisible spirits, demons, &c.,

and the gods thus conceived mentally are

quickly transmuted into stone or the epic.

We find the earliest art anthropomorphic in

conception, indicating the natural tendency of

the primitive mind to resort to humanity and
nature for its images. Remnants of this

personification we find in the teaching of the

Christian Chm-ch, and pervading, indeed,

theological thought for centuries.

These tendencies characterisedwhat Augnste
Comte names the "theological stage" of

human development. The mind reposed on
such a subjective basis for centuries ; it was
a basis admirably suited to the highest aspira-

tions; it explained nature at least satisfac-

torily to the untutored intellect ; it solved aU
mystery, but what is most important to notice,

it settled all doubt, kindled all the energies of

mind, and awakened the noblest emotion. It

was a logical necessity of infant civilisation

at a time when the mind of man, unable to

reason from experience, and impatient to solve

the universe, grasped the indefinite and
abstract. A more experimental or scientific

method would have been inconceivable then

—

quite impossible. The mind naturally felt its

inability to reason on its O'mi created hypo-
thesis. Up to a certain point this ideal

prompted mankind to the noblest duties ;
after

that period it became an encumbrance—

a

hindi'anre to progress.

The noblest of ancient art belongs to the

condition of mankind just sketched. Greek

art may be considered its consummation,

its crystallisation. A fortunate union of

temperaments with culture, says an eminent

writer, enabled this people to range through

natm-e in pui-suit of the true relations of things,

unperplexed by mere fictions of imagination,

which were set aside. Independent, free and

adventurous, the Greek refused submission to

established doctrines. The Greek mind had

little sympathy with the mysterious or infinite,

which awed other early nations—the Egyptian

and Indian. It was piu-ely philosophical and

speculative. The art clearly reflected this

tendency. It was wanting in the mere pon-

derosity of Egyirtian art, or the childish

mysteriousness of the AssjTian.

Look at the Greek temple. We see the

law of gravity expressed in the simple columns

and entablature of its peristyle, in the sim-

plicity and beauty of its arrested lines and

matchless proportions. Its very .symmetry
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was the result of the subjective ideal of the

Greek mind. Examine the details. In the

stylohate the peristyle, the entablature, and

its thi'eefold diyision, the epistyle, zophortis,

and corona, or cornice, we discover a refinement

of purpose and perception, or a gradation of

exquisite order, which only a mind gifted with

power of abstraction could devise. In sculp-

ture the Greeks have never been rivalled in

refinement and beauty. Their earlier attempts

from Daedalus indicated savage nature, or were
confined to divinities and heroes. Later

sculptors showed a study of human form
which has been unsurpassed. Simplicity and
ideal perfection of nature, rather than par-

ticularity of detail, are apparent. Ana-
tomical distinctions in the forms and attributes

of the gods were fm-nished by Homer, who
supplied material for poet and sculptor.

Virile and female beauty became typified in

the sculpture of Phidias and his successors

—

in the ApoUo and Venus—wliUe natural ex-

pression was figui'ed in Hercules and Laocoon.

In .all cases we find simplicity and the ideal

conception evinced ; no exaiigerated forms of

Hmb, or muscle, or action. One great charac-

teristic of all Greek art was its clearness,

comi)rehensiveness, and precision, and Greek
philosophy and thought eminently displayed

it. Pluto, the great ideal phUosopher, evinces

this precision in his system, while Aristotle,

the father of the inductive school of thought,

is equally definite in his method and logic.

In contrast with this was the vagueness and
love of the infinite which mark the Egyptian,
Indian, and Assyrian forms of art.

If we turn to the scientific development we
find all that is abstract and exact in form, and
the relations of space and quantity—in other

words mathematics—known ; all that dis-

tinguishes complex and concrete kinds of

knowledge, as physics, physiology, and the

like, unknown. This distinction between the

art and science of the ancient world is specially

to be noticed, and bears directly upon the
principles I wish to deduce in the course of

this paper. Even in such knowledge, how-
ever, as requires observation and experiment,
we find guesses taking the place of facts and
verified hypotheses—Aristotle's treatises on
anatomy and animals to wit. Science then
being piu^sued in an a priori deductive
manner, was far in the rear. Explained
by final causes, without the verification

of experiment, its development was impos-
sible. Science, as we understand it, was just
dawning, and even the early anticipation of

Bacon's Inductive Method by Aristotle was
neglected for the hastier generalisations of

intellect, prone to conceive theories. This
tendency of the intellect continued during the
after ages, when polytheism had given place

to Christianity. Symbolism and a transcen-

dental theology gave a united impulse to the
metaphysics of Aristotle and all that was
subjective in thought ; and art thus fostered

and allied, reached the climax of its primal
conditions. It becime pre-eminently reflect-

ive, symbolic of the creed, and its ideal

became the Infinite. Till thosixteenth century
religion and art went hand in hand ; their

conditions were inseparable. The secularisa-

tion of thought which followed the new method
of induction disunited them, by (jiving to each
its ovni method and sphere. Four centui'ies

of inductive inqiiiry have thus outstripped
art, and left us with its bare inorganic
skeleton. The aesthetic and scientific im-
pulses are in apparent opposition ; I have
here indicated the explanation of this irre-

conciliation historically. A more scientific

resuiiu! will place us in possession of prin-
ciples. G. HrSKISSON GUILLAUME.

CAMBRIAN ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

THE Cambrian Archajologic.al Society held its

.annual meeting last week at Knisrhton. On
Monday evening the proceedings were opened by
the holding of a general meeting at tho Norton
Arms Hotel, the Hon. Arthur Walsh, M.P., in the
chaii-.

The Rev. E. L. Bahxeswell, the general secre-
tary, read the report for tho past year. The com-
mittee congratulated the members on their
assembling in a district which, notwithstanding
its arohKologioal attractions, did not appear to

have received that careful examination with
which so many other parts of Wjvles had been
explored by the Society. The report referred to

tho prevention of an act of vandalism at Tenby
as a matter for congratulation, and added that
during the past year the Society had lost two of

its oldest members, who had been closely con-
nected with its earliest days. One of these was
tho Rev. Dr. "Wilson, formerly President of

Queen's College, Oxford ; the other the late ilr.

Rees, of Tonn, to whose energetic and effective
services the association had been for many years
indebted. The name also of the late R. Knight,
of Tythegston Court, must not be omitted ; for

although he was not one of the older members,
yet he was one of the staunchest .and most liberal

supporters of the Society . The report spoke of

the great interest which Sir Joseph Bailey took
in the meeting last year at Brecon, and proposed
that a vote of thanks be presented to him. The
committee suggested that Lord Clermont bo
elected a patron, and that Sir Joseph Baily, tho
Ven. Archdeacon Ffoulkos, and Mr. G. T. Clark
bo elected as vice-presidents. The retiring
members of the committee wore Messrs. J W.
Nicholl Cai-ne, Talbot Bury, and E. A. Freeman,
and the report recommended that they be re-

elected.

Professor Babikgton', in moving the adoption
of the report, said the association was in a favour-
able position, and that there was every prospect
of a successful continuation of its labours. Ho
referred to the use which the Society had been
in preserving ancient monuments, and followed
up his remarks by protesting against what were
designated church restorations.

Jlr. Bloxam read a short paper on the little

mountain church of S. P.atricio, about four or

five miles from Crickhowell, the period of whow
erection he attributed to the time of Henry VH.
It consisted, he said, of a nave and chancel onlv.

Yet though rude, and of the most unpretending
character as to its external features, internally
the building was most interesting. There was a

most singular .adjunct to the church at the west
end, apparently more ancient than the church
which it adjoined. That structure, ho imagined,
was a reclusorium, or domus inclusi, the residence
of a recluse or anchorite. At the close of the
paper, Jlr. Bloxam gave a short description of

an elfigy of a pilgrim in S. Mary's, Haverford-
west.—Several gemlemen made a few remarks,
and a hearty vote of thanks "was passed to the
tho reader of the paper.

The Rev. D. R. Thomas gave a brief account
of an inscription on .an Ogham stone in Xorth
Wales, composed of the following letters :—

AIMININI
TOYISACI

An animated discussion followed, in the course
of which the diverse opinions expressed by
archaeologists on the general question of Ogham
stones were noticed ; and as to this inscription in

particular, it was mentioned that the Bishop of

Limerick, one of the high authoritios to whom it

was submitted, had given a translation differing

from the Gaelic inscription upon tho stone.

Tho Rev. James Davies read a paper on
" Waploy Camp," and its connection with the re-

sistance of Caractacus to the Romans. This
camp, he said, apart from history or tradition,

wore every aspect of being a British camp of the
date of the eventful struggle between Britons and
Romans. It was not one of those circular, small,

single-ditched "rings" which represented de-
fensive works between the Welsh and the Anglo-
Saxons. Its shape, situation, rampart.s, and outer
works all bespoke an earlier date—the Roman
inv.asion. He argued that the site of the camp
was chosen because of its capabilities as a place
of defence, and went at great length into the
reasons which led him to believe that the camp
was British and not Roman. A short discussion
followed, and the proceedings of the evening were
brought to a close before ton o'clock.

The first excursion was made on Tuesday
morning, when the archaeologists visited Castle-
cwm-Arrau and tho British camps on the hill

above Llandewy. In its pre.sent form this castlo
consists of a keep, with a deep fosse round it

;

and on one side a rocky escarpu^ent overhanging

]

tho Arran brook. To the east of this was an
i
oblong .space, which had evidoi tly h an a court-

i
yard. The whole was protected on tho land side

by a double fosse ; but it had its natural protec-
tion on the river side. There is very little doubt
in the minds of ,antiquari.ans that this was origi-

nally a British earthwork. According to tho
Aiuiii/es Cnmhria, a castle was built there by
Roger Mortimer, in 1195. There is no kno\vii

record of its destruction, but it is believed to have
been destroyed in the year lliG2.

The British camp, known as the Gaer, is be-
lieved to have been well defended, naturally as
well as artificially. On the accessible side, where
probably the old Roman road existed, were three
ditches in succession. Leaving the Gaer there-

are traces of a Roman trackway, and the road
which led down to the village of Llandewy is.

undoubtedly a Roman approach. The villago

of Llandewy is small, but prettily situated, and
boasts an old church of a remarkably primitive
type.

From this point the party started in four car-
riages through another beautiful bit of scenery
for Abbey-Cwmhir, where are to be seen th&
ruins of a once celebrated monastery, iMiilt for

the Cistercian order in 1143. The ruins are
situated in a lovely spot, on the b^nks of tho
rivulet Clewedock. The .\bbey derived its name
from being situated in a long dingle, or narrow
vale of considerable length, which the word
Cwmhir signifies. The abbey was devoted to
S. Mary, and was built for GO monlis. The
founder is said to have been Cadwallon ap
Madock, who was supreme lord of the district

at tlie time the abbey was founded. In contem-
plating the size of the ruinated abbey church,
one is struck with surprise at the magnitude of

its dimensions, no one of the four Welsh cathe-
drals being equal to it, and the naves of only
three of the 23 cathedrals in England—those of

York, Winchester, and Durham—exceeding it in

length in that i-espect. Only the outlines of tha
structure are standing.

At the evening meeting, Mr. Bloxam made a
few remarks relative to the Abbey at Cwmhir^
suggesting that excavations would probably re-
veal the leading features of the sti'ucture.—

-

Mr. Williams, of Rhayader, read a paper on
Rotluorshire churches. The first he described
was that of Llanbadarnfynydd parish, the original

be.auties of which had been lost in the so-called

restorations which had taken place. Llanano
Church ho described as having suffered greatly

by tho ravages of time, and the absence of imy
attempt to preserve its ancient features. Tho
third was a description of Llanbister Church,
which he said was of large dimension.s, and a.

portion had been screened oft' for the purposes of

a schoolroom. This, he thought, was a common
practice in Radnorshire. Llandewy, Llanba-
darnfawr, and others were also described. He
hoped that at some time Radnorshire would have
done for its churches something like what had
been done in Denbigshire.

On Wednesday morniug a party of about 25
started from the Norton Arms in three carriages

for the Caer ditches and the camp of Caractacus,

The camp is circular, and had an entrance OQ
the east, and another on tho west. It was pro-

tected by three ditches on the west side, which
was easiest to assail ; but on the east side,

whore the natural protection was more perfect,

there were two ditches. Leaving the camp,
the party proceeded to Clun, and after vi-siting-

the semi-N'orman parish church and Clun Castle,

tho party journeyed to Hopton Castle, and theuco
returned to Knighton.

REOPENING OF BANGOR CATHEDR.VL.

BANGOR CATHEDR^VL, after restoration and
partial rebuilding, was reopened on Friday

last. The first cathedral, dedicated to S. Deiniol

(Anglice Daniel) is said to have been erected by
Maelgwyn GwyneJd, Prince of North Wales,

about the year 550—a monastery, of which there

is no existing trace, being founded at the same
time. Tho structure and its successors under-

went sevenal vicissitudes. It was destroyed by the

Saxons in 1071, afterwards rebuilt, and again de-

stroyed in 1212 by the aiTuy of King John, who
took the bishop prisoner. Once more it was re-

built, aud burnt down by Owen Glendower—" a
Wolsh hero (says Sir Gilbert Scott) thus showing
Ills patriotism by tho destruction of the monu-
ments of his own country." It remained in ruins

for nearly a century, when tho choir was rebuilt

by tho then bishop, Henry Donne, the tower and
nave being added by Skotiington, a subsequent

bishop. Denne's " restoration " was of a most
extraordinary character. Tho architect whom ho
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employed soems to have been resolved on immur-
ing every tiaoe of the original structure Tlie

mullions and tracery of the windows, the corbels

and capitals of the arches, the tiles of the floors,

•were either built into the walls or buried in the

adjoining graveyard ; and subsequent deans and
chapters as zealously effaced what elegance
there was in his work by repeated coats of white-

wash and colouring. The nave (which has always
been used as the parish church) was separated
from the choir by au unsightly screen, surmounted
by the organ. The cathedral contains a few
monimients of interest.

In 1866 it was determined to reconstruct the
cathedral, and the work was intrusted to Sir

Gilbert Scott, R A., who has endeavoured to repro-
duce the original edifice. To this end, he made
a minute investigation of the walls and the grave-
yard, bringing to light details which enabled him
to recover nearly the entire design of the tran-
septs as erected in the days of Edward I.

Wherever practicable, he not only utilised the
fragments he discovered to assist him in working
out the original design, but actually replaced e.ach

•one in the position he considered it formerly
occupied. This mingling of old and new work
'Somewhat detracts from the appearance of the
exterior, but Sir Gilbert seems to regard this as

a secondary consideration, compared to the in-

teresting employment of the old material. The
«xterior, too, is unprepossessing, in consequence
of the inability, for want of funds, to raise a
central tower which the architect has designed,
but the base of which only has been constructed.

The proposal of Sir Gilbert Scott was to "clothe
the space between the four western windows with
rich stall work and lofty canopies

; to complete the
pavement from the ancient tile patterns, fill the
windows with rich stained glass, add a digni-
fied reredos, erect a noble open screen, and
restore the roof to its older and higher pitch."

Much of this he has been able to accomplish,
but much yet remains to he done. The screen
before spoken of has been removed, and there is

DOW an unbroken view from the toiver at the
west end to the altar. The nave has not at pre-
sent been touched, butits renovation must follow,
although a few years may elapse before the entire
restoration of the structure can be completed.
The contractors for the first portion of the work
were Messrs. Beauland, of Bradford, and for the
remainder, Mr. R. Parry, of Monai Bridge. The
total cost of the work is about £25,000, and of
this the greater part has been raised in the dio-
cese, the ecclesiasticil commissioners haviniy no
power in this instance to assist. The principal
conti-ibutor has been Lord Penrhyn, who has, in
all, given about £6.000 to the restoration fund.

A special fund was provided for the pm-chase
of a new organ, which has been built by Messrs.
Hill and Son, of Londou. It has three manuals
(compass C C to F, 56 notes) and pedal (C C C
to F, 30 notes). There are in all abnut 40 stops,
and the cost, without the case, is about £1,000.
It has been placed in a chamber on the south side
of the choir.

[Among our illustrations this week is an in-
terior view of the Cathedral, looking east.

"BUILDING NEWS" CHITrcH-PLANNING
COMPETITION.

READERS of the Building News have been
afforded the privilege of witnessing the

result of an important competition which you
instituted for the encouragement of inventive
talent in a direction which, of all others, is most
obstructed by custom and arbitrary precedent.
The result, astherefereesobserve.andif thedesign
given in your issue last week is entitled to the
highest honour, is not, certainly, up to the mark
of excellence expected. Dealing, however, with
the design placed first, I may bo allowed to say
a few n-ords. It cannot bo denied that the de-
sign evinces talent of an order which, if directed
within the limits of correct design, ought to crive

its author a decided place among the architects
of the future.

The problem to be solved was a difficult one,
and one rendered more so by the condition of
site imposed. In the present case the solution
was effected by a mode of procedure which in no
case can produce originality of treatment, though
interesting as indicating the working out of a
design under the restraints of custom and a mind
educated obviously iu the modern school of
fashionable Gothic. What are the elemeuts of
thought in such a process ? Clearly the conven-

tional type, with its longitudinal division into

avenues ; the requirements of an '• elabor.ate

litual," and, not least, the special characteristics

and details of a certain style and decoration.

In other words, confonnity to existing ideas

rather than opposition or disagreement. These
being unalterable premises, the author manifestly

seizes upon a plan compatible with them—the

joining or combination of two avenues or naves.

Once fixed upon, no constructive difficulty of

roofing arises, and the problem is worked out in

the ordinary manner. One great defect is notice-

able in such an arrangement—namely, the

central piors or arcade obstructs the east, or altar

end. and would materially interfere with the

sight. The arrangement, moreover, is unarchi-
tectural in thus cutting iu two halves the chancel
opening or recess, and would seriously mar the
effect of unity.

But let us take the problem as presented in the
conditions.

We have first, site—including a certain propor-
tion of ground ; this is the initial conception or
known quantity. Second, we have the elements of

accommodation—sight and sound, as important,
yet qualified by the first consideration. Now, un-
impeded by structural conditions, the first con-
ception of agreement between these elements is

obviously an unobstructed area—four walls and
a covering. Considerations of another category
—architectural fitness and structure—add to the
complex nature of the question, yet must not
overlie or oppose the former, further than the
satisfaction of absolute necessity. Without
tracing the mental process further, it will be seen
that the ultimate solution lies in the roofing of

such an area with the fewest supports.

Longitudinal division is the most awkward
expedient, and the most expensive ; therefore,
transverse division is to be preferred (if a single
roof is unadvisable or impossible). Wo may
then divide such an area into three parts by two
lines of support, and we can dome the central
part or one extreme ; thus the plan resolve s

itself into the •' central-hall " arrangement, and
architectural fitness and taste readily suggests
the remainder.

Clerestory lighting, or lighting through roof, is

infinitely to be preferred to all ordinary plans.

The first condition imposed a formidable bar-
rier to unrestricted invention; without this re-

striction competitors would have had a generiil

problem to solve in which all the -elements of

such a case would have had fair play. It is too

clear that traditional modes of thought have in-

fluenced Mr. Haines' design, though many fea-

tures—as the aisle passages or ambulatory, and
the large clerestory—are to be recommended.

In an essay on "Town Church Arrangements
and Lighting," honoured by the Institute medal,
I, some years ago, proposed improvements which
ultimately will be accepted iu the solution of

this question. G. Huskisson Gdillaume.

"BUILDING NEWS" CHLTHGH-PLANNING
COMPETITION.

ONE of the foremost architects in England, in

a letter to us, says :
" Abrogate, your con-

ditions
;

pass a special Act of Parliament—

a

Relief Bill, or anything you like—and be as
proud as you can be, that your invitation should
have restilted in such a design as that of Mr.
Haines which appeared last week. I never heard
of him before; but if there are ten men in England
who can beat this work, I should be very much
astonished." Another architect, who is as much
entitled to give an opinion as any man in

England, told us, in conversation, that he con-
sidered Mr. Haines' design was superior to either
of the designs submitted for the Edinburgh
Cathedral.

MECHANICAL SCRAPER FOR REMOVING
INCRUSTATION FROM WATER-PIPES.*

THE supply of water for Torquay is obtaine d
from Tottiford, near Dartmoor, being carried

through 8 miles of lOin., and 6^ miles of 9in.

cast-iron mains. After the pipes had been in

use a few months it was found that the rate of

supply diminished, and the cause "was discovered
to be a rapid accumulation of incrustation arising

from an unusual extent of oxidation, the water
being very pure and soft. The means devised to
remove this incrustation without disturbing the
mains was a scraper consisting of four pairs of

flat steel arms cm-ved backwards, and formed into
scraping knives at the back ends, a cup piston
being placed in the rear. The scraper was pro-
pelled through the whole length of pipes by tho
pressure of a small head of water behind tha
piston. Experience, however, suggested improve
ments in the scraper, and, after several modifloa
tions, an improved form was finally adopted. In
this six knives are used ; each knife is fixed to
a short arm, which is centred on a transverse pin,
and is pulled forward by a longitudinal spiral

spring. The whole is carried on a longitudinal
bar, centred at the front end, and pressed out-
wards by a fiat spring, which presses the knife
against the side of the pipe, but is prevented by
a stop from passing beyond the size of the pipe.

A double piston was also used, which consisted
of two separate discs, placed a short distance
apart on a central rod, and connected to the scraper
by a universal joint. This improved form of

scraper has proved perfectly successful, and tho
scraping of the whole length of pipe is regularly
performed with it once every year. The applica-

tion of the scraper has been extended to the 7in.

and 8in. mains of the town of Torquay, tho
apparatus for these small sizes being of a sim-
plified form. Were it not for the mechanical
scraper the pipes would occasionally have to bo
renewed at a cost, for the whole length, of some
£30,000.

COMPETITIONS.

Nottingham : New Gothic Cnuncn for High
Pa^-ement Unitarian Cosgregatio.h.—Eighty-
one sets of designs from all parts of Great Britaia
were sent in competition for this church, and the
committee, assisted by Mr. T. II. Wyatt, of

London, chose the one by Mr. Stuart Colman, of

Bristol, for adoption, and awarded the prizes of

£75, £50, and £35, to Messrs. E. T. Robins and
Geo. F. Roper, of London ; Mr. George Ogden, of

Bradford ; and " I aspire," of 10, Chester-place,

Hyde-park-square, London, in the order named.
I'he whole of the designs will remain on view
during next week in the large hall of the School

of Art, Nottingham, free.

The Douglas (Isle of Man) Street Im-
provemnts.—The new street; question came be-

fore the House of Keys, on the 7th inst. The
majority of the council reported in favour of Mr.
Culshaw's plan, but when tho House came to con-

sider the question there was a majority of 18 to 3
for referring the matter back, in order that esti-

mates of the cost of all the various plans and of

the business computations might be obtained.

The general feeling is in favour of Mr. 0. 0. ElliJ

son's plan, which includes a seaside pro-

menade with a new street at about tho same cost

as some of the other plana for the now street

alone.

Planet Building Society. — Mr. Banister

Fletcher has been unanimously elected Surveyor
to the Planet Building Society, in the room of

Mr. W. W. Pocock, who lately resigned. There
were 78 candidates.

* Ab.stract of paper read tefore the Institution of
Mechanical Engineers at Penzance by Mr. JOHN Little,
of Torquay.

The Bishop of London on the Baldac-
ciuNo.—In a letter to the Times, the Bishop

of London thus writes, in reference to tho ques-

tion of the legality of a baldacchino as raised in

the case reported in our " Legal Intelligence
"

l.ast week, p. 158:—"May I be allowed to ex-

plain that an application for a Faculty for

altering the structure or ' ornaments ' of a church

is not made to tho Bishop in camera, but to his

Court. It is usual, but not necessary, to submit

the plan previously to the Bishop for his

approval, but his opinion either way does not

bind the decision of tho Chancellor. In the case

of the application from the minister and church-

wardens of S. Barnabas, Pimlico, I, of course,

gave no opinion. The question of the legality of

a B.aldacchino as an ornament of a church has

never, I understand, been raised ; and it is the

more important that it should be decided once

for all, because a structure of this kind was pro-

posed by Dean Milman to be er-ected over tho

t'ommunion-Table in S. Paul's Cathedral, in

.Tccordance, as it is stated, with the design of

Sir Christopher Wren, and has not, I believe,

been abandoned by the present Restoration

Committee."
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OUR LITHOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS.

THE CATHEDRALS OP WALES.

Ix .mother part of to-day's impression, wo givo

a notice of the " Handbook to the Cathedi-als of

Wales," just published by Mr. ]Murr.ay, and we are

enabled, by the courtesy of that gentleman, to ro-

prodxico five of the exquisite wood-engravings

•which adorn the book. These engravings repre-

sent the interior of Llandaff Cathedral, looking

east ; exterior of S. Asaph Cathedral, and interior

of the same cathedral, looking oast ; Roof of nave

of S. David's Cathedral, and interior of Bangor

Cathcdr.al, looking east. Bangor Cathedr.al was

reopened on Friday last. An account of tho cere-

mony is given in .another page.

ROMAN ARCHITECTURE.

For description of, and comments on, specimens

of Roman architecture represented in this plate,

sea Dr. Zorffi's article, p. 179.

SCHOOLS, SOtTTn BOSTON, U.S.

See Mr. Robson's article, p. Ifi2. The following

is index to plan of Girls' High and Normal
schools :

—

BASEMENT.

C. Cloak rooms. R. Recitation room.

P. S. Classrooms. J. Janitor's room.

L. R. Chemical locturo W. 'Watorclosets

room.

A. R. Apparatus room.

V. Ventilating shafts.

X. Laboratory.

FIRST FLOOR TLAX.

S. Class rooms. F. Waiting room.

R. Recitation rooms. N. Library.

51. JIaster's room. B. Book cupboards.

T. Female teacher's room. P. Platforms.

C. Cloak rooms. V. Ventilating shafts.

SECOND FLOOR PLAN.

S. Class rooms. C. Cloak rooms.

R. Recitation rooms. P. Platforms.

T. Teacher's room. V. Ventilating shafts.

THIRD FLOOR PLAN.

E. Assembly room.

S. Class room.

G. Drawing-class room.

L. Apparatus room.

R. Recitation room.

A. & B. Lobbies.

C. Cloak rooms.

P. Platforms.

V. Ventilating shafts.

MB. TAYLOR S BUNGALOWS AT WEST CLIFF AND
BIRCHINGTON-ON-SEA.

It is very diflBcult in these days to hit upon a

new and successful idea. Mr. John Taylor, of

G, Whitehall, has, however, unquestionably done
so in his '• Bungalow " residences that he has for

some time been engaged in erecting in tho neigh-

bourhood of Margate, and illustrated in the

present number of this journal. In an article

upon recent buildings in the Isle of Thanot, given

in the BriLDiNG News some time since, attention

was called to these buildings, .and it was remarked
that it was a pleasure to see such rescued from

tho hands of speculating builders and made
tasteful as well as useful, and that positively

without tho addition of anything that could bo

considered in tho nature of ornament.

Professor Erasmus Wilson, who was one of the

earliest purchasers of some of Mr. Taylor's Bun-
galow.s, thus speaks of them from experience,

now of some duration :—" T find everybody is

charmed with my Bungalows, and I believe

if there were many Bungalows there would

be many buyers. The house is a novelty,

Tery convenient, fitted for a single family, and

easy as to price. The idea of Bungalows seems

to take people's minds immensely : they are novel,

quaint, and pretty, and perfect as to .tatiitart/

fjUQiiliea. The best sanitm-i/ /lutisc Jor a family is

a Bungalow.''^

Such praise, which we believe to bo thoroughly

merited, particulai-ly the portion in italics

coming from such an authority upon sanitary

matters as Professor Erasmus Wilson, will, wo
doubt not, induce our readers to consider well tho

various points which aro elucidated in our illus-

tration. Wo learn from Mr. Taylor that, as far

as bo is coucerned, tho principal advantage that

has accrued to him from the undertaking—an

advantage which his neighbours have acknow-

ledged they have shared with hiui—has been by

the increased value given to tho sites and adjoin-

ing land. Wo shall therefore repeat what we

said in the article referred to—that the spots

chosen fcr these operations at West Cliff and

Birchington-on-Sea, both near Margate, have

nothing between them and the sea, and nothing

but sea between them and the North Polo, and

must be as bracing as any our i.sland can supply.

Mr. Taylor says ho has applied the term
" Bungalow " to the residencos ho has built

thereon as being one and two-storied buildings,

under one span of roof of the most primitive and

simple construction upon the lean-to principle,

which practically admits of any span in th o

manner in which he has applied it. The struts

(see sketch showing the construction of roof and

ceiling) form one side of the tent-shaped form of

all the rooms. The chimney-shafts .are carried

up in tho highest part of the roof, namely, from

the ridge. This is a matter of considerable im-

portance, for in such a situation tho wind strikes

with such force that in any other position of

tho chimneys down-draxights of smoke would be

more than probable, whereas, impinging on tho

sloped sides, the wind rushes upwards, aiding,

by its force so directed, tho exit of the smoke in

the most stormy weather.

It is to be noticed that no framing nor roof

trus-.es are required in the construction, but

simply common rafters. The roof is kept cool by

reason of the common rafters being as deep as tho

floor-joists, namely "in., but only lain, thick, and

strutted between. They are ceiled beneath, and

covered with asphalted felt, limewhited, and then

covered with Mr. Taylor's well-known patent

tiles, which lock one into another, and aro easily

removed and replaced when repaii's are needed.

In the manufacture of theso tiles, Mr. Taylor has

recently effected some considerable improvements

over those which are made and sold under his

patent by the Broomhall Company, who, some-

what inexcusably, have lately ignored the name
of the patentee altogether. These improvements

were found to be rendered necessary by the ofTect

of the boisterous winds that prevail in the neigh-

bourhood of which we are speaking during tho

winter season. Wo aro told also that the cha-

racter of the material of these tiles is also much
improved.

Tho same simplicity of construction has been

carried out in all the different parts of the build-

ing, down to the details of its various fittings, and

even its furniture. Thus cornices, a modern

weakness, are omitted throughout, as also all

other ornaments and decorative features, usual

even in speculating builders' erections, and for

which no one but the plasterers are ever one whit

the better. Nothing, however, really necessary,

either for stability, or to insure comfort to the

inmates, has been omitted, tho object of Mr. Tay-

lor having been to create novelty by attention to

extreme simplicity and adaptability, so generally

lost sight of in the over-refinement and finish of

tho present day.

The climate of tho locality may truly be said

to be Jleditorranean in summer, and Arctic in

winter ; and to render the walls cool during tho

former, and warm in the latter, without increas-

ing their thickness, and to keep out the driving

rains, which are literally horizontal, and tho salt

sea sprays, has been an object which Mr. Taylor

has only just been enabled completely to attain

by his " damp-proof walls," which will prove, we
think, as valuable an invention as his well-known

one, now generally adopted, of the " damp-proof

course," tho object of which is to prevent wet

rising into tho walls from beneath. Wo call,

therefore, special attention to the construction,

as shown in our illustration, of theso "damp-
proof walls." They are so built that the outer

and inntn- faces are separated by slates, which

overlap each other horizontally and vertically,

supported upon ties of iron hooping, which at tho

same time, Mr. Taylor considers, bind and con-

nect the two faces of the wall. The outer face is

of burrs or clinkers from the brick-yards, kn.apped,

and tho broken or sectional parts placed out-

wards. The quoins, reveals, and strings are of

gault bricks. The most penetrating rains and
salt sprays are found unable to get through these

walls, and the temperature withiu is maiutained

equable.

As a wise provision for ventilation may be

noticed (see interior view of corridor) hinged

glazed flaps, easily opening inwards into

the several rooms, and at tho end of the corridor

a light sash hung upon pivots, allowing it to remain

open even during rain. Thus all tho apartmeuts

are so well ventilated, and the air so quickly

changed, that they have the advantage over

larger rooms not so well ventilated, and never
have any of that too-well known odour of rooms
in which persons have passed tho night.

These Bungalows have gardens and croquet-

lawns reaching down to the sea, and communica-
tions thence to tho bathing-sands .and private

dressing-places. There is also a coach-house and
stable to each tenement. They are freehold,

furnished and provided with plate, linen, and
usual sundries, down even to a corkscrew, and

ai-e sold, all such included, at lid. per foot cube.

If such Bungalows were built nearer London, w^
believe they would be very greatly prized.

ANNUAL EXCURSION OF THE ARCHITEC-
TURAL ASSOCIATION.

THIS year's excursion of the Architectur.al

Association will be to Newark, Lichfield,

Nottingham, Derby, and neighbourhood, under

tho able guidance, as in past years, of Mr. Ed-
mund Sh.\rpe. M.A., F.R.I.B.A., of Lancaster.

The party will leave the King's Cross Station on

Monday next, by the 10.10 train, and will arrive

at Grantham at 12.28 p.m. At 5.12 the party-

will tako train for New.ark, .arriving thore at

5.34. The attention of members is called to tho

Angel Hotel at Grantham, an interesting old

building, which will be passed on the way to the

church. Dinner will tako place at " The Sara-

cen's Head," New.ark, at G.30 p.m. ; and at 8 p.m.

Mr. Sharpe will deliver his inaugural address.

On Tuesday the p.arty will visit Newark (the

Church), Beckingham, Briiut Brnughton (lunch

at the Red Lion), CLaypole, Baldorton, and Haw-
ton, returning to Newai-k in the evening. Tho
whole of tho above journey will be performed iji

carriages. Tho party will sleep at Newark on

Tuesday night.

On Wednesday the party start from Newark at

a.m. for Kelham, Upton, and Southwell. Tho
journey will be made in carriages, and the re-

mainder of the day will be spent in the Collegiate

Church of Southwell. The party will stay at the

Crown Hotel.

On Thursday the party will leave Southwell at

10.20 am. (by'train) for Nottingham (S, Mary's),

Derby, Tutbury, and Ashbourne. The party will

remain at Ashbourne for the night, staying at the

Green Man Hotel.

On Friday the excursionists will leave Ash-

bourne at 11 a.m. for Mayfleld, Norbury, Ro-

cester, Staft'ord (S.Mary's), and Lichfield. The
journey from Ashbourne to Rocester will bo per-

formed in carriages, and tho rest by rail. The

partv will rsmain at Lichfield for the night, stay-

ing at the Swan Hotel.

On Saturday the party will visit tho Palace at

Lichfield at 9 am., and the Cathedr-il at 11 a.m.

Through the courtesy of tho sisters of the late

Rev. J^L Petit, the whole of his most valuable

water-colour drawings and sketches will bo shown

to members of the party in the hall at the

Bishop's Palace, which the Bishop of Lichfield

has kindly placed at the disposal of the Associa-

tion for that purpose. Mr. Sharpe's lecture on

the Cathedral will commence after morning pray-

ers (about 11.30 a.m.). The fiual dinner will take

place at tho Swan Hotel, at 3.30 p.m., whioh_ will

enable members to leave for London or the North

between 5 and G p.m. Mr. Reay, Mus. Bac, Or-

ganist of Newark ; Mr. Bucknall, of Southwell ;

Mr. Parkins, of Ashbourne ;
and Mr. Bedsmore,

of Lichfield Cathedral, have kindly consented to

cive organ recitals on the evenings of Tuesday,

Wednes'day, Thursday, and Friday.

A prize"is offered by Mr. Pharpe, consisting of

a large-paper copy of the perspective views of

" Architectural Parallels," for the best descrip-

tive account of tho churches visited in this excur-

sion. The .above selection contains 49 plates,

and includes tho carved work and sculpture of tho

abbey churches illustrated in tho work.
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HISTORIC ART STUDIES.
By Ds. G. G. Zeuffi.

Roman Akchitectuee.—Piutate BinxDrN"Gs

.iCTD Palaces.

( With J/liist?-attons.')

"\7'ITRUVIUS witk his heavy style has now
* become intelligible to art-students

through the excavations made at Pompeii and
Herculaneum. We can judge how practical

the Romans were in theii- domestic architec-

ture and the consti'uctiou of their towns. As
early as 1592, the celebrated architect

Domeaico Fontana constructed a canal from the

sources of the Saruo to Torre dell' Annunziata,

by order of Count Alagni, at Sarno. Tliis

canal passed through the buried walls of

Pompeii. From the year 1753 regular exca-

vations have been ordered by the government
and are continued to this day. The walls

that surrounded the town were an undoubted
survival of savage architectural customs. The
fourth side of tlie wall, towards the south-

west, was probably immediately on the

borders of the sea, which has receded two
miles. Pompeii was certainly a maritime
town, and the navigable mouths of the
" Sarnus " formed its harbour. The river-

bed has moved towards the east, and is no
longer navigable. These changes were
effected by the eruption of Mount Vesuvius;
79 A.D., when the town and surrounding
country were buried by a layer of ashes and
small volcanic stones to a depth of 18ft. The
excavations have been made from north-west
to south-east. The "Road of the Graves"
before the walls of the town, leads through
the gate of Herculaneum to the Forum, and
thence through a side street to the theatre.

Some thirty roads and streets have been
cleared ; they are not very regular, and
frequently intersect one another, not at right,

but at acute angles, so that many corner
houses and districts form triangles. The
streets are generally straight, with the ex-
ception of the Consular street, leading from
the gate of Herculaneum to the Forum

;

which is curved near the house of SaUustus.
The roads h.ave a carriage-way, and are pro-
vided with pavements for foot-passengers on
either side. Neither Asia, nor the South of

Europe ever adopted broad streets, lilce the
modern European north. Rome, before it

was burnt down under Xero, had very narrow
streets. These were said to have been healthier
in summer and winter, as heat, cold, and
wind, had a less powerful effect on the inha-
bitants. The Strada dei Mercanti at Pompeii
is 28 ft. wide ; 6ft. on each side being pave-
ment, and the carriage-road IGft. The pave-
ment was raised .and protected by a low waU,
which could be used as a foot-path when
necessary. The cross-ways were buOt with
broad stones, with spaces for the wheels.
The pavement was eiceUent, being made of
broad plates of lava forming irregidar figures,

earefidly joined together. The pecidiarity in
the plans of Roman towns was, that every
street had a back street running parallel to
it (Angiportus), which was without pavement
and. so narrow that carts could not pass
thi-ough it : it was only a means of communi-
cation for foot-passengers. The houses thus
had in general a front and a back entrance
(an anticum and posticum). Up to the pre-
sent no stables have been discovered near the
dweUing-houses. It was unusual both in
Greece and Rome to ride or di-ive in the
streets for comfort or amusement. Several
laws were enacted by the Emperors forbidding
the custom. Suetonius mentions .an edict of
the Emperor Claudius, and Capitolinus re-

1

cords one of Marcus Am-elius to this effect.

Riding and driving, however, were permitted
outside the town ; the triumphator or the
priestesses were, on solemn occasions only,
driven in chariots through the towns. Even
in the third century a.d. this was most
strictly observed, and .Aurelian, when he ap-
peared wounded as commander before the

gates of Autioehia, driven in a chariot, had a

horse brought, as he did not like to offend

against the law. (See Vopiscus, 5.) Horses

were considered part of the military outfit of

the Equestrians, and it was as unusual to ride

them in a town, as to go about armed.

Waggons passed to and fi"0 in the

town, but only early in the morning, before

the citizens awoke "to their usual life. The
most important characteristics inherited from

the Etruskans (see BriLPlXG News, May 23,

1873, and reports of my Lectm-es, April 15, 22,

and 29, 1870) were undoubtedly their aque-

ducts. Neither at Rome, Naples, nor any of

the other larger towns, was it usual to di^c

wells. In Pompeii there is a single one about

116ft. deep in the " Casa di Ercole," in a room
to the right of the Vestibulum. Every house

was provided with water from the general

aqueduct ; grottos with water-falls (Nym-
phea) were also frequent. Besides this every

house had its impluvium (see Figs. 1—eleva-

tion, and 10—ground-plan, of a house at

Pompeii, near the Odeon). Thefresh-watersup-

ply was drawn from the mountains above Sarno

and Palma, but it coidd not have been sufB-

cient, for the town was, in addition, provided

with cisterns ; avery large one by theside of the

theatre received the water that fell from the

portico. Every house had also its own cistern,

and sometimes more than one (See Nos. 17

and 18 in Fig. 10). These arrangements were
nearly as complete as our own. Several

cisterns were so placed and united that the

water in passing through them was filtered,

and thought far healthier than spriug-water.

Every house was also provided with a sub-

terranean canal, which conveyed the unclean
water under the pavement out of the town.
The sanitary condition of a town was with
the Romans always of the utmost importance.

The central part of the house was the atrium
(see Fig. 1 ; and Nos. 2 and 3, Fig. 10), a

square space, with an opening for air, light,

and rain (the impluvium), with a correspond-

ing depression in the floor to preserve the

water (the cavoedium). The style of these

houses was a mixture of Etrusko-Hellen and
Roman forms ; but the laws of symmetry
were often disregarded. Proportion and regu-
larity were not less offended against ; this

produced a quaint variety in the buildings,

which were, however, devoid of beauty and
grace. The houses had in general a kind of

family likeness ; thej- were divided into two
princip.al groups : one for public, and one for

private purposes. The ground-plan (see Fig.

10) gives us 1, the entrance (vestibulum) ; 2

and 3, the atrium and impluvium ; 4, the
strangers' rooms ; 5, a room with an entrance to

the basement ; 6, the tablinum ; 7, a landing
;

8, the staircase leading to the inner private

apartments (the peristj'lium) ; 9, a staircase

leading to the upper story ; 11, a courtyard
provided with trees ; 12, a large hall next to

the kitchen, and probably the dining-room
(trielLnium) ; 13, 14, and 15, smaller rooms

;

16, wooden staircase leading to the upper
rooms; 17 and IS, cistern. Next to this we
have another private house, with 19, vesti-

bulum ; 20, hall and staircase leading to

upper story ; 21 and 22, atrium and implu-
vium ; 23, tablinum ; 24, dining-room for

winter ; 25, apartments ; 26, bed-room
;

27, dining-room for summer; 28, store-

room; 29, peristylium; 30, cisterns; 31,

kitchen ; 32 stove ; 33—35, garden and
sitting-room ; and 3G, passage to the odcon.
The private apartments, as can be seen in sec-

tion (Fig. 1), were situated much higher than
the atrium. Another house (see Fig. 2 ground-
plan, and Fig. 8 section) has the same arrange-
ments. In No. 5 of Fig. 2 we h.ave a bath-
room, and in No. 18 a terrace leading to the
town-wall, with a sea-view. The decor.ations

of the Pompcian houses were gaudy, but often
tastefid, as can be seen in the decoration of the
door (see Fig. 3) of the house of " Pansa," so

called because it bore the inscription :
" Pan-

sam J^dilem Paratns rogat." According to

this, the house ought to be called that of

" Paratus," as the proprietor could not have
been the object of the address, whilst a
stranger was made the subject. The door is

in the Greek style ; the architectural details,

with the pilasters bearing an elegantly pro-

jecting architrave, are correct, being neither

too showy nor too plain ; two negative artistic

virtues generally neglected in our own times.

In Fig. 4 we have another Pompeian house of

smaller dimensions, probably the dwelling of

a merchant. The shop, the landing, the open
atrium, with the impluvium, the bedroom of the

master of the house, and a smaller one for a

slave, which was reached by a wooden staiixase

above the kitchen, place before us in vivid

outline the life of the Roman middle classes.

In Figs. 5 and 6 we have sections of the

house of the baker. The technical education

of the Romans in all the branches of trade and
handicraft, was undoubtedly very superior.

The gloomy Etruskan spirit, that loved com-
fort and utilitarianism, was improved through
Greek artists, and over-regulated by the

systematising military spirit of the Romans,
influenced by Asiatic and Egyptian feelings of

grandeiir, mysticism, and luxury. All these

elements must be weU studied in theii' separate

characteristics in order to enable us to judge
of the eclectic productions of the Romans.
With them the technical man was more
appreciated than the imaginative resthetical

artist. The power of mastering form and
matter through spirit, was attained by them,
but .always by saeriflcing grace and beauty to

pomp or vulgar utility. The house of the

baker is provided with all the requisites of a
" tiiberna," devoted to the production of

wholesome bread. There is the room for

cooling, another for the fermentation of tlie

dough ; to the right is the " taberna ;
" in the

amphoraj, which stood in the baking-room,

remains of corn and flour were found. From
the "taberna" a passage led to the atrium,

which was two stories high, and the open
gallery of which was supported by foiu-

columns. Near the house was the stable for

the beasts of burden. In the taberna stood

four stone mills, and the oven, of which we
give section (Fig. 6). These are biiilt ac-

cording to the best rules, and are in no way
surpassed in excellence of construction by our
own architects.

We turn from a "t.aberna" to a room of

the most refined Oriental luxury. The bath
in the house of Diomedes, at Pompeii (see

Fig. 7) serves as a specimen of all the b.aths

in Roman private houses. The section shows
to the right a small room with a semi-circular

niche and the difterent apparatuses for the

bath ; we can also see the mode of heating the

room under the flooring. In Fig. 9 we have
the dining-room (triclinium) of the house of

Aktreon at Pompeii. The fashion of dining
reclining on cushions, as also the whole
.arr.angement of the elegantly decorated hall,

was Greek in style. On one side we have the

walls decorated with painted pilasters joined

by gaudy festoons, and divided into fields

decorated with pictures, amongst which is

that of Akta^on, from whom the house re-

ceived its name. The back of the house was
also richly decorated. Here the round table

stood, surrounded on three sides by slanting

wall-work, forming the couches for the

diners. To the left we have profusely orna-

mented Doric columns, the echinus of which
is ornamented with the egg and tongue pat-

tern and festoons. Not less important is the

decoration of the interior of the coirrt of this

house. However much we may be inclined

to admire the polychrome waE-decorations of

the Pompeians, we cannot fail to observe that

they were a strange revival of the Asiatic

custom of decorating the walls with mosaics
(in coloured tiles), or with textile works. We
shall, at a later period of art development,
see this tendency lead to grotesque marble
incrustations of the walls which, during the

Middle Ages, were replaced by tapestry, and
again in the Renaissance period by ivory and
gold, both painting and tapestry reminding
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us of the roughly and gorg-cously decorated

ChaldMO-Assyrian" earth walls. During the

rcignofCaracalla (211-217 a.d.) public baths

were considered one of the most important

means of maintaining the authority of the fast

sinking Roman state. These bathswere the then

"International Exhibitions" of licentious-

ness, idleness, luxury, and wealth. To stupefj-

the masses and to enervate their minds was

the aim of these baths. At a later period

they were transformed into public schools and

lecture haUs for a like purpose, but with a

totally different result. The baths (see Fig.

12) contained dancing-halls, places for games,

promenades, libraries, and museums. The
union of arches and pillars, undoubtedly a

false combination, and opposed to correct taste

and the laws of statics, offered ample oppor-

tunities for new and bold combinations.

Painting and sculptiu-e were used to ornament

these characteristic creations of Roman pride

and fear. If we compare the columns of this

Lall with those of the Indian temples which

were given in the Buildixg News, we
must be convinced that an " Asiatic Art-

revival " took place at this period in Rome.
Fluted and plain columns alternate with

pilasters, arches grow out of plinths ; with

increasing luxury the Greek elements gra-

dually vanish ; vaults and cross vaults,

arches and Hat roofs become more and more
•varied and mixed, and Roman arohiteotui-e,

losing its balance, rapidly degenerates. A
specimen of this gorgeous decay may be

studied in the pomnous Baths of Diocletian

(see Figs. 13, section ; and 14, ground-plan),

now the Church of S. Maria degli Angeli.

The arches rest on eight monolithic columns

of Oriental granite, provided with bases and

capitals of white marble ; four of these are of

the Korinthian and four of the Composite

order. The powers of the Emperors of Eome
were reflected in their palaces in distant

provinces. As an example of this we have the

palace of Diocletian at Spalatro, the ancient

tSalona, in Dalmatia, where the Emperor re-

tired after his abdication, .305 a.b. (see Figs.

15 and 16). The ground-plan formed a

parallelogram facing the four quarters of the

globe, 630ft. long and olOtt. broad, divided

into four blocks by two cross-roads. The
section which we give (Fig. 15) represents the

cupola of the so-called Temple of Jupiter. The
walls are decorated with semicircular and
square niches ; the Asiatic elements of bf rbaric

ornamentation predominate, and we are led

through the gates of P^oman architecture i nto

the gloomy vaults and crj-pts of Media:^val

tuildings. The principal gate of the palace

at Spalatro, on the northern side, is called the

golden (Porta aurea—see Fig. 16) : it is pro-

vided with a powerful architrave, over which

rises a richly decorated arch ; at the sides and
above it are Korinthian columns, standing on

brackets and supporting the arehivolts of a

range of niches—-a most objectionable piece of

•decoration. The columns are altogether pur-

poseless, and the monotonous repetition of the

arches imposes through powerful masses, and

not by the correctness of the decorative style.

The Asiatic symmetrophobia, in everlasting

rebellion against the restricting laws of Greek
art, destroys the last links of technical regu-

larity in Roman arehitectiu'C. The walls are

tiu'ned from tlieir purpose, and cither become

mere screens, as in Chinese architecture, or

arc altogether replaced by pillars supporting

vaults and arches at random. The want of

artistic forms is sup]ilied by incrustations of

marble and other stones ; the eye is to be

dazzled with costly materials ; the lowest

desires of the senses are to be satistied, and
all ajsthetic feelings discarded. This was the

state of Roman art when Christianity changed

it spiritually and materially (see Bctldixg
NE-ns, April 4, 1S73, p. 83, "On Early

Christian Art.")

THE ROYiVL ARCH^OLOGICAL INSTITUTE
AT EXETER.

[Feom Ocu Ovrs Correspondents.]

(Concluded from p. 154)

FIFTH DAY.—SATURDAY, AUGUST 2.

THERE were no sectional meetings this morn-
ing, the whole of the day being given np to

an excursion to Povvderham Castle, Totnes. Dart-

ingtou, Berry Pomeroy Castle, and Dartmouth
A large party left the S. David's Station for

Totnes by special train on the South Devon Rail-

way at 10 a.m. The train stopped at Powder

-

ham, to enable the party to accept the invitation

of the President of the mooting, the Right Hon.
the Earl of Devon, to inspect

POWDERHAM CASTLE.

On the Bth inst. the corner-stone of a new church
for the village of Muordovvu and adjoining ham-
lets n'as laid. ilr. G. E. Street, R.A., Is the

architect.

The Castlo (no-w the seat of the Earl of Devon)
is an interesting specimen of an old baronial

residence. The E.irl explained the principal

features of the buildings to the visitors before

they entered. He remai-ked that the lower

portions of a considerable part of the Castle

dated from the earlier part of the fifteenth

century, but additions were made in 1702, by one

of the Wyatts, and within the last twenty years

considerable alterations and additions had been

cffecsed, mainly from the designs of Mr. Charles

Fowler and Jlr. Buckler. The present chapel

had been somewhat recently restored, although

whether it had served the purpose of a granary

or a chapel before was doubtful.

Mr. J. H. Parker observed that he believed

the building referred to by his lordship as the

granary "was the original chapel of the castle.

One of the corbels supporting the roof repre-

sented a bishop's mitre. The place had all the

appearance of a chapel, and its position corre-

sponded with domestic chapels in other Mediiev.al

buildings. The orientation was not exactly

correct, but that 'was by no means uncom-

mon in such cases. The roof was entirely

old, and not at all like a barn or granary

roof ; on the contrary, it "was of the exact

type of roof used in obapels of this kind, and

of which tbeie were many examples extant.

The date of the roof was the early part of the

fift enth century. The windows are all modern,

having been inserted during the restoration The
position and general design of the chapol almost

exactly corresponded with that at Lyte's Carey,

a well-known house in Somersetshire, Some flue

bench-ends of Edward VI. 's time remain. There

is no east window. The visitors having walked

through some of the principal apartments, Jlr.

Parker said a few words upon the old hall, of

which there are considerable remains. The three

doors lending to the buttery, pantry, and kitchen

still exist. Only a small portion of the hall

(which was unusually lofty) is now open to its

original height, the other portions which remain

being cut up and divided into various apartments.

The walls in some places are Cft. thick. A groat

deal of the fittings are of Elizabethan and Jaco-

bean work. The visitors having partaken of

luncheon in the Banqueting Hall, the President

of the Institute, Lord Talbot de Malahide,

proposed a vote of thanks to the Earl of Devon,

not only for his hospitality on that occasion, hut

for the ability with which he had fulfilled his

office as President of this year's meeting of the

Institute, Lord Talbot de Malahide concluded

by asking the visitors to drink " Prosperity to

the House of Courtenay," an invitation -which

was cordially responded to. Lord Devon having

briefly replied, tho visitors resumed the rail to

Totnes.
Dartmouth,

A large party loft the main body of tho Insti-

tute at Totnes, and proceeded by steamer down
tho river Dart to Dartmouth, passing on their

way Sandridgo, tho birthplace of Davis, tho cele-

brated navigator, and Greenway House, near

which Sir Humphrey Gilbert, Knight, was born

in l.')3'.l. Ho was "half-brother to Sir Walter

Raleigh, and .at Greenway Sir Walter is said to

have landed tho first tobacco over brought to

England. To Gilbert Dartmouth was indebted

for its Newfoundland fishery, which contributed

so much to its prosperity. On arrival at Dart-

mouth, the party were met by the mayor, town-

clerk, and severiil influential inhabitants. They
proceeded first to inspect the Buttor-row, with

its curious arcade, carved work, and curious

ceilings. A view of tho exterior of the Buttor-

row appeared in the BuiLDrsG News for April 29,

1870, Vol. XVIH. Tho merchants' marks on tho

capitals, tho carved lintels, and particularly
the ceilings and fireplaces, were the objects
of much attention. The most striking ceiling

is that representing the tree of Jesse, rudely
executed in plaster work, dated l(i3.5. One
of the fireplaces represents the Penteco.st,

and is of the same date. It is a Dutch-like com-
position, and tall figures of Moses and David
support it on either side. A similar fire-place

is preserved in Newcomen's house, which has
been re-built by Mr. Lidstone entirely of the old
materials, in order to preserve the memory of the
great engineer, who was born in Dartmouth, and
was in business as an ironmonger. (Illustrations

of Newcomen's house and firopbice were given in

the Building News for May 20. 1870, p. 374.)
There are several old gable-fronted houses in

Dartmouth, with some excellent carved window-
frames of good and effective designs. The favourite

brackets to support the oriel windows
and overhanging stones are those repre-

senting griffins, unicorns, and lions for the

lower stories, and Faith, Hope, and Charity the

upper, Newcomen's original house adjoined

the largest of tbose in the South Butter-row, and
has been removed in ordo" to widen the street.

The Church of S. Saviour is the great object

of attraction in Dartmouth, It is a dated

church, and is therefore valuable to the archaeo-

logist. It is known that it owes its origin to the

munificence of Sir John [lawley, a prosperous

merchant in the 14th century. At that period it

was found inconvenient to go to the parish

churchl of Tunstall on the hill-top, and the in-

habitants petitioned the Abbot of Torre for per-

mission to erect a chapel to S, Saviour nearer

the river, and the present church was erected

in 1372, A fine brass to the memory of Sir

John Hawley and his two wives lies in

the chance], and shows the merchant in

bascinet hauberk, and jupon characteristic of

tho reign of Edward III, Tho readers of

tho Building News are familiar with tho curioua

iron work which adorns the south door, ths

obvious heraldry of which the present vicar per-

verts to convey the idea that it typifies the " Lion

of Judah." The tower has been disfigured by a

window of the Geometric period, with bullets in-

stead of ball-flower moulding, but from the tower

arch the eft'ect of the interior of the church is

very striking. Through the rich rood-screen, a

fine picture by Brockendon, a native of Totnes,

well known as an Alpine traveller, is seen; on

the left is the carved and emblazoned pulpit.

The picturesque effect is increased by the heraldic

devices in the gallery panels and the Geometric

pattern still remaining on the wood ceiling.

The effect of the light piers .and circular arches

is spoilt by the galleries, hut - o one would wish them
to be removed, for they harmonise with the other

fittings of the church, and have a certain antiquity

of their own besides. The stone pulpit is carved

with a somewhat heavy pattern, and is much
later, apparently, than the rest of the church. It

is painted and gilt, ami the stops belonging to it

are carved in dark oak, Tho rood-screen re-

mains entire, and stands, even amongst the Devon-

shiie screens, as being one of the best of its class

remaining. The figures painted on the lower

panels, the tracery of the heads, the deeply cut

yot light friezes (not forgetting its harmonious

colouring), render it a memorable example of a

fine rood-screen at a time when the Later Decorated

was merging into the Perpendicular, Tho carved

stalls of tho corporation are now removed into

tho chancel in consequence of some parochial

squabble, which was renewed whilst the party

was examining the church. The gap thus made
has been filled by some meagre-looking seats for

the choristers. 'The party dined together at the

Castle Hotel ere they returned to Exeter.

Totnes

At Totnes Mr. Lloyd acted as local guide.

Tho visitors entered tho town by. tho north gate,

which still exists, having been restored, although

the restoration is not a very good one. Only one

other gate (making two out of tho four which

formerly existed) remains. There .are still soma

remains of the old town-walls, but they contain

a good deal of modern work. Some portions of

the old wall exist contiguous to the Castle, which

was next visited.

Totnes Castle.

Jlr. Ashwortb, a loeal antiquary, said that tho

Castle w.as remarkable in having a shallow

circular keep, which measured internally GCft.

one way, and 71ft. The height of the terrace
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round the interior is 12ft., and it is 4ft. 4in.

wide. The thickness of the walls was Cft. 6in.

There were a number of embrasures, 1ft. lOin.

wide, in the circular keep. The Castle is one of

the four or five mentioned by Jlr. G. T. Clark in

his lecture on Rougemont Castle, on the first day

of the Institute's meeting in Exeter—Plympton,

Tremerton, and Liiunooston being others of the

series. The Castle of Totnes was built by Joel

or Judhael de Totnes. Mr. E. A. Freeman having

made a few remarks on the history of the place,

Jlr. J. H. Parker said that there was no par-

ticular architecture here to speak of. Buildings

of this sort of construction might be of any

period, but these shallow keeps were in general

not earlier than the thirteenth century. The

•work here looked like work of that date, but it

might be later. There was certainly nothing

to indicate Norman work. Mr. Parker pointed

out that the moat on the north side was a very

fine specimen. The party nest proceeded to

The Guildhall, Totnes.

This is a very small hall, with the ancient

roof still existing. Over the mayor's chair are

the arms of Edward VI., dated 155.3. Mr. Ash-

worth, Mr. E. A. Freeman, and Jlr. Edward

Windoatt having made some remarks on the

history of the building, the visitors proceeded to

much earlier. Mr. Champernowno having

given a brief historical sketch of the place, Mr.

Parker said that the great hall was erected in the

time of Richard II., and had been amagnilicent

apvirtmeut. It had been considerably altered,

however, and the windows were certainly later

than the date of the walls. The fireplace was

unusually wide. At the opposite end the three

doors leading to the buttery, kitchen, and p.antry,

are quite perfect.

Daktikotox Church.

The church adjoins the hall, and was restored

upwards of twenty year.s ago by Mr.

ToTKES Church.

Mr. Asn-woRTH said that the church (which is

Early Perpendicular in date) was dedicated to

S. Mary. The tower at the west end is 100ft.

high, and on one of its faces it bears the date

143'2. There was documentary evidence to show

that there was a Norman church here, which was

rebuilt in 125!1, and again in 1432. The church

consists of nave, chancel, north tr.ansept, and

north and south aisles. There is a remarkably

fine and very elaborate stone rood-screen, which

is in excellent preservation, even to the original

colouring. Mr. Parker pointed out the singu-

larly-perfect remains of the rood-loft, remarking

that one hardly ever saw in this country so much
remaining of a rood-loft as is the case here. The

rood-loft had extended over one bay of the chancel,

as at Jlinehsad, in Somersetshire. This was

very uncommon, the usual arrangement being

for "the rood-loft to extend over a bay of the nave.

The staircase to the rood-loft still exists. In

reference to the rood-screen, Jlr. Parker said he

was sorry to hear that it was proposed to destroy

it. If this proposition were carried out, it would

be a sin and a shamo. It was a magnificent

stone screen of the time of Henry VII., and of

very unu.sual character. It would be a disgrace

to the place and tho county to destroy it. If

funds did not permit of its restoration, it had far

better be left alone ; if left alone, it

would be sure to be appreciated and

restored. There was no other example of a

rood-screen which was so perfect. The beautiful

fan tracery was exquisitely wrought, and was

perfect in its delicacy. This fan tracery was in

itself one of the glories of English architecture

:

foreigners could never build it. There was no

screen like this in Devonshire. Jlr. Parker was

proceeding to recommend the Arohaiological In-

stitute to protest against the destruction of the

screen, when he was told that the rumour that it

was to be destroyed was not correct : the church

was in the hands of Sir G. G. Scott. Jlr. Parker

said that in that case he was sure that tho screen

would not suffer spoliation. There is a fine

octagonal stone pulpit, which, according to one of

tho gentlemen present, had been villanously

treated—scraped. There seemed to be some

doubt about this, however. Outside tho church

the attention of the visitors was directed to a

curious feature at the north-east angle—viz., the

provision of a flying buttress to support the east

end of tho church, which is built upon a rather

rapid slope. The examination of the church

concluded, the visitors dined together at the

" Seymour Arms " Hotel, Totnes, whence car-

riages were taken for

Dartingtos.

Dartington House, the seat of — Champer-
nowno, Esq.. consists of tho remains of a fine

old mansion, consisting of two quads, one of which

is in ruins, the other having been parti.ally rebuilt

in the time of Elizabeth. The great h.all, tho walls

of which are ivy-clad ruins, is remarkable for

its very fine pointed windows and wide fireplace.

A vei-y remarkable barn, with the old roof still

in situ, and apparently in good preservation, was
pointed out by Mr. Parker as being perhaps

Pearson.

jir. Parker characterised it as a beautiful church

of the Decorated period, the chancel having been

rebuilt in the fifteenth century. The screen was

Late Fifteenth Century, if not modern. The

tower is Perpendicular, and the roof modern. The

rood-loft formerly extsnded over the eastern bay

of the nave. The church, which is dedicated to

S. JIary, consists of nave, chancel, and tower.

Owing to the restoration, however, the church

has necessarily lost some of its arcboeological in-

terest. Having, at the invitation of Mr. Cham-

pernowno, partaken of some slight refreshment,

the carriages were resumed, and tho party con-

veyed to

Berry CenROH.

This church, dedicated to S. Mary, consists of

nave, chancel, north and south aisles, and tower.

The Pointed windows on either side are cha-

racterised, as Jlr. Parker pointed out, by having

the very uncommon feature of a keystone at the

apex of each. There is a very good esumpla of

the Devonshire type of rood-screen, which is of

wood, and much resembles that at Cullompton.

On each sido is a small parclose chapel—a regular

Devonshire arrangement. The church is Perpen-

dicular in date, and has the continuously-moulded

capitals peculiar to Devonshire churches. The

piers and arcade on tho south side have fallen

outwards considerably, and have to be sustained

by strong iron ties. The visitors next proceeded

to

Berry Posieroy Castle.

Mr. Parker pointed out that the remains here

were unusually perfect, and were those of a large

mansion, chiefly Elizabethan in date, but psvrtly

of the Tudor period. Tho tall piers and windows

remain intact. A most remarkable feature is the

portcullis chamber. Mr. Parker said he never

saw one like tV.is before. Time was so short that

hardly a minute could be allowed for the inspec-

tion of this picturesque ruin. Compton Castle,

Torquay, was down on tho programme, but was

not visited, owing to shortness of time. The party

was timed to leave Torquay station for Exeter at

7.15, but to save time, and, as it was thought, to

be sure of catching the train, the carriages were

driven to Paignton station, arrived within sight of

which the excursionists saw that the train had

started, and was well on its way. There was no

other train to Exeter until the next morning !

What was to be done ? Jlr. Joseph Burtt, the

hen. sec. of the Institute, and director of the ex-

cursions, decided on having tho party driven to

Torquay station. Here a special train was ordered

by telegraph. After the lapse of more than an

hour and a half, the " special " arrived at Tor-

quay, but owing to the South Devon Railway

consisting of only a single line, for the greater

part of the distance between Exeter and Torquay,

the train had to wait until other trains had passed,

and it was not until half-past twelve on Sunday

morninc that the train reached Exeter, so that, in

the woixls of a local reporter, "the arch;uo legists

broke into tho stillness of the Sabbath morn."

and consisted of two contiguous oval inclosures,

the larger being 41ft. by SCM.. the smaller one,

32fl. by 10ft. The beehive hut at Bodinar was

one of these remarkably-constructed buildings.

It measured 13ft. east and west, by _13ft. north

and south, and when perfect the height in tha

centre must have been 8ft. or 9ft. Entrance was

giiined by a doorway 3ft. lOin. high, and 3ft. Sin.

wide. It was constructed by successive layers

or courses of stone, each overlapping the other

until a single stone was sufficient to complete the

apex of tho dome. It was remarkable how skilfully

the builders could adapt tho ponderous and un-

hewn materials at their disposal. In treating of

the passage chamber at the Beehive structure,

he reo-arded it as a genuine ancient erection, and

it was to be found in the slope of a hill immedi-

ately south of Ding Deng Jlino, in the parLsh of

Madron, and had never been figured or described

before. It consisted of a semi-circular walk, which

in Greece would be called cyclopean. 60ft. in cir-

cumference, and seven or eight in height,_iu-

closing a bank of earth or stones. In the neigh-

bourhood of Brownevilley several more perfect

huts, on a larger scale, were still to be met with

one especially at Fernacre, nearly square in its

o-round plan, and measuring eight feet in length

by seven in breadth, and being 7ft. Sin. in height.

It was open to question whether this was really

an ancient building, but even admitting it to be

modern, it points to the survival in that vicinity

of this mode of building. The exact counterparts

of some buildings in Scotland were to be found in

Cornwall. The hut-town of Chysoister, or Chys-

crnoter, lies on the southern slope of the hill

between the place of that name and Higher Car-

net'uidden, in tho parish of Gulval, and its site

wal still indicated by ruinous heaps, which for-

merly covered the whole hill-side. Jlr. Borlass

next treated upon the fortification of these hut

clusters. He held that when no hill castle existed

in the vicinity, strength sometimes formed part

of the design. Thus Clywoone Castle was pro-

vided with hut structures all the way round the

inner wall. He next described Clygwidden. Castle

Kern-bre-Rowter, Druidical Circle, and Sharpy

Tor. In conclusion, he held that they might

fairly regard these rude detached hut basements

as the m'ost primitive examples thoy had of do-

mesticated man, and secondly, from their sur-

roundings, that their country was occupied by a

pastoral people.

Jlr. C. Spenoe Bate, F.R.S., read a paper on

" Grim's Pound and its Associated Relics," and

Jlr. R. W. Worth read a paper on the " Ancient

Jlining Implements of Cornwall."

SIXTH DAT.-JIONDAT, AUGUST 4.

All the sections met this morning, tho Archi-

tectural Section meeting for the first time.

The Aii'nQTnTiES Section.

This section met at 9.30 a.m. in the Hall of the

Vicars' College.

Jlr. W. C. Borlase read a very interesting p.aper

" On the Abodes of the Ancient Inhabitants of

Cornwall." The author attempted to elucidate the

age and origin of tho hut settlements of the West.

He classified the huts into two classes of struc-

tures, one being simple and more primitive m
construction than the other. The first he alluded

to was a hut-town at Bodinar, near Penzance.

The site of this hut was elevated, and the pro-

spect was most extensive. One hut he selected

was placed at the northern extremity of the town,

Historical Section.

The Historical Section mot at the Atheuneum,

in Bedford-circus, at 10 o'clock, when the follow-

in^' papers were read:-(l) "On the Heraldry

of Exeter," by the Rev. F. T. Colby, B.D ,
F.S.A.

(>) "Part of the Early History of Exeter," by

Jlr. T. Keislake. (3) "On Dowrish," by Dr.

Drake. " Dowrish " is the ancient seat of one of

the most ancient families in Devon, and is situate

near Crediton.

Architectcral Section.

This section met at 10 o'clock, in tho Chapter

House. This was the first meeting of the section

since the Congress commenced.

The Ven. jCrchdeacos FREE>LiN directed the

attention of the meeting to several doubtful

points connected with tho architectural history

of the cathedr.al, and particularly to the remains

of Norman work beyond the tower. Some points

in "the choir aisles also deserved particular

attention, especially some Norman tooling and

a piece of Norman string-course. In the

south aisle, a little east of the Bishop's

Throne, there was a substructure which might

be Normau and have belonged to an apsidal

Norman structure. The extent of the Cathedral,

which, doubtless, existed in 1200, snould be con-

sidered. There were some Early English but-

tress weatherings in the Lady Chapel and Transepi

Chapels. There were also a succession of conse-

cration crosses, corresponding with tho time of

JIarshall, which, apparently, were made when

the level of the ground was higher than at pre-

sent, so that the cloister-floor was higher. Tho

date of tho pillars in the Lady Chapel, which

were Early English, also required some verifica-

tion. Tho two^Norman tomb.s, which were found

behind the woodwork of the Lady Chapel, do-

served attention. The richer one, he thought,

was that of Bishop Bartholomew, who died m
1184, from its similarity to his seal, preserved by
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Dr. Oliver. Tho other effigy was much earlier.

Then there wa3 the height of tho Xorman roof.

lie also directed their attention to tho French
work, particularly to tho receding gables, which

were on another plane to tho wall ; a point

common in France in connection with the Flam-
boyant style. There were also two windows

which might be called Flamboyant in the Cathe-

dral, which he thought dated between 1320 and
1340, during which period the stylo had crept

into France. They had a plan of the cloisters.

In 1332 they had a bill for 2;) shafts of Purbeck
for the cloisters, and it was seriously contem-

plated at tho present time to reconstruct the

cloisters. There was on the north side a double

flying buttress of French work.

After a few words from Mr. DiCKEXsox, who
was of opinion that the remains of Nonnan work
beyond the tower were the remains of a small

substructure ; and that orignally there was an
apse just eastward of the tower, the party in-

.s]>ectod the monuments in the Cathedral. A
fitrong opinion was expressed that tho more an-

cient Norman monument was that of Bishop Leo-

fric, the founder of the Cathedral and first bishop.

ExCDRSlosToFoRDE Abhey, Ottert S.Makv.&c.

The last excursion of tho meeting took place

on Monday afternoon, when a special train left

Quoen-street station at 12.15 p.m. Fordo Abbey
was reached just before half-past one.

FoRDE Abbey.

The remains at Fordo are those of a very fine

Cistercian abbey, now converted into a residence.

Mr. Parker said that this magnificent Cistercian

abbey was founded, as most of tho Cistercian

abbeys were, about the middle of the twelfth

century, but was greatly restored and renewed
by Robert do Courtenay. The magnificent hall

was of the time of Henry VIII. The work was
most elaborate, and it would soem that the monks,
foreseeing the approach of the Dis.^oUition, de-

termined to spend their wealth in the erection of

magnificent buildings, and then to mortgage
thom to the utmost extent, so that thoy could

not be seized by Henry YIII. It was probably
to this fact, together with the property falling

into the hands of a wealthy family, who turned
the new monastic buildings into a dwelling-house,
that thoy owed tlie preservation of so much taat
was interesting to all in tho present building.

With lespect to tho hall or refectory, it was un-
doubtedly the work of Chard, the last abbot.

Tho roof, which was not of a common type, was
probably of a later date. The refectory extended
two or three bays beyond the present wall, for

great alterations had taken place in the build-
ings, under the superintendence of Inigo Jones,
and later in tho time of Queen Anne. After par-
taking of luncheon, by the hospitality of Mr.
Kvans, the train was taken to Ottery-road station,

whence the party proceeded in carriages to

Otteey S. JIary.

Tho far-famed church here was described by
JMr. Hayward, of Exeter, who said that tho church
was designed and built by Bishop Bronescombe
in 121)0, and its great peculiarity was its similarity
to the Cathedral of Exeter. It had two traaseptal
towers, and the other parts were almost the same.
Indeed, the church was about one-half the size of

Exeter, but the choir was proportionately a little

longer. It had a Lady Chapel also, and little

ch.ipels on either side. They would observe that
the windows were all of the Liiucot character,
but the groining of the roof .and all tho mould-
ings were of a much later character than the win-
dows would indicate. The "roll" mouldings
which belonged to the Decorated period predomi-
nated. There was no triforium, but its place was
supplied by the canopied niches beneath the clere-
story windows. The reredos was restored by Blore
several years ago ; it was, however, too shallow,
and sufl'ered from the neighbourhood of the ex-
collfnt sodilia, which was original. In the Lady
Chapel there was an excellent stone rood-screen,
a pillar piscina, and a number of "consecration
crosses,"—int'eod these were unusually rich and
numerous throughout the building. These, Mr.
Parker remarked, were similar to those in S.
George's Chapel, Windsor. The old " patiences

"

was much admired. On arriving at tlao Chantry
Chapel, on the north side, Mr. Parker remarked
that it was of a similar date to Lane's Chantry
Chapel at CuUompton, and probably owed its

origin to the muniiicenco ef a merchant-prince.
The recessed porch at the west-end is a very
feeble imitation of Exeter ; but as Mr. Hayward

remarked, it was " honest
;

" it was not a " sham."
The early character of the towers and tho details

of tho Chapel, were described by Messrs. Hay-
ward and Parker. Carriages were taken from
the church to

Cadiiay- House.

This is a late Elizabethan mansion, begun ap-

parently about IStSit, and finished by the adding
of tho statues of Henry VIII. and his three

sovereign children, JIary, Elizabeth, and
Edw.ird VI., in the " Court of the Kings," in ICUI.

The slep-g,able3 on tho principal front, .and the

excellent chimneys on one of the wings, were
pointed out by Mr. Parker, who said the ancients

built far better chimneys than the moderns. The
visitors then returned to Ottery-road Station,

whence the train was taken to Exeter, which was
reached about o'clock.

SE'VENTH DAY, TUESDAY, AUGUST 5th.

This was the concluding day of the meeting.

The Architectural Sectiox

met at the Chapter House at half-past o'clock,

and tho Yen. Archdeacon Freeman, and Mr.
Dickenson, and other gentlemen, made some
further remarks on the doubtful points connected
with the history of the cathedral.

The City ^YALLS.

At 10 o'clock a very large party was conducted
round tho remains of the city walls of Exeter,
Mr. E. A. Freeman acting as guide.

The Closing Meeting.

The closing meeting was held at tho Guildhall
at noon, the Right Hon. the Earl of Devon in tho
chair. Several speeches v,-ere made, all testifying

to the great success which had attended tho pro-

ceedings of the past week, and expressive of

thankfulness that the weather had been so

remarkably fine all the time. Votes of thanks
were tendered to the readers of papers,
and to several other gentlemen who had con-
tributed to the interest of the mooting. In
acknowledgment of the hospitality and .aid of

the Mayor and Corporation, it was announced to

bo the intention of tho Institute to add to the
municipal regalia by presenting to the corpora-
tion a gold chain of office, " to be worn by the
mayor and his successors for ever." Although
Exeter is so important a city, its mayor does not
at present possess that distinguishing character-
istic of civic kingship, a chain of office, and as

the testimonial of tho archjeeologists is to take
that form, it will be peculiarly acceptable. A
subscription list has boon opened among the
members of the Institute in order to purchase
tho chain for presentation. The proceedings wei'O

brought to a close shortly after one o'clock.

SCHOOLS OF ART.
Northampton.—Tho Secretary of the North-

ampton School of Art has received from the
.Science Department, South Kensington, a copy
of tho observations made by the examineis of tho
Department at their late inspection of the works
submitted by the students of this school. Tho
examiners report that the works sent up show,
on tho whole, ofiiclent tuition, and give promise
of Northampton taking its place among the more
distinguished schools whoi'O no large and direct

manufacturing art exists. The elementary
stages, which of course have hitherto employed
the students, are in some cases very favourably
represented, and the osaminors recommend the
.students so distinguishing themselves to follow

out their studios. They draw attention to tho de-
sir,-vbility of paying attention to stages of anatoni}'

in conuection with tho drawing of tho figure,

analysis of vegetablo forms in connection with
painting plants, &c., from nature, and stage
22 as preparatory to design.

SciEN'CE AND jVrt Dei'artmest.—The examina-
tion of students' works from night classes for

drawing and from schools of art submitted in

competition for payments and prizes has just

been concluded. From 402 night classes 7G,9I3
works have been received ; from 121 schools of

art il3,(>72 works have been received—making a
grand total of 170,615 drawings, models, or paint-

ings which have been executed in the classes

during tho year ending in April last. This is an
increase over 1S72 of 41,3(10 works. These works
were first submitted to a preliminary examina-
tion—those of each school being taken separ.ately

by a Committee of Examiners, who awarded the

third grade prizes, and at the same time selected

from the mass 1,480 of tho best and most ad-
vanced works for reference to the National Com-
petition, which is open to the students of .all tho
schools of art throughout the kingdom. On the
results of this competition 10 gold, 32 silver, and
GS bronze medals have been awarded, together
with a number of prizes of books. Tho prize
works of this competition, together with as many
of the other competing works as space could bo
found for, are now exhibited in the temporary
schools on the ground-fioor of the South Kensing-
ton Museum, where they will romain open to the
inspection of persons interested in art education
and the public until September.

building Jntcllif|CiKt

CHURCHES AHD CHATELS.

Bishop's Itchington.—On Friday last the

Bishop of Worcester opened a new Church at

Bishop's Itchington, near Leamington. Tho
church is in the Gothic style, and capaVjle of

seating about 700 persons. Mr. Ewan Christian

is the architect ; Mr. Watson, of Napton, the con-

tractor ; Mr. Dicks, of Derbj', cl-'rk of the works
;

and Mr. G. Eyres, of Leamington, has carried

out tho ironwork, plumbing, &c. The total cost

is £3.000. The edifice is constructed of Warwick-
shire blue lias, with Bath stone dressings for the

windows, the roof being covered in with Brosoley

tiles. Tho interior consists of a nave, a chancel,

a north aisle, and a vestry. The old church is

stated to have been a most unsightly structure,

and to have been in existence for more than 400
years.

BOTLEY.—The foundation-stone of the new
Church of S. John, Hedge End, Botley, Hants,

was laid on the 5th inst. The cost of the new
church will be about £5.000. The architect is

Mr. John Col.son, F.R.I.B.A., of Winchester,

Mr. T. R. White, of Sonthsea, being the builder,

and Mr. J. C. Harrison, the clerk of works.

Heyhouses, NEAR Ly'thasl—In plan the new
church at Heyhouses, which was consecrated

on the (ith inst. by the Bishop of Manchester,

consists of a nave of five bays with a south

aisle, a chancel with a vestry on tho south

side, and a w"est-end tower separated from
the nave by a lofty arch. The tower, which
is intended at some future time to be finished

with a spire, is at present roofed over at the same
level as the nave and chancel, so that there is one

continuous ridge the whole length of the build-

ing, 130ft., brokeu only by a metal cross at tho

junction of the nave and chancel, and by a tim-

ber fleche near the west end, covered with Welsh
slates, rising nearly 40ft. above tho ridge, to con-

tain tiie bell. The stylo is that of the Geometrical

period of English architecture. Red brick has

been used for the internal and external facing of

the walls and for the outer orders of all arches
;

the soffit orders, tracery, labels, strings, and other

dressings being of stone. Stone bands have also

been employed to relieve the largo surface of

brickwork in the walls. Tho roofs are covered

with red tiles. On the south side of the tower

and opening into it is a porch which forms the

principal entrance to tho church. The nave roof

is of trussed spars, without any principals or tie-

beams, and is continued over the aisle at a slightly

flatter pitch. This prevents tho possibility of a

clerestory, and also makes tho south wall of tho

church very low. In order to obtain as much
light as possible, sijuare-headed windows have

been employed in this wall, and at the easternmost

end of the nave tho aisle wall is carried up and

roofed like a transept with a large four-light

window, which has a good effect in the intei'ior,

and breaks up tho large surface of roof outside.

On tho north side tho nave is lighted up by four

throe-light windows. The chancel floor is two
steps above the nave, and is paved with tiles sup-

plied by Mr. Godwin, of Lugwardine, near Here-

ford. Some of the tiles have an incised orna-

ment made after the pattern of tho ancient tiles

recently discovered in tho chiincel of Ilalsall

Church, near Southport. Tho roofs and seats aro

of pitch pine, tho pulpit and altar-t.able of Oiik.

Over tho inner doorway of tho porch a scroll

carved in stone has been inserted, which was not

designed by the architects. The heating is

effected by hot water, tho apparatus beirg placed

in a coll under the vestry. The total internal
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length of the church is 124ft., the width 32ft. Gin.,

the -width of the nave being 20ft. lOin. Messrs.

Paley and Austin were the architects, and Mr.

George Smith, of Marten^ _near Blackpool, was

the contractor.

Ltoxshall.—The parish church of Lyons-

hall, Herefordshire, was reopened on the 2nd

inst., after undergoing partial rebuilding and

complete restoration. The church, dedicated to

S. Michael and All Angels, occupies a picturesque

position on an eminence adjoining the ruins of

the ancient castle of Lyonshall. It consi.sts of

nave with aisles, chance], and transepts. While

it has undergone one of the most- complete

restorations short of absolute rebuilding that

could possibly be effected, all the ancient charac-

teristics of the church have been carefully re-

tained. The building is chiefly of the thirteenth

century, though there are remains of an earlier

edifice, consisting of the tower arch and the west

window of the north aisle, which are each

Norman. Owing to the utter want of founda-

tions, it was deemed advisable to rebuild entirely

the south arcade, as also the north and south

outer walls, which had become entirely perished.

The work of restoration includes two entirely

new arches with four columns, fifteen new
windows, and new stone floors. "With the ex-

ception, too, of that of the north transept, all the

roofing is likewise entirely new, as is also the

seating. The wood employed is, in both cases,

oak of the best quality. The cost of the re-

building and restoration was £2,700. The
architect was Mr. Bodley, of London.

Eaunds.— On the 4th inst. the memorial stone

of a new Wesleyan Methodist Chapel w'as laid

at Raunds. The building, which will bo erected

on a site near the Post-office, has been designed

by Mr. W. Ranger, of Finsbury Pavement,
London. The chapel will be Itali.au in style,

and will be built of the native stone, with

liberal dressings of Bath stone. It will afford

accommodation for a congregation of about 500
adults and 325 children, the present one only

seating 320 adults and 200 children. Mr. Holds-

worth, of Waterloo, Northampton, is the builder,

tlie amount of the contract being £2,349,

Weston Bampftlde.—The parish church of

the Holy Cross, Weston Bampfylde, near Ilchester,

Somerset, was re opened by the Bishop of Bath
and Wells, on the 7th inst, after having been
closed for reparation and additions for a period

of about two years. The building, though small

(it accommodates about 100), is of interesting

character, the tower not being of the usual

Somersetshire type, but square at the base,

octagonal above—a peculiarity, however, shared
by one or two other churches in the neighbour-
hood, at Somerton and Podimore. The steps up
to the ancient rood-loft remain, and the stone

corbels formerly carrying it. Previous to repara-

tion the church was in a dilapidated condition,

the roofs and ceilings thoroughly rotten, the in-

terior entirely coated with whitewash, the

windows, itc , decayed. No vestry formerly ex-

isted, but one has now been built on the north
side of the chancel. The total cost will probably
be about £700.

WooDHOuSE Cakr.—The ceremony of laying

four memorial stones of a new Wesloyan Chapel
at Woodhouse Carr, Leeds, took place on Satur-

day last. The new chapel faces Meauwood-road,
and is set back from it 20ft. It will be built of

stone, lined with brick, in the Italian style, and
will afford accommodation for 500 adults, ar-

rangements being made by which the accom-
modation may be increased to 030, by the erec-

tion of two side galleries at some futuie time.

At the rear of the chapel is the minister's vestry,

over which an organ-gallery will bo placed.

Underneath the chapel, but well raised above the

ground level, is a schoolroom 41ft. Oin. by 40ft.,

with separate entrances for the boys and girls,

two class-rooms, kitchen, and all other necessary

accommodation. The total cost of the building,

including land, boundary wall, &c., is estimated

at £3,250. The masons' work is being carried

out by Mr. C. Myers, the joiners' work by Mr. J.

Ledgard, the plasterers' by Mr. J. Franks, the

plumbers' by Mr. Willans, the slaters' by Mr.
Lawson, and the painters' by Jlr. Blackburn.
Mr. Danby, Cockridge-street, Leeds, is the

architect.

BL'ILDINGS.

Chatham.—The plans for the now and com-
modious railway-station intended to be erected

at the Chatham station of the Chatham and

Dover Railway, have been finally determined

upon, and the works may be expected to be

shortly commenced. The vacant land at the

station will be utilised by the company, the pro-

posed now station covering the whole of the

space now foi-ming the approach to the existing

station. The new station will have a frontage

to the road leading to Ordnance-place.

WiDNES.—An adjourned meeting of the Widnes

Local Board was held on Wednesday for the pur-

pose of taking into consideration the question of a

new market for Widnes, and the plans for the

same. It was decided not to erect the town-hall,

which was a portion of the architect's (Mr. Pier-

point) scheme. It was resolved to build only a

section of the proposed market building, leaving

the remainder of the land to bo used as an un-

covered market for general purposes to be after-

wards determined upon. It was also resolved to

instruct Messrs. Pierpoint to prepare amended

plans and estimates for a building of 140ft. by

70ft., at a cost not exceeding £2,000.

SCHOOLS.

Dekbt.—The first schools built by the Derby

School Board were formally opened on Saturday

last. They are situated in Gerard- street, and are

intended by the School Board to bo their principal

schools. Others are being erected in a different

part of the town. The buildings have a hand-

some front, with tower, and comprise three

schools, for boys, girls, and infants, each capable

of accommodating 250 children. The boys' and

girls' schools aire L shaped, and measure 77ft. by

20ft. The infants' schoolroom is 50ft. by 30ft.,

and there are two classrooms to each schoolroom.

They are light, lofty, and well-ventilated, have

good playgrounds, and as the ground slopes to-

wards the rear, advantage has been taken of the

inclination to provide covered resorts, in case of

rain, under the classrooms. The lavatories and

all other appliances are admirable. The total

cost, including laud, &c., has been £4,592 lOs., or

£G. 2s. Sd. per child.

Leeds.—On Friday last the first new school of

the Leeds School Board was formally opened. Sir

Andrew Fairbairn, the Chairman of the Board,

presiding over the proceedings. The school is

situate in Bowerley-street, and the foundation-

stone was laid on the 31st July, 1S72. The boys'

and girls' departments are identical in size, each

making provision for 281 children, and the di-

mensions of the principal schoolrooms being 4Gft.

by 30ft., with three classrooms attached to each

department. The infants' room is SGft. long by

20ft. wide, and provides for 292 children, thu.s

making a total provision for 854 children. The

cost ofthe buildings has been £8,651, exclusive

of site. Having opened their first school, the

members of the Board on the same day laid the

foundation or memorial stones of sis otlier schools

for the district, situate severally at Green-lane,

Burley.road, Cross Stamford-street, Saville-green,

Jack-lane, and Beestou.

LivEKrooL.—At the monthly meeting of the

Liverpool School Board, on Tuesday, there were

passed for payment accounts which included

£1,930 for erection of buildings, £2,397 for land

in Walton-lane, and £453 due to industrial

schools. The sub-committee selected to report

on the school accommodation in the town recom-

mended that sites be purchased and schools

erected in certain districts whore, in the opinion

of the sub-committee, they wore required, which

would afford accommodation for 1,470 boys,

1,470 girls, and 2,400 infants, making a total of

5,400. The sub committee further recommended

that additional sites bo purchased for schools

to accommodate 1,400 children more.

jUoRCHARD Bishop.—The now school-build-

ings which have been erected on the site of

the old girls' school (the late Archdeacon

Bartholomew's) were formally opened on the Gth

inst. The new structure has built by local trades-

men from designs by Mr. K. M. FuUord, architect,

of Cathedral Yard, Exeter. The style adopted is

Early Gothic. Local stono has been used, the

windows and dressing generally being of Ham-
hill stono. The building is surmounted by a

handsome bell-turret. The interior is divided

into separate rooms for boys, girls, and infants
;

and there are also classrooms, there being in the

aggregate accommodation for 270 children. The
roofs are of red deal, open to the ridge, and covered

with red tiles. There are also two playgrounds.

Adjoining the school is a residence for the master

and mistress. The schools are supplied with

Moule's earth-closets, connected with which are

sheds for drying the earth. The cost of these new
schools will be about £1,400.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests

tkat all communications should be drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there are mauj claimantd upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]

To Our Kbaders.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

M\ letters should b» adilressed to the EDITOR, 31,
TAVI.STOCK-STREKT, COVENT-G.UJUEN, W.C.
Cheques and Post-ofSce Orders to be made payable te

J. Passuorb Edwarvs.

ADVERTISKMENT CHAEGES.
The charge for advertisements is 6d. per line, of eight

words (the first line counting as two). No advertisement
inserted for less than half-a-crown. Special terms for

series of more than siz insertions can be ascertained oq
application to the Publisher.

Front Page Advertisements 9d. per line.

Advertisements for the current week must rcaoh the
office not later than 5 p.m. on Thm-sday.

TEEMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

(Payable in advance.;

Nineteen shillings per annum (post free) to any
part of the United Kingdom. To the United .States

f 1. 6s. (or 6J dols. goldj. To France or Belgium, £1. Gs.

(or 32 francs). To India {viti Southampton), El. 143. Ifld.

To any of the .\ustraliau Colonies, New Zealand, tha

Cape, the West Indies, Canada, Nova Scotia, or Natal,

£1. 6s.

N.B.—-\mprican and Belgian subscribers are requested

to remit their subscriptions by International P.O.O., and
to advise the publisher of the date and amovmt of their

remittance. Back numbers can only be sent at the rate

of 7d. each, the postage charged being 3d per copy. All

foreign subscriptions unaccompanied by an additional re-

mittance to cover the extra cost of forwarding back num
bers are commenced from the next number published

after the receipt of the subscription.

Subscribers receiving their copies direct from the

ofllce are requested to observe that the last number of

the term for which their Subscriptiou is paiil, will be
forwarded to them iu a coloured wrapper, as an intima-

tion that a fresh remittance is necessary, if it bo desired

to continue the Subscriptiou.

Cases for binding tha half-yearly volumes, 3s. each.

SMALL REMITTANCES.
Advertisers and others remitting small sums are re-

quested to send Post-ofBce orders, which can ni)W bo easily

and cheaply obtained, and not to se^id postage-stamps.

The Postmaster-Ueueral has recently intim ited his inten-

tion to charge a doublL> registratiou fee on all unregistered

letters found to contain stamps.

" BUILDING NEWS " CHURCH-PLANNING
COMPETITION.

The authors of the designs marked *'Tudor," and " Ne
quid Mmis" think ihat ihey proposed novel arrange-

ments which deserved notice in the Referees' Report.

\ The referees dul nut, however, consider that such

i

arrangements were sufficiently well worked out in any
< 01 the unmentioned designs to admit of serious criti-

[ cism. " The chief aim aud purpose which we wish to be

1 kept in view," it was slated iu the original conditions of

the competition, "is, not tu obtain convenience, as it is

I too often obtiiined, by the sacrince of every artistic

qualitj-, bui to unite it with a noble and monumental type

of architecture."

,
Keciived.-S. T.-J. B. S.-J. P.-J. W. C.-E, W. P.-

' J E H -A. E. and Co.-J. D.-W. C.-G. E. Y.-
I

T^\ c. W.—W. L,—W. M. and Co.— J. M. B—M. and?.

i
A Co.NSTAKT Hkaher.—If a constant reader, you must be

a comparatively recent one, or you would, or should

have known that the house at Sevenoaks was illus-

trated in theB^)II,Dl^G tviiWS.

J. PtTEiCK.—We suppose at any of the principal limber

merchants.
C. L. T.—Write to Mr. Eatsford, bookseller, High

Holbom.

djorrciipoiulciia

TOUNG ARCHITECTS AND THE PKECENTAGE
SYSTEM.

(To the Editor of the Buildixg News.)

SiK^
—

-^111 you permit the expression of a few

thoughts suggested by J. Statham Davis's letter under

the above heading 'i His remarks on the proper value

of architects' services arc, from my point of view, so

manifestlv unjust, that he will, I am sure, be glad to

learn what may be said by those who Oifler from him

thereon. That all architects should he paid alike Is

tlie gist of his desire. That all architects w ho agree to

be paid alike arc to he registered, and tlic non-registered

to he " scouted by his honourable brethren and by the

respectable portion of the community at large," Is his

proposed method for giving to " striving members of the

profession " " a fair chance of making a practice." The

author of this proposal thinks It may appear absurd

to many, but does not let us see he recognises It would

he unjust to all concerned.
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Men's capabilities and talents vary and differ so

much, that if we put aside, for the sake of clearness,

tllbut those who have been trained and educated as

architects, we cannot reasonably say that the services

of all these can be considered on an equality In respect

to all kinds of architectural work. '-Quality" ia

deemed a very essential element in commercial trans-

actions and regulates the value of articles of trade
;

Bhould It not be so in professional engagements and
undertakings ? Purely the value of an architect's

services should depend upon and be regulated by their

quality. It Is but expressing in an old form an ever.v-

day experience when we say, " there are architects and
architects ;" and J. S. Davis's proposal is but a
plagiarism of the worst feature in trade-unionism—
that total disregard of quality of service rendered, and
of the individuality of the men concerned.

The speculators referred to evidently do not wish to

pay for experience, or they would not loolc out for

*'youngmeu;" experience they know is valuable, and,
naturally enough, refuse to pay for what they don't

require.

This subject of "pay" is another one, and I am un-
willing to occupy much of your space with it, but I

hope to ace this payment-alike system soon upset.—

I

am, Sir, &c..

Aug. 12, 1873. J. G.

Sir,—I have read a letter on the above subject with
considerable interest. It argues, indeed, an uncommon
amonnt of self-denial on the part of your cor-

respondent to refuse work. For my part, I consider
the percentape system a failure. I would put an
architect in the position of an artist. Let the archi-

tect increase his scale of charges as his ability becomes
recrg'iised by the public, and consequently as his busi-

ness increases. I think that would get over the

difficulty. On the first blush it certainly does not seem
fair that a young and unknown architect should be
placed on the equality of one in full pi'acticc. Still. I

may be wrong: I am simply arguing from an artist's

point of view. I think your correspondent's letter Is

one of interest to the profession,— I am. Sir, &c.,

As Artist,

TOWN-CHXTRCH COMPETITION.
Sir,—In my report published in your last number,

the following mistake occurs: "and also of hearing
the preacher. The naves not being of great length, the
plan would not suit a small church, but for one of
this size I think it would he found to answer very
well."

It should be: " and also of hearing the preacher, the
naves not being of great length. The plan would not
Euit a small church, but for one of this size I think it

would be found to answer very well."—I am. Sir,

&c., R. J. Haines.

r

WORKMEN AND "WAGES.
ilR,—Our joiners having been on strike a week, and

as some of the daily papers convey a wrong impres-
sion, the following explanation may be acceptable :

—

The men are striking for what no other employers in
London give, viz., 0^ per hour. We are willing to pay
9d., the trade rate ; and, as we obtain the bulk of our
work by competition {not only with London, but pro-
vincial contractors), you will at once see the great
injustice. But we are pleased to say that our shops
are filling, and that we shall suffer but little incon-
venience. We are. Sir.

Farmer and Brindley,
67, Westminster Bridge-road, Aug. 13.

IiitcrtoiniminicaftoiT.as

OUESTIONS.
[2989.]—Damp in Basement Walls.—TIio b.isc-

ment walls of a house were built as ia sketch, there

t4c

fW-

almof^t effectual cure. Should not that vacuity have
l)reventcil the penetration of daiup ? or did it fail be-
cause the walls were tied with brick headers ln.stc:id of
the usual curved ii-on ties ? Supposing part of the
walls were built solid, would the damp spread or
travel to the hollow walls ? Should the daiupcourse
be placed as shown ? and what are the materials of
which asphalte for such a purpose is usually com-
posed ?— C. W. P.

[2990.]—Modelling.— In making a model where
iron is used, as a floor with iron shoes, or an Iron roof,
what material is used to represent the metal ? Perhaps
some kind reader would give me the general representa-
tions of the various materials.

—

Modki^ll:ii.

[2991.]— Staining to Imitate Ebony.— Will .any

of your correspondents tell me the best mode of
blackening, or staining to imitate ebony, such woods
as mahogany, Sic.—NovocASTni.vN.

[2992.]—Rose's Hermo-plastio Putty.—Where
can Rose's Hermo-plastlc Putty be obtainsd, and how
applied ?—NovocASTKiAX.

[2993.]—Dust.—Is it lawful to empty dust-bins, &c.,
and to carry the dust in baskets to carts standing iu
the road, in the middle of the day, to the annoyance
of all passers-by ?—BANG.ALOnE.

[2994.]—Drawings of Applied Designs.—Kow
are the drawings (such as the designs for carpets, wall
decorations, art-tiles, &c., now on view at South Ken-
sington Museum in the National Competition) coloured ?

Will ordinary moist colours do ? 1 have been told to
mix the moist colours with powdered gum-arabic: but
this presents an appearance as if the drawing had been
varnished. I shall be glad If a School of Art student
will answer this.—A. B. B.

[299-5.]-Arch over Railway.— I wish to build
upon an arch over a railway. I want to know what
is the formula to find the safe load and breaking
weight of the arch. The arch is scmi-clrcular, is sis

half-brick rings thick. Being ali-cady built, I cannot
In any way alter it, or its abutments, &c. In all books
I have consulted methods are onl.v given to find the
thrust upon the abutments (In this case already built)

and line of rupture. If the answer would take too
much space, please recommend a book where I can find

an answer, and which does not dip deeply in mathe-
matles.—A. R. B.

[2996.]—Strength of Bricks.—WTiere can I see
a tjibie giving the comparative resistance of various
kinds of bricks to crushing ? Which is the strongest in

this respect-Blue Staffordshire, Red Nottlughani
pressed. Firebrick, or White Suffolk ?— S.

[2997.]- Cleaning Plaster off Church Walls.—
Will any of your readers kindly inform me of the best
method to clean a thin coat of plaster, and successive
coats of colour-wash, from off the walls of a church,
without damaging the ancient chisel marks ?—En-
(JUIKER.

[2998.]—Ovens.—Will correspondents oblige with
Information respecting the size and construction of
bakers' and confectioners' ovens ?— P.

[2999.]—Variety.—Is it correct to alternate carved
and moulded capitals to columns of a nave arcade : if

so, in what manner ? Can any examples of alternation
be cited ?—Q.

[3000.]—Estimating the Value of a Lease.—
I have read Mr. Fletcher's articles on " Compensa-
tions " with Interest, and have been expecting that he
would very probably give some information on a point
on which I am in doubt. Perhaps, with the kindness
he always shows to inquirers, he would not mind en-
lightening me. In estimating the value of a lease ex-
piring with the first of three lives, should I be right iu
selecting the worst of the three, and estimating as If it

were held on that one only ?

—

Interested.

REPLIES.

ir—

1

being iron ventilating gratings at. the reveals of win-
dows to admit a current of air through the vacuity
or "dry area" (?) The damp penetrated through to
the Inner wall, causing the plaster to peel off In
patches. A few years after the remaining plaster was
taken off. and, instead off re-plastering, the wall was
floated with Portland cement, which proved to be an

[2972.]—Railway and other Bridges.—The prin-
cipal advantages of the jack arches springing from the
bottom flange of the girder are:— 1st. It reduces the
depth of the construction to the least possible, which
is most important when the headway is limited. A
brick arch is most economical where headway is no
consideration. 2ud. That it throws the whole of the
cast-iron web and top flange into compression, and not
iuto tension, as -'Rivet" seems to think, ard. The
cast-iron web of the girders acts as a buttress for the
jack arches, and ties it all together so that it cannot
possibly move ; but when the arches spring from the
top flange it would require (as In a viaduct) a stop at
both ends to counteract the thrust. 4th. It Is lighter
to the extent of the number of cube feet of brickwork,
ecjual in bulk to web and top flange of the cast-iron
girder which is in the brickwork ; and spring frot:* the
top flange would necessitate the lop flange to be wider,
hence increasing the weight and cost. r>th. With
regard to reducing the masonry in the abutment,
'Rivet'* must remetnber with his constrnction he
would have to compete with a brick arch, which would
require no more headway than his construction, and
not with a cast-iron jack arch construction, and though
the girder-bed would be very much lower, he would
still require a wall to prevent the earth out of tlie

approach from coming over the Imposi and act as a
retaining wall. 2cwt. per super, fnot Isusually taken
for the distributed load on road-bridges, and the safe
load should bo l-5th of the breaking weight.
"Novelty" seems to be "Rivet's" object; "eco-
nomy " Is mine. - S. Y. D.

[2973.]—Spots on Drawings.-There Isno doubt*
by the description given by " A. \V." of the drawing?,
that the spots arc caused by damp or mildew; if so,
the only means of restoring them would be to let some
artist carefully rc-touch them.—W. Hastings.

[2974.] Noise through Windows.—The wooden
shutters with felt nailed over would answer the pur-
pose effectually, and much better than fhe canvas and
paper. It would also be cheaper than outside sashes.—W. Hastings,

[2977.]—Tenant's Alterations.~Tou cannot le-
gally make the desired alterations without the consent;
of the landlord, who. if he is a reasonable man, would
readily consent to your cSecting them at ynur own
cost. He, no doubt, would require you to give him a
written understanding to alter it again, so as to leave
the house the same as you found it at the expiration of
your lease, in the event of his not liking the arrange-
ment. Alterations and additions are not always im-
provements.—W. Hastings.

[2979.]—Sketching-Pens.—" Aide-toi" will find a
crow or goose-quill answer his purpose, or a reed-pen,
as used by tlie old masters : nothing works more free
for sketching or inking in out-door sketches. For
finer work nothing better than the very fine steel pens
made by the best makers, about the same size as an
ordinary pen used for writing. I Hnd them work better
for pen-and-ink drawings than those very small pens
called litho' pens, and much used for fine work. They
cramp the hand, and are very troublesome as well as
expensive to a rapid draughtsman. Nothing better
than good Indian ink for black. Sepia has a pleasant
effect, and drawings done with this can be made very
artistic. See Turner's sketches in the National Gallery,
if they are not moved again. I have aeeu very beau-
tiful pen-and-ink sketches done in ordiuary writing-
ink, but should not recommend it, as I have found it;

more troublesome to work with, :ind apt to change to
a very unpleasant tint in time.—W. Hastings.

[2980.]—Drawings of Encaustic Tiles.— I will
endeavour to explain the best colours to use for this
purpose. For full-size working drawings, taking a
quantity of colour, you must purchase dry colour in
powders ; these you can procure at any first-class

artists' colour shop in London, and with one or two ex-
ceptions, are not expensive. These are to be ground
fine with a glass muller on a piece of plate-glass with
clean soft water ; when ground fine, they can, be kept
iu glass bottles or in pill-boxes. You must also pro-
cure some flake-white of the best quality, and grind
fine in the same way. Be very careful to clean the
glass, &c., after every tint thoroughly, before grinding
another colour. Provide a bottle of clear Thick gum-
" ater. The mode of using the colours is very simple-
After your drawing i-^ lined-in, take some flake-white,
moisten with water, add the colour to desired tint (be
sure you mix enough, as it is difficult to hit upon the
exact tint again in the event of your running short of
it), mixing them with a small pallet-knife and put in a
saucer for use. This will always grind up again when
dry, so there is no waste. Add to this mixture a few
drops of the gum-water ; it will not require much—ex-
perience will soon teach you—too much is apt to make
the colour flake off; if too little, it will rub off with the
finger when dry. Try the tint on a piece of piper
•ind dry before using ; if it is right proceed to apply it

to your drawing. Take a fair-sized brush with a good
point, and tolerably stiff but soft, with plenty of
colour in it, which should just flow from the brush, not
too thin; lay it on with a bold quick hand, commencing
at the top aHd working down from side to side ; don't;

leave off at one point for long, as it will show when
dry. Put in your ground tint first. A little practke-
will sonn enlighten you as to all the difficulties, and
a little Intelligence and perseverance will overcon;e
them. If you consider your work is worth anything
always buy good materials. Wash out your brushes
well after using them iu clean water. Thin cartridge
paper takes this kind of c<douring better than any
other. Hot-pressed and rough paper is not good. I
have adopted this method of colouring full-size draw-
ings for tiles, paper-hangings, &c., for fifteen years,
and have never found anythiug cheaper or better. It
will dry fast, so that you can keep on working. If for
small drawings or illumination, the ordinary cake
colours, moist or dry, with a little Chinese while
mixed with the colours, is better than the other
method and less trouble, but would be expensive for
full-size drawings.— \V. Hastings.

[2983.]—Apprentices and Trade-Unions.—In
answer to " H. B.," I send the 9th Rule of the Opera-
tive Masons' Society of I^eicester, for publication:—"No
master mason to be allowed more than one apprentice to
every six journeymen he employs, on an average (but
he shall be at liberty to replace apprentices twelve
months previous to others beingout of their time); or
take more than three apprentices at one time. Boys
entering the trade not to exceed sixteen years of age,
and not to work more than three montlis before being
legally bound." The foreuoing rule is about the same
In every town in England where there is any local code
of rules enforced on the employers.—A. H. Parker

STAINED GLASS.
Cholesbury Church, Bucks.—A painted vrindow

illustrating the Nativity, Crucilixion, and Ascension of
Our Lord, has just been placed in the east end of this-
church by Mr. Pepper, of the Euston-road.

Ktntrury.—A two-lipht window in Kin tbury parish
church has Just been filled T\itli rich stuined gla-^s by
llessrs. Hcaton, Butler, and Bayne, of Ganick-street,
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Covent Gardea. I.onJon. The wiiuiow (which i? in

memory of the late vicar) Illustrates fciur of the Acts

of 'Mercv. viz.. Feeding the Huupry, Clothing the

Kaked. Visiting the Sick, and " I was a stranger, and

ye took raein."

ILLTSGWORTH CHCRCH.—Three windows of stained

glass, bv Ward and Hughes, of London, have just been

Inserted' in Illingworth Church. They h.ave been rc-

Bpectively presented by Mrs. Akroyd, of Bank Field.

Halifax; Mrs. T. Hartley, of Taunton; and Mr. T.

HoUsworth, of Spring Hall, Halifax. One repreicnts

" The Last Supper," the second " The Good Samaritan,"

and the third, " Abraham otTering Isaac."

Proposed Memoiual Window TO Shajkespeare.-A

proposal that Americans should have a special memorial

to Shakespeare at Stratford-on-Avon is said to have met

with much favour, and the memorial is to take the

form of a painted window, the subjects being Scriptural

illustrations of the " Seven Ages of Man." The window

selected for the memorial Is that which iuimediatelv

adjoins Shakespeare's monument In the chancel of the

church. Most of the contributions for t is work will

come from New York, Boston, and Philadelphia.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &0.

Boston.—X monument to the memory of the late

Professor Conington has Just been erected in

S. Botolph's Church, Boston, by Messrs. Farmer and

Brindley, of London, from the design of Sir George

Gilbert Scott. The work generally is executed in

veined alabaster, the subject being sculptured In white

alabaster.
-^

©iir mn i^uMc.

Another Grfat Caxal Project.—A foreign

company has applied to the Porte for a concession

of a canal from tho Black Sea to the valley of

Kiathone', so as to unite the waters of the Euxine
with those of the Golden Horn. The applicants

for the concession seem to entertain very large

ideas ; they propose that the canal shall be wide

and deep enough to allow of the passage of

vessels of all sizes, and docks, stores, workshops,

hotels, \'c., are to be constructed en route.

Changes at Sooth Kensington.—Some stu-

pend'ius chancres seem to be imminent, according

to the Guardian, owing to Jlr. Cole's retirement.

The most important is perhaps the removal of

the Vernon collection to Trafalgar-square, which

he would never permit—in other words, its re-

storation to those Londoners for whom it was in-

tended by the boqueatlier. Another is tho pro-

bability that tho trustees of the British JIuseum
will be invited to undertake tho m.anagement of

the South Kensington institution. As this has

been mentioned in the House, or something like

it, we must accept it as possible, and can only

suppose that ]\Ir. Lowe wants to show the trustees

their own incapacity by putting more work upon
them than they can do. His benevolent intention

will he frustrated if they take the opportunity

of dividing their great collections, and appro-

priating one of the buildings exclusively to art

and the other to science. But as we hnvo already

more than once pointed out, two libraries will be

required. If the examples of Greek and Roman
art, the Slado collection, the prints, tho statues,

and tho Castellani and other gems were sent lo

the new buildings intended for natural history,

scientific men might still look forward to their

present advantages i-n the neighbourhood of the

great library and its reading-room, while the

present art-library at Brompton would be avail-

able as a nucletis only requiring extension.

Depression in the Iron Trade.—A some-
what lugubrious picture of the state of the iron

trade is drawn by the Daily Nni^s. In con-

sequence of the high price of coal and iron, no
fewer than seven hundred puddling furnaces are

out of blast in the North of England out of a
total of 2,100, and are likely to remain so. On
the other side of the cjuestion, it is stated that

orders are being kept b.ack in tho expectation of

a reduction of the German tariff in October. If

that bo so, wo may then hope to see a revival of

activity.

London and County Bank.—Tho usual half-

yearly meeting of the proprietors of tho London
and County Banking Compary was hold on the

7th instant. The usual dividend of 6 per cent,

was declared, together with a bonus of 4 per
cent, for the half-year ending June 30th, 1873.

An extraordinary meeting is to be held on Thurs-
day next, for the purpose of confirming some re-

solutions passed affecting the issue of additional

shares, and somewhat altering the constitution of

the Company.

Proposed New Harp.ofr Works at Calais.—
M. Dupuy de I>otno, the well-known French civil

engineer, has taken up the question of communi-
cation between France and England. He pro-

poses to adopt the plan of ferrying across the

trains in their entirety—a proposal which has

been more than once mooted, but never exe-

cuted, because of the insurmountable difficulty

presented by the port of Calais. While Dover

can, without diff culty, admit the largest vessels,

owing to tho 40ft. of water its port possesses,

there is not, on the French coast, a single one

within easy reach of the British one, able to re-

ceive a packet-boat of larger dimensions than the

present. Along the Calais shore tho sea is con-

stantly depositing sand, and a jetty perpendicular

to the current only causes the low-water line to

advance until it readies the head of the obstacle.

M. Dupuy de Lome proposes simply, in conjunc-

tion with Mr. Scott Russell, to create a new port

on the west side of Calais, and adjoining it, but

protected by a curved mole, situated obliquely in

such a way as to present a wide opening to the

current, and a narrow outlet I'U the opposite side.

The mole is formed of two circular arcs having

a common chord, and turned with their concavi-

ties tow.ards each other. The chord is 990 metres

long, and directed from E. to W. : the breadth of

the mole is 320 metres, and it incloses a sheet of

water on all sides except on the western one,

whero a channel 80 metres wide gives access to

the interior. A railway viaduct connects the mole

with the shore, and a train bound for England

will get on board the ferry stai ioned in the still

waters iuolcsed by the mole. A depth of 21ft.

at low water is thus secured, and the crossing in

fair weather will be done in 70 minutes.

Social Science Congress.—The preliminary

programme of the proceedings of the Social

Science Congress, to bo held at Norwich in Octo-

ber next, has been issued. In the Health Depart-

ment the following are the special questions

appointed for discussion ;— (1) What are tho

most convenient administrative areas for sanitary

purposes, and what are the best means of admin-

istering the sanitary laws? (_2) Should there be

a special diploma for medical officers of health,

and, if so, how should it be granted? (3) What
provisions are required in a general Building

Act, so as to secure efficient sanitary arrange-

ments? Voluntary papers on other subjects will

bo read and discussed.

The New First Commissioner of Works.—
Amongst the recent changes in the Ministry is

that of the resignation of Mr. Ayrton, the First

Commissioner of Works. Mr. Ayrton was ap-

pointed Chief Commissioner of Works in 18()9,

succeeding Mr. A. H. Layard, appointed her

Majesty's Ambassador to the Court of Spain. Mr.

Layard, whoso researches in Assyria are world-

famed, and whose knowledge of art matters is

considerable, rendered him a very popular First

Commissiouor with tho architectural profession

and art public, Mr. Ayrton signalised his acces-

sion to office by a somewhat contemptuous refer-

ence to architecture and architects, whom he

classed in the same category with " market gar-

deners." So inauspicious an entry upon office has

been followed by increased unpopularity with the

art public. Jlr. Ayrton's successor is Mr. William

Patrick Adam, the member for CI ckmannan and
Kinross. He is the son of the late Admiral Sir

C. Adam, 'K.C.B ; was educated at Rugby and
Trinity College, Cambridge (B.A., 1847); was
called to the Bar at the Inner Temple in 1350

;

was elected M.P. for C ackmannan and Kinross in

1859 ; appointed a Lord of the Treasury in

18l>5-(), and reappointed to the same office in 1868.

Waste op Gas —A correspondent writes to

Athemrjwi :
—'-The fact that our street lamps

are burning till past four in the morning at this

season affords tolerably conclusive evidence of a

wasteful consumption of gas throughout the year,

and. therefore, of an unjustifiable expenditure

on tho part of the public. There can be no

reason why London should not be parcelled out

into so many districts with a gas main in each,

which could be turned off at daybreak, and thus

extinguish simultaneously the lamps. We must
not, however, look to tho gas companies for so

needful a reform. As primarily concerned, the

ratepayers of tho metropolis should take tho

matter in hand, and compel the Metropolitan

Board to bring pressure to bear on tho gas com-
panies."

—^
The fund which is being raised by the Corps of

Royal Engineers for a memorial to the late Sir

John Burgoyne has reached £18,000.

CHIPS.

A puhUc meeting was held at High Wycombe on
the 6th inst., in order to promote the restoration of

the parish church. Resolutions were passed to

make every effort to raise the necessary funds and
to appoint a committee to carry out the work. The
estimate of Mr. Street for the complete restoration

is £10.290.

It has been proposed to erect in Holy Trinity
Church, Ryde, to the memory of the late Bishop
WUberforce, choir stalls, and, if possible, a new
pulpit. It is also proposed to erect a handsome spire

to the church at Svvanmore, as a memorial to

the bishop.

It is stated that the Liverpool Corporation
Autumn Exhibition of Pictures will be opened to
the public on Monday, the 1st of September ; and
that, instead of the private view usually held the
Saturday previous, it is the intention of the com-
mittee to hold a grand conversazione on Saturday
evening, August 30.

Mr. George Smith, of the British Museum, says,

from his late explorations, he is satisfied that the
Assyrian p,alaces had windows or openings in the
wall for light, and that they were not, as some sup-
pose, solely lighted from the roof. Frames of some
of these windows were found in one of the palaces.

They were long, with circular tops and bottoms,
and appear, from their present positions, to have
been placed high in the walls above the sculptured
slabs.

Mr. Ayrton states that the specifications and
minute details of the New Law Courts are being
settled, .aud in two or three weeks he hopes to be
in a position to offer the contract to thetendererfor
execution.

Mr. Rendel, C.E., of London, has, by instruction

of the Public Loan Commissioners, visited the town
of Berwick for the purpose of surveying the har-

bour and the proposed site for the new dock.

On the 6th inst. the memorial stones of a new
Wesle.yan chapel and schoolroom were Laid at Hill-

morton. The builder is Mr. R uhbone. and the plans

have been prepared by Mr. Enoch Underwood and
Mr. Tom Walton.
On Saturday afternoon the corner-stones of a

new Wesleyan Methodist Sunday school were laid

at Hebdea Bridge. The new building is to com-
prise one large room, captble of accommodating
from SOU to 600 scholars, with numerous class and
other rooms underneath, and in two wings. It will

be situate near the chapel, aud the total cost, in-

cluding the price of the land, will be about
£2..500.

Some idea of the value of business property in

London may be gleaned from the following state-

ment :—Of a block of handsome offices just erected

in LeadenhaU-street, the ground-floor of the back
block—simply a room under 50 feet by 40—lets for

1,000 guineas a year, on a 21 years' lease, and all

the other rooms in proportion.

Steps are about to be taken with a view to

remedy inconveniences caused by the deficient

width of Hunslet Lane and Huuslet Road, Leeds.

With the better accommodation afforded by the

new Leeds Bridge, and the space required for tram-
way purposes, it is felt that an improvement in

these important thoroughfares is much needed, and
should be provided without further delay. Two
plans have accordingly been prepared at the in-

stance of the Purchase of Property Committee. One
of them will secure a width of 45 feet, at an
estimated cost of £15,100, and the other offers 50

feet at a cost of £20,000.

The French Minister of Public Works has ad-

dressed a letter to the Prefect of the Department
of the Pas de Calais ordering a special commission
to inquire into the practicability of making at

Boulogne a new deep-water harboitr, which shaU
be accessible at all hours.

With the view of protecting S. Paul's Cathedral

from lightning, Mr. Faulkner, of Manchester, has,

by the direction of the Dean and Chapter, just

completed and fitted to the buUdmg a system of

lightning conductors.

"The Joiners' Company (being also carvers and
ceilers) purpose giving prizes for drawings of

building construction, wood-carving, and designs

for ceilings, to be competed for by students at the

several schools of art, colleges, i-c.

The foundation-stone of a ne w Primitive Method-
ist Chapel and Schoolrooms was laid on the Sth

inst. The chapel is to be erected from designs by
Mr. Wright, architect, of Hull. The contractors

will be Gage, bricklayer ; Dickinson, joiner ; and
Hickson, stonemason.
The death is announced of the Italian sculptor

Rinaldo Rinaldi, who died on the 28th of last

month, at the ripe old age of 80 years. Rinaldi is

said to be the last survivor of the many sculptors

of talent to whom that great sculptor Canova ex-

tended with open hands instruction, assistance, and
encouragement.
The foundation-stone of a new Baptist chapel

was laid at Folkestone on the 7th inst. The building

is situate in Rendezvous-street, on the site of the

old chapel, and will cost about £5,000. Messrs.

Brookes and Slade are the builders.
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THE TIMBER. TRADE.
It 's a Ecrious matter for builders to contem-
plate, to be told by the circular issued by the loading

firai in the timber trade, and whose word is beyond
all suspicion, that the value of Swedish deals is

firmly eslabli^hed, and the prices of common battens
are a degree higher. Again we read that "flooring
and prepared batten boards are being sustained at
proportionate rates." Taking the items as they occur,
the following is the abridged result :

—

DiNZiG AND Memel TIMBER.—Exceptionally high
for this market.
Swedish Timber and Square Balks.—" There

is so small a supply that better prices may be looked
for," but this price being 60s. to G58. at present sufli-

ciently shows that the market cannot bear much
further advance. When it is stated that " extreme
prices have been made in sales of Quebec piue deals,"

we know what is meant. It means to builders, almost
a prohibitory price, and there is sound judgment in

stating " that the high freight and difficulty of secur-

ing tonnage for second voyages will curtail the
Autumn supply so far as Quebec goes," The trade
with Canada seems beyund our means, and yet we
cannot afford to let their pine and spruce go to other
markets if we can avoid it. The square timber from
Canada has but little demand. The high price of
Baltic oak still maintains itself, but much of the
stock is of last year's import, which does not show a
very great demand, aad it is difficult to understand
why £8. 10s. should be quoted as the extreme price

for Memel crown ; £5. 10s. being the minimum.
Unfortunately, few persons consider tue great ex-

penses to which a builder who does his business in a
consciencious way is put. In the first pla.ec, he has to
pay an enoimously advanced price for his wood, and
if he buys by auction, must take lengths he does not
want, to secure those he does want, or go to other
places and pay extra for having a selection. Then
there is the carriage to provide for, and three or four
miles in London does not appear much on paper, but
when it comes to paying the carter's bill, it really
seems, and is, serisus. Who knows, except a builder,
what interest of money is expended in seasoning
timber and deals, and the various items of expendi-
ture incurred before the wood can be delivered at the
place of his contract ? Does he require wide pine
deals?—he has to pay, according to the last return,
£37. 10s. for them, or nearly D^-d. per foot for llin.

(£27. 15s. literally). Add all expenses, and how much
profit goes into the pocket-of the builder, with wages
at 9d., would be a curious matter to know—that is,

if he gives fair honest work, as he has a right to claim
that the great majority of builders do. It is to be
hoped, and may be reasonably expected, that the era
of extravagant prices will not last very long. It is

not likely that they will subside iuto the old groove,
but still they will probably be more reasonable next
year at least, or we might as well bo in the old times
of high duties, bond yards, and all the expensive and
annoying system of times almost forgotten. But with
a duty-free import, in spite of many obstacles, cheaper
goods may be looked for before long. During the
month of July we received about 70 cargoes of wood
at London from Sweden, and 40 from Russia and
Finland, but the supply of hewn timber has been
moderate. From Canada we received 26 large cargoes,
and the present busy condition of the dock quays,
owing to large ai-rivals, makes it to be hoped that,
attracted by high prices, the foreign houses are in-

creasing their exports. If this is the case, we may
look for the usual reaction, or at all events, more
favourable terms to the builders.

Prices of timber and deals duriug the past week :

Per li'O 12ft. H x llin.

£ s. d. .« s. d.

Archangel best yellow . 11 10 to 15 10

., seconds „ . 12 ., 13

Petersburg best „ . 12 10 (1 „ u 10
Wjburg „ „ . . 11 10 „ 13
EJorueborg „ „ 31n. . 12 5 (1 ,1

13 10

„ l^in.

.

11 10 " ,> 11 16

„ „ .. lin. . 11 10

„ „ -white Sin. 11 „ 12 10

„ Uin. 10 10

„ lin. 10
Sunnas 1st and 2nd yellow . 12 £ „ 14 10

„ third 11 10 „ 13 6

„ fourth ,, 11 .T ., 12

., third white 10 1.5

D.lnzig yellow 11 1.3 ,, 13
Uclle 1st i: 2ud yellow . LT 15 „ 15

„ 2* & 21n. 12 e „ 12 10

,, third 1.1 „ U S

„ fourth „ 11 ,5

,, l8t & 2nd white . 12 o
ritch pine pl.iuks . 13 >. U 5
Quebec best Hoated pluo 22 „ 23 5

„ Becond „ 15 „ IG
„ third 11 „ 11

„ best bright pine 2:i >. 27 5

„ second „ IC ,. 17

„ third 12 , 12
Sundswall third yellow, 21u. 11 15

fourth 10 10
Soderham 1st and 2nd yellow

battens . . . . 13 5

£ s.

11 15

14 5

,« s. d.

12Soderham 1st & 2nd yel. bds.

„ third „ 4in.

> „ 2Jin.

,, bds.

„ 1st and 2nd white
third

Saguenay, best bright pine .

Per 120 12 ft. 3 by !)in

New Brunswick unsorted
spruce . . . . IS 5

Kew Brunswiclc unsorted
spi-uce ends . . . 16

Per customary square.
Oin. Sin. T.Jin, "in. 6Jin. 6Jin. Gjin. CIn

12
10
12
11

21

5 6

5

5

13 6

11 10

12 15

12

23 15

19 10

11

13

12

10

10

13

10
10

10
7

11

10

15

13

13

11

7

10
10

140ft. 160ft. 170ft. ISOft. 185ft. 190ft. 195ft. 200ft.

6|in. 5jln. Sj-in. Sin.

210ft. 220ft. 230ft. 240ft.
Best quality.

Frederickstad yellow, lin. by Bin. .

„ „ lin. by 6iin. .

>» 1, Sin. by 6.iin. .

,) ,, lin. by 5in. .

„ whitewood, lin. bysin to7.
Drammen yellow, lin. by 6jin. .

,, whitewood, ^in. by 5in. .

„ yellow, G. T. & B. Jin. by GJin.
Fredrickstad yel. „ Jin. by Gjin.

,. ^hite ,, gin. by GMn.
., „ „ iin. by 6Mn.

.

Sundswall „ ,, l^in. by Gin.

„ „ „ §in. by 7in.

1st and 2nd quality,
Frederickstad yellow, 1 Jin. by 7iu. .

,, white
.,

,. >, Ijin. by Gjin.

„ GT & B, lin. by Tin.

Sandswall ,, ,, |in. by 7ia.

Second quality.
Frederickstad yel. lin. by Gin. & 7iu.

„ ,, lin. by 6|in.

,, white, lin. by Sin. to 7in.

Third quality.
Fredcricksead white, lin. by Gin. and
6Mn

Per 50 cubic feet.

£ s

Stettin fir . . .

Swedi:;h

,, small
Large yellow pine
Waueyboard ,, .

Pitch pine
Quebec oak .

Rock elm
Ash (large) ,

,, (ordinary)

Teak ....
British Guiana Grecnheart . 8

Austr.alian Ironbark . . S 10

Norway spars . . . 2 10
Oregon pine masts . .90
Kaurie , 5

Per 18 feet Cube.
Danzig Crown

14 10
10

Memel and
wainscot

Riga crown
Dutch)

,, brack
(English and

4 15

3 15

Dutch logs

Per foot cube.

5

Per cubic fathom.
Petersburg lathwood . .9 15

Other sorts . . . . 8 10

Per mllle of pipe.

Memel crown pipe . . 250

„ brack . . . 225
Stettin, Danzig, &c. . . 200

Per foot superliclal—Cargo average.
Honduras Mahogany
Mexican „
Tobasco ,,

C uba „
S. Domingo „

„ ,, (curls)

Italian w.alnut

Black Sea ,,

Quebec

means that the carriage over sea would b? the chief
Item of e.vpensc. Would it not be wortii a trifle estra
to have your public buildings made of .-iucb materials
instead of the present sham of stucco ?

"

At Sydney, the last quotations for labour are, with
board and lodging, or hut-room .and rations per annum,
carpenters, wheelwrights, and blacksmiths £50 to £80,
rough carpenters £40 to £G0. BIack.smiths, wheel-
wrights, and carpenters are much In request.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
Hambutig.—The locked-nut building operatives at

Hamburg have received the gift of £1,000 from the
working men in the English coal districts, and have,
on the strength of that support, refused to resume
work.

Staltbridge.—The stonemasons' strike at Staly-
bridge has been settled, and on Monday morning the
men resumed work. It has been arranged that no re-
ference shall be made either to hour or day work in
the rules ; but that the matter shall be left open for
individual arrangement. The men will now receive
33s. for a week of 494 hours.

Per ton.

Rio Rosewood
Bahia „

£. .«'. d.

15

13 18

ASHTON & GREE^,
Slaie, Iron, anrt Marble Merchants, and Quarry Agents.—Uoofing:

Sla-tce—Banjor, Blue, Red, or Grccu, Bhio Portmadoc and Whitlntui
AbboT Green, the New " Pcrmareat" Green \ weight the same ;i£

Bangor, and uniformity of cleavm'o fqnali.
Prices on Whnrf in London.

24 by 12 22 by 12 20 by 10 18 by 10
37"s. 6d. 332s. 6d. 257r. 6d. 2l5g.

16 by 10 16 by 8 U by 10 U by 8
192b. Gd. 1458. 170s 1176. 6cl.

Per m of 1,200 Slatea. Marble and Enamelled Slate Chimney
Pieces, loEcription Tablets, kc. Stoves, Rangen, and Builders'
Ironmongery, A. k Q.'e Special Red Ridge Tilet. Large Show of
all Goods at 14 and 15, Bury-Btreet, S. Mary Aie, London. E.C.
Drawings and Prices upon application, accompanying trad? card.

IBbT 9

192s, 6d.

12 by 8
67fi. Sd.

- TENDERS.

u

()

D

Bark.—At auction recently held, a small part of
138 serons of Calisaya, sold at—middling to good flat

at 2s. lOd. to 3s. 9d. Bold picked quill were bought
in at 5s. 6d. Of 1,981 serons soft Columbian, about
300 serons changed hands, middling to tine la. 2d. to
2s. 9d. ; 63 serons fair hard Pitays were bought in at
Is. 6d. per lb.

Canes.—Partridge 61 bales have been bought in at
2{d eacb. Penang rattans sold at 4s. Id. to 6s. 6d.

per 100 canes.

A correspondent, writing from Collingwood Xelson,
to the Australasian, says "In the range of hills

opposite wliere 1 write this, and about three miles
distant, there Is a formation of superior marble, Ine.v-

haustibic in quantity. Tiie whole of it may be said to
be within a mile and a half of the place of shipment,
but great quantities might bo at once tumbled into

ighters In sheltered water and taken away. That

Blackfriars. or the erection of new premises.
Bridge-street. BUckfrL-irs. for Messrs. Braham .'ind Wells.
Mr. Kiohard Roberts, architect. Quantities sui'plied.

Crabb £10,44il

King and Son li>,090

Brass 10.IJ87

Mark 10,018

Browne and Robinson 9,931

Perry and Co 9.780

Newman and Maun 9,696

Morter 9,1120

Colls and Sons 9,570

Halt 9,533

BotiHToN, Dorset—For Vicarage House and offices.

Mr. James Soppitt, architect.

Fartiiing (accepted) £1,400

Bai.tTO.v.—For ailditions to Raleigh Hall, for Mr

.

Alex. Me.\rthur. Mr. J. Pogertv, architect.

Candler £854
Ennor 807
Dunsmore and Knight 765
Bowyer and Sons 570
Andrew 743 10

Canni.ng Tow.s.-For Methodist Free Church and
Schoil. Mr. F. Boreham, aichitect.

aorlock £2,0.13

Ennor 2,033

Palmer 1,990
Catley 1,680
Pavitt (accepted) 1,650

CATERHAM.—For detached residence in Hanston
Valley, Caterh;im. Surrey. QuanLities supplied by .Mr.

Frederick Sparrow.
Bridgman, Muthall. and West £1,838
Ward 1.695

Jarrett 1,650

East Knotle, Wilts.—For additions. Ac, to house
and homestead Leigh Farm, tor Mr. V. F. Benett Stanford

.

Mr. James soppitt, architect.

OoonieandHiscock £1,800

Dod'ngton and Farthing l,5i;t 10 G

Lever 1,495

Miles 1,4<!5 O.U
Howell and Eicketts (accepted) 1,330

EsSE.v.—For Methodist Free Charoh and School, Grays.

Mr. F. Burciam, architect.

Thompson (accepted) £625

HEREFonDSHiRE.—For new Board Schools for Marden.
Messrs. Haddon Bros., architects.

Jones anu AUen £2,224
Bowers 2,142

Welsh and Son 2,110 6

Hudson 1.796

Lewis 1.772

Day 1,772

Evans 1,478

Herefordshire. —For a pair of Model Cottages ut

Cobrey Park, near Ross, tor Miss Stokes. Messrs. Haddoa
Bros., architects.

Stone B.os £398
Bennett 370

Parry 365

GUes 340
Giifflths 325

HUNTl.sonONSUlRS.—For additions to school and
master's house at SpaldivicU, from plans by Mr. John
Ladds, architect, 4, Chapel-street, London, W.C.

Cade £458
Lord (accepted) 430

Kent.—To finish manaion at Orpington. Mr. Baniater

Fletcher, architect.

Baye, and Biimago £.'!,093

Bridgman, Nathall, and West 2.'J^~9

Blauford aud Jones 2,281 8 2

LoNDO.N.—For additional story to two warehouses,

Citv, E.C. Mr. Herbert Ford, architect.

'blow £530
Crabb 5US
Bostle (accepted) 428
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NATIONAL COMPETITION OF SCHOOLS
OF ART.

QOUTH KENSINGTON again exhibits the

^J annual outcome of the kibom-s of the

British schoolmaster at home. Though the

collection seems scarcely up to the average,

and is very badly placed, it contains many
excellent examples of the skill of the students

of the art schools in drawing, modeling, and
design. If we are not much mistaken, these

schools were originally intended to be schools

of design in the EugUsh, rather than the

French sense. It is quite certain that they do

not turn out artists, and their influence upon

art manufactures, their true raison-cretre, is

not so great as many suppose. There is a

precious deal too much copying, and a great

deal too little study from nature. In short,

the schools are little more than mere drawing-
schools. The majority of the students can

never get their bread as painters or sculptors,

but there is a wide tield open for designers in

a hundred diii'erent branches of industrj', and
a good, and, above all, an entirely original

design is neither common nor ill-paid for.

To what end the multiplication of copies in

chalk, pencil, sepia, and clay, of Venuses,

Apollos, Ajaxes, and what not, ad nauseam ? For
practical purposes a few original designs in

applied art were worth the whole of them.

We would by no means discourage the study

of the human figure, for many hold that he

who is master of that can draw anything,

which we take to mean—that is so very diffi-

cult that, once mastered, all other drawing is

comparatively easy. This plea, by the way,
by no means touches the question of design.

The examiners of this year are C. W.
Cope, K.A., R. Redgrave, R.A., F. R.
PickersgiU, R.A., J. C. Horsley, R.A., Owen
Jones, and Mr. Bowler. Medals in abundance
were awarded—10 gold, 25 silver, and 60
bronze, besides a mj-sterious recognition of

merit in the shape of a label, on which the

words "third grade" are printed. It is

difficult to classify a collection of drawings
in chalk, sepia, water-colour, and oil, added
to a fair amount of modeling, when it is dis-

posed, or rather scattered, at random. There
are no numbers to the subjects ; incongruous

things are in juxtaposition, and many works
of merit are placed in an ill-lighted passage

barely three feet wide. In this passage is

stowed away a design for an iron gate, little,

if at all, inferior to that rewarded with the

gold medal. Cleaih", iron gates are beyond
the powers of the R.A.'s. It is not even
labeled "third grade." It is by Henry
Hodkinson, aged 17, metal-worker. To begin

with the gold medalists. The modelers
appear to advantage, and a statuette of Moses
breaking the tables of the Law is a spirited

piece of modeling, by W. Stevenson, Edin-
burgh, carver, and well merits the gold
medal. Great things may be looked for from
Mr. Stevenson. The Plasterers' Company have,

as usual, given several prizes, one of which,
with the medal, falls to W. Marshall,

student, adnlt, for a spandrel, original and
bold without a trace of eoars-ness —the rock
which has latterly been fatal to many a pro-

mising modeler, many of whom seem to think
no force or effect is given unless a head, an
animal, a scroll, or the like in ceiling or panel
seems to be standing out as though it were
like to fall down on one's head. It was not
so with the modelers of Queen Anne's time,

—those delicate trowelers. There is plaster-

work in London of the latter part of the

eighteenth century such as old Rome never
saw. Another gold medal is given to R. Q.

Lane, Belfast, for a very fair design for iron

entrance-gates; Jos. Holgate, 19, Halifax,

gold medal for a design for a patent Axminster

carpet. For a tyro—as a youth of 19 must

be—this design is very creditable, though a

triile too dark in tone. " StQl Life," Miss

Wood, Manchester, is well painted, and Miss

Wood is only 16. More " StiU Life," by

Miss A. S. Robinson, also of Manchester, is

very creditable. Many worse water-coloui'

drawings hang every year on the walls of the

Academy, and fetch long prices besides. As

much may be said for its neighbour, by Miss

Julia Robinson, which receives the bronze

medal. W. Wilson, 21, student, South Ken-

sington, has a very good design, though some-

thing too delicate in parts, f^r a necklace and

pendant in the true Cinque-cento spirit. Owen
Gibbons, decorator, in addition to the gold medal,

gets the prize, £50, given by the Goldsmiths'

Company for a centre-piece and tazza. There

are, or ought to be, two more gold medalists,

but owing to the random distribution, it

would be absurd to say arrangement, we did

not see them. The works of the silver

medalists are not supposed to be so interesting

as those of the ten more fortunate competi-

tors, but many of them are of great merit,

notably some camellias, by J. H. Henshall,

student, aged 16 ;
" Still Life," by Miss A. M.

Dickinson, Sheffield—no age given. Now,

this may be very natural, and perhaps ladies

seldom givethe exactnumber of their summers,

but in judging of the respective merits of a

group of competitors in the regions of art, it

makes all the difference whether the work is

that of a ten j-ears student or a girl in her

teens. There "are some beautifully-painted

pomegranates, by Mrs. Eassie, Gloucester.

Some good still life, by W. Wilson, South

Kensington, and some shells, &o., by Miss

Hastings, Manchester. There are also some

good designs for lace from Nottingham, where

the Mayor gives a prize. Alfred Antony,

Nottingham, obtains the silver medal for a

design for applied art in the form of wall-

decoration, and Alfred Antony is only 16.

T. Meldrum, of the same town, aged 17, is

similarly fortunate in the same line.

In jewels W. Wilson has copied very

faithfully in water-colours the beautiful

Cinque-cento jewels belonging to Lady
Mounteharles, which were so much ad-

mired when on view with others in one of the

picture-galleries. It is, however, very doubtful

whether a mere accurate representation of a

set of jewels should be rewarded by the

National Silver Medal. Hundreds of itinerant

professors will depict a pencil, pen, penny-

piece, or other familiar object with marvellous

fidelity, oftentimes for the guerdon of a pot of

beer ; but the South Kensington student

should aim at sometliing higher than mere

skiU in copying. C. E. Wilson, 16, Sheffield,

has some wonderfully executed reduced copies

of sculpture and carving in sepia. E. Gibson,

of Dublin, has a sharp clean bas-relief of an

old lady's head.

The bronze medalists are of course more
numerous than the preceding, and we cannot

help thinking that with 60 prizes at their dis-

posal, the examiners might have distributed a

little better than thej- have. Miss Mary
Carter, for a piece of still life in oil, is deser-

vedly rewarded. George Sheldon, 21, takes the

Mayor of Nottingham's prize, as well as the

medal for a lace cape. This and several other

very good things are placed in an ill-lighted

passage scarcely three feet wide, where may
also be seen a very well drawn Venus of Miio,

by Miss Emily Robinson, rewarded with the

label," third grade prize," as is its neighbour, a

Discobolus which is wretchedlj' done. In the

first room i.s a bit of stiU life—the conven-

tional thing no doubt, but very well done by
Miss EUen Gilmour, Sheffield

;
prize consisting

of books. Still life from nature, T. Seddon

and Tyrer—bronze medal. Some capital ducks,

Isabella Hill—books. Paul Looek, Still Life

—books. This is really a vtry good painting
;

indeed the specimens of still life are through-

out much above what might be expected of

mere students. The modeling of a Venus of

Milo, by W. C. Wilson, is as deservedly re-

war.led by the silver medal as the Antinous is

by the gold. The few architectural drawings

are very bad, and one in particular, York

Stairs, by one who is trying to qualify him-

self for an art trainer, is beneatli criticism,

yet it has honourable mention. There are

some pretty designs for the backs of cards,

book covers, a fan or two of no great merit,

and a lot of chalk heads in the corridor ; but

they are, with few exceptions, of no great in-

terest, except perhaps a Venus of MQo, by a

photographic artist of 19. There are many
deserving works which we must perforce

leave unnoticed. The exhibition is of high

interest, and wLU well repay a visit.

COMPETITION DESIGNS FOR THE NEW
UNITARIAN CHURCH, HIGH PAVE-
MENT, NOTTINGHAM.

THIS appears to us one of the fairest and

best conducted competitions that has

come under our notice. Instructions were

issued to competitors in May last for a church

to cost £10,000, to contain 1,000 sittings.

The church to be Gothic, with tower and

spire. The best design was to be adopted,

and premiums of £75, £50, and £25, to be

awarded to the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th designs.

The committee engaged to obtain the services

of an eminent architect from a distance to

assist them in their decision. We are glad to

find that the committee, who seem to have

endeavoured throughout to act in a spirit of

fairness and liberality, have met with a

hearty response to their invitation. No less

than eighty-one designs have been sent in, in

many of which there is evidence of much
ability and labour. It will be impossible for

us to comment on all these designs, but a few

remarks on some of them may be interesting

to our readers. We may mention that the

umpire appointed was Mr. T. H. Wyatt.

The site for the new church is peculiar ; it

is rather contracted, and has a frontage to-

wards High Pavement, part of which, however,

the committee fear, will have to be taken up

with some subsidiary buildings they are

obliged to provide, on legal grounds. The

other sides are (juite hidden from view, so that

the interior and tower and spire seem the ordy

parts on which to bestow architectural effect.

It seems to hcve been a great difficulty

with the competitors to provide the requisite

accommodation without galleries, which are,

by the instructions, to be avoided if pos-

sible.

ADOPTED DESIGIf.

The adopted design is by " Nulla Vestigia

Iletrorsum " (Mr. Stuart Colman, of Bristol).

It is cruciform in plan, with nave, aisles, arid

transepts, and tower in the centre of the main

front. The minister's vestry, &o., is on the east,

and the choir vestry on the west of the chancel

;

and over the latter is the organ-chamber.

A passage-way, 4ft. wide at the narrowest

part, is left on the east side of the church. It

was a matter of surprise to us at first how the

author had introduced the whole number of

sittings with smdi apparent ease, and even

carried the front wall several feet further

back in the ground than required by the in-

structions. This is explained by the com-

pactness and shallowness of the chancel from

north to south, and also that the sittings have

in some cases only ISin. allotted to each

person—scarcely enough. The design of the

church is siuqile and good, in Geometrical

English Gothic, with, however, a French

character about the tower, which might, per-

haps, be heightened with advantage. The

aisles have gable roofs, thus giving greater

height to the clerestory windows, with gables

towards High Pavement on either side of the

tower. The large seven-light window in the

south wall of chancel, as well as the one

opposite the organ-chamber, appear to us too
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large, as they will expose the congrcfjation to

the full glare of the south sun ; but this could

'be easily remedi>jd. We, liowever, congratu-

late the'author on having produced a tasteful

and chaste design and a compact and well-

studied plan.

Seoos-d Prize—" IJnitt." Messes. E. W.
KoBiNs AND G. F. Roper, of London.

In plan this is not unlilce the last, hut the

vestries are placed one overtLe other, and the

tower is on one side of the front. This latter

is of Early French character, with spire and

linials somewhat higher than the one in the

fii-st design. There is also a nartliex or

entrance lobby to protect the principal

entrances. The roof forms a barrel-vault of

wood ; the clerestory windows are lofty and of

good design ; indeed, exteriorly, there seems

more care bestowed upon them and the side

elevations generally than was necessary, as

they are so completely hidden by the surround-

ing buildings. The author has found it neces-

sary to introduce a north gallery.

TnmD Peize—"NisiDoiirNtrs." Mn. George
Ogden, of Bradford.

Here the east wall follows boldly to the

sloping boundary of the ground, thus increas-

ing the area of the church apparently to the

maximum limit. Still it was found necessary

to introduce a north gallery to provide suffi-

cient accommodation. There is a narthex

and tower on one side as the last, and the

arrangement of vestries is somewhat simQar
to the adopted design.

IbTTETH PhIZE —"I AsPIRE," 10, ClIESTER-

PLACE, HYDE-rASK-SQrARE, LONDON.

This would be a very elaborate and costly

biiUding in the Geometrical st}"le : we should

fear it could not be done for the money, but

iti has some very good design in it. The
author does not appear to have kept to the

instructions with regard to preserving 8ft.

clear next to Mr. Wright's property.

Some of the competitors, with more or less

success, have based their design on an octa-

gonal disposition for the main part of the

church, an arrangement which the ground
"vsery much favours. Perhaps the best of these

:a that by " Octagon," which is illustrated by
;!, very carefully-prepared set of drawings

;

the plan is an octagon set in a parallelogram,

with projecting transepts ; the principal eleva-

tion has a lofty tower in the centre more
thin 200ft. high, with thi-ee entrances below.

There is no interior view, but the sections

show the effect very well ; the chief feature

being the octagon with large traceried win-
dows in the sides. AVe doubt if this design

could be carried out for the sum allowed.

The designs by "HOT" and "Area" are on the

Sameprinciplc, but not quite so well carried out.

There are several most excelleut designs

with galleries, which seem to have been
thrown out on that account, as the Committee
were very decided in their desire to have aU,

or nearly all, the accommodation on the

gro'und-floor. Among these wo may mention
that by ' Unitas" as being one of the best.

The plan forms a parallelogram, which in-

cludes transepts, and vestry and organ-
ohamber ou each side of the chancel. There
are galltries at the north end and parr of both
sides ; these are supported by tolerably mas-
sive columns, above which are other columns
supporting the roof, and the whole has a very
pleasing ttreet, as shown in the interior. The
tower, following the general rule, occupies the
centre of the faeade. It is simple in cha-
racter, of an Early French type. The spire

eppears, perhaps, a little too small for the

tower, and this defect woidd be even more
apparent when seen from the angle. This
exterior pei'spective is very good as a drawing.

"Apex."—In this the galleries are made
more important even than in the last ; in fact,

the congregation is equally dividrd, with
about 500 in the galleries" and oOO in the

5;round-lloor. There is a great appearance of

waste about the ground-plan—too much room
being taken up with lobbies and approaches

;

but it is an eftective and bold design. The
church is very lofty—having two rows of

windows in the aisles, one above and one

below the gallery ; and the nave is consider-

ably higher than the aisles. The interior is

very mucli like others described before, with
high tower in the centre of the front. The
geometrical drawings are verv well done

—

better than the views.

Cross in Circle.—There is a great deal

of ability exhibited in this design, but
it is too unlike the churches usually

built in England to have had much
chance of success. Externally the subsidiary

buildings are introduced as part of the design.

The I'ront has a large gable, flanked by two
octagonal massive pinnacles, with buttresses,

and a rose window between ; beneath is a

wide and deeply-moulded doorway. Behind
is seen the massive square tower, placed at the

junction of transepts and nave, which is

crowned with a low spire, and pinnacles

which are squat, and the least pleasing part

of the composition. The whole is, however,

piquant and clever, but very un-English in

api)earancc. Part seems to take us to France,

and part to Holland. In the interior, the

chief feature is the lantern under the tower,

which is very lofty and well-designed. The
nave itself is 7'2ft. high to the crown of the

wooden barrel-vault ; the clerestory windows
are lofty, and there is also a triforium. A
tower at the junction of nave and transepts,

as described in the last, forms the key-note to

several other designs, in which the tower is

generally of such dimensions, and the whole
character of some of them is so cathedral-like,

that it seems pretty clear that they could not

be executed for the sxim allowed. A peculiar

and good feature about this competition is,

that the successful designs, with one excep-
tion, have the appearance of being amongst
the least costly in the room.
Among those with central towers we may

mention that by " Quis," illustrated by a very

careful set of drawings. The full accommo-
dation is oidy provided here by the addition

of a chilch'en's gallery for 130. The interior

has a barrel-vault, and lofty arches under the

tower, and high clerestory endows. The
transepts are on each side of the chancel.
" Suitability." This is another capital design

with a central tower ; but unless we are very
mucli mistaken, we have seen it before at

Bexley Heath, andean refer our readers to the

illustration of it in the BriLDiXG News on
the occasion of the comjietition for that

church. " Evocatus Paratus" is another ela-

borate design with central tower of English

character, enriched and very lofty. The
author also shows an alternative plan for

bringing the tower to the street, and we very
much wonder that more of the competitors

have not made the same suggestion.

"I Fight to Win." This is a design in

Perpendicular, with a lofty spire. The idea

seems to be to make a new church like one of

our old Lincolnshire and Nottingham ones as

it appears after the alterations of generations.

This gives a crude and ill-digested look to the

plan and sections, especially the latter.

" Excalibur." Here is another lofty spire,

after the type of those noble ones with which
the counties bordering on Nottinghamshire

abound. It is unquestionably one of the linest

spires in the room, and so lofty as to be almost

too much of a good thing, considering the

sum to be expended.
We do not observe many designs in this

competition in the bizarre and muscidar style

of some modern architects, but there is one

by "White Cross" which has a leaning in

this direction. A large apse is thrown out

towards High Pavement, flanked by two square

towers, and there is also a tower at the chancel

end. " Unitj' " (one of the numerous designs

under this motto) : A large square room, with

a low-pitched, open-timbered roof, will not

pass muster now a days as a church ;

" Laboiir Deserves Merit" {sic): A wild

assemblage of apartments scattered about
without order is not a plan. " Robin Ilood "

:

It is not advisable to accompany a set of com-
petition drawings with full-size details, espe-

cially when they are bad. " Truth "
: When

the instructions say distinctly the drawings
are not to be coloured in ani/ waii, it is not
advisable to colour a plan like the page of a

pattern book of encaustic tiles.

COMPENSATIONS.—V.
WILL this week mention another cause of

injury for which a clause may be sus-

tained, which space forbade my introducing

last week, and will then consider certain

sources of damagi^ for which it has been held

that claims will not lie.

Diminution of light caused by railway
works forms a claim. It cannot be pleaded
that the works being sanctioned by Act of

Parliament, though under ordinary circum-
stances a claim would lie, the Act bars it.

Here is a point worth remembering, as it is one
that will often arise. One side will contend
that where it can be shown the sileable value is

not diminished, the claim for admitted injury of

light will not lie. It would at first appear fair

that it should not, if the house will fetch as

much, though injured in light. What compen-
sation, it may fairly be asked, can be claimed in

money. Tet the law is that as the injury is to

the land, and not merely to the business carried

OQ thereon, compensation \vill lie.

Having now completed my remarks upon
injuries for which claims may be sustained, I

propose giving the essence of them in tabular

form for more convenient reference by my
readers.

TABLE V.

Shoicing u-hat Claims can be s^istained.

Where ground sufficient to support action

against individual.

„ work negligently done.

,, rate of insurance raised.

„ stream cut ofE.

,, access to ferry interrupted.

„ tolls fall off through disuse of tow-
path.

„ road lowered.

., access to property ©ut off.

,, light injured.

., road narrowed.
drainage prevented.

., inundation caused.

., access to sea cut off.

., goods injured.

„ private road crossjd by railroal on a

level.

Damac/c for tchich no Claims can now be

sustained.—By the most recent decision of the

House of Lords, 7io compensation can be sus-

tained for injunj to the (/oodwill of a business

arisin;/from the temjioranj diversion of traffic

caused by the works of a company.

Deviation and Obstruction ofRoad.—Where,

however, a company created a new road, and

so obstructed the old that their new road be-

came the high road, instead of the former one,

whereby the shops fronting the former high

road were rendered less suitable for shops, it

was held that compensation would lie.

Claims for compensation cannot be siLstained

for iiijtinj caused Inj vibration arising from the

working of a railway after its construction.

Much diversity of opinion existed among the

judges on these points, the preponderance of

opinion being in favour of a claimant's right

on the latter point ; bat on appeal before the

highest tribunal (the House of Lords) the

decision was in favour of the company.
^
It

seems right that it should be so. If Parlia-

i ment give a company the right to make a

! railwav, the right ought to carry the freedom

to properly work it. It must, however, be

borne in mind that this freedom is very
I limited : as I have shown that many injuries

j

consequent on the formation of a railway

' form proper and s\ustainable claims.
^

Where a claim was made and decided, and

afterwards another claim was made for sub-

sidence and vibration, it was held it was too

late. That as it could haTe been discovered

it was likely to accrue, it should have been

included. It ^vas disallowed, iu consequence.
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No Claim where Company pull down iii-

sujficieul Party-wall, such cases beiag viuder

the provisions of the Building Act.

iYo claim where Railway pull down the

Houses in the Neiyhhourhood of a oUiimant's

shop, thereby causing loss of trade.

Vibration.—Noise.—S)nokc.—Let me put

before ray readers a startling statement. It is,

that compensation may be obtained for injury

from all or any of the causes that head this

para;;raph, provided that the injury occur

duriiiy the construction of a railway ; but no

claim eau be sustained for the same injury

when the railway is openedfor public use.

Such is the decision of the House of Lords
;

but I caunot help quoting the dissentient lord

in that decision—that of "Lord Cairns', who said

that " the result will be, although cleur iujuiy

and damage have been sustained, and although a

substantial sum has been awarded by a jury to

the landowner, that sum will not be recovered."

Some may wish to know who cons'ituted the

majority aijaiust Lord Cairns. They were two

only—Lord Chehnsford and Lord Colonsay.

Amenities of Premises.—No claim can be

maintained by reason of persons standint; on

the bank of "a railway and overlooking pre-

mises. It is not considered sufficient injury

to warrant a claim.

Shootiny.—'So claim will lie for injury

hereto. This is a claim we sometimes have to

deal with; and it is well to be able at

once to tell your client that the mere hiring of

such a right does not give such an interest in

the land as will entitle him to compensation.

No rights of light or arr exist over open

land.

No compensation will lie for injury from

temporary hoardiny used in the course of

doing works.

It would appear, however, that it must not be

kept up beyond a reasonable time, or an action

will lie.

It will appear curious to som?, that (»/'('•;/

to water is not always a sustainable claim.

The case deciding this'is one where the owners

of a brewery brought an action for injury of

the water of a public river from which, by

means of pipes at a level below low-water

mark, they had always drawn their supply.

The judgment was to the effect that the use

of the water was common to all, and that,

therefore, the only remedy, if any, was by

iadictment.

This remedy of indictment is very difficult to

enforce, and it is expensive ; therefore, if com-
panies can reduce a claim to this basis of action,

they are successful, because, in a large majority

of cases, there will be no further proceedings

taken against them.

It would appear that no action will lie for

intercepting water, which otherwise would

have percolated tlirough the earth into the

claimant's well.

The result of the several decisions may be

thus summarised : No claim for water in the

earth, but claim for injury where the water is

flowing above ground.

I will here mention a curious case :—A claim

was made for special injury by reason of some

trial crops being taken with tlie land, whereby

the owner was unable to identify such crops

with the seed in bulk; and being unable to

warrant the bulk, the seed was depreciated in

value. The claim for loss was disallowed.

I will now, as in the ease of the sustainable

claims, give an abstract of the foregoing re-

mitrks in the form of a Table :

—
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Whei-e property overlooked from embankment.
Where hired shooting injured.

Where ri^-ht of light or air over open lands

affected.

Where light or air temporarily obstructed by
hoarding.
Where water of public river injured.

Where well-vvater intercepted.

Where trial crops injured.

Having now disposed of the questions of

what do and do not constitute sustainable

claims, I propose to consider the nature of the

property which companies may insist on

taking, and which they may be compelled

to take.

Here a Table wLU bo of use :

—

TABLE VII.

6c taken, and

TABLE VI.

Shoivmg what Ciehns cannot be Sustained.

Where traffic temporarily diverted (claim, how-
ever, for permanent alteration in character of

road).

Where injury from vibration from icorMng of

railway after completion.
AVhere subsidence and vibration after claim

settled.

Where loss through rebuilding defective party-

wall.

Where loss of trade through puUing down
neighijouriug hauees.
Where damage by noise or eme^ie after railway

opened for traffia

Showing wliaf can be taken, and also what
owner can compel to be talien.

All land* within the lines of deviation.

Also the land they may be required to take, on

the ground that they form part of a house or

manufactory.

t

Any laud, though not authorised to be compul-

sorily taken, if parties willing to sell.t

Only land bona fide wanted for the purposes of

the Act.§

If leaseholder's interest purchased, freeholder

can compel company to purchase the fee simple.

Fixtures.

If land sold for a purpose under the com-

pulsory powers, the owner can, after the sale,

and even though he have received the pur-

chase-money, by the operations of the law,

compel the land to be used solely for tint purpose.

(Bostock r. North Statt'ordshire Railway ; Gal-

loway V. Mayor, &c., of London, and other

cases confirni this.) Though this appears to

have little to do with the siirycyor, a few

words will show how pertinent it is.

Say your client has a large estate, and you

sell for him forty acres for a reservoir, and

begin to lot the' rest of the land for large

houses. What a detriment it would be if

pleasure-boats could be let for hire, and re-

gattas held thereon, bringing swarms
^

of

people to your select locality. I imagine few

have a knowledge of the legal power to

restrain.

Much difficulty sometimes occurs -where

only part of the promises are required. The

owner may object to sell part under certain

circumstances. It appears that a part of a

garden cannot be taken without taking the

house—not even a summer-house at end of

garden without taking the entire premises.

The short rule to guide surveyors will be : No
matter however extensive the gardens, if all

connected by a gravel-walk passing through

the dividing walls, "// must be taken. A
tunnel under a building would be taking a

part of it, and therefore the whole must be

purchased if required, the principle being
" Cujus est solum, ejus est usque ad inferos."

Land, however, not connected—even though

necessary to the house—cannot be required to

be taken. I

The Owner can compel the ialiny of Fixtnrcs,

as, for example, the engines, lathes, &o., even

though they are tenants' fixtures, and could

be removed by him during the lease.

Although separated by g, public road, owner

may compel the purchase of property on each

side, provided it can be shown that the

premises really only form one warehouse or

manufactory.
"

It will often happen that a

question will arise thus:—Company having

given notice for a part, and owner wishing to

sell all, shall owner give company notice re-

quiring them to take all? At first sight, you

will say, "Of course." But it is well to re-

member the effect. Notice requiring them to

take the whole releases them from their

" notice to treat," and they may elect not to

take «ny. Another point often arises :—An.
Act is passed; years roll on, and nothing is

done by the company. Your client wants to

know what he is to do. His land was being

built up to, and thus becoming building-land

when the Act was passed ; or even more than

this : it has been not merely built up to, but

also beyond, either because he could afford to

wait to get higher ground-rent, or had not

money to lend (advances to builders, as they

are called) to induce speculators to take his

land. Well, the Bill is passed. Must he

wait quietly till they come to purchase, or

may he go on trying to let ? Mark the result

if he does nothing. The company will eon-

tend it is only grass-land, and therefore

worth little more than agricultural price. If

he endeavours to prove his view by letting the

land for building, the company will say it is

a swindle to make them pay more money,

arranged between the owner and the builders.

Yet see the result (I am not speaking of ima-

ginary oases, but of those iu which I have

been concerned) : He waits quietly doing

nothing, and at the end of four years receives

a notice that application will be made to

Parliament to abandon the line. In this case

he gets no compensation. Knight Bruce, L..J.,

lays it down, and I think it is the generally

accepted doctrine, that a man may do what he

likes with the property until he receives tlie

notice to treat. This seems fair ; the notice

to treat being in the nature of an a 'reement

to purchase. Where the canal, railway, or

other works intersect land' so that they leave

on both sides less than half an acre, owner

may insist on promoters purchasing the same.

This only applies where owners have no land

adjoining the portion left into which it can be

thrown, so as to be conveniently occupied

therewith. The expense of throwing such

piece of land into the adjoining, by removal of

fences and levelling, to be at the expense of

the promoters. It would seem if the expense

of such works exceeds the value of the piece

of land (to be arrived at in the usual wayl the

promoters.can compel the sale. Six months

appears to be the time a company may take

to inquire into notice of claim and the abstract

of title, though it is often longer. Where it

can be obtained, it is wise to make the interest

commence at an early date, thus inducing -.s,

more rapid completion of the matter. The

abandonment of an Act does not preclude

owner from receiving compensation for

temporary occupation, or for any injury or

damage he may have sustained by reason Of

the exercise of the company's powers.

Surplus or Snperjluous Lands are those lands

which have been acquired under the Acts,

and which are not necessary for the pur-

poses thereof. There are special rights of

adjoining owners to become possessed of them.

As the descriptions of what he must :do, aijd

what notice he must serve are lengthy, and

seldom or never come under the surveyor's

notice, I will not trouble my readers there-

with ; they belong more to the province of

the solicitor. The only thing for the surveyor

to remember is that any land sold by him, if

not requirecl for the purposes of the Act, may
be acquired by his client on certain terms.

The price to be" settled by arbitration.
'

B. F.

* The word bind, it must be remi3mbered, exteads tu

messuages, teacmoiits, and hereditaments of any tenure,

imder the Lands Chiuses Act, 1845.

+ It is worthy of note that the sale will not entitle the

purchaser to the mines thereuuder.

J The quantity must not exceed, however, that pre-

seribed in the special -Vet for extraordinary purposes.

§ This is important. Even if land within Iine.s of dovia-

tiuu the owner may refuse to sell if he can show it is niit

vr mted for th.) purposes of the Act. I have a case of this

kind now in hand.

MR. MOODY'S LESSONS AND LECTURER
ON ART.t

THESE are certainly the golden days of

printing and book-making. We write

and print about everything, and art itself bids

fair to leave the work proper to itself, and to

disappear within the leaves of a printed book.

We have here in Mr. Moody's volume on art

another book to swell the long list of books.

f
• Not being in a town or built upon.

Lessons and Lectures on Art ; beingan Introdaction

... „ Practic.d acid Comprehensive Scheme " Kyl'.w.
JIooDT, Instructor in Decorative Art at the South Ken-

sinoton Museum . With Diagrams. Bell and Daldy, i ork-

atreet, Coveu^garden. Ib73.
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The Departmental catalogue of books on Fine

Art, and on subjects immediatel)' related to

Fine Art, is a heavy volume, and it would

certainly take no little time to count even the

Tolumes" it catalogues. This is all essentially

modern, and it doubtless is the result in the

main of a public demand for books, and iov

information on art and architecture, and
painting and sculpture. But it has often and

often struck us, what would have been said by
an old Greek of the days of Phidias and
Pericles, not to speak of the men of Homer's
time before them, had the problem been put

to him—"that, before he could expect, as a

sculptor or a painter, to attain to any excel-

lence or capacity in his special vocation, it

would be necessary to go through a long

course of reading, book-hunting, and lec-

turing about the art that had been before liim,

and about the men who brought it into exist-

ence?" The books being supposed to have
had existence, what would he have said or

done ? Might not a most useful and compre-

hensive volume on art be the result of etigita-

tions on this theme ? ThePhidian Greek had
no books to go to on art ; he had but two
things to learn from, or which could teach

him anything : the art, whatever it might
have been, produced bj- his fatlier and his

grandfather, and the things of external nature,

and the men, the women, and the children

about him. But of books and art treatises,

most assuredly he had none, for they had no
existence, and no man had ever thought of

producing them. "With us moderns all this

and its conseqiient ignorance is changed into

a deluge of knowledge, and this new book is

just another wave of it.

The author says, in a short preface, that

this present book is but the " introduction"

to others that are to follow, on Architecture,

Ornament, and the Human Figure ; so that

there is likely to be but small chance of the

return of the old Greek system of—not books,

but things ; not roach to art, but art itself.

So certain is this, that the author says iu the

very first page (page 1), " I must first remind
the reader that stiiili/ is a discipline which
strengthens our faculties ; " and he tries to

show that the want of this study among our
artists is one of the reasons of the comparative
failure of modern art, and that the consequent
want of intel/ectiial eft'ort is another great

cause of failure in modern ai-t. In short, the

object of this volume, which in cover, paper,

and print, is all that can be hoped for, is to

show that more and more knowledge, and
even learning, and study, and intellectual

eflTort, are needed by the student of art in the

present and the future. What can we say to

it? Everybody will agree with it. The
Royal Academy, the Art Department, the

Schools everywhere, the London School Board,
the Institute of British Architects, all and
every one will agree with the dictum : they
always have done so, and do now swear by it.

But is it quite fair to charge so much to lack

of book knowledge ?

Mr. Moody, in this book, proceeds through
its eight chapters, in various ways, to ineuJ-

cate these leading maxims. In the introduc-

tory chapters he goes through a list of the

requirements, in detail, of the poor and heavy-
laden student of art : Want of definite aim,

want of proper and constant direction, so that

he shall never be left to his owti wilful and
erring W'ays ; self-conceit, that moral failing,

as he explains, common to students of art.

All of these failings are to be referred to the

"ignorance" of the art student, and are

alwavs open before him, as pitfalls, between
which the said student is, if possible, to steer

his ditficult and ]iainful cour.se !

It will be hardly jiossible, and indeed un-
necessary, to go through in detail the contents

of this volume. Sufiice it to say that it

treats on social and physical accidents ; on
modern theories of art ; on education, on the

princi])lcs of ornamental art : on principles of

ornament and elements of ornament ; proper
distribution of ornament ; and on material.

It is obviously only from the book itself that

a comprehensive idea can be got of these con-

tents ; but a few of its shortcomings may be

indicated, and may guide to the understand-

ing of it, as far, indeed, as it can be clearly

understood. It is dull enough in style and
diction, and consequently hard to read ; and,

worse than this, it is full of hard words and
phrases which the author has not defined, so

that the reader is often lost in the eft'ort to

make out what it is that the writer wishes to

inculcate and teach. It is hard enough at

times to follow a man in a difficult and un-
certain subject; but it is tenfold more so when
you do not know what he exactly means by
the words he uses. In art, which is so un-
certain, this is especially provoking ; for if

the terms made use of are not clearly defined,

there can be no end of the confusion and
muddle in which the reader must soon find

himself. If the reader want proof of this,

he need but to turn to page !2S, and in a sheet

of printed matter which the author calls a
" Scale of Art," he will come across a mass

of hard words which, for sheer unintelligibdity,

can hardly have a parallel any where, even in

art. It is sheer gibberish and nothing else.

It is almost a cruelty to print and compel any
believing mortal to learn such as this ; for

being a Departmental book, it is probable

that the students will be compelled to get it

perhaps by heart; and to be examined in it

;

and to try for medals and prizes on the

strength of it! "It presents at one view,"

says the author, " the whole scheme of art."

We can only pity sincerely the poor art

student, and wish for his sake, if not for our

own, that the old pagan days of Homer or

Phidias were back again to fly to, and to go

by, and to work in. We do not mean by
these remarks to contend that there is nothing

whatever to be got from such a book as this,

dry as it is ; for the author, in spite of him-

self we may suppose, now and then lights on

a solemn truth, worth the taking to heart,

and it is a pity that he did not gather these

together, and more strenuously urge them
on the attention of those who can take

practical action on them. It may be useful

to comment on one or two of them, and
so make some profit out of our labours

in the effort to understand and to place

before our readers the esseutial matter of

the book and the intention of the author.

We may mention, in passing, that the re-

marks on " Present Social Aspects," in the

first chapter, are much to the purpose, and we
can only sympathise with the author most
sincerely, and lament with him on the state

of things as they now are. What he thinks

ought to be, is absolutely impracticable, and
not to be realised. AVe have, as artists, he

says truly, fallen on unfortunate times. We
have neither the picturesque variety of the

old society, nor the splendid public life which
might be possible in a republic founded on the

equality of man. " My sympathies are entirely

in favour of what is now regarded as an

obsolete and impossible system." This is triic

enough ; but a better state of things, artis-

tically, is surely not to be brought about by
a system of drill, and constant superin-

tendence, and inteUeetual eft'ort, and the ac-

quisition of more and more knowledge, and
bv brain-cramming. All the mighty works
oi' the past, from the oldest of Egypt's work
to Michael .\ngelo's ceiling, and to Landseer's
" dogs," have been brought into visible exist-

ence, not by learned eft'orts, but by two main
causes, the ver^- opposite of them. First,

the perception and observation of the nature

ever before the eyes, and tangible to the

hands, of the artist ; and then, by tlic very

hands, guided by the brain, of the artist him-
self as the executant worker. Added to

these, there was not a vast sea of Icnowlcdge

to be waded through and got together, but in

each case a simple and solitary style of art

—

one only, either to know anything about or

to do anything with. It is wonderful to

think of the ignorance of the great artists of

past and almost forgotten times. They
knew, in one sense, of knowledge nothing

but the art they worked at. All their

capacities, and energies, and eft'orts of brain,

and might and strength of hand, were all of

them concentrated on the simple work before

them. "Nature and my hand " was the motto
of the old artist. We must repeat this

because there is not one single word about it

in the whole of Mr. Moody's book. It is in
vain to expect from any student, however
advanced he may be, work of any kind : it is

all on /)»^ec. There are "designs" by the

thousands and thousands every year, but
there is no real work ever done, or even
attempted. Yet the author says that design,

as a profession, is, as things now are, im-
possible, or so ill-paid for, that no man of

talent wiU devote himself to it. Designers,

he says, take to the more lucrative business

of picture-subject painting. No wonder

;

and truly fortunate for them when they can

do this. For ourselves, we never look into

an "Art" shop without pitying the unfor-

tunate and talented men, or boys, or girls,

whom we know have done all the work that

is visible in it, and wonder how it is that no

society has as yet been founded for tlie pur-

pose of urging on the public, who keep the

shops alive, the desu'ability and the justice of

demanding to know something of those whose
work they look on and admire, and ornament

their smart rooms with. The personal recog-

nition of the executive artist is one thing-

needful in these latter days.

There is one other matter alluded to in

Mr. Moody's book which is not a little im-

portant in the present chaotic state of things,

artistically looked at, and it is his evident

dissatisfaction with what ma}- be termed
generally the " Academy system" of art in-

struction. This seems somewhat strange and

out of place, when we consider that this book

must be regarded in a somewhat official point

of view. The Department, it must be borne

in mind, is presided over, as far as art is con-

cerned, by a Royal Academician, Mr. Red-
grave, and the students of the schools are

considered, on certificate, to be well prepared

for admission into the schools of the Royal

Academy. What can be better ? But tliis

would lead one to suppose that the teaching

of the two institutions completely harmonised

the one with the other. The one preparatory,

the other, the Academy, finishing the art edu-

cation of the student. Xothing can well be

more crude and out of date than the system of

Academy teaching. In the old days it had oue

immense advantage—it left the student a good

deal to himself, and to his own way of work.

The students taught each other. But now, as

we must suppose, all things are rigidly looked

after, and the student kept well to his work,

and compelled to go in the way chalked out

for him by competent authority. Mr. Moody
complains" loudly of the system of the Life

School, of the always rigid and fixed " model,"

and of the character of the model commonly

set before the students. Nothing can in fact

be worse, or more artificial than the system is,

and we have long since, in the Bi'li.iuxij

N]:ws, called attention to it ; but little did we
imagine that from any official source a pro-

test against it, however feeble, would ever

come. Still less was it to be supposed that

any remedy, however mild and harmless,

would or could be suggested. But so it is.

It is most surely never too late to mend ;
never

too late to try "something new, and the sug-

gestion that the sight of a " game of football,"

pro-\-ided only that the combatants were cither

to wear the very lightest of clothing, or even

to fight naked, like the old Greeks, would

aft'ord to the art student studying the figure

more of eft'ective art-teaching than all the

"academies" that ever existed, may well

startle those who arc quietly foUmying, like

good people, the beaten and familiar road

!

Can any mortal who reads this imagine furtii-

ii'ir R.A.'s? Whatever would or could be

thou.;ht oi the man who should, from liis place

at the Academy council, suggest the revival

of the "games" of the old Greeks, or the

barbarous Romans, or who should loudl)-
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affirm, th;it the real way to rival the Greek
work would be to do as thej- did ? This has

indeed been urged in these pages more than
once, but most surely without a thought that

it would ever, in these days of ours, come to

pass, or even that it would be even so much
as thought of by any one connected with an
orthodox school. We have always contended
that it was not the "imagination" of the

Greek which brought forth the Fighting
Gladiator, or the Discobolus, but the old

Greek games, and nought else but the per-

sonal capability and work of the artists of the

time getting subjects and true inspiration out

of the mere ijuines. C. B, A.

HISTORIC PAINTINGS IN THE ROYAL
ACADEMY, 1873.

THE Academy is closed. The thousands

of fancy-wrought products of the imagi-

nation have vanished. We wiU sketch a few
thoughts that crossed our mind as we wan-
dered through the decorated rooms. The first

notice that struck us in the catalogue was the

intimation that " persons desirous to know
the price of pictures or other works of art

are requested to apply to the price-clerk "
;

and the second, that " a red star affixed to the

frame denotes that the picture is sold." It

appeared as if our art had only one aim—the

price-clerk; and one hope—"the twinkle-

twinkle of the tiny red stars." Commerce is

the chief motor of our existence, and com-
merce has been and is undoubtedly one of the

greatest factors in the progressive evolution

of humanity. But is commerce everything,

and ought we to paint only with an eye to the

price-clerk "

We have traced in the 1,001 exhibits of

this year's Academy a pretty general inten-

tional contempt for everything higher and
really artistic, if not in technical execution,

at least in grander composition. Amongst the

1,112 pictures we counted about twenty-one
historic paintings, and amongst these about
three were worth mentioning. This is neither

creditable to the taste of our public nor to the

power of our artists. It is as if art had
ceased with us to be a reflex of higher senti-

ments aud feelings.

Why should tlie French, Germans, Dutch,
Russians, and Italians delight in the higher
bi-anehes of art, and why should we, the

the pioneers in sciences and inventions, in

practical undertakings aud gigantic com-
mercial schemes, be detioient in higher artistic

understanding Y The traders of the Middle
Ages, the cloth manufacturers, goldsmiths,

and armourers of Italy and Germany have
proved that commerce and art are in no way
antagonistic elements. The merchants of

^

Venice and Genoa, the handicraftsmen of

Augsburg and Nuremberg, the shippers of the i

Hanseatio towns, the weavers of the Nether-
|

lands, cultivated art. They built splendid I

Gothic or Renaissance churches and palaces,
j

and they supported a Peter Paul Rubens and
a Titian. Are we, the wealthiest nation on
the surface of the globe, to be the only people

who must look abroad whenever we want a

really good product of high art either in

sculpture or in painting ? Poverty of thought
and incapacity for conception stare us in the
face year aiter year from the walls of our
Academical Exhibitions. Whv is this so ? Is

it possible that a people that can spend
more than twenty millions of pounds in

consuming alcoholic drinks should have no
money for better works of art, and onlv
indulge in products of a common type ?

Are we to be great only in small matters, and
despise the only proofs of man's highest intel-

lectual powers ? As soon as we approach art,

whether, as buyers or producers, we endea-
vour to make ourselves objectionable to

ajstheties. The liberation and elevation of the
soul is the glorious aim of art. Do we think
that we can do without this purifying cle-

ment ? There must be something wrong in
our social condition, or in our education, or in

both, that makes us so indifferent to the

highest branch of art—historic painting. Our
past history is full of tragic events. Modern
times abound in stirring incidents ; our poets,

more than those of any other nation, have
pathetically depicted men with all their pas-

sions and tender feelings, and still our poets in

colours have never yet equalled our liistoric

word-painters. It seems ns if we had in

Shakespeare exhausted all our higher artistic

faculties for ages yet to come. M. Taine, with
his vivacity and exquisite politeness, tells us
" there is something wrong in our retina; we
cannot see : we have no appreciation of

colours." He attributes this faiilt to our
"sunless" climate—a notion which every
Frenchman has run into his head, though it is

as true as the story about the Ewaipannraa,

who were said to have had eyes on their

shoulders, and their mouths in the middle of

their breasts. Our sky is by no means devoid

of light, and our eyes, when they rest on our

sunny and shady landscapes, suffer from no
defects, in spite of Dr. Liebreich's assertion

with regard to Turners's tints. We may refer,

as an evidence of our power of vision, to Mr.
Redgrave's " Fading Year," a landscape

painted with all the truthfulness of a sincere

lover of peculiar autumnal hues ; whilst, when
we look at Mr. Armitage's attempt at historic

painting, " Christ's Reproof of the Pharisees,"

we have, in spite of the pious quotation from
scripture, a wooden composition, a wooden
grouping, a spiritless Christ, and vulgar
Pharisees—all ' badly arranged and badly
painted. As soon as we approach the sublime
forms of Holy Writ, or the passionate figures

of history, we generally fail. ilr. F. G.

Cotnian has given us an "Abraham and
Isaac." What a composition ! What an
emaciated Isaac, with limbs reminding ns of

Shakespeare's lines in Richard III. :

—

"Cheated of feature by dissembling Nature,
Deformed, unfinished, sent before my time
Into this breatlUnc; world. . .

."

That is Mr. Cotman's ideal of Isaac ; and his

Abraham looks like a poor disconcerted

gambler on the Stock Exchange, who has lost

all his little projierty in the Turlcish Six Per
Cents. Our artists are altogether incapable of

treating subjects like these with anything
lilce proper feeling and piety. A defective

retina affords no explanation of these failures.

When we paint portraits, we try to photo-
graph in colonrs—we see every wrinkle in the

face of a poor old lady, and bring them out as

thick as ropes. We are inconveniently accu-

rate in portraiture, and truthful to rudeness.

Idealisation—which alone transforms a por-

trait into a work of art—is generally neglected

by our painters. We except Sir F. Grant's

paintings, for he handles his brush with
vigour and reflnci delicacy. We might men-
tion many genre-pictures full of nice feeling ;

flowers refreshiugly accurate ; some well-

painted cows ; and Riviere's dog, which, with
eyes full of doubtful love, and a slowly-

awakening consciousness, recognises its old

master. We wish, however, particularly to draw
the attention of our readers to the scarcity of

historic paintings. Our facial angle is not
worse than that of other branches of the
Aryan group ; the amount of our brain is, on
an average, as great as that of the most gifted

members of humanity ; and still we debase

our Exhibitions by an incomprehensible neglect

of all higher aspirations in art, and pander to

a corrupt and coarse taste. The fault, to a

great extent, must be within us. We often

buy execrable copies of old masters as origi-

nals, and are known to give any price for bad
paintings, as money is nothing to us. Un-
fortunately, we generally think our own home-
artists only good enough to paint carpet-

flowers, to colour Minton- tiles, or to trace

geometrical patterns for jugs and plates.

Sometimes we go a little further ; we admire
their flowers, smile at their genre-pictures,

and pay them princely in-icos for our por-
traits, which we value the higher the more
realistic they are. Our artistic taste has

changed but little since the times of .Shake-

speare, who makes Trinonlo say :
" AVere I in

England now", as once I was, and had but this

fish painted, not a holiday fool there but
would give a piece of silver ; there would this

monster make a man ; wlien they wUl not
give a doit to relieve a lame beggar, they
will lay out ten to see a dead Indian."

Applying this to art, it would read
—Wliilst they will not pay for a
good historic composition ; they wiU fling

their money after a man who has been written
into a name and can charge big sums for

small work. A lad studying the art of paint-

ing received permission from his master to

paint a donkey as a signboard for a countr}'

inn. " My boy," said the master, "make the
ears very long, much longer than the usual
proportion of donkey's ears—the village people

like it^—and lay the colours on as thick and as

sharp as possible, the thicker the better ; the

villagers delight in that." " But how about
the harmony of colours," said the lad, " and
a correct drawing of nature's proportions ?

"

" Nonsense," returned his master, " harmony
of shillings must be our aim. The artist

wants bread, and bread is not furnished to

those who roam in regions of abstract beauty."

Is this not to a great extent the case with our

art ? It is not the artist who rules the market,

it is the public that, by admiring caricatures

and utterly neglecting the higher branches of

art, creates the dearth of better works. The
artists have to stoop to the taste of the '

' plebs,"

and to paint to meet the wishes of the people.

And what is the art education of our public ?

\Vl\ere are the schools in which aesthetics are

made a regular study ':* We cultivate our

morals, but we neglect the culture of our

taste. Ethics teach us how to net rightly,

and a?sthetics how to sec correctly. The one

is as well a faculty of the mind as the other.

Do we think that we may neglect the culture

of a faculty and still possess it ; or that the

laws of beauty, based on a correct apprecia-

tion of symmetry and the harmony of colours,

are mere matters of individual liking ? Would
it not be better to devote some of our leisure

to a study of these laws, instead of wasting

our energies on imperfect Greek or Latin

grammars, whicli, if properly written, would
enable us to master these languages in half the

time we now require ? What facilities are

given to our public to enable them to use our

Museums for higher educational purposes ?

Do we think that it is enough to place Greek

statues on a pedestal, or to hang up excellent

pictures in Bethnal-green, and let the eyes of

the visitors teach their minds to understand

the laws of beauty without any further

trouble ? How are they to find out why Ary
Scheffer's "Paolo and Francesoa di Rimini"
is so much better and more beautiful in com-
position and colouring than the same subject

painted by Dore ? Are there no laws and
rules that were followed out by the Greek

sculptors and the Italian or German painters

of the period of Michael Angelo and Raphael l-*

Are the esthetic rules abstracted from the

works of these artists mere nonsense ? Why
should our Greek and Latin grammars, which

are mere abstractions of rules, or Horace's
" Ars Poetica" be valuable, whilst we either

deny the existence of rules in art or assume

that they are worthless ?

Abstraction must have led to a deeper ap-

preciation of the beauties of music, poetry,

and painting. The ideal is not a mere out-

growth of chance. If we think that a

laborious study of the Greek and Roman
classics has a beneficial and humanising in-

finence on mankind, wliy should we exclude

a correct theoretical study of the very highest

factor of civilisation, the creations of art,

the fancy -wrought productions of man's

imagination ? In looking over the list of the

statt' of the Academy, we find one master for

painting, one for sculpture, one for anatomy,

one for chemistry, one for perspective, and
two for architecture. As honorary members

we have a Bishop, nominally set down as
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Professor of Ancient History ; a Dean, men-
tioned as Professor of Ancient Literature

;

and an Earl as Antiquary. Do these honorary

members really honour the students of the

Academy or the public with regular courses

on their subjects ? Jisthetics and art history

are not only not taught, but those subjects

appear to have no existence in the eyes of

our Academy. Modern history and English

literature are also excluded. With such a

plan of artistic education, do we really hope

to be able to compete with the artists of other

countries ? Does this poverty of educational

plan not strike ns as the real cause of the

poverty of thought and eoneoption in our

exhibitions ? The poet's and the artist's

imaginations, glancing from heaven to earth,

from present to past and future, embodj'ing

forms of things known and unknown, .are

left uncultivated, untutored, and nneared for,

and then we are astonished to find ourselves

with 21 historic paintings amongst 1,112

pictures. Of these we may mention Mr. E. M.
Ward's "Eve of S. Bartholomew," which,
though too sketchy, too small in dimensions,

and too meagre in composition, is still of a
higher tendency ; whilst Sir J. Gilbert's

"Kaseby" is forcible in grouping, powerful
in details, and impressive in colouring ; in

consequence of its dimensions, it is also a mere
historical sketch. Better in composition, .and

pathetieal in conception, is Mr. R. Burchett's

"The Making of the New Forest." The
Normans have accomplished their invasion,

and treat the Anglo-Saxon inliabitants with
rough cruelty—they drive away their flocks,

and their land is made a wilderness. All this

has been expressed on canvas in a powerful
group. To praise the drawing or the colour-

ing is not here our province—we are dealing

exclusively with the composition of the

historic painting ; and this is excellent. The
haughty Normans and the despairing .Saxons

are represented in thcii' deadlj' struggle with
admirable force. It is a jiainted protest

against the tyrannical usurpation of a country
—a powerful diatribe in colours against the

violence of brutal invaders. Why have we not
more paintings like this ? Mr. A. Elmore's
style in his "Saint Elizabeth of Hungary
finding the Crusader's Cross in her Husband's
Purse," is coarse and unartistie. The dresses

are all bad, and arehieologically inaccurate.

The composition is poor, the grouping stifl',

and the colouring smudg}-. Jlr. S. A. Hart
has succeeded better with his " Conference
between Manasseh Ben Israel and Oliver

Cromwell." But his grouping is very wrong

;

the straight line predominates ; there is no
depth in the pictm-c. The eyes of his figiu'cs

look as if made of ivory and glass, and inserted

into their sockets by an unskilled ocidist.

The long description throws into the strongest
relief the incapacity of the artist to treat an
historical event with dramatic skill. We miss
the broad grasp of a mind capable of depicting
a decisive incident in the destinies of a nation.

A prosy Puritan restraint is the most charac-
teristic feature of the composition, and may
lio said to be its best side. Wo are un-
doubtedly in a transition phase of our art

development. We need not despair. Better
educated in art matters, we are sure to turn
again to the ideal ; w-e shall leave the twisted
dragon of gross sensationalism, of which Mr.
Poynter has given us a splendid specimen in

his " Fight between More of More Hall and
the Dragon of Wantley," and stand on an
equal footing with those who have learnt and
are taught that art has a right to be treated
•with the same cai'c and love as any branch of

our practical education. For 'to neglect
the theoretical and historical part of art edu-
cation is as d.angerous as to try to become an
astronomer witlumt mathematics, a medical
man without physiology, or a poet witliout
grammar. AVe ouglit to establish prizes for
good historic composition ; encourage illustra-

tions of our great national poets ; and support
our young and deserving artists, instead of

lavishing our money on so-called academical
authorities, who have only one aim in painting

—to sec the little " red star " on the frames of

their pictures. Above all, we must cultivate

both in our art schools and in our public and

private educational establishments, a correct

and thorough knowledge of archeology and

aesthetics, without which taste in art, and

refinement and power in composition are

unattainable. (i. G- Zeeffi.

THE TREASURES OF KING PRIAM.

DR. HEIN'RICH SCHLIEMANN, who has

been now tor years ongagoil in carrying on

escav.itions on the site of ancient Troy, bas l>een

at length rewarded by one of the most importiiut

arcbsoological discoveries that it has fallen to tho

lot of any man to make. In his letter, dated

Troy, 17th .luly, 1873, which has just been

published in the Aiiii.ihurij Gazette, ho says that it

seems as if Providence had willed that his truly

superhuman efforts of three years ."should bo re-

warded in this brilliant manner. Ho says :

—

"Intact, at the commoucement of this month,

at a depth of eight and a half metres, on the groat

wall of the Trojan inclosure, north-west from

the Scoan Gate, and close to the side of the build-

ing which I had already recognised as wh.at must

have been the house of Priam, I met with an

object in copper, of Largo size and remarkable

in form, which excited my attention the more

that I observed gold behind it. Abovo it was a

bed of reddish cinders, from H to IJ metre in

thickness, as hard as rock, mixed together with

calcined dghris. on which was built a fortress

wall 1 metre SO contimetros in thickness .and (J

in height, which must date from the oarly times

following tho destruction of Troy.

"In order to save my discovery from the

rapacity of the workmen, I annoanced their

breakfast hour somewhat before its time ; and

while they were eating and resting, I worked

with a large knife to unearth tlio treasures hidden

in this spot. It was not wicbout much labour

that I succeeded, and there was no smidl risk

that the old wall of earth and stones under which

I was working might fall and bury me. But of

this I thought H'tle, spurred on as I was to rash-

ness by the sight of a host of objects, each of

which was of inestimable value to science. Never-

theless, the removal of these objects would have

been impossible for mo but for the assistance of

my wife, who stood ready to wrap tliem up iu a

largo piece of cloth and carry them away as I

took them out.

" The first was a large copper plate 49 centi-

metres in diameter, surrounded with an edge

4 cetitiiaetres in height. In tho centre was a

hollow 11 centimetres in diameter and C, centi-

metres in depth, surrounded by a groove 18 cen-

timetres in diameter and 1 centimetre in depth.

Very probably this is a buckler, which brings to

mind the descriptions of Homer. Tho second

object was a copper caldron with two horizontiil

handles 42 centimetres iu diameter, 14 in depth,

the bottom being flat, with a diameter of 20 cen-

timetres. Nest'came a copper plate 1 centimetre

thick, 44 in length, and 10 iu bre.adth, and having

two rollers at one end, each with an axis, but not

movable ; this is bent considerably in two places,

I suppose from tho action of the heat to which it

was expo-sed during tho fire ; on this pl.ate was

found a silver vase 12 centimetres in height

and breadth, which adhered closely to it, and which

I suppose also to have been accidentally brazed

to it by tho fire. After this I took out in succes-

sion a copper vase 14 centimetres in height and

II in diameter; a round bottle, 15 centimetres

in height and 14 in diameter, weighing 403

grammes, of the purest gold, and bearing a zig-

zag ornamentation, unfinished ; a cup 9 centi-

metres in height and 11 in diameter, weighing

22(! griimmes, also of pure gold ; another cup of

tho same metal, 9 centimetres in height, 18j' in

its longer diameter, and 18.1 in the other, weigliiug

about COO grammes. This is iu the form of a

boat, and has two great curved handles; two

mouths for drinking fi-om are at tho sides, one

being 7 centimetres in breadth and tho other 3.

This must he, as my learned friend Prote.'isor

Stephanos Koumanoudis, of Athens, supposes, tho

cup which, having been filled and drunk from by

the smaller opening, the host handed to his guest

to drink from at the wide opening. This vase has

ono foot only 2 millimetres in height, 3.^- iu length,

aud two in breadth. It is doubtless tho dcpas

(iHi/iJn'ci/pc/lvn of Homer, like tho high cups of

brilliant red, furnished with shortly curved

handles, and shaped like a champagne glass,

which are also sometimes of gold. I must stato

with regard to this vase—and this is important

as connected with tho history of art—th.at it is

oast, and that the handles, which are not solid,

were afterv,-ards fastened to it. On tho other

hand, the gold cup and bottle have been hammered
out. Further, there was a small cup weighing

Ogr.ammes, 8 centimetres in height, aud 01 in

diameter, of gold, alloyed with 25 per cent- of

silver, tho foot of which is 2 centimetres high and
2.'; broad, and is not straight, so that it appears

to have been intended to be held in the hand,

and not placed on the table when fillod.

'• I also found six pieces of a mixture of gold

and silver, embossed with a h.ammer in the shapo

of large plates, one end being rounded, and tho

other cut out in the shape of a crescent. ThO'

largest pair of these aro 2H centimetres in

length and 5 in breadth, weighing each 184

grammes; tho sm.allest pair are 17-i centimetres

long and 13 wide, and weigh each 171 grammes.

After this I discovered three large silver vases,

the largest being 21 centimetres in height and

20 in diameter, with a curved handle 14 centi-

metres in length and 9 in breadth ;
the second

was 17J centimetres by 15, and was soldered by

the lire to the upper part of another vase, of

which nought but the debris remained; thcf

third was 18 centimetres by 15|, and its base

adhered to a quantity of copper which must hav&

been formed by the melting of utensils in the Are.

These three vessels are round at tho bottom,

aud consequently could not stand steadily. I

found also anotlier silver cup, 8S centimetres in

height .and 14 in diameter; a tazza of tho same

metal, 14 centimetres iu diameter, and two

little vases also of silver, beautifully wrought,

one of which, with its cover, is 20 centimetres in

height and 9 in diameter at its widest edge, and

has two small rings at each side to allow of its-

beiug hung up by cords. The second vase has

but ono ring at each side, and measures 17 centi-

metres by 8.

"Partly above and partly iu the immediato

neighbourhood of these articles of gold aud silver,

I found 13 spear-he.ads of copper, 17J, 21, 21^,

23, and 32 centimetres in length by 4 to G in

breadth at tho widest part; in each is tho open-

ing for i-eceiving the liince-sbaft. aud most

have the nail which fixed the head to tho

shaft. The Trojan lances thon differed from

those of the Greeks. I have also found 14 of

these weapons in copper, which have not yet

been discovered elsewhere—that is to s.ay, which

terminate at one end nearly in a point, aud at the

other by a broad surface. I took them to be-

some special lances ; but I am now convinced

that they were battle-axes; they are from IK to-

31 centimetres in length, from \^ to 2 in thick

ness, and from 3 to 71 in breadth, the heaviest

weighing 1,363 grammes. I have further ob-

tained seven large daggers of copper, two-edged,

having at the end a handle of from 5 to 7 centi-

metres in length, which forms a right angle with

the weapon, .and which must have been covered

with wood ; the largest measures 27 centimetres

in length by oj in breadth ; three or four ai'o in

fragments, ancf one has been twisted by tho firo ;

I believe I have also distinguished another in a

block formed by the fusion of four .axes and

lances. I met among the treasure with but ono

knife having a single edge, measuring 15J centi-

metres in length; iDut I must not forgot a frag-

ment of a sword 22 centimetres long aud 5 broad,

aud a quadrangular bar of copper 30 centimetres

long, -nith a cutting edge at one cud, which seems-

to have also been a weapon.
'As I found all these objects heaped pell-mell

upon this wall of tho iuclosure, tho erection oi:

which is attributed by Homer to Neptune and

Apollo, it seems certain that they were inclosed

in a wooden chest such as is mentioned as being

in the p.alace of Priam (Iliad XXIV., 228). Thi^

is the more probable that close beside I found a

copper key lOi centimetres in length, with the

lower end 5 centimetres square, very like one of

the great keys of a bank-safe. This key had

evidently a woodon handle, liko tho.se of tho

daggers, forming a right angle with tho key. It is

to be presumed that some ono of the family of

Priam, after having thrown the treasures hin-riedly

into the box, had it removed without thinking of

taking out the key, but on reaching tho wall had

to abandon it there, whore it was speedily buried

nith tho red embers of tho royal house to tho

depth of five or six feet. Perhaps he was tho

same person who owned the helmet which I

found some time since close to a vase aul a silver

cup very near this spot. Tho hurry with wbl-h

these treasm-es were thrown together is shown by
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THE EXPLORATION OF PALESTINE.

EXPLORATIONS are the order of the day. In

another part of to-day's impression of the

Bun DING NEW.S wo give an important aooount of

recent discoveries at Troy—no loss in fact, it is

affirmed, than that of unearthing the treasures of

Priam Mr. George Grove, the Hon. Sec. of the

Palestine Exploration Fund, in a letter to 1 lie

Tinier, asking for additional funds, gives an

account of what has actually been done m the

way of bringing to light relics of the most in-

tensely interesting chapter in the history of

man After speaking of the surveying done, Mr.

Grove says :—Our object is not only with the sur-

face, bus with the bowels of the land. Deep

beneath those hills and valleys, if anywhere lie

the relics and records of the race which for

,
centuries inhabited it, and of whose modes of life

so few material traces have yet been discovered.

Tbis is peculiarly true of Jerusalem. Under the

rubbish which during nearly 3,000 years has ac-

camulated on the slopes of Zion and Jloriah, and

lies dozens of yards thick over the ancient city,

are the soil, the streets, the market-places the

sacred spots on which the feet of Christ trod day

by day, and hidden Irom view by the modern

counterfeits that have so daringly and so falsely

usurped their places. The discoveries already

made for the Fund by Major Wilson and Captain

Warren are urgent witnesses to the existence of

much more still lying hid under the veil of that

protecting rubbish. The great wall, so familiar to

all who liave visited the Holy City, was found to

o-o down fiO. 70, and in one place as much as 120ft.

below the apparent surface, and at that depth the

ancient foundations were found reposing m all

their primitive majesty, the surface of the masonry

still sharp and clear, the very paint of the masons

marks as fresh as the day when these monstrous

primeval stones were deposited. The inclosing

wall of Ophel ; the great arch known as Wilson s

between Moriah and Zion ; the curious subter-

ranean vaults and arches unearthed by \\arren in

the same valley ; the remains of Herod's bridge,

with its two layers of ikbrh, the upper one dating

from the siege of Titus, and the under one prob-

ably centuries older ; the strange tell-tale aque-

duct still further beneath—when such remarkable

objects as these have rewarded a first search, it is

impossible to doubt that much of more direct

interest still remains behind. Where were the

mensions. walls of the city at its various periods of growth .

" Two of the sis br.acelets are quite plain,
i Where were the exact site ana wha» the limits oi

closed, and 4 millimetres in thickness. The third,
|
the Temple ? Where wasthe sepulchre of Ohnst

.

which is also closed, consists of an ornate gold
, Where is the tomb of David and the other Kings

ribbon one millimetre in thickness and 7 in
| of Judah ? Where the Pool of Bethesda, and tao

breadth ; the three other.5 are double, and their many other spots whose names ring m the ears ot

extremities are interlaced and adorned with a
i the students of the sacred story ! « here are
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the contents of the largest silver vase, in the very

bottom of which I found two two magnih=ent

c^olden head ornaments, a diadem, and four superb

Sar pendants most artistically wrought ;
above

these were found 5G gold earrings of remarkable

forms and thousands of little rings, buttons, &c.,

all of gold, belonging evidently to other parures.

\bove were six gold bracelets, and at the top

of the large silver vase were two little gold vases.

" One of the head ornaments is 51 centimetres

in len-'ih and consists of a gold chain, from each

side of" which hang eight small chains, 30 centi-

metres long, covered with little leaves wrought

in cold intended to cover the temples. At the

extremity of :hes6 IG little chains is suspended

an idol in gold 3^ centimetres in length, with the

bead of an owl, the protecting goddess of Uion.

Between these two pendants from the temples

stretches a series of 174 little chains of gold only

lOcentim tres in length, but also covered with

"olden foliage, and terminating in a double leaf -

centimetres in length. The diadem is 46 centi-

metres long and 1 in width, pierced .at each

extremity by three holes ; it is divided into nine

spaces bv eight qu.adruple ranks of points
;
the

odce is ornamented with an uninterrupted row ot

points. Another head ornament consists of a

<'old ribbon, f.5 centimetres lung and 12 milli-

metres in width ; for covering the temples there

hnno- from it on each side a series of seven small

chains, ornamented by 11 quadrangular leaves

connected by four small chains transversely, and

each terminated by an idol in gold 25 millimetres

in length, a figure of the protecting goddess of

Ilion, almost human in aspect, but the head of the

owl very distinctly shown. The total length of

each of "these chains is 26 centimetres ;
between

tbis double ornament are suspended 47 sm.all

chains, ornamented with quadranguLar leaves,

and 10 centimetres in length, with similar idols

to those above-mentioned, but only IS millimetres

in length.
'• Of the four ear pendants two only_ are ex-

actly alike ; the upper portion of these is in the

shapo of a basket with two rows of ornaments

imitating pearls, and from this hang si.^ little

chains, each bearing three little cylinders, at the

extremity of each cylinder a small idol being

suspended. The tot.al lenath of the.so pendants is

;) centimetres. The two others differ from these

in detail, but are analogous in character and di-
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head. As to the earrings, none of them has the

least resemblance in ?hap6 to those of the G-ieeks,

Romans, Egyptians, or Assyrians ; but their des-

cription in detail would take up too much time,

they? Why, all, without any reasonable doubt,

hidden below the modern city, and all recoverable

by energy, tact and persever.ance.

The Damascus correspondent of the Levant
criplion in aecaii wouia taivo u^j v^v i^j^avu ^x.^^-, - ^ue iy,i,iAi.iov-uo v.^^.*— i--- -

as would also that of the thousands of little orna- \ .Serald gives an account of the work done by

ments in gold of all shapes, amulets, pearls, stars,

prisms, small leaves, buttons, doubli "auttons, cSic,

among which were found two pieces of gold, one

4h and the other of centimetres in length, each

pierced with 21 holes. The large silver vase

which contained all those ornaments and those

precious objects having been fortunately placed

upright in the box containing the treasure, not a

pearl, but on, or ring was lost.

" My honouraole friend the eminent chemist

Landerer, of Athens, who has examined nearly all

4he copper articles found in the treasure, and has

analysed portions of them, has discovered that

this copper is entirely free from any alloy, and

that it has been forged to give it greater

tenacity.
" As I hoped to make in this place greater dis-

coveries, and desired also to give to the light the

ancient wall constructed by the gods for Ilion as

far as the Scean Gate, I have completely removed

from a space of 17i metres the later wall which

lies over it ; I have had to remove also the

enormous mass of earth which lies between the

great tower and my trenches at the west and

south-west, and to throw a bridge oyer the Scean

G,ate to remove the rubbish. The result of the

new excavations has been interesting, for I have

discovered several walls, and a room G metres

square, in the royal palace, over which no more

modern structure had been erected.

'

A requisition is being signed requesting the Lord

Mayor to call a meeting in the City to consider the

-advisability of the State purchasing the r.iilways.

Mr. Bass, M.P. ior Derby, is one of the pro-

juoters.

JLJ,t:/ lint i^liuo VJi^ ...jv

Lieutenant Conder, R.E., and his party, who are

enfaged in carrying out the objects of the Pales-

tiu°6 ExDloration Fund. They have not, he says,

been " digging up Moabite stones or other sensa-

tional objects," but have done some good solid

work. Of tho 6,600 square miles to be surveyed.

1,800 are now completed, or 3-llths of the whole

area. The following are a few of their most

recent discoveries :—l. Site of an unknown

Jewish town. 2. Identification (probable) of

Ecbatana. 3. Throe groups of finely-finished

tombs, superior to tho tomb of the Kings at Jeru-

salem ; one of them has a kind of enamel and

fresco inside, i. Five fourth-century convents

hitherto unknown, with walls still standing. 5.

Four other convents in a less perfect state of pre-

servation. The following places have also been

recently visited .and surveyed:—Athlit has been

carefully surveyed and drawings made of its

buildings for the first time. Ca;sarea has been

carefully explored, plans made of all its build-

ings, and its aqueduct traced and ex.amined for

six miles. Tho Templo has also been identified.

Jimmath-Serah, the birthplace of Joshua, has

been identified as Tibney. Plans have been

made of Joshua's tomb, which was shown in the

days of Jerome. Modin has been mapped and

sketched, and plans made of the tombs of the

Maccabees. Full details of aU ruins are noted on

the spot, such as the size of stones, character of

mortar, and the architecture receives speciiil at-

teution, careful measurements being always made.

Drawings are alw.ays made of the capitals and

cornices'. In this exhaustive manner every ruin

iu the country is treated, and already over 50U

towns have been so noted.

THE BRITISH ARCHAEOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION.

ON Monday the Mayor of Sheffield received

tho members of the British Archceological

Association at tho inauguration of the thirtiotU

annual congress of the Society, under the presi-

dency of the Duke of Norfolk.

After inspecting some drawings of works of

restoration in progress at Sheffield Manor, whore

Mary Stuart was confined, and which are being

carried out by the Duke ot Norfolk, tho party

proceeded to view the Shrewsbury Chapel and

monuments there, the vicar, the Rev. Dr. Sale,

acting as describer.

The Shrewsbury Chapel is the only point of

interest in the edifice, which is a mere r»con-

struction on a Norman site of the old church.

Beneath a panelled canopy were the effigies in

brouze of George, fourth Earl of Shewsbury, and

his two wives—Anna, the daughter of Lord

Hastings, and Elizabeth, tho d.aughter of Lord

Richard Waldron. These effigies are said to ba

the finest in England. The Earl died in 1538, and

his wife Elizabeth survived him for some years.

The great mural monument to Gilbert was also

examined, but Mr. George Godwin thought they

might improve the occasion by protesting against

threroction of great mural monuments of such

a worldly character. An altar tomb in the centra

of the chapel was the subject of much discussion,

between Mr. Stacey and Jlr. Planche, for though

it is known that it was erected at a cost of £20

in 1585, it was not known to whom if was erected.

Dr. Sale suggested that it was erected as a slight

to •• Bess of Hardwick," who was a strong-minded

female of the period, and her husband erected

this to the memory of another wife. Mr. Planch^

thought it was erected to the memory of the first

wife and her children, from the armori.al bearings.

No one could give .an authoritative reply to the

query as to whether the bust of the Rev. Mr.

Wilkinson w,a5 re.ally Chantrey's first bust, but

subsequently Dr. Alfred Gatty gave satisfactory

proof that it was so. A subsequent monument

of Chantrey's was then glanced at. together with

some curious carved work which Mr. Fairless

Barber pointed out.

Sheffield Manor was nest visited. The ancient

buildings there were minutely inspected, and tho

character of tho restoration minutely explained,

his Grace the President of the Association, who

takes great interest in the work, accompanying

them. Mr. R. N PhilUps, F.S.A., DC.L., subse-

quently conducted the members of the Congress

to his residence at Broom Hall, for the purpose of

viewing the curious undent timber gable of that

house.
° Later in the evening about 300 members

of the Association were the guests of the Duka of

Norfolk at the Cutlers' Hall.

On Tuesday tho members were engaged eight

hours in visiting, partly by rail and partly by

road, ruined abbeys and ancient churches. The

weather was favourable, and the country traversed

was picturesque. Beginning with the Beauchief

Abbey, it was explained to them by Mr. Gordon

Hills that this was one of the 35 houses founded

in England by the Premonstratensians, that it

was erected .about 1172, .and had remained since

the dissolution of monasteries in the possession

of one family, of which the antiquary Pogge was

a member. At Worksop Priory, erected in the

12th century, the company admired the fine old

gatehouse and ruins of the Lady Chapel, attention

being directed to the masons' ciphers on the wall.

A wilhwas expressed th.at the interesting Norm.an

chapel at Steetley .should be roofed in for the sake

of preservation, its sacrarium, with an apse,

being of a very rare type. At Thorpe Selvin a

Norman port, with carved representations of the

four stages of human life, excited much interest,

as .also "tho port of an Elizabethan mansion in-

habited by the ancestor of the Duke of Leeds.

The Rav.J. Stacyo acted as cicerone.

At the evening meeting at the Cutlers' Hall,

Mr. J. R. Planche, Somerset Herald, read a paper

on " the Early Lords of Holderness."

The Rev. Dr. Gatty, in a paper on '• The Town

and old Parish Church of Sheffield,' referred to

the earthworks, solid as tho natural hills, and to

the coins dug up in several parts of tho town, as

indubitable proofs of the presence of the Romans.

New national schools at Westbury, Wilts, built

at the expense of Mrs. Stafford Brown, were opened

last week. The schools are designed primarily tor

Sunday purposes, although they are to be used

additionally as girls' and infants' day schools. Ihe

two mam rooms will accommodate about 150 day

scholars. The builders were Messrs. John Burgess

and Green.
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OUR LITHOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS.

CHUBCH OF SS. TETER AND rAlL, ILELSDY,

CHESHIRE.

This church, which has recently been completed

on the side of Helsby Hill, as a chapel of ease

to the mother church of Frodsham, i-i built of the

local grey sandstone, the roof being covered "with

Langdale green slates. The chancel windows have

painted glass, by Hardman & Co., being the gift

of the Vicar of the parish, the Rev. W. C. Cotton.

Seating is provided for 300, and the cost has been

a little over £2.000, Jlr. John Douglas, of Chester,

being the architect.

ESCAU.STIC TILES.

In pursuance of our promise to give a series

of illustrations from Jlr. Seddon's designs for en-

caustic tiles, we give this week illustrations of some
executed by Messrs. Miw, of Benthall, Broseley,

and which form a portion of their extensive stock,

which, to a great extent, was formed and arranged

under the superintendence of Mr. Seddon, though
including designs of other architects as well.

Those illustrated on this occasion are mostly of a

conventional Early Gothic char.acter, and com-
prise single square tiles of various dimensions,

groups of four tiles, borders, letters, and figures.

The general arrangements by Messrs. Maw, of

which these form but a part, will bo given here-
after.

DESIGN FOK A BOOKCASE.

This sheet illustrates elevations and details 'of

a bookcase, which has recently been executed
from the designs of Messrs. Satchell & Edwards.
Walnut-wood has been employed in its con-
struction, with a moderate introduction of carving,

and with the addition of decoration in gold and
colour. The upper portion is divided into three

comptirtments for well bound volumes, having a
deep shelf beneath, on which to pliico books that
are being studied. Under this shelf six drawers
are provided forthe reception of engravings, maps,
pamphlets, &c., while below are cupboards for

cloth-bound and paper-covered books.

AYMER DE VALENCE.—ROTAL ACADSMV PRIZE
DRAWINGS.—Br H. G. ^y, DRINKWATER.

Two of our illustrations this week represent

the drawings for which the Royal Academy medal
was obtained by Jlr. Harry G. W. Drinkwater, last

year. The following is a description :—The monu-
ment of Aymer de Valence, Earl of Pembroke, stands

in the Abbey, on a plinth, and h.as eight trefoil-

headed arches on each side, containing headless

statues of the Earl's kindred and .alliances ; their

arms are blazoned on heater shields, pendant,
within radiated quatrefoils in circles in the span-
drils between the pediments. The outer member
of each pediment ends in some animal ; the
upper angles terminate in finials, which extend
into the cavettos beneath the covering stone.

Within each tympanum is a trefoil inclosed in a
circle. On the tomb is a recumbent statue of

the Earl, cross-legged ; the hands, which are now
gone, were joined in pr.ayor ; he is represented in

in a suit of chain-mail, with a surcoat of his .arms.

His loft shoulder is crossed by a bolt; ho has a

narrow girdle and a long sword ; at his feet is a

lion, couoh.ant and reg.ardant. He wears a close

round helmet, bordered by a fillet. His head
rests on two cushions ; and over it are the re-

mains of three small figures in flowing dra]iory.

The canopy is completely open. Both fronts are

enriched with similar sculptures ; their arches
are radiated and elegantly sculptured with
branches of folhage. Within each of the large

trefoil comp.artments of the pediment is a knight
in plate armour, galloping on a caparisoned

courser
; he has on a close helmet with a flowing

baudequin
; the background is diapered. The

weatherings are studded with roses ; crockets are
bold, and seem to have been intended for groups
of oak-loaves. On each side are two elevated
projecting brackets, formerly supporting small
angels, but these have long since been destroyed.

The groining which sustains the archivolt con-

centrates in a rose. -Umost every part of this

monument has been richly gilt and painted.

LODGB NEAR CHELMSFORD.

One of our illustrations this week is a Lodge

recently erected for J. Jolliffe Tulnell, Esq.,

at Langley's-park, near Chelmsford. It is built

of red brick and oak framework, filled in with

ornamental plastering. The architect is Mr. Fred,

Chancellor.

HOLYHEAD BRE.^JilWATER.

A FORTNIGHT since we led off with an

article on breakwaters in general, .and

Holyhead Breakwater in particular. This im-

portant work, which has been 25 years in course

of erection, was inaugurated on Tuesday last, the

Prince of Wales being the chief actor in the

ceremony.
Mr. Hawkshaw, the superintending engineer,

has made a report to the Board of Trade on the

completion of the new harbour. It is about 40

years since the attention of the Government
was directed to the importance of providing im-

proved harbour accommodation on the coast of

North Wales in the interest of the packet service

between England and Ireland, and in the investi-

gation of the subject it was felt to be desirable to

combine with any such project a harbour of

refuge. As soon as the bridging of the Monai

Straits by the Chester .and Holyhead Railway

Company became a settled fact, Holyhead w-as

acknowledged to be the most suitable place for

the harbour, and was selected accordingly. The
plan of the late Mr. Rendel was ultimiitoly

accepted by the Government, and an Act of

Parliament for the purchase of the land was

passed in 1847. But bold as was the original

conception of a harbour comprising a north break-

water of 5,3fi0ft. in length from the coast line

and an east breakwater about 2,000ft. in length,

the two inclosing between them an area of 2(>7 ai;res

av.ailable water space, with a p.acket pier 1,500ft.

long, it was found, as the works proceeded, that tlie

harbour would prove too small even for refuge pur-

poses, and it was, therefore, determined to extend

the northern breakwater to 7,800ft. from the shore,

thus sheltering a roadstead of 400 acres of deep

wrvter in addition to the 2G7 .acres of water-space.

The breakwater is terminated by a head, on which

is erected a lighthouse. Mr. Hawkshaw gives an

interesting account of the execution of the work.

The solid central wall of massive masonry is

erected on a great rubble mound of stone. The
stone used is quartz rook, obtained from an

.adjoining hill known as Holyhead Mountain.

The quarrying operations were among the largest

which had been undertaken anywhere. Mining
on a large scale was resorted to ; in some of the

largest explosions as much as 10 tons of guu-^

powder were used. The rubble mound is of grea,.

size, the average depth of water at low-water

spring tides being 40ft., and the greatest depth

o.jft. At the level of low water the mound is

nowhere less in width than 250ft., .and in 50ft.

depth of water it is 400ft wide at the base. It

contains aUegether about 7,000,000 tons of stone.

The rubble mound having been formed and co n-

solid.ated by the continual action of the sea, the

superstructure was erected. This consists of a

large construction or solid central w.all of mas-
sive masonry built principally of stone fr^m the

Holyhead Mountain quarries. Many of tho stones

are of very Large size, some weighing upward.s of

15 tons, .and tho work is set in lias lime mortar.

Tho found.ations of this wall are laid at the level

of low water, for which purpose the loose stone of

the mound had to bo excavated. The wall was
built, as near as circumstances would admit, to

the inner edge of the stone deposit, in order to

allow as long a foreshore on the seaside as could

bo obtained. This solid wall is carried up to a

height of 3.Sft. [tin. above low water, upon which
is a handsome promenade surmounted on tho sea-

side by a massive parapet. At .a lower level, or

.at 27ft above low water, there is on the harbour

side of tho central wall a hjwer terrace or quay

40ft. wide, formed by an inner wall built at a dis-

tance from the centr.al wall, the intermediate

sp.ace being filled in with suitable material. The
main object of the superstructure is tosheltertho

interior harbour more effectually, and to

prevent the loose stone deposit from washing
into the harbour. It is so designed that

if desirable at some future time, by throwing out

jetties, convenient wharfage-room can bo ob-

tained at a small cost. The head at tho

end of the breakwater is a m.assive structure
150ft. long and 50ft. wide. It is founded on the
rubble mound at a level varying from 20:'t. to

2Sft. below low water, and it is built of ashlar

masonry, the stone for the most part being Angle-
sea limestone. The masonry below low water
was built by means of divers with helmets. The
first contract for these extensive public works
was made on the 24th of December, 1847, and his

Royal Highness the Prince of Wales lias graciously
intimated his intention of visiting Holyhead in

the course of the month of August for the
purpose of formally declaring the breakwater
complete and the harbour of refuge open. It

has been arranged that at sunset of the day of this

formal opening the light in the lighthouse at the
end of the breakwater .shall be first exhibited. It is

a red revolving dioptric light of the third order, and
will in future be under the charge of the Cor-
por.ation of Trinity House. The cost of the
whole of the works, including the provision of

.accommodation for the Irish post,al service in tho

old harbour and miscellaneous works to this time
has approached £1,500,000. The harbour has
become an important national undertakinsr, and
is used to a very large extent. About 3,500 ships

seek refuge in it in the course of a year. Few
harbours possess greater facilities of Ingress and
egress, and the holding-ground is very good.

The harbour is entirely free to all vessels resort-

ing to it for purposes of shelter. The late Mr.
J. M. Rendel was engineer-in-chief from the
commencement until his death in 1S50 ; ho was
then succeeded by Mr. J. Hawkshaw. Mr. G. C.

Dobson has been resident engineer throughout
and Messrs. J. and C. Rigby the contractors.

CONSERVATION OF WOOD.
THE application of wood to the pur-

__ poses of street-paving renders any
inquiry into the means of assuring its

preservation of interest. At Toledo, Ohio,

blocks were found to be. at the end of four or

five years, entirely rotten; yet some wood-paving
in Toronto, taken up after some two or three
years' wear, was found to be practically as good
as new. It had diminished only from one-six-

teenth to one-eight of an inch ; but, although
the surface had thus been ground down, it was,

by that very process, rendered almost as hard as

iron. The Toledo blocks had been coated with
tar. Tho probability is, that the latter had been
thus treated while the wood was still green or
moist, and that the superficial covering served to

confine the moisture, and so to make the process
of softening or rotting away all the easier.

French and Belgian engineers have been lately

giving some attention to this subject. An
American newspaper, noticing their experiments,
says :

—" Instances are mentioned by one of the
experimenter.s, il. Melsenns, in which prep-ired

blocks, into the sinuosities of w-hose woody fibres

the tarry preparation had penetrated, after eX'

posure to alternate steam baths and frosty

weather, a^ i to burial in wet or marshy soil,

were perfectly sound and uninjured after twenty
years' trial. A section of a piece of timber im-

pregnated with tar shows that the conserving

substance has followed the lines of the longitudi-

nal fibres, and often the microscope reveals the

complete filling of tho pores, and every channel
which might give entrance to deleterious agents
is plugged up by the tar, which, iu many cases, is

also found a perfect preserver of bolts, screws,

and nails. It is declared that by this process a

railway sleeper may be made as sound and to

last as long as an Egyptian mummy. It must
bo clear that no such results as these could be

attained without a careful selection and prepara-

tion of tho wood in the first instance. That
appears to us to be the primary condition in all

cases. Then it becomes a question. What is tho

best preserver, regard being had to cheapness.

Is it carbolic acid, or tar, or wha; ? Tho answer
m.ay most materially affect the application of

wood where durability is an absolute necessity

to its adoption. ^
Abyssinian Wells in Kiuv.i.—Encouraged

by tho success of the .\byssinian pipe-wells in

many parts of tho Steppe, tho Russian Govern-
ment have sent a complete app.aratus for the

sinking of artesian wells in Khiva. This im-

portant consignment left Warsaw some weeks
ago. If (says a letter to tho 'I'iines) the Russians

really succeed in irrigating those endless plains

by tbis machinery, history will record their

achievement as the greatest benefit that could

have been conferred upon the deserts.
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AECHJEOLOGICAL RESEARCH ES.

THIS age has been characterised as a rest-

less ase—an age with little reverence

for traditions and institutions which have

outlived their vitality and usefalness. It

has aiso been characterised as a material

age, when everything is gauged by its

money -producing jiower, and when men are

esteemed, not tor their moral worth, but for

the number of acres, or ships, or houses, or

guineas they can call their own. There is,

no doubt, much truth in such statements, but

they only represent one aspect of the ques-

tion. By the side of the statesman who
makes laws for the present, the engineer who
plans Holyhead breakwaters, and the political

economist who provides for the future, we see

archaeologists minutely examining the me-
morials of the past, and the historian record-

ing with careful pen the doings, and habits,

and faiths of generations of men long since

passed away. In fact, there was never so

much attention paid to the records of past

ages as now. Churches, monuments, tombs,

and buried cities are examined with inquiring

and microscopical eyes. If our forefathers

in England, and the ancient inhabitants

of Egypt, Asia Minor, and Mexico, could

only have anticipated how the smallest

vestige of their work would be scrutinised

and reverenced by nineteenth-century ar-

chaeologists, they would no doubt have put
a higher price upon such things, and trea-

sured them with more care ; and as such
relics are regarded by us, so, in all pro-
babOity, will the remains we leave behind us
be regarded by future generations. With
all our rapid travelling, cotton-spinning,

Brummagem house-building, church-restor-

ing, and democratic aspirations, the present is

largely a conservative age. As evidences,
witness the doings of our archsological
societies in England this week, and read the

records contained ia this week's Building
News.

Perhaps no man living more thoroughly
represents this dual spirit of modern energy
and reverence for the past than Mr. Glad-
stone, who spoke at the opening meeting of

the Welsh National Eisteddfod at Mold on
Tuesday last. As Mr. Gladstone is the " best

abused man " of the age, and particularly by
people whose abuse or whose praise avail but
little, we would call the attention of those

who abuse him for his restless activity to the
words he uttered on Tuesday. He said, when
addressing the Welsh, " Yours is an ancient
language, and the language is connected with
an ancient history, and it is connected with
an ancient music and with an ancient litera-

ture. I sa^- that, view this as you will, it is a

venerable relic of the past, and there is no
greater folly circulating upon the earth, either

at this moment or at any other time, than the
disposition to undervalue the past, and to

break those links which unite the human
beings of the present day with the generations
that have passed away and have been called

to their account. If we wish really to pro-
mote the progress of civilisation, never let us
neglect, never let us undervalue, never let us
cease to reverence the past. Rely upon it, the
man who does not worthily estimate his own
dead forefathers will himself do very little to

add credit or honour to liis country." The
people who decry Mr. Gladstone for his reform-
ing disposition are about as one-sided as those
who decry the spirit of the age for its go-a-
headedness. No doubt the introduction of
steam as an agent of human industry has
imported a competitive and almost feverish
spirit into our commercial life. No doubt the
Material is pushed on in many quarters at
the expense of much that is holier and more
enduring. At tlic same time, we have men.
and associations of men—and such men and
such associations are increasing—who reverence
the past, and who would protect with maternal
solicitude the records of its existence. Last
week and the week before we gave an account
of the meeting of the Roval Architectm-al

Institute at Exeter. This week the British

Arch;cologioal Association meets, under what
some people would call " distinguished patron-

age," at Sheffield. This week will also be
remembered by some of the privileged mem-
bers of the Architectural Association as the

week of the annual excursion, under the wise

and generous guidance of Mr. Edmund
Sharpe. Verily Mr. Sharpe is doing a most
useful work in promoting and conducting
these annual excursions. In glancing at

archaeological matters, we must not forget the

important discovery recently made where
" proud Troy once stood," and the verification

they impart to Homer's heroic song. Neither
must we be forgetful of the labours performed
on and under the soil of Palestine by English
hearts and English hands, which, like that

which refers to Troy, is spoken of in other

parts of our impression to-day.

THE ANNTJAL EXCURSION OF THE
ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE annual excursion of members of the
above Association commenced on Jlontlav

last, under the guidance of Edmund Sharpe, E^q.,

M.A,. the party leaving King's Cross statiou by
the 10.10 train, and arriving at Grantham about
half-past twelve. In the course of the after-

noon, they paid a somewhat extended visit to the
parish church, and reached Newark by the 5.34
traiu. Dinner was provided at half-past sis, and
at eight o'clock the members adjourned to the
Town-hall, to hear Mr. Sharpe's inaugural
address.

Mr. Sharpe commenced his address by saying
that in their excursion this year they would find a
difference as compared with their excursion last

year, from the circxmistance that the churches last

year were very much more numerous, but upon the
whole less important. Tbey wore about to visit some
of the largest examples of parish churches in the
kingdom, including a very fine cathedral. There
was this striking fact, which they noticed
wherever they went, that the excellence of the
work was not at .all to be measured by the size of
the building or by the remoteness of the locality.

They found in the smallest village-churches the
same tinish, the same care, the same artistic

design they found in the largest parish churches.
It was also a most remarkable fact, which he did
not pretend to account for. that in all cases the
work seemed to be, first, of equal excellence all

over the country ; and, secondly—which was
perhaps more remarkable—that work of the snmo
period seemed to have been executed in verv
distant parts of the country with equal excellence
.and pretty nearly at the same point of time. How
was that to be accounted for ? Did all these
works proceed from some fountain-head—some
board of dictation, that could prescribe every-
thing? He was inclined to think there must
have been some general authority in these
matters—that this uniformity would not havo re-
sulted altogether from the matter of taste and
fashion, -which he did not think could possibly
account for the striking similarity they met
with, almost as if the work had been executed
simultaneously in different parts of the country.
There were six churches of importance they
would visit, namely: Lichfield Cathedral, South-
well Minster, Grantham, Newark, Stafford, and
Ashbourne parish churches. The nave and tran-
septs of Southwell Minster were chiefly Norman,
of about 1110. belonging to the commencement
of Later Norman work. Two NoiTnan doooways
at Balderton Church, of about 1120, were of no
great importance. Of tho Transitional Period
there were very few buildings, but at Newark
they had just a fragment left—very interesting—being part of the crossing piers of the original
church, the only portion left of it. It seemed to
have been left for tho purpose of indicating that
a building of that data had existed there. The
very interesting little church of Beckingham was
a charming little building of the latest Tran-
sitional fashion, with clustered columns. A
pretty doorway of the same church had the
"dog-tooth" of the Transitional Period. The
date of the church he put down at 1175.
Of tho Lancet Period they had some beautiful ex-
amples. At Newark, tho lower part of the tower
was a very fine design indeed, which they might
suppose to have been about 1210. Then at
Southwell the beautiful choir, the east transept,
and tho;Lady Chapel all belonged to this Period,
all very simple and elegant, and pure Lancet

work, due perhaps to about 1215. At Upton
they had a pretty little nave, restored by
Mr. Christian, who ho hoped would accompany
them. The church was small but pretty, the
pier looking as large as the large piers at Newark
Church. In consequence of their great height,
the Newark Church piers seemed very thin indeed.
Date of Upton Church, 1210. Of the Curvilinear
Period they would see some beautiful work at
Hawton, corresponding with the work they visited

at Navenby and Heckington on a former tour

—

so similar th.at they might imagine they were
constructed by the same architect. There were
the piscina, the sedilia, the eastern sepulchre,
and the monumental arch of the founder. The
south aisle of Newark Church, and tho nave, con-
tained very beautiful Curvilinear tracery. Tho
greater part of the foundations of Newark Church
were of this Period. Tho aisles alone seemed to

have been constructed first. According to the
practice in those'days, they carried the walls up
to a certain height ; after that the piers were put
in. He had observed several instances in which
the aisle walls were earlier than the piers, and
yet all appeared continuous work. The whole of

the windows of the north aisle appeared to have
been taken out shortly after construction and
replaced with Rectilinear windows. It was a
puzzle, but there could be no doubt about the
fact, for the base-courso and the string course
were Curvilinear, and tho windows above are not
so. Although Newark Church appeared to be the
simplest church in the world to describe, and
its architectural history could be told in a
few words ; on the contrary, it was one of the
greatest puzzles they would meet with—not
only for the reason named, but in relation to

the tower, which they would find out when
they visited it in the morning. The upper part

of the tower and spire belonged to the same date.

He put it down at 132.5, early in the Curvilinear
Period. They had a very interesting little church
at Claypole completely in that style—rather late

in the period. Too flat foliage and shallow mould-
ings were not to be compared with any of those

numerous Curvilinear churches they saw on the

Cliff road between Grantham and Lincoln on a

former excursion. The date of Claypole Church
he put down at 1335. At Brant Broughton they
had interesting portions of Curvilinear work.
There, as at Newark, the Curvilinear window's had
been taken out, .and Rectilinear put in their

place. The string-course had been cut out to do
it. There was no mistake about the insertion,

because they would perceive it in the joining of

the masonry all round. He placed the date at

1340. Broughton tower and spire, a good part

of the church outside, the aisles and stone-

covered porches, he put down about the year
1-tOO, or perhaps later. S. Mary's, at Nottingham,
was not a building in which many of them would
take much interest. It was an enormous build-

ing, abundantly lighted with largo windows

—

in fact a gre.at lantern almost—the best liguted

he know. It possessed very few details of a
tasteful or interesting character. Its chief

interest consisted in its magnificent size,

its transparency, and adaptation to the
purpose of modern worship in a large and
populous town. Mr. Sharpe then pointed out
special points of interest in the mouldings, men-
tioning particularly the great cavernous doorways
of Southwell Minster, of tho Norman Period;
also the charming doorway of Beckingham
Church ; tho doorway of tho Chapter-house, at

Southwell, which ranks along with the chapter-

house at York, and was, perhaps, amongst the

most beautiful works of art in the kingdom.
This led tho speaker to point out the impossi-

bility of executing foliage in stone, and ho con-

demned in unmeasured ..erms the modern attempts

in that direction. The architects of the Curvili-

near Period soon found out the,y could not execute

foliage. The attempt only continued about 25
years, and it was a singular fact that from that

point of time architecture began to degenerate.

He then proceeded to speak on the subject of

church restoration. Most of them, he dare say,

were aware that of these six remarkable churches

to which he had-speci.ally referred, five had been
restored, one of them—Lichfield Cathedral—in a

sumptuous manner, and all of them without stint

as regarded cost. Tho whole of their restorations

had been carried out by the same architect—Sir

Gilbert Scott. It was no pa.it of his duty, nor
was it his wish, to criticise the works of living

architects ; but it was impossible for him, in re-

viewing the present condition of their important

buildings, to pass over without any notice what-
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ever tbo chauges that these restorations

had effected in their general appearance

for all future time, and ho pointed out how-

far these changes liad or had not affected the

primitive condition of these remarkable structures.

In the first place, he asked the question, why do

wo restore at all ? Why, when a building, or a

portion of it. had become by age, or from other

causes, un suited for its purpose, did they not pull

it down and build another? They would cer-

tainly do so, in five cases out of sis, in the case of

a house. Why did they noc do so in the case of a

church? Well, the answer was, he thought,

very simple and obvious. It was impossible to

do so. The attachment which the people of this

country fortunately had for their nutioual monu-
ments was so strong that no one would over ven-
ture to propose such a thing. It was for this

reason then that, whatever tho nature of the
works proposed to be carried out in one of our
national monuments, "restoration" was the term
that was always employed to cover them when
public assistance was required. No other plea
would be accepted. Preservation, and not re-

moval, or even renewal, was the professed object

of all such appeals. But it might bo said t:iat

there were cases in which, n-hether for the sake
of preserving from destruction the rest of tho
fabric, or for other reasons, such as the convenient
practical use of the building for purposes of

modern worsliip, the removal or destruction of

this or that fragment of early work became a
necessity. Undoubtedly this necessity might
arise, and however much they might deplore it,

they must, in such a case, accept the plea. But
what they had a right to insist iipon and to de-
mand was, that the imper.ative nature of this

necessity should bo first clearly established.

Finally, should removal and reconstruction have
thus become absolutely necessarv. some mode
should be found of preserving, even amidst the
new work, some such record of the old as might
givo authenticity to the new. One mode of doing
this he strongly urged upon those who might be
intrusted with such a restoration. It seldom
happened, where a building had to be replaced,
either in consequence of a sudden calamity, or
from long decay, that the whole of its ornamental
work was so completely deteriorated, as that
parts of it could not be used again : this was par-
ticularly the case in regard to moulded woi-k.

which, as ho had often observed, possessed
more historic value, as to progress in art,

than any other portion of a building. But
it sometimes happened, where a building or
a portion of it was not in such a condition as to

endanger its safety, that work was unnecessarily
removed on tho ground of its defective appear-
ance, arising from decay. Xow he would confess
that in all such cases he was in favour of the
utmost possible conservation. In the case of

moulded or carved work he preferred infinitely

to see even a portion only of the original capital,

for example, rather than a new member, and for

this simple reason—he drew an instructive lesson
from this fragment of early work ; it was a
genuine example of tho period to which it

belonged, whilst the new one, however well
copied and carefully restored, tau.ght him
nothing; it possessed no authenticity; he could
not tell whether it was a correct copy of the
former one or not. The designer or carver was
not at his elbow to vouch for this, and he did not
know if he should believe him if he did. The
most fatal process, however, to which the church
could be submitted was that of which they saw
some deplorable ex-amples in their visit to the
churches of N'orfolk and Cambridgeshire the year
before last, and by which, in order to remove
the paint or whitewash of a former day,
the whole of the work had been tooled ovor in
such a manner as not only to give an entirely
now and modern appearance to the surface of

tho stonework, and to damage the true profile of
the original moulding.', but also to destroy and
remove some of the most characteristic features
of the carved work of the capit ils. What, there-
fore, they had to protest against, in tho second
place, was tho use of a tool of any description on
the surfaces of o.arly work, and to demand that
the equ.illy efficacious, though somowhat more
tedious process of the carding brush and a che-
mical wash, should alone be used for tho removal
of paint and whitewash. After all. perhaps the
best and simplest counsel to offer those engaged
in a restoration was, as regarded the masonry of
the building, to do as little as possible. When-
ever ho heard of the subscription or the demand
of a largo sum of money for a modern restoration.

he trembled for the consequences as regarded the
future value of the building as an authentic ox-

ample of the period to which it belonged. It was
astonishing how great a change might be effected

in a parish church encumbered w-ith galleries and
unsiglitly woodwork, if no essential repairs to

the fabric were required, with a comparatively
trifling amount. Certainly one of the least s.atis-

factory restorations that they saw iu tlieir ex-

cursion last year was the one upon which the

largest amount had been expended, and by
far the best was one the cost of which had been
positively in.significant. For the former the re-

sources available were those of a large and
liberally-miuded parish; for the latter, almost
the entire cost had been furnished by the

incumbent. To return to the two fine churches
of Grantham and Newark, it appeared to him,
so far as he had been able to examine tliem, that

the principles of restoration recommended in the
foregoing remarks had been strictly complied
with. Every portion of old work that it had
been possible to retain had been preserved, as

well inside as outside the building, and where
parts had been injured they had been patched,
instead of being removed and replaced. The
original surface of the stonework, moreover,
appeared to have been preserved and restored

by legitimate means, and almost entirely without
the use of a tool. These two churches, in f.ict,

appeared not only to have passed scatheless

through the ordeal of a modern restoratiou, but
to hdve had all their principal characteristic

features enhanced by it ; and they had reason to

bethankful, in both these cases, to SirGilhert Scott

that he had taken so much care of the works of his

predecessors, and given them so little of his own,
excellent as the latter no doubt would have been
had it been required, Mr. Sharpe concluded with
some general remarks on tho modern revival of

Gothic architecture. A very cordial vote of

thanks was passed.

At nine o'clock on Tuesday morning the p.arty

visited the Parish Church. The morning was
very unfavourable, but at the hour appointed
they started on their journey to Beckingham,
Broughton, Claypole, Balderton, and Hawton,
returning to Newark for tho night. Mr. Reay,
Mus. Bac, organist at the Parish Church, gave
an ori;an recital in the evening. On Wednesday
the party left Newark at nine o'clock forKolbam,
Upton, and Southwell. Yesterday they visited

Nottingham, Derby, and Tutbury, resting at

.\shbourne for the night. Tho excursion will

terminate at Lichfield to-morrow, when the final

dinner will take place.

DARWINISM Ds ART.

DR. ZERFFI recently delivered a lecture on
this subject in tho Lecture Theatre of the

Eirkbeck Literary and Scientific Institution,

Chancery, lane, Holborn. In commencing, he
said that the great mystery of mysteries—the
question how the dift'ereat organic and inorganic
beings had come into existence, had occupied
priests, prophets, la-i givers, philosophers, and
naturalists from timo immemorial. Leibnitz, the
great philosopher, had more than two hundred
years ago enunciated tho principles which had
lately been worked out by Mr. Darwin in starting

with a " monas monadum," and tho axiom '' saltus

nou datur in natura," or "there is no sudden
tr.ansition in nature." This idea, like an electric

spark, had kindled a vast amount of investigi-

tion and inquiry, the result of which could not
but servo the interests of science and enable u.s to

approach more nearly to truth. The point at issue,

briefly stated, was whether stars, minerals,
plants, animals, and men were the works of

separate acts of creation, or the results of the
development of cosmical forces. The question
whether Mr. D.arwin had proved his theory with
regard to this, or not, would not b.,' entered upon
in the lecture, but his hearers should remember
that the merits of a thinker like Darwin did not
con>ist in proving a theory with mathematical
precision, but in the power which ho possessed
of setting the dynamic force of thinking men into

motion, and bringing now intellectual life into tho
stagnating evory-day opinions of humanity.
Darwin's theory had produced twenty-four in-

dependent works in England, nineteen in France,
five in Ilolland. five in Italy, no loss than two
hundred and lifteen in Germany, and a great
number in America. There must consequently
bo something worthy of deep consideration in the
works of such a man, and whether we came to

favourable or unfavourable conclusions with re-

gard to the truth of the hypothesis, we should
none the less honour its pro]iounder, for he (the
lecturer) felt sure that when many a man who
was now loud in his denunciations of Darwin
should have long passed away and have been
forgotten, this gi-eat thinker would live and con-
tinue, so long as an English book was printed and
read, to occupy the proud position of one
of the greatest minds this country had
ever produced. The Darwinian theory had
been applied with great success to philology, and
it was strange to find those who had adopted the
theory for their own purposes inveighing so
bitterly against the man from whom they "had
learnt it. The studios of History, Botany, Physio-
logy, Mythology, and Religion, had all reaped
benefit from the application of tho evolution
theory, and he (the lecturer) had endeavoured to
apply it to the gradual development of art. In
doing this he was, fortunately, not liable to have
" missing links " to account for, as the monu-
ments of art showed a continuous development,
step by step, without a break. -\rt, in common
with Medicine and Theology, laboui-ed under
the great disadvantage that people imagined a
complete acquaintance with its principles could
be attained without either study or natural
qualifications. Every young lady had some
idea of what was " good for " aheadache, dyspepsia,
or tho gout, though she might not even possess
a very clear notion of the meaning of any of these
words; and nearly all young men and women
would enter upon the consideration of incompre-
hensible dogmas with incredible assurance. Thus
with a picture, persons would stand opposite it,

and though completely ignor.ant, criticise it

minutely. One would pi'aise its depth,
another its breadth, whilst a third, in astonish-
ment, would inquire how there could be any great
breadth or depth, seeing that the picture itself

was only a foot-and-a-half by three feet ! Un-
fortunately, Art had, from the times of Plato and
Aristotle, to our own, been generally treated as
a mere matter of fashion. Plato had done the
greatest mischief in classing artists with cooks,
milliners, andhairdressers, and calling them liars,

because they endeavoured to make men believe

things were as they were not ! Aristotle had
been more truthful in ascribing all art to

fiifiijaic,—imitation, mimicry. Starting with this

idea, that " imitation " was the origin of art, we
must ask ourselves whether it had a beginning
and a development. 'Ihis question could be
readily answered in the affirmative. Taking the

first rude attempt at a weapon in the hammer, we
should find it improved into an adze or hatchet,

then into the spear, then into tho p imitive tire-

arm, and lastly as the culminating point of

modem civilisation and efl'ort, into the " Wool-
wich Infant " and the " Snider." Here was an
evident improvement, and it was our duty to

inquire into the causes that produced such de-
velopment. We should find that all art-forms

migut be reduced to two elementary form-sub-
stances, just as water could be resolved into

o.-cygen and hydrogen. These elements were the

straight line and the curved or waving line. The
straight line might be horizontal or vertical,

according as it served to express the static or

dynamic force. The lecturer proceeded tc illus-

trate the expression of the two forces in the forms
of plants, animals, and man ; and showed, by
means of diagr.ams. the gradual development of

pottery, and of architectural forms, pointing out
that tire column had originated in the trunk of the

tree, and had passed from the Doric to the Ionic,

and then to the Corinthian. He then went on
to say that, having once ascertained the primitive

elements of art, we might trace the different

forms produced by their combination, according

to the law of development. We found that the

straight line alone was at first used in ornamen-
tation ; then the waving lino ; then a combination
of the two, producing first, caricature-plants, and
then the lowest animals, serpents ; then ser-

pents and trees combined ; next, antediluvian

animals, shapeless and huge ; then a combi-
hination of geometrical figures to express abstract

ideas ; thou the transformation of ab.^itract signs

iuto monstrous forms, then wood-carving, mo-
doling in clay, and finally, stone curving
or s- ulpture. We cou'd thou proceed to clas-

sification, always bearing iu mind the theory

of evolution. The huge masses ef Stonahenge
and Carnac were the fir.-t steps towards the Greek
temples ; the mounds led to tho Buddhistic tem-

ples, tho mosques, and the Gothic churches. That
wood preceded stouo in architecture could be most
easily seen in the Buddhistic rock-hewn temples,
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in -wliieh one found rafter-i :intl beams carro.i iu

the solid rock, in evident imitation of 6ome pre-

esistent wood con^tntction. Tho who'o davelop-

ment was divisible into tbree irreat sta^^es. In

the fir-^t. man endeavoured to find forms, but was
a slave to mattLM- ; the static olemeut predomin-

ated, as for instance, in EEjyptian art. In the

second sta^xe, matter and spirit were well balanced,

as in Greek art ; and in the third, spirit became
the master of matter. Incalculable advautaefos

were to be gained by such a systematic; study of

art history. Prejudice and ignorance would in-

evitably ^ive way to clear and woll-considered

views on art topics, and men would understand

that art possessed an aim—to attain the beautiful,

which was as subject to law as the object of

science—truth. "Whilst we had numberless
opportunities of learning to discriminato between
pood and evil, our education, with regard to a

knowlpd_*re of the beautiful, was in a pitiable state

of neglect, although philosophically, the good
and the beautiful— the evil and the utjlv—were
identical. If this was once recognised, we might
hope to see the public indifference and want of

even th© most elementary ideas of taste and
judgment, so depressing in tbeir influence on our

art, give way to correct principles, which would
raise the works of oar artists to a higher standard.

ARCHITECTURAL AND ARCH^OLOGICAL
SOCIETIES.

N'ORTHUMBERLAXD AXD DuRIIAM AkCH-EOLO-
GICAL A\D ARCmTECTLTRAr> SoCIETr.—Ou Wod-
nesdav. the 6th inst. about twenty of the members
of the Northumberlfind and Durham Archajolosrical

and Ai'chitectural Society paid a visit to Howden,
arriving from Selby bv the 4.4*) p.m train. Tbpy
were received by the Rev. W. Hutchinson, M.A.,

vicar, and Mr. Storry, churchwarden, who con-

ducted thorn over the church. After inspecting

the interior pnd examining the ruins of the east

end and the chapter-house, they visited the

ancient gateway in the grounds of the Vicarage,

and the Manor House, which form-^d part of the

ancient palacf^ of the Bishops of Durham. Thev
left Howden by the 6.50 p.m. train for Hull,

whence th'^y proceeded onTursday nocn to Bever-
ley, Market Weighton, and Yerk.

Wiltshire Archaeological Society.—Last
week a deputation from this Society proceeded to

Swindon, when preliminary arrangoments were
entered into for the three days' annua! meeting.

At present nothing derinite is settled, though two
excursions have been sketched out, on© to Ciren-

cester, and the second to Fairford.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
Ehmevtary Princlpkf^ of Ccny^entn/. Edited by

E-W. Tarn% M.A. (London: Lockwood & Co.)—
The former edition of this treatise formed one of

Weale's Rudimentary Series. The present edition,

while it contains a considera^de portion of the

former one. is greatly enlarged, and is, in the

main, an abridgment of Tredirold's folio work on
Carpentry. The subject of Joinery, altogether

omitted in the former edition, has had consider-

able sp'tce allotted to it in the present work, and
is explained as far as its limits permit.— Worl-~

shop Appli mces. by C. P. B. Shelley, C.E
(London: Lonemans, Green. & Co.), is the latest

of the admirable series of text-books issued by
Messrs. Longmans. We know of no other book
in which so complete'an explanation is to be found,

in so concise a form, of the contrivances in use in

an engineers' workshop.

—

Loiic/ and Shoi't Spcni

Baihvr:}/ Bridges, by B. Baker (London : E. &
F. N Spon), is a second edition, so far as the first

part, tre 'ting on long span railway bridges, is

concerned. In the second part attention is de-
voted to the considerations bearing upon the

special action of a rolling load. The author's

experience has enforced on him the conclusion

that the d'^structi re action of a frequently re-

curring rolling load is habitually underrated, and
that as a consequenco in many instances heavy
works for maintenance will have to be incurred

in the future.

—

Snons' Architects* and Builders*

Pocket Booh of Useful Memoranda rrnd Prices,

by W. YouN'Cr (Londnn : E. & F. N. Spon), is

a cheap and haudy compilation, embody-
ing the information indicated by the title.—A liandi/ Book on the Ecrlcsiastiral

Dllnpidaiiona Act. 1871, by E G. Bruton,
F.R.I.B. A. (London : Rivingtons). which has
been before noticed by us, ha*: reached a second
editien.

—

Ourfht the State to Bity the Railways?

(London : Longmans, Green, and Co.), is a ques-
tion put and answered iu the negative by " A
Midland Shareholder," and reprinted with addi-

tions from the British Q'tarferli/ R-ivieic. The
essay is an able one, and the author well main-
tains his position-

—

Ventilation of BniUlin</s, by
W. F. BoTLER, (London : E. and F. N. Spon) is a

reprint, with additions, of a paper read before the

Civil and Mechanical Engineers Society in

January last.

—

Blemefits of Mensuration^ by the

Rev. J. HusTER, M.A. (London: Longmans,
Green, and Co.), has been thoroughly revis'?d.

and is issued as one of the volumes of the
" School Series " Messrs. Longman are publish-

ing under the ediiorship of the Rev. G. K. Gleig.—Co'dzs Continental Time Tabfes and Tourist^s

Bandbook (London : Cook and Son), will be just

now of considerable service to many. A useful

list of Continental hotels is appended.—Messrs.
Weeks and Co., of Chelsea, have sent us a copy
of their new trade catalogue of horticultural

buildings.

liiilding intelligence.

CntJKCMES AND CnAPELS.

Caksfortii —Tbo first chuvcU built in the

now and important town of Carnforth, near Lan-
caster, was consecrated on the 14:li inst.. hy the

Bisliop of Mancbester. The cburch is built of a

very hard ^rey grit stone from the neighbour-

hood, and all the dressings internally and es-

tornally are of light-coloured freescone. The
stylo is Early Decorated. The nave is 58ft by
2Gft. ; chancel, 2 fi ft. by 19ft., with south transept

and .aisle ; roof about 41ft. to ridge internally.

The timbers are all of pitch-pine, varnished. The
roof trusses; are of curved ribs, supported by stone

corbels dividing the nave into five bays and
chancel into three bays. The church has sittings

for about 3.30, all free. The pulpit is of elaborately

carved stoue, and is the cjft of the contractor.

The tower and spire at the S.W. corner are not yet

built, and the church is designed with a view of

future extension on the north side. The contractors

are Mr. Clarkson, Jlr. Parkinson, Jlr. Walmesley.
and Mr. Lythgoe, of Carnforth; and Mr. Joseph
Jackson is the ;lerk of works. The total cost, in-

cluding the site, is a little over £2.000. The
architects are Messrs. Brade & Smales, of Lowther-

street, Kendal.

Hereford.—A new Congregational church was
opened at Hereford on Thursday week. The plan

is a parallelogram, consisting of entrance-porch,

vestibule, two gallery staircases, nave and side

aisles, with apsidal organ-chamber and vestry.

The cost has been about £3,000. Jlessrs. Haddou
Bros, of Hereford are the architects ; and Messrs.

Welsh and Son, of the same city, the builders.

Accommodation is provided for 550 people.

Newisgtox.—We noticed in the Bcildin'o
Xews some time since the competition designs

for two new churches at Xewington, Surrey.

The present parish church of S. ilary—a hideous

specimen of churchwarden architecture, dating
about 90 years back, is very awkwardly situate

with respect to the main thoi-oughfaro known as

Newington Butts, and to the f.actthat it is an ob-

struction to the traffic is due the determination

to remove the unsightly pile. The new parish

church of S. Mary will be built in the Kennington
Park-road, a short distance south of the present

church, and a smaller church, to serve for

mission purposes, &c., is to be erected in the old

churchyard, in close contiguity to the site of the

old church. Tho works for the erection of the

small chui-ch, which will he dedicated to S.

Gabriel, have been commenced. The building is

to be of a plain substantial character, and will be

built upon piers and arches, instead of upon con-

tinuous footings, in order to disturb as little as

possible the graves of people interred in the

churchyard. Tho building will be oblong on
plan, and will consist of a chancel, nave, two
aisles, and the usual vestries. The main entrance

will be from Churchyard-row. Tbe church will

be Grothic in character, and will be built almost
entirely of red brick, .stone being used for cills,

weatherings, tho tracery of the windows, &c.

Tho roof will be open-timbered, covered with
slate, and surmounted at the chancel arch by a

bell-gable. Internally four pointed arches on
blue stone columns will support the clerestory

wall. Besides the windows in the aisles, there

will bo eight clerestory windows on each side.

The red brick, of which the church is to be built,

will be decoi'at?d and relieved with moulded
strings of the same colour and material. The
floor of the chancel will bo 3ft. 6in. higher than
that of the nave. On the rerado-i alone will any at-

tempt at ornament bj made. It will be chiefly

of stone, elaborately carved, and supported on
each side by ornamented panels, which will re-

turn some few feet into tho chancel. On the
north side of the chancel will be the organ-cham-
ber and vestries for the choir and clergy. On the
other side of tho chancel will be an aisle or Lady
Chapel. The Inngth of the church from end to

end, without including tho vestries, is H9ft. The
nave is 70ft. long and 2.">ft. wide, .and the
aisles are each lift. wide. The chancel will

be 31ft. long, the height of tho nave being
32ft. to the spring of the arch ribs, and 56ft. to

the apex. There will bo accommodation for GOO
people, and the cost will probably bo about
£4.000. The architect is Mr. Edward Cults, of

1, Waterloo-place (the author of the premiated
design). Messrs. Lathey Bros., of Battersea, are
the builders, and Mr. Hudson is the clerk of tho
works. The foundation-stone will be laid on or
about ^lichaelmas-day.

Re.vdisg.—Soon after the .appointment of the
Rev. v. H. Travers as Vicar of S. Giles, Reiding,
in 1871, he proposed the restoration and enlarge-

ment of the church.—-then a mean, dilapidated

editice. His proposal was most warmly responded
to and the result was that in September the restored

church was consecrated, .and its tine proportions,

architectural features, and well worked-out de-

tails have been the object of much deserved
admiration. But the work was regarded by its

chief promoters as incomplete, and consequently

it was determined to raise the tower (whioh ia

mainly of Norman construction) about 23ft., and
to erect upon it a stone spire 110ft. in height.

This has now been completed, giving an elevation

of 176ft. A turret and stairs have also been
added at the north-west .angle of the tower, and
new steps and flint wall and iron fence placed at

the western portion of the church. Since the
opening tif tho church in September, the interior

of the chancel- roof and wall has been painted
with considerable taste by Messrs. Clayton and
Bell ; the iron cbancel-screen has been richly

i;iWed, the font has been carved, and the font-

cover decorated. Mr. J. P. St. Aubyn was tho

architect employed upon the work.

Heading.—S. John's Church, Reading, which is

being built on the site of the old church near
the Queen's-roal, is very near completion. Tho
roof will he finished iu about a fortnight, and in

the course of a month the scaffolding will be re-

moved. Inside the building workmen are busily

engaged, and the caps to the twelve columns are

being carved. The foundation-stone was laid by
the Bishop of Oxford on the fith of November,
1872, and it is expected that the church will be

opened for Divine worship some time in October

next. The church was designed by Mr. W. A.
Dixon, and the work is being efficiently carried

out by Messrs. Niblett & Son, of Hornsey Rise,

London.

Wavertuee. — The foundation-stone of a

Wesl yan Methodist Chapel, which w-ill aiford

accommodation for about GOO worshippers, waa
laid on Tuesday, .at Wavertree, near Liverpool.

The chapel will be in the Decorated Gothic style,

with a tower and spire rising to a height of about

130ft. Tho materials used in tho construction of

tho outer walls will be Yorkshire shoddies, with

red stone for the dressings. Besides a chapel

there will bo vestries and tvvo commodious class-

rooms. The architect is Mr. John E. Reeve,

Lord-street, Liverpool, .and the builder, Mr. David
Readdie, Chatham-street, Liverpool.

CHIPS.

The new church of S. Michael, Folkestone, -will

be opened on the 28th instant. Only the nave is at

present built.

The New Town Hall at Bradford is to be opened
on the 9th of September.

Dr. Austin, surgeon, of Reigate, and secretary of

the Surrey Archasolosical Society, was found dead

in the South Park at Reigate, on Friday last, death

having apparently arisen from a fit.

The opening of the new bridge which crosses

the Thames from the Cadogan Pier to the western

side of Battersea Park, which was to have taken

place on Satm-day, has been postponed till to-

morrow.
A south transept has been added to the church of

S. Boniface. Bonchurcb, Isle of Wight, and the re-

opening took place on Wednesday week.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

oar correspond on t5. The Editor res (ectfully requests

that all communication? should be drawn upas briefly

as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space

allotted to correspondence.]

To Our Keadeus.—Wo shMl feel obliged to any of our

readers who will favour us wiih brief nntes of wuiks con-

templated or in progress io the provinces.

All letters sh-)uld be addre^s^^d to the EDITOR, 31,

TAVISTOCK-STREKT. COVE-VT-GARnEN'. W.C.
Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to

J. Passmoub Euwards.

ADVERTISEMENT CHAEGES.

The charge for advertisements is Gd. p^r line, of eight

words (the first line counting as two). No advertisement
inserted for leas than half-a-crown. Special terms for

series of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.

Front Page Advertisements 9d. per line.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than o p.m. on Thursday.

TERMS OF SUBSCRTPTION.

(Payable in advance./

Nineteen shillings per annum (post free) to any
part of the United Kingdom. To the United States

jEI. 63. (or t>| dolfl. gold}. To Franco or Belgium, £1. fis.

(or 32 francs). To India (viti Southampton), ei. I4s. lod.

To any of the Australian Colonies. Ne^v Zealand, the

Cape, the West Indies, Canada, Nuva Scotia, or Natal,

£\. 63.

N.B-—American and Belgian Bubacribers are requested

to remit their subscriptions by International P.O. 0.. and
to advise the publisher of the diite and amount of their

remittance. Back numbers can only te sent at the rate

of 7d. each, the postage charged being :td per copy. All

foreign subscriptions unnccompanied byan additional re-

mittance to cover the extra cost of forwardiug back num
bers are commenced from the next number published

after the receipt of the subscription.

Subscribers receiving their copies direct from the

office are requested to observe that the last number of

the term for which their Subscription is paid, will be

forwarded to them in a coloured icrappei-. as an intima-

tion that a fresh remittance is necessarr, if it be desired

to continue the Subscription.
Cases for binding the half-yearly volumes, 23. each.

SMALL REMITTANCES.
AdTCrtisers and others remitting small sums are re-

quested to send Post-offli-e orders, which can now be easily

»nd cheaply obtained, and not to send postage-stamps.
The Postmaster-General has rei'enily iutim ited his intfn-

tioQ to chnrge a double registratiou fee on all unregistered

letters found to contain stamps.

Eeceited.—A. M.- G. C. A.—R. and B.—B. T. B.—E. S.

—T. C—E. G.—J. B.

A Si'BSCRiBEE.—There is do such agency that we arc

aware of.

Cauen EnOTHEiis.—The drawings to hand.

"WiLTEa CHBSTKRToy, Ottawa.—Drawing to hand.

(iforrcfipoiulciue.

PROTECTIOX OF BUILDINGS FROM
LIGUTXIXG.

(To the Editor of the Building News.)

Sir,—Being desirous to see what foiTu and
plan of lightning-conductors had been fitted to one
of the moat important of our public buildings in

England, I visited S. Paul's Catliedral, and was
surprised to find that the conductors applied were
in the form of wiro-ropos—a form of conductor
long since condemned in the Royal Xavv, and
recommended by the greatest autliority wo over
had on the subject (the late SirWm. Snow Harris)
by all means to be avoided in the protection of

buildings; a good and eflBcient conductor once
fixed to a building is there for all time without
supervision, but the danger of wire-rope conduc-
tors is, that in the course of twenty or thirty
years, the strands will become so rotten, from
atmospheric influences, that an ordinary shock of

lightning would sever them ; and of this we have
many examples. Charles Church, Plymouth, was
so protected, and a discharge knocked the con-
ductors all to pieces. The Hotel des Invalides at

Paris, Ealing Church, Astbury Church. Parish
Church of Wisborough. S. Mary's, Taunton : Ril-

lington Church, near Malton ; and many others,

have been similarly treated, and more or less

damaged, and lightning-conductors fitted of the
same kind to chimney-shafts, have proved useless
from the samo cause, and are otherwise most
inadequate for cfKcient protection.

It ii not very probable, when we consider the
tremendous power with which wo have to deal,

that a small line of metal, or lines of wire-strands,

can all timos withstand the artillery of heaven,
even when in its best condition ; but when par-

tially decayed and rotten, the concussion of the

descending electric fluid would divide thorn like

pack-throads. 8o much for the form of the con-

ductors. X^ow with regard to the plan. I found
sufficient lines of conductors, such as thoy were,

for the protection of the cross and dome, but the

attachment to the iron railing, or golden gallery,

is not perfect, in case of a heavy discharge direct

on the iron railing; but there are other elements
of diiugOi.- left unprotected or unconnected. The
mo>t important of these is. that the old iron con-

ductors, supposed to terminate on the outside of

the stone parapet of the stone gallery, are allowed

to remain as they were—an element of dangei".

The iron water-tanks inside, and also those out-

side, on the stone gallery, are loft unnoticed, nor

is any advantage taken to use them as adjuncts,

or auxiliai'y protection, which they would natu-

rally form, being always charged with water.

I did not minutely examine the two front

towers, but I saw they had the like objectionable

form of conductors applied; and further, tho

bells, several roofs, and other elements of d;inger,

are left unnoticed. The termination of the con-

ductors, I understand to have been left in tho

drains, at times wot and dry, and likely to be

stolen when clearing out the drains, or removed
\vho;i the existence of the conductors is forgotten.

It therefore appears to me that very much
expen-e ha? been incurred for an inefficient and
temporary protection. Trusting you will notice

this in your next journal. I am, Sir, &c.,

2. Savage-gardens, E.G. J. W. Gray.
I'Oth Aug., 1873.

THE USE OF WIRES FOR
ECHO.*

PRE\^XTING

Sir.—Tho following information as to an ex-
periment in this matter kindly supplied to me
by tho minister of tho Presbyterian Chapel,
Maria-street, Poplar, may be interesting to your
readers .—
The approximate dimensions of the chapel arc

50ft. long, 40ft. wide, 40ft. high to roof plate;

high pitched boarded open roof, with but few
timbers exposed. Pulpit at middle of end; Invel

of minister's head 20ft. a!)o\'o floor lovol. Four
thin copper wires were placed at a level of 3ft.

above the speaker's head 5ft. apart, the first wire
being at a distance of 5ft. from the speaker.

The result is that the preacher finds great relief,

and the congregation experience a mitigation of

the evil, but in a lesser degree.

The results of similar experiments would be
useful if your readers would communicate them
to you. H.

TOWN CHURCH COMPETITION".

Sir,—Whilst bearing a willing testimony to the
very great excellence of Mr. Haines's design, I wish, in

no spirit of carping criticism, to point out what seem
tome it defects, with a view of their avoidance In

future.

1. AccoramodatioR for children (120) insufficient,

and rather too prominent.
2. X. transept, sacristj-, priests' and choir vestries,

organ-chamber, and w.c.'a lighted from adjoining pro-

perty.

3. In baptistry, some of the sponsors must per-
force turn their backs to the east.

4. A very large number of seats (nearly :?50) are
behind the preacher ; exf^Iusive of choir and ^fide
chapel (without which latter, however, the accommo-
dation is not provided) they number 200, and about
this number of Ihe whole (equal to 16 per cent.)

would be without the limit of hearing. I fear, from
the peculiar position of the pulpit, very few of the
choir would be able to hear at all, though in tho
above 200 I have accounted 50 of the choir as being
able to hear.

5. The organ Is " perched away In a loft,'* and the
organist likewise,

6. Choir accommodation (84) excessive.
The interests of further advancement In church

design is my sole, and, I trust, a sufficient reason for

the foregoing remarks. As a work of art. Mr. Haines's
design would bo diflicult indeed to criticise. It is

much to be regretted that Mr. II. has committed the
error which has put him out of court, as it would
have been extremely interesting to have seen bis solu-

tion of the question within the strict limits of the
competition.—I am, kc, A Competitor.

-DAitP-PROOFMR. TAYLOR'S BL'NGALOWS.-
WALLS.

Sir,—In readlngover the report of Mr. Taylor's bun
galows, I find that he claims the right of invention of

the "damp-proof walls " adopted by him in their cou-

• See p. 413, VoL XXIIL, Building News.

structinn, and illustrated In your journal last week.
Anyhow, I am not gning to dispute that the idea is

not an entirely new thing for Mr. Taylor, but to in-

foriu yon that twelve months ago, when vn a visit in
S(Hith ^yales, I was commissioned by a gentleman to
go and examine an old farm-house which has been con-
verted into a shootiui? box, with the view of making
additions and alterations to same, and, during my ex-
amination of the honsc. I discovered in the walls
thereof the very same method of "damp-proof walling

'*

as that adopted by Mr. Taylor in his bungalows, with
the exception of the hoop-iron ties. Having at the
time made a very close examination of the construction
of these walls, and what I then thnught a perfect means
of makinglthe walls damp-proof. I decided upon adopt-
ing the same principle, with slight improvements, such
as slate ties 12in. by yin. by 2in., in tbc construction of

the most exposed walls of a school and master's house
which I am erecting In Carnarvonshire, and which will

be completed In the course of a few weeks.
The old farm-house in question is of great age, and

is situated on the side of a mountain in Cardiganshire
in one of the most exposed positions that can possibly

be found In the whole county, and will probably be en-

tirely pulled down in vhe Spring of next year tor the
purpose of re-building, when I hope to be able to treat
more fully on the construction of its damp-proof
walls. I have no doubt that numerous other examples
may he found in the neighbourhood, if sought for.—

I

am, Sir, &c.,

Liverpool. "Walter W. Thomas.

ARCHITECTS AJs'D THK PERCENTAGE SYSTEM.

Sin,—T make bold to trouble you with another letter

on the subject. Your correspondent " J. G." accuses

me of manifest injustice, and of plagiarising tho worst
feature of trade-unionism." I really fail to see the

truth of these statements. I have advocated nothing
but what Is, I consider, in accordance with common
justice and honesty. I reiterate emphatically, that

the present system of ad libitum charges is most per-

nicious in its tendency and disastrous in its results.

Even among shop-keepers it Is not considered very re-

spectable to sell goods at a lower price than is usually

charged ; nnich worse is it, therefore, for an architect

to " cut out " his brethren, and, so to speak, endeavour
totake the bread out of their mouths.
Your correspondent has some fine and eloquent words

respecting "trade-unionism," but I trust he is pre-

pared to make a distinction between comparatively
uneducated meehanics and intellectual and cultivated

gentlemen. An architect, to be worthy of the name,
must be a gentleman. His position is so peculiar and
onerous ; he is atthe head of so many departments—in

a word, he is so trusted that he must certaiJy be
placed on a different footing to Ijis subordiuates.

Trade-unionism (however much your correspondent

may sneer at it) is, if properly conducted, beneficial;

nay. It is necessary. The weaker can only become
strong by combination. Some employers are so un-

scrupulous, that workmen would be ground down to

the dust were it not for their banding together.

Everything In this world may be perverted, and trade-

unionism Is no exception to the rule. But " J. G/
seems to ignore the fact that architects are profes-

sional men, and have a fixed emolument. If they are

competent to perform their duties, it is really of

very little importance whether they are young or old.

A young architect should be ascap.able as his senior to

carry out the smaller class of works, and it is rare in-

deed that he is entrusted with large ones. People

judge by induction. They certainly will not give largo

commissions to a man till he indubitably shows his

power and competence in small ones.

"What I have insisted upon so strongly is that an
architect must keep up his character as an honourable

man. I still maintain that It is not respectable to

work very cheap in order to obtain plenty of business,

and that such line of conduce will, assuredly, in time,

make a man shunned by his brethren and contemned
by the public generally.

I assert that an " Architectural Register" would do
very much to mitigate the evil. Upon signing it, a
man would feel compelled to act up to his profession,

Tho fact is, sir, there is too much " hole in the wall "

business. People, I am afraid, are rapidly losing that

fine edge of honourable conduct which once was con-

sidered essential. Provided there is a fair chance of

not being detected, they may nowadays do any
amount of sharp (some call it dirty) practice, Every-
tliing seems to be In a state of froth and excitement

;

all is bubble, turmoil, and strife. With very many,
plenty of business is the sole end of existence. How it

is obtained is too ludicrously unimportant for at-

tention.

I cannot think that your correspondent is an ar-

chitect, ©r he would never defend (I might say, ad-

vocate) working for a small percentage. People who
do work clieap in architecture arc generally ashamed
of admitting the fact ; and I thiHk, as a general rule,

that those things which one is ashamed to own, are

not strictly cori'ect.

Another correspondent, an *' artist,"is of opinion that

the percentage system is a failure, and should be abol-

ished. T^'ithout asking this gentleman if he is really

competent to give any opinion ou the subject, I may
state that I was describing thing'* as they are—not what
they may or ought to be. So long as we profess to

work for a percentnge, let us do so, and let all oar
actions be himn Jidc. Only by so doing shall we be
worthy members of an honourable profession.— I am.
Sir. yours, &c., JoHX Statham Davis.

3S, Bennett's HIU, Bh*mingham,
Aug. 19th, 1S73.
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THE BELLS, S. PATRICK'S, KENSINGTON.

Sir,—Permit me. ns a brother bell-ringer with Mr.

Medley Fulfonl. to thank hira fnrhi^ letter which ap-

peared in your number of the 8th in^t. Should the

bells be hung as shown in your number of June 27th.

I iiuite sbare in Mr. Fulford's apprehensions. First,

that it would be no Joke, but a perilous feat, for a man
to go up on a stonuy night tore-adjust a rope after an

upset, or to oil a bell, for in so doing he would be fear-

fully exposed in a regular temple of the winds. Second,

as to the danger of a clapper falling out. I have already

stated, in ray letter in your number of the Sth inst..

that the bells in Brazil arc all hung In the tower win-

dows, and I may now mention that, during a short

stay near Rio dc Janeiro, I heard of a clapper falling

out with a crash into a street below in that city.

Whether sueh a contingency would be peimittcd here,

may be doubtful, for the local Board of Works might

classify bells so hung among " dangerous structures."

It would seem, therefore, that should the plan be car-

ried out, some provision against accidents to the public

and the ringers ought to be made.
The arrangement has a pretty appearance, but It is

more suitable to a warmer climate than this Here

the belfry and bells would get choked up with snow,

and if the bells were rung after a heavy fall, lumps of

snow would be flung out. and might "' snowball " the

parson or some other innocent in the precincts below.

The tower being a small parallelogram in plan.

1-ift. uin. by Oft. inside the walK, and being high hi

proporlioH, would it not be better to hang the large

bells to oscillate in the dire aon In which the tower Is

strongest? They would .nus be in the end windows,

and the smaller bells in the side windows.—I am, Sir,

&c, W. Lewis Baker,
8, Dane's Inn, Aug. 16Lh, 1S73.

Jnfcrcoinmunicattoit.

QUESTIONS.
[^OOlO—Strength of Bressumer.—Will one of

your obliging corres-

pondents inform rae how
the weight whicli a Bres-

sumer has to carry ought
to be calculated ? In the

inclosed sketch, for in-

stance, the brickwork
must be measured up.

and taken at, I believe,

about tifteen tons per
rod ; but how is the

weight which the floors

and roof throw upon the
bressumer A to be ascer-

tained ?

—

Safety.

[300-2.]— Architectu-
ral Agency.—Will .some

one kindly inform me of A

any Architectnral agency,

either in L- ndon or eUe-
wherc, where niember.--

of the profession can C

apply for assistants' p' -

Sitions and partnersbiptV
~ ' '

—A Subscriber.

[:i003.]—Black Bricks.—Could an y reader inform

me of an effectual mode of blacking red bricks.—

A Constant Reader. [The former part of this

question was an advertisement.

—

Ed.]

[3004.] — Water - Colours. — Can any of your
numerous readers imform me how to prevent mildew
from moist water - colours, which are kept In a

japanned sketching-box ? I have tried several ways,
to remedy it, which have been suggested to me by

persons, but I find nothing that will effectually remove
it. I should also like to know what is theeause of the

mildew ?

—

Cardiffiax.

[3005.]—Sweat on Walls.—Some five years ago I

put two stories on the top of an old tower, which had
a thick whinstone arch over it, and only one small
window ; this now serves as an entrance hall, and the

walls being very i-ough, I plastered them with Port-

land cement on the stone ; the consequence Is that

either in very warm or moist weather, the sweat
actually runs down the walls and over dado lining at

bottom. I have tried the silicate zopissa composition,
which was held out as a cure, but in place of making
It better it has made it worse, as there is hardly any
getting the drops of sweat off, which fall on tile

floor. Would any reader kimlly suggest a remedy
other than straping and lathing. I was once told that

ii ventilator through each end under crown of arch

would cure it, but the walls are 8ft. thick and very
hard.— Langholm.

[3006.]—Sand Encouraging Rot in Wood.—
Will you, or any of your readers, kindly inform me.
in your valuable journal, if perfectly dry saud inclosed

in a wooden box will have a tendency to encourage rot

In the wood, and. if not, what kind of sand will be best

for the purpose.—P. J.

[3007].—Premonitions of Cholera.— A corres-
pondent at Munich, where there are now several cases

of cholera daily, mentions that the rooks and daws,
which hitherto flew about the church steeples and
thronged the trees of the public promenades, have

suddenly left the city ; and it is asserted'that the same

thing happened in 1836 and 1854, in which years this

capital suffered from severe cholera. Can any reader

give any analogous instances, or offer any reason for

the occurrence ?—Kappa.

Our valuable and occasionally verbose fellow-cor-

respondent '* F." on one occasion belled the latter

adjective in propounding a qnery in the following

terms :
—"Why are so many queries unanswered ?" I

repeat, why ? This query, I believe, was an uu

answered one. Will my reiteration of it meet with a

like fate ? Will correspondents note what follows ?

I have taken the trouble to examine a half-year's

queries and answers, and I found that more than half

the queries were unanswered. Now I venture te say

this ought not to be; the unanswered query ought

rather to be a ^fi^'fi «'''-5 '« terra. For the benefit of

apathetic readers of the Intercommunication column, I

beg to recall an expression of your own, Mr. Editor.
" It is the privilege of the well-informed to help

Inquirers"; and another author, to me unknown:
" I make not my head a grave, but a treasury of

knowledge. I intend no monopoly, but a community

of knowledge. I study not for my own sake only, but

for theirs that study not for themselves. I envy no

man that knows more, but pity them that know less

than I do." Whoever the author of that sentiment be.

I revere him. Such a sentiment might well take Its

place at the head of your Intercommunication column.

Readers would then be constantly reminded of their

"privilege.'' "A community of knowledge"—how
expressive! Think of it, each reader, if only for a

few moments. Think only of the benefit that would

accrue to each one of, saj-, only a score, actuated by

the above sentiment. How much greater benefit

would result if each reader would but hold it his

"privilege" to help them that know less than himself.

If our Editor will lend his aid, either by adopting the

suggestion T have thrown out, or by his independent

advoc;icy, or by allowing this letter to appear, this

appeal will not", I am sure, be made in vain. " Bis dat

qui cito dat " is a motto contributors would do well to

remember. Information is doubly acceptable when
readily afforded, and not unfrequently loses any value

it may possess by reason of delay. If in anything a

"community of knowledge" be desirable, surely it Is

so in a profession like that of architecture, whose

domain Is so vast.

—

Aide-toi.

REPLIES.
[29S9.]—Damp in Basement.-The only remedy

now available to cure wholly and permanently the evil

complained of would be to excavate the earth and coat

with half-inch thickness of asphalto the half-brick

wall as low down as it extends. The plan to have

followed in the first instance would have been to have
covered with asphalte the ground-line as shown in

wood-cut accompanying your inquiry, and to have

asphalted at back the main wall, thereby avoiding the

necessity for building the half-brick one, and making
an impervious junction with the damp-proof course.

No doubt, as you imagine, the bonding bricks convey
moisture to the main or inner wall. Claridge"s

asphalte is the most reliable one known to the writer,

who has superintended buildings where it has been

employed to cover flat roofs.—A Cleiik op Works.

[2991.]—Staining to imitate Ebony.— Stain with

a* solution of copperas and logwood, adding a little

powdered nut-gall. When dry rub down with oil, and
then use French polish, made tolerably dark with in-

digo or stone blue.

—

Kapp.\.

[2992.]—Rose's Thermo-Plastic Putty.—This
putty is to be obtained of the maker in Thames-.^trcet,

Loudon, who ought to advertise in the Building
Ni-:ws.—Fred J. T.

[3000.]—Estimating the Valtie of a Lease.—
In reply to "Interested," I shall treat in the next

article of the point he mentions. In the meantime, I

may mention he would not be right.—B. F.

STAINED GLASS.

Studley.—5Ir. JohnBoultnn, of Solihull, has caused

a painted-glass window to be placed in the church, in

memory of his brother, the late Mr. Thomas Boulton,

of Studley. The window has been designed and exe-

cuted by Messrs. Hardman k. Co., of Birmingham.

TOPMORDEN.—Three clerestory stained windows
have been recently placed by the Messrs. Cox and

Sons, of Southampton-street, Strand, in Todmorden
Parish Church, the windows consisting of two lights

and a sexfoil opening in tracery respectively. Six of

the eight Beatitudes enunciated in the Semion on the

Mount, Matt, v., have been selected to be represented

therein, each one illustrated by subjects from the Old
and New Testaments, in the following order:

—

" Blessed are the poor in spirit." &c., by the Angel of

the Lord appearing to the shepherds at Bethlehem,

Luke ii. 10; "Blessed are the meek," fiic, by Joseph
manifesting himself to his brethren in Egypt, Genesis

xlv. 8 ;
" Blessed are the merciful," iSic, by the para-

ble of the good Samaritan, Luke x. 34 ;
" Blessed are

the pure in heart," S:c., by the just and devout Simeon
in the Presentation of our Lord in the Temple, Luke
il. 28 ;

" Blessed are the peacemakers," ikc, by Lot's

separation from Abram, Genesis xiii. 8 ; "Blessed are

they which are persecuted for righteousness," &c.,

by Joseph in prison with Pharaoh's butler and baker,

Genesis, xl. 15. Angels bear scrolls with the above
texts over the corresponding subjects in the tracery

openings. The general treatment adopted is bold,

telling, and, and rich iu colour, the figures filling up
the entire space without any accessory aid of orna-

ment.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY MATTERS.
Nottingham.—Dr. Edward Seaton, the Medical

Officer of Health to the Borough of Nottingham, has

just prepared a report on the sanitary condition of

that town. Iu respect of sewerage the town is well off.

The sewers are of good construction, and adequately

ventilated. The water supply is not altogether satis-

factory, and from the method of distribution adoptoil

by the company. Dr. Seaton finds it impossible to tell

the inhabitants the exact sources from whence It is

derived. The arrangements for the removal of night-

soil and refuse are in some respects defective, and more
complete provisions for sanitary iuspeciion is advised.

The subject of house-aecoramodatlon is treated at some
length, and the inadequacy of the present building

regulations insisted on.

Oxford University.—Mr. Neate, who formerly re-

presented the City of Oxford in Parliament, has

brought forward a motion in the Local Board of

Health, that unless the city authorities thoroughly

reorganise the supply of water to the University, the

latter body will start a comp.any of their own. Mr.

Neate's complaint Is that the water Is impure, while

the city members of the Local Board assert that there

is no ground for the complaint. After a prolonged dis-

cussion, it was agreed that the analyst of the Local

Board should analyse the water.

The River Cam.—Thoi-e are good grounds for the

complaints which are being publicly made of the state

of the river Cam. A vast accumulation of solid

matter is constantly being deposited at the sewer out-

falls, which verge upon public footw.ays; and at this

season of the yoai", when there is a good deal of boat-

ing going on, and a" pleasure-boat worked by a screw

propeller is constantly plying up and down the river,

the stirring up of this filthy accumulation renders the

stream as offensive as anycoiiiBou ditch could possibly

be. While the long-pending question of the relations

between town and university remains In abeyance, it is

impossible to offer any opinion as to what plan is likely

to be ultimately adopted for effectually preventing the

sewage of the town from polluting the Cam ; but some

gcheme of utilising the sewage is very much needed.

Twickenham.—The Twickenham Local Board of

Health has received a formal notice from tlie Thames
Conservancy Board to di.-*continue, within twelve

months, the discharge of sewage from their drains

iwto the river. The notice is accompanied by an in-

timation that no extension of time for completing the

necessary works will on any account be allowed.

UrpiNGUAM.—The works connected with the im-

proved drainage and the disposal of the sewage of

this town have just been completed. The works
have been carefully and etticiently constructed,

under the supervision of a clerk of works, nothing

but the best materials and workmanship being

allowed. The drainage works were completed iu Oc-

tober, 1S72, but on account of delays occasioned by
the difficulty of moving the Local Government Board

and other circumlocutiou offices, the works for the

sewage utilisation were not commenced till January
lST;i. The drainage work was executed in one con-

tract by Mr. J. AValker, of Leicester, at a total cost of

£657. The utilisation work has been carried out by

Mr. Wm. Streeton, of Sittlngbourno, Kent, at a total

cost of £363. Messrs. Whitaker & Perrctt, of 33,

Abingdon-strcet, Westminster, arc the engineers who
have designed and carried out the works.

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.

GALAsnir.LS. — The half-yearly meeting of the

Galashiels Provident Buildiug Society was held on

Thursday week. The balance account showed that

there had been a total deposit by members of

£32,773, 4s. 5d. ; money borrowed, £5,147. lis. 4d. ;

interest due. £54. 63. Sd. ; other items. £1"24. *2s. l^d.

;

making a total of £38.099. 4s. Gid. There has be^u

advanced to members. £38,761 ; arrears. £212. 36. 7id.;

miscellaneous, £12. 2s. 6d. ; to;al, £r.S,985. 6s. lid.;

leaving a profit on the half-year of £8S6. Is. 7d.

There are T45 members, being an increase of 27 on the

previous half-year.
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LEOAIi INTELLiaENCE
An Engineer's Action for RiccovurtT of Pro-

FcssiosAL Fees.—Tolme ani> Hammand v. Savin

AND Co.—This case was tried at the Slirop^bire Sum-
mer Assizes. Shrewsbury, a fortnight ago, before Mr.

Justice Archibald. The plaintiffs are engineers, who
had made plans, sections, and estimates for the con-

struction of a tramway for the defendants, who are

large limestone proprietors, carrying on business at

Llanymynech. Mr. Hammand, in the coarse of his

evidence, said his firm were civil engineers, and carried

on business in Birmingham and Loudon. Acting on

instructions received in 1S70 from Mr. Savin. Mr. Ilam-

mand's firm made plans and sections for a certain tram-

way from the defendant"squarriea to the Shrewsbury
and Potteries' Railway. After the plans and sections

had been sent in, the defendants suggested two other

alternative lines, and. acting on instructions. Mr. Ham-
mand's firm also prepared plans and sections for the

two alternafivc schemes. The length of tramway was
about a mile. Plaintiffs sent in their account for

these services, am •untiug to£I7V. 3s. 2d., iu February
last, and it had uot been paid. The charges were
stated by the plaintiffs to be fair and reasonable. Mr.
Hammand was subjected to cross-examination by the

defendants* counsel, with the view of showing that

Messrs. Hammand and Co.. who were in 1S70 acting as

engineers for the Potteries Railway Company, hud rc-

cinved the order from the railway company to prepare
the plans for the tramways in question. It was also

suggested, on the part of the defendants, that the ac-

counts had been sent in to the railway company, and,

the company refusing to pay it. it was sent in to the

defendants. For the defence it was contended that

Messrs. Savin and Co.. after taking counsel's opinion,

found that they had not power t^) carry out this tram-
way, without applying to Parliament, and so the

matter fell through, but from no fault of Sivin and
Co., and therefore he contended that the plans made
by plaintiffs, who were the engineers of the Potteries'

Railway, should be charged to them, and not to Savin

and Co. One of the witnesses for the defence, however,
admitted that the instructions to prepare the i>lans

were given by Savin and Co. His Lordship instructed

the jury to find a verdict forplaintiffs for £177. 3s. 2d.,

subject to reference to Mr. Townsend, C.E.

Breach op Btjilding Contract.—Singleton t.

FiLDES.—In this case, which was tried before Mr.
Justice Brett at the Salford Hundred -Summer Assizes

on the 9th inst., the plaintiff. Daviil Singleton, was a
joiner and builder in Manchester, and the defendant
was a collier residing et Pendlebury. The questiim in

dispute referred to a contract, under which -he plain-

tiff agreed to build the defendant three cottages for

.-£385, and to execute some otiierwork for £115. The
plaintiff performed his part of the contract in regard
to the building of the cottages, for whioli he had been
paid ; but he had only received £10 on account of the

other work. In respect to which it was alleged the de-

fendant had failed to perform his part of the contract.

The jury returned a verdict for the plaintifE, damages
£44.

Claim for Stone Sold and Delivered.—
"Worthinoton and Another y. Cowper. In this

action, tried at the Salford Hundred Summer Assizes
on the 9th inst., bcftire Mr. Justice Quaiu, the plain-

tiffs were Messrs. William and John Worthlngton, who
carry on business as stone merchants at Oldham and
Manchester, and the defendant is an estate agent in

Manchester. The action was brought to recover
£55. 03. lOd. for stone sold by the plaintiffs, the de-

fendant having paid £14. 8s. into court.—The jury
returned a verdict for the plaintiffs for £37. lis. 7d.

Dispute as to a Sub-Contract.—Kettle v.
CARDWELl.—This case was tried at the Salford Hun-
dred Summer Assizes on the 9th Inst., before Mr. Jus-
tice Brett. Both the plaintiff and the defendant were
builders, the former residing in Cornbrook, and the
latter in Altrlncham. In June. 1872, the defendant
contracted for the erectloa of the Wesloyan Schools,
City-road. Hulme. and for c:^rtain alterations in the
chapel. He accepted a sub-contract from the plaintiff

for a quantity of work, including excavating and
draining, the amount of which was £siu. The work,
with certain extras, was done, and the plaintiff alleged
that a balance of £104 was due to him. The case ended
in a verdict for the plaintiff for £167.

Mutual Land Company (Limited) Ex-parte C. O.
Ellison.—This suit came before the Chancery Court
of Lancashire on Tuesday week. The company was
formed iu 1863, when 1.000 shares were issued. The
(luestlon at issue was whether an arrangement where-
by £285 of shares iield by Mr. Ellison was valid or not.
Mr. Ellison is well known iu Liverpool as an architect
and surveyor. He was engaged to do various services
for the company, for which he was entitled to be paid.
On the formation of the company in 186:i. he was ap-
pointed surveyor. It was stated for him that in
March. 186'J, the company was Imlebted to him in the
sum of £235. He made several efforts in that year to
get a settlement of his account with the company, and
he made the offer that he wuuld take paid-up shares to
the amount of £285 In discharge of his account. On
the 1st of June the boird of directors—or rather three
directors, who represented the board of aewn directors—passed a resolution to the effect that Mr. Ellison had
given a receipt for the amount due to him, on the con-
dition that theboird gave him a receipt for the shares
fully paid-up, which the board agreed to do. Mr.
Ellison had «taied that there w.as more than £285
owing to him. but that he was willing to give up that
sum in order that the account between him and the

company might beclose<l. It was urged for the com-
pany that the three directors who aiireed to give a
receipt for the shares fully paid-up did not form a

quorum of the board.—His Honour (Vice-Chaucellor
Little) overruled that objection, holding that there
was a good debt due to Mr. Ellison from the company
at the time the arrangement was made: that that
was due some two years before the winding-up order;
that it could not be in any way impeached, and that
therefore he was not liable for the full number of

shares.

Trade Outrage at Gorton.—At the Salford

Hundred Summer Assizes, on the 7th lust., Thomas
Coady and Joseph Edwards were found guilty of wil-

fully destroying 40,000 unbaked bricks, the property
of George Foster, at Gorton. It appeared from the
evidence that, together with iirobably four other per-

sons, they deliberately entered at night into ilr. Foster's

brickcroft, and wantonly destroyed 30.000 or 40.000
bricks. There were other indictments against the
prisoners, and, although they were not proved to have
been parties to those offences, yet there was the fact on
the depositions that gunpowder was put into a brick-

kiln. Mr. Justice Quain said that this was not a
matter of cnmbinatiou about wages, or anything of

that kind, which was perfectly legitimate ; but a com-
bination to destroy another man's pioperty, which
could uot be, and nevorwould be, permitted, whatever
changes might be made in the law of combination.

—

The prisoners were sentenced to 12 months' impi-ison-
mcnt.

Bm mti iablc.

Wellington, Somerset.—Cemetery Chapels.
Entrance Lodge and Gates Competition. The
design of Mr. A. Smith, arohitaot, Bungay, has
been accepted by the Board.

AsPH-VLTE Roadways.^As vre vonturod to

predict at the time when the use of asphalto for

road pavements in London was a novelty, the

opinion of competent witnesses is now tending to

diecourago the use of asphalte road-paving, at any
rate for such trafHc as that of Lond()n. When
the asphalte was first laid down, its good qualities

wore so apparent that people lost sit,ht of its pos-

sible disadvantages, and there arose in some
quarters a perfect furore in f.ivour of the now
road material. Experience has shown, however,
that the advantages of noiselessness and cleanli-

ness which it possesses are more than counter-
balanced by its one great disadvantage—slipperi-

ness. Mr. A. G. Church, the .Secretary and
Manager of the London General Omnibus Com-
pany, writing to the Thtie^ respecting an opinion

expressed by him to Mr. Haywood, the Engineer
to the City Commissioaersof Sewers, with respect

to asphalte paving, says, '• That opinion was given
iu the early days of asphalte roads, and has long
since been very materially altered. It is now the
opinion of all large horse-owners in London that

in that stato of tlie atmosphere whicli in this

country is more prevalent than auy other,

asphalte is most dangerous pavement for horses

to travel upon." Whether the new wood pave-
ment, now being extensively tried in different

parts of London, will be found sufEciently econo-
mical and practically convenient remains to be
seen. It is almost as noiseless and neai-ly as

smooth as asphalte, and certainly affords a good
foothold for horses in .all states of tlie weather.

How to Prevent Da.mp from Es-terisg
INTO Stone.—The following ingredients molted
and mixed together, and applied while in a hot
state to the surface of the stone, will, according
to the American Mannfarturcr and Builder, pre-
vent all damp from entering into it, and also

tlioso vegetable substances from growing upon
it: l,Ub. of rosin, lib. of Russian tallow, Iqrt.

of linseed oil. Tais simple remedy has been
pi'ovod upon a piece of very porous stone made
into the form of a, basin, and two coats of this

liquid being applied, caused it to hold water as

well as any oartheuware vessel. Wo observe that
the periodical from which we quore the above is

reproducing our series of articles on " Plumbing."
The editor has adopted the subterfuge of divid:ng
the articles differently, and has in many places
robbed them of half their value by leaving out
English names and references, without which the
sense is hardly complete.

New Dock at Waterford.—On Thursday
week the Lord Lieutenant turned the first sod of

a new graving doclc about to be constructed by
the Harbour Commissioners of W,aterford. The
engineer in chief employed for the construction
of the dock is Sir John Coodo. The dock will be
400ft. long by 80ft. broad, and capable of accom-
modating vessels of 3,000 tons burden. It is ex-

peet'^d to bo finished in two years, and to cost
£50,000.

Sewage and Sewage Grass.— An outbreak
of typhoid fever in the West End of the Metropolis,
.apparently caused by tho use of tainted milk,
has led to the publication of a somewhat sen.sa-

tional letter, by Mr. Alfred Smee, in which that
gentleman declared bis ability to prove that
typhoid fever arose from the use of sowiige grass
as cow-food. At present he appears to have
effected no other object than the needless and
groundless increase of the prejudice which
already existed in the minds of many against
tho produce of sewage farms. T/ic Times has
published several letters during the week from
Dr. Carpenter, Jlr. J. Bailey Denton, Mr. W.
Hope, and others well qualiliod to speak authori-
tatively on the suhj.^ct, and none of them appear
to attach much importance to Mr. Smee's alarm.
Mr. W. Hope declines to entertain furthor con-
troversy with him, but offers to place his
Romford sewage-farm and its contents and
stock at tho disposal, for the purpose of experi-
ments, of Mr. Simon, Medical Officer of the
Local Government Hoard ; Dr. Burdon-Sanderson,
Professor of Practical Physiology at University
College; Dr. Spercer Cobbold, and auy other
scientific authoritie& whom they may wish to

associate with thems..'lvos. He trusts that tho
Government may consider fh.at the time has now
ari'ived when the pu'dic miua .'should be qui.^ted

on this subject, and that they will authorise
these geutlemen to conduct the experiments
suggested at the public expense, as otherwis&
they may consider them too onerous to en-
counter.

The Chester " Rows."—TJio Chester '• Rows
''

(.s»ys the Dean of Chester, writing in the Art
Journal for xVugust), are not simply covered
w.iys for foot-passengers, along the sides of

tho streets, and on the same level, such as
are found in many Continental cities ; they aro
covered galleries, raised several feet above tho
street, so that there are shops under the foot of
those who walk to and fro, while the front rooms
of over-hanging houses are above their hoads.
Thus there is this singular fact iu Chester, which
it shares with no other city, that, partly along
tho pathway supplied by the walls, partly by tho
aid of these "Rows," tho foot-p.assongers can
move about on a higher level than the carriages
and tho horses. Flights of steps at short intervals

connect tho rows with tho streets. The nearest
resemblance to this arrangement in any foreign

city is at Berne, where in the lower p.art of the
central street—the ground there falling rapidly
towards the place where children and English
travellers fe--?d tho hears—the covered footway
does become a row because the space below it be-
comes sufficient for vaults or shops. But it is a
strange fact that the truest prototype of the-

Chester " Row " is to be found iu a relic of .ancient

Classical Rome. Not that any continuous archi-

tectural tradition from so ancient a date can bo
suggested with confidence. And yet these rows
have probably something to do, in their origin,

with the early Roman timos. Stukely, in his

"Itinerary," written not much more than hilf a.

century after the death of Charles I., s.ays :
" The

' Rows,' or piazzas, of Chester aro singular

through tho whole town, giving shelter to tho

foot-people. I fancied it a remain of the Roman
portico."

The Royal Academy Winter Exhibition.—
Tho Royal Academy has issued invitations for

contributions to their winter exhibition of old

masters. The English school is profen-ed. The
exhibition of contemporary art just closed has,

according to the Guardian, brought above

£15,000. Tho Intoinational Exhibition, on the

other hand, soems to have been a sad failure so

far, as the Metropolitan Railway directors com-
plain that 01,000 fewer people used the South

Kensington station this year than during May,
June, and July of last year.

Tramway Regulations. —Tho 'Metropolitan

Board of Works has this week, under the power
granted by tho Tramways Act of 1S70. issued a
code of bye-laws to be observed by tho Tramway
Companies, v.'hich, if adhered to, will facilitate

tho traffic :—^The rato of speed to be observed for

tramway traffic is in no case to exceed eight miles

an hour, nor shall it be less th.an six miles an
hour, excepting on inclines. No carriage using a^

tramway is to follow another carriage using the

same tramway .at a less distance from such other

carriage than 100 yards. No carriage using a.

! tramway is to stop, except at junctions or ter-
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minal stations, or -when changing hoi ses, or when

required to take up or set down a passenger, and

then no longer than is absolutely necessary.

Carriages using a tramway are in no case to stop

abreast of one another. The remaining bye-laws

are identical with those usually issued for the

regulation of vehicular traffic.
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CHIPS.

A new 'Wesleyau chapel is in course of erection

in the Queen's-road, Readine. It will seat 900 per-

sons, being the largest Nonconformist chapel in

the town. It will have a tower, chancel, and

galleries, besides a number of classrooms, oraan-

chamber, vestry, and other offices. Pether's orna-

mental patent bricks are used both inside and out-

side the buildintr. Mr. Woodrolfe, of Reading, is

the builder The chapel will be completed by

about the middle of October.

A spacious suite of offices and printing-rooms are

in course of erection in S. Mary-street, Cardiff, for

Jlessrs. Duncan A' Sons, proprietors of the South

Wales Daily Neics and Cardiff Times. The
designs are tuose of Mr. Peter Price, architect, of

Cardiff. The builders are Messrs. Joiies, Bros.

An excursion of managers and others interested

in gas-works took place last week from London to

Chichester, to examine tlie works fitted up there for

the manufacture of w?tei--giis. The City is

regularly lighted with a mixture of water-gas and
coal-gas, and the working of the new patent is

spoken of in the highest terms.

Langham Church, Oakham, is about to be re-

stored, at a cost of about £2,500. The church is

remarkable for its handsome exterior and beautiful

steeple.

M. Drouin, a young painter of promise, has met
with his death in Paris, under melancholy circum-

stances. He was suffering from toothache, and
imprudently administered chloroform to himself in

an overdose,

Mr. Joseph Cowen, jun., and four other members
of the Town Council of Newcastle-ou-Tyne, have

purchased, at a cost of £2.i.000, a piece of g^-ouud

known as the Elswick Hall Estate, and on Mond.ay

it was opened to the pu'ilic as a free park. But for

this, the grcuiid would have been built upon.

Messrs. Minton & Co., of Stoke-on-Trent, have

obtained a diploma of honour in the Glass, China,

and Stoneware department of the Vienna Exhibi-

cion.

More than £900 was realised last week by a

bazaar held at Selby in aid of the funds for the

restoration of the beautiful Abbey Church at

Selby.

New schools are in cour-^e of erection in connec-

tion with S. John's Church, near the Queen's-road,

Reading.

New gas-works were opened at Hinckley on the

Sth inst. The works have been erected by Mr.

Billings, contractor, at a cost of £7,y00, under the

direction of Mr. Surl, the engineer and manager
to the Hinckley Gas Company. The works are

adapted to a town of 7,000 inhabitants, and can

make 160,000 cubic feet of gas in '24 hours.

On the Uth inst. two board schools were opened

at "ft'ellingborough. They are built in the Gothic

style. One school is at the junction of Park-street

and Regent-street, ,nnd the other is built on the

south side of Rcck-street, a new street lately

opened from Broad-green to Buckwell-end. Ac-
commodation is provided in each school for 150

boys, 150 gills, and 200 infants.

Some time since the nave and chancel of the

parish church of Huttons Ambo, Yorkshire, were
decorated by Mr. J. Kaowles, of York. The
remainder of the church, including nave and
north aisle, has now been decorated by Mr.
Knowles, and two new stained-glass windows
have been inserted.

The Town Council of Liverpool has had under
discussion a proposal for the erection of a Fine Art
Gallery, at a cost of £15,000, the money to be pro-

vided by the ratepayers under the Free Libraries

Act.

The ancient church of All Saints, Tunstall-in-

Holderness, is at present in a very dilapidated con-

dition. Funds are being collected for its restora-

tion, which has been placed in the hands of Messrs.

Smith and Biodrick, architects, Hull. The chancel

is unsafe, and most of the walls will have to be

pulled down and rebuilt.

The foundation-stone of a small Baptist Chapel
was laid at Harlestone, Northampton, on the r2th

instant. Mr. G. Hall, of Havdingston, is the

huilder, and Mr. Ingman, of Northampton, is the

architect. Accommodation will be provided for

about 150 persons, and the total cost of the build-

ing, which will be of local stone, will be about

.£250.

The memorial-stone of a new chapel for the use

of a body of religionists calling themselves '' The
Christian Church," was laid at Toxteth Park,

Liverpool, on the 15th iastant. The building will

be in the Gothic style, built of red and grey brick

with stone facings. There will be sittings for 230

persons. Messrs. Litt and 'Wilkinson, of Bootle, are

the contractors.

The railway tunnel through the Rocky Mountains

has been commenced. It will be 12 miles long, and
will take four years to complete.

The new organ at Holy Trinity Church, Ddton
Marsh, near Westbury, was opened ou the 14th

inst. The instrument was built by Messrs. R.

AUen & Co., of Bristol.

The efforts to obtam water to supply the new
baths for Clapham and Brixton by means of an

artesian well, have, up to the present time, proved

futile, as upwards of 225ft. have been bored through

various strata of earth without coming on a spring.

The work is being carried on at a great expense, in

the hope that success wiU result.

Piccadilly is to be paved along a considerable ex-

tent of the carriage-way with wood.

i^nuU %tm

TIMBER AXD DEALS.

Sales have been effected during the wec'i at the

following prices :

—

Per 120 12ft. Ij X llin.

£ s. i. S. s. d.

3 by 9 13 10

2S„ 7 12 10

,11 14

, 11 12 10

, 11 12 10 to l:!

, 8 12

, 7 11 5

11 5

Wyburg best yellow

Soderhanm 3rd yellow 3

fourth „ 4

„ 3

» 3

£ s. d.

Xarva 3rd crown yel, planks 12

., „ „ battens 3in. 11 1.5

„ „ „ „ 2iln. U 6

„ crown white „ 31n. 12 10

„ 2nd crown „ 3in. 11 10

„ ,. planks 13 10

„ 3rd „ deals . 12

Kyhamu 4th yellow deals . 11 10

2 by 9 .13 5

S. Petersburg best . white
planks . . . . 13 5

S. Petersburg best white
battens . . . . 11

Eiga crown white deals . 11 10

„ „ 3 by 11 . 10 10

„ „ 3 by 13 . 12 10

„ „ a byl4& 15 12 10

,, half-crown white deals 11 10

,, „ planks

3 by 12 to 15 . . . 12 o

Sandarne 1st and 2nd yellow
planks . . . . 14 5

Sagucuay 2nd bright pme
broad 15 1.J

Saguenay 2ud biigiit piue

broad, 3 by 11 . . . 15 10

Saguenay 2nd bright pine

br.iad, 3 by 10 . . . 15

Saguenay 2nd bright pine

broad. 3 by S & 9 , . 11

Skutskar Isc and 2nd yellow
Idauks and deals . . 14

Skirtskar 1st and 2nd yellow

battens . . . . 1.",

Skirtskar 3rd yellow deals . 12 10

„ „ battens 11 10

,, „ 2 by 9. 13 10

„ 4th yellow planks . 1115
„ „ boards . 10 10

Skirtscar 1st &. 2nd white,

4 by 9 . . . . 12 10

Skirtscar 1st & 2nd white,

4 by 7 . . . . 12

£ s. d.

12 15

Quebec best bright phie 3 by
10 to 17 .

Nordmallng 1st & 2nd yellow.

., „ white .

Lovisa best yellow 3 „ 9

„ 3 „ 7

2i „ 7

Languor 1st Si 2nd yel. 2J „ 9

21 5

13 10

11 10

13 10

3rd

„ 4th
Kylorn 1st & 2nd

„ 2i
,. 24

„ 21,

4 by 9

3 ., 9

3 „ 9

3 „ 9
„ 3rd

4th
Hudikswall best yellow

„ 2nd „ .

„ 3rd „ .

„ 4th .. .

Sundswall, 1st and 2ud yellow
4 by 9

3 „ 9

n ..

"

,, 3rd deals

,. ,, battens

„ 4th deals

,, ,, battens

„ Ist & 2Ed white
deals

3rd
4th „

Gothenburg 1st t 2nd „

,, 3rd
4th

11 10
14 10

13 15

13

11 10

12 15

12

n 10

10 10

12 6

12 10

12 10

14

13 10

13
11 10

Ljusne
1st &

3rd

planks

2nd yellow
battens
planks
deals

battens

„ 4th
Lockno, best white „

,, 2nd ,.

,, 4th yel. planks

,, ,, deals

,, ., battens

Gefle Srd planks

„ „ deals

„ battens

Bjoi-neberg best yellow deals

,, „ planks

„ ,, battens

,, ., boards

,, white planks

„ ,. deals

,, „ battens

Narva crown yellow planks .

,, ,, ,, deals .

„ 2iid crown yellow planks

„ ,, ,. deals .

„ „ battens

14 10

14
13 5

13 10

12 5

12 5

11 10

12 5

12

11 5

12 15

12 10

11 5

12 5

10 15

13 5

13 15
13 5

12 10

12

12 10

11

12 10

12
11

13 15

13 10
12 10

13

18 10
11 10
11

12

12
10 10

14 15

14 10
13 10
13 10

12 15

12 10

11 15

12 10

12

12 15

14
11 5

12 10

11 10

11 5

13 «

Per 120 12ft. I

Christiana best white deals

2nd „
Srd „

,, best yellow ,,

2nd „

Quebec best spruce,3 by 9 & 11

Per 120 12tt. l}in,

Riga crown white, S^bylo.J 12 ."

,, half crown ,, 12

by 91n.

21 15

19 15

19 5

24
21 5

22 10

22 10
20

to 12 10

Per 120 12ft. 2.J by O'ihi.

9 15

8 10
Dr.am Srd white

,, 2ud yellow .

Per 40ft. 3 In.

Danzig crown dock deals . 1 5

„ brack „ .10
Per 216 cubic feet,

lathwoodPetersbur
Eiga 9

Per 18tt. cube.

Riga crown wainscot logs . 7

Per 50ft. cube.

11 15

6

Pitch pine

Christiaiiia white balks

.

Danzig common middling

Indian Teak .

Quebec oak .

Dram yellow balks

Riga Mauerlatten fii"

Sundawall yellow b.alks.

Greeuhoad ,, .,

Flooiins

Dram best yellow

4

2 13

3 2

12

7 10

10

11

14 10 8

per usual square,

lln. 13 9

Itln.

lln.

Fiedrickstad best yellow
2nd

fin.

|in.

fin.

15 I

13

12
11
11
10
10

14
best white

Gothenburg best yellow lin.

Tougued, beaded, and grooved.

Christhania best yellow fin. 10 C

2nd „ . fin 10 6 to

Fredrlckstad best „ . Jin. 11 9

WAGES MOVEMENT.
Berlin.— The attempts made by the building trades

at Berlin to obtain higher wages or reduced hours of

labour from their employers have failed. The command

of the market is said to have passed into the masters'

hands. The high terms conceded last year have at-

tracted great numbers of hands both from the pro-

vinces and from foreign countries. There are, for in-

stance, no less than about six hundred Italian stone-

masons at this moment employed at Berlin.

TjivsRPOOL.—The Liverpool joiners are about to ac-

cept a temporary eomprojiise uutil next spring, and

negotiations are in progress between masters and men
for mutu.al concessions until a dcftnlte standard of

wages is settled and generally adopted.
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London.—The reports furnished to the Uuioii com-
mittees of the building trades indicate that the

advance to Od. an hour hns been very generally con-

ceded. Both the carpenters and the masons passed

resolutions for placing on strike-pay all who had been
refused the advance. The sequel of thw movement is

likely to be a demand from the labourers for an ad-

ditional 5d. an hour, namely, (Jd. instead of 5hd.

There Is some hope of an amicable settlement.

Sunderland.—On Monday, the house Joiners of

Sunderhind turned out on strike, having resolved to

adhere to their unconditional demand for an advance
of 3s. a week ou their wages-from ao^. to diis. Tlie

employers had agreed to concede the advance on two
conditions: 1. That It should take effect a month after

the demand was made; 2. That, the payment by hour
system should be adopted. To that system, it ap-
pears, some of the men were favourable, but the
majority were opposed to It. A meeting of the em-
ployers was held the same day to consider the action

of their men. After some discussion, the majoi'ity re-

solved to accede to the demand of the men for the 3s.

advance unconditionally.

The Belfast Carpenters.—The strike of the
joiners and carpenters of Belfast continues. The Mayor
endeavoured to effect a settlement, and suggested to

the men that their wages should be at present 7d, and
6 ',d. per hour, according to class, and that on and after
the 1st of March they should receive 7jd. and 6|^d. per
hour. A meeting of the men on strike was held on
Saturday to consider the suggestion, but it was unani-
mously rejected. They demanded 7^. and 6^d. atoncc.
and the employers have resolved to give no more than
e^d. and 7d. The strike has now lasted some five or
six weeks.

ASHTOX k GREEiS,
statu, Iron, and Marble Merchants, and Qu-irrj* Apentfl.—Iloofinc

ei!»re8—Bangor. Blue, Red. or Gro«n, Blue I'ortmftdoc nnd WhitUnd
Abbey Green, the Ni3w " Permanent" Green Cweiglit the same as
£uDgor, and uniformity of clenT.->"e cquaD.

Prices on Wharf iu LondoM.
24 by 12 22byl:; 20 hr 10 18 by !« ISbj9
377s. 6d. 332^. 6d. 257^ Cd. SI.'is. ISSs. 6d.
16 by Id 16 by 8 14 br 10 14 by 8 12 by 8
192?. 6d. 146s. 17bs 117s. 6d. 675. 6.1

J-cr ra of 1,200 Slat*'*, Marblo and Enaraelled Slato Chimney
ricces. Inscription Tftblets, &c- .Stoves. Ranges, and Builders'
Ironraoncrery. A. & G.'s Special Red Ridpe Tiles. Larpe Show of
ftU Goods at 14 and 15, Bury-street, S. Mary Aie, London, E.G.
Drawings and Prices upon application, accompanying trado car>,L

TENDERS.
Belfast.—For the erection of stores, .tc, for Mr. V7m.

Gregg Mr, "William Patt, jun., archi.ect. Quantities
supplied by Mr. Henry McOonnell.

Smith £1.740
Collen 1,650
Corry I..i44

Oracken l,4ilU (i

J. and E. Thompson 1,47.3 T) 9
McMaster 1,475
Cammond 1.470 U
Matjsell l,4.''((i

Thompson 1,429
Courtney and CarUsle 1,38-5 o
Colville 1,375 (i

Carson ],.,55

McKeown 1,350
Moore 1.350
<imler 1.348
Dixon and Co. 1,'250

llunter (accepted) 1,1*25

For Stables, tie

Hunter 340
ManBell (accepted) 31^

Bklfast.—For the erection of Manae m McClure-street
(ilouble house). Mr. Wihiam Bait. jun. architect. Quau-
tiiies supplied by Messrs. Fetherstun and Banks.

Moore £1,3.2
Hunter 1,188 n o
« urry ],1S5
J. and R. Thompson 1,150
Craclien 1,135 u
Mansell 1,050

For the Erection of Single House.
J. .ind R. Thompson 1,115
Moore 980 (i

Hu.iter 9(;0

Maasell (accepted) 005

BuorOH —For the erection of a4'i-quarter Malt-kiln
at Brougli station, YorUshire. for Mr. K. F. Wiley. Mr.
Robert Clamp, architect, Hull.

Excavator, Bricklayer^ Plasterer, Mason, and Slater.

Goodwill tacceptetl) £1,730 7 3

Carpenter, Joiner, Plumber, Glazier, and Painter.

S:orr (accepted) £l,2c;5

Iron/ounder.

King and Co. (accepted) £537 10

Claph.vm.—For newresdence, the Chase. Clapham, for
Mr. 11. Mortuu. Quantilien by Mr. W. H. Barber.

>iiyhliDgale (accepted; £1,7^9

GuiMSBT.—For a Music Hall. Mr. A. Skill, architect.
Chapman £3,741
Kuderby and Suns 3,736

QHIMSBY.-For a Primitive Methodist Chapel. Mr.
"Wrfgiit, architect, Hall.

iirictlat/ers' and Masons' Work.
Endcrby and Sous £1,5^6 n
*^U'lleet 1.575 (I

Ei^'gall and Hewin 1^3*).-, o u

Carpenters' and Joiners' Work.
Thompson 1,599 o
Coal. on and Heywood -accepted) 1,577 o o
Sncwden 1^561 q

Grimsby.—For a New Win? to the Royal Dock Hotel.
Messrs. Hadfleld and Sons, architects, Sheffield.

Brown £1,01)0
CoulRon and Heywood 3,820 o
Knderby and Sons 3,739

Hayes CobtmOn.—For erecting- a residence at Uayea
Common, fur Lord Sackville Cecil. Mr. Viueall, architect.
Quantities supplied.

Dove Bros £3,225
Sharpington and Cole 2,92R
C.ippin 2.81(3

Dnwns and Co 2.S90
Pain and Baldwin 2.8-35

T.v.-roan 2,831

Roberts 2,781

Hacknet.—For alterations and additions to No. 317
Mare street. Quantities not supplied.

Over! £80fi

Skinner 783 in
Boyce 750 o

Lincoln.—For the erection of too Wesleyan Memorial
Chapel. .S. Petei's-at-Go\vts, Linco n.

Brooks £fl,75:)

Hudson !xnd Taylor <;,700

Kent and Otter 6.67r>

Martiu and Sims 6,649
Lovelee 6,350
Huddlestod and Son G,322
Otter aud Elsey G.307
Close (1,154 "

Barnes aud Wright 6,150

London.—For repairs to church of S. Lawrence Jewry,
G resham-street, City. Messrs. John Young and Sun,
architects.

Shaw £6-.0

CuUsand Son 578
Clark and Mann'ck 55S 10
Pickeriug and Son 534
Gahi 4i;7 U

Penn 41"i

Pitman and Cuthbeitson lacceptedj ... 359

r
London.—For erecting a new warehouse. 204, Uppe

Thames-steet. Mr. John M R. Hahn, architect. 3. Old
Fish-Rtreet-bill, Queen Victoria -street. E.C. Quantities
supplied by Mr. Morris Evans, 7, John-street, Adelphi
W.C.

Hill and Sons £l,!o-*

Morter 1.375 o

Bra,ss l,;iiJO

Little (too late) 1 3-'.6 o
Woodward I.H.OO

Jackson and Shaw 1." lO

Scrivener and VVoite 1,2H

London.—For the erection cf a new wing and post-
mortem theatre for !,ondun Hu.'-p'.tal, Mr. Chas. Barry,
ai-chitect. Quantities bv Mr. J. n. Strudwick.

Brass £7,;t3l

Myers . 7,303

Higgs 6,(i72 i»

Ennor 6,ril0

Lucas 6,47;t (i

Sheffield 6,471 o i)

Holland aud Hannen 6,390 o

Browne and Robiuson 6,007

Downs and Co. 6,960
Perry 6,94Sl

London.—For rebuildingNo. 38, Poultry, and Nos 1 and
2, Dove-court. Mr. B. Tabberer, architect. Quantities
supplied.

Larkin £3,944
Jarrett 3,850
Pritchard... 3,674

Kilby 3,625

Brass 3.039
Browne and Robinson 3,590

A. E. Robinson 3,.i40

Downs and Co 3.460
Perry Bros 3,415
Merritt andAshby 3,394

Mark 3,3uS

Margate —For completing three houses at Margate,
for Mr. W. A, Walter, Mr. F. Allen Edwards, architect.

Port-r (accepted) £900

Maida Vale.—For additions to premise's, No. S, Maida
Vale. N.W., for the Hon, Lewis Wiugtield. Mr. W. Todd,
architect.

Simpson and Co £2.284
Nightingale 2,270
Longmire and Burge 2,060

Malvern Link.—For new organ-chamber for the
church of S. Matthias, Mess; b. Haddon Bros., architects.

Smart £280
West 256
Garbutt 245 C
Everal 22,5

Porter 217

Organ for same.

NichoUs

Northampton.—For the erection of Vernon -terrace
Sehut'ls, Xurthampton, for the Northampton School Board.
Mr. Blaud, architect.

Boundary Walls
Schools. it Asphaltiug Total,

yard,

Goodman ... £4.567 5 £270 16 £3,708
Dover & Co. 3,703 2Ui; 3.999
Claridoo ... 3,575 320 3,895
[rL-son 3,615 O 276 ( .1,890

CoHford 3,560 29.1 3,850 i'

Red^haw ... 3,-l59 24!( 3,7i)S

Watkin 3,361 289 3,650

Salop.—For stabling, Ac . to the new workhous e
Madeley, for the Board of Guardians.

^evett (accepted) £247

Southware.—For the erection of warehouses and
offices iu Weeton-street, Southwaik. Mr. G. Elkington,
architect. Quantitie.-* supplied.

Browne and Robinsun £d,44G
Higgs 9,300
Clarke and Bracy 9,'iS^l

King and Sou 8.8.50

Downs and Co
,

8.790
Little 8.679
Rider and ton 8.568

Worcester.—For a new win : tu Crown East Court, fur
Mr. H. Bramwell. Messrs. Haddun Bros., architects.

First Contract. ~.'<heU only.

Porter £l,'i40

Wood and tons 1,447 (i

Everal 1.4^5
Smart 1,294
Hendrick 1,2^0 19

BATH AND OTHER BUILDING STONES,

OF BEST QU.VLITY.

RANDELL. SAUNDERS t CO., Limited,

Quarrymen and Stone ]\Ierchaiits.

List of prices at the Quarries and Depots, also cost of
transit to any part of the United Kingdom, furnished oa
application to

Bath Stone Officb:
IAdtt. CORSHAM, WILTS

TO ARCHITECTS.
GRRES ROOFi:?o-SLATKS.

As B'ivnh'ed to H.RJL Tlie l*rince of H'alcA at Sanriringkant
The Penmoyle Sea-^een Slates arc speci.illy adapted for

Churches, Public Buildings, Jtc, &'\
(Leii.' costly tlian ordinary Gothic Tiling.)

ThpBP durnl'le aod non-iihKorbeut slatps caa be obtained in sizes
suitable itjt Gotbio Arf^hitecturo. at prictip as under.

In Railway TnickB, Docks, Glouceetur ;

—

Per Bquivalent to
1,200 SUtee por squar*;

Best Green Slnto U by 7 .. — .. 2 17 e Itis. M.
Do. do. 13 bv 8 2 17 6 16s. 6.1.

iJo. do. 13 by 7 2 5 Hb.
Do do. 1" by 7 1 IS 6 13s.

Do do. J2 by 6 1 7 fi IU.
Trices ef largre Sizes, CohC of Trau&it, Itefereoce

TMttuuoniala aud Eiimple Specimaos may be obtuiued on
applic^liim to

MESSRS, RANTlKLL k. CO. Corsham, WllU.

Specimens et Museum of O-oWev, Jermyn-slreet. I'iccadiUr, W.,
aad at Architectutul Mufm^uoi, Tufiou-Ktrebt, W^a-tuiiiLnter.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
Hastings, Oct. l.—For designs and estimat'-s for widen

ing the White Rock Parade. A premium of l^iu guineas
will be given for the best desii,'n and estimate, tr.

Meadows, Town Clerk, Hastings.

Liverpool, Sept. 30.—For designs and descriptive par-
ticulars for facilitating the transit of cattle and other
traflBe across the Mersey Premiumsof £200, £ii)0, and
£.'jO will be given for the first, second, and third best de-
signs. Captain Pinhey, Woodside, Birkenhead.

Manchestkr, September 1.—For designs for the erec-
tion of a new fruit market and other buildings First
premium i;200, to merge in the commission if the archi-
tect be selected to superintend the erection of the mar-
ket

;
premium of £150 for the second, £100 for the third,

and £50 for the fom'th design. City Surveyor, Town-
hall, Manchester

Manchestkr, Oct. 1.—For designs for liiyinj out anew
cemttery, and for the erec.ion of chapels and other build-
ings Premiums of £100, £(io and£-4J. J. Heron, Town
Clerk, Town Ball, Miinchesier.

Salisbi' BY, Aug 26.—For designs for a new building,
for the Wilts and Dorset Banking Go. A Premium of
£J5 is offered for the best desiga. General Manager,
Head Office, Salisbury.

Geometrical and Encaustic Tile Pavements
in every variety. Cheapest and best in the trade. Over
sixty New Designs at 5s. 6d. per yard supar. See BuiLDiKC*
News, December 27, 1872, Mechanics' Magazine, November
29, 1872, and other leading opinions. Designs and sample
Tiles free; applications for which are earnestly invited ,

Note: quick delivery guaranteed.—HENR^ C. .WEBB,
Tileries, Worcester.—[Advt.]

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

Anerlet, Sept. 1 —For alterations and additions to the
North Surrey District Schools. Mr. A. G. Hennell, archi-

tect, 15, Bedford-row, W.C.

Basingstoke, Aug. 30.—For the construction of a barrel
diain, siphon, ifec. Mr. J. H. Moore, Castoa's-road,

Basingstoke.

Birmingham, Sept. 1.—For the erection of proposed
Municijtal buildings nt-ar the Town Hall. Mr. Z. Thoma-
suu. architect, 4u. Bennett- hill, Birmingham.

Bolton, Aug, 26—For paviijg. kerbing, channeling^
flagging, and completing S. Jotin-street, and Bridge-street.

Mi-. J. JJomax, Smveyor, 11. Fold-street, Bolton.

Bristol, Aug. 28.—For sweeping aud cleansing the
streets, &,c. J. G. Heaven, Clerk tj the Sanitary Autho-
rities, 13, Prince street, Bristol.

Brighton, Aug. :.'6 —For the supply of warming appa-
ratus to portions of the Industrial School. A. Morri,-,

Clerk, ParoLhial Ollice, Brighton.

BniGHOUSE, Sept. I.—For the erection of a shop, &c
Messrs. G. Hepworth and Son, architects, Biighouse.

Ep^I^G Union'. Sep'ember 4 —For the preotion of new
Fever aud Infectious Wards at the Workhouse. Mr. J.
Windna, Clerk to the Guardians, Epping.

Leeds, Sept. C—For the erection of two shops and pre-
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THUNDERSTORMS AND STRUCTURES.

THE Leipsio Academy of Sciences have
appointed a commission to investigate

the means adopted, and the results historically

ascertained, with reference to the protection

of buildings from the effects of lightning.

They have been considering the dictum, pro-

claimed some yeai's ago, of a civil engineer,

who declared that '

' Science has every reason to

dread the thunder-rods of Franldin ; they
attract destruction, and houses are safer with-

out than with them." Now this is a theory

which admits of being otherwise than scien-

tificaU}' treated. What do the records say ?

They assure us that, in a majority of instances,

the electricity of the cloud is drawn quietly

down into the earth, so long as a good con-
ductor is present ; but whenever this becomes
faulty, whenever it is iuterrupted, its destroy-
ing powers accumulate with terrible rapidity,

and no other power known is so swift and
fearful in its work of anniliilation. The
public, however, are very much in the dark
with reference to this subject. It is, as a

rule, more alarmed by the roar and rattle of

thunder than it is by the flash of liglitning,

whereas the former is perfectly innocuous after

the latter has passed. And the eccentric

course followed by the electric Huid is con-
stantly unappreciated. Thus Professor Henry
tells us of an instance in which the lightning
struck the top of a chimney, passed down
inside the tlue to a point opposite a mass of

iron placed on the floor of the garret, where
it pierced the chimney, breaking tlie plaster

and burning the laths of the ceiling ; then
leaping, so to speak, into a bed-chamber
below, seizing hold of a copper wire, and
travelling aloug it to another floor ; ne.xt

bursting through a dormer window, which
fell, dashed to atoms, upon the pave-
ment, and, finally, vanishing up a
leaden gutter. There was a man asleep

in bed close by where it passed, and he never
noticed the phenomenon. According to Sir

"William Siiow Harris, who contradicts, in this

respect, the civil engineer we have referred

to, a good coaductor would have canied down
the discharge without any danger or destruc-
tion whatever. It is known that on last

Sunday evening balls of tire, and what is

popularly called wildfire, exploded in the sky
;

and we have a chronicle indicating a similar
wonder in the ruin wrought at S. Michael's
Church, Blackrock, near Cork, in January,
1836. The spire was constructed of lime-
stone, strengthened by ii-on bars and cramps
within and without. The local record runs :

—

" The fabric was seamed from the summit
to the bottom by one gaping, jagged rent,

five yards in width, and yet the wall might
have been mistaken for "that of a fortress."

There was no protecting- rod. The Commis-
sion nominated at Leipsic undertakes to
collect and compare the instances in which
this apparatus has been employed with
success, and where it has failed to answer
its purpose. It can only decide upon his-
torical evidence, of course; but an abundance
of this is at hand. The ship Tliisbc, in 1.S16,

unprovided with a conductor, w^as set on tire

and nearly wrecked, in a thunderstorm : the
electrical discharge struck her mainmast,
swept her decks, flew from gun to gun, and
reduced her fabric to a ruin. The Ba;i/ieM,
also destitute of a conductor, was smitten, in
1845, from her deck to her hold, and totallv

destroyed. The Poland, five years earlier,
was completely burnt out and blown up. On
the other hand, the Xciv Turk, an Ameri-
can packet, supposed to have been per-
fectly fitted, was struck as if by a broad-

side of cannon - balls ; her bulwarks

and spars ignited, her mast-head and cap took

fire, her cabin furniture was shattered ; all

the watches worn by jjersons on board were

stopped ; the knives and forks in the steward's

pantry were dangerous to touch, and yet the

lightning-conductor rose two feet above the

top of ttie mainmast, and descended deep into

the water. Turning to structures on laud, we
have the example of a house mentioned by

Professor Henry. The electric fluid struck

the summit of the chimney, it went down the

flue, but was stopped by a block of iron on

the floor of a garret ; thence, however, in a

second or two, it r-.sumed its course, and ex-

ploded in a cellar, reappearing, in a most

mysterious manner, from a cock-loft in the

roof. We have testimony, moreover, to the

efl'ect that bell-wires are often perilously at-

tractive to lightning. It is well ascertained,

also, that the lines of the electric telegraph have

frequently conveyed terrible shocks during

the violence of a thunderstorm. They have,

on extraordinary occasions, actually evapo-

rated beneath " this irresistibl? influence.

At Newbury, a steeple was hit, and the iron-

work in it disappeared as though it had never

existed. Faraday says he saw a dwelling in

Westminster whence every trace of bell-wire,

after a thunderstorm, had vanished. These

are notes which it is important to remember,

since they may lead to some reconsideration

of a system upon which we rely too confi-

dently," perhaps, for the safety of our habita-

tions." A good authority, among others, re-

marks, after citing too many illustrations

for us to quote, "in all the foregoing cases

it wiU be observed that the metal chains,

rods, and wires were not of sufficient size

to convey away the charge of lightning ; but,

beinn; delayed in its progress, the astonishing

heating po'wer of the electric fluid had suffi-

cient time to burn or fuse away the com-

bustible metal. But, according to Sir W. S.

Harris, quoted by the same authority (Mr.

Tomlinson), " a copper rod of three-quarters

nf an inch in diameter would be sufficient to

withstand the heating effect of any discharge

of lightning whose destructive effect has ever

been recorcled." That, however, remains a

question among the foremost men of science,

and we are only tentatively putting it. Some
buildings are tittcd with two conductors of

unequal proportions, which creates the danger

of the lightuiuij passing from the smaller to

the larger, penetrating through everything on

the way. Even a nail in the floor has been

known" to divert its flight; it will go down
against the smoke of a chimney; it will

glance along the gilding of a picture-frame;

it will hang about the hinges of a door, and
this, in fact, as Rittenhouse asserts in the

American Philosophical Operations, within

fifty yards of a conductor, constructed and
placecl upon universallv-approved principles.

But the loss of human life, after all, tlirough

these ebullitions of nature, is comparatively

slight. The famous case at Naples ma}- be

recollected. Lord Tilney was entertaining an

assemblage of nearly five hundred persons ; the

lightning attacked his palace. It meked,
corroded, or blackened the gilding of the roof,

the cornices, the ornaments of the chairs, and
yet it traversed nine crowded rooms without
injury to a single individual. However, al-

though, as we have mentioned, the bolt will

quit a small conductor for a larger one, it will

occasionally, through some caprice of its na-
ture, or, we should rather say, in obedience to

some natural law not yet adequately under-
stood, abandon the largest for a mere wire, or

even be stopped in its descent by a gun-barrel.
Some curious anecdotes in the chronicles of thun-
derstorms are related. That was a formidable
storm which annihilated eighty-five feet of the

magnificent spire of S. Bride's, near Fleet-

street, erected by Sir Christoj her Wren. The
lightning struck an iron bar, which carried it

safely down, so far as itself extended; but
then, the conductor ceasing, the masonry flew

in all directions ; several enormous blocks of

stone were shivered into powder ; others were
almost melted; a few were blown to a dis-

tance, as if by an explosion. It would have
been better in this instance had there been no
conductor at all. The circumstances of S.

Martin's Church, damaged in 1842, were al-

most precisely similar. The top of the vane-
spindle was first struck ; thence the lightning
passed down the iron rod, without doing any
injury, until the iron rod ended, and the fluid

daited about from one iron-clamp strengthen-

ing the masonry to another, it burned the
wood ; it melted lead ; it flashed upon the
clock-dials, scorching them out of re-

cognition ; and it burst in the clock-room
like a blast in a mine. Still, as we
have said, the human mortality from
lightning is not generally on a large scale,

and might be very much reduced by precau-

tious on the part of builders. Arago estimated

that the number of deaths from this cause

amounted in France to about 70 in the year
;

Bondiu calculated that from 183.5 to 1852

1,308 so perished; none in November, De-
cember, .January, and February ; but most in

June and August. The lowest rate is assigned

to Belgium, and the next to Sweden, the

United States and England being about on a

par. As a rule, however, these fatalities do
not occur inside a strncttu-e of any kind. The
peril, as experience shows, is less in a crowded
town than in a village or in the open country,

and, naturally, the more elevated structures

are the most liable to be struck. Fuller,

indeed, in his " Church History," asserts that

there scarcely ever existed a great abbey in.

England which had not been, at one time or

another, wholly or partially destroyed by
lightning, ana his citations, taken iu com-
parison with the records of our own times,

are certainly remarkable. In all cases it is.

the spire, the tower, and the dome which has.

been multilated. As to ordinary habita-

tions, all sorts of theories are in vogue on the

subject of danger and safety. Some rely on.

thick glass in the windows, and some on
register stoves ; others recommend stone roofs

instead of slate, and others tell timid people

that they should live iu a hollow. It is con-

tended on this side that there should be the

least possible admi.xtiu'e of metal in the com-
bination of an inhabited structure ; and on
that, that all the bells beneath the roof should

be kept continually ringing, just as, in obe-

dience to an old superstition, cannon are fired

at sea. The mass of evidence upon this topic

points, however, to the one conclusion already

suggested, that a good lightning-conductor is

the solitary safeguard, but that, unless good,

it is worse than none.

COMPENSATIONS.—VI.

ENTRY under Compulsory Powers.—The
thre.it isoftenmade by companies, "we

shall, under our powers (Lands Clauses Act,

1845), enter at once." I always refuse to permit
it. E.xperience has taught me that it is most
difficult to get a settlement when the company is

in jiossession. F'oUow my rule. Say you arc-

willing to proceed at once to value, but they
must not take possession until the compensa-
tion is paid. Generally you will do belter for

your client by so doing. It rarely happens
that a company has both complied with the

Act, and can show that tlie demand for the
land is so urgent as to entitle them to enter.

Where a company enters, nolens volens, re-

member they must pay into bank the whole
value of all the land comprised in the notice

to treat. If they pay less, an injunction to

restrain them ma_y be obtained. They cannot
enter on less land than is comprised in the

notice to treat.

It often happens that it is not, in your
opinion (or your client's), advisable to sell

under the compulsory power. You may con-
sider your client's laud worth more than you
feel a jury or arbitrator will give. This will
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happen wliere you, knowing well the locality,

are confident that in a few years great in-

crease in value will accrue, from causes that

you feel it will be most difficult to convince

others of. I would here parenthetically re-

mark that the mere statement of these causes

is sure to brina; upon you, in the speech of the

counsel for the company, observations which
are not pleasant to hear, as, for instance,

" Made-up case ;
" " "Would never have heard

of such prospective hidden advantages, but

that a com])any wants to buy ;
" " Curious,

gentlemen of jury, that the possibility of these

great improvements has only just occurred to

the surveyor of the claimant. More curious

that such improvements will occur not now,

but a few years hence, and you are asked to

give more money now on the mere statement

of technical v.'itnesscs called on behalf of him
(or her) who wishes to get as much as possible

out of a company. Gentlemen, I must ask you
to treat such statement as chimerical (to use

a mild expression ; I think you will appreciate

my not rising a stronger), and, as business

men, give as you wiU feel bound to do, the

present value," &c., &c. .Such are some of

the courteous remarks to which you will have

to listen, made by gentlemen of the long robe,

who, one would think, should try to treat our

profession with more respect. In fuch cases

it is best to explain your views fully to your

client, and to end; avour to avoid selling. The
question will tlion have to be considered, when
tihis can or cannot be done.

Yon mill' refuse to scU irlm the compulsory

powers of purchase of the company have
nearly expired, and it can be shown that it is

impossible for them to take the initiatory

steps towards purchasing the land in question.

You cannot refuse to sell where you have

waived the necessary notice ; for you cannot

set up that it has never been received.

If a notice b.; given, and you give a counter

notice, and the company do not assent until

-after the expiration of the compulsory powers,

still yoii arc bound to sell.

The Company would be bound, liovvever, to

take the property comprised in counter nutice.

F.ntry hj a Coinpiini/.—You will some-
times lie startled by your client coming to

you to say that the promoters or company
have taken possession of his land, and are

outtin;: up the turf, or otherwise injuring his

property, and blaming you for neglect in per-

mitting it. "Well, I will give the cases in

which the company may, in dcti.ance of you,

take possession, and where they cann'it. This

will enable you to explain the position to

your client.

Tfiei/ can enter Iiefore miihinff eompenaation :

If the necessity of immciliate cntrv is so

airgeut as to ^ireclude them from following

the slower modes of procedure.

Where they have deposited the purchase

money.
Where they want to enter merely for sur-

-yoying and t.aking levels of such lands, and
of probing or boring to ascertain nature of

soil, and of setting out the line of works.

Notice, not less than .3 or more than 14 days,

is necessary to nwnei'S or occupiers of such lands.

where no previous consent. It is well to re-

member th-it compensation must be made for

damage done.

Where there is an equitable mortgage ; but

it appears that if insuRieient is paid into

Ooui't to meet the amount of such mortiiage,

Ihc mortgagee of the equity is entitled to be

placed in the same position as if the company
had purchased the equity of redemption. Of
course, in practice, the company should not

disregard so important a personage ; if they

do, they cannot oomplain.

Where, while not proposing to take the

land, they yet injuriously atl'oct it. Nothing
can prevent their so doing, and they m.ay

execute their works.
The remedy of those injured must be sustained

in a different manner.

Where license has been given.

Such license cannot be revoked, it must be
borne in mind.

Should the company, however, take posses-

sion under any of the above mentioned
powers, you will do well to advise your client

to send in a pnrticn/nr of claim
; which, if not

agreed to (it would seem the amount must
exceed £50 in this case), or if they do not

proceed to summon a jury within 21 days,

when required by the claimant, will become
an absolute right. I confess, however, in my
experience I have never had or heard of such

a result being obtained. It is worth mention-

ing that the claimant does not lose his right

to have his claim assessed by a jury, because

lie may have failed to make a claim previous

to the entri/ on his land.

They can enter, although the character of

the ground will be materially altered by the

operations they make.

Even should their works prevent a jury from
forming a correct estimate of the value of the

land, it is no ground for an injunction to re-

strain.

Thei/ ctmnol enter : Unless they can show the

necessity of urgency.

As an illustration : A compnny cannot take

possession under a valuation made two years prior

to an attempt to exercise the compulsory powers
of entry, because the fact of not exercising their

powers for so long a time is sufficient evidence

that there is no urgent necessity for immediate
entry.

Until the money is deposited in a bank.

The method of deposit does not come within

the province of the sui-veyor. I therefore

will not burden his memory therewith.

Until award made.
Until verdict given.

Or if no award made or verdict given until

such a sum as a surveyor appointed by two
justices, in a certain manner (the details I

need not give) determine the value of the

lands or the interests therein.

Such money must be deposited .as above men-
tioned— or it would appear in this case a bond
must be siven, in a penal sum, with interest,

without depositing the money.

Cannot make a tunnel under lands without

paying or depositing compensation as if land

taken.

Cannot take, if lands mortgaged, unless

sufficient deposit made to compensate mort-

gagee, for being paid ofl' before the proper time.

This applies also to persons having an equitable

lien, the company being bound to settle with
them before taking possession.

In order to make this portion of my subject

more easy for reference, I will here give a

table of the cases in which a comi)any may
and maj' not insist upon entry before making
compensation.

TABLE YIII.

They mny ;—

When necessity can be proved urgent.

V/hon purchase-money is deposited.

On not less than three day's notice, for survey-

ing, levelling, or probing.

Where there is an equitable mortgage.
Where land is injuriously affected, not proposed

to be taken.

Where license has been given.

They luny not

:

—
Unless urgency can be shown.
Until purchase-money is deposited.

Until aw;ird made.
Until verdict given.

If land mortgaged, unless mortgagee compen-
sated.

As to time irithin trJiieh offer to sell should

he accepted.—The next question will be, within

what time should an offer to purchase land

be accepted. This question is one that con-

cerns the surveyor most intimately. An oti'er

is made. Well, he consults his client, and his

client may naturally require time to consider

and to make his decision. He may probably

say, " How long may I take f " It does not

do for a surveyor to say, " I cannot tell : we
must consult )-our solicitor." On such small

points a client may fairly expect his surveyor

to be able to give him an exact answer. It

is laid down that the offer must be accepted

within a reasonable time. The surveyor will

therefore do wisely in advising a prompt
decision.

The law is that it the person who makes the
offer dies or becomes bankrupt before the offer
is accepted, the land is not bound.

Speci.al motto in dealing with all compen-
sation claims :

—

Be prompt, while you treat your opponents
with all courtesy. The reason is, yoti may
lose rights of injunctions if you are not ; much
to the prejudice, it may happen, of your client.

Nothing, I may remark, is more dreaded bv
companies than injunctions, which I have
foirnd have often saved my weak clients from
the powerful grasp of the (so-called) soulless

Board of Directors.

I avoid purposely all that which relates to

the legal portion of my subject ; as, for

instance, the validity of bonds ; who may and
who may not give them ; the jiower of justices

and the Board of Trade ; lien, and its enforce-
ment ; declaration of lien ; wilful entry

;

warrant to sheriff where refusal to give land
;

as these matters, though they come before us,

do so only properly in conjunction with our
client's legal adviser. For this reasoti also I

do not propose to deal with the Title question,

as that belongs to the gentlemen of the law.

But some few hints will be of advantage,
more especially as the law s.ays every man is

supposed to know the law, and is treated

aceordinglj'.

No longer title than sixty j-ears can be
claimed.

If company refuse to accept best title vendor
can make, he may call upon them to complete

or abandon the contract.

The mere taking possession of property and
making even slight alterations therein is not,

it would seem, necessarily an acceptance of

the title.

But if property taken possession of is injured

before acceptance of title, company cannot
elect ; they have to pay purchase-money into

court.

"When the title not in dispute, the company
have a right to possession for six months after

notice of claim.

Next week we shall consider the question of

claim for the goodwill of a business, and for

damage by removal of stock and goods, or the

enforced realisation of the same.

B. r.

HI.STORIC ART STUDIES.
Bt De. a. G. Zerffi.

ETnrsK.VN SctrLPTirEE.

( With Illustrations.)

IN treating of Etruskan Architecture (see

BuiLDlXG News, May 23, 1873, page

584), we stated that the Etruskans " could

neither in their architecture nor in their

plastic art attain to those laws which regulate

the relations of the isolated parts to a har-

monious total." The illustrations which we
give to-day of Etruskan sculpture prove our

assertion in every respect. That the Hellenes

had an inlluence on the plastic art of Etruria,

to which all that is good in it must be ascribed,

cannot be denied ; the cfl'ect, however, was
felt in outward forms only. The Etruskans

never understood the higher aims of art.

They must, like many of our modern critics,

have continually objected to greater mental

culture in their artists, and doubtless inva-

riably told them to go to " nature." Appa-
rently the Etruskans had no better master

than nature. They tried to be as truthful to

nature as possible, but this both the Assyrians

and the Egyptians also did
;
yet no one would

assert that their distorted caricatures, with

their stiff uniformity and painful accuracy,

were works of art. We trace in the Etruskans

a north-Teuton tendency for mystic theology,

and a gloomy philosophy of nature. Young
Romans used to be instructed in Etruskan
literature, till the Greek superseded it. In
reality, however, they learnt only priestly

ceremonies and auguries. Art was with the
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Etruskans not even the handmaid of religion.

Their cosmo,jony was a mixture of Persian

and Greek conceptions. Demiurgus, according

to their sacred writings, created the world in

six thousand years. In the fii'st thousand he

created heaven and earth ; in the second the

firmament ; in the third the seas and rivers
;

in the fourth the great luminaries (sun and

moon) ; in the fifth the souls of birds, reptiles,

and other animals ; and in the sixth man, who
was to endure six thousand years. The twelve

thousand years formed the great year, in

accordance with the twelve thousand j'ears of

the Persians, which were divided into twelve

solar houses according to the twelve signs of

the Zodiac. Having been in commercial rela-

tion with the Egyptians at an early period,

their Persian and Greek ideas were tinged

with Egyptian thought. Phtha of Memphis,

and Amu of Thebes, furnished the attributes

of Jupiter and Janus. Their Demoniacal
system was a continuation of the Egypto-
Samothracian legends. In common with the

Persians, and with the Jews and Chi'istians at a

later period, every god, every place, every house,

every town, and every man, had a genius, good

or bad—in fact, a Persian Fercer or Dcva.

The gods had their Penates, and every man
his Larfamiliar in. The word Lar is full of

meaning, connecting the Etruskans directly

with the Persians ; with them Aries, from
which the Greeks had '^|>-atol, meant Lord
(Lar) or Hero. To have no Lar familiaris, no
household spirit or protector, was considered

by them, and later by the Romans, the greatest

misfortune. To acquire such a spirit, to find

a place for him at the homely altar, absorbed
all the intellectual and bodily energies of the

Etruskans, and they had no time to devote

themselves to the higher pursuits of art. The
essence was all to them ; the form nothing.

This will serve to explain the long period of

the uuartistic productions of Early Christian

art, during which the idea ruled, whilst the

form was yet not found. The struggle between
spirit and matter, and the predominance of the

latter, is plainly visible in Early Etruskan
art, connecting it with Assyrian and Egyptian
types. In studjdng the reliefs of an altar

(see Figs. 1,2, 3, and 4) from Perugia, we
must be struck by the variety of the groups
and the universal poverty of form. The altar,

which was of travertin, had four sides, and a
group of thi-ee figures, siu-mounted by an
animal, antediluvian in form, on each. The
groups represent women dancing ; their move-
ments are angular and grotesque ; head and
feet are in opposite directions, whilst the

bodies are turned to the front—a peculiarity to

be found in Mexican and Egyptian sculptures.

Very great naturalism can be traced in the
figures, but a total absence of idealisation is

equally apparent. In the same rouglt style is

the small bronze figiu'e of the goddess Spes
(Hope) (Eig. 0), with the Perso-Egyptian head-
di'ess, the " tutulus " worn by Phrygian and
Etruskan women. The figure is now in the
Musenm at Berlin. Fig. 6 represents a war-
rior, from a tomb (now in the Palazzo Buo-
narotti at Florence) carved in sandstone.
The style is pre-Archaic ; undoubtedly better

in composition and outline than all the pre-
vious figures. The feet are in the same direc-

tion as the head. The clumsy forms of the
body rest on the flat soles of the feet. The
chest is short and protruding. We could,

unfortunately, point out many similar produc-
tions in some modern works of art. The
forehead is adorned with small ringlets, whilst
the hair at the back streams down in long
parallel lines. The figure holds in one hand
a flower, with a bird on it—the piciis, dedi-
cated to Mars. Pliny tells us that after the
expulsion of the Bakehiades from Korinthum,
by Kypsclos (about (iGO B.C.), Euchcir, Diopos,
and iiuijraiinnux, came with Deinuratos to
Italy, and introduced plastic art into Etruria.
There may be some truth in this, though the
names of the artists sound very mythical. It

is, however, a fact that Korinthum had at
that period acquired some lame in terra-cotta

and bronze works, in both of which branches

the Etruskans distinguished themselves very

early.

Another warrior (see Fig. 7) in bronze is

plainly influenced by Greek forms. The body

is proportioned, has movement in its position,

f;he outlines are less angular, and the execu-

tion of the details is technically firm and per-

fect. The whole, however, is incongruous,

stitt', unartistic, and tasteless. The helmet,

the sealed armour, the ornamented shield,

and the greaves are excellent in detail ; but

the composition is uncouth and too naturalistic,

reminding us of the style of the artists who
adorned the temple of JEgina. Fig. 8 is a

Sarkophagus from Chiusi (Clusium). Death,

as with the Egyptians, was of the greatest

importance with the Etruskans. Scenes full

of dramatic liveliness representing the final

"adieus" of the family and friends, or the

last moments of one taking everlasting leave

of this world, were carved in high or low

reliefs on the sides of the Sarkophagi, whilst, as

with our Mediaeval tombs, the portraits ol the

dead ornamented the covers. The treatment

of the figures, especially of the grouping and

drapery on the Sarkophagus before us, is very

good. To the right we see an aft'eotionate

husband taking leave of his wife, who, ac-

cording to the inscription, belonged to the

house of Apponia, at Chiusi. A winged genius

holds the dying woman by the hand. Behind

the husband stand six relations, each of the

three men bearing a scroll ; they all show the

deepest sympathy with the afilicted husband.

To the left the Genius of Death, armed with

torch and shears, enters through a vaulted

gate ; b}' his side stands another genius with

a kind of musical instrument hanging from
his left shoulder. The expressions of the faces,

and the naturalness of the whole grouping

and the drapery, deserve much praise. The
colossal female figure on the cover is also good.

The jewelry adorning her neck and bosom is

well carved, and resembles the gold and other

metal trinkets which are found in Etruskan
tombs. The forms in general are too restrained,

the movements heavy ; there is a sober harsh-

nes-s in all. As in Figs. 1—4, so also in Figs.

14 and lo—an altar (Pompa, from Chiusi), of

which wo give two sides, representing women
dancing to the sounds of a flute—a forced

angularity prevails, and even in the improved

works of art this characteristic predominates.

The Etruskans used to ornament theu' Sarko-

phagi and cinerary chests (which thej- had in

common with the Egyptians and Mexicans)

with a number of variegated scenes taken from
life, and from the after-life in another world,

but they alwaysworked without higher artistic

feeling. A colourless realism, very big heads,

and elongated bodies, or clumsy bodies with

exaggerated sinews and muscles and small in-

signitioant heads, are so many proofs of their

studies of nature, and, at the same time, of

their incapacit}' to mould nature fcsthetically.

This is more than borne out by Fig. 16, a

sacrifice from a roughly-worked urn, now in

the Museum Clementinuin at Rome. In the

foreground stands a priest, holding the sacri-

ficial cake above the altar ; a woman with a

pointed bosom stands awkwardly to his left,

probably singing a hymn of praise ; by her

side a male figure raises a sacrificial cup in

his right hand. To the right of the priest arc

the attendants bearing sacrificial objects, the

last an animal meant for a lamb ; the back-
ground is tilled with musicians. The Mars of

Todi (Fig. 9), so called from the place where
the figure was found in 183.3, and a group of

three warriors (Fig. 12) are executed in a

realistic style, though good in technical treat-

ment. Mars is stifi', without any artistic

conception, and looks more like an ordinary

door-keeper than the inspired God of War,
sculptured with such infinite grace and force

by the Greeks. The right hand follows the

direction of the upturned eyes
;
position and

features are mechanical and meaningless.

The bronze group of the three warriors, two
of whom carry the dead body of their comrade,

may be set down as one of the very best speci-

mens of bad composition. We have, again,

an accurate study of the natural proportions

of the body ; thelifeless stillness of the corpse

is good, but the lines are too architectural.

Students will do well to compare the very best

Etruskan sculptures with Greek statuary even

of an early period, and they must perceive

that there is something in the Greek products

which is not to be found in the art productions

of other nations. To find out what is the

cause of this is one of the principal duties of

the art student. He can only do it by making
himself acquainted with the whole social, re-

ligious, and philosophical life of the Greeks.

It is utter nonsense to say that they succeeded

because they went to nature. All other na-

tions, Indians, Chinese, Assyrians, Persians,

Egyptians, Etruskans, Romans, and the Chris-

tian artists for one thousand four hundred

years had nature before them—nature in all

its sublime loveliness, and stiU they could not

see its beauty, and, least of all, reproduce it.

The cultivated poetical mind of tlie Greeks

enabled them not only to reproduce nature,

but to endow it with artistic idealisation.

They did this, however, only at a period wheu
their artists, through a continual training-

of their minds, became poets in stones, philo-

sophers in forms, and theologians in the under-

standing of beauty. ItwasnotthcGymnasiutn.

the Olympian or other games, that made it

possible for the Greeks to excel olheis in theii

products of art ; it was the educated poetical

atmosphere that they respired that furnished

them with greater artistic sensitiveness, keener

eyes, and a more refined appreciation of the

cosmogonal laws which they not only dis-

covered, but applied to all their works of art.

In Fig. 10 we have one of the very best speci-

mens of Etruskan bronze work in the statue

of a nude boy, with the bulla round his neck,

carrying a diiok in his arms. The lines are •.

refined ; there is a kind of gentle idealisation,

in the composition; the proportions of the

child's body are good, and the expression soft,

though rather graceless. We find that the

figure is, so to speak, tattooed with an in-

scription on the right leg, showing the artistic

feeling of the noble Etruskan family of the

Fanakne, who had the statue disfigured to

show their sacrificial fervour to the gods.

One may be extremely mean in thought and

action, though one may not grudge the expense

of sacrificing a good statue to parade one's

own vanity. The statue in question is pre-

served in the Museum at Leyden. Anothev
statue, called the Orator (See Fig. 11), in fact,,

a portrait of Aulus Metellus, found on the

shores of the Trasimenian Sea, now in the

Ufiizii at Florence, is a work substantial and

respectable, but prosy and vulgarly natural-

istic, without any attempt at an ideal treat-

ment. The technical sharpness always

superseded the artistic with the Etruskans.

This is also the case with a bronze plate (sec •

Fig. 18), with embossed figures, representing

the chastisement of Laomedon for refusing to

fulfil his vows to Apollo and Neptune. The
ruler of the seas sends a serpent and chimKra.

against the flying and terrified culprit. The
grouping is good—but Neptune and.

Laomedon are without any higher concep-

tion. The animals are monstrous cari-

catures. The same may be said of tin-

Chima!ra (see Fig. 13), 'now, in the gal-

lery at Florence. Compositions of this kind,

which blend into one symbolic form various

parts of animals, are of Persian and Assyrian

origin. We see in them the Cherubim orna-

menting the gates of Assyrian palaces and the

entrances of Persian halls, thus forming a con-

necting link between Persian, Greek, and

Etruskan lore, and, through the sphinxes, with

Egyptian also. The monster before us is part

lioii, part wild goat, and part serpent, pro-

bably symbolic of the three divir^ions ot the

mountain ranges. Wild goats browsed on tlie

tops, lions occupied the middle regions, and

the lowest zones were infested with serpeiits.

Bellorophou, as the representative of civilising
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man, by degrees killed these monsters, all

united into une phantom. The group, as we
may call it, is of bronze, well worked, and
full of expression. The wrathful lion ap-
pears ready to enter into a combat with his

antagonist, whilst the serpent bites the horn
of the territied goat. In works of this kind
the Etruskans showed great skill, and a vivid,

though badly regvdated, imagination. The
she-wolf of the Capitol (see Fig. 17) in the
museum at Home, is of very inferior workman-
ship. It is coarse and incorrect in its out-
lines, and stiff and unnatural in its position.

Some archaeologists altogether doubt its

Etruskan origin. It is of pre-historic shape,
and is far more like a Phonician composition
of a very early date. In architecture, as well
as in plastic art, the Etruskans failed to pro-
duce refined works ; they, like many of our
modern artists, desjiised and ignored the in-
fluence of a careful intellectual culture, which
alone enables men to produce the mystic
creations of beauty.

1"hc Etrusk;uis excelled in filigree works,
and were able to produce small gold, bronze, or
other metal ornaments with a certain nicety.

They were masters in terra-cotta decorations
for the cornices of temples and houses ; they
adorned looking-glasses, candelabra, helmets,
and armour

; they manufactured good swords,
spears and shields, but whenever they at-

tempted a work of art, in eitlicr architecture
or sculpture, they never succeeded in going be-
yond mere technical skill. Everything tasteful
was with them of foreign make ; everything
clumsy was original. In their ornamentation
they preferred linear patterns, like those on
pre-historio Kelt weapons, in Scandinavian
tombs, or on the pillars of the treasure-house
at Mylvcne. By degrees, as is often the case,

their incapacity for higher artistic produc-
tions became a national characteristic, of
which they became very proud, pifj-ing the
flighty Greeks and their ajsthetieal attempts
at sternly-regulated works of beauty. They
went even so far as to boast of their unsym-
metrical architecture and their angular sculp-
ture. They made a national point of inter-
rupting as often as possible the waving flow
of outlines by sudden projecting right-angles,
and were delighted to produce caricatures
linstead of genuine works of art. In fact,

-••they were too lazy to study art for a higher
.purpose. They carved monsters, impossible
auimals, imps, winged iirchins and grotesque
-winding serpents on handles, jjlates, vases,
and pillars, where no Greek would have
dared to place them. Their art-development
] assed through two ])rincipal phases. The
one we may designate the Oriental, and the
other the Archaic. Beyond this second phase
they never went. They were absorbed by the
Komans, who fostered the same contempt for
beauty ; and they thus became the potters,

furniture-makers, armourers, and small orna-
/nentists of the mighty Romans. In this

dependent position they delighted, and pan-
dered to the bad taste of those who paid them
well. We could scarcely place better speci-

mens of composition than the works of
Etruskan art before our readers, with the view

• of teaching them what to avoid. The illus-

.trations we give, well studied, cannot fail to

Jead us to draw and to find analogies between
.them and some of our own artistic produc-
^ions in architecture, and more especially in

rsculpture. In drawing comparisons between
•our own short-comings in the nobler works of

art, and the indiflerence with which the
Etruskans looked on aesthetics, we shall be
eom])elled to acknowledge the force of the
npoplitliegm that ' the same cause must produce
the .same cfiect." By removing the cause we
shall change the cflect, and perhaps even out-
do our immortal masters in Art—the Greeks.

It h stated that tlie hononrof kniphthood is to
be conferred on Mr. H.-iwkfli.^w, F.R.S., the Presi-
dent of the Institutian of Civil Engincer.s, and the
superintendent engineer of the Holyhead Bre:ik-
w.iter, opened by the Prince of AVales on Tueiiday
week.

RtTDE STOXE REMAINS 0\ DARTMOOR.

AS was mentioned in our special reports of tho
Exetormeetingof the Royal Archajological

Institute, Mr. G. Wareing Ormerod, F.G, S.,

read a p,aper boforo the Antiquities Section, en-
titled " Notes on Rude Stono Remains on tho
Easterly Side of Dartmoor." This paper is so

interesting that wo give iin ah.stract of it,

iilthough wo have .already given a brief account of

the visit to some of the remains referred to in

the paper.

Tlie author remarked .at the outset that
Polwbole's "History of Devonshire," and Uowe's
''Dartmoor,*' were works which might be pro-
fitably referred to by tho student of the Dart-
moor remains. Polwhelo was more correct, but
Rowe entered much more into detail, and any
inaccuracies in his work were more than compen-
sated for by the general plan of his work. Both
authors ascribed the origin of most of the remains
on Dartmoor to tho Britons or Druids. Rowe
classed them under fifteen heads, viz. ; (1) the
circular temple, or sacred circle

; (2) the stone
avenue or paralleleton

; (3) the cromlech
; (4

)

the kistvaen
; (5) the barrow or cairn

; (6) the
rock pill.ar; (7) huts; (8) pounds; (9) track-
ways; (10) tracklines; (11) bridges; (12)
forts; (13) rockfolds

; (14) logan stones; and
(15) rock basins. In the district embraced by
the paper no remains of ''forts" exist. Wooston
and Cranbrook Castles, in the parish of Moreton-
Hampstead, and Preston Berry, in tho parish of

Drewsteignton, though well wortliy of examina-
tion, were of a character distinct from tliat of

rude stone remains. Dartmoor and its adjuncts
is twenty-two miles from north to south,

and twenty from east to west, containing
more than 130,000 acres of hand. Tho district

popularly known as Dartmoor might be considered
as marked by tho great granite fiold of Devon,
and to the peculiarities of that roi k geologists

ascribed the forms of several of the remains. The
granite of Dartmoor was intersected by perpen-
dicular lines of parting, running in directions

nearly north and south ; these were crossed

nearly at right angles by other lines, which often

had an inclination Along these lines disintegra-

tion took plnco. and the tonus of the tors could
in many cases, on careful inspection, be traced to

that cause. To the same action the smaller insu-

lated rocks were due. Thus " Bowerman's Nose,'*

near Manaton, a rock described by Carrington
as^

" A granite god,
To whom in days longllown the suppliant kneo

In trembling homage bowed,"

tho geologist regarded as the remaining part of a

mass of granite shaped into its preseut form by
tho intersection of lines of parting, the other por-

tions, having fallen away, lying scattered around
it. Wattern Tor was another ex.ample of this

kind. Granite also had a spheroidal structure,

and to this peculiarity wore due the rounded forms
that so often occurred iu the coarse granite. Tlao

logan or rocking-stones seem to have been poi.sed

by ono or both of these structural peculiarities,

or by accidental circumstances. Thornworthy
Tor was an example of joint action : a mass of

granite left by the lines of parting h.ari been
rounded by its spherical structure. At Rippon
Tor the aliaft was caused by lines of parting, but
it was not evident ho^w tho top was placed iu posi-

tion. Tho logan in the Teign, and the stone on
which it rested, were of granite, probably trans-

ported to their present position on carbon,aceous

rocks by glacial action, of which there was clear

evidence in the vicinity. The rock-basins had
also been claimed by the geologist. Tliose on
Dartmoor rarely occurred in the crystallino

granite to tho north of the Teign, but were mot
with in a belt of comparatively coarse granite be-

tween that river and the Dart. This area had
been examined by ^Ir. Ormerod, and he found it

to contain seventy-live basins, varying in diame-
ter from 1 Iin. by lOin. to 10ft. by 201t.. and in

depth from 2in. to oft. The largest perfect basin

was at Kestor, and measured in diameter iKiin.

by SOin., it being 31in. deep. Tho rock-basins,

it might be considered, were caused by atmo-
spheric or aqueous action on granite at places

where tho mineralogical character of tho rock

would not resist decay. Iu short, the geologist

was of opinion that roclc-basins, logan-stones,

and upright masses of rock, were shaped into

form by natural, not artificial moans.
The circular huts wore tlio relics which ap-

peared most frequently, and the track-lines,

which were simply the foundations of old enclo-

sures, generally occurred in connection with

them. These huts wore met with for the most
part in groups or villages, each hut standing
detached, with a few adjoining folds or
enclosures annexed thereto. The entrances
faced from south-east to south-west, and the
upright stone slabs or j.ambs of many still re-
mained. Tho interiors consisted of Hat slabs of
granite set on end. and well bedded in the ground,
tbo sides of tho stones touching at the bottom.
Occasionally within, and placed .against tho baso
of these, and running round the huts, there
might bo noticed pavements formed by flat rings
of granite laid horizontally. Outside the lining
of upright flags a wall was formed, generally of
irregular blocks of stone roughly piled together
with earth between them ; occasionally, but
very rarely, the stones were laid iu
courses. The interior diameter was from 9ft.

to 3()ft., the ruins being occasionally 4ft. in height.
These huts for the most part occurred upon level

ground, but sometimes they had boon built iu

excavations ou the hill-side. The Imts in the dis-

trict between Cawsand and Rippon Tor, llr.

Oi-merod considered as formiug four villages
; a

solitary hut rarely occurred in the district, and a
few huts would be met with occasionally at old
tin-stream works, as at Taw Marsh. Commencing
at Cawsand (l,7y2ft. :ibovo sea-level) the remains
of circles, a kistvaen, and pounds might be seen, but
no huts. A large cairn had been built for tha
purpose of triangulation, and possibly any huts
that formerly existed have been used in forming
it. Ou the south of Cawsand, and near Shollstone
Tor, there had been several liuts, but few of which
now remained ; of these the interior diameter
varied from oOft. to S3ft- At Endsworthy, on
Batterii Down, several huts had been destroyed,

but fourteen remained, varying, as to the interior

diameter, from 23ft. to 3(ift. At Endsworthy one
hut had an interior chamber partitioned off by a
wall which did not reach from side to side, the
two ends being turned bark at an obtuse angle.

There was also, apparently, a chimney in this

hut. Near to it there were the foundations of a
building in the form of a parallelogram divided
into three compartments by cross walls. Along
this district there were traces of tin-streaming,

and possibly the house iu the shape of a parallelo-

gram was for sorting and storing the tin, and
the hut with a chimney a smeltiug-house. With
tho exception of Craber Poimd, near Gidley
village, of which tho date is unknown, no remains
occurred till near the junction of the Wnlla Brook
and North Teign River. Hera a bridge, called

by Rowe "one of the primitive lu-idges," crossed

the Walla Brook. It consisted of a slab of granite
about 15ft. long, nearly 3ft. wide, and 20in thick,

which rested on stone walls which formed tho side

of a cutting through which the Walla Brook ran.

From the apjjearance of the country it was quite

plaiu that the North Teign and Walla Brook
formerly ran into a large shallow morass lying
between the gorge of the North Teign near Scor-
hill Tor. and tho range on which Wattern Tor
stood. Tuis morass had been streamed for tin;

and to drain off the water, ono cutting had been
made from the Tolmen or Holed Stone on the
North Teign above Seorhill, iu a westerly
direction, through a projecting tongue of land
to the point whore the North I'oign entered the

moras.s, and another cutting diverging from this

in a northerly direction, under the bj idge referred

to. Both of these were contained between i)erpeu-

dicular walls, at some places about 7ft. high. This
slab was therefore probably put in its present
position as a bridge when tin-streamiug was
carried on, or prior to the time of Queen Elizabeth,

as. judging by the entries iu tho old accounts at

Chaglord, tin-streamiug in this part of Devon had
theu begun to fall into disuse. About two miles

higher up ou the North Teign there was another
bridge, called by Rowe "primitive cyclopean."

This bridge was on a road or track leading to a
farm, and was very perfect ; it had a centre pier

and two openiug.s, and tho edges of the stones

aud pier were for tho most part angular, and as

this would not have been tho ca.se with a bridge

that had been exposed very many years to the

snow and frosts and storms of such a high part

of Dartmoor, it was probable that this bridge
could not boast of much antiquity, being perhaps
not much more thau a century old, that being
about the age of the farm to which it led. There
was a well-known bridge of the same description

ou the East Dart at Pust Bridge, erroneously
stated by Rowe to have four openings, but
really having three, aud one of the horizontal

slabs had fallen. Tuis was on a main line of

road across the moor— a track which, from the
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jjoamess of tho old tin -workings at Vitifer,

must have boen used for many ages. In this

specimen the edges of the granite were for the

most part rounded and worn. Bray was of

opinion that " Post Bridge was probably erected

by aboriginal Britons," Possibly it was built

originally at a very remote period, but merely on

acconnt of the washing away of the bed of

the river, it must have been rebuilt several

times since that date. Bridges of slabs of granite

varying from the size of those mentioned to a

.small single slab, occasionally formed by an old

«ro3s, were found constantly along the borders

of Dartmoor. These sbibs where the cheapest

and most easily procured material of the district,

but the picturesque appearance of these rough
bridges had probably caused persons unac-

customed to such masses of stone to ascribe more
importaaoo to them than they really deserved.

About 150 yards to the north-east of the stone

bridge over the Walla Brooti was situate the

Longstone, Gidley, or Scarhill circle. This was
about 90ft. in diameter, and consisted in 1850 of

twenty-nine stones erect, and two prostrate. One
stone was 8ft. high, and another 6ft., but few of

the remainder exceeded 3ft. in height. It would
require about twenty stones to complete the

circle. This was one of the largest and most
picturesque circles of the moor, and formed the

Hiost northerly end of a series of remains that

extended a distance of about two miles and a

half to Fern worthy Circle, and possibly a mile

further to the two adjoining circles at Gray
Wethers. These two circles were, however,

the most easterly of a series of adjoining circles

that occurred along the south of Dartmoor.

From the right bank of th'^ Teign the westerly

wall of Batworthy enclosure extended in a south-

easterly direction about two-thirds of a mile.

This wall was probably formed partly from the

adjoining hut circles and parts of the stone

avenues. Tiie easterly avenue commenced near

the southerly end of the Batworthy enclosure, and
could be traced 140 yards in a southerly direc-

tion, where two tall terminal stones, one now
fallen, marked the place where this avenue
joined the triple circle. About thirteen yards

to the west of the terminal stones, another

avenue commenced and ran 140 yards NN.W..
pointing ou the Gidley circle. The triple

circle consisted of throe concentric circles. In

the outermost one ten stones remained, in the

second six, and in the third eight, and three

stones stood in the centre. The diameter of the

outer circle was SfJft., of the second 20ft., of the

third 3ft. A third avenue commenced about
twenty-five yards to tho south-west of the triple

circle, and extended 1 10 yards to the ruins of

a kistvaon. About eighty y.ards to tho south of

the kistvaon, a fourth avenue begins, and
extends 12G yards to a rough stone pillar—the

*' Longstone," that marks the junction of Dart-

moor Forest and the parishes of Chagford and
and Gidley. From that point (in 1858)

the small pits were still to be seen in

the turf that marked the places from
whence the stones that formed a fifth avenue,

217 yards in length, had been taken, together

with two of the " Three Boys," to build tho

walls of Thornworthy enclosure. The " Three
Boys " were most probably a cromlech—the only

cromlech in the district, with the exception of

that at Drewsteignton. Tho uprights at tho

Three Boys were 5ft apart, forming a triangle
;

the remaining stone was 4ft. Gin. high. Between
the Three Boys and Fernworthy Circle, andagaiu
on the southerly side of the circle, there were
slight traces of avenues. These avoniies were
from 3ft. to 4 ft. wide, and formed of low stones.

Fernworthy Circle in 1858 consisted of 27 stones,

of which 26 were erect, and one fallen. About
50 yards to tho west of the three avenues ending
respectively at the triole circle, the kistvaen,

and the "Longstone," but not quite parallel with

them, there were three lengths of low wall; and
on the opposite side of the shallow valley was the

large hut-village of Teigncombe. Mr. Ormorod
said he was not able to make any suggestions

of his own as to the dates when, or the purposes

for which, these remains were erected. Mr. Fer-

gusson, in his " Ruda Stone Monuments," wrote

(p. 21) : "So far as negative evidence goes, it is

complete in showing that the megalithic circles

did not exist in the time of the Romans, and that

they were not temples," and (p. 27) " that they
were generally erected by partially civilised races

after they had come in contact with the Romans,
and most of tliem may be considered as belong-

ing to the first ten centuries of the Christian

era"! Mr. Fergnsson mentioned (p. 55) tho re-

mains at Merrivale Bridge, and referred to those

just described as being of a similar nature, and
stated that to the question for what purpose

they were erected, the only answer that

occurred to him was that these stones were

intended to represent an army, or two

armies drawn up in battle array, most pro-

bably the former : but if we consider them as

tho first and second line drawn up to defend tho

village in their rear, the whole seemed clear and
intelligible. The circle in front would then re-

present the grave of a chief, the longstone tho

grave of another of the " menu " people, and the

circles and cromlech the burial places of those

who fell there. This was written of Merrivale,

but was equally applicable to the remains on

Shuffle Down. Mr. Fergusson added—"There
are several others on Dartmoor all of the same
character, and not one from which it seems

possible to extract a religious idea." Tho re-

mains on Shuffle Down extended from the North

to tho South Teign, a distance of about two

miles and a half, and as a military position, cut

off the easiest access from the northern part of

Dartmoor to the upper part of the valley of the

Teijn and the adjoining hut village of Teign-

combe.
The hut village of Teigncombe was situate on

the high ground to the east of the first part of the

remains described, and extended from the North
nearly to the South Teign. It contained now
thirty-one huts, which measured from Oft. to 36ft.

interior diameter ; many had, without doubt, been

destroyed. This village, with the exception of

a few h\its, lies to the east of an old wall or

track line, that extends from the easterly side of

Batworthy enclosure by Kestor (1417ft. above

sea level) to near Middleton. On the northerly

part between the Teign and Kestor there

appeared to have been only one entrance from

the moor, and that was by aroad, walled on bot'i

sides, that went directly to the Round Pound, and
then, taking a turn, passed along the top of the

right-hand side of the abrupt bank of the Teign.

With the exception of the Round Pound, nohuts ad-

joined this road, but two stood back from it, with

small enclosures intervening, and approacheil by

side roads. Another road, at a distance of about

a quarter of a mile, runs nearly parallel to tliat

just mentioned. Tbis did not approach within

150 years of the boundary wall, and several huts

closely adjoined it. The Round Pound and a \evy

similar erection at Bovoycombe Head, were the

most important huts in the district embraced by

this paper. Tho Round Pound consisted of two
enclosures, the outer an irregular triangle, the

inner a circle situate near the northerly angle of

the triangle. The wall of tho outer enclosure had
fallen and lay a confused mass about Oft. in

diameter. Tho inside, measured from the apex to

the centre of the base, was about 05ft. There were

two entrances, one on the south side, and the other

opening upon tho road from the moor. The
circular enclosure was in the interior, and about

34ft. in diameter ; the wall, where perfect, was
about 5ft. in diameter. The space between the

circular hut and outer wall was divided into

six courts. In one of those there was a

hut circle about 10ft, in diameter ; in

another a triangular inclosure. The wall of

the circular pound externally was built in courses

of stone without mortar. About 100 yards to the

south of this pound there were the foundations of

some remains which Mr. Ormerod had named the

Square Pound, and on one side there was a hut.

This entrance led into a triangular enclosure of

fifteen squaro perches, and the rest of the re-

mains consisted of some small enclosures and two

huts. One of these was Oft. in diameter, in the

middle of a small nearly-square enclosure. No
huts camo within a hundred yai-ds of either of

these pounds. Possibly the ronnd pound was the

dwelling of the chief person of the village, and
the squaro pound a Ciittle-fold and storehouse.

Between Teigncombe and Fernworthy, at French-

bere, Thornworthy, and Metherel, there wore ,a

few huts. At Fernworthy, on the upper part of

the South Teign, there were ten huts with en-

closures ; but there was not anything remarkable
save one hut 15ft. in diameter, pl.aced nearly in

the oentro of a quadrangular enclosure 48ft. by

03ft. These places nearly adjoined and probably

formed part of the Teigncombe group. At the dis-

tance of about the third of a mile to the east of

Fernworthy tho huts commenced again ; and a

lino of them reached at irregular intervals from

trict, which extended to Vitifer and the Dart, and
which was well-covered by huts. At Boveycombo
Head there were remains very similar to those at

the Round Pound. There was the foundation of a
circular houso 25ft. in diameter, which was
situate in an irregular circular inclo;:ure, from
which it was distant at the furthest point G3ft.,

and at the nearest point 37ft. This enclosure had
been divided into courts, of which four could bo
traced. About 40ft. from the south side of tho
outer enclosure a wall runs, 340ft. in length, and
at the distance of ISft. from this another wall;

about 70ft. from the easterly end of these there
was a hut circle occupying the distance between
the walls, and at the westerly end there were
traces of a strong building having the north-
east angle rounded off. the other angles rect-

angular, and the interior circular. These ro-

mains stood in a commanding position near tho

summit of the pass leading from Vitifer to

North Bovey, and probably this, like the Round
Pound, was the habitation of the chief person in

a large district. In this vicinity are King's
Oven, above Vitifer, and Grim's Pound. On
Hameldon, to the south of this place, were
several barrows. One of these was opened by
Mr. Spence Bate last year. Between Bovey-
combe Head and Honey Bag Tor, distant about
two miles, Mr. Ormerod was not aware of the

existence of any huts. At that place, according

to tne late Dr. Croker, foundations of huts ex-

isted, but Mr, Ormerod had not been able to find

them. At Tor Hill, in the same vicinity, thero

were a few huts and inclosures arranged accord-

ing to a very regular plan. Oue hut consisted of

two concentric semicircles, being tho only ex-

ample of a hut of that form with which Mr.

Ormerod was acquainted. Howe, writing of this

district in 1830, said :
—"The western side of the

hill looking towards Widdicombe has some erect

circles of stone closely set, in the act of being

demolished for repairing the road. Dr. Croker

had also informed the author that within his

memory huts existed near Swallerton Gate,

on the Chagford and Ashburton road, and
of these it was believed no traces now
existed. Thus four groups or villages ex-

isted along the lino ho h.id named, and
were separated by bleaks in the country

aid not by parochial or manorial boundaries.

At the first, the chief house was the hut with the

chamber, at tho second the round pound ;
at the

third, the remains at Bovoycombe Head ; at the

fourth the double semicircle, as at Tor Hill, were

the chief houses, those of the Round Pound and

Boveycombo Head being the chief stations. Huts
also occurred in many places on and adjoin'ng

Dartmoor, which did not come within tho limits of

thi." paper. Mr. Ormerod said he was not aware

of any local tradition as to the date when, or tho

purposes for which these huts were built, but they

accompanied the workings for tin. Where the

traces of searches for that metal were extensive

tho huts were numerous ; where they were but

slight the hut.i wore few. Mr. Ormerod bdioved

that those rude huts were the dwellings of the

worker's and washers of tin, an opinion which had

also previously been expressed by Mr. R. J.

King, of Credition. It was probably useless to

speculate when these huts were first erected : if

Mr. Fergusson was correct in the idea that tho

circles and avenues showed where a battle had

taken place in defence of a village in the rear

(p. 55), the huts at Teigncombe would have

been in existence during the first ten centuries

of the Christian ei-a. and as the streaming for tin

in the district near Chagford appeared to have in

a great measure ceased by the time of Queen

Elizabeth, the time between those periods might

probably be taken as that when the huts wero

abandoned.
Along the line of country now treated of,

enclosures occurred which are called " Pounds "

;

those differed in shape and character, and Rowo
mentioned pai-ticularly one near Thowleigh,

where the wall, of the average thickness of 7ft.,

is laid in courses, but Mr. Ormerod had not been

able to find it
;
probably, like the neighbouring

huts, it had been removed for building purposes.

On Shufllo Down, near Teigncombe, one pound

had three sides straight, and tho fourth semi-

circular, and measuring 08ft. by 75ft. ;
another,

in the same neighbourhood, was in the form of a

rude spherical triangle. These and similar en-

closures were, Mr. Ormerod believed, universally

allowed to have been pounds or shelters for .sheep

and cattle, like the " stolls " of Scotland. Opinions

Lakehead by Shapley Common to Bovevcombe
]
differed as to the purpose for which Grimspound

Head, that boin<' the easterlv edge of a Large dis- was erected. Polwnele con5idered that it was one
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of the principal temples of the Druids ; Rowe
thought that it was a complete specimen of an

ancient British settlement, and provided with

means of protracted defence, and Sir Gardner

Wilkinson agreed with that opinion. Dr. Crolier,

of Bovey Tracey, thought that it could hardly

have bjen an encampment, on account of its

situation in a valley. Mr. Shortt. after mention-

ing other remains on Dartmoor, noticed "pounds
which contain circular walled huts,'' and were, ho

adds, " probably enclosures or fenced places of

shelter against wild beasta, for the purpose of

penning sheep, and may have been rustic h.amlots

of the simple Aborigines of Dunmoniura in re-

mote time;., and repositories of corn." Grim's

Pound measured within the enclosure 15-1 yards

from north to south, and 121 from oast to west,

and was nearly oval in shape. It contained, ex-

clusive of the outside wall, i acres statute

measure, and, including the wall, i acres,

1 rood, and 36 perches. The outside wall

was 528 yarfls round ; it was built of rough
granite, without cement, and in some places the

courses could still be tracot ; it was apparently

built as a double wall, with facings outwards and
inwards, the interior of the wall being probably
filled with earth. The wall had fallen down, save

in a few places, and was now only a bank of

stones ; the height v as probably about f!ft., and
the width from lift, tc 10ft. The original entrance

was on the south side, but that was now, though
traceable, indistinct and filled up; oponingshad
been made on the east and west sides, which
were roughly paved. This road was possibly a

substitute for the old steep " Trackway " which
passed a little to the south from Hameldou to

Great Mister, called by the late Mr. ^lason, of

Widdicome in-the-Moor, " The Equator of the

Moorland Region." Grim's Pound contained 25
huts, most of these about 12ft. to 15ft. in

diameter, with entrances on the south side, and
resembling the generality of the huts on D.art-

moor. By an artificial cutting a small stream of

water had been brought to the lower part of

this enclosure. It was stated, by Polwhele,

that a stone avenue ran from Sbapley Common
in a southerly direction to Grimspound.
Mr. Ormerod had not been able to discover

a trace of the avenue. Grimspound was
situate at bottom of a narrow-side valley, over-

looked from every quarter, and so commanded
from the north, east, and south, as to be quite

untenable as a military position. The hut
villages of this district consisted of detached
dwellings, each apparently having a few adjoining
enclosures or fields, and these dwellings, though
situate on the exposed open moors, were not pro-

tected by high walls or defences of any descrip-

tion. On the hills in Scotland places very simil.ar

to Grimspound occurred, built to shelter the
flocks from the stoiTus .ind snow drifts ; these
were of various f*rms. The height of the wall

of a " stell " vras the .same as that of Grimspound
(about Oft.), and it was formed sometimes entirjly

of stone, and sometimes the upper half was of

turf. There was little, if any doubt that the
hut villages were used by the persons connected
with tin working or tin washing. The Wobbcrn
below Grimspound had been streamed, but, in

addition, on the hill opposite to the western side

of Grimspound there were deep open cuttings
extending across the hill from Headland to Vitifer

Slino, where the tin workings had been carried

on from an unknown period. The position in

which Grimspound was placed was that
likely to be selected for tho cattle pounds, it

being tho most sheltered place in that viirinity.

Wolves also probably existed on Dartmoor
at tho timo when Grimspound was built

and possibly the thick wall was tho support of

a higher one of turf as a security against those
animals. After the wolves wore exterminated
tho more commodious entrances at tho e.ast and
west were probably made. The huts were pro-
bably for the s.ame purpose as the sheep cotos of

tho present day, that is to shelter tho shepherds
and tho sick and lambing ewes. Stress had
been laid by Rowe and Sir Gardner Wilkinson
on tho fact that a stream of water had been
carried into the pound, as showing that pro-
vision had been made for a supply of water in

case of a siege. This supply could not. howovor
be depended upon, as it could be cut oif cffoc-

tu,ally by five minutes' labour. Since tho above
was written, an article on Dartmoor has been
printed in the Huarterhj 1,'eviiu; (Juno 1.S73,

page 153), in which the author states that he
agrees with Mr. Ormerod in regarding Grimspound
as rather a place of protection for cattle and their
keepers than a fortified town. It had been men-

tioned that Gray Wethers was the most easterly

of the series of two adjoining circles that occur
red in the south of Dartmoor. The others were
near Black Tor, above south Brent, and at

Yealm Head, near Cornwood. At Gray Wethers
no huts now existed within the enclosure ; at

the other places remains of these were to bo

seen. Antiquities had not often been found in this

di.^trict. Mr, Ormerod had not had excavations

made, but when hut circles had been destroyed,

had watched the proceedings, and the earth

under the huts had resembled that of the adjoin-

ing moor. Sir Gardner Wilkinson had excava-
tions made in sevei'al places, but did not find

anything. A quern, made apparently out of

porphyry, and a stone spindle whorl, were found

on the estate of Mr. Berry at Thorn, near to the

moor, in the parish of Chagford, and the fragments

of another quern were also found in that parish,

A celt, of green stone, was founnd in a field ad-

joining the rectory of North Bovey, At Plum-
ley, in tho parish of Bovpy Tracey, and at Chud-
leigh, Ilsington, and Buckfastloigh bronze or

copper celts had been found.

THE ANNUAL EXCURSION OF THE
ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE members of the Architectural Associa-

tion up to yesterday week had visited,

among other places, Grantham, Newark, South-

well, Nottingham, 'Tutbury. and Ashbourn. The
party loft Ashbourn on Friday last at eleven

o'clock, and made their first notes at Mayfield.

Mayfield Church was described by Mr. Sharpe as

belonging to the Transitional period. It was, he

said, essentially an Knglish work, and was
erected at a timo when tho influence of

Norman architecture h.ad exhausted itself.

He fixed tho date of tho oldest part .it

from 1160 to 1165, but pointed out that

a considerable portion of the church belonged to

the Curvilinear period. Tho south doorway had
the dogtooth ornament, which was one of tho

principal characteristics of the Norman period,

but there were peculiarities in the treatment of

the ornament which showed that it was not Nor-

man, but Transitional. Mr. Sharpo expressed

generally his approval' of the manner in which

tho church was restored in 1855, and said the

churchwardens were to be commended for usin.^

again for pews the carved oak of the time of

Eliz.abeth. He w.as strongly iu favour of tho

clerestory being made tho principal means of

admitting light to a church, and would have east

and west windows filled with stained glass,

especially the west windows, through which the

afternoon sun often shines with great btilliancy.

From Mayfield tho excursionists drove to Nor-
bury, where ihey were courteously received by

the Rev. C. F, Broughton, There is a remarkably

fine chancel to tiiis church, and the whole of the

windows are filled with ancient glass. Tho pre-

vailing tone is silvery, resembling that of tho

qrisdiUe glass to which Mr. Sharpe referred at

Mayfield. He said, on entering the church, that

the party could not help being struck with the

admirable effect produced by the nine noble

windows of tho chancel. He pointed out tljat

the tracery in the heads of tho windows re-

sembled that in tho windows of tho still

finer chancel of their friend Mr. Hut-
chinson at Checkley, but said Norbury was
rather later than C'heckloy, the stylo being Cur-

vilinear, and the date about 1315. The p:iinte<I

glass could not, he said, bo called r/risaille, but it

was of the same nature, and he was disposed to

think that it was designed at about tho same timo

as the windows. In these wi'idows are intro-

duced a few shields of arms with deep rich

patches of blue, green, crimson, and yellow. This,

Mr. Sharpe said, was just tho way in which po-ii-

tive colours like these should be introduced. So
used they had a gem-like appearance, which was

in correct taste, but ho censured severely the

modern style of painted windows, in which the

whole area is filled with the gaudiest colours

possible. He remiuded his auditors th.at ho had

repeatedly protested against this debased taste,

the prevalence of which he accounted for as fol-

lows:—When a person intended to put irp a me-
morial window he generally gave instructions

that no expense was to be spared. This was a

commendable spirit in which to act, but when an

.artist was tuld that i:500 or £600 would be paid

for a window, he knew that such a charge could

not be justified oxceptingby using tho most cost y
kinds of glass, and those were tho deepest

coloured. It was an unhappy mistake whicli

people made to suppose that memorial windows
must be costly. Tasto had begun to improve in

this particular, but .as a nation we had paid too

much attention to surface decoration, particu-

larly in colour, and too little to form and out-

lino. Mr. liroughton then gave a few par-

ticulars respecting tho monuments for which
the church is well known, and which are to the

memory of members of the Fitzherbert family.

At Norbury the excursionists took train for

Stafford, via Uttoxeter. reaching that town at

about half past three o'clock. They proceeded to

S Mary's Church, where they were joined by the

Rev. S. Gilson. Mr. Sharpe said tbe original

plan of this fine church was cruciform, and the

oldest portion which remained was Transitional.

Perhaps this was the most interesting period for

the student of architecture : it was the tomb of

Romanesque and the cradle of Gothic art. He
fixed tbe date of the Transitional work at 1170,
when he said a prodigious amount of church
building was going on all over the country. In

no other twenty years, either in this country or
abroad, were so many churches built as between
1150 and 1170. One of the chief characteristic&

of the period was tbe simultaneous use of circular

and pointed arches—the latter whero strength

w-as demanded, and the former for dours and
windows and for ornament. There was no door

or window in this church which could be de-

cidedly pronounced to belong to the date he had
named, buttheie were indications of Lancet work
of a very early character in tho south and west door-

ways. Tho capitals in the south doorway w-ro of

no value as guides, because it was known
that they were either old capitals tooled over,

or exact copies of originals which the

restorers found there. At the west door-

way there were both original and new
capitals, and that wns the right way in wh'ch to

carry on a restoration. Directing attention to the

pointed arches which, with their massive shafts,

support the tower. Mr. Sharpo said tho date of

the capitals was about 1170. These arches were,

ho remarked, imposing structures, and were very

good examples of their period. Thoy were essen-

tially English, as distinguished from Norman, and
came between the Norman and the Lancet

periods. The south end of the south transept was

a conjectural restoration of Sir Gilbert Scott's, and
was valuel'^ss as a piece of evidence upon which

to base further inquiry. There were traces of

Lancet work on tho souih side of the chancel, and
also in the arch which opened from the south

transept into the chancel. The date of this was
about 124:5, and it was the commencement of new
work which apparently was subsequently carried

on all round tho chancel, until they came to tho-

north side, where the capitals and tbe arches were

decidedly of the Curvilinear period, as was also the

very fine arch leading from the north transept into-

the north aisle. Mr. Sharpe next drew attention

to tho prevalence of windows of tho Rectilinear

period, and said these were introduced because

they afforded ample space for the use of stained

glass, which at that date was a new art rapidly

rising into favour. Beyond these inserted win-

dows"there was no Rectilinear work in the church.

Having observed that tho restoration did credit

to all concerned in it, Mr. Saarpe -invited the

party to accompany him round the church.

After a conference, it appeared to be the opinion

of the m 'jority that tho Lancet work introduced

into tho chancel aisle by Sir Gilbert Scott was

not authorised by anything existing in the

church before the commencement of the restora-

tion. Mr. Sharpe said if there was no Lancet work,

before the restoration, he should conclude tho

chancel was Geometrical from one end to the

other. In that case a mistake had been made in

putting in lancet windows, and the Lancet style

did not extend beyond the south transept.

From S. Mary's the party proceeded to S.

Chad's, and were much interested with the

restoration in progress. This is a true Norman

Church and several of its princip^il features,

especially the richly-carved tower arch, were

much admired.

Tho party then proceeded to Lichfield, where

on the foUo'wing day they dined together, under

the presidency of -Mr. Sharpe.

In reference to next year's excursion, Mr.

Sii.VRPE made the following remarks, after the

concluding dinner at Li:diHehl :—In regard to

tlio suggestion which has just been made, as to

tho direction in which wo should tu n our steps

next year, I may say, without desiring to pledge

myself, or any of those who usually take pirt in

this excursion so long beforehand, that in case tho

wish of the majority should be to cross the Chan-
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nel, and to enter in the now fielcl of study which

presents itso f in tlie numerous village -cliarches,

of more than ordii.ary interest, which are to bo

found witliin the compass of a short radius from

the city of Paris. I shall be happy to undertake

all the arrangements which may enable you to

make such an excursion with economy and profit
\

I have, in fact, traversed the greater part of this

district within the last sis mouths, with express

reference to the possibility of some future visit

of this kind; and I think I could promise you a

very instructive series of buildings to examine.

But I say this without at all wishing to pre-

judice the question, which we have plenty of

time to discuss and consider in all its bearings.

Meanwhile it has been suggested that we have not

yet visited the Southern part of the Kingdom,
and that by utilising railways more, and using

carriages less, we miglit traverse greater dis-

tances in the same time, and also comprehend
buildings of greater importance. Chichester,

iialisbury, and Winchester Cathedrals would, in

this way, aftord us an ample field of observation,

without di awing us too far from a general centre.

Then again there is a most interesting field of

stud.y, which has often been spoken of ; I mean
the Yorkshire jVbbeys, with all the admirable

lessons in art they teach us, combined with their

picturesquenessof site and condition:—and here.

1 may ;idd, there is an additional reason w-hy we
should not delay visiting them, for they are

already threatened with '-restoration." For,

although you would hardly believe it, there is

really a plan on foot for the conversion of the

ruins of Kirkstall Abhey into a modern Anglican

Church; and no less a person than Sir Gilbert Scott

has undertaken to carry this almost incredible

proposition into execution. In tho first place,

.fis'^ regards the employment of the term which
constitutes the i hief plea under whichthis proposi-

tion is l">rought forward, can a more unreal and un-
truthful application of this word " restoration

''

be imagined ? For what was tho primitive con-

dition of this building? Well; it was the Con-
ventual Churcu of a Cistercian Monastery : and
most of you have. I dare say, learned, from what
I have already published on the subject, what
auch a church was like, with its simple out-

lines—its massive proportions—its peculiar
divisons to suit its twofold occnpatiou— its

utterly plain appearance, devoid of all colour

and ornamentation — its Puritanic, e^en
poverty-sricken simplicity, and its unmusical
I'itnal. We all know, on the other hand, what
sort of aspect the miidern church, that we shall

iiave at the hands of Sir Gilbei-t Scott, will pre-

sent—with its alabaster reredos,—its gilt choir
screens,— its painted vaultings—its gaudy stained
glass windows, and its brilliant encaustic floor,

after the forty or fifty thousand pounds are ex-
pended that he proposes to lay out upon it. Can
3. more striking contrast, or a more untruthful
*• restoration," be conceived? Nor is there, in this

•case, the pretext of necessity, or even of a useful

object ; for there is no lack of church accommo-
dation in the district, nor is this, indeed, the
pretence for this large expenditure of money.
"Restoration" is apparently the sole object the i

proposers have in view ; they have, in fact, ap-
|

parently, to cast about for the use to which they
|

will turn the building when completed. It is

true that Sir Gilbert .Scott, in his report, sug- I

gests the establishment of a College for the edu-

!

cation of Clergymen, and tho further utilisation
{

of tile remaining conventual ruins in this way.
But a more unsuitable or unhealthy site, in the
smoky suburbs of a largo manufactui-ing town,
could scarcely be found. Nor would one of these
additional buildings, admirably planned as thev
were for the requirements, the duties, and the
•occupations of a body of cloistered Cistercian
monks, be at all suitable for the modern require-
ments of a college of English youths.
Who, then, are to lie the gainers of this so-called

restoration, if at all truthfully carried out ? It
is difficult to say. As to who would be the losers.
it is easy to answer. To the archreolooist, the
artist, and the art-student, the loss would be
iiTeparable. To them tho glories of Kirk.stall
Abbey, as an object of picturesque interest, and
as an authentic record of a peculiar phase of the
Art history of the Middle Ages, will be a thing ol

the past
; for I need scarcely repeat that what-

ever tlte tool of the modern restorer passes over,
loses at once its authentic character and its-

historic value; and that Kirkstall Abbey will,
from the day that its " restoration " is complete.
and that it is delivered over, spick and span, tn
the Bishop of tho Diocese for consecration, be tc

all intents and purposes, a mod rn church. That

on that day there will be none so painfully con-

^cioas of the grievous transformation that their

ill-advised prodigality has produced in what is

now a grand national monument, than those who
have brought forward this proposition, I am
firmly persuaded, and 1 take this opportunity

—

the first public one I have had—of protesting in

the name of the thousands by whom Kirkstall

Abbey has already been visited, and of the thou-

sands to whom hereafter its picturesque ruins

would have been a souico of pure enjoyment, and

interesting instruction, against this preposterous

conversion of their remains into a form which

they never possessed, under the pretence of their

application to a use for which they are ill-

suited, and to satisfy which, a building infiuitely

more convenient could be constructed at half the

cost. To my mind there is only one use to which

these ruins could, with any degree of consistency,

bo applied,—and only one in which the term

"restoration" could be really said to be justified.

An incident which occurred to me once in the

south of France will enable me to realise to you

the nature of this restoration, if thus Ciirried into

effect. Most of you, I dare say, know that I have

mado tho buildings of the Cistercian order of

monks my particular study. I have followed

those monks and their buildings all over Europe
;

and there are, I believe, few, if any of their

principal abbeys in France, Germany, Italy, and

England, that I have not visited. The whole of

them are in a more or less ruined condition, and
untenanted. I never travel without a complete

list at band of tho whole of the 1,500 abbeys that

wero founded during the first two centuries of tho

existence of tho order, and a description of the

particular locality of each abbey. Finding my-
self at Narbonne, three years ago, I consulted my
list to find whether a Cistercian Abbey had ever

existed in that diocese. I found one under the

designation of Fons Frigida, and on reference to

my I Irdnance Map, I found, after some search, a

village named Fonte Froido about six miles from

Narbonne; an i hearing, on inquiry, that there

existed some ruins there, I ordered a vehicle and

went on a voyage of discovery to Fonte-Froide.

Following for some distance the high road to Le-

signan, my driver at last turned up a small valley

to tho south, in which I soon recognised all the

special foaturesofageuuineCistercian valley, with

its culti vated bet torn , its wooded sides, and its pretty

wandering stream, just like that of Fountains or

Farness ; and after following it a mile or two, we
arrived at a group of half-ruined buildings,

planted, as usual, in the narrowest part of the

valley. Knocking at tho solid broad djorof the

old gateway, it was promptly opened ; and I was

struck dumb at the sight which presented itself :

there before me stood the figure of a veritable

Cistercian monk, that I kne'w so well hy drawing

and descrip'jion, but had never seen and never

expected to see in living form as long as I lived.

There he stood with his long, loose, white woollen

robe, a cord round his waist, his cowl, his res ry,

his bare head, and his shaven crown, looking

more like an object from the other world and a

visi u of the past than a living thing of the

present day. On recovering my senses, I in-

quired whether I could see the buildings, the

silent figure motioned to me to enter, and I soon

found myself in the midst of an extremely

interesting group of conventual buildings of

the twelfth century, which had been, it appeared,

disestablished, like tho rest, abandoned, ruined,

purchased within a recent period by a neighbour-

ing landowner, and restored to their primitive use,

by the establishment in them of a brotherhood

of thirty Cistercian monks, who had begun to re-

store the church, and repair the monastic build-

ings, so far as to make them habitable ; realising

thus in an almost identical manner the primitive

process by which the earliest Abbeys of the order

had been founded and peopled. They were

miserably poor, and completely isolated, and
their very existence, even, was almost unknown
to those living in their neighbourhood ; they

subsisted on the produce of their gardens and

the few acres of land attached to the convent
;

and carried out tho original regulations of the

order, as regarded liet, isolation, aud silence, to

the fullest extent, tho " Hotelier," or receiver ol

guests, and the Principal, being the only persons

allowed the privilege of speech, except durini;

the half-hour permitted to all for conversation,

on Sundays. I spent three days of a very singu-

lar and interesting existence in this retired con-

vent, measuring and drawing its buildings, listen-

ing to the chanting of the monks, w.atching their

noiseless processions, and the silent wanderings
along tho cloisters of these voiceless, ghost-liko

white figures, and realising completely all that I

had imagined of Cistercian life in its earliest and
truest aspect; the rigour, the isolation, and seve-

rity of which,—especially during winter, and for

tho latter part of a man's life—must be appalling.

Of the usefulness or profitableness of such a stato

of esistenco as that of these poor monks, this is

not the time or place to inquire, but of tho
reality and truthfulness of such a restoration as

that which I have just described, if applied to the
conventual remains of Kirkstall Abbey, there
could be no doubt ; aud it those Yorkshire gen-
tlemen are really animated with a true desire to

restore these buildings to what they originally

were, this is the only direction that their efforts

can take. I would, in that case, counsel them
when they have correctly restored the conventual
Church with its attendant buildings to its origi-

nal condition in the twelth century, omitting all

those disfiguring insertions of the fifteerth cen-
tury, of which Sir Gilbert Scott advises the per-

petuation—to send for a colony of real Cistercian

monks from Fonto Froido, and so to carry out in

this nineteenth century the intentions of Henry
do Lacey, aud its original founders in tho twelfth.

This, at all events, would tie a genuine and honest

realisation of the pretensions on which this so-

called restoration is based, and the only possible

justification for the annihilation of all the inter-

est aud romance which at present surround
these venerable remains, and attract annually so

many thousand visitors and admirers to their

neighbourhood.

AMERICAN JOURNALISM.

WE have recently had evidences of un-
paralleled enterprise on the part of the

proprietors of certain American papers—the

finding of Dr. Livingstone by Mr. Stanley, of the

JVetu Yiirk Iltralil, to wit. But there is another

class of American journals which are as mean and
sneaking as some of the New Y'ork dailies are

noble and courageous. Last week, we pointed

out that a journal, calling itself the Ameriran
Manufacturer and Builder, was appropriating,

without a word of acknowledgment, our articles

on " Plumbing " ; and these articles are repro-

duced as leaders, in leader type. On a second

inspection of the same number of the said journal,

we find another series of articles which have ap-

peared in our paper—namely, '• Notes on Stone-

work"—are being similarly reproduced.

We despair of reaching the conscience of

certain American Editors ; but would point out

to American readers that, however good may be

the matter provided by our contemporary in its

monthly bundle of cutfngs, the same informa-

tion can be procured far more cheaply and much
earlier from our pages and those of other English

journals.

CHIPS.

The Parish Church of Felixstowe, Suffolk, has

been reopened, after restoration. A chancel and
transept have been added, affording additional

accommodation for 100 persons.

The foundation-stone of a new Orphan Home
has been laid at Wrexham. Mr. Lloyd Williams,

of Denbigh, is the architect, and Mr. Samuel, of

Wrexham, the builder.

The foundation-stone of a new church at Wyes-
ham, near Monmouth, was laid on the I'Jth instant.

The church is to accommodate 200, and the design

is by Mr. J. P. Seddon.

The Duke of Devonshire has consented to lay

the foundation-stone, on an early day, of the pro-

posed memorial of the recent visit of the Prince

and Prmcess of Wales to Derbyshire. It will be

in the form of addition?l buildings in connection

with the Derby Grammar School.

Mr. Charles Bennett has been appointed second

assistant to the Itinerant Assistant Surveyor of

Works.
Mr. Charles Jayne has been appointed by the

Office of Works second assistant to the Assistant

Surveyor of AYorks.

The Bristol Dnili/ Post says, the groat exten-

sion of the demand for Bath stone during the last

few years has led to the apprehension that the ex-

isting quarries would soon be exh.austed. This

apprehension has been dispelled by the discovery

of a large extent of buildmg-stone in the neigh-

bourhood of Corsham, which is now being opened

by Messrs. Randell and Saunders. The quantity

is sufficient to supply the existing demand fcr half

a century. It will be connected by railway with

tho Great Western system.
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OUR LITHOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS.

MANSION AT MDSBURY, KEAR MANCHESTER.

A MANSION, of -which -we give illustrations

this week, has been recently erected for

J. E. Taylor. Esq.. at Didsbury, about five miles

to the south of Manchester. It stands on a small

estate of some twenty acres, and at a little dis-

tance from, though, within sight of, the high road.

Externally the materials employed are the light-

coloured Darley Dale stone, and bricks of a rich

deep red, which fi«rm a very happy combinatioQ

of colour. The workmanship throughout is very

excellent, and some portion of the carving, which

is by Earp. of London, is admirable. (See illus-

trations.) Internally, it consists of a largo block

contaioing the principal rooms, and a wing con-

taining the offices, each division being grouped

along a corridor.

The entrance porch is at the north side, under

the tower, and gives access immediately to a spa-

cious vestibule 10ft. wide, which leads to an inner

and outer hall, together 38ft. (Jin. x lilft. Gin. From
this opens to the north a wido open oak staircase,

Cft. wide, with richly carved newels and balusters,

lighted by three largo and lofty two-light windows
from the garden-front, aud itself lighting the

vestibule by means of arched openings with

marble columns and carved caps.

To the west of the hall is the library,

24ft. Oin. X I5ft. 3in., with an arched recess,

13ft. Oin., X Gft. Oin., and to the oast the

dining-room, 30ft. x 20ft,, lighted by two

three- light windows at the other side. To the

south is the drawing-room suite, opening on to the

terrace and garden, and consistini; of, first, the

boudoir, divided from the rest by the garden en-

trance ; second, the morning-room, with a large

octagonal bay-window at the corner, commanding
the adjacent grounds

; third, the drawing-room.
32ft. x 20ft., with a large four-light window, and
an ample bay-window ricess ; and fourth, the art

cabinet, combined with the drawing-room by an
archway and folding-doors. The art-cabinet is

lighted from the roof ou the plan adopted at

S. Kunsington as most effectual for the display of

pictures aud statuary. The joiners' work of the

dining and drawing-rooms and art-cabinet
is of the choicest wainscot, aud that of the morn-
ing-room of selected pitch-pine French-polished.

The corridor leading to the kitchen depart-
ment joins the vestibule. On the left are the
store-room, housikeeper's-room, servants'-hall,

servants' entrance, scullery, and kitchen,

20ft. by IGft, all looking to the entrance-front
;

the last has a lofty hipped roof and ventilator,
which allows a height of 23ft., thus avoiding
tho accumulation of vapours and the iucon-
venienco of excessive heat. To tho right of the
corridor are china-closet, Gft. Gin. wide; plate-
safes, 7ft. Gin. by 5ft., surrounded by loiu.

cavity walls and a strong iron door ; serving-
room, and passage of communication with dining-
room (at the opposite end to the door, giving
access from the drawing-room); butler's pantry,
17ft. by lift. Gin. ; servants' staircase, and a vorv
lofty and spacious cook's pantry, 25ft. by
lift. Gin., with flaggod floor aud shelves at the
sides, lighted by high lights from the outside,
and communicating similarly with tho corridor
on the inside.

At this end of the building are placed tho
domestic outbuildings, opening on a flagged yard,
which is connected with thi corridor by a flight
of steps, and with the drive by a lofty arched
gateway.

On the first floor, opening from the grand stair-

case, is a spacious corridor and landing (over the
vestibule and hall) with large roof-light above,
Tvhich gives access, by au ante, to Mr. and Mrs.
Taylor's bedroom, furnished with dressing-rooms,
bathrooms, wardrobe, &c., and to largo spare-
rooms, all with ceilings richly moulded in plaster.
There are likewise a lady's-maid's room near at
band, a spacious nursery, b;ilhroom (Uft. by
10ft) under the tower, a linen-closet, and Mr.

Taylor's study in the north-west angle of the

building, opening on to the octagonal turret.

Over the servants' department, with which it is

connected by a circular stair at the north-east

angle, are a housemaid's closot and bachelors'

and servants' bedrooms, chiefly opening on to

the north front.

The second floor chiefly consists of servants'

sleeping-apartments, children's and unappro-

priated rooms, lumber, &c. ; and in the third

floor of the tower is a cistern-chamber, 13ft. 3in.

by 10ft., for town's water. Hot and cold water

are laid on to all parts of the house, and the

electric system has been adopted for bells.

The basement story is made flre-proof, with

arched brick ceiling throughout, and is suffi-

ciently well lighted in parts to be capable of use

for domestic purposes. To tho north-west of the

house is the parterre, tastefully laid out, and,

beyond that, extensive greanhoiises, hothouses,

&c., with their appurtenances. The house has

been built by Messrs. T. Clay and S:)n8, con-

tractor.s, of Manchester, from the designs, and

under the direction of, Mr. Thos. Worthington,

architect, of Manchester and London.
We intend, before long, to give a sheet or two

of details of some portions of this building.

ETRUSKAN SCULPTURE.—THE ARMOIRE, BAYEUX.

For description of '-Etruskan Sculpture," see

Dr. Zerffi's article, p. 21G ; and for description of

The Armoire, Bayeux Cathedral, read Mr. Edwd.
\V. Godwin's article, page 235.

CUURCII OF S. JOHN, MOORDOAVX, BOURNEMOUTH.

One of our lithographic illustrations represents

the church of S. John, Moordown, Bournemouth,
which has recently been erected by funds raised

by the vicar of Bournemouth, the Rev. A. M.

Bennett, to meet the wants of an outlying popu-
bition. Mr. Street, R.A., w;is tho architect, and

Mr. Hall, of Salisbury, tho builder.

ANCIENT OOXSTRUCTION".

THE Engineer, in an article on this subject,

says:—Mass was the predominant feature
of ancient constructions, and clay, earth, bricks,

Hud stones, the principal materials. 'I he introduc-
tion of the arch or vault was one of tho earliest

substitutions of the hollow for the solid. If a solid

massive square pillar have the middle jjortiou

cut out and an arch turued over the top. there is

so much of the original mass removed, aud a new
stylo of construction, so to call it, introduced. It

has been generally admitted that the invention
of the arch is due to the Romans

;
yet there can

bo very little doubt but that the Assyrians were
thoroughly acquainted with it, although clay in

some shape or another cousiituted almost their

Role couhtructivo material. This formed the
nucleus of the enormous artificial mounds which
that people v.'ere fond of raising on w hich to erect

their palaces, citadt-ls, and other commanding
buildings. Instead of excavating foundations

upon which to build, an artificial foundation was
raised and the superstructure placed thereon.

Modern works are now conducted on a scale so

gigantic that we are pretty well accustomed to im-
mense shifts of earth ; but mechanical appliances

are at our command which were unknown to our
predecessors, who used neither waggons nor bar-

rows, but baud-labour only in its simplest form. In

the erection of the artificial mounds to which we
have alluded, the Assyrians were not in the

habit of using the clay at random, but mixed aud
prepared it with great care, so that it showod a

uniform section everywhere when cut. It was
completely free from all stones and foreign

bodies, and closely resembled in its consistency
the best modern puddle. This material is now
in numerous instances giving way to concrete,

which promises fair to he to us what tho clay and
bricks wore to tho ancients In works of a

character similar to the Thames Embankment
the quantity of concrete used in foundations and
backiuL,' is something enormous.

E.xplorations at Nineveh have shown that

except for paving purposes, stono rarely entered

into the construction of tho walls and buildini?s.

They cousisted of clay only, which had evidently

heen moulded in the shape of bricks, and put

together without the aid of mortar or cement of

any kind. In the few examples in which stone

was found to be employed, the joints were made
in the same manner, that is, by simple iuxtaposi-

tion. Jlortar and cement appear to have been
rarely or never employed. The size of the etones

was considerable, so that mere weight would, to

some extent, reEider superfluous the employment
of any adhesive substances at the joints. But
this was not the case with the bricks, which wore
nearly of a square form, 1ft. 4iu. on the sides by
2in. in thickness. The question which remains
unsettled is in what degree of consistency were
these bricks at the time they were put together •*

Were they sufficiently plastic to adhere together,

or were they wetted before being used, so as to

soften tho surfaces mertdy which were in contact ?

Upon this supprsit'on there would be an apprecia-

ble difference between the appearance of the
body of tho bricks and that of the joints, which
does not exist. There is, nevertheless a slight

difference iu color at these points, which looks

like lines. The Assyrians had two varieties of

baked bricks ; the one was regularly shaped with

parallel faces, and the other of a trapezoidal

form. These latter were intended for arches or

vaults, aud thy iucli. ration of the sides varied

with tiie position which the particular brick was
intended to occupy in the curve. The dimensions

aud proportions of the Assyrian bricks differ from
those of modern manufacture. Tlioso employed
in paving were of two sizes. One class wa-*

1ft. 4in. by 1ft. 4in., by 2.^in. in thickness, and
the other 13in. by 13in. by 4^in. thick. A peculiar

feature in these old bricks is that they are, with
few exceptions, covered with iuscriptions in the

cuneiform character. Two remarkable features

in the construction of ancient cities were, first,

that either the diagonals or the direction of the

sides pointed exactiv towards thecardinal pointi^,

and. secondly, the enormous thickness of the walls

of the principal buildincrs. It is probable thatart-

tronomical reasons dictat' d the former of these,

and climatic exigencies the latter. In the case of

Nineveh there can be little doubt of this, as tho

Assyrians were celebrated for their skill in

astronomy, and their partiality for the science.

The thickness of tho internal walls is scarcely

ever less than 10ft., and that of some of the ex-

ternal varies from 16ft. to 2jft. Some con-

sideration must be given to the fact with regard

to the thickness of the walls, that the mode
of building them with bricks merely dried in the

sun required this dimension to be dispropor-

tionately great.

In tho building of their domc^s and vaults the

Assyrians employed a more brittle description of

brick than in thoir walls and pavements, and the

joints were made by grouting them -^'ith semi fluid

clay. The voussoir shape of these bricks proves

that the theory of the arch must have been known
at that time, aud some considerable progress mad©
in tho preparation of artificial stones. There is

no evidence of timber being employed as a

material of construction by the people under
notice. It was only used in small quantities, and
for tho purposes of ornament. It seems that iron

was altogether unknown as a constructive

material. Copper vjas turned to account for

tho pivots or hing-^s of doors, and lead was
also rendered perviceablo. Enameled bricks

were common, and stucco was largely omployedy

as with us, for the double purpose of

protecting the brickwork from tho effects of

the air, aud hiding tho roughness of the surface.

There is one ceremony which appears to have
existed at the time oi the Assyrians, which is

common to modern times as wo'l. It is that of

laying the first or foundation-stone of a building.

A recent X''rench explorer M. P. Place, discovered

in a layer of fine sand underneath one of tho

mcnoliths of tho gates of Nineveh, a variety of

dift'orent objects in marble, agaro and cornelian,

which wore cut and engraved, and wore moreover,

all pierced with a holo, as if they ha i originally

formed part of a bracelet or necklace deposited'

at the laying of tho stone as coins are deposited

with us. While well versed in the practice of

o.irtbwork, brickwork, and oven masonry, the

Assyrians were totally ignorant of the art of con-

struction considered iu the light of an assemolago

of pieces of timber or iron. They could heap up
materials so as to cause the structure so composed
to resist any outward force by its sheer weight or

inertia, but they knew nothing whatever of the

distribution of pressures, or how to proportion a
structure so that it should be equally strong in

all parts. Both the labour and the material wer&
too abundant to call for economy in either one or

tho other.
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THE ARMOIRE, BAYEUX CATHEDRAL.
{See Lithographic Illustrations.)

THE danger which threatens this interest-

ing and rare example of painted fur-

niture is my excuse, if any be needed, for

placing on record its present condition. Mr.
W. E. Nesfield has published some rather
detailed drawings of it. il. Viollet-le-Duc has
illustrated anddesoribeditinhis" Dictiounaire
Raisonn(5 du Mobilier I'ranoais "

; and il.

Ruprieh Robert has made the very elaborate
drawings which accompany the description of

it in the tenth volume of M. Daly's " Revue
de 1'Architecture." These works are not, how-
ever, at every architectural student's com-
mand, and as the three versions I have men-
tioned differ from one another, it is possible

that a fourth -witness may not be un-
•welcome.

Xow the " danger " I have referred to has,

perhaps, been already' anticipated by my
readers. In one word, it is "restoration."
For some time past the cathedral at Bayeux
has been subjected to tlie operations of sundry
"revivalists," amongst whom a local painter
has made himself more than locally famous
by the application of his revivifying processes

to sundry mural paintings of t'ne thirteenth
and fourteenth centui'ies, the martyrdom of

our own Archbishop Becket being the subject
of one of the " restored " pictures. A few
early minor paintings yet remain untouched
on. the walls and vault of the Crypt, and up
to this time the Armoire has escaped the
artist. But the "restoration" of this unique
piece of furniture is, I understand, a mere
question of supply ; for the artist has had his

eye on it lately, and the poor monks and
angels of the Armoire may therefore expect
the same consideration which he bestowed on
Becket and Lrito. And here I cannot avoid
the thought that artistically-miuded archaio-

logists are sometimes to blame for this indis-

criminate publication of their knowledge.
One can easily imagine the discontent with
which the people of Bayeux would view the
battered and broken original after looking on
a large, elaborate, and fully-coloured di-aw-

ing of what a clever archajologist might sup-

pose it to have been in its days of glory. But
if we must have a real Armoire painted anew,
with the broken ironwork replaced and the
lost locks retixed, why not give the blank
wall on the south side of the Tresor for the
reception of a perfectly new Armoire, to bs
made as far as possible in facsimile of the
old, and alter that with as many artistic ren-
derings of as many learned suggestions as

weak-minded restorers may desire ? It would
cost as much as any amount of tampering
with the old work, and thus the artist would
be satisfied : it would ofl'er as wide a field as

the old structure does for speculation and
theory, and so the archieologist would be
happy.

Of the illustrations accompanying this, it is

just as well to say at once that they were
traced and plotted on tiie spot, and that
nothing has been added subsequently for the
sake of producing an efi'.-etive di-aw-ing. Of
the painted decoration, I have only shown
those portions where the design can be per-
fectly traced ; and I have had the satisfaction

of a final verification bj' an accomplished anti-

quary, M. Georges Garnier, now a resident of
Bayeux. I propose to describe in detail the
whole of the work in its present state, begin-
ning with the upper row of doors from the
left, which I will eaU, for the sake of con-
venience, Xo. 1 : then, counting always from
left to right, we shall end with the lower
door on the right, which will be No. 14.

Before, however, we begin a detailed sur-

vey, one or two general observations seem to
be necessary. Thus I failed to discover on the
upper doors any remains of figure-painting.
These have merely the ground coloirr. In the
lower series, Nos. 8, 11, and 12 have frag-
ments of figure-subjects; but 11 and 12 have
only the faintest vestiges. This " ground
colour " of the doors at first sight shows as a

dark dull yellow green ; but, closer examined,
a deep golden brown is revealed, mingling and
melting, as it were, into the green, as if the

yellow had turned green with age. Over all

is a scribble of very dark brown (nearly black)

lines like badh'-drawn and broken intersect-

ing circles, about ^iu. in diameter. The join-

ery is of the simplest—I might almost say the

rudest—character
;

posts and rails mortised,

tenoned, and pinned with wooden pins varj'-

ing from ^ to Jin. diameter, form the frame-
work. This is rebated to receive thin double-
ledged doors. The end of the Armoire at

Xo. 1 is evidently not the original end, and is

boarded up with comparatively modern board-
ing nailed over all. The other end is original,

and the boards are placed horizontally and
flush with the framing. Lastly, the decora-

tion of the framing is effected by means of

two patterns—one an intersecting wave pattern

for the old broad end post only, the other a

single wave for the rest of the posts and rails.

Of this last, however, I failed to discover any
remains on the end post at No. 1, or on the

middle rail between 1, 2, 3, and 8,9, 10;
whilst the footposts and brackets were painted

only green and scribble. Over the end post

No. 1 is a finial similar in design to that at

the other end ; but not having drawn it sepa-

rately, I have not shown it. The post and rail

decoration is painted in black ground, letting

the white plaster form, the pattein ; and the

margins of all, save the large end post, are

painted red on the plaster ; but no red is

visible on the end post, except beneath the

plaster. Red, white, and grey are used on the

central finial, with black scribbles on the

white, and brown on the red ; whilst green,

red, and a golden yellow (with scribbles)

occur on the end finial.

We will now take the doors in order :

—

No. 1. This is the only door with the lock

and bolt entire. The plate measures about
4.Uu. eacli way, is slightly hollowed at the

side, and is convex on the face to the

extent of |in. The door is formed of three

pieces, with V-joints ; but in the drawing the

several widths are only drawn from eye-

measurement.
No. 2. This, like the last, appears to be

original and undisturbed.
No. 3. The lock has been removed ; but its

place is distinctly defined, and otherwise this

door seems to have been undisturbed.

No. 4. As No. 2.

No. 5. The lock and bolt have suffered ; the
first is gone, and a rough hole through the

door is all that indicates its position. The
bolt appears to have been forced ; one of the

staples has been broken, and a rough modern
substitute supplied.

No. 6 appears to have been undisturbed.

No. 7. One of the bolt-staples destroyed,

and lock gone.

No. 8. This is the door, the kernel, so to

speak, of the whole structure, and will be
described at the end.

No. 9. This is the widest door of the four-

teen, and here we have the solitary instance

of no post for the bolt to cross. The lock
is gone—I ought, perhaps, to use the
plural ; for there are distinct remains of two.
There may have been three. Altogether, this

door is a very doubtful one; and I am inclined

to think it has been re-hung, if not turned.
No. 10. This there can be no possible doubt

about. It has been re-hung, and turned
inside out ; for the marks of the old hinges
are to be seen on the inside, and the whole of

the external ironwork is utterly disorganised.

It should be noted that some of the marks of

old hinges do not coincide with any of the

ironwork as we now see it.

No. 11. There are some very small frag-
ments of painted drapery, hands, &c., scat-

tered over this door. But this subject

appears to have been painted on a red ground,
and the universal green applied afterwards.

The end of the lower hinge has been broken
off.

No. 12. Here, too, ai'e a few broken scraps

of painting, as in No. 11. The lock is gone
;

one of the bolt-staples has been destroyed,
and a plain piece of iron put in its place.

No. 13. Fragments only of green and
scribble ; the wood here, as in most of the
lower panels, being nearly stripped of paint
and plaster.

No. 14. Same as last. Large and irregular
holes where locks have been, and one bolt-
staple gone.

Returning now to No. 8, we find the iron-
work perfect ; but the mark of a hinge is to
be seen 2Aiu. below the lower one. The door
itself, like Nos. 10, 11, and 12, is made in
two vertical pieces, instead of three. The
iron bauds divide it horizontally into two
nearly equal parts (the lower division is ^in.

higher). In the lower part, the figures of
four monks bearing a feretrum on their
shoulders are still well pr<>served. In the
upper part, two half-length angels rising
from the clouds are censing an object now
lost, which was supported in a sheet held by
two full-length descending angels, behind
which a fragment shows that a demi-figure of

Our Lord once filled the central space. We
have here, doubtless, the apotheosis of the saint
whose relics are borne by the monks below.
The subject or the story is as simple as the
construction. For nearly, if not fully, 700
years, these paintings have stood the wear and
tear of cathedral life, and except where they
have been brokyu away, the drawing is stdl
vigorous and true—the colours yet harmonious
and vivid. How, then, were they done ?

The broken edges will tell us. Upon the
wood (1) a thin coat of whiting appears, first

of all, to have been spread ; upon this (2)
was painted a coat (" de rubricandis," Theo-
philus would call it; VioUet-le-Duo calls it

"vermilion") which looks very much like
bright red ochre ; then (3) another thick coat
of whiting—or, as it might be called, athin coat
of gesso; aud(4)on this the painting as we see it

was executed. There is no nasty varnish to
"preserve " it—the dust of innumerable sweep-
ings had bathed it ; multitudes of moist fingers
have mauled it ; b at it knows no decay. You
may wash it witii a wet rag, and do it no
haiMU ; and yet tlie whole substance of pigment
and plaster is not much thicker than our
smallest silver coin. Surely, is there not
som thing here for modern artists to learn

—

that is, if modern artists ever will learn ? Is
there not in this one phase of durability
material enough for a painter to study with-
out hankering after its "restoration"? The
archicologist, instead of speculating on the
nature of the lost paintings, might do well,

too, in prosecuting a closer examination of
what remains. M. Viollct-le-Duc refers it to
the commencement of the thirteenth century.
But there are marked outlines of hinges larger
than those remaining—lock-holes filled up,
snd characteristics of touch in the figure-
drawing which lead me to infer that we have
here relics of two armoii'cs, and that the
doors Nos. 8, 10, 11, and 12

—

i.e., those
formed of two boards—belong to an armoire
of the twelfth century, whereon figure-

subjects were painted on a red ground ; that
in the first quarter of the thirteenth century,
a larger armoire was required, and that these

four doors were preserved and adapted to the
new work, to which latter belong the post and
rail decoration in black and white, as also the
scribble-covered yellow-green that prevails

throughout.

Edwakd W. Godwin, F.S.A.

GOSSIP FRO.M GL.^SGOW.

(From ouk ow.s Correspondent.)

XTT'HES Cowper ivroce " I am monarch of all

V T I swTcr/ ; my ricrlit there is none to disputo,"

lie bad doubtless in his mind's eye '-the Railway

Iving." With him, as with anottier Seizev, it is

Veni, I'idi, Vici.

" Over liiW. over dale, thoroagh brake, thorough briar.

•'Over park, over pale, thorough flood, thorough fire,"

he invades and takes possession. As it seems
good to him, he puts an empire under an iron
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j-oke. p,^ did Pontius tbo Rt_iuan?. His irou liors-^—" whose breath rides on the posting winds'*

—

takes towns ^nd cities as enrfineouslj as did oven
the famed wojden one of Epeus take Ilium. It

overrules their authoiities, and overrides their

thorouglifires ; leaps over rivers, kicks down
fences, does with byways and highways, with

churches and colleges, yea, with even the dwel-

lings of the poor, according to that might which
is right; and, with insult added to injury, keeps
the deep dark echoes awake as it proclaims with

trioTophant neighs the all-potent progress of his

^steamed majesty.

" And this is in the night :—Must glorious night

!

" Thou wort not made for slumber,"—at Kiast

where the railway whistle is "a charter'd liber-

tine. The Railway King has no oi'gau of veneration

for antiquity or its monuments, and as little

telievosin "a thing of beauty. ' as ho cares for a
•college. He puffs his smoke in the face of alike

Ceres and Civis, and would cut up the Vale-of-

Tempe as readily as he would knock down
Olasgow University. And his constructive gonius
is akin with his destructive. In a quarter of a

century he has done more to deface Glasgow than
have all other powers since the lime immemorial
when salmon were first quartered on its

""scutcheon. The intramural railway-bridges,
whether of stone or iron, over roadway or river,

are absolutely hideous ; and the station-houses are
as if there was not an architect nearer than the
Antipodes. As our local satirist. The BdUic, says,

the Railway King need not be olTered the freedom
of the city, for he he has t;iken it. And in virtue
whereof, he is about to impose more ugliness, ob-
truding it of course on the very parts of which we
are proudest, such as the Broomielaw Bridge and
the vista of Argyle-street. So perfect is the
bridge as a work of monumental art, that the most
captious critic could not see where to find fault

with it; and Argyle-street. about three miles long,

seventy feet wide, and almost straight through-
out, is not readily rivalled. It is purposed to carry
the Caledonian Railway over the Clyde by a via-
duct that will practically screen the exquisitely
beautiful facade of the Broomielaw Bridge wholly
out of view, and across Argyle-street at its

busiest p,art by a bridge which, however skilfully
designed, will compensate about as much for what
it shuts out as does " yonder cloud that's almost
in the shape of a camel" for the cheerfulness of
sunshine. But wh.atever be the beauty of tho
Broomielaw Bridge, it is said to be now too narrow
for its enormous traffic, .and the Railway Company,
taking advant.ago of this argument, oti'ors to give
relief by carrying a roadway bene.ath its own via-
duct. Were I to be consulted as to adapting the
bridge to its largely increasing traffic, I would say
that this could bo legitimately done only by taking
down the granite facade, adding the ten, fifteen,

or twenty feet, and replacing it. One of our prin-
cipal architects, one whose opinion ujjon all

matters of art must always command consider
ation, however, tells me that a much more mag-
nificent effect can be otherwise achieved, the
railway company's purpose—"contriv'd a double
debt to p.ay "—moreover being accomplished. Such
a design might be made, but there is little likeli-

hood that the railway company would transmute
it from paper into stone. Whether it be that in

the hurry of tho development of the railway svs-

tem there has been no thought of clothing the
'xtile with the Mre, or that in the worship of

merelv physical force, of hard material utilitarian-

ism, there is no inclination towards it, th'^ art

of covering civil engineering with civil arcliitec-

ture. as the skin tho skeleton, is, if in anywise
nnderstond, not much put into practice. The
railway-bridge for crossing a street is, I dare say,

a difHculty in design not easily to be got ever. A
horizontal line, long in proportion to its depth—

a

lintel—wanting the apparent means of supporting
such a stretch, does violence to tho jesthetic judg-
ment, even if it satisfies tho mechanic reason. .\n

arch might fulfil tho demands of both art and
science, but in a street such as our Argyle-street

there would be so great a difference between
heicrht and width that it would ha impracticable

to describe it ; and in other instances, it would for

some distance from the spring be an encroach-
meut upon tho headway of the footpaths. To
'•assume a virtue if you havo it not" is dangerous
in .ilike aesthetics and ethics. Perhaps a lintel

outlined somewhat after a suspension-bridgo if it

assumed the virtue of an apparent support, would
not wholly disguise the real.

As a city railway-bridge that will satisfy at

once the roi'son and the imagination is yet to be
invented, it might, -when so many streets in

Britain are being overrun by railways, be a good
subject for a competition.

Railwav works are materially so large that they
seem to offer to ns moderns tho long-desiderated
opportunity of vioing in greatness with the
ancients

;
yet works so gigantic as spans of

seventy or eighty feet as it wore cleared at a
bound, and sides of streets formed from a long
su cession of colossal arcading " must give us
pause " if they are to bo not so designed as to

dwarf everything jiround them. Railway works
are rapidly becoming such large and obtrusive
features in cities, that their aspect is a matter of

serious concern to those whose daily doom it is to

live imder their shadow. " When houses are

grouped together in cities," says Ruskin, " men
must have so much civic fellowship .as to subject

their architecture to a common law," and I do not
see why railways or railway proprietors should bo

exceptions. Wben an Act of Parliament is applied
for, not merely plans and sections, but also

elevations, of those railway woiks that are to be

within towns or cities ought be submitted to the

committee. I would go even further. It certainly

seems strange that tho ugliness or the beauty of

a city in which half a million of people live, move,
and have their being, and whicli must affect

both their happiness and morals, should be

detfrmined by those " who neither kuow our
faculties or person "

; that those who may kave
never been in Glasgow may do with it apparently
as they please. The expense in Louden of our

recent railway coute'it was about £t* a minute
;

that of a commission in Glasgow would not likely

be more ; while tho inquest would have the ad-

vantage of being held immediately over tho sub-

ject. Perhaps had our Broomielaw Bridge and
Argy'o-street been seen, instead of spoken about,

the power to mar their beauty would not have
been so readily granted. Instead of 'akingthe
railway to the committee, I would bring the com-
mittee to the railway.

"Promoters" would not, I trow, sanction any
railway uglinesses that would dis,:urb the

amenities of their own demesne. As a rule, they

live far enough away from tho scones which they

have disfigured. The railway bridge, which to us

is a perpetual eyesore, is to them but a means to

take them rapidly out of view of it.

The intended Caledonian Railway, besides cross-

ing the Clyde and Argyle-street, proposes to take

down about, say, two thousand feet of the west

side of Eglinton-street—-the chief thoroughfare on

the south side of the river, and in several respects

one of the handsomest str.^ots in Glasgow, It

may here be, if I mistake not, in the power of

the railway to largely compensate for the injury

that it will do elsewhere to the appearance of the

city. The reconstruction by two thousand feet

or so of continuous arcading converted iuto mag-
nificent shops with the one design unbrokenly

extended, and this so aloof from other buildings

as neither to influence nor bo influenced, might in

the hands of an architect of skill be made one of

tho grandest facades of modern times. It is re-

miirkable indeed in how few instances has the

intramural railway arch been converted into a

shop, and in how fewer it has been done in any
dejree praiseworthily. Sharp's publichouse,

where the Union Railway crosses the Gallowgate,

is a notable exception. Meanwhile we take tho

departure-station from the noise and smoke of

railways.

Xext to the Burns Monument squ.abblo—and on

which there has been about as much type-metal

set up as would well-nigh cast it—the current art

topic is the statue in bronze, by .John Jlossman, of

Wilson, the Paisley poet and American ornitho-

logist, and which has just come from the founder.

It is thus described in The Eccninrj Citizen: —
'' Wilson is represented standing agaiuht the stump
of a tree, the texture of the bark of which indi-

cates the locus of his labours, holding in one hand
tbo dead body of a bird, on which he is looking

contemplatively, anl in the other a porte-crayou.

At his foot is a portfolio ; behind lum, leaning

against the tree, is his gun
;
and from his coat-

pocket is seen the flute, the constant companion
of his travels. The naturalist, and not the sports-

man, is expressed by the almost pensive as well

as highly intellectu.al countenance, no less than

by the gun being plao-jd behind him, by the port-

folio and the port-crayon. The attitude is

singularly graceful, and the costume, while of the

pori d, is in its flowing simplicity statuesque.

The figure is as classic iu the severe purity of

its treatment as it is poetic in tho sentiment. It

is a statue which sustains Mr. Mossman's position

in the front rank of Scottish sculptors, a statue of

which Glasgow may be proud, but Paisley envied.

TUE BRITISH ARCH-^OLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION.

ON Wednesday week, in continuance of the
meeting inaugurated on tho previous Mon-

day, and partially reported in our last number,
tho party, filling about 20 carriages, left Sheffield
at 10 o'clock in the morning to visit the Saxon
church at Laughton-en-le-Morthen and the
aaciont earthworks at Langhton, They after-
wards went to Roche Abbey, where luncheon was
provided by the Mayor a'nd Master Cutler of
Sheffield, Rain then beg.an to fall, and tho party
were obliged to adjourn to a tent, n-here they
listened to a description of the ruins of the abbey
givon by Mr, G, M, Hills, A portion of the mem-
bers of the Association then returned to Sheffield,
but others remained at Rotherham, and were
shown the parish church and the chapel on tho
hrid.e, which were described by Alderman Guest,
In the evening a eonversazionc was held in the
Cutlers' Hal], Sheffield, afier which papers wore
read on '• The mauufacture of Hardware by the
Celts and Romans," by Mr, R. N, Phillips ;

'• The
earliest Tribes of Yorkshire," by Mr, Morgan; and
'•Prehistoric remains near Sheffield, beyond the
Derbyshire border," by Mr, k. Wallis,
On Thursday the great pew question and the

origin of Christian crosses, tni'ued up at

Kirkburton, In front of a church of an unpre-
possessing exteiior, Mr.Fairless Barber challenged
the Association to produce an earlier document
relating to the pew ques ion than the one he held
in his hand. It was tho award of certain kirk-
greaves of Kirkburton, on the complaint of cer-

tain women as to their right to kneel on certain
" forrums," near certain piers, in the parish
chm-ch near their "men.s," and the rights claimed
were .affirmed on the 22nd of October, 1490, The
document is in English, and is supposed to be
unique. Though the outside of the church was
unprepossessing, with its bare lancet v\ indows and
gaunt tower, the interior well repaid the visitors.

The west door is a fine example of Early English

work ere the Nor-man ornamentation had melted

into " ball-flower " moulding. The architect, Mr,

W, S, Barber, gave it as his opinion that the door

had been removed from another position, because

the joints were wide, though it was obvious that

the door bad been built on the Continental plan of

dressing the stone.s, and addiug the ornamentation

after the stones were laid. The great interest in tho

church centred, however, in the fragments of a

sculptured cross which had been found during tho

alterations of tho chancel Tho head of the

cross has curved arms, terminating iu an angular-

shaped shaft, which is surrounded by a plain,

half-round bead moulding. The head of the

figure and the limbs have been chipped off, but

it is obvious that the figure has been represented

with nails, and with the head is upright and in a

state of repose, marking its early date. The
lower part of the cross has some interlaced work,

similar to that which is so characteristic of Irish

crosses. No attempt was made to fix the date of

this interesting relic, the discovery of which has

not before been made puhlio. A somewhat re-

markable square-headed piscina and a "squint,"

or hagioscope, in tho place of a "low window,"

with the obvious remains of a seat and a pent-

house, gave this the appearance of being a real

leper's window.
The Earl of Dartmouth met the party at Wood-

some Hall and conducted them over the mansion,

Almondbury, Castle Hill, and Armitage Bridge

were sucoeisively visited. -Vt the last mentioned

place. Mr, Thomas Brook.s, F.S,A., exhibited a

selection of the Roman remains found at Slack,

consisting of a ridged sepulchre, some hypocaust

tiles, ironwork, hones, and the usual deli'i.i of a

Roman settlement. In the library were some ex-

quisite specimens of early printed books and

manuscripts.
Friday's excursion, which was unfortunately

attended with an accident, was directed to Conis-

borough Castle and Church, Edlington Church,

Tickhill Church .and Castle, .and Doncaster. Most

of these places wore explained by Mr. Edward
Roberts. Conisborough Castle is an interesting

ruin, and must hive been of great strength, tho

thickness of tho walls .at the top of the keep being

12:Vft. Tho keep contains a chapel, in which Scott,

in Lis '•Iv.vnhoe," represents that Athelstane's body

was laid; but Mr, Roberts expressed a doubt

whether such a coffin as he would havo had could

havo obtained ingre.ss; indeed, he thought the

Castle was not erected till 1188-90, The chapel

has a Noi-man character, and there is an oven at

the top of the keep, a rare position, and a well

or dungeon at the bottom. The outer wall and
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bastion3 are much more ruinous than the keep,

though considered of later date, and there is a

valhiui, with a trench l>elow. A tumulus in

the vicinity is traditionally deemed the tomb of

Hengist. but prob.ibIy few antiquaries now be-

lieve in Hou^i^t's existence. The church is Early
Xorman. Edington Church was next inspected,

and was described l-y the Rov. Mr. Taylor. It has a

hagioscope, and an interesting Norman doorway
and window arch. j'ickill Church excited much
interest. It is of the fourteenth century, and is

remarkably lofty for its size. The original key
is preserved as a curiosity. There is an alabaster

altar tomb of William Fitzwilliam, dated li'JG,

also an inscription to the memory of Mrs. Monk,
mother of the Bishop of Gloucester and grand-
mother of the member for that city, who died in

1848 at the age of 101. Each side of the tower
has niches with figures iu tolerable preservation,

which seem to have escaped the attention of the

iconoclasts of the sixteenth and seventeeiith cen-

tui-ies. The gate-house and walls of Tickhill

Castle remain in a state of decay, but the keep ou
the mound, built in llOo by Uobert de Busli, was
leveled after the Civil Wars. The mansion
erected within the inclosnre, which consists of

nearly 7 acres, was formerly occupied by the Earl
of Scarborough, but it is now uninhabited. From
Tickhill the party started for Doncaster, where
they were to be entertained by the Mayor, Mr.
W. C. Clarke. They numbered about 150, and had
been conveyed from Coni^borough in about a

dozen omnibuses and other vehicles. When about
5 miles from Donca.^ter one of the phaetons was
overturned, several of the party being bruised
and shaken.
At the evening meeting a paper was read by

Mr. J. W. Grover entitled '• Some Modern Lessons
from Ancient Masters.'' Mr. Llewellyn Jewitt
also read a paper on '• The Ballad of the Dragon
of Wantley."
At the eveniog meeting on Saturday there was

a good attendance. A fine collection of illuminated

manuscripts, from the collection of Mr. William
Bragge, was exhibited, and the leading features

pointed out by Mr. William Gray Birch -, after

which Mr. .1. A. Roebuck, formerly M.P. for

ShefKeld, spoke a few parting words.

On Monday several excursions were made to

places of interest in the vicinity of SheffieM.

Where the association will hold its next con-

gress is not yet fixed. Amongst the places named
isLeamiogtOD, round which there are more historic

sites and objects of archa,'ological interest than
are generally known, and from which the earth-

works of the people allied to the Brigantes could

be easily reached; Dover, Bristol, and Evesham
are also candidates, but the question is as yet

undecided.

ESSEX AND SUFFOLK ARCHAEOLOGICAL
SOCIETIES.

THESE two neighbouring societies have this

year held their annual excursions jointly,

in a locality not previoLisly explored, viz.. on the

borders of Essex and Suffolk, and extending

from Mauningtree to East Beigholt, Dedham
theWenhams, &a. The proceedings commenced
on Friday week by a visit to Lawford Church,

under the guidance of Mr. Gard Pye. This
ancient edifice having been explored, the Essex
members drove direct to Dedham. where they
held their annual meeting, the Suffolk members
proceeding to East Bergholt. The meeting of

Essex members was presided over by the Yen.
Archdeacon Mildmay. The Hon. Sl>c. (Mr.
H. W. King) read the twenty-first annual report,

which commenced by allud ng to the loss the

Society had sustaioed by the death of its

President—Sir Thomas B. "Western, Bart. The
report went on to say that during the year forty-

two subscribers and four corresponding members
had been elected. The society now consists of

200 members—a larger number than it has ever

had. The balance in hand amounted to

£134. 17s. 2d. The report set forth the result

of the labours of the Committee appointed to act

with the Colchester Corporation Committee in

the management of the Colchester Museum,
and concluded by appealing for more support
to the Society, in order to enable it more easily

to defray its share towards the support of a free

museum which is visited by 17,000 persons
annually.

At Alresford, in a field in the occupation of

Mr. Candler, a tesselated pavement, probably
belonging to an ancient Roman villa on the

sloping banks of the river, had recently been
brought to light.

The Suffolk members visited East Bergholt

Church, and subsequently the two societies made
a joint visitation of it. The first featuro calliug

for remark was the fine collection of monumental
brasses. The north doorway shows the date at

which the church was built— 1.525. There are

one or two fine old monuments in the church in

excellent preservation. The church has no
tower, but there are indicati 'ns that one formerly

existed. The base of the old tower is now
covered with ivy. Various attempts have been

made at restoration, only to be abandoned. For
many years the church has had no tower, and
the bells, supported on enormous balks of oak,

are rung in the cage—a tiled wooden building in

the chui'chyard.

Dedham Church, which was next visited, i-s a

fine specimen of the Perpendicular style. The
flint tracery is superb. The piscina in the no th

wall of the chancel is still in an excellent state

of preservation. A few feet to the east of it is

an old chimney, the fireplace of which has long

been blo-kedup. The mortar was cleared away
to enable the visitors to more fully examine
this feature. The theory propounded, and which
met with gi'ueral acceptance among the visitors,

was that this was used as an oven where the

priest baked the wafers used in the consecrated

elements. At one o'clock the excursionists

piirtook of luncheon at the Grammar School,

Dedham.
Str.itford S. Mary Church was next visited.

Here an old oaken almsbox, said to be the oldest

in the kingdom, was exhibited ; it is now .5on.s

locks and bolts, but there are indications that

these were of a very massive character. The
piscina marks the pre-Reformation age of the

building. There is a similarity in the style of

architecture in the churches of the district which
called for remark, and evidence was adduced to

show that their erection was mainly due to the

Dutch traders, who introduced the staple trade of

flannel and bai::?. The tower of the church is

disproportionately small ; it i.- of brick covered

with plaster, and is out of character with the

aisles and chancel.

Great Wenham Church, which was next visited,

has evidently been recently rebuilt. The only

point of interest is the ancient porch, the roof of

which is Bupporttd by old oak timbers. A low
wind'iw, small oa the outside, but widening
within, attracted muc'r attention.

Wenham Manor House, oue of the oldest speci-

mens extant of the Domestic ai-chitecture of the

Middle Ages, was next visited. Dr. Lermit
said th.at although dating from the year 12G-;, it

is still in an excellent state of preservation. The
architecture of that period was of the simplest

character. Oue room was set apart for the

family, the sleeping-place for the servants being

the great hall. In this instance there were more
apartments than were usually found in residences

of that period. Wenham Hall was supposed to

be the fii-st building iu which Flemish bricks

were used. These bricks were thinner than
modern bricks ; they were about double the

thickness of the Roman tiles seen at Colchester,

and approaching them in hardness. Generally

speaking, the practice in those days was to have
the staircase outside the building; in this in-

stance, there is one outside and one inside also.

The stonework of the latter (a spiral staircase)

is almost as perfect as when fresh from the hands
of the masons. An inscription in French over

the main en ranee states that that portion was
added in 15G9. The apartment? (all of which
possess handsome groined ceilings) are now
mostly used for the storage of grain and agricul-

tural implements, the rooms in the basement
having been converted into a small brewery. The
groined roof of the chapel excited much admira-

tion. The boss in the centre contains a figure

suppo.ned to be that of Our Lord in the act of

benediction. The pisciua and sedilia on the

south of the chancel are elaborate specimens of

carving. The chapel is now used as a lumber-

room. There is an entrance from the chapel

into tho great hall ; in this apartment there was
formerly an immense fireplace, now bricked up.

The lavatory at the south end still exists.

At Little Wenham Church, which was the next

stopping place, is another specimen of the rudely-

constructed low porch. The first subject dem.and-

ing attention was a group of frescoes on the

chancel wall, at each side of the east window.

These had been laid bare in taking off the lime-

wash. Dr. Lermit pointed out the peculiarity of

the hands and faces of the figures being blackened,
and suggested that possibly a black pigment was
originally put on for the purpose of preservation,

or that the pigment had turned black by tho
action of time. Another notion was t'aat some
malicious person had blackened the countenances
of the individuals. One panel was supposed to

represent the Virgin JIary and Joseph. Tha
evidence in support of this theory was an old

legend setting forth that Joseph and other suitors

for the Virgin's hand were directed to lay their

rods up in the temple. la the morning Joseph's-

rod was found to have budded, and he was suc-
cessful in his .suit. The fresco represents Joseph
with a wand budding in his hand. The sedilia,

had been destroyed to m ike way for an elaborate

tomb for a knight—one Johannes Brewes, whO'

died in 1585. A massive rubble base of the
ancient rood-screen reaiaius ; the screen itself

disappeared many years ago. Attention was
directed to another low window of similar construc-

tion to that observed at Great Wenham Church.
It was suggested that it was for the purpose of

enabling lepers and other unclean persons, who-

were not permitted to enter the church, to witness

the rites and ceremonies, and to receive the
sacrament. Mr. King said this notion was ex-

ploded by the fact that some of the windows were-

so low that the person would have to lie on his-

stomach to see through them, while others wero
too high to be got at at ,all. Another suggestion

was that lights were placed iu them to scare away
evil-disposed persons and spirits. There aro
twelve or thirteen theories as to these openings.

Mr. King maintained that the window was used,

as a sort of belfry for the sacristan to ring his

Sanctus bell, and John of Peckham was cited in

support of this view. Mr. Dewing concurred in

Mr. King's suggestion, and said he h.ad found an old

couplet in which the priest was warned that if he
made such a row with his bell, he must be careful

not to put his hand too far out of the window^
because if he did so he might expect to receive

a rap on the knuckles !

The day's proceedings were conojuded by
another visit to East Bergholt Church, to enable

the Essex members to receive tWe same benefit

as had fallen to the lot of the Suffolk members in

tho morning. The bell-cage was said to be the

only one in the kingdom. Regret was expressed

that the tower had not been rebuilt. Cardinal

Wolsey is said to have taken much interest in the

building of the church, but his death put a stop-

to the work. The excursionists on leaving this

venerable pile drove to Manningtree Station to

meet the train, the excursion having been most
successful and interesting.

It is stated that the meeting next year will b»
held at Hatfield Broad Oak.

SOMERSETSHIRE ARCH.'EOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.

THE twenty-fifth annual mooting of thisSociety

was held on Tuesday week, at Wells, under

tho presidency of the Bishop of Bath and Wells.

The opening meetingwas held in the Town- hall the

bishop delivering the inaugural address. A paper

was then read in the Chapter House on Wells-

Cathedral by Mr. Irvine, who afterwards con-

ducted the party over the building, Tne evening,

meeting was held at the George Hotel, Mr. E. A.

Freeman first offered a few words upon Wells, as

compared and contrasted with other places. What
Mr. Ii-vino stated had somewhat taken the breath

out of them all ; he had put forth views as to the

histoiy of the cathedral so utterly unlike what

h.ad been iu the head of anybody else, and any one

who had not his (the speaker's) advantage of

knowing those views must have been .alt igeth^r

taken °iiback by wh.at Mr. Irvine said, Mr.

Parker and he some ten years ago looked over tho

cathedral, -and came to the conclusion that the

west front was older than the nave ;
it was very

singular that it should be so, because the style

looked more adv.auced than the nave. Then came
Professor Willis, who said that it was not so

;
and

the professor being the greatest authority, Mr.

Parker and he fell in with his views ; but it was

pleasing to hear Mr. Irvine confirm what they had

made out fo;- themselves. The Rev. Preb. Scarth

read some observations on an in.scribed tombstone,

lately found within a Roman station, at Sea Mills,

near Bristol. Mr Diokin.son handed in a paper

from Canon Bernard, desiriptive of some seals

and documents relating to the early bishops of

this diocese, which he had foun«l in Normany, and

it was ordered to bo printed. The excursions
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were continued on Wednesday, the places visited >

being Conipton Martin, the two Harptveea, :iud

Chewton Mcndip, and much iuformation as to the

pliices visited was given by Mr. E. A. Freeman,

Mr. J. H. Parker, and others. In the evening

there was another meeting for the reading of

papers at the Town-hall. The names of contri-

butors and subjects wore as follows :—Dr. Beddoe

of Clifton, on the Ethnology of Somersetshire
;

Mr. Stephen ilitcbel, on Geology in Englund ; Mr.

SHUford. on Explorations in Caves ; Mr. Baker,

Discoveries at Miihelney : and Mr Ferrey. on the

Sculptures in the west front of the Cathedral.

On Thursday t!.o first place visited wa-; the

splendid old church of S. Cuthbert, upon the history

of which iMr. T. Serol read a short aceount. while

Mr. Freeman described its architectural features.

A very old canon's barn and Meaia^ral house,

which has been restored by Mr. Parker, were next

inspectei], and the majoiity of the party then took

carriages for Wookey Hole, while others bent their

steps towards VVookey Church, which has lately

been so admirably restored. On their return t^

Wells, shortly after two o'clock, they wont to the

Palace, in going over which Mr. Parker acted as

*'icerone. The party, numbering upwards of a

hundred ladies and gentlemen, by invit .tion of the

Bishop, sat down to a luncheon in the crypt of the

Palace. After the repast thanks were voted to

the readers of the papers and the oflScers of the

Society, and at about five o'clock the meeting

dispersed.
--

BALDACCHIXOS.

IN a letter to the Guardian, ^U\ Geo. E. Street,

referring to the strife raised by the pro-

posed introduction of a baldachiuo into the

cburi'h of S. Barnabas, says: — *' To mo the whole

question seems to be the purely archiccclural one.

Can a canopy constructed over an altar be do-

signed without damage to the character of a

Gothic church ? To this I should unhesitatingly

say 'yes,' and I should maintain also that the

scale of the church had but litile to do with tho

question.
" If, however, it is to be regarded from tho reli-

gious side, I would ask whether tho Church which
can tolerate and admire the rich and gorgeous
reiedoses now so common is not straining at a

gnat and swallowing a camel if it accepts them
and refuses the baldachin, whose whole character

is of nocessitv simple and comparatively un-

adorned ? Loving hands are allowed to decorate

our altars in happy antagonism to the old spirit of

carelessness which left them dirty, neglected, and
repulsive in their appearance ; and it is sad that,

whilst the carelessness is too often more than

tolerated in high places, only too great readiness

is shown to thwart its reform when, as in this

case, it is possible to make capital out of tho use

of a word which, to most people—even to those

of fair education—-is so meaningless as the terrible

word ' baldachino.*

"Wore there less prejudice to contend with, I

should say that many of our square-ended

churches would bo more satisfactorily treated if

their altars wore under canopies, th;in if they

wore adorned iu any other "way. I have myself

had the satisfaction of restoring to its old use,

with tho Bishop's consent, an altar under a

wooden tester under an arch on tho north side of

tho nave of Burford Church, Oxfordshire. This

is really a baldachino supported on oak posts,

almost every part of it being old. And every

one who has looked [closely into the question

knows tha* in very many square- ended chancels

or choirs in England the altar was never intended

to bo put agaiust tho east wall. Carlisle Cathe-

dral is a good example of this, and Kipou was,

until the recent unfortunately destructive altera-

tion of its choir arrangements. Furness Abbey,
Arundel Church, Stone Church, Kent, and War-
field Church, Berks, are other examples, and in

all of them tho buildings are square-ended, with-

out chapels to the east of the choir, and in my
judgment it would not unfrequently cause less

interference with old work behind the altar to

erect such a canopy as I proposed for S. Bai*nabas

than it would to erect the usual reredos. It is

self-contained, does not necessarily touch or in-

terfere with tho wall, and consequently never

need conceal any old feature—aumbry, arcade,

or whatever it may be.

*'As to tho comparative innocence in the eyes of

a suspicious or extreme Protestant of a baldachin

founded on any old model, and a reredos, such as

has been erected in churches and cathedrals

without end with full legal and Episcopal con-

sent, I cannot conceive of a question being raised.

Tho one is of necessity confined in the scope ii
j

Rathkeale.—Tho new (Roman) Catholic

affords for decoration, is pure and simple in its Church of S. Mary, Rathkeale, was consecrated on
form, and has little, if any, space for colour or Sunday week. The style is French Gothic, of tho

sculpture. The latter may be, and often is.

gorgeous in colour, covered with sculpture which
to some eyes is more or less objeciionable, and
altogether much more demonstrative. A man
may object to the latter, because he thinks it may
be attended with some risk of image worship;

but I conceive if bo objects to the former, he may
as well object to the canopy over tho font, the

canopy over the Bishop or over tho preacher, and

finally, to the dome at S. Paul's itself, which (as

has I'cen well pointed out) is in itself the suj*reme

example of a baldachiu."

-This
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cucrches and chapels.

Baddeslev Chi"rcu, AVakwicksiiire.
most interesting and in part very ancient relic

beneath tho floor of which lies tho dust of so mnny
generations of tho Ferrers family, is fortunately

to bo rescued from tho more immediate ravages

of time and decay. Lady Chatterton has taken

in hand this necessary work—a sure guarantee

that it will be well and carefully accomplished.

Tho works at present intended are the following :

The floor to be taken up and lovolod all round ;

memorial stones to bo relaid, thoso which are too

far gone to bo replaced with small slabs, markiujj

the place of sepulture, with name and date in-

scribed thereon, and recording also the recent

inscription ; tho walls to bo stripped of all old

plaster, and tho limowhite washed off ; the rubble

walls in the nave it will be imperative should be

replastered; the rest will bo repointed, all

scraping or tooling the masonry being scrupu-

lously avoided ; the pews and gallery to bo re-

moved, and open benches sub^tituted for the

former, the ends to bo worked from an old esam-
])lo existing in the church, and all such old ones

to bo re-used; the opening of somo good Dx-or-

ated windows now blocked up ; tho repair of the

fine Perpendicular roof of the nave ; reglazing in

cathedral glass all the windows, and arrangements
for remedying damp, and warming the church;

new pulpit-desk and Litany-desk ; these comprise

the chief points of attention. Messrs. Payne and
Talbot, of Birmingham, are tho architects em-
ployed. The same gentlemen have recently com-
pleted for Lady Chatterton tho restoration of

twelfth century. In plan the building is cruci-

form, comprising mive, aisles, chancel, transepts,

and sida cliapels. It is 1301t. iu length, .'JT in

width, and t>(» across the transepts, 'rhe church
has been buih. from designs furnished by Mr. J. J.

M'Canhy, M.K.I.A.

Salford.—On Saturday week tho Bishop of

Salford laid the foundation-stone of tho new
{ Roman) Catholic Church of S. G-regory, Salford.

Tlie building will consist of nave and chmcel,
with side chapel on the north side, and sacristies on
the south. The walls and all tho exterior work
will be of stone, tne dressings being of Kdge Fold,

and tho walling of stono shoddies from local

quarries. Tho style is Early English. Tho
church will accommodate more than 700 worship-
pers ; its external length is to be I26ft., and Gift,

in breadth at the transepts. Tho architect is Mr.
Edmund Kirby, of Livarpool. The coHtraot for

uU the work abovo tho toundatiou is £4-,200.

Shcstoke.—Tho church of S. Cuthbert, Shu-
stoke, Warw ickshire, was reopened on Friday last,

after restoration. The chancel has been rebuilt,

except a small portion of the east wall. An
organ-chambor has been added on tho north side,

and a recess over the monument of Sir Wm. Dag-
dale, the antiquarian. Tho south porch is new,
and the tracery of tho windows and the exterior

walls of the uavo have been repaired. Both in

the chancel and uavo there are new roofs. A new
pulpit of Caen stono and marble has been erected,

vvith flguros of the Saviour in the central panel,

and of SS. Peter and Paul on either side. The
.sittings in tho nave are of deal, and in the chancel

of oak, constructed out of timber from tho old

roof. The works havo been carz'ied out under
Mr. Preedy, architect.

SwvMBRiDGE.—The small episcopal chapel at

.Stone Cross, a remote portion of the parish of

Swymbridge, was consecrated on the 14th inst. by
the Bishop of the L»iocese. The chapel is Early

Pointed in style, and measures 39ft. by Ifift.

.\djoining the chapel is a school-room, 18ft. by
Hft.. which is available for increased congre-

gational accommodation, the means of com-
munication betwein the two being by an
arcade. The building is constructed of stone

from tho Bidown Quarry, and cost £400. Tho
length of tho roof is relieved by a bell turret

covered with cleft-oak shingles The chapel is

fitted with open seats of rod deal, stained .and

varnished, and the total number of sittings pro-

vided for is 150. The architect is Mr. G. W. Oliver,
Shakespeare Hall, Rowington.

FiCKLEY-CCM-CLA-iToy.—The parish church of Barnstaple, the builders beings Messrs Rewe &
of All Saints, t'ickley-cum-Clayton, near Don- Southwood, of Landkey.
caster, was reopened on the 11th inst by the Arch-
tiishop of York. The church has been almost

entirely rebuilt and enlarged. The arches

of the north aisle, dating from the thirteenth

century, and tho Norman arch of the chancel,

are, with the tower and a small part of tho west

wall, the only remains of the ancient fabric.

The restoration has been carried out as

far as possible in accordance with tho original,

the windows (except those in tho transept) being

exact copies of those in the old church. The niof,

which has been considerably rais' d, is entirely

new. A south transept has been added, giving

accommodation for about fifty persons. A vestry

has also been added on tho south side of the

chancel, and a baptistery (in which has been place I

the ancient font) at tho west end. Tho huildingwiU

now accommodate 220 persons. Mr. George

Williams has been the architect, and the total cost

of the works has been about £2, "»00.

Tavistock.—The new church of S. Peter's,

Tavistock, was consecrated by tlio Bishop of

Oxford on Tuesday last. Tlie now clmrch, which

is Early English in ch.aracter, measures on plan

lOSft. long by .'jlift. wide. It consists of nave,

70ft. in tiie clear, by 22ft. wide, and north and
south lean-to aisles of similar length, and 12ft.

wide respectively. At the east end of tho south

aisle is tho vestry and organ-chamber, 18ft. by
lOft , and on the corresponding side is a small bell-

chamber, Sft. by Cft. The chancel is 40ft. by
21ft. in the clear. The aisles are divided from

the nave by an arcading of five hays. The church

is] entered by a north and south porch, and there

is a priests' door at tho south-east end. The height

of the nave to the ridge is oOft., and that of tho

chancel 42ft. Tho bell-tower, which rises to a

height of 72ft., is situate immediately over the

chancel-arch. Externally the walls aro of rod

brick, relieved by bands of Bath stono, tho dross-

beingHampton-os-the-Hill (R. C.) CiiAPEr,, near ings of the window.s, door.=i, copings, &c,

Warwick.—This chapel, which was considerably ! also of Bath stone. Thei-e aro two two-light

enlarged some forty years since iu tho debased i windows at the west end, with a circuhar window

style of Pointed architecture prevalent at that
, over them. Tho clerestory is lighted on either

epoch, having fallen into a state of decay, is now side by five circular cusped windows, interlaced

being restored and decorated, at tho expense of with b.ands of stono and brick alternately. Tho

tho Right Hon. Lord Dormer. A rich five-light aisle windows aro of two-lights, with quatrefoil

Perpendicular window in lloUington stone is sub- heads. The porches are of massive timber, with

stituted for the wretched throe-light window in orn.amental bargo-boards. The buttresses and

tho south transept, and this has been desii;ned windows of tho chancel are more richly treated

as a memorial window, the three centre lights to

contain figure subjects, and the remaining ones

geometrical stained-glass. Tho stone floor has

been replaced by coloured quarries, and boarded

under the stalls. Tho arch over tho tribune has

been taken out and rebuilt, and the intorior will

bo thoroughly restored and decorated. Tho works

are under tho charge of Messrs. Payne and Talbot,

architects, Birmingham, and aro being executed

by Jlr. John Briley.

than those of tho body of tho church. Tho east

window, 20ft. by 12ft., is a three-light one. The
arcades, chancel-arch, &c., are of deeply moulded
Bath stone, and tho internal dressings throughout

are of Bath stone. Tho roofs aro of pitch pine,

stained and varnished. Tho reredos is mainly

composed of Boer stone, with Devonshire marble

largely introduced. Mr. C. F.Edwards, of Exeter,

is the architect from whoso designs tho whole of

tho work has beeu executed. The choir seats were
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made and curvod by Mr. C. Harding, of Exeter.

Mr. Stawb-idi^o, of Sidford, has executed the

masou-«ork, :iud Mr. Selway, of Ottery S. Mary,

the soft-^tone work. Mr. Daniels, of Sidford, was

intrusted with the carpentry, and the marbles are

mostly from tho Lcighbourhocd of Torquay. The

sculpture aud stuue-carving is by Mr. Harry

H. ms of Exeter. The total cost of tho building

has been abjut £5,000.

Tavistock.—A new Congregational Church was

opened at Tavistock on the l^th inst. Tho site

of the- church is in Brook-street. The building is

Decorated Gothic in style, and has a tower with a

broached spire rising to a height of 13oft. The
materials used in the exterior are principally local

walling-stone, with copings, quoins, and plinth of

grey granite, and other dressings of Portlnnd and

iiath stones. The church is entered from Brook-

street by three large doors. The pulpit and

galleries are of pitch-pine, and the roof is open-

timbered, stained, and varnished. The chancel-

arch, together with the rest of the internal

masonry-work, is of Bath stone. There is a

polygonal apse at one end of the church, and on

one side of this apse is the orgaD-chambor, The
architects are Messrs. Tarring & Son, the con-

tractor being Mr. Luscombe, builder, of Torquay.

The carving throughout is by Mr. Harry Hems,
of Exeter, the clerk of the works being Mr. Bailey,

of Plympton.

"Woodford,—Tho memorial-stone of a new
Congregational church at Woodford was laid on

the 7tb inst. Cue of tho conditions under which

the architect (Mr. Rowland Plumbe, F.R.I.B.A.)

had to prepare the plans was, that while a

'thoroughly ecclesiastical building was desired,

there should be no columns or other obstruction

interfering between the congregation and the

preacher. Tho church will consist of a largo and
.lofty nave with aisles and cross transepts, the

nave being prolonged into an apsidal end, in

which is placed the pulpit and the reading-desk,

as also the commuuion space. The nave arcade

is supported by stone columns, but these do not

interfere with the congregation, as ihe aisles are

used simply as passages. There are no side

galleries, but one transept will contain tho organ,

the other being provided with a gallery ; there is

.also a west gallery. The great bulk of tho con-

gregation will sit ou tho ground floor. The
church will be entered through a porch ex-

tending the whole wiilth of the nave, a massive

'tower beiug placed on tho south-west angle,

containing one of the gallery staii'casos. The
porch entv-rs into a largo vestibule, from which

the church is approached. A minister's vestry is

to be provided at the end, with an occasional

vestry adjoining, where invalids and others can

take part in the service and hear the preacher,

without disturbing the congregation, should

they require to go away during the service.

Under the east end of the building, ladies' and
gentlemen's retiring rooms are provided, and it is

.proposed also to build adjoining this end of the

church a large week-night service chapel and
deacons' vestry, which will bo at a lower level

than the ground floor. The style of the builJing

is Gothic, of an early period and severe type, but
little tracery or ornamental work being employed.
The outside will be faced with Kentish rag stone

and hard Bath stone dressings. The interior will

be faced with brick and also have dressings in

stoue. The roofs will be open, and have the tim-

bers wrought and stained. The width of the main
building is 53ft., and its extreme length 115ft.;

the height to ridge of nave beiug 60ft., and to

top of ceiling, 48ft. The tower and spire are

together 145ft. high, and 21ft. wide at the baso.

The schools aro builtat the back, and consist of

a large central room, GOft. long by 33ft. wide,

.having a gallery at the west end. It is lofty,

and has an open timbered roof. Around three

fiidos of the building aro arranged thiiteen

rooms, consisting of classroom.'?, an infants'

.school, library, superintendent's room, and
kitchen. Heparato entrances are provided for

boys, girls, and infants, as also to the gallery.

This building is of a more simple character tnan
'the church, being faced with brick inside and
out. The accommodation in the church is for

about 800 sittings, but tho edifice will hold very
many more when requiroil. The contract price

for the whole bluck of buildings is £10,1195. The
builder is Mr. John Egan, of Buckhurst Hill,

Essex.

BUILDINGS.

Exeter.—The buildings erected for the pur-

poses of the Exeter Licensed Victuallers' Asylum

were formally opened on tho 14th inst. The

buildings, which are Gothic in style, are situate in

the Union-road, Exeter, and aro constructed of

red brick, relieved with Bath stone dressings. At

present the block consists of only four houses,

but it is contemplated to build several more when

funds permit. Tho cost of the buildings already

completed has been about £1,300. The architect

is Mr. A. H. Wills, of the Topsham-road, Mr. J.

Slade being tho builder.

Peterborough.—The Great Northern Rail-

way Company are about to make very consider-

able alterations and additions to thoir passenger-

atation here; the works on the down side, com-

prising waiting-rooms, lavatories, kitchens,

porters'-rooms, lamp-rooms, towers, and various

offices, are fairly in hand. The new buildings

are from designs by Mr. R. Johnson, the engineer

of the company, and Messrs Rudd and Son, of

Grantham, have been intrusted with the order for

the erection. Their contract sum nearly ap-

proaches £5,000
SCHOOLS.

Brentford.—On Tuesday afternoon now Na-

tional Schools were opened for the district of

S.Paul's, Old Brentford. Tbe schools are of

plain Gothic design, built of stock bricks, re-

lieved with black and red brick arches and stone

dressings, and form three sides of a square ;
the

boys' school on the south side, the girls' on the

north, and the infants' school on the east. The

boys' and girls' schoolrooms are 57ft. by 18ft.

each, and have spacious classrooms, while the

infants' schoolroom is 50ft. by :^0(t. The schools

will afTord accommodation for 550 children, and

the total cost of tho building is about £3.000.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
"We do not hold ourselves responsiblo for the opinions of

our correspondents. The Editor resiectfully requests

that all couiniunication3 should be drawn upas briefly

as possible, a-a there are many claimants upon the space

allotted to correspondence.]

To Our Readers —We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will faTour us with brief notea of works con-

templated or in progress in the provinces.

AH letters should bo addressed to the EDITOR, 31.

TAVISTOCK-t^TREKT, COVENT-GARDEN, W.C.
Cheques and Post-office Oiders to be made payable to

J. Passmokb Edwards.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.

The charge for advertisements is 6d. per line, of eight

words (the first line counting as two). No advertisement
inserted for less than h:iIf-a-crown. Special terms for

series of more than six insertions can be ascertained on

application to tho Publisher.

Front Page Advertisements 9d. per line.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

TERilS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

(Payable in advance.;

Nineteen shillings per annum (post free) to^ any
part of the United Kingdom. To the United ^?tates

£1. t!3. (or 6i dols. gold). To France or Belgium, £1. Ss.

(or a2 francs). To India (via Southampton), tl. 14s. lod.

To any of the Ausiralian Colonies, New Zealand, the

Cape, the West Indies, Canada, Nova Scotia, or Natal,

£1. (la.

N.B—American and Belgian subscribers are requested

to remit their subscriptions by International P.O. 0.. and
to advise the publisher of the diite and amount of their

remittance Back numbers can only I e sent at the rate

of 7d. each, the postage charged being ;id per copy. All

foieign fculjscriptiona un;HCCompanied byan additional re-

mittance to cover the extra cost of forwarding back num
here are ccimniencfd from the next number published

after the receipt of the subscription.

Subscribers receiving their copies direct from tbe

office are requested to observe that the last number of

the tei-m for which their Subscription is paid, will be

forwarded to them in a coloured wrappev, as an intima-

tion that a fresh remitiance is ueeeswary. if it be desired

to continue the Subscription
Cases for binding the half-yearly volumes, Ss. each.

SMALL REMITTANCES.

Advertisers and others remitting small sums are re-

quested to send Pnst-offlceorders.wliich can nuw be easily

i.nd cheaply obtained, and not to se^ d postage-stamps.

The Posimastei -General has rerenily intim.aed his inten-

tion to t h.irgt' a double registration fee on all uure-jisiered

letters found to conta,in stamps.

RrCkivkd.-S. F.—F. W.-J.E—H. T.-R. S. J.—C.B A
- S. and Sons.—E. H. T -P. B. H.

T. C A S.—Of course you ought to be remunerated in

proportion to the woik dune. The quant ly of the

remuneration should depend on the quality of the

work.

PUPTL.—Your suggestion about making competitions for

" archi ects* pupils exclusively," would, if carried out, be

foolish and unjust.
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Inquirer.—You had better read the lengthy series of

articles on Decoration running through Vols. XVIII.,

XIX., and XX., of Buii.DiNO Mews.
A CusiPETiTOit. We shall give some more of the Church

Pliinning Compel itiun Designs, and hope the design

placed second I'y the reierees will appe.ir next week.

"Building Nkws" Church-Pl.\nning Competition*.—

Will Mr Tho3. W. Webtjer, whose design was placed

sec ind by the referees in this competition, please send

us his address ?

^.oritfjpoiKkncj?.—-

—

CHURCH-PL ANNING.
(To the Editor oj the Buildisg Xews.)

Sir,—I have taken a great interest in tbe

"Church-Planning Competition" you recently set

on foot, for I have long felt tho existing type

of churches to be in many ways unsuituble for

tbe Reformed religion of this country.

I imagine there will bo no one, oven amongst the

most ardent supporters of Media;valism, who
would not be ready to admit that it is yery uncom-
fortable, and altogether destiuctive of devotional

feeling, when you Hnd yourself, on attending public

worship, placed behind a pillar, unable to see, and

but imperfectly to hear the service ; aud should

the aooustie qualities of the place bo bad, the evil

is intensitied.

I feel convinced this question of "Church
Building Reform," will ere long loudly call for

attention, for we ofion hear people complain that

whereas in a public hall 5 or U times more people

can be seated than in a place of worship, yet the

comfort and the advantages of sight and hearing

are very much better in the former.

The ancient models of churches which we have

amongst us are so noble and so beautiful, and have

been so long associated with Chiistian worship

throughout the ages of the past, that they come

down tons with influences so powerful and sacred

that to many people the bare mention of a possi-

bility of tiieir plan being so altered as to bring

them more in accordance with tbe wants of this

ace is regarded as something heinous, so that

architects as a rule are content to follow in tho

one fixed groove, and any attempt at originality

is made in the way of detail or in minor matters,

aud not in important principles.

The design you illustrated as being the one

placed first in the competition somewhat loaves

tho beaten track ; but I think the principle which

it adopts, of a centnil row of pillars, highly objec-

tionable. Not only do they, as has been pointed

out by a correspondent, cut the chancel in two, and

spoil that effect which a clear sweep of the whole

length of church always gives, but (as has also

been previously stated) they necessitate tho pulpit

beiug' placed directly opposite a pillar—a most

unfoitunate position, and ono which would cause

the preacher to be in a great measure under the

necessity of moving from one side of the pulpit

to the other, so as to confront both his congrega-

tions ; for, as a matter of fact, his hearers would

form two distinct audiences, separated by the row

of pillars. Moreover, I have heard preachers

strongly object to a pulpit being placed opposite

a passage or empty spaeo. They say it has a

depressing influence upon them, when thoy seem

to ho speaking to vacancy.

\Vith these, as I consider, serious defects in the

design (as well as perhaps others), I cheerfully

admit it to be a highly finished and elaborate

work of art.

Turning to tho important question, "How to

design a church so as to combine uninterrupted

sight and hearing, as well as compactness of con-

gregation, along with the monumental charac-

teristics of Mediicvalism,' I believe it necessary to

place the congregation as much as possible in the

body of the building, clear of all pillars or other

obstructions, and without in any way breaking up

the congregation into two or more separate

bodies, so that those sympathic influences always

engendered where a number of people are met

for a common purpose, may duly operate upon

both ministers and people. I hold this to be an

important consideration ; and where it is other-

wise, I believe the good of the .services is greatly

weakened.
By placing the congregation in the position I

have mentioned, it of course necessitates a wider

span to bo roofed over than when the plan is

broken up by nave ai-cades in the usual way.

The width of nave to be spanned in a church

similar to that demanded by the terms of the

recent competition would be about j4ft., and to

do this with economy and strength, could not
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3iglit rolled iron ribs bo used ? Between these ribs

ttocd purlins could stretch, and wood cleating be

attached thereto. T believo there is ample scope

to make a roof of this kind quite in harmony with

the principles of Gothic architecture, and to

accord with our religious associations.

There could bo a north and south arcade, foi-m-

ing passages to seat?, along with a central passage
from end to end—in every other respect, both
interDally and externally, the details and cha-
racteristics of Gothic architecture could bo carried

out just the same as iu any other ecclesiastical

structure.

The above ideas I endeavoured to work out in

a set of drawings I sent to the competition in

question, but whether through not sending per-
spectives, or lack of merit iu the production, they
were not noticed, nnd the subject of facilities for

public worship being an important one, T should
feel indebted if some person of experieuco and
ability would express an opinion upon tho sug-
gestions I have made.—I am, 8ir, &c..

Another Coiii'ETiTOR.

this the air-pipe of the service-box is turned in

under the cover instead of going outside the cis-

tern. Although this is not so bad as in tho case

of the waste-pipe, it is by no means right. As a
preventive against this defect, no pipe belonging
to a cistern should be connected directly with the
drain, as is the present custom ; tho trap or cess-

pool is liable to get broken, or otherwise unsound,
and people are subject to great danger, and in

mo?:t cases remain wholly ignorant of the cause.

By giving this a place iu your valuable journal
you will oblige yours, &c., A. Z.

SCHOOL BUILDING.
Sir,— I observe it stated in your list of Tenders

last week but one that those sent in for some
schools at AValthamstow •• might compare favour-
ably with thoso of the London School Board,"
and I find by calculation that the cost per child

of the lowest comes to a trifle over £5. including
outbuildings, boundary walls, and (I assume) the
internal fittings also.

As the cost of buildings is at all times nb-
ject of much interest to your profesaionalre'* Airs,

and more particularly just now, when the Uoour
market is in such an agitated state, I send a few
particulars respecting the tenders for some schools
at Chelsea, a list of which you published tho
week before last, becaut-e though almost in the
heart of London, al^^o planned for 400 children,

and in accordance with the Privy Council Office

regulations, they work out at only £-i. 10s. per
child, the lowest tender being £1,800. The
whole of the internal fittings, outbuildings, and
boundary walls are included in the above amount,
and as there are frontages to three different

streets, the latter item is an unusually large one
The ordinary foundations aro also iucluded, but
not the extra concrete which will be required to

fill up sundry old cesspools and that part of

the site which has unfortunately been excavated
for the Metropolitan District Railway, and filled

up again. I should also mention that the com-
petition was the result, not of an advertisement,
but of a select invitation of builders iu a con-
siderable way of business and known for their

experience in erecting large metropo.itan schools.

—I am, Sir, &c.,

E. H. LisGE>' Barker.
Hereford, August 21.

CONDITION OF WATER-CISTERNS.
Sir,— I have noticed in the daily papers of late

the accounts of tho typhoid fevor which has
broken out, tho cause being attributed to tho milk
supplied from certain dairies. I am afraid this is

not the only cause in existence of the above, or of

diarrhoea, cholera, &c. I will give you my experi-

ence of what I have seen, and consider highly
dangerous to health. Having to visit and super-

intend some buildings now in course of erection in

the neighbourhood of Greenwich, I have an oppor-

tunity of making a survey of tho cisterns

belonging to the houses surrounding, and from
their condition one can scarcely believe thoy have
a daily supply of (what is supposed to be) pure
water. They closely resemble a ditch with stag-

nant water of somo months' duration, tho water
and sides of cisterns being covered with a green
vegetation, no doubt, if closely examined, full of

life. I find the same kind of growth on the sides

of our water-tubs, which are in constant use, the
water being dippt'd from the top with pails often

covered with lime. From this I infer something
is wrong with our water supply as well as of milk.

If the duties of sanitary inspectors were extended
so far as to examine all water-butts, cisterns,

waste-pipes, &c., it would be a great acquisition
;

for not only is the quality of the water open to

suspicion, but there is an escape of sewerage gas
directly communicated to the inside of cisterns by
defective construction f f plumber's work. As an
illustration, the other dny in cleaning out ray own
cistern I found, on opoi.ing the cover, a disagree-

able odour arise, and which came from the

standing waste-pipe, it being connected with the

drain or soil-pipe without any apparant provision

for keeping tiio foul air back, an 1 in addition to

" BUILDING XE^YS " TOWN" CHURCH-rLA:;XIXU
CUMPETTTIOX.

Sir.— I hnpe. for tlip credit of young nrrlntocts, that
you will Tiot let the '• Church CnnipotlMon " mil, as it

sccnis it will, in no result.. Give us another trial ; and
let it be open, j-ay from Sept. 1 to Jan. 1, 1874. sn that
we can give a good conimenccuicnt to the Buildinc,
"News for that year. Three things appear unsolved to
nic at pi'csent :—No 'novelty In arrangement ; every
one dncy not sf/' the preacher and altar ; a good po-
sition for orgnn not attained. If you will favour my-
self and others with the request T shall be happy to

be a FnTURK Competitor.

Sir,—I have read with some satisf.iction the
remarks by Mr. G. Hnskisson Gnillanmc on the rlesign

by Mr. Haines, and it is upon this subject I should like

to say a few words. Without presuming to offer any
remarks upon a design which doubtless has been well
and ably criticised, I may venture to submit a few
artruments from a pojnt of view different from that
tiikcn by Mr. G. Huskisson Guillanmc, as regards some
principles contained in Ills article; first, as to the
awkwardness of longitudinal, and the substitution of

transverse, division; and, again, as to the manner in

which his, or any other reform, slmnld be introduced.
I desire to say very little on the lir^t ]'oint, other than
to ask whetlier Mr. G. Huskisson GnilUuuuc; does not
think the old arrangement of transepts and i-bancol is

a transverse system of division; and whether it is

regarded with any high appreciation and attempt at

development (a sure sign of an idea being regarded
with favour). It Is and will be so regarded In conjunc-
tion with tlie longitudinal system, a union which forms
one of the characteristics of Gothic design ; but would
not its exclusive adoption, as proposed by Mr. G. Hus-
kisson Guillaume, be as bad or even worse than the
purely longitudinal arrangement ? But principally as

to tlie second point. Is it not rather an extreme mode
of procedure to " take the problem as presented in the
conditions." and treat it novelly from its severely ele-

mentary stage of " four walls and a covering ? " Mr.
Guillaume's assertion that " it is too clear that tradi-

tional modes of thought have inlluenced Mr. Haines'

design" Is evidently made In a derogative sense
though why it sliould be I cannot plainly see. Is not
thepi'csent arrangement not only tolerated but actually

demanded, in spite of its many defects, simply on
account of its accompanying traditions and recollec-

tions? Should we ignore all that has been done by
our predecessors, and start afresh f oni the very com-
mencement of architectural arrangement; and that too

in opposition to a natural appreciation of its phonetic
or expressive qualities, and an instinctive love for the
beautiful indigenous style which lias revived to replace

an exotic—blindly Introduced, not on account of its ap-

plicability to our purposes, of which it possessed a
minimum, but simply ou account of a sudden dis-

covery of its beauties for the purposes and climate for

which it was originally invented ? True, when we
revert to our long dormant native style, we find our
progress has left it almost as Inappropriate In its

general arrangements, us the one discarded (after

centuries of trial) as unfit.

It Is indeed diflicult to draw the linn correctly be-

tween archa?ological reproduction and total disregard
of the elementary forn)s of the beautiful examples be-

queathed to us by the Mediaeval arcliltccts, but is not
the latter extreme nearly as bad as the other ? The
spirit and aesthetic qualities so expressive of the pui'pose

for which it was created, and has grown. In serving,

are,happily, independent of these primary arrangements
of the sryle, and may be retained In all their integrity,

while changes such as would satisfy tho most en-
thusiastic reformer are made in them. Who, com-
paring the many ecclesiastical buildings of the Middle
Ages, cathedrals and chapter- luiuscs, churches and
chapels, shall say that the same Christianlike aspiring
spirit does not pervade all these eminently different

forms of building, or what varieties of the p.esent
forms we may not as successfully Introduce, If wc
only proceed in the proper way V

The proper way—which Is it ? Is It by a sudden
and complete upsetting of all present and past
customs and arrangements? This would be a change
easy to i>ropf)sc, not extremely diflicult to carry out,
and a great improvement Jn a scientific point of view

;

but is this the system of reformation, which, when
effected, would retain for tho ntyle that feeling of
veneration and regard which It wastntended to elevate
and improve; or is this more likely to be effected ly a
continuation of that growth and development which
made the Gothic architecture of Kngland what It was,
and what wc hope again to make it— a beautiful style

perfectly suited to the purposes to which It is applied ?

—I am, ^^ir, &ic., Cosservo.

THE UNIFORMITY IN GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE.
Sir,—At page 207 of your columns for August 22nd,

Mr. Sharpc refers to this subject, and is inclined to
think that " there must have been some general au-
thority in these matters." Now, supposing this to be
correct, the question arises, Was this general authority
lay or clerical ? For my part, I consider it was the
latter. The clergy, then, had both the learning and
the influence necessary. They took an interest in the
work, and superintended its execution. They studied

the theory, and overlooked the workmen who carried
out ihcir designs. This separation of the theoretical

from the piaclieal is referred to iu the old
charges of the operative masons, as, c.r;., in the
fifteenth century. Cooke MSS., Addl. M.SS. No.
*23, ms, in the British Museum, where we arc told

that King Athclstan's youngest sou "learned the
practice of that science to his speculatyf, for of
specutatyf he was a master." On acc.iunt of this

word " speculatyf " occurring here, the modern Society

of Freemasons would be inclined to point to it as proot

that their system ot speculative Freemasonry existed

then, and that this king's son was one of their members ;.

but that can hardly bo the case, for said system did

n-'t exist until the beginning of last century ; conse-

quently, the word cannot refer to it, but to the theo-

retical portion of the work. Iu matters of taste,

therefore, the clergy would be the guides and leaders^,,

while the practical portion of the work was left to the

workmen, masons, carpenters, glaziers, &c.,the latter,

however, being overlooked by the former. Owing also

to the way in which the different trades were separated

into their various guilds, emulation was kept up, and
as the men had often little to take up their attention

at night— there were no newspapers in those days

—

they would be continually talking about their work,
and the appreutices being brought up In such an at-

mosphere, naturally became adepts at their business.

—

I am, Sir, Szc, W. P. Bucuan.

A DECLINED COMPETITION.
Sir,— Inclosed Is an invitation to me to compete for

a I'building to cost .-CTflO, and which, it is scarcely

necessary to add, I have declined. If you think proper

you can publisli It in your paper, suppressing the

names, as another note in competitions. Several urchi-

tccis are invited to compete for the chance of wiuulug

a commission uu JI7.}0, iwt the ordinary and rei:ogniae(l

professional commission of 5 per cunt,, but as little ad

will tempt the committee to allow him to do the work.

There are other coudilious named (juite as unsatis-

factory. 1 am, Sir, &,c.,

A. BE.VVKll.

(COPY.)
" s IR,—It having been decided to twild a ch-u'ch-school

(the cost of th& building not to exceed £700) iu the

village of to accommodate 160 children, I beg'

to inform you that the committee are asking plans

fn xa-^eceral architects on the uuderstandiug that they

will accept that which may appear most satisfactory,

provided the amount of builders' contract does not ex-

ceed the sum named by the architect whose plans are

adopted.
" The architect's commission, which Is to include cost

of phi'.is and all charges, mustboxamctZ when tlie plan

is sent in.

" The Committee will not pay for the unaccepted

plans.
" As the building is to be used for worship ou SundaySj.

it should have a kind of chancel which could be con-

veniently and effectually screened from sight on week-
days.

" If you feel inclined to send in a plan on the above
conditions, I shall be glad to receive Ic on or before the

8th of September. ** Yours faithfully."

THE COLONNADE OF OLD BURLINGTON
HOUSE.

Sir,—No doubt most of your readers " will be sur-

prised to hear" that the fine Italian Cwlouuade of Old

Euiiington House, which was saved from destruction

by the efforts of Mr. B. Ho^ie, is lying uucared for on
the river bank iu liattersea Park. Thei c is no protec-

tion whatever afforded it, and " the destroying angel"

has been at his work here. The sculptured work has
been mutilated in the mo.st shameful manner, and the

mouldings, some uf which are as sharp and clear now
as when the mason lelt them, have been chipped and
broken about most abominably. The frieze, the whole
length of which has been placed on the ground face

uppermost, seems to be made a favourite *' run " of by
the boys who resort to this spot for amusement, and,

consequently, both the triglyphs and the finely carved

metopes aro being ground to powder uudcr the feet

of these mlschict-lovlng urchUs.
Surely, sir, something ought to be done to stop the

destruction of this fine aichltectural and historical

monument. Why not erect it on the spot where it

now lies, that is what 1 would suggest, and let there

be a notice-board, briefly relating Its history, placed

near It ; so that the thousands who flock to this beau-

tilul park for recreation may understand what it is,

and what it is there lor, and by that means be broughD-

to respect it aa a " mouumeut ut the past."

1 urn, Sir, yours, &c.

Wandsworth. George Durraxt.

The Vicar, having succeeded, after waiting seven-
teen year.s, in obtaining posbessiun of the whole of

the feaxon church at Bradfurd-on-Avou, at a cost

of £660, appeals for £600 more for the repair and
conservation of the buildinij.
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QUIiSTWNS.
[3008.]—Bending Rails to backs of Pews.—

I am doing the joiner's work of a large cljapel with

circular ends to gallei-}', and will feel greatly obliged

to any correspondent, or any of your numerous readers

in the joinery business, if they will give their Ideas as

to the best possible m,inner of bonding the raiU to

backs of pews. They are 4in. deep by ifin. thick,

and lean backwards, as well as being bent to the

dlflerent radius on the gallery plan. I hav5 a ste-am-bO-i

connected to our boiler that I can steam them in; but

which is the best way to bend them after steaming ? I

liave heard of some kind of a machine with rollers for

that use, but have not seen one. as I have mostly been

amongst Gothic work in church-building, 5:c. And, after

bending, which Is the best way to fix them, so as to

set in their proper position bent to the given radius,

and beveled to the pitch or make of the pew-back ? If

any one (orseveral) will kindly give me Infornratlon as

to the above, .and. If possible, give a sketch of the ma-

chine for bending, with description of the same, it will

be of grpat service to a great many readers besides my-
self. I have been a regular subscriber to the Building
News since 18G6, which I find most useful for refer-

ence In many cases, and this subject will be among
the best we can discuss. 1 wish every success to our

best of papers devoted to the building trade, and re-

commend It to all who seek Improvement. — A
BUILDEII'S FOIiUMi.S.

[."009.]—Sound-proof Partitions.—I should feel

obliged if any correspomlent or reader could Inform

me of a good sound-proof removable partition across a

schoolroom thirty feet wide and twenty-four feet high.

I was proposing the lower part of wood paneling ten

feet high, which I could arrange to slide aside, and the

upper of two folds of curtains of woollen. Would
this work ?—SciiOLisTicns.

[3010.]—Architect's Charges.—Can an architect

demand a fee for preparing an agreement for a build-

ing contract without rendering himself liable to an

action at law by a solicitor for so iloing—(1) If he

does not prepare the plans and specifications ; (2) If he

has prepared the plans and specifications ? Woukl the

merging the fee for agreement Into the five per cent.

paid for plans and specifications legally cover the

latter case ?—S. T. '^^

[3011.]—Explosive Nature of Sawdust.—Does
fine sawdust ever become possosseil of explosive

qualities? That it Is highly Inflammable. I know; but

I heard a good authority say recently that any dust of

combustible material when floating In and thickly dis-

tributed in the air, explodes with great force. I should

like to know if this la true, as, if it Is, I have a clue; to a

my.sterious explosion that occurred some time since In a

shop with which I was connected.

—

Blue Jacket.

[3012.] — Tracing Superseded. — In reading a

report of the K. I. B. A. opening meeting of the session

1866-66, I came across the following :—" Mr. Hay-
ward exhibited specimens of plans printed from the

originals by means of prepared paper and light," &c.

Could any reader give particulars or description of

process f—A SunscBinEU.

[3013.] — Taking Out Quantities. —Will any
correspoudent be kind enough to inform me who has
to pay the surveyor in case he takes out quantities

for any woik, and it Is not gone on with on account

of cost being too much ; or in any rase where It is

usual for surveyors to supply quantities Instead or

architect, who has to pay for same, client or builder ?

—COUSTRY SUBSCRIBEr..

[3014.]—Organ Fronts.—Will some one Inform
jue whether tliLMO is a book of designs on organ fronts

or cases published ?—K. H. R.

[3015. ]-SIating,—Why are the slates smaller to-

wards the ridge than at the eaves— is it on account of

the liability of larger ones being not so secure, or do
they look nicer ?—AN Old .SUBscRinEK.

[3016.]—Flat Roofs.—Can any of your readers
speak from experience of the best and cheapest wa.v to

construct a flat roof over a house about 35ft. by 3Sft. ?

The largest room to cover is 16ft. by 12ft. I believe

in three thicknesses of flat roofing, tiles laid In cement,
and without any sui)port under it ; take away the

boards as you lay the roof, and leave it to the side

walls, and use 6 parts of sharp sand to 1 part of

cement.—X. X.

REPLIES.
[•2ii7ii.]—Buildings in Hertfordshire.—"Hertus"

will have full occupattt>n f<u* his pencil, to judge from
the annexed list of buildings, ecclesiastical and civil,

with which I am acquainted, and I may mention that
every old churcli has some detail worth copying.
Buildings:— (S. Angustin) Broxbourne—Tombs of the
Lords of Broxbourne, stained glass, brasses, and effigies

;

styles, Decorated and Perpendicular. Waltham Cress
(restored) — Beautiful Docorated details. Clieshunt
(S. Mary)—Tombs, I'cmalns of brasses. Essenden
(S. Mary)—Brasses. Hertford (All Saints)—Brasses,
tombs, SiC; (S. Andrew)—Brasses, Inscriptions. Ben-
nington Church (S. Peter) -Fine altar tomb of the
Bensteds, flowing Decorative details, carved shields in
roof, stamed glass. Berkhampstead, (Ircat—Various
styles of Gothic monuments. Ilatlield Palace— Per-
iieadlcular ; remains. Hatfield House—Elizabethan,

1611. Knebworth Church (S. Mary)—Fine brass.

Little Munden (All Saints)—Good Perp. altar tomb ;

Perpendicular. Wa'.ton Cb. SS. Mary and Andrew—
G.)od brasses. S. Alban's Ahbe.v—Nor., E. E., D., & P.,

one of the finest churches in England. Gatehouse—
S.Albans. Hertford Castle—remains. Bishop's Stort-

ford (S. Michael)—Fine spire. Hltchln (S. Andrew and

jjiii.vj—Flne parcloses to chancel chapels, font, with

12 Apostles carved ; crypt. Hltchln Priory—a few

remains. Hemel Hempstead (S. Mary)—Lofty spire,

groined chancel, east window painted glass. Old

Manor House at Hempstead Bury—Remains of gate-

house, temp. Henry VIII. Hadlcigh (S. llary)—Perp.

Trlng— Church, font. Knebworth House—Elizabethan.

Ulokmansworth—Painted glass in cast window. North

M imms—Doorway. And many others.—C. J. D. Guy
30, Hanover-square, Kennlngton, S.E.

[3001.] — Strength of Bressumer. — For a

bressumer of Baltic fir multiply the constant 3,

the breadth In Inches and the square of the deptli In

Inches, .and divide by the length In feet. This

will give the breaking weight, if the bressumer Is

loaded in the centre ; if the beam is uniformly

loaded, mnltljily this result by two, to ascertain

the breaking weight. It is not usual to load a beam
with more than one-fifth of its breaking weight. Cal-

culate the weight of the wall and the mateiials of the

floor and roofs, by means of readily accessible tables
;

and for ordinary house purposes, assume the ma.xl-

mum loading of the floors to be at the rate of one

hundredweight per foot. It will be easily seen how
much of the weight is borne by the bressumer. In

most cases of ordinary shops and houses, the bres-

sumer would take half the weight of the floor sus-

tained by those joists which bear upon it, the other

half being supported by the centre partition or other

support at tho other end of the joists. For a high-

pitched large roof it is necessary to consider the force

exerted by the wind, but in the smaller classes of build-

ings it need not be noticed. Remember also that the

weight of tiles should be taken as if they were well

soaked with water. It should also be borne In mind

that a bressumer supporting a wall pierced with two

vertical tiers of windows with a centre pier between, Is

not uniformly loaded, and that a slight sag la the

timber, consequent upon the superincumbent load lu

the centre, will fracture tho brickwork and crack all

window arches. On the other hand, a beam supporting

a solid brick wall, well built and without openings,

need not be nearly so strong as would otherwise be ne-

cessary for the support of the weight of the wall placed

upon it, as the brickwork itself will act as a beam, and

discharge the greater portion of Its weight at the ends.

See some useful articles lu the Building News, Vol.

XXIII., on the "Strength of Brickwork."—L.

[3002.] — Architectural Agency. — '• A Sub-

scriber "will notice the advertiseineut of an agency

of the class he requires. If he will but carefully look

through the advertisements of the Building News of

the current number. By-the-bye. this department of

professional study .should be more cultivated. I have

gathered and made note of much useful Information

from the advertisement pages of the Building News.
-L.
[3005.]—Sweat on 'Walls.—It la not surprising

that the Silicate Zopissa composition aggravated the

internal dampness of which " Langholm " complains,

It being Intended to prevent damp from penetrating

walls externally by giving them a hard fll^t-llke sur-

face. It Is evident that the " sweat " on the walls of

Langholm's tower arises from the ventilation being

Insulflcient to carry off the over-he.ated air, which,

being unable to escape, condenses Into drops that run
down the walls. For this there is but one remedy

—

additional ventilators.-T. Goodwin.

[3005.]—Sweat on 'Walls.—The wet of which your
corrcsp.5ndeut complains is the moisture which the air

•always contains In more or less quantity, which by
contact with his tinck, cold walls, becomes condensed.

The harder and colder the wall surface, the greater will

be the condensation. A ventilator will be useful, if

combined with the use of a stove or other warming
apparatus during winter and damp weather. I have
often heard the remark that the water arising from
melted ice is so peuotrating that it actually passes

through the glass basin which holds It, as may be seen

on any dlimer-table—entirely oblivious of the fact that

the atmosphere on the hottest and driest days of our

summer holds so much moisture that its contact with

the cold glass surface of the ice-bowl condeiscs the

moisture into large beads of actual water.— L,
--

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

Berlin.—Tlic Monument of Victory on the Klng's-

sqnare at Berlin Is now approaching completion. The
gilt bronze statue of the Victoria on the top of the

column Is still veiled. On a .square sub-structure of

dark-coloured granite, ornamented with relievos, stands

a round hall In the shape of a temple, also of granite,

the roof of which is supported by sixteen columns. On
the grand pedestal stands the principal column, in the

interior of which an Iron staircase leads to the gallery

around Its tof). Three rows of gilt pieces of cannon
conquered In 1864,1866, and 1870-71, connected by gar-

lands of leaves, nd crowned by wreaths of laurel, form
the characteristic ornament of the shaft of the column,

the capital of which is ornamented vvlth eagles. Upon
a socle stands the statue of the Victoria, a work of

Professor Drake, elevating with the right hand a laurel

wreath, and carrying in the left the victorious banner.

The column measures 195 feet Rhenish to the crown of

the head of the Victoria.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY MATTERS.
Bethnal Green.—It is stated that Bethnal Green

landlords are meditating an insurrection against the

New River Company, In consequence of the manner in

which It exercises its powers of ordering new fittings,

and cutting oft the supply. A public meeting on the

subject is about to be held,

CiRMiRTiiEN.— The sanitary condition of Car-

marthen formed the subject of a prolonged discussion

at the special meeting of the Town Council of that

borough held last week. An elaborate report was
presented by the medical ofllcer, and It was ultimately

agreed that steps should be taken to enable the council

to borrow the amount required for the completion of

the drainage system and the ventilation of the exist-

ing sewers.

Halliwell.— The question of the disposal of

sewage Is causing considerable perplexity to the

Halliwell Local Board. Restrained by the mlllowners

from pouring tho sewage Into the streams, the Board

asked tho Corporation of Bolton If they would deal

with the sewage for a given sum per annum. A pri-

vate meeting of the Town Council was held on Wed-
nesday week, when they refused to undertake the

disposal of the sewage, but intimated that if the

Board thought proper to entertain the idea of incor-

porating the whole or part of Halliwell with Bolton,

some satisfactory arrangement might probably be

made.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

Re W. Cousens.—.it a first meeting, held last week,

under an adjudication of bankruptcy against William

Cousens, slate merchant and builder, proofs of debt

amounting to £15,000 were admitted, and Mr. Kemp, ac-

countant of Walbrook,was appointed trustee. to act with

hve of the creditors as a committee of Inspection. The

bankrupt had carried on business at Etheiburga House,

Blshopsgate, as Cousens, Axton, and Co., and at Bangor

Wharf, Kew Bridge, as Elliott and Co. The debts were

returned at .-£16,597, with assets .«4,219, Inclusive of a

surplus from securities in the hands of the creditors.

A petition for liquidation had been filed, but the pro-

ceedings proved abortive, and an adjudication fol-

lowed.

THE BALDACCHINO IN S. BARNABAS, PiMLICO.

—This case came before Dr. Tristram, Chancellor

of London, in the Consistory Court, on Friday last, in

reference to the hearing of the application by the

vicar and churchwarden of S. Barnabas, for a f.iculty

or license to erect a " baldacchluo" or canopy over the

altar at the east end of the church. A discussion took

place, and it was arranged that the heating should be

in October, but the day was not fixed. The Chancellor

said he was .anxious that there should be no dcl.ay, but

he was willing to assist all parties in the matter in

bringing it before the Court. Mr. Moore applied to

amend the pleading by adding to the second paragraph

that it was not desirable to erect a baldacchluo, be-

cause If such an unaccustomed adornment was lawful,

its erection would not be profitable and expedient, as

being opposed to the religious convictions and feelings

of a large number of the parishioners. He submitted

that there could be no objection to the proposed

amendment. Mr. Brooks objected. The question of

the legality of a baldacchluo was sufficiently raised,

and evidence could be given Instead of any further

pleading. The learned Juditc, after the matter was

discussed, decided to admit the proposed alteration and

to strike out the fifth article of the act on petition,

and then the case could proceed. Ordered accordingly.

CHIPS.

Last week the foundation of a Jewish synagogue
was laid in Middlesbor'jugh. The structure will

afford sitting-room for 13'2 male adults. A gallery,

supported upon cast-iron columns, will seat 1'2U

adult females. There is also a school-room for 50

children, with apartments for the reader. The
buildag of the synagogue has been let to Mr. Lord,

of Middlesborough, for £l,(ijO.

Sir Edward Lee and Dr. Dresser have started

on a long Continental tour to collect art material for

the new Alexandra Palace.

A meetina of the 'Wells dthedral Restoration

Committee was held last week. The Committee ex-

pressed great satisfaction .at the progress of the

work and report of the architect. Mr. Ferrey sub-

mitted a plan for lowering the ground in front of

the Cathedral, which the Committee approved of,

as the work will greatly improve the appearance of

the edifice.

The United States Government, notwithstanding

the lavish grants of public l.mds which have been

made of late years, has still at its disposal between

300,000,000 and 400,000,000 acres.

The new church of 8. Mary, Britannia-street,

Hoxton, was consecrated by the Bishop of London
on the 21st inst. Mr. 'Ewaii Christian is the

S. George's Hall, Bradford, is to be opened to-

day, after re-decoration and repair at a cost of

£2,000.
The timber-yard of Mr. 'William 'Walker, at the

corner of Corporation-street and Bridge-street,

Sheffield, was lately destroyed by fire, involving a

loss of £5,000.
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©ur dDflicc gable.

A Carillon.—At Ciittistock it is iut?ndoil to

have a oarillon of 3:i bolls. 8 "f which will form

a po '1. and tkese will hi aim 'st f^imilrtr to those

which are hun<r in Antwerp Cathodr.il.

The bells are being cast in Loiivaiii by the

celebrated founder Severain Van Aerfchodt.

and are e^ipected to be ready for hanging

in about two years. Out of the 33 balls

required, 28 have been already giveu. When
the carillon is completed, it is intended to

exhibit it in the South Kensington Museum.

Alexandra Palace. — The ruins of the

Alexandra Palace have now been handed over to

the builders. The rebuiUliog of tho palace will

be commenced directly tho dchris can be cleared

away. The walls of the conti-e transept will be

the only portion of tho old building used in the

new erection. Tiio now palace, which will be

both longer and broader than the old building,

will be c-nstructed in the form of three transe]>ts

.—one a concert hall, another a theatre, and the

third a sort of bazaar. The^e will be connected

by corridors, in whi'h will ho exhibited light goods

for sale. Iron and glass will enter much more
largely into the construction than was the case

with the building which is now in ruins. It is

hoped that tho new palace will be opened to the

public by the 9th of June, 187-1.

Fous'datiox-Stones.—Tho Slandat-d says :—
" People who read .acconnts of the laying of

foundation-stones .and corner-stones will be

familiar with tho custom of putting a few coins,

newspapers, and documents under the stones for

the enlightenment of the remote posterity that

may see the ruin of tho fabric. It has been
whispered that where the votive offering of coin

is unusually large, the workmen sometimes lay

tho stone afresh, after abstracting the valuables,

but of course that is a calumny upon well-paid

laliourers. As regards, however, the value of

newspapers and documents thus preserved, we
may call attention to the removal of a couple of

corner-stones in two places in America. The
corner-stone of Grace Episcopal Church, in

Albany, was removed a few days since. It had
been laid so lately as July 8, 1S50, and on being

opened its contents were found in a very decayed
condition. The contents of the stone consisted of

copies of the .irguf: and State Jtei/istero! Monday,
July 8, 1850, New York Churchman and Guxpel

Messenger of July 6, 1850, and the Bible and
Common Prayer-book. All the articles, even the

Bible and Prayer-book, were partially defaced and

rotten, the books being very damp. From this

it appears that our posterity will have to com-
pile their history from other sources than these,

unless, indeed, the works and periodicals selected

for interment are sufficiently dry to resist the

damp of centuries. We could name such, but it

would be invidious."

" Jerkt Builders."—Tho IJrrrjwol Pwxvpinc,
in an arcount of a supposititious " Annual Con-
ferenceof Jerry Builders," reports •• Mr. Buggius"
as saying that " ho was sure tliat members
of the Association would feel grateful to

their President for his sensible and shrewd
remarks. ("Hear, heai-.) He (Mr. Buggins)

had been bullied by some obscure scrib-

blers for cutting down some old trees, and build-

ing on a flo d in the suburbs, because, amongst
other thiuiis, the trees made the landscape

protty, and the field was near a public park.

Why, 1)6 built liis houses on tho field because it

was near a park ; and as for the trees, as they

would not grow near his houses, what was the

good of them? (Laughter.) Ho had also been

abused because his houses were ugly and vulgar;

as if he could bo bothered with architects, and
their absurd and expensive whims ! Ho always

built on one pattern ; it saved time, trouble, and
expense ; and he never found that tenants cared

for anything but cheapness; and, as they all

knew, cheapness was the bo-all and end-all of

jerry-building. (Hear, hear;." There is only

too much reason to know that these are the sen-

timents which prevail with the class of builders

referred to.

Mr. Ruskin axd the Water-Spring.—
Mr. Ruskin has nearly completed a characteristic

piece of work at Croydon. -Vll along the valley

which runs at tho base of the chalk downs, deli-

cious springs rise, which form the head waters

of the trii>utaries of the Thames. As the towns
have sprung up the usual resalts have followed

which wait upon enterprise in building. Tho
springs have 'een chuked, befouled, approyjriated,

and, worse than all, have been converted into

cesspools. In one case, mentioned by tlio corre-

spondent of the Birininfjham Daitij Post, tho

inhabitants of the village, in which there were
several springs of Castalian purity bubbling up
from the gravel and uniting in a watercourse,

set to work to turn the drainage from their privies

into it, although the land all round was of the

poorest possible description. In another case

advantage was taken of a beautiful burst of water
by the erection of a police station right over it,

and clapping a cesspool in its midst, so as to "get

the benefit of the flow," tho said flow being after-

wards conveyed to an open pond. Mr. Ruskin
has taken possession of onoof these springs, which
expanded into a roadside pond, has cleaned it

out, paved it with bright pebbles, lined the sides

with grass, on v\'hich a few boulders of rock are

placed, and is now about to erect a marble tablet

on a wall by the side of it to the memory of a

near relative. It is now one of the prettiest little

spots within fifty miles of London, and worth a

journey for the purpose of looking at it.

New Pier at Herne B.vt.—On Wednesday a

new pier was opened at Herne Bay. 'fho pier is

only 415rt. in length from gates to end. The
shore end is encompassed with balustrades which
formed part of old London Bridge, and hence to

the pier-heafl there is an average width of over
20lt., which will, when the boarding has shrunk
sufficiently, be covered by an asphalte compo-
sition. The total area of tho pier is 8,330 square

feet, and it has been erected from the designs of

Messrs. Wilkinson and Smith, of Westminster, at

a cost of no more than £1,300, which is equivalent

to something like 3s. per foot, as against Ss. or

lOs. of ordinary piers. No contractor has been

employed to lay out tho bed of stone, or to fix the

iron piles into the bed, or to construct the wood-
work. All has been done under the direct inspec-

tion of the engineers, who declare that the pier is

strong enough for safety in any weather.

Office of Worics—The Civil Service Com-
missioners have issued regulations for an open

competition, to be held on the 7th of October, for

two appointments as assistants to the assistant

surveyors in the Office of Works. The salary

attached to one appointment commences at .£210

a year, that of the other bogies at £100. Can-

didates will be examined as to their knowledge

oE the theory of construction, estimating and
valuing, specifications, leveling and chain sur-

veying, drawing, drainage, chemistry, Ac. They
will be required to show what preliminary train-

ing or technical education tlioy hiv.) un 1 er-

pone to qaalify themselves for a situation of

tills nature, and they must produce evidence on

this point before they can he admitted to the

competition. The limits of .ago are 22 to 30 for

the superior appointment, and 18 to 30 for the

other.

Opening of the New Albert Bridge.—
Tho new APjort Bridge, which crosses the river

at the Cadogan Pier, Chelsea, and connects that

part of the metropolis with Battersea, near the

west side of the park, was opened to the public

on Saturd.ay. The bridge, which has been do-

signed by ilr. Ordish, is on the suspmsion prin-

ciple, somewhat resembling the structure a little

further down the river, nearly opposite tho

Cholsea Hospital and Barracks. The total length

of the bridge is 710ft., with a carriage-way 25ft.

in width, and two footways 8 feet in width, each.

There are four ornamental towers, which carry

tho main chains of the bridge. They are placed

in pairs at the east and west sides of the bri Ige

respectively, some distance from tho shore. Each

pair is connected by the suspension chains and

an iron aichway at an elevation of sixty feet

above tho ro.adway. The bridge forms an import-

ant link in a line of direct communication be-

tween the districts of Kensington and Chelsea on

the one hand, and of Battersea and Claphamon the

other.

The Cheque Bank.—Tho banking system of

England is prob.ably unrivalled in the facility it

afl'ords in the daily transaction of business.

Vast, however, as is tho development to which

its distinguishing feature—tho ohequo system—
has attained, its fullest expansion has by no

means at present been reached. The Cheque
Bank, an association recently started, proposes

to extend the benefits of banking to many who.

it, and to attach such security and certainty to a
cheque as will cause it to bo readily .accepted

anywhere. Cheques will be issued to a customer
for no more than tho amount of his deposit.

Thus a depositor of £50 may take fifty cheque
forms of £1 each orlO of .£5 each, as he may elect.

He limits himself to draw on these cheques for

no more than tho maximum amount they repre-
sent, but he may draw for any sum under that

amount. Each cheque will represent a sum
actually deposited, and must Ije paid by tho
Cheque Bank. The advantages of this system
to the small trader and tho general public will

be ohvious. The transmission of small amounts
at present effected by moans of Post-office

Orders, may be much more easily and cheaply
managed by the Cheque Bank cheques. Con-
tractors for large ^.orks, who, weekly or monthly,
at present have to pay aw.ay large sums in

actual coin, will also gladly avail themselves of

the facilities now offered. The security offered

by the names connected with tho bank appears
of the highest order; it is daily increasing its

sphere of operations by extending its connection

with other banks, whose busiunss it will supple-

ment and increase instead of hintieriug by com-
petition, and if its programme is honestly

adhered to, a very profitable and useful business

career lies before it.

The Tramway Companies and the State
OF The IiOADS.—The tramway system is severely

bandied in the recent report of tho Conmiissioner

of Police. "Tho tramway system is," he says,

daily becoming a greater nuisance to the general

public. It is, no doubt, .advantageous to tho pro-

prietors and to that portion of the population

who use the cars, but to tho public generally the

system is one of the Kroatest inconvenience, and
to the owners of carriages the cause of great e.x-

penso. No attempt seems to he made to keep the

roads in repair, and thus to lessen these disadvan-

tages. One part of the Clapham-road has for

nearly two years been in such a state that it has

been almost impossible to pass with a li.ght car-

riage from one side of the road to tho other, the

tnamway rails standing about Uin. or 2in. above

the level of what was once a good road. The
Tramway Company laid down asphalte, but it

has been pounded to dust, and never been re-

newed. The roads in Camborwell, Peckham, and

Greenwich are in a very bad state, and all along

the lino of tramways the want of uaiformity of

surface where the macadamised part of tho road

joins the paved part is very injurious to other

carriages." "I observe with regret," ho adds,
" that the system is to be extended beyond its

proper limits, and that it is pioposed to propel

the cars by steam, if the Legislature will consent,

which I trust will not be the case."

TR.VDE Festivities.—On Saturday week the

annual dinner of the establishment of Messrs,

TroUope, builders, upholsterers, and decorators,

was held at the Rye House. Seventy persons

sat down to dinner.—On the same day, and at

the same place, the employes of Messrs. Dove'

Bros., builders and contractors, had their annual

dinner, covers being laid for eighty. Also, on

the same day, and at tho same place, the employes

of the following firms hold their annual diuner-s,

viz., Mr. Shopley. builder; Messrs. Cross .and

Son,s, b^dilders "(50) ; Mr. Mawson, builder
;

Messrs. Emery and Sons, Gray's Inn-road ;
and

Messrs. Foster and Son, builders (150).

Wooden Pavements in New York.—The
New York Tribune says that New York has given

the patent wood pavements a thorough test, and

found them expensive and inadequate to the traffic

of th-3 city. The official report of Commissioner

Van Nort confirmed the conclusion already very

generally i-eached, that the city must return to a

good stone pavement, and waste no moro money
in testing a material which answers in Chicago or

Brooklyn, or other cities where tho traffic is

comparatively liglit, but which cannot sustain

the heavy traffic of New York. Can any of

our Amorican readers describe the mode in which

this condemned wooden pavement is laid, as it

would bo iutoresting to know whether it re-

sembles tlie wood pavement now being tried in

London, with apparently such good results so

far. Wooden pavement has been laid down for

some months in Gracechurch-street, King
William-.street, and the Northern approach to

London Bridge, and we should imagine t'.i.at no

street traffic in the world is heavier than that

which occurs at these spots, and yet the woodea

as yet, have been unable to avail themselves of pavement seems to stand it very well.
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CHIPS.

Mr. Holloway has commenced the erection of his

new limntic Hsylnm at Tirgiui;i Water. The
ground selected is 21 acres in extent, five of which
will be covered by the building, which will be

Gothic in style, having a facade of G40ft., and a

depth of 250ft.

At the meeting- of the Midland Railway Com-
pany last week, it was stated that the contract
price for constructing the new and maj^nificent

hotel at S. Pancras was £223,000, but that this

sum would be increased hy from £30,000 to £40,000,
in consequence of the increase in the price of

lal^our. &c. The hotel .vill not be fully completed
until about this time nest year. Sir G. G. Scott,

E.A., is the architect.

S. M;n-y Abchurch is closed for considerable

repairs, which had become absolutely necessary.

The Church of S. Nicholas Cole Abbey, in Knight
Eider-street (late Old Fish-street), is also closed for

extensive repairs, and workmen are engaged in

restoring the outer stonework to its original con-

dition. The Church of S. Lawrence Jewry is also

closed for repairs.

The Rev. Edward Stuart, of S. Pancras, states

Ihat schools for the London School Board are being
erected in that district, within 100 yards of

new schools recently opened, and that whereas the
Latter, which are designed to accommodate 900
children, cost but £6,000, the Board Schools for

750 scholars are to involve the outlay of about
£18,000.
A new road from Edmonton. Enfield, and Pon-

der's End, to Chingford, Woodford, ..tc. was opened
a few days since. The road is only about three
quarters of a mile long, but the cost of the two
bridges in its course has made the expense £1,000.

Some mural paiutinc^s discovered some time since

in Kemplay Church, Gloucestershire, have been un-
covered. A large figure of our Saviour and our
Lady occupy the ceiling. There is a saint, bless-

ing, on the east wall, and the Twelve Apostles on
twelve thrones are on the side walls. There are
other figures, including nn archangel weighing a
soul, which is iu the splay of a, window long
built up.

^m\t MmiJ*

TIMBER TRADE.
The Hartlei'ools.—The arrivals at each of the

Hartlepools have lately been of an average cha-
racter, but the list of outward-bnund vessels has
recently been so heavy as lo leave few vessels in

dock beyond those discharging timber. Prices for

all kinds of wood are very well maintained, and
the quantity sent away hourly by rail tends to

keep dowa stocks of all descriplions except mining
timber to a lower standard than is usual at this time
of the year. Home charters are decidedly firmer, as
will be seen from the fiict that GIs. 6d. is offered for

deals from Cronstadt, Gjs. Wyi urg, and 53s. Gefle.

From Canada deals are quoted at 115s. per standard
from Quebec, and 44s. timber, and 6Us. ditto Pensa-
cola. The masy facilities Hartlepool possesses for the
importation of tinibcj", and the liberality with which
the requirements of the trade are met, are deserving
of all the prosperity we are glad to sec enjoyed.

The following rates have been obtained during

past week :—
Per 1^0 12ft. Ijln. x Hin.

£. s. d. £. s.

the

S. Petersburg best white
planlis 12 10

,, deals 11 10 , 12 10 C

battens 11 5

,, FCCon

d

,, 10 1.)

" best ycllov ' plants
deals

battens

14

14
12 5

second planks 12 5

ritch Mne 13 , 14 S

Kordkoping 1st and 2nd vel.

planks 14 10

»> deals 13 , 14

third planks 13

51 X deals 12 , 13 5

4in. 14

Geflo 1 St nml -Jiul ye . planks
deals

15

14 15

battens 13 15 , 14 5

thud planks 13 10

,, deals 13 -,
. 13 10

,, battens 11 15 , . 12 5

fourth planks
deals

boards

11

13 13

10

, 12 10

third, white planks
deals

12

11

5

5

battens 10 10 , 10 !5

Hantzig. yellow „ 12
fcoderh anin crown vc 1. deals 1-5 5

1ft. and 2ud „ 12 10 . 14

third U 6 , 13 5

,, /nur;h „ 10 5

„ crowu white ,, 12 10

Axmar, third yellow

,, „ .. battens

„ „ white deals

„ ,, ., battens

Stockholm, yellow planks

Magdalen River best bright

pine (wide)

„ ,. 11 in.

„ third „ 3in.

,, ,, ,, 2in.

£ s.

13

11 5

11 5

10 10

12 5

25 15

25

11 10

10 1.-,

17

20 15

25

17 10
17 10
12 5

11 10
11 5

10 15

U
10 5

14 10
13 6

U 10

14 5

second
Quebec best bright pine, wide

llin.

„ second floated llin.

„ ,, bright llin.

third „ llin. & up.

Sundswall third yellow
Bjcrneborg best yellow, bds.

„ „ white, deals

„ ,, „ battens

„ „ „ boards

Iludlkswall best yeilow deals

second „
third .,

\Mute Sea best „ planks

Sold without reserve.

Sunnas 1st S; 2nd yel. battens 12 5 <1

Pitch pine planks 12 t

Per 120 12ft. Sin. by Siin.

Musquash unassorted spruce,

lOln. & up. ...
Musquash unassorted spruce,

6ln. to 7in.

Droutheim best yellow and
white planks

Drontheiai best white, deals

„ second „ „
Schlen 1st & 2nd yellow „

„ •• white ,,

Chrlstianla best white „
„ second ,, „

£
13

12

IS 15

IC 10

Quebec best spruce

,, second ,,

19 15

18 15

18 5

18 5

17 15

21 5

21

21 15

pl.anks 22 10
20

„ „ „ deals 18 15

„ ,. .. 1* 10

Per 50 cubic feet.

Jlemel crown oak thick stuff 7

„ second 6 5

Uanzig good middling flr . 3 13

,, common „ . .34
best „ . .39

Pitch pine . . . .40
Norway yellow balks (sawn) 2 17

Quebec oak . . . .8 15

„ ash . . . . 6 10

Sold without reserve.

Danzig best middling fir . 3 15

„ common „ 2 15

„ 8 7

. 3 17

Flooring per square.

liu. 13

vin.

1 ;in.

lin.

,. good
Quebec elm

Best yellow

Second yellow

„ white
Grooved, beaded, and tongued.
Best white . . iiu.

„ . . |in.

iiu.

fin.

lin.

Jin.

iin.

Best yellow

Second white

11

1.5

12

.1

11

12

U
i)

10

7 8

Best yellow

Second
Grooved, beaded
Best yellow

., white

Second yellow

r.ica lathwood
Petersburg ,

Flooring sold without reserve.

IJin.

lin.

. Uin.
and tongued.

fin.

|ln.

Un.
iin.

Jin.

-Sin.

11

10
9

Memel crown

3

6

9 5

Logs per ISft. cube.

.

'
. .5 15

7

10
7

Per 216 cubic feet.

. 10 5

17 5

27
26

19 5

17 10

23 10

22 5

19 15

3 17 6

3 5

3 10
4 10
3

9

4

4 5

14

15 9

12 3

15 6

11 3

9 6

7 3

11

WAGES MOVEMENT.
LOKDON.—On Monday night a general meeting of

the painters and decorators in the employ of Mr.

Grace, 'Wigmorc-street, and Messrs, Jackson and

Graham. Osford-strcet, was held at the " Three

Doves," Berwick-street, Soho, to receive the report of

the deputation appointed to wait upon those firms on

Monday morning, to effect, if possible, an aniicablc

arrangement as to the required advance of iA. per

hour, making the wages Sid. per hour. Mr. George

."^hipton then reported on bchalt of the deputation that

the increase of ^d. per hour had been granted by the

two firms. The deputation therefore had not the dls-

.igreeable duty of calling any men out, and they be-

lieved and hoped the example of the two fiims hi

questim would be followed by the other large deco-

1 nting firms who had not yet given the advance. Mr.

Munroeh moved, " That this meeting considers the

terms offered by Mr. Grace and Messrs. Jackson and

Graham to be satisfactory and acceptable, and that
the best thanks of the society are due to the deputa-
tion." He was pleased to think tliat a .strike of
several bundled men had been thus averted. &[r.

il'Intosh seconded the resolution, which was adopted
with loud cheering. The proceedings then terminated.

ASHTOS & GKEES,
Slftitt, Iron, and .Marble Merchants, and Quarry Agents.—r,oofinp

Slates—Bangor, Blue, Red, or tlroen. Blue I'ortundoc andWlutland
Abbey Green, the New ' Permanent" Green (weight the same as
Baogor, and uniformity of cleav.T'e i^Qualt.

Prices on ^S'hjirf iu London.
24 by 12 22 by 12 20 by 10 19 by 10
3773. 6d. 332,;. 6d. 237s. Gd. 21 js.

16 by 10 16 by 8 14 by 10 14 by 9
192s. 6d. 146a. 1703 117^. Gd.

Ver m of 1,200 Slated. Marble and Enamelled Slate Chimney
Pieces, Inscription Tabiet-i, &c. Stove-s. Ranges, and Builders'
Ironmongery. A. & G.'s Special Ked Ridge Tiles. Large Show of

all Goo(fi at 14 and 15, Bury-strcet, S. Mary Are, London E.C.

Drawings and Prices uj'on application, accompanying trade card.

IShrS
ISSs.'ed.

12 by 8
678. 6.1

n

II

(1

n

u (»

TENDERS.
Eromley-by-Bow, Middlfskx.— For rebuilding the

rico mills, for the liromley Bice Mills Gompany (Limited).

Messrs. .'irthur and O. Harston, architect. Quantities
supplied. Archilecfa estimate £ii,600.

Munday £7.500
Ennor 6,990

Wicks, Bang-, and Co 6,9.50

Maun 930
Killliy 6,630

.ShetBeld (accepted; 6,585

Bristol,—For a block of three shops and business.

premises ia Colstim-slreet, for Mr. Matthew Dimlop.
Mr. J. Bevan, architect.

Eastabrook and Sons 164,399

Dimeat 4,295

Howell 4,269

Davis and Sou 3,985

Wilkms and Sons 3,900

Church and Philliiis 3,795

Bristol.—For a block of two shops and dwelling house,
in Colston-street, tor Mr. Mat.hew Duulop. Mr. J. Bevan,
architect

.

Diment £2,2S9
Eastabrook and tons 2.280 o

Davisand.son 2,180

Church and Philips 1.9ii 10

WUkms and Sons „ 1.940

Bristol.—For a shop and dwelling house in Victoria-

street, for Mr. T C. ytock. Mr. J. i>evan, a chitect.

Davis and Son *b65
Eastabrook and Sons t33
Wilkins and Suns 738

Church and Phillips 723

Guildford.—For drainage works, for the Guildford

Local Board. Mr. lieury Peak, surveyor.
Garneti £1M
Pollard and Son 722
Mason 105
Burdett (accepted) 87 4

London.—For rn addition on the west side of thp Stock

E.xchange. Mr. John .1. Cole, architect. Quantities sup-

plied by Mr. James Barnett.

Dove Bro.s £11,143

Hill and Sons ii',992

Ashby and Sons 10,900

Colls and Son 10,777

Browne and Robinson 10,593

Eiliby taccep.ed) 10,449

London.—For the erection of a pianoforte minufactory

at Arlington-street, Camden Town, tor Mr Henry Ward,

ot 100, GreatKussell-stieet.Bloumsbury, 'W.C. Iron duors

not included in the estimates
Scrivener and White £3,673

Axford 3,ij20

Langmeadand Way 3.595

King 3,33) 14

Bamford (accepted; 3,SuO

London.—Fop alterations and additions to Kos. 38 and

40,Queen Victoiia-street, for Messrs. Slandinjand Marten.

Messrs. C. E. Barlow and J. G. Boys, arcLilecls. Quanti

ties by Mr. W. B. Backshell,

Elsdon £8.492 15

n

u u
It

7.670
7,600

7.590

7.. 98
7,lltO

Newman and Maun (accepted) G,476

Sewell and Sons
Mauley and Kogers ttoo late)

Colls and Sons
Scrivener and White
Baynes and Eamage .

Markf.t Rasen.—For two small villas at Cleethorpe,

for .Mr. J. M. Ci-rav.

Kendall £'-'6 »

Stainton.—For two pairs of cottajes on the estate of

the Eight Hon. Earl Scarboiough. Mr. Whitton, architect

Liucoln.
For 0ns Pair.

Day and Brown £52
Robson and Taylor
Ingham
Buddelston
Nerringshaw
Kendall
Ctapman

Surrey.-For stabling, *c, rnd addition, Bramlcy-

paik, for Mr. Percy Eicardo. Mr. Aiexan.^er leebles,

architect. Quantities supplied.

NveandMoon £1,471

Clark 1,«I
Mitdnll '."-: "

Brown (accepted) 1,364 14

Surrey —For a small detached dwelling house near

Woking station. Mr. Henry Peak, architect.

Ma°on £S34

West (accepted; 520 o

556
.521)

516 10 1)

.190 1)

474 8
441 15
420
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Sdreey.—For rebuilding tha Millor'.i Arnn, Guililtora,

for Mr. George Trimmer. Mr. Henry Pealt, architect.

Strudwick £454
Mason 440
T. andJ.Loe 43!
West 429 15
Mitchell and Sun 419 U

Hughes 40(1

Biistow andBuKlett 379 (1 6

Duke and Fowler (accepted) y72

BATH AND OTHEB BFLLDINa STONES,

OF BEST QU.VLITY.

RANDEIL. SAUNDERS & CO., Limited,

Quarrymen and Stonb KercUauts.
List of prices at the Quarries and Depots, also cost of

transit to any part of the United Kingdom, furnished on
application to

Bath Stone Office:
tABVT. COESHAM, WELTS

TO ARCHITECTS.
GREEN ROOFING-SLATES.

As SHVvlied to H.HJI. lite Pnnce of Ifales at Sandruigham
The Penmoylc Seft-gT-een Slntes are specially adapted for

Churches, Public Buildings, JCc, &c.

(LesB cost/ij than ordinary dnlbic Tiling.)

Thepedarnhle and uon-absorbent slates can be obtained in Bizcs

snitible for Gotbir Arrhitecture, at prices as under.
In UftUway Trucks, Docks, Gloucester :—

Per Equivalent to
1,200 Slates per square

Beat Green Slate 14 by 7 « — -. 2 17 «..«-. IGs. (id.

Do. <lo. 13 by ft 2 17 6 168, C^.

Do. do. 13 by 7 2 5 Us.

Do do. 12 by 7 1 18 6 138.

Do do. 12 by 9 17 6 lis.

Prices of large Sizes, Cost of Transit, Reference

Twtimonials and Sample Specimens may be obtained on
applicJition to

MESSRS. RANDT2LL it CO. Corsham. Wilts.

Specimens at Maseum of OPoHev, Jcrmyn-street. Piccadilly. TV.,

Uld at Architectural Museum, Tufton-street, Westminster.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
Hastings, Oct. l .—For designs and estimates for widen

ing the White Rock Piintde. A premium of HiO guineas

will be given for the best design and estimate, ii.

Meadows, Town Clerk, Hasiings.

Knarksborough Bdrial Board, Sept. 29.—For laying

out a iiew cemetery, an<i for the erection of two chai)els,

a lodge, fence-walls or dwari-wals with i-on palisadmg,

&c. A piize of £10 will be awarded for the best design,

.and :t5 for the second, but the Board do not uudertalce

to employ the successful or any other competitor. Mr. C.

Kirby, jun., solicitor, Knaresborough.

Liverpool, Sept. ;iO.—For design-s and descriptive par-

ticulars for facilitating the transit of cattle and oiher

traffic across the Mersey Preraiu'tisof £200, £HiO, and
£50 will be given for the first, second, and third best de-

signs. Captain Pinhey, Woodside, Birkenhead.

Manchester, September 1.—For designs for the erec-

tion of a new fruii market and other buildings First

premium £200, to merge in the commission if the archi-

tect be selected to superintend the erection of the mar-
ket

;
premium of £\-A) for the second, £100 for the third,

and £50 fur the foui-th design. City Surveyor, Town-
hall. Manchester^

MANCHEf^TKR, Oct. 1.—For designs for laying out anew
cemttery, and fur the erec.ion of chapels and other budd-
ings Premiums of £100. £00 and£4J. J. Heron, Town
Clerk, Town Hall, Mnncheciter.

Richmond, Surrey, Get. 1.—^For the best practicable

plan of disposing of the sewage of the parioh. F. B.

Senior, Vestry Clerk, Richmond Surrey.

West Dulwich, Nov. 1.— For plp.ns and estimates for

the erection of a Ch.irchand pars nago house. A premium
of £100 will be paid to th>" architect whose design shall

he selected by ihe committee, such premium to mer>;e

into the commission if such architect shall be soleced to

superintend the can-ying out of the works. Mr. J. White,
Verger, I'ost-office, West Dulwich.

Geometrical and Encaustic Tile Pavements
in every variety. Cheapest and best in the trade. Over
sixty New Designs at 5s. 6d. per yard super. See Building
Nbws, December 27, 1872, Mechanics' Magazine, November
29, 1872, and other leading opinions. Designs and sample
Tiles free; applications for which are earnestly invited.

Note: quick delivery guaranteed.—HENRY C. .WEBB,
Tileries, Worcester.—[Advt.]

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDINQ
ESTIMATES.

Anerlky, Sept. 1 —For ulturatitms and additions to the

North Surrey district Schools. Mr. A. G. Hennell, archi-

tect, 15, Bedford-row, W.C.

Ban stead. Surrey. Oct 3.—For the erection of a
Lunatic Asylum. F. H. Pownall, architect, 33a, Montague-
square, W.

BittMiNOn.\M, Sept. 1.—For the erection of proposed

Municipal buildings n-ar the Tt^wn Hall. Mr. Z. Thoma-
Bon, architect, 4'>. Bennett-hill, Birmingham.

Board of Works. Hackney District. Sep. 11.—For
the supply of 3.500 tons of b. st blue Guernsey granite.

R. Ellis. Tcwn Hall, Hackney.

Brighouse. Sept. 1.— For the erection of a shop, 8;c

Messrs. G. Hepworth and Sou, architects, Brighouae.

CalverlkY, Sept, 0.— Forthe erection of a ML-chanics'

Institute and other works. J. P. Kay, architect. Idle, near
Leeds.

Crown Agents mn the Colonies, Sept. 24.—For the

construction of telegrapha at the Cape of Good Hope.
Offlcea, Spring-gardens.

Epping Union, September 4 —Fur the < rection of new
Fever and Infectious Wards at the Workhouse. Mr. J.

Wiulus, Clerk to the Guardians, Epping,

Huddebsfield. Sept. 3.—For the erection of a mill with
enjint! and boiler houses, seutch-room, and chimney, a'

West Vale. Mr, W. Holliwell, architect, Brighouse,
Hudderatleld.

Leeds, Sept. 4.—For the orecion of a house' in Chet
wynd-street. Meadow-road. R. lowse, architect, Dews-
bury-road, Leeds.

Lkeds, Sept. G.—For the erection of two shops and pre-
mises ill i\ew Market street and Kirkgate. Messrs
Wilson and Bailey, architects. Central Market Buildings,
Leeds.

Liverpool School Board, Sept. 1.—For the erection
of a Public Kleineutary School in Penton-street. E. M
Hance. Clerk to the Board, Municipal Buildings, Dale-
street, Liverpool.

Merthyr Tydfil School Board. Sept. 11.—For the
erection of school buildiiigs to accommo late 'UIO children
at Coedraw. Mr. C. Taylor, architect, Court-street,
Merthyr.

Midland Railway. Sept. 2.—For cleaning and piinting
the stations on the Totieuham and Hampstead branch of
the Midland Railway. Mr. J. Williams, Midland Railway,
Derby.

Newton AND Llanllwehaiaun School Board Sept.
9.—For the erection of a school. Mr. H. Lay, Bridge House,
Welshpool.

Paddington, Sept. 15.—For the construction of about
720ft. run of 3ft. 9in. by 2rt. Gin. brick sewer. Surveyor
to the Vestry, Vestry Hall, Harrow -road,

Peterbormugh Gas-Works, Sept. S.—For the erection
of a retort house and other works. J. Graves, Secretary,
Peterborough.

Ravenglass and Eskdale Railway, Sept. 4.—For the
construction of about 74 miles of railway. Mr. J. W.
Marshall, 4, Lime-street, E.O.

SowERBY Bridge, Sept. 3—For the erection of corn
mill, tlve- storey warehouse, engine-house, boiler house,
&.C., at Sterne Mill. Mr, T, VV. Hellivvell, architect. Brig-
house.

^KrPTON-lN-CRAVEN, Sept. 10,—For the erection of new
school-bu'ldings and head master's residence, Messrs.
Paley and Austin, Architects, Lancaster.

War Department Contract, Sept: 8.—For the erection
of a store house, near Archcliffe Fort, Dover. Col. J. M.
Grant, Royal Engineer Olfice, Archcliffe Fort, Dover.

"Remarkable, vk:uy Remarkable Indeed" are the
effects of LAMPLOUGH'S PmCl'lC SALINE in pre-
venting and curing Choleraic Diavniffia, Smallpox, Fevers,
and Sain Diseases. Specially refreshingaiidinvigorating
during hot weather Sold by all Chemists, and the Maker,
113, Holborn-hill, Loudon.—[Advt.J

USUWU THE PATRONAOK OP H,M. THE QUEEN.

THK LONDON PARQUETKY
W.iRKS, the first Manufactory established in Enptand (in

1841) byCU ARLES STEI.MTZ, founder of the Euplish Parquetry
Business fcr the cxchi-iive pmiluctinn uf

"Solid and Plated" Parquet Floors, Borders,
Ceilings and Wall Decoration.

In GeoDietriC;tl, Ciirvilioi3ar, and Mo&aic Patterns.

Plnnsftnd Estimates, for first-classs work only, prepared free of

expense. Manufactory—Camburwc'll-hall.Grovo-iane, Cum bi^r well,

S.K. .Sole Ag^nts and Show-room, GILLOW nud Co 17(1 aad 177,

Oxford -'Street. W

ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, and
others.—A larpe and choice selection of GOTHIC and CLASSIC

CEILING FLOWERS, Cape. Tnipses and otbL-r Eurichmenta, in
Carton Pierre and I'la-^ter. I'hototrraphs and c?tim:ites sent free on
application Model.'; executed to unv desvgms, or dc-tiigns Fiiibmittcd
or any works.—ALFRED WALKER, Aichitcctural Modeller and
Decor.itor in Cnrfrin Pierre. &c,. V't, W^Ilina-ton-'*trpet, Leeds

By Her Majestv's Royal Letters Patent

W.HITE'S MOC-MIN LEVER TRUSS.

IS allowed by upwards of 500
medical mcji to be the moFt cfFeetivo invention

in the curative treatment of HERNIA. The use of
a steel spring, so often hiirtful in its effects, is heru
avoided, a soft bandage being worn round the body,
while the rGquisite resisting power is supplied by the
MOC-MAIN PAD and PATENT LEVER, fitting
with po nioch eat^e nud closencw that it cannot bo
(ti'tected, and may be worn during sleep, A descrip-
tive circular may be had, and the truss, which cannot
fail to fit, forwarded by post, on the cireiuuferencc oi
the body 2in. below the hips, being sent to the

Masufactdber,

iir white, 228, piccadilly, london.

Price of a Single Truss, IGa., 21s., 2Cs. 6d., and postage
free.

Pne e of a Double Truss, 31s. 6d., 42s., and 529. 6d. Postage free.

Price of Umbilical Truss. 42fi. .ind b'2>i. 6d. Postage free.

Poat-oflicc Orders to bo made pnvable to JOHN WHITE,
Post-ollice, Piccaililly.

NEW PATENT
Elastic Stockings, Knee Caps, &c.

The material of which these are made is recommended by tho
acuity as hcinn peculiarly ELASTIC and COMf aicssl liLK. and tho
best invention for giving- efficient and i)ermanent support in all

cases of WICAKNESS, VAitlCOSE VEISS, &c. Price 4s. tid., 73. 6d.,

lOa., and llSs. each. Postage free.

topmal jytachines, Leg Irons,
And every description of Surgical Appliances.

JOHN WHITE, Manufacturer, 22H, Piccadilly

LONDON.

QPECIFIUATiONS, DKAWINGS.O TRACINGS. &c. INVENTORS assisted. ESTIMATES ^*ft

PATI NTS obtained. Foreign and homu orders undertaken on Com-
mission. -G. !. WEBSTER, 2.;, Gi'orgc-strcet, No"""rh.-.m

M A C K ]: N Z i E ' .s P A K U U hi i , O il

WOOD MOSAIC FLOORINO,
THE CHEArEST and MOST DtTKABLE of nil DECORATIVE FLOOUINQ. Hiehly artistic in cft.-ct, an.l WARM IN APPEARANCE.

THK ORIGINALITY and SUPEEIORITT of our M inufiioture is in making tlie Flooring in I.ONa LENGTIIS,

12ft. and upwaids by 2tt. Wide, in tnple cross laminations, rendering SHBINlvING and OPLMNU at JUl«lu,

MADE ANY THICKNESS, can Ijs laid directly on the joists, or made THIN, to lay over old floors.

DES1GN.S AND ESTIMATES ON APPLICATION.

.A.rjB2<:^^isriD"ER- nycA-OiCBiNrziH] szi co.
MANUFACTURERS OP ART FURNITURK AND I'ARQUETKRIE,

87 & 89, BUCHANAN STREET, GLASGOW.
STEAM POWER FACTORY 1G.5 NORTH STREET ^^^

CHARLES CHURCHILL & CO.
IMPORTERS & FACTORS oK AMERICAN WANUFACrUIlJlS,

28, Wn.SON STREET FINSBURY, LONDON E.O.

COLE AGENTS for .Morse's Twist Drill and Machine Co.'s Celebrated Twist Drills
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CHrRCH ARCHITECTURE IK
AMERICA.*

THE state of cliiiroli building in America
is a subject on which very Uttle seems

to be known in this country. Accounts,

indeed, of new architectirral marvels come

pretty frequently across the Atlantic ; but

views or photographs very seldom. As it is

just possible that the latter might spoil the

effect of the former, it is perhaps as well that

they are generally withheld. The reporter

and the draughtsman do not always give the

same impression of a design, and the draw-
ing sometimes makes the description sound
ironical. Mr. F. C. Withers's work casts some
little light on the subject, as it may be pre-

sumed that his suggestions apply to familiar

wants, and that his carefully-drawn designs

are, at least, not inferior to average ones in

the United States. We may say at once that

they do not strike us as specially remarkable

in any way, but they are quiet in character,

and very much on the level of our own
•'regulation church" of twenty years ago.

There is little conspicuously bad detail, and
stiU less that is conspicuously good : there is

no advance in planning beyond the outworn
types ; but, on the whole, for an American
art-publication, there is a fair amount of

good taste, and a creditable absence of ostenta-

tion and " loudness."

Mr. Withers begins with a short introduc-

tion on cost, style, planning, construction,

and fittings. Under the first head he remarks
that "at present rates for materials and
labour, a church cannot be thoroughly and
consistently constructed for less than 100
doUars per sitting, and even then simplicity

must be the prevailing characteristic." As
to style, there is a mUd and general advocacy
of " Media;val Gothic," without any inquiry

into the relative merits of the " simple Early
Pointed," or the "rich and graceful Curvi-
linear." The Gothic revival, apparently, has
not yet reached that point in America at

which the public become capabl. of discrimi-

nating between the two. In dealing with
materials, the author prefers for his walls

random-coursed rubble ; but he is sufficiently

advanced to recommend brickwork, both in-

ternally and externally, where local circum-
stances make it the natural building material.

His windows, however, in a brick building,

are to have " a solid frame of hard wood, re-

bated for the lead lights," and the idea of

brick tracery does not seem to have occurred
to him. The planning of a church is soon
settled, though not sooner, perhaps, than it is

by the majority of English architects at the
present day. " The most simple plan wiU be
found to consist of nave and chancel : the
former should never be less in length than
twice its width, and the latter one-third that
of the nave. In a larger building we must
add either one or two aisles or transepts, and
where funds permit, a tower." Such is the
recipe by which church plans are to be manu-
factured wholesale. It is adapted, as lesson-

books say, "to the meanest understanding"
—and we very much doubt whether it is

adapted to any other.

The details of woodwork, such as roofs,

seats, pulpits, and lecterns, are of the charac-
ter usually described in newspaper paragraphs
as " neat and appropriate." In the matter
of symbolism the author, who doubtless
knows the tempers of the people he is writing

* Church Architecture : Plana, Elevations, and Views
of 21Clmrches and i Schoolhouscs. Phuto-Iiihosraphed
from original Drawings, with numerous Illustrations,
Bhowing Details of Ccnstruciion, Church Fittings, &c. By
Frederick Olarke Witeeks. New York : A. j.
Bicknell and Co.

for, does not venture much beyond vine-leaves

and wheat-ears, though he would evidently

like to do something better if there were a

chance. The whole of the introductory re-

marks, it is only fair to say, are evidently

addressed to people who as yet have every-

thing to learn ; and Mr. Withers, like the

architects who work for corresponding classes

here, has to advocate, not all he believes in,

but aU that at present there is a chance of

getting accepted. The remarks and sugges-

tions generally are such as might have been,

and often were, made in this country in the

very first years of the Gothic revival : they
remind us of Riekman and Pugin—of the
" Glosary of Architecture," and the early

numbers of the " Ecclesiologist " ; but in

the longitude of New York, to all appearance,

they will still be startling novelties. Even in

our worst days, however, we were never so

badly off for church-bells as the Americans
seem to be. "It is almost an universal

custom, " we are told, '

' to have but a single bell

in a church, and that generallj' of so great a

weight that its call to prayer is exceedingly
monotonous and doleful." Mr. Withers here-

upon recommends three light bells instead of

one heavy one, just hinting at " a full chime
of eight," as something devoutly to be wished
for, but hardly likely to be realised.

We turn to the designs, of which there are

twenty-one—the smallest for a building with
two hundred sittings, the largest for one with
1,300. Nearly all of them, it seems, were
prepared for definite sites, and several have
been executed. The small ones are chiefly

plain, oblong buildings, with a chancel and
porch added, and with details according to

precedent, only thinner and tamer than pre-

cedent can fairly be pleaded for. Many of

the designs, in fact, have so little indivi-

duality about them, that we seem to have seen

them—and doubtless have seen something
almost indistinguishable from them—over and
over again. The chapels, indeed, like most
chapels in this country, have a sort of irre-

pressible ugliness which is in itself a kind of

distinction : and Mr. Withers, when he comes
to build a small place for the Presbyterians,

adopts at once the barn-roof, ventilating

gahlets, and iron cresting with which Mr.
Tarring has so often delighted us. There is

no apparent reason in the plan for any of these

characteristic beauties; but the author possibly

felt it right to keep Presbyterian architecture

on a slightly lower level than that of the
Episcopal Church. After passing the limit of

300 sittings, we find sometimes aisles, and at

other times transepts, added to the nave.
In Design No. 8 we see an aisleless cruciform,

plan, with inconveniently long nave and
transepts, and a high central tower. No. 9
has a similar, but better proportioned plan,

with a tower only joined to the nave by a low
porch. This arrangement is not an easy one
for external treatment, and, excepting in

Mr. Street's work at S. James the Less, we
remember few modern examples where it has
turned out happily. No. 10 is a third cruci-

form design, with a mere beU-cot on the
gable, and if two or three points of detail

were improved, we should class it as the best
of the three. There is really, liowever, very
little of any kind to be said about the greater
part of the designs illustrated, and we pass on
to the few which, for better or worse, do leave
some kind of impression on the mind. There
are two or three plans where that which ap-
pears on the outside to be a chancel proves on
examination to be a lecture-hall, cut oft' from
the nave by a solid wall. There are a good
many more plans with the stereotyped nave
arcades in the way of the congregation, and
with even smaller bays and more columns
than we often see in commonplace English
designs. Then there is a memorial chapel for
Yale College, in which the side-aisles are
used, unobjcctinnably enough, for monuments,
but in which the western tower is flanked by
two apsidal transepts, which greatly detract
from its external effect. The drawings for

S. James' Church, Brooklyn, for 1,300 per-
sons, are perhaps, as regards detail, the best
in the book. They were submitted in com-
petition, and we conclude were not successful.

The plan is an ordinary one, with fourteen
nave columns, and though these look thinner
than they ought to be, they naturally produce
a great deal of obstruction. The upper part
of the tower is the most pleasing feature in
the composition, and it is a pity that there is

no perspective to exhibit it more clearly.

The time is, happily, almost over when
architects, amongst ourselves, published books
of designs. When such things were in
fashion, a great many worse ones came out
than those we have just noticed ; but more
flat and soulless ones, very rarely. There is

nothing so wearisome as a dead level, and if

an architect cannot rise above it, one is some-
times perversely tempted to wish that he
would fall below it, by way of a change.
Mr. F. C. Withers does neither, and his work
is as far from being amusing as it is from
being suggestive ; but it shows a knowledge
of detail which might be turned to better use,

and which, combined with a little American
inventiveness, might result in a more in-

teresting class of work than that which
generally appears to exist on the other side of
the Atlantic.

COMPENSATIONS.—VII.
GOODWILL.—The next point which must

engage our attention is that of "good-
will," as it is commonly termed; and this is

certainly a troublesome element in dealing

with compensations. It is not reaUv " good-
will" that is sold, although many surveyors so

call it : the claim is for the loss that will

accrue from the removal. Let me explain

this more fully, as it is very important and
not generally understood. Suppose a trades-
man sells to another the lease and goodwill of

a shop ; he has a claim for the value of the
lease, the fixtures, some stock (probably), and
then adds a sum for the value of his con-
nection. This is what is properly understood
by the expression " goodwill." Now as-

sume the sale to a railway company. He
does not sell his connection to the raUway,-
who do not want it, and who never stipulate

that he shall not carry his connection with
him. He clearly, therefore, does not sell his

goodwill in the sense above mentioned, but he
has a claim for any damage that may accrue
to him through loss of connection in conse-
quence of removal. Where your client can-
not obtain other premises in the immediate
neighbourhood, it may be necessary to make
a special claim for injury, as sometimes, in

such a case, the whole of the connection may
be lost. This will apply only to such trades

as arc of a purely local character. A brewer
can claim for the loss of sale of beer to a
public-house, where the lease contained the
covenant that he was to supply it. Beyond
the value of the lease, he would be entitled to

compensation on the loss he would sustain by
the pulling down of the house, and the conse-
quent ceasing of the demand for beer.

The legal definition of what goodwill is,

is pertinent to this subject. Amongst the
public it is generally considered as something
appertaining to the individual shopkeeper
than to the lease

;
yet the legal decisions

affirm that the mortgagee to whom the pre-

mises are mortgaged is entitled to any amount
that may be assessed for goodwill. This shows
clearly it goes with the house, and not with
the occupier or lessee.

Please understand it is not meant that the
mortgagee is to make a profit out of goodwill

;

but if his secuiit}' is insufficient, that then he
may take so much out of the goodwill assessment
as will bring him " home," to use the technical
expression.

Most recent decisions give no compensation
for injury to goodwill, or for loss of profit,

where no land is taken.

The essence of compensation, as recently de-
cided, is that some injury must be shown to
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rights in land, and that injuries to goodwill or

to loss of pi-ofit in business carried on upon
and not taken are not entitled to compensation.

Stock.—The next head of claim is very con-

fusing to the surveyor, and arises where a

client, having to remove, cannot realise the

fuU value of his goods. He is compelled to

sell them in a hurry, and, of coiu-se, to ohtain

prompt sales, must sell at a sacrifice. It is to

reimburse such loss that the claim is made.

It sometimes happens your client prefers to

remove his stock to his new premises, and
there sell them in ordinary coiu'se, to running
the risk of loss by forced sale. In this case

the claim will be for cost of removal and
possible damage thereby. It wiU surely be

contended that anj' damage arising in conse-

quence of the removal is due to the careless-

ness of the owner or his agents, and cannot,

therefore, form a claim against the company.
Should such an answer be raised, the reply

wiU not be amiss that was made by the cele-

l)rated Lord Eldon, that " three removes were
equal to one tire."

Isow assume your client cannot find any
premises into which to remove his stock direct

from the old premises, and that his stock is of

such a nature that it cannot be suddenly
realised—say, for instance, a patent article,

such as a knife-cleaning machine, medical
apparatus, or some such articles, which, while

bulky, could not be sold at all at any sacrifice,

as such sales would permanently injure

the value. Here, if it can be shown
that due diligence has been used to obtain

new premises, the fair charge for warehousing
the stock should be added to your claim.

A tradesman can claim for the loss he may
sustain before he can obtain other suitable

premises.

Method of mahinii a claim.—Assuming now
you have received the notice to treat, which is

usually accompanied by a blank form of claim,

the tirst point will bo to carefully iill in tliat

form. For the guidance of my readers, and
that I may make these articles most practical,

I give as an illustration the form now being-

used by the Metropolitan Board of Works.
The particulars to be tilled in the first

column require no remark. Those in the

second may be obtained from the schedule

appended to the Xotiee to Treat. It will be

wise, however, to see the plan, which must,

according to tl-.e Act, be deposited with the

Clerk of the Peace for the County, so that any
error in the schedule may be detected. The
llUing-in of the third column consists simplj'

cf the numbers and description of the pro-

perty. The fotirth may somewhat trouble

you ; but any ditfieulties it may present will be

readilv surmounted if you have (or will) care-

fully peruse p. o7 and oS ante. Great care

is necessarv in filling-in column 5. as the in-

formation cannot be legally demanded, and
may in some cases be prejudicial. The last

column explains itself, and of the method of

arriving at the amount of each item of claim

I next propose to treat.

IIoic to Value.—The true and admitted

basis of valuation is not what is the value to

the purchaser, but the value to the vendor.

This is only right and proper ; the vendor is

asked to sell, and not merely asked, but re-

quired, nolens volens, to sell, and the true

estimate of value is the value to him, or her,

who is compelled to part with the land ; to

which is added 10 per cent., the present ac-

cepted percentage. Formerly this percentage

was higher.

Let us assume that your client's property,

required to be taken, is freehold, consisting

of houses or other premises, not let upon
lease. The number of years' purchase at

which you wUl value must of course depend
in great measure upon its position, conve-

nience, &c.—indeed, upon aU the points which
I have already indicated as being those to

which attention must be given in surveying.

L'nder ordinary circumstances, however, you
will be justified in estimating this property at

from IS to 20 years' purchase ; the latter pay-

ing £.0 per cent. From the amount so ob-

tained must be deducted the value of the

dilapidations, and the remainder, plus the

value of fixtures, if any, will represent the

value of your client's interest.

It must, of course, be understootl that the

amount to be multiplied by the number of

years' purchase must be the net annual in

come receivable after deduction of all rates

and taxes (if payable by landlord), annual

outlay for repair, and payment of the premium
on the insurance.

If the property be let upon repairing lease,

it will not be necessary to deduct the value of

the dilapidations, as your client's lessee is

bound to keep and deliver up the property in

good condition. It is necessary, however,

that YOU should be in a position to show that

such lessee is a responsible person, of sufficient

moans to discharge his obligations under the

repairing covenant, as otherwise the point

will not improbably be raised by the other

side that the amount of the dilapidations must
be deducted from the value of your client's

interest.

If the property be freehold, and let at

ground-rents, it will be proper to value, in

some eases, at considerably more than 20

years' purchase. Indeed, freehold ground-

rents in the City of London may be said to

range between 20 and 33 years' piu-chase,

though, in some exceptional cases, I have

known them to fetch more ; but in such in-

stances the exceptional value of the reversion

has, in my opinion, effected the purchase.

In many cases there will be reversion to the

rack-rents to be considered, in addition to the

value of the present ground-rents. Thus your

client's interest may consist of £100 per

annum, arising from freehold ground-rents,

with reversion, at the expiry of the present

leases in 20 years time, to the rack-rents,

amounting to say £1,000 per annum. ^

In such a case as this it will be right to

take, first, the value of the present income of

£100 for 20 years, and this may be calculated

upon the 5 per cent, table, which gives 12-46

years purchase, or £1,2-16

Now the value of £1,000 per an-
num in perpetuity (it is assumed of
course that the £1,000 is the net in-
come receivable after all deductions
made) upon the 4 per cent, table will

be -25 years' purchise, or £25,000

£20,246
But as the £1,000 wiU not be re-

ceivable for 20 years, this amount
must be discounted by the value of

the £1,000 for that time, at the same
rate of interest, viz., I'i'b'i years pur-
chase, or £13,590

Therefore value of interest = £12,C56

Supposing, however, that the buildings are

so old or dilapidated that there is a probability

they will have to be pulled down at the end
of the 20 years. In this case we must value
the buildings and the land separately. The
first step then will be to ascertain the annual
rental value of the ground alone.

Suppose the house and land together let

for per annum £100
Deduct for rates, taxes, annual repairs,

insurance, ifcc 25

Let us now estimate the probable origi-

nal cost of the building, which was, let us

say £800. Deduct for the builder's interest

ou his outlay, 7^ per cent GO

Annu.al letting value of ground £15

It is perhaps almost needless to agaia re -

mind my readers that any result arrived at by
calculation should be carefully checked by
inquiry as to the value of similar propertj" in

the neighbourhood.

The ground being freehold, and of

the annual value determined as

above, we tind that its value on the
4 per cent, table (the one gene-
rally employed) is 25 years' pur-

chase, or

To this we must add the value for

the 20 years of the £100 present
annual income, less the £15 ground-
rent which we have already valued.

'

This, on the £5 per cent, table, is

worth 12-46 years' purchase.

£85 X 12-46 - 1059 10

£1434 10

£375

Of coirrse, in all cases, the rate of interest

which is selected at which to value must be

governed by circumstances—and it is here

that the knowledge and experience of the sur-

veyor comes into play. I can but indicate

the method and principles, and leave my
readers to apply them to varying cases. Thus,

in the case of a freehold subject to certain

restrictions, it will depend upon the nature of

those restrictions, and the extent to which they

affect the value of the property, what table of

interest it will be right to employ in the

calculation.

FORM OF CLAIM.

To be filled up and signed by the owners of, .and other persons interested in, or having claims upon, property required for the purposes of

Act of Parliament made and passed at the Session held in the year of the reign of Her Majesty, aiieen Victoria, intituled

an
An

Act to &c., &c."

Name, resilience, busi-

ne-s, or dcscri])tluu of

the poison or persons

claiming.

Number on
Depu&itcd

Plan.

Number,
situation,

and descrip-

tion «t tlic

properly.

The estate, shai-e, or interest claimeiJ,

whether freehold or leasehold ; If

frcchoid.whetherabsolntelyentitlcd

or la mortgage, &c. If leasehold,

the landloi-d's name and residence,

the term of years unexpired, the

x-eiit reserved, the premium paid,

and any special covenants or cir-

cumstances.

Names of occupiers, whether leasees,

or yearly or otlier tenants, the

rents paid, the term of years, the

Ijeriods when tlie tenancies com-
menced, and the premiums paid.

Particulars of amount claimed,

specifying separately the pro-

portion claimed for value of

estate or Interest, and that

claimed for compensation for

removal, ^c.

N.B.—To he delivered at the sollcltor-s office of the

lletropolituu Board of Works, Spring Gardens.

Signature of Claimant
Date
Name and address of Claimant's Solicitor

Name and address of Claimant's Surveyor.
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In the 'case of fi-eeholds subject to chief-

rent, or other pecTiniary liahility, it will, of

course, be necessary to deduct the amount of

such liability from the annual income before

making your calculation.

Let me now give an example of the method
of valuing life interests :

—

Suppose A, aged 30, has a life-interest in

property let on ground-rents amounting to

£50 per annum, with reversion in 20 years to

rack-rents amounting to £400.
According to the Northampton table, a

person aged 30 may expect to live 28'27 years.

It will be fair, tLerefore, to take the value of

the present annuity of £50 for 20 years, and
the value of £400 for 28-27, discounting the

latter by the value of £400 for 20 years, the

reversion falling in at the end of that time

only. Thus:—
£50 for 20 years is worth, on the

5 per cent, table, 12'4G years' pur-
chase, or £C23
£400 for 2.S'27 years is worth about

14'950 years' purchase, or £5,980
Less the value of £400

deferred for 20 years =
12'46 years' purchase 4,984

9DG

£1,619

which is, therefore, the value of A's life

interest.

The foregoing examples so amply illustrate

the method of valuing reversions that it wiU
not, I think, be necessary to give any special

illustrations.

Copyhold property, being also held in per-

petuity, is valued in the same way, deduc-
tions and allowances being of com-se made
for all fines, (juit-rents, or other liabilities to

which the property may be subject.

Suppose a copyhold property be held sub-
ject to a fine of £50 at death, and the age of

the present copyholder is 50 years, in valuing
it will be necessary to deduct from the annual
income such a sum as will, invested at com-
pound interest, secure £50 at the probable
date of decease of the present life. Thus, by
the tables it will be seen that the probable
duration of the life of a person aged 50, in

London, is 16 years. Now to secure £50 at

the end of 16 years, we must put by annually
£2. 2s. Sid. (which accummulatiag at com-
pound interest at 5 per cent, will produce that

sum), and that amount must therefore be
deducted fi'om the annual value of the
property.

Fines on alienation, being purely voluntary,
may be disregarded.

Fines on the admission of a new life must,
of course, be treated in the same way as those
payable at death.

I do not think that much need be said on
the valuation of leasehold property, the go-
verning principles being precisely the same as

those already explained. The surveyor having,
from his observation of the circumstances or

the property, determined the rate of interest

at which he thinks it should be valued, will
readily find, by reference to the tables, the
number of years purchase which must be
given to secure that rate, and wUl value ac-
cordingly. £6 per cent., I may mention, is

the usual rate taken in compensation cases.

In valuing property held upon one life only,
reference to the tables will give at once the
number of years pui'chase which experience
has shown may be given to secure a certain
rate of interest upon the probabilities of the
duration of a life of a given age.

In valuing leases held upon more than one
life, an average must be taken of the probable
duration of such lives. Thus in cases where
the determination is upon the decease of the

first of three lives, the proper course will be,

not to select the worst of the thi-ee, and to
value as though the lease were subject to that
one only, as might at first sight appear judi-
cious

; nor, conversely, where the determina-
tion is upon the failure of the last of three,
to select the best ; but to remember that, in
the first ease, there are two chances of a life

failing even before the worst; and in the

latter, that there are two chances of a life out-

living the best. Take a case where a lease is

determinable on the decease of the last of

three lives, aged respectively 10, 35, and 75

year's. This, by the tables, is wortlx 16-691

years' purchase, while if it were held on the

best life only, viz., that aged 10 years, it

would be worth only 15-139 years' purchase.

Where the vendor is liable for the repairs to

the property, it is proper and usual to deduct
the value of the dilapidations from the amount
arrived at by valuation of the property as if

in perfect repair. Thus: suppose your client

holds upon lease for 23 years unexpired at £50
a year, a property let on weekly tenancies,

and producing a gross rental of, per annum,
£500

From this we must deduct

—

Ground-rent £50
Kates and taxes, losses ^

hy empties, i'c, an- )

nual repairs, insurance, >lGr>

&c., 33 percent., or one \ 21 G

third
£284

This income for 23 years, to pay 6

per cent., is worth year's purchase,

^-^'
or £3,493 4

3493 -20
'

Now, supposing the value of the

dilapidations be SOT

the remainder £3.193 4

will represent the v.alue of the property.

Having now dealt with land and houses, we
now come to those points which apply to

business-premises solely. The nature of the

injury to goodwill has already been fuUy ex-

plained : it is usual, in ordinary eases, to

charge two years' loss of profit for such

injury ; next, the charge for trade-fittings,

which will have to be arrived at by appraise-

ment, or a sum claimed for injury in removal,

and alteration to make them tit the new
jiremises. The same ride will apply to planned

furniture and fixtures. To more completely

exemplify the method of dealing with these

points, I will here give a table showing the

items, some of which will form the claim.

TABLE IS.

Value of premises ; freehold, leasehold, or other-

wise.

Percentage for forced sale.

Cost of removal of the furniture,

Value of the planned furniture and fixtures.

(If these not sold, claim for cost of removal,

and adaptation and refixing of same in new-

premises.)

Value of trade fittings.

(If not sold, claim for cost of removal, adap-

tation, and retlxing, as before.)

Depreciation of, or loss by forced sale of stock.

(The alternative claim would, in lieu of this,

be for cost of removal, damage thereby, and
further, in the cases previously alluded to,

cost of warehousing.)

I may here mention that, in some rare

instances, the consideration money paid to

the vendor, instead of being a lump sum,

takes the form of an annual rent-charge.

This, in the case of a railway company, is

secured by being a charge on the tolls, and is

recoverable by action or distress. I cannot

advise sale in this way, because the rent-

charge is only £5 per cent, on the value ; and

it may be very difficult to get th e rent, as by
recent legislation the rolling-stock is protected

from distress, and also any goods that may
have been assigned to creditors.

B. F.

ON THE PLANNING AND FITTING F
SCHOOLS.

V.—Pi-TiLic Elemest.uit ScnooLS.

PP.ELIiIIN.U:T ARRANGEMENTS.—Be
fore beginning to build a group of public

elementary schools, it is necessary not only to

"count the cost," but to have a distinct aim
and intention as to the meaning and use of the

various parts of the building ; to determine the

amount of accommodation and the number of

children for each department, as well as the

relation of these numbers to each other ; and
to understand the system of teaching followed,

or to bo followed, in this kind of school in

England.
The elementary schools which are regarded

as "public " are so regarded because placed
under Government inspection ; and this in-

spection pre-supposes that certain preliminary

conditions, both as to the building and the

method of instrtiction, have been complied
with. It is with the former that we are

chietiy concerned ; but some notice in outline

of the latter is necessary for elucidation.

The Revised Code of the Education Depart-
ment, which first came into force on the first

of July, 1862, is now published afresh every

year, with any necessary emendations, under
the name of the " New Code ;

" and it is this

document which regulates the teaching, and,

therefore, in large measure, the architectural

plan of oiu- elementary schools.

The Code divides schools above the infant

stage (page 7, par. 28) into six grades or

" standards," probably commencing at the age

6i to 7, and corresponding to six successive

years. It also contemplates (p. 32) that the

number of children to be taught by a certifi-

cated teacher, assisted by one pupil-teacher,

shall be 60. That, for every additional 40
children there shall be an additional pupil-

teacher. And that, for every additional 80

children, the increase of teaclitng power shall

be either one assistant (certificated) teacher,

or two pupd-teaohers.

From this we gather that the largest allow-

able double class—that is, two classes taught

by a teacher and pupil-teacher working
together—is 80. But, although this is the

maximum of the Education Department, it

need not therefore become the minimum of

school managers. Because this is the number
above which nothing will be counted in the

grants paid as payments on the results of

teaching, it does not follow that it is the num-
ber which wotild insure the most efficient kind
of teaching. It is simply recorded as an ex-

treme limit ; and, in planning a new school,

60, 70 or 80 may be taken for the numbers of

a class, just as convenience may dictate.

In an English elementary school the princi-

pal teacher is expected, not only to be respon-

sible for the management of the whole school,

but to be himself actually engaged in the

work of teaching, and not, as under some

other systems, to be merely a general superin-

tendent of the work of others. Assistants or

pupil-teachers (in number according to the

size of the school) are regarded only as aids to,

and are not appointed to supersede, the head

teacher.

It will thus be seen that a school planned to

consist entirely of classrooms, separate from

each other and approached from a general cor-

ridor, would hardly be in strict unison with the

intention of the Department, because not easy

of supervision on the part of the head teacher.

This intention is further made clear in the Code

(page 5, par. 17c), where it is required that

the principal schoolroom shall be sufficiently

large to contain at least SO cubic feet of space

per child, calculated on the whole number in

the school. And its reason is seen by a visit

to any of the elementary schools carried oa

under Government inspection, where the prac-

tice of assembling the whole of the children

at least twice in the day—-vi^., in opening the

school morning and afternoon, is maintained,

and where a general room is thus indispensable

The general tendency of opinion, however, is

decidedly in favour of a much larger number
of classrooms than have hitherto been usually

provided; indeed, of as many as possible,,

subject to the m-aintenance of the above limi-

tation.

Experience has indeed shown that the sepa-

ration or isolation of classes in separate rooms

has an important bearing on results, and the

lessons contemplated under the six standards

should, as far as praeticahle, be taught in

separate classrooms. But, as each school is

under the general supervision of one master
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or mistress, this principle must be subordinate

to the necessity for such supervision.

The numbers to be allotted to each depart-

ment of the school will vary in dift'ercnt

Icealitics ; and even the number of depart-

ments is not always the same, some school

promoters preferring the simple separation of

bovs, girls, and infants, and others advocating

the division of the graded schools into senior

and junior, whether "mixed" or vrith the

sexes separate.

The following extract from the Government
statistics of the whole of England are in-

teresting and useful, as shoTving the general

relation of attendance to age in each thousand

of population before the passing of the Educa-
tion Act :

—

Between 3 and 4 years of age . . . 111.

["from 3| to 4, say 55.]

„ 4 and 5 years of age . . . 110.

.1 „ 6 „ ... 105.

„ 6 „ 7 „ ... 103.

[From 6 to 6i, or 6j to 7, say 52.]

„ 7 and S „ ... 100.

„ 8 „ 9 ., ... 9S.

9 „ 10 „ ... 96.

„ 10 „ 11 „ ... 94.

„ 11 „ 12 „ ... 93.

„ 12 „ 13 „ ... 90.

But similar statistics, when taken in par-

ticular localities, wiU be found to differ widely
according to the state of population. Yet,

taking it for granted that no child under three

years of age wiU be admitted to an infant-

school, the numbers may, for the sake of

convenience, be placed as follows—viz. :

—

Infant Department, six-fifteenths.

Junior do. live-fifteenths.

Senior do. four-fifteenths.

If, however, the graded schools be divided
simply into two departments, one for boys
and the other for girls, then the readiest plan
will be to consider thtm as of equal numbers.
Indeed, unless a one-storied building through-
-out be contemplated, this plan is almost
imperative, because otherwise one school will

not, in the building, fit naturallv over the
other, and unnecessary difficulties for the
architect and increased expense in the fabric

will follow.

In London, where a public elementary
school of one story throughout is a very rare

exception, and where the simple di\-ision into

boys, gii-ls, and infants is preferred, the num-
bers usually are as follow—viz. :

—

1 ,000 school. 720 school.

Infant Department . . -100 300.

Bovs' Do. .. 300 210.

Girls' Do. .. 300 210.

In view of the conflicting requirements of

having as many separate classrooms as possible,

and yet providing one room sufficiently large

to accommodate the entire school-department
at one time, perhaps the simplest rule is to

provide as many classrooms as the schoolroom
itself will usually accommodate classes. The
sizes of the desks being usually those for

writing with comfort, the children can easily

sit closer together when the general assemblage
takes ])lace.

In the whole of the preliminary arrange-
ments, the annual working cost of the establish-

ment must be economically considered ; and,
to this end, the buihiing should be planned,
not only with facilities for economical teaching,

but the yearly expense of repair, maintenance,
warming, and ventilation should be fully

studied.

The site itself must be freehold, and must
contain (Code, page IS, par. 29) not less than
l,20n square yards of land (unless the price be
prohihitory), and must be quiet, healthy, and
conveniently near the children's homes."

The general planning of the buildings will

be very much controlled, not only by the
frontage or frontages and the surrounding
buildings (it any), but also by the aspects of
the site in relation to sun and air. Aud much
difference of opinion has prevailed on this

point. It is well kno-rni that the rays of the
sun have a bencticial influence on the air of a

room, as tending to promote ventilation, and

SIZE N9I

that they are to a young child very much
what they are to a flower. Acting on this

generally known fact, the builders of not a

few schools have sought to secure as much sun
as possible, and ])roduced results of li;;ht and
glare painfid in hot summer weather, either to

pupils or teacher—sometimes to both. On the

other hand, advocates for the entire exclusion

of the sun's rays have not been wanting
(especially among the members of provincial

school-boards), and these have urged that a

schoolroom should have no windows on the

south or west ! In this, as in so many other

disputed questions, the real truth lies some-
where bet ween the far-distant extremes. The
main lighting of the schoolroom should never
be from the south or south-west, although
some sunny windows should always be pro-

vided. The coolest, steadiest, and best light

is that from the north, and the aspects of the

Boys' and Girls' schoolrooms should first be
selected as nearly that quarter as may be

practicable from the nature of the site. In
this sunless climate of ours it is difficult to

make a school too sunny
;
yet this may be

done if the sun is admitted at the wrong
places, as, for instance, right in the eyes

either of teacher or children, aud without the

most absolute power of control.

It may sometimes happen that the plan of

the buildings may be so absolutely settled by
the conditions of the site as to leave only

sunless playgrounds. But, under ordinary

circumstances, the aspect of the playgrounds

is quite as important as that of the school-

rooms. Sun is here a necessary of life.

AVithout it, the playgroimds will be mere
draughty yards, conducive to colds, which
are the seeds of so many disorders.

VI.

—

School-Desks.

Having considered how the method of teach-

ing aftects the general plan of a group of

schools, we now proceed to inq^uii'e what are

the elements which control the shape and size

of the schoolrooms and classrooms composing
the building ; and, chief among these, we
find that of the school-desk.

The grouping of each single class in the

best manner for efi'ective teaching is of such
extreme importance to the architect that it

may be said to lie at the very threshold of the

subject, aud to govern his plans. It is yet a

feature seldom thought of at the outset, and
not until the building is finished and ready

to receive the furniture is it found how much
more suitably the schoolhouse might have
been planned had the desk question been first

decided. Too frequently the complaint is

similar to those so commonly heard against

the houses run up by speculative builders, in

which the bedroom has no proper place for the

bed, and most of the doors are either in the

most unsuitable positions, or are made to

open the AVT'ong way.
There are two parties to be considered—the

teacher and the childi-en composing the class.

The former should be so placed that his angle

of vision in teaching shall not much exceed
45"

; that he shall be able at any moment to

inspect the work of any child without dis-

tiu-bing the rest ; and that his voice shall reach

every child day by day and during the whole

day, without unnecessary efl'ort and fatigue to

himself. If there is unnecessary strain upon
the teacher ; if he is giving a lesson under a

constant sense, however unconscious, of hard-

ship or iliscomfort—we maybe certain that his

influence is impaii'cdand his teaching lessened

in value. The children should have benches

and desks so contrived as to insure comfort

—

not for sitting at or for standing in—but for

both. And herein lies a difficulty nearly as

great as that already referred to as aflecting

the number of classrooms. If the bench and

desk be made comfortable for sitting at aud
be immovable, then the child cannot conve-

niently stand up in it. If made with suf-
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ficient space for standing; in (the iisaal practice

hitherto), then it is 'nretchedly uncomfortable
for sitting at. And if the long length of desk,

say for four, five, or six children, be adhered
to, the necessary access and egress for both
teacher and children can only be provided by
longitudinal gangways behind each row. This
system of furnishing a school with desks in

long lengths, has further, the great objection

that, for seating a proper number of children,

it entails so great a length as to limit the

class to three, or at most four, rows in depth.

In such case, the teacher's angle of vision is

increased far beyond that of 45", and the

shape is highly inconvenient. To the great

difficulty connected with the shape of the

desk itself, and the consequent provision of

longitudinal gangways, must be attributed

the advocacy of the Education Department of

the depth of three rows. For, by the new
kind of desk now introduced (of which we
give illustrations), five rows now occupy
scarcely more than the three rows of the old

method, and the class is thus shortened and
brought more compactly under the eye of the

teacher.

The whole question has been for years con-
fused by the incessant cflbrts, both of school

promoters and desk manufacturers, to render
what ought to be one of the simplest articles

of school furniture a species of harlequin,

capable of assuming a new character at a

moment's notice. It is only by keeping the

object steadily in view, and endeavouring to

make the school-desk really fit for school

purposes, whOe ignoring all other purposes,

that the recent improvements have been
effected. The developments of school-plan-
ning have been produced in some measure by
the desire to isolate each class by means of

separate rooms, so far as compatible with an
occasional general assemblage. And, in like

manner, the improvements in school-desks
have arisen from a desire to isolate each
scholar so far as compatible with a convenient
form of class. Both have for their object the
increased concentration of the child on his
lesson, without unnecessary sources of distrac-

tion. And in both it has been sought to

maintain the valuable influence known as the
" sympathy of numbers."
The Americans appear to prefer a separate

seat and desk for each child, though some-
times the seat only is separate, forming a fixed
chair, while the desk is continuous. In Ger-
many and Switzerland, a length for four
children is tne most usual arrangement. But
in Holland we find the grouping in pnirs ;

and it is the adoption of this method which
must mark the first great improvement in our
English school- desks ; for, however much we
may, in theory, approve the single principle,

it is clear that for your children nothing is

gained by having a gangway on both sides,

while the great cost of providing a seat and
desk for each chUd, in large numbers, is

practically prohibitory. It may be that for

higher schools, where a still greater degree of

concentration on work is required, the single
system has advantages ; but, for elementary
schools, seating in pairs is to be preferred.
The Dutch desks are placed six, or even
seven, deep, and are fixed on frames. Care-
ful examination, however, and experiment in
actual schools of our own, has shown that
with any number in depth greater than five,

the efibrt for the teacher is too great to be
continuously exerted, and the back rows soon
cease to be used. Again, the Dutch desk is

so constructed that its front forms the back
for the two children sitting immediately in
front. This has been fsund objectionable
from the unsuitabUity of the height of the
back, and from the greater liability to be
shaken by the boys in front. The desks given
in our illustration stand entirely free from
each other, and are carefully proportioned in
all their parts to the anatomy of the child.
Three sizes, Nos. 1, 2, and 3, having sloped
tops and lifting flaps, are devoted to the
graded schools, and in these a slightly higher

SIZE NH SIZE

SCALE

baokrail is given for the girls than for tlie

boys. Two other sizes, Nos. 4 and 5, with
flat tops, are intended for use in infant's

schools, and in these no diftereuce is thought
necessary in the backr-ail, nor is the top made
to lift. The following remarks do not apply
to the desks for infant-schools. In reference

to the lifting-flap shown for JTos. 1, 2, and
3, it may be remarked that, without it, a

child cannot possibly stand upright in his

place, the edge of the desk-top being perpen-
dicularly above the front of the seat. Accord-
ing to the Dutch method, when children are

required for drill or other purpose to stand,

they must first move out into the gangways

—

one to the right and the other to the left in

each pair—and stand behind each other in

Indian file. But with the flap comes another
improvement, higlily appreciated by experi-

enced teachers. At a word, the flap can be
lifted, the children rise, and can go through
any manual exercises without leaving tlieir

places. This improvement solves the problem
of making school-desks and benches suitable

both for sitting and standing. Xoise, the

great enemy of such an arrangement when
attempted with long-length desks, is greatly

reduced when the flap is applied to short ones,

and it is still further reduced, indeed rendered
imperceptible, by the use of end hinges, which
themselves stop the flap when turned over,

prevent it from falling with a clatter, and
cause it to present a narrow top at an angle
of 40°, available for reading, music-lessons,

&c. One important feature in these desks is

their extreme simplicity. There is no gearing,

no ingenious machinery, nothing for a chUd
to tamper with, nothing to get out of order,

so far as such a consummation is possible

where children are concerned. Each child

has a bookshelf, a slaterack, a groove for

Some time ago the School Board for London
adopted the principle of arrangement in pairs,

and the drawings we give represent the desks

to be used in their new schools. In all the

schools wherein they have been hitherto in-

troduced, an experience of three or four weeks
has resulted in the entire approval of both

managers and teachers, although, in most
cases, the slight change required in the drill

has led to some hesitation at flrst.

The room in which these desks are to be
used, flve-deep, must be itself deeper than has

previously been common. If a classroom, it

shoidd be from 18ft. to 20ft., the latter being

preferable. If a schoolroom (always used

more or less as a passage-room), the size should

never be less than 20ft. for the smallest rooms,

21ft. or 22ft. being preferable. For large

schoolrooms 22ft. must be regarded as the

minimum. The School Boards both for

London and Liverpool, and possibly others,

have received the consent of the Education

Department to buUd schoolrooms 22ft. wide,

in view of the new kind of desk to be used

;

and, in giving such consent, the Department
is merely approving the natural development

of its own principle—that of '

' arranging

desks (in the best manner that can be devised)

alojig one wall."

The desks for Infants' Schools (Nos. 4 and 5)

are, of course, placed in smaller groups either

in the schoolroom or classroom, and form so

small a part of the Infant School fittings as

not to govern the plan seriously. The illus-

tration of the gaUery which we give repre-

sents the principal gallery of the Infant

School, and is drawn of the maximum size

—

six rows deep. Many teachers prefer a gallery

oidy flve rows deep, with a second made t»

run on wheels, so as to be placed near the

tirst on occasion for a collective lesson; but
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the plan of tlie room -n-ill not always admit of

this. In the babies' room the gallery should

consist, by preference, of four rows only, and
may be of greater length.

Some may think that so trivial a question

as that of school-desks coiild not need so much
discussion ; but, in truth, and quite apart

from those considerations of planning which
interest the architect, the question is one of

the most serioxis moment, if we are to adopt

the views of medical authorities. They tell

us that, in days gone by, the improper shape

of the scat and desk has been the cause of 20

per cent, of all schoolboys and -10 per cent, of

all schoolgirls in Switzerland having one

shoidder higher than the other : that, in

England, narrow chests and twisted backbones,

prematuie failure of sight, myopia, or short-

sightedness, and other eye-diseases have been
liberally fathered on the unfortunate desk. It

has been even darkly hinted that " an un-
timely grave " might sometimes be laid at its

door—if it had one. We must admit that

school-desks have been, in the past, bad
enough, although we may shudder to admit
so mucli mischief as their imaided result. Yet
the taxes on Ivnowled^e which must be paid

by children in the shape of weariness and
fatigue are sufficiently heavy to justify all the

pains which are being, or can be, taken to

alleviate them. E. R. RoBSON.

DECAY AXD PRESERVATION OF
TIMBER.

MAJOR CRAM, U.S. of America, writing on
tho above subject in the Journal of the

Franklin histiiiUCy states ;

—

It is theoretically claimed that the principal
nherent actions producing decay iu wood are.

Firstly.—The decompositiou of the albumen con-

tained in the sap part, and from this decompo-
sition results a poison, which, being in juxta-
position with the heart p.art, induces speedy
decay in it. Secondly,—Slow oxidation, or spon-
taneous combustion, which may go on iu both the
sap and the heart parts, more particularly in

the latter. Thirdly,— It is added by some to tho

first two postulates that " air and water aro
essential to the decay of wood.''

While I am not disposed to doubt tho first two
points of theory just quoted, I .nm nevertheless
constrained to deny the third, and to believe, on
tho contrary, that air and water—especially

fresh water—do essentially preserve untreated
timber from decay. The stubborn fact of u'reen

and seasoned timber for constructions being put
under water, and there remaining for a century,

subject also to air, which also exists more or less

in agitated water, without tho .slightest sign of

decay, and then found as strong as over, is

sufficient to overthrow the third point of this

theory. And but for sea-worms and barnacles,

the same experienco holds for untreated timber
tmder sea or salt-water.

I have known oak and pine beams, incased in

solid brick masonry, where hardly any air or

moisture could reach, perfectly rotten after eleven
years of such imprisonment.
Nor can it be maintained that all tinds of un-

treated wood exposed to soil, air, and water will

very speedily decay. The speedinoss of decay of

timber thus exposed will depend upon tho kind of

wood, tho particular acids or salts in tho soil, the
climate where the timber is to be used, and tho
thickness of the sticks. To illustnato this it is

only necessary to adduce a few facts which have
come under my own observation ; also somo well-

authenticated circumstances coming undor tho
observation of other engineers of constructions.

In houses of tho old dilapidated town of Chagres,
lignum vita! mud-sills were found, after lying
seventy-two years upon the ground, perfectly

sound. This induced the engineers of the Panama
Railway Company to replace their first ties, which
were of the very best Georgia pine, and which
never lasted more than throe years, with lignum-
vitae brought from Darien, at a cost (iu 18.5.5) of

one dollar per tie. Tho same Georgia pine taken
to a northern climate would have lasted as rail-

road ties seven years at least before requiring
renewal. Red cedar heart in its natural state as

fence-posts and mud-sills has lasted fifty years iu

clay and gravelly loam in the northern climates
without appreciable decay, but in strong lime soil

it yields in less timo ; whilo white or yellow

ced.ar will last only from fifteen to- twenty years
before it will become decayed in a similar ex-
posure and soil.

In tho rich bottom lands of Wisconsin I saw
tho original massive white oak trunks exhumed
as it were from beneath the murky ground, where
they had been upturned by an ancient tornado,

and timber made from them in lS4:i; tho wood
was then perfectly sound after an age of centuries,

and the timber made from them used in a con-
struction under cover is at the present timo as

sound .as ever. Those oaks must, judging from
the age of the trees succeeding them and growing
among and over their prostrate bodies, have lain

there for centuries ; and yet in tho very same
neighbourhood the same kind of oak, apparently
cut from the living trees, lasted as fence posts in

a limy clay soil only ten years untreated.

The XTOtreated '-redwood" of California, in

contact with soil from volcanic difhrii^, I found, on
testing its durability, quite as lasting as our red
cedar, though it is by no means the same kind of

wood. It is weak and brittle; neither is it the
same kind of wood as the " mammoth trees " of

that state.

I have found our northern red cedar, treated

with the old Kyan process, an infusion of cor-

rosive sublimate, after twenty-two years'oxposure
lying on a slope of strong limy soil, to have gone
to decay, especially the lower ends of the sticks

;

and Kyanized white oak of Michigan, resting upon
the same kind of dirt, dozed and rotted twenty
years after the treatment.

Chestnut railroad ties, grown ujjou the barrens

of I\Iai'yland, Kyanized, aud laid upon a limy soil

seme miles north of Baltimore, in 183S, I saw
tested 11 years afterwards, and then perfectly

sound, and more solid than when laid ; while

those of the same kind of wood, untreated, but
laid at the same time in the same kind of soil

and exposure with the treated ones, lasted only

7 years before they required renewal.

The original growth of white soft pino of New
England, in fence boards, untreated, .and not

touching the ground, has been known, after an
exposure of more than 50 years, free from all signs

of decay ; while heavy sticks of timber of the

same and similar e.xposuro were found much de-

cayed iu a shorter period. White spruco and rod
hemlock of that part of our country I found on
examination, untreated, would only last the

former 11 years, and the latter 9 years, while

white hemlock is more durable than either.

In my experience, going back to 1839, in respect

to harbour pier works on our fresh-water lakes,

I have found all kinds of timber grown in the

vicinity of these waters, and used in the con-

structions, after having lain 40 years under water,

as sound and strong as when put in fresh from
the stump ; and I have not the slightest doubt of

their lasting, so far as decay is concerned, 10

times 40 years longer. And untreated white oak
and white elm piles, which must have been
driven at least 40 ye.ars, I Kave found perfectly

sound .all below, and for 1ft. or 2ft. above water,

their tops being injured only by abrasion. In

these waters there is no need of treating by any
antiseptic the timbers to bo placed under water.

But for all the horizontal side, ond, aud tio tim-

bers above the first foot above water, the experi-

ence is C{uite different. As a general rule. I have
found these timbers to show decay in 7 years after

being laid, without treatment ; and yetmany have
lain from 12 to 15 years ; but then they have be-

come so rotten as to blown away by tho winds or

torn off by tho waves. Without treatment, there-

fore, by some antiseptic we cannot rely upon the

timber in these superstructures lasting mijo than
seven years without need of renewal.

In the pier superstructures we have used chiefly

white and hard or red pine, and white oak. The
vast amount of beautifully-shaped timber for the

sizes we reed, but deemed as too inferior in

quality for these superstructures, growing, how-
ever, in the vicinity of tho lake shores, sucii as

hemlock, white cedar, bass, fir, white and black
ash, hickory, white elm, beech, sycamore, itc.

itc, are utterly ignored. Am antiseptic that

would materially, say double or treble, the period
of decay in these would enable us to bring them
into use, at a cost for the untreated timber con-

sid.erably below that of pine and oak.

Tho ancient Egyptians must have known of

antiseptics for preserving wood. Their old

wooden coffins, after 2,000 years, have been
brought to light ; and a. gentleman of

much experience in the causes of decay and
means of " preservation of wood " has informed

I
mo ho "has seen several of these split to pieces.

and that the wood (sycamore) was perfectly
sound and strong

; the wood seemed to have been
impregnated with a bituminous subst.anoe. The
coffins were ' dug out ' from solid blocks of the
wood, leaving a hole in the top to insert the
corpse, and having a lid carved and ingeniously
fitted to inclose the aperture." Now sycamore,
iis we know it, untreated, is not a very lasting
wood. Whether the lost art is to bo recovered
by the use of modern antiseptics remains to be
seen by future generations.

BALDACCHIXI.

A LETTER from Mr. John Honry Parker,
O.B., appears in tho current number of the

(hiardian on the subject of baldacchini. He says :

' '1 he earliest baldacchino or canopy over the altar
that we have remaining is of the twelfth century,
and the earliest representation of one is that in
the subterranean churches of S. Clement, of 1080.
I do not believe there is any instance of one at an
earlier date. The best guide we have for the ar-
rangement of the early Christian Basilicas is that
of the old Basilica of the Empire from which it

was copied. The ground-plan of the great
Basilica of the Ciesars on the Palatine hill is per-
fect : we see the apse and the remains of the seat
of the Emperor (afterwards of the bishops) on tho
top of a wall 10ft. high at the back of the apse.
In that instance the other seats have been of
wood, as was often the case. On the chord of the
apse is the cancellus. or chancel-screen, 3ft. high,
and within this, on the level floor, stood the altar
for administering oaths in this great court of
justice, copied in tho early Christian Basilicas.

On the two sides are remains of tho galleries

;

several of the lower tier of columns remain : they
are not half the height of the building, which is

shown by the corner of it that stands, proving
that thei e must have been side galleries."

Another correspondent of the Guardian writes
that a stately baldacchino has existed for 200 years
in the church of Totnes, Devonshire.

THE STAINED GLASS OP EXETER
CATHEDRAL.

DURING the recent meeting of the RoyaJ
Archfoological Institute at Exeter, Mr. J.

Stuart Moore, F.S.A., read a very interesting

paper in the Chapter House on the Stained Glass
of the Cathedral. He remarked that a careful,

though brief examination of the remains of glass

in the Cathedral would load to the conclusion

that the marvellous uniformity of style for

which the edifice was so remarkable was carried

out. even to the glazing of the windows. It was
clear that the designs of tho glass were not drawn
haphazard, according to the fancies of various

glass-painters, as was too often the case in the

modern work of most of our cathedrals ; but tho

windows were uniform in style and in the generaT

outline of the design. aUhough groat variety was
introduced in the details. This was proved by
the clerestory window which had been recently

discovered, as well as from remnants of the glass

of other windows, which were found cut up to

form the general quatrofoil pattern with which
the cathedral was glazed. In this quatrefoil pat-

tern—to which we owed the thorough destruction

of noar'y all our stained window^s—were to b©

found bits of glass of every period of tho art from
1320 to the Cinque Cento period ; but this latter

style might have been imported into the windows
by the glazier, who was driven to this step by the

exhaustion of his stock of real cathedral glass. In

tho rhoir aisle windows were to be found many
heads of the Decorated period, .and it was inter-

esting to observe the similarity of touch and

treatment between these and similar heads found

in different p.arts of the country— doubtless tho

work of one individual, who had become familiar

with the material to be painted upon in his own
country,—for we know the glass camo from

Rouen, and that the painter was a Frenchman.
The late Mr. Charles Winstone observed

of the Exeter glass, in his "Art of Glass-

Painting," p. 171, "I was much struck

with the purity and hardness of the white

glass composing even the earlier patterns, a
feature which may likewise be remarked in the

remainsof Early Decorated glass in Westminster

Abbey, and Morton Chapel, Oxford It

is possible that this glass was obtained from a

common source." There could bo but little

doubt that tho whole of tho clerestory windows
of the choir were filled with glass <fi uniform
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deeign, and with tracery of cognate pattern. The
beautiful effect of them might be imperfectly

judged from the window now existing, although

it had suffered so severely from the ignorant

over-attention of centuries of glaziers. The win-

dow discovered in the minstrels' gallery by Mr.

Stuart Moore, and identified with the clerestory

of the choir, had interlaced Geometrical bands
running over .the lights, as in the window in.

situ opposite the throne, but these bands were
covered with smear shadows, in order to render

them more conspicuous. A similar instance

exists in Urchfont Church, Wilts, illustrated by
Mr. Winstone in the book already referred to

CPart II., plate 53a)—a quarry pattern, orna-

mented with a running scroll-work. Mr. Moore
said he had found many quarries of a similar

character, so far as the smear shadow on the

bands was concerned, in the cathedral at Exeter,

but the design was a set pattern in every

instance. In the third or Perpendicul.ir style

there was every conceivable variety of ornament
to be found, as woU as figures, canopies, subjects,

scrolls, inscriptions, t&c, and, bearing iu mind
the three vestiges which remained in silu in the

nave, it might reasonably be concluded that this

part of the Cathedral, west of the first pair of

windows from the transepts, must have been

enriched with the most beautiful specimens of

that stylo of the art immediately following theDeco-

rated period, with all the advantages of the newly
discovered mode of staining the glass yellow with

silver. The mode of treatment adojited in the tra-

cery of these windows is identical with that of

Temple Rothby Church, Leicestershire : date,

early part of the reign of Edward IV. Nearly all

the designs of the various borders of the clerestory

windows can be recovered. Mr. Moore s:dd there

had also been discovered a few remnants of a pat-

tern which had on its bands a beaded pattern-
curious on account of its Early English character.

The choir aisle windows- of which there are sis

pairs, each pair alike in tracery and form, were
evidently glazed in pairs i^the Merton College

windows were similarly arra.'ged, as were also

those of the chancel of Chartham Church, Kent),
the designs being exactly alike in outline, but
occasionally slightly varied in the colouring

—

e.g.,

in the first window eastwards of the transepts on
the south side there is a green background to the

centres of the tracery lights, and in the opposite

window there is a yellow background. The great

east window of the choir, the stonework of which
is in the Pofp^indiculir style, was transformed
from the Decorated in 1390, when the glass which
remained of the old window was altered to suit

the new lights, and additional length ft'as given to

the nine lower openings by the insertion of coats

of arms beneath canopies at the bottom. The
early glass, which is probably a little later in date

than the clerestory windows, is characterised by
boldness of treatment, both iu canopies and
figures. The window suffered very much in an
attempted restoration of it made in 1751. In
conclusion, Mr. Moore pointed out that the details

of the windows were thoroughly subordinated to

the architectural beauty of the building and the
delicacy of the tracery.

—*-

ARCHITECTURE AT VIENXA.

THE characteristic talent for art in general in

Austria, and its great development of late

years, is, to a certain extent (says a Vienua
correspondent), attributable to a series of for-

tunate circumstances which opportunely com-
bined to this result. For instance, the architec-

tural magnificence which has been displayed in

the enlargement and improvement of Viennu,
especially iu the construction of the famous
boulevard called the " Ringstrasse "—perhaps the
finest street in any part of the world at the
present day—has given unusual scope to this de-
partment of art. And also the series of fine

palaces built by several of the archdukes and
other members of the old aristocracy, whose ex-
ample was eagerly followed by the wealthy barons
and gentry whose title-deeds and fortunes are of

comparatively recent date. Amongst these
palaces particularly worthy of admiration are
those belonging to the Archdukes Albrecht and
William, Count Larisch, Baron Todesco, and the
Heinrichs-Hof belonging to M. do Mishach, oppo-
site the New Opera Ho use—at once a palace and
a dwelling-house. This latter edifice has no
portal, but in lieu thereof three modest entrance
doors leading to three separate courtyards. Then
there are the new hotels—to wit, the Grand
Hotel, the Imperial Hotel (formerly the palace of

the Duke of Wurtemburg), the Metropole, the

Hotol de Prance, the Britannia, and others. All

these were built either by voi'y rich individuals,

or by joint stock companies (limited), whose
associated capital furnished the means necessary

for the lavish indulgence of luxurious architec-

ture, combined with elaborate ornamentation and
decoration in the broad Renaissance style. Thus
the Austrian architects had the opportunity of

emancipating themselves from the trammels of

the more confined and conventional schools,

whether Gothic, Byzantine, Romanesc[uo, or

Greek.

In former days the character of the architec-

ture in Austria was decidedly '* bureaucratic."

In our days that character has been transformed

into a lofty development of art. The grand In-

dustrial Hall, with its wondi'ous rotunda, the

Emperor's pavilion, and the Jury's pavilion are

further evidences of this fact. The latter are

likewise in the Renaissance style, which is in

vogue chiefly on account of its admitting the

application of " arti tic liberty." But this happy
development of art is also the natural con-

sequence of the fact that Austria possesses at the

present day architects of the greatest renown

—

to wit, Domhaiuneister Schmidt, than whom there

is not a greater artist in the Gothic style. The
Votive Church is his handiwork, and the edifice

is admitted to be a perfect bijou of the Gothic

type. Furthermore, there is Oherbawath Hansen,
who built the '' Heinrichs-Hof " before alluded to

—that imposing and unique structure. " Two
men of eminent talent," continues the corre-

spondent, "though now no mo:e, must not be

forgotten in this list. I mean Van der Null and
Siccardsburg, who were the architects of the

New Opera House, unquestionably a stately and
imposing structure, that adds much to the archi-

tectural beauty of the Ringstrasse. The artistic

susceptibilities of these men were so great that

they could not brook the adverse criticisms to

which the front elevation of this, their pet crea-

tion, gave rise. They both committed suicide,

alas ! Honourable mention is also due to Messrs.

Foerstel and Semper, the architects of the Arch-
duke William's palace, and of the ' Musik Verein's

Halle,' two buildings of the modern style de-

servedly much admired. Vienna, happily, being

in possession of such and kindred genial talents,

as, for instance, Romano and others, we have yet

to look forward to the further expansion of the

noble art of architecture which will doubtless

be manifested in the new University and new
Town Hall structures now in hand. Finally,

the contemplated reconstruction of the ' Old
Burg ' (Imperial Palace), and the construction

of the new Museums, cannot fail to add to the

architectural embellishments of this capital."

JAPANESE METAL WORK.

THE Neii' y'ork Times, in an interesting

account of the objects of Japanese art now
on exhibition at the Metropolitan Museum of

Arts iu that city, gives the following description

of what appears to bo real skill in the treatment
of metals by lire. We should say, however, that
this, so far from being metallurgic art, is the art

of the jeweller—a very different thing, and with
a difl'erent purpose. "Next to the gold lac ware
comes the coppor work. There is a copper cup,
the whole body of which appears to be oxidised
silver, but it is impossible to detect how it is

joined, and it looks like the transmutation of

metals—downright alchemy, in short. There are

also some copper vessels beautifully enameled,
not cloisonne ware, but painted in enamel. The
ground is the famous turquoise blue, and this is

covered with a delicate tracery of lines and
flowers, so like the arabesque that the odds .are

the Arabs got their germ of ideas from these

people. These patterns are wrought out mostly
in a brilliant white, a dull red which harmonises
perfectly, a pale green, and a most superb purple,

every one of which is iu absolute keeping with
the turquoise blue. The bronze grotesque figures,

none of which are more than tw^o inches high,

and few more than one inch, deserve peculiar
attention, not only for the remarkable finish of

the casting, but for the wonderful colour of the
bronze in which the artist gets a red effect when-
ever he wants it. There is a grotesque of a man
killing a tiger. He is seated deliberately on it,

and is plunging a huge knife into the animal's

throat, which rude treatment is borne with the
utmost calmness. The figures are quite small,

but the finish is wonderful. Another fine gro-

tesque is a frog, with a monkey's head, perched
on a cockle-shell. The workman has got one
colour in the bronze of the shell, another in the
body of the frog, and there is a distinct redness
in the head. Here is a secret which our metal-
lui-gists must work out, for decidedly the round
world has nothing like these objects, which are
5?a' (/eneris"

ABCH.S:OLOGICAL.
CuATnAM,—In pulling down some old dwellings

reared against the south wall of S. Bartholomew's
Chapel, Chatham, part of the original wall of the
building of Bishop Gundulph, erected a few years
after the Conquest, has been laid bare, showing
several window spaces. The interior of the chapel
in preceding ages having been thickly plastered,

this wall had been considered a comparatively
moiiern brick one. The chaplain will endeavour
to have the ancient windows reopened. Other
interesting discoveries have been made, and ex-
cavations are going on.

Recent ArciI/'eologicaI/ Disccveries in War-
\viCKSiiinE.—During the past week a party of

archa3ologists have been inspecting a series of

camps, mounds, and earthworks, which have been
discovered during the past twelve months by Mr,
J. Tom Burgess, the author of " Historic War-
wickshire," in the woodlands of central Warwick-
shire. The first of these (which was visited in

company with Mr. Matthew Bloxham, F.S.A.) is

a largo entrenched camp near Claverdon, situate

in Barmoor Wood. A deep fosse surrounds an
elliptical area of some four acres, which is con-

nected with a level plateau or J'a/ia of much
greater extent on the north, by a narrow cause-

way. On the south the hill is sharply escarped,

and surrounding the whole there are signs of

terraced valla. On Yarningale Hill, to the east,

there is a twin tumulus, and some three miles to

to the north is the great mound of Donnilee, near

Henloy-in-Arden, on which the De Montfords

erected their Castle of Beaudesert. This camp
is one of a series of ancient frontier fortresses,

lying within the forest of Arden, on the northern

bank of the Avon. In Oakley Wood, on the road

between Banbury and Warwick, the party in-

spected a formidable vallum and fosse, inclosing

an area of some six acres, and was pronounced

by Dr. O'Callaghan, F.S.A., of decidedly military

character. This entrenchment lies three miles from

the Roman Camp at Chesterton, and is one mile

to the north of Posse Way. Previously unknown
mounds and entrenchments at Hodnell, Frizmore-

hill, and Bowshot Wood were pointed out by Mr.

Burgess ; who then led the party to the woods
which skirt Red-hill, above Wellesbourne, iu

which there are a series of entrenchments of a

peculiar character, and of great extent. On Mon-
day week the party were received at Lower
Eatington Park by Mr. Evelyn Philip Shirley, the

local secretary of the Society of Antiquaries, and

hospitably entertained.

CHIPS.

The first bronze medal of the Royal Cornwall

Polytechnic Society has been awarded to Silvanus

Trevail, A.A., architect, Par Statiou, for his designs

for the S. Columb Central Board Schools.

The old steeple at Dundee being now restored,

it is suggested by arch.-cologists that it was origin-

ally adorned with a crown on its summit. It has

been proposed to add the crown, at a cost of about

£3,000.
The Lancashire branch of the Childrens' Home,

at Edgeworth, near Bolton, was formally in-

augurated on Saturday last, the .BOth of August,

when a memorial pillar was placed in its position

in a conspicuous corner of the grounds, by the Rev.

W. M. Punshon, LL.D., in the presence of a large

concourse of people. On the same occasion the

corner-stone of a new house for girls was laid by
the Rev. Charles Garrett, Wesleyan minister, of

Liverpool.

The Newport (Hon.) Dry Dock Company have

commenced lengthening their old dock 40ft., which
will make it 223ft. long. It is the intention of the

company to erect steam saw-mills.

The directorsof the GreatNorthern Railway have

accepted the tender of Mr. Joseph Firbank, of New-
port (Mon.), for the second section of the Derby-

shire and North Staffordshire extension lines.

The foundation-stone of a new Temperance HaU,

to seat .S.OOO people, was laid at Nottingham on

Monday last.

The smallest circular saws in use are those em-
ployed in the manufacture of gold pens, and are a

half-inch in diameter. It is said that some of the

sarcophagi of ancient Egypt bear the marks of

having been hoUewed out with tools of the crown

or cylinder saw order.
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OUR LITHOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS.

NEW TOWN HALL, BRADFORD.

This building will be opened on the 9tli inst., by

M. W. ThompsoD, Esq., Mayor of Bradford. It

is situated in quite the middle of the town, the

principal streets of which lead up to it, and the

tower forms a very striking feature in the centre

of Market-street, the principal thoroughfare. In

this respect its position is very advantageous, as

it contributes so much to the architectural

character of the town, presenting different views

from all the main streets. The site is triangular

in form, and was very difficult to deal with. The
plan, however, is simple and commodious, and

the corridors throughout are well lighted with two

interior courts—the different oiEces in all cases

being lighted by windows, opening upon the sur-

rounding streets. These roads are laid with

"wood paving, so that there is very little noise of

trrflBc. There is no large hall in the building, as

the town possesses in S. George's Hall a room

capable of accommodating more that 4,000 people.

The interior has been entirely devoted tothensa of

the municipal offices of the borough, and for purely

business purposes. The plan is divided into three

distinct departments, each having its own
entrance, staircase, and approaches. The centre

portion of the building, with the principal

entrance under the tower, is appropriated to the

mayor, council, and magistrates, and the suite of

offices belong to the town clerk. The council-

chamber is placed in the centre with the mayor's
rooms, on the principal front.

The committee-rooms and all accommodation
required by the council are closely adjoining.

There is another entrance staircase at the west end
forthe use of the borough engineer and surveyors'

offices, accountant's and rate offices, where large

numbers of people will require to enter the

building. The whole of the accommodation in

these departmenis is grouped round the principal

staircase. At the east end is placed a third

entrance and staircase, for the use of the borough
court and the police, and for the accommodation
of advocates' witnesses, and all having business

belonging to the court.

By this division of the plan there will bo no con-

fusion in tho transaction of public business ; all

the officials will be able to pass through every
portion of tho building. The public will at onco

bo brought to that department in which they have
business. Tho interior arrangements of tho build-

ing, and the fittings, furniture, and decorations

throughout have been carried out in the most
complete manner, and nothing has been spared lo

render them handsome and appropriate to the

style of the exterior.

The council-chamber, 40ft. square, is paneled

with wainscot, the upperpauels of which are carved

with representations of flowers and frnit. The
walls are treated as an arcade in stone all round,

and the windows are filled with stained glass.

Tho stall ends and the furniture are in oak. The
Mayor's apartments are directly opposite the

council-chamber, and consist of ante and recep-

tion-rooms, dining-room, library, and private

rooms. Those are arranged en suite, and the

walls paneled in oak with very beautifully carved
npper panels, and oak chimney-pieces filled with

tiled jambs and hearths reprosenling the arms of

the borough, all specially designed. The Borough
Court is ,'3;5ft. by 37fJ., paneled in oak 7ft.

high, and the walls arcaded in stone. It is

lighted by a side window, and a large lantern-

light filled with stained glass. Tho ceilings of this

court and the council-chamber are elaborately

decorated in gold and colour by Messrs.

Gillow, the panels painted with figures em-

blematical of " Mercy," " Justice," &c. The
arrangements of the Borough Court have been

carefully studied, and every accommodation has

been provided to facilitato the business of the

Court. The dock communicates with the large

Police Parade-room on the ground- floor, which is

in close proximity with tho cells for 32 persons.

The principal front of the building towards

Market-street is 275ft. long and "Oft. high, and is

broken by projecting gables at each end, and by

the centre entrance gable and the clock-tower

lising immediately behind it. The east end

terminates with an octagon. Between tho end

gables and the centre on each side, the front is

divided into seven two-light windows and a con-

tinuous arcade above, and dormer windows over

cornice. It is built of white Freestone from the

quarries at Cliffe Wood, near Bradford, which is

perhaps the finestof the Yorkshire building stones.

The second floor is divided into canopies be-

tween the windows, and also in front of the

buttresses and pinnacles, and these receive

statues of the Kings ofj England from the

Conquest to the present time, 35 statues, exe-

cuted in the same stone as the building, 7ft.

high. These have been modelled from tho host

existing authorities as to the costume, and are

the work of Messrs. Farmer and Brindley, who
have also done the whole of the stone carving.

The tower contains a ventilating shaft, with

which the whole of the rooms communicate, and

which is heated on the top of a coil of hot-

water pipes. The heating of the courts and

corridors has been done by Messrs. Haden.

The clock has four faces lift. 6in. diameter,

and above the clock chamber is the room for

tho carillon machinery. This communicates

directly with the belfry, perfectly open on all

sides, containing 13 bell.'), the largest weighing

4 tons, and the remainder of proportionate weight.

The bells are visible on the four faces of the

tower, are arranged to strike the Cambridge

quarters, and also to play tunes every four hours

by three barrels of seven tunes each. The clock

and carillon machinery are by Messrs. Gillott

& Bland.

The decoration of tho principal rooms and the

furniture have been executed by Messrs. Gillow,

the general furniture by Jlessrs. Marsh, Jones,

& Cribb ; the parqueterio by Messrs. Arrowsmith

& Co. The contract for tho whole of tho works

was taken by Messrs. Ives ct Son, of Shipley, and

has been finished by them in a very satisfactory

manner. Mr. Wilson has been the clerk of works.

Thotot.al cost of the building is about £100,000.

Tho architects are Messrs. Lockwood & Mawson,

of Bradford and London.

Our illustrations of the building consist of per-

spective view from tho Leeds road, details of

tower and grand entrance, and details of clock-

chamber and termination of tower.

SCHOOL BOARD FOR LONDON.

For description of principal gallery for Infant

School, see Mr. Robson's article, p. 247.

NEW ZEALAND CnAMBERS, LEADENHALL-STREET.

We have the satisfaction this week of giving a

doublo-page illustration of a characteristic and

picturesque block of buildings in Leadonhall-

street, built from the design of Mr. Norman
Shaw, A.R.A. Whatever work Mr. Shaw does he

stamps it with his own individuality. Like a

true poet, he gathers up his materials from all

tho ages, and moulds them into useful and sym-

metrical shapes for present and future necessities.

Wo believe that this building in Leadonhall-

streot has been objected to by a few because it

revives the architectural spirit and forms of a

comparatively recent period of English history,

and also because Mr. Shaw has had the boldness

to depart from his usual stylo of designing. Tho.se

men who so object would wish a man always to

work in the same groove, and reproduce, with

certain modifications, the s.ame outlines ; as we

suppose they would like a poet all the better if he

always wrote in the same metre. Just imagine

such mon as Browning, Tennyson, or Swinburne

always writing in the same metre ! It is only

the man of imperfect culture and limited view

who goes on day after day in the same jog-trot

way. But ho who is richer in ideas, and who

possesses a stronger and more skilful hand,

doeth that which seemeth good to him, with a

comparative disregard of what his cotemporarios

may do or say, and with a comparative indiffer-

ence to what he himself did at another time and

under different circumstances. Mr. Norman
Shaw has done a good thing in Leadenhall-street.

He has prodaced a spirited, well-balanced, pre-

eminently picturesque, and useful building.

The general plan of the building consists of

detached blocks, with corridors running through

them, and a large staircase in the central block,

giving access to the whole building. Tho front

is built with Portland stone and cut and gauged

Fareham bricks. The roof is covered with Staf-

fordshire tiles, and the workmanship, as a rule,

is worthy of the architecture. The work has

been done by Messrs. Ashby and Horner, of

Aldgate. The carving and modeling were

executed by Mr. James Forsyth, of Edward-
street, Hampstead-road.

The ground-floor of the back block of build-

ings, which is about 50ft. by 40ft., lets for 1,000'

guineas a year, on a 21 years' lease; and other

portions of the building are let in proportion.

One reason why this sum is realised in the shape

of rent is the care bestowed by the architect in

providing light and air, and another is the

characteristic picturesqueness of the building.

A few more such lessons and capitalists will

learn that good architecture will pay as well aa

please.
--

VIENNA EXHIBITION AWARDS.

AMONG the manufacturers and others to

whom awards have been adjudged at

the Vienna Exhibition are the following :

—

Medals for merit :— F. H. Atkins and Co.,

W. Carson and Sons, H. Doulton and Co.,

Farrow and Jackson, Fletcher, Loundes, and Co.,

J. Matthews and Co., H. Stephens, the Tanned
Leather Co., R. M. Taylor, and J. Warner and

Sons. Medals for progress to Clark and Co.,

Doulton and Watts, J. Gillott and Sons, Minton,

HoUins, & Co., and A. Ransomo and Co.

Honourable mention to Burney and Co., Engert

and Rolfe, and Yates, Haywood, and Co. Fins

art medals have .also been awarded as follows :

—

Oil colour painters :—Calderon, Philip, H., B.A. ,

Elmore, A., R.A.; Fildes, S. L.; Frith, W. P.,

R.A.; Graham. P.; Hodgson, J. E. A.R.A. ;

Hook, J. C, R.A. ; Horsley, J. C. R.A. ; Land-
seer, Sir E., R.A. ; Leighton, F., R.A. ; Lewis,

John F., R.A.; Millais, J. E., R.A. ; Nicol

Erskine, A.R.A.; Orchardson, W. Q., A.R.A.

;

Pettie, John, A.R.A. ; Riviere, B. ; Stone, Marcus
;

Ward, Mrs. E. M. ; Watson, J. D. Water-colour

painters :—Deane, W. W., the late ; Foster,

Birket ; Gilbert, Sir John, A.R.A. ;
Haag, Carl

;

Poynter, E. J. A.R.A.; Smith, CoUingwood

;

Taylor, F. ; Topham, F. W. ; Walker, F., A.R.A.

Sculptors :—Adams-Acton, John ;
Bruce-Joy, A.;

Davis, H. W. B., A.R.A. ; M.arshall, W. Calder,

R.A. ; Wyon, J. S. and A.B. Architects :—Street,

George E., R.A. ; Waterhouse, Alfred.

SCIENCE AND ART DEPARTMENT.

THE number of persons who have during the

year 1872 attended the schools and classes of

science and art in connection with tho department,

is as follows—viz., 36,783 attending science schools

and classos in 1S72, as against 3S,015 in 1871 ;

and 244,134 receiving instruction in art. showing

an increase upon the previous year of 31,633, or

nearly 15 per cent. The total number of persons

who received direct instruction as students,

or by means of lectures, in connection with the

Science and Art Department in 1872, is nearly

299,000, showing an increase as compared with

tho number in the previous year of 28,000, or 10

per cent. The attendance at the art and educa-

tiouivl libraries at South Kensington, and at the

library of the Royal Dublin Society, continues to

increase. Tho museums and collections under

tho sup«rintend«nce of tho department iu London,

Dublin, and Edinburgh were last ye,ar visited by
urwards 2,922,000 persons, showing the very

considerable increase of 1.141,000, or about 63

aor cent, on the number in 1871. The returns re-

ceived of the number of visitors at the local art

and industrial exhibitions, to which objects were

contributed from tho South Kensington Museum,
show an attendance of upwards of 574,000.
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CHDRCHES ASD CHAPELS.

ABBErDALE.—Ott Monday the foundation-stone

of a new church at Abbeydale Park, Sheffield,

•was laid. The church is to be erected from a

design by Mr. Flockton, of the firm of Flockton
and Abbott, architects. Sheffield. The style of

the building is Early English, and accommoda-
tion is provided for 200 persons. The church
will consist of a nave and chancol under a con-

tinuous roof, with a bell-turret over the chancel
arch. The church will be about 90ft. long by
25ft. wide. Mr. Camm, of Norton, is the con-
tractor.

Bramford.—The foundation-stone of a new
Wesleyan chapel was laid on Wednesday week at

Bramford, Suffolk. The style is to be Italian.

It is to be fitted up with wooden benches to seat

225 persons, and to be built of red bricks with
white brick dressings, and projecting gables, with
slated roofs. The inside walls will be finished

with red brick points and arches. Attached to

the building will he a vestry, copper-room, and a
school-room, which will accommodato about 100
children. The contract price is £636. The
architects are Jlessrs. Cattermole and Eade, and
Mr. John Fosdike, of Woodbridgo, is the builder.

BucKLAND Newtox.—The restoration of the
Early English chancel of the parish church of

Buckland Newton, Dorset, in 1870, has been
further enhanced by the mural decoration of the
east end by Miss Gunning, daughter of the late

Ticar. Her work upon the wall, specially pre-
pared to receive her painting, has extended over
two summers, and has been executed by herself,

at her own expense, under the direction of the
diocesan architect. It consists of a series of

Early English arcades below the string course,

the words " Glory bo to Thee, Lord," over the
altar, and the Commandments on each side of

the east window. The arcading, raised upon a
plinth of heavy colour, consists of a series of

foliated pillars and capitals, upon the same
chocolate ground as the plinth, which ground is

carried round the arcading. The panels thus
inclosed are tinted alternately deep Indian red
and pale green, and bear upon the red ground
ecclesiastical symbols in brilliant gold, and upon
the green, conventionally treated, sprays of vine,

Pas.sion-fJower, lily, and rose. In the spandrels
are medallions bearing sacred monograms on
gold grounds, with rich foliated work springing
from each medallion. The central ground, which
bears the gold inscription upon the same rich
red, is surrounded by one of the beautiful
jeweled borders so common in the Byzantine
mosaicworkof Rome and Ravenna. Thisistheonly
anachronism, and it is an intentional one. The
border and canopy of the Commandments are
Early English—a trefoil pattern upon Indian red
ground.

Harlow.—The restoration of the parish church
of S. Mary's, Harlow, Essex, is steadily progress-
ing. The plan of tho church is that of a Latin
cross ; the brick tower which surmounted the
west end of the nave is entirely removed,
and tho nave opened out to the west window
A very substantial oak porch has been added
to tho south side

; a new central tower of.

stone has been erected, which is surmounted by
a massive o:ik spire

;
pi-ovision is made for a peal

of bells. On removing the plaster from the inside
of the chancel a group of three niches in the
south wall and a fine credence in the east wall
were discovered, ail of which are being carefully
restored. The Hoor of the chancel is "being laid
with encaustic tiles of an elaborate design

; the
plaster ceiling has been covered with oak and
decorated deal boarding ; an organ chamber and
choir vestry has been added to the north side of
the chancel, and the old sacristry, which contains
a very quaint oak and iron safe, is restored. A
reredos and oak screen is to be added The
sittings are of oak ; they were designed by Mr.
W. White, F.S.A-, of Wimpole-street, who partly
restored the church somo fifteen years ago ; the
present architect is Mr. Woodyer. A neat parish
vestry is being built near the church.

Leicester.—On Monday week the memorial
stone of new Wesleyan School Chapel was laid.

It consists of a largo room 60ft. long by 27ft.
wide, with two classrooms, each 15ft. by 13ft.,

ot one end, and at the other end of the room is

provided a gallery for a small organ and choir.
The front is to be built of Cannock Chase bricks,

with Bath and Red Mansfield stone dressing,s, and
tho style adopted throughout is early 14th cen-
tury. The building is being erected by Messrs.
Neale and Son, from designs by Sir. Thomas
Barnard, aixhitect, Leicester. It is to seat about
350 persons.

MiLLBROOic.—Tho memorial-stones of a new
Wesleyan chapel were laid on Sept. 3rd, at Mill-
brook, Cornwall. Internally, the chapel will be
50ft. long, by 35ft. wide, with the addition of a
semi -circular apse at tho Communion end of the
chapel, intended for the choir and harmonium.
There will be two vestries and separate vestibules

and entrances to ground-floor, and stairs to the
gallery facing the reading-desk. The accommo-
dation provided is for 400, tho seating being
2ft. Sin. from centre to centre, with aisles, itc, of

considerable width. The chapel will be 28ft.

high to the ceiling, and will bo well ventilated.

The principal front and somo other portions will

be stuccoed with Portland cement, and the joints
of the remaining walls will bo raked out and
pointed. Internally the walls will be stuccoed
and jointed, and the seating, communion inclo-

sure, and other joiners' work in sight will be exe-
cuted in pitch-pine and varnished. The building
has been designed in the Italian style, and the
contract (exclusive of the provision of stone) has
been taken by Mr. S. Clarke, of Plymouth, in the
sum of £883., and will be carried out under the
superintendence of Messrs. Moorshead and Ching,
architects, of Dovonport.

BUILDCJGS.

Blackbcrx.—A commodious strncture has
just been erected in Kiug-street, combinin<T a
magistrates' court, offices for tho police, and
cells for prisoners. The style of the building is

Venetian Gothic, freely treated ; the material
used for the facade being red bricks, with stone
dressings to tho doors, windows, string-courses,
and cornices. The whole of the works were
let to Mr. Benjamin Abbor, builder, Black-
burn, in June, 1872. The sub-contractors have
been Mr. Peter Walsh, plumber and glazier;
Mr. A. Airey, plasterer; Messrs. Embley and
Pilkington, painters; and the whole of the hot-
water appai-atus, firegrates, chimney-pieces,
iron railings, and gates, have been supplied by
Messrs. Mercer and Thompson, of North^.ate.
The carving has been executed by Mr. Grco-,
•f Darwen. The wholo of the work has been
designed and carried out under the supervision
of Mr, W. S. Varley, architect, Blackburn, at a
cost of about £4,000.

Dalton Hall, near Beverlet.—This man-
sion, a seat of the Right Honourable Loi-d
Hotham, after having been untenanted for more
than half a century, is at present receiving verv
soneidorable alteration and extension, with "a

view to its becoming one of the most complete
and attractive palatial residences in the Eist
Riding. The old house consisted of a principal
block, containing m.any large and lofty rooms,
connected by corridors with wings, in which
were the kitchens, the servants'-hall, and other
ofiioos, with numerous servant^' sleeping- rooms
above the whole, occupying three sides of a
quadrangle of considerable dimensions. The
corridors are now removed, and upon their site

and extending far back in the rear, looking
westward on to the splendid lawn, the new
buildings are rising. These comprise, on the
one side, a dining-room of large proportions,
with all usual adjuncts, such as serving-room,
pantry, butler's parlour, still-room, house-
keeper's-room, and other minor offices, the latter
in convenient proximity to the wing in ^'hich
tho kitchen department is situated, whilst, at
the same time, sufficiently near to the dining-
room. The corresponding block will con-
tain a drawing-room of equal dimensions
^•ith the dining-room, opening by French
casements into a large and elegant con-
servatory at the side, and at the end
upon a terrace extending the entire length
of the west front, A billiard-room and
gun-room, with their special lavatories, and some
other less important rooms, complete this block,
as far as regards the ground plan. Above, and
extending over all the new buildings, are to bo
numerous suites of bed and dressing-rooms, with
their full complement of bath-rooms and closets.

The present entr,ance-hall, with the staircase re-
moved, will remain as the grand entrance, and a
new staircase-hall and broad staircase in Aubigny
stone will be constructed to tho right of the
entrance-hall. This staircase will be supple-

mented by secondary ones in each of the new
blocks, and others in the wings of the building

;

and as all corridors and passages will be as nearly
fireproof as possible, escaps in case of fire will bo
easy. Great care has also been bestowed upon
the water supply, which is ample, and dis-

tributed over all the buildings. Externally, a
carriage portico and colonnade of eighteen
columns will occupy the front of the central
block upon the east front, and serve to connect
the two new blocks ; and in tho angles formed by
the projecting wing.s, two circular porticoes will

mask the approaches to the luggage-entrance, on
the one hand, and the private entrance to the
billiard and gun-rooms and the steward's
rooms on the other. The elevations haT»
been designed in a plain Italian style, to

accord precisely with the existing work, the
materials being white brick and Ancaster stone—
the latter unsparingly employed ; and tho mate-
rials used in the internal work will also be of a
class consistent with the importance of the man-
sion—solid walnut having been selected for the
doors of all the principal rooms. The park and
gardens have received their due share of atten-

tion, new roads having been opened up, and de-
lightful parterres and terraces designed for the
west and south fronts by Mr. Thomas. In the
gardens an extensivo range of conservatories,

vineries, and other horticultural houses, com-
plete in all points, have been erected by Mes-
senger, of Loughborough ; and at a short
distance from these, in a beautiful situation, is a
snug Italian cottage residence for the head-
gardener. Similar in size and design to this will

be the lodges, one of which—a single one—with
massive iron entrance-gates and stone piers, will

be on the Kipling Cotes road, and the other—

a

double one—on the road from the village of

Dalton Holme. The whole of the architectural

works have been designed by Messrs. Payne
& Talbot, and are being executed under their

directions by Mr. .John Briley, of Birmingham,
whose contract is to bo completed in rather more
than two years from the present time.

DcNOON.—On Saturday afternoon last, the

foundation-stone of a new town-hall for

the burgh of Dunoon was laid with JIasonic

honours. The new building was commenced
about the beginning of June, and is expected to

be finished early in 1874. It is to consist of two
stories, with the principal frontage to Argyll-

street. On the ground floor accommodation will

be provided for the Commissioners, their clerk,

and collector. The flat above will be divided

into a hall—-77ft lOin. long, by 3Gft, broad, and
capable of holding 500 persons—a surveyor's

room, and two retiring-rooms. Entrance to the

hall will be obtained from a side-way named
Hanover-street, The style of architecture is old

Scotch. Mr, R, A, Brydon (of Clark and Bell,

West Nile-street, Glasgow,) is the architect. The
cost, it is expected, will amount to about £3,600,

London,—Dyers' H.all Wharf, just above Lon-
don Bridge, on the Middlesex side, having to-

wards the river a frontage of more than lOOft,, is

now on tho eve of completion, having been re-

built from plans by Messrs. H, and J, Eastman,
architects, 17, Gracechurch-street. The base-

ment is laid with asphalte. by Mr. J. A. Lawford,

of Leadenhall-street. The public passage lead-

ing to the steamboat-pier has beeu lir»3d with
white glazed tiles. The iron girders and joists

throughout the building were supplied by Messrs.

Homan and Rodgers, of Gracechurch-street. A
bold contrast of colours in yellow and dark red

bricks marks the front; long piers of yell»w

bricks, with the windows intervening, and tho

space between head and sill filled in with red,

while round t'ae pointed arches that surmount the

several bays there runs a single line of blue

Staffordshire bricks. The facing is of Medway
Gault bricks. The cast-iron columns used,

weighing about 350 tons, were supplied by Mr,
Thomas H. Head, of Cannon-street. The regula-

tions of the new Act for constant supply by the

water companies have boon complied with by
the adoi^tion of fittings by Messrs. Tyler and Co.,

of Newgate-street, and somo terra-cotta enrich-

ments and decorations havo been supplied by
Messrs. Doulton and Co. Messrs. Crockott and
Dickinson were tho builders.

North Surrey District Schools, Anerlet.—
Considerable alterations aad improvements are

about to bo carried out at these schools. With a
view to stopping the spread of ophthalmia among
tho children, tho whole of the washing arrange-

ments are to be remodeled ; all basins will be
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done away witb, and the children will wash under

jets of water, the waste water passing off at once

to the drain. Porcelain baths are to be fitted up

for both boys and girls, in aJJition to a new
swimming-bath, 45ft. long by I'lft. wide, which

can be used by both. The buildings have already

been drained into the main sower, and the pre-

vious imperfect system of irrigation abolished.

Jennings's latrines will replace the present closets,

and all the schoolrooms and dormitories, besides

being whitewaslied and painted, are to be

thoroughly ventilated. In addition to the above,

the improvements comprise a now infants' school

and classroom, with enlarged playground for the

younger children ; covered play-shods for boys

and girls, now workshops and playground for

boys. The works are being carried out at the

suggestion of the Local Government Board, and

will entail an outlay of over £10,000. Mr. A.

G. Honnell is the architect.

Washisotos, U.S.—The now railway-station or

" depot " of the B.altimore and Potomac Railway

at Washington City is approaching completion.

The main building will be two stories high, built

of red pressed bricks, with granite base-course

Teaching to lower window sills, the whole sur-

mounted by a hipped roof. Door and window
dressings of Ohio stone. A slightly projecting

clock-tower at the corner of the two streets rises

to about twice the height of tho oaves of the

receded portion of the two fronts, terminating

in a ridged pyramidal roof of various coloured

slate. The sky-liue is broken by the varied

elevation of gable and towers, and by the fretted

iron ornaments of the ridges, while elaborately

ornamented dormer and balcony windows aid

the effect. The architect is Mr. Jos. M. Wilson,

Civil Engineer, in charge of tho bridges aud
buildings of the Fenna. R. R. Co.

"Windsor Castle.—During Her i\Iajesty's re-

sidence in Scothand extensive alterations and
repairs are being effected at Windsor Castle. At
the west or principal entrance of S. George's

Chapel, a pair of wrought-ii'on gates has been
erected at the top of the flight of steps leading

from the Horse-shoe Cloisters. The new library

of the Dean and Canons, recently erected near

the top of the old Castle wall fronting Thames-
street, is being fitted with Spanish or wainscot

oak furniture. The roof of the library is open,

with carved tio-beams. The facade of the

Queen's Library, on the north terrace of the

Castle, is under repair. In the Grand Quadrangle
the whole of the gravel of tho inciosure and roads

is being removed, and the ground re-made and

re-laid.

scnoois.

S. Mewan, Cornwall.—Public elementary
schools are being erected in this parish from the

designs of ^Ir. Silvanus Trevail, A. A., architect,

Parstation, for the local School Board. They com-
prise a mixed school, 58ft. Gin. by 18It,; class-

room ISft. by IGft., and an infant-school ISft. by
16ft., with the necessary cloak-rooms, offices, &c.

Accommodation is provided for 180 children, at

a cost of £Sa2. 13s., including boundary wallings,

fittings, (tc, complete. The style adopted is a

plain Gothic.
«-

CHIPS.

The Ecclesiastical Cammissioners are about to

restore the chancel of Faversham Church, at a cost

of £900.
The water-supply of the Staffordshire Potteries

has been cut off since Thursday week by the burst-

ing of the main near the source of supply ; aud
though the drain was repaired on Sunday night
the joints of the new pipes gave way, and the dis-

trict was, up to the middle of the week, still desti-

tute of water.
One hundred and eighty-three water waste-pre-

venters are now in use in the Whitechapel district.

We echo the hope of Dr. Liddle, the medical
officer of the district, that the time is not far dis-

tant when butts aud cisterns in poor localities will

be entirely abolished, aud water will be supplied to

them on the constant service, direct from the main.
Butte aud cisterns are not adapted for the poor in

densely populated districts.

It is proposed to erect a permanent Gallery of

Pictures and valuable objects in Liverpool, at a
eost of £15,000.
The Wesleyan Chapel at Great Horton has been

enlarged and restored at a cost of over £3,000, and
a new organ erected. Messrs. Lockwood and Maw-
son, of Bradford, were the architects.

Ebony weighs tiiJlb. to the cubic foot j lignum
vitcE the same ; hickory, 521b. ; birch, 551b. ; beech,
401b.

;
yellow pine, 3slb. ; white pine, 251b. ; cork,

151b,

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions ol

our cnrrespondents. The Editor respectfully rcquest.s

that all communications should be drawn up as brietl.v

as possible, as there are many claimants upon tho space
allotted to correspondence.]

To Our Keaders.—Wo shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works cou-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

All letters should be addressed to the EDITOR, 31,

T.\VISTOCK-STKEKT, COVENT-GAEDEX, W.C.
Cheques and Post-oflice Oiders to bo made payable to

J. Passmohe Edwards.

ADVEHTISEMENT CHAItaES.

The charge for advertisements is 6d. per line, of eight

words (the tlrst line counting as two). No advertisement
inserted for less than h:ilf-a-crown. Special terras for

series of mora than six insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.

Front Pago Advertisements 9d. per Hue.

Advertisements for tho current week must reach the
office uut later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

TEEMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

fPayable in advance.

;

Nineteen sbillings per annum (post free) to any
part of the United Kingdom. To the Uuited States

£1. tls. lor 65 dots, golji. To France or Bel^jiuni, £1. Os.

(or ;:-* francs). To India (i-ni Southampton), >:1. 14s, lod.

To any of ttte Australian Colonies, New Zealand, the

Cape, tho West Indies, Canada, Nova Scotia, or Natal,

il. Cs.

N.B.—American and Belgian subscribers are requested

to rciuit their subscriptions by International P.O.O.. and
to advise the publisher of the date and amount of their

remittance. Back numbers can only be sent at the rate

of 7d. each, the postage charged being 3d. per copy. All

foreign subscriptions unaccompanied by au additional re-

mittance to cover the extra cost of forwarding back num
hers are commenced from the next number published
after the receipt of the subscription.

Subscribers receiving their copies direct from the

office are requested to observe that the last number of

the term for which their Subscription is paid, will be

forwarded to them in a coionnxl icruppcr, as an iutima-

tion that a fresh remittance is necessary, if it be desired

to continue the Subscription.

Cases for binding the half-yearly volumes, 23. each.

Eecf.ived.-J. D.—G. W. W.—X. T. Z.-W. K and P.-
W. U S, and Sons.—B. and Co.—K. P. T.—E. O.—
S. and T.—M. V. and M.—A. L.—C. C—B. Cc S—
E. W. G.—D. and Co. - P. and T.—C. and Sum.—
W. L. B.—W. P. B.—E. S. H.—W. and H.—U. W. A.—
L. and M.

T. L. W.—Next week.
W. O. Pellowe.—Apply at n.ll. Office of Works, White-

h,aU.

J.^s. EoBiNSOS.—The other competitions pushed it on one
side.

Cjontspitdcnxt

MR, SHARPE'S LECTURE TO THE ARCHI-
TECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

(To the Editor of the BriLDiSG NBWS.)

Sll!,—I beg to offer a few remarks on that part

of Mr. Sharpe's lecture referring to Restora-

tions. Having already fully expressed myself on

this subject, it is with reluctance I return to it
;

but I should incur a feeling of regret were I to

lot the opportunity pass of making some com-

ment upon the too-limited or partial views, as

thoy appear to me, that jilr. Sharpe has taken

of it.

Mr. Sharpe earnestly pointed out tho injury to

Architectural history that may arise from the
" Restoration " process on our Cathedrals and

Churches; hut he evidently considers the

historic value of these buildings to bo their chief,

if not their only, claim to preservation; for he

ignored their claim on the score of their aspect

in their natural state of venerable grandeur and

beauty, which I hold to be their greatest—greater

than the other in the proportion in which Art

and Architecture are greater than Arch.iiology.

tho handmaid of History. Without in tho least

underrating their arch.Tological value, I would

chiefly plead for their continued existence

amongst us by tho means I have already pointed

out in your pages, and by every other means
that might be devised, on tho grounds of their

picturesque beauty, a quality which must be in

some repute in the present day, since it is

universally .sought by architects, and by every

means, justiliablo or unjustifiable. I believe

they possess this quality in a greater degree

than any other class of structures, ruined or

entire, on the face of tho earth ; owing to their

having presented to the subtle operations of

Nature—to those weird enchantments which she
delights to fling around old buildings — a compo-
sition originally more picturesque, that is more
in sympathy aud harmony with tlio arboraceous
forms of nature, and which makes a greater de-
parture from emjitiuess and vacuity than any
other class of structures ; and especially those of

Classic character, which, in their severity of

formal beauty, depart less from tho original
type of architecture—the simple hut or structure
of mere necessity, for the exigence of shelter.

The aim of the Cathedral builders to express and
symbolise the upward yearnings of Christianity

has, no doubt, something to do with their assimi-
lation to natural forms. There is, perhaps, more
of the true spirit of the picturesque in any
oi:e of the Cathedral piles of Lincoln, York,
Wells, Lichlield, Ely, Salisbury, than in Parthenon
Pantheon, Colosseum, Temples of Yesta and the
.Sybil—all Greek and Roman remains put to-

gether, though double their age. Aud should the
oft cited Now Zealander ever sketch from London
Bridge, or anywhere else, the ruins of S. Paul's,

which is not very probable, he will find them not

half so suited to pictorial purposes as tho simplest
of the piles in question. Tho classic and other
buildings may show gleams of its spirit, but the

cathedrals are the home, the sanctuary of the

picturesque, and they have become objects of

combined art and nature, which no art alone

could have created.

In the light in which Mr. Sharpe views these

buildings they are valuable only to tho archsaolo-

gist and the architect as exponents of the History

of Architecture— in the light in which I suggest

they ought also to be viewed they are objects of

interest to every man of taste in the land. To
such their extinction one after another by
" restoration " must be felt as a severe personal

loss ; for it must diminish their pleasure and in-

terest in life. To tho painter they are, in their

natural state, of incalculable value as materials

for his art—more valuable than pure natural

landscape—materials to which the most eminent
delineators of such subjects have scarcely done
full justice.

I am pleased to find so excellent an authority

on Mediaeval architecture as Mr. Sharpe contend-

ing for their preservation on any grounds ; but I

think it very important that the views I here

suggest should not be lost sight of.—I am. Sir,

itc, Samuel Huggiss.

"EriLDIKG NEWS" TOWN CHUKCH-PLAK-
NING COIIPBTIXION.

Sir,—I entirely agree with " Future Competitor "

that you should give us another opportunity to solve

the problems laid down iu the conditions of the above
competition, so that those who have already competed
aud those unable to do so previously may have the

luivilege offered again. If we do not succeed at first

let us try again ; for surely tbey may be solved by ar-

duous study, and double honours will be due to him
who solves them.— I am, Sir, 5;c.,

AsoTuER Future Competitor.
Leeds, Sept. 3rd, 1373.

A DECLlXlil) COlIi'ETlTION.

Sir,—Tour correspondent of last Friday, writing

under this heading, would have expressed himself per-

haps Btill more strongly, had he known that some
eight or ten years ago we received instructions, and
made designs for the building iu question, which was
not then carried out, merely for want of funds. We
have not yet been paid for these drawings, and we
have not pressed our claim, uuderstaudiug that when
the buUding went on wc should do it. Under these

circumstances we were surprised to receive an invita-

tion to compete, there having been uo dispute of any
kind, and the work being, as a matter ot tact, in our

bauds. Wc believe that Iu this, as Iu many other cases,

the injustice aud unreasonableness ol Committees arises

principally from their want of understanding the

actual cost of di-awings.—I am, Sir, yours, ic,
R. & K.

WATER-CISTERNS.
Sir,— The Icttei- of your correspondent " A. Z."

recalls to mind a question that has often suggested

itself to me when engaged, every uow and then, in

cleaning out tho cisteru of tho house I occupy. That
question is :

—" Why cannot the top of oue of the

pipes for drawing oil the water (either to the water-

closet or the sink) be made exactly nu^h with the

bottom of the cistern, so as to completely drain oS all

sedimentary matter ? " I invariably hud that all

I'lpes for drawing water from cisterns prujcct about

au inch above the bottom of the cistern, thus render-

ing it almost impossible to effectively cleanse the cis-

tern, except by ladllug out with a tea-cup as much as

possible of the thiu stratum of water which will not

run off, and then by " sopping up " the remainder with
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a flannel . After heavy rains the water sometimes comes
m rather " miuidy," and tlie consequence is that in

course of time a considerable amount of a sandy-like
sediment is deposited on the bottom of the cistern,
this sediment being more or less stirred up and dis-

turbed every time the water comes in from the main.
The constructive defect I have priiuted out entails

great and unnecessary trouble, and I am convinced
that on this account people are deterred from cleaning
out their cisterns as often as is consonant with sani-
tary requirements. Surely this defect can be reme-
died ? Its esistence does not speak much for the
sagacity of our plumbers. I should mention that the
cisterns I refer to are of slate, which do not, in my
experience, fotertho accumulation of the vegetation
referred to by your correspondent.—I am. Sir, &c..

Delta,

rOMESTIC rURNITCTRE.
Sir,—As part of the acquirements necessary for a

snecessful architectural career, the designing of do-
mestic furniture has of late years occupied the atten-
tion of architects, and possibly such worli may pro-
perly come within the scope of an architect's educa-
tion. To judge, however, by the results of some of
the labours in this diiection, it is difficult to understand
why furniture should not have been allowed to take
its own course ; why the solid, homely and cosy-look-
ing articles should not have been perpetuated, and,
that as a basis for any furniture design that might be
required, why Wardour-street should not have been
consulted. Eut no 1 Certain rampant Media'valists
opined that there should be Gothic furniture, and they
at once set to work and designed it, and in many
hlstances, it is lamentable to relate, the work was exe-
cuted. Of course, after a while these designs must be
published—why. It would be dilHcult to discover-as
difficult in fact as it is to discover why a certain
ornament of the architectural profession should have
published a book with the object of making every gen-
tleman his own villa architect. In furniture, as in
most things, taste holds sway, and tastes differ ; so
that the critic should be mindful of difference in taste
while regarding the objects to be criticised. It is true
also, that there are no canons by which to judge of
furniture, as there are by which we judge of archi-
tecture

; but nevertheless the law of fitness and
appropriateness holds good.
Assuming, sir, that you do not hold yourself

responsible for the correctness of taste displayed in the
illustrations you publish,* as you do not hold yourself
responsible for the opinions of your contributors,
I will, with your pel-mission, select two sheets of furni-
ture design, which have recently appeared in the
Building News—one in the auniber for July 11th.
by Mr. Roper, the other by Messrs. Satchell and
Edwards, in the issue for August 22nd.
Mr. Roper's design is marked by extreme simplicity.

No name is given to the article of furniture ; and, as
thsre is not evident to me any other use to which it
appears fitted, I conclude that it is intended for the
display of the antique and very elegant works of art
with which it is garnished. It the design had not ap-
peared in such a paper as the Building News, one
might, I think, reasonably regard it as a very good
joke—a satire upon the comlcaUties pervading current
furniture design

; but there it is, and apparently in
earnest, the very embodiment of ugliness—the acme
of incorrect and perverted taste.

Messrs. Satchell and Edwards' design is not marked
by eitreu)8 simplicity ; on the contrary, it is
elaborate, and described as a bookcase—and a book-
case is for the conservancy and display of books—but
with the exception of the small portion of the case
contained within the three centre panels, I see no place
where books could be advantageously displayed. There
may, it Is true, be no reason why there should not
exist m the design for a bookcase of wood,
such cathedral accessories as columns banded, and
•with carved caps and moulded bases, traceiy, crock-
cted and finialed gables, dying on to high-pitched roofs,
Gothic two-light windows, trefoiled arch, with figuresm spandrels, with above a complete shop-front '.vithout
the name in the facia ; Mediajval windows glazed in
small squares, ic, tc. I say that there may be no
reason why all this paraphernalia of a cathedral should
not appear in a bookcase

; but, I would ask, is there a
reason why it should ? If there is, I should like to
become acquainted with it.

There can be little doubt that architects, at any
rate those fussy furniture architects now and then
cropping up, have much to learn in the way of furni-
ture design, and permit me to suggest that some ob-
scure talent in this direction might be brought out if
you instituted a competition for designs for such ar-
ticles as you might specify ; but, at all events, the sub-
ject 8f domestic furniture design deserves ventilation
and I trust you will permit it in the pages of your

-I am. Sir, &c., \f y^

lutcixoinmuniratioit.03

QUESTIONS.
[SOI 7.]—Cubical Quantities of Curved 'Walls.

—I will feel greatly obliged if any of your experienced
readers will inform me as to the true method of
measuring the cubical qu.antitiesin a curved wall, the

BATTER ON FACE I IJi

ABUTIMEIMT

top of which lies on a slope or embankment having an
inclination of Ij to 1, Annexed 1 scud you sketch with
dimensions, and would like to know how I can de-
velope the curve of wall.—J. B. JI.

[3018.]—Strength ofGirders and Columns. - Will
some reader kiudly give me clear and simple formula;
for calculating strength of wrought and cast-iron
girders and columns, from which I may deduce the
sections and best distribution of metal &c., required
to carry given loads, and transmutable, as in the useful
articles " Notes on Carpentry and Strains in
Structures," Sept. 29th, 1871 ? What is meant by the
moment of inertia ?—F. W, H.

[3019.]—Books.—-Which is the best and most
practical work on railway engineering ? Is it Demp-
sey's " Practical Railway Engineer " ? Also which
13 the best on geometrical method of finding the strains
in bridge and roof trusses, &c., thoroughly elucidating
the principles ?—Student.

[3020.]-lndian 'Wall Decoration.—In the new
issue of " Chambers's Information for the People " in
the article on " r.-eful Minerals," the ochres are briefly
treated of (p. 303, part TIL), and the writer says :

•' There is a very pretty way of decorating the interior of
houses practised in India, by me ns of coloured earths
and clays, which is worth mentioning here. Instead of
merely smearing the floor and wall with pipeclay f]and ochre, as we do, the natives, by means of hollow
wooden rollers, perforated with various patterns, and
filled with earths of different colours, produce various
designs on such surfaces. This is of course quickly
done, and can therefore be easily renewed whenever
the pattern becomes soiled." Can any reader give any
further particulars of this kind of surface-decor.ation'?
Is It capable of being advantageously used m this
country.

—

Phono.

[3021.]—A Disputed Point,—Can any of your
readers inform me who should bear the loss under the
following circumstances :—A bricklayer has uuder-
takea to do some alterations to an old shippou for asum of money according to an architect's speclflcation.
The walls are most of them rotten and very deceptive,
the outside 45in, lookmg tolerably good. In takmg out
an opening in gable for wood frame -Ift, by -Ift as
soon as the bricklayer had got the front 4.Jin. out, 'the
whole wall and roof fell in, which will cost £40 to
make good. The bricklayer has simply signed a letter
agreehig to do the work for a sum of money to the
satisfaction of the proprietor

; should any dispute
arise, an arbitrator to be fixed upon to settle. Is the
bricklayer bound to make aU good? -One of Your
Readers.

REPLIES.
[300?.]—Bending Rails to Backs of Pe-ws,—The

rails will be a section of an inverted cone, and (if you
do not understand conic sections) ynu will at once see
that when you pitch your rails to the splay of seat you
throw it out of a horizontal line, I should advise
you to do as I have many times done in similar cases
glue the rails up in three thicknesses on a template (or
cylinder). You will find this the most satisfactory. If
yon determine to bend, use thicker stuff and work your
pitch afterwards. If you are in London or Man-
chester consult a directory for a timber-bender, and
send your plank and pattern to him

; you will find It
the cheapest and best. When I was preparing the
joiner's work for Dobroyd Castle, Todmorden, I had
all the sash-beads, &c., bent in London, iu the rough
and can refer you to them as a satisfactory example
of what can be done in that way. But remember, each
to his trade

; and the rough-and-ready machines I have
made for juiucrs to bend timber, and the time lost over
them, causes me to advise you not to attempt their use—EoBERT Phillips.

[300S.]—Bending Rails to Backs of Pews.—In
this case " A Foreman Builder " has a second Im-
portant question to deal with, beyond the mere bend-
ing of the wood, viz. : the geometrical problem arising
out of the rails leaning backwards in work. He must
bear in mind If he bends an ordinary straight rail and
fixes it in work in a leaning position, it will bo elevated
at each end in a most unpleasant m.anner. Each rail
before bending must be cut out to a sweep or circle,
ruled by the exact proportion the framing leans back
from the perpendicular line. To obtain the radius by
which to cut out the rails, the following diagram will
have to be worked to. It must first be supposed he has
a gi-ound-plan of the gallery, showing the radius of
each row of seats struck from the common centre of
the circular gallery ; from this he will obtain all the
Icngthsof his radius, Forall other purposeshemustdeal
with a section which perhaps, for convenience of work-
ing from, may be made to a scale. Let A, on diagram.

journal,-

Handsaws in America and England have the
teeth pointed from the handle, while in Asiatic
countries and in Greece they are made with teeth
pointed the other way. The latter must he operated
by puUing them

; the former by pushing. In deli-
cate work, and where very fine small saws are used
the Eastern saw is the best. The Orisntals differ
from us in setting the teeth of the s,aw also. They
turn a group of a dozen one way, and the next
group the other, whOe we alternate one on one side
the next on other.

'

[• We do not^nd still less do we hold ourselvea re-
sponsible for " W. W.'s ' eritioism.-Eo.]

[3022.]—Concrete Sea-Wall.—I have to erect, in
the forthcoming spring, a piece of sea-wall in an ex-
posed situation on the south coast of Cornwall, .and
am desirous of doing it with a concrete. The'wall
would range from 10 to 20tt. high, with the cllfl slate
rock for the footing, and have a frontage to the sea
about 30ft. long. What kind of concrete would be
the best to use ? In the wall what thickness and form ?How much batter would be requisite ? and which the
best method of building it ? In the event of there
being more than one opinion on the subject which ap-
peared to be practicable, I would at once build one
or more " experimental concrete blocks " on exposed
rocks, leaving them to have the brunt of the winter's
storms, and give the results to the readers of the
Building News in the spring,—S. T.

[3023.]—Leakage in Tank. — I have a storage
tank for supplying w.c's., 201t. by 10ft. by 10ft. deep,
6ft. of which wiis excavated in the solid "old ground,"
•and the remaining 4ft. given by the embankment pro-
duced by the earth thrown out. The sides are of
masonry 1ft. loin, thick, "grouted" with ordinary
lime and sand mortar, and covered on the inner side
with two coatings of best Portland cement. The
bottom is covered with macadamised stones and
cemented in a similar manner to the sides. The tank
holds water at about loin, (providing the bottom to
be staunch), above this it leaks very fast, at the rate
of 1ft. of water per hour, but how or where the
water escapes it is impossible to discern, as no
"cracks" or other imperfections are perceivable to
the eye. Can any reader suggest a remedy ?—S. T.

[3024,]—Half-Timbered Houses. —Can any of
your readers inform me whether houses constructed of
framed timbers filled in between with brickwork 45in.
thick, and plastered on ihs outer face, are impervious to
rain ?—J, S.

be the perpendicular of the centre line taken from the
ground-plan

; B, the gallery front ; C, the various
seat-backs In position, the slope or fall of which la
given

; continue all these lines downwards, until they
intersect or touch the perpendicular line A. They will
extend some distance, much beyond the limit of this
diagram

; but wherever they intersect the length of
the line from that point must be measured up to C in
each case, which will give the length of staff by which
the radius for tlie top edge of each top-rail can be
struck, as described. The position of the bottom rails
can be marked on the st.aff or line, and their radii .also
obtained. The top and bottom edges of the rails had
better be worked to horizontal lines. This will of course
necessitate the mortices having slightly beveled
shoulders. As to the question of bending, it is quite
optional whether the rails are steamed and bent out
at one thickness only, or that steaming should be
discarded and they be glued up in thicknesses. The
latter plan would be the most reliable, and keep its
position best in work. In the flrst place a template
must be made, say from a 4in. deal, the edge of which
Is cut to the circle of the seat-back, taken from the
ground-plan (not necessarily the full length of the
rail). The edge of this template must be beveled to
the same pitch as the seat-backs lean from the perpen-
dicular. It would be most economical to make the
tempUate to fit the largest radii ; it can then be altered
from time to time to fit the smaller circles. In every
case, more especially with steaming, the template
requires to be struck to a smaller radii than the sweep
of the rails when finished, as the rails will expand or
open somewhat when taken off the template. la the
case of glueing up in thicknesses, divide the section ot
the rail in three, taking two portions from the inside
and dealing with it as one piece. This thickness would
include one (the Inside) fillet .and the thickness ot the
panel, level the edges of rails and rebate out for the
panels ; next trench out the mortices, and cross-scarf
with the saw the whole length of rails at Intervals of a
few inches to prepare or weaken the rail for bending.
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taking care to leave off at a safe distance from the

shoulders at the ends, so as not to endanger the tenons

breaking out or pulling off. Next bund on the tem-

plate and fill in'tlie saw-gates with feather-edged hard
wood; clean off when dry and glue on the outer thick-

ness to complete the rail.—W. S., Hull.

[3010.]—Architects' Charges.—An architect can
"dcmaxd a fee for preparing an agiceuicnt for a

building contract without rendering himself liable to

an action at law by a solicitor for so doing," but an
architect cannot recover such a fee by process of law.

This answer applies to both cases 1 and 2. It is im-
material whether the architect has prepared the plans

and specifications or not. (3.) If an architect has
distinctly agreed with his client (? or patron) to re-

ceive five per cent, to cover the preparation of plans,

specification, and contract agreement, his employer
could probably deduct a reasonable amount on ac-

count of the preparation of the contract ; but it must
be borne in mind that supposition (3) is a rare

case.—L.

[.S013.]—Taking out Quantities.— In the case

supposed by "Country Subscriber," that person has
to pay for the quantities who ordered their prepara-

tion ; as, for Instance, the client, if they were taken
out by his instruction or with his consent ; the archi-

tect, if he insti^ucted the surveyor without consent of

client, unless he can persuade the client to pay ; not-

withstanding, as in many cases, the buildei', if the

surveyor did the work at his bidding ; or the surveyor
must go without payment if he took the quantities

out 33 his own speculation.—L.

[3C13.]—Taking out Quantities.—Many ques-

tions Imve been asked lately in your " Intercommuni-
cation '* column respecting the payment for taking

out quantities. All these questions appear to have
been asked with the view of shifting the expense

on to some other shoulders tlian the right ones.

Having drifted round the cli'clc, and been met by
your replies at all points, your ingenious corre-

spondent wants to know who is to pay for taking out

the quantities when the cost of the bHilding is too

much, and is consequently not built. In asking this

question, your correspondent must have anticipated

the reply ; for if the cost of the quantities had to be

charged to the builder, and no builder was appointed,

there would be no oue to pay for the quantities. Does
your correspondent think that a qualified surveyor
would undertake the arduous and responsible duty of

taking out quantities without knowing that he was to

be paid for them ? If a surveyor takes out quantities

from plans and .'specifications placed in his hands, it is

clear that he is entitled to payment from the person
by whom he is employed, whether proprietor or archi-

tect, in th9 absence of any agreement to the contrary.

The charge of 2^ per cent, for taking out quantities

Is an acknowledged legal and proper charge, indepen-
dently of the 5 per cent, paid to the architect for plans,

specifications, and superintendence ; and it is a charge
that must come out of the pocket of the proprietor.

In cases where it is arranged that the builder shall

pay for the quantities, the builder will add the

charge for the quantities to his estimate. The
question Is threadbare as to who must pay for

quantities in the event of a building not being cari'ied

out. The person for whom the building was to have
been erected must pay the architect's bill and the sur-

veyor's bill for taking out the quantities !
1— J. B.

[3013.]—"Client," In the end, in all cases.—R. P.

[3015.]—Westmoreland Slates—Are generally
coursed smaller towards ridge, as they are selected in

courses and cut to suit. Welsh slates arc all cut to a
uniform size before leaving quarry, and are called

duchess, marchioness, countess, kc, to distinguish the

sizes—not the qualities, as some suppose—and if laid

with a uniform gauge or lay, will be the same size

towards ridge as at eaves.

—

Robert Phillips.

[3015.]—Slating. — Most slating is now done in

London with slates of uniform size, known as "ladies,"
" countesses," *' duchesses," and the like. When slates

of mixed sizes are used, the larger and thicker ones
arecoursed next the eaves ; because being stronger, they
are placed in the position in which the slating has the
most work ; mox-e water flows over the eaves than the
ridge.—L.

[noi5.]—Slating.— The reason of slates being
smaller at the ridge than the eaves applies more
especially to the old-fashioned Westmoreland slating.

It had its origin when spouting to the eaves of houses,
&c. was not so general as at present, and the slates

were more liable to blow up, especially as ihey were
hung on with oak pegs In place of copper nails.

Another object would be in the fact of less water
passing over the upper part of the roof than the
lower. The [eave portion, from being larger slates,

would have less sldc-jolnts, and be better able to deal
with the excess of water. In the present custom of

nearly universally using Welsh slates, which are
uniform in size and make, the question does not arL-^c.

W. S., Hull.

STAINED GLASS.
ALTniNCHAM.—A memorial window has been placed

within the south traiWept of S. John's Church, Altriu-
cham. The central figure is Samuel on his knees in

prayer. The window has been executed by Mr. W. F.

DIson, London, lately with Messrs. Clayton and Bell,

who has recently designed a large window for Barn-
•taple Parish Church, in memory of the "late Prince
Consort.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

Hesgrave.—An elaborate and costly monument
has ju<t been erected in Ilcngrave CUu rcli to the me-
mory of the late Sir E ward Rokewodc Gage, Bart. The
monument is placed against the north pier of the
chancel arch, facing to the south-east, and consists of

an altar tomb of Caen stone, the base and top being

of Derbyshire Russet marble. The base mouldings are

of Hopton Wood marble. The tomb is paneled in

front and at each end, the pai' els bearing shields em-
blazoned with the quartcriugs of '.he Gages and their

alliances. On thetop ofthe tomb, deeply recessed, with
carved mouldings, which spring from shafts of richly

coloured marble, is a panel of statuary marble bearing
an inscription. Above this Is a crocketed pointed ca-

nopy , the spandrel of which is occupied by a shield of

arms. This shield is surmounted by a helmet, the

mantling flowing from which fills the otherwise un-

occupied portions of the spandrel. Above the helmet
are mottoes, and a triple flnial, which rises to a height

of about 13ft., forms the apex of the memorial. Mr.
Forsyth, of Baker-street, London, executed the work.

The MoxrMENT to Mazzisi. — The Italian Com-
mission appointed to select a design for a monument to

Mazzlul has completed its labours. The successful

competitor is a young artist named Vittor Gaetano
Grassi, and the design will be executed by Signor An-
gelo Borgo. Severe simplicity is said to be the cha-

racteristic of the monument, and the only inscription

is " Giuseppe Mazzini."

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY MATTERS.
Derby.—At the half-yearly meeting of the Derby

Waterworks Company, held ou Friday last, it was
reported that the additional works required for the

proper supply of the town with water are about to be

commenced with energy, and the plans and specifica-

tions will soon be in the hands of contractors for

tender.

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.

NATIONAL Freehold Land Society.—The quar-

terly meeting of this Society was held at the Cannon-
street Hotel on Friday evening last, Mr. Ebcnczer
Clarke in the chair. The receipts were set out as

amounting to £21i>,397. 16s. 7d., while the payments
were less that amount by £17,057. ?s. 2d., which was
represented as cash in hand. It transpired that the

present rate of interest on moneys deposited was four

per cent, per aunum.

NoRTHWicn Land and Building Society. — At
the annual meeting of this Society, recently held, the

secretary reported that an increase of 109 shares had
been subscribed for during the past year, beside." those

paid oft and withdrawn. Subscriptions amounting to

over £1,000 in excess of the previous year had been re-

ceived, and the Society had advanced £7,600 on pro-

perty during the year.

The Richard Green Building Society.—There-
port presented at the seventh annual meeting of tkis

society, held on the 2Sth ult., at the London Tavern,
stated that the cash advanced on mortgage securities

has been £19,247. Is. Sd., being £7,337. Is. sd. in excess

of the previous year, and exceeding the largest amount
hitherto advanced by the sum of £2,982. Is. Sd. The
total amount now secured on mortgage stands at

£51.025. Os. 6d. The amount deposited has been
£13,241. Os. lOd., showing an increase over the pre-

vious year of £1,626. Os. 9d,, notwithstanding the re-

duction of the rate of interest from five to four per

cent. The total amount now standing to the credit of

depositors is £22,371. 2s. 8d. On the paid-up share

account the sum of £5,800 has been received, thus
making a total in this department of £22.400. The
profit realised during the year enables the directors,

after paying all expenses of management, crediting

shareholders and depositors with five per cent, in-

terest, and adding one-fifth to the permanent gua-
rantee fund, to declare a bonus of £2 per eeut. on all

shares entitled to participate.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
A Mason's Claim.—Kenyon v. Westwell.—The

plaintiff In this case, Charles Kcnyon, is a mason, and
he sued Mr. John Westwell in the Blackburn County
Court to recover the sum of £2. 2s., alleged to be due
for work done. Plaintiff said he contracted with the

defendant to do the mason's work of a house in Nabb-
lane for the sum of £10. £10. 3s. lOd. had been paid

on account. lie also did extra work not included In

the contract, and for this he claimed £2. 2s. De-
fendant said he had paid all that was owing, but his

Honour ruled against him, and gave a verdict of

£1. 12s. 3d.

The new Alexandra Docks nt Newport are

making rapid and satisfactory progress, under the
direction of the engineer to the company, Mr. A.
S. Schenk. The stupendous gates are probably the
largest in England, and are of the best workman-
ship. The back mitre-posts and the lower beam are

of greenhenrt, and the other beams are of pitch
pine. The posts are fitted into tlic hollow quoinsi

with great exactitude. Mr. Bebell, of Newport, is

the contractor.

New church schools have been opened at

Diddlebury, Herefordshire.

NEW PATENTS CONNECTED WITH THE
BUILDING TRADE.

411. T. S. Derham, Leeds. " Kilns."—A communica-
tion.—Dated 4th February, 1873.

The said invention relates to kilns consisting of a

series of chambers or compartments with flues or pas-

sages controlled by dampers. The inventor provides

each of the said chambers with a permanent separate
or independent chimney. He also provides a hot-air

and steam-collecting space in or near tlie rear end of

each of the chambers. In a kiln thus constructed he
provides longitudinal flues extending from end to end
of the series of chambers both at the top and bottom
of the same.

421. W. L. Baker, London, " Supplying fires with
fuel."—Dated 5th February, 1873.

This Invention relates to means and apparatus for

supplying fires with fresh [fuel in such manner that

the gases evolved therefrom shall pass through the

fuel already heated, and thereby be more effectually

consumed. The fire receptacle or basket has a barred
or grated periphery, and is mounted in bearings, so

that it can be turned on a horizontal axis, and some
of its bars can be opened as a door, so that fresh fuel

can be introduced and placed upon the already ignited

fuel in the basket. The basket Is thereupon turned

partly round, so as to invert the position of its contents

and bring the freshly-introduced fuel under the

ignited fuel, to that the gr.ses iu ascending from the

fresh fuel through the heated fuel arc more effectually

consumed.

435. B. Hunt, London, " Kiln or furnace for the utili-

sation of the waste heat produced by the burning of

bricks."—A communication.—Dated 5th February,

1873.

This invention relates to an improved system of

continuous fire furnace or kiln, which the inventor

calls the chessboard system, for the Jtllisation of the

waste heat produced by the burning of bricks, for the

burning of plaster, lime, the baking of bread, and the

torrefactlon of all other kinds of products. The brick

kilns are arranged in a peculiar manner (conespond-

Ing somewhat with the alternate black square In a

chessboard) round a central chimney, and the enclosed

furnaces for utilising the waste heat are formed in the

interstices (or white squares) between them. Openings

are made in the exteraal walls for charging and dis-

charging the bricks. The inclosed furnaces arc charged

from above and discharged from the front. The brick

kilns only are in-ovided with flues communicating

with the chimney, which flues can be at .any time

closed by means of dampers. These dampers, which

are of a bell shape, are raised by a rod passing out

through the top of the main smoke-flue. In the smaller

flue are registers, intended to intercept the continuity

of the furnaces. Against the wall in the brick kilns

is placed a sheet-iron register for intercepting the com-

munication between the brick kilns and the inclosed

furnaces. The brick kilns alone are fed with fuel,

which is introduced through openings made in the

roof, such openings being covered with movable lids.

438. A. Knevett, Loudon, " Domestic fire-grates."

Dated 6th February, 1873,

In the ease of ordinary fire-grates, in which a con-

siderable space exists between the fire-bars and the

hearth, a receptacle or box is placed In such space.

The receptacle or box is closed at the bottom, and
below the fire-bars are placed two plates, one of

which is fixed at the hinder edge thereof to the back

plate of the receptacle or box, and placed at an in-

clination towards the front plate ofthe latter, but

not extending thereto. The other plate extends par-

tially across the receptacle or box, and over the

anterior edge of the hinder plate, and has its forward

edge provided with a spindle or gudgeons, which works

or work in the side plates of the receptacle or box,

and is capable of being raised or turned upwards

upon the spindle or gudgeons by actuating a

knob or lever connected therewith. The hot ashes

fall upon the plates, which consequently become

heated. Such heat is radiated upwards, thus assisting

in the combustion of the fuel. When a shallow space

only exists between the fire-bars and the hearth, a

shallow receptacle is fitted into such space. Above
the close bottom of this receptacle are placed flat

plates centred at their rear ends to a pivot attached

to the back part of the receptacle, their forward ends

passing through a slot in the front of the receptacle,

so that they can be placed and arranged radially

across the receptacle, and of being closed or brought

into coincidence with each other.

439. R. Bamber, Accrlngton, Lancashire, '' Flre-

places."—Dated 6th February, 1873.

This invention relates to those fireplaces in which

there are grate-bars at the front aud bottom, as in the

ordinary grates, kitchen ranges, and in some descrip-

tions of stoves, and consists In each case in the con-

struction and employment of a perforated metal back

capable of having its lower end moved nearer to or

farther from the front bars iu order to shut off the

spaces between the bottom bars, more or less, from

the front bars, and regulate the capacity of the fire-

place as required. The back, which is full of holes,

or made of rods or bars, has at the bottom snugs or

projections, which can be entered into any of the

spaces between the bottom and front bars, and also

other snugs resting on the bars, aud the air passing

from below through the perforations to the ignited fuel,

sends more heat than usual into the apartment or place

In which the fireplace is used, aud at the ?ame time

the air prevents the back from burning away ; and in

kitchen ranges side plates can be used for diminishing
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the capacity of the fireplaces longitudinally, and pre-

venting the fuel from passing below the boiler or

oven when not in use, and iu all cases it will be found
that, in consequence of the diminished capacity of the

fireplace and the propulsion of the heat into the apart-
ment, there will be great economy in fuel.

447. K, Brown, Edinburgh, " Stop-valves or taps."—
Dated 7th February, 1873.

The Improved valve or tap comprises a body part
and a connecting part. The connecting part, which is

to bo soldered or otherwise joined or coupled to the
supply-pipe, is formed with a valve seat, and is pro-

vided with a conical or disc valve, which opens against
the pressure. The body part is made to screw into the
mouth of the connecting part, or it may be attached
by means of flanges and screws. In one modification
of the body part it Is made with a valve seat, and is

provided with a conical or disc valve opening against
the pressure like that of the connecting part, and
either of the valves is made with a projecting spindle,

whereby the valve of the connecting part is pushed
open by the valve of the body part when the latter is

open. Any known coustructiou of the body part and
its valve may be adopted, provided the entering end is

arranged to push open the valve in the connecting
part.

)ur (Dfcc &lt
Sussex Arch.eological Society.—The 25th

volumo of tho busses Archjeological Society has
been published. It supplies documents relating
to Lewes Priory which have not hitherto been
printed, and amomoirof the late Rev. E. Turner,
one of the vice-presidents of the Society. A
movement has been sot on foot by the society to

lay bare to the challi the gigantic figure. 2-tOft.

in height, known as the "Wilmington Giant,"
once a prominent object of the Downs, facing the
line of the South Coast Railway, near Poleg.ate

Station. The Duke of Devonshire sanctions and
gives support to the proposed works.

Leicester School of Art.—The annual
meeting was held on Thursday week. Jlr.

Albert Poll, M.P., was elected president.
The number of students is increasing, and the
sum allowed by Government for the present year
was slightly in excess of that for the previous
year, being £146, consisting of £UG payment
for what was called the results, or general work,
£19. 53. for throe students, and £10. for the re-

port. Tho amount received last year was £120. Ss.,

thus showing an increase of nearly £20.

A New Park for Birmingham.—A new and
iandsome park was formally presented to the
people of Birmingham on Monday in the name of

Miss Ryland, a benevolent lady to whom the
town is indebted for many pi'evious valuable and
enlightened benefactions. The new park, which
derives its name from the estate of Cannon Hill,

of which it formed part, is situated about two
miles from the centre of Birmingham, iu one of
its most picturesque suburbs, and contains about
C6 acres of undulating and well-wooded land,
•which has been laid out and ijlauted.

Camberwell akd Peckham Tkamwats.—

A

considerable portion of the tramway in Camber-
well and Peckham is about to be taken up, and
relaid upon a new piinciplo, a single lino being
adopted instead of the present double line. This
alteration was finally settled at a meeting of the
Camberwell Vestry last week, and it appears that
the Tramway Company agree with the Vestry in
the necessity for tho intended alterations. For
some time past several of the tradesmen in certain
parts of Camberwell and Peckham have com
plained that in the narrow thoroughfares they
were suffering great inconvenience and loss of
business, in consequenco of it boing impossible
for any vehicle to stand outside their shops for
more than two or three minutes at a time, the
tramways coming close to the curb of the foot-
paths. Those complaints led tho Surveyor to
the Vestry to inquire into the matter, and to re-

commend that in the narrow portions of the
thoroughfares in High-street, Peckham, and iu
High-street and Church-street, Camberwell, a
single line should be laid down in the middle of

the road, instead of the existing double line. At
the meeting of the Vestry there was a diversity
of opinion as to the propriety of the proposed
alterations, several members expressing an
opinion to tho effect that the laying down of a
aingle tramway would be a great mistake, and
that, while it would not lessen the evil com-
plained of, it would be productive of much in-

convenience to the thousands of persons using
the tramways. Tho alterations were, however,
agreed upon.

'

Dwellings of the Marylebone Poor.—Dr.

Whitmore, in his report, on the sanitary condition

of the district under his charge, states that the

one great obstacle to tho sanitary improvement
of the destitute poor, for which even the most
reckless and dissolute among thom are not alto-

gether responsible, is the structurally defective

condition of the dwellings iu which they are com-
pelled to live. No material reduction in the

present death-r..te can be expected until all

ruinous and dilapidated houses in the parish are

pulled down, and healthy, commodious ones

erected in their stead. Dr. Whitmore points to

one district in which little or nothing has been

done of late years by way of house-improvement,
and where, of all others, it is most urgently

needed. This locality is bounded on the east by
Lisson-grovo, on the west by the Edgware-road,
on the north by Church-street, and on the south

by the Marylobone-road. In this comparatively
circumscribed area there lives a dense popula-

tion, composed principally of the labouring classes.

Many of the houses, the average annual rents of

which do not exceed £30 or £35, ai'e every year
becoming more and more dilapidated and ruinous

;

in a large number of thom each room is occupied
by a separate family ; these rooms are very
small, with low ceilings, the ventilation of them
is bad, and they are altogether without domestic
conveniences.

East-End Courts and Alleys.—In his last

quarterly report on the condition of his district.

Dr. Liddle, the Whitechapel Medical Officer of

Health, points out tho confined situation of the
new School Board school in Old Castle-street,

Whitechapel. There appears to be not one con-

venient way of access to the school, .and two out
of the throe roads to it are through narrow, un-
healthy courts. The desirability of widening
these approaches is evident, and Dr. Liddle will

do well to insist on its execution, and thus confer

a double benefit on tho inhabitants. If some of

thoso confined courts which are found loading

out of most of tho principal thoroughfares in

London wore exposed to view, by the taking
down of the houses which form archways over the

entrances to them, the hideousnoss of many of

them would be so apparent, that the public would
insist upon tho local authorities taking the neces-

sary steps to get them improved. It is true that

public boards might not gain much erlut by such
proceedings, but the ratepayers would soon reap
the benefit of them, in the enjoyment of better

health themselves, and by having to pay a less

amount in support of the poor, in consequence of

diminished sickness andalowerrato of mortality.

Improve.iiests at S. Paul's Cathedral.—The
works now in hand in S. Paul's Churchyard for

the improvement of the thoroughfare at the top

of Ludgate-hill are rapidly approaching com-
pletion. In order to widen the roadway the pre-

sent railing will be thrown back as far as the

statuo of Queen Anne, and the space thus gained
will bo added to tho roadway. The gi'ound taken
away from the churchyard, although very limited

in extent, is of considerable value, as tho Cor-
poration of the City have agreed to give the Dean
and Chapter of the Cathedral £20,000 for it. The
Corporation havo applied to tho Metropolitan
Board of Works for a contribution towards the

cost of tho ground.

London Foresters' Asylum, Bexley" Heath,
Kent.—The thirty-fifth quarterly meeting of the

delegates of the London Foresters' Asylum was
held on Saturday evening, Aug. 30th, at the

Foresters' Hall, Wilderness-row, E.G., to receive

the Committee's report and balance-sheet for tho

past quarter. Mr. Richard Isham, the chairman
of the institution, presided, supported by Messrs.

J. E. Poole, Aylett, and A. Smith, the trustees
;

Mr. W. F. Potter, architect; and most of the

Committee. Mr. H. Winckworth, the secretary,

having read the minutes of the previous meeting,

these "Were adopted, as likewise was the com-
mittee's report. The first stone of this asylum
was laid September 2Sth last year, since

when the first portion of the west wing has been
completed, and the first eight inmates were
elected into it in May last. The auditor's re-

port, which was also adopted, showed the value

of the dill'ereut funds as under—5:^ acres of land,

£1.275 17s. Ud, ; the buildings, "£738 Os. 2d.;

contribution fund, £1,809 14s. 5d.

London Street Accidents.—From the police

returns, it appears that the loss of life and injury

to persons arising from accidents in the streets

are on the increaso in London. It is true the

deaths in 1871 were two less thanin the previous

year, and were rather fewer, in fact, than in any
year since 1868. But the injm-ies, of which
only 1,334 were reported in ISGG, increased
steadily to 1,919 in 1870, leaped up to 2,445 in

1871, and were 2,077 in 1872. Altogether, siuoo

ISfiri, there have been 771 persons killed in the
streets, and 12,(>30 persons more or less injured

;

surely a casualty account which merits far more
serious attention than it has hitherto received,

and calls for tho most stringent regulation of our
yearly increasing street traffic.

Mbdi.eyal Slaths.—Mr. William M'Keand,
builder, is at present stripping the roof of a house
belonging to Mr. R. C. Lawrie, solicitor, the slates

of which formerly roofed a portion of the cele-

brated Priory of S. Xinian, at Whithorn. The
slates in question, though lacking tho finished

shape and polished appearance of those in modern
use, have novertheless been most durable, being
even now iu good preservation. They measure
llin. long. Gin. broad, and iin. thick on an
average. The holes are ^in. in diameter, have
been bored with a joiner's brace and bit, and
fastened with wooden pegs. The slates were quar-
ried at Burrow Head, iu close proximity to which
was a celebrated quarry which furnished roofing-

slates to the majority of the baronial castles and
ecclesiastical buildings that studded the Lower
Machar in days of yore. It is proposed to re-work
the old quarry at Burrow Head for modem
roofing-slates.

Metropolitan IsiPROv'EMEXTa.—The Act of

Parliament passed in tho late Session, just issued,

by virtue of which the Board of Works are em-
powered to purchase Northumberland House, is to

make a new street from Charing-cross to the
Victoria Embankment. It states that a new
street from Charing-cross to the Victoria Em-
bankment would be a work of public utility and
an important metropolitan improvement. Plans
and sections describing the new street have been
deposited at the Clerk of the Peace's office of

Middlesex. The statute is to be cited as "The
Charing-cross and Victoria Embankment Ap-
proach Act, 1873," and confers power on the

Metropolitan Board of Works to make a new
street from Charing-cross, and terminating at the

Victoria Embankment, near the station of the

Metropolitan District Railway ; the improvements
are to bo made according to the deposited

plans. Tho Duke of Northumberland and
Lord Percy (his son), by agreements with the

Board, agreed to sell Northumberland House
and tho lands specified. The agreements were
signed iu February last. The Board are to re-

move the railings at the end of Craven-street,

and make a street to tho Embankment, and to

purchase tho property required for the intended

improvements. The architectural elevations of

all buildings to be erected under this Act front-

ing the new approach to tho Thames Embank-
ment, or fronting any street to be made, are to

be submitted by tho Board to the consideration

of the Council of tho Royal Institute of British

Architects before the commencement of any such

buildings. The powers of the Board for the com-
pulsory purchase or taking of the lands required

are extended for five years, and the construction

of the works within seven years. The Board may
apply existing funds and borrow money for the

purpose of the Act, and are to pay the expenses

of tho Act.

Parisian Sca'S'exgers .—The day's work of a

Parisian scavenger commences at half-past four

in the morning, and terminates at five in the

evening. The work is done both by men and
women. Tho former receive 2s., the latter Is. a

day. The annual cost of watering the streets

amounts to about four millions of francs. The
keeping up of the squares and public walks costs

over half a million, the Bois de Vincennes a

quartor of a million, and the Bois de Boulogne

320.000fr. In tho old days of the Empire nearly

double that sum was expended on this—tha

fashionable drive of Paris. Besides these charges,

the pavements entail an annual expenditure of

six millions.

Proposed System op Public Abattoirs

FOR London*—In anticipation of the provisions of

the 55th section of the Act of 7 and S Vic, cap.

84, under which the whole of the private slaughter-

houses of tho metropolis (1,400 in number)
were to be compulsorily closed on the 1st of

August, 1874, tho Corporation of London was
proceeding to take steps for the provision of addi-

tional slaughterhouse accommodation at tha

Metropolitan Cattle Market, when a select com-
mittee of the House of Commons reported against



the proposal to forbid private slaiigliterliouses in

London. It being thought, however, that the day
is not far distant when, on sanitary grounds, pri-

vate slaughterhouses will have to be abolished. Dr.
Letheby has been turning his attention to the
subject, and has made some suggestions that will

no doubt be of great service in the solution of the
question. While it would save much cruelty to

animals, and prevent the great inconveniences
arising from driving cattle and sheep through the
crowded streets of London, if abattoirs largo
t/nough for the whole of the metropolis were
erected adjoining tho caltle-market at Islington,
that site is not suffi -iently central in its situation
with respect to so large a place as London. Dr.
Letheby therefore suggests that there should be
established in the metropolis ten public abattoirs.

situ,ate respectively at or near tho Metropolitan
(lattle Market, Deptford Cattle Market, Great
Eastern Goods Station, Hackney Station, Bow
Common. Bricklayer's Arms Station, Xine Elms
Station, Westminster, Paddiugton, and Camden
Town Goods Station. These slaughterhouses
would all be in communication with the Metro-
politan Cattle Market by a direct railway route.
The cost of constructing them would amount :o

£200.000, to be paid by ihe Metropolitan Board of

Works, or the Corporation of London. Dr. Letheby
would make the use of public slaughterhouses
compulsory within a radius of five miles from
Smithfield Meat Market.

Street Improvemexts tm Dundee.—Tho work
of street improvement is going on r.ipidly in
Dundee, althoxigh a good d6.al of time is lost

through the proprietors of old buildings which
require to be removed refusing to come to terms
with the authorities, thereby putting them to the
trouble of making legal tenders, in order to pro-
ceed to arbitration. Properties to the amount of

£100,000 have been purchased in the Murray-
gate and Bucklemaker Wynd, and the surveyor
has been instructed to obtain offers for the demoli-
tion of the old buildings on the north side of the
latter, and to proceed with the widening-up of

that portion of tho street without delay. Opera-
tions for the construction of a bridge over the
Dens have also been commenced. The old dilapi-
dated houses in Pourie-lane and Water Wynd
havo almost disappeared, leaving the space
between tho lane and the wynd almost open.

TiiE Late Mr. R. W. Eedes.—We regret to
record the demise of Mr. Robert Westmacott
Eedes, architect, of 67, Str.and. He died at his
residence, 146, Vauxball Bridge-road. Mr. Eedes
was a pupil of Mr. J. P. Knight, R.A., and was
originally intended for an artist, but he re-
linquished portrait-painting for architecture.
He was cousin to Sir R. Westmacott. R.A. He
was architect to the Catholic Apostolic Church,
Pye-stroet, Westminster. He married the sister

of Dr. Pearse. of Westminster, but leaves no
family. Mr. Eedes was for five years in the
office of the late Mr. F. AVehnert, a notice of
whom appeared in the Building Ne-vvs, Nov. 11th,
1871.

The Rating of Government Pkoperty.—The
rating of Government property, a question which
it was believed would have been settled by the
Rating Bill, is again engaging the attention of
the authorities in parishes where dockyards,
barracks, and other national est,ablishmonts
exist. TheLoca! Board of Health at Woolwich
have been informed that an appeal which they
havo made for an increase of tho cont/ibution
paid by the Government in lieu of rates, on the
ground that new properties havo recently been
acquired by the Crown, and that nothing "is paid
towards tho highways and drainage, is under
consideration.

The Citv Cuurches.—Mr. C. JI. Ingleby, of
Dford, writes to The Times upon the impending
destruction of the Church of S. Martin Outwich,
in Threadneedle-streeot, which is about to verify
its own surname, to be turned out of tho wych, and
its human remains to be carried off to Ilford
Cemetery. Probably, the next to fall a prey to
this church movement -B-ill be S. Antholin,
Watling-street, and All Hallows, Bread-street,
which are conjointly held by the chaplain of
Ilford Cemetery as the curate in charge. Mr.
Ingleby expresses tho hope that every lover of
English literature will deprecate the removal of
oneof these churches, viz., All Hallows, Bread-
street, .as it was here that John Milton was
baptized in 1008, and tho font which was then
used is still there. Mr. Ingleby adds :—'• We
cannot wonder that any cf these churches should
become practically useless, closed as thoy are
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from Sunday to Sunday, and placed under the
control of non-resident clei-gymen ; but that they
might be turned to account is proved by the in-
stances of S. Lawrence, Jewry ; S. Mary,
Woolnoth

; S. Clement, Eastoheap ; and others.
Is it too much to expect that the Bishop of
London will do his utmost to preserve to us the
many interesting churches of the City ?

"

Utilising a Cathedral.—Mr. Reginald C.
Oldknow, engineer, R.N,, writes to remonstrate
against the conversion of the campanile of
Chichester Cathedral into a water tower—a pro-
posal by a local comp.any, which, he says, the
Dean and Chapter havo accepted. He deprecates
thB desecration of one of the few campaniles in
England, and with regard to tho alleged necessity
of a lofty tank to preserve the cathedral from fire,

he urges that there is a great difference between
precautions for the security of a sacred edifice,

and the establishment of an elev.atod hydrant for
tho use of a whole town, probably to the injury of
a wonderful piece of ancient architec ure. Ho
thinks the company, in which some of the cathe-
dral authorities are said to be interested, should
expend £600 in erecting a water tower.

Value of Citt Land.—Mr. J. Maodonnel, in
a wcrk recently published, gives some interest-
ing figures showing the increase in the value of
Land in the City. Tho most valuable piece of
uncovered land in tho City, after tho Great Fire,
two centuries ago. was £30.000 per aero, whilo
at the present day it is worth £1,000,000. A
wharf in Castle B.aynard, purchase 1 in 1670 for

£2,000, w,as lately "sold for £110.000. A piece
of ground in Holborn, now yielding .-£5,000 per
acre, was bought in 1552 for"£160. We are toU
that during tho Peninsular Wars and the agita-
tion while the Corn Law question was on foot,

there was a great fluctuation in the price of
land, but that since 1S52 it has steadily in-
creased. As an example, an acre of land in
South Kensington, which was sold in that year
for ,£3.200, fetched in ISGO £23,350. Thus the
land increased more than sevenfold in value in
eight years. *

CHIPS.

The smaller cupola which sustains the cross of
S. Paul's Cathedral is at present having its details
heavUy gilt.

The construction of the Darjeeling Railway is
not to be commenced until the " Battle of the
Gauges " in England is settled.

The price of gas in Leeds is to be increased 3d.
per thousand cubic feet.

One of the oldest trees in England is said to be a
yew tree in Darley Dale churchyai-d, Derbvshire.
It is calculated to be 2,n()0 years old. It is not very
high, but its trunk is 33ft. in circumference.
The celebrated archteologist. Signor Fiorelli, has

received the medal of honour in the section of In-
struction at the Vienna Exhibition for his mono-
graph on the ancient city of Pompeii.
Mr. Arthur Holme, of Liverpool, has taken the

contract for the completion of the large new dock
at Runcorn, which was in course of construction,
but was stopped some six years ago.

The Widnes Local Board have inspected the
plans prepared by Messrs. Pierpoint for the uew
market, and have resolved that the erection of
a town-hall and public ofBces, for which pro-
vision had been made in the plans, should be de-
ferred. Messrs. Pierpoint have been instructed to
prepare plans and specifications for a market shed,
MOft. by 70ft., the cost not to exceed £2,000.

The will and codicil of Mr. William Henshaw,
builder and contractor, of Nos. 13 ard llj Wharves,
City-road Basin, who died at his residence, Tocten-
ham-lane, Hornsey, on the 13th July last, were
proved on the Ist ult. by Mrs. Harriet A. Henshaw,
the widow, and Mr. G. E. East, Mr. S. Fletcher,
and Mr. J. W. Clarke, the executoi'S, the personalty
being sworn under £40,000.

The foundation-stone of a new Primitive Metho-
dist Chapel at Lower Wincobank, was laid on Mon-
day. The cost of the building will be ,£1,000.

The memorial stone of a new Temperance Hall
now being erected at Frorae was laid on Monday.
The buildmg will cost £1,000.

Two working men of Alton, Hants, have volun-
teered to carve, during their spare hours, the font
for the new church of AU Saints, which is non-
being built in that parish.

A newly erected home for orphan girls, -which has
cost ,£1,450, exclusive of the site, has been opened
in Cliff-road. Leeds. It is contemplated to build a
similar home for orphan boys.

Some fragments of very ancient work have been
discovered in Rochester Cathedral : which may
prove to be remains of the first church built in the
seventh century.
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TIMBER TRADE.
Port of Grimsby.- The prices nt timber and deals

show a gro.it advance be.vond any change la the market
since 165i. So much has th'.s been the case with some
doscripUons of Baltic Jeals, that American spruce is
once more being extensively imported into Grimsby and
the cast cost In competition with Baltic goods. The
advance In freights is also beyond anything since 1S54,
as much as £G per standard being now paid from
Quebec, 23s. to 25s. per load for oak timber from D.an-
zig, Sos. to 70s. from Cronstadt, and 60s. to 75s. from
tho Gulf of Buthnla. The foUowmg are the present
quotations in wood goods : -

Metuel and Danzig Fir, £4 to £5 per load.
Swedish ditto, £3 to £3. 10s. per load.
S. Petersburg Red Deals, £12 to £16 per std.
Wyburg ditto, £11 to £13.
American Spruce, £10. 10s. to £11.
Pitch-pine Timber, £4. 10s. to £5 per load.

There has been a very fair business doing during the
week. Importers talk of a further advance when the
autumn Importations arrive. Tae following are the
present prices :

—

Per 120 12ft. Ijln. x llln.

£. s. d. £. s. d.
Gefie 1st and 2nd white, deals 12 5 „ 12 10
Sandarna 1st and 2nd yellow,

planks 14
Soderham Srd yellow „ 14 ,, 14 5

„ fourth „ 12 10 „ 13

.1 „ deals 12 ,, 12 .5

,, „ battens 11 5
Hudikswall best planks 13 10

„ „ battens 12 l.i „ 13

,, second „ 12 „ 12 5

,, „ planks 13

„ third deals 12 u „ 12 13

„ „ battens 11 10

„ fourth „ 10 10
Quebec best bright pine ,, 23 0,, 27 10

„ ,. floated „ 22 „ 23

„ second bright „ IB ,, 17 5

„ „ floated ,, 15 ,, 16

„ third bright „ 12 ,, 12 10

„ „ floated „ 11 „ 11 10
Lockno fom-th yellow, planks 12 10

„ „ „ deals 12 „ 12 5

„ „ ,, battens 11 „ 11 10
Archangel best yellow „ 14 lo „ 16 10

,, second ,, „ 12 ,, 13
Jcfle 1st & 2nd yellow pl.anka 15

„ ,, ,, iHn.deals 14 15

„ ', „ «ln. „ 14 ,. 14 a

„ „ ,, battens . 13 15

„ ,, „ 21n. brds. 14
S. Petersburg best yellow dls. 14

„ „ planks 14 „ 14 10

„ ,, battens 12 5 „ 12 10

,, 2nd „ planks 12 5

„ „ battens 11

„ best white planks 12 10
deals 11 10 „ 12 10

„ „ battens 11 5 „ 11 10
Saguenay best pine . . 21 5 ,, 23 15

2nd „ . . 14 15 „ 16 5

Korkopinglst&2ndyel.planks 14 10

„ „ deids 13 5 „ 14
Skutskarlst&2Hd white plks. 12 „ 12 10
Bjorneborg Ist yellow boards 11 5 ,, 11 10

„ ,. white deals 10 10 „ 12

„ „ „ battens 11

„ „ ,, boards 10 5

Danzig yellow Sin. planks . 11 15 ,, 12 3

„ „ 2Sm. „ . 12 15

„ „ 2in. „ . 12 10 ,, 12 13

Gothenburgl & 2 white deals 12 13 „ 13

„ 3rd „ '„ 12 10

„ 4th „ plauks 12 5 „ 12 10

„ „ ,, deals 12

Pitch pine planks 1310 „ 14 10
Mcsaue 1st yellow plauks 14 5

Languor 1st i.2ndyel., 2J X 9 14 5

„ „ „ 3 X 8 13 5

„ „ „ 2J X 7 13 5

„ Srd „ 2| X 9 13 6

„ ,, other sizes 12 to 12 5

Languor 4th yellow planks 12 10 „ 12 15

„ „ „ 91u. deals 12 10

„ „ „ battens 11 10 „ 12

Sundswall Ist & 2nd yel. deals 14 ,, 14 10

„ „ „ battens 13 5

„ 3rd „ planks 13 10

„ „ „ deals 13 10

,, „ „ battens 12 5 ,, 12 10

Axmir Srd yellow de.ils 13 „ 13 lO o

„ „ 2-iin. battens 11 15 „ 12

„ „ 21a. „ 11 ,. U 10

Schlon 1st & 2nd yel. battens 10 to 10 10

„ 3rd „ „ 9 5

„ Ist & 2nd whlto „ 9 15

Per 120 12ft. Sin. by 91n.

Quebec best spruce . . 22 10 to 23
Christlanla best whlto . . 21 10 „ 23 10 C

„ 2nd „ . . 21

Dronthclm best „ 91n. 19 10

„ „ „ Sin. 18 15

„ 2nd „ 9ln. 18 10
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Flooring per square.
s. d. s. A.

Frederlckstad 1st yellow lin.

Jin.

10
12

„
6

14

„ 2nd lin. 9 „ 13

„ 1st white lin. 10 6 ,. 12

„ lat & 2nd „ IJin. 13 „ 13 6

y> » lin. 11 6 „ 12 3

Cliristiania 1st yellow Jin. 12 6

2nd lin. 13 «

Drammen 1st „ lin. 13 3 ,. 13 6

2nd lin. 12 6 „ 13
1st white «n. 10

Ditto Beaded Tong aed & G ooved.
s. d. s. d.

Frederlckshald 1st white iio. 11 3 ,. 11 G

„ „ yellow bIU. 12 « „ 12 9

n " ^in. 9 9 .. 10

„ 2nd white tin. 10 3 .. 10 (i

„ ., im. 7 3 „ 7 G

Drammen 1st yellow Sin. 10 9 „ 11

Frederlckstad 1st yellow ilu. 10 6

,, 1st white fin. 10 li

Peri J cubic feet.

£. s. d. £. s. d.

Baltic crown i 15 >. 5

Riga .... i 1. 4 5

Danzig best middling . i ., 4 15

„ common ,, 3 10 „ 4 5

Swedish 3 „ 3 5

Memel crown oak 5 10 ., 7 15
Quebec oak 7 „ 8

Pitch pine 1 „ 4 10
Quebec elm 4 15 „ 6

WAGES MOVEMENT.
DoRKixG.—The carpenters employed by several of

the builders of Dorking are out on strike for an in-

crease of wages. They stipulate for a payment of 7^d.

per hour. It is feared that the strike will extend to all

branches of the building trade.

EnixBCUGQ.—The operative brickmakers of Edin-
burgh, in common with their brethren in the building
line, are at present (says the DaiJ;/ lieritw) in the midst
of a very busy season. In a number of instances hands
cannot be got, and, in consequence, a number of the
employers Whose jobs are in a back\va:d state are
offering SJd. per hour for good tradesmen. The pres-
sure of work and scarcity of hands has also had the
effect of inducing the masters to give a small premium
to' those of their workmen who make " full time." This
In a great measure will, it is hoped, counteract the at-
tractions of the dram-shop, which, not uufrcquently.
is the primary cause of a good deal of broken time. The
granting of a premium for steadiness will, at all events,
tend to incite the operatives to work out the fifty-one
hours' week in its entirety.

Liverpool.—The strike which basprevailed amongst
the joiners and house carpenters of Liverpool and the
neighbourhood for several months is in a fair way to
be settled. An aggregate meeting of the men was
held on Monday, when it was decided by a large ma-
jority to adopt 7 jd. per hour for a week of 55 hours.
This is an advance of Jd. per hour above the wages
offered by the masters, and considerably below what
was at first claimed by the men, but the general
opinion is that the compromise will be adopted on
both sides.

LoNDOX.—The adjourned meeting of the delegates
of the house decorators and painters was held on Mon-
day night. From the reports given in by the delegates
it appeared that, with a few exceptions, the whole of
the large West-end decorating and painting firms com-
menced from Saturday week paying the painters in
their employ at the advanced rale of Sid. per hour
without any classification. After the financial business
had been transacted it was resolved to adjourn the meet-
ing until Monday evening next, when any firm reported
as not having paid thehalfpennyper hour advance on
Saturday next will be struck against "as a matter of
justice to those employers paying the advance."
The Social Science Association and Capital

AND Labour.—The operations of the Committee on
Labour and Capital of the Social Science Association,
whose aid and influence were brought to bear in bring-
ing to a close the working engineers' strike at New-
castle-upon-Tyne two years ago, the strike of the
London building trade last year, the Barusley power-
loom weavers' strike, &c., have been suspended for
want of funds.

ASHTON & gree:^,
SlAto, Iron, and Marble Merchants, and Quarry Agents.—Rooflnjr

Elates—Bangor, Blue, Red, or Green, Blue Portmaduc and Wliitland
Abbey Green, the New " Permanent" Green (weight the same as
Bangor, and uniformity of clejiv.T'o pgnali.

Prices on Wharf iu London.
24 by 12 22 by 12 20 by 10 IS by !•
377s. 6d. 332s. 6d. 2579. 6d. 21ja.
16 by 10 16 by 8 U by 10 U by 8
1928. 6d. U6a, 1709 117s. 6d.

Per m of 1,200 SlatuH. Marble and Enamelled Slate Chimney
Pieces, Inscription Tablets, &e. .StOTcs. llangcs, and Builders'
Ironmongery. A. & G.'a Special Ited Ridire Tilee. Large Show of
All Goods at 14 and 15, Burj-street, S. Mary Axe, London, E.G.
Drawings and Prices upon application, accompanying trads card.

ISbt 9
19 S3. 6d.
12 by 8

67s. 6d.

TENDERS.
Beds.—For Blunham Kect ry, for Rev. T. M. Berry.

Mr. John Usher, architect Quantities t.upplied.
Twelvetrees JE'-'.-^-'?

Cunvln 2,544
Carter o.470

Moore 2,421
Corby and Son 2,403
Hull 2,3S0
Foster -..,341

Spencer (accepted) 2,159

ANERLEY —For altei-atioiis and additions at the North
Surrey District Schools. Mr. A. Or. Henneli, architect.
Quantities supplied.

Peskett and Taylor , £U.9G0
Smiih ia,898

tloUidiie 13,500
Owkett 12,011

Williams and Son 12.ri78

Oxford 12,360

Hill and Sous 11,980
TVi son liros 11,875
Eid--r and Son 11.828
CooUo and Green 11,811

(I

Wii^ht Bros, and Goodchild 11. S;

Browne and Kobinson 1U,130
Ddwus and Co.
Moore

Beds.—For alterations and additions to Farm House at
Biddenbam. Sir. John Uaher, arcliiteet.

Carer £1,130
Foster 949
Cunvin SV5 "
Moore S61
Hull (acceptedj 840

EsFiELD.—For Congregational Church. Messrs. John
Tarring and Son, architects, 69, Basioghall-street,
London.

' "

General Estimate

),ii90

9,099

Myers A Sons £8.175
Shurmur (too late> 7,313

Kilby 7.270
Brass &:Co.(tooIate) 7,260

•,210 .

If Bath Stone
Ashlar instead
of Stucco to

inside.

£954
817
830

Field & Sons
Paterson 7.190
Hill A: Sons
Luscombe 7,lo >

Dove Bros 7.095
Jackson and Shaw 6,500
Kiyes A: llamage... 6,450
Perr'.- & Co 6.393

Cooke and Gre.-u 6.23G

830

StO
7.170 820

6'i0

SOD
710
559
56'J 5

5?,l

H.A,STINQS. —For Holy Trlnitj' Schools.—Messrs. Jeffcry
and Skiller, architects.

Howell £I,9S7
Rodda 1,977
Vidler 1,S94 C
H. and C- Hughes (accepted) ],S33 7 5

Hammersmith.— For r*-building No. 23, King-street, for
Mr. R.S Angell. Mr. Edmund Woodttiorps. architect.
Quantities supplied by Messrs. "Wekh and Atkinson.

Perry Bros £1,620
Hill and Sons 1,589
Adamsou aud Sons 1,565
Pritchard (too late) 1,540
Turner and Sou-; 1,519
La ke 1,447
Chamberleu Bros 1,447

Havast.—For a Church to be erectetl, for the Eev. E.
Reardeu. Mr. John Crawley, architect.

Moore aud Son £1,690
Nightingale ".

1,GSS
BaUiviUt l.iJL'i)

Stallard 1,603
Hull.—For the erection of an oil-mill, engine-house,

chimney-shaft, cottage and boundary walls in Church-
street. Sculcoates, lor Mr. J. G, \V. Willows. Mr. Eobert
Clamp, architect, Hull.

SrickJatfer

Marshall '.

£1,121 5
Kelsey 970
Stanley SSO
Evington S59 10 3

Carpenter.
Gras&by £747 11 2
Lison and Wilkinson 692 15
Habbershaw 068 2 8

Mason.
Crawford and Stott £31 10
Grassby 23 12

//oii/outuiei:

Young and Co.- £202 12
DossouandCo 193 17
Perkins 133 11 S

Plumber and Glazinr.

Harrison £50 6
Freemaa 4S 3
Gouldesbro' 44 10

Slatei:

Wylde and Sons £63 15
Dawber and Sons 61 15

Painter.
Stninforth £27
Wardle 26 7
Wynch 19 10

Ireland,—For the re-roofing and re-pewing of the
parish Church of Drumbo, County of Down. Mr. Wm.
James Watson. C,E., architect, Newry.

McCulIough and Bennett £852
Lermon aud Millan «. 582
McKeown 552

LiNCoLNSHiiH'; —For small farmstead, foreman's house,
and cottage, at Skegness, for the Right Hon. the Eail of
.Scarliorough. Mr. Jas. Whitton, architect, Lincoln.
Quantities provided.

Cook £1,104
Hobson and Taylor 1,060

Cobb 1.(37

Huddleston andSon ^'^Q

Eattenbury 979
OslevandSon %0
Dunklev 943
Andrews 910 u

Laycock aud Dunkley '. 897
Hunter and Son tactrepted) S60

Lincolnshire.—For house aud farmstead at Elyton,
near (iriinsboro*. for the Right Hnn. the Earl of Scar-
borough. Mr. James Whitton, architect, Lincoln, Quan-
tities supplied, hsclusive of old materials, about £160.

Day and Brown £2,007
Barker 17 6 4 G
Cook 1.660

Hobson and Taylor l.t-50

Huddleston and Sun 1,5U2

Dimkley I,5s7

Sutt .n ^accepted) 1.492

Whitehead 1,474 18 8

s
5

u

(1

u

Ltncolnshirk.—For two pairs of foremen's houses and
cot: age ^ at Staiuton, for the Eght Hon. the Earl of
Si-arboroui^'h. Mr. James Whitiou, archiiejt, Liuculu.
Quantities provided.

For One Pair Only.

Day and Brown £52?>
Hobson and Taylor o2>
lagham 516
Huddle^ton and Son 490
Herringshaw... 474
Kendall 444 15
C ijipm^n (accepted) -42-)

Mr. Chapman's tender is accepted for another similar
par at the same price.
Liverpool.—For the reconstruction, paving, sewering,

chdnneling, and kerbingof the northern portion of Rath-
boue-road. Old Swan, near Liverpool, for Messrs. R. A.
Eskriggeand G. Bellman. Messrs. Troughtou and Prea-
cott, t;.E. :r'urveyors, Liverpool. Quauiicies supplied.

Thomas £4.9
Abram and Son 44s 15
Sleight 439
Lucas 433
Hickman 425 17 S
Davey 416 14 6
Bostock 415 1 SJ
Lawrenson S77
Little (accepted) 365

London.—For alterations and additions to Gloucester-
place, Portman-square, for Mr. H. CiiatteriB. Mr. H. fl.

Co lius, archiiect
Clark and Mamrooch £2,873
Longmire aud iiurge 2,7b2
Oliver 2,55u
Vernal! 2,406

London.—Fur the erection of a warehouse in Bury-
street. S. Mary-Axe. Quantities supplied. Mr. H. H.
Collins, architect.

Brosvne and Robinson £2,937
Henshaw 2,9 19

Merriit and Ashby 2,887
AVicks, Bangs, and Co 2,874
Eunor 2,095
Oliver 2,645
Newman and Manu 2,620
Eirk 2,568

LONDO.N.-For decorative works at Warrington -crescent
H. H. Collins, arcliiteet.

Cohen {accepted) £480
London.—For decorative works to the North London

Synagogue, John-street West, Islington. Mr. H. H.
Collins, architect.

Oliver £596
Kbbs and Son 535
Clarke and Mamrooch 527
Ball 3;3
Vernall 330

London.—For taking down aud rebuilJiug No. 3, Moor-
lane, Cripplegate, E.C., for Mr. Thos. Sadler. Messrs.
Archer and Green, architects.

Messrs. Argent and Woodward.
General
Works.

Cooke & Green... £l,0;o
Lathey Bros 1,0S3 114 1,197
Bostell L078 112 I,i80

Blake &, Ramplen 981 116 1,097
Hoarle 907 89 l,08fi

London.—For alterations to Little Wyld-street Chapel.
Messrs. Searle aud Sou, architects.

Chapel. Ga'ilery.

Feltham £5.295 U ...

Allan 3,199 ...£236
Lintleld 2,9b0 ... 270
Cook 2,661 ...

Jiatllt-y 2,560 ...

Cohen 2,450

Allaid 1,969

Hurne 1.823

C.A.Cook 1,166

London.—For alterations to No. 1, Baker-s.treet, Port-
man-square, for Messrs. Cobb aud Son. Mr. Alfred
Wright, architect.

Lougmire and Burge £4S0
Boiling 475

London —For repairs at the Duke of Marlboro". Rich-
mond-r^ad, Dalstou. Mr. H. J. Newtou, surveyor.

BriudleaudCo £236
Taylor 22d 10
Shurmur 2:;5

Hockley (accepted) 219
LONDON-—For repairs at the Jolly Anglers, Kentish,

Town, Mr. H. J. Newtou, architect.

Taylor £141
Hockley 140
Shurmur 139 U
Brindle aud Co. (accepted) 132

London.—For rebuilding j\o 3.*, Walbrook, for Mr.
James Smart. Mr. James Harrison, architect. Quantities
supplied.

Ashby aud Sons £4,832
Little 4,657

Merritt aud Ashby 4,644

Colls and Son 4,611

Eillby 4,556

Browne and RoLrinson 4,547

Ennor 4,480

Williams and Son 4,395

London.—For alterations to No. 48, Elizabeth-street

Eaton-square, for Mr. D. A. Eey, jun. ilr. James Harri-,

son, architect. Quantities supplied.

Little £577
Aicchison and Walker ^'^5

Merritt and Ashby 518
Watson Bros 612
Ennor 488

Margate.—For the erection of a new Deaf and Dumb
Asylum. Messrs. Drewo and Bower, architects. Quanti-

ties supplied by Mr.C. A. Gould.
If executed in If esecnted in
Bath Stone. Ransome's Patent

Stone.
Brass £20,987
Eushelland Son... 20,06?
Dove Bros 19,975

Quantities supplied by

Repairing ™
btables.

^^^^^

...£135 £1,205

130
155 U

70 (I

0... £21,366
0... 21,146

... 2U,975

Eider and Son l5.76S 0... iy,98S

Downs and Co. ... 19,315 0... 19,697
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T5EWCASTLR- For thp erection 'of villa-staliles and

lodge, at Coxludge. Mr W, Lifter Xewcomba architect.

Spon and Gaby (accepted) £!,7-J0

Newcastle.—For altei aliens and additions to No. 1.

Victoria-square, for 5It. E. Downing. Mr. W. Lister Sew-
combe, architeit Quantities by Mr. Geo. Connell.

Lnnn (accepted) i''"0 "

VoTFtsa Hill —For additions to Aubrey House, for

Mr. W. C. Alexander. Mr. T. E. Collcutt, architect.

Qiantities bv Mr. J. Gandy.
Dove Bros iS.nSS

Hill and Sons -'.sSt

Macev 2.S'0

Jaclison and Shaw 2.8v!5

Coolie and (^reeu 2,81G U

Knnor (accepted) 2,8U5

Newcastle.—For the erection of villa lodge, and
stables at Corfoilge, for Mr. Wm. Snowball Mr. VV. Lister

Nes-combe. architect. Quantities by Mr. Geo. Conuell.

Bell A EUison (accepted tor villa only) £2.8110

S. John's W03D.— For the erection of premises at

rircus-road, for the London and Soutti Western IJan'i.

Quftntilies supplied by Mr. Henry Lovcgrove. Architect,

Mr. C. Bell.

TavenerandSM £1.9M
Nutt 1.789

Brae her and Son 1,7.50

Barford 1,68!

Scrivener and White 1,G66

South Shields.—For the erection of stables, dwelling-

house, Ac , in Claypath-lane, for Messrs. Carver and Co.

Mr. W. Lister Newcombe, architect. Quantities by Mr.

Geo. Connell.
Suddards (accepted) £1,27S U

Tynemouth.—For the erection of '^ houses in Percy
Pa-k, for Mr. Thos. Ord. Mr. W. Lister Newcombe, archi-

tect.

Lunn (accepted) f1,720

Wisbeach, cambridseshire.—For a pair of semi-
detached villas on the Lj-nn-road, for Mr. Henry Hudson.
Mr. Alfred Wright, architect, Grosvenor-road, StoclcwoU,

S,W.
J. and M. Challans £l,4fi0

Girling 1,200
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BATH AND OTHEE BFILDIN^G STONES,
OF BEST QU.^LITY.

EANDELL. SAUNDERS & CO., LimitecJ,

Quarrymen and Stone Kercliants.
List of prices at the Quarries and Df^pots, also cost of

transit to any part of the United Kingdom, furnished on
application to

Bath Stonk Office:
lADTT. CORSHAM, WILTS

TO ARCHITECTS.
GREEN" R00PIS0-SLATE3.

As snvvUed to H.R.II. the Prince or ifalfs at Sandringham
The Peninoj-le Soa-green Slatos are spceially adapted for

Ciiurchee, Public Buildings, &c., &c.
( Le.tf! co^tltj than ordinari/ Gothic Tiling.)

These dnrable and non-absorbent slates can be obtained in eixes

eiiit.LbIe for Gotbif Archil pcttire, at prices as under.
In Eftilway Trucka, Docki, G-louocster :

—

Per Equivfilent to
1,200 Slatea per sqaare

Best Green Slate 14 by 7 .- « .. 2 17 S IBs. Gd.

Do. do. 13 by 8 2 17 fi Ifts. 6d.
Do. do. 13 by 7 2 5 Us.
Do do. 12 by 7 1 18 6 13a.

Do do, 12 by 5 1 7 e Us.
PricCB of large Sizes, Cost of Transit, Reference

Twrtimoniala and Swnpte Specimens may bo obtained on
application to

MESSRS. RiXDELL k CO. Corsham, Wilts.
Specimens at Museum of On^olieT, Jermyn-street. Piccadilly, TV.,

&ad at Architectural Museum, Tufton-street, Wastminstor.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
Hastings. Oct. l.—For desigosaad estimates for widen

io£ the White Rock Parade. A premium of luO guine^is

will be given for the best design and estimate. CI.

Meadows. Town Clerk, Hastings.
Liverpool. Sept. 30.—For designs and descriptive par-

ticulars for facilitating the transit of cattle and other
traffic across the Mersey. Premiums of £200, £IU0, and
£50 will he given for the first, second, and third best de-
signs. Captain Pinhey, Woodside, Birkenhead.
Manchesteh, Oct. 1.—For designs fori, lyinj; out a new

cemetery, and f-ir the erec.ion of chapcl-sand other build-
ings Premiums of £100, £60 aadi;40. J. Heron, Town
Clerk. Town Hall. Manchester.
RICUMOSD, Surrey, Got. 1.—For the best practicable

plan of disposing of the sewage of the parish. F. T,

Senior, Vestry Clerk. Richmond. Surrey.

Geometrical and Encaustic Tile Pavements
in every variety. Cheapest and best in the trade. Over
sixty New Designs at 5s. 6d. per yard super. See Buildin&
NEW.S, December 27, 1872, Mechanics' Magazine, November
29, 1872, and other leading opinions. Designs and sample
Tiles free; applications for which are earnestly invited .

Note: quick delivery guaranteed.—HENRY 0. WEBB,
Tileries, Worcester.

—

[Advt.]

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

AccRiNGTON Gas and Waterworks Co . Sept, 10 . For
the purchase of coke during a period of 12 months. T.
Duxbury, secretary. Accrington.
Army Co-ntbact, Sept. 11.—For tho supply of mop-

heads, T. Howell, Director of Contracts, 5, New-
street, Spriufr Gardens, S.W.
Basstead. SCRREY. Oct 3.—For the erection of a

Lunatic Asylum. F.H.Pownall, architect, 33.V, Montague
square, W.
Batley, Sept. 8.—For leveling, paving, flagging, and

channelling Vii'toria-street, Carlinghow. J. A. Deane,
Town Clerk, Batley.
Batley. Sept. 8.—For laying about 315 lineal yards of

15in. pipe-sewer, and other works. J. A. Deane, Deputy
Town Clerk. Batley.
Board op Works. Hacknby District. Sep. 11.—For

the supply of 3.500 tons of best blue Guernsey granite.
E. Ellis. Town Hall, Hackney.
Castleford, Sept 10.—For the erection of a Hotel. C.

W. Richardson, architect, BaQkbuildings, Wesigate,
Wakefield.
Caows Agents for the Colonies, Sept. 24.—For the

construction of telegraphs at the Cape of Good Hope.
Offices, Spring-gardens.

L.iNCASHIRE AND YORKSHIRE RULWAT, Sept. IG.—
For building new station at Pimbo-lane, Manchesior. W,
S. Lawn, Secretary, Hunt's Baalv, Manchester.

P,A.DDiNGTnN, Sept. 15.—For the cmstruetion of about

72uft. run of 3ft. itin. by 2ft. 6iu. brick sewer. Surveyor

to the Vesti-v, Vestry Hall, Harrow-road,
Peterbor 'UGH Gas-Wobks, Sept. 8.—For the erection

ot a retort house and other works. J. Graves, Secretary,

Peterborough.
skipton-in-CrAVEn, Sept. 10.—For the erection of new

R'-hool-bu'!dings anl head master's residence. Messrs.

Paley and Austin, Architects. Lancaster.
Widnes Local Board, Oct l.—For making a survey

and preparing a finished map of the district. T. Ceasley,

Clerk to the Local Board. Public Offices, Widnes.
War Department Contract, sept: 8.-For the erection

of a store house, near Archcliffe Fort. Dover. Col. J. M.

Grant, Royal Engineer Olfice, ArchcUfTe Fort. Dover.

War Department Contract, Sept. 8.—For the erec-

tion of a riding scho ! at Shorncliffe Cimp. Col. J. M.

Grant. Royal Engineer Office, ArchclilT Fort. Dover.

ROYAL FOLyTECHNIC—THE
ENCHANTED GLKN ; this successful Entertainment has

now- been represented 167 times ! Nair Pongs and a New GHOsT
EFFECT in the Incant\tion Scene, by the Author. Daily at 4 and

9 I
Wednesday eioaptedl. bv Mr. OSfAU HEARTWKLL.-THE

GREAT EXHIBITION', br Mr. MaldbN. who has just returned

frura Vienna.—Th« SlIAli. and tho PERSIANS ;
with Ortpuiiil

Pcrsiiin Music, bv Mr. J. L. KiNC.-A (Nt D'K LEPTURK, by

Professor GAEDXER.-Opou Daily, from I'i to L, iind 7 l" )0

Admission Is. ^^^^^_^^^^^_^^^^^^--——

,

A SPHALTE TRINIDAD SEYS-
JTjl. sell—mineral tar.
THOMAS HARRISON &:CO.hftve no^r a rcpiilar mirplyof ROCHE

AKPHALTE and MASTIC MINERAL TAR from France, and can
undi^rtake to execute any work iu Asphalte of ilic very finent Seyssel
quulity, an well as Trinidad and British Aiphaltes, on the mo£t
reaBfinable terms,
PUEPARKO for every description of Building, Railway and A^-
uUural Work.
TEMPERED for every purpose, Bltuation, and Erport t© every
limate.
RENDERED to nniforra consistency by Steam Power. The Trade

supplied nn adT.intftpeoii!> terms ; and eKtimttt''a givi'u for workj of
any mapnitudc ; also for LAYING TAR PAVEMENT.

THOMAS HARRISON & Co.,

ASPHALTE, "WHITING, A^T) PAEs'T WORKS,
Cambridpa Heath 'Wliarf , Hackz«y,

Black Horse Bridge, Dcptford.

ClTT OpficBS—Ko. 106, FENCHUaCH-STREET, CITY, E.C

UNUER THH PaTRON'AOE of H.5f. THB QURES".

THK LONDON PARQUETRY
WORKS, the firKt Manufactory eetablinhod in England (in

1^11) byCUARLES STEINITZ. founder of the English Parquetry
Business r the exclusive production of

"Solid and Plated" Parquet Floors, Borders,
Ceilings and Wall Decoration.

In Geometrical, Curvilinear, and Mosaic Patterns.

Plans and Estimate?, for first-classa work only, prepared free of
eipenac. Manufactory—Camberwell-hall.Grove-lano, Camberwoll^
.S.E, fioleAg'?nts and Show-room, GILLOW and Co 176 and 177^
Osford-otrcet. W

TMrOTKP GENERAL JOINER.

WI. FTJEKESS & CO,,
Globe Works,

JASMINE STREET, LIVERPOOL, N.,

SAW-MILL ENGINEERS AND WOOD-
WORKING MACHINISTS.

London office—39, loubaud street, E.C.

rEIZE MEDALS
AWARDED FOE SUPERIOR COLLECTIONS OP

WOOD-WORKINa MACHINERY.
A Bolection of the newoBt and most improved Wood-workiBg-

Machiaescjvn be seen in operation at the Works.

iLLrPTRATED CaTALORDBS OS APPLICATION.

CHARLES CHURCHILL & CO.
IMPORTERS & FACTORS OF AMERICAN MANUFACTURES,

28, WILSON STREET FINSBURT, LONT)ON E.G.

SOLE AGENTS for Morse's Twist Drill and Machine Co.'s Celebrated Twist DrillB

and Ch«cks : Amerioan Stroll Chuck" ; Stephens' Patent Vices ; Pajkar's Pat«nt ParaUel and Swivel Vices ;
Gonld Manuf^tnrir g-

Company's (lata Down's Uaaufaotmrinp Comp:inr'5' celebrated Colonial Well and Ciatem Pumps; Burrall's Corn Shollers; Washita

Arkanaa'i, and Htnd«ctaB Oil St«n«s ; American' Scythe Stonas and Grindstones; Cook's, Jenning's, GriBWoU's. and Clark'fl rateu

Augers and Biw, and all cthar d«soriptton« of Amoriean Tools and Mac4iinory, Pistols, Rifles, Ac, &c
. , » »*

C. C, & Co. are prepared to give qiuitationn and execute indents for American Goods of all descriptions, tn be shipped to any port.

I'ATALOnirKS AVD PHfCJ^S CURREXT 0,V APPLirATfOM

TQTTE'S
^v^^^ PATENT HOLLOW WALL TIES,

, .
--

. -_>f
'/

-ffh

Lirensfft Granted for

•d by AIlCHlTECTSand BUILDBRS.

(Tatbxted i?j the ryiTBn Kingdom, Fraxch, akd A*raBiCA.
Which ensure nearly tjie STRENGTH of a SOLID WALL (as w«U whilG
bmldinpas afterwards^ ; do not admit any LODGMENT of MORTAR
Tipr^n them ; and, by entirely PREVENTING the TRANSMISSION OF"

DAMP tkey render ALL fiOUSES, however exposed, PERFECTLY
IJTtY.

. , ^ ,
Slate Ties, 9s. per 100 ; In^n Ties, b. per 109 (ono tie roqulrod f»r

every thre« superficiat feet of wall).

Slate Tim, for brick-on-cdg« walls, foi Cottfcffea, &c., 9«. 6d. p«r 100.

Apply to the DEPOT,

:i« 102, West-street, FAREHAM, HANTS-
S Or to hi, ERYiJSTWOOD-KOAB, EOLLOWAT,

>>^ LONDON.
Cormfies or Distrtrfx. A Bot/aftt/ enforced in case of Infringement.

Jl A C K E i\ Z 1 K ' S 1' A K U U E T , O KWOOD MOSAIC FLOORING,
THE CHEAPEST nnd MO?T DrRABLE of nil DECORATm: FLOORING, Higlil.T artistic in effect, nnd WARM IX APPEARANCK;

THK ORlaiNALITT and SUPERIORITY of our Miinufecture is in mnkinf; tlie Flooring in LONG LENGTHS,
12tt. and upwaids by 2tt. Wide, in triple cross laminations, rendering SHRIXKING and OPENING at JOINTS
UIPOSSIBLR.

MADE .\NT THICKNESS, can be laid directly on the joists, or made THIN, to lay over old floors.

DESIGNS AND ESTIMATKS ON APPLICATION.

-^I-iEXA-lSriD-ElR, nyE^^GKI-EllTZIE; SZ> GO.
MANUFACTUItEUS OF ART FURNITURE AND PARQUETEHIE,

87 Sc 89, BUCHANAN STREET, GLASGOW.
STEAM POWER FACTORY, 1C5, NOETH STREET
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ARCHITECTURAL INCONSTANCY.

WHEN -we see an architect like Mr.

Norman Shaw working hy turns in

three styles as widely separated as Early

English, Tudor, and Elizabethan ; an archi-

tect like Mr. "Waterhouse experimenting suc-

cessively in Decorated, Perpendicular, Kenriis-

sance, and Romanesque ; or an .architect like

Mr. Blomfield trying his hand, now on an

English church, and now on a Roman basi-

lica, it is difficult not to inquire the reason.

The artists of all other ages have each found

one style enough for them : why should the

artists of our age want more ? We do not

find the Greeks growing tired of their own
style, and doing, now a little bit of Egyptian,

and now a little bit of Assyrian, by way of a

change. There is no reason to suppose that

the Roman, or Byzantine, or Saracenic

builders were in the habit of forsaking that

manner of working which they had thought

out as the best for their particular circum-

stances ; and as to the men of the Middle Ages,

it is notorious with what stern and scrupulous

stedfastness they adhered to the methods of

their dav. The designs of their predecessors

were before them—as the designs of our pre-

decessors are before us—encircled with all the

charms of antiquity and association ; but the

idea of imitating them occurred to nobody.

Men were satisfied with their own age—so far

satisfied, at least, that they held to it as a

basis for the future. If it was not perfect, it

was at lea,st, in their judgment, an advance on

the past, and they spent their lives in trying

to make the ne.xt age an advance on that one.

Their style was the stylo of their times ; they

kept trying, with more or less success, as the

case might be, to improve it, refine on it, and

develop it further ; but they never tossed it

aside, and went back a hundred or a thou-

sand years to see if they could discover some-

thing better.

It may at first seem curious, on such a

system, that there should have been such infi-

nite variety as there really was amongst the

works of any given period. It looks, on the

surface, a much surer way of getting novelty

and freshness to work in twenty styles than in

one ; and yet, if it were, modern London
ought to be the very paradise and home of

originality. With the exception of the erom-

lech and the cave temple, there are very few

ancient strxietures that have not found imita-

tions there ; and though it is to be feared that

the geological formation of the district will

always make the latter unattainable, we
should not be surprised to see, by way of

monument or memorial, a travesty of the

former. We go to the remotest lands and the

remotest ages to find something new ; and yet,

somehow, it is not new when we have got it.

For a daj- or two, or a j-ear or two, it may
become the fashion : Mr. So-and-so, the emi-

nent architect, has given it the sanction of his

authority, and all the young men who hope to

become eminent architecis by holding fast to

his coat-tails hasten to adopt it. Its decline

in favour then becomes rapid. At first, the

talent of the original discoverer had cast a

kind of halo round the newly-imported
details. However bad, his skill had made
them into a striking and impressive whole, as

the kaleidoscope makes splendid patterns out

of bits of broken glass. His admirers copy
the details without the skill, and wonder that

the charm has escaped them. They try again,

more and more elosel}-, with the same result

;

the details, whose rarity was their only at-

traction, become common, hackneyed, trite :

the eminent architect abandons theni in dis-

gust, and even his mimics find in time that they

are no longer doing " the correct thing."

The truth seems to be that, as it has been

said so often, style is the architect's language.

In old days, men kept to one language—the

language of their time. Their novelties were

real novelties—fresh thoughts, new fancies

—

original ideas—and hence their work never

grows stale or wearisome. In modern times,

men try all sorts of languages ; and it seems

at first as if all the wisdom of all the ages

were about to be put at our disposal. Alas ! it

is a paltry cheat ; for all we get in these out-

landish tongues is a literal translation, and often

a very poor one, of some oft-repeated story. We
have had it in English, times without num-
ber. Then we have it in French ; then again

in Italian. Now it comes on us in the dialect

of Chaucer ; now of Shakespeare, and now
again of Addison or Pope. Words are

changed, but the meaning is the same, and no

wonder that it wearies as a thrice-told talc.

Ancient novelty consisted in freshness of

thought. Modern novelty, in great part, is

mere alteration of language. The one satisfied

the mind ; the other, for a moment only,

deludes the eye. It is not in human nature

to rest content with monotony ; and if real

variety is denied, for want of anything else, it

wiU take up with the sham. "If you cannot

invent anything new," the public seems to say

to its architects, "do at least put your old

ideas into other words, and we will try and

make believe that it is a new tale you are tel-

ling us." Translation is easier than inven-

tion ; no wonder that it is so m^ch in vogue.

Such arcliitects, indeed, as those with whose
names we began this article, lijiow better than

to think that style can be a substitute for

thought ; but their repeated changes lead in-

ferior men to fancy so. If Mr. Norman Shaw,
for instance, chose to rake up all the vilest

details of the " vernacular " architecture of

the suburbs, we have no doubt he could make
them up into a design well worth looking at.

It is the great merit of his work that it does

teaeh, in an age which most urgently needs

the lesson, the supreme value and importance

of general composition. At a time when most

buildings are mere heaps of disconnected de-

tails, jumbled together, for better or worse, as

accident has directed, Mr. Shaw's designs

almost invariably have the unity which
springs from masterly grouping together of

every part. His last published work might
be meant to show how this power of general

composition can transfigure and glorify the

ugliest forms ; but having once accomplished

such a tour deforce, we could wish this ver-

satile architect to return to a better style, and
to unite with his excellent grouping the

equally excellnt detail which he well knows
how to employ. In the meantime we have no

doubt that there are plenty of his admirers

who will copy Elizabethan details without

learning the secret of putting them together.

Every one can pick up bits of glass and paper,

though it is not every one that can make a

kaleidoscope to form them into patterns.

J. c.

TOWNHOUSE BUILDING.

LET us suppose ourselves to be considering,

as if for the first time that the problem
had been encountered, the arrangement of a

considerable number of houses of average size

and in a town street where ground is valuable.

Two arrangements might be expected to sug-

gest themselves as possible : (1) To group the

rooms together on the same level, and to raise

one house above another to a convenient

height ; or (2) to place the rooms in couples

above one another, and to arrange the houses

side by side. These are the two representative

sj'stems of townhouso building—the " flat
"

system and the London system, or "perpen-
dicular style," let us call it ; and I propose to

subject them to a careful analysis, with a view
to discover, if possible, which is the more con-

venient and the more economical of the two.

Edinbm-gh, Glasgow, Paris, and other cities

are almost wholly built on the former system,

while London is the chief representative of

the latter. The experience I have had of

living in houses of both systems has enabled

me to form an opinion regarding their com-
parative comfort ; and the further experience

of planning houses on both principles has led

to the con\iction that the more convenient

system is at the same time the more econo-

mical. The urgent importance of the subject

shall be my excuse for taking it up ; and I

do so in the hope that the builders of our

London houses will be induced to reconsider

the arrangement of street dwellings ; and that,

whether they agree with my views on the

subject or not, the reconsideration may result

in improvement.
Apart from the actual merits and demerits of

the " flat " and " perpendicular" styles, it may
reasonably be urged that there is in London a

popular prejudice against the former, and

that the builder's duty and interest is simply

to satisfy a demand which it is not in his

power greatly to control. This, if it had been

written a few years ago, would have been

perfectly true ; and at the present moment it

is partially so. But I believe I can show that

there are unmistakable signs that this pre-

judice is now rapidly giving way, and that it

will not much longer obstruct the builder

who wishes to cover his ground to the great-

est advantage. There is no important inno-

vation which has not, in the first place, to do-

battle with popular prejudice ; and it is un-

fortunate that the pioneers of many such in-

novations should themselvesbe the greatest suf-

ferers,while their immediate successors, by step-

ping in at the right moment, when the public has-

Ijegun to consider what at first it eoudemned

without consideration, should invariably reap a

rich harvest. This has been peculiarly so in the

case in question, as my readers are doubtless

aware : the first important speculation in

London flat-building was far from successful.

For several years these houses remained, for

the most part, unlet—a warning to buUders

that the day of London flats had not yet

dawned. But the complete change that has

come over this state of matters is in itself a

sufficiently clear indication that the time is

now ripe" for the consideration of the two

systems upon their own merits alone.

I must here ask leave to introduce one or two

quotations from an article in a popular weekly

magazine of a recent date,* the writer of

which is in a position to judge practically of

the comforts and conveniences which are at-

tendant upon residence on a flat ; for, as he

tells us, he is now occupying one of those

houses in the neighbourhood that I have-

ah-eady alluded to as the locality of the, at

first, unsuccessful experiment. His evidence

is interesting, as being that of a Londoner in.

a London flat, and it is corroborated in all

respects by every one I am acquainted with

who has had experience of both classes of

houses. " I have made the discovery," he

says, " which so many are making, that a

flat is a paradise compared with a house—that

is to say, where families are small and in-

comes not absurdly large." " I am not aware

how far the system has extended in provincial

cities, but here in London it is flourishing
;

and the wonder is that the popularity of the

arrangement has not caused accommodation

of the kind to increase at a more rapid rate.

The rents are yet higher than they ought to

be ; they have increased, are increasing, and

ought to be diminished. High as they are,

every vacant flat finds a ready tenant, yet the

increasing demand for the most moderately-

priced flats has not, for some time past, led

to an increased supply. The consequence is

the upward tendency of rents, which each

succeeding tenant finds, in many cases, less

moderate than the last. I enjoy not only

every accommodation found in a house, but

• All llie rear Round, March 23, 1873.
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. tbe indepeudenee of chambers, and without

e drawb.ick inseparable from chambers."
all

the drawb.icli msepara

I could quote further to the same eflect, but

shall, instead, only recommend the perusal of

the article itself.

In the lirst place, let us consider, as briefly

as possible, the comparative convenience of

the two systems. Perhaps the most important

element of comfort in a dwelling- is compact-

ness, or easy accessibility of any part from

any other. If building-ground were to be

had absolutely for nothinsr, and if there were

no other reason for building compactly than

the cost of ground, houses would almost in-

variably be built up to seven or eight rooms

on one floor alone. Above that size, and up
to about double the number of rooms, they

would be built on two floors alone, and so on.

It is obvious that a house of ten or twelve

rooms upon one floor would require somewhat
lengthy corridors, and that one end of the

house would be at so great a distance from
the other that it would be rather less trouble

to go up or down one stair than to go from one

end of the house to the other. Therefore a

house of ten or twelve rooms would be more
compact upon two floors than on one. Up to

fifteen or sixteen rooms, however, a house,

according to this principle, should not exceed

two floors; while the idea of a house of eleven

or twelve moms, built on Ave difl'erent floors,

would simply be shuddered at, if we were
not, unfortunately, in London, so familiar

with it. To realise the unnecessary labour

in a house of this sort, we must remember
what the traffic between the rooms amounts
to. How many scores of times a day has

the unfortunate housemaid to trudge wearily

up and down stairs ? It is no exaggera-

tion on the part cf the writer already

([uoted to say, " In a fiat you can get ou
merrOy with one servant less than you would
require in a house." There can be no proper

supervisi->R exercised in a London house with-

out the utmost fatigue. In eases of sickness,

or where, as is so very common in London,
upper rooms are let separately, there is a con-

tinual traffic between the basement and the

second and third floors. Aged, inflrm, or

delicate persons eaimot pass comfortably from
one sitting-room to another, or to the bed-
room floor. It may also be noted that the

stair to the upjier bedroom floor is always so

crushed into the smallest space possi de as to

be actually dangerous to women and children.

It is extreaielj' difficult to get heavy furni-

ture up or down, and this floor is the one on
which it would otherwise be most convenient

to store luggage and boxes, not to speak of

the furniture necessary for the bedrooms
themselves. It is a curious thing that in a
very large pro]iortion of London houses of

tbe class I allude to, an cflbrt is made slightly

tp reduce the labour of attendance by the
awkward and uncomfortable expedient of

arranging a sitting and dining-room on the
basement iloor. How an English familv can
be induced to occupy habitually a sunk-floor

.sitting-room, more or less damp and dark, and
with the cheering prospect of a back or front

area, I do not understand. It can only be
looked upon at the best as the lesser of two
very scrioiis evils, and it is a proof of the
painful nature of the disease when such a

very disagreeable expedient is resorted to as

a partial remedy.
Londoners are not content with the maxi-

mum of inconvenience and cost in their

houses ; they have also attained to the masi-
jnum of danger. It is scarcely recessary to

remind my ivaders that fires in London are

more frequent, and, in a far larger proportion
fatal, than, for example, in Glasgow. The
tendency of fire is to ascend with much
greater rapidity than it moves laterally, and
London houses are provided vdth an opening
from top to bottom plentifully supplied with
fuel in its wooden stairs and landings. The
fire rushes up this opening to the roof in a
few moments, de.stroying the stair, and
leaving th.e occupants on so manj' shelves at

the mercy of the neai'est fire-escape, which
may or may not come before the work of de-
struction is complete. In any case the fire-

escape is a very insufficient security against

the destruction of life, and of course i.one

against that of property.

About three j"ears ago seven persons were
suftbcated or burned to death in Waterloo-
road, although there was a fire-engine within
three doors of them, and two fire-escapes

within five hundred yards.

In the case of a flat the fire is immediately
arrested by a plaster ceiling, and, until it has
attained great strength, this will present a
sufficient obstacle to render its progress very
slow. Then upon every floor in the building
there is a supply of water, and a few buclcets-

i'ull of water which can be rapidly applied at

the outbreak of a fire are more valuable than
any number of fire-engines twenty minutes
later. And finally, the stone stair remains
uninjured to the last, a safe and easy means
of escape from any part of the building, even
if the fli-e should attain great strength. I am
aware that Captain Shaw and other authori-

ties have pronounced that stone stairs are not
really fire-proof, but may be destroyed by the

application of intense heat ; and no doubt this

is correct. If a stone stair be surrounded with
wood, or combustible material of any sort, it

probably would be destroyed, and even if it

were not, it would be useless as a means of

escape if it became the centre of a mass of

flame. But in a flat the tire cannot even touch

the stair, as it is separated by brick walls

from all inflammable material, and forms of

course the most perfect fire-escape. I am not

aware of the existence in all Glasgow of a
single fire-escape such as we have in hun-
dreds here in London, and I never heard of one
being required. It is nor too much to say

that a serious fire in a building of occupied

dwelling-houses on the flat system can

scarcely occur. I have never heard of such a

thing in Glasgow. Of course this security

from iii-e of flats, as compared with other

houses, will have an important influence on
their letting when the two systems are

brought into competition, and it ought to re-

duce the premium of insurance, or to render

it unnecessary altogether.

It is obvious that the London system of

building each house upon three, four, or five

difl'erent levels implies the following condi-

tions : it is impossible to build houses of a

moderate size upon valuable ground, and it is

impossible to build small houses on any
ground whatever. Houses of six or seven

rooms can be had only by restricting the

height to three floors, and as tliis is

equivalent to receiving interest on only

a portion of the money expended on site,

it is never done except where ground is cheap,

and it is only done there because houses of

that class are in very L-reat demand. The
builder prefers erecting a house of six or

seven rooms, which is sure to let, to building

one of nine or ten on the same site which has

a greatly reduced chance of letting. In other

words, suppose a locality where houses of six

or seven rooms are in great demand, while

those of nine or ten are not much wanted, the

builder in the perpendicular style has to

choose between the certainty of a smaller

return for the money spent ou site on the one

hand, and on the other, a reduced chance of a

larger return. Jfow one of the advantages of

the flat system is that it offers, under these

circumstances, the certainty of the larger

return. That is to say, on the flat system

houses can be built of precisely the size de-

manded, without sacrificing an inch of ground.

It accommodates itself equally well to houses

of a single apartment and to houses of twelve

or foureeen. Moreover, houses on one floor

may be, and, in the case of good houses,

j

usually are, combined in the same building

I with houses on two floors. The ground and

j

basement floors frequently form one house,

I

while the highest floor may or may not be

j

connected by a private stair with the floor

]

next it, the intermediate floors forming sepa-

]

rate houses. It is scarcely necessary tu point
I out that it would be an error to build large
and small houses in the same or adjacent
blocks, and that it would also be an error to
build a large number of houses together of
exactly the same size. The best way, of
course, is to build houses of nearly the same
number of rooms together, so that while the
tenants

^
are pretty nearly of one class, they

have still some variety of houses to choose
from. A variety it should be both of size
and arrangement

; for suppose a number of
families be selected at random, of about the
same class and about the same number of
persons, it will be found that their varied re-
quirements ought to induce a variety in the
arrangement of their houses, even a.though
the houses be about the same size. If a con-
siderable number of houses be built, keeping
this rule in view, when they are being taken
up each tenant wiU select from the houses at
his disposal the one best suited to his wants.
When they are all occupied, it will be found
that they are pretty nearly as they would
have been had each tenant had a house
specially designed for himself. The flat

system alone allows complete liberty in this

respect, and in the hands of one who under-
stands the requirements of difierent classes of

tenants, .and who is accustomed to houses of

this description, it is an important liberty,

and one which will enable him greatly to en-
hance the value of the property.

In the London system, on the contrary, the
planner is in fetters, and is powerless to pro-

duce a plan which shall adapt itself to the

general or special requirements of any case.

Each difierent floor of his house is of so small

an area that he has but one way of setting it

out, namely, a room to the front and a room
and stair to the back ; on the upper floor,

probably two small rooms to the front, and
two smaller to the back. Then, if he woiJd
add a foot to his dining-roon:i he must add a
foot also to his drawing-room, to his kitchen,

and to one or two floors of hedrooras ; if he
would diminish one floor he is compelled to

diminish all. Arranging one sitting-room

above another may be a convenient arrange-

ment in the country, as it frequently admits

of a greatly improved view from the windows
of the higher room, but in the country, where
this arrangement has something to recommend
it, it is almost never found ; in London, where
it has nothing to recommend it, the system

admits of no other. It is almost impossible

in most cases to proWde the accommodation
that would be considered absolutely essential

in anj' country-house. London houses are

very insufficiently provided with linen-closets,

china closets, &c., and are almost iavariablj-

without bathi'ooms, which are lu.xuries that

few who have been accustomed to flats would
willingly resign. The reason, of course, is,

that although there is much space wasted,

there is none available for these purposes. In

a flat a bathroom may be equally conveniently

inserted or omitted, and the same may be

said of any other apartment. The planner

has his space to arrange exactly as it is re-

quired to be arranged, and it is his own fault

if he does not do so. On the other system he

has a prearranged plan, which is unsuitable

to begin with, and even if it were not so,

would still be extravagant. His houses arj

crushed up into the narrowest possible front-

age. 1 he depth from front to back, althougli

absurdly great in proportion to the width of

each ho"use, is nevertheless considerably less

than it is usually made in the flat system. So

that, in short ; we have the following advant-

ages in this arrangement, as compared with

the other:—1. More accommodation, with

the same superficial area and the same number
of floors (if space admitted, I should be glad

to sliow bv tables exactly how much more
accommodation may be obtained) ; 2. It

allows vou to build precisely the number of

floors that may be otherwise convenient, in-

stead of the number of floors being limited by
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the size of the houses ; 3. It admits of a much
areater suiicrfieial area, with the same front-

age, as the houses may he huilt considerably

deeper from front to back, keeping the rooms

the same size ; 4. It gives a freedom of ar-

rangement which is altogether unknown in the

Loudon system ; and, 5, It adapts itself to

houses of any or every size, from a single

room upwards. It appears to me that these

advantages are so imiiortant and so obvious

that they ought to be sufficient to decide the

ease themselves, even if the system in ques-

tion had no other advantages to recommend it.

T. L. W.

ART—ITS RELATION TO INTELLECT
AND THE IMAGIXATIOX.—II.

FROM previous observations we may more

strictly define " art" and " inteUeet," or

the mind in its relation to art.

Art is a concrete product of the mind, or a

product of the mental processes with matter.

It embraces both the subjective and object-

ive functions orexperiencesof the mind. Thus

we cannot conceive art as existing only in the

mind without rel ition to objects. The beauty

of a curve or form must have reference to

some vehicle, property, or mode of existence,

either as regards size or other material attri-

butes.

It is true we can think of the abstract jiro-

perties of art—as forms, sounds, colour, etc.,

without regarding other properties in connec-

tion with them. We attend in such a case to

the points of agreement, and neglect points of

difference ; as when we think of the roundness

of round bodies, the mental attention flowing

in one channel of sense.

Abstraction then is (1) to identify and com-

pare a number of particulars possessing like

attributes in diversity — classification
; (2)

we discover their similiarity and generalise

the fact. There is a strong tendency to carry

this abstraction fai-ther, to ascribe separate

existences to abstractions, as among early

nations. Thus we have the "numbers" of

Pythagoras, and the symbolic solids of Plato.

With Flato, indeed, the ideal, or rather real-

istic ideal, realised a climax, which, even

viewed from this practical age, strikes us with

its soaring loftiness and the sublime fetches of

the untrammeled intellect. In our own day

there is a tendency to form ideals without re-

ference to actual experience or material con-

siderations ; thus we have the strangest

inventions in architectural compositions ; but

this is not abstraction, or the identification of

a common property. Ingenious abstract theo

ries of design, founded on properties of

harmonic sounds, geometry, etc., however
interesting and valuable as contributions, fail

in their direct influence on art, from the same

tendency to idealise.

II.—The profoundest of modern psycholo-

gists* has defined "Mind" as emljracing

subject and object experiences, or as consist-

ing of three functions—Feeling, Volition, and
Thought, or Intellect. The latter is analysed

by Bain into three functions,—Discrimina-

tion, Similarity, or consciousness of agree-

ment, and Ketentiveness. He shows, further,

that our sensations are intimately interwoven

with these functions of inteUect, especially

the feelings or emotions.
" Im:igination " is a process of the mind

by which it combines sensalions under the

stimulus supplied by feelings and the will.

In the present remarks it is intended to imply

the bias, or perverting influence, given by

th? emotions to constructions of tine art.

We have defined art as a concrete product,

and we may inquire (1) how far it partaken

of the subjective (mental or ideal), and how
far of the objective (the material and con-

crete) aspect Y and (2) how far, or to whtii

extent, the three functions named—sensation,

volition, and intellect—are concerned in art

production.

I have shown in the previous chapter the

* See Picf .Bsur Tain on *'Tli3 SeaEes and Intellect."

tendency common to the early philosophy, to

idealise, or to grasp generalities. Dim seiisa-

tion of natural phenomena, imaeoompanied

by the verification of more objective experi-

ence or knowledsre, led to the early deification

of nature and its phenomena, and to anthro-

pomorphic conceptions. Abstractions were

converted into separate existences, entities,

or objective ideas. I have alluded to the

Platonic bodies and Pythagorean "numbers"
in proof of this. The realism and nominalisiB:

of the schxKilmen arose from the- eonfusioa of

the subjective and objective exueriences, or

the want of definition between the deductive

and inductive methods. Religious sentiment

and ritual became a marked outgrowth of

ideal emotions, and this realistic tendency of

the mind ; the ideals, imagery, and symbolism

of the Middle Ages betrayed the same feelinir,

which was intensified by the religious senti-

ment.

If we turn to science, this tendency to the

subjective is still more striking. The mind,

where it could not discover easily, conceived

theories. Thus, in all the physical sciences

which are by their nature concrete, as those

of natural tistory, the actual appearanc s to

the senses constituted all that was known,
these appearances being abstracted and

generalised before experimental test became

to be applied. The consequence of such a

mode of investigation was that the theories

of these branches of knowledge were radically

at fault, and the whole fabric crumbled at

the application of the crucial test of the in-

ductive method of inquiry which Bacon in-

augurated. Only the most abstract parts of

these survived. In short, the method of

thought most favourable to scientific discovery

was just that which became fatal to the

artistic spirit. The explanation is easy. Art

had reposed entirely on the ideal frame of

mind—on the subjective aspect. Emotion

and the sanction of religious sentiment were

its principal elements, ihis subjective ele-

ment was intimately allied to those principles

of science which constructive art required
;

geometry and the simplest facts of statics,

all the abstract elements of science, art, and
religion, grew up together, and finally reached

proportions of surpassing power and beauty

in architecture and ritualism as a concrete

embodiment of the ideal.

III.—Early art, then, is the concrete embodi-
ment of the ideal ; in architeetui'e, as repre-

sentative of the arts of form, it was a balance

of the subjective and objective modes of mind,

or the sensations, emotions, and intellect : the

dynamic conditions of the intellect destroyed

the balance ; and the fine art of the future

demands the co-ordination of scientific facts

before the balance of art emotions can be re-

stored.

Till the bases of feeling and intellect

—

resthetic emotion and science, are duly related

and settled, esthetics and the scientific mind
will remain hostile to each other, and art

practice will become mere reproduction, or

will be devoid of any basis, as either the

promptings of sentiment or fancy determines.

As I have shown, the subjective function of the

mind predominated in ancient art and science

and became a rule determining the extent of

the other function—the objective. A balance

or harmony necessarily resulted ; and (1) it

must be borne in mind that this early rule ot

the mind dealt with the most simple and

fundamental conditions of knowledge,* a"d
this connection sustained a valuable depend-

eiice between the intellect and emotions (how-

ever provisional and elementary) ; and (2)

it is necessary to the composition of fine art,

whether in poetry, sculpture, architecture,

music, or painting, that such a connection

should exist between the associating or con-

structive functions of intellect (see Position

II. "l and the emotions of the imagination (see

Definition). The want of this connection is

lamentably felt in modern invention and de

* See articles on " Theory of the Arts," &c., in BuiLDrao
News.

sign. The subjective principle of dependence

is the only condition upon which fine art

archiicoture will be restored, and the other

fine arts take their proper position in the

future.

Without going into a psychological dis-

cussion, I may state that the emotions or

feelings are either primary, as muscular feel-

ings and sensatiwas arising out of immediate
ojjeratioa of external agents ; or secondary

—

derived emotions, which involve the intellect

(see Bain on " Senses and Intellect"). Bain
says, '

' Any mental state not being action for

an end, and not regarded as a constituent of

intellect (as discrimination, agreement, or re-

tentiveness) must be viewed as feeling." The
feelings or emotions concerned in the pro-

duction of fine art are chiefly the derived or

intellectual emotions, and Bain observes the

fine-art emotions have a high degree of com-
plexity, compared with simple emotions—as

love, "auger, wonder, &c. In proportion as

they require the intellectual element is their

influence perverting, and this perversion is of

considerable moment in the constructive art

of architecture. Unless, therefere, the in-

tellect supplies the corrective, imagination (II.)

predominates, or, at least, its perverting anil

pervading emotion overcomes retraint,

thereby leading to extravagance. Although

under this cheek, the religious or ascetic emo-
tions of the Middle Ages became powerful

enough to portray in the sister art of sculp-

ture and figure-drawing the ideal of ascetic

ugliness, the art itself having a less powerful

hold on the intellectual functions than archi-

tectui'c.

It is precisely a similar perversion of the

imagination which operates against the art

compositions of the day, and for this reason

—

there exists no connection or dependence be-

tween the constructive functions of the in-

tellect aud the tcsthetic feeling—there is no

sort of harmony or relation between them,,,

and the estrangement has become greater in

two ways:— (1) Scientific thought, pro-

cesses, and appliances have given rise to a

mental agitation destructive to those emotions

which require the repose of the subjective

basis. Architects can hardly keep pace with

the discoveries and materials science has

thrown in their way ; a protracted process of

tentatives is the result. (2) The indifference

or apathy, or ignorance, of artists generally

to avail themselves of science and its methods,

and their readiness to follow the fashions and

sentiments of the hour.

As observed (HI.) a balance of the mental

functions and emotions is reqiiired. The
scientific spirit requires the critical and dis-

criminating functions of the intellect; the

a!sthetic or fine-art spirit reqxrires the ad-

justment and immediate realisation of these :

in other words, the immediate impression of
completeness and harmony of the intellectual

forces and the emotions are necessary to the

creations of fine art. Ethics aud Ecsthetics,

as sciences, are in their initial stage ; we can

only aflirm roughly our intuitions of morals

and beauty. We have arrived at no more

cirtain knowledge respecting morality than

its end as a standard of utility or happiness ;

but the means of attaining this end, and even

our estimate of that end itself, are but proxi-

mate; and, as Herbert Spencer obser-ses, we
can only attain to " absolute morality" by a

succession of acquired experiences or prin-

ciples deduced from physiological laws of life

(not by external coercion), so, in like manner,

we can only reach absolute beauty in art

compositions by the equilibrium of our in-

ternal forces (feelings) and the external

forces of our intellect, or the deduction of

certain principles for our guidance from this

fundamental law.

The moral and Ksthetic emotions bear a

striking similarity ; they are equally complex

intheir constitution; their end and object is

one and indivisible ; and thev bear to the

scientific character of the intellect the same

apparent hostility and want of agreement as
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seen in the conflicting ideas of religion and
science, art and science ; but that this anti-

pathy is only apparent and transitory, and
must ultimately yield by anticipating the

great law of equilibration, I believe I have
indicated, however imperfectly.

A more concise statement of principles I

reserve for another chapter.*

G. HUSKISSOIN' GUILLAITME.

THE ADOKNMENT OF S. PAUL'S.—
DIVERS WATS OF DOING IT.

IT is surely a most unfortunate thing that

Sir Christopher Wren, the architect of

S. Paul's, did not live, or was not able, to

complete the "adornment" of it—to finish

Lis own work. It would be very difficult,

indeed, to overestimate the help this comple-
tion of his worlt by himself would have
aflbrded us in estimating Wren's art powers.
It would also have put us in a position to see

S. Paur.s as a finished work of architecture

and fine art. It would have thus been typical

of Wren as an architect and " adorner." But,
imhappily, this was not to be : Wren did not
connlete his work, and, as Mr. Longman has
noticed, it has long been a question, and mil
long be so, if it be ever solved, whether Sir

C. Wren ever intended any coloured adorn-
ment of his cathedral. It is true that he
wished to line the dome with mosaic, but
beyond this we have nothing to guide \is

except an engraving of the interior of the
dome by William Emractt, a.d. 1702, about.
This engraving we here add to our other
illustrations, and it will be regarded with no
small interest as an indication of Wren's ideas

as to the adornment of his cathedral church.
Beyond this, as Longman observes, we know
nothing. But the question here occurs. Do
we need to know more of Wren's thouglits

about it than those to be got out of this small
print, and from an attentive lookirg at the
catliedral itself y Let us try to see a little

into tlic matter step by step.

In the first place, it may be useful to look
at the cathedral just as Wren left it, say on
the day on which he himself entered it for the
last time. The walls and piers, arches and
dome, were of solid, fairly cut, ni'ic—we
repeat tlip word

—

iwir stone. The windows

* The right of repul 1 sbing these articles is reserved.

were of clear, uneoloured glass everywhere,

and so the whole of it may be said in one

sense to have been as it now is in parts, un-
adorned. Had Wren himself been then asked

the question, as to what he meant to do in

the way of adornment, and to take off from
the " baldness," as Dean Milman called it, of

his cathedral. Wren might have replied,

—

" What are the pilasters for, and their orna-

mented and carved capitals?—What is all the

paneling, what the multitude of festoons,

leaves, flowers, and accessories so elaborately

carved and perpetually in sight wherever you
may happen to stand ?—What are all the plain

and cut mouldings for, and what is the conse-

quent light and shade, always on the change,

if not for 'ornament'"? Wren might thus

have contended that his cathedral was already

ornamented, lights and shadows ever shift-

ing all day long on and over the surfaces of

the fair new stone ; if these be not ornament
what is ? But still the objector might have

urged, as is now done—But how about cohturrd

ornament, for that is the one thing needful ?

It is colour that is wanted to take oft" from
the "coldness" of the interior of S. Paul's.

It might be replied,—and we ask the reader's

attention to it speciall}*—looking at the inside

of Westminster Abbey, which has never been

charged with either "coldness" or "baldness"
—What mere eye impression of colour can be

better or more diversified than that given by
nature herself to the colour of either newly-
quarried or to old time-tinted stone ? Time-
lintcd it will be. Wren might have urged,

if those who follow me, do and, will but leave

it alone. Thus it is that S. Paul's, if of new
stone, as iu Wren's day, or of old stone, in

"ur own day, had but Pi-ofessor Cockerell or

Mr. Penrose let it alone, and left it os it was,

and as time had tinted it,—S. Paul's would
have been even now a coloured building,

though not a^)»/»te/ buildintf. Westminster
.\bbey has been described, though containing

not a fraction of the ornament to be found in

S. Paul's, as " golden " in colour, and truly

rnough ; and that has come to pass solely

from the fact of its having been left alone,

and to its being untouched. It seems to us

infinitely to the credit of Sir G. Scott, the

architect custode ot the Abbey, that he has

not been tempted to tamper with the colour

of it, and to hand it over to the tender mercies

of the house-painter, as has been done with

S. Paul's, or what is perhaps worse stQl, to the

mechanical work of the art decorator.

Now the above is one (and the cheapest) way
of adorning the inside of a great building like

S. Paul's, and as far as it goes, we must con-

tend that it is perfect. It is in reality Nature's

work— Nature's brush has passed over the

surface of the bald stonework, and tinted and
coloured it.

But now comes the next notion of the

colouring or adornment of the inside of S.

Paul's, and it would seem to be the one fa^

voured by Mr. Longman, who is one of the

committee for its adornment. It embodies

the idea of decoration and colour in a Classical,

as opposed to a Gothic building — viz., by
marble or by the coating over with marble,

as far as is possible, the interior stonework of

the eathedi-al ; in fact— for this is what it

comes to—veneering the building with marble.

It is true that Mr. Longman joins with this

marbling, painting or mosaic ; but the mass
of the decoration would be the marble coating,

in divers colours and groupings, thus to give

the interior of the cathedral all the appearance

of a marble, not a stone building. There can

be no doubt that, costly as this would be,

it would have a verj' impressive and attractive

look about it, and would save us in the future

from at least one evil—the brush of the com-
mon house-painter or the yellow-washer. But
may it not be fairly asked. Is it the right

thing to disguise a building in this way ? A
building all of marble is one thing, a stone

building is quite another ; and shoidd they

not, each one of them, be allowed to tell their

own tale, whatever it is, fairly ? Wren left

the inside of S. Paul's of stone,"and good stone

too; let it therefore remain so, showing all

the honest work of its workmen, its stone

mouldings, and its capital ornament, its carved

fi'stoons of flowers, and its quaint devices.

We almost owe this to the memory of Wren,
not to hide and cover up, even with costly

marbles, his plain though real stonework.

But there is yet another way of decorating

a building not to be passed over, and it is the

now all but universal way of decorating or

adorning a building. It is that of " polychro-

matic" decoration, as it is fashionably called.

S. Paul's decorated in this way would present

much the same appearance, and would cer-

tainly be executed by the same hands, as an

ordinary decorated parish church, or assembly
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room. It is needless to describe it, for it is

everywhere unfortunately about us; in shops,

refreshmi-nt bars, music halls, theatres, smart
houses, everywhere indeed where there is a

little money to spend in " adornment." All

kinds and tints of colour are in use, and all

sorts of ornament, from every style of art, and
from every country under the sun, and from all

times, and for every possible object, from a

mighty cathedral to au old cheese-plate, or an
Egyptian household god. It is, as we have
said, and it is important to note it, all done by
the same sort of hands, by "firms" of decor-

ators, with apparatus of " assistants." It is

in CO sense better than paper-hanging, and,

indeed, not so good as is French papering. It

is utterly unworthy of S. Paul's, as we
take it.

There is yet one other mode of colouring the

interior of a build-ng without touching the

walls, or even the roof of it, and that is through
the windows of it. By dint of painting the

clear windows of a building, the most glorious

and gordeous effect possible of colour, and even

of forms, may be produced, and so striking is

it, when really finely and artistically done,

that no other colour or decoration in the

building can be required—as Pugin long ago
noticed. Each window is a complete picture in

itself, illuminating the building, and the whole
series of such windows when they fill a fine biuld-

ing, and when seen together as a whole, can never
in eft'ect be surpassed for richness and beauty.

The ever-changing course of the sun itself

adds to their surpassing beaut}- and infinite

variety ; so that, though always the same,

they are ever changing, and telling each hour
of the day a new story. If any member of

the Committee of S. Paid's should doubt this,

let him go to York Minster, and yet again and
again to Canterbury Cathedral, and in that

clerestory learn what it is that painted glass

can do in lighting with coloured lire the inside

of a great church ! Be it observed, that this

does not in any possible way apply to the

modern coloured-glass-window manufacturing
process, as seen in "Westminster Abbey and
other churches ; for it is only as real artistic

work, by the hands of a jiainter, as in a pic-

/•ture, that such work as the old Gothic glass

can be produced. It is impossible to " manu-
facture " it.

We now come to "painting" S. Paul's—or,

in other words, to adorning the interior of it

with paintings —by, we must suppose,

painters, not decorators ; and a most mo-
naentious subject it is to talk about—for,

truth to say, the very time is out of joint to

tackle it in. It took Michael Angelo himself

to adorn or paint the ceiling of the Sistine.

It took Corregio to paint the Pauline Chapel,

Lucca. It took Rubens to paint the ceiling

of our Chapel Royal, Whitehall. It is no joke

"to go to work artistically, and as an artist,

and paint the interior of a churcli or a cathe-

dral ; and we would hope that, if the idea be

seriously and honestly entertained by the

Committee for the Adornment of S. Paul's, the

subject will be long and carefully thought
over before anything practically is done. In

the woodcut we here give, from Mr. Long-
man's book, it will be seen, partially at

least, what the problem really is. The round
spaces, or circles, in the roof over the three-

cornered spandrels, together with the four

spandrils themselves, are just the spaces to

tempt the eye of a painter. We suppose all

the poor gilding and fearful mess of decora-

tion now on the surfaces of these roof panels,

and the gilding on the carving, to be cleaned

off, so that the fair work lies before the

painter. We will go the length of saying that

if the man could be found who, witli his own
right hand, should paint this roof of S. Paul':'

fromeudto end of it as Michael Angelo painted

the Sistine, then would such work accomplish all

that could be well needed for the adornment
of S. Paul's, as far as the painting it is con-

cerned. Of course, wo include in this idea

the transept roofs and the dome, and the

spandrels between the supporting arches under
it. This would, indeed, be a mightv labour.

PINDEKimES OE SPANDUELS.

and worthy of the highest powers ; but it

must all come from one mind and one hand—
no matter what the subject may he, whether
the history of 8. Paul the Apostle, or any
other. Each panel would be a picture, and,
like a picture, must have a painter. If the
whole work be too great, indeed, for one man,
however vigorous, then might the nave and
sanctuary be the work of one man, and the
dome and transepts the work of another,
and so to divide the work. It must be
the work of years, not a few weeks, and
a work of painting in its real sense, and
not a work of manufacture, and to be bought
ready done, by the square yard ! It is the

same with mosaic, by the way, as with paint-

ing in oil or water-colour, only with this dif-

ference—that, of the two, the mosaic is the

more difficult to do, for the material of it is

the more unmanageable andtbe more difficult

to work. If the painting with a brush is hard
to accomplish with a soft and yielding sub-
stance at the point of it, then is the executing
the like work of picture-producing with small
square blocks of coloured stone j-et more and
more difficult and unmanageable. Xothing can
possibly be more difficult, as mere artistic

labour, than mosaic painting ; and it is the
sheerest folly to suppose that a picture in

mosaic can be produced, to be worth anything,

by a group of apprentices, or " students of

design," working from a small drawing by
another hand. If a painting in oil-colour

cannot be done by deputy, neither can one be
in mosaic, or fragments of stone, or marble,

or composition, be brought into existence

—

only and except as a matter of mere business.

If any doubt this for a moment, lot them go
into the Octagon Hall of the Houses of Par-
liament, and view with sorrow the mosaics
there visible. Even Mr. Ayrton acknowledged
before the House of Commons itself that they
were failures. We have said nothing about
Mr. Burges's plan for the adornment of

S. Paul's because it is not yet before the

public, or on the method of doing it, and it

must be the method of the work, much more
than the subject of it, that should first in-

terest the Committee of Adornment. The
subject is indeed vain, artistically, without
the artistic executive power.

All this, of course, does not exhaust the

subject of the painting or adorning of S.

Paul's, for we maj- suppose the walls, as well
as the roof of it, to be painted. But wherever
the picture, there must be, as we contend,

the painter to do the work, not through \

" assistants," but by his doing the great work
himself, and with his own hands, thus to

realise entirely liis mental conceptions. And
it is here that the thought must again strike

all men—Where are all the Royal Academi-
cian painters ? Where are they and what
are thev doing, that not one of them is called

before the Committee of Adornment, and
asked to go to work, like Michael or Rubens,
and paint one of those round panels in the
roof of S. Paul's Cathedral, the metropolitan
church and central building of great London
city •' How is this ? Can any one answer ?

There are thu-ty Academician painters, the
picked men of all England, exuberant with
supply of art power of all kinds, as we are
bound to think, and believe, and know. Where
are they aU, and what are they doing, and
for whom are they working, that not a
solitary one of them comes forward, even
in print, to offer himself to paint one of

these round panels, out of his own head and
with his own hand as a jjainter ? It is a
something to wonder at. Pity it is that we
have not a Pope Julius, such as he who found
out Michael and employed him. Our wealth
indeed is, as Carlyle has said, enchanted
wealth. It bebngs to nobody. We can.

spend millions, but can, as he says truly,

purchase nothing that is good with them—
not even one solitary brain- and hand-made
picture for S. Paul's. C. B. A.

HISTORIC ART STUDIES.
Br Dk. G. G. Zeuffi.

Roman Aechiteciuue.—Public Buildik-qs.

(^Witli Illustrations.)

PANEM ET CIRCENSES" give them,
that is, feed and amuse the mob, was

the great political principle of the Romans
under the Emperors. The Republic had a
dift'erent Shibboleth :

" Wage war with
foreigners as soon as the people begin to be

restless at home." Both principles were an-

tagonistic to art, which therefore never took

root in Rome. The Romans, towards the end
of the Republic, without doubt were franti-

cally occupied in making art-collections. They
dug up the tombs at Capua and Korinthus

;

they gave £450 for a small bronze figure,

£2,500 for a carpet, and awell-worked bronze

cooking-stove fetched a higher price than a
country-seat. They were continually cheated

by cunning Greek and Asiatic dealers in curio-

sities. The Patricians no longer decorated

their houses with coloiu'ed tiles, but with a

variety of marble plates. Floors and walls

were gorgeously inlaid with mosaics, and even

the common stucco was painted to represent

some precious marble. Art and taste did not

gain much by these proceedings, costly and
profligate though they were. " To show wealth

and riches," and yet to be mean and poor in

mind, suggests no contradiction in treating of

Roman art. The Romans travelled and visited

places of artistic fame, and the Exegetes, or
" art-expounders," drove an excellent trade.

Mommscn tells us, in his "Roman History,"
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tliat the wealtliy patricians literally "hunted
up works of art, not so much statues and
paintiugs as furniture and wall-decorations of

all kinds, in accordance with their vulgar love

of pomp."
When Asia Minor and Greece were pillaged

and destroyed, many a rare work of art found
its way into the private houses and villas of

the rich Romans ; but, as is unfortunately the

case in our own days, students of art, and
persons of genuine taste, had either very rare

opportunities, or none at all, of seeing these

private collections. The public halls and
buildings, the market-places aud the temples,

were left without any celebrated works of art

;

and at the time of which we treat, the latter

still possessed only the old carved wooden
statues of the gods. " Culture of art there

was none." The tasteless luxury and pompous
meanness of the Roman patricians was one of

the principal causes of the downfall of the
llepublic. The people were disgusted with
the small tyrants who were united in the

.Senate, and who, under the pretext of govern-
ing the people by the will of the people, in

reality only served their own interests, making
the people shed their blood and saoriiice their

lives in order to feed the " possedentes," or

wealthy landowners. The masses became
weary of this state of things, and having
revolted, ended by submitting to a terrible

central power that promised them order and
comfort, and made a point of " feedintr and
amusing " them. The despotic rulers of Rome
set to v.'ork to educate the masses, and to in-

fiuoncc their taste and their morals. The
gods, as spiritual embodiments of order and
law, never had a very great efi'ect on the
Romans, and did not call forth a fervent
worship in glorious temple-forms as in Greece.
The temples at this period were even less cared
for than the baths, basilioic, and theatres.

The forms of their theatres, as well as the
pieces represented, were borrowed from the
Greeks. They transcribed the refined trage-
dies of the Greeks, aud turned them into sen-
sational burlesques, without any higher ten-
dency than to amuse the hungry, over-taxed
"rebels against an empty stomach." The
chorus, with its refined songs aud dances, its

moral r.llections and harmonious interference
with the inexorable actions of fate, was dis-

pensed with. The sublime tragic pieces were
degraded by the Romans into scurrilous buf-
fooneries. The orchcstrum was therefore not
wanted, and was used to seat spectators. (See
Fig. 1—Plan of the Theatre of Mareellus at

Rome.) This was the first stone building of

the kind, and was commenced under .Julius

Ca?sar, and finished about 13 a.d. by the Em-
peror Augustus, who called it, in memory of

his nephew, the " Theatre of Mareellus." The
back wall of the stage was several stories

high, decorated with precious materials
and ornamented witli columns and statues.

The diameter of the interior was 3T8ft.

About 30,000 spectators could he accommo-
dated in it. Two rows of the arcades of the
outer wall still exist. The lower part of them
was of the Doric order, and the upper of the
Ionic. The Doric half-columns, unlike the
Ionic, had no base. The building was con-
structed in a severe though faulty style. The
characteristic types of the two orders of

Greek arehiteelure were preserved; the en-
tablature and frieze with its triglyphs were
carefuHy imitated, reminding us of theii-

oi-iginal purpose to support and to be su;)-

ported, in order to express the static aud
dynamic elements of the building. These
forms were, however, utterly useless in the
massive wall composition of the theatre, and
Lad, therefore, no meaning. What was with
the Greeks an essential element, sank will
the Romans into a mere decorative super-
lluity.

To sing never-ending pagans to the glorifica-

tion of the Romans, and to ignore the tact

tliat .they borrowed every form from other
nations, is absurd, 'lo say that all past
history tended to Rome, and that modern

history springs from Rome, is an entirely

false statement. These notions have often
produced an incorrect idea of the Roman in-

flueuoe on art aud the destinies of humanity.
The powerful buildings, the huge masses of

stone, piled up without real taste, were said

to fill us " with awe." But art, whether in

architecture, sculpture, or painting, that fills

us with "awe" is in itself condemned as no
art. Mr. J. Fergusson tells us " that the

beholder of Roman remains is forced to admire,

in spite of his better judgment." But who
will this beholder be ? Probably one who
begins his history with tlie Romans, and knows
nothing of the long periods of evolution in

art and culture, poetry and philosophy, which
preceded the social and political organisation

of Rome. Art historians of this stamp think

that everything in art deju-nds on gorgeous
masses, like the Circus Maximus at Rome
(see Fig. 2). where races were run, not so

much for the culture of the body as for the

improvement of horses and the amusement of

the mob. The Greeks instituted their public

games and philosophical academies for the im-
provement of the body and the mind of man,
the descendant of gods and heroes. The
wealthy Ptomaus imitated the games, ^vithout

taking the trouble to participate in them,
except for a purely egotistical purpose.

They sent their pompous chariots or their well-

traiued horses to the hippodromes; but manu-
mitted slaves drove or rode them, and tlie

Roman patrician only delighted in the admira-
tion he excited amongst the people by show-
ing his wealth. The Circus Maximus was a

gigantic oblong construction sui-rounded by
rising seats on the two sides. It is said to

have been built by Tarquin the Elder, and
enlarged by Julius Cicsar to 2,100ft. in

length, and 400ft. in breadth, so that it could

seat 150,000 spectators. Pliny asserts that it

could even hold 200,000. At the entrance

were the " carccres," the lists or starting-

points ; in the midst of the circus ran the
" spica," and at both ends of the spina

were the "meta?," the marks, consisting

of three wooden cylinders, of eonicul

shape, placed upon a base, in imitation of

cypress trees. The spina, a low wall,

was adorned with pyramids, altars, tripods,

&o. Our illustration is an attempt at the

restoration of the cii'cus from the spare ruins

which mark the site of this once Titanic

building. To the left were the Imperial

Palaces, situated on Mount Palatine, from
which we maj' still gaze into the vast vale

which once formed the interior of the circus.

The most characteristic Roman buildings,

however, were their amphitheatres, and of

these the principal was the Flavian, or the

Colosseum, or Ctilismum (see Figs. 3—S).

Three Emperors expended their care and
wealth on it : the avaricious and mean Ves-
pasian, the wise and amiable Titus, and the

vicious and sanguinary Domitian. It is said

that a Christian, named Gaudentius, was the

architect, and that thousands of Jews were
employed in its erection. The amphitheatre

was constructed in the form of an ellipse,

GOOft. long, and 500ft. broad—its outer walls

were about lo?ft. high, divided into four

stories. Here the Kmpei-ors and the people

of Rome met. Gladiators or criminals con-

demned to death and wild beasts were ex-
hibited in an arena (see Fig. 8 plan) 27o^ft.

long, and 173|ft. broad. "Hundreds of

bears, lions, tigers, elephants, crocodiles, and
ostriches were produced " and slaughtered for

mere amusement, to the delight of the mob.
Special bodies of men were trained for the

])urpose of mutual destruction ; they learnt

to die with tl'.eatrical movements, and to kill

with sensational refinement. The demorali-

sation was so great that the gladiators felt

proud of their wretched position. Tluy
formed the chief topic of conversation among
the people, and statues we;e erected to them.
Valiant heroes, wise statesmen, grand orators,

and profound philosophers stood far lower in

public estimuioa than these professional

"beast- and man-slayers." Ca;sar, in his

most dazzling purple robes, accompanied by
the Senate and the Knights, went to fetch the
g.adiators, and accompanied them in solemn
procession to the amphitheatre. More than.

80,000 spectators occupied the seats, breath-
lessly waiting till the lists were opened, and
the deadly struggle began. When the blood
streamed from the slain, when theii' limbs
quivered, and they lay gasping in the sand of

the arena, the enthusiastic plaudits of Roman
matrons and citizens rang in the ears of the
dying, whilst roses and laurels were showered
on the head of the victor.

The Greeks poetically painted men in their

imaginary moral sufferings aud in their heroic

confiicts with inexorable fate ; they tried to

find in virtue a solution of the apparent r.on-

trudictions of life. The Romans, on the other

hand, delighted in the cruel realities of bodily

suflering. They clapped their hands with joy
at the sight of human blood ; the rattle in
the throat of a dying man was heavenly music
to their ears ; aud they shouted with exulta-

tion at the torments inllicted on human beings.

The most sanguinary monument of Rome's
depraved spirit is this C'olosseum ; and, at the

same time, it is a monument of the total

want of artistic taste. The three orders of

Greek architecture were used in the eon.~truc-

tion of its outer walls ; the Doric (see Fig. 4)

was applied in the lowest story ; the Ionic

(see Fig. 5) in the next ; and the Korinthian
(see Fig. 6) in the next ; whilst the fourth (see

Fig. 7) was not arched. There was, therefore,

no harmony in the composition. The piUars,

with their entablatures were useless, aud the

pilasters decorating the fourth story not only

out of proportion, but altogether meaningless.

It appears as if the bui der had intended to

show his knowledge of the difi'erent arohitec-

tural orders of Greece, and at the same time

wished to express symbolically the Catholic

spirit of Rome in art as well as in politics.

Though poets, critics, rliapsoijists and ad-

mirers of the waste of human labour may fall

into ecstasies, we must not allow ourselves to

be misled, either by the imposing masses of

the hall at Xarnac, or by a huge pile of brick

and stone like the Flavian Amphitheati'e, into

pronouncing these shapeless mouster construc-

tions beautiful. As little as a mastodon or

any other antediluvian animal can be called

beautiful can architectural monstrosities be

considered to satisi'y the requirements of

ff-sthetics when they have no other merit thaa
a bulky grandeur.

The Roman basilicas have a greater interest

for us. (See Fig. 9—Front of the Basilica at

Pompeii ; and Fig. 10—Section of the Basilica

of Constantino at Rome.) Some five- and some
three-aisled buildings, were erected for the

purpose of uniting commercial comfort with.

the swift administration of law. The basilicas

Were market-halls and couils of justice in one.

They had two distinct parts : an elongated

rectangular construction resting on three or

four rows of columns, and at the end of the

central nave a vaulted somi-eircular place for

the judges. The basilica of Pompeii has only

three aisles, and the seat of the judges is on a

square platform. There appear to have been

no galleries, and the roof is flat.

The Basilica of Constantine, erected by
Maxentius, was differently built, and may be

set down as entirely Roman in plan and con-

struction. Opposite the chief entrance (see

Fig. 11—Ground-plan) was tlie principal apsis,

but there was also a second entrance to the

left, opposite which there was a second apsis,

thus forming a double basilica. Un the north

side of the Forum there may still be seen three

mighty cylindrical arches of the northern side

aisle, as also some remains of the piers of the

southern aisle. Tlie building, with the adjoin-

ing terraces, according to Kugler, was oOOft.

long, aud 2o0ft. broad. The execution of the

dt tails was careless and inartistic, but the

stiuctural combinations point to a new period

of evolution iu architecture, the independent

development of which must be sought for at a
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future time in the mighty ecclesiastical build-

ings. The eight great columns forming the

Bare and aisles in front of the piers were mere
ornaments, and had nothing in common with

the construction ; they were mere sham sup-

ports. The side-aisles were roofed with three

great arches, richly ornamented with "cas-
settes ;" whilst the nave was covered by three

mighty cross-vaults. The side aisles had also

large arched windows and doors. All the peculi-

arities found in Gothic vaults are here used,

as all the horizontal pressures are collected to

a point, and a buttress placed there to receive

them. (See Fig. 10.— Section of the Basilica).

We cannot deny that the dimensions were im-
posing ; still, the eiFect was less powerful than
that attained by smaller proportions, more
symmetrically treated, in later Gothic buildings.

The heart of the Roman town was neither

the temple nor the gymnasium ; neither the

theatre nor the circus, but the Forum.
(See Fig. 12). The Forxim Romauumwas the
" boulevard des Italiens " of Paris : the " Tra-
falgar-square " of London; the "Graben" of

Vienna ; the " Unter den Linden " of Berlin
;

the " MoUo " of Trieste; and, at the same
time, the market-place, the political debatiug-

club, the imperial exchange, and the imiver-
sity. Conquerors of whole provinces

;
govern-

ors from Asia and Africa; emperors, ruling

nearly the whole of the then civilised world
;

neophj-tcs ; high-priests of all sects and reli-

gions ; and missionaries from aU parts of the

world, met there. '1 he pomp aud vanity of

the subjugators of the world, and their Catho-
licism in trampling upon all human rights and
liberties, found expression in the marble
palaces, temples, basilica;, statues, columns,
and triumphal arches. It was the law of

force, with its magic "Sic volo, sic jubeo,"
that produced pahice upon palace. Looting
from the Arch of Titus, one sees to the left

the Basilica Julia, under the Capitoline rock

;

near this stood the tribune from which em-
perors and demagogues harangued the people.

The temples of Satiu-n (formerly the temple of

Jupiter Tonans) and Concordia, came next
;

beyond which the halls of the Tabularium
could be seen in the background. To the

right was the triumphal arch of Septimius
Severus, with its sculptures borrowed from
pillaged monuments ; and the basilica iEmilia,

&e. high above all towered the Temple of

the Capitoline Jupiter, who was superseded by
a living god in the person of a mad or wise

emperor, whose caprice was law, whose fancies

regidatcd taste, wJiose will was life or death.

These Roman demigods plundered and taxed
the masses, ordered palaces and cities to be
constructed, and succeeded in dragging the

mistress of the world into the dust, leaving,

like the Egj'ptians, only unwieldy ruins of

gigantic propoitions behind them. Lgypt and
Rv/Uie were -.dike ruled by a hierarchy, that of

the former ha\ ing been reUgious and priestly,

and that of the latter social and political.

S^either nation ever understood the retined

laws of beauty which spring from the gentler
feelings of mankind, bringing forth blossoms
and jruits for tlieir own purpose, and pro-

ducing a harmonious reconciliation between
spirit and matter.

PHOTOGRAPHY.*
PHOTOGRAPHY is of the greatest im-

portance to the study of archa'ology,

for we are enabled, through this invention, to

acquire large art-coUections at comparatively

moderate prices. In the lower branches of

art, photography has become a most vahiable

helpmate. The portrait-painter can specially

prepare his ligm-es and dispense , with '
' the

keen eye for seeing round bodies—flat." The
landbuape-paiiiter may have every leaf, every

twig and particle of a llower copied with geo-
metrical precision, spread before him. Lven
clouds, the ripples of lively brooks, the waves

* hisiurii al Phui giaphs il u>iraUve of ihe Arclifeuli^gy

of E nie. Prepared under ibe direction of John ilEKKy
PaRKEK, C.B., Hon. il.A. Oxon. ; F.S.A. Lond., ciic.

of an agitated sea, may be placed at the

artist's disposal. Notwithstanding all this,

there are great difficulties in photography,

especially as reg.ards the portrait-painter. The
slightest change of the central facial line may
turn a lean face into a fat one, or a fat face

into an elongated and lean one. Xothing

is therefore so deceptive as a photograph, and
the portrait- painter must only use the art with

the utmost care aud caution, and ought, after

all, to be endowed with, and apply the

talent of seeing the round—flat, as he may
otherwise produce a work which, though taken

from a photograph, may, like the photograph

itself, be as unlike the original as possible.

It is diflerent with ancient works of art, which
may be studied in general outlines by means
of photographs. With the help of photo-

graphs taken from tlie diflerent museums of

Europe and America, and of the temples of

India and Egypt, we may enrich our know-
ledge of the historical past, and by a sj'ste-

matic arrangement of such collections, visibly

trace the gradual development of certain art-

periods. Mr. i-arker's historical photogr.aphs

are not chronologically arranged, and naturally

so ; for we know very little of the dates of

ancient sculptures, and are often at a loss to

determine whether we have .in original or a

mere copy before us. The plan of the work
has one great merit—the division of the sub-

jects into groups. We have in the first

volume all the statues and busts of Saturn,

Jupiter, Minerva, Juno, Apollo, Bacchus, &c.,

that are to be found in Rome. By this means
we can study the diflerent views taken by the

artists in their representations of abstract

divine forms, and can saj- how far they

agreed in their conceptions, and how difler-

ently they treated forms embodying the same
idea. In contemplating Jupiter, whether as

" Giove Verospi," or as Serapis, whether seated

or standing, we have everywhere the grand
idea of the venerable aud stern, but at the same
time humane, father of gods aud men. This

is the case with the other gods. The charac-

teristics are given with special care, though
the forms are often varied. In all of them
we see that some abstract conception of the

forms of nature was brought into a conven-

tional concrete form. There is an ideal unity

in the ty^ics, and yet a variety in the com-
position. Some of the groups are charming.

A Faun with an infant Bacchus on his

shoulders may be said to be one of the

most exquisite statues. Venus is given in

seven diflerent figures. The Diana of Ephesus,

with her face, hands, and feet of black marble,

was undoubtedly the prototype of the black-

faeed virgins of the later Christian art. We
can trace a continually increasing degener-

ation of taste in the production of sensational

groups, and the increasing number of sculp-

tures of bleeding or dj-ing gladiators, insigni-

ficant portraits, and animals. In the second

volume a general view of the Villa Albani is

given, a subject which we strongly recommend
as a study to those of our architects who
believe in unsymmetrical lines, and a sense-

less grouping of the different parts of a build-

ing. Volume III. is full of Greek and Roman
portraits, as so many specimens of the real-

istic Roman spirit. The busts of Greek

sages and philosophers may be contrasted

with those of the Roman emperors, military

chiefs, and fighting and wrestling slaves.

Etruskan eoar^eness is prominent in all of

them. More interesting are the Sarcophagi,

both Pagan and Christian, contained in

Vol. IV. The style of the former, from an

artistic point of view, is undoubtedly far

superior to that of the latter. We perceive

clearly, in studying these reliefs, that the

superior theological power working in those

days led humanity to a contempt for forms.

The tendency to extol the spirit and to ne-

glect the body produced the immense head^

with which saints aud divine persons are

endowed. AVe do not. intend to depreciate the

superiority of the idea to the form, but must
draw the attention of our readers to the fact

that the outward form has also its laws of

symmetry and proportion. It is utterly wrong
to assume that an Hi-shaped saint becomes a

work of art because a saint is represented.

The union of Pagan forms with Christian
ideas may also be studied in these photographs
with great advantage. Mercury carrying a
lamb on his shoulders, and the representa-

tions of the Good Shepherd, lead us involun-
tarily to draw analogies which prove how
much Early Christian art had to struggle to

find forms for the new ideas. We see that it

could only succeed by using works of Greek
Classic ait, and correctly appreciating the
laws of beauty. We must also be struck with
the resemblance which the Early Cliristian

reliefs bear to Buddhist and Indian works of

art. These analogies are still more striking

when we compare the tenets of the Buddhists

with those of the Christians of the sixth and
the centuries following, down to the thirteenth

and fourteenth. The western world of Europe
then began to be freed from the spirit of un-
conditional credulity, and the priesthood

itself proclaimed the glorious truth that reli-

gion and art were not only not antagonistic,

but the most homogeneous elements for the

purification of man's nature, and the glorifi-

cation of the Creator as the source of a.11

truth and beauty. The fifth volume contains

an excellent collection of vases and cande-

labra. In these the Pi.omass distinouiohed

themselves more than in an_y other works of

art. Thej' borrowed the elegant and faultless

forms from the Greeks, and had them worked
out by the skilful Etruskans. An antique

vase, representing a Feast of Bacchus, is a

masterpiece of good ornamentation, as regards

the conventional application of the vine, wit'ii

its tendrils, leaves, and grapes. T'he same

may also be said of a disc of the Zodiac, held

by Atlas (now in the Villa Albani). Jupiter

forms the central figure, around which the

twelve signs of the Zodiac are arranged in a

circle, symbolic of the Creator's power, which

is without beginning and without end.

This collection of photographs may be con-

scientiously recommended to museums and

lover.s of art, and the moderate price places it

almost within the reach of all. We niust

guard ourselves against indiscriminately imi-

tating everything we find in art-collections.

We can study in them the progression or retro-

gression of art in certain periods, and are

thus historically trained in a correct under-

standing of the artistic faculties of mankind.

We must not content ourselves with the mere

outer phenomenon, but we must also inquire

into the causes which produced the variations

in the diflerent art-periods.
_
We shall thus

arrive at a deeper appreciation and a more

systematic knowledge of ancient as well as

inodern art. The heathen forms in the first

Christian ages were used as mere outward

signs, without real spiritual meaning. When,

art was revived again, the process ot blending

Christian ideas with heathen forms had for

its object the discovery of analogies between

ancient and Christian times. These analogies

once found, brought the strictly ecclesiastical

art to an end, but produced modern art, with

all its universality and might.

CHIPS.

It is reported that Avorks are now being erected

in Pitts!)urg to mauuf.icture pressed bricks vyith

en;imeled facings. The enamel is made of vanoos

colours, to suit thetiistes of ;ircbitecM or builders,

and is impervious to water or aeids, having a sur-

face that c:in be cleaned like glass.

The casting of the •' Kaiserglocke," the big beU

for Cologne Cathedral, was recently undertaken

by Messrs. Hamm and Co., ot Frauiiunthal. Uu-

lortimately, sufficient provi-iion was not made for

the escape ot gas, aud one of the plugs was forced

tliruugh, when most of the molten metal escaped.

The mont-ter bell must therefore be recast, ne-

cessitatin..' a delay of more than three months.

The London-budge end of the roadway of Can-

non-street is being paved with the patent wood
pavement, and the roadway of Mmcmg-lane is

being asphalted.
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OUR LITHOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS.

" BtllLDING NEWS " CnCRCH-PLANSING
COMPETITION.

OcK two doublo-page sheets of illustrations this

week consist of the designs submitted for the

Bdildixg News Competition for a Town Church,

by Mr. Thomas W. Webber, of 2, Qaeen's Road,

Chelsea.

The referees, in their report, p. 109 of the

present to]., say :
—" The design which, if it had

fulfilled the conditions laid down, we should have
placed second, is that marked " My first Attempt."

Its plan, however, not only projects beyond the

building line, but even exceeds the extreme
length of the site ; and in addition to this, the

author has sent no interior perspective, while

the sections are crude and imperfectly finished.

The plan is one which uses the sido aisles as

passages only, keeping the seats in a wide nave
and in doubled transepts divided by a centr.al

column. The design is worked out in a good
type of Early detail, treated with breadth and
reserve. There is a fair proportion of wall sur-

face and a somewhat extravagant quantity of

unused floor-space, which latter circumstance
would make the building a costly ono. The tower
is very massive—too much so, indeed, as seen in

perspective, owing to the prominence of the

angle-turret and the exaggerated projection of

the buttresses. As a whole, however, the design
is promising, and might fairly have occupied the

second place."

The following specification of materials ac-

companied the design :—

•

Foundations.—The foundations and walls, up
to within 2ft. of ground level, would be of con-

crete, also the foundations under piers, &c.

Walls.—The walls above ground line to be

faced both sides with stone, interior filled-in

with concrete, with through stones at intervals.

lioof.—The roof of church to bo covered with
best green slates.

floor.—The floors would be paved with Minton's

or other tiles, laid in patterns.

Ceilinr/.—The ceiling would be (semi-circular)

in deal, stained and varnished, with moulded tie-

beams at intervals.

The ceiling to chancel, &c., would he vaulted

in stone or terra-cotta.

The seats and stalls iu chancel would be of oak,
stained and varnished.

The seats in nave. &c., would bo of deal,

stained and varnished.

nOMAS ARCinTECTCRE.

For description of, and comments on the
illustrations in this plate see p. 277.

JACK-LA>rE SCHOOLS, HUNSLET, LEEDS.

These schools are .at present being erected for
the Leeds School Board, under the superintend-
ence of Messrs. Adams and Kelly, architects,

S. Andrew's Chambers, Park-row, Leeds. The
design was selected in a limited competition
prior to Jlr. Adams being appointed as architect
to the Board. The plan comprises inf.ants'

school in the centre, with girls' and boys' school
at each side. Each department has three large
classroom.s, fitted up with galleries. Each
school has a covered playground, with separate
out-ofHces, and the site is inclosed with iron
palisading, and dwarf walls. The materials used
are brick

; the facing to the principal fronts
being in best hanit-pressed bricks, and relieved
•with brick strings and Labels. The several
gables are filled-iu with ornamental brickwork,
and covered with stone coping. The windows
have stone menials and heads. The roofs have
wrought and framed principals, and purlins
plastered on the underside of rafters. The
walls inside are plastered within 4ft. Gin. of floor,

which space is covered with V-jointed boarding,
with moulded capping and base. Accommoda-
tion is provided for upwards of 700 children, and
the total cost is £4,827. The following are the
several contractors:—Bricklayer aud mason

Mr. Edwin Boothman; carpenter and joiner, Mr.

Wm. Briton; slater, Mr. Rawlins; plumber and
glaizer, Mr. Thomtis Story; plasterer, Mr. W.
Garlick

;
painter, Mr. W. Gusdale ; ironfounder,

Messrs. Heaps and Robinson ; all of Leeds.

THE CONVERSION OF KIRKSTALL ABBEY
INTO A CHURCH.

THE project to convert the ruins of Kirkstall
Abbey into a church is meeting with con-

siderable oppositiou. In fact, we aro not sure
that Mr. E. Sbarpe has not given the project a
death-blow. The last number of the Illustrated
London News is very severe on Sir Gilbert Scott
for having undertaken " to perpetrate such an
offence against good taste." The AthencEuni is

equally trenchant in condeming the scheme, as
may be seen from the following :

—

" The proposal to restore "Kirkstall Abbey
Church is the most glaring illustration we have
met with of the strangest of modern manias

;

nothing of the sort has surpassed it. That
churches which have never fallen out of use,

should undergo the process of 'restoration,' is.

however unlortuDiite, by no means unaccount-
able. Turing periods of prosperity, most wealthy
nations have defaced their ancient monuments by
operations analogous to that which has deprived
posterity of nearly everything really venerable or
original in art. Neither in England nor in France
is there much left that combines these sources of

delight, for almost everyihing of tho sort has been
furbished up. On the other hand, the Egyptians de-
stroyed their own antiquities so completely, that we
have scarcely any means of tracing the develop-
ment of their skill; we know little more than the
culmination and decline of arts to which we owe
so much. Tho Greeks were hardly less un-
merciful, nor were the Romans much less reck-
less of posterity. In the Middle Ages men were
not more scrupulous : half tho history of Renais-
sance .architectm-e is a record of destruction.
But we turn our old lamps into new ones. We
protest with all our might against the whimsical
notion, and trust everybody who has influence
may join in opposing the scheme. Are we tired

of building new churches, that we desire to ruin
our ruins ? Of course, the job, being as simple
in its nature as it is heartless in its conception,
is an easy one ; however much a great artist

might desire an opportunity to rival or surpass
Kirkstall, no true artist would attempt its

destruction. When Sir. G. Scott—for to that
energetic gentleman report ascribes this amazing
scheme—has designed a better building than the
Abbey, and it is proved that such a structure is

needed in the meadow outside Leed.'s, then, but
not till then, will it be possible for lovers of art

and antiquity to listen to such a plan as this. If

a large church is wanted there, by all means buiM
one. and let it be as fine as possible ; but refrain

from destroying all that is worth Iteeping of the
old one. For what but a fresh display of modern
trinkets can this work result in ? Will acres of

shiny tile pavements, of the newest-oldest
patterns, — will tons of smart Birmingham
bedizenments in brass, as far removed fiom true
.art as possible,—will perches of stained glass,

—

will any amount of trumpery modern carvings
in wood or stone, the poor, sapless outcomings of

dozens of ' highly-trained' .artisans, replace for

us tho ancient, [lennine beauty of old Kirkst.all,

with all its memories, all its venerableness?
Surely tho people of Leeds, who have been so

long and rightly proud of the antique honours of

their town, will do their utmost to oppose the
carrying out of this unlucky freak."

ARCH.S:OLOGICAL.

The YoRKsmKE Akch.eological Association.
—The members of tl e Yorkshire Arch.Tological

Association selected York .as the scene of their

seventh annual exciirsion on Wednesday week.
At the meeting in tho Guildhnll a p.aper on that
building, contributed by Mr. Ross Davies,
formerly Town-clerk of tho city, was read. After
refreshment, the visitors repaired to tho Minster.
Tho nave was first inspected, then tho north
transept, the chapter-house, presbytery, choir,

.and crypt. Upon all of these features many
interesting facts were stated in the programme,
including the following chronologi-'al table of the
history of Y'ork Cathedr.al :—Saxon Church,
begun by King Edwin, 033 A.D. ; Saxon church,
repaired by Wilfrid, 699; Norman nave, transepts,

&c., by Archbishop Thomas, lOSO ; choir and
crypts, by Archbishop Roger, 1154-118 1

; south
transept, 1230-1241

; north transe)jt. 1241-12C0';
nave (except west front). 1291-13-'4 ; chapter-
house, 13:i0; west front of nave, 1338; wooden
vault of nave. 1354; presbytery, 1361-1370;
choir, 13S0-1400; lanthorn tower. 1400-1418-
1423; south-west bell-tower, 1433-1447; north-
west bell-tower, 1470-1474. Principal monuments
of Archbishops :—Archbishop Gray, died 1255

;.

Archbishop Greenfield, died 1315; Archbishop
Bowet, 1423 (the monument was erected before

1415J; and Archbishop Savage, died 1507. In
addition to such details as these, the progr.omme
contained five excellent block plans, prepared in
1846 by the Rev. Professor Willis to illustrate hia
famous paper on the architectur il history of the
cathedral. Shortly after four o'clock the archso-
logists—once more promptly obeying the sound:
of the bugle—proceeded to the Museum Gardens.
Here they had an opportunity of inspecting the
well stocked aud admirably arranged museum of

the Y'orkshii-6 Philosophical Society ;. also the
remains ot the multangular tower and part of the
walls of the Roman period, p.art of tho subsequent
city walls, S. Mary's Abbey, and S. Leonard's
Hospital. At half-past four o'clock the party,
presided over by His Gnace the Archbishop of
York, assembled in the lecture-hall of the museum
to hear an address by the Rev. Canon Raine upon
tho history of S. Mary's Abbey, which concluded
the proceedings.

Wiltshire Akch.eological and Natcrai..
IIiSToRV Society.—The .annual meeting of this
society will ha held on Tuesday next and two-
following days, under the presidency of Mr. A. L.
Goddard. There will be excursions to various,
places of interest in the neighbourhood, and a
number of p.apers are set down for reading. A
temponary museum will be formed at the i'own-
hall. under the direction of Mr. J. C. Townsend
and Mr. R. S. Edmonds as curators.

Anglo-Saxon Antiquities at Upton Snods-
BURY.—Mr. Pouting, a local antiquary, has dis-
covered at Upton Snodsbury, Worcestershire,,
considerable Celtic remains in an ancient river
gravel. The " find '' comprises spear-heads, a
necklace of amber beads, fibulje, aud a portion of a
sword, probably relics of a burial-grouud belong-
ing to the early inhabitants of the district.

COMPETITIONS.
Burton-on-Trext. — Eight competitors have

sent iu ten designs for new schools at Burton-on-
Trent for the S.'hool Board.
Leeds.—The designs sentinforthe Rounr^hay

Park competition are now on view in tho Lavr
Library, Town Hall, Leeds. The followdng are*

the names of the competitors:—C. 0. Adkiuson
Battersea;T. H. Clarke, Putney; Stu:irt Coil-

man and Wm. Pountney, Bristol: George Corson,
Leeds; H. Goddard, Edgeware

; A. G. Hennell.
London; Wm. Milne, Belfast; Edward .Vlilner,

Xiirwood : Pearse and Rake, Liverpool ; J. W.
Peggs, Westminster ; Wm. Perkins and Sous,

Leeds ; Thomas Shelmerdine, Liverpool ; Page
Spencer, Dewshury ; Wm. Wiug, Henley-on-
Thames ; Geo. Albert Moiling, Holbeck.

Swinefleet School Board.—In the competi-
tion for the new schools at Swinofl'^et, the plans of

Messrs. Smith and Bi'odrick, of Hull, woro
selected.

Glazed Tiles for Mural Decor.\tion.—A
writer ou this subject, in the Penn. Muntldi/, an
American magazine whoso editor. unlil;e some of

his brethren, appears honestly to acknowledge
his sources of information, in .an article on tha
above subject inst:inces as an early example the

celebrated Temple of Gratitude, at Nankin, built

from the designs of the architect Hoang-li-tai^, at

a cost of 3,750 OOOdols., the nine stories of which
(aggregating 236ft.) are cased with tiles iu five

colours, viz., blue, green, white, red. and brown.
It is to their commerce with China that tho
Persi.ans and Egyptians ow.- their first knowledge
of wall-tiles ; for the Chinese traded with these
people as far back as the time of the Romans.
And thus it was that the walls of the most
ancient mosques, not only of Persia and Egypt
but of India, Syria, .-Vlgeria, Arabia, aud Turkey,
are adorned with tliem, either painted or stamped.
In some of these mosques they cover not only the
external and internal wall-surfaces, but (.as at

Medina, built 707 A.D.) the columns for ha,lf their
height. The.v are in all colours, bright i:reen^

azure, and gold predominating ; are painted with
moresco work, and covered with an ename-1

varnish.
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SHOULD NOT ARCHITECTS BE
- BUILDIXG-SDRVEYORS ?

IN our own profcressive go-ahead age we
hear, among other things of " the pro-

gress of Architecture." We are by no

means certain that we quite comprehend the

meaning of the phrase. If it refers to the

multiplication of architects and architectural

students, it possesses a meaning with a ven-

geance, especially in this our British metro-

polis. Who shall adequately enumerate

them ? Why, even the subscription-roll of

the London Architectural Association (to say

nothing of' the Royal Institute, and of the

host of London practitioners and students un-
attached to any professional Society) is some-

thing marvellous to contemplate. It is little

more than thirty years since this vast Asso-

ciation arose in our midst from an insignificant

club of some eight or nine members, whose
fortnightly foregathering " came olF" in a

coiiee-house in Castle-street, Holborn. So

much for the progress of architects.

But if we mount the roof of an omnibus

or the deck of a Thames steamer, we are

struck at once with the grotesqueness of the

dis-proportion between this " monstrou*
regimen " of London Architects and the

diminutive amount of work" they have ob-

viously to do. Very rarely indeed does

the wayfarer come upon a structure that

has ever been designed en f/ros, far less

dii-ected in its details, by a real architect.

Here and there we have a church, a city hall,

or a Governmental edifice, on which some
architect has been employed ; but how about

the bulk cf the commercial and manufictiu-ing

structures, the hundreds of thousands of

houses " for the million," and the mansions

for " the upper ten thousand"? How about

the big iron-roofed railway-statiors, and the

unsightly ii'on bridges—nay, the only stone

bridges—that span the Thames ? They are

the work, with ver3' rare exceptions indeed,

of the speculating builder or of the civil

engineer.

We hear every day of our architects com-
plaining they are not adequately appreciated

by the public. It is quite true : they meet in

pretentious crowds, get up and deliver them-
selves of elaborate essays on this or that

matter of art or science, hold guihing con

versa- ioni, whereat they hob and nob — to

apply a familiar phrase— with lords spi-

ritual and temporal ; but alas ! to the capi-

talists, or Irick-and-mortar public of this

immense metropolis they are as a body
almost unknown. We are great hands
at the conservation of old structures of

historic character, but persons of little ac-

count with the public when new structures

have to be raised ; and when these happen, as

they occasionally do, to he confided to us by
the public, we take care to handle them with
dignified reserve and to have as little to do

with determining their cost, their quality, and
their vidgar details of constructicn and tit-

ting-up as we well can. Some of us—even
their number is daily diminishing—condescend
to sunply our clients with what we are pleased

to call, approximate estimates—that is to say,

to " cube up " our drawings, and predicate in

a loose sort of way the probable, or possible,

cost of our buildings ; the process being well

enough in its way while these corre-

spond in character with others we
may have erected, but practical!}' value-

less wherever inl'requency or novelty of

character happens to accrue to the problem.

If anything beyond this is needed, we call in

a building-surveyor. If a question of price

per rod, per cwt. &o., has to be solved, we
send for a builder ; or, to make siu'e of the

correct result, half-a-dozen buHders, and only
know the precise cost of what we have planned
when their united verdict is given in. Then,
in two cases out of three, we and our clients

discover the entire undertaking must be
abandoned; or, if proceeded with, "cut
down " to the baldest form, and the very
cheapest and nastiest method of execution.

How very many of our public edifices have

been subjected to this latter alternative, while

on the other —the utter abandonment of the

project—the question is continually cropping

up, Who is to pay the surveyor for taking out

the quantities and setting his lithographer to

print them ? As to the remuneration of the

half-dozen builders, it is simply nil in these

cases ; they are sent about their business,

cursing their ill-luck as they go, at having
neglected it to look after other people's—for

surely it is the real business of the architect

to himself supply his client with all this infor-

mation, without troubling the building-

surveyor and the builders. Time was when
architects did all these things for their clients

;

and, doing them, charged and received their

fees for what they did ; but we live in days

when such dirty doings are deemed undigni-

fied and unprofessional. In the "bad old

times " we speak of, every architect measured
up and valued his own builders' work ; and
never dreamt of letting any one but himself or

his clerk prepare his detailed estimates, or

write out his specification. From shirking our
estimates • and the making up of our
builders' accounts we have latterly got

to shirking our sjiecifications. It is be-

coming now quite a Common thing for

architects to get these documents drawn out

by the surveyor. We are wise in our genera-
tion, and have discovered that, not even an
architect who lias not taken oiit the quanti-

ties of a job, can know so much about it as a

surveyor who has. If the quantities were
merely tentative, and the entire work had to

be remeasured, as in Glasgow, at the close of

the job, this setting the surveyor to "^Tite out

the detailed specification might be all very
well ; but in London we architects coolly as-

sume and proclaim it on house-tops that the

poorsurvey or is solely responsible for all errors

in quantities—ray, is paid a high insurance
commission (!) as a guaranty for their accu-
racy. How can we in reason expect that a

surveyor so circumstanced will pen us, in the

interest of our clients, a very stringent specifi-

cation—make us in fact a pickled rod for the

whipping of his own back ? It is not in

human nature.

From abstaining from the admeasurement
of our buildings, architects have naturally

become unused to the valuation of artificers'

work. The rising generation of London
architects knows little or nothing of how work
is measured or paid for, or, what is its

worth per foot, yard, rod, or square : it in fact

plumes itself on knowing nought of these

things that savour "of the spirit of a tapster."

Accordingly the building-contractors take these
young gentlemen at their own valuation, and,

it is not sui'prising, clamour loudly for an
arbitration clause. They will not intrust

their materials and works to be finally adjudi-

cated on by these confessedly incompetent
arbitrators. Hence the young London archi-

tect is made to abdicate the proper time-
honoured position of petty judge iu equity,

which the old generation of architects proudly
held, and in the main usefully filled.

We say " London architect" ; for we see

the provincial architects do not quite ac-

quiesce in their abasement from it. As a rule,

country architects do all their own work
within their own offices, from the preparation

of tlie first inceptive sketch submitted to their

clients, to the final making up of their con-
tractors' accounts. With them a bill of extras

and omissions is not an invoice-headed docu-
ment, made tip of bushels of cement, hods of

mortar, men's time, holdfasts, screws, nails,

and candles, written out by a builder's clerk,

and submitted for the be-puzzled adoption,

red-ink interlining, or absolute rejection of the
architect ; but a written statement, specially

drawn up, after minute survey of the build-

ing, by the architect himself. A country
architect, in fact, usually knows a great deal

more of the minutiae of his own buildings

than any other man living ; he feels that even
his contractor will admit the fact ; he has

made it his special business to meddle in and
master all its details, taking care all the time
to get duly paid for his trouble. Is it any-
thing but natural he should insist on settling,

on behalf of his client, who knows nothing of

building, every point of difficulty or debate

with his contractor, who well understands
building matters ?

We have been induced to pen these remarks
after consideration of a document to which
we alluded in a recent issue of the Building-
News. We mean the Report of the Council
of the Manchester Society of Architects. It

is not the first time we have had occasion to

call our readers' attention to the essentially

prac: ical character of the proceedings of this

Society. Instead of ignoring all measuring,
valuing, and quantity-taking, in the wake of

their London brethren, these sturdy practi-

tioners seem bent on founding a veritable
" Manchester School " of architectural prac-

tice as in politics. They have boldly met the

master builders, and have drawn up a revised

schedule for taking out quantities and
measuring tip works. Tnis has been done
" in conjunction with a Committee of the
Master Builders' Association," and the
schedule so revised has been reprinted. The
young architects of the city and its vast

surrounding district will thus become well

acquainted with what formerly was in London,
and obviously is everywhere, a most important
and highly needed branch of professional duty.

It is not a pleasant one, as we all know. Very
few people like squaring and abstracting dimen-
sions, or drawing up special specifications

;

but for otu-selves and our clients its operation

is most beneficial. It is surprising how the

habit tends to foster precision and method in

the perfection of our contract drawings, often

in town practice laid in most loose and
slovenly manner before the building surveyor.

Every building surveyor of extensive practice

will testify to the evil and (what is worse) the

f/rowin// prevalence of it. It is but the other

day wo examined a set of contract drawings
prepared with such laboured regard for accu-
racy in drawing, figuring, and specific anno-

tation, that the whole seemed overdone. We
pointed out to the architect what appeared to-

ns the sheer absurdity of such minute elabora-

tion—for in fact the drawings were almost a
specification in themselves. Our friend

happened to be one of the few old-fashioned

Loudon architects who invariably takes out his

own quantities and measures up his own works.

We found that the object of all this precision

i.i figuring and descriptive annotating of his

plans, sections, and elevations was not, as we
had suggested, the avoidance of the bother (it

IS a bother) of writing out a specification, but
the facile taking out of his quantities, with
hardly a necessity to- use the scale or the com-
passes. No architect could in reason have
been expected to so elaborate his working
drawings ; and certes there exists no reason-

able inducement for any architect to so

elaborate his drawings for the mere con-

venience of any single independent buUding-
surveyor. Yet to the builder in sotting out

his work all this otherwise supererogatory

figuring, &c., would be invaluable. Is it not

supererogatory to add that, whatever of our
documents proves explanatory to the builder

is essentially economical and iu every sense

advantageous to the client ?

When the Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects first arose, we had in London too many
so-called "architects " who were not archi-

tects at all, but only building-surveyors.

There was some reasonable cause for the ban
the Institute then put on architects measuring
up any other than their own buildings.

The founders of the Institute could never
have meant to create a race of architects who
would grow up ignorant of building-survey-
ing ; but their charier and bye-laws
have unfortunately brought about that very
evil ; and to-day the building-public turns
its back upon us. It sets us to work on
gaudily-got-up competition designs, or con-
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fabulations at archteoloojical gatlierin<rs ; 'but,

from the imperial inin ster who rales over our

public works to the aspiring; trndesman who
submits us his tender, the public moke little

account of our practical doins^s or utterances
;

and it is not overstatin<j the case to say, every
year sees the London architect less and less em-
ployed in buildina; up the British metropolis.

We have trrown too particular about our work,
dcclinini; to do this and do that ; and are, as

has been very truly asserted, gradually but
surely subsidino; into the insignificant position

of architectural draughtsmen. It takes a good
deal truly too make a real architect, and every
building-surveyor is not in any sense an archi-

tect ; but surely, we may all assume it as an
axiom that, every real architect ought to be
at least a building-surveyor, if he aspires to

efficiently serve his employers in the adminis-
trative control of their buildings. W. Y.

GREEK BEAUTY AND MODERN ART.

THE last number of the Forfni</hf/^ Review
contains an article under the above title.

The writor, with a certain smattering of informa-
tion, mauaEfes to glance at several matters con-

nected with ait, without saying anything in

particular. He jumbles togetlier a lot of names
and phrases in an inartistic manner, with no con-
tiuuity of method or doiiniteness of purpose.

"We very much doubt whether ho knows about
what bo is talking, and are certain ho fails to

convey imy precise idea to the reader's mind.
The author of the article is F. W. Cornish. The
following is the concluding, and by far the best,

part of the article ;

—

'' Keats is worthy to bo accepted by the

laureled company who grasped the hands of

Dante. He has risen, it may be, above Greek
art ; but he is not one of tlie Greeks. If he has,

to use his own words, " in too late a day touched
the beautiful mythology of Greece," he has not
also "dulled its bi-ightuess." He has added a

warmth and a colour to that which was distant

and severe, and Praxiteles-like, made Xiobe,
whom the gods had turned into stone, liush into

blood again by his magic. When Keats, as in

'Hyperion,' becomes more Jliltonic-classical, ho
sug%'ests comparison, and loses something of his

native freslmess and valour. "When he is most
himself he is least classical, and most like Shake-
speare, whose Greeks are as perfect «s his Italians,

because they havo no pretence to acad.mical
form.

'• The failure of modern art to reproduce the
spirit of Greece is less observable in painting
than elsewhere. We will not inquire how far this

may be owing to the fact that so little of Greek
painting has been preserved by which to judge
our own. Whatever may be the cause, whether a

critic's taste goes asti'ay for want of Gri-ek stand-
ards, o;- whether the Greek spirit has really been
caught by our paintiTs more than by our poets
there are modern works which remind us of

Greek art without paiuing us by contrast. We
^0 not refer to the cold correctness of French
classicism, as lifeless as tbo DUsseldorf school of

religious paintings. The most successful modern-
classical painters are of the English school.

Watts has restraint and dignity ; Leighton, lus-

ciousness of form and joy of living : Poyoter,
grace of outline ; Moore, sweetness and severity

;

Burne Jones, passion and power of abstraction.

Yet in all of these, nearly as they approach in

many things to the Greek, the modern spirit is

present, both in its excess and defect

—

excess of thoughtfulness, defect of sublimity.

They are all—but Lcighton least of all—too

subjective to bo completely classical. Their art

is partly an imitation, partly a development—

a

true development it may be, cortaiuly a living

growth—but as surely a product of the age iu

which tlicy live, as the poems of Keats, and like

bis poems, not alien to, but not of the same order
as, the works of Greek masters.

**In sculpture the material conditions necessitate
restraint and sacritice. It is impossible (though
Bernini has alxost accomplished the impossible)
to be florid in stone. Every sculptor must light

at least the lamp of sarritico, though in other
respects ho may work in darkness. The best

artists know best how diflicult and how necessary
it is 10 restrain their dusir© of expression witoin
the limits impo.'-ed upon them by the material in

which they work. This necessity, indeed, has
led some critics to place sculpture highest among

the arts, at least attainable by common minds.
From the merely material, as we see it repre-

sented in the hideous array of marble and plaster

bu^ts of our annual Academy show, to such
sublime efforts as Watts's " Clytie," there is but
little range of method, though a polar distance iu

sentiment. Yet the '• Clytie '' would have seemed
imperfect and irregular to a Greek ; and the best

works of Story an-i Woolner are less classical, in

the strict sense of the word, than the weaker
conceptions of Canova. .^nd if Thorwaldsen,
Gibson, and other famous names are objected, as

showing that it is possible to moderns to work in

the style of the Greeks, we still answer that, if

the works of these artists are in the spirit of

Phidias or Praxiteles, they are not of their

schools. Sculpture, it is true, brings us nearer to

the Greek than any other branch of art. There is

no language to translate, no lost colour to

revive, no past life to reproduce. The aim
is the same—to represent in the same
material the idealised human body. But the

manner of conceiving the ideal is and must be
diff.'rent. What modern statue affects us in the

same manner as the Athlete of the Vatican or the

Barberiui F;iun, not to speak of such divine

works as the Venus of Jlilo, or the Theseus? As
well might we compare a modern Gothic church
with Westminster Abbey, as Thorwaldsen's lovely

Ganymede with a .statue from the Parthenon.
Sculpture, as Mr. J. A. Symonds says in his

graceful and philoso})hic essay ' On the Genius of

Greek Art," was the dominant art in Greek times,

as music is in our own age. Our art must have
more mobility than theirs. It may be rii^ht even
to abstain from sculpture altogether ; but, if not,

then the true function of the ninoteenth-contury
sculpture is to do for this ago what Donatello and
Michael Angelo did for theirs. The Moses and
the sculptures of the Laurentian Cliapel are

worthy to be ranked with the greatest Greek
art. But they are pure Renaissance work.
That is to say, they are by the hand
of a master whom a deep Itnowlcdge of

Greek art did not prevent from working in the

lull spii'it of Italian sentiment. The word Re-
naissance, indeed, is misleading. The now art

was born of the marriage of the antique and the

mediasval ; not the antique itself reborn. Living
art can never work by the rules of a former
century; for it cm never know the spirit of

which those rules were the necessary result. To
live it must represent the ideas of its own ago,

as the ancients represented the ideas of their age

;

and if it aims merely at reproduction it must fail

for want of the reality which is based en experi-

ence alone.

" As, then, wo are not Greeks, wo must be con-

tent not to imitate the Greeks. That form of

beauty only lives for us in mutilated fragments;
wo cannot know it so as to reproduce it. It lives

to delight, to instruct, to warn us—to bo a part

of all true ideas of beauty ; but we can no more
enter into the full enjoyment of it, than

we can follow in spirit the procession of the

IV'plos. or roam on Cithaeron under the frenzy

of Dionysos. That art was the expression

of national life and national religion. To us the

Zeus of Olympia, wure it still iu existence, would
bo a work of art, not a God. To us Aphrodite is

an abstraction ; to Euripides, who wroie the Hip-

polytus, she was a reality. Our artists can no

more clothe iu form the religious beliefs of th)

Greeks than they can paint Holy Families and

Visions of S. Francis. Faith is wanting, without

which rcpi'escn'ation in such cases is little more
than archa-ology.

'What, then, is the lesson to bo le.arct from
tl.is neg.ition? It may be Laid down as a

rule th.at sound art is never the invention

or the property of a few artists, but belongs to

a school the summits of which are marked by

its great masters. This is the teaching of the

Renaissance in all its forms, as it is the teacli-

in-r of all the Greek, Roman, and mediaeval

styles. But we have no modern school. At
least we havo no modern Enj.dish school. Our
best artists stand alone. The others arc imitators,

not a school in tbo same sense as there is a French
school and was an Umbrian, Venetian, Bolognoso

school. We have tried to show that isol.ited an j

partial attempts to reproduce the Greek antique

have fail d whenever th-*y liavo come too near

their models. In what diroel ion, then, is Greek
art to influence a modern school? Are Greek
subjects to te avoided altogether, or may they

be treated, but iu the modern, the romantic

spirit ? Not, we think, the former. Tliat would
be an act of renunciation too complete to bo

tolerable; and some of our <irre:itest artists—
notably Watts—have shovn that it is not wholly
needful. But they can be treat 'd rightly only
liy a few, who h.ive culture enough to know what
has been, and genius eno igh to use it without
losing sympathy with their own ago.

" For the many, the vafilfnuotpopoi^ who must
work with more of love and knowledge th.an

genius, Greek subjects are too gre.at.. Only the
|jriests may lay their hand on the ark. Now, as

alwavs, we must study by day and study by night
the Greek exemplars—being suie that in no other
school can be learnt the principles of beauty ; form,
proportion, light, and shade ; nobleness of inten-

tion, restraint, renunciation. But we must study
in order to learn and enjoy, not iu order to imi-
tate, not to set ourselves above our own time.
Greek subjects, like others, must bo approached
in the modern spirit. And if our age, from its

circumstances or its nature, wants material for

art, if all our work must be more or less a Re-
naissance, not the new birth of a new creature, we
must be content if our chief work should be to

store up material for a future age. We must aim
at educating if we cannot produce. We must
bear in mind that all true ait has been in har-

mony with its own time, and has rested on
popular appreciation. Wo must not be too critical

of the art which represents modern life. We must
encourage all efforts to vntynrise a sense of

beauty, and to spiead a knowledge of the great

works of past ages by means of casts, prints,

photographs, even chromolithographs. Wo must
hope to see beauty ihade familiar to our common
life by means of cheap literature and cheap

music. The laste of Englishmen in this generation

is lamentably low. But we are the same nation

to which belong the glories of the middle ages.

York Minster, the Canterbury T.ales. the Oriana

madrigals, are as Engli.-h as our hedgerows and
our green hills. We are not yet incapable of a

sense of beauty; and a generation may yet arise

in whom a knowledge of past beauty may bo the

begetter of a new beauty, a living growth, not

an imitation."

CHIJINEYS FOR FURNACES, FIRE-PLACES,
AND SrEAM-BOILERS.*

Peactical Thermodynamics.

FURNACES, or closed fire-places, which it is

the main design of this essay to treat upon,

are essentially different in principle and con-

struction to the ordinary open fire-places of dwel-

ling-houses, as they aro exceedingly different in

their general scope and object, and in the vast

variety of their applications; yet there is ona

thing common and import-int to both and that is

the chimney, or vertical flue, for the purpose of

creating a proper draught of air througii the fire,

as well as to carry off the smoke, or other pro-

ducts of combustion ; and it is in the generally

increased proportions of this almost indispensable

adjunct to all furnaces which principally dis-

tinguishes the mo lei n from the ancient practice

of steam engineering.

The great development of the manufacturing

system of this country dui-ing the last l.veniy or

thirty years, and the erection of a larger descrip-

tion of factories being required, has caused more

attention to bo devoted to the stabi ity and

general economy of such structures, in wliich the

erection of larger chimneys than form.-rly have in

some degree participated, but only to a trifling

extent from professional architects, properly so

called. The external portions of the chimneys of

dwelling-houses have, no doubt, had some share

of attention from architects, but it may be

doubted whether the most important function of

even a house-chimney—the creation of draught

—

has been adequately considered, if even only to

prevent that greatest of all nuisances, a smoky

house. In proof of which, many cas s might bo

cited among tho mansions of tho nobility and

gentry all over the country, as well as iu town,

whore it is tho less excusable. Indeed, the chim-

ney flues of dwelling-houses are too commonly

treated as mere conduits for smoke, as, in fact,

they are frequently termed ; and as such thoy are

considered equally subordinate with arains and

other conduits, which may or may not bo attended

to after the plan of the house is determiucd upon,

and, in some cases, even alter the house i.s partly

erected, instead of being—as I humbly think they

ought to te—considered, in au architectural

sense at least, of the highest importance, as

• By E. AKMSTRO^a,(;,E , in Van SostraniTs Engimn-inii

Magazine.
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they are, in fact, the highest external

features that can iu this climate properly charac-

terise the well-ventilated, well-warmed, healthy,

and comfortable dwellings of a rational and
civilised community. It is far from my inten-

tion to writo a homily on any bfanch of arcbite--

ture as au art. bat it must be admitted that there

are few, if any, subjects of such useful im-
portance connected with architecture that have
been so much neglected, misdirected, and mis-
undersrood, as theproper construction of chimneys
trenerally, or their proportions most suitable to

the various purposes for wUii-hthey are designed.
Such attention as house chimneys have hitherto

received has been too commonly in respect of

their ornamental and decoratiTo character only,

even to the extent of erecting fictitious chimneys
where there are no flues and none wanted. Fo'*

all purposes of real utility the houso-building
architect too often, apparently, contents himself
"with a single step, and in some respects scarcely

so much, in .advance of the "hole in the wall " o'

the ancient Romans, who, however, with all their

barbarous simplicity, were, at any rate, never
troubled with doAn-draughts—the universal
malady of all English smoky dwelling-houses.
The laboured oru imentation of house-tops,

with thei numerous little crooked outlets for

smoke, though freq-iently only inlets for wind
and rain, mis-termed chimneys, has been the
chief degradation of modern architectural sci.>nce.

The art of erecting chimneys for steam engines.

and for similar purposes, has, however, fared
somewhat better, since all the more substantially
useful pai-t of architecfure. comprising nearly the
whole of that appertaining to manufacturing in-

dustry, has for some time past, iu our northern
counties at least, merged into thrf province of the
civil and mechanical engineer technically known
in Lancashire as tbe factory engineei.

Factory engineers, however, though differing

widely from arcbitects generally on many points,

are not at all agreed among themselves as to the
best form and construction of a chimney for at-

taining the principal end in Tiow—namely, the
best draught at the least expense. Iu short,

the problem of how to j.ive a suffi.-ient

Telocity to the air passing through the fire-

grate with a given temperature in the furnace or
in the escaping products, and at a minimum rate
of consumption of the fuel to be used, has scarcely

yet received an adequate solution, even theoreti-
cally. Practically, the question has received
many solutions—too many, one may say, for tbe
convenience of ordinary business nion—which
circumstance is cne of the main causes that has
rendered the present work necessary, as well as
contributing to some of its chief difficulties. The
multitude and diversity of opinions on this sub-
iect may, in a great measure, be ascribed to the
generally prevailing reliance on the dicta of some
few popular professors, or rather amateurs, of

chemistry ; in which category we might also, per-
haps without mu.;h injustice, include a few so-

called scientific guide-books. I am not for

decrying the present inundation of cheap scien-
tific treatises, which is so marked a feature of the
times ; but, on the contrary, think such books
cannot be too many nor too cheap, when original
or genuine. Such of them, however, as are merely
reproductions of tho last century, or oven the early
part of the present, are generally to be
deprecated.

To make a chemical laboratory, for instance,
as has sometimes been done, an object of study
to the engineer or builder, however scientifically

constructed and arrang d, unless, indeed, the
object be to erect another laboratory for a similar
purpose, is, to say the least, very injudicious, and
the fruitful source of much error and prejudice
in the minds of young men of scientific aspira-
tions. Jlore particularly is this tho case when
the object in view is the arrangement of factories
or works for other special purposes ; those pur-
poses being mainly for commercial profit, and
not for the m;re amusement of amateurs, nor
even for the professed advancement of science,
which is often little better. Holding the above
views iu common with the factory engineers
before .adverted to, I have always preferred
t.aking for precedents the blacksmith's forge, the
potter's kiln, or the glasshouse chimney, rather
th.an seek mechanical prescriptions, so to speak,
among the crucibles and alembics of our "modern
alchemists."

Tbe chimuey and furnace have not boin suffi-

ciently considered together, or as one apparatus.
The forge furnace, the steam-boiler furnace, the
baker's-oven furnace, and the brick-kiln furnace,
may bo instanced as four examples of great dis-

similarity of purpose; but from the first to

the fourth consocuti^-ely requiring a gradually

decreasing ve ocity of draught The first and
the last of the series, being instancDS of the two
opposite extremes, requiring the quickest and
the slowest draughts, and having in consequence
the highest and the lo^vest temperatures. These
two extreme cases, moreover, have one peculiarity

in common, which is, that it is by many con-

sidered a diflieult matter to decide in either case
whero the furnace proper ends, and where tke

chimney-flue begins. Although I shall have to

revert to this point more fully in the sequel, it

may here be observed tuat the diffi Milty

alluded to may be greatly lessened by consider-

ing that tho termination or vent of tbe .forge

or air-furnace for working iron ought to be at

no great distance beyond the point of greatest

temperature of tho flame, because, in the forge,

or iron furnace especially, it is the flame that
" does the work." Whereas in the other extreme
case mentioned—the brick-kiln—which requires

little or no flame, the furnace may be considered

to terminate at the lovvest possible temperature
of the issuing hoc air, and might in fact do very
well with hardly any chimuey .at all. The other
two kinds of furnaces referred to—the steam-
engine furnace and the baker's oven furnace

—

may be considered generally in an intermediate
condition to the above, or in the order in which
they are stated, more particularly as respects

strength of draught. These two furnaces have
also one trait in comnion, in so far as thev both
require regulating while at work, and are capable
of permitting of variations of temperature
through a very considerable range. The steam-
boiler furnace admits of great delicacy as well

—

so much 80, as to mako it, when supplied with
proper self-acting dampers, a very efficii^nt regu-
lator or govei'nor to the steam-engine itself. In
tbe oven furnace, the draught requires to be
" sharpened " or slackened, from time to tim,^, by
hand, to suit the kind of goods undergoing the
operation of b.aking. Tbe steam-engine furnace
is like the forge furnace, so far as it requires oc-

casionally a very quick action for raising the pres-

sure of steam in a short time, or otherwise, to pre-
ventthe ste:im from going down by some sudden
increase of the load on the engine. The oven-
furnace is not subject to such sudden changes,
but rather requires a long-continued, persistent,

steady heat. This property of the oven-furnace
is mainly eau.sed by the large mass of brickwork
with which it is commonly constructed, absorbing
and retaining a great deal of heat to begin with.

The accumulation and retention of heat, or of

the power of heating other bodies, by non-con-
duct ng or slow-conducting substances used in

the construction of some furnaces, .and the r.apid

dissipation and apparent extinction of the same,
by metallic, or good conducting substances, in

connection with other furnaces so provided, is

perhaps the most interesting branch of this sub-
J3ot. And as anything bearing on this that may
serve to elucidate the principles on which sound
practice, to say nothing of theory, must be sooner
or later established, this introductory essav
appears to be the proper place in which to intro-
duce what is either new, or diflrerently treated
and usual.

In following the course here indicated, I am
quite aware of the unmethodical appearance it

must have
; but I have always preferred the rough

and useful, though only prospectively recom-
pensed labours of the pioneer's track, to the
smooth greensward and well-worn walks of

science that often lead to "nowher'-," satisfied if.

in going through the still unexplored fields of,

discovery, I can bring home but a few rough logs
t 'Wards the building up of the edifice so recently
founded for sheltering the yet young though
promising science of Heat and its relations, now
termed Thermodynamics.

For tho actual state and condition of much of

existing knowledge on tho subject of heat, there
is now no longer occasion to go for comp-trisons
ha'k to the times of Bacon, Newton, a d Hooke,
much as is due to those illustrious philosophers.
Nor is there any occasion to consult tho works of

Franklin, Black, Rumfn:d, and others of their
times, nor adopt .any of the theories and doctrines
they promulgated. Tho opinions of those much
more reliable authorities—even Young, Dalton,
and Davy — cannot now be taken without some
little reserve ; but the experiments of their dis-

tinguished successors, Faraday and Joule, with
tho praiseworthy labours of Rankino. Tyndall,
and a few others in the same direction, have
more recently furnished results on the subject of

the present inquiry whicti cannot he too highly

esteemed, and which, with this general acknow-
ledgment, I intend to make a free use of in tho
course of this work.
There is no need to extend the present essay

by any long dissertation on the theory of chimney
draught, neither shall I introduce much of what
has been advanced by others on that subject,
but rather confine these remarks to such ele-
mentary facts, principles, and rules as are likely
to be useful to those practical engineers, build ts,
and others, whose commercial undertakings

—

contracts and other exigencies—do not generally
admit of long delay, much study, or "scientific
research, but who, nevertheless, may wish to
readily avail themselves of a few leading princi-
ples and practical directions, such as may at
least prevent them from getting very far wren".
By propounding and exemplifying a series of
practical examples of cases that can he now re-
ferred to in actual use, it is hoped that the most
casual reader will be able to accompany me with
confidence and satisfaction through the rsst of
these essays.

(To be Continued.J

WOOD-WORKING MACHINES.-*

IN a former treatise Jlr. Richards gave a very
reliable history of the pr 'gress of the art of

wood-working by machinery both in Europe and
America.t His present endeavour is to supply a
handbook or mauuil for wood-workmeu, such as
exists for the guidance of nearly every other me-
chanical trad-'. Few will deny the good done by
the publication of such technical mimuals ; and
it is rather remarkable that no previous attempt
has been made to compile a manual for machine
wood-workers, especially in America, where at
least a quarter of a million people are concerned
in wood manufactures. Tie general application
of any test-book is a m.atter of some difficulty,

and Mr. Richards pleads that this may he con-
sidered in any estimate of his work. It is b.ased
directly on American practice, and will, there-
fore, in some instances, fail to be of use to
European workmen.
The opening chapters are devoted to the de-

scription of the planning and arrangement of
American wood-working estahlishmsnt.s, and the
author then goes on to consider the employment
of steam as the motive power of wood-working
machines. Very few of his remarks will interest
or benefit the English reader. On the question
of shaftiug hemay be listened to with more profit.

As among the oldest of mechanical appliances for
transmitting motion, one would expect to find
shafts among the most perfect ; that this is not so,

the experience of all machiui,sts, and the diversity
of diderent makers' contrivances, will testify.

Seldom, moreover, is line shafting tried so
severely as in wood-working shops. The usually
small diameter, the high speed, the wide belts,

and the heavy duty it has to perform are all an-
tagonistic conditions more or less avoided iu
other establishments. The position of the shaft-
ing is, therefore, a question of very considerable
importance, and on this point, and the scarcely
less vital one of setting the machines, Mr.
Richards has much to say. There are some ex-
cefitional couditious to be taken into account
with regard to the bolting. It is (fry in all cases,

and often has shavings or sawdust passing be-
tween its surface and that of the pulley, reducing
tho tractile power. For these and other reasons,
Mr. l-!ichards advises tho belting should be miichi

wider than is usual, and that they should be of india-

rubber, in preference to leather. To the Most
easy manner of handling material, the power
necessary to work the machines, the speeds at
which they should be driven, and the best means
of avoiding accident, several interesting chapters
are devoted ; and the whole of the boolt is worth
Btudyiug as the result of long experience on the
part of its author—though iu some cases foreign

to that of English workmen.

An Inventory of J^uiviiture and Ornaments He-
ninininfj in all the Pnrhh Churches of Hertford-
shire in the last Ycur of the Reitjn of King
Edward the Sixth. Transcribed from tho
original Records by John Edwin Cussans, F.R.
Hist. S. (Oxford and London : J.ames Parker &
Co.), is an exceedingly interesting publication,

and of considerable value to all engaged in tho

* Oq the Arrangement, Carp, and Operation of Wood-
working Factories a id JIachiaery. liy J. BicuAaus.
Loadou : E. aud F. N. Spon.

t BriLDi.NG Kews, Nov. 15, J872, p. SS9.
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work of restoring cliurcli ritual. The Church bad

been robbed of its fairest possessions when
Edward VI. ascended the throne, but quite enough

remained to excite the avarice of the Protector

Somerset, and, under his direction, in the second

year of the King's rtsign a Commission was issued

to inquire into the quantity and value of the

church furniture in existence throughout the

kingdom. The task seems to have been im-

perfectly executed, for, four years later, another

Oommissiou was issued, and in virtue of this Com-
mission the inventories givon in the book were

-drawn up.— .-1 Ilandhook of Sewage UtUUntion.

by Ulick Ralph Burke, 31. A., Barrister- at-Law,

^London: E. & F. N Spon), has reached a second

edition.— --1 De^a-iptive l^reat/^e on Mathematical

/ns/7-)///ie»/.s, by W. F.Stanley (Loudon: Stanley),

is something better than a mere trade catalogue,

and will be of use as the only modern attempt to

give information in its own branch of scientilic

literature.— Palestine Exploration Fund, Quai-terly

Statement, July 1873. (London : Bontley & Son).

Money is wanted by the Society, and so on. The
progress of the work is satisfactory, but greatly

retarded by the slowness with which subscriptions

come in. The present Report contains an account

of the recent Annual Meetings.

—

Notes on National

JCducation in Continental Europe, by J. F. Moss,

Clerk to the Sheffield School Board (London

:

Simpkin, Marshall, & Co.), are the result of a visit

of inspection made of various Continental Schools,

with the view of ascertaining what points of

excellence in the systems regulating them could be

introduced into England withadvantage.—^4 Free-

hold Villa for Nothing (London : J. Kompster &
Co.), is the recital uf the method adopted by the

fortunate owner to obtain the much-to-be-desii-ed

end indicated by the title. By its perusal any of

our readers may share the author's good fortune

if they can only secure the facilities he enjoyed.

Chief among these was the advance by a Build-

ing Society of the u-hole sum needed to build his

freehold villa- a circumstance due to his intimacy

with the President of the Society, and one which
does not often happen. The author, however,

appears to have been altogether a fortunate indi-

vidual ; he and his friend made their own work-
ing drawings and plans, and superintended the

erection of the building; an "architect " drew
the front elevations of their houses for a guinea
apiece in the Italian style, and to order, no
doubt, judging from the illustration. — /"/((^//rtnf/-

hook of the Telegraph, by W. McGregor (London :

Jjockwood & Co.), is a fourth edition of a good
and cheap manual of the science of telegraphy,

and is, we believe, already well known and
appreciated by members of the service to which
it is devoted.—A Newspaper List for the United
Kingdom (London : W.J. Clarke), will not, in its

present form, prove of much service to anybody.
Thirty-nine pages arc devoted to the Guide itself,

and eighty-one to advertisements. The names
only of the various journals are given. Nothing
is said about their price, the opinions they advo-

cate, or the industries or sciences in whose
interests they are published.

liiildinrf JiUcllifjciuc.

CUURCIIES AXD CHAPELS.

BiXGHAM.—Bingham Church, Nott.^, is now
being restored, under the direction of Mr. Francis
Miles, architect. The earliest portion of this

beautiful church is the tower, which dates from
about the end of the thirteenth century. There
still remains the weathering of the single-aisle

church of the same date, and perhaps the old prin-

cipals, now j)lacod in the chantry chapel, sup-

ported this early roof. Those old principals are of

singular beaut}'-, with dog-tooth and nail-head
ornament, and are among the earliest pieces of

oak-timber in the kinpdom. The present clnirch

dates from about l;300-20, with the exception of

the chantry chapel, between the porch and the
south transept, n*hich has originally been part of

the churchyard, and taken in at the death of the
founder; it then became the founder's chapel,
and Sir Gilbert Scott suggests that the curious
low window in it was put there in order to show
the lights always burning over tlio founder's
tomb. This tomb, which is to bo shifted from the
south aisle to its proper place, consists of a cross-

legged ("ffigy of most exquisite workmanship,
being the figure of Sir Richard de Bingham,
Knight of the Shire in 1207. The church is cru-

ciform, with a very large chancel of later date

than the nave, with a still later Perpendicular
east window. In the south transept a piscina

and credence-table show where an altar formerlj;

stood ; and in the north transept, besides a fine

Decorated window, is a richly moulded aumbry.
One of the most noticeable features of the church
is the carving of the capitals, two of which, one
each side of the south door, are very lovely ; ou
the right, acanthus leaves, turned back, and quite

distinct from anything of the same date ; on the

lefr, a quaint conceit in which the leaves are re-

presented as blown back from one point—the side

nearest the door—till they lap completely round,
and meet on the other side, as thoiigh the wind
from the open door were moving them. The ori-

ginal roof was lowered in 1584. aud early in

the last century it was replaced by a plaiu and
hideous structure, which was lately found to be

quite rotten and very unsafe. The roof has uow
been raised to its original pitch, and an additional

2ft. has been added to the nave wall, gaining
thereby space for the quatrefoil clerestory win-
dows, three on each side. The height of the

nave roof is now 40ft. The transept and chantry
chapel roof are also of the original pitch. The
whole face of the porch and chantry chapel have
been pulled down and built up of Bulwell stone,

local Skerry, of which the church is built, not

being obtainable. In pulling down the chapel
wall, a perfect Early English tombstone, with a

finely incised cross, and fragments of similar

ones, were discovei'ed.

Edi^'burgh.—James's Place United Presbyte-
rian Church, Edinburgh, was reopened on Sunday
last, after redecoration by Mr. Dobie, of Edin-
burgh. The large panels of the ceiling are

painted in blue, picked out with stars, and
bordered with Greek ornaments, while a stencilled

pattern, of Greek design, is carried along the

intersecting beams. For the walls a warm stone-

colour has been adopted, the expanse of

monochrome being relieved by an oi'namental

border of considerable breadth. The lower part

of the walls is painted in imitation of oak, as is

also the front of the gallery, where gilding on the

mouldings and a stencilled imitation of fretwork
on the panels is introduced. The pillars supporting

the gallery are bronzed, the outlines of the

capitals being picked out with gilding intermixed
with touches of red and green; and gilding has

also been applied on the mouldings of the panels

surrounding the principal windows.

Egleton.—The parish church of Egleton,

Rutland, has been reopened, after having under-

gone much-needed repair and renovation as

regards its interior. The architecture of the

ancient fabric is of a most interesting and valu-

able character. A very narrow and depressed

semi-circular chancel arch, the jambs having
shafts and capitals covered with elaborate archaic

ornamentation, and a south door of similar, but

even more elaborate detail, are the most ancient

portions of the building. The south porch and
lower part of the tower belong to the fourteenth,

and the rest of the pre-Ueformation edifice, to the

fifteenth century. An aisle, which formerly existed

in the north side of the nave, was pulled down, ap-

parently at a period not far back, aud the arcade
walled up. Portions of the old church are now
discovered to have been used in the construction

of this screen wall, amongst them the bow-1 of the

Norman font (which has been cut out, and now
awaits restoration), aud what appears to be the

base of the churchyard cross. In the recent work
of renovation the old *' three-decker '* pulpit, with

its corresponding pewing, stove-pipe spanning the

nave, and other usual accompaniments, has

been removed. The old wrought stone work has

been carefully cleaned, aniJ, where necessary,

repaired, and funds not being available for re-

building the north aisle, the modern work of the

north wall has been cut away so as to expose the

buried co'umns and arches to the extent of a

third of their thickness, and the plaiu surface of

the screen-wall decorated with masonry patterns

in colour. The plastering has been cut from the

window jambs, the quoins being of wrought stone,

and the j.imbs have been pointed. The wall

plastering elsewhere has been repaired, and
coloured in distemper. The doorways to rood-

loft have been exposed to view, but the ruinous
state of the stairs, and of the walling over them,
which the funds did not admit of repairing, pre-

vented the staircase itself being opened-up. New
joinery of oak to the chancel, aud pitch pine and
deal in the nave, has been introduced. The floor

has been laid with new stone paving, except the

Communion space, which is laid with tiles. The
builders engaged in the work were Messrs. Halli-
day and Cave, of Greetham, and the architect
is Mr. Tait, of Leicester.

Holt.—The parish church of Holt was re-
opened on Tuesday, after being partially restored,
at an expense of upwards of £4,00D. The aspect
of the interior of the edifice has been greatly
changed, the old large pews, with straw lyin? at
the bottom, having been entirely demolished, and
replaced by those of a modern type. Thn restora-
tion of the chancel has cost about £1.000, part
of the work having been carried out at the ex-
pense of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, under
the direction of Mr. Ewan Christian, of London,
The architect was Mr. Douglas, of Chester.

LoxDON.—The church of S. Clave, Jewry, is

about to undergo certain general repairs and
iilterations, from a specitication prapared by Mr.
Low, architect, Basinghall-street. The church
will be closed for two months, aud the works will

comprise the lowering of the pews, and generally
the restoration of the edifice. Messrs. Dove,
Brothers, of Islington, have taken the contract
at £1,258.

MoNTOX.—The corner-stone of a new Unitarian
church at Monton, near Manchester, was laid on
the 30th ult. The building is in the Gothic
style, with buttressed octagonal chancel, lighted

by five lofty two-light windows, with traceried

heads, and with transepts for the Sunday
scholars, each lighted by a lofty five-light window,
with Geometrical tracery, and two smaller win-
dows of a single light on each side. The archi-

tect is Mr, Thomas Worthington, of Manchester,
who is carrying out in this church a plau de-
veloped by him in the Theological Review of

January, 1872, in an article ou '* Church Designs
for Congregations," The peculiar feature of the

plan is that by placing all the seats in the nave
within the central space between the columns that

support the clerestory, the wi^ole of the congre-
gation is able to see the pulpit unobstructed by
pillars, whilst the ordinary narrow passngos are

converted into ambulatories or spacious aisles,

7ft. wid«, between the columns and the wall.

These spaces can, however, be made to accom-
modate a great number of seats when necessary.

Thefoun lations have been so raised as to make
the church stand on a platform or terrace. A
lofty tower and spire form the chief feature of the
design. These, however, are not included in the

contract of £10.460, which has been taken by
Messrs. T. Clay aud Sons, builders, of Audenshaw.
The plan includes spacious vestry aud committee-
rooms, with chamber for heating apparatus. The
principal entrance is at the west end, by a vesti-

bule 10ft. wide, which extends about 70ft. from
the south doorway under the tower, the whole
breadth of the church, to the staircase into the

open gallery at the north. Out of this three

arched doorways open on to the central passage
and aisles, which extend about 83ft.

"Warrington.— On Thurslay week the new
Wycliffe Congregational Church at Warrington
was opened. Tho church is in the Byzantine
style, and has been built from designs prepared
by Ml. Georgi Woodhouse, Bolton. Tiie whole
of the walls are built of brick, faced externally

below the base with hammer-dressed walling, the
remainder with Piatt's patent pressed bricks,

the several arches and strings being of varied

shade, giving to the whole of the exterior a neat

and marked appearance. Tho chapel, including

the galK-ries, will accommodate about 1,10^ per-

sons. Mr. William Richardson, of Warrington, is

contractor for the whole of the works. The total

cost of the church, including boundary walls and
heating, will bo about £7,000,

Brighton' Free Library and Mcseu-m.—
Although U92d by the British Association last

year as their centre of action, the Free Library
and Museum, Brighton, was not formally opened
to tho public as a public building till Tuesday last,

theOthinst. The buildings occupy the site of that

portion of the Royal P..vilion formerly employed
as stables, the walls of which necessarily, on
account of expense, determined the disposition of

tho present rooms, whilst the arehi octure (!) of

the palace prevented any other than a Muorish
style being conformed to. Tho work was designed
by Mr. P. C. Lockwood, C.E., Borough Architect,
and executed under his supL-riutendeuce, at a
cost of about £10,000, by Messrs. Cheesman and
Co., the sub- contractors being, for the ironworks
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and heating apparatus, Messrs. Reed Bros.; for

the decoration, Mr. Dury, of Warwicli ; and the

carTing, Mr. H. R. Pinker, of London. The gas-

fittiugs were carried out by Groen and Son, those

in the picture-gallery on the plan used at South
Kensington Museum. JMr. Maurice B. Adams
was the clerk of the works. Tho only point of

construction worthy of note is the somewhat un-
usually large cast-iron casements of an orna-

mental character in the library, which were cast

in sections and bolted together. The entrance to

tho building is from Church-street, by an en-
trance-hall 25ft, long by 17ft. wiiie. On either

side of the entrance-hall are large committee-
rooms, one being used by the curator. The cen-

tral hall or picture-gallery is 115ft. long by 30ft
wide, with ornamental galleries at e.ach end ; it

is lighted entirely from tho roof. To the left of

the central hall are the two library-rooms, each
50ft. by 20ft. Over the entrance is a large room,
<)Oft. by 30ft., for lectures and other purposes.
The remaining rooms are eight in number, all

about 20ft. wide, and, respectively, 31ft. (Jin.,

25ft., and 42ft. in length, and used for museum
purposes. Both the library and museum are
fairly filled, the former containing the collections
of Richard Cobden, Dr. Omerod, and Rev. H.Venn
Elliott, together with the library formerly belong-
ing to the old Albion Reading Room.

Cambkidge,—Improvements are being made
in some of tbe colleges at Cambridge. The rew
wing of Trinity Hall, tho new building at King's,
and the Ladies' College, designed by Mr, Water-
house, at Girton, are all expected to be ready for
Dext term. The Fitzwilliam .Museum is under-
going extension, and the Duke of Devonshire's
building for experimental physics, costing £9,000,
is .approaching completion. Trinity Chapel is

also undergoing redecoration by Messrs. Heaton,
Butler, and Bayne, of London, under the superin-
tendence of Mr. A. W. Blomfield. The old hal-
d.acchino is being cleaned and partially gilded.
The altar-piece, by Benjamin West, representing
S.Michael chaining Satan, has been t.aken down,
and will be superseded by a painting of •• The
Ascension," beneath which will appear a smaller
painting of " The Burial of Our Lord." The de-
coration of tho roof is complete. The first sixteen
panels illustrate the 4th chapter of Revelation

;

then comes a band of angels with the Gloria ; and
the rest of the panels are illustrative of the Bene-
dicde; being divided into three distinct portions.
The first centre is filled with the tribes of Israel,
the second centre with the green things, and the
third with angels. The decoration of tho walls,
now in progress, appears to consist of figures and
Scriptural trees. The new windows have been
designed by Mr. H. Holiday from connected
series, representing the various epochs of eccle-
siastical history, and the work of encasing the
fine organ is being completed by Messrs. Rattee
and Kett,

Derby.—Kew bank premises for Messrs, S,
Smith & Co., of Derby, are about to be erected on
the site of their old premises in the Market-place,
The whole of the office front will be in polished
red and grey granite, with Doric columns and
pilasters. The superstructure will bo of Darley
Dale stone, surmounted by a richly-carved
cornice, Tho building is to be heated and venti-
lated by Messrs Price & Co., of London. :\Iessrs,

Bunnott & Co. will supply the iron shutters and
hoist to the strong-room. Tho whole of the
works will be carried out by Messrs. J, & E.
Wood, builders, under tho superintendence of
Mr. Isboi'n, architect, who is also pr-epariug plans
for a similar building at Nottingham, for the
same firm of bankers.

American game birds, notably the turkey, being
prominent in the decorations. The Grand
Chapter-hall, constructed after the Renaissance
school, is 85ft. long, 50ft. wide, and 50ft. high,

the emblems of Royal Arch Masonry appearing
here, while the veils of iho Temple, which are an
important part of tho imagery of this degree,

are suspended from light arches thrown across

the hall midway between floor and roof. There
are four principal rooms for tbe meeting-places
of master masons' lodges, each about Toft, by

50ft., and 30ft. high, and called respectively, tho

Norman, Egyptian, Ionic, and Oriental Halls,

each being constructed after its respective order
of architecture. The Oriental and Egyptian
Halls are the most remarkable of these four.

The Asylum of the Knights is a Gothic Hall,

90ft. by 45ft., and 40ft. high, decorated with the
armour and heraldry of knighthood, and bearing
in multitudinous forms the cross and crown which
represent the Masonic Knights Templar. The
Knights have a separate council chamber, 40ft.

by 25ft., and a banquet-hall, 75ft, by 35ft., and
also the miize of avenues and apartments neces-
sary for properly conferring the degrees of

knighthood of the Order. The stairways and
stair-halls aro Doric,

St. Anne's-on-the-Sea, Lancashire,—A new
marine town, of the above name, is now being
laid out between Lytham and Blackpool, by Mr.
Talbot Clifton, of Lytham Hall, A church in the
immediate neighbourhood, designed by Messrs.
Paley and Austin, of Lancaster, has already been
completed (with tho exception of the spire), at

the cost of Lady E. Cecily Clifton. The building
of the town itself will shortly be commenced, one
of the fir-st structures being a large hotel, tho
plans of which have been prepared by Messrs.
Aldridge and Deacon, of Liverpool, and an illus-

tration of which will appear in a futiu-e number,

SCHOOLS,

Glasgow.-—At the meeting of the Glasgow
School Board, on Monday last, it was announced
that a site had been purchased at Springburn at

83, per square yard, and Mr, David Thomson,
architect, had been instructed to prepare plans
for the school, A site has been purchased at the
corner of Crookston-street and S. James's-street
for 503. per square yard, and Messrs, Salmon and
Son have been intrusted with the preparation of

the plans. A site has been purchased in Rum-
ford-streot, 939 square yards in extent, for £1,400,
and a site in the Great Eastorn-road for £1,380,

Wakefikld.—The memorial-stone of new
Board Schools at Wakefield was Laid on Monday.
Mr-. W. Watson is the architect. The new schools
will accommodate 437 children; the site has cost

£1,538, tho buildings will cost £2.300, making a
total of £3,838, Tho style will be Gothic, with
red brick and stone dressings, and the building
will have two entrances.

TO CORRESPONDENTS,
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W, H. White,—We cannot find apace for your comical
letter on " Dolly Varden Architecture," We are sure
the architect with whom you wish to be fuimy would
not condescend to answer you.

Philadelphia, US. — Tho Pennsylvanian
Freemasons have erected a new Masonic Temple
in Phil.ndelphia, from the designs of Mr. J. H.
Windrim, architect, of that city. It is a granite
structure, covering an entii-e block, 250ft. long
by 150ft. wide, and surmounted by throe towers
of various heights, the most elevated of them
a-eaching 250ft. above tho footway. The structure-
has cost about l,300,000ilols., and is valued at
nearly a quarter of a million dollars more. The
western front, and tho southern fr-out (which is

150ft. wide), .are built after tho Nor-man oi-dor.

On the westei-n fi-ont an elabor-ato Noi-m.an por-ch
covers the doorw-ay. The chief apartment is the
Grand Lodge Hall, a room 105ft, long and 50ft
wide, with a height of 50ft. Its ar-chitecture is

Corinthian, the design being carried out in every-
thing in the room, the Masonic emblems also
appearing. The Banquet-hall, 105ft, by 50ft..

and 30ft. high, is of the Composite order, the

CHIPS.

The National Portrait Gallery acquired eighteen
new works during the whole of tbe past year. The
principal of these was the portrait of Si;- Thomas
Gresham, by Antonio More.
The Iri^h Times mentions the arrival in Dublin

of Mr. .John M. Barry, architect, and pupil of the
late W.F. Caldbeck, Harcourt-street, Du'Dlin. Mr.
Barry has returned to his family residence in

Rathmines after an absence of nineteen years in
Melbourne, Arrsti-alia, in which far-distant colony
he has left many public buildings of which he was
the irrchitect, including the Western Market, Mel-
bourne; S. Patrick's Hall, and the(Boman)Catholic
Church at Kiela, a few miles from Melbourne, &c.
Besides these and other public buildings in Aus-
tralia, Mr. Barry built a large number of villas and
private residences in the colony.

Mr. W, E. Sounes, head master of the Sheffield
School of Art, died on Saturday morning, at the
age of 43, He was a native of London, and the
son of an artist, and he succeeded Mr. Young
Mitchell as the head master of the Sheffield school
ten years ago. Under his management the insti-

tution has greatly prospered, and has maintained a
high position among other provincial schools.

From Havana we hear that a square of buildings,
called the Plaza Taper, has been burnt down. The
conflagration is supposed to have been the work of
incendiaries, as the fire appeared at all the four
corners of the square simultaneously. Terrible
scenes are said to have occurred, and twenty lives,

and property to the value of 8,000,000 dels,, have
been lost.

Tbe death is announced, at Uckfield, of Mr.
George King, for several years the surveyor to the
Local Board.

(J[orri?5i3ondcntt

ARCHiEOLOGY AND ARCHITECTURE.
{To the Editor of the Building News.)

Sir,—I can hardly regret that, in an address

to a party of art-students, the special object of

which was to advocate conservatism in church-

restoration, I should—-whilst insisting upon the

preservation of every particle of ancient work
that it may bo possible to retain, on account of

its value as an authentic example of a particular

period — appear to have ignored the prior

claims of such works to our regard and care on
account of their testhetic value ; for, first, it has
afforded tho opportunity to Mr. Huggius to repair

this apparent omission in a letter which, like all

that he writes, is very well worth reading ; and,

secondly, it enables mo, whilst giving my adhe-

sion to every word of praiso that it contains, to

con-ect the impression which ho, apparently, and
perhaps others, labours imder, that tho study of

Architectural History is to us a matter rather of

Archaeological interest than of practical utility

and high artistic cultivation ; and that we who
follow it iu all its details aro more interested in

the treatment of the subject as a source of scien-

tific interest and literary speculation than in tho

grandeur and picturesque beauty of the buildings

themselves, in the delicacy and gracefulness of

the treatment of their dotaiU, and in tho lessons

in art which they teach us.

I cannot, then, allow Mr. Huggins to arrogate

to himself, and tho class which he represents, the

credit of alone perceiving and appreciating tho

real artistic merits of these great works. Our ad-

miration of them, for tho very reasons which Mr.

Huggins enlarges upon, is, in fact, the real basis,

the /oris et oi-i'ffo of all our studies. Itis true, indeed,

that we do not st jp here ; wo sock to make our-

selves acquainted with tho origin and the causes

of these grand effects, and, with this view, to
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trace tho progress of this great art from its early

beginnings in the eleventh century to its highest

development in tho thirteenth century, and up to

its subsequent debasement in the sixteenth ;
and

Tve do this in the only way in which it is possible

to obtain this knowledge—namely, by visiting,

describing, measuring, and sketching the build-

ings themselves, and their minutest details, and

by comparing them one with another.

It is this pvaciical study of the History of

Architecture which can alone qualify the Student

to become the Architect, to practise the art him-

self, and to teach it to others ; and it is the want

of this intimate acquaintance with, and genuine

love for, the means, and the art by which these

great results have been obtained, that is the chief

cause of most of tho architectural failures of the

present day.

I cannot think, then, that it was ilr. Huggins's

intention, whilst eulogising these grand buildings,

in terms with which I quite concur, to depreciate

the value of those studios which can alone lead us

properly to comprehend and appreciate the nature

of the art which created them.

But to desigaiite these studies by tho term

"Arcba)ology " is, it appears to mo, to use a mis-

nomer ; we do not, as I have elsowhei-e remarked,

study these buildings because they are ancient,

but because they are excellent.

From what I have said, however, it must be

apparent that there is no real antagonism between

llr. Huggins and myself ; he advocates the pre-

servation of these buildings because they are

" picturesque." I do so, not only on these grounds,

but also, and chiefly, because they are the depo-

sitaries of a great national art, tho loss of which

would be irreparable.

AYo both protest against the removal or the

alteration of a single stone of these buildings

—

which can, with propriety, be,kept in its place

—

under the false plea of "restoration." The only

point upon which we may possibly differ is the

extent to which this conservaiism m.ay legiti-

mately be carried in buildings actually devoted

to public worsh p. Without, however, entering

on this delicate ground, I will express tho hope,

if you will permit me, that so eloquent a pen as

that of Mr. Huggins in such a service, may not,

as ho partly intimates, bo laid aside.—I am, Sir,

&c., Edmcxd SnAKi'E.

and the guardians and ratepayers are of course

greatly annoyed at the delay. An eminent engineer

has been called in to advise as to what is best to be

dMue, and some amount of feeling has been evoked.

With this unfortunate excci'tlon, the relations between

architects and clients have been inr)st amicable ; the

difficulties which came in at the finish, as it wci'e, have

arisen solely through the architects attempting to do

too much. When will architects learn to i-efuse com-

missions for work for which they have no special quali-

fications V The case I have instanced is but one of

many such, and architects who continue to undertake

specialities without special knowledge, bring contempt

not only on themselves (which ndKht be borne with

eciuanimity on the ground 'of its being deserved), but

upon the whole of the prnfesstnn. Trusting that fm-

the future special worl< will be left solely In the hands

of specialists, I am, Sh, yours, &c. D.

Intercommunication03

QUESTIONS.

WATEtl-ClSTERNS.

Sir,—At page 26G, '* Delta" compIiiJns that he can-

not readily clean out the watcr-ristern In his b<ni:?e

because all the eervice-pipes leadinijj out of it project

up into 1 he cistern about lin. Now that cu>torn in

vogue amongst plumbers is quite correct. What is

necessary is that there should be a wastc-pipc Icsuling

out of the bnttom of the cistern, the ci.^torn also being

so placed as that the end from which this waste-pipe

leads out is the lowest. The ncce^j^ity for this is re-

ferred to in the articles on " Pkuubins" In the Buit.D-

inCt News for January 3rd and Feb. '2 1st, 1S7j-
" Delta" tells us that his cistGrn is a slalt; cue. In

this case the hole for the waste-pipe should bo counter-

sunk just as is shown in Figs. 132 andl43,for the waste-

pipes of the baths in the articles above referred to. In

many cases the overflow-pipe of the cistern serves as

the waste-pipe, that portion

of it which stands up in-

side the cistern, and which
Is called the "etanding-
wasle " being easily lifted

out, and when this Is done
alt the water in the cistern

soon runs off. Ibe follow-

ing sketch will show how
" Delta's " cistei n miyht have
been fitted up to t-erve

bis purpose. A is the brass
coupler l*,in. in diameter, put in through the bottom.

B is the standing-waste, which lifts out and in. C is a

warning-pipe of ^in. bore jjut in about iin. below the

tup of the overtiow-pipe B. This warniug-pipe C shows
when the ball-crane which supplies the clsteru leak-;.—

I am Sir, &c., W. P. B.

B
i^

rA

[3025.]—Sanitary Surveyors' Institute.—Cao
you. or any <>t our leaders, givu auy iutoruj;itii)n as to
whom I ought to apply, witli a view to beciiming a
nieniber of the Municip:.! and Sanitary Surveyor'tj.
Institute ?—H. D.

[30-26.]—Qualifications of an Architect.—What
absdluteiy necessary (luaiilicatiuns shnuld nn architect
possess in order truly to claim that title ?—ZeiiO.

[3027.]-Holiow Walls.— In building a 16in.
hollow brUU-w,ill. should the 4iin. wall be bullion
tlic outside, and the iiin. wall inside, or vice verbal I

have beard advocates for both ways, and sbouhl be
glad to have the opinious of some of your correspon-
dents.—W. O. P.

[3028.]—Figure-Drawing.—Will any one kindly
inlorui me ol a good elumeutary work on figuie-draw-
iug. drapery, &'•. V I am unable to attend classed for
the purpose of iustruction ; must therefore, if possiblej.

instruct myself.

—

Appel.

REPLIES.
[3015.]—Slating.— Slates are always epeclfled to-

have a certain uiuount of cover or lap. Irregular-
sized slates are sized into courses, each course Ining
longer by ^in. than the other. On laying the first

cuurse, the workman makes a gauge to suit his largest
size, and gives the icquircd amount of cover, aud by
laying the courses smaller and smaller as he proix-eds

with ids work, he has merely to cut ^in. off ilie k-ngibof
gauge for every shorter course he takes, If he was
la.\ing them any other w-ay, he would need more iliau

oue gauge. So the only proper answer to " Old .Sub-

scriber" is, "to save work aud trouble."—A Scot,
Haddington.

ARCHITECTS NOT ENGINEERS.

Sir,—Miiny architects are inclined tn regret that
the profession of civil engineering is divorced from
that of architecture, and yet, at least among the
junior members of the profession, we hear constant
complaints of the multiplicity of .--tndics in wliidi an

architect must engage if he is to be eveu moderately
succ' ssf ul. At the meetings of the Architectural

Association and elsewhere, I have often heard bad art-

architecture excused ou account of the multifaiious

acquirements whlck it is alleged the architect of tiie

present day is expected to possess. I cannot but
think that in some respects the present generation of

architects arc prone to attempt too murh, both as

pupils and praciitiiiners. By attempting too much as

pupils thi-y too often fail in essentials, and by attempt-
ing too mueh as practitioners they just as frequently

bring an undeserved obloquy upon the profcsslnn by
their failures. To give an instance in point :—Three
or four years ago the Guardians of a populous parish

(I luclosc the name of the place and also of the

architect?, but not fnr publication) advertised for

architects to send in designs in competition for a large

workhnuse. A very largo number of architects com-
peted, and by all accounts the competition was excep-
tionally fairly and hont-urably conducted. The Guar-
dians appointed a professional referee of some standing
to decide on the merits of the designs sent in, and the

premiums were awarded in pursuance of the referee's

recommendations. To the authors of the first pre-

mlated de^^tgn was intrusted tho carrying out tif the

whole (>t the work, and from fir>t to la>t, according to

the testimony of the ai-chitects themselves, the Guar-
dians were found to be most considerate and roasonnble
clients; such confidence, indeed, had they in theli'

architects, that tlicy intrusted eveu the engineering
work to them,—wurkwhhh as It now appears, Ihcy
were not fully competent to undertake. The buildings

are very larjre, and are to be heated piinclpally by
steam. The boilers and other apparatus foi* this pur-
pose were found to bo liiadi'quato when the workhouse
bullilings were finished anrl ready for occupation, and
as the machinery in qucsiiou Is a vital part of the
buMdlnps, the Guardians cannot enter upon occupation
until the whole is in proper working order. The
buildings have new been finished about six months,

Sm—The slightest reflection on the part of your
corre^poudent " Delta" would have informed him that

the " pipes for drawing water from cistern's project

abiiut an inch from the bottom of the cistern" for the

purpose of preventing the "sandy-like" sediment

which he says is deposited on the bottrmi of the

cistern, from entering into the pipes, to the great dis-

comfort of the user of ihe water, aud to the rapid de-

struction of the draw-ou cocks aud watercloset-vaives.

The proper arrangement for cleaning out cisterns is to

have an overflow or warning pipe with its outlet over

^ome internal or external sink, where t can be readily

inspected, and where the water passing through it can
hi' drained quickly away

; fix to bottom of cistmrn

flu-h therewith a ground-in brass plug and ring and

connect this wash-out outlet with the ovcrftnw-pipe.

Ou no account allow the outlet of ovcrllow-piiie to

connect with "W.C. pan or di-aiu.— I am Sir, ie. L.

COMPENSATIONS.

STAINED GLASS.
DoxCAPTER.—The great west window of Doncaster

Parish Church has just been filled with stained glass.

Messrs. Ward and Hughes, of Loudon, were the artists..

The window is a Jesse, and in point of arrangement
after one in Meirivale Abbey.

Ross.—The Ogllvic memorial window in the chancel
of Pwoss Church, Herefordshire, Is completed. The
stonework has been executed by Mi". Hards, of Henry-
street, Ross. The restoration of the stained glass is-

the work of Messiv. Baillle and Meyer.

S. Paul's Cathedral.—One of the five-light clere-

story windows on the north side of S. Paul's Cathedral
has been filled with stained glass. The five openings
are filled with a subject taken from tlie life of King
Solomon in the Tt-mple. Under the window is a
memnrial brass, with an inscription i-eeording the fact

that the window was erected by Mrs. Susannah.

Woodcock in memory of her husband.

Sir,—Mr. Fletcher, in his useful, interesting, and
practical paper, In ascertaining the value of a life-

interest to be taken under the Lands Clause^, or other

similar Act, quotes the "Northampton" tables, and
uses for his calculations the expectancy of life as

therein stated ; but it should not be lost sight of that

by 17 and 18 Vic. c. 116, it is proxided that, "In nil

computations in anyway dependent on the duration

of lives, the expectation of life shall not be calculated

according to the Tables comnmnly known as the

Northampton Tables, nor up.>n Tables less favourable

to the expectation of life than the Life Tables uf the

Registrar-General of Births, Deaths, and Marriages in

England, nor than any Tables which maybe from

time to time issued by the same authority."

1 have puzzled myself somewhat with a life-problem

submitted to me by a friend who required a practical

solution; perh;ips Mr. Banister Fletcher could inform

me how to resolve it ; more especially would I ask

him to do so, as it must be one of a class which not

unireqnently occurs in the valuation of life-leases :—

What is the number of yeaiV purchase at, say. a per

cent., which represents the present values to A and B
of a lease for 14 years, A having a life-Interest in thi

said lease, with remainder to B (if any) ; A being

34 years old and B 10 years old, both males, A's ex-

pectancy of life would be 14 years, or the exact term
of the lease, and by Mr. Fletcher's method of ealcnhi-

tion, B's remainder would have not even a theoretical

value; but surely B has a chance of the remainder

falling into his hands if A dies before tlie time calcu-

lated as being the average term of life of a person ni

his years.—I am. Sir, &c., L.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

Ay AppROPiilATB BE.\coy.—A statue of Nelson^
modelled by Lord Clarence Paget, which has hiien

erected on a rock in the Menal Straits, was unveiled

on Monday. It is 19ft, high, and stands on a pedestaL
20fc. in height, immediately below his Lordship's parlc

(Plas Llanfair), and Is intended to serve as amemoriai
to Nelson (the only one iu Wales) and a landmark to
guide vessels from certain dangerous rocks.

Memorial Tablets in S, Paul's Cathedral.—
On Monday, being the third anniversary of the loss of

the Captain, two brass tablets were placed on the
ninth wall of S. Paul's Cathedral, to the memory of

the officers, artificers, seamen, marines, and boys who
were lost in that vessel. Each tabblet is sunounded
by .'in emblematical border. The eastern tablet has
a heading of two angels carrying a scroll, on which is

engraved tho words, "The sea gave up the dead." The
corners inclose a number of scallop-hhells. emblems of

victory. Beneath is a list of tlie ai-tificers, n arincs.

sL-amon, and boys. Tloe we-;tern tablet is surmounted
by a large model of the Cajytain ; beneath is the re-

sult of the official inquiry and the names of the officers

of the ship.

£10,500 has been subscribed for the restoration

of S. Nicholas' Church, Newcastle-on-Tyue.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY MATTERS.
CoNSETT.—There are great complaints at Consctt of

the scarcity of water, the water company havhig ex-
tended their pipes without making provision for an in-

creased supply of water.

EDiNPrRGU.—The Edinburgh Daily Review under-
stands tiiat Messrs. Stevenson and King's report on the

Ijync and Manor waters was laid before the Lord'

Provost's Ctmmlttee on Monday last, and that after

discus--ion it was resolved to recommend the Town
Conncil, wirhout pronouncing on the Lyne schi^me. to

proumte a bill for the purpose of cnnstructlng a reser-

voir In Glencorse Valley to keep tho Crawley Main full,

as f(tin erl.v proposed ; to legalhse tho maintt-nance of

the logon Glencorse reservoir; to wipe oft the S.

M'\ry's L'Ch Bill expenses, and to niter the cimsti-

tiifl-'U of the Trust so that it may be changed perio-

dically.

Evil Effects of Bad Drainage in India.—Tn »
Blue-book on the Progress and Condition of India, pre-
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pnred by Mr. Clements R. Markham. several cnus^es five

enumerated wliich tend to retard the increase of the

native popuiatinn of India. Much of the disease is

atMibiited to bad water and bad drainage. Tlie new
water supidy at Ciilciitta has had a marlccd influence

ill inipniving the health nf the city, and a similar re-

sult is expected from the worlis at Madras. The
drainage scheme at Cawnpore is also progressing. A
very iuiportaut sanitary question has long been under
consideration, wiih reference to the effect of irdgatioti

canaU on the health of the districts through which

they pass. As far back as 1847 it was found that au
txtcn.-ive epidemic influeuce had pervaded a large por-

tion of the North-western provinces for some years,

and the disease was observed to be moie general and
severe in the canal-irrigated districts than elsewliere.

A committee which investigated the subject recooi-

mendfd that irrigation should be stopped at a distance

•of 200 yards from the village »ites, and that a double

row of ti-ees should be jilaiited round the uuirrigated

space. It was fonnd that the percolation of water
•caufsed an efflorescence of soda to rise up on the sur-

face of the land, destroying the fertility of the soil,

I and giving rise to some injurious phyr^iological results.

; The Rivers Pollution Coiimissiox.—For the
i

second time since its constitution sr-tne few years ago,

the Rivers Pollution Commissiunis abnut to experience

a change of office-bearers. Professor Franklaiid, of

the School of Slines, will be replaced by Dr. Angus
Smith, well known for the part he took in fiammg the

Alkaline Nuisances Prevention Acts, and for his recent

•work on '* Air and Rain."

The Sewage of Leeds.—The sub-committee of

the Leeds town council appointed to Investigate the
iitilisatioa of sewage have presented a report, In

which they detail the result of six experiments in the
cultivation of grass, each experiment comlucted with a
different kind of manure, but iu all cases of the same
value. Six plots of ground were employed for this

purpose, each measuring half au acre, and each plot

was dressed with manure to the value of 30s. St^reet-

sweepings were valued at Is. 8id. per ton, stable
manure at 4s.. Peruvian guano at £15, native manure
fa mixture of native guano and night-soi!) at £4,
iitive guano at £;i. 10s., and sewage mud at £1, 10s.

I lie grass was all cut at the same time and made into
-lay, and the committee report that " the liuost quality

f all, as decided by a competent judge," was that
,'r<'wn on the plot manured with the native guano.
Allowing for the cost of cartage and labour, tlie value
of the h.iy manured with Peruvian guano exceeded the
•cost by £1. 3s. £)d., while that manured with native
guano showed a value of £1. 4s. 9id. above the cost.

The excess value of the stable manure crop was 13s. 2d.;

of the native manure crop, l-4s. 6d. ; and of the crop
from sewage mud, 9s. 2d. The street-sweepings
£howed a loss of £1. 9s. 8., but had the best crop of
afier-grass. The committee propo.-Jc to let the several
crops remain exactly as they now are, without any
fresh dressing, and to observe the result next year.
Peruvian guano is exhausted in the first year, but it is

claimed for the native guano that the effect will be
seen for cue year or more afterwards.

LAND AND BUILDINa SOCIETIES.
Chrtstchurch.—The seventh annual meeting of the

Christchurch and Bournemouth Building Society was
beld on Wednesday week. The Directors' report con-
gratulated the shareholders on the prosperous state
of the Society. After providing for all liabilities,
interest, and compound interest to investors, the extra
•>n)tit for the year amounts to £150. 4s. 3d., which

vos a bonus of £3. 9s. 2d. per cent, to investing
.-.reholders, and £2. 18.^. 9d. per cent, to borrowers.

T.ie balance-sheet, shows a total receipt of £3,117.
lis. Sd. for the year, of wliich sum £2,195 has been
advanced on mortgage.

Liverpool.—On Friday last the annual meeting of
the Liverpool Labourers' Dwellings Company, Limited,
was held. The total expenditure charged to the
account of tlie laud and dwellings amounts to £19,824.
A3s. 4d. The share capital at present subscribed
amounts 10 £1S.440, exclusive of ten shares recently
allotted. The directors therefore applied to the Public
"Works Loan Commissi'mers for a loan, under the Acts of
Parli;iment providing for the advance of public money
for the purpose of providing suitable dwellings for the
labouring classes, and in May last they procured an
advance of £i;,000, at £4 per cent, interest. This sum
is secured by a mortgage of the laud and buildings of
the company, and principal and interest are I'epayable
in the course of 40 years, by SO half-yearly iusLal-
iuents of £151. 10s. each.

SUXDERL'ND TlIIRD WORKING JlEN'S BUILDING
Society.—This Society has been brought to a very
successful termination, having closed two months
within the period calculated to realise the shares.
The principal money paid on each share has amounted
to £32. Is. 8|d.. and the net profit realised to borrowers
and investors is £17. I8s. 3fd per share, amounting to-
gether to £50. No expenses of any kind have been
paid by the members. No losses, law-suifs. or arbi-
tration cases have occurred during the existence of
the Society, aud all deeds (duly released) have been
lianded over to the borrowers free of expense.

perty was brought by Mr. Thomas Turnbull, Eirtlpy,

against the Trustees of the North Eastern Building
Society. The Society was formed in April, 1861. when
£360 was advanced to the plaintiff on mortgage of

property in BIrtley. After the Society had been in-

volved through tlie defalcations of their secretary,

the plaintiff biguified his desire to redeem his mort-
gage. The parties, however, could not agree as to the
amount to be paid in redemption, and the matter h:id

been referred to the registrar. His Honour, after

hearing a vast amount of evidence, said he found that
£250. 3s. 7d. was the sum which Mr. Turnbull owed,
and must pay to the building society to have his pro-

pery redeemed, and iu addition to th.at, he must pay
the further sum of £67. 15s. 6d., as his proportion of

the loss in the shares, making altogether the sum of

£317. 19s. Id. Two calendar months from the date
of the decree was fixed as the time of reaemption.

S. Barnabas, Pimlico, akd the Baldacchino.—
On Friday last was filed in the Cousistorial Court of

London the answer to the objections urged before Dr.
Tristi'am, the chancellor of the diocese, for a faculty
or license to erect a baldacchino as au adornment, to
the east end of the pari^h church of S. Barnabas,
PimJico. This application has created much interest.

The Rev. Mr. While, the vicar, and the churchwardens
petitioned for a faculty for a baldacchino or canopy
over the Communion-table. Mr. Bowron, a parishioner,

and others, opposed the grant, and both parties are
now fairly before the Court. Mr. Moore (Moore and
Currey) as proctor for Mr. Bowron, alleged in his act
on petition that he was a parishioneV, and that it was
not desirable to erect a baldacchino, because such an
unaccustomed erection would ,not be lawful or a suit-

able adornment of the east end of the church; that,
If such an erection were lawful, it would not be pro-
fitable and expedient, as being opposed to the religious

convictions and feelings of a large number of the in-

habitants; that no vestry meeting was held on the
15th April, 1873, to consider whether a baldacchino
should be erecied, nor had it been agreed to erect one.
The answer by Mr. Brooks (Brooks, Tanner, and
Jenkins), as pioctor for the vicar and < hui'Chwai-dens.
submits the ijuesiiou whether a baldacchino is lawful
to the consideration of the Court. It is not true, as
alleged, that its erection would be opposed to the re-

ligious feelings of a large number of the parishioners;
but, on the contrary, it is much desired by a very large
number of the parishioners who are members of the
Church of Eugland ; that the vestry meeting was to
consider the plans for a reredos, and Mr. Bowron
signed the minute. The document prayed that Mr.
Bowron might be condemned in the costs of his opposi-
tion. The case cannot be heard for some time, as Mr.
Bowron will have a right to reply to the answer.

©iir ©lUcc i^iibk.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Liability of Trustees of a Building Society.

—At a j-pecial sitting of tlie Gati>.sheail County Court,
OQ tlie 2ad lust., an action In equity to redeem pro-

DOKCHESTER BoROUGII SuRVEYORsmp.—The
Dorchester Town Council, at a meeting on tho
3rd in.^t. olocted Mr. A. Phillips, of Tottenham, to

tho office of Borough Surveyor.
An I.VTERsATiON.i.L BitiDGE.—It 13 expected

that the great international railway-bri Ige to

span the Niagara River between Buffalo and
Port Erie will be completed and opens J some
time in October. It was commenced in May,
LS70, and its cost will be something over one
million dollars. The superstructure is of iron,

supported on stone jiiert^, with the necessary
draws for the passage of vessels. The lena'th of
tho main bridge across the river is l,968f.,.

;

thence across Squaw Island to the west end of the
bridge over Black Rock Harbour is about 1,200ft

;

and the bridge over tho harbour of Niagara-
street is 517ft Commencing at the Canada
shore, there will be nine spais across the river
proper ; three of them are 100ft each in the
clear ; then come three spans, each 24:0ft. iu the
clear; then two draw openings, each ItiOffi

;

then one span of 190ft. to S^iuaw Island ; and in

crossing Black Rock Harbour there will also bo
two openings of 00ft. each, with a pier between.
The " swing " over the openings will be operated
by steam, and tho length cf time required to

open or shut the same is given .at 50 seconds.
All the piers are so laid and built up as to secure
tho greatest solidity and offer the least possible
resistai^e to the ice. The deptu of tho water iu

the river where the bridi^'o crosses is from
10 to 43ft. The iron-work for the bridge is

manufactured at Phconis- villa, near Philadttlphha,

aud the superstructure is known as the Pratt
Truss.

An Example worth FoLLO^^^Nf;.—-The fol-

lowing instructions recently issued by the general
manai^er of one of tho great American railways to
the Company's employe's, are commended to the
notice of English railway managers, and espe-
cially to the Metropolitan Railway Company :

—

* Treat people as if you appreciated and were
willing to acknowledge their custom. Try to

accommodate and please. In short, act as any
good business man would toward his customers.

Don't treat people as if you were conferring a
favour on them by letting them ride. Ratuer
seek to make tue line popular, because its busi-
ness is dependent on the good will of the people.
You need not bo ashamed to let people understand
that you acknowledge this. If a passenger re-

fuses to pay, or is rough and abusive, treat him
with courtesy but firmness."

An " Aerial Sanitaricm "—News comes from
Galveston, Texas, of what the inventor calls an
" aerial sanitarium," which consists of a huf^e
balloon moored to the earth, with a framework
in the usual position of the car, capable of ac-
commodating one hundred residents. The object
of this macnino is to secure a salubrious atmo-
sphere, whici the projectors believe to be found
at one mile's distance from the earth, more or
less. When, however, the atmosphere threatens
a storm, the balloon is to descend.

Asphalte in the City.—On Tuesday, at the
first meeting since the recess of the Citv Commis-
sion of Sewers, Mr. Clark, a member oif the Com-
mission, asked by whose order and at whose
expense the paving in King William-street was
being relaid, asphalte pavem^-nt having been put
down there at a very recent date. The Chairman
replied that Mr. Stone, who had patented .a par-
ticular kind of asphalte, app led for permission
to experiment witia it in King William-street,

and ttie application was grautL'd On Tuesday
last it was noticed that the pavement was be-
coming very defective, and the engineer to the
Commission then watched it closely. On Wed-
nesday it broke up completely ; anil he at onco
put himself in communication with Mi". Stone, the
patentee. That gentleman was satisfied his ex-
periment had failed ; and the engineer, consider-
ing the matter to be urgen% at once ordered the
pavement to be removed, and direct 'd the Val de

I ravers Company to lay down their kind of

asphalte instead with the greatest possible expe-
dition. On the general merits of asphalte, Mr.
T. S. Richards voluuteered a statement against
its use to tho effect that in Bisbops^'ate, where he
resided, he had on one occasion seen thirty

horses down within about a quarter of an hour.
The Chairman stated a man hid invented a shoe
which he was confident would prevent horses
slipping on it. The man had applied to him for

and obtained permission to shoe some of the
horses of the Commission with bis patent shoe by
way of experiment. ]\Ir. Hora explained that the
shoe, instead of being flat, was •• bjaded," and
the interstices were filled up with a particular

kind of composition which would allow the frog
of the foot to grow.

Bronze Bells prom Buddhist Temples.—
The British Consul at Hiogo, Japan, reports an
export of bronze to foreign countiies in 1872 to

tho value of 450,000 dels , and notices that a large

portion of it was furnished by tho Buddhist tem-
ples. The discouragement shown to that sect by
the Government, and the appropriation to impe-
rial purposes of the revenues of many of the tem-
ples, have induced the priests to readse as much
of their movable property as possible; aud tho

massive bells, which formed a striking feature of

these temples, have, with other bronze articles of

use or ornament, found their way into the hands
of foreign merchants. The high price of copper
in England made it profitable to ship the bronze

thither, and then extract from it the copper it

contains.

Construction of a New Harbour at Cdx-
IIA\^N.—The preliminary works for the construc-

tion of a new harbour have been commenced at

Cuxhaven, under the direction cf Mr. A. Giles,

engineer and contractor of the (Cuxhaven Railway,

Steamship, and Harbour Company, of Berlin.

The now tidal harbour will be l,o00ft, in diameter,

aud will contain two solid jetties, each 40Uft. long

aud 100ft. wide, and oue pontoon about 300ft.

long and 80ft. wide ; the depth will be 20ft, under
the ordinary mill or low-water mark on the tide

1,'auge at Cuxhaven, and 32ft, below high-water

lino. The proposed large inner dock, 2,000lt.

long and (>70lt. wide, will be conuected witli the

tidal harbour by a lock 400ft. long aud O'jft. wide.

This doi:k will be kept to a depth of 17ft. below
the low- water mark. The new harbour will be

constructed so as to be ice-freed and accessible at

all times of the tide to the large vessels adoat

;

and it will afford shelter during stress of weatjer
to the vast quantity of shipping on this coast!

The tidal dock, which will have an area of about

45 acres, will be provided with dry docks, largo

warehouses, aud full requi.^^ite appliances.

English Woricmen at Viknna —By the private

munificence of one of the Royal British Com-
missioners, about sixty workmen have been
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housed in two buildings of galvanised iron

brought from England. Here they are provided

with good be. Is, and in some cases with separate

rooms, at the cost of five shillings a week. The
board costs them eighteen shillings for the same
length of time. Each cottage is surrounded by a

pretty little garden, where the men grow cab-

bages, carrots. &c. Near these small buihliugs

a portable cooking apparatus in the shape of an

engine, is stationed. This curious machine goes

by the name of the "British Workoian's Hotel,"

and serves for boiling and bakiugmeat, steaming
vegetables, and making tea or coflfee ; it is on
four wheels, and can be drawn by one horse. By
means of this machine one hundred workmen,
who, for want of room, cannot be lodged in the

cottages, are provided with breakfast, dinner, and
tea, in an ajoining tent, at tho rate of 2s, Gd. a

day. Thoi"o is alfo a laundry, fitted up with
patent apparatus for washing, boiling, rinsing,

blueing, wringing, and drying the clothes. One
small fire supplies all tho hot water, dries the

clothes, and heats the smoothing and polishing
irons for finishing the linen.

KixG Priam's Treasure.—With reference to

the discovery of the reputed treaeure-chest of

King Priam of Troy, it is said that the estimated
value of the relic as mere metal is 20.000 thalors.

or i;3,000. The discover, Herr Schliemann, is a

retired merchant ; and the fact of his wife being
an Athenian has induced him to present tho mag-
nificent *' find "' to the Royal Museum at Athens,
on the condition, however, of having absolute
liberty to excavate at Mycense. Tho treasure-
chest, whether Priam's or not, is of very great
antiquity ; and its value as an art-treasure is

from twenty to a hundred fold the amount mf^n-

tioned ; and so impressed was Herr Schliemann
"with its extreme preciousness. that ho carried it

off himself in the night, fearing to betray the
magnitude of his discovery to the suspicion or
cognisance of the workmen.
Proposed Townhall for Sunderland.—

There is some tilk of erecting a new townhall
and municipal offices for Sunderland. The local

Times says that there is probably not another
town in Christendom of 120,000 inhabitants with '

so mean, shabby, and inconvenient a sot of muni

The Serpentine. — Perhaps hardly anything
in our public parks presents a more glaring ex-

ample of bad taste than the '"island" recently de-

posited in the Serpentine. In the first place, re-

marks the Garden, the position is ill-chosen. If

the island was intended to be effective, it should
have been placed somewhere in the lower and
widest part of the piece of water, bo that it could be
seen from any point on the banks. In rts present

position, on one side of the narrow neck of tho

Serpentine, it is not noticed from miny points of

view, and is, in fact, hardly seen until one comes
pretty close upon it. When the visitor has
reached this point, the view which the shapeless

mass presents is neither pleasing nor instructive.

Xothing in nature or in art appears to have in-

spired the heads which planned it. The high
shelving sides which it exhibits are like those of

a railway embankment on a small scale. In the
placid, almost motionless, flow of tho Serpentine,
such an aspect is entirely at fault. The level of

an (not rocky) island in such a position should
be, at all events, not higher than that of the
surrounding banks. Possibly, in course of time,
it may disintegrate or sink so far as not to inter-

cept the view of the opposite bank ; but until

that occurs, or until its creators are wise enough
to remodel it, we must be content if we cannot
bring ourselves to conceive that it resembles
anything so much as a huge and ugly heap of
*' shot rubbish," the back of which has been
laboriously rounded, and the sides cut and sloped
into rigid fonnality.

The Thames Embankment and the River
Tideway.—Some uneasiness is manifested in

several letters to the Times as to tho efi"ect of the
construction of the Thames Embankment in the
ebb and flow of the river. A deficiency of water
appears to be felt at Richmond, and it is feared
that tho diminution of tho scouring power of the
river may ultimately seiiously interfere with its

navigation. Lord Ebury, among other corre-

spondents, instances the consequence which en-
sued with regard to the River Dee, after its

embankment, and asks, "What if new and for-

mi>iable and shifting banks at and below the
Nore flhould eventually be the cousequence *'

of

the embankment of the Thames ? Another

cipal buildings as Sunderland. The room in which P^^'f
spondent mentions the port of Masulipatam

.. ' _ .
^ in flirt ir..n4- Tvi.i;i-. .^Ii^iin *Krt .^..f^» +1,_ T

the Council meets, and the magistrates sit, is
in the East Indies, where the water on the bar

positively a disgrace to the comminitv. A chancre K'^''™^''^'^
^™'" nit.io 3ft. m 40 years, nearly

is urgently required, and it cannot come too soon. \

dftrying the capabilities of the place us a port.

Tho Town Council has fixed on tho north end of t ,

^''^ '^'*° .'='''"^^'' ^^ '"^ ™':^m-''"<'n -ind em-

the Extension Park as tho best site for the
|

^^°'^°''"'' P^J*""' ''™''''"" ^° *'''^' =''"'''""1 ""^^ 0°

buildings.

Removikg Whitewa.sh.—Tho Rev. Mackenzie
E. C. Walcott writes to us :— " Ihave found a weak
solution of size, delicately applied with a sponge,
r^jmove whitewash, even to the thickness of
several coat3, from distemper work or wall paint-
ings which coarser manipulation would effec-

tually have destroyed.''

SiMTiRY Science rs- Xew Tokic.—A recent
numSer of Hyrjipm, a fortnightly American pub-
lication devoted to sanitary science, contains a
report of a paper read before the Public Health
Association of New York on "Architectural
Hygiene," by Mr. Carl Pfeiffer, the Secretary of
the American Institute of Architects. Jlr. Pfeiffer
appears to have a right to be heard on such sub-
jects. In the first annual report of tho Roosevelt
Hospital, recently erected in Xew York from his
designs, the managers acknowledge that the un-
usual proportion of favourable results experienced
since tbe opening of the hospital is due in a very
great measure to the successful ventilation of the
bnilding. " For this they are indebted to the
skill of tho archit 'ct, and he has the satisfaction
of knowing tbat his efforts have been crowned
with signal success in the most diflSoult part of
hospital construction."

Steam-BOAT Pier at Blackfriars Bridge.—
After a long negotiation between tbe Bridge-
house Committee of the City of London and the
Tbames Conservators, an arrangement has boon
entered into for the erection of a new steam-boat
pier at Blackfriars bridge. Il will bo placed at
a point between Blackfriars-bridgeand the bridge
of the London, Chatham, and Dover Railway.
There will be two approaches by moans of a
swing bridge. Messrs. Beck and Co. have taken
tho contract from tho Conservators, for the .sum
of £1.500, for the coustruotiou of the foundations,
a work of .some difficulty, as tho piles can onlv
be driven at low tide. The contractors have
been engaged night and day for the last seven
weeks, and it is expected that this portion of the
work will bo completed in about a fortnight.

the Doe.

To Harde.-i Plaster Casts. — To harden
plaster casts, a thin milk of lime or lime-water
may be used instead of ordinary water. About
ten or fifteen drops of liquid silicate of soda for

every pint of fluid used must be added
; this is

then thickened with plaster to a thick cream.
Phister thus prepared will set in five minutes or
thereabouts, according to the thickness of the
cream. If too much .silicate is used, the soda
will effervesce on the surface, and spoil the
sharpness of the impression.

The Tomb of Joshua.—M. Guerin, who has
been engaged for the French Government in re-

searches in Palestine, has lately read a paper in

a geographical congress at Lyons, describing his
di.scovery of tbe tomb of Joshua, the son of Xun.
The tomb is situated at Tigne, which he con-
siders to bo the ancient Timnath Serah, the herit-

age of Joshua. M. Guerin believes he has strou:.;

evidence of the body of Joshua having been de-
posited there in tho statement that the sharp
flint knives with which Joshua used to circum-
cise tho children of Israel at Gilgal were buried
in his tomb. On removing the dirt which covered
the floor of the tomb, a large number of flint

knives were found, and, on making some excava-
tions at Gilgal, the passage of the Jordan, a num-
ber of similar knives were also discovered. The
pillars in the vestibule of the tomb are sur-
rounded by a fillet in the stylo of Egyptian
monuments, and this would argue a period of

about the time of Joshua.
Tue Fourth Centexarv of Michael An-

GELO.—The committee formed for the celebration
of the fourth eenten;u'y of tho birth of Michael
Angelo (Jlay ,'j, 1875) has already arranged the
principal articles of its programme. It has been
resolved that tho complete correspondence of the
artist, and all the doL-uments. published and un-
published, relatiug to his life and works, shall be
offered to the puhlic in a magnificent volume;
that artists shall be invited to send drawings
illustrative of his life, which will be pboto-litho-

gr.aphed and published as an album ; also that all

the great works of Michael Angelo and tho most
important of his drawings shall be reproduced iu
like manner. It is moreover proposed that a
medal shall be struck in his honour ; a com-
memorative tablet placed on the house in which,
he was born at Caprese, and another on the house
which he so long inhabited at Settignano; that
casts from all his principal sculptures shall be
placed with his statue of David in tho Tribune at
Florence, and that the municipality of that city-

shall be invited to raise a monument in hig-

honour.

The Brunswick Vase.—This precious onyx,
vase, which disappeared from the Brunswick
Museum simultaneously with tbe flight of the
late Duke from his country, is described by an
ancestor of tho ducal line in the most glowing-
terms. He (the Duke Franz Albrecht of Saxe-
Leuenberg) mentions how the treasure came into
the possession of his aunt by legacy, and how the
princess was offered 2-1,000 thalers for it by a
foreign potentate, but refused, believing the vase
to be worth 150,000 thalers. The ducal diarist-

observes that the vase might, perhaps, bo one of

the vessels used in Solomon's Temple for anoint-
ing the Israelitish kings. The vase is mtde of a
single piece of onyx ; the upper portion is orna-
mented with garlands, flowers, fruits, and heads,

of animals; the vamp, or bulge, represents a
sacrificatory cortege, and the lower part exhibits
utensils appertaining to tho ceremony. The lid,

handle, and foot are mounted in gold. The vase
was pillaged, during the Thirty Years' War from
the Mantaau treasury, and was sold by a soldier

for 100 ducats.

The Whitworth Scholarships.—Sir Joseph
Whit worth has prepared a memorandum upon
the Whitworth scholarships, approved by tho
Council of Education, South Kensington, the
principal points of which are as follows : —Every
candidate shall produce a certificate that he has
worked in a mechanical engineer's shop, or the
drawing office, for two years consecutively.
Every candidate must he under twenty-two yeara
of age. He -will be examined in smiths' work,
turning, filing and fitting, pattern-making, and
moulding. He will be examined in theory and
practice every year. The scholarships may b&
held for three years, but may bo withdrawn if

progress be unsatisfactory. The number will be
reduced for 1874 from ten to six, each of a fixed

.annual value of £100, with an additional annual
sum for progress, viz.:—The best scholar, i;100;
second. £(30 ; third. £50 ; fourth, £40 ; fifth,

£30 ; and sixth. £20. At the end of the three
years' tenure £200 and £100 will be awarded to-

the two scholars of each years' set -\vho may have
done best.

Wills and Records.—The rooms and vaults

at Somerset House, recently vacated by the-

Admiralty, are going to be b.anded over by Her
Majesty's Commissioners of Works to the authori-

ties of Doctor's Commons. The spacious vaults-

beneath the terrace facing tho river are being
converted into strong-rooms, for which purpose
the earth and lead, which has become defective,

have been removed from the crowns of the arches
to admit of a founda ion of concrete, on which will

be laid Claridge's patent asphalte of Seyssel to-

insure tho vaults being made thoroughly water-

proof. It is thought that the sale of the lead will

more th.an defray the cost of the concrete and
asphalte. J. Taylor, Esq., architect of the Com-
missioners, has the direction of the works.

The Growth of London.—From statistics-

contained in the report of the Commissioner of

Police, which was issued the other day, it appears
tbat the growth of London has received a check.
The number of miles of new streets and squares,

added annually to London, Colonel Henderson
tells us, averaged between 1862 and 1870 sixty-

eight and three-quarters; in 1870 the number
fell to a little over forty-two ; in 1871 it was less

than thirty-nine ; and in 1872 it but slightly ex-
ceeded twenty. The yearly addition is, there-

fore, considerably less now than one-third of

what it was in the period beginning in 18(i2 and
ending three years ago. Tue explanatiou seems
to be that wealth is increasing more r.apidly in

the great provincial towns than in the Sletropolis,.

and that consequently employment and business
openings are more easily obtainable thei-o than
here.

The surveyor to the Brighton Town Council has
prepared plans for new Corporation baths.
The parish church of Lon^ Sutton, Lincolnshire^

is about to be restored, Mr. Brown, of Lynn, is the
builder.
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Jlessrs. Bidlake and Fleming, of Wolverhamp-
ton, have been appointed architects and surveyors
to the Wellington (Salop) Bnrial Board, for the
laying-out, draining, and fencing of the new
cemetery.

S. Margaret Chapel. Johnstone, N.B., is to be
enlarged. Accommodation is required for 1,200
peopli'.

The United Presbyterian Church in .?. Tiucent-
street, Glasgow, was reopened for public worship
on Sunday last, after redecoration.

The parish church of Ch iring Heath is to be
enlar^L'd. at a cost of £1,400, from the design of
Mr. ^Vbitiug, by Mr. Denne. builder, of Deal.
A serious outbreak of typhoid fever at Wolver-

hamptou has been traced to the adulteration of the
milk b_y a local dairyman with impure water.

lu Consequence of an application to the autho-
rities of S. George's, Hanover-square, to remed}'
the defective draiuage in Park-lane having been
refused by the vestry of that parish, an application
has been made to the Court of Queen's Bench for a
mandamus to oblige the vestry to perform the
duties imposed upon it by the Metropolitan Local
Goveinment Act.
A new (Roman) Catholic church has been opened

at Glenfinnan, near Inverness. Mr. E. W. Pugin is

the architect.

It is stated that the incumbent of S. John the
Divine, Kennington, has received the handsome
gift of £10,000 from an anonymous donor, to-
wards the budding of the nave of his church.

The foundation-stone of a new Masonic Hall was
laid at Thirsk, on Thursday week. Mr. W. A.
Bourne is the architect, and Messrs. Jackson, Wild,
and Anderson the contractors.
The Sunderland Town Council have resolved to

appoint a medical officer of health for the borough.
The salary is to be £.500 per annum.
The South Shields Town Council on the 3rd inst.

agreed thatwork to the value of £16,710. I5s. should
be done for the ensuing year, viz., £9.9G4. los. for
current workiug expenses, and £5,756 for per-
manent work and repairs.

Bishopwearmouth Church is about to be closed
for alteration and repairs, under the direction of
Mr. G. A. Middlemiss, architect.

It is proposed to materially widen the whole of
the Marine Parade, Southend.
The death is announced of Mr. Charles Bucke-

ridge, architect, of Oxford and London, who died
on the 1st inst., of heai-t-disease, after a few days
illness. Mr. Buckeridge was 40 years of age. On
the following day the eldest brother of the
deceased, the Rev. Alfred Buckeridge, B.A., rector
of S. James's, Exeter, died at Broadstairs, after a
short Ulness, of inflammation of the lungs, aged 60.

i^radc ^ciuf).

TIMBER TRADE.
The following are the selling quotations

sales have been effected during tbe week :

—

Per 120 12ft. Hin. x lUn.

Quebec best bright wide
planks

„ ,. Tin. & up.

„ floated wide planks

,, ,, Tin. &i up.

„ dry floated wide planks

„ ,. Tin. h up.

„ second bright wide
plimks

„ „ lllu. „
„ lOf c. various

t, „ dry floats

„ third bright 12ft.

>, „ 13ft.

10ft.

Escoumains second bright

pine
Axmar 1st & 2nd yellow dis.

,. „ „ battens

„ ,, whltedeals,&c.

„ tldrd ,, battens

„ 4th yellow deals

„ ,, battens
Pitch pine plauks
Swartvik 3rd yellow deals

,, ,, „ Sin. battens
Soderhamu crown yel. deals

„ 3rd „ boai'ds

„ 1st & 2nd „ deals

„ ,, white „
3rd

Sundswall Srd yellow, 2x9

20 10

22 6

26

20 16

27

20 15

17 1

17
li;

16

12 I

12

12

4 th

Hudikswall 2nd

4in. .

2iin..
21'.. .

planks
deals

planks4th
Danzig yellow
Stockholm 1st yellow, piks,

2nii „

Srd ,

14 10

11 10

U .5

10 1.5

10 .5

12 10

10 10

13 10

13 .5

ir. :o

15 5

10 1.5

14 10

12 10

11

13 10
12 10

11 1.5

11 .5

14 10

12

U
12 .5

15 1.5

14 10

14 o

d.

.

,

,

,

,

,

,

£. s. d.

22 10

23 10

22

18

13

1.5

14

14
13

11

13

11

12

10 e

S

£. s. d.

Skcllefted 1 t & 2nd battens 11 a

Sagucnay best bright pine,

wide planks 24
best bright, 21n. 21 .5

S. Petersburg, best wlit. plks. 13 6

Jeflc 1st & 2ud yellow „ 14 10

„ „ „ deals 14 10

,, 3rd „ plauks 14

„ „ ,, battens 12 15

„ 4th „4in.plks. 12

„ 3lQ. „ 11 10

„ „ ,, deals 11 15

„ Srd white „ 12 10

,, „ ,, battens 11 15

Per 120 12£t. 3X9.
£ s. d.

Quebec 1st spruce . . IS 15

2nd „ . . 17 6

Srd ., . . 17

St. John's spruce (unassorted) 17 5

Drontheim 1 St white . . 18 5

„ 2nd „ . . 18

„ Srd „ . .17 10

„ 4th yellow . . 18 13

Chrlstlanla best white 20 15

„ 2nd „ 21

per 120, 12tt. 21 by 6i.

Drammen 2nd yellow 10 5

„ 3rd „ 9 15

Floor Boards per square,
s. d.

Best yellow . . lln. 14

„ „ . . |in. 12 3

Second „ . . lln. 12 G

Grooved, Beaded & Tongued.

£. s. d.

14 10

13

12 15

11 la

12 5

£
21

19 15

18

18 5

IS 15

Best yellow

white

Second

Jin.

fin.

fin.

lin.

iln.

12

10
10

Timber per 50 cubic feet.

Danzig square oak
„ crowu and beat fir . 4

„ good mlddUng . . 3

„ 2nd „ . . 3

,, common ,, . , 3

(up to 41ft. >
g" " " \ undersized J

Swedish ,

Pitch pine

Petersburg
Riga

.330.440
Lathwood per cubic fathom.

. 11 10.900
Sold without reserve.

Per 120 12ft. iMn. by 11.

Frederlckshamn best yel. pis. 12 10

„ „ „ dls. 13 10

„ „ „btns. 12 10

Srd. „ pis. 11

„ btns. 11 5

Danzig yellow . . .1115
Gefle 4th „ planks 11 5

S. Petersburg best yel. „ 13 10

„ ,, „ deals 14 5

Timber per 50 cubic feet.

Drammen yellow sawu balks 2 5

„ white ,, „ 2

„ ,, hewn ,, 1 17 6

Danzig best middling fir 3 17 6

„ good „ „ 3 10

,, common „ „ 2 17 6

Quebec birch „ ,, 4 15 ,,

Per cubic foot.

s. d.

Austrian crown wainscot logs 4 9 to

Floor boards per square.
Best yellow . . . lin. 13 3 „„,,... |ln 89
Second lin. 10 S „

First and second yellow l^ln. 14 3

Jin. 11 9

white IJIu. 11 3 „

„ „ lln. 10 9

„ „ ,' Jan. 8 0.,
(jrooved, beaded, and tongued.

Best yellow . . ^in. 10 u

,, „ . . Jiu. 9 to
1st & 2nd ,,

Best white
Jul.

«in.

iin.

E. d.

23 10

21 5

10 10
10

14

12
13

to S 19

3 4
4 7

13

11 5

to 2 10

4 17 6

s. d.

5

13 6

10 9

11 6

8 9

8 3

WAGES MOVEMENT.
Bath.— Some time since the Judge of the Bath

County Court undertook to act as arbitrator between
the master-builders and the operative masons r-espect-

ing the demands of the latter for an increase of pay
and a reiluction of the hours oi labour. His Honor
has given his award, according to which 6d. per hour
is to be paid to the men, who, previous to the 1st.

July, had 5ad. per hour, and they are to leave work on
Saturdays at 12.3 ) p m. The si.\ mouths' notice given
by the operatives expired on the 30th June, from which
date enhanced wages will be given.

London.—On Saturday night an aggregate meeting
of labourers, mostly of the building trade, was held in

Trafalgar-.square in favour of an immediate strike
unless the concession of 6 .an hour should be at once
made by the employers. SeveraUspealters held that if

the concession sli.)uld not be given 'by-next Saturday
the strike should be nn Monday next ; otliers main-
tained that it should commence on the previous Monday,
There evidently was a strong feeling in favour of im-

mediate action. It was eventually carried by a large
majoilty that the strike should be delayed tor a week.
LoNuox.—On Monday night at tlie adjourned meet-

ing of the delegates of tbe house-decorators and
painters, Mr. Skiptou, the secretary, reported from the
committee that, with a few minor exceptions, the
whole of the West-end employers were now paying the
advanced wages of SJd. per hour which had been de-
manded.

ASHTON Sl GKEliS,
Slaty, Iron, and Marble Merchants, .-vnii Quarry Agents-—Itoofingf

Slates—Bangor. BUie, Ued, or Green, Blue Vortmadoc and Wtiitland
A-bbey Green, the New " i*erinanont" Oreen (weight the same as
Bangor, and uuiionnity of cleaT.i"o equall.

Priceson Wl.iirf ill LondoB.
21 by 12 22 by 12 20 hy 10 18 by 10 18 by 9
377s. fid. 332s. 6d. 257s. Gd. 2153. I92s 6d.
lli by 10 16 by 8 U by 10 14 by 8 12 by 8
192s. 6d- Uaa. 170s 117a- Gd. 673.60.

Per m of 1,200 Slates. Marble and Enamelled Slate Chimney
Piec&s. Inscription Tablets, i:C- Stoves. Ranges, and Builders'
Ironmongery- A- & G.'a Special Red Ridge Tites. L-arge Show of
all Goods at 14 and 15, Bury-street, S. -Uary iLie, London E.G.
Drawings and Prices upon application, accorananyiug trade card-

TENDERS.
Bridi-ington Qoat.—For now Baptist Chapel at Brid-

liugtou Quay
Rennard (accepted) £5,700

Cantbrbury.—For the new church of S. Thomas of
Canterbury. Mr John Green Hall, architect.

Lyon and Bourne ..£10.171
Gaskia andGodden 9,-500

Wright Bros, and Goodchild 9,000
Coseas 8.950

Clapham —Forthe erection of a chapel-keeper's cottage
in Belmont-road, for the Deac-ios of Grafcon-squaro
Chapel. Goulty and Gibbins, architects.

Elsilen £425
Lacy 359
Cobden (accepted, subject to reduction) 315

Hackney. — Fer jjterationa at tbe Kenton Arms,
Hackney Messrs. Humphreya and Son, architects.

IBlackmore and Motley' £537
• Revised estimate, accepted.

Handsworth —For the erection of retail shops, houses
and outbuild ngs at Sjho Hill, for Mr. Ge->r;e Heaton
Mr. W. T Foulkes, architect, Ann-street, Birmingham
Quantities supplied.

Garlick £3 030 18
Whitta'l 2,9"i0

Jones and Edwards 2.950
Steel 2,867 10
Part in 2,866
SurmanaudSon 2,817

Lidzey 2,749

Hartley 2,(>97

Harker aid Son (accepted) 2,688 10
Kenilworth.—For the first portion of the roadmaking

and fencing on the Abbey Hill Building Estate. Mr. E. H.
Liugen Barker, architect.

Robliins £525 1 2
Moreton 484
Clifford 462
Palmer and Lea 407

LAMBETH.—Fur repairs and idteratioas at Verulam
District Church Goulty and Gibbins, architects

Gammon a d Sons accepted) £500
LONDON-—For repairs at the il ack Horse public-house,

Brixton. Mr. H. J. Newton, surveyor.
Hocklev £1S9
BrindleandCo 182
Shurmur 175
Tiiylor (aeceptedi 109

London — For re airs and alterations at the Churca of
S. Olave, Jewry. Mr. Low, architect, Basinghall-street.

Dove Bros, cacceptedi £l,2a8
For Repair of Organ.

Walker (accepted) £32
For Repair of Clocks.

Cornell (accepted) £100
MiLLWALl,.—For the erection of S. Edmund's Church,

(exclusive of the foundation). Mr. Francis W. Tasker,
arcnitect. Quantities supplied liy Mr. T K. Mundy.

Cli'"''=li-
Chapel.

Total.

Linzell & Son* £4,090 ±9i,0 £4,990
* Accepted.

TOTTENHAM —For the ert-ctii lu of a house for Mr. Thos.
Galpin. Mr. T. E. Muudy, surveyor.

Perkins £1,395
Lewis 1,379
Linzell and Son (itcceptedi 1.173

Wimbledon.—For the erection of new Schools- Mr.
Jabez Bignall, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. T. E-
Mund y.

Joice £1.83)
Linzell and Son 1,793
Macey Ijii-sS

flarmer ^accepted) 1,570 C

BATH -AiJD OTHER BniLDTI^G STONES,
OF BEST QD-\LITY.

RANDELL. SAUNDERS & CO., Limited,
Q.uarrymen and Stonb Kerchants.

List of prices at the Quarries and Depots, also cost of
tra?isit to any part of the United Kingdom, furnished on
application to

Bath Sionb Office :

I.ADVT. COTiSHAM, WILTS

TO ARCHITECTS.
GHEEN" ROOJTNO-SLATB.S.

As suvoUed to It.li.ll. Ihe I'mirc "/ |J'•I^•> at Snndringham
The Penmoyle rien-preBu :SULc3 nro specially adapted for

Churches. Public Ouildiogs, JCc, &c.
( Le.'s custlf/ t/ian ordi'iary (rutfiic Tiling.)

These durable iiud uon-abdorbaat sLaedCiiubu obiained in sizes

suit-ible for Gotbio Architecture, at pricett as under.
In Hallway Trucks, Doclu, Gloucester :

—

Per Equivalent to
1,200 Slat
. -2 17Ba-ir Grconglflto 14 by 7

Do. do. 13 by f

Do.
Do
Do

I 17

do. 13 by 7 2 6

do. 12 by 7
- -- -

do. ?a hr 'J

per squara
.. Itis. tid.

.. Ifis. 6d.

.. 143.

136.

lis.

Prices of largo Sizes, Cost of Transit, Reference
ToAtimoiiiaU and Sample Spocuuuus may bo obtained on

ll|.|.I..MlM.n to

MESSRS. RANniJLL & CO. Coraham, Wilts.
Speoimpns at Museum ol" G-ul'-'r, .f-jimj u-aLnct. I'madilly, ^V'.

and at Architectural Museum, Tufton-slreet, Westminster.
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COMPETITIONS OPEN.

IlASTlKns, Oct I.—Ft designs and esliraati'S for widen
in^ the WUite Roc . Parade. A premmm of Im guineas
will be K'veii for the best desigu and estimate. G
Meadows. Town Clerk, Hastings.
Knarksborocgh BiTRiAL BoARn. Sept. 29 —For laying

out a new cemetery, an < for the erection of two chapels,
a lod?e, fence-walls or dwarf-wads with i- on palisading!
&c A p ize of ilo will be awar led for the best design."
and ^.'i tor the second but the Hoard do not urider-talte
to employ the succ-^ssfnl or any o'her compelit-jr. Mr. 0.
Kirbv. jun . solicitor, Knaesborough.

_
Liverpool, .Sept. :W.—For designs and descriptive par-

ticulars for facilitating the transit of cattle and oiher
traffic across the Mersey Premiunsof ^200. £liiO,and
£.50 will be given for the first, second, and third bos't de-
signs. Captain Pinhe.v, Woodside Birlienhead.
Manche-tkr, Oct. l.-Kor clesigns fori yin; out a new

ceniftery, and f tr the erec.ion of chapels and other buld-
iogs Premiums of i;inn. £60 and £4 I. J. Ueron, Town
Clerk, Town Hall Msnche-.ter.
ElCHMOvD. .-icRRET, O t. 1.—For the best practicable

plan of disposing of the sewage of the parish F B
Senior, Vestry Clerk, Eichmond Surrey

Geometrical and Encaustic Tile Pavements
in every variety. Over sixty New Designs at .5s. fitl. per
yard super. "The Tiles are excellent, both in qtiality and
CO our.' —BoiLDiNG News. " They are of great e.xcellence
in design— the matei-i 1 is not surpas-ed by any found in
this kingdi-m."

—

Art Jotiniai. " The patterns are i emark-
ablv good and effective"

—

\fechanics' Matmzine, "For
paving con>ervatories they aiclhe best liles we have
seen -there can be no .-nd to their wear "—&'«*«« .!

Maoazine; &o.. *c. Designs and sample Tiles free on
application to HF.NEV C. WEBB, Tileries. Woreester.
London house, llti, Victoria-street, Westminster. Mr T
Pulling. Agent Wantel Provincial Agents-good houses
liberally treated with.

—

[.-Vdvt.j

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR, BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

ALTOFTSLoCiL Board, Sept. 22.—For the construction
of about 900 lineal yards of brick sewer, with manholes,
ventiltitors, Ac. Mr. J. Lumley, O.E, 14, liirkgate. Leeds.

Batlf.t, Sept. 17.- For heating the Boa d Schools with
hot water. W HanstocU, architect. Batlev
Bath Sept I.5.—P.ir th sn .ply of glized stoneware

sewa e pipes f.ir twelve months. A Jlitchell, Engineer
Municipal OfQces, Market street, Bath.
Bavstrad. SaitiiEv Oct ,S. -For the erection of a

Llmalic Asylum. F. H.Pownall, architect, 33A, Montague
square. W.
Bedfoiid, Sept. 16.—For the extensitm of a tunnel or

heading about 200ft. in leng h at the waterwoiks, Mr. 1'.

W. Peaise. Town ' lo k. Bedford
BtRMiNGHAM MuxictpAi, Blui.dings,—The time for

sending in tenders for these works is extended till Oct.
2j, 1,173. E .1. Hayes. Town Clerk, Rirmin','hatn

Chisadlk, Stafforoshtre, Sept.. 18 —For the conslruc-
tioti of 1,256 yards of twt Ive and nine-inch pipe sewer,
manholes, and pumps Mr. F. Cox, Olerli lo the Suardians,
Cbeadle.
Crows Agents for the Oolo'<ibs. Sept. 24 —For the

construction of telegraphs at the Cape of Good Hope.
Offices. Spring gardens.
OitvsTAL Pai.ace Park Estate, Sept 19.—For the

erection of two semi-dtached villas. J. Norton architect,
24, Old Bond street, W.
DRlGHI.I^GTflN, .Sept. 17-For the erection of two

houses J. M Pawcett.architeet, 73, Albion street, Leeds.
KxETEK, Sept 17.— For various works require 1 at the

waterworks in the district of S. Thomas the Apostle. Mr.
J. Cfiampion, S. Th-inia , E.xeter

HOLI.INGTOv, NEAR HASTINGS.— For the fornatinn of
about 2,400 yards of new road on the B-aufort Park
Estate. Messrs. Cross and Wells, surveyor, 53, Chariug-
cross, S.W.
HolborN.—For the erection of abuilding at the corner

of ^ewton-treet. Mr. J. Knowles, architect, 17, Albert
Mansion,*. V ctoria street, S, W.

IVKNsrNGTOs BoRlAL BOARD, Sept. 22. -For a detail
survey anfl two cop es of plat of the cemetery at Hauwell.
Mr. R Green. Vestry Hall, Kensington.
L\NCASBItlE AND YORIi.sulRE E ULWAT, Sept. IG.—

For building new station at Pitnbo-'ane, MinchesLer. W.
S. Lawn, Secretary, Hunts Paik, Manclie ter.
Lkeds, B iAR-LAve iMPRovt mknts. Ssot, 17.—P.tr the

erection of four shops ndj.iin ng the OritBn Hotel. W. H.
Harris, architect, 2, Intirmary street, Leeds

Li- Ens. S pt 16.—For ilie const uction of a bridge in
Bart aok-street, over Sheepsear Beck. A, W. Moraui,
Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Leeds.
London Bright) v and S)uth Coast Eaii.wat. Sept.

30. For the erection of new offices. waiting-rO'ims,
wrought iron gillery and foot-tridge, and i.thet works at
Clnpham .lunction. Mr F. D Baaisler, Enijineer, London
Biidge.statioi.
Midland Railway, S,pt. 16- Forpullingdown present

offices and e ectiiig new goods offices at Notlingham. Mr,W 11. L,ee , R ..linairOBf. D;riy
NewentEural Sanitary vuthorttt, ''ept. 2^.—F-r

the construct ion of main sewers. lltishit,g a'ld examina-
tion wells, depositing tanks, Ac. Mr. T. CuiK-y, OE
Br'tomy-ltill, Heieford.

'

Pauiiinotov, .Sept. i5,—For th- construction of about
720ft. run of 3ft. !)in. by 2ft. 6in. brick sower. Surveyor
to the Vestry. Vi-strv Hall, Harr.iwroad,

S. Blazky. Cornwall - Ft.r the en-i-tion of a School
with outbuildings, flttings Sec, to iiccomtnodtue 6 . chil-
dren, for the S. rjazey S.hool Board. Mr Silvanus Tre
vail, a chiti'Ot, Par Station,
S ( ol.liMB M>,ii.R, <oi,NWALL,—For the erection of

the Central School . with outbuild ng<. tltt tigs, .tc , to
accommodMte 2-0 children, and a ma ter's resilience, tor
th" S t'olomh .\lajo School Board. Mr. Silvauus Trevail
architect I ar Stjitixn.

tlFFCULME. D|,;voN, Sept. 15.—For the erection of now
Schoola. E. D. Bevaii, clerk to the school Board, Uff-
eulmo.

vv". Department Contract, s-cpt 32 - For repairs to
escarp walls. &c., at I'ort Wallington, near Filrehatn.
Hants. Col. E. Burnaby, Eoyal Engineer Offlco, PorLs-
muuth.

September 12, 1873.

war Office, Sept 20 -For the purchase of small arms
iind bairels, T, Howell. Direct r of Contacts, WarOfflce,
1, .New -street. Spring (Jardens, S,W
Widnes Local B,,Ai,n, Oct 1 For making a surveyand preparing a finished map of the district. T. Beasley,

Clerk to the Local Hoard, Public Offices WidnesW EST Udhvich. Nov. 1 - For pl,vis and estimates for

,J^f.f"'^, °J
" '^'>-"-fh and pars uage house A premium

If £100 will be paid to thi- architect whose design shall
he selected by ihe committee, such premium to mer-'e
into the commission if sucharc'dtect shall be sclec edlo
.-uperintend the carrying out of the works. Mr. J. White,
Verger, I'ost-omce, West Dulwich

"Remarkable, vrry Remark,*ble Indeed" are the
effects of LAMPLOUGH'S PVUCTIi; SALINE in pre-
venting and curing Choleraic Diarr re.i, Smallpox. Fevers
and Siiiu Diseases. Specially refreshingatidinvigoratiog
during hot weather SoM by all Chemists, and the Maker
113, Holborn-hill, London.— [ADVT.j

BANKRUPTS.
SITTINGS FOR PLBLIC i XAMINATION.

E. M. Eobert';, Denbigh, painter, >ept. 15.

DECLARATIONS OF -DIVIDENDS.
A. Combs, Tyndale-place, Upper-street, Islington,

builder, div. Is. 5d.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
N. Defries and Co , Diana-place, Euston road, gas-meter

manufacturers —Patrick a'ld Denison, Otley, Yorkshire,
joiners —Ashcroft and Cros field, Parrow-in Fu ness,
timber moichants.—Appleton itnd -crafton, Hartlepool,
bia.-s f-iunders and plumbers —Holdsworth and lliiigh,

Northowram, netir Halifax, or elsewhere, stoue merchants.
— Davidson and Mill .Tarrow. painters.

LATEST PRICES OP MATERIALS USED IN
CONSTRUCTION.

(From the Public Ledger.)

Pig Foreign . .

„ English W.B.
„ Lead Co. . ,

„ Other brands
Sheet .Milled .

Shot. Patent .

Red or minium
White Dry . .

„ ground in oil

British— Cake & Ingot
Best selected ...
Sheet
Bottoms
Australian cake . . .

Spanish cake . . . .

Chili Bars, cash . .

Refined ingot .

Lead.

pe ton £21 10
24 II

23 10
22 6

24 111

27
2.5

29

£53
25

24
23 1.5

(I

o

G

»

Copper.

per ton £93
94

100
103

Yellow metal .

Pig in Scotland, cash .

Welsh Ear, in London.
„ Wales . .

Staffordshire ....
Rail, in Wales ....
Sheets, single in London
Hoops, first quality . .

Nail Rod
1 Swedish

per lb.

Iron.
per tou

8J
92

93

£9.5

97
10.5

109
94

87
94

8i 9^

£5 16

11 10
11 10

13 5

11

15 10

14
12 10
22

£0
1-2 10
12
13 10
11 lo
17
15
13 10

CHARLES CHURCHILL & CO.
IMPORTERS * FACTORS OF A'lEHlCiN M ANdFAOTURES,

28, WILSON STREET FINSBURY, LONDON E.G.

COLE AGENTS for Murse's Tavist Drill and Machine Co.'s Celelirated Twist Drills
andChuokn: Amariofts Scroll CVmcks ; Stophi^ns' Pn.t«nt Viop* ; Pjirker's Prttant Purallal and SwiT-el View

; Gonial Mhinufiti-tKrira*vOmpRnya (Tiite Down's Mftnufartnnn? riomp.iiir's* cetolirat.ed Colonial WhH and Clutflrn P.irap,^ ; Burrftll's Coro KIiuHpfs ; Washita,
vrKnnBMR, Rn-t HiTi,)o«t,(n Oil 5>tonw ; Am^ri.-nn Scythe Sro-ies .ind 0^llJ.^ton«fi ; Cook's. Jenningr'a, GriswoU's. and Clarlt'tt Patent
\ai;-pr8 und Bits, aart h11 «t.her desrriptifjnH of Aintfrioau TooIh aiitj MtK^ioprv. Pinbols, RiHes. &e., »c.

C. O. & Co. are prRpArml to civp qiiot.af.io»i* .iml nxwuit'' iniUnt* for AiwftricRQ G^iods of all di^Hf^riptwiDS, x.r- be shippBd o anj- i-irt^ ''J TA f.nof'P.'i J vn i>Rirp.s! i-rrf^nFvr » v .| pptjoa r'"'r'

BILLINGS PATENT CHIMNEY TERMINALS
ARE

THE BEST CURE FOR SMOKY CHIMNEYS
(Vide Mr. IiaAvliti*><>ii'$ Letter iii "Times" of Feb. 6, [jage 4).

These Terminals hnve Tioen npplierl to tunny Piililic BuiMings, includina^ Windsor Ca.stlo, Somerset
House, the War Ollice. S. Tliomns's Hospital, anil the Gro-renor Hotel.

Apply to J. W. TYLER, 7. Wood-street. Westminster ; or to

DOULTON & CO., L.AM BET B P >TTFRY, LONDON, S.E.,

_____^
SOLE MANUFACTURERS.

\i:.ai LUiNL>UiN WINDOW bTTTMJ MAN L'i^'AOi'Uli Y

G. A. WILLIAMS,
QUEEN'S ROAD, BAVSWATER, W.

MANUFACTCRER OF EVERY VARIETY OF

INSIDE AND OUTSIDE BLINDS,
And nlRo Tnv^iunr, Mnkpr, and Pfttentep of tho

NEW UNIVERSAL OUTSIDE SUN
BLI.W,

Which IB mnch Ipjw

aimpls, and occiipt€>'

drawn up tlian an,v

Blind at prtMont iti

Sj/ Venetian Blinds Ivicti

CONSF.liVATOnT

>Vira Blisdit in everj

eipensiTe, is morn

less space when

otbor Outside Sun

ufie.

Patent Fasteninps.

and Stuilio Blinds.

Modem Varietr.

.^rAW.."SH. UNIVKUSAL.
Xhe Trade supplied. Illustratefl Pii^e Lists. Estimates.

Iinj)rovef1 Self-Actiag Sho'j Blinds.
ORDEBS FROM ALL PARTa PROMPTLY EXECUTED.

spring KoUer Blinds,
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ROUNDHAY PARK COMPETITION,
LEEDS.

FOR many years the inhabitants of Leeds

have been ill-provided with public

places of out-door recreation, and a large

private estate on the conlines of the borough,

yet within a distance of about three miles

from the heart of the town, having recently

come into the market, the Corporation at

once seized the opportunity of acquiring by

purchase no less than 764 acres of it, com-

prising the mansion-hoxise, with its surround-

ing park, and several adjoining farms, at an

expense altogether of somethinglike £150,000.

The park lies to the north-e ast of the borough,

and as already laid out contains about 200

acres of well-timbered country, disposed on

either side of the head of a small valley ; two

rivulets have their source within its bound-

aries or a little beyond, and uniting in the

valley, form one stream, advantage of which

has been taken by previous owners to increase

the natural charms of the situation. By
judicious embankment, a cascade and water-

fall of considerable pretensions have been

gained, and a couple of ornamental sheets of

•water in addition, tlie larger covering an area

of over 30 acres ; not even artificial ruins are

wanting to complete the scene, and, indeed,

as a park for a private gentleman, it could

scarcely be surpassed. For the purposes of a

public pari:, however, it is not so well fitted,

owing to its hilly nature and the absence of

open space enough for the concoxxrse of a large

body of people, and accordingly the authorities

have wisely resolved on throwing into the

park about 100 acres of an adjoining farm,

in order to remedy this defect, and secure at

the same time suitable access to it at a point

half a mile nearer the town.

In March last a public competition was
determined on for adapting and extending the

park, with a view to its new uses, and laying

out the remainder of the estate as sites for

vUla residences. The conditions propose that

the park shall be encompassed by a road -toft,

•wide, on the outer margin of which the budd-
ing sites will of course be formed, and a second

carriage-drive of similar width is asked for

inside the boundary of the park. The whole
estate requires systematic draining, and the

park itself needs various lodges and gates at

the difl'erent entrances, a police-station, suit-

able buildings for refreshment, refuge, and
rest of visitors, with provision also for their

recreation in the way of bathing, boating, and
cricket. Three premiums were offered of 200,

100, and 50 guineas respectively, but it is to

be observed with regret, that all drawings to

which premiums may be awarded are to become
the property of the corporation ; that none of

the successful competitors wiU necessarily be

employed to carry out the works ; whilst in

the event of any of thera being so engaged,

the premium is to be deducted from his com-
mission ; that each competitor is to sign his

drawings (a clause likely to tell much to the

advantage of local men) ; and to crown all, it

is further stipulated that each competitor shall

send in with his drawings a. statement of the

remuneration he will require in the event of

being employed to cari-y out the work.
With sucli conditions as these, it were

hardly to be expected that many members of

the profession would be found willing to com-
pete

;
yet no less than 16 sets of drawings

have been submitted, most of which have
been prepared at great cost, and with unusual

care and elaboration. The designs have been

open to the inspection of members of the

council for some days, in a room of the Town-
hall far too small "for the proper display of

such a number of drawings ; but no decision

has yet been arrived at in reference to the

award of premiums, nor is it expected that

the council, as at present constituted, will

adjudicate on the designs, inasmuch as parties

are somewhat evenly balanced in the to>vn,

and any decision involving much further out-

lay of "the ratepnyers' money might turn the

tide at the municipal election in November

next. Meanwhile the drawings have been

thrown open for the inspection of the public,

and the Borough Engineer has received in-

structions to report to the council how far

each competitor has complied with the con-

ditions.

Our readers will be furnished next week
with some account of the schemes of the

several competitors.

ASPHALTE IN THE CITY.

MR. WILLIAM HAYWOOD has recently

submitted a report to the City Sewers

Commission on the present condition of the

asphalte pavements in the City of London.

There are now altQgether 25 streets, or por-

tions of streets, in the City, of which the

carriage-ways have beon paved with asphalte.

The Poultry and Cheapside have been paved

by the Val de Travers Company nearly

three years. The first cost was 18s. per

square yard, and the nominal thickness laid

was 2i "inches. The total cost of repairs over

the whole surface during 1872 amounted to

old. per square yard, and it is now being con-

tinually repaired at night. Of two samples

cut out in the Poultry not long since, the

thicknesses varied from 1 and 5-16in. to 1 and

13-lCin. in the groove worn ne.xtto the kerb,

and from l^in. to IJin. at a distance of

3ft. from the kerb. There are many holes

over the entire surface. The channels on both

sides are very much worn. The condition of

Cheapside is very similar, and very extensive

repairs will before long be needed.

Old and New Broad-streets -were paved

with the same asphalte in March, 1871, at a

cost of 10s. per square yard. The cost

of repairs has been exceedingly small, and,

beyond a few small holes, tlie surface is in

good condition. Throgmorton-street, Milk-

street, Russia Row, Queen-street, and the Old

BaUey were all similarly paved about the same
time, and their present condition is much the

same as that of Broad-street. Gracechurch-

street has been open for traffic rather more
than 2 years since the as])halte was laid do^n'u

The cost of repairs thereto during 1872

amounted to 2jd. per square yard, and it has

since been frequently repaired at the southern

end of the street, where numerous small holes

exist. The surface generally is not in so good a

condition as other pavements laid by the same
company. Finshury Pavement, Moorgate-

street. Wood-street, and London Wall have

all been asphalted about t"\vo years with satis

factory results, so far as •wear and tear are

concerned ; but trifling repairs having been

required in any of them. Threadneedle-

street, the first thoroughfare laid with
asphalte by the Val de Travers Company (by

•n'hom all the above-mentioned streets have
been paved) has required the execution of but
very few repairs during the period of rather

more than four years, during which the

asphalte pavement has existed. There are a

few holes in its surface ; but it is generally in

a good condition. This pavement was the

first laid in the City, and was done at the ex-

pense of the company, and this fact is hardly

to be forgotten when its present good condi-

tion is compared with some less satisfactory

results obtained elsewhere. The eastern and
central portions of the same street were paved
by the same company not quite two years

since, and their condition is not nearly so good
as that of the older portion. Mansell- street,

Mansion House-street, and Princes-street have

been similarly paved for periods extending

from ten months to two years, and are at present

in good repair. The Mastic Val de Travers

asphalte was laid in George Yard in April,

1871, at a cost of 123. per square yard, andhas
worn well.

Part of Princes-street was paved in August,

1872, with the Montrotier asphalte, at a cost of

15s. per square yard, and another portion of the

same thoroughfare, at 14s. 9d., about the same

time by the Soci^tiJ Frangaise des Asphaltes.

Both of these have worn well, though the

surface of the latter is unusually wavy, owing,

probably, towant of skill in laying it. The Lim-
mer asphalte laid down in Lombard-street in

Mav, 1871, at a cost of 16s., has been exten-

sively repaired — more particularly at the

eastern end of the street, and there are many
short holes. Part of Moorgate-street, paved

•with the same in Sept., 1871, at 16s. per square

yard, has also needed considerable repairs, and

there are many indications of wear in the centre

of the roadway, together with a few bad holes

and depressions, but in other respects the sur-

face is good. Cornhill, laid by the Limmer
Company, in March, 1872, at 15s. per square

yard, has up to the present needed few re-

pairs of consequence, but the surface exhibits

signs of considerable wear along the centre of

the carriage-way on the line generally taken

by the traffic. This •wear has left the surface

rough to the feet.

Barnett's asphalte was laid on part of 'Moor-

gate-street in October, 1871, at 13s. 6d. per

square yard, and has been extensively re-

paired since ; there are many small holes in

it, and the lines of joint, where repairs have

been executed, are unusually visible. Part of

this pavement was laid in very bad weather.

Better results have been obtained in Carter-

lane with the same material, laid in October,

1872, at Us. 6d. per square yard. Lothbury,

paved •n'ith the same at 10s. 6d. per square

vard, in October, 1872, and Bishopsgate-street

Within, in December, 1872, at the same cost,

are in a very unsatisfactory state, especially

the latter street, where, however, the work
was done in very unfortunate weather, •which

may in some degree account for its conditioii.

The Mastic Asphalte, the Trinidad As-

phalte, and the Patent British Asphalte have

all been abandoned, after trials resulting very

unfavourably, and replaced with the Val de

Travers Asphalte.

In comparing the results obtained in the

various thoroughfares from the employment

of the difTerert materials, the following traffic

statistics -will be useful. The total number of

vehicles passing through the Poultry in 12

hours, from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., was found to be

on Julv 5, 1872, 7,997 ; in Cheapside, on Feb.

7, 1872, 8,949 ; in Old Broad-street, on Feb.

7, 1872, 2,473 ; in New Broad-street, on April

1, 1873, 1,515; in Throgmorton-street (narrow

end), on April 1, 1873, 661 ; in Milk-street,

on April 1, 1873, 516 ; in Russia-row, on April

1, 1873, 97; in (iueen-street, on Feb. 7, 1872,

2,292 ; in the Old Bailey, on Feb. 6, 1872,

2,903 ; in Gracechureh-street, April 3, 1873,

4,824 ; in Finsbury Pavement, March 3, 1873,

5,361 ; in Moorgate-street, March 3, 1873,

6,000 ; in Wood-street, April 4, 1873, 980; in

London Wall, April 4, 1873,2,852; in Thread-

needle-street (near Finch-lane), April 9, 1873,

3,696 ; in Mansell-street, April 7, 1873, 498 ;

in Mansion House-street, April 7, 1873,

13,767 ; in Princes-street, Feb, 15, 1872,

5,628 ; in George-yard, April 7, 1873, 58 ; in

Lombard-street, Feb. 25, 1872, 2,499; in

Cornhill, April 3, 1873, 3,507 ; in Carter-lane,

April 4, 1873, 317; in Lothbury, April 8,

1873, 1,612 ; and in Bishopsgate-street Within,

April 7, 1873, 6,048.

Mr. Ilayward, in his report, confines him-

self to the wear and tear of the asphalte roads,

and says nothing about the disadvantages

arising from its slippery state when partially

wet. If asphalte, as a material for street

roadways, possessed many more advantages

than it does, this one disadvantage would out-

wcigh them all.



COMPEjNSATIONS.—VIII.

HAVIXGr now conducted my readers

tlirou^h the consideration of every

plvase of the 'claim, the nest matter for our

attention is the methods hy which that claim

is to be settled and adjusted. Supposing that

the amount of the claim differs so lar from

that which the agents of the company con-

sider adequate that no arrangement can be

arrived at, what are the tribunals to which

the question may be referred ?

I have already stated that there are four

methods :— 1st, surveyors; 2nd, justices;

3rd, arbitrators; 4th, juries.
,, , t

With regard to the first of these methods 1

will call attention to a matter of formality

which is of importance. The valuation made

bv two surveyors appointed, one on each side,

of the umpire, if the surveyors disagree, will

not be valid unless there is attached to the

award or valuation a "declaration" of its

accuracy. J he surveyors must therefore

make an award and then sign a certificate that

the amount they have awarded is sufficient.

It may be as well that I should here give the

form of declaration usually employed.

Form.
I, A. B., do solemnly and sincerely declare that

I will faithfiiUv, impartially, and honestly, ac-

cording to the btst of my skill and ability, execute

the duty ol making the valuation hereby referred

to me. _
Made and sutscribed. *-• ^

(Date)

It is almost unnecessary, still these articles

vrill not be considered complete if I do not

mention that if the declaration be made cor-

ruptly, or, being made, the surveyor acts con-

trary thereto, he is guilty of a misdciiu-anour.

It is held that if a surveyor does not enter

the building he has to value, it is not a proper

valuation.

The "nomination" of the surveyor or

arbitrator, and the declaration, must be an-

nexed to the valuation.

All the expenses incident to the valuation must

be borne by the " takers" under the compulsory

Severance damages are to be mcluded in the

valuation.

Justices.—T\ie jurisdiction of justices is

limited to cases where the claim does not ex-

ceed £oO, and to cases where the claimant has

no greater interest than that of a tenant from

year to year.

The justices are. in addition to the value of the

land t.iken, to value thtf damage ^rising from

"severance ;" but tliey may assess the severance

claim and compensation in one sum.

It is held that though a written agreement

may be void at law (as, for example, an agree-

ment for a term of five years), still as in

equity it is equivalent to a lease, it cannot be

taken before two justices ; the interest being

greater than that of a tenant from year to year.

Apporliuninent of Bent.—Two justices have

the pow^T to apportion the rert in the case of

lands charged with a rent-charge, when nart

only is required, and the parties cannot agree.

Arbitrators and Juries.— If the amount

cldm. d exceeds £50, the owner may elect

whether, in case the company refuse to pay

his claim, he shall go to a jury, or have the

amount assessed by arbitration. He must

give notice to the company of his determina-

tion. Now, as to the methods. Your client

is sure to consult you, and you will have to

give him the benefit of your experience.

Which would you advise—arbitration or a

jury? To enable you to come to a right

'decision, 1 will give you the leading points ol

each method.
If you go to ajiinj, the advantages arc

:

—
1. 'within twenty-one days the company

are bound to have it summoned after you

notify your desire.

2. The decision will be arrived at on the

day of trial.

3. The verdict will be given the same day.

4. Your client will usually be better

pleased with the formality of the jury going
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to view, and the decision of a number of men,

rather than that of one skilled man.

What, then, are the advantages of going to

arbitration ? may fairly be asked, the disad-

vantages being so many, namely—it is slo^ver

in obtaining a commencement of the proceed-

ings ; the process, when commenced, is much

more tardy ; the decision is often not known

for weeks" after the final sitting. Well, the

advantages sometimes more than counterbal-

ance all the disadvantages.

1. You are less liable to a " surprise."

2. You are more certain to get about the

proper amount.

3. In many cases the "view" of unskilled

men would be prejudicial to your client.

First, as to " surprises." Anyone who has

had much experience with jury cases will at

once remember instances in which, though he

had his plans and calculations well prepared,

and his " confii-ming " surveyors all ready;

their reports in the" hands of Sidicitors; the

private view with counsel passed, and the result

all he could wish ; the final consultation over,

and the day arrived—some awkward and unex-

pected evidence as to the value of adjoining

land spreads dismay amongst his "team."

Builders, perhaps, brought up to say what

they sold it for a few mouths before ;
evidence

as to bal foundations which exist only in

imagination; as to bad drain.age having a

Viku'foundatioH ; what adjotninii houses have

recently sold for. There is no time to bring

up counter evidence to disprove all these

points when the case is before a jury, but

when before an arbitrator there is plenty, as

at the n xt sitting evidence can be tendered.
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without trontagei, agreed to sell to them at that

price. The laud we were selling h.id froutage to

the main road and to two other roads, and waa

therefore of an entirely different ehar.icter. yet

that evidence unexplained, dam:iged our claim.

The jury would not recogni-ie that five acres

taken from a limited area must enhance the

valu-^ of the reminder, no' could they appreciate

the difference of v,ilae of frontage land and hack

land, to which special apprunches had to be made.

In defence of the jury method, I would say

that the difficulty of deciding where skilled

or technical witnesses so much differ is ex-

tremely great.

Title.—It should be noted that neither juries

nor arbitrators have any jurisdiction as to

" title." ^
B. F.

JEDBURGH.

(Fkom oub EniNiiuRGn Cokrespondent.)

T> OXBURGHSHIRE stands
^

unrivalled

While treating of the subject of surpiises an

incident occurs to me. In a case, my client

thought to strengthen the evidence by having a

local surveyor who knew all about the land. In

the '• liox " he had given his evidence more than

supporting my view of value. When Mr. H .wkins,

Q.C., rose'to cross-examine hiai,his first question

did not appear at all out of the common. It was,

" I suppose you h ive not always coi sidered land

in this locality of this large value?" The answer

was, of course, it had increased in value. Q. Since

last'evening? A. No (a puzzled sort of ' N i,"

as if the witness could not ^^ee the drift ot the

questionl. Q. You say " No," but wliat did y..u

tell some one yon met on the land last evening' /

Did not you tell him that the land fur thework-

hoiise was sold twelve months ago for f.WO an

acre ? and now you are asking £1.000 for this

land ? A. I don't remember saying that 1 do

remember an inquisitive old fellow asking me a

lot of questions about the land, and .-is he was

ch.Uty and pleas int, I told him a good deal."

Mr Hawkins: '-Yes; and I sui.pose you d..n't

know that that inquisitive old fellow w .s mvself .-

hut I will remove my we/ to help you." Siutuig

the action to the w.ud. Mr. Hawkins did so, much

to the visible astonishment of the witness.

This is only one instance of an unpleasant

surprise. On this ground arbitration has

the advantage ; but whether it is sufficient

to outweigh the advantages oflered by

the jury system 1 leave my readers to decide

for
'

thems"elves. As to point 2, the process

does seem really to obtain amongst juries

of adding up all the amounts of the sur-

veyors on^'both sides, and dividing the total

by" their number ; so that I think I am entitled

to say that the result arrived at is less certain

than where y( u have a skilled arbitrator who

weighs all that is said, and tries to arrive at

the'real value. As to (loiat 3, no remarks

are necessary, except to advise my readers that

the class of property to which I there allude

is that of an inferior kind, or where much

dilapidation has been allowed to accrue.

There the jury are likely to take a de.ipimdni!/

viewofthe va'ltie, although all the dilapida-

tions may have arisen siucu the time when the

owner could legally repair.

As an example of the way in which the

jury system sometimes works, I will instance

the foUowing:

—

A parish wanted a new workhouse, and required

five acre, ot 1 nd, and at a meeting fixed the

price they would pay per acre, as they deterininid

thev would go in any out-of-the-way part of the

distinct r..th.rthan exceed that price. A cerUiu

owner, being poor, and having a quantity of laud

— - among Scottish counties for its pic-

turesque and pastoral beauty. The surface is

broken into geutle undulations, through

which flow numberless '' burns " and streams,

feeders of the Teviot, from which river the

county takes its other name. Here and there,

too, rises some isolated mass of trap, such as

Minto Rocks, "where Barnhill made his bed

of flint," or the Eildon, cleft in three by the

mighty wand of Michatl Scott; and from

these heights, and many others, a very good

idea of the general formation of the county,

its wealth of streams and f.irest, may be had—
or, if any one prefer it, he will get a very in-

teresting sketch of its picturesque geogr.iphy

in the pages of Lcyden's " .scenes of Infancy,"

where the poet has described its promiuent

features with a masterly hand, and with

loving regard for the romance of Border

history.

The Jed is the most picturesque of streams.

It rises from a spur of the Cheviot range, but

soon leaves the pastoral uplands to w^ander in

narrow confines between the lofty clift's and

steep braes of the New Red Sandstone. The

valley forms a succession of " haughs," ; but

where the clifls are precipitous, the opposite

banks are often abrupt and steep, both being

richly clad with the natural wood of the Oak

and Birch, and large stretches of planted

t'orfst

The town of Jedburgh, like its river, is the

most picturesquely-situated of the towns

within the countv. It stands upon a long

declivity forming the north-western oank of

the river—a little above where the Red Sand-

stone disappears—and from a distance seems

embowered in the wood. It is a town of great

antiquity (founded in the ninth century, by

the Bishop of Lindisfarne), and was considered

of great importance, as being the key to the

possession of this portion of the Border land.

It has often basked in Royal favour, but more

frequently still been desolated by Border war-

fare. The courage of its citizens required no

walls for its delence ; but it i.ad a Royal

castle on the heights, and many fort,ified

houses or " peels " to make it of lormidatile

strength. Nothing now remains to toll ot its

warlike history—if we except an old bridge,

and an old Scotch house where (iueen Mary

was laid up with fever alter her ride to Liddes-

dale. The street architecture is miserably

poor; and what it hid of ancient dignity has

not been improved by plate-glass aud shop-

front decoration. Some praiseworthy adtli-

tions have been made of later years to its

public buildings. It has a costly Episcopal

chapel, built and furnished on the prmcip es

of ecelesiological research. There are also

two very good specimens of the " beotoh

Baronial" " in the Corn Exchange, and a tene-

ment at the corner of the High-street.

Between these two stands the " Commercial

Bank," in modern Italian, which might look

well anywhere but where it is, the contrast

with the simple Scotch on either side giving

it a very si iff' and lumbering appearance.

An important work is now being carried out

in the pai-ish chui-ch-designed by Mr. Wyatt,
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of London. It is the gift of the Marquis of

Lothian, and is not cuntracted for by com-

petition. Tlie mason-woilc is nearly com-

pleted, and tlie carpenters are now busy with

the roof. The church comprises nave anu

aisles, transepts, and a clerestory ; and at the

east end is an octagonal proj u'ction to serve

as a vestry. The transepts will have jr^'l"

leries, and probably provision for an organ.

The interior will resemble that of the Early

English churches, minus the sanctuary or

chancel ; the nare-pillais are plain circular,

ivith carved capitals, and the arches varied

with white and red voussoirs. Provision has

been made for a western spire. 1 be work
manship and the materials are of the best

—

the external walls of dark WhinstoneConjjlome-

rate, and White t-andstone in the dressings.

The style of decoration is simple, if not severe.

With the exception of the carving, and the

mouldings on the capitals and bases of pillars,

there is hardly anything of moulded work on

the interior, and nothing but chamfer-work
on the exterior. The windows a' e all simple

lancets, with some variety in grouping them,

and addition of some circular lights of plate

tracery, now so common. Beside the rich

work of the abbey clerestory, the exterior, of

course, looks very bald and plain ; but, as a

whole, there can be no doubt but that the

edifice will have imposing, well-studied pro-

j ortions to please the eye, and be one of the

best specimens of modern church architecture

in this part of (Scotland. A mistake was made
in the selection of the site. It stands much
too near the base of tlie rising ground towards

the east, and should have stood clear of other

surroundings.

This munificent gift of the Marquis of

Lothian allows him to carry out a scheme
which the late Marquis had much at hcai^t

—

viz., to restore the old Abbey church, when no
longer required for public worship. As lineal

descendant of the ancient seneschals of the

Abbey, his guardianship of the precious relic

will be pleasing intelligence to all lovers of

architecture—especially as the work of restora-

tion will be under the supervision of Sir

Gilbert Scott. Jedburgh Abbey is, perhaps,

the most interesting and instructive of

Scottish abbej-s or cathedrals. If it cannot
boast of tiie marvels of the Crypt at Glasgow,
it has none of its rude and shapeless tracery.

The souiiduess of its construction has wonder-
fully detii d both the tire and the cannon of

Hertford and the tooth of Time. Many things

have conspired to throw the claims of this

Abbey into the shade. Sir Walter Scott, with
his gift of song, did nothing to make it

famous. Melrose, with its fairy gracefulness,

was a better subject for the muse than
S. David's more stately pile at Jedburgh.
The town is no longer on the traveller's way
to other objects of interest or centres of busi-

ness. It cannot well be reached without
many trials of ijatience and getting out at rail-

way junctions—which, at least on the North
British liaOn-ay, is almost equivalent to loss of

time, and an apology for a chionio system of

delay. It has fair hotel accommodation, but
not much provision for any one who wishes
private lodging. But it is the healthiest of

Border towns, according to statistics of mor-
tality ; and there is no prettier spot to visit

for tlie architect or artist.

I am not going to give any description of

the Abbey, but will only notice some points in

which it will hold its own.
1st. Its situation, to which Turner only has

done anything like justice, in the vignette

familiar to readers of Scott's illustrated works
—(the artist has made a mess of it in the
architecture ; has put arches where no arches
exist, and wholly lost the character of its in-

imitable clerestory). It stands about 150
yards from the river-side, on a partly steep
and sloping bank, where the river bends
towards the east and from the south approach
to the town. Owing, doubtless, to its being
partly ruinous, and exhibiting its skeleton in

the graceful arches of the triforium, it has a

grander and more imposing appearance than

its real magnitude could have bestowed. On
i-very side hut the we^t it stands clear of

buildings, and holds " the crown of the cause-

way."
2nd. Its wonderful unity as a whole, con-

sidering the great variety of style employed in

the design. From end to end it is hardly pos

sible to detect any inartistic connei-tion or

faulty construction in the work ; and yet we
have "the lofty and massive Norman pier in

the choir, with pointed work above ; clustered

pillars in Ihe nave, arches being slightly

pointed, surmounted by round arches, inclosing

shnrp-pointed arches in the triforium. We
have plain and fancy Norman mouldings,

lancets in the clerestory, with the Scottish roll

and chamfer mouldings, and all sorts of archi-

tectuial detail, so harmoniously blended, that

it seem to be the work of a single mind—some

architectural genius, with the second sight tor

the architectural beauty of successive styles.

The northern transept, which is entire, is pure

Decorated work, with graceful flowing Geo-

metrical tracery.

3rd. Its history is closely connected with

mauv passages of the national history, and it

stands^ after being often tired and battered

with artillery, as a monument of the fact that

it was not Presbyterian zeal only which
"evolved the picturesque in our abbeys by
rtducing them to ruins."

The tower has recently been giving tokens of

dissolution—at least a pier supporting the

northern si.ie has bulired, and is now but-

tressed by a brick addition—a teeble support if

it really means to tumble. About sixty years

ago the tower was tied with iron rods and

bound. The northern side has extra weisjht

to carry in the belfry turrets, all that remains

of the ancient house and battlements atop

standing on a piece of projecting v.ulting.

This is to be removed, though it wiQ take

much from the picturesque aspect of the tower,

and at present the northern side is buttressed

with wooden props, resting on the walls of the

north traijsept.

NICCOLA PISANO.

HiSIOKIC StDDT ox A. C.4.ST IN" THE SoUIH
Kessinoton Museum.

IN the north court of the South Kensington
Museum is placed an admirable east of a

master-piece of the dawn of Italian art, the

Pui.ril FROM THE Baptistery at Pisa. This
is a sculpture of historical value, to which the

greatest interest is attached, for it forms the
mi>st important transition-link between the
fading, stiff, and unsymmetrieal eccle-iastical

productions, and the reviving forms of Modern
Art. Niceola Pisano was born 1205 or 1207,

and died 127S. Very little is known of his

family and youth. Crowe and Cavaleaselle

assert that he developed himself under South-
Italian influences. Vasari makes a variety of

statements— half truths, half fictions—from
which the art-student can only with great
difficulty gather reliable information.

Some new and startling assert'ons have been
advanced by certain German critics, who make
the artist a Teuton. Sehnaase, John Semper,
and Edward Dobbert, take diflerent views.

An agreement between N. Pisano and the

Chapter of Siena, dated May 11, 12G6, still

exists, in which the following passage occurs :

—

" Frster Melanus—requisivit Magistrum Ni-
cholam Petri de Apulia." This would go far

to prove that Pisano was horn in Apulia, the
south-eastern porlion of Italy. Another
document of the year 1273, preserved in the
archives of the chapter at Siena, contains
these words :

" Magistro Nichole quondam
Petri de Senis Sci. (Sancti) Blusii Pisani
(Pisano?)" Peter, theApulian, is here men-
tioned as a Sienese, which must be a mistake,
as the people of Siena would have undoubtedly
claimed Pisano as their own, had he been born
in their town. The descriptions in both in-
^lances refer to the father of Niceola, and thus
the contradiction may be explained. Under

the panel containing the representation of the-

Last Judgment on the pulpit in the Baptistery

at Pisa, we find the following lines :
—

** Anno milleno bis centum, hi^que f.riceno

Hoc opus insigne sculpsit Nieola PUauus
L:uidetui' digua tam bene docta m.tnus."

Niceola is here unmistakably described as of

Pisa. Had he been a foreigner assuming the

name of his dwelling-place, we should find

some record of this in the archives of the town
of Pisa, as foreij;n masters were generally
more heavily taxed than native artists, even u
they had received the right of citizenship, or

were admitted into one of the guilds. Besides

this, the surname of an artist on all inscrip-

tions of this period exclusively referred to his

birthplace. In addition to documentary proof,

we can adduce an abundance of internal evi-

dence that N. Pisano's style and composition

developed under totally diflerent influences

than those current in Southern Italy. It is

the spirit of the North- West of Europe that
may be traced in Niceola Pisano's works. The
dawn of freer thoughts and teelings in sciences

and arts, the first refreshing dew after the

long drought of superstition and credulity,

brought forth his purer forms and finer exe-
cution. In opposition to the apparent course

of our great luminary the sun, the spirit of

progress travelled from west to east in accord-

ance with the movement of our terrestrial

globe. The philosophers of Oxford, Paris,

and Cologne, broke the spell, iu the 11th and
12th centuries, by discovering analogies

between Sokrates, Plato, and Aristotle, and
the fundamental teachings of the Chrisiian

Church. Lanfranc, afterwards Archbishop
of Canterbury, and his pupil and suc-
cessor, the wise and gentle Anselm, born at

Aosta, in Piedmont ; Peter Abelard, and
Peter Lombard, strove to combine the wisdom
of the ancients with the piety of the Christian

Church. Still more intiiiential were Niceola

Pisano's contemporaries. Albertus Magnus,
or Teutonicus (Count BoUst-iedt), devoted

himself to the study of natui-e, and pro-

phetically advanced certain hypotheses with
reference to the different organs of the brain.

Thomas Aquinas, the Angelical Doctor, hie

pupd, who, when a student, was nicknamed
"the silent ox," but of whom Albertus used

to say, " this ox will fill the world with his

lowing," used the immortal spirit of Aristotle

in support of the general principles of

Christian morals. The allegorical and mystic

Bonaventura, by his " Biblia Pauperum,"
diffused a more general knowledge of Holy
Writ, and furnished the people with a popular

account of the lives of the prophets and
apostles, and of Christ himself, thus enabling

artists to take a less dogmatic view of the

occurrences recorded in the New Testament,

lloger Bacon, who was the real founder of

experimental science, began that which his

namesake, Francis Bacon, completed in the

seventeenth century. The friar Koger wrote

a letter " On the Secret Operation of Art and
Nature " and upon the folly of magic, and
unconsciously took the first step on that path

which, followed by others, led to the most
important discoveries of modern science. On
the shores of Spain, in the South of France,,

and in the North of Italy, the newly-tbrmed
dialects abounded in love-songs ; bards, and
skalds, from England and Wales, and the

North of Germany, sang epic poems, which, to

a great extent, superseded the miraculous

legends of martyrs and saints. Heroes, whe-
ther Greeks or Teutons, heathens or be-

lievers, have much in common. Alexander,

Julius Ca;sar, and Ulysses were thus united

with Cliarles Martel, Godfrey of Bouillon,

Richard the Lion, and the Knight Roland of

Roncesvalles. Comparisons were drawn and
analogies found between the splendid exploits

of chivahous Christians, wild Mahometans,
Greeks, and Trojans. All this led to the

study and appreciation ot Roman literature.

Virgil and Ovid were read, Seneca and
Lucian commented upon. The gulf between

Classicism and Christianism was bridged, and
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the ancient world once more brought into

TUiion -with modern humanity. The Teuton

lay-power, under the Emperor Frederic II., in

opposing the gloomy Papal hierarchy of Rome,
CJntrLbuted no less to produce a freer life and

greater intellectual and artistic activity in

Europe. Without ignoring the effect of

the Crusades, and their importance in

connecting the East and West, and thus

promoting the progressive development of

tlia thirteenth century, we must remem-
ber that the East has been, and still is,

the representative of the static element in

humanity. The West, on the other hand, is

pre-eminently dynamic, and tries to balance

the two conflicting forces working in us.

Master Barisanus, of Trani, endeavoured to

introduce the Antique in the South of Italy,

but failed to produce anything beyond the

Byzantine style, characterised by elongated

bodies, fiat reliefs, leaf-ornaments for frames,

and inscriptions accompanying certain scenes.

In this style we have the bronze gates of the

Cathedrals at Trani and Eavello, and the

northern portal of the Church of Montreal.
• Notwithstanding its minute details and ex-

cellent decorative treatment, the carved ivory

altar-piece in the sacristy of the cathedral at

Salerno is thoroughly Byzantine, for Christ

is represented sitting to the left at a semi-

circular table, and .Judas, in the midst of the

Apostles, stretches his hand towards a fish.

We find in Southern Italy, during the twelfth

century, very few works of art conceived in

tiie Western spirit. We must, however,

except the bronze gate of the cathedral at

Benevento, which is divided into 72 panels,

showing an undoubted Northern influence, and
must be classified as worked in the Roman-
esque style. These and similar productions

may be called transition works, with Byzan-
fce elements passing into the Romanesque,
and developing at last into the peculiar style

of Pisano, who, in his turn, progressed to-

wards Renaissance. Pisano's greatest merit

was to have relinquished the conventional,

elongated, and emaciated Byzantine figures.

He produced, in their stead, short and well-

proportioned forms and more correct anato-

mical details. The flat niello treatment gave
way under his chisel to an " alto-relievo " of

great power and excellence. He used often

to meditate beforeaRoman Sarkophagus, which
served as the tomb of Beatrice, the mother of

the Countess Mathilda, and was deeply struck

with the richness of the composition and the

force in the execution. He saw that the

artists of old had not worked according to

oertain set types ; that they had used nature,

but had imitated in order to ennoble her by
idealising her. He perceived that they had
succeeded in spiritualising the flesh in the

midst of their sensualism, whilst the workers
of early Christian art degraded man into a

shapeleis and distorted monster, in spite of

their spiritual professions. Vasai'i has a pas-

sage which throws great light on this period :

—

*' Many artists, incited by laudable ambition,

devoted themselves to the study of sculpture,

more particularly at Milan, where many Lom-
bards (Longobards) and Germans had assem-
bled for the construction of the Cathedral.

'I'hoy were aftt rwards dispersed, in consequence
of the hostilities which arose between the

Mihnese and the Emperor Frederick, and were

Bcattered over all Italy." We trace here

clearly how northern thoughts came to be

united to Roman forms. In Central Italy the

Antique lias never been altogether forgotten.

The Italian architects used the straight hue as

the dominant as often as they could, and
the arch only as an ornamental flourish.

As illustrations of this, we may mention
llic Church of S. Miniato, the Baptistery

at Florence, and the gigantic cathedrals of

I'lsa and Lucca. Sculpture was far behind
these architectural constructions in develop-

iii.nt. The coarse and rough plastic art of

Central Italy had more afiinity to Romanesque
and Gothic elements. Art at this period began
to revive in the West—not to die out as in the

East. The forms used by Tuscan artists under

Tculon influences were merely a revival of the
ancient Etruskan style iu which some of our
modern sculptors delight. Niccola Pisano's
compositions remind us of the "cinerary
chests " of Etruria. On the fountain at

Perugia we have from his chisel a copv of
Eteokles and Polynikes from an Etruskan
sculpture atChiusi. Pisano was not, however,
contented with mere copying ; his creative

genius adopted the more refined, tcsthetieal

forms of Greece, and produced a style which
could only originate in Central Italy. This
serves to contradict those who wish to connect
Pisano with the Saxon sculptors of Wechsel-
burg and Freiberg. Teuton stiffness and
realism are not "o be found in his pliant, well-
shaped classic forms, and more especially in

his light draper}-. Niccola Pisano, in sculp-

ture, was the outgrowth of the changed intel-

lectual atmosphere of his time, as was Dante
in poetry. This fact is inoontestably proved
by an examination of the details of the Pulpit
in the Baptistery at Pisa (a.d. 1260). Detached
standing pulpits were yet very rare in churches.
The Franciscan and Dominican monks were
the first to lay a greater stress on preaching.
In fact, tliey may be called the first reformers
of thf; Romish (Jhureh. They delivered fervid

spiritual exhortations to the masses, and thus
returned to the long-neglected custom of early

Christianity—the apostolic preachi ig and
teaching. Before they introduced this ele-

ment, the Christian worship, like that of the

old Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans, had con-
sisted of mere outward ceremonies. The
priests ofl'ered mysterious sacrifices, whilst the

community took no higher active part in the

service. With the revival of preaching, the

ambones on the two sides of the chancel, and
the lectern, became insufficient, and pulpits

were lequired. The construction of these un-
derwent many changes. The oldest pulpits,

such as those in the church of S. Miniato at

Florence, at Salerno, at Goslar, in the Neuwerk
Church, and in the cloister of the Angustines
at Weehselburg, adjoined the chancel or choir,

and were merely developed lecterns. At a

later period the pulpit was placed as an inde-

pendent free construction in the nave of the

church, and corresponded in its architectural

as well as ornamental type with the general

style of the building. In Rome, under the

influence of marble and tile decorators, the

pulpits were adorned with coloured mosaics.

In the south of Italy, an Egypto-Assyrian ele-

ment, with Arab forms of decoration, pre-

vailed. Tlie pulpits stood on columns, united

by horse-shoe and round arches, and were
adorned with eagles, griffins, and masks.

These columns rested on elephants, lions, or

crouching human figures ; all symbolic of the

task to be aocom])lished from the pulpit : "To
conquer, through the living Word of God, the

influence of the Evil Spirit."

In Central and Northern Italy, especially

in Tuscany, the sculptures and ornaments
were distinguished by deeper meanings and a

greater clearness of purpose ; the artists did

not dwell so much on the gloomy Asiatic idea

of the " fall of man " as on the joyful re-

demption of humanity through Christ. The
" Biblia Pauperum " was more known and
read, and Pisano worked out the most striking

incidents of the New Testament with grand

simplicity and powerful originality of composi

tion. There is harmony in his panels, which

form a transition from plastic into pictorial

art. Pisano speaks still in the language of

the old types—but the language is refined

and spiritualised through a correct apprecia-

tion of ancient forms. The architectural con-

struction of the pulpit in the Baptistery at

Pisa is hexagonal. Six corner columns,

united by trefoil arches, and a seventh

central column, support the elegant super-

structure. The capitals of the columns are

adorned with Acanthus leaves, carved in a

very realistic style, but not altogether want-
ing in symmetry. The five panels rtspect-

ivelv contain— 1. The Annunciation, the

Nativity of Christ, and the Adoration of the

Shepherds. 2. The Adoration of the Magi.

8. Christ's Presentation in the Temple— in
this panel we have a spirited copy from a Greek
relief on a vase, representing an old man lead-
ing a biy by the hand. 4, The Crucifixion

;

and 5. The Last Judgment. Christ is thus
glorified from his birth to his reappearance as

"judge of the quick and the dead." On the
spandrels excellently filling the space we have
David and Solomon, four pro[)het3 and four
apostles, as witnesses of the truth of the Gospel.
On the corners of the capitals of the six outer
columns are placed three male and three
female figi^res— 1. Love (caritas)—a mother
with two children. 2. Bravery (fortitude)

—a young and powerful nude man thrusting
his lefi hand into the jaw of one lion, whilst
with his right he caresses another. 3. Hu-
mility (humilitas)—a richly-draped female
figure with a humbly bent head. 4. Fidelity
(fidelitas)—a female figure with a dog in her
arms. 5. Innocence (innocentia)—a venerable
old man, with long fiowing beard and gar-
ments, lovingly embracing a lamb. (5. Faith
(tides)—a charming winged figure, in a flow-

ing priestly robe, seated on a conquered lion,

and holding a tablet with the Crucifixion on it

in his left had, and in his right a fragment of a
palm-twig, which must not be mistal;en for a
sceptre. These six statues allegorically repre-

sent the crowning points of the glorification

of Christianity, which is symbolically referred

to in the very base of the columns. Three of

these are placed on strong architectural bases,

as symbols of the immovable firmness of the
pulpit from which Christ's doctrine is to be
proclaimed. The other three columns and the
central one have jions and a combination of

figures for their bases, conveying symboli-
cally deep Scriptural truths. The three

columns are placed on rampant lions, two
male and one female. Their jaws are wide
open, and smaller animals—hares, rams, and
calves—crouch beneath their paws. The base

of the central column is hexagonal ; three of

the sides are formed of anim-ils—1. A griffin,

holding in his claws the head of a ram. 2. A
dog, between the legs of which is an owl
standing on a winding serpent. 'S. A lion

grasping a bull's head. The other three sides

are formed of three male figures, one entirely

nude, one slightly draped, and the third in

the Roman toga. In the Indian, Egyptian,

Greek, and Scandinavian mythology animals

were freely used as symbols of some special

powers of the gods, or the creative forces of

nature. These symbolisations found their

way into the Buddhistic and Christian re-

ligions. The dragon with the former, and the

lion with the latter, is the symbol of the devil.

S. Peter's metaphor (1 Epist. v. 8), " Your ad-

versary the devil, as a roaring lion, walketh
about, seeking whom he may devour," is of

heathen origin. The myth concerning Pyra-
mus and Thisbe, first given in Ovid (Metam.
IV., 55—IGG), shows us the lion as a cun-

ning beast. Ovid's myth was used by
Ecclesiastical artists as early as the

twelfth century. In the Minster, at

Basel, on a column in the chancel, we have
three groups — P}Tamus finding the lion

;

Pyramus striking the lion, who has Thisbe's

dress in his jaws, whilst Thisbe sits close by
on a tree; and lastly, Thisbe bewailing the

death of Pyramus and throwing herself on the

sword wliieh protrudes from his body. Corre-

sponding to these three groups we have others

from Holy Writ—the fall of our first parents,

their expulsion from Paradise ; and fights

between knights and monsters. The heathen

as well as the biblical representations were

used to symbolise the origin and consequence

of brutal force, of sin, and the Evil Spirit.

On the pulpit at Sessa the Devil is symbolised

by a lion whose feet are entwined with ser-

pents ; on the chancel at Volterra we have

Mary Magdalene throwing herself at the feet

of Christ, seeking protection against a pur-

suing lion and serpent. Samson, in analogy

with Hercules, kills a lion. David often

warns men, in his psalms, against lions ; he

describes the wicked " as a lion that is greedy

of liis prey " (Ps. vii. 12). Daniel becomes
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master of the lions. The roaring lion, with

the Egyptians, was the symbol of the greatest

heat, iitid was the attribute of Neith, the

emblem of tl^e Nile ; the symbol of tire ; the

attribute of Phtah ; of Isis ; of Kronos and of

Yishnu. Christ, during the Middle Ages, was
represented trampling a young lion and a

dragon under fnot. In a "Codex," at Mu-
nich, the Cross is represented piercing a lion,

a dragon, and a basilisk. On tombstones we
often tind a sculptured man or woman setting

their feet on a lion or dragon, symbolically

expressing their conquest of evil and their

present state of bliss. The use of wild animals

in sculpture may be first traced to the Assy-

rians, then to the Greeks and Romans, with

whom lions formed the legs of thrones, chairs,

tables, and altars. Pisano used his lions to

express Christ's triumph over Satan. Next
to the lion, the griffin and the dog, especialh'

accompanied by an owl and a serpent, were
symbols of the unclean and bad passions of

men. As with the ancients, so also with the

Christians, the dog was used both as the

representative of evil and of fidelity. Kcr-
berus was the watch-dog at the gates of the

infernal regions, and the dog as the attribute

of Jason, the redeemer of Samothracia, and of

Asklepios, the redeemer of Epidaurus, was
the faithful guide to the gates of heaven. In

this double sense the dog is used ou the Pulpit

by Pisano ; at the base as the harbinger of

evil, and on the top of one of the columns as

the symbol of fidelity. "We have next the

three cro\iching human figures, which might
either be the representatives of the old heathen
world, or gnomes taken from Northern lore.

Their character is de; ermincd by thegrand com-
position s on Romanesque .and Gothic 'porches,

representing the precursors of Christ as tre.ad-

ing not only on lions, monkeys, and basilisks,

but also on the heads of men writhing in pain

and misery, as types of sinners and heretics.

The world of sin is conquered, and the vic-

tory of the new doctrine is still more expres-

sively proclaimed. Between the paws of the

lions, hares, rams, and calves peacefully re-

pose. "The wolf also shall dwell with the

lamb, and the leopard shall lie down with the

Icid ; and the calf and the young lion and the

falling together." (Isaiah xi. 6.) These
subjects have been more frequently repre-

sented in north-western churches, especially

in France, than iu those of Italy. We see in

Pisano's pulpit a homily carved in stone, a

learned religious essay full of symbolic and
allegoric meaning. On the staircase leading

to the pulpit was a desk supported by a lion

'holding the head of a stag. Another desk, in

the form of a mighty eagle with outspread
wings grasping a slumbering hare, was on
the pulpit itself, and served to support the

huly book. The lion in this position is no
longer the symbol of Satan, but the symbol of

Christ. Judah is called a young lion (Genesis
xlix. 9), and in the Revelation Chriit him-
self is designated as a lion; "Behold, the
lion of the tribe of Judah, the Root of David."
(Revelation v. 5.) The scholastics of the
Middle Ages amplified this simile:—"Like
the lion, who opens his eyes only on the third
day after his birth, and then does not close

them any more, not even in his sleep (?),

Christ rested three days in his grave, and
watches since then everlastingly." The
Fathers of the Church often used the me-
taphor of the lion with great force. S. Au-
gustine says, in his 34th Homily :

" Qua;
fortitudo leonis contra ilium leonem, de quo
Kcriijtum est : Vioit leo de tribu Juda; ;

"

and refers with still greater explioitness to the

double symbol of the lion in his sermons :

" Quis non incurret in dcntes leonis hujus
(diaboli), nisi vicisset leo de tribu Judje ; con-
tra leonem leo." This is again in perfect

accordance with the ancient myths. In E^ypt
the lion was the sacred symbol of the sun.
When the sun was in the sign of the lion , the
keys of the temples were adorned with the
heads of lions. The head of the lion was also

sacred to Orpheus, in whom we trace the

Egyptian sun-god Sem. We may also here

refer to the lion gate at Mykene, and the in-

numerable representations in ancient and in

Christian times, in which the lion has been

the symbol of power, of firm reliance, and of

victory. The eagle, the emblem of Ormuzd,

the favourite bird of Jupiter, the attribute of

Dyonisios, the leader of heroic souls to

Oivmpus, the attribute of S. John, and the

•ymbol of might and victory, is the crowning

figure of Pisano's pulpit. Christianity adopted

the proud, high-soaring eagle as an emblem
of God's majesty. On many a pulpit, lectern,

and desk the easle is represented hovering

above a globe. The slumbering hare in the

claws of the eagle is symbolic of the conquered

passions and worldly aspirations. With the

Greeks this animal was the emblem of sen-

aiialism, or, as on some sarkophagi and vases,

the symbol of light slumber, in life and
death. The whole composition, both in

general and in all its details, is pervaded with

higher intellectual and religious feelings

which find expression in the artistically com-
bined groups and forms. This and similar

works were conceived and executed in a spirit

of enthusiastic faith and love, which filled the

mind of the artist, and touched the hearts of

the people with magic power. These forms

were not cold, meaningless imitations, or

thoughtless second-hand elaborations of ori-

ginal works, as are so many of our revivals of

Mediaeval art. The mystic charm, the occult

meanings are gone, and our artists vainly

strive to speak a language which has under-

gone so many changes.

Pisano with his pulpit proclaimed the vic-

tory of the Lord in a btptistery devoted to

the sacred rite of introducing humanity,

pagan and Christian, into the realms of

mercy. He lived at a period in which learning

and art, poetry and religion. Classic and
Christian elements worked hand in hand, and

no artist groaned at the ideal as a hindrance

to the practical. G. G. Zeeffi.

CHIM>fEYS FOR FURNACES, FIRE-PLACES,
AND STEAM-BOILERS.*

{Concluded from page 295.)

THE questions of most interest in connection

with large cbimneys, and those usually the

first asked, after the important one of cost, by

the capitalist who ha3 determined on some con-

siderable outlay, either in erecting a new shaft

or rebuilding an old one, may bd classed under
two principal heads—-namely, the external and
the internal proportions.

Whether the external form of a hollow shaft of

brickwork or masonry of considerable elevation,

in this climate and country, should be a plain

obelisk, or a finely proportioned architectural

column, 19 a question that does not admit of

much difficulty in decidi j g. Most engineers are

no doubt properly inclined to the opinion that

for so entirely utilitarian a purpose as a chimney,
the former is the most preferable. It is, however,

quite a matter of architectural taste as to how it

may harmonise with surrounding objects, and the

last thing in the world, perhaps, that engineers

ought to dogmatise upon. Whether the form of

such a column should affect great simplicity—

a

simple truncated cone or pyramid, for instance,

decreasing uniformly in diameter upwards; or

whether it should aileet great stability, like the

trun'ii of the oak, proverbially the shape for

withstanding a severe gale of wind ; or, ought a

chimney shaft be erected with a variable batter,

like a lighthouse or a monument on the sea-coast

—these are all questions requiring some con-

sideration in designing a chimney for general

purposes ; but for the chimney of a steam-engine

other especial requirements of far greater impor-

tance are to be considered.

It is the internal proportions of a chimney-
shaft only—its height and sectional area— that

principally concern iho steam engineer. Until

these essential internal proportions are first

agreed upon, we are not in the position to discuss

the external proportions with advantage.
In fixing on the proper dimensions of the ver-

* ByR. ArustromO.C.E., in Van NostraiuVs Engineeriitii

Magjzine.

tioal smoke flue, or inside of a steam-engine
chimney, it is a question with many whether it

should, as is most commonly done, be taperod in-

ternally or diminished in area towards the top
;

or whether it ought to be parallel—as wide at

top as at bottom —in order to have the greatest

velocity of draught. Or, again, ought a chimney
to be, as some few eccentric engineers contend,
and occasionally carry into execution, oven wider
at the top than the bottom ?

These questions are all deservin£r of attentive

consideration, and will receive ample illustration

in the sequel. But there is another question
quite as important as any of the above, and re-

quiring a prior consideration. It is thus enun-
ciated : What are the proper dimensions—height
and area—of a chimney-shaft mo>t suitable for a
steam-engine of any given number of horse-power,
or, which is nearly the same thing, for burning
away a given quantity of coals per hour ? The
proper answer to this question depends a good
deal on the quality of the coals used, and the

quantity of waste gaseous products arising fiom
their generally imperfect combustion in the fur-

nace. The best Newcastle or Hartley coals, and
the best Welsh steam coal, though requiring very
different treatment in the furnace, are found
equally in practice not to require such large

chimneys as the inferior coals of the Midland and
manufacturing districts of England. Under these

circumstances, it will perhaps be more advisable,

in the first instance, to base our observations and
calculations on such practical data as those dis-

tricts so readily afford, more particularly tliose of

Lancashire, South Yorkshire, Derbyshire, and
Staffordshire. Another reason for adopting those

data is, that the usual stoking and management
of the fires in those districts may be described as

a fair medium between the north and the south,

between the Newcastle and the Cornish practice.

There is one feature in common between the

northern and southern practice that may bo men-
tioned, which is, that the engines in both districts

are generally very lightly loaded, compared with

those in the manufacturing districts ; the latter

being very seldom indeed worked at less than
50 per cent, above their nominal horse power, and
commonly more than double their real or indicated

horse-power.

The last-mentioned circumstance furnishes ua

with the reason for the maxim so long prevalent

in Lancashire, that a steam-engine chimney,

leaving all considerations of cost out of the

question, can never be too large nor too

powerful, provided it is supplied with efHcient

means for checking the draught, by pro-

perly fitted dampers or otherwise, whereby

the supply of steam can bo readily controlled

at any moment, so as to work the engine

at one-half its full power, and using considerably

less than one-half the power of draught of the

chimney ; for which purpose, the ordinary damper
(say 3ft. long) of a thirty-horse engine ought to

be open only to the extent of 3 to Gin., thus having

a surplus draught always at command for emer-

gencies.

Another feature of this question, arising from

the practice of working ste.am-engines with in-

ferior fuel, is the large proportion of dirt and

small ashes derived from the burning of the bad

coal—the "flue-dust " which accumulates to an

enormous extent within the flues and on the

bottom of the chimney. Much of this flue-dust

—all the finer particles especially, and to a much
greater extent than has hitherto been suspected,

or at least recognised— passes up and out of the

chimney-top under the appearance of smoke, but

which even veteran " smoke burners " generally

are surprised to find is noiher carbonaceous soot

nor combustible gas, but principally incombustible

earthy and silicious dust.

In appealing to the practice of our best

engineers respecting the proper area of the^ ver-

tical chimney flue of a steam-engine, there is no

occasion to go back to the times of Brindley and

Smeaton—when steam-engines were called fire-

engines, .and the firemen first called stokers

—

excepting for the purpose of making a single

reference to the early practice of the celebrated

James Watt, which strikingly illustrates, not

only the difficulty of determining a priori the

right proportions of a chimney, but also the ad-

mirable caution and prudence observed by him

in this as in other matters, so remarkably con-

spicuous in the eminenily practical mind of that

great man.
After Mr. Watt had once ascertained the best

size and proportions of a chimney most suitable

for a given size of boiler and engine, he did not,
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at firat. as jilmosft any tyro of the present dav

woul.J not hesitate to do—venture to throw the

draught of two such or eimilsir bjilers into om-

chimuey of :i lari,'-t'r are:i, soth:it the same outlet

might serve for tho smoUe from both furnaces,

but ho actually erect^^d two such chimneys
alongside e;ich other ! Or, occasionally, he

did what was equivalent thereto: in erect-

ing a ciiimuey for two boilers, he would
build up a miiifoather, or division wall, froui

bottom to top. iu ordt^r to s paraie the two dr.-iugljt

cum nts from eaoli otber. in the same manner as

in hou^^e-chiujneys. Had we rot the evidence of

yet existing ert'ctions to the fact, such a state-

ment at this distanceof time might be considered

scarcely crediMe.*
Fiom all accounts of Mr. Watt's early practice,

it may bo fairly inferred ihatho did not theorise

much respecting tlie height of ensint^-chmme^ si

for having succeeded iu doubling the effect of

the steani-engiue it-elf, for the same amount of

fuel previously used, ho fnund no diflBculty iu

making a low chiojuey suffice, such, in fact, as

were then in nse fur the old atmospheric
engines, and oeciitvioually to be seen in the mining
districts at the present time. Those primitive
erections, however- mere outlets for smoke—can
now hardly he consideied as chimneys at all.

seldom exceeding an elevation of two or three
yards hi^iher than the to^- of the boiler. So soon,
however, as the double-powered steam-engine
came iuto use, wh-(;h quadrupled iu effect

the "old atmospheric," and often exceeded
that, when applied to turning machinery
in towns, it was foxmd that the speed of the
engine was often reduced for want of steam,
and that again for want of sufficient draught.
1 hia last was occa.'-ioued, not nnfrequently.
strange as the words may now sound in the oars
of modern engine-drivers, by an unfavourable
•wind !

"

Prior to the times we are speaking of, the
height of an en-ine chimney shaft, or stack of
chimneys ( s on Mr. Watt's system, the chimney
was. in fa'-t) did not then appear to be of much
consequence, piovided it exceeded that of the
neighbouring buildings, and many precedents
that then esi^ted for the area of tho aperture or
exit passage of the smoke were like those for
the height—of a very antiquated and empirical
character. The size and shape of the superior
orifice of a chimney w;is. in fact, even within tho
present c.-ntury, regulated by bo fixed rule, but
was variously modiHed. as well also in dianjoter
and area, frntu a^ cidentiil circumstances—often by
considerations as to what could be made safely to
stand, shoulu the chimney require raiding a little

higher than usual, or than first intended. The
numerous envii.us rivals of Boulton and Wiitt iu
the earlv part of the present century, the Sher-
ratts, Mtiirays. and others of that time, whose
almost universal jule was to eivo ''(mo inch mon-
in diameter of cylinder than Watt " for the same
nooiinal horse-power, ".-.nd for a great deal less
money," had no little shore in helping to mend
this state of thinirs. They all knew pretty well
how impoitant it was to have a little extra steam,
to meet tie possible imperfect performances of
their engiue.-, uud thid a very tew inches or fe^t
of extra brick-work in the width and height of
the chimney always gave them the command of.
though this was often done at the casual sug-
gestion of the bricklayer. In this matter, as wiUi
a correspomling suggestion of raiding the height
of the feed-).ipes. whi.-h was often complied with
professedly to suit the couvenience of the sroker
in preventing boiling over, it generally resu'ted in
raising the presiureof the steam— an infallilde re-
medy for almost all niher deficiencies. Thus it

occasionally h;ippen.'d that the trifling or crude
suggestion of the bricklayer or stoker, in some
instances, turned fjtvourably the tide of success.
"Which first fo'.iudcd the establishment of some of
he lagest engineeiiug firms.

It is on in.- to similar i-ircumstances to those
jUBt referred to that we have so many examples of
engine and other chimneys in most of our old
provincial towns, which, on being raised higher
than at tirst intended, liavo been stayed from time

Two uni 8(1 chi-nno.vs nf tliia kinci were, not m nv
year- ago, i-. u-e. wi.h two of RouIt.ni and W tts's oil -inal
»i-hoiB. b ilers. in th..c .itun SfiiMing wo ks of Me.^sia
John Puoley and Sons in Miinctiesror. The enee wms
remarkahl.i. fioii the fuct hai tho e-tgineer of tht' nrni
ODceaitemp oJ n. impruve (a^ he touglit) the ilr nght .,f
tbe

. him ey by l.r.a-^ini.' a-, openi-g M.r..u;;h tho mi.l-
lealher. in ord v ihiif. M.« sm ke migt.t fill huib the HuesIhe result was. \he li-a ght wi.s tMUiiclv Iu t, and the
MmmuniCHii-.n )ia i t.. bo closed up again bofore tho
engine cuuld be got lu wotk.

to time by means of iron tie-rods, and hooped with

iron b:inds. These iron rods, prop«, and crutches

to c.himueysare much resorted to in breweries, dis-

tilleries. u}alt kilns, and other large works, as well

in London as in different parts of the south o(

England, and are very far from being any indi-

cation of want of great prospetity in the com-
mercial and manufacturing concerns to which

'hey are attached. In their apparent condition

they are the very opposite to the establishments

of even second-rate manufacturers in Lancashire.

So far as economy of fuel is concerned,

the great prosperity and wealth of the former

seems to be in defiance of extravagant waste

and temporary expedients ; "^hile in the

latter it arises in a great measure from well-

considered permanent arrangements in all tliat

concerns their engines, 1 oilers, an<l furnaces. The
ni-cessity of artificial helps to the stability of a

cliimney is a sure manifestation of groat waste of

fuel, by unnecessary stoking and forcing the fires,

and thereby overheating the chimneys, through
inadequate area of flue On the other hand, we
may instance the air furnaces and kilns of the

iron works and potteries of SaCFordshire, where
there is some degree of necessity for resorting to

the expedients referred to, on account of tlie

much higher temperature required by the process

goin^ on within the furnace.

The chimney, or cone, of an iron fr.rnace. an
earthenware kiln or a glasshouse, is, in fact, a

part of the furnace itself, or at least ought to be

so considered, and necessarily becomes heated by
the flame passincr into, through, or among the

materials and articles of manufacture it contains.

This peculiarity, which is also common to many
varieties of chemical furnaces as well as to pot-

tery kilns, is tho main cause of the very strong
draught therein obtained.

In the case of a steam-engi' e boiler furnace,

however, it is well known that no such thing as

the flame passing off into the chimney, nor even
into a flue leading ti ereto, after leaving the
bottom or internal tube of the boiler, is admissible
with the slightest attention to economy of fuel. It

requires but little consideration to convince lis

that the flame of a steam-engine furnace ought to

be wholly expended against the boiler bo tom. or,

where internal furnaces or flues are used, entirely

within the boiler itself, in which case the draught
is created solely by the ascensional force of the
column of waste air or smoke within the chimney,
hented to the com jaratively moderate temperature
of 500° or G00°
Thus it will be observed, there is a wide dis-

tinction to be made between these two species of

furnaces; the steam-engine furnace approaching
more nearly, in its moderate temperature,
economy, and other circumstances, to tho inclosed
house-stove, or at least to the kitchen fire-ph^ce.

or cooking-range. In these, the grate-room or
furnace proper, and the chimney or smoke -flue,

are essentially separate and distinct parts, though
in the best construction of engine furnaces they
are rendered more perfectly so by interposing
what has been always considered and properly
termed the flame-chamber, or flame-bed, by
a practical engiueer.

On the other hand, in the action of the air
furnaces of a potter's kiln, in which the vertical

flame chamber an'l chimney are both in one, or in

the small furnaces of a chemist*s laboratory, ar-

ranged for prnducing very perfect combustion
and the most intense heats only, of two or three
thousand degrees and upwards, we find a very
different state of things to that of a steam boiler,

requiiing a heat only a little beyond that of

boiling water.

The importance of the distinctions we have
thus endeavoured- thouirh perhaps imperfectly

—

to point out, though well understood by practical
firemen, has been much underrated, and the cause
of some dogmatism and misapprehension, espe-

,

cially on the smoke question. From this mixing
i

up of different species of furnaces, i tended for

totally difi^orent objects and processes of art,

though each may be practically perfect for the
purpose it is intended for, very incorrect conclu-
sions only have been deduced by some
scientific writers.

A GLIMPSE OF CONTE-^TPORARY ART IN
EUROPE.

IN an article in the Afhmtic Monfhh/. Mr. W, J.

Hoppin concludes a paper on Contemporary
European Art with the fo losing obso'vations ou
European monuments. The condition of that

higher art which is connected with public affairs,

and is an expression of the best thoughts and
feeliugs of whole nations and communities, is a
matter which c;i.nuot be studied wit liu the walls

of auy internalioual exposition or at the annual
displays of any academy. It rcqiires the visiting

of many cities and the inspection of widely
spr^'ad monuments. We may be permitted,
however, to state a few opinions on this subject^,

with such illustrations as are afforded by certain
modern examples. The practice of erec iug com-
memorative statues has greatly increased in

Europe of late years. They are n- 1 gener;illy

satisfactory. One of the excepiions is a monu-
ment at Milan in honour of Count Cavour. His
effigy, of heroic size, stands at 'he top of the struc-
ture, whilea figure, representing Italy or History,
reclining on tho steps of the bass wites his

name on the pedestal. But most of these modern
works are failures

; and the failuve, of course, is

generally in the attempt to reconcile the demands
of art with historic truth. It is a commonplace
remark, that a statue should bo something more
than a likeness. If all we required were the
prec'se resemblance of the hero or philanthropistj

Madame Tussaud could give it to us in was much
more completely than Thorwaldsen ever pro-
duced anyihing in marble. If the point be to

show some great act that he performed or trial

that he suffered, tliis could be done by painting
much more distinctly than by sculpture. What
we desire is a work which shall show our hero
in relation to his age and country generallv. and
not to some spot of ground or moment of time iu

particular, and still be pleasing as a work of art.

It should present the summing up and substance
of his life. I' should not be an anecdote, but a
biography. There is nothing new in these ideas,

but they seem to he strangely forgotten by those
who have charge of these undertakings. Of
course, all this is very difficult to accomplish. It

was very well for the Greeks to set up in tl ©ir

temples the images of the contemporaiy victors

in the games, whose forms indicated the perfec-
tion of manly beauty, and whose drapery, if it

was necessary to add that, fell in harmonious
lines. An ugly costume, too, may he rendered
so interesting by association, th t the mind
tempers its angularities to the eye. Such was
the queue and cocked hat and long skirted uni-

form of the great Frederick and the grey capote
of Napoleon. But what can an artist do with tho
personal deformities and ugly diess which may
be closely associated with our ideas of contem-
porary personages ? What can he do with the
gaunt frame of Mr. Lincoln, or the peculiar

clothing of Mr Greeley? Mr. Peabo ly, tho

f)hilanthropist, bad a foot which seems to have
been modelled upon tho same generous scale as

his kind heart ; and Stoiy has not forgotten that

in the statue behind theL'-ntlon Esciange. where
the enoimous shoe is quite obtrusive and thrusts

itself into the face of the spectator.

To answer this difficulty, wo would cut the

Gordian knot. It is a mistake to erect a statue

to a man who has not been dead for, at least, half

a centurv. Indeed, it might be well to delay it as

loug as the Roma Church postpones the canoni-

zation of a saint. We should wait until we can as-

sign to the departt'd worthy his true place in his-

tory, and forget the ugly features of his person and
his dress. There may be a time, perhaps, when our

descendants wi 1 fail to remember the awkward
trousers and bushy chin-tuft of Abraham Lincoln^

and believe only in the prophetic pathos of his

homely countenance.
Mary of the modern ppecimens of monumental

art fail because they have no great ideas behind
them with which the people at large can sympa^
thise. There was opened last summer at Ant-
werp the most iuiportant piece of pictorial deco-

ration on a large sea e which has been attempted

of late years in Europe. It is a series of mural
paintings in the vestibule of the museum, repre-

senting the influence of the Flemish schools on
foreit^rn schools, and of foreiL-n schools on the

Flemish, and this idea is illustrated by a number
of figure compositioDR of heroic propo tions by one
ot their leading artists, i\lr. De-Keyser. They
are well drawn and coloured: but we look

at them very coldly, because, in tho first p ace,

the idea behind them does not arouse our curiosity

or stirrulate our enthusiasm; and, iu the next
place, because so s* on as wo enter the museum
and seo the great realities of Rubens, we forget

those shadowy symbolical performances alto^jether-

It'is with the same cool curiosity that we regard
the A'bert m'-morif.l, n-'w nearly completed, at

Hyde Park. We feel a polite respect for the cha-

racter of the late Prince Consoit; but in thie
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superb and costly structure, all the resources of

colour .lud gildine; and precious materials, and all

the aliility of modern Eugli.^b sculptors, in exe-

cuting the imposing symbolical groups at the

corners, and the frieze of alto-relievos around the

base, fail to arouse within us a spark of enthu-

thusiasm. How much more we are stiri-ed, for

instance, by Thorwald,<en's DyiuK Lion, on the

rocky hillside at Lucerne, erected in memory of

the Swiss Guard who fell at the Tuilerios in 1792,

that they might be faithful to their oaths !

Almost the only monumental picture at the

Exposition was Kaulbach's Epoch^ of the Refor-

mation, a magnificent cartoon of immense power

in form and compo.sition. It was curious to

observe how far it seemed to be removed from the

interests and sympathies of those great crowds of

people from a 1 parts of the world who were pass-

ing ovei-y day through the Bavarian gallery. One

of the leading French jurors who w-as going about

•with notebook in haiid was heard to say, "I

don't like that;' and perhaps the vote which

afterwards assigned one of the eight grand prizes to

Kaulbach was^^iven rather as a couipliu]ontto 0-r-

znany than from any admiration for his productions.

But, in fact, are there any great dominant

ideas uow in Europe universally stirring the hearts

and moulding tho Uvea of the whole people ?

Eveu the pi ido of race and country seems to be

declining. The superb Ar-ch of Triumph at Paris,

which grows grander every time it is seen,

appears to be the last piece of monumental art

41aat illu.stratBS this feeling. In religion, people

are either cold rationalists or bigited rituilists.

either doing without churches or building servile

imitations of ancient structures in which what is

ugly and inconvenient is considered to bestow

spiritual edification. It was our good foi-tune last

summer to see somo of the noblest creations of

llediiwval architecture,— the porches of Chartres.

the tr-acei-y of R uen, the nave of Amiens, the

west window of Rheims, the Ludy Chapel of Ely,

the majestic pile of Lincoln, and tho solemn per-

spective of Darham. Ther-e were a few old women
iuddled together for worship in tho holes and

<jorner.sot these glorious interiors, which seomed
ma.uilicent shells for the witirered kei-neis with-

in. How ditTerent from those ancient times, when
vast and pictui'esque crowds fil ed these aisles, all

oi them posses ed with a profound belief in the

awful omni otenoe of the Church as the intei'-

preter of God's will to man,—not a belief

about which casuists argued or which needed to

be pr'oved Ny sermons and pamphlets, but a belief

like tliat in the warmth of the sun or any other

natural fact. If we are to erect cathedrals now
to embody any genei'al faith, it must be to express

the I larwiniau ide i of the survival of the fittest, or

in honour of the (lieat Universum of Dr. Str'auss.

In European politics there is not sufficient

Teneratiun for the old ways to seek artistic ex-

pression for that "divinity which doth hedge a

king," nor yet that belief in the Universal Re-

public which embodies itself in monuments. It

is a time of strife and turmoil, of doubt and dis-

belief. Tuere is no great idea prepared to en-

shi'ine itself in the higher forms of ait. And if

there were, the necessity and occasion for such a

manifestation are both wanting. The apostles of

a nevv faith would find everything ready made to

their hinds. The arohitecture and scupture
and painting are alrea ly there. As the new
Eoman Emperor in the time of the decline de-

capitated the statues of his predeces^^or and
fastened his own head on the old shoulders, so

tho zealous proselytes of the Coming Idea in

Europe can use the monuments of the old tradi-

tions to embody it. Tho French [leoublic had
only to erase the N's and the Imperial crowns to

find a home in the palace of Versailles; and if

tho Commune should succeed again, it needs but

to efface the bas-reliefs of tbe ancient victories

from the Arch of Triumph and substitute tbe de-

struction of tue Tuilerios and of the Hotel de Ville.

We trust « e may bo pardoned, at the conclu-

sion of this paper, ah'eady sufficiently incomplete

and desnltoi-y, if we turn away fr m Europe and
from our main line of thought and inquire

whether we are not more foitu ate here in

America, U't only in having gi'oat and profound
beliefs to expiesB, hut in having occasions to ex-

press them. It is pleasant to be able to answer
this qui.stion in the affirmative. Our opportuni-

ties consist iu this, that most of our great monu-
mental editices are yet to be built, and some
"which uave been built are so poorly constructed
that they will tumble down of themsolve-i ; or so

contririy to all the principles of good taste, that

they will bo puUod down by our indignant des-

cendants. It is in America that wo may reason-

ably look for a new type in architecture—the

typo that will be generated by tho necessity of

accommodating immense masses of people under

one inclosui-o for purposes of political discussion,

of religious service, of legislative debate, or of

the administration of justice,—a type more ma-

jestic than that of the Roman Basilica, and cap-

able of the highest embellishment by sculpture

and painting.

In those days of tbe remote future, when the

American citizen shall understand, as t le Greeks

did. that prvatelife should he unostentatious and

modest, and all the splendours of art inyoked to

magnify the dignity of the state ; when the

beauty "of 6tness and the true relations of ai-t to

social" life shad bo universally perceived, so that

each room shall have its appropriate o-naments

and our houses be no longer bazaars and bric-a-

brac shops ; when our rich men, who spend t.-ns

of thousands of dollars upon the flowers and

gewgaws of a single festival, shall learn that it

would be wiser to 6udo.v a museum ;
when t'le

whole people shall recognise the law that tho

beautiful should be cultivated as well as the good

and the true, and that it is the office of the State

to apply its treasures to educate its children in

the perception of this principle and to display

before them the great triumphs of past ages in

sculpture and painting.—when ttiat day arrives

it will be found that iu no country in the world

have there ever been batter occasions and oppor-

tunities for the employment of monumental art

than here in America.

But it is necessary that there should bo not

only the occasions and opportunities to employ

monumental art, but that there should be gr at

ideas and beliefs beh'nd it, to make it something

more than the mere exercise of artistic skiU. Let

us see wh t er these also will bo wanting in the

America of the future. It is true thatour history

and social life are not picturesque ;
that the great

events of our past ai-e councils and delibjrations

the invisible thoughts and resolutions of wise and

patriotic men, rather than the outward acts and

sufferin.s of brave men, a though these, indeed,

have not been wanting ; thut we are aeficient

here in the badges and symbols and costumes

which add vivacity and point to the appeai-ances

of European life. It is true that the materials for

ffeiire painting ai.d for the .small art which deco-

rates parlours and boudoirs are few and scanty.

Birt for great art, for monamontal art, for the art

of Bramante and Michael Angelo, was there ever

any nation like this, where thei-e existed, under-

lying outward life such grand ideas and images
;

such earnest faiths and pi-ofnuud beliefs, which

indeed may seem dim and half-extinguished under

tbe coai-se necessities of ordiniry occupations,

but when the ashes are stin-ed flame up in unex-

pected splendour and are brightened and purified

by the dying breath of hero -s and martyrs?

Where, among all European nations and all ages

of the world, have taei-e ever been grand-r idjas

than those with which an American associates

his love of country—the idea of space, which

embraces balf the world ; the idea of strength,

which rests upon the broad, immovable foundation

of the sovereignty of the people; the idea of pro-

gress, whoso irresistible marc J is checked by no

material barriers; the idea of jusiioe, which

shrinks from no sacrifice to maintain tbe rights of

tbs weakest and the poorest; the idea of wealth,

which gathers into its storehouses the tr asures of

tie whole earth ; the idea of charity, which fosters

in its expanded arms the outcasts of all nations
;

and finally, the idea of peace, for which evei-y

war and conflict has been only a precursor and a

guar-anty, and which, as univei-sal as tbe sun-

shine on some halcyon day of summer, bathes the

whole continent iu its ethereal splendour !

Such are some of the great tlioughts which

must undwrdie the monumental art of America.

Uave we the power to embody them in our archi-

tecture and sculptrtre and painting, to give them

a visible shape as the artists of the past ages did

the grand ideas of their times; as Phidias did in

the pediment of the Partaenon ; as tbe Romans
d d in the mighty circle of t re C.diseum ;

as the

Gid-feariug monks of the Middle Ages did in the

-pile of Antwerp, and the great rose window,

ihich flashes the jewelled li.ght of Par.idise

through the nave of Rheims ; as l-iuonarotti did

when he sirmmoned from the unknown world tlie

awful forms of Prophets and Sibyls to look down
from the ceiing of the Sistine chapel ? S lall we
lave the genius and the skill to enshrine also the

grand ideas of the coming America in the iiu-

parishable shapes of monumental art?

THE NEW PORTAGE LAKE SHIP OANAI,.

AFTER five years of active work the en
terprise of opening a ship canal to

connect Portage Lake with the waters of

Lake Superior on the west is neariug com-
pletion. The inducements to undertake this

great work were that steamers and vessels

bound up or down the lake were compelled, ia

calling at tnis port, to go 40 or 50 mil. s and re-

turn out of the straight course ar'ound Keweenaw
Point. The natural obstacles that have beeu
overcome, and the immeuse amount of labour

performed here, stamps this as the largest and
most important improvement upon the lakes.

Railroads were constructed and equipped for

the removal of earth and sand above tho water
level; five steam dredges of the largest kind have
been in constant use, tended by from 30 to 40
scows an'l four tugs ; four pile-drivers have
diiven nine miles of continuous piling as close

together as it was possible to place th.-m, and bo-

hind the front row sheet piling lin. in thickness

has been driven to prevent tho sand from perco-

lating through. The piles are in two ro.v.s, 6ft.

apart on either side tbe entire length of tho canai,

2| miles, and ou the inside tier are two rows of

tOj) timber, binrling the whole firmly together.

As the work neai'ed the lake it grew heavier, and
for a long distance the cut measures, from surface

to bott m, over' 40fE. in de[jbh. The total ex-

cavation is estimated at 1,2.50 000 culiic yards,

all of which has been piled upon the bank or

dumped in the deep waters of the lakes. It is at

the outer end that skilful engineering and the

most ilifficnlt work has beeu done in sinking cribs

and building piers that shall r.-sist the heavy seas

to waich the now harbour at some seasons of tho

year is exposed. Two parallel piers 2.)l)ft, apart,

"l,000ft. in length and from 20ft. to 30 t. wide, are

securely fixed. These piers are 7ft. above, and
the outer ones sunk in 21ft. of water. Pive

thousand cords of stone have been used in loading

these cribs, or a total widglit of 40,000 tons.

ARCB.MJLOJtlCAh.

Newbury. —On Monday week the members of

tire Newbury District Field Club made their

second excursion during the seasun. uuder the

guidance of Mr. Henry Golwin, F.S. A., and Mr.

James Parker. Englefield Church was first visited

and next Tidmarsh (.'hurcli. M '. Parker said the

nave and chancel seemed to have been built about

1250 rherc was one noticeable featui-e —the old

Norman doorway, of a date 50 years earlier, pro-

bably transferred from some other place. Mr.

Parker described the octangular apse of this

church as being very CU' io is. He co ild not call

to mind any other of the same kind; indeed, he

had heard the question debatid as to whether

such a thing existed in this country, and he

doubted if three other chiu-ches having this

feature were to be found in Euglan I. The idea

in the construction was to allow room for the

priest to walk round behind the altar-. After the

Roman ritual ceased to bi performi 1, the apse

was no longer needed for the purpose uamed ;
but

Mr. Parker was of opinion tho altarstill continued

to be kept forwai-d. Tha triple tbirtaenth century

window at the west end was pointed out as baing

very I'are. The font was well worthy of attention,

and from its style and its close proximity to the

fine Norman doorway, it might be cousiderod as

of that date, but Mr." Parker sai I that on looking

into the work, ho found a groat deal of under-

cutting, involving more skill than was shown by

tha Norman masons Tha capitals of the pillars

in tbe apse also disclosed uudar cutting almost

as fiuo as could be seen iu Lin -ol i ithadral,

which presented some of the finest work of

Henry the Kigbth's reign to be found in this

country. Ufton Court ami Aldermaston House

andCharch were subsequently vi^iitod.

CHIPS.

New assembly-room', to accommodate 800 per-

sons, were opened in Glisgo.v ou Fri lay last.

Sir J. D. Coleridge has j ist erected a memorial

wayside pillar to the memory of his cnusiu, the

martyred Bishop Patteson, at Speiice Cro-s, near

Ottery S. Mary. It is a plain and unpretending

srrucrureof red brick and sloue, designed by Mr.

Biitterfield.

A course of lectures on " Architecture as a Fine

Arc," and also a similar course on " Archite.-ture as

a Science," will be couimenced at. Uuiversiiy Col-

lege oil Oct. 7, Professor T. H. Lewis being the

lecturer.
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OUR LITHOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS.

INFAXT SCHOOLS, STREATnXM COMMON.

"We give this weok a view an^l plan of a school

and cottages erected some time siaco for tho Rev.

Stenton Eardley. Under the principal roof is

arranged, on the ground floor, a spacious infant-

school, with a c'assroom adjoining. These rooms

have wooden ceilings, and a dudo of wood to the

heic'ht of the window-cills. Above this line tho

brickwork is shown internally. Over the school-

room is a mechanics' reading-room, 24ft. square,

and this is approached bj the turret staircase,

and has a separ ite osternal door. This staircase

leads also to the rooms of the schoolmistress, who

has the surveillance of tho readmg-room. The

two cottages forming part of the group were pre-

Bented by the Misses Leaf, to form part endow-

ment to the school. The tower staircase is capped

by a picturesque oak bell-turret and shingle

spire. The school is built in a district becoming

populons, and is a supplement to the existing

National schools adjoining Itnmanuel Church,

Streatham Common. The buildings were erected

by Messrs, Manley and Rogers, at a cost of

£2,100, the architects being Messrs. George and

Vaughan.

MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS AT LEICESTER.

"We are enabled to give in our impression to-

day illustrations of the selected design for the

municipal bui'dings, Leicester. The competitions

for this work have been somewhat remarkable.

In the first competition it will bo remembered

llr. Street, the referee, reported in favour of the

design submitted by Mr. E. W. Godwin which

•we gave in the Buildisg News, No. 9oti. Certain

diflSculties presented themselves, and disputes

arose, and it was decided to have another com-

petition. This time Mr. T. H. Wyatt, tho late Pre-

sident of the Royal Institute of Architects, was

chosen as the referee. After his report was well

considered, tho committee , selected the design

contributed by Mr. Francis J. Hames, of which

we now give elevations, transverse sections, and

plans.

The following is the description which accom-

panied Mr. Hames's plan :^

I purpose describing the several departments in

the following order, viz., Law, Municipal, and
Police.

LAW.

The law entrance is from the New-street, and
leads straight into the barristers' corridor, out of

which is the judges' retiring-room, on a level and
communicating directly with the bench. Separated
only by the corridor from the Borough Court is the
barristers' retiring-room, and a lavatory leading
therefrom. Adjoining this room is the consultation
room. The magistrates' entrance to Borough
Court is close to the magistrates' retiring-room,

which fronts Bishop-street. Out of the law
entrance rises the grand jury stair into corridor on
first-floor to grand jury room. The communication
with clerk in the Borough Court is from the door
in corridor. The jury retiring-room is on a level

with and has a door straight into jury-box—a very
desirable arrangement. The clerk's room is easily

accessible from the Borough Court and New-street.
The Press, entering court direct from corridor, are
accommodated with benches in courts opposite
witness-box and next jury, thus enabling them to
hear perfectly. The grand jury witnesses are pro-
vided with a waiting-room contiguous the grand
jury room. The male and female witnesses' rooms
on either side public entrance, and central between
the two courts, have easy access to either. A
gallery in courts is set aside for the witnesses to
place them in readiness for examination. The
public entrance, as required by the instructions, is

in the centre of New-street, leading into a space or
hall for their use, not too large, provided all round
with seats. This hall divides the two courts, but
is distinctly cut off from the law and municipal
corridors by glass screens. The public are provided
with w.c 's attached thereto ; and the approaches to

courts are through lobbies, to insure perfect quiet-

ness in the courts, which cannot be obtained by
single doors. The situation of the Borough Court
in rear of other buildings insures it against noise.

The arrangement as regards the bench, b;\r, jury,

reporttrs, witnesses, public, and dock, have beun
very carefully planned from an inspection of the
most convenient law courts in England. The c^urt
is perfectly lighted, ventilated, and lieated. The
gallery is reached by a stair from the public hall,

and easily held at command when the gallery is

full. The remarks as to Borough Court apply to

the additional room to be used as court. Of course

the arrangement is in accordance with the require-

ments of a magistrate's court, and it has a

prisoner's entrance from parade ground. This

court is easily accessible from the mayor's rooms
on first ^9'~>T. The magistrates' clerk s room adjoins

the additional court. This room is not required by
the instructions, but as it is essential I have pro-

vided for it.

MUNICIPAL.

The principal municipal entrance is from the

comer of Horsefair and the New-street, and thus

no chishing can possibly occur between the idlers

so certain to congregate in the vicinity of courts,

and those having business to perform. The coun-

cillors' entrance is from Bowling-green-street. The
councillors are also provided wiLh a private stair to

council-chamber. The mayor's private room on
first floor adjoins the council-chamber and mayor's

parlour, and is easily accessible by councillors'

stair with additional room on ground floor. The
mayor's parlour with lobby at entrance and adjoin-

ing council chamber is deeigned with wall space to

hang the pictures in the old parlour. The council-

lors have a private cloak-room on first floor. Pass-

ing through the lobby they enter the council-

chamber, which has only a small street frontage,

and therefore will be free from noise. The council-

lors' department is quite free from the public, ard
the access to gallery in council-chamber is b}' a

separate stair from municipal corridor. The only

committee-room required by the instructions is

contiguous the borough surveyor's office on ground
floor. On the first floor is a spare room, planned

and admirably situated for an additional committee
room. On the first floor are the town clerk's

offices. His private office communicates directly

with the council-chamber and his clerk. His clerk

has the strong room, which is divided into inner

and outer rooms for obvious advantages, entirely

under his control. The town clerk's general office

is conveniently" near the municipal stair and the

town clerk's office. The School-Board rooms on
first floor are accessible either by the municipal or

grand jury stair, but separate from the municipal

and law departments. On the ground floor are the

three borough surveyor's offices contiguous. The
accountant's offices on the ground floor adjoin the

municipal entrance. The strong room is under the

one on first floor, and similar ; and all the strimg

rooms being over one another, and the entrance to

them from the various offices, makes them effectu-

ally strong. The pay-room, conveniently placed

as a waiting-room to the whole of the municipal

department, adjoins the bor'iugh accountant's

office, and the labourers are paid through a hatch

in same. In the basement is the labourers' waiting-

room, reached by the external entrance to base-

ment at corner of the New and Horsefair-streets,

or from the Parade-ground. The labourers ascend

the stair to pay-room, receive their money, and
pass out into the parade-ground and Horsefair-

street, or vice veraa. The hall porter's office, placed

at the public entrance in New-street, is in the centre

of all the departments. The hall keeper's rooms
on second-floor front Horsefair-street. In the base-

ment are rooms proposed to be used as kitchens

necessary to municipal buildings. The lift is con-
venient for taking coals from the basement to the

upper floors. On the first floor are two spare rooms,

and all the offices on second floor are unappro-
priated, also several in the basement.

POLTCH.

The police entrance is placed in Bishop-street, to

prevent the excitement attending arrested persons

interfering with the entrances to the principal de-

partments. The chief constable's house, at corner

of Bishop and Bowling-green-streets, is in accord-

ance with the instructions. The stair to police

department in basement is from the police entrance,

both wide and easy going. The chief constable's

office in basement contiguous the police office and
strong room. I have planned the charge office on
the ground floor at police entrance for self -evident

reasons. There is provided an inspectors' and
detectives' room, not required by your instructions,

but necessary in as much as the inspecors and
detectives cannot mix with the other members of

the force. From the large muster-room is a stair

into parade-ground, and one into dock of court

above. The store, lamp, and cleaning rooms are in

accordance wiih the requirements. A drying closet

is also provided. The cells lead out of muster-

room, and are particularly well lighted and venti-

lated by a wide and dry area in the parade-ground.
The parade-ground is a square plot containing 7t)0

square yards, with spacious drill-sheds next Bowl-
ing-green-street. The fire offices are planned from
an inspection of the most improved metropolitan
stations. Provision is made for public urmals in

Bowling-green-street instead of those now existing

in Horsefair-street. On each floor are proper lava-

tories and w.c. 's—private ones being attached to the
principal rooms. Provision is made for a heating-

chamber in basement, with stair from parade-ground
for stoker. All the coal-shoots are in the parade-

ground, to remedy the nuisance of coal being;

thrown down in the streets. Hydrants are placed,

in all the principal corridors, to be ready in case of
fire.

The three departments are thoroughly connected
in the most direct manner by the spacious and well
lighted corridors shown on plan.

On the ground-floor the c'har|:^e office and magis-
trate's clerk's room are not required by your in-

structions.

I particularly beg your attenlion to the perfect
lighting of every room, corridor, and stair ;

thorough ventilation, freedom fiom noise of the
principal departments.
The specification will explain the stniotural

arrangements, and the detailed estimate will show
how I have arrived at the total cost of the build-

ings.

With regard to cost, I have been exceedinwlj"

careful not to exreed the amount yon propose to

expend. I have made a careful calculation founded
on recent experience of London buildings, and am
thoroughly satisfied that the designs I tiave sub-

mitted to you can be perfectly and fully completed
for £28,700.

DINISG-KOOM AT " THE POPLARS," REGEN"T*S-PARK*

" The Poplars " is a large mansion in Avenue-

road, Regent's-park, belonging to Harry Taylor,

Esq., tho interior of which is being gradually^

remodeled from tho designs of Mr. J. W. Brydon,.

39, Great Marlborough-streot, NY. We now give

a view of the proposed Dining-room, t iken from,

tha architect's drawing in this year's Exhibition

of the Royal Academy. The whole of tho panel-

ing round the room and in tho hay window, the-

front of sunk fireplace, &c., is to be of oak,

stained dark and wax-polished, while tho walls

above the paneling are to be covered with old

stamped leather.

The bay window will open in tho centre into a

large conservatory, yet to be built ; and from a

window in the side opposite the fire-place most

charming views of the grounds are obtained.

The oak furniture, also from Mr. Brydon's

designs, is already in tho room, though tho side-

board only is shown in the view ; besides which a.

quaint bookcase in one corner, and a table for the

bay window, are speci tUy worthy of noiice. Tha
style throughout is an adaptation of old En^lisli

work, which seems to lend itself very easily to-

modern requirements. In this stylo also is the-

very picturesqxie Gate Lodge recently completed,

which is built of red brick and half-timbered

work, presenting a carefully designed gabl&

window towards Avenue-road.

CHIPS.

New barracks are about to be erected at Garrioch,

.

MaryhiU, near Glasgow, under the superintendence

of C.iptain Gale, R. E.

The Launceston Local Board of Health, in con-

sequence of a notice of an advance in the price of

gas. have resolved to light the town with petro-

leum oil, and have entered into a contract for the

purpose. A few petroleum lamps have already

been tried, to the satisfaction of the Bnard, who
allcije that the Ught is quite equal to that which it

replaces.

A new public hall and literary institute has been-

erected at Westbury. Mr. Srent, of Warminster,

was the architect ; Messrs. Keates, of Westbury
the contractors,

A parishioner having offered to present a peal

of five bells for the church at Cromer, Mr. Stretfield,.

architect, has examined the tower, in order to

ascertain if it is capable of sustaining the vibration

of the bells. Mr. Stretfield has reported that the

tower is one of the strongest he ever s.aw, and that

it is quite capable of sustaining the vibration of

double the number of bells. It is proposed to re-

store the "sound-windows" of the tower.

The Chapel Roval, Savoy, will be closed until S.

Luke's Day for the re-paintin? of the walls and the

insertion of new painted windows.

The directors of the Taunton Gas Company have

increased the price of gas from 5s. to .5s. *^d. per

1,000 cubic feet, m consequence of the high price of

coal.

New schools at Reckleford, near Yeovil, are

about to be erected for theTeovil School Board, at

a cost of about £2,200. Mr. J. K. Chant is the

builder.

It is proposed to erect a new church or chapel of

ease at Blandford. Dorset.

The Marlborough (Wilts) Gaslight and Coke
Company have resolved, on account of the high

price of coal, to raise the price of gas supplied by

them on and after the 1st October next to 7s. 6d.

per 1,000 cubic feet.
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S. THOMAS'S CHURCH, LOXGFORD, NEAR
COVENTRY.

THIS church, now in a forward course of erec-

tion, 18^ situated on a corner piece of land

on tho main road between Coventry and Nuneaton,

in the county of Warwick and diocese of Wor-

cester. It is constructed of red bricks, lined in-

ternally with pressed yellow or buff-coloured

biicks, with bandings and patterns of red and blue.

Stone from tho Attleborough Quarries is being

used for portions of the dressings, and Box
Ground Bath stone for dressings iu exposed situa-

tions. Tho roof is open-limberod, unstained and

covered with brindled plain tilos with bright red

coloured ridge cresting. The aisle roof, which is

of a flatter pitch and hidden by a parapet wall,

is slated. Red deal is used for all joinery. The

chancel and sanctuary are paved with encaustic

tiles, the nave and aisle passages and porch with

6in. red and blue quarries. A tower with spire

occupies the north-west angle of the building,

rising to a height of S4ft. 3in. from the floor lino

to top ef stone finial. There is a ringing loft,

access to which is obtainod by a circular stair

from porch. Corbels will be built iu to support

timbers for future bells ; tho spire is of pressed

buff bricks purposely made and built in Portland

cement. Tbe principal dimensions are figured

on the accompanying plan, the height of the side

walls being 17ft. Sin. from floor to underside of

wall-plate, aisle wall lift, high, from floor to

apes of nave rafters 3Gft. 6in. There is sitting

accommodation in the church for upwards of 300

persons. Tho contrat'tor for the work is Mr.

Nelson, buildor, of Dudley, at the sum of £2,291.

The architect from whose designs and under

whose direction the church is being executed is

Mr. John Cotton, of 15, Temple-row, Birming-

ham.

THE NEW MANCHESTER FRUIT MARKET.

THE designs for the new Manchester fruit

market which competed for the premiums
offered by the Markets Committae have been
exhibited during the week in tbe large room of

the Manchester Town Hall. Four premiums
Were offered, for which there were 13 competitors.

The first premium, £200, was awarded to Messrs.

Spekeman, Son, and Hickson, Cross-street, Man-
chester; the second, £1.50, to Messrs. Mangnall
and Littlewood, Norfolk-street ; the third, £100,
to Messrs. Clegg and Knowles, Cross-street ; and
the design for which the fourth, £50, was awarded
was the joint production of Messrs. Alley and
Wilson, Cross-street, and Mr. A. H. Davies Colley,

Chapel Walks. The site of the new market is a

triangular piece of land, extending from tho

junction of Deansgate and Victoria-street to

S. Mary's-gate, which forms its base, and em-
bracing all the ground lying between those two
streets. Tho market is intended to occupy about
2,000 square yards of this space, and the remain-
der is to be appropriated to shops, offices, &c.
The premiated designs are described by the

Manchester Guardian as follows :

—

\

The winners of the first premium, Messrs.
Spekeman. Son, and Hickson, have selected for

the market site a part of tho ground extending
from Victoria-street to Deansgate, and lying

nearly midway between the junction of those
'

streets, leaving room fcr shops and offices on each
side ; and they state that in drawing up their '

plans they have studied both simplicity and
economy in arrangement and construction. There

|

are two m;iin entrances, one from Victoria-street

and the other from Deansgate, which are situated

directly opposite each other, and communicate
'

by means of a wide central footway and two on
the sides, the former being for the accommodation

of open stalls and the latter for shops and stalls

combined. By this arrangement it is calculated

that the greatest number of stalls will beobtained.

Lock-up shops are arranged outside the building

along its entire length. The basement is cellared

all through, and it is proposed to allow each stall-

holder one or more separate cellars, approachable

from the market hall by private staircases, each

cellar to contain accommodation for storage, with

other conveniences. The wooden construction of

roof is adopted, the architects stating that they

were led to adopt that plan by the advantages to

be obtained through having a clear open space

between the shops, and there being no obstrnc-

tion in the shape of columns in the main body of

the market, thus leaving an entirely open space

of l.OiO square yards, where stalls might be

arranged in the best possible form. The advan-

tages expected to be obtained by ihis construc-

tion over a roof of iron

and glass are that it is

lighter, cheaper, and in

every way preferable.

The market will be

lighted from the top,

sides, and ends, with tlie

uption of having each

shop lit individually if

desirable. Ventilation is

provided for by means of

louvres placed at the top

and sides, the shops

being also ventilated by
louvre openings and per-

forated boards. Provision

is likewise made for the

proper ventilation of tho

collars, whirh w.ll be lit by iron grids filled up

with strong rough plate-glass, and by light enter-

ing under tho stall boards. The estimated cost

of^tha building thus designed is £1U,000.

The design of Messrs. Mangnall and Littlewood

gives the rnarket a cruciform shape, and places

it in the centre of the plot of land, their reason

for the adoption of this plan being that it leaves

those portions of the ground which are most valu-

able for shops or commercial purposes free for

euch use. The ground spared from the market,

according to their plan, would be suitable for

shops of various sizes, and would afford com-

manding frontages. An hotel, a plan of which is

embraced in the general design, is guggested for

the pointed end of the site near Victoria Bridge,

with shops occupying portions of the ground floor

on each side. The entrances to the market are

from Victoria- street and Deansgate, with a third

one through an arcade from S. Mary's-gate. This

plan gives eight shops of largo size, averaging

20ft. by 18ft. in the market and its approaches,

18 smaller shops or inclosed stalls, 16ft. by 5ift.

each, and 32 stalls e.ich 16ft. by oft. all of which

are placed in good thoroughfares in the market.

Tho basement story in this plan is cellared

throughout, and is divided into numerous lock-up

cellars, each approached from the main corridors.

Provision is made for the lighting and ventilation

of the cellars, and lifts or hoists are also provided.

The area of tho market, with transepts, arcades,

and half of passage, is 2,005 square yards
;
the

length is lS4ft., and the breadth 66ft., in addition

to two transepts, each 41ft. by 56ft.
^
The

estimated cost of carrying out the design is

£27,000.

Messrs. Clegg andKnowles, by their plan, pro-

pose to erect the market at the northern end of

the ground, near Victoria-bridge, leaving the

portion towards S. Mary's-gata for shops. The

market, if built according to the plan of those

gentlemen, would be bounded on three sides by

its own walls, embracing the whole of the ground

at that end of the plot, and only on the fourth

side would it .adjoin other buildings. It would

contain thirty-five stalls besides other necessary

offices, and easy access between the stalls and

the cellars into which tho basement story is

divided would be provided for. The cost of

executing tho building in stone according to the

drawines, would amount to about £23,000, ex-

clusive" of the dome, and to £25,000 with the

dome. Tho plans also provide for the laying out

of the remainder of the ground into sites for

arcades, shops, offices, &c.

The fourth successful design gives a market,

embracing an area of 2,000 square y.ards, with

adjoining buildings for shops, offices, &c., built

in the French Gothic style. The market occu-

pies the northoru end of tho plot, the remainder

being appropriated to other buildings. Tho esti-

mated cost is £18,500.

THE SITE FOR A COUNTRY HOUSE.

TO enlarge on the advantages of a well -wooded
undulating country, aays the Gardeners'

Magazine, cannot ,be needful. But it may be
worth remarking that undulations of surface^

and even extensive views, are not in every in-

stance essential to render a place delightful to

its possessor, and, indeed, to all who see it. A.

tame flat may bo made interesting and beautiful

by suitable architecture and judicious planting.

Among many examples of noble gardens for

which nature has done little as to the formation
of the ground, but art much by mOiaus of build-

ing and trees, two occur to me as worthy of

special mention. Moor Park, which Lord Bacon
and Sir Willi.am Temple considered scarcely to

bo equalled for be.auty, is a dead level redeemed
from tameness by noble trees and historical asso-

ciations. In like manner, the grounds of London
House, at Fulham, famous in the annals of arbori-

culture for the work done by Loudon under the

direction of Bishop Compton, are nearly as lovet

as a billiard-table, and owe all their beauty to

tho design and the furniture, which are admir-
ably appropriate to the limited dimensions of tho

place. In walking through such grounds our
minds are so occupied in admiring the fine effects,

produced by skilful planting that we are apt to

give the credit to nature, wiio may be said to

have done nothing, and forget tho claim art has
upon ns, which in reality has done everything -^

for though tho growth of trees is a matter over

which man has but little control— it is wholly

nature's work—it is the business of art to select

the kinds best adapted for special purposes, and
assign to each its place in the general scheme.
While, therefore, a flat surface may be made both

interesting and beautiful, it is still true that

beautiful natural scenes, extensive prospects,

and, in short, an undulating and fertile country,

is to be preferred. In such a scene art may not

only find an abundant opportunity for improving,

what nature has done, but also for adding fea-

tures consistent with tho requirements both of

necessity and taste; but there is no substitute

for breezy uplands, far-stretching views over

hill and dale, with their multiform outline of

thicket, wood, and water, sometimes softening

into green dimples of turf, at others rising

into bold masses and rugged escarpments,

and with shifting shadows and changing co-

lours, deepening as autumn approaches into

amber and russet and fiery hues ; tho wholft

perhaps rendered additionally attractive by his-

toric scenes and remains of architectural

grandeur. In such a scene the lover of pic-

turesque beauty is well compensated if in his

own grounds there are defects which art must bet

called upon to hide, and it will be well also if not

one beautiful feature is blotted out or marred in

the endeavour to soften down some ruggednoss.

of outline, or add artificial embellishments to that

which cannot be improved. When a suitable site

has been found it is well to consider what ara

the probabilities of its being some day made
hideous by a r,iilway, a factory, or a cluster of

mean tenements; for disappointments of this

kind are common in these days of ' improvement.'*"

Ancestral properties of great extent afford some
security against encroachment, when those form

a portion of the boundary, and make a con-

spicuous feature in the scenery. Large lakes

and tidal rivers are generally pretty secure

against innovations, and if there is a wide choice

of sites in a fine county it is best to select a.

spot as near as possible to the particular feature

which gives it its principal charm. By so doing

the chances of being " built-in " are lessened, and

the possessor may incur considerable expense in

making the best of a fine situation without fear

of being at last disgusted by the establishment

of objectionable surroundings. It is a most im-

portant matter to ascertain boforedeciding on the

purchase of a property whether there is a good

supply of water, or, indeed, water of any sort. A.

small supply may perhaps be improved, and the

sinking of a well may insure an abundance of

this great necessity of life. But it is an easy matter

to be deceived. How often have I, when called

in to advise on the laying out of a garden,

he.ird doleful tales of deception practised on

the purchaser of a property by agents and
others interested in securing a purchaser. Some
acquaintance with geology may be of great ser-

vii;i< to a person who cm apply it to an investi-

g.ition of the district, but a profound acquaintance

with that useful science is not always sulficiout

to enable one to predicate that on such a spot

water may be found by boring for it. A stream
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flowing through may be made both useful and

orninicDtal, and the hydraulic ram affords tlie

mpans of foicing water up a considerable incline

fortle supply of a house, if in the first instance

tho water is at hand, and in the next if a slight

fall can he oltaibed to supply the leqviisite power

for the working of tho ram. Springs of the purest

water are sometimes met with on the summits of

low hills, and proximity to such a source of supply

is of ine.'-tinijible benefit. So, agaiu, the natural

draiuage of the land may be turned to account

for i-cme domestic purposes as well as for the use

of the gardi n ; but it is seldom that such a source

of suj ply Bi^fEces for all the purposes required.

If water occurs in any shape, mechanical appli-

ances exist for raising it to any required level,

and to supply the house becomes more or less a

question of expense. A rill which can be im-

pounded, or a well which will never go dry

—

the.'-eare the best sources of water when there is

neither a large stream nor the service of a water

company. -
FROM GLASGOW.

JN the neighbouring burgh of Crossbill, church
architecture is at present the leading feature

in the way of building. The Established Church,
"which has een for some time in course of erection,

is to be opened at'Out the middle of next month,
and the Kpiscopal Church, in Pollokshaw's-road,
will follow in November. The building of another
Free Church is likely shortly to be commenced

;

and as th ' .sittings in Camphill Church Hall are

almost wholly let, it may be expected that ground
for the church itself will ere loug be broken On
the Gorbals side of the City a building at the
corner of Elgin and Mackinlay-streets for the
United Presbyterian Church is expected to be

ready for occupancy iu ahout a montti. In Govan,
a liurgh ahout two miles west of Glasgow.
Free S. Mary's Church is in course of construc-
tion. The site is adjacent to the public square
and opposite t * the railway-station, and is ad-
mirably adapted for the prosecution of those open-
air evangelistic efforts hitherto canieii on with
so much success by its minister, and also for

territorial operations among a large working-class
population. Alongside of the church are two
halls, connected by folding-doors, and capable of

containing nearly 700 persons. The extra .ao-

commoilation is specially designed for the
prosecution of evangeliilic and educational work.
One of the Free Chu.ches iu Govan has
)ust been converted into a music-hall, and,
although repainted in the style appropriate to

such places, its interior still bears traces of its

former occupancy. It has accommodation for
about 1,300 per.sons. On the Gorbals, or "South
Side ' of the City, a hall is in course of construc-
tion on the site of the Wellington-place .\cademy.
Th" school will be continued on the street Uoor.
where the accommodation consists of two small
halls, lavatories, &c. The entire space of th.-

flcor above is included in the public hall, which
is _7(ift. in length, GGft. in width, and 36ft. in
height, and is designed to accommodate about
2,000 pertons. The platform is on the east side,

and a gallery is carried around the throe others.
On each side of the platform are ante-rooms with
lavatoiios, and at tho back of the hall is a

kitchen. Tho hall is lighted by a clerestory, by
windows overlooking Commer.ial-rosid, and by
stained-glass windows behind the platform. It is

expected tha it will be opened in about a month.
In the immediate neighbourliood—in Crown-
street—the !^outh-side Assembly Rooms have
just been "inaugurated." The rapid growth of
Glasgow has perhaps in no district been so marked
as in the east. Among the later and more im-
poitant additions may be mentioned the work-
shops of the Howe Sewing Machine Company.
Tho structure, said to be the largest sowing-
machine f.'.ctory in Europe, occupies an area en-
closed by Avenue, Fielden, and Barrowfiold-
streets; the piiucipal building, extending alonn
Avenue-^treet and aluitting on Barrowfield-streer,
tas a fioi tage of .lOOft , with a height of four
stories and attics; the building in Fielden-.street
is three eioiies high, with a frontage of Ki'jft.

;

the japanning fhi p is of four stoiies with 8r)ft. ol

frontage; and tho store-house in the centre is

95lt. )n length, and four stories iu hei.ht. Tho
movement, which was originated in the beginning
of the year, to cicct a monument iu Glasgow

—

hit native city, and of whose University he was
twice Lord Rector— to Thomas Campbell, the
author of •' I he Pleasures of Hope," does not pro-
mise a very speedy attainment of its object.

The money received amounts to !-900, while the

Committee is desirous of raising upwards of

X2,000, in ord ^r to erect a fitting memori;i.l to

the poet iu a public p irt of the city. Pending a

considerable augmcLta^ion of the funds, no steps

have been taken to obtain designs, and no site

has yet been fixed upon for the monument.
Tho only full-length statue of Campbell i- that

in Westminster Abbey, and with the exc^^ption of

the tine bust in the Corporation Galleries—the

gift of a private individual—Glasgow contains

no memorial of one of her most distiuguislied

sons.* At a recent meeting of the Town Coun-
cil, the Lord-Provost called attention to what he

described as the disgraceful state of the North
llritish Railway Station in Queen street. It was
at present consiiiered by evoryonetuat frequented

it to be attended with great inconveni 'Uce to the

public, and was, he thought, also very danger-

ous. The time had come when some measures
must be taken to cure this very great incon-

venience to the public. At the same meeting
t le Lord-Provost, in moving the adoption of the

minutes on sewage, said that the Committee
asked for further light upon the subject, and
could n-'t at present fix upi)n ascMeme. It would

require more ability than his Lordship possessed,

or any of the Committee probably, to jud-re of

such a matter, and it appeared to him a

Congress should be invited of ^liEferent parties

in the neighbourhood and in the Valo-of-Clyde to

consiiler the best plan to bn ad >pted. At the last

held meeting of the Water Couiniittee it was
shown by the engineer's report that the avera-^^e

daily consumption was 32,400.000 gallons, and
by the treasurer's that the increase in revenue
duiing the year was i'2,6l'3. "is. Id.

luilding Jutellif|fnc(?.

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

Bath.—On Thnrsday week the new church oF

S. Andrew, West Wjilcot, Bath, was opened. Sir

Gilbert Scott is the architect. The style i.-^ Karly
Docorated. Tbe buiidiu.r consists of a nave and
chancel, with nave and ch:ini_'.ol aisles, and seats

are provided for over 1,000 persons. The material

used in the construction has been mainly Bath
atoue, the arches being relieved by the use of blue

Corsham Down and red Bishop's Lydeanl stone,

while the plinths, bases, and caps of columns are

o'" lla,m'iiU stone. Up to the present time about

^17,000 has been spent on the buildiui^. This does

not include the tower and spire, aud it is expected
t lat by the time tho church is completed it will

have cost at least £25,000.

BiERLET.—Two stained-glass windows havo
boeu erected in the parish church of Bierley,

Yorkshire, one ou the north side of large dimen
sions being 12 ft. by 5,t. Tho entire window ia

filled with th'' su'ijuctof the Nativity of our Lord.

In tho foreground is seen tho Virgin wit!i the

lufant Jesus, S. Jcsoph standing behind, and the

aliopberds appearing iu tho dstance. The upper
pa-'t of the window is filleil with angels. Tlie

her window is one of the eastern lights in the

church, the subject being "Our T,ord BKis.qing

Children." The windows are the work of Mr.

Baguloy, of Newcastle -on-Tyne.

BiRKKNHEAD.
—

'I he foundation-stono of a new
(Roman) Catholic church, dedicated to S Law
renco, was laid on Sunday week Tho now edilico

will be iu the Early Knglish style At present

only the nave is intended to bo built. The di-

mensions of the nave are 101ft. Gin. lon^', bv
(iOft. broad. The chancel is intended to be 45ft

long by 30ft. wide. On the Gospel side will

staud a roomy organ-chamber, 30ft. by 22ft.

The church is to be built of Flaybrick Hill stone,

with Runcorn red sandstone quoius and dre--siugs.

The buildintf will not cost more t lan t;:^,00d. U
will seat about 800 persou-s. Tho architect is

Mr. James O'Byrne, of Liverpool,

Bury.—A new Congregational chapel was
opened on Wednesday at Ridcliffe, near Bury,

Lancashire. Its extreme inside dim-nsions are

76ft. Gin. by 40ft. Gin., and 28ft. Gin. high. Tlie

cost of the building complete, including t le archi-

tects' commission ynd laying out the grounds, is a

little over £3.000. Tho aichitocts aro Messrs.

Maxwell jind Tuko, of Bury. Kxternally the walls

are solidly built of brick, faced with stocks all

* la the same (lalleiio-^ there is a portrait iu oU, the gift

of tho Olasijow CiLmpbell Ciub.

nund. The openings are deeply r3ces3©d. Tbe
d 6ssing^ are of polished Yorkshire stone. Accom-
modation is provided for hOO persons.

Carlisle Cathedral.—A uew reredos is being
erectod in Carlisle Cathedral iu place of the blank
wuU and screen which formerly stood beljind the
Communion-table. It 's built upon what appears
to be the foundation of tbe old screen or reredos.

This crossed the choir one buy west of east
wall of choir, leaving a passage-way connect-
ing the north and south aisles. The design for

the rei'edos has been, of necessity, so made as to

avoid as much as possihlo any interference with
the east window, ou which so much of the beauty
aud effect of the i^hoir depend. It consists of an
arcade of five divisions in the centre above the
altar, aud of a simpler arcade of three divisions on
each side. The centre arcade has trefoiled

arches with gablets abovo,, finished with figures

of angels The pauils are to bo filled with
mosaic. Tho arcades on each side of the centre

have their panels filled with inlaid marble. The
crossing of the arches is very much after tho
fashion of that in the early arcadiug in the choir

aisles. It is the iutention of the Dean aud Chapter
faccordiug to the Ctirl<sle Patriot) to erect

scieeus of currospording character on the north
aud south side of the altar, and opou traceried oak
screens under the other arches between these and
the choir stalls, and to lay down a ne* pavement
iu the choir and erect a new bishop's throne. The
reredos has been executed by Mr. Earp, from the

designs of the Cathedral architect, Mr. G. E.

Street, K.A.

East Dereham.—On Thursday, the 11th inst.,

the memnrial-stoue of a new Congregational

C'hapel Was laid at East Davo lam. The b.iildiog

wili be Gothic iu style, the front being faced with

hlue Kentish Rjigstone, with Bathslone dressings.

There will be throe euti'auc.-.s—a large central

recessed doorway and two side doors. At the

north-west corner will be a tjwer and spiro 112ft,

iu heii;ht Over the central entrance will bo

a large five-light tracery window, 20ft. in

height. The bui ding will be called *'Cowper

Congregational Church," from the fact that it

occupies the site of the house iu which William

Cowper spent hia last days.

Frampton Cotterell.—A new Congregational

chapel was opened at Fr,imptou Co.terell, near

Biif.td, on tho 10th instaat. The style is Deco-

rated, and the building is erected from designs

hy Mr. W. Uawtiti. of Bristol, by Mr. Foster,

:'uilder. The chapel is built of local stone,

and will hold about 3o0 people. Kxclusive of

the site, the cost of the chapel is about ill,400.

Higher Broughton.—The corner-stone of a

new Presbyterian Church and Schools was laid

on the Uth inst. The church and sch >ols will

consist of nave, 74ft. 4iQ long by 29ft. 4in. wide,

with aisles on either side, 8ft. wide,

and transepts 20ft. 4in. wide (the latter

for school-children), at

the chuich, ri^ht and
platform. The style is

Ttie exterior of the edifice

will be executed in Pierropout stone, with cut

stone dressings. Messrs. Price and Liuklater,

A.li.I B.A., of Guardian Insurance Chambers,

Croya-street, are tho architects, and Messrs. Neill

and Son, the contractors. Tlie total cost of the

building will be about £7,000. Tne church is to

accommodate over 6U0 adults, aud the lecture-hall

about 3J0.

Lightclu'fe .—The corner-stone of a new
churcli, deoicited to S. JMatthew, at Ligbtcliffe,

near Halifax, was laid on Tuesday by Mrs. Foster.

The ctiurch has been designed by Mr. W. S.

Bai her, of Halifax, in the Tuird Pointed or Per-

pendicular stylo ol the 15th century. The ar-

rangement consists of nave, aisies, baptist, ry,

chancel, and organ-cliainbers, with vestries ad-

joining tho same. Tho principal eutraace to the

building is through the tower, whicu is placed at

the west end of the north aisle. Sittings are

being provided for about 550 (.ersons. 1 he walls

are fined with ashlar, and the roofs are of low-

pitch, and framed wita heavy timbers aud lioarded

tbroughout. A serious accident uccurred during

the ceremony of laying the fouudation-stone. The
btone had been raised in order that the mortar

might be spread, when some iron snapped and

tie crane uoeled over on to the sp.-ctators.

Several ladies were seriously irjuied, and it is

feared that one may not recuver. It appjars the

wui'Lit of tho corner-bt.iUo had caused the cast

iron to snap. This iron was about three-quarters

containing galleries

the south end of

left of the pulpit

Early French Gothic,
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of an incb thick, and many per- onsivlioosnminecl

it v.era rf opini -n t'^at it was dofeclive in qua'itv.

The crime was made to raise a ton and a half

;

the corner-ftone only weighed aliout three-quar-

te.s of a ton.

Norwich Cathedral.—Tho demolition of one

of tlie canonical houses attached to the (.'athodral

at Norwich, lately occupied by the Master of

Catherine Hall, has expose! to view the remains

of the Norman refectory of the Benedictine con-

vent, discovering many features of great interest

to the archaeologist hitherto concealed from sight.

The house now destroyed was formed most

awkwardly out oc a long narrow gallery running

over the south walk of the cloisters, together

with tn-o lartre Norman apartments aliove whai

is known as •• The Dark Entry," at the south-east

corner of the cloister area. It had, therefore, no

ground-floor, and was in most respects as ill-con-

trived and inconvenient a residence as possible.

The refectory at Norwich lay, as usual, along the

siile of the chaster farthest from the c'lurch. n-a-

tendius; its whole length. It was a grand Norman

hall. 150ft. long, ligbted by a ro.v of small round

headed windows high up in the wall. These

windows were pierced in the alternate spaces of a

continuous area e running from end to end of the

room, both on the exterior and interior. Within

there was a s cond arcade, a sliort distance b 'yon 1

the first, fo ming a triforium or wall passage.

The o.ver part of the wall was also decorated

with an arcade, but the whole of this has been cut

away to gain space, and it is only traceable

through the arrangement of the masonry. Every

feature of the upper arcade is recoverable, and

a large portion of it remains in situ. Orders

have been given by the D-an and Chapter for its

repair, and it is in contemplation to reconstruct

the two Normau apjirtrntnts above " the Dark
Entry," which formed the dining and drawing-

rooms of tbe house as a Cathedral Library. Part

of the original pavemi'nt of these rooms remains,

and some interesting wall decorations of Norman

date have been discovered under the whitewash.

Tbe stones in many places have been reddened by

fire—a memorial oi the great conflagration of the

Cathedral and its buildings in 1272, arising out of

a quarrel b 'tween tbe piior and the citizens.

Newcastle.—The foundation-stone of the new
church of S. Giles, Newcastle-under-Lyme, was

laid on Tuesday. The new church will be the

fourth which, when finished, will have occupied

the site. The first erection dated fiom the 13'.h

century and pai t of the original tower still exists,

with additions of later periods. The new building

is designed by Sir Gilbert Scott and will be Eirly

En.glish in style, like tbe old tower (which will

remain) and will consist of a nave of sis bays. It

will be 97ft. Gin. Ion-, and 29ft. wide, with nave

aisles the same length, and 14ft. wide. The
chancel v\ill be of two bays, 28ft. by a width of

27tt, The sacrarium will be 27ft. by 1.0ft. ; and

there will be two chancel aisles, 28ft. long by 16ft.

wide. The extreme length of the church from

the east face of the tower to the west buttress will

be ]50lt., and the estieme width will be 75ft.

Tbe new church will accomjiodate about 1,050,

including children. Sir (iilbert Scott's estimate

of the cost was i,12,000, but the tenders which

have been received are for much larger sums, and

it is very improbable that the actual outlay, if the

desig'i is fullr carried out, will be less thuu

£17,000 or £18,000.

Newcastle.—The Archbishop of Westminster

opened tlie new (Roman) Catholic Church of

S. Dominic, Newcastle-on-Tyno last week. The
style of the buildiuir is semi-Romanesque. The
design is by Mr. Archibald Dunn, of t le fii'm of

Dunn and Hansom, of Newcastle. The church

consists of nave, aisles, transepts, and chancel.

The chapels of the Rosary and S. Joseph are in

the transepts The total interior length i-* 170ft..

and the width 67ft. The nave and chancls are

of the same width, 30ft., and are separated by a

lofty chancel arch 50ft. in height. The internal

height of the nave is 70ft The roof over the

chancel is divided by arched ribs into panels.

The planning of the sacristies is peculiar. 1 hey

are arranged as a large ambulatory round the

semi-circular apse of the church. The centre

portion is projected beyond the rest, and con-

tains the cope chest and the vesting altar. At
one end they are connected with tbe cloisters of

the monastery and at the other with the church.

In tre^.ting the interior of the church, the use of

plaster has been avt)ided ; the architectural

features are carried out in stone, and the wall

spaces are lined with a fine quality of white

bricks, pointed with red joints. Only a limited

amount of decoration has been introduced into

the sanctuary, where the same simple treatment

has been carried out, the ornamentation being

stencilled on the bricks. The altar is raised 10ft.

above the nave. It presents the appearance of

having been cut from a solid block of stone, and

is covered with richly gilt and illutninated

diaper. The centre panel contains the Crucitixion
;

and at the angl'S are niches containing statues

of S. Peter and ^. Paul. The tabernacle which

stands on the altar is of hammered metal work, and

has been manufactured by Messrs. Hardman, of

Birmingham. Tbe floor of the sanctuary and

chapels"is laid with Godwin's (Hereford) antique

.glazed tiles, closed with margins of Irish

green marble. The wrought-iron railings, the

gates outside the buildings, and the gas-Bttings

rnsido have b en supplied by Mr. Dovey, of

Manchester. The most notable feature of the

exterior is the composition of the west end gable,

which is 80ft. in height. The general contractors

hav e been Mr. Hudspeth, for mason work ;
and

Mr. Whichello, carpenter work.

Pes'dleton.—On Saturday the foundation-stone

of a new congregational school chapel iJ-as laid

at Pendleton. Lancashire. The chapel will be in

the Early English style, one story high, and will

be of bi'i'-k, with stone dressin.'S. It will afford

aocommolation for about 380 persons. The

schoolroom will be 49ft. by 301t ;
and the build-

ing will also contain a superintendent's room,

two class rooms, and infants' schoolroom. The

cost will be about £1.000. The architect is

Mr. 0. Edwards, Manchester.

S. Alb,\n's Abbev.—Upwards of £17,000 has

now been subscribed to the fund for the repara-

tion of S. Alban's Abbey. The Herts Guardian

remarks that visitors to the Abbey, standing at

the juncture of the nave, choir, and transepts,

cannot he but highly gratified at the contrast be-

tween the past of a few years ago, and the pre-

sent. Then the two arches north-east of 'he

tower were cracked out of the perpendicular,

threatening to fall and bring down the great

tower in their ruin.s, as at Chichester. This

calamity was timely averted, and the fine Nor-

man work of this part of the Abbey seems as it

looked six or seven centuries ago. The old

Saxon remains in t le .south transept are interest-

ing, and the Roman bricks and other materials

used in the structure are now well displayed.

In addition to what has been done there is also

worth notice and inspocti'm the immense quanti-

ties of architectural fragments—rich stonework

of curious and quaint devices in two closets in

the south transept, in a vaulted cellar south of

the transept, and at the west end of the Abbey.

These fragments, it is supposed, are partly from

the L'ady Chapel and paitly from the arcades of

the north and south aisles; and it is expected that

most of them will be worked up again. No more

pieces of S. Alb m's shrine have been discovered

of late, but it is expected that some of the north-

side fragments will yet be found. The erecti'm

of the shrine of S. Ampbibalus has been begun in

the Lady Chapel, but it is very imperfect, so fuv;

pieces having been found in comparison with the

shrine of S. Alb, in. Still the portions found have

been fixed together with great care—joined once

more after having been broken and demolished

for many centuries.

WiKsiiAM.—A new reredos has been erected in

the parish chui'ch of Winsham. Devon, from the

design of Ml Ewan Christian, by Mr. H. Hems.

The reredos is composed principally cf alabaster,

and is a little over 8ft. high, and about the same

width. The reredos recesses back 8in., 5in. or

Gin. above the line of the altar, and thus forms

the re-table. Above this, and within a moulded

arc.ading, are three panels, the central one

taking the form of a vesica. This contains a

fisrureof Our Lord, in majesty. In the panels on

either side are sculptured, in high relief, prophets,

saints, virgins, and angels in adoration. These

figures are all executed in Caen stone, with gold

tessei^a) background. Above these are sculptured

angels. The «rcad-"ng that surrounds these

sculptures is supported by polished mari le

columns, over which are foliated capitals, carved

in alabaster, representative of the ivy, oak, thorn,

itc. Immediately above the vesica is a cross in

black marble, set in a circle of gold tesseras
;

anl other circular panels, inlaid with various

coloured Devonshire marbles, are introduced in

other parts of the structure. The whole is sur-

mounted by a cornice, wherein the passion-flower

!S carved in the deep hollow running the entire

length from north to south.

BCILDISOS.

Glasgo'w.—The new Clydesdale Bank, now-

being erected in Glasgow, will be a builrling of

considerable merit. Designed bv Mr. Burnet,

I. A., in the Venetian style of .architecture, and

modeled after the French school, the building

has a frontage cf 134ft, and extends backwards

109ft. Risingto the height of three stories, tho

structure consists of a rusticated basement, the

first floor of the Ionic and the s-icond of tho

Corinthian order, with balustrade above. The
entrance porch is two stories high, and the

door is archC'l, and supported on either side by

red granite columns, with Ionic capitals of free-

stone. Above the doorway are eight coupled

columns, surmounted by a semi-circular pediment,

in which are carved the arms of the city, while

on either side are artistic groups of sculpture,

representing "Industry" and ' Commerce."

Glasgow.—New offices have just been erected

in Glasgow for the Scottish Amicable lusuranoe

Company. Tbe principal floor is raised above

the level of the street, there being a basement

with a wide area, across which a porch extends.

At each end of the facade there are smaller

doors by which entrance can be had. The
windows on the ground floor as well as on the

first and second floors, are semi-circular-headed,

with polished granite columns, and the spandrels

formed by the arches are filled in with well-

designed ornaments. A cornice immediately

above runs along the front of the bull ling and

round tbe porch. On either side of the centre

window on the first flat there is a niche con-

taining carved figures representing "Truth "and
'Justice." Over all there is an entablature. A
balustrade runs along above tbe cornice, and is

stopped over the centre windows to allow space

for the principal figure which adorns the build-

ing. The figure is a representation of ' Amity.'

The building was d esigned by Messrs. Campbell

Douglas, and Sellers, of Glasgow.

Glasgo'w.—New warehouses are being erected

in Glasgow for Messrs. Fraser and McLaren.

Ths style is Venetian. The Argyle-street front

has one central doorway, •«'ith two pilasters on

each side, which project on the pavement. The

projection caused by the entrance is can ied up

tho entire height of the building. The Buchanan-

street front presents a similar appearance, while

the court is designed like an arcade. The
celebrated " Tontine Faces," which were secured

by the late Mr. Fraser, have been cleaned, and

are now used as keystones to tho windows on the

upper floor round the court. The cost of the

structure will be close on £20,000. The build-

ing was designed and superintended by Mr.

VvTuiam Spence, LA. of Glasgow.

London.—A large group of buildings, nearly

140ft. in depth and 70ft. high, is now being

erected in Old-square, Lincoln's Inn. There

will be five stories, all an-anged as suites of

chambers—a large room for the barrister, a

smaller one for the clerk, anrl a very compbte

arrangement for subsidiary offices. The build-

ings are Domestic Gothic in style, from designs

by Sir G. G. Scott, R.A. They are faced with

red brick, with dressings of Ancaster stone.

On the main front will be two bold bay windows,

running nearly the whole height of the building,

and at the southern end will be another window

of similar character. There are in the intervals

between these, large four-light windows, with

cinquefoil tracery heads. The window heads on

the topmost ttory are arched, and at that level nu

enriched carved cornice runs tnroughout. The
chimney-stacks are characteristic specimens of

brickwork. Mr. Stirling, of Belvidere-road, has

supplied the slating, which is of a peculiar green

tint. At either end of the upper storv are two

small projecting octagonal turrets. The front

facing Old-square is similar in character, but

without bay windows, and all the entrances and

opproaches are from this side. The probable

cost of the buildings will be about £60,0 lO.

Messrs. Jackson and Shaw are the contractors,

Mr. Kaberry is clerk of the works, and Mr. John

Jackson, the foreman.

Welshpool.—On Monday afternoon, tho two

foundation-stones of the new town hall, as.size

courts, and market hall were laid. I'he cost of

the entire buildings, which are being carried out

by Mr. Richard Price, of Shrewsbury, from plans

by Mr. B. Lay. architect, Welshpool, including

the purchase of adjoining property, will be about

X10,0U0.
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.

••WHAT A HOUSE SHOULD BE. VERSUS DEATH IN

THE HOUSE,"*

MR, BAKDWELL as a veteran in the warfare
of fariitary scicuco against igi orance and

prejudice, deserves our support. By the very title

of his former work, published more than a quarter
of a ceniury ago—"Healthy Homes"—he paved
the way for futurr labours in the same field. As
we '^vl•ite the autumnal crop of victims to typhoidal
iind other fevers, bred from defects in domestic

. buildings and iheir appliances, is being offered

up, as if it were a sacrifice to Moloch. More
than one noble family at this moment have
members striken down by the fell disease, which
it is well-known comes from easily proventiblo
cau.'ses ; but as no scion of a royal house happens
at the moment to be in danger, the public
slumliers as of yore, though threatened by a foo

which kills as surely as a bullet from a gun. A
Eerious defect in the compilation of "Healthy
Homes," which militated against its complete
success, was a certain discursive character, which
has, to a great extent, been avoided in this later

work. Although its author, as though too full of

matter and urged on by his zeal, is apt to dilate

upon other themes than that he has in hand, his

r.'imbles are now shorter and more restrained
;

and the general scheme of the book could hardly
be improved. After a short introduction the
general condition of the present aud tbo past, as

regards domestic buildings, is sketched in the
fii'st chapter. " The Bane " is then dwelt upon
and described in detail in a second, and under
the head of " The Antidote," the several remedies
the author proposes are described in the body of

the work, grouped under the subjects appertain-
ing successively to water, earth, fire, aud air.

The bcdrocm and sudatorium have each a
feparate chapter to themselves, and finally the
domestic architecture of the future is made the
peg for some valuable advice on sundry matters

;

and as an appendix, a collection of sanitary
recipes is added, containing many useful hints
both to architects and householders. As .on

example of what a house should bo, an illus-

tration is given in tho frontispiece, with a plan
in the body of the work, of a villa designed by Mr.
Seddon to incorporate the views of tho author. In
the former of these is particularly noliceablo the
roof, wholly of glass (seo illustration) to be
utilised as a conservatory, and in tho latter tho
severance of tho w.atercloset from tho main building
with the intervention of an octagonal smaller
greenhouse to be tilled with plants, thus wholly
obviating the chance of contamination to which 99

* London : "Dean and Sou.

WHAT A. HOUSE SHOULD HE.

out of 100 mansions as well as ordinary houses are

now fatally exposed. The book is one w-hich

addresses itself rather to the public than to the

architectural profession ; but .as it does not pretend

to give nostrums which could supersede the

employment of skilled practitioners, but rather

exposes the dangers attending the present system

of depending upon quacks, and deplores the evils

of speculating builderdom, we cannot but hail

its advent and wish it success. Tho author

inveighs against the modern watercloset system,

and would seem to have a preferance for tho earth

system, but recognising tho difficulty of tho intro-

duction of the latter upon tho onormou.? scale

that would be required in tho metropolis and
large cities, and the actual existence of tho costly

system of sewers already executed in most im-

portant towns, he points out how it may be de-

prived of the great d.anger with which it is

certainly fraught at present. If every soil-pipe

were ventilated there could bo no accummulation
of pent-up foul gas to lurk below the closet-traps,

and burstupwards whenever tho hoppor is opened
;

as it is, the soil-pipe is, in 99 cases out a hundred,

the only vent for the gas from the sowers, con-

ducted, as if its special purpose were to convey
such into our houses, into buildings, and there

terminating ; so that tho suction of the heated

interior must draw the poison whither it is most
deleterious. " The corrosion of these load soil-

pipes," says Mr. Bardwell, "proceeds from ho

interior, and is caused by seworgas, and when
these pipes are unvontilated, holes will occur in

them in from eight to ten years. When venti-

lated by an air-pipe running from them into the

open air they may remain whole for eighteen to

twenty years." And again, "In making alter-

ations to a house, a chase is frequently cut down
the walls—even those of a drawing-room—for tho

reception of a lead soil-pipe, the chase merely
covered with canvas and papered over. Now
this soil-pipe is of lead, soldered with soft solder

throughout its whole length, and sure to b,

corroded sooner or later by its contents, wliicli

being sometimes acid and sometimes alkaline,

chemistry cannot remedy. Through these cor-

rosions putrid gases must flow into the heated

rooms. Moreover these Boil-pipos are seldom

hermetically fastened into the drain, therefore the

sewer-gases issue upwards between tho pipe aud
its casing, whether this is of wood or brick, and

thus in these cases also there is ' Do.ith in the

House." The above is a sample of statements given

from the author's long experience, aud which cannot

bo controverted. Another woU-kuowu example
is cited of "Death in tho Abbey," which occurred

when Dean Buckland meddlod with some drains in

Westminster, and Mr. Bardwell fears it will also

soon be found in th© church, while, in spito of Lord
Palmorston's law, interments are permitted there-

in. Ages ago a dean, probably wishing to check
the practice, said the floor of the chuich was so
filled with corpses that ho could only grant a space
eighteen inches square for the body of ' rare Ben
Johnson," so " rare Ben " had to be buried in an
upright posture. Mr. Bardwell certainly con-
tinues, " Thank heaven the church is not so filled,"

but it has often struck us that this practice,
through false sentiment, is too often followed now,
and that in our own time, enough bodies have been
buried within the Abbey to breed a plague. In
the paper read by Mr. Sodden at tho luslituto of

Architects on " Grosmont Church," published
in tho Building News at the time, tho
condition resulting from such a practice was
detailed. For our part, we cannot see why
memorials cannot be set up in the Abbey, purely
artistic, and without the mortal remains of the
illustrious dead being actually stored below to

poison tho living. We do not believe that any
precautions can keep them there ; but that thoy
will resolve themselves in'o gases and burst
through leaden coffins, concrete pavements, and
all fly up into the air, as Mr. Bar.'well asseits, and
we feel inclined to ask with him " How long is

this revolting, pernicious, and anti-C!iristian

practice to be continued—turning a glorious
temple, erected for the worship of tho Almighty,
into a charnel-house? ' The above extracts will

show that there is food for thought in these pages,
and though it does not protend to bo a scientific

or exhaustive treatise on the several subjects
touched upon it, wo may sincerely wish it

success for the behoof of both author and readers.

AN ENGLISH TRANSLATION OP VIOLLET LE DUO 8

LECTURES ON ARCHITECTURE.*

With the sanction of tho distinguished author,

and under the conviction that his admirable
work, so widely appreciated, will by its means be-

come still more generally knowu to his English

brethren, Mr. IJucknall has undertaken the

translation of M. lo Due's lectures on architec-

ture. Those of our readers who are nut familiar

with the work in the original will do well to

become acquainted wii;h it through this transla-

tion. The author's knowledge of his subj.^ct is

undoubtedly unsurpassed, and his elucidatiDU of

it is so able and completo as to ba easily followed

by all of average meut.d capacity. Tracing
architecture from its oarly bo. innings, he follows

it throughout the Greek and Roman periods and
the .Middle Ages down to the days of tlio Renais-

sance, and then shows the application of the im-
mutable principles which governed its develop-
ment, pointing out the course which beginners

* Vi jllet to Dui-'a LecturQ-t on .\rcliitoiitur6, translated
I)y li) N,i.\MlN BuCKNALL, arcliitOkjt, Oystermoulti, Swaa-
aea, .S. Wales. Stroud ; J. Clarl;.
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should pursue in thoir olemcntary studies and

subsoqUHDtlj in composition. Tlio translator has

performed "his task under a conviction that a

more extended knowledge of the lectures on the

part of otir young architects would result in

better construction and more sensible work—less

pretension and more art. The work is to consist

of 20 lecture.-i, complete in two volumes large

octavo, illustrated by nearly 200 woodftuts and

3S folio steel plates. X^e amount of the sub-

scription is £'A. lOs., and the work can either bo

had in parts as issued, or in the complete volume,

&t the subscribers' option.
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A NEW GUIDE TO THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

A NEW gonoral guide to the Crystal Palace

has been written by Mr. F. X. J. Shenton,

and published by the Crystal Palace Company.
The work, though a mere sketch, is full of in-

tei'est, and shows a systematic attempt to furnish

the people of England with every means to edu-

cate their miml, and, through the eye, tboir

taste. Archi octural and sculptural specimens

abound ; ethnology, geology, and natural history

are in no way neglected. With reference to the

.structural part of tbo building the following

tletails are undoubtedly very striking. The
whole length of the buikling is 1,G0S feet, and

the wiugs 574 feet each, making a length of

*2,75G feet, which, with the TL'O foot in the

colonnade, loathing from the railway station to the

•wings gives a total length of 3.470 feet, or nearly

three quarters of a mile of ground covered with

-a transparent roof of glass. The total length of

columns employed in the construction of the main

building and wings would extend, if laid in a

straight line, to a distance of IG miles and a

quarter. The total weight of iron used in the

main building and -wings amounts to 9,64l tons

IGcwt. antl Iqr. The superficial quantity of

glass is 25 acres, and weighs 500 tons ; if the

panes weio laid side by side they would extend

to a distance of 48 miles ; if end to end, to the

almost inci edible length of 242 miles. And, in

spite of the quantity of material, nothing has yet

been produced more correct in an original style

'than this fairy-like palace. Tbe guide-book is

full of information, and will not only be instru-

mental in diffusing knowledge, but excite the

masses to instruct themselves more deeply in arts

and sciences.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
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OjiirrfKpoiuUjut

STAINED GLASS.

(To the Editor of the Buildinq News.)

SlB_ That a perceptible improvement bas

taken place, within the last two or three years,

in the treatment of stained glass, there is, I think,

little doubt ; but that this improvement amounts

yet to little more than a tendency to a purer taste

is perhaps equally true.

I am frequently applied to by persona desirous

of introducing into their churches stained glass

of the kind described by me in my " Letters on

Colour," to recommend to them glass-manufac-

turers who execute glass of this character ;
but

hitherto I know of no one who has sedulously

applied himself to the manufacture of glass

similar to that which was produced iu the best

period of Gothic art—say from 1260 to 1320,

It is true that glass of this date is exceptionally

rare in this country, and the remarkable ex-

amples to which I referred, in the Abbey Church

of AUenberg, near Cologne, are far off : but en-

gravings of these windows are given in King's

"Studv Book of Art," and diligent search would

no doubt bring to light many others, of equally

pure character, nearer home. It is on this

account that the discovery, in the Minstrels'

Gallery of Exeter Cathedral, of one of the original

clerestory windows of that cathedral, of a design

coeval with that of the building itself—as re-

counted by Jlr. Stuart Moore, in a paper, of which

an abstract is given iu the Building News of

Sept. 5— is a matter of considerable importance.

It is not less interesting to be told, as he in-

forms lis, that many other windows in this

cathedral contain portions of similar stained

glass, which has been used up in the rearrange-

ment—" restoration " it would bo called in the

present day— of the glass of these windows, by

glaziers of subsequent times. But it is to the

nature of the glass of this recently discovered

window, and its design, as described by Mr.

Stuart Moore, to which I wish to draw attention,

in the hope that it may lead to the discovery of

others of the same character and equal value.

He speaks of it as containing " interlaced Geo-

metrical bands running over the lights," and says

that theso bands wore covered with "smear

shadows." Now, these terms are exactly those

which I should use in the description of the eight

noble side windows of the chancel of Norbury

Church, in Derbyshire, which was visited, in

August last, by the members of the Architectural

Association. I believe these windows to be of

the same date as the chancel itself, and as nearly

as possible coeval with the clerestory of Exeter

Cathedral.

The designs consist exclusively of Geometrical

patterns, and the colouring is chiefly light green,

amber, grey, and yellow, with a few of the

stronger colours, sparingly introduced, in coats

of arm.s, and otherwise ; the whole being covered

with purple-brown shadows, not burnt into

the glass, and having exactly the character

that would be correctly described by tbe

term smeir shadows, used by Mr. Stuart

Miiore. The general effect, howsoever produced,

was unanimously agreed to be admirable, and as

good an example for a modern glass-stainer to

take for his model as he could well have.

That any one manufacturing glass of this type

would soon have moie to do than ho could well

accomplish, I think I could safely assure him ; and

in the growing distaste for the gaudy treatment

of stained windows in large patches of positive

colour, which is beginning to manifest itself, it is

certain that those who are the first to take the

lead in directing public taste into purer channels,

will be the most likely to keep it, and to profit

by it.—I am, Sir, &o., Edmd. Shari'E.

SHOULD NOT ARrHITECTS BE BUILDING
SURVEYORS ?

SiE,—Being a building surveyor myself, I have

read with interest tbe article in the Building
News of September 12, under the above title. I

would answer the question put by asking another

one, viz :—Can an architect be a building sur

veyor? The apparently most impossible things

are sometimes achieved : therefore such a thing

iii?i/!il happen, but speaking generally, and from

my own personal experience. I have come to the

conclusion that in proportion as the qualification

for performing the duties of a building surveyor

increase, those of an architect decrease, and vice

vtrsd ; I have never yet been acquainted \,ith a<v

architect of any note or talent that has himself

been ciipable of efficiently acting as a building

surveyor, and I say this with all respect to archi-

tects, for it cannot be any architectural recom-

mendation to an architect to say that he can do

surveyor's work. The profession of an architect

is, without question, distinct from that of a sur-

vevor. and calls into question quite different

faculties. An architect's work requires the

services of the ima,gination, the compiling and

inventive faculty, and the ove of beauty of form,

of grouping forms together, and of proportion,

while few, if any of these are very much required

by the surveyor, his work depending more upon

calculation, memory, method, consecutive thought

.and patient plodding through dry matter-of-

fact fjffures, giving no scope lo imagination, but

making it a defect rather than a quality.

If architects wish to unite together to extinguish

the profession of building surveyors by the pro-

ces.s of absorption they must not complain, as

• W. Y." does, of the existence of "too many so-

called Architects" who ure not architects at all,

but ONLY Building.Surveyors. If architects wish

to become building surveyors, it is certainly not

unreasonable if building surveyors should con-

ceive a corresponding wish to become architects-

the bitter is a natural result of the former. It is

certainly too much of a good joke to make an

attempt to swallow a building surveyor's bread

and butter, and at the s.ametime to complain that

he should make an attempt to got a bite out of the

architect's piece.

" W. Y.' seems to havo a desire to shelve all

the building surveyors for the solo benefit of the

architects. Such an arrangement would no doubt bo

very convenient to one of the parties; but those

who would be shelved and who have spent all the

primeof their life in becomiug efficient building

surveyors, unfortunately must still eat and drink

aud provide things honest for their household

and it is rather discouraging to arrive at middle

life, and when they ought to begin to look forward

to making a little out of what has been all ex-

pense and outgoing, to find that architects have

discovered that the profession of a buili-

ing surveyor, as distinct from an archi-

tect, is quite an illegitimate calling,^ and

one to be quashed as soon as possible. " "'. i.,

towards the conclusion of his article, complains

of the danger of architects subsiding into mere

architectural draughtsmen, if they remain so par-

ticular as not to undertake the execution of build-

ing surveyors' work. It is certainly news to me,

if I am now to understand that the consummation

of architectui-al talent, and the only hope of de-

liverance from the degradation of the square and

drawing-board, lies in practising the daties of a

building surveyor. • W. Y." a few lines previ-

ously lets slip an insinuated snub against surveyors

by calling them only building surveyors, and

then he asserts tbat if an architect is not a sur-

veyor, he will degenerate into a mere draughts-

man.
" W. Y," draws attention to the contingency of

a proposed building being abandoned after quan-

tities have been taken out, .and asks who in this

event is to pay the surveyors, &C. ? If the pro-

prietor ordered the quantities as distinctly as ho

ordered the drawiags. he is subject to a similar

liability for the quantities as he is for t'le draw-

ings ; but where no such order has been

given, then the person who would have received

the surveyor's commission is the proper person to

stand the" loss ; or if the commission was to have

been shared among two or more, then the

loss also should be in like proportion shared
;

this, I think, is equitable, aud as a sur-

veyor, I havo .advocated it and submitted

repeatedly to its operation. I put the re-

ply in this form, on equitable grounds, not

legal ; for if the letter of the law was to be adhered

to, there is no doubt that tbe person (whoever he

may bo) who recognised the quantities or in-

structed the surveyor to do the work, is liable

for the ost—while on the other hai.d, if that

confidence existed which should exist between

architect and surveyor, tbe latter would only

bring forward a claim for a share of the actual

expense out of pocket in proportion to the benefit
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the architect would have derived from the

quantitios if the buikUr.g bad been carried oui.

So far, I liave only gi\'on espressious to my owo
feplings and experieuce. I wish in couchision to

put t'le matter in a more praotical form if possible.

*' W. Y.," and the majority of arcldtects when
discussinij this subject, appears to dread striking

at the root of the quesliou, wbich is simply this,

that the real desideratum wbich arcbitects are

hankering after is the Burveyor*s commission^ and
if tbey could receive ihis, and Huii some one else

to do the work, tbey would not combat the point

BO earnestly, nor show so much anxiety to perform
the surveyor's duties. And in making tbissAeep-

ing det:larii*,ion, I do not think I am so far off

the mai k ; for if all rhe arcbitet-ts who wish it

could hiive their wi-bes fulHlleJ, and do away
with the Building Surveying profesi^-ion, how
many, may I a*ik, of tuese arcbitects would with

their own hands and heads prepare the snrvoyors
"Work? My experience has shown me that

very few would do it, and the result would only

be that jtrchiiects \\ould have the name of pre-

parinii the surveyer's work, while actuallv they
would employ surveyor's clerks to do the work
"who would be paid as sma 1 a salary as possible,

and the architects leceive the benefit of the com-
mi-sion. It would, in fact, be but transforming
buildiDcr surveyors into surveying cU-rks, and if

*' \V. Y." lireads so much lost architects sh .uld

be converted iuiomere archiiecturHl drauglitsmeo,

building surveyors may equally dread the

attempt of arcbitects to transform them into

mere surveying clerks at the lowest possible

salary. Tiio separalion between architectural

and surveying work woul I still exist as

truly as it does now, witn just this altorutioi,

that the arcbitf ct would pocket both commissions
and dc>le out as little as possible to his various

assistants.

The two professions cannot be amalgamated;
would it not, therefore, bo far better for architects

and surveyors (not architects and builders) to

meet together, and in a business like manner con-
sider the question of £. s. d. and form some suit-

able arrani^ement as to bnilding-survoving work
whereby both mi^ht live and let live? But so

long as architects confer nmongst themselves
only, or with builders instead of with surveyors,

endless confusions .^nd bickerings will follow,

resulting eventually iu the creation of a swarm
of "so-called arcbitects who are only building
Burveyors." My wish iias been to i;et at tne real

truth of the matter, and not to say biiter things
about those who should b3 closely allied to us in

practice and mutually reciprocate each other's

confidence.

If a conference of arcbitects and Mirve;vers
could be convened, and regulated by the gold n
rule, the architects would n -t then endeavour to

overreiicb the surveyor and the surveyor would
not vex the architect ; and I see no reason why
both should not in a friendly way agree to cer-
tain conditions and rules to bo mutually observed
by both paities. and work amicably into each
other's hands la makiuj these remarks I wish
distinctly to state that ihore «-an be no object on
to architects becomiug, as far as possible, ac-

quainted with and efficient iu measuring and
valuing work, but it is certainly a mistake to

confo md this very desirable object with an
attempt to anniailatd building surveyors as a
professional body.—I am, bir, &c.,

Sept. 16, 1873. S.J.

*'BUXLDING NKWS" CilUllCH-PLANNING
COMPETiriOX.

Sm.— "Will \-ou allfiwa few words by]wayof criticism
on tlie dcMgii ynu published hi.sL week.'
Ou tirst secin;; the pUm, 1 waa surptlsed at the

apparent care with wliU-h the requisite accoumioUatbin
"Was obtiiliied ; but on funht-r consideration, ihe wouder
Is, how the design came to be noticetl at all.

First, as regards suatiim. The distance from the
most, western bench to the pulpit. Is 118ft., and lo the
altar ]7u»t., both Loo greac for proper hearing; the
sittings (in each bench are far loo many. Those In
transept liold 25, coiif-equcritly to gain a vacant seat In
the centre of the bench, a person wouhi have to pass a
dozen people. Deducting a 5ft. passage to seats down
centre .if nave, and art. Irt transepts, wiUch would be
found necessary iu exei-utiou, the accouiiuutlatlon
would be mateilally reduced ; and although the aisles
are used only a-* p.tssage-i, cominuaicatloa with front
seats is vei\v incnnveMieiit.

The chllUicii, seated in north transept, arc much too
prouilmrnr, !md,retiiing bt^fore the concluHioii of ecr-
Tice, would clthi-r have t" pass through priests' vestry
or along north ai^iu.ihus dls'.urlilim liie cougi-cgatioii.
The vustiy (ippiruntiy to bo usi^il by b.>th clergy

and chuli) \a only l2fL. Ijy 14fL., wUlchisol course very
laaufflclout.

The opening from organ-chamber to choir or transept
is ctuisidfi-atcly leit to conjecture ; it -ould not. liow-

ever. be mop e than lUlt. high, and would then seriously

interfere with clerestor-y windows above ; besides
wliich, llie wliole affair would be too cramped for a
chnrck of this description.

Tiie planning of the tower (absurdly represented in

perspective), is not at all salistactur-y ; one of the
north-east buttresses would actu illy have to be cor-

bellt'd out some 7ft. from nave wall (aird siipporied by
tower instead of vice re/"R«), which of cnui>e would be
impossible.— I am, Sir, &c., A Competitor.

Sir,—This time I roust, with your permission, indulge
in a genuine grumble, and liejj leave to point out the

following defects of the design published last week.
1. The aLcomtu<»dailon for chlUbfii too jirnminent.

Exit far them ver-y ineonvenient ; they would have to

putter down the whole length of the aisle to the N.VV.

porch, or cross the N. chancel aisle and out through
the vestiy I

2* Only one vestry provided for both clergy and
choir, and in this, instead of the accommodation being
" on a liberal scale," the allowance is only 3^ square
ftet per head, exclusive i^if fur niturc !

3. E. end and vestry lighted from adjoining pro-
perty.

4. Arrangement of seats under the crux bad. Some
*20u or more worshippers in the nave would be subjected
to a cio>s-tire of glances from the occupants of seats
in the transepts.

5. Although a great quantity of space on the ground-
fi'or is wusied, the organ and organist are "puked
away in a luft."

6. Benches much too long for convenience ; those in

transepts being 43ft. long, and the majority of those
in nave upwai'ds of SSft. I The shortest bench shown
reaches (if it d<)es not exceed) the limit of couvenience
iu respect of length.

7. The available limits of the site given were 17.5ft.

by llOIt. ; this design requires, as irearly as I can
make out from your illustration (antl after allowing
lor a 5ft. passage at the cast end for access to vestiy),

a rectangular site about 211 or STift. by llbft., or an
area of upwards of 5,000 square feetm excess of that
allowed by the conditions.

8. Notwithstanding what I have pointed out in the
last paragraph, the required accommodation is not
provided. That of the nave is stated to be 915; I

make it only 700, as follows :

—

8 benches, each containing 17 .. .. 13S
16 „ „ „ 23 .. .. 368
6 „ „ „ 20 .. .. V20
4 „ „ „ 1» .. .. 7G

Total accommodation therefore, stands :

Kave..
N. Transept
S. „
Choir

700

700
150

150
50

1,050

Being short of the required accommodation by 150.

This seem-* to have altogether escaped the uotite of
the lefei ees.

9. Of the limited accommndation provided, I fear
about 140. or 13 per cent,, would hear either not at all

or only with dilliculty.

With reference lo the elevations and sections, I will

only note that transepts are not ^hown on \V. eleva-
tion. This may euhauce the effect of the drawing,
but its omis>ion is questi-'nable if it rest on no better
gr (innd. Altogether, the di>i'egird of conditions baa
been surh, and so I'eckless, boili as regards the draw-
ings to be submitted, the accummod,iti'in to be pro-
\ided, and rhe limits of the site, that i fail to sec the
claims of " My First Attempt " to the serious C()n>ldera-

lion uf the refer-ees, much less to the position in which
they have placed It. With impatient anxiety to see

the dusigus which have observed the conditions, 1

am, sir, &.C., A COMfliTlTuR.

CHIPS.
Last Saturday Glasgow was visited by the King

of the Belgians. His Majesty's chief object was
to see how the CI} de had been converted from a
bruad but shallow stream into a navigable river, he
havrnij the intention of similarly improving the
Suheldt.

The memorial-stone of a new water reservoir,
to liuld 3uti,U00 gallons, was laid at; Margate on
Tues ay week.
The tir>t step towards rebuilding the Alexandra

Palace was tuken on Saturday, in the setting of a
portion of the concrete iu the foundations of the
new walls. The c ntractors are uuiler bond to have
the whole Work compbjted by the loth May next.

Messr-s. Adamsaud Son, architects, have designed
an ottagor.al turret and spire for tlie receptiuu of
an *-angelus bell " at S. Mary's (Roman) Gath:dio
Church, Lynn. The church, which wa^ designed
by the celebr'ated Pugin, was originally intended to
have a square bell-tower.

Mr. Geoi-^e Fuller-, Pr-ofessor of Civil Engineer-
ing m Uuivcrsity CuUege, London, has bee i ap-
p'-mted Professor in the same department in
Queen's College, Belfast,

Jntcrccmmmiicatioii.
-*^

0UEST20NS,
[3029.]—Co-sine.— Whei-e can I obtain tables of

the co-sine to mruutes. with difference for seconds, in
logarithms ? 1 should pi-efer it separate, if to be hud.
—COSUNE.

[;^030.]- Chapel of S. Etheldreda.-^Can any one
give any info mation about the Cha|iel of S. Klhehlreda,
in Ely-place, Holboru ? It is inteirdeil, I und' rstand,
to sell it by auction at au early Uate ; in which case,
will this inieresthig relic of the past be relegated
piecemeal to the somewhat obscure obilviun of the
builder's yard, while some elegant edifice of modern
taste takys its place ; or will it be pieperved, as it de-
serves, for tire delectation of the arcliitect and the
antiquary ? Surely it is well to inquire iu good time.
— iKQUIfelTIVE.

[3031.]—Removing Mildew from Engravings.
— 1 shall feel obliged to any correspondent who tan
tell me by what means 1 can reniove mildew-tpotg
foom an engraving.— \V. S. Manchkstkh.

[3:'32.]—Fixing Cloth to Card- or Billiard-
Tables.— 1 should leel greatly jbliyed it some one
would ex[ilain the best way of sticktug cloth to card- or
bibiard-tables.—-Joiner.

[:i033.]—Smoke-Consuming Apparatus.— Will

any of your numerous correspouderils he kind enough
to give me a description of the best sumke-consumiug
apparatus, and where applied,—A SubSlJRIUEr.

[3034.] — Easter Sepulchre. — To T. W.
Wheeler.—What is the u^u ut an " Kuster sepul-

chre" (as in Mr. Uulues's plan) iu a Protestant
church?—T. B.

[3035.]—Preserving Wooden Tiles. — I have a
workshop roofed with felt, which has gtuie into holes

aud is useless. I have now cut out errougli wood tiles,

of loin. 'COX ^in., to ie-i*uof it, and would be glad if

some one would tell me what to dress or paiut

them with? I want them white, or as light as

poboible, and somethiug cheap.— G.

[3036.]—Lighting.—I am burning 36,000ft. of gas
per atrnuui, at 7s. tia. per 1.000 (9 bui'ners). Can any
oue tell me how 1 cau get a light equal, at a less

cost (•-N.

[3037.]—Varnish for Hot-water Pipes.—\Vhat
is the best vai-iii?h for cast-iron coil-eases, coveimg
Perkins's hot-water pipes ? Is tiiere any better' aud
less Iruubleuome w.iy of preserving the outside ol the

furnace of a Perkins's hot- water apparatus, thau black-

leading it Irom time to time ?—C.

UEPLiES.

12 = 36 X 144 = - 345

[3001.]—Strength of Bressumers.—" L." says,

fcu' a br'essumer ut Baltic rtr, muUlp'y the i-onstaat 3,

the breadth in mches aud the square ol the depth in

inches, and divii-'e by the length in leet ; this will give

the breaking weight it the bies-umer is loaded iu the

centre. Query—is this tous or huudredvvcights. A.

beam 12 inches square aud 16 feet between .supports

5184

\^
A Subscriber.

[3025.]—Sanitary Surveyors* Institute.— Let
" H. D." refer to the advertisement which appeared in

your issue of Juire 6 1S73, and which gives all particu-
lars respectirrg the above uew society.—K.

[3026.]—Qualifications of an Architect.—By
" absolutely necessary qu.ilitieations " it wolI^^ seem
that ' Zero " laucres there aiu branches taken up by
many of our celebrated architects not absulutely

necessary, but such is nut the case. 'Ibe theory and
practice of Bnildlug Coustructiou (including cleuieu-

tarv mechanics) ; thorough knowledge of maieri.ds

and their adaptability to tlie purposes of building

(including such a knowledge of chemistry as would
lead to the proper urulerstauiling of the chemical com-
position of limes, cements, aud mortar's) ; the value of

land (includiiig some amount of geological research) ;

dilapidations; the laws of contract; the history of

architecture geuerally, aud au imimatc knuwiedge of

the particular style the architect iu question bases his

composition upon ; planniirg In all Its nraulfuld

brauches
;
powei' of composition. Ther'e is hardly any

limit to this last head, which bears npi'U originality of

inveniiou ; knowledge of detail, aud light aud shade ; a
due appieciatiou for colour, general picluresqueuess of

outline, aud an infinite variety of smaller' items which
only the true, architect displays In Iris woiks. These

branches, together with au intimate aeqnaiutauce with

nature forms (iu valuable for decorative purposes), great

ability us a draughtsman, and last, but not least, ho
must be a true and refined thinker. Ttrese are some of

the leading qualiiicaiious whrch a six-years' acquaint-

ance with the profession dictates.—F. L. K. 1*.

STAINED GLASS.

Hackney.—Mr. W. U. Constable, of Cambridge,
has been commissioued to e.'Cecute in stained glas s

the east and west windows of S. Luke's CharL'b
,

Hackney. Mr. Constable has received a gi-aud priz e

medal lur stained glass at the Vleuua hJshibidou.

Kii't'EN.—The decurati-ui of the Mde wiiiduv?.*of

KIppen Church, N. iJ,. with stained glass has been
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recently continucii. Last week the centre window

oa the north side was filU-d io. The wiadow lain two

lights. Iiioiie ligbt Is " Tlie giving Siglit to the Blind

Man," and in the oilier, " The R;ii^iiig of Jairus's

Daughter." The window was designed and executed

by James Ballantl e and Sun, Edinburgh.

PA-iaL ,Y.—Last wceic a stained-glass window in

memory of Sir William WalUce, was unveiled at

Paisley. Wallace is 1 1 presented as S impson, after bis

confliL-t with tlie Pli lU lues, uttering hii thanks to

tbe God of Battle. "Tlinu hast given this great de-

liverance into (he hand of thy servant." The window

had been erected by the Glasgow S. Andrew's Society.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY MATTERS.
Belh.wen.—The sup^ily of water to tbe village of

Belhaveii, Dunbar, has now been accomplislied. In

addition to the private services of pipes, suuie public

wella have been provided. Mr. Melville, of Duubar,

was the contractor.

Chippenham.—The Town Council of Chippenham
have given permission to the Local Board to test, by

boring, the p^e:e of land selected for sinking a well in

Westmead, in order to increase the water supply of the

town. Peudin^ these operations, which will beatouce
commenced, ilr. Bristowe is to be consulted as to

whether he approves of the new site in a geological

point of view.

Dorking.—The new water-works on Tower-hill,

Dorklug, which were commenced a few weeks ago, are

being rapidly pushed forward by the contractors,

Messrs. Putney & C<>. Two reservoirs are being made,

She smaller of which will spi-e lily b- finished. The other

works connected with the water supply, such as laying

pipes, &c., are also being pressed forward, and it is

hoped thai some distiicts will receive a supply from
the new well by Mlchsielmas.

Dublin AIaix Dkainagb.—The proposed maindraln-
age sriieme for Dublin is at pi-esent attracting much
attention. At a meeting of the Town C'tnncU on
M'luduy last a letter was read from Messrs. Nunn and
Jonts, solicitors, offering, ou the part of the Company
for tbe Uiilisatiun of ~ewa^e in Ireland, to purify the

Liffey by means much less expensive than those pro-

posed by Messrs. Bazalgette and Kevitl, and, as was
stated ou behalf of the company, much more effectu-

ally. This company proposes to utilise the sewage of

Dublin according to the process patented by Dr. Ander-
son, of Coventry, and offers to carry out completely

the whole main drainage and, uiiiisatlon scheme for

the sum of £350,OUO. It woald appear that Messrs.

Bazalgette and Nevill esti-uated the cost of the scheme
submitte<i by them at £:JaO,000. but that the tenders

submitted for tlie woik> averaged £90,>,0u0. An " Old
Engineer," writing to th . Irish Tunes, proposes a

modiftcation of Messrs. Bazalgette and NeviU's plan,

which could be carried oat for the sum originally con-

tempiated. We may state that Messrs. Kuna and
Jones's letter vvas rL-ferred to the M.iiii Drainage Com-
mittee f 'r con>itldr-iiiou.

DUNDEE.—At a meeting of the Finance Committee of

the Dundee Water Commission on Monday last, it was
resolved, having regard to the rise in tlie price of

piping, to mie; all coutingencies, and to enable the

inhabitants lo obtain water from the Loch of Lintra-

theu at the ear i tt p t-s b e m-'mei.t, th.it apiliviation

should be made tn P.iil;aiuent in the ensuing session

for aiiditioual b >rrowing powers to the extent of

£100,000.
Noxious Gases.— Dr. Angus Smith, the inspector

appointed under the Alkali Act of 186:i, observes in

his leport this ytar that there have been many
opinions as to the distance which gases will travel.

He tbmks we may be sure that sulphuric acid does
not remain any perceptible time as a gas when it

comes into the open air. Muriatic acid will go several
miles; and sulphurou-«, he should say, goes further,
but dilutes mure rapidly, and, therefore, is less per-

ceived. Chlorine, he knows from a remarkably com-
plete observatiou, will go four miles and be quite
distinct to the smell if the gnmud is smooth ; but if

it be loughened by trees or much vegetation, the air

passes through as water through a stream filled with
water-plants, clearing tbe muddiest very readily.
The tiees obstruct the motion of the air and gases,

and the absorbable portion is removed, but not with-
out damage to vegetation. Dr. Smith reports that
chemical works generally are greatly on tlie increase,

and the power to repiess escapes of gases does not in-

crease with them. The Alkali Act is becoming less

valuaLile. When alkali works accumulate in one
place they make even 1 per cent, of escape a great
evil, and it is impossible piaeticaily for all injured
persons to receive compensation. Dr. Smith thinks
that when new manufactories are proposed the air

might be examined, uud if the atmosphere be injured
to a certain exieut, no more of the same manufac-
tories be allowed at the same place. This would give

a maximum limit of bad air ; improved methi'ds would
allow a place to increase. He says that all the usual
gases are escaping in increasing quantities, and the
actual increase of muriatic acid from alkali works is

considerable. It is painful to see vegetaiiou in many
places giving way with no sufficient power at hand to

check the mischief, and no managealjle mode of com-
pensating those who suffer, or, at best, one very
hazaiduus. Witnesses, he observes, are proverbially
full of defects from ignorance or self-inteiest, auii

sometimes from peculiarity of senses or temperament;
the Courts aie oldiged to be led by the evidence
given, and unilormity of result is not obtained. The
consequence is that sometimes the alkali-maker and
sometimes the landowner suffers unfairly, but gene-
rally the latter.

NK\V P\T!-NTKD INVENTION'S CONNECTED
WITH THE BUILDING TRADES.

581. A. B. Verrier, Dorseishiie. " Warming rooms

or buildings."—Dated 17lU February, 1S7S.

This invention chiefly consists of certain arrange-

ments of air pa 8a.ies, and so situated with regard to

domestic firepi cea. stoves, and kitchen-ranges, that

the air which eutert anrl travels through the sai*i pas-

sages and chambei s becomes heated therein, and this

heated air is then allowed to issue into tbe room or

building so as to assist in warming the same. The

invention includes a fiie-box placed in a hot-air cham-

ber at the back of the fireplace ; also a metal or tire-

clay box situated ou tbe hearth and projecting beyond

the grate, the heat and gases from the fire being led

thnnigh this box, which thus becomes heated and

warms the room by radiation ; also constructing
" register stoves " with the grate projecting into the

room, that is to say, entirely in front of the ordinary

front plat!" of the srove, instead of being almost imme-

diately under the chimney.

5S6. D. Halmshaw, Yorkshire, " Arrangement of

fireplaces. &c."— Dated 17th February, l87iJ.

The fireplace or grate is made to pmject forward

beyond the oven and boiler in ordinary kltehen-ran^es,

and also in room fireplaces, and the projecting sides

and bottom, and also a portion of the front of such

fireplace or grate are perforated, the remainder of the

front having bar^ arranged in the usual manner. The

baek I'f the said fireplace may also be perforated, and

the distance from back to front varied according to

circumstances. In adapting these improvements to

fireplaces or range.-* in present use, the inventor applies

a perforated plate in front of the bars with another

plate not perforated extending backward, an«l covering

over tbe old fireplace, which plate may be used as a

receptacle for oials ; or by formmg a tlue thi-ough the

old back this plate may bo used as a hot heat th, by

which arrangement suntke is consumed (the new fire-

range with its projecit'ig perforated sides and bottom

being fixed in front of the said perforated back). The

oven and boiler are to be made of wrought iron welded,

and the boiler to be tinned intide.

616. S. RiCKARD and E. FOSTER, Halifax, " DomeatlD

fireplaces."—Dated 19(h February. 1873.

The improvements consist in the application to fire-

ranges or grates of a heat deflector or plate of metal,

fire-brick, or other suitable materiaL -he plate is

placed at an incline over the fiie-range or grate, resting

at Us bottom end on the back part theieof, inclinmg

upwards towanis the mantel, leaving a space betwixt;

for the passage of the smoke, being held in position by

either a grate or one or more props attached to the

deflector.

617. J. LiGHTOWLERandJ.R. BEST. Bradford, "Cook-

ing grates or rant^es."— Dated I4th February, 187;i.

The inventor constructs the fireplace or grate open

at the front as usual, and provides three passages or

ways for the heated gases; the.^e are each connected

with the chimney ; ttver the fire he places a hot-plate,

through which are three dampers in a vertical posi-

tion, one being over the passage or way leading to the

oven, another such damper being over the passage

leading to the bniler, and a third such damper being

over the passage leadiug to the chimney.

632. H- Chamberlaim, Barnsley, Yorkshire. " Manu-
facture of mortar. Sic."—Dated 19 th February.

1873.

This invention consists essentially in the application

and UA". to and in llio manufacture of mortar, beton,

and concrete of the waste lime from gas-puritiers

which has hitherto been treated as a comparatively

useless refuse. The inventor has fnund Dy expeiimeut

that gas-tiaie, by which name such before-mentioned

waste lime is ktiowu, produces an eijualiy good or

superior mortar to fresh lime. It is simply requisite

to grind it up in the usUal mortar mill, or t« mix it

as ordinary lime with sand, ashes, and, such like

materials. The said refuse lime is also suitable as a

substitute for fresh lUa^i in. making concrute or becoa,

which may or may not, as requiied, be moulded into

bricks or blocks in any well known manner, and in tlie

event of a very hard substance being required, a por-

tion of Portland cement may be used in combination

with the said refuse lime.

633. D. G.\RDNER, Glasgow, " Construction of inlaid

flooring, which may also be adapted tor ornament-

ing surfaces other than, floors."—Dated 20th

February, 1873.

The feature, of novelty which constitute this in-

ventinn are, the fixing tbe inlaid w^rk upon a backing

of wood, iron, steel, or other su- siance, which again is

fixed ou a backing of flexlole materials. And the pro-

duction of coloured poVtion by inlaying coloured

cements or their equivalents.

643, C. TOPHAM. London, " Stoves, fireplaces, &c."—
Dated 20th February, 187^.

The chief feature of novelty in this invention is the

construction of stoves, fireplaces, flues, and chimneys

with an additional or outer casing, leaving between it

and the inner casing spaces or passages, having nilets

and outlets, so as to admit air into these spaces, heat

it ill its passage through them, and supply the lieated

air thus obtained to increasu the heut of chambers,

apartments, public buildings, conservatories, ware-

houses, factories, and other edifices or passage re-

quiring to be heated.

6AG. J. Caton, Lancashire, "Domestic fire-places."—

Dated 2Uth February, 1873.

The inventor constructs the grate with a false

bottom by preference of a fire-clay perforated slab,

having a plate of iron or fire-ciay placed ver-

tically in a groove on the perforated .-lab, and leaving

a space or chamber between this plate and the ordinary

fire-back, in which air is heated and dircctid by the

ends of the said plate to the front of the fiie-bars,

between which it escapes to the room. Beneath, and
slightly pioje ting beyond the bottom grute, is an in-

clined grating or screen on which the athesor reluse

falling from the fire falls.

660. A. Steer, South Norwood-park. Surrey, '* Fire-

places."—Dated 21st February, 1873.

For this purpose the stove is caused to project a.

short distance into the room, the smoke and products

of combustion being first caused to pass ujiwirds to

tlio top of the stove, and then over dixisions into

chambers at each side thereof. The smoke and pro-

ducts of combustion then pass downwards to the

bottom of such side chambers, whence they pass by a
passage or passages into the fiue. Suitable dampers
may be employed to regulate the draught as may be

required.

665. W. GOREHAM, Swanscombe, Kent, "Kilns."

—

Dated -Jlst February, 1873.

This specification describes placing a series of cement
kilns in a circle and arranging them so that the gasei

from the top of one are led to the bottoiu of tbe next.

Store chambers are formed around tlie inner and outer

sides of the ring of kilns, and the roof of these store

chambers forms a platform from wliich the kilns are

supplied with material to be burnt. Giinding appara-
tus and engine f<n' driving the same is placed in the

centre of the circle of kilns, and apparatus is used to

lilt the burnt cement diawn from the kilns up to the

grinding apparatus, and also to convey it away, when
ground, to the store chambers, to be stored into casks

or otherwise. Arrangements for drying the slip are

also described.

677. W. CoRBiTT, Rotherham, Yorkshire, "Stove
grates."— Dated 22nd February, 1873.

This invention relates to a peculiar form and arrange-

ment ot the firebox of a stove grate, and consists in

combining together vertical sides and a curved back
composed of tire-brick or other suitable material, the

said curved back being made to pn)ject at its lower

part into the fire space, thereby contracting such space,

absorbing beat, and consequently economising fuel.

The beat absorbed by tbe back ol the grate, which is

by preference made of fire-brick, is conducted to the

air, which enters one or more heatingj chambers made
behind the grate, the said air after having been heated

issuing throuyh suitable openings in the front of the

grate into the apartment.

(iur (Bfit ©able.—-

—

New Training College, DiKLiNGToN.^The
comtuittee ap ointed to erect tjis college invited

the local architects to compete, aod having called

in Mr. Beck, their consulting architect, to adjudi-

cate, he has selected the uesign su muted liv Mr.

Pritchett, «ho is to carry it out with any altera-

tions Mr. Beck may recommend. Tne cost is

estimated at jE12,'tO0.

A Swedish Soolppok.—A Copenhagen Corre-

spondent, recording the recent death of tha

sculpt r J han Potter Molin, writes:—" His life

is not without a certain romantic interest. He
was bora at Gothenburg in 1814 ; his father vraS

a baker, and he was first apprenticed to the

parental trade, but under his hands t'je dough
showed a strange tendency to change into horses

or dogs instead of taking theshapeof h:)nest buns

or sober muffins, and so he was taken frotu the

oven and put behind the counter in a small shop.

Here he would have been lost; to the woild and to

art but for a serious illness which threatened his

liie. During the peri>id of convalesence he sought

distraction by moul'liuii' figures out of clay. This

suddenly opened his eyes, and pL-rhapsat the same
time those of his friends, as to his real vocation,

and at the age of 30 he gave up everything to go

te Copenhagen, where I horwaldsen was then

superintending the construction of his unique

museum. Tbe great old master was near his grave,

but under the direction of bis able scholars, Molin

made such progress in the art be had selected

that after two years he was ready to proceed to

Rome, there to be in his creative period. His first

works aro not known beyond S^ed n; but in 1855

he finished the renowned group which his made
his name famous, and wLicii will certainly be

remembered by many who visited the IS()2 Ex-
hibition—the ••Girdlebucklers" (Baltespilnnerne).

Lost known, but of equal merit, is Molin's statue

of King Charles XII , now the chief ornament of

the greatest public place iu Stockholm. The
last gi eat work of Molin is the fountain represent-

ing tho sea god Agir and his daughierr, which

ftirmed the cen ral decoration of the >tockholiii

Exbibition of 1S6G ; this very jiraceful construc-

tion has just been cast in bronze, and will shortly

adorn the Royal Park at Stockholm."
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IxAPPHOPRiATE Memobials. — The Guardian
says—" Surely there 19 sotnothing very like im-
piety in the erection of a window to the memory
of William AVallace at Paisley, in which ho is

represented as Samson after his conflict witli the

Philistines, ' utterinjj thanks to iho God of Battle—"Tbouhast given this great deliverance intotho

hand of Thy servant." * Wo do not remember to

have seen many examples of this kind of his-

trionic monument out of Scotland. In Glascjow

Cathedral Edward Irving's window represents

him as S. John the Baptist. In Westminster
Abbev, by a kind of reverse proce.is, Gideon,
David, Jodhu;i. and other Israelites are repre
seated as Medieval knii;hts, and a brass on the

floor of the north aisle putsa ha'f-pay colonel and
his widow into plate armour and a wimple.'*

Penzan'CE.—The fourth fine-art exhibition, in

connection with the Penzance School of Art and
the Science and Art Department, South Kensing-
ton, was opened on Monday at Penzance. The
annual report stated that the School of Art had
now been in existence twenty years ; and having
overcome all its early dilK^ulties, which were not

few, was now in a flourisbint; condition. The
financial statement showed a balance of £4.3. 8s. Gd.

in favour of the Institution. The central school

continued to flourish, and the associated schools

were likewise in a very healthy state, whilst

classes were always open for mathematics, botany,
mineralogy, and geology. In April, 1,084 draw-
ings and paintings in water-colour were sent in

to the Department in competition, and specimens
of the work of the students were shown upon the

walls. In conclusion a hope was expressed that

an art museum would ore long be commenced in

connection with the School.

" Steeple-Jack " at Ballater.—Last week
Mr. Goodchild, better known as *' Steeple-Jack."

was engaged at Ballator in putting a lightning
conductDr on the spire of the Free Church. Soon
after his arrival on Thursday, ' Jack " sot to work
to rig up his tackle. By fixing a pulley to the

uppermost louvre openings in the spire—which
was accomplished from the inside—he was en-

abled to haul up a ladder, the top of which reached
to within about 10ft. of the top of the spire. To
reach the top of the ladder was comparatively
easy, but the distance between the top of the

ladder and the top of the spire seemed formidable.

One of Mr. Goodchild's workmen having climbed
the ladder, trusted himself on the spire, which at

that point was so bulky that he could only just

manage to reach the two opposite sides with his

hands- He then "speeled" the mason work as a

boy would do a branchless tree. Once on the top,

everything seemed easy. The man aloft dropped
a piece of string, and hauled up the necessary

ropes and tackle. On Friday and Saturday the

"work of Using the conductor proceeded.

The Surrey Bourxe.—Modern statistics to

some extent confirm the old superstition that the

rising of this Bourne (anciently called the ' Woe
Water ") is associated with a more than ordinary

intensity of disease, if not with actual pestilence.

Dr. Westall, who has just presented to the Croy-

don Local Board of Health the quarterly returns

of mortality to the 30th of Juno, states that while

the spring quarter was remarkable for almost

entire immunity from zymotic diseases, the

southern district of Croydon proved an exception;

and that in the absence of any other evident

cause it may probably bo set down to the flow of

the Bourne water, by which a large portion of

that district was for some weeks saturated to

nearly the surface level. A largo majoiity of the

deaths in this district were of the classes mostly
influenced by a damp atmosphere.

At a meetiog of the Swansea Town Council, on
the lOth inst. Mr. Ebenezer Davis was appointed
medical officer of health for the urban and port
sanit iry districts, at a salary of £3' per annum.

It may be useful to many people, and especially
to station-misters and railw^iy employes, to know
that whenbenzoline, naphthaline, turpentine, or any
article of that class has been spilled on wood, or
any other substance, a strong solution of pearlash,
say lib. to a gallon of water, should be applied as
early as possible, and freely enough to saturate the
wood, to destroy the inflammable and combustible
property.

A spacious new dock, built by Mr. Wemyss, of
Wemyss Castle, at a cost of about £10,000, was
opened on Tuesday, at West Wemyss, a port in
Fifeshire.

A lady residing at Hyde has given the sum of

£1,000 towards building the chancel of S. MichaeVs
Church, Ryde, as amemorial of Bishop Wilberforce.
The foundations have been comraenced, and the
stone is to be laid on Michaelmas Day.
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CHIPS.

Mr, Andrew Carnegie, of New York, has inti-

mated his intention of givinj^ £.5.000 for the erec-

tion of public baths in his native town, Dun-
fermline.

Arranirements are bein^ made for holdinfj an
industri.al exhibition of the productions of working
men in Cambridt^e. The exhibition will open to-

wards the and of December.
Dr. Angus Smith writes to say that there is no

foundation in the report, to which we gave currency
last week, that he is to reula'-e Professor Frankland
on the Rivers Pollution Commission,

S. David's Church, Carmarthen, built about
eighteen years ago, is now being re-roofed, .-us far

a.s regards the transepts atid north and south aisles,

by Mr. D. M. Williams, builder. It is found that

the old tilea let in the r.iin, which is destroying the
ceiling and rotting the woodwork.

yyj>

TIMBER TRADE.
There has been a very fair trade done during the

week in spite of prices still operating so dlsadvan-
tageou.^ly on tlie consumer. The arrivals liave been
rather large, and there seems to be a disposition to

lay winter stocks In now, rather than risk waiting for

later cargoes, which It Is confidently affirmed will

realise more than present prices, Nnr does tliere ap-

pear to bo any sign of modification at the outports,

but from Newcastle to Lonilon on the east coast, and
from Liverpool to Bristol on the west, consumers are

making the same complaints of the exceptionally high
prices, which the enhanced freight and Insurance
usual In autumn will not be likely to remove.

Below Is price list for the week:—
Per 120 12ft. Ijln. x lltn.

fi. s. d. *. R. d.

Archangel best yellow deals . 14 10
Soderhamn crown „

1st & 2nd .,

Soderham 3rd yellow deals

lln. boards
Soderhamn 3rd yellow l^lu.

boards. ....
Swartwlck 3rd yellow deals .

,, ,, battens
Magdalen River 1st bright

pine, 13ft. to 15ft.

Magdalen River 1st bright

pine, 9ft, to 17ft,

Nyvick 3rd white battens

Petersburg 1st white planks
Pensacola pitch pine „
S. Mary's pitch pine

Quebec 1st bright pine wide
„ 9ft, to 13ft.

„ „ 6ft. to 8ft.

,, 1st floated wide

„ 12ft. planks

„ „ „ deals

,, „ ,, batten

„ „ dry wide

,, „ 13ft. deals

„ „ „ battens

„ 10ft. h lift. „
„ 2nd bright wide

12ft. pl.inks

„ loft, to 13ft, „

,, ,, ,, deals

,. ,,
'- inch

2nd dry floated, 12ft.

wide
Quebec 2nd dry floated, 11 and

loft, wide ....
Quebec 2nd dry floated, lOlt.

deals 16

Quebec 2nd dry floated, 10ft.

battens ....
Quebec 3rd bright, wide

„ ,, 12ft. planks

„ „ 13 & 14ft. planks

„ „ 12ft. deals

„ „ 9 to lift, wide .

„ „ 10& lift, plauks

„ „ 6 & 7ft. planks .

Sundswall 4th yellow 4ln.

„ 2jln. .

2i'u.

Gefle lstand'2nd yellow, 3in.

.

2iln.

2ln.

„ 3rd yellow 4ln. planks

„ 31n.

,, „ 8ln. deals

,, ,, 2ii"- battens .

„ common yellow 4ln. plks.

„ „ Bin. plks.

„ „ 31n. deals

,, „ 2ln. brds.

„ 3rd white 31n. deals .

„ „ 2^in. battens

„ ,, 2in, brtards .

,, 1st and 2ud white

Sagucnay 1st bright pine, wide
21n.

11 .'•.

13 10

15 15

14 5

12 10

11

13 10

14 10
13 16

11 10
14 10

8

e

»

11 5 11 10

14 10

14 10
13 15

12

11

14

11 15

Escoumaina 2nd bright pine
12ft. planks . . .15

Escoumaina 2nd bright pine
10 & lift 14

Soderhaum 1st & 2ad white
9in. deals . ... 12

Soderhamn 3rd wiUte 9la.

deals 12
Soderhamn 3rd white 8hi.

deals . ... 11
Soderhamn 4th white Sin.

deals ....
Sundswall 3rd yellow
Stockholm 1st yellow

plauks.
Stockholm 3rd yellow

planks. ....
Fredrlckshamn 1st vellow

3rd "„
.

S. Peteraburg 1st yellow
Skelleftod mixed yellow

battens ....
Hudlkswill 2nd yellow 3X11

&L upwards....
Hudikswall 2nd yellow 2.i x9

„ „ „ 3X9

„ „ ,• 3XS
» 4th

Per 120, 12tt. 3x91n
Sault au Mouton 2nd gpruce,

wide .....
Sault au Mouton 2(id spruce,

9 & Uiln

Sault au Mouton 2nd spruce,

6 to 8ln

Sault au Mouton 3rd spruce,

S. John's unassorted spruce,
11 to 16ln

S. John's unassorted spruce,
Sin

S. John's unassorted spruce,

71n 17 5

Per iiO cubic feet.

Riga flr timber . . .40
Danzig and Memel crown 4 15

„ best middling 4

Stettin . . . .30
Swedish . . . .30
Memel crown oak . , . 5 10

„ brack . . . .55
Pitch pine . . . .44
Teak . . . . 12

Flooring per square, beaded, grooved, andtouguec".
Dram, 1st yellow ^In.

,, 2ud „ £ln.

„ 1st white §ln.

-iln.

Hn.
|la.

gm.
1st white §in.

IS

17 15

17

le 15

IS

»

18 10 &

17 10

4 5

3 10

3 6

8 10

4 10
14 10

„ 2nd „
Frederlckstadt, 1 st yel.

21

27

18

17

IC 10

10 10

IS

IJ

U
10

9

9

1-'

10
S

8

Prepared only,
Fredcrlcshald, 1st yel, lin, 14

Frederlckst.adt 1st „ lin.

iia.

,, lst&2nd yel. IJin,

2nd „ 1

12 3

Dram, 1st yellow

,, 2nd yellow

7

1x6
1 X5.i

lin.

Jin.

lln.

S. Petersburg
Lathwood per 216 cubic feet.

11 10 12

IG 5

13

12 10 , 13

12 15

12
11 15

12

11 5

12 10 , 14 10

13

11 5 , 11 15

14 10 . 14 15

12

11 5

14 10

14

12 15

13

12 5 , , 12 15

U 10 , . 11 15

11 15 , 12 10

10 10 . 11 16

12 10 12 15

11 15 12

10 5

10 15 , 11

24 , 24 5

21 10

ASHTOX & GUEKN.
Slaty, Iron, hnd Mr(rble MLTchnnts, Rud Quarry Apent"",—Roofius'

SUios—lliUigur. Uhie, lU'ii, or GreoQ, Blue Portmiidn- iiml Whitland
Abliey Green, the New " Pi*riu.inent " Green (weighC tho same na

Bungor, anil uniformity of cleavn"*' equfiU.

PricesoQ \Vliiirf in London.
24 by 13 82 by 12 20 by 10 IS by 10 1ft bi 9
3-7s. 6d. 332s. Od. 257fl. Gd. 2i:)a. iy=s. Gd.

16 by 10 16 by 8 U by 10 M l>y « 12 l.y 8

192.S, Gd. 1409. iros nr-. 6d. 6?^. f.l

Vor m of 1,200 Slates. M.-vrble and F,niMu«llcd Slate Chimney
Pieces, Inscription Tr»bletH, Sic. Stoves. Kui^'.is, and Uuildors'

Ironmongery. A. & Q.'s Special lied Ridee 'L'il';^. Lartjo Show of

all Gooda at H and 15, Bury-street, S. Mary Ate, London E.C
Drawinga and Trices npon application, accompanyiDg tnnltf card.

TENDERS.
Bristol.—Fnr fitting up warehouse in Victoria-'=treot,

for Messrs. Cole Bros. Mr. J. Meckelen Rugere. architect.

If teal; frames extra.

Hayvvara £:29 £^G i)

Marshall 725 '-'5

Bi ocb and Bruce... 725 II 'J-i « »

Foster and Sou*... 612 60 U
* AccepteJ.

Dixand Co. (net.) ^*' 1^

S. Helen's GIaas Co.. (2^ off for cash)... i»7 10

Hall and Sons* (2ii off for cash) 97 U
• Accepted.

Carm\rthkn.—For re-routing the transept and nornb

and south aisles of S. David s Church, Camitiriht^n.

Junes A*-ii»-t 10

Jones (alteroative tender) 2ii)

•WiUiamt laccepted) I'H) 16
* All timber required to be paid for extra, at tho rate of

4s. per cubic foot.

CiiKLSEA.—For alteralion-s and additions to S. Jude'e

Schools. Mr. E. H. Liugen Barker, ja-chiteci,

Adamsoa and Sons Xl,o.jJ'»

Crockett nS6 16 11

Nigliting.ile l'^5 14 3

Rii*hardson 3^.0 Hi

Nixoii and Sons VW
High laccopted) 849 7 5
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THE PALATINE HILL.

A FEW years ago ^ye noticed a work of

the hifjhest interest, by the Cavaliere

llossi, on Subterranean Rome, or the Re-
opei^ed Catacombs of the Eternal City. In it

a strange light was thrown upon that under-

ground labyrinth of tombs which has no

parallel in the world, not even in the quarries

of Paris. CursorUj-, too, at a later time, we
remarked on the dredging of the Tiber, and

the exaggerated expectations formed by anti-

quarians and archasologists of discoveries in

the bed of the historical river. A third un-

burying of tlie past has now been undertaken,

and so far completed, that a new marvel has

been added to the antique mysteries and
splendours of the Italian capital. The Pala-

tine Mount has been, in the best sense of the

term, restored ; that is, not disfigured and
vulgarised by modern patchwork, but cleared

of rubbish, laid open to the eye, and exhibited

in its beautiful ruin, as a picture equal in

suggestiveness to that presented by the ex-

cavated streets and dwellings of Pompeii.

The Palatine Hill, in Rome, comprising the

earliest limits of the City, has never lost its

distinctness of outline, marked by the steep

and lofty banks which tradition assigns to

Romulus, and far centuries known as Roma
(iuadrata. It is not, however, au exact square,

but rather a rhomboid, somewhat resembling

in shape a kite, with sides of unequal length.

The elevation is of no groat altitude— 170

feet, at most, above the level of the sea, and
JOft. above that of the plain ; while the cir-

cumference hardly exceeds an Italian mOe.
Yet upon that spot are gathered the asso-

ciations of magnificent centuries, fragments

from the palaces of the Cajsars, relics belong-

ing to an age when Ca3sar had never been

dreamed of, and innumerable legends which
the enthusiasm of maukind has determined

upon rendering immortal. It is for the sake

of these that the Palatine, girded by the si.x

sister hills, the Capitoline, the Uuirinal, the

Viminalis, the Aventine, the Coelian, and the

Esquiline, is the most cherished of all the

classic heights that overlook the Campagna.
For there were reared the tirst structures ever

called palaces, from the original palisading of

the ground ; there dwelt the Emperors, from
Romulus to Xero; there was built, in irregular

proportions and by fitful degrees, a solid

scarped wall of brickwork, which has outlived

the dilapidation of centuries, so much in earnest

was that Roman work. But until now the dis-

trict has been uninhabited; as for ages past, ex-

cept by a few monks or a few poor men trailing

theu- vines over the sun-scorched remains of

rifted arches and marble columns, made yellow

by unnumbered suns, and unfrequented unless

when occasional parties of visitors were ad-

mitted into the Farnese, Augustan, and, 2><^>'

excellence, Palatine quarters—the first-named

gardens l)eing wildernesses of vegetable decay
and architectural wreck, though disclosing

noble glimpses of sculpture and wrought stone-

work, over which comparatively modern in-

novations had long continued to creep. Here
through the efibrts of the Commendatore Rosa,

a roadway has been traced, bounded by two
high-reared and massive walls of red masonry,
which diverges at right angles from a point

between the Arch of Titus and the southern

extremity of a still more ancient wall, and is

regarded as liaving been a main approach to

the Central Palace of the Cajsars. All around
the process of ruin has been manifestly accele-

rated by the heat. The soil is in summer a

warm dust ; many of the architectural frag-

ments thi-eateu to crumble under the touch

;

the bricks appear, curiously enough, to have

been more durable than the stone. Even the

younger edifices, erected by the Popes, have

almost disappeared, or stand roofless, their

frescoes obliterated, and contrasting in their

practical annihilation with the little that

survives of the Temple of Apollo and the

Baths of Livia—both the works of Augustus,

and built after the battle of Actium. We look

in vain, however, even with the assistance of

the Commendatore Rosa, for so much as a

vestige of the Imperial additions made by
Tiberius, Caligula, and Nero ; of those sup.'rb

giallo-act'co columns so long the pride of

the Latin metropolis ; or of the bronze statue

of Apollo, 50ft. high, which adorned the

Augustan Library. But, notwithstanding

that the Livian Baths have been nearly de-

stroyed, sufficient remains to mark their

grandeur—two underground chambers, for

example, each about 12ft. square, and reached

by a steep descent of nearly thirty steps.

These are divided by a partition wall, though
communicating by an open portal, probably

curtained originally, as traces indicating as

much are detected on the lintel. Their ceil-

ings are coflered or panelled, delicately

painted, and even gilded, by that wondrous
art which we endeavour in vain to emulate.

The centre medallions are singularly fresh,

resembling those placed, at a later day, in the

galleries of the Appartamento Borgia. But
these rooms were known before the labours

of the Commendatore Rosa had attained their

present results, which may be described as

crowning tlie loving and scholarly toil of many
years, though they derive a new interest from
the general uniformity and consistency of

design now ascertained in the architecture of

the long-encumbered hill. The walls, of bare

brick, are admirably preserved, the dividing

one especially, which is of extraordinary

thickness, and has a surface that might have
received its finishing yesterday. The lintel

of the doorway we have mentioned is com-
posed of those tile-shaped bricks characteristic

of the Roman mason everywhere, especially in

the construction of his older arches. Frag-
ments of terra-cotta water-pipes, still ad-

hering, point to the internal economy and
apparatus of these Imperial Baths. Moreover,

the excavations of the Commendatore Rosa
give hopes of our finding a trace of tlie famous
bridge built by Caligula to connect the Capito-

line with the Palatine Hill, and whi^h, at the

date of its construction, was regarded by all

architects as a wonder—exhibiting, as it did,

specimens of what railwav contractors in our

times tliink nothing of—that is to say,

" 'skew " arches. Blocks of selce, a sub-

stance of volcanic origin, scattered about the

hollow, appear to indicate the materials cm-
ployed. Their identity, however, is not yet

thoroughly established. In the opinion of Sir

George Head, indeed, it is impossible that any
genuine remains of the structure should be

found—though when he 'rn-ote, the excava-

tion and clearance of the Palatine Mount had
not been undertaken. We know that above

the stratum of debris thus dislodged are

stUl reared clusters of palatial ruins ; some
with massive vaulted chambers, opening

one into another throughout in a straight

line, and roofed, not with masonry,

but with rubble. Elsewhere, the low-

arched passages of brickwork, now more
distinctly defined, wiiich ])ierce the brick-

lining of the scarp, might have been either

drains or headways ; but at present they are

not to be a])proached without a rope or ladder.

In fact, the Palatine Mount, in the classic

stage of its chronicles, has not ceased to be

mysterious. It is a myth which points out

the House of Numa, the Temple of Apollo, the

Villa of Augustus, notwithstanding that the

sites selected are rich in relics of Carrara

friezes and cornices, of griffin, dolphin, and
trident figures, with terraces in mosaic,

chambers completely encrusted with an inlay

of coloured stones, and traces of gateways
opening upon those almost imperishable roads

which Were the pride of the Romans. But a

great proportion cf the stone and brick frag-

ments has been built into tlie buttresses of

modern churches, m-jnasteries, and hospitals,

besides which, crowds of vulgar importations

confuse the mind—Neapolitan terra-cottas,

frescoes falsely ascribed to Raffaelle, flimsy

pavilions in " the Garden of Adonis," whence
the noble statue loug since vanished. The
Golden House of Nero is a mass of indistin-

guishable dilapidation, excepting the founda-
tions, raised on arches, now biu'ied to their

crowns in earth, and only to be mspcctod by
a process of crawling andstooping with the aid

of torchlight. They seem to have been designed

to last as long as the globe itself, and would
safely bear the weight of any edifice that

might be reared upon them. At a distance,

many tourists have declared their very fi'ag-

ments appear so vast and compact as to suggest

the idea of natural rocks, rather than of arti-

ficial masonry
;

yet this masonry was by
no means of the Cyclopean order. It

was an architecture less of stupendous mono-
liths thau of an irrefragable cement, the

secret of which is where the lost books of

Livy, the art of mural painting, and the

subtleties of the Venetian glass-blowers lie

hidden in the sepulchres of Time, cdax rei'iim.

There is, however, as the old accounts said,

and as the new discoveries attest, a space on

the southern angle of Mount Palatine, form-

ing a flat area, of au aspect so characteristic

as to be distinguished in the most marked
manner from all the rest. It is occupied by

all that exists of the celebrated Septizonium,

concerning the name of which such a learned

controversy was once carried on, though,

considering that the work is attributed to

Septimius Severus, most of the erudite doubts

s;^em superfluous. There were not seven rows

of columns, but only three porticoes raised

one above another, and supported by pillars

of the purest marble. AVell, the Palatine

HLU is at length restored to something like

its natural aspect of decay. Entering from

the Via Sacra, once splendid with triumphal

arches, still, so to speak, a quarry of sculp-

tured marbles, and illustrated by a hundred

traditions of Roman glory, there is a long

arched corridor, passing beneath a range of

wide and airy terraces, and terminating in an

easy succession of steps broken by convenient

landings. These lead to the northern summit,

though that looking southward is higher.

Hence, what a landscape of ruins is to be

seen I Not Baal bee nor Palmyra opens such a

prospect to the eye. Volney uever imagined a

more mournful horizon. The Colosseum is only

one object in this wilderness of fallen beauty.

But now, being on the Palatine HiB, the ques-

tion comes to the mind—Why the Palatuie ?

Not because palaces were built upon it ; oa the

contrary, every palace iu the world derives

its title fi'om that Jlons Sacer of Latin his-

tory, where the tu'st Romans had tlieir

puhitiiun, fencing in by pales or palings, like

a private pasture, dedicated to the care of

Pales, the goddess, according to thatmythology

of universal meaning, who presided over pas-

tures and the feeding of herds and Hocks.

Thus it was that the Caisars dwelt in palaces,

and that all monarchs since have done the

same, though it was long before the simple

term domus or house was abandoned. To this

day it designates the abode of the great

Augustus. There is no more vivid contrast

on earth, perhaps, than that between the

ancient city, as its most ancient part is thus

laid bare, and the modern life, exemplified by

the outward appearances of domesticity sur-

rounding it. True, the marvels of whicli the

evidences are yet visible were often due to no

inborn genius ; the Colosseum owed its beauty

to the Parthenon at Athens ; the ApoUo was
the creation of an obscure Greek ; the Baths

of Diocletian, the Villa of Adi-ian, and the

Palace of Nero were copies from Corinth and
Delphos ; the Circus Maximus was a Grecian

hipprodrome servilely reproduced ; and the

Roman theatres were constructed after

Athenian models. Rome, and the Palatine
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esiiccially, is rather a museum than a monu-
ment. All the Jupiters and Junos that the

Turks ground to dust to make mortar with

were plunders from Attic temples, thoup;h we
need not, on that account, reluse the Latin

sculptor credit for his Laocoon, Meleager, or

Venus, though it is a remarkable circumstance

that the Palatine excavations have brought no

sculpture whatever to light. The robbers had

been robbed, apparently, before they allowed

the proudest of the Imperial hills to become

a desert. Well, and what of the modern city,

apart from these memorials which we see, in

imagination, as they stood complete, by the light

of sunken suns ? The substance of the Grecian

temple and the Gothic cathedral are uncouthly

mixed ; but it is impossible for the most de-

vout adorer of antiquity to deny that the

Corso along its two miles is lined with struc-

tures of dignified dimensions and palaces of

commanding grace. S. Peter's, after all criti-

cisms, represents a considerable majesty of

architecture ; and the Palazzi Farnese, 8pada,

Parnaseni, and Barbarini, with many others,

are unequalled for statcliness and richness,

oven if we must give up the Vatican as an
overgrown barbarism, and consign not a few

of the churches to the category of cxorcseenoes.

Generally, however, the streets are tortuous

and narrow ; the tenements, though of enor-

mous size, are comfortless, dark, and honey-
combed into miserable ranges of rooms. But,

in truth, a vast mass of that which was once

Home above ground is scarcely less eclipsed

from sight than were the rock-hollowed tombs
discovered by the Cavaliere Rossi. The
success of the Commendatore Kosa at the Pala-

tine will probably lead to similar researches

beneath the surface, notoriously .artiiicial, of

the Capitoline, where many curious relics

from Egypt are supposed to be concealed.

Tradition asserts that on this mount Romulus
"built his asylum or Alsatia, for the purpose of

attracting strangers to Rome and multiplying
the population ; but few antiquarians, we
imagine, arc sanguine enough to anticipate

that tiiey will ever unearth those architec-

tural bones, though skeL-tons far more vene-

rable have been raised from their sepulchres

of dust. But the later arx or citadel, for several

generations, was presumed to be existing,

tliough in a dilapidated condition and com-
pletely interred. Many specimens of building,

indeed, reared in the Etruscan style, without
mortar, have been found on the reputed site

;

and, indeed, the discoveries on the Palatine
justify a hope that our architeotui-al anti-

(juarians may trace for us, if not a perfect

delineation of Classic Rome, nevertheless a

more faithful illustration of it than we have
hitherto possessed.

THE NEW LAW COURTS.

YERY nearly two years now have passed
away since we placed before our readers

a minute description of Mr. .Street's plans and
designs for the New Law Courts, written after

a careful examination and thoughtful study
of the architect's drawings, the entire scries

of those drawings lying open before us as we
wrote. Wo then wrote under the firm con-
viction—a conviction shared by the architect
and the public with ourselves—that all the
prolonged and tedious and vexatious delays
which even at that time had kept this great
national work—and kept it at a very great
peuuuiary loss to the nation—in a condition of

lamentable abeyance, at length had bi en
brought to an end ; and, consequently, we
then announced that tne work itself would
forthwith be commenced as soon as the con-
struction of the foundations had been com-
pleted. The conviction, however, which ltd
us to make such a declaration—well-founded
as it certainly appeared to be—proved fal-

lacious. Two years ago the obstructive
powers of those in hii;h official authority were
far from luiving been exhausted. Again was
a veto laid upon the commencement of the
actual v.ork of building ; once more the long

unoccupied site was compelled to resume its

forlorn aspect of silent solitude. Mr. Street's

dra-nings had to be rolled up : the year 1872
succeeded to 1871 without any sign of revived

life in the Carey-street wilderness ; and now,

when it is positively asserted that the very

last of the delays has become a thing of the

past, the year 1873 is advancing towards its

close, and the first stone of the great edifice

has yet to be laid. If inquiry should be made
concerning the motive and the object of all

this delay, the reply may be given in a single

word - economy. The work of the building

has been held in suspense, with a view to con-

sider bj- what means and to what extent a

searching investigation into the details of the

architect's designs might lead to a reduction

in the cost of the edifice. Of course, the site

all this time would be in a condition of un-
remuuerative uselessness ; while it would
have to maintain the familiar usage of pre-

vious years in paying rates and taxes to a con-

siderable amount, but absolutely for nothing.

Then there would be, at least, a contingent

probability—since confirmed so as to have
become a positive certainty—that in the in-

terval between October, 1871, and October,

1873, there might be a serious advance in the

cost of everything connected with building

operations.

In now resuming our treatment of the sub-

ject of the New Law Courts, as before, we
have availed ourselves of Mr. Street's kind-

ness in permitting us again to pass before us

in review aU his plans and designs, as at the

present moment they bear the impress of the

positive and final approval and sanction of the

Government. The drawings, accordingly, that

we have just examined are those which repre-

sent the pile of buildings now in very deed to

be erected. And what we now have to do is

to enable our readers to determine how far

what we may distinguish as the architect's

plans and designs of to-day differ from those

of two years ago. Thus, by referring to our Vol.

XXL, pp. 261 and 321, our readers may both

understand the effect of a two years' Govern-
ment manipulation of an eminent architect's

designs for a building of the first magnitude,
ana also may determine the true character of

the designs that are to be realised in the veri-

table structure. It is with no little pleasure

that we find our present task to be one simple

in itself, and in its execution, most happily,

easy to be accomplished. In compliance with
the wishes and suggestions of the Government,
Mr. Street's designs have undergone a process,

the reverse of decorative, which has deprived

them of £15,000 worth of sculpture and
carving, for the most part aii'ccting the cor-

nices and the various decorative details and
accessories ; while in all other respects the

designs remain precisely as they were when
we described them in 1871, with the sole ex-

ception that now the eastern e.Ktrcniity of the

south or Strand front of the building, upon
which no decision had been formed two years

ago, has been completed.

This cutting-down doubtless must detract

from both the dignity and the beau'y of the

edifice, since in Mr. Street's designs in the

first instance there certainly was no excess or

extravagance of ornamentation ; and, as a

matter of course, the architect who produced

the designs adjusted the depth of his cornices,

and the projection of his mouldings and the

foliation of his crockets and finials, with all

his other details, to their own proper places,

and their own relative proportions and becom-
ing subordination, as component parts of the

grand whole. These, however, liave been held

to be secondary considerations only ; tlie cor-

nices and the mouldings are to be more
shallow, more severe is to be the simplicity

of the leafage and the cusping ; here and there

chisels are to remain dormant, and £10,000,

upon a gross estimate which in the existing

(!ondition of things cannot fall very far shori

of a million sterling, has been saved. It hn^

required two years to accomplish this ; and

meanwhile, as Mr. Gregory observed in the

House of Commons on the 22nd of March
last year, " Takin.' an utilitarian view of the

subject, the country was losing £40,000 a year,

which was the amount of interest on the
money expended on the purchase of the site."

And there were, as we have shoAvn, some
other losses besides. When regarded from an
economical or utilitarian point of view, this

subject speaks for itself with .no less of em-
phatic eloquence than when the point of view
is artistic.

It is scarcely necessary for us to remark
that in the fact that Mr. Street's plans and
designs of two years ago remain comparatively
unchanged, and unchanged absolutely in every
more imi>ortant and strictly characteristic par-
ticular, those designs possess the strongest

possible testimony to their high intrinsic ex-
cellence. They have had to pass from the

clamorous and violent vituperation of some
critics who had never seen them—of others

who were either too ignorant to understand
and appreciate them, er too [jrejudieed to deal

with them justly—together with not a few
others the bitterness of whose hostility served

but too accuratel}' to measure the keenness of

their jealousy. From all this Mr. Street's

plans and designs, even after he had been led

to suppose that they had been finally ap-

proved, have had to pass through the ordeal of

a trial of two years' duration—a trial, too,

framed and conducted for the express purpose

of detecting faults and imperfections, whether
of commission or of omissicn, and of exposing

weaknesses and errors—and the result has been

that they have come forth from this ordeal

unscathed ; and this they have accomplished,

not through any leniency or piirtial inaulgence,

but simply and solely because they proved to

be strong enough to stand firm in their own
strength, and brave enough to fight tri-

umphantly their own battle. For ourselves,

our recent study of Mr. Street's drawings
serves only more strongly to confirm the im-

pression produced by them two years ago : so

that now, when we oti'er to the accomplished

architect himself our congratulations on the

almost unchanged condition of his drawings,

we feel more especially bound to congratulate

the Metropolis and the country at large that

the National Law Courts will be a building

from its architectural excellence signally

worthy at once of the age that will have pro-

duced it, and of the high and solemn uses

which it is destined to fulfil.

In his present design, Mr. Street terminates

his Strand Front towards the west exactly as

that part of the design is represented in our

engraving, published in the BtJllDiNG News,
November 17th, 1871 ; and consequently

the proposal has been abandoned which would
have extended the Strand front westward by
a south-west wing of dignified proportions and
considerable importance. Towards the east,

and eastward of the arcade of three archways

which form the entrance to the grand quad-
rangle from the Strand, the elock-tower rises,

the range of the main building which is inter-

posed between the archway arcade and the

tower being continued one bay still further

eastward beyond the tower itself, where,

flanked with its own shafted and corbelled

tourelle, it constitutes the south-eastern angle of

the entire edifice. (See B.N. A'ul. XXI, p. 321).

The Clock -tower, from the south face of which

the clock-dial will project, is massive, simple,

and dignified ; it harmonises in its treatment

with the main ranges of the buihling on cither

side of it up to the^level of the cornice, having

an open archway below ; above the adjoining

cornice-level this tower rises three stories ; of

these stories the lowermost has a range of three

single-light windows ; aliove these will be the

projecting clock-dial, with its faces looking

west and east ; and, higher still, are two large

and lofty single-light windows, live-foiled at

the head" of the openings, their actual arches

being plain ; then, there is a bold cornice

I rowned by a lofty gabled roof, with finial,

and fianked by two chimneys ; and, to the

cast of the main tower, and in combiua-
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tion •svith it, is a very effective stair-turret,

liaving its own distinct conical roof. Regarded
as a whole, this Strand front, upwards of 500
feet in length from west to east, as it now
stands in the design which is not again to

undergo alteration or modification, is a trulv
noble composition, as well eft'ectively varied
as consistently uniform, rich in its more ela-
borate constructive component iiarts, and
having its decorative details in effective con-
trast with broad spaces of plain masonry.
Seen in parts, this Strand front, the principal
front of the eutii-e edifice, is equally worthv
of high admiration ; and, it will be kept in
remembrance that a range of buildings
upwards of 500 feet in length, and situated in

a street, can be seen only in parts, while the
true value of each and every part must be
determined both by the effect it may produce
when seen and therefore estimated by itself,

and by the duty which it may perform as a
component of the whole.

M^
COMPEXSATIOXS.—IX. (and last).

Y remarks on this subject would bo in-

complete without some mention of such
cases as arise under the Metropolis Local
Management Acts and the Metropolitan
Buildings Act.

Among the powers conferred on vestries and
district-boards by the " Metropolis Local Man-
agement Act, 18J5," are the following :

—

To repair sewers, and from time to time con-
struct new ones.
To inspect drains, privies, and cesspools.
To cover over ditches, open drains, itc.

To provide and maintain ui-inals and other
public conveniences.
To remove existing projections in front of any

building in any street.

Unlike the case of a railway company, the
Board can only be compelled to purchase land
where the sewer aftects the surface of that
land. I'he Board may, as above stated, in-
spL-ct drains and cesspools ; and where these
arc found to be in pi'oper order, they are to

be reinstated at the expense of the Board,
compensation being made for all damage
caused by the inspection. Also, in covering
over any open ditch, they must make com-
pensation for any rights to the use of the
water or stream destroyed or interfered with.
An action for a nuisance will lie where a

stream becomes polluted by reason of a new
system of drainage executed by a district-

board. Damage occasioned by the erection of
iirinals or other public conveniences is to be
defrayed as portion of the expense of sewerage.
Where the Board act under their power to
remove projeetiois, they must give seven days'
notice ; and in cases where the projection is

removable under any previoxisly-existing Act,
no compensation need be made.

It is to be noted that should a sewer be con-
structed by any district-board, and injury
subsequently arise to such sewer by reason of
works done on the adjoining land, the Board
are not entitled to compensation. Should, for
instance, the lateral support of the adjacent
ground be necessary to the stability of the
sewer, this must be secured by the purchase
of the ground by the Board.
For these and other purposes the Metropo-

litan and district-boards are empowered, by
the IS & 19 Vict. cap. 1:20 (with which is in-
corporated certain portions of the Lands
Clauses Act, 1845). to purchase lands or any
right or easement in or over lands which they
may deem necessary for the formation or pro-
tection of the works which they are authorised
to execute.

No land or easement over landoanbecompul-
sorily taken without the svritten consent of
the Secretary of State ; and before applying
for such consent the Metropolitan Board should
advertise in a London daily paper at least
once in each of four consecutive weeks, stating
the nature of the works proposed ; a place
where a plan of such works mav be seen

;

and the quantity of land or nature of the
rights proposed to be acquired.

In addition, they should serve a notice on
the owners or lessees, four weeks before appli-

clation is made to the Secretary of State,

stating the particulars of the land or rights

required, and that the Board is willing to treat

for the purchase thereof, and as to compensa-
tion to be made for damage.
The modes of settlement of disputed cases

are :—Before two justices, where claim does
not exceed £50, or by arbitration, where
claim does exceed £50. There is no provision
for a jury under this Act.

Where the works of the Board will inter-

fere with those of any railway or canal, notice,

accompanied by plans, is to be given to the
Company ; and if within seven days objection

be made, the works are not to be commenced,
but reference is to be made to an engineer
appointed by the Board of Trade on applica-
tion by either party, to determine the manner
in which the works are to be done.
The Metropolitan Board may take down and

set back buUdings projecting before a general
street line, making compensation for all

damage and expense caused thereby. It

should be noted that an error in the deposited
plans does not invalidate the jiower to pur-
chase compulsorily.

Disputes between building and adjoining
owners are, under the Metropolitan Buildings
Act, 1855, to be settled by a surveyor, or by
a third surveyor appointed by those of the
respective pa: ties. An appeal to the Countv
Court from the decision of the surveyors is

allowed ; and an action in the superior courts
may be brought if the appellant can prove to
the satisfaction of the county court judge
that if the matter be decided against him, he
win be liable to pay a sum, exclusive of costs,

exceeding £50.
A budding-owner has a right, under certain

conditions, to raise any party structure per-
mitted by the Act to be raised, but he must
make good all damage occasioned thereby.
The damage here referred to is structural
damage only, as surveyors called in to arbi-
trate on the dispute would have no jurisdiction
on a point of damage to light and air. Under
the Act, the buUding-owner is liable to a
cumulative penalty for neglect to make good
such structural damage.

I think I shall not be overstepping the legi-
timate boundaries of my subject if, in con-
clusion, I give two forms of great practical
utility. It must at all times be satisfactory
to the surveyor (especially the young begin-
ner) to know whether he is properly appointed
to act. And it may frequently happen that
he is called upon to give notice of his client's

refusal to sell part only of his property. I

therefore give

—

Form of Appointment of Arbitrator by
Claimant.

Whereas I, the undersigned, A. B., of

,
did on receive a notice in

writing from
, reqnirin? certain

therein mentioned, for the purpose
of

, and whereas no agreement has been
come to with the said as to the sum
of money to be paid to me for the purchase of
the same, and for the compensation for injury by
severance and other damage to he sustained by
me by reason ot the execution of such works

;

and, whereas, by a notice in writing under my
hand, bearing even date herewith, and directed
to the said

, containing the several
particulars prescribed in that belief in the Lands
Clauses Consolidation Act, 1S45, I have signified
to the said my desire to have the
question of compensation in relation to the mat-
ters contained in the said notice settled by
arbitration. Now, therefore, in pursuance of the
provisions of the said Lands Clauses Consolidation
Act, ISti, I do hereby nominate and appoint
C. D., of to be the arbitrator ou mv
behalf of and concerning the premises.

As witnessed my hand this

day of IS
Witness, A. B.

Form of Notice of Refusal to Sell Part of
Premises.

To the
I, the undersigned, A. B., of

hereby give yon, the said , notice
with respect to the lauds and premises known as

, in the county of , a
portion of which lands and premises is marked

(red) upon the plan accompanying the notice
from you, the said

, to me, bearing
date the day of , a.d. 18 ,

that I will not sell or part with the said portion,
or any portion of the said lands and premises,
unless you, the said

, will purchase
and take from me the whole of the said lands and
premises.

D.ited, Signed,

^

I think I may now fairly claim to have
given my readers such an insight into the
salient principles which govern the conduct of
compensation claims as can be aiibrded in a
short series of articles in the pages of a
journal devoted to the interests of a profession
which embraces within its scope more varied
branches than perhaps any othsr. I have
shown them successively, and in such order as
seemed to me to present the various points in
the most natural sequence ; who and what
are the parties with whom, in the making of
claims, my readers are likely to find them-
selves brought in contact ; and I have enu-
merated the various points which most fre-
quently form tlie ground of claim in cases
where the property in question is acquired by
the purchasing corporation. Passing then to
the various kinds of interest in property which
may exist, I have given such a sketch of the
nature of each as might be contained within
suitable limits ; and I have next considered
the way in which the value of a property is

affected by its position, characteristics of plan,
&c., its state of repair, and such other points
as can only be ascertained by a visit to the
property and inquiry in the neighbourhood. I
have, then, given a short description of the
" Notice to Treat," and of what constitutes
proper service ; of the particulars of claim,
and of all the various kinds of injury for which
claims can and cannot be sustained, where the
property itself is not acquired. Next, I have
spoken of the property which a coilipany may
insist upon taking ; and, on the other hand, of
that which the owner may insist shall be.

taken, and of the various rights of vendor and
purchaser upon these and cognate matt^-rs. I

have also described superfluous lands, with the
right attaching thereto ; and entry under com-
pulsory powers,with a table showing under what
circumstances a company may andmay not insist

upon entering into possession before making
compensation. Next follow a few hints as to

the time witliin which an offer should be ac-
cepted, and also some on the question of title,

which I trust may be found useful. Into the
points of " goodwill" and " stock," and es-
pecially into that of " how to value," I have
gone fuUy, and have illustrated my remarks
with worked-out examples which will, I think,

meet most of the ordinary difficulties of every-
day practice. And, finally, I have explained
the various methods of arriving at a solution

of a disputed case, with such remarks upon the
peculiarities attacMng to each method as wHl,
I think, make their relative merits clear ; and
have also added some observations upon the
special peculiarities of cases arising uuder the
Metropolis Management and Building Acts.

As regards a great part of the matter which
I have set before mj' readers, I have that con-
fidence which one necessarily feels in speaking
of things of which one has a positive know-
ledge and every-day experience. As regards
the rest, I may say I have spared no trouble

to secui-e the best authority for all that I have
written, and trust that my readers may ex-
perience the benefit of this in the use they may
make of the information I have afforded.

Banister Fletchek.

THE PALACE FOSCARINI AT VENICE.
CWil/i double-page Illnstiaiion.)

THE fairy queen of the blue Adriatic,

the architectural Venus, rising from
the waves and parading her stone beauty in
the bright rays of an everlastingly smiling
sun, has turned the brain of many a. sober
critic. The spectacle is certainly dazzling.

The artistic impressions are indescribable.

The wealth of the East and the sombre and
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ealculatinp; intellect of the "West combined to

produce aU that an exalted imagination could

conceive. The Venetian merchant-princes

revelled in a town of beauty. They were
princes in the true sense of the word—osten-

tatious, proud, and careless men, who loved

art, and spent any amount of money on beau-
tiful outward forms. Art was with them the

bloom of life, the sublime idealisation of

rough reality. In our times we stoop to life

and nature for artistic subjects ; in Venice
the people learned from art how to live and
how to charm. This was carried to such an
extent, that we may say that life during the

fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries

was an imperfect reproduction of artistic

works. Architecture was not yet a detached
mechanical handicraft, but a stern and well-

defined art, with laws based on a correct ap-
preciation of the fundamental principles of

beauty regulating its style. Sculpture and
painting were not altogether severed from
architecture, but, on the contrary, worked
hand-in-hand with it. Architecture as the
skeleton, sculpture as the flesh and sinews,

and painting as the fashionable dress. Archi-
tecture during the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries turned back to the traditions of

antiquity, and produced a Renaissance art,

meaning not an artistic reproduction of Classic

forms, as is often erroneously supposed, but a

revival of general artistic principles onlv-

Nothing could be more unlike any Greek or

Roman construction than the Palace Foscarini
at Venice, of which we give the faoade, and
yet we recognise, in the excellent arrangement,
the simplicity of the general outlines, and the
well-balanced proportion of the details, the
unmistakable inHuence of Greek feelings.

The front of the palace grows out of the
water as a pompous architectural product ; it

rises like a gaudy and airy palace, the dwell
ing-place of nai»ds and syrens. We shall

treat, however, only of the ornamented and
decorated faoade. "Faoading," if we may
coin this word to express the modern tendency
of endeavouring to give some outward appear-
ance to our private buildings, has become
more general and fashionable with us. Some
of our architects think it an excellent way of

faoading to act against all the laws of sym-
metry. They group small and large windows
together, interrupt the flowing lines by any
means, sink a building deep into an area
so that it looks as if half swallowed up by an
earthquake; construct towers like huge' ex-
tinguishers, or attempt a revival of the de-
generated and overdecorated Elizabethan style.

They are wise in their generation. Theso-
called subjective originality of "faoading"
requires neither faste in general nor art in
particular ; it needs merely a mechanical
calculation of bricks and stone,' with any
amount of ornamental and decorative patch-
work added. We have certainly some ex-
csllent exceptions, such as the London Uni-
versity, the New Post-office, some houses in
the West-end, Messrs. Spiers and Pond's
building in PicfadiPy, and others. In general,
however, we s< ill adhere to an an.achronistie
barbarism, ai;d try to dress our houses in a
fashion which is now obsoh te. Some of our
architect.s will not see that they commit
exactly the same mistake as would any man
who walked through Regent-street or Pall-
mall in a plumed helmet, a tail-coat, em-
broidered velvet breeches and top-boots, with
a spear in one hund and a Clolt's revolver in
the other. Every period of art had its archi-
teoturiil fasliion. To clothe houses in forms
which have outlived their times is one of the
greatest possible errors, and shows a poverty
of imagination and an utter incapacity for
understanding the spirit of our times, and
reflecting in inorganic matter the requirements
and aspirations of modern ])ublic and private
life. We must develop the Renaissance style,
if we intend to be true to the progressive spirit
in art. To ignore this or to go to older
periods is contrary to the laws of evolution.
Such an attempt can only succeed so lopg as

artists and the public are allowed to grope in

in the darkness of historical ignorance and an
unsystematic education, or no ai-t-educatiou

at all.

The faoade of the Palace Foscarini in our
illustration gives us the restored frontage of

an old building which was decorated to pro-

fusion with marble incrustations, terra-cotta

ornaments, and frescoes. To revive frescoes

on houses was the fashion for a certain time.

We endeavour to imitate this in our way,
and we find houses painted red, blue, yellow,

or green, covered with advertisements, or with
the emblems of an heraldic stationer, a toy

merchant, or a dealer in conjuring apparatus.

Without doubt a wall is more durable than
canvas, and frescoes will outlast oil-paintings.

Such frescoes as those on the Palace Foscarini

give the outside of a house a very festive

appearance, but are too gaudy, too theatrical,

and on this account not to be recommended
for general use.

If the whole of London were decorated in

this style, we might literally be said to live in

an o|)en-air picture-gallerj-. What we must
object to on the faoade we should be only too

glad to see revived in entrance-halls, churches,

libraries, lecture-theatres, &c. The frescoes

in the Hofgarten at Munich, the Casa Ber-
tholdi, the Villa Massimo, the Castle of Rhein-
eck, the choir of the Cathedral at Cologne,

the University of Bonn, the Museum at Berlin,

and our Houses of Parliament, are undoubtedly
great works. If, therefore, we wish to revive

art, and kindle a universal love for beauty,

we ought to follow out what the great master
Cornelius said to Mr. Wyse, and "use as an
instrument painting on a large scale, for

which purpose fresco is peculiarly suited."

A town-hall, decorated with spiritedly com-
Dosed scenes of the historical incidents of past

ages ; the hall of a university or a lecture-

theatre ornamented with allegorical pictures,

representing the four faculties, or the pro-

gressive development of the sciences in his-

toric groups of Greek philosophers, mediaeval

scholastics, theological reformers, and modern
inventors, illuminated by the lurid flames

from the stakes erected by the Inquisition,

would excite our admiration. On the house
before us we have four panels, with allegoric

representations. On the first-floor, to the

right, winged " Fame," holding a globe in her

left-hand, blows her trumpet. A winged
male figure, with a torch, to the left, repre-

sents War, holding a serpent biting its own
tail, and trampling a shield under foot.

The second story has to the right allegories of

the inventions of our times. Electricity, Steam,
and Chemistry ; whilst, on the left, we have
representations of Architecture, Geography,
and Painting, which were most cultivated

during the fifteenth century. The two
groups are rather monotonous ; the colour-

ing and execution is in a sharp and
forcible style. On the third floor we have
in niches, Commerce, a ntide Hermes, and
Xavigation—a draped woman with an anchor.

Arabesques and diapers abound on shields

and as frame-work, whilst the second and
third floors are separated by a frieze-like deco-

ration, representing b.aby-Cupids, mowing,
coquetting, playing musical instriunents,

decorating vases with flowers, and putting
together helmets, shields, and pieces of

armour. This composition is extremely lively,

and full of a delicate charm. The whole
decoration, al frescn, was executed by a

talented artist, !M. .lames Casa. What has

been done in Italy might be done with tis.

Art, at all events, would receive a new and
powerful impetus. Compositions would have
to be drawn, cartoons to be prepared, and
grouping to bo studied. The most neglected

part of art—historic painting—would step to

the foreground, and we should soon learn to

out-do other nations. A grand national art

would appear on our w.alls, showing in har-
monious colours and mighty forms our uni-
versality, not only in sciences, but also in the

highest branches of art.

All that could be done to facilitate the
purely technical in the art of fresco-painting
has received attention. Commissioners of

Fine Arts met and reported from 1841— 1862.
Sand and lime have been studied, colours,

chemically analysed, and regulations for

spreading clean river-sand over the well-

settled surface published. We have been in-

formed that the sand is to be most carefully

cleansed from clayey, or saline particles, and
how " intonaco," the last coat of lime on walls,

is to be laid on. The fact that colours pre-
pared from animal or vegetable substances
are destroyed by lime, and must therefore not
be used, has been prominently placed before

us. We have found that vermilion or cin-

nabar should be avoided, and that great pre-
cautions were necessary in preparing the
colours on the palette to prevent their appear-
ing streaky. AVe have not omitted to recom-
mend the German method of plastering in

preference to the Venetian, though the latter

has been very much improved in later years.

We have, however, forgotten to provide our
artists with walls to paint u[ion, and have
neglected to establish schools where they
might be taught Universal History and
General Literature. We liave not thought
fit to send them to Rome, Florence,

Munich, or Berlin, to study the produc-
tions of Italian and German fresco-painters,

and render themselves familiar with the

subjects they selected and their mode of

composition. We often make these mistakes
;

we imagine that a knowledge of the chemical

properties of colours, or of the anatomical

construction of the human frame, makes the

painter. Whilst caring for the technical and
material, we neglect the culture of the artist's

imagination. For this reason the painter,

though excellently trained technically, knows
of no subject on which to exercise his skill.

We may mention another evil which often

impedes the development of art on a grand
and national scale. We pay less than any
other nation for works of high art by living

painters. The incomes of our artists, always

excepting the fashionable portrait-painters,

average about i'oOO to £600 per annum.
Mr. Dyce waste have painted the "Legend
of King Arthur" in the Queen's robing-

room, and to have received £800 a year for

six years ; whilst Hess, at Munich, received

for his frescoes in the Chapel of All Saints

£3,700 and for those in the Basilica of S.

Boniface £.5,000, both being painted in less

time. King Louis I. of Bavaria, who was
known to buy the best works cheaply, paid

only £360 to Gassen for an ante-chamber,

and to Kaulbach for a sleeping chamber £660 ;

but if we compare the cost of living at Munich
with that of London, even his low prices will

seem very high. Still greater is the contrast

when we consider that Kaulbach has been

paid for his paintings in the Museum at Berlin

£37,500, in addition to an allowance of

£3,750 for materials. We mention these

facts not to insinuate that we could not aflbrd

to pay such prices, but to show that we are

unwilling to pay them for strictly decorative

high art. We "have, from a Puritanic feel-

ing, avoided decorating halls, churches, or

houses, and have talked and written ourselves

into a perfect horror of all heathen forms.

We have looked upon the representation oi

any sacred subject as rank idolatry ; history

was to us a book closed with seven mysterious

seals, of which the largest was " blind party-

spirit." We objected to the Government as

a patron, and inveighed against any one ap-

pointed to cultivate art as a jobber ; we over-

looked all his difliculties, and were proud to

have rendered a man like Mr. Cole " the

best-.abused man in the kingdom." Still

more strongly did we decry private patron-

age. Let us have no Leo X., no Julius II.,

no Charles V., no Francis L, no Xapolcon 111.

We were always to fall back on the phantom,

that was everywhere and nowl-.ere, the grand

patron, " popular encouragement," as the

only essential element lor rousing the dormant
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artistic powers of the nation. Artists will

have long to wait if tliey rely solely on popu-
lar encouragement. In Italy, Germany, and
France, kings and prince?, nobles and mer-
chants, vied with one another in promoting
a national art, and tliey created one. With
all our merit, we shall only then be capable

of founding a school in high art, " which
Tvould cmidate, if not surpass any other

in Europe," if "popular encouragement"
steps forward in the form of patrons,

having sufficient taste to support men who
would design and jiaint faoades like that of

the Palace at Venice, which was paid for by
the most noble Countess lOmilia Foscarini.

G. G. Z.

S. PAUL'S—ITS SURROUNDIXGS AND
ITS RAILINGS.

IN our efforts to communicate a little infor-

mation about S. Paul's Cathedral, we
have been actuated mainly by a desire to help

in preserving (as much as woidd seem to be
possible) the work in and about it as its

great architect left it. We have talked of the
inside and of the outside of S. Paul's in turn,

and thanks to the Messrs. Longman we have
been enabled to present readers with a very fair

idea of the building, both past and present,

in shape of engravings and woodcuts. We
now propose shortly to say a word or two about
the much-vexed question of the "Railing"
round S. Paul's,—a source trul_yof not a little

controversy and heartburning. Indeed, as far

as Wren himself was concerned with it,

during his lifetime it must have been to him
a real trouble and distress. Let no architect

in the future despise "railings,'" nor think
them trifles. The narrow-minded Commis-
sioners, as Mr. Longman calls them, bothered
poor Sir Christopher every way ; there was
nothing indeed, however important, that
they did not wrest out of his hands ; and it is

a somewhat curious fact that the first dispute
they had was about this very " iron fence "

round the churchyard, and the first question,
as to whether it should be of hammered or of
cast iron. Wren was for " hammered " iron

;

the Commissioners were for cast-iron. Wren
was liimself present when this controversy
took place, but his opinion was overruled by a
majority " prepared for the purpose." This
first dispute may well be a lesson for those
who now rule the things that are artistic

; for

Wren, with a right true instinct, gave his

opinion for hammered iron. He thought it

cheaper and more durable than cast-iron, and
what is more, he saw that the more artistic

work was to be got out of the wrought and ham-
mered metal than from metal " (iast." It is im-
possible to allude to this question of the metal-
work of S. Paul's without some expression of

admiration for the admirably designed and
artistically executed wrought-iron work in it.

The gatesatthe entrancesof thenorthandsouth
east aisles ; the gates that were in the screen,

or organ loft, when in its place ; and the gates

also, at the east or apse end of the church

—

all were, or are, if they still exist, alike ad-
mirable, and show what wrought-iron work
really does mean and is. May we ask. What
has become of some of this ironwork ? It has
disappeared from the Church—that is quite

certain. AVhat a pity to move it so need-
lessly and so uselessly ! If the gates that are

missing still exist, why not replace them
somewhat or other in the disjointed screen on
cither side of the transept—anywhere better

than to loose them. The low railing in front

of the Communion Table is as good a piece of

wrought-iron work, both in design and exe-
cution, as can well be found. It needs but to

bo looked at attentively. It would be utterly

hopeless, as things now are, to attempt to do
anything at all like it, or as good, for the
simple reason that there always mxist be
artistic handling in even iron-work, in scrolls

and bars, if the work is to be fine art, and to

display real art-workmanship. We would
just add one other word for the railings out-
side the building. As mere examples of solid

and well-balanced work, they could hardly
be better or more appropriate ; and if any
railings are needed, we put in a word again
for a portion of them, and for the sake of

memorial.

We now give—thanks again to the Messrs.

Longman—by way of effective illustration, a

fair copy of an original drawing, by Sir C.

Wren, of the block-plan of S. Paul's, with a

surrounding arcade or "fence," and with a
" baptistery " at the extreme west end of the

inclosed space. This is really a remarkable
idea, and there can be no doubt that it was
Wren's own idea that the cathedral should be
surrounded or protected in some way or other,

either by an "arcade" or low wrought-iron
ran, to be supported, probably, on a stone

plinth. This drawing is in the collection of

Wren's drawings in the vestry of S. Paul's.

We call special attention to it, because, as is

generally understood, it has been determined
by the Committee of Adornment to do away
with the " iron fence" altogether, and to lay

the cathedral bare to the street—a most un-
fortunate determination, as we take it to bo,

in very many ways. In the first place, it

should be the desire of the Committee of

Restoration to carry out, as far as possible,

Wren's wishes and thoughts on the subject,

whatever they may have been ; to do, in fact,

as far as is possible, what he would now do

if aUve to finish his own work. In this plan

we can see clearly enough what that idea of

the old architect was—viz., to create a plat-

form on which the cathedral should stand,

and then to surround that platform, or ground,

with some sort of protecting fence, not only

for use sake, but for appearance sake, and
for architectural effect. Wren evidently

thought this drawing important, and as one

of the scries of drawings which illustrated

the whole idea of his great building, it

should be, as we think, religiously adhered

to, as far as is now possible, both for its own
salce and for that of its author.

Our second reason for a "fence" round

the church, and it is no light one, is, that

supposing the building entirely open to the

street, the whole plinth of the cathedral, to

the height of four or five feet, gets in a few
days to be .splashed in the most unseemly
way with the mud and dirt from the street,

consequent on the traffic running so close to

the very wall of the building. Besides this,

the boys of London town are most especially

given to pure mischief, and one of their

favourite amusements is, when they get a

good chance, to draw the sharp end of a stick,

or point of an old umbrella, or a horse-shoe

nail, or, indeed, when nothing else is handy,

their o\vn finger-nails, across and across and
along the stone surface. These unsightly

scrawls are everywhere. A fence saves a

building from all this, and a good deal more.

Why not then retain it ? Wren has said

nothing against even the present railings,

except, as Mr. Longman has pointed out, that

they were "poor and mean," as contrasted,

doubtless, with the ^\Tought-iron work he in

all probaljility sketched out for it.

Our third,' and not the least, objection to

the total removal of a railing of some sort

round S. Paul's, is that in the way of
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quietness and calm, a close and qiiiet

space of ground all round and about the

building is a desideratum not to be over-

looked. It adds to the dignity and stillness

of the place, and jierhaps more than all, keeps

at a distance from the hearing of those inside

the biiilding the incessant noise of the vans

and carts in the street, never still for a single

moment. The raUway vans hereabouts sweep

round the corners, rounded oft' on pui'pose for

them, fast and dangerously enough. Why
add another help to theu- furious and de-

structive speed y

No mistake can, as we take it, be greater

than that of supposing that a building such

as S. Paul's is to be " improved" in appear-

ance by the being entirely isolated and separ-

ated, in fact and in eyesight, by standing in

the middle of a bare flat of level ground, and
away from all other buildings. It is apt to

look like a toj'. The dome of S. Paul's looks

nowhere more striking, or larger, than when
seen from the end of a narrow street leading

to it, as from the end of the quaint little

Sermon-lane, where the great dome rises on a

bright blue sky day above the dull dark brick

houses of this quaint and narrow little byway.

To "restore" a church—to restore S. Paul's-

must have a real and bona fide meaning
according to Johnson and common English.

C. B. A.

THE

receive a practical and intelligible meaning, escape the disadvantages to which reference had^ .-
. .

_. _ ,. been made, and do not seem to be liable to
special ones of their own. They were perhaps
about the best institutions to which, whether as
investors or borrowers, people of limited means
could intrust their savings. He alluded to the
report of the Royal Commission appointed to

inquire into friendly and benoftt buildins; societies,

and added that we may fairly hope that a very
short time would now see the passing of an Act
that would consolidate and settle into law tho
usages which experience has proved to bo safe

—

alterins;, if at all, rather in the direction of free-

dom than of fetters
;
permitting, for example,

incorporation instead of tho present system o

trusteeship, and thus givo the sanction of Parlia-
ment to one of the most valuable institutions,

ilnancia.1, moral, and educational, which a
practical people has ever created for itself.

THE BRADFORD MEETING OF
BRITISH ASSOCIATIOX.

THE ACTIOX OP SYMMETRICAL LIGnT.NIXG

CONDUCTORS.

PROFESSOR ZENGER road a paper, on Fri-

day last, before the Mathematical and
Physical Science section, on this subject, illustra-

tintr itwith the well-known experiment in physics

of placing two insulated hemispheres of brass plate

in contact with another insulated sphere of brass.

If the former were charged with electricity and re-

moved from the inner brass t^phore, there was
found no trace of electricity on its surface. The
electricity was shown to bo accumulated on the

surface of the outer spherical conductor with

equal tension in every point of tho surfaca. Pro-
fessor Zenger showed that if the other hemi-
spheres were replaced by two circular wires, no
action whatever in the inner conductor was found.

He said it was easy to seo that this simple experi-

ment might prove useful in regard to the con-

lightning. He had therefore endeavoured to

ascertain the effects if any other form of a
symmetrically-arranged conductor were used,

instead of a circular form. In the first instance,

he had tried the parabolic wires joined to the

electroscope ; next, a rectangular wire with five

different openings. If placed oxnctly in the middle
of the rectangular wire, no action was observed

;

, ., - , 1 . c. Ti 11 • iu " struction of electric apparatus and of lightning
Another e.iormous help to b. Paul s in the way

,„„ductors to protect buildings, and even whole
ot piotliresqueness, and pure colour cftect, is

cities, from the destructive action of afmospherio
the green grass, and even stunted trees round —
it. This green adds not a little to it by con-
trast, the green-coloured ground against the

dark stime-work of the building, never better

in colour than it now is. Wren saw only tho

new coloured stone from the quarry. We are

more favoured ; for we see it time-coloured,

and tempered and touched with the tints of

200 years of venerable age—blackened with
London smoke, say not a few objectors ; but
how blickened ? Velasquez himself could not,

with aU his power over blackness, even imitate

such blackness of colour—such infinite variety

of tint. AVhy should everything be reduced
to the dreary flatness of a newly painted shop
front, or smart street-door 'i We say leave it

alone, and let time do its work, and colour the

walls of S. Paul's as it may. It is wonderful
in its play of black and white as it is.

Turner's picture buildings in alternation of

intensest black and white are not more
attractive, and the Venetian domed church
on the Grand Canal not more picturesque.

It is only to be destroyed by modern
" surveying."

The Times but lately declared that there
were thousands and tens of thousands imme-
diately in the neighbourhood of S. Paul's

Cathedral, and round and about it in this

vast city, who care no more for either it, or

the what goes on in it, than they probably do
for any of the common street-posts, or for

those almost incredibly ugly polished granite
stumps, which are now in course of fi.\.iug

round the steps of the AVest Front. It is a
pity—this insensibility ; but we suppose it can-
not be helped. AVe have addressed our
remarks to those who do care about it,

however small the number may be, and in the
hope of contributing a little, at least, towards
the preservation of 8. Paul's, and to the pre-
servation of the things that are in it, and to

the keeping of Wren's work as he left it, and
meant and designed it to be. We could of

course go on, and point out in detail, step by
step, what ought to be, and what ought not to

be ; but we must needs forbear. AVhat will
or can be the ultimate fate of the poor old
church none can say ; for in these days of art-

manufacture must disappear by slow degrees
all that is characteristic and intlividualised in
it ; and nothing, it is quite certain, can bo
added that will not bo produced by the
now universal system of art-manufacture.
This is, as we take it, just the simple
reverse method of doing biulders' work to that
in vogue in Wren's day, and in the old time
before him. But whatever is done, or not
done, one thing at least, the present goings on
in S. Paul's in the way of work should do, and
it is this—that the word " restoration," as
applied to architecture, ought through it to

THE DISPOSAL OF TOWN SEWAGE.
At the meeting of the Chemical Section on

Monday, Mr. R. B. Grantham, G.E., brought up
the Report of the Committee on the Treatment of

Sewage, re-appointed at Brighton. It consisted

of Mr. Graiitham. Professor Corfield, Dr Gilbert,.

Mr. W. Hope, and Professor A. W. Williamson,

who had attended the meetings ; and Mr. Bailey

Denton, Mr. J. T. Harrison, I ieut.-Colonel Leach,
and Dr. Voelckor, who had not attended. Th&
committee had continued that p.art of the inquiry

for which it was more particularly appointed—
namely, the examination of the typical case of

sewage farming at Breton's Farm, near Romford.
An analysis of the soil of the farm showed a con-

siderable increase in the amount of nitrogen .and

phosphoric acid. Further examinatiou has been
made of the sewage farm at Earlswood. with mor©
satisfactory results than formerly. Whitbread's

process had been considered. It is being carried

on largely at Enflold, where there is an exc.dlent
placed exoentrically, however, there was small

( opportunity for further investigation. Tho Corn-
but increasing action ; and if he placed a noodle

or another sharp-pointed instrument between the

protecting wire and the electroscope, he still

bettor observed tho different action produced by
placing the electroscope in an excentrical ]>osition.

He therefore thought that it was possible by
symmetrical wires placed on buildings or over
whole cities, so to procure an entire protection from
atmospherical electricity. If tho electric clouds

should oven enter between the objects protected

and the protecting wires, their activity would be
greatly diminished, for tho wires would become
immediately charged, and nearly all the electricity

accumulated on their surface without any danger
to the protected buildings.

Mr. Jamks Glaisheh (Royal Observatory,
Greenwich), whohad taken the chairin thetempor-
ary absence of the President, said their thanks were
due to Professor Zenger for his communication
upon a subject so important. What they wanted
to know was the distance at whicli buildings were
protec ed by a lightning conductor, and Professor

Zenger's assertion that the sections of a globe

were as effective as the whole globo itself would
be an important a.'dition to scientific knowledge
if proved to be so.

Professor Clerk-Max^vell, who said he had
paid some attention to the subject of shielding

bodies from electrical action by means of the wire,

feared the form that Professor Zenger had given

them would be rather difficult to work out mathe-
matically.

A voteof thanks was passed to Professor Zenger,
Mr. Glaisher expressing a hope that when in

London Professor Zenger would favour the Com-
mittee of the Association with moro detailed ex-

periments and a longer interview.

BCILDrNG SOCIETIES.

Mr. J. A. BiNNS read a paper last week
at the meeting of the British Association at

Bradford, upon benefit building societies. He
pointed out that these societies do not build, but

make advances upon real oroporty out of the

contributions of their members, tho greater
number of whom had no intention of building.

Originally the idea .seems to have been that

every member should bo a buildor. There are

two great divisions of building societies, the

terminating .and t'le permauent. The former
kind is now passing out of use. lu the termi-

nating society, members subscribe periodical

sums, usually once a month, until a fixoil sum
has been accumulated for each share, wbicb is

then divided amongst tho members. The main
difhoulty which besets this form of society is

tho impossibility of equalising its contributing

and borrowing elements. Permanent societies

mittee's funds being nearly exhausted, thoy pre-

sented a I'csuiiie of the results of their labours,

prepared by Professor Corfield. The P.arlia-

mentary return relating to sewage farms would b&
valuable if exact, but it does not separate capital

from working espouses, nor the cost of land froni

that of works.

Mr. Horn presented the Report on Breton's

farm, Romford, and stated that the systematic

observations hitherto carried on had been con-

tinued and summarised in similar tables, b.iaring

the same numbers as last year. Many of the

results, thus contrasted, are very instructive ; but

tables, although themselves only summaries, are

so voluminous that it is impossible adequately to

describe them. The point of chief importance

was th^it effluent wat<r Avas slightly purer, thus

exploding the idea that laud becomes "sick " of

sewage. An analysis of samples of the soil taken

in April, 1^53, at the same part ot tho farm as

the samples were taken for analysis in 1870, prior

to the application of any sewage, showed very

appreeiablo quantities of phosphoric acid, am-
monia, and nitric acid, which valuable manures
wore almost, indeed practically, absent iu tho

same soil in 1870. The Committee also found

that the population of Romfoi'd hnd been largely

over-stated by the Local Board, and that, instead

of between 7,000 and 8,000 persons feeding tha

sowers, there were only about 4,000 persons in

all. This, of course, gave a very different com-

plexion to the agricultural results, and among other

things gave the important and new fact that in

tho case of this town the sewage of the population,

including, of course, kitchen and washhouse slops,

and that due to horses and to live stock on market
days, contained 131b. to 1+lb. of nitrogen per

head per annum.
Professor CouFiELD recapitulated the con-

tents of all the Reports which had boon

presented liy the Committee, and said they had

come to conclusions which were substantially

as follows:—Fir.st, All conserviincy plans, in-

cluding heap and cesspool systems, dry-ash and

dry-earth closets, pail closets, &c., are quite

incompetent as solutions of the general question

of the romov.al of tho refuse matters of a
population; they only deal with a small

part of the liquid manure. Towns which resort

to one of tbem require to be sewered, and tho

sewage requires to be purified. The manure pro-

duced is iu all cases (excepting that of simple

pails or tu s, where no extraneous material'! are

.added) poor, and will only boar tho cost of

carri;ige to a short distance, that produced by tho

dry-earth system being, even after the earth has
been used three times ovor, merely a good garden

mould. Moreover, these plans all violate one o f
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the most important of th6 Sanitary Laws, -wbicli

is that all refuse matters which are liable to ba-

come injurious to health should be removed
instantly, and then be dealt with afterwards.

With all these plans it is an obvious advantage,

on the score of economy, to keep the refuse about

the promises as loni; as possible, and the use of

deodorants of various sorts, or even of disin-

fectants, proves that this is the case, and that

these system? all depend upon a fallacious princi-

ple. They should therefore be discouraged as

much as possible, and only resorted to as tem-
porary expedients or with small populations

in very exceptional instances. Second. The
water-carriatje system, on the other hand, is

based upon the sound principle of removing all

the refuse matters at once, and in the cheapest bas been able to collect, and more especially the

grass is perfectly wholesome. Thus Mr. Dyke,
medical olficer of health of M-^rthyr Tydvil. states

that since the abundant supply of milk from the
cows fv>d on irrigated grass, the children's

mortality has decreased from 48. 50, and 52 per
cent, of tho total deaths to only 39 per cent., and
that, so far from diarrhcea having been made
more prevalent by the use of sewaged cabbages,
" last year tho Registrar-General called attention
to the fact that diarrha?,a was less prevalent ic

Morthyr than in any place in England and
Wales," and lie expressed his belief in " the per-
fect salubrity of the vegetable food so grown."
With regard to the assumption which has been
made that entozoic disease would be propagated
by irrigation, all the evidence that tho Committee

possible manuei'. by gravi ation, and ought to be

resorted to in all but the most exceptional cases.

The opinion of tho Committee that all sewers
should be m^de of impervious materials, Jind

that Sep irate drains to dry the subsoils should be

constructed where necessary, has already beojt

most emphatically expressed. Tho freest pos-

sible ventilation of sewers, house-d.-ains, and
soil-pipes, in order to prevent accumulations of

foul air, is also essential. With regard to utilisa-

tion of sewage, tho Committee h s come to the
conclusion that the precipitation processes which
it has exumiued are all incompetent, and ueces-
Siirily so, to effect more th;in a separation of

small parts of the valuable ingredients of sewage,
and that only a partial purihoation is effected by
them. Some of them may, however, be useful as

methods of effecting a more rapid and complete
separation of the sewage sludge. The upward-
filtration process only effects a clarification of the
sewage, and is therefore no solution of the ques-
tion. Weare's charcoal filtration process, as car-
ried on at Stoke-ui^oa-Tront Workhouse, did not
give satisfactory results, the eiHuent water
being in effect weak sewage

; an opportunity will,

however, soon be given for an examination of

this process in a modified form on a much larger
scale at Bradford, and under more favourahle
conditions. Intermittent downward filtration

through soil has been shown at ilerthyr Tydvil
to aft'ord a means of purifying tho sewage
imder favourable conditions, but it cannot be
said to bo a method of utilisation, except
to a partial extent, as the investigation
made by the Committee showed that the
effluent water contained as much nitrogen as was
originally in solution in the sewage, but mainly
as nitric acid, instead of as ammonia and organic
nitrogen

; and there can be no doubt that the
process will prove useful, as an adjunct to irriga-

tion cannot conveniently be got. By properly
conducted sewage irrigation, a solution is afforded
to the question of sewage utilisation. It has al-

ready been stated that a precipitation process or
some clarifying process may bo found useful in

all instances. It is essential that tho land should
be well underdrained, and that the sewage should
all pass through tho soil, and not merely over it

otherwise, as has been shown, it will only oc-
casionally be satisfactorily purified. Th^ catch-
water, or, as the Committee term it, the '• super-
saturation," principle is not defensible, either on
agricultural, chemical, or sanitary principles.
An irrigation farm should therefore carry out
intermittent downward filtration on a Largo scale,
.so that sewage may be always thoroughly puri-
fied, whila at the same time the maximum of
utilisation is obtained. It is certain that all

kinds of crops may bo grown with sewage, so
that the farmer can grow such as he can best
sell. Nevertheless, the stiiple crops must be
cattle food, with occasiomal crops of corn ; and it

is also certain, from the analysis of the soil, that
it has become very much richer, and that the
manurial constituents of the sew.a_'6 accuLOulate
in it. C'attlo should be fed on tho farm, which
leads to a vast increase in the production of
meat and milk, the great desiderata of the popu-
lation producing tho sewage. Thus the system
of farming must bo specialised and capital
concentrated, the absence of which condi-
tions has proved a great barrier to the satis-
factory practical solution of the sewage question.
The Committee has not been able to trace any ill

effects to the health of the persons living around
sewage farms, oven when badly conducted, nor
is thero any proof whatever that vegetables
grown thereon are in any way inferior to those
grown witli other manure. On the contrary, there
is pldnty of evi.lenco th.at such vegetables are
perfectly suited for the food of m.an and beast, and
that tho milk given by cows fed on sewage

positive facts obtained by experiments, are
against such an idea, and tho Commi tee is of

opinion that such disease will certainly not be
more readily propagated by sewage irrigation

than by the use of human refuse as manure in any
other way, and probably loss if the precautiou be
taken of not allowing the animals to graze, but
always having the grass cut and carried to them.

Mr. M'Gowen, Town Clerk of Bradford, then
read a paper on the question.

In the course of the discussion which followed,
Mr. Stanford said he had tried the process of
filtration through charcoal many years ago, and
was compelled to give it up. Ho found that the
charcoal absorbed very little nitrogen, and that
he could not make tho process pay. He was very
glad that the Committee of the Association had
been so far educated that they had now recom-
mended a previous precipitation, instead of throw-
ing the sewage upon the land at once. He was
only sorry that, having arrived at this result,
they were about to close their labours.

Mr. Holland said the towns were in tho position
that they could not keep the sewage out of the
rivers, anil they must not put it into them. It
was not fair that a town should not be able to

divert any of tho water passing through it. Tho
landowner not only claimed tho water which was
put iato the river, but claimed also that it should
be pure.

The LoBD Provost of Glasgow agreed with
Mr. M'Gowen tb.at nothing had so puzzled local
authorities as this quostion. Two things seemed
to be proved by their discussion—one was that tho
same system would not -nit every place, and the
other was that thero was no probabilitv of any
system being a financial success. He asked
whether the committee had come to any con-
clusion as to the quantity of sewage required per
acre in their scheme.

Mr. B. Lathaji said one of the things they hod
been told was that drainage should bo carried out
in every irrigation soil, bur this had been proved
a complete failure in no loss than sis cases to
which he could refer. The Committee had made
a great mistake in Laying <lown any rule from the
experience of a singlo farm.

Mr. Hoi'E said if drainage was necessary in
ordinary land it must b.j necessary in clay lands,
and he felt that if Mr. Latham's drainige
had failed it was because it was done badlv.
In tho Parliamentary contest it was for no public
roiison that tho Sewage Bill of Birmingham failed.
With regard to the statement that 10,000 acres
would bo required for the se%vage of Bradford,
ho thought it was a pity that such statements
were made, as they were quite vague. He was
sure it was only by irrigation that they could
solve the diffioulty.

Dr. Gilbert said it had been stated that the
manurial properties were retained in tho solid
state, but he found that not ono-fourth was re-
tained in the manure precipitated. With regard
to the three-fourths left, the only way to purify
it w;is by irrigation.

Dr. CoRBOLD denied that the Committee had
ever suggested that effluent waters should be
thrown on the land; on the contrary, they bad
suggested that percolation was the "best way of
applying it.

Mr. Ai'GowEN said ho agreed with Mr. Lath.am
that tho only way was to wait, and not to rush
precipitately into schemes because thoy had very
sanguine men to support them. He" hoped the
idea would bo given up of expecting to m.ako
sewage farms pay.

It was then proposed and carried that the sec-
tion recommend the continuation of the Com-
mittee for another year.

THE EKADFORD BVILDIXG TRADES.
A paper was road on Moudav on tho Bradford

building trades by Mr. Archibald Neill, in the

course of which reference was made in compli-
mentary terms to tho Bradford Builders' Tech-
nical Sobuol. As an employer of labour ho had
long been of opinion that tho operation of trades
unions had been for the benefit of the members,
except as regarded their opposition to machittory,
which had ceased to exist in tho Bradford build-
ing trades. Unless, however, they abandoned
the pr.actico of tying up the hands of men so that
all men should receive the same pay, thus pre-
venting the good man from receiving tho just
remuneration of his skill and labour, thoy could
not hope for permanent success. Trade combina-
tions h.ad been a help to the working men as a
class, causing their political and social rights to
be respected, and he considered that they had
been usotul to employers as a medium for regu-
lating the price of labour, though he believed the
inilaeace of unions in fixing wages had been
greatly exaggerated through ascribing to them
the natural adv.anc6 in tho value of labour. The
unions were now r.aising their voices for the
repeal of the Criminal Law Amendment Bill and
the Conspiracy Law Amendment Bill, and if new
laws could he framed to take tboir place, which
would give proper protection to all me;i, the
country would be with them. Mr. Swire Smith
joined in tho testimony which had been borne
to tho excellence ot thoBradford Building School,
and expressed regret that it had not been placed
under the Science and Art Department.

THE ElT,LEIGir ROCK DRILL.

Mr. J. Pl.vnt read a paper before the Mecha-
nical section on i\Ionday, having especial
reference to tho use of the Burleigh Rock Drill in
quarrying. Ho said the principal feature of this
machine was that it imitated in every way the
action of the quarrymen in boring a hole in the
rock. A jumper, l^^in. in diameter, was driven
into the rock, the difference between it and the
action of the quarrymen being that it was in-
finitely more powerful and regular in its stroke,

the great diff'erence whicli always existed between
machinery and manual labour. The jumper fitted

to the drill was the same as that used by the
quarrymen, only the jumper point was made in
the shape of tho letter X. The machine was
fitted upon a telescopic-legged tripod, so that
any position and direction of the hole w.as attain-
able. The jumper on drill acted with the piston-
rod of tho sm.all cylinder which was .attached to
tho machine. In this way it struck the rock with
the greatest rapidity, from 200 to 300 strokes per
minuto, the length of its stroke being about 4in.,

and it .also rotated and cleared itself as it pro-
ceeded. The whole weight of the machine was
about 3cwt., so that it could easily bo moved
about, and it was worked by one of the quarry-
men, which spoke a great deal for its simplicity.

Tho drill has been woi-king daily at one of the
Cambrian Quarries since March, 1872, and during
that period had given satisfaction ; and with the
exception of new piston rings and some trifling

repairs by tho blacksmith at the quarry, no break-
age of any kind had taken place. The qaarry-
nien were not prejudiced against the drill, but on
tho contrary they had voluntarily made an ofl'er

to Mr. Menzies for tho company to drill them
holes at the same price per foot as they were paid
themselves for boring by hand, and deduct the
amount due for such boring monthly from tboir

contracts. This was the plan adopted in all the
galleries of the quarry. "The actual cost of work-
ing the drill was most accurately kept, and com-
parison showed that tho work of untopping the
slate rock could be done in two-thirds of the time
required by manual labour. Tho cost of boring
with the drill during the past twelve months had
been at the rate of 5^d. per foot, including steam,
oil, attendance, repairs, &c.—the same b-nng 2^d.

per foot below the cost of the manual labour em-
ployed to execute the same work. An>'th -r im-
pfirtant point was tho increased rate of pro.;ress,

which was invaluable in opening out slate

quarries.

THE XATCRE OP CHOLERA.

Dr. Brunton on Wednesdav communicated to

the Physiological Section the results of some
physiological researches on the nature of cholera.

The writer assumed rhat cholera was due to a spe-

cific poism aided by conditions of atmosphereand
soil. The effects of this poison, like t loso of other

poisons, might be counteracted, even while it was
present in the body, and the antidote to a poison
which had a similar action to that of cholera
might prove a remedy for the disease. Many of

tho symptoms of cholera had been attributed by
Parkes and Johnson to contraction of tho pulmo-
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nary capillaries, and at the oiitpot of his investi-

gation tbo writer accepted this theory as correct.

Ko discovered that muscarin. an alkaloid derived

from a poisonous fungus, the Ariuinita Muscarla^

produced contractiou of the pulmonary vessels

and some of the symptoms of cholera. These

were at ouce removed by atropia, and it thereforo

seemed probable that this might prove useful iu

cholera. It had, indeed, been recently employed

in largo doses by an American practitioner with

cousiderablo succoss. The writer now regards

Parkes and Johnson's theory as imperfect, if

not erroneous, and considers that the arrested

circulation in cholera is duo in great mea-
Buro to active dilatation of the abdoQiinal

and thoracic veins, in which the blood stag-

nates as it does in shock after injuries.

Digitalis might possibly prove useful in

this condition. Tho rice-water stools of cholera

had been shown by Kuhne to have exactly tho

same composition as the fluid secreted by the

inteptine after division of tho nerves in Moreau's

experiment, and the profuse secretion iu cholera

is therefore probably due to paralysis of some of

the intestinal norves. A profuse secretion also

occurs when sulphate of magnesia is injected into

tho intestines instead of dividing the norves.

This secretioa is not lessened in the least by
atropia, although this drug arrests the secretion

from the salivary and sweat glands. The secre-

tion produced by sulphate of magnesia may be due

to irritation, and not to paralysis of tho intestinal

nerves, but tho failure of atropia to arrost it

lessens the probability of its proving a complete

remedy for cholera. On this point, however,

further experiments are required, and on these

Dr. Brunton is at present engaged.

RAIXFAU..

Mr. G. J. Symous on Wednesday road before the

Mathematical Section the report of tho l^ainfall

Committee. The committee reported steady pro-

gress, but regretted that in tho vicinity of the

Caledonian Canal, the west of Ireland, and several

of the Welsh counties, thoy were in want of ob-

servers. During the dt-cennial period, extendiug

from January 1st, ISliO, to January 1st, 1870,

there were 317 records of rainfall kept in t^io

British Isles, without the omission of a single

shower. These records, therefore, give 38,0 iO

monthly values, and afford by far the most valu-

able data for investigation into the seasonal dis-

tribution of rainfall over published. Mr. Symons
described, by the aid of larsjo maps, tho prineipal

features of tho rainfall of 1872. and explained

that while thetotal annual rainfall usually ranges

within one-third above or below its moan amouat,
there were in several separate locjilities instances

of excess of, not 33, but 00, 70, and even 77 per

cent., all of these being absolutely witbout prece-

dent during at least 148 years. The report of

1805 has now become almost obsolete on account

of its not containing moro than two-thirds of tho

present number of place?—800. Whon the sys-

tem is rendered complete, the large number of

returns will afford an amount of vory iiseful data,

the value of which will be enhanced by an inspec-

tion of the stations, the modes of observation, and
the position of tho instruments, as has already

been proposed. The greater relative wetness of

the winter months in the western station has

been establisbed by a comparison of results. The
result of observations for some years has been
to show that July is not now a month of maxumim
and that April now occupies tho place formerly
held by February and May as that of a minimum
rainfall. Tho month of //laximu/u or ini/iimum

fall, however, changes in a remarkable manner,
rendei'iug it quite impossiblo to lis it with any
degree of certainty.

OUR LITHOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS-

CHIPS.

A new building for Kelly College is about to
he erected near Tavistock, from designs by Mr.
Hansom, of Clifton.

New water-works are bein^ constructed at
Ballater, N.B., at a cost of .^2,000.

S. Luke's Church, Liverpool, was reopened 6n
S. Matthew's Day, after renovation and redecora-
lion, at a cost of nearly £1,000.

The internal reconstruction of the library of the
Louvre, for which the National Assembly voted
"OO.OOOf., is confided to the superintendence of
M. Lefeul, the architect.

The S. Oiave's District Board of Works has
unanimously resolved to increase the salary of its

Clerk of the Works—Mr. Garner—from £120 to
£150 per annum.

CL'RRIERS' HALL.

We give this week a view of tho New Currier's

Hall, taken from the architect's drawing in this

year's exhibition of tho Royal Academy. Tho
building is situated in London Wall, on the sito

of the old hall ; the materials used are brick

with stone dressings. The ground floor consists

of the Company's oSicos, the clerk's room, &c., tho

hall and committee-rooms being on tho first floor.

Tho windows contain the arms and mottoes of

masters and benefactors of the Company in

stained glass. The works, which now approach
completion, aro being carried out by Messrs.

Perry. Bros., of Hoxton, from the designs of the

Company's architects, Messrs. John and John
Belcher, of Adelaide- place, London-bridge.

INTERIOR OF THE CENTRAL HALL OF THE NEW
COURTS OF JUSTICE.

One of our double-page illustrations this week
represents tho Central Hall of the New Law
Courts. We have said so much at different times,

and also in another part of our impression to-day,

about Mr. Street's design, that it is unnecessary

to say any more now. As tho work is about to

be commenced, we hope, however, to report pro-

gross from time to time,

PALACE FOSCARIM, VEXICE.

For full description and comments on this build-

ing, which we represent by a double-page illustra-

tion, see article on page 333.

s. Gabriel's, newingtox. s.e.

Tho foundation-stone of this church, of which

we give illustrations, will be laid on Monday nest.

The site on which it is being erected is

in the chuchyard of S. Mary's, Newington. For

furthf^r particulars we reforour readers to the full

account that was L'iven in the Building News,

August 22nd, 1873. The arches and piers on

which the church stands were put in thus :—The
piers were first built up to the springing level of

tho arches ; the ground betwooB the piers was
then cut away at the sotHb of where arches were

to stand and at the proper curve, thus forming a

centre, cut out of the earth for the arches. This

was rendered with a coat of mortar to make the

curves perfectly true. The brick rings were then

built over, and it. has been found an economical

and expeditious way of treating the matter. Tho

architect from whose design the church is being

built is Mr. J. E. K. Cutcs, of Hammersmith.

CHURCH RESTORATION.

THE following remarks on church restoration,

by Mr. John Henry Parker, C.B., in the

Guardian, will interest many :

—

•'To restore a building, whether a church or a

house, is to make it as much liko what it was
originally, or what it was intended to be, as is

practicable, and to remove the modern alterations

and obstructions. In the case of our churches, I

am aware that there are difficulties in the way,
from various causes. I would restore an English
church to what an English church was at the
time it was built, as far as practicable ; but as

many of our churches have been altered more or
less in each succeeding century, and the cbange
of ritual must bo considered, I would, as a general
rule, take the church furniture of '• the second
year of King Edward the Sixth " as our guide.

It so happens that the English church furniture

of that time is the best in the world ; it is at the
same time handsome and conveniont, and suitable

for our churches. The handsnme screens and
finely-carved bench-ends of our eastern and west-

ern counties were all then in use ; most of the

benches aro of about that period, a fow years

before or after. I would repudiate all objects of

tho Pagan style that have been introduced since

that time; but tho Pagan style came in slowly

with Pagan idean. and did not become established

in England until the time of Charles I. The
church furniture of tho time of Elizabeth and
James I. is oftk?u very good, and should be pre-

served ; it also harmonises vory much with the

Norman style, and is not offensive to the eye with
any other style.

*! would abolish all the ' donkey-boxes * which,
I am sorry to say, still exist in too many of our
churches. They were first introduced by tho
Presbyterians in Scotland, and from thence
brought by the Puritan party into many parts of

England. I consider the retaining of these any-
where as a disgrace to their owners. The
removal of screens is altocjother a mistake ; a
high open screen does not interfere with the
seeing or hearing the clergyman in the choir,

still less the singers who ought to be in the choir.

That the choir is often raised I am well aware,
and I like to see it so ; but the altar was not
raised by the old architects in the manner that is

now the fashion. We do not worship tho Host,
and ought not to do so; our Church teaches that
the consecrated bread and wine is still bread and
wine. I do not object to a reredos, provided it is

suitable to the building ; but a marble reredos, or
a marble pulpit in the Venetian style (which are
now so much tho fashion^, is to my mind entirely

out of place.

" The Venetian style itself belongs to the six-

teenth and seventeenth centuries, as is proved by
many inscriptions on tho buildings, according to

the Italian fashion, and it is an imitation of the
French and English style of the thirteenth and
fourteenth. It is often very pretty, especially

for houses, but quite out of place in an English
church. Tlie Basilican type was never intro-

duced into England. I merely cite that arrange-
ment as a proof that the placing the altars on the-

top of a flight of steps is a mistake.

"I cannot call restoration many things that I
have seen done, and the use of that nam-j is often

to obtain money under false pretences. To de-

stroy an old porch and the room over it, and us©
tho walls as part of the aisle, and destroy the par-
close screen, is not re^tDration. Screens ar*
roally useful in more ways than one: they mark
conveniently the division of tho navo from th©
chancel and choir, and they prevent the echo, so

much complained of i i many f>f our empty
churches. Screens and curtains, or flags, are tho
best things for preventing the echo, and a.

preacher is even better heard where there ar©
screens than where there are none. I observe
that somo ingeniou'' por^nns are now proposing
to have wires draw.i .i.c.u-<3 a church to prevent
the reverberation of sound. If the old screens
had been retained, there would have been no need
for this, and surely the wires are more ugly than
the screens, which are often really ornamental."

COMPETITIONS.

Bassexthwaitk Church, Cl:mbeeland.—The
design by Mr. D. Brade. of Kendal, under motta
" Skiddaw," has been selected for the first prize.

A premium of £2.> has been awarded to Mr. J. S
Seymour, of Carlisle, for design under motto
'' Barf." The referee appointed by the com-
mittee was Jas. Fergussou, E-sq., F.U.I.B,iV,

Leicester.—Tho Leicester Town Council have-

awarded the first prize to Mr. J. B. Everard for

the method submitted by him of dealing with the
drainage question of that borough, and the second
prize of 100 guineas to Mr. Grant. Tho local

journals appear to endorse the action of the
C ouncil. Mr. Everard's report shows his plan te
bo loss costly than that of Mr. Grant, excluding
the purchase-money of tho land required for

filtration beds. As far as can be seen from hia

statements, Mr. Everard provides for the con-
veyance of the storm-water to the river and
the sewage to the sewers—with an outfall, or

outfalls, to insure a flow in the latter sufficient

to render them really couduit-pipes, not elon-

gated bottles, full of standing filth and deadly

gases. Another advantage offered in his report

is tho purification of tho sewage by downward
filtration. Mr. Everard estimates the co.st of his

project at £83. 000, apportioned as follows:—
£37,000 for constructiou of tho works, £-t2.00a

for the purchase of 100 acres of land for filtra-

tion beds, and £4 00;) for contingencies. The
annual outlay, not including interest on capital,

he estimates at £l,(iOO, from which he deducts a
protit of £lJ0O, to bo derived from tho filtration,

area.

West Dulwich.—It is proposed to erect a new
church at West Dulwich, near the Norwood
Cemetery, at a coast of about £7.000. A limited

number of architects aro engaged in preparing

flans to be submitted for approval.
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WHAT IS A BALDACCHINO ?

THE proposal to erect a bntdncchino, or

baldachin, over the Communion-table
in tie Church of S. Barnabas, Pimlico, has
caused, and is likely to continue to cause, no
little amount of discussion, flavoured with an
asperity proportioned to the ignorance of the
questions involved. I propose to place the
subjec''; before your readers in as brief a manner
as is consistent with the threefold aspect it

presents—viz., the historical, the symbolical,
and the useftil.

And, fii-st of all, nobody need be frightened
at the word baldaechino. Had those who are
so anxious to introduce its use into the chancels
of our churches only selected some other
equivalent, such as canopy, dais, or tester,

many a (juaking conscience would have been
easier. But " baldaechino " has such a horrible
outlandish ring about it ! for although found
in some English dictionaries, it nevertheless
sounds as strange as "hagioscope," the mere
utterance of which, as applied to a church,
suggests mysterious, inquisitorial horrors.
Fancy telling your revered grandmamma that
she ought to give up sleeping under a baldae-
chino—that the days of open-timber-roofed
bed-rooms had gone, and that there was no
fear of dust, birds'-nests, or any other molest-
ing droppings endangering her sacred head.
Of course, grandma would cut you oif with a
shilling for your impertinence, and stick to
her feather bed and four-poster, wondering
secretly what her wicked grandson meant by
such a strange, evil-sounding word. So it is

with S. Barnabas ; the world is very full of
grandmammas with a strong leaning to what
they call '-the Protestant Church of Eng-
land." Had Mr. Street and his employers
suggested a tester or dais, so that the fioly

table and its contents might be protected
from the many impurities which are always
more or less floating in the interiors of large
buQdmgs, and more particularly in the case
of town gas-lit churches, few people, I ven-
ture to say, would have been alarmed, and
few, therefore, would have objected ; but to
come down upon us suddenly with a word
that many never heard before, a word that
was specially evoked to give a name to the
canopy of the great altar of S. Peter's at Rome,
was, indeed, something to excuse the attitude
of the Antibaldachins. AVell, then, the word
baldaechino means little or nothing more than
a canopy, or dais, or tester, or tabernacle, or
ciborium, or coopertorium. The tombs of
important personages, lay as well as cleric,
are often covered by baldaechini. Tlius, the
tombs of Aymer de Valence, Aveline of Lan-
caster, and Edmund Croucliback have magni-
flceut ones of stone, hitherto usually called
canopies. In the same church (Westminster) we
see a tester or coopertorium over Henry III.'s
efligy, one over that of Queen Eleanor
at Canterbury, over Edward the Black Prince
at York, and so on throughout the country.
Every canopied or covered altar tomb is"

a

monument with a baldaechino, according to
its modern sense.

But the old term employed to denote the
canopy of the altar was "ciborium." Before the
twelfth century—that is, during the prevalence
of the Romanesque style of architecture—this
canopy was a common feature of what may be
called the furniture of a church. And in "im-
portant buddings everything was done to
enrich the very few architectural features of
which it was necessarily composed. Thus
Justinian, when he rebuilt S. Sophia, erected
oyer the chief altar a ciborium composed of a
silver dome supported on four columns of
silver, gilt, and crowned with a globe of gold.
So, too, in the old basilica of S, Peter's, Rome,
the altar stood under a canopy resting on four
porphyry pillars. And again, in the life of
S. Odilou, Abbot of Cluny, we read that he
caused to be erected a ciborium over the altar
of S.^ Peter, and cased the columns with plates
of silver, beautifully decorated with niello
enrichments. The representations of old ex-
amples show that the form of a ciborium

consisted of four plUars clear of the altar, on
which rested arches or lintels carrying a flat,

ridged, or domed roof. From the centre of
the inside of this roof or ceiling hung the pyx,
or vessel containing the sacrament or host, and
from pillar to pillar were suspended curtains
exactly like the arrangement of the old
English bedstead. The curtains were with-
drawn at certain times, and looped round the
pillars. After a time the curtains were
abolished, and with the introduction of Pointed
architecture, the last vestiges of the ciborium
as an architectural feature disappeared from
the altars of the greater part of Western
Christendom

; for it was found that unless in
exceptionally large examples, the pillars not
only interfered with the ministrations at the
altar, but interrupted the view of the
worshippers. One of the best (if not the best)

representations of a complete ciborium is to be
found in an ivory of the 11th century,
belonging to M. Alt'. Ge'rente, and figured in'p.

33, Vol. II., of M. Viollet-le-Duc's " Diction-
aire d'Architecture " (see illustration No. 1

As to the symbolism of an altar canopy,
what little there ever was must have been
well nigh reduced to zero at the disestablish-

ment of the curtains. To veil the altar, the
gifts thereon, and the sacrament suspended
above—to (in one word) enshrine it, must have
been the primary object in the adoption of
pillar, tester, aiidourtaia; for we must boar in

mind that the curtains extended on all four
sides, and were not merely to exclude
the draughts of air from the lights,

as were the side altar curtains of a
later date. It may quite be that the
ciborium vcU was derived from the Judaic
ritual arrangement, just as this in its turn
might have been derived from a stiU earlier

ceremonial. Man's likeness to his Darwinian
progenitor is, perhaps, never more patent than
in his imitative propensities. There is, how-
ever, one symbolism which must not be lost

sight of. Among the earliest altars, I need
hardly say were the tombs of the catacombs.

When the church emerged from this profound
intimacy with the dead, few things were so
necessary to a congregation as the possession
of the body or fragments of the body of some
martyr or extra-holy brother or sister who
had died in the od'our of sanctity. These
relics were first placed under the altar, so that
the new altar-tomb of the conquering church
was but a new edition of the tomb-altar of
the persecuted church. Under the high altar
of S. Peter, in the old basilica of this saint at
Rome, was a small chapel called the Confessio,
a name applied to the sepulchre of a martyr
or confessor. In this chapel was another altar,
and an opening in its front called the confes-
sionary of the altar ; inside the altar, on the
floor of it, was another opening, placed so
that a person standing in front of the altar
and looking downwards at an angle of forty-
five degrees would see through the two open-
ings, in the second of which he would observe
a bronze chest or coffer. This was all the
faithful saw, but the priest knew that within
the bronze was another box or cofl'er or silver
and herein he believed the remains of S. Peter
reposed. The ciborium, therefore, marked out
a spot in the church which men supposed pos-
sessed peculiar virtue. To touch the bronze
cofier was to gather healing and sauctifica-
tion

;
to it were brought "iaanimata things

which, by contact, were supposed to be in-
fused with astonishing powers ; and no
wonder, therefore, that the external canopy
of all this should be contemplated with extra
reverence. But S. Barnabas, Pimlico, has no
bones in bronze or silver chests that we are
aware of, nor is it proposed to place curtains
on every side of the canopy. Seeing, too, that
it was the sumptuous textile fabrics from
Asia, and especially from Bagdad, that were
sought after for the hangings of the ciborium,
that resulted in giving the Italian name
of the town (Baldacco) to the whole structure
of the canopy, no matter what the material,
there remains really notbing but the modern
use of the word to convey any symbolic sense
whatever in the Pimlico proposal. The use of
acanopy of silk to protect the persons of dig-
nitaries in processions, and the application of
rich Baldacuo curtains to inclose altars or
thrones, gradually and naturally led to the
identification of the idea with "the thinr/^ so
that there arose the \ihra.se aspetdre coi hcif-

dacchino (to look for homage). If, then, by
any course of reasoning, the canopy, as sug-
gested, may be made to sav, " This altiir

looks for homage," many an Eaglish Church-
man may well imagine 'that the thin end of
the wedge of ritual development is pro-
gressing too fast. But it seems to me
that it is only the old story over again
of " Give a dog a bad name," &c. ; and
I return to what I said at starting : that had
the proper name been given to it of tester
or dais, instead of seeking out one of a fine-
souudiug Renaissance coinage, few persons, if

any, would have raised a question about it,

for its practical purpose or use is unquestion-
ably neither more nor less than that of all

testers—viz., protection, a protection which
every broad ledge or table in large public
buildings stands in need of, whether the form
be that of Communion-table, or altar-tomb, or
stall, or throne, or pulpit.

The chapter on Romanesque Architecture,
in " Fergusson's Handbook," shows on a small
scale the whole mauagement of altar, canopy,
apse, bishop's throne, and presbyters' seats.

I have, however, appended four illustrations
to make the matter still plainer. 1 is from
the ivory above mentioned (eleventh ceutury),
where A represents the altar, and B the pyx,
veiled and suspended above the middle of 'the

altar. 2 is from th' basUica of S. Lawrence,
Rome (probably of the twelfth century). 3 is

from one of the stained-glass windows in
Chartres Cathedral ; and 4 is from the verso
of the eleventh leaf of Wilars de Houeoourt's
.album (middle of thirteenth century). This
last is part of a Classical subject, and I think
it is intended to represent one of the old
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heathen altars with its god, althouc;h it may
be said that it is merely the canopied throne

of a king.
Edw.uid W. GoDwijf, F.vS.A.

[Next -week the Buhdiug News will con-

tain several other specimens of Baldaechini,

with an article thereon by theKev. Mackenzie

E. C. Walcott.]
--

ARCHITECTURE IN GERMANY.

IF all, or oven one-half, of tbe architectural

projects now exhibited in Vienua were

carried out, tbo face of Euiope might bo scarcely

recognised by its oldest inhabitaut. Still, though
iirchitects are proverbial for building castles upon

paper, in tbe present instauco thoy are able to

show a large amount of good work either iu pro-

gress or actually completed. The principal

cities in Europe, as nil travellers can testify,

have within living memory been greatly changed
for better or for worse. Happy are towns such

as Nuremberg or Ravenna, which can manage to

get on without restoi*ation or enlargement. But
such are the supposed exigencies of modorn civi-

lizatiou, so considerable, too, is the increase of

commerce and population, that there are com-
paratively few spots whore tbe picturesque forms
of old Germany and France, or the lovely types
of Mediaeval Italy, are not marred by modern in-

trusions. How to put a new piece on an old

garment is the problem which architects are
perpetually striving to solve. In some
places thoy are not able to do niiich barm

;

for example, in Berlin, Munich, A'ienna, and
Pestb, there has been little to spoil ; and yet in

cities wherein modern buildeis have found wid?
space to work their best or their worst, as the
case may be, it almost invariably happens that
the points of especial interest are centred in souie

relic of the past not yet swept away. Hence in

tbe Vienna Galleries the most pleasing and in-

struciive drawings do not concern new structures,
but old remains, such as the series of "Historic
Monuments in France." It is, however, vaiu to

lament over ruthless destruction or incongruous
renovation which it is now too late to avert; the
part of wisdom seems to be to niako the best of

things .IS they are Such indeed appears to be
tbe spirit in which the architects who find a place
in the Vienna Exhibition have gone to work.
The designs which wo sliall pass under review
are for the most part commended by utility ana
fitness ; decoration grows out of construction

;

and thus simplicity and unity take the place of
that extravagance and empty show which have
long been the bane of tbe architecture of modern
Europe. It will hence be inferred that matters
are improving. In fact, on tho Continent we
may trace changes an.ilogous to the movements
which in England bavo wrought a revolution.
We say analogous, and not identical, for Conti-
nental Europe has been fortunately saved from
tho Ruskinito vagaries which disfigure especially
the provincial towns of England.
Few cities have had so fine an opportunity for

architectural development as Vienna. The open
space formerly occupied by the ramparts and
glacis now forms the circuit of tho Ringstrasse,
two milr-s long, and in jiarts seventy feet broad.
Here already stand the Opera House, the Franz-
Josi-ph Kaserne, the Kursaal, and the Votiv-
Kirche ; to these will bo added within tho next
fe v years the new Ratbhaus, tbe University, and
tho Museum. Tbe new Arsemd, which lies be-
yond tho Belvedere Gallery, also calls for em-
phatic mention. These several l>uilding.s, which,
when completed, with all their accessory squares,
terraces, and promenades, will make Vianna tho
most stately capital in Europe, admit iu point of
art of distinctive classification. First in order of
time, though not foremost iu architectural merit,
are tbe buildings which iu style belong more or
less to tho usual routine of tbe Italian Renais-
sance. And yet one characteristic of Vienna is

that even the most worn-out of styles are treated
with originality, and thus such buildings as the
Kursaal and the Opera House compare favour-
ably with tho more servile revivals in Munich.
The Viennese are distingnished by vigour and
Torsatility, and oven when they aro ambitious of
ostentation, they manage to introduce novel or
bold features which redeem compositions from
commonplace. Tho large hotels, however, of
which the elevations, &c., are shown iu tho Exhi-
bition, do not rise above that iasensate pomp and
show which all the world over aro supposed to
favour trading establishments.
We have nest to speak of certain noteworthy

manifestations of brick architecture, large in

scale, simple, broad, and iudl^pendent in treat-

ment. A member of the House of Commons at

the time of "the Battle of the Styles " declared

that " we live m an age of compo," and it is the

misfortune of Germany that she also has not yet

passed into a more honest mode of construction

From tbe borders of tho North S.>a and of the

Baltic down to tho banks of the Danube—partly

on account of the scarcity of good buiMing stone

—ordinary dwellings, and oven the faordes of

public institutions, wear the dissembling disguise

of plaster In some few towns, however, espe-

riady in Hanover and in Vienna, there have

sprung up of late years public and private build-

ings which iu structure and ornament rely solely

on brick. In the town of Hanover the designs

arc little more than tasteful adaptations from the

brick architecture of Lombardy ; but in Vienna

as her habit is, a more independent course has

been taken. To her pi-aiso bo it spoken, these

ediBces in baked clay are primarily utilitarian.

The large stately barracks of Franz-Joseph have

evidently been reared on strictly economic prin-

ciples ; and yet. by means of a salient sky outline,

of bold cornices, and of corner stone dressings,

the art result is bettor than if thri.-o the moaey
had been squandered. The great ai-senal on the

opposite side of tho city, containing an armoury
and decoruted with frescoes, is naturally more
ambitious than a caserne. With the possible

effect moulded brick is here used decoratively,

and the principal tower and portal are set off

with stonework and statues. The style serves

to substantiate the claim we have made for

Viennese independence ; the Saracenic is worked

freely into the Norman ; round arches inclose

Geometric tracery. It is iutoresting to observe

how, as we approach tbe Eastern confines of

Europe, architecture throws oti' its Western garb;

thus on the banks of the Danube at Pestb is an

imposing Kursaal, the arches round and bo dly

shadowed, the tracery Geometric, the columns or

pilasters fluted and relieved by figures. At
Czernowitz, too, abutting on the Russian frontier,

we loam through a series of drawings in the Ex-
hibition of " the residence of a Grecian-Oriental

bishop," apparently brick in structure, and show-

ing decisive traces of the Saracenic style in the

treatment of tho rounded arch. We have already

dwelt on the Orientalism which has found i's

way into the pictorial arts of Austria, and we now
discover like aflSnities in tbe architecture.

But this sketch of architectural phases would
he incomplete did we not call special attention to

recent manifestations of Gothic within tho Aus-
trian capital. Tho Exhibition gives fitting pro-

minence to "tbe Votivo Church," the design of

tho Viennese architect Ritter von Ferstel, raised

by the present Emperor to commemorate bis deli-

verance from impending de:(th. The style is

appropriately akin to that of tbe great parent

cathedral ; the two spires at the west end
appear in tho city panorama as tho younger
sisters of the lofty and symmetric spire of

S. Stephen. But the compo.sition is sufficiently

independent; the side chapels nestle among the

buttresses, the largo windows of the clerestory

and of the transepts make the interior light and
lantern-like ; the whole structure has symmetry
and unity, as if the birth of one bright and happy
thought. The church is emphatically beautiful,

and thus it lacks the ruggedness and the pictur-

esqueness which belongs to the opposite readings

of Gothic. Of like balanced proportion and deli-

cacy in well-placed ornament is the Gothic
Ratbhaus by Herr Schmidt. A model with

ground plans in the Exhibition shows a facade iu

three successive planes ; foremost stauds a spire,

tbe base of which serves for a porch ; next fob

lows tho centre, supported on arcadiui; two arches

deep, casting sirong sliadow ; above rise clustered

windows with a turret between each group—

a

most effective composition. Tho unppermost
story is an arcading of small windows. The
wings on either side retire a little back, the style

becomes more quiet and tho light and shade less

strong. The danger no doubt is that, as in the

sister art of painting, so here, iu tbe latest phase
of Gothic architecture, the compilation is so care-

ful, the system so studiously scientilic, that bold

creation finds no room. These pretty manifes-
tations of Gothic have the fascination, especially

for the amateur, of tho Church of S. Ouen, but
antiquaries and thorou,gb artists take more de-

light in the west front of tho Cathedral of Rouen
—a structure said to embody an epitome of the

Middle Ages. Even in such contrast will the

Votive Church and the Ratbhaus stand to tbe

venerable Cathedral of S. Stephen.

Germany is composed of so many States 'hat

she can well atTof<l scope for many styles. 3er-

lin has long laboured untlor the misfortur© of

of having been committed to a stately Classicism

which precludes variety or expansion ; sti'l the

dignity of which the arts are in danger of lying

at lent^th yields to modern requirement-, and
luxury has softened down severity. In Diesden

and iu Stuttgard the Renaissance has ob;ained

special developments, and the revival before no-

ticed of brick architecture in Hanover lias ex-

tended over Northern Germany, and nay be

traced as far even as Copenhagen. In Munich,

as wo all know, various historic and mongrel
styles stand side by side, the last novelty being a

new Gothic Ratbhaus. With the exception of

the Town Hall in Vienna and this design for

Munich, Gothic is in Germany almost solely re-

served for ecclesiastical structures ; the style,

however, is said to obtain warm supporters in tbe

Rhenish provinces of Prussia. Spealiing gene-

rally, we observe iu Germany an awakened desire

for decoration ; numerous materials are eagerly

sought which can be turned to ornamental ends,

either in the way of colour or for surface orna-

ment. We may also note a freer treatment of

prescriptive styles, an adaptation of old forms to

new exigencies, not only for the sake of utdity,

but in order to please the eye with polychrome

and to bring the manifold forms oi nature into

the service of architecture. Again wo find these

movements on the continent analogous to, though
by no means identical with, well-known develop-

ments in England.—(From the Satiirdaij lieview.)

THE ADORNMENT OF S. PAUL'S.—DIVERS
WAYS OF DOING IT.

"/^ B. A.," in bis atticle on this subject in a

\J, recent number of the Bcildisg News,
did well to draw attention to the fact that there

are buildings designed foi- light and shade effects

derived from tho play of tbe sun's rays upon ver-

tical and horizontal projections and recesses

;

upon carvings and sculpture in various relief

;

upon piers, and arcades, and congeries of mould-

ings contrasted with plain surfaces— in short,

upon their form rather than their variety of

colour.

It is highly probable that Wren's idea of deco-

rating S. Paul's extended little farther than this,

and that, suiting bis design to his necessities, be

trusted to time to tii,t his building in the kindly

way that Westminster Abbey has become on-

shrined with its hoary glory. But whatever was

Wren's wish iu this respect, it was not to be

realised ; and long before either Cockerell's or

Penrose's time, it bad been several times painted

in oil throughout. The removal of this coating

of paint, and tho restoration of the natural sur-

face of the stone, has been the work of Mr. Pen-

rose for some time past—the very opposite of that

course which " C. B. A." affirms to have been

taken.

The experimental decoration of a portion of

the choir-roof is no part of the permanent decora-

tion proposed, which as yet is only to be seen iu

the mosaic pictures in the dome pendentives,

than which nothing could be more appropriate,

and nothing more desirablo than their extension

to the dome.
Chapters and churchwardens of Queen Anne's

age seem to have bad a strong objection to time-

tinted buildings, and there are few ancient

monuments which have not been either colour or

paint-washed. To remove this veil has been the

work of many restorers whoso zeal has outrun

their discretion iu many instances, and the tool

has too often superseded the wire-brush. Never-

theless loving hands have laboured successfully

iu many a parish church, and during the last four

years Mr. Sharpe has bad in training many young

architects who will lay violent hands on no old

work, but will be true conservators of the

ancient monuments that may be intrusted to their

reparation.

"C. B. A." is scarcelyjustiSed by Italian exam-

ples of the best period iu objecting to tho inti-o-

duction of real marbles for tae enrichment of tbe

ordinary stone-work in shafts and panels, plain

or inlaid, with mosaic vaultings and dome.

The suggestion that staiiied or paiuted glass

windows would give all the colour required in

the most natural and beautiful manner depends

on tho depth of tho colour and the quantity of

light admitted through them.

Tho Norhury chancel-windows cited by Mr.

Shai-pe show what may bo done with advantage

in this direction by softening the crude white
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light of untinted glazing without obscuring the

necessary light required to give effect to carved

and moulded work, and admits of an endless

variation of the highest artistic design.

"C. B. A" finally suggests that painting by
eminent painters is, after all, the right thin,' ; but

certainly our experience of the durability of

mural decoration in this country is not very

encouraging, and it is open to question whether

the false effects of subject pictures iu oil or fresco

aru not destructive of architectural form, unless

restricted to wall-panels. This is not the case

with mosaic pictures, where a gold ground is

used, as at S. Mark's, Venice. To paint a sky on

a wall or dome, or to attempt perspective repre-

sentations, is little betterthansubstitutingpainted

coffers for real ones.

The distorted architectural forms that provide

the framework for the separate pictures of Sir

James Thornhill's decoration of the present dome
illustrate the futility of any fragmentary treat-

ment of the interior concave of a dome, which
would seem to call for the representation of

one vast subject on a monotoned ground,

by which the form might not be sacri-

ficed to the subjects introduced upon it.

If, however, it is determined to subdivide the

dome for the reception of more subjects than one,

the divisions should be formed of wide bands,

equal in width throughout their length, deco-

rated with fiat ornament, like the tesserated stiles

of Giotlo's chapel pictures at Padua.
The arrangement of these stiles would approxi-

mate to the skeleton trussing of a timber-built dome.
The interspaces, instead of being open to the air,

being tilled with pictures—all which would be

as easily executed in mosaic as any other more
perishable material. The delicacy of its detail

would be much more apparent from below, and
altogether more suitable than painting in oil, or

any other medium.
A competition between several Royal Academi-

cians, for designs to be executed in mosaic, would
be a good thing to do—a handsome honorarium
being given to each.

Edwd. C. Robins.

S. PAUL'S COLLEGE, KXUTSFORD.

THE foundation-stones of the New Church of

England College about to be erected at

Knntsford, and of the chapel belonging to the
same, were laid on Wednesday bv Lord de Tabloy
and the Bishop of Chester respectively.

The building is an-anged on a quadrangular
plan, after the mo-lel of many of the colleges at

Oxford, the m,ain fagade (inclusive of the chapel)
having a total length of COOft. with two flanks or
wings projecting 75ft. ; that on the south contain-
ing the senior warden's residence, with spacious
reception-rooms and a reference library ; that on
the north the apartments of the junior warden
and resident masters. In the centre of the prin-
cipal fruut is a tower of simple and dignilied pro-
portions, 24ft. square at the base, and rising to
a height of upwards of 200ft.. which serves as a
carriage entrance, and at the same time gives
access to the qu idntngle. A cloister, with tra-
ceried wiudows divided by buttresses, runs round
the internal walls of the quadrangle, and affords a
convenient and easy access to the various class-
rooms, which, with the schoolrooms, are ranged
roimd it, and alsu forms an ambu'atory available
in inclement weather of upwards of l.SOOft. The
whole of the kitchen audservants' offices, laundry,
&c. are^contained in a separate block of buildings
on the north side. The first floor of the main
block is devoted almost entirely to studies, 75 in

number. In the south wing this floor is arranged
as a doi-mitory for the juuior students, and in the
north <\ing is occupied by the dinmg-hall, fitted

with an open-timbered roof, and having a length
of 160ft. bv a width of 40ft. The two upper Hoors
will be us-jd as dormitories. At ono end of each
dormitory is a bedroom for a junior master, at the
other a lavatory lined with tiles and fitted with
hoD and cold water and all necessary appliances.
The senior students have each a cubicle of space
partitioned off, about lOfi. by Oft , which contains
;i bed and dressing and washing-stand. The
building is designed to accommodate 500 boys,
24 junior resid nt masters, senior and junior
warden, and the i-e(iuired number of serv,-ints.

The stvle adopted by the architects, Messrs.
Pennington and Bridgen, of Manchester, is

Middle Pointed Gothic. 1 he external walls.
and those of the cloisters, the dining-hall,
staircases, library, and lecture-rooms, are

faced with deep red bricks, made in the

vicinity, and pointed with hlnck mortar ; and the

surfaces of the external walls are relieved by a

sparing use of stone and black bricks, and

with traceried panelling, bosses, labels, and de-

vices cast in red brick earth. The whole of

the exposed woodwork is stained and varnished.

The c'aapel is from the design of Messrs. Goldie

and Child, of London ; it will attain a length of

176ft. by a width across the transepts of 9.5ft.

The general form of the building is that of a

Latin cross, of which the head forms the sacra-

rium, terminating in a polygonal apse, whilst the

choir or chapel proper forma the stem, with a

western ante-chapel ; and the transepts or aims
accommodate the visitors and servants. The
style of the structure is Geometrical Gothic, and

the internal arrangements are of such a nature

as to allow externally of a grouping of the most

striking descripiion, for the gable of the chsncel

will not only rise considerabl,v over the ridge of

the choir-, but will be crowned by a lofiy belfry of

stone and brick, flanked at the junction of the

chancel and ti'ansepts by two turrets, thus pre-

senting a gr-oup of the most picturesque architec-

tui-a! features, rising into a pyramidal composi-

tion to the height of 120ft. The apse will bo

lighted by a series of lofty traceried two-li_'ht

windows, beneath which, externally and inter-

nally, run arcades. A brick and stone vault,

6oft. from the tessellated floor-, will form

the crown of this portion of the building.

A lofty flight of steps will give still further

impor ance to the chancel, .and will extend

from side to side of the chancel arch, which will

be of great depth and massiveness, in order to

support the turret, which stands over its apex.

The transepts open into the upper portion of the

choir by arches, which are continued at right

angles, forming a central spii'o of arcades in each

transept, carried on lofty groups of shafts. The
choir will be located with a series of great arches,

borne on corbels, and spanning the area at regular

intervals, thus forming the skeleton of the roof.

Twolongrowsof three-lighttraceried windows will

admit a flood of light on either side of the choir,

below which will be the stalls and sejits of ma ters

and students in four tier-s, backed by panuelling

of carved oak. Above the ante-ohapel, which is

defined by an arcide of numerous piei's, and
vaulted, will be a lofty triforiuiu, opening by tall

arcades into the choir, and forming an organ-

chamber. A cloister 100ft. in length, will connect

the chapel with the college buildings. To har-

monise with the main buildings, red brick will be

principally used in the chapel, but a less sparing

use will be made of stone in this than in the

secular buildings.

BulIdtit0 Jntcllifjcna

CHDROHES AXD CHAPELS.

Carnarvon.—A new church, which has been
erected at Twthill, in the town of Carnarvon, was
opened for divine service on Wednesday. The
church is dedicated to S. David, and has been
erected at a cost of nearly £2.00^. The archi-

tect was Mr. John Thomas, of Carnarvon ; and
the works have been carried out by Mr. David
Williams, contractor, of the same town. The
building consists of a nave, 6()ft. by 31ft., a
chancel, organ -chamber, an-l vestry. The style

of architectur-e is plain Gothic of an Early type.

There is a tower at the north-west end, from
V, hich rises a spire 86ft. in height. Accommo-
dation is provided for about 300 worshippers.

Oldham.—On Sunday, 21st inst., the Church
of Our Lady aud S. Patrick, Oldham, was re-

opened for Divine service by the Ai'ciibishop of

Westminster, Dr. Manning. In addition to a
thorough cleaning which it has undergone,
there has been erected a high altar and
reredos, which occupy all the five bays of the
sanctuary. The centre bay contains the altar

table, of Sicilian marble, supported by four octa-

g inal columns of dark Devonshire marble, be-
tween which, and standing a little backward, ara
three p.anels, sculptured to represent '• The An-
nunciation," " The Coronation of the Blessed
Virgin JIar-y," and ' The Adoration of the Wise
Men. Above the altar-table rises the tabernacle,
with a richly-gilded door, and surmounted by an
imposing canopy, having, as the tei-minal of the
apex of its front, an elaborately carved cross, bear-
ing the sacred monogram. From the centre of the

canopy rises a delicately-carved pinnacle to tho

height of 2.5ft. Each of the four angles between

the bays of tho sanctuary contains a clustered

shaft with a carved capital, on which stands a
life-size statue of an evangelist. The canopies

above the figures terminate in clusters of pin-

nacles, also 25ft, high. The five bays of the

reredos ar-e divided into 14 blank tracery panels,

each containing the figur-os of angels beai^iug

symbols, the spandrels being filled with richly-

carved foliage. The bays are surmounted by a
cornice, with carved and perforated cresting. la

the two outer bays are placed oak sedilia benches,

also highly decorated with carving. The whole
work has been carried out by Messrs. Evan
Williams and Millson, sculptors. City-road, Man-
chester, from the designs of Messrs. Goldie and
Child, architects, London.

S. Martin OnTwiCH Church.—Last week tha
preliminary steps to the removal of the Church
of S. Martin Outwich, at the corner of Thread
needle-street aud Bishopsgate-street—the parish

having been united with that of S. Helen's,

Bishopsgate—were taken. The tablets and monu-
ments to the memory of benefactors and parish-

ioners are now being removed from the walls, and
will be placed in S. Helen's Church. Next, tho

organ, bells, and pews will be sold, and the bodies

under the church will be taken up and i-ointerred

in the City of London Cemetery at Ilford, with

the exception of those whose relations wish them
to be placed elsewhere. The present churidi is

75 years old, but the parish is one of the oldest

in the City. The building about to bo taken

down was erected on the site of the former church,

from designs furnished by the late Mr. S. P.
Cockerill, architect, and was consecrated by
Bishop Porteus in 1798. Sever.al of the monu-
ments which are now in coui-se of being re-

moved are very ancient. One of them bears dato

1385, and is said to be the oldest citizen's monu-
ment in London. It is to John Oteswich and his

wife. Another bears date 1550, and is to tho

memory of Hugh Pemberton, Alderman, and
Katharine, his wife. On this monument are the

arms gr-anted to the Company of Taylors and
Linen Armourer's in 1480. There is also a large

monument to the memory of Alderman Staper,

dated 1608.

Staplk Hill.—The mamorial-stone of a new
chapel and schoolr-oom for the Free Methodist

denomination was laid at Staple-hill, near Bi-istol,

on Satui-day. The plans of the new buildings

were furnished by Mr. JMitchell, of Bristol, and

the tender of Mi'. G. Bennett, builder, of Staple-

hill, was .accepted. Tho chapel will be con-

structed of Pennant stone, with Bath stone dress-

ing. The schooh'oom is underneath tbe chapel,

and its dimensions in the clear are 66ft long by
40ft. wide, and 12ft. high. The chapel will

accommodate about 600 persons, and the school-

room a like number of children. The edifice

will cost about £2,000.

Stockto."). — On Mond.ay week the founda-

tion-stone of a new chapel for tho Jlothodist

New Connexion was laid at Stockton. The site

is in Mandale-road, .and tho total cost of the

building, including site, will be about X600. The
building will be Early Gothic in stylo, from a
design by Messrs. Moses aud Wetherill, architects,

Stockton. Accommodation will be provided for

about 280 persons. The brick and ma.son work.

has been let to Mr'. Roadman, of South Stockton,

and the woodwork, &c., to Mr. W. Lynas,

builder.

Warringtox.—A new Congregational Church,

situat d at the corner of Bewsey and Edgworth-
streets, was opened on Thursday, the 4th inst.

The style of architecture adopted is Byzantine,

fr'eely treated, and it is a large and commodious
building of handsome exterior. The church is

paralloUogram in form, 94ft. by 61ft., .and having

separate tower at each angle ; tho one at princi-

pal corner being 120ft. in height. The other three

are each 50ft. high to base of terminals, each

tower containing stone staircases leading from
vestibules and principal entrances in front, and
wide passages and entrances at back, and side

elevations, commuuicatiug with the galleries,

which are very commodious. The end gallery over

vestibules is circular ; the or'chestra, which is

wide and lofty, is situated at the back of tho pal-

pit. The gallery and roofs are supported by
coupled cast-iron columns, with enrioed caps,

strings, &c. The ceiling; in centre is segmental,

which is of great service for acoustic purposes
;

the sides of ceiling aro flat, the wuole divided

into panels with bold moulded cornices, &c. The
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wholo ol the church is welt vcDtihited. Undor
the orchestra there i3 a largo vestry 29ft. by
l(!ft (Jin., and four other vestries each IGft. by
13ft. The church will seat about 1,100 persons.

The whole of the works, aith the exception of

heating, has been very satisfactorily carried
out by Mr. William Rieliardson, contractor,

from designs and under the superintendence
of Mr. George Woodhouse, architect, Bolton.
The heating was done by Messrs. Whittaker and
Constantino, of Bolton. The cost of the building
is about i;7,000.

BIIILDI.VGS.

Lambeth Palace —The work of repair and
restoration of Lambeth Palace will shortly
be completed. The work has been car-
ried out by Messrs. Jackson and Shaw, at
the cost of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners.
The Lollard's Tower was found to be in a
very dilapidated state. The old roof has
be Ml removed, the flooring renewed, the old side-
walls refaced with now stone, every stone and
brick ascertained to be faulty taken out and re-
placed with sound materials, and the whole
structure restored. Tho tower for many years
was used as a lumber-room, but since its restora-
tion it has been occupied by the Bishop of Lich-
tield as a town hou.se. The" Gate Tower, erected
by Cardinal Morton about 400 years since, has
been restored in accordance with the designs of
the founder. The Library, erected by Sir
Christopher Wren, has been carefully attended
to, the walls sounded and repaired as well as the
roof.

^
A stone on tho building gives tho date of

erection 1685, but a h-aden pipe attached to the
walls running from the roof to tho ground to
carry off rain-water boars tho date of 1063. A
building of modern date adjacent to the Library,
famous as the Manuscript-room, has been re-
paired and rendered fireproof. It contains the
records of the Palace and many precious manu-
scripts, which are kept in patent reliance safes.
Some of the documents date from a very early
time, an d one of them, it is alleged, heirs the
signature of Canute.

NewisoTon. — A now training-college for
Baptist miuister.s is about to be erected
at tho rear of. and in connection with,
Mr. Spurgeon's Tabernacle, Nowington Butts!
Mr. Henry Gurrey, of Norfolk-street, Strand,
has prepared the plans of the new build-
ings, which will be Gothic in style. The
ground-floor will ho chiefly laid out as class-
rooms, for the use of tho Sunday-school, and for
other purposes. Movable partitions are to be
adopted, so that one large room can be formed
for tea-meetings, &c. The first story will be
devoted to the purposes of the college, and will
comprehend a lecture-room, 43ft. Bin. by 28ft. a
library, 30ft. by 20ft. ; a large hall, 71 ft. by 32ft

;

four classrooms, 24ft, by loft. ; and offices! The
libr.ary will be oct.agnnal in shape, lighted by a
lantern in the roof. The total cost of the build-
ings will be about £13,000 or £14,000.

SCHOOLS.
London.—At tho reassembling of the London

School Board on Wednesday, the following recom-
mendation in regard to science and art classes in
Board Schools was agreed to :—" That the per-
m.anent schools may be used for science and art
classes, and acconimodution given for the neces-
sary apparatus, provided that all the arrange-
ments are under tho superintendence of the
masttT, and that all expensosaremet without any
demand on the funds of the School Board ; also,
that they do not interfere with any evonin<'
classes which it may bo considered desirable to
establish. That it be referred to the School
Management Committee to make the necessary
arrangements in the case of anv evening schools,
or any science or art classes, which it is proposed
to establish. On the motion of Mr. E. H. Currie
the Chainuau and Vico-Chairm.an wore requested
to give directions that tho reports of tho work
by the Board should be drawn up by tho Clerk of
the Architect, and tho request was accompanied
by tho suggestion from iMr. T.abrum that there
should be no pictures of the schools built in the
report, or "anything of th .at sort." Mr. Currie.
acting as Chairman of the Works Committee, in
the ab.sence of Mr. C. Reed, M.P., announced that
one of the firm.s of builders who had undertaken
SIX conti.acts to build schools would be unable to
go on with the works, and that thorofore the
Board would have to take the nest tenders.

The long un finished tower of S. Paul's, West-
street, Brighton, ia in course of completion.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions ot
our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests
that all communications should be drawn up as briefly
as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]
To Our Readers.— We shall feel obliged to any of our

readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

All letters should be adilre.ssed to the EDITOR, 31,
TAVISTOCK-STREET, UOVENT-GARDEN, W.C.
Cheques and Post-oflice Orders to be made payable to

J. Passmoub Edwards.
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(Payable in advance.
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part of the United Kingdom. To the United States
£1. (is. (or 61 dols. rjoltj). To France or Belgium, £1. 6s.

(or 3'2 francs). To India (via Southampton), t'l. 14s. Kid.
To any of the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, the
Cape, the West Indies, Canada, Nova Scotia, or Natal,
£1. 6s.

N.B.—American and Belgian subscribers are requested
to remit their subscriptions by International I'.O.O., and
to advise the publisher of the diite and amount of their
remittance. Back numbers can only be sent at the rate
of 7d. eaeli, the postage charged being ;jd per copy. All
foreign subscriptions unaccompanied by an additional re-

mittance to cover the extra cost of forwarding back num
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Harry Hems.—Photo to hand.
K. Lay —a notice appe.ired la^t week,
IN^oCE^T AND Brow.v,—The drawings to hand.
Tmis, lilLDAUD,—The letter did not come to hand,
John Haywaud.—The drawings to hand
E, T,~See our articlo on Baldacchini this week.
ENDEAVOt'R.—Ask Dr. Zerffi, through our columns, and
no doubt he will answer > ou.

T. W.—In two or three weeks' time.

ontripndeiuu.

STAINED GLASS.

(To the EiitOT of the Buildixo News.)

Sir,—It is very gratifying to me to read Mr.

Edmund Sharpe's letter. To have help from such
a quarter would indeed encourage the most faint-

hearted. I have, for a long time, inveighed

against the works of the modern school of glass-

painters which so terribly disfigure most of our
cathedrals and old churches. I have been almost

"called names "for calling them '• abominations,"

and for daring to say that they are gaudy, garish,

and out of character with the buildings in which
I find them ; but now that I find I am not single-

handed, I will tako heart of grace and go on with

my crusade, hoping that discussion and agitation

of tho subject may do something to improve '• tho

tendency towards a purer taste" which Mr.

Sharpo perceives. The windows discovered at

Exeter are precisely of the character which Mr.
Sharpe so much admires, and he will be pleased

to hear that through the intelligent labour of Mr.

Drake, glass-painter, of E.'ieter, the absolute de-

sign of every window in the choir (except two)

and the genor.al character of .all the other windows
of tho cathedivil (except four) can bo recovered

and restored. That tho patterns of theso windows
were part of the design of tho original architect,

and not put in according to thi3 fancy of thj glass-

painter, there can, I think, be very little doubt,

so carefully are they designed to suit tho build-

ing. In the choir aisles the type of leaf used for

tho design of tho glass corresponds with tho

stylo of the tracery of each window, e.7., acinqtie-

foil headed window has a oinquo-foil leaf; a tre-

foil headed one a tro-foil leaf ; another with

peculiar cuspod openings an oak leaf (a most
beautiful design) ; anothor an ivy leaf ; another,

having small qaatrefoils in the tracery, a rose

leaf. These leaves are also all reproduced in

exactly thj same style in tho carvings of tho

bosses and corbels. In Exeter there were figures

in the east windows, and a ring of figures under
canopies in the clerestory both of nave and
choir, but there were no figures in any of the
side windows. In one modern wisdom we do not
hesitate to destroy tho effect of a building by
putting figures iu tho sid^ window.s, but the old
masters knew bettor. The general effect of this

glazing, which I hope we shall see some day
faithfully restored, must have been glorious in-

deed. The proportions of coloured glass to white

in no case exceeded one-fourth, even in the richest

windows, as I prove from the Fabric Rolls. In
the side windows it could not bo more than one-
fifth. This colour was employed in the rich

borders and small centres of the geometrical
patterns, or in shields and in the centres of the
tracery lights, with a sparkling gem-like effect.

The rest of the window was of very fine thick

selcedi/e glass of a greenish or greyish hue, which
breaks up the flow of light as it were, and mellows
and softens it as it falls upon tho delicate stone-

work and exquisite carving of the Cathedral.

Exeter is notable for the uniformity of its design,

notwithstanding the long period during which it

was erected ; and tho same remark applies to tho

glazing. Although tho windows were put in at

different periods, and probably by different

glaziers, the uniformity of design was strictly

carried out, sufficient variety being introduced to

avoid monotony. Tho result has been harmony
and beauty. We can hardly suppose that this

would have happened if the designing of tho

glass had been left to the care of the glazier

(good craftsman though he must have been. JIaster

Walter Le Vernon), and to his successors. The plan

of tho glazing must have been laid down with

the plan of tho building, and was carried out iu

its entirety. Does not all this throw some light

ui^on the difficulty of improving the art of modern
glass painting ? How many architects study

glass as it deserves to bo studied, or even design

windows? How many glass-artists or glass-

painters or glaziers would listen to what an archi-

tect had to say on the subject? How many
gkass-artists over think of the effect their work
may have upon the architect, or of the fitness of

the design for the window which is to receive it?

All they ask is '• Is it a north, east, west, or south

light?" and t!iey are satisfied. Then in 90 per

cont. of instances the architect is never constilted.

How the bones of the builder of Lincoln Cathe-

dral must have turned in his grave as abomina-

tion after abomination was thrust upon his

glorious pile ! Can no remedy he found for this

state o-f things? In these days so many people

are ready to give windows, that boforo long all

our old churches and cathedrals will bo filled with

windows, in nearly every case unsuited to their

architecture, and which cannot be removed, but

must remain to disfigure the churches, and hold

up tho art of the uinet'ieuth century to well-

merited contempt. A window is now hiing put

into tho chancel of our beautiful church at Stone

(Kent). Tho stone-work is not yet done, but I

tremble for the result. Will the window-glass

artist never learn that he is still far, far behind

his old masters, and will he never be modest

enough to learn from them ? I fear he is too

ambitious, and again, to do him some justice, ho

is terribly hampered by his clients, and their

love for colour. I have an idea that some good

might bo done if a collection were made of

sicctches, drawings, or photographs of windows

and fragments of windows in parish churches in

England, and I should be very grateful to any of

your readers who can, and will, assist me to make
it. The smallest scrap or note would bo most

useful. I think it it %vould show what was the real

character of church-glazing in England at the

different periods of the art. Mr. Sharpo mentions

glass similar to that at Exeter existing at

Norbury. My belief is that it existed in every

church of the Decorated period. Winstone gives

many examples of it. There are some fragments

of it in the possession of the Vicar of Epping,

which wore in the church wo have at Southfleet.

At Swanscombo Church (Kent), now being
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Testcred so magnificently by Dr. Erasmus Wilson,

I found a few tine pieces. At Chatham, in Kent.

Stanford (Northants), at Merton College (see

Winstone's illustrations), and doubt not in many
other places ; wo shall lind this glass. If the

general iiso of it could be conveniently shown,

and the beauty and elegance of its designs so well-

suited to our English churches, I feel sure that

donors of windows could choose it before all

gaudy pictures. Jlr. Drake, at my request,

executed a copy of two very beautiful patterns

in this style for the S. Jlary Magdalene Chapel at

Exeter, and was bold enough to place his copy in

the window adjoining that containing the orit,inal

glass, which had been removed from the side to the

«ast window by an ignorant glazior. Those
specimens were greatly admired by the member^
of the ArcbiEological Institute. Last year " An
Artist Practising Glass-painting" answering a

letter of mine, described the Exeter glass as

" very ordinary traced pattern work, remark-
able neither for execution nor beauty." I wish

he would look at theso two restored patterns,

and I will challenge him to design anything half as

beautiful, and give him a year to do it in. Let Mr.
Sharpo refer those who come to him for the name
of a glass-paintor to Jlr. Drake, and I will answer
for their being pleased with his designs. He is

one who knows the value of his art, and knows too

that to do it justice it must ba subordinated to

that of the architect. In speaking of his work
some years ago, he said, ' Before all things I am
a glazier ; a window is an aperture for the ad-

mission of light, not a frame to put a picture in."

—I am, Sir, ttc,

Greenhithe, Kent. Stuakt A. JIoore.

SHOLTLD NOT ARCHITECTS BE BUILDIXG-
SUKVEYORS?

Sir,—As the writer of this* article. I am glad
to see the question it raises ventilated in your
useful columns of " Correspondence."

But " S, J." (with whose opening conclusions I

cannot concur) takes only a limited view of the
question ; it is not ono of mere " bread and
butter," as I umlerstand the reports of the Man-
chester Society of Architects. Let '• S. J.,"
" being a building-surveyor " (not necessarily a
mere builders' surveyor), take up the topic again.
He is, I can well believe, enough of an architect
to do it, not from a mere surveyor's, but from an
architect's, a client's, and a contractor's stand-
point, with, in fact, an eye to the strictly equit-
able practice of our profession. Let him do it

too, without imputation of sinister motives on the
part of architects who do, and architects who
don't, take out the quantities on which their
own builders' tenders are to ba based. There
are exceptions ; but, I trust, as a rule, honest
clients and contractors look to architects to
equitably adjust all contracts framed in their
offices. My couteution is that architects can
hardly so adjust them if, from a mistaken and
mischievous delicacy (moat honourable, I am
sure, in its source) they—the judges in equity

—

leave the admeasurements, on which those con-
tr.icts are known to bo founded, to the sole
manipulation of building—or builders'—sur-
veyors.

There are, I see, some hopes of even " S, J.'s"
conversion to my way of thinking. He ends his
better with, " I wish distinctly to state that there
on be no objection to architects becoming, as
far as possible, acquainted with, and efficient in,
measuring and viiluing work." Let me ask him
— especially in these mercenary days

—

Ciii bono?
I am. Sir, &c.,

TiiE Writer of the Article.

PROTECTIOX OP BUILDINGS FROM LIGHTNING
Sir,— The desire of your correspondent (August

23rd, 1878) to see what form and plan of lightning
conductors had been fitted to one of the most Im-
portant of the public buildings in England, S. Paul's
Cathedral, appears to have resulted la a tirade of
criticisms only to be accounted for on the disappointed
tradesman principle. Perhaps his surprise to find
conductors h.id been applied was the greatest ; next
that the form of conductors adopted was one recom-
mended by the greatest authority wc ever had cm the
subject (the late Sir •n-illlum Snow Harris) to be
avoided. The high authority named not having seen
the kind of conductor adopted, any opinion of his is
°°^ to the point. However, taking his sweeping asser-

• Bdildi.ng News of Sept. P2, p. W3.

tion, some hundred thousand wire ropes Tof various
forms being in use, we shall in time be able to gather
some correct data for our future guidance.
The Instances of conductors stated to be knocked to

pieces are so vaguely placed, that your readers may bo
misled la their judgment of the protection afforded

S. Paul's by the kind of conductors applied. The asser-

tion that the attachment to the iron railings or golden
gallery was not perfect ; that the iron tanks inside and
outside, and old conductors were left unnoticed, nor
in any way taken as adjuncts, is erroneous. He un-
derstands that the ends are left in the drains, and
should they miraculously escape the well known law
of nature, decay, thieves may break through and steal

them.
It is to be regretted he did not minutely examine

the front towers, for we might have been further

benefited by his very laudable desire to show that it ap-

appeared to him very much expense had been in-

curred for an inefficient and temporary protection.

Having taken so much trouble, he should have
stepped across the way to the Chapter-house, and
like an Englishman anxious for the welfare of

one of the most important buildings in England,
boldly asked If all had been done that had to

be, he would then have found he must wait a little

longer, or place himself in the category of Individuals
who never ought to see a work in progress. And had
he required further information, he might have
been furnished with the results of the electric

tests upon all and every portion of metal
work and earth traps about the building, and their

values as conductors before and since. The truth of

the assertion of your correspondent, that a good and
efficient conductor once fixed to a building Is there for

all time, without supervision, may be doubted when
massive bars 2^ Indies square, and solid plates, 4 Inches
by I, fixed under the auspices of the Royal Society,

have failed in less than a century, and the confidence
in their durability had well nigh left the noble
structure unprotected.
The watchfulness of the present authorities over the

building intrusted to them is shown In having adopted
such a form and kind of metal that gives the conducti-
vity, continuity, and durability that so great a work re-

quires ; and having by direct electrical tests ascertained
the most vulnerable parts before committing themselves
to the work, and by the same tests satisfying them-
selves as they proceeded that they were not putting up
a number of conductors, but uniting together the ex-
posed surfaces and elevated parts into one mass or
cloud of conductors, whereby a solution of continuity
may be avoided and a ready means of repair afforded
when such may be required.
My attention having been drawn to your correspond-

ent's remarks is the excuse for penning you the above.

I purpose at some future time publishing the details

of the work In hand, and the results of the electrical

tests, before and since the commencement of the work.
Apologising for so far taking up your valuable

space, I am. Sir, ic, John Faulkxer.
13, Great Ducle-street, Manchester,

Sept. 2-3rd., 1S73.

Intercommunication(^

QUESTIONS.
[3038.]—Size of Ctiimney.— I .im building some

octagonal stone chimney-shafts, lined inside with stone-
ware flae-plpea. Will any of your readers tell me
whether it will bo safe to execute the latter as small
as 9ia. inside diameter, the length of pipe being about
12ft.—A^' Oli> Subscriber.

[3039.]—Building Societies—Responsibility of
Directors.—Who are responsible in building socit ties

to the weekly or monthly depositors ? Is It the trustees
or directors ? Who are respon.sibIe to those who lend
building societies money at a rate of interest ? Are
the trustees and shareholders generally responsible V

—

Wm. STEPQ! nsox.

[3040.]—Chimneys.—I have heard that the work-
men of ChambLTy, France, arc celebrated for their
building of chimneys and flues that will act welt and
not smoke. In what does their skill and construction
consist ? In some of the modern London mansions
the flues are swept from the basement. How is this
effected ?—A. C. G.

[3041.]-Cement.—Has Tarian cement any ad-
vantage over Keen's, either in quality or working,
or vice versa.—A. C. G.

[3042.]—Contract Agreements. — Can any of

your professional readers inform me where I can
obtain lithograph (or letterpress) printed blank forms
of agreements suitable—1st, for a contractor under-
taking the whnle of the various works in connection
with the erection of a building; and 2ndly, for the
various trades in case a "job is let separately," as is

often the case. I have seen one some time a.eo In an
office, but whether private property or obtained from
a publisher I do not now know, nor do I remember
where I saw it. It will be evident, however, I think,
to your readers, especially architects and builders,

thflt such blank forms of agreement, fair and equit-

ably drawn up, containing the usual clauses and blank
spaces ready for filling in—of names, dates, descrip-
tion of work, contract sum, method nf payments, i^c,

would be very useful, and save considerable ^trouble
In writing out the agreement in full. In case no

such agreement form is obtainable from a printer or
publisher, would some one kindly furnish you with a
good draft agreement of the two descriptions named,
for publishing in your columns ?

—

Teo.

[3043.] — Compensations. — To Mr. Banister
Fletcrur.— I ara one of, no doubt, many who receive
their first Impressions of the above subject from your
articles in the Building News. I have, to the best
of my ability, applied j-our principles to the solution of
the following question which was propounded at one
of the examinations of the Royal Institute of British

Architects, now some time ago :

—

QuESTiON.—Calculate the following claim against a
railway company, and write out the same fair, as if to

be delivered to the umpire.
(1.) Aground rent of £12 per annum for 5 years.

The reversion to the rack rent of £120 per annum in

perpetuity after such term.
Less :— 15 per cent, for losses, repairs, collection, &.C.

„ Insurance of £1,600 at three ahilUuys per
cent.

Add 10 per cent, for compulsory sale.

N.B.—Take the tabular value of the ground-rent for
the 5 years at 4"579 years' purchase, and that of the
reversion to the house on the 6 per cent, tables at

16666 years' purchase, less 4"-*12 years' purchase for

the outstanding term.

(2.) A piece of freehold ground, fit for building on
immediately, 1,240ft. front ige, at 7 shillings per foot

per annum, allowing 2 years* rent at a peppercorn and
6 years to cover.

N.B.—Take the building ground at 25 years* pur-
chase, less 4-452 years' purchase, beirg the deferred

period of the peppercorn, and 3 years (the mean of 6)

to cover.

Add 15 per cent, for compulsory sale.

Add also your own commission on the whole valua-
tion at! per cent, on the first £1,000, and l per cent, on
the remainder.

Solution.—
(1.) £ s. d.

£12 X 4-579 = 54 19

£120 0, Reversion to rack rent of

Less 15 per cent. = £18
Insurance

Nctt anuual value

8

16-666

4-212

£99 12s. X 12-454

Add 10 per cent..

1,240 8 4

1,295 7

129 10

4

8

£1,424 13

; £ s. d.

1240 at 7 shillings = £434 per
annum x 25 less 4"452 years'

purchase = 21-548 5,042 4 8

Add 15 per cent 756 6 9

5,798 II 5

Commission 34

£5,332 11 5

I have now to ask, in what form would the claim be

made supposing there to be no .schedule (such as you
have instanced) furnished ? And. am I right in

including the amount set down for compulsory sale in

the sum upon which commission Is charged ? I have,

as you will see, in each case deducted the deferred

period from the total number of years' purchase, and
multiplied by the difference ; is not this simpler and
better than making two separate computations ?

—

Aide-toi.

[3044.]—Removing "Whitewasli.—In your issue

of September 12th, p. 300, tlie Rev. Mackenzie E. C.

Walcott giyes as a receipt for the above purpose, the

application of a weak solution of "size " by means of

a sponge. The gilder, ropemaker, shoenuiker, and
numberless other trades make use of preparations

vastly different from each other, though called in each
case *' size." What are the constituents and mode of

preparation of the "size" spoken of hi the Rev. Mr.
Walcott's letter ?

—

Aide-toi,

[3045.]—Wrouglit-iron Girders.—Will some one
kindly inform me If angle-irons used in wrought-lron
girders to connect web and flanges together are calcu-

lated in the area for flanges ? I also ag:iin beg to

draw the attention of readers to question 3018, Sept. 5,

and should be glad to have an answer.— F. W. H.

[3046.]—Concrete Safe-room.— I am about to

make a concrete safe-room. Would any of your cor-

respondents who have had experience in the above

work kindly give me the particulars of the best ma-
terials (and iu what proportions) the concrete should

be made of, to resist (as far as practicable) fire and
theft ? The size of the room would be 8 ft. square,

the top arched, and composed of the same material.—
Thos. Lloyd.

HEFLIES.
[3001.]—Strength of Bressumer.—Under this

heading la&t week. " A Subscriber"' asks whether the
constant 3. given by " L." for Baltic fir. represents
tons or cwts. It Is. of course, cwts. 1 think a little

reflection would 'jave shown him that it did not
represent tons. Take, for instance, tbe example he
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gives. "Would any one expect a Bultic beam 15ft. x I2in.

X 12in. to remain unbroken np to a load of 345 tons V

"Why that i^ three times the strength of iron !—Gus.

[3018.]—Strengtli of Girders and Columns. -

]jet W = weight of girder and load.

Let D = depth of girder.

Let L = length between supports,

rpuan
^

-— = greatest strain on either flange
^^^ 4 D

when loaded in the centre. If load is distributed,

substitute 8 D for 4 D. For wrought-iron girders a

safe allowance is

—

For bottom flange, 5 tons per sectional square inch.

,, top „ 4 „ ,,

,, web „ 3 ,1 ,,

Therefore, representing the strain by S, bottom flange

must have a sectional area = to -- after deducting
6

loss by rivet-holes. As top flange is in compression,

it is unnecessary to deduct for loss by rivet-holes,

therefore sectional area = — The greatest strain on
4w

the web = — and this ~^Z = sectional area of web.
2

For joints, the total scctinnnl area of rivets must =
>'';etional area of flange when two cover-plates are

used ; but if only one covcr-plato be used the total

sectional area of rivets must = twice the sectional

urea of flange. For cast-iron girders a safe allowance

is

—

Bottom flange li tons per sectional square inch.

Top „ 7 ,, „ „
The web at top to be of equal thickness with top

flange and to taper down to thiclxucss of bottom flange.

For strength of columns i>urchase "Molesworth's
Pocket-book of Engiuceriag FormuliB."

—

Gvs.

with h is various decorations very fully displayed. At
each si de of the pedestal is an angel with cit-stretched

wings, and the front bears the inscription. The
monument has been erected in the nnrth transept, and
near to those of Lord Chatham and Warreu Hastings.

The Late Bishop op Winchester.—There is a

growing dissatisfactiou as to nothing Uuvingbeeu done
with regard to a memorial of a really national character

to the late Bishop Wilberforco. Mr. Melville Tortal,

wriiiug to the Dean of Winehoster, says that the

general desire will not be satistled unless the cliaracter

of the intended monument U of the highest order, and
equal to some well-known tombs which are the oi*ua-

meot of so many Eugllsh and foreigu cathedrals. It

should not be inferior in design to that of Archbishop

(ircy,inYork Cathedral, and that of S. Sebald, at

Nuremburg; and the amount of subscriptions will, to

a great extent, depend on the confidence of the public

as to the character of themonuiueiit. With regard to

the smaller diocesan or county memorial in tlie cathe-

dral, Mr. M. Portal says that the most obvious wants
are—1. The restoration of the east end of the cnoir to

its original condition before the mutilation and spolia-

tion by Cromwell. 2. The substitution of a more
suitable screen at the end of the nave. He suggests

that Sir Gilbert Scott, or .some architect of undoubted
reputation, should give a more definite form to the

proposal, in order that prompt measures may be taken

to raise adequate funds.

STAINED GLASS.
DONCASTER Parish Ciiltrcii.—As briefly state el by

us a fortuig'hc ago, Messrs. Ward and Hughes have tilled

in the great west window of this church with stained

glass. It is done in memory of the late Lady Morley,

by Sir Isaac Morley, her surviving husband. The
subject is what in art parlance is termed " A Jesse,"

and, as its name sufficiently indicates, represents a

pictorial and iiluminated ehart of the genealogy of

Christ. This illustration of the stem of Jesse is gene-

rally (says the Doncastev Chronicle) well adapted to

windows at the extremities of buildings. One
of the earliest examples of such ;;tlaptation is found
in the Church of S. Denys, near Paris, and others

are to be seen at S, Thomas's, Strasburg, at

Jilunich Cathedral, at S. Mary's, Shrewsbury, and
at the Church of Mcrivale Abbey. A very
beautiful window at this latter place has suggested

the general idea of the present picture, which is a vine,

whose branches and foliage fill the seven lights of the
window with a green and mossy bed, as it were, for

the figures, which, like that of little Zaccheus in the
sycamore tree, are but slightly concealed by the foliage.

First of ail, in the left hand corner, at the bottom of

the window, is the recumbent form of Jesse, in some
measure giving expression in its treatment to the

allegory of a root and stem ; then we have David the

King, Solomon, Roboam, Abia, Asa, and all the rest of

the fourteen kings, forming the fourteen generations
from Jesse to the birth of our Lord. Kings and
Patriarchs, there are twenty-eight figures in all repre-

sented—the Kings occupying the first half of the lower
portion of the window, and the Patriarchs the second
half, reading from left to right. Then, looking higher
up the picture, follow in panels, and in form of what
the artist's fdescription calls "offshoots anew," New
Testament subjects—ihe Annunciation, the Nativity,

the Transfiguration, the Resurrection, and flnally, the
Ascension.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

Ammergau.—An appropriate memorial, the gift of
the King of Bavaria, i^ abi>ut to be erected on the top
of a mountaiQ near Ammergau. It is a stone crucifix
eighteen feet high, executed by the sculptor Halbig.
There will be the usual group at the foot of the cross,

and the whole work, iucludlag the pedestal, will be
forty feet high.

Galway.—A monument erected to the memory of

the late Lord Dunkellin. by the penjile of Galway, was
unveiled on Monday, at Galway. The memorial con-
ulsts of a bronze statue about S^ft. high, and is the
work of Mr. Foley.

pRoposF.D Statue to Richard Baxter. — At a
large moetini? held last week in the Guildhall, Kid-
derminster. Mr. Thomas Brock, sculptor, of London.
was commissioned to erect a statue in memory of
Richard Baxter, at Kidderminster. The cost is to be
£700.

Salisbury CATHKURAn.—Two new statues, the
gifts rif private munlficoneo, have just been fixed in

the west front of this cathedral. One of these bearw
the name of S. Remlglus. bishop of Rheims in the Ctli

century, who baptised Clovls,

The MoxuMENT TO Sir Heruert Kdwardrs.—A
monument has recently been erected in Westminster
Abhey, to Sir Herbert Edwardes, K.C.B. It is of
white marble, and consists of a square pedestal, which
rests upon a pediment supported by brackets of grey
marble, and surmounted by a bust of Sir Herbert,

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY MATTERS.
Ehadford Waterworks.—Mr. Gott, Borough En-

gineer, Bradford, read a paper on M'-mduy before the

British Associaiion, on the Bradford AVarerworks, in

which lie traced their extension fiom 1S54, when the

old works which supplied half a million gallons per
day were taken over. The woi-ks were all on the gra-

vitation principle. There wei"e no filter beds. The
popnlatiou supplied was 280,000, and the levels from
200 feet above the sea at Apperley to 1,200 feet at

Queensbury. All levels above 500 feet were included

in the high level service, all below that in tlie low level.

The pressure in the mains in some cases was 2001bs.

on the square inch. The drainage of the low level

service was 9,770 acres, and the average rainfall 30

inches, that of the hitjh level was 2,770 acres, and tlie

rainfall 42 inches. From Heaton reservoir to Barden
the conduits and pipes were 18 miles in length, and
from Horton to the Stubden reservoir was five miles.

The storage of the reservoirs was:—Barden, 440 mil-

lions of gallons; Chelker, 250 millions; Heaton, ;^1

millions; Stubden, S.5 milli(ms ; Brayshaw, .'57 millions;

Chellow Dean (upper) ;)0 millions, (lower) 28 millions
;

and Wlietley Hill, 2,(;.'>0,000 gallons. The compen.sa-

tion reservoirs' storage were :—Grimwith,6:i4 millions ;

Silsden, 234 millions; Doe Park. 110 millinns; and
Hewenden, 70 million gallons. The total supply, ex-

clusive of compensation water, was 10 millions of

gallons per day, equal to 36 gallons per head.

Brenteord.—At a meeting of the sanitary authori-

ties of Brentford on Wednesday, the recent outbreak

of fever was the chief subject of discussion, a letter

having been received from the Local Government
Board requesting the guardians to forward as soon as

possible a report upon the state of Brentford, show-
ing the circumstances connected with the outbreak

;

the number of deaths that had occurred; whether or

not the Ealing sewage works had contributed to the

spread of disease ; and whit the guardians pro-

posed to do in reference to the matter. The clerk said

that after receiving these letters he lost no time In

calling upon the sanitary officer for his report, and in

obedience to his instructions Dr. AVilliams had sent in

the following report :—" The fever that has for the

last few weeks prevailed in Brentford is scarlatina.

The greater number of the cases of this disease have

been of a comparatively mild character. Some, how-
ever, have presented symptoms of severity. The pre-

sent outbreak of scarlet fever commenced during the

second week in August, cases occurring simultaneously

in that part of High-street near the Cage and in

Windmill-lane. The source of the contagion in the

first cases cannot be satisfactorily traced. Altogether

as many as 40 cases have come under the treatment

of the several medical men of the town. There has

been one death, the result being due to nlbnmenuria

and dropsy, as sequel of fever. There remain at the

present time eleven cases of scarlet fever under medi-

cal care. The sanitary condition of the houses Is par-

ticularly nnfavourable. Li front is the Ealing water-

course—a filthy ditch, from which an offensive smell

frequently arises I whilst at the back of the house is

another offensive odour from a faulty drain. There
has not been any outbreak of typhus or typhoid

fever." A long discussion followed, and as there was
a general opinion that the Ealing works had caused

the outbreak, it was unanimously resolved to ask for

an immediate government inquiry.

London Si^buriian Sewage.—A plan has been

propounded which has for its object the interception

of the sewage of the localities situate outside of the

metropolitan area and lying along the upper tidal

portion of the river Thames and also above Tod lUng-

ton Lock. It is stated that an appHcatinn will be

made in the ensuing session of Parli.uncut for powers
to enuble the districts affected to carry out the works.

Some of the principal towns to be included are Chis-

wick, Brentford. Birnes. E;iliug, Kow, Richmond,
Kingston . Wimb'ednn. Tooting, Croydon, Bickloy,

iChislehnrst. Bromley, Foot's Cray. Bexley. &c. It Is

ntended to convey the sewage from tkesc districts by

a main line of sewer- The western portion of the
sewer it is proposed to construct with a series of lifts

to be supplied with pumping power sutficient to raise
the sewage to the summit level near to Bickley, from
whence it is intended that it should pass away by
gravitation to such a level as will enable a tract of
land near Dartford Creek to be irrigated, and so allow
the affluent water to be sufficiently purified to admit
of its discharge into the river. It i» intended that the
proposed sewer should afford a means of sewage for a
large area now destitute of draiuage, and which is

being rapidly occupied with numerous residences of a
first-class character. The cost of the work is esti-

mated by Mr. Hamilton Fulton, the engineer, at
£2.000,000. ani as the outlay will be distributed over
a laige aud valuable mass of residential properry, the
rate required for the payment of the prluci[ial and
interest would, it is stated, be kept within moderate
limits.

South London.—The Lambeth Water Company
are carrying out extensions and improvements in tbelr
works. At Moulsey the construction of reservoirs ii

being proceeded with to contain 110,000.000 to
120,000,000 gallons of water, with pumping engines to
fill them to a level of 12ft. above the river. When
full, these reservoirs will contain ten to twelve days'
water supply for the district, and during the months
when floods prevail, by selecting the times of pump,
ing when the river water Is iu the best condition, a
good deal of flood water will be allowed to pass. Seve-
ral days' subsidence will thus be t'rovided, and conse-

quently an improvement in the water should take
place. The water fi'om the reservoirs will run by gra-
vitation through the new conduit to the filters at
Ditton, w^hich arc in course of extension by the con-
version of the two reservoirs there iuto filter beds,
which, when finished, will increase the present filter-

ing surface by 70 per ceut.

-IN-

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.
Chatham.—The annual meeting of the members of

the Second Chatham Building and Investment Society
was held at the Lecture Hall on Thursday week. The
report stated that the profits ixalised by the society

during the past year enabled the ilirectors to recom-
mend the payment of a dividend at the rate of 5^ per
ceut. on all investing sh;tres. The report further
stated that the society numbered 203 members,
holding 1,115 shares, together with 39 depos^iting

members.

Sevenoaks Building Society.—The annual meet-
ing of the members of this society was held a few
days ago. From the surplus profit account during
the year there was a clear gain of £471. lis. sd., and
the directors had resolved to apportion thereout the
sum of £308. lis. (being at the rate of £3. (Js. per
share), equally between ia vest lag and borrowing
members, and to carry over £163. Os. 8d., the remain-

ing portion of sui:h profits, to a permanent, guarancee
fund account for future coutirigencies. The present
number of members w;is 25, holding 122 shares, and 1J>

shares had been taken np during the past year, and 1^

since the auditing of the accounts.

LEGAL INTEULTGSNCE.
Alleged Perjury by a Manchesteu Builder.

—William Mauley, builder. Miles Platting, was charged
on Wednesday, at Manchester, with perjury iu an
affidavit made by him in the Court of Record. It was
stated that iu July last the prosecutor, Mr. James
Smith, timber merchant, Duke-street, agreed to sell

the defendant a large quantity of bricks, which
were lying in a heap on his (prosecutor's) premises.

It was agreed that £45 should be paid for the bricks,

and the defendant said that he was building some
houses at Sale Moor for Messrs. Auld and Smith, ac-

countants, in Dickinson-street, who would guarantee
payment. The prosecutor accordingly went with

Manley to Messrs. Auld and Smith's office, and these

gentlemen, as representatives of a loan society,

agreed to advance money to Manley in order

that he might be able to meet his engagement
with the prosecutor. Subsequently, however, the

arrangement was altered, and Messrs. Auld and
Smith accepted a bill drawn by Manley at one
month's date to cover the amount of the

debt. The prosecutor took the bill as guarantee

for his account, and gave a receipt. The bricks were

removed, but when the bill became due it was not

met. The prosecutor thereupon entered two actions

in the Salford Hundred Court of Record—one against

Messrs. Auld and Smith as the acceptors of the bill,

and the other against Manley as the drawer. By the

Act of Parliament it was necessary that the defendants

should disclose a "good defence" to the actions before

they could enter an appearance to the writs. This

they did in the ordinary way by means of affidavits,

Manley making one affidavit, and Messrs. Auid and

Smith" a jnint affidavit; and it was for an allegca

perjury in his attldavlt that proceedings had been

taken against Manley. In the affidavit Manley swore
that the bill of exchange wa•^ drawn and accepted

in respect of the sale of 50,000 bricks, which bricks

were to have been delivered to him before the

bill became due. The affidavit further stated that

the full number of bricks had not been delivered,

and that great loss had been sustained by him
(Manley) in consequence. Upon the defendant's

affidavit, and the affidavit of Auld and Smith, the
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Registrar made an order giving them leave to ap
pear to defend the action brought against tbeiu, but
thi3 order was afterwards, upon the motion of the
prosecutor, resciuded, because the purcliase-money of

the briclis was not paid into court. There was, there-

fore, no appearance tu the actions, and judgment went
by default. Tbe prosecutor issued esecutious, but no
assets were found, and he had lost all his money. He
believed the whole transaction had been entered iuto

with the object of swindling him, and he had insti-

tuted those proceedings in the interests of the public.

Mr. Addison, for the defence, contended that there
ought to have been at least two witnesses to the bar-

gain between the prosecutor and Manley, one to have
corroborated the prosecutor's statement, to have made
out the perjury. Tbere was, however, uo corro-

boration of the main facts of the case, and this

was fatal. The magistrates held that Mr. Ad-
dison's objection was good, and the summons was
dismissed.—Mr. Orion, on behalf of the prosecution,
withdrew two summonses which had been taken out
against Messrs. Auld and Smith also for perjury in

the jolQt affidavit they made to the Court of Kecord.

Dispute as to Slating.—Topp i-. Wilsox.—This
case (heard at the Ely County Court, on the Sth inst.,

before W. H. C"oke, Esq., judge) was originally en-

tered in a superior court, and at the prior sitting of tlie

Ely County Court tho matter was referred to the
arbitration of Mr. Elworthy, of Upwell, whose award
was now read. The plaintiff is a builder, of Ely, and
had been employed by Mr. Lawrence Wilson, of the
same place, to erect some houses on the Forehill. A
dispute arose as to the slatiug, Topp e.\pecting he was
to do it, but Wilson had given the work to another
person ; so Topp moved his scaffolding, and sent in his

claim for work done, auiounting to £73. 3s. 9d., which
was disputed, and a sum of money was paid into Court.
The following is an extract from the award :

—" I Hud
that the total amount justly due from the defendant
to the plaintifE. in respect of plaintiff's claim of

£7-3. 3s. 9d. in this action, is £.J7. 12s. 4d., and no
more ; each party to pay his own costs as to this

award; the charge of the arbitrator for himself
hcing £:i. 18s." Thus it will he seen that Topp*s
charge was reduced by £15. 4s. 5d.

NEW PATENTED TNVli:N"TIONS CONNECTED
WITH THE BUILDING TRADES.

C92. T. H. WATTr?, Manchester, '* Treventing down
draught in chimucys, &c."—Dated 2itU February,
1S7;J.

This invention applies, first, to the construction of

chimney-tops, the object of the invention being to en-
courage an upward draught, and at the same time to

preveut a down-draught from wind or other external
pressuie. The inventor makes longitudinal or other
suitable openings thmugh the side of the chimney-top
or shaft, aud in the interior immediately beneath each
of these openings he fixes a sloping partition of louvrce
inclining upwards, and extending over rather more
than half the internal area of the shaft, the openings
(and consequently the louvres) being placed alternately
upon opposite sides, so that the inner edges of the
louvres overlap.

711. M. Shepherd, Bradford, Yorkshire. "Econo-
mising fuel.—Dated 26th February, 1873.

This invention relates to employing a cast-iron plate
fitted on the top of a fireplace, covering the wliole of
the surface between the oven and the boiler ; holes are
cast in this plate for a pan or kettle, boiler and
steamer, and saucepan, aud spaces left between these
holes for heating a couple of irons. On the iron plate
is cast a front which rests on the top bar of the fire-

place ; in this front is cast an opening for feeding the
fire. A pipe is fixed at the buck, going up the chimney
for the escape of smoke or gases. Dampers are fitted

on each side of the plate communicating with the
oven and boiler-flues; a false bottom is also fitted

iialf-way between the bottom of the fireplace aud the
top, aud also a perforated drawer for the fall of the
ashes and to keep in the cinders.

7.j1. J. Maclaculan, Glasgow, N.B., "Fireplaces or
stoves."—Dated 1st March, 1873.

In one modification the form is generally square In
horizontal section, and the principal part is a fire-box,
which is wider at its upper part, aud which has vertical
bars and spaces on three sides. The hiwer part of
the shell of the stovo is made wider than the bottom
of the grate, so that ashes falling out through the bars
may descend within the shell, whilst the a^hcs are
prevented from falling beyond the shell by wire guards
fixed in the shell. The fuel is supplied from below by
means of a vertical screw spindle, by turning which a
disc in an inner casing is gradually raised up with the
fuel on it towards the grate. When one disc reaches
the top of the screw, a sec"ud is introduced at the
bottom, and fresh fuel is filled into the space between
the two, after which the upper disc is withdi'awn.

756. J. E. Bautiaclough, Yorkshire, " Kitchen-
ranges, &c.'— Dieted 1st March, 1S73.

The?e improvements cmsist in dispensing with
masons' or biickla\ers' work, by constructing aud
arranging the range or fireplace, oven or ovens, aud
boiler, of metal, in such a manner as to form one
compact'piece, so that it may be placed ia any c* n-
venient part of the kitchen or room, with a pipe there-
from to the chimnryor flue, and by prefertn-^o the
inventnr has two ovens with the range pi iccd bttwi.\t
them in somewhat amiilar manner, as usual, except
that the ovens are at an angle to each other.

75il. G. Smith, Leicestershire. " Kilns tor firing, burn-
ing, aud drying bricks, &c." Dated 1st March,
1873.

This invention constats of : First, improvements la

the construction and adaptation of kiln or kilns, oveu
or ovens, for firing, burning, and (h-ying bricks, tiles,

pipes, quarries, terra-cotta, lime, clay, and such like

materials. The fire passes from mouths or fire-holes

or other feedhig-places, through flues at the bottom of

the kilns or ovens, to a centre 'chimneys or hag or
funnel elevated inside to the required height, but not
through the crown of the kiln or oven. The fire then
descends through the goods to be burnt, either by
direct action of the fire, or by or through bags or flues

placed among the goods to be so burned, and then
passes into flues or bags conveniently placed in different

parts of the bottom or sides of the kilns or ovens to

receive the spent hpat, from thence to outlets, and
afterwards to the drying-sheds or chimneys erected for

the purpose. The heated fines at the bottom of the

kilns or ovens can be so constructed as to consume tbe

smoke or otherwise ; secondly, the drying-shed or
building which may be adapted or attached to kilns

or ovens of the description above given, or to any
kilns or ovens where the fire wholly or partially

descends among the goods to be burnt, is constructed

of any dimensions, and heated by the spent heat of

the kilns or oveus, conveyed by flues or tunnels of

brick or other material laid along the bottom or sides

of the shed or building, either to the centre flue or to a

number of smaller flues in other parts of the shed or

building, and ultimately to a chimney erected at any
convenient part of the works.

763. W. Fawcett, Yorkshire, "Fuel economiser, and
heating or stoving apparatus,"—Dated 3rd March,
1S73.
Tubes of fire-clay or metal arc carried through and

below a fire ; the pipes are opened at both ends to the

atmosphere, and are led to any room or other place

desired, and coiled or passed round ; same air having
free passage through the pipes becomes heated as it

passes through those portions of the pipe heated by
the fire, thus a current of air is created, which enters

cold, is heated in its course, and escapes at the other

end in a heated state, and in this way any number of

rooms may be heated wherever the pipes are conveyed,
and by employing one fire.

780, J. Hamiilkt and G. Davis, West Bromwich,
Staffordshire, "Moulds of machiues used for manu-
facturing bricks, tiles, pipes. Sic.'* —Dated 4th March,
1873.

This invention refers to the dies or moulds of such
machines as manufacture bricks and other articles by
produciug a stream or column of clay which is cut
transversely into bricks or other articles, aud the ob-

ject of this invention is to diminish tlie friction between
the clay and the die or mould, aud to render the stream
or column of clay emerging from the die or mould more
perfect in form than that produced by the use of the
ordinary dies. This is effected by providing the die or
mould with reservoirs for oil, water, or other lubricant,

and also with pipes or passages which communicate
with slots or recesses in the acting faces of the die or
mould, so that the surfaces of the die or mould are
supplied with oil or other lubricant during the passage
of the clay over them, aud the friction between the
die or mould thus diminished, and the passage of th3
clay facilitated.

1004. T. E. CoDDiXGTON, Middlesex, "Building mate-
rials."—A communication.—Dated 19th Match, 1873.
The intx'oduction and blending of metal with stone,

gravel, or other hard materials mixed with cement.

CHIPS.
We are glad to hear that Mr. G. Huskisson Guil-

laume, of Southampton, is a candidate for the ap-
pointment ot Teacher of Building Construotiou aud
Engineering at the Hartley lustitution, Southamp-
ton. The many able series of articles which Mr.
Guillaume has contributed to our pages from time
to time, on Construction and Design, sufficiently

indicate his peculiar fitness for the post.

The Archaeological Institute will probably visit

Richmond^ Yorksbiie,,next year. TheKentArchteo-
logical Society are to t^o to Folkestone.
The quarrymen of Wales have set their fellow-

workmeu of England an example in the foundation
of a scholarship at the University College of Wales,
Aberystwyth. The value of the scholarship is £20,
and it is tenable for two years.

Mr, Wood started a day or two ago for Ephesus.
He purposes continuing the excavations which have
already led to such important results.

By an official document it is shown that the ex-
pense of the Offi.-e of Land Registry in Lincoln's-
inn-fields in the year ending March last was
£5,501. 10:^1. lOd., and all that was returned in fees
was £'6J)7. Is. The expenditure over the receipts
was £4,844. Os. lOd.

A new cemetery for the Parish of Lee, near
Blackheath, will be consecrated on the 4th of
October.
Some alterations have been effected at the

Shoreditch Town Hall. The platform has been
wirloned. aud the seats in the balcony improved.

Miss Meteyard is engaged on another volume on
the life and works of Josiah Wedgwood. It is to
be illustrated with autotype productions of rare
examples from the cabinets of Dr. Sibson, Mr,
Roger Smith, and other well known collectors.

©iir Bftt W'Mt

TheHoitses of Parliament,— In consequence
of the decay of the stone, it has been discovered
that the ornamental stonework of the smaller
towers of the Houses of Parliament is in auch a
state as to cause apprehension for the public
safety. To more thoroughly ascertain the extent
of the danger, and to repair it as far as possible,

scaffolding has been erected round all tho towers,
with the exception of tho Clock and Victoria
Towers, and a careful survey is being made. In
all cases where requisite new material will be
introduced, and it is believed that this timely at-

tention will be the means of saving a large outlay.

Social Science Congkess.—The programme
of the approaching Congress at Norwich, under
tho presidency of Lord Houghton, is now com-
plete. On Wednesday next, after tbe meeting of

the Council, there will be service in the cathedral,

and in the evening the President's inaugural ad-
dress will be delivered. On the following day
the exhibition of sanitary and educational appa-
ratus and appliances at the Drill Hall will bo
opened with an address by tho High Sheiiff. The
address of tho President of tho Council, Mr. G.
W. Hastings, will follow, after which the Depart-
ments will meet, aud iu the evening a soiree will

bo given by the local executive committee in

S. Andrew's Hall. The address of Captain
Douglas Galton, C.B., F.R.S., President of the

Health Department, will bo given on Monday
week. The concluding meeting, preceded by a

meeting of the Council, will bo held on the

following Wednesday.

S'wimjung-Bath, Warwick.—The Waricick
Adrerd'srr says that Warwick is now in posses-

sion of one of the finest swimming-baths in the

kingdom. Tho dimensions of tho bath are 240ft.

in length, and 40ft. wide ; at the shallow end the
water is 2 'ft. deep, and at the deep end 7ft, It

is situated in S. Nicholas Meadow. Tho work
has been carried out under tho superintendence

of Mr. E. Prichard, C.E., the borough surveyor,

at a cost of about £500,

The Height of Iaipudence.—The cool assur-

ance manifested recently by the Directors of the

Imperial Gas Company deserves record. Having
received an intimation that the Hackney District

Board of Works are about to commence the use

of a steam road-roUei*, they have sent the Board a

letter, statin:; that the use of heavy steam-rollers

on roads had been found to break the gas-pipes

under the soil, and to cause serious accidents

;

and that, therefore, the Directors would hold the

board liable for all expenses that might be in-

curred through breakages or accidents occasioned

by the use of the roUor proposed. The reading

of tho letter provoked much merriment; and one

of the members of the Board thought notice should

be given to the Gas Companies, that if they dis-

turbed any of the macadamised roads they would
be required to pay a certain sum per day for the

use of the steam-roller for putting such roads iu

repair.

Bedfordshire Akcileological Society. —
This society lately made its annual excursion, S.

Alban's being the chosen locality. The company
first paid a visit to S. Peter's Church, tho most
prominent features of which were pointed out to

them by the rector. They afterwards drove to

Barnard's Heath, tbe reputed scene of the

"second battle of S. Alban's," and on their return

inspected the old clock tower, standing iu the

main street, which dates from early in the
fifteenth century. The venerable Abbey Church,

and also tho churches of S. Michael and S. Stephen,

were also visited.

Fire Resisting Building Stones.—"What
kind of building stone best resists the action of

tire ?'' is a question which has naturally attracted

a good deal of attention in America siuce the great

fires in Chicago and Boston ; and Dr. Ott, of New
York, shows that limestones, as a class, are the

most uusuitablo for building purposes, owing to

the rapidity with which they calcine wheu ex-

posed to a high temperature. And among the

limestones, those which contain magnesia givo

way the soonest, and are therefore to be avoided.

Of the primitive rocks, granite, gneiss, and mica
are untrustworthy, for t ley crack to pieces oven

when exposed to radiant heat In their natural

state they contain water, and the stone explodes

by the raising of the temperature. For these

reasons. Dr. Ott gives tho preference to the sand-
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stones, which have an enormous heat-resisting

quality ; and with the sandstones he ranks those

artificial stones which contain lime and alumina
silicate, which, as is known, withstand almost any
amount of heat.

Lime as a Preservative of Wood.— A
writer in Chaiitbers's Joiiindl says that certain

facts have been made known which show that

lime is a good preserver of timber. Ships and
barges used for the transport of lime last loniijer

than others. A small coasting-schooner, laden
with lime, was cast ashore and sunk. She was
raised, and set afloat once more, and remained
sound for thirty years. A^'ain, a platform of nine
planks was used to mix mortar on during three
generations ; then, being no longer required, was
neglected, and at length hidden by grass that
grew over it. Sixty years afterwards, on clear-

ing the ground, it was discovered sound and well-

preserved.

Farrixgdon M.4.RKET.—After a long and ex-
haustive discussion, the Court of Common Council
have resolved, by 57 to 3tl, ''That the Markets
Committee be instructed to obtain plans and
estimates for the construction of a fruit and
vegetable market on the site of the present
Farringdon Market, and submit the same to this

Court."

Allegations agaixst Surveyors.—.Vt a meet-
ing of the Wandsworth District Board of Works
on the 17th inst., a number of resolutions were
passed with respect to the manner in which the
contracts for works required by the Board have
been carried out during the past two years, and
a committee was appointed to inquire into the
allegations that have been made to the effect

that the six surveyors have received from Mr.
R. Neal, the son of a coutractor, £4,800 in

eighteen months. A committee was appointed
to inquire into the matter before, but the Chair-
man said that for w.ant of evidence the result
arrived at was unsatisfactory. The whole of the
surveyors deny ever directly or indirectly re-
ceiving the presents.

BuRSLEM SCUOOL OF ^Vrt.—The annual dis-

tribution of prizes to the students of the Burslem
School of Art took place on Wednesday
week. According to the report, the number
of pupils receiving instruction in drawing
during the year has been 180. The examina-
tions conducted under the regulations of

the Science and Art Department have realised
gratifying results. The scbool has earned its first

medals, a silver one having been awarded to
Alfred H. Boulton, and a bronze one to David
Dewsberry; four Queen's prizes, 13 third-grade,
and 1 1 second-grade prizes have been allotted by
the (iovernment examiners. In addition seven
free studentships (value £3 each) have been
earjied, and Government grants are made on 93
other students who have passed satisfactorily.

The second piize, value £.). js., offered for national
competition by the Worshipful Company of
Plasterers, has again fallen to a student in the
Burslem school, Mr. Samuel J. Cartlidge. The
classes in science have been attended by 35
students.

Gift of Pltlic Gardens and Mcseum to
Maidstone.—On Wednesday, the public gardens
purchased and beautitiod by the late Mr. Juilus
Brenchley, of Milgate Park, and the museum,
containing his collection of birds, shells, ivories,
bronzes, &c., together costing upwards of £20,000,
weie thrown open to the public. The pleasure
grounds, which cover an area of six or seven
acres, have been laid out with flower-beds,
gravelled walks, and lawns, under the direction
of Mr. A. M'Kenzie, late landscape girdenor to the
Motrojiolitan Board of Works, and designer of the
Alexandra Palace grounds.

iNUlSIRIiL EsiuBinON AT Cajibridge.—The
Cambridge Working Classes' Industrial Exhibi-
tion will be opened on the 2Gth December, at the
Cambridge Working Men's Club, Fitzroy-street.
It is intended to give prizes in the following
classes:— 1. Work made by exhibitors in their
own trades. 2. Amateur work of any useful kind
made at home. 3. Fancy articles of excellence,
natural history, &<.: 4." Models and useful in-

ventions, o. Drawings, &c. G. Plain and fancy
needlework, two classes. The ilayor and Vice-
Chancellor of the University are patrons, and
offers have been received by the managers of the
Lr.an Section of Pictures and Works of Art, Rare
Curiosities, &c. New inventions, &;., will be
protected under the Industrial Exhibitions Act of

1865.

Extension of the District R.ul^vay.—.The
operations under the *' Hammersmith Extension
Railway Act, 1873," if not actually begun, are

about to begin with as little delay as possible.

Messrs. Barlow, WoUaston Pym, and Vignolles

are the originators and proprietors of tae
new undertaking, which is the construction of

a line of railway 1 mile 7 chains and 10 links

in len th, commencing by a junction with the

District Railway at West Brompton, in the parish

of S. Mary Abbott, Kensington, and ter-

minating at the Broadway, Hammersmith.
Hopes are entertained by the engineer (Mr.
(Tilbert) of being able to complete the work in

half the period allowed by the Act. As soon as

the line is opened for puMic traffic, it is to be
worked and managed exclusively by the District

Railway Company, '"as efficiently as if it were
part of their own system," in consideration of

which the District Company has agreed to pay
the Hammersmith Company £11, '.100 a year out

of the gross receipts arising from all traffic

over the Hammersmith line alone, or over the
two lines.

Lambeth Palace .\s a Residence for the
Primate.—The Daily Telegniph of Wednesd.ay
last contains a short leading article on the restora-

tion of the Lollard.s' Tower and Gateway at

Lambeth Palace. The Avriter evidently does not

know what he is writing about. He says :
— •' The

Lollard's Tower was found by the contractors to

be in a very dilapidated state ; nor do we think

that any harm would have accrued if the horrible

old tourelle had tumbled down altogether. .

Lambeth Palace is a most inharmonious and
heterogeneous old pile, and many of the buildings

comprised in it are monstrously ugly. Still, it is

undeniably picturesque, and its stones are full of

eloquent sermons on the most striking texts ex-

tant in English history. It is at the same time
extremely questionable whether any great benefit,

public or private, arises from the practice of

patching up such rambling old structures. They
are usually unfit to bj us-d as dwelling-houses by
civilised people, and after their interiors have
been thoroughly modernised, and all the new flues

.and hot and cold-water appliances have been
completed, the antique piles have an uncomfort-

able habit of getting burnt down. . . . The
Ecclesiastical Commissioners should build a hand-

some town house for Dr. Tait at South Kensing-
ton, or in the loftiest district of Tyburnii, and
the grey old palace at Lambeth should be left to

the antiquarians and the sight-seers." The wri-

ter who ventures to make these remarks is

evidently unaware that the archiepiscopal resi-

dence at Lambeth is a handsome and very
commodious mansion erected some twenty or

thirty years ago. The Lollards' Towor, Cirdinal

Morton's Gateway, and Sir Christopher Wren's
Library, and one or two other buildings

of antiquity, adjoin the Archbishop's residence,

but form no part of it. Supposing it to be true

that the .-Vrchbishop is cramped into apartments

of a date coeval with the Lollards' Tower, it is

amusing to note the assumption of the writer that

the stucco and lath-and-plaster buildmgs of

South Kensington and Tyburnia are in less dan-

ger of being destroyed by fire than are the

congeries of Medi;eval buildings in which the

writer im agines the Archbishop resides.

CHIPS.
New Board Schools were opened at Wrexhall,

near Newchurch, Hants, on Wednesday week. The
buildings are of stone, with red and white brick
dressings. Mr. L. B. Trimen was the .architect, and
Messrs. Moses and Walder the builders.

The rearrangement of the interior of the parish
church of Olney has so far progressed as to admit
of the opening of the western end of the building.

On Wednesday week the lour memorial stones of

a new Wesleyan Chapel were laid at Headless Cross,

near Redditch.
A new Congregational chapel in Park-road. Bir-

mingham, is about to be built by Messrs. Wilson
and Son, of Soho Hill, from designs by Mr. Geo.
Ingall, architect, of Temple-row West. It is

Gothic in character, is intended to seat 1,040 per-

sons, and will cost about £5,000.

The death of M. BariUet-Desehamps, chief
gardener of Paris, is recorded. The deceased
aided M. Haussmaan and M. Alphaud in beautify-

ing Pari5, and was so much esteemed that he was
Beveral times sent for by foreign Sovereigns, and
was honoured with the titles of gardener to the
Emperor of Austria, to the King of the Belgians,
to Ismael-P.isha. ^-c. His creations in and around
Paris are the Bois de Boulogne, the Bois de Vin-
cennes, the Park Monceau, the Buttes Chaomont,

A few enterprising inhabitants of Launceston
and the neighbourhood have determined on esta-
blisbiug a school in that improving town, somewhat
simihtr in character to the lirge public schools at
Taunton, Bith, and other places. It is to be called
Dunheved College. The budding, which is to be
forthwith commenced, will be Elizabethan in style,

from the design of Mr. Hiue, of Plymouth.
Mr. W. Gitibs, of Tyutesfield, the munificent

builder of S. Michael and All Angels in Exeter,
and of numerous other churches, laid the founda-
tion-stone of a chapel on his estate on Monday.
The general design will be Decorated Gothic, and
the roof will be supported by columns ot solid
marble. The architect is Mr". Blomfield. of Lon-
don ; Mr. G. W. Booth, also of the metropolis, being
the builder.

On Monday the Archbishop of Westminster laid

the foundation-stone of a new (Roman) Catholic
Seminary in Salford.

A new National School was opened at Lympne,
Kent, on Monday. Mr. Joseph Cl.irke, architect to
the Canterbury Diocesan Society, was the architect,

and Mr. 3. Q. Vetts, of Folkestone, the builder.

The cost was £600.
The memorial-stone of a Primitive Methodist

Chapel to be erected at Tuehrook, Liverpool, was
liid on Mond.ay. The design is by Mr. Manley, of
Bootle ; and the contractor is Mr. Jonathan Lucas,
of Old Swan.
The death is announced of Mr. John Thomas,

architect and surveyor, of Denmark-street, Cam-
berwell. Mr. Thomas was at one time engaged by
the Post-ofiice authorities in determining the dis-

tance from London to different post-towns on the
Ipswich and other roads. A survey of some of the
Surrey-roads was about the last of his public
duties.

A law case of some interest is likely soon to be.

tried. The City of London Commissioners claim a
thoroughfare which they have for many yeai*s

lighted and paved. The Grocers' Company, on the
other hand, claim it as private property, and argue
that as they have kept gates up at the opening to
the pathway it belongs still to them. They want
to build over it, and the City Commissioners object.

So both sides intend to fight it out.

A new reredos of a costly character has been
erected from the design of Mr. Ewan Christian^

in S. Stephen's Church, Chard, in memory ot the
late Rev. George Ward, M.A. The work was ex-

ecuted by Mr. Harry Hems, of Exeter.
We notify to our numerous readers that

Claridije's Patent Asphalte of Seyssel Company,
established in 1838, at Stangate, have removed
from No. 5, Parliament-street, to the Institute of

Surveyors, 12, Gt. George-street, Westminster, S.W.
It is proposed to restore the old parish church of

Hornsey.
A gentleman has offered to defray the cost of

erecting a spire for the church of S. Mary Mag-
dalene, Paddington.
The choir of Rochester Cathedral is bemg re-

stored, and an old Decorated screen has been dis-

covered, which Sir Gilbert Scott is about to restore.

The Dundee School Board last week determined

to erect five new schools.

Messrs. Pease, the owners of the Middlesborou^h
Estate, have presented a site of about an acre aud
a half for the erection of a new high school at
Middlesborough ; and Mr. J. W. Pease, M.P., has

undertaken to erect, at a cost of £7,000 or £8,000,

that portion of the pile which is to be used as a
middle-class school.

A ladies' fund, of which the secretaries are the-

Marchioness of Salisbury, the Countess of Essex,

the Countess Gowper, antl the Countess of Verulam,
has been set on foot for obtaining contributions

from ladies towards the repair of the beautiful Lady
chapel at the east end of S. Alban's Abbey.

tode 'Mnv^.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
DrxFERMLisi:.—The operative joiners nnd cabinet-

makers in Dumferoiline demanded an additional id*

per hour of wages. A numbcroE the mcncame outoa

strike, but the demand belug conceded by their em-
ployers, they resumed work. A similar ^tand for the

advance will be made at all the works ia town.

LOXDOX.—An uneasy feeling is again prevailing in-

the various building trades of the metropolis, and a
rumour is abroail that the masters are likely, as sooa

as the winter begins, to thin out the hands who during:

the summer have been leaving off work and making
tbeir own terras. The men have had matters in their

own hands during the summer, and the terms they
have secured, whether right or wrong, have, in some
cases proved sources of loss to the masters. There is

no doubt the masters will do the be>t they can to take

care of themselves, and if they find that they can save

money by dlscha glng di?contented hands in the

winter time, and getting the hard work they are likely

to want in the ensuing spring and summer from Bel-

gium and tiermany, they are likely to do so.
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TIMBEU TRADE.

Sales have been effected during the past week at the

following prices :
—

Per 120 12ft. llin. x uin.
£. s. d. £. s. d.

Danzig mill-sawn yellow . 12 10 to 1:^

Esconniains 2nd bright pine . 13 ,, 11 10

Geflc 1st and 2nd white. . 12 .5 „ 13

.. 3rd „ . 10 10

,. llh ,, . 9 1.5

„ 1st & 2nd yellow Sin. 12 10 „ IS .'.

„ „ 2jin. 12 „ 12 5

„ 2in. 11 5 „ 12
.Trd „ 4in. 14 15

Sin. 11 15 „ 14 5

2jin. 11 6 „ 14 5

2in. 10 15 ., 11 5

„ 4tll „ 4in. 13 15 „ 14
„ 3in. 12 10 „ 13

2!in. 11 15 „ 12 10
2in. 10 10 „ 10 15

Axmar l.st & 2nd yellow . 11 5 „ 12 10

„ 3rd „ Sin. 11 15 „ 13 10

„ „ „ 2Sin. 11 5 „ 11 15

„ 4th „ 31n. 11 15

„ „ „ 21n. 10 10 „ 10 15

„ Srd white 25ln. 10 10

„ 4th „ 2ln. 9 15

Arebaugel 1st yellow 2.J x 9 15

„ „ 2i X 7 14

., 12 13 „ 13

2i X 9 13 10
Abolst & 2ndycl. 9in. deals 13 „ 13 15

6 to Sin. 12 10
Bjoraeborglst yellow battens 12

boards 10 10 ,, 11

Hr.diiiswall 1st yellow deals 13 ,, 11 5

,, ,. „ battens 14

„ 2nd „ pianlss 13 5

„ deals 13 5 „ 13 15

.. battens 12 5

„ Srd „ planlis 11 15 „ 12 15

„ „ Sin. bats. 11 10

„ „ „ deals 12 10

,. 4th „ pianljs 11 5

Husum Srd yellow battens 12 15

„ 4th „ planlis 12
Xyham Srd yellow 3 x Sin. 11 10

2 X 9in. 13 10 ,. 13 15

., 4lil „ 3 X8in. 11 5

2 X 9in. 13 10
Srd white S x Sin. 11 10

Hernosana 1st i; 2nd yellow, 13 10

Srd „ . 12 10

„ 4th „ . 11 10 „ 11 15

„ 1st & 2nd whito . 11 5 „ 12
Srd „ . 11 „ 11 10
4th „ . 10 15 „ 11

Petersburg 1st yellow deals 13 15 „ 15

„ 2nd „ „ 13 5

„ „ „ planks 13 5

„ 1st white „ IS 5

„ ,, battens 11 5

Pitch pine planks 14 „ 14 5
Quebec pine, 1st bright wide 27 5

,, ,, 12ft. to 3ft. llin. 27

„ • 12ft. to 3ft. 9in. 23

,, „ Sin. and Tin, 22
Ist dry floated wi.le 24 15

13ft. 12in. 22 15

„ 13ft. 91n. & lOin. 21 15

„ 13ft. 7lu. & Sin. 21 15

,, 2nd blight wide 18

„ „ „ 12ft. llin. 17 10 „ IT 15

, ISft. llin. 17 5

, lO&lift. llin. 16 5

,, dry Iluated wide IS 5

13ft. 12in. 17 15

„ 2nd floated 12ft. llin. 14 15

Sw,artwick 1st and 2nd
yellow . . planks 15 10

SundbWall Srd yellow 2 by 9 13 15
Soderbamn 1st ,&: 2iiii yellow

. 2.1by9in. 15
„' 2 by 9 13 13

„ 4fh „ 12 15

,, Istand 2udwhile4i 3in 12 6 0,, 12 10
„ Srd „ 11 5

„ „ 2ta, 10 10
Uleaborg l.st and 2nd yellow

. planks 13 10 „ 14

„ „ ,, deals IS 5

„ „ ., batten 12 10 o „ 12 15
Per 120, 12ft. 3 by 9in.

Quebec 1st spruce Sin. 22 u ,, 22 5

„ „ 2 inch 19 6 „ 19 15
Christiania 1st white 20 5

Per 120, 12ft. a by C!in.

Drammen, 2nd yellow 10 10

„ Srd „ 9 15 .. 10 15 a

„ 2nd white 9 15 „ 10 u

., Srd „ 9 15
4th „ 8 15
Prepai-ed flooring, per square.

s. d. to s. d.

Drammen, 1st yellow lin. 14 3 „ 14 6

,, Istwliite ^in. S 3

,, 2nd yeilow £in. 9 3
Predericshald, 1st yellow lln. 14 :i

.. „ „ sin. 12 3

2nd ., lin. 13 „ 13 3

Frtderickstadt 1st „ Jin. 12 6 I

Christiania 1st „ lin. 13 6 „ 14 6'
» 2nd „ lln. 12 3 I

Per 50 cubic feet.

D.intzig best mit" diing 77 ,, 90

2nd ' 1

., common . 70 „ 77 6

.. good . 67 6 „ 82 6

,. common undersized . 65 „ 75

.Swedish .... . 63

Pitch pine , 72 6 ., 92 6

Elm .... . 110
Memel 2nd middling. . 64 ,, S2 C

Small .... i t

Per cubic fathom.
& s. d. £ s. d.

Petersburg lathwood 10 15 „ 11

Per 18ft. cube.

Amsterdam logs. 3

ASHTON & GREES.
Slate, Iron, nnd M&rblo Merrhfint?, and Q-inrrj- Agentjs.

—
"Roofins

Slntes—Banpor, Bluo, Rod, or Green, Bine Portm'adoc and Whitl.ind
Abbey Green, tho Xew " Permanent" Greeu (weight the sarae as

Bangor, and uniformity of cleava'*o pqnsill.

Prices on IVliarf in Loiid.iH.

2Jbyl2 22 by 12 20 by 10 IS by 10 18bT9
377s. 6d- 332.«. 6d. ^Jr-C CI. ^ISs. 19Ss. fid.

16 by 10 16 by 9 14 by 10 U by 8 12 by 8
192R.Gd. M53. 1703 II7fl. 6d. 678. 6

i

Per m of 1,200 Slates, Marble and Enamelled Slate Chimney
Pieces, Inecription Tublets, tc Stoves. R:in!res, and Builders'
Ironmongery. A. & G.*s Special Red Ridr'^ Tiles. Lareo Show nf

all Good^ at 14 tind 1.^, Bury-atreet, S. Mary Axe, London. E.G.

DrawingB and Prices upon application, accompanying trad« card.

TENDERS.
Bethn.al (JREHX.—For the erec'ion cf two shops and

residence in Green-street, f-r Mr, T. F. Bradbrool:. Mr.
William Mundy. architect. Quantities supplied.

Latkn £3,444
Enhson 3.30S

Wicks and Bangs 2,754

Bishop 2 594
Thoraason 2,547 19 6

Chapman 2,5-39

Croaker Bros 2,534

Blirkmoreand Slorley 2,518

Beale 2,515

Shetaeid 2,49-i

Forre.~t 2.447

Langmead 2,.39n

Brown <accepted) 2,280

BROMt.EY.— FfT alterations at Bromley Palace, Kent,
for the Executora of the late Mr. Coles Child. Mr. Wm.
C. Banks, architect.

Arnaud £744
Staines and J^on 718
Cooper 657

Devon.—For erecting Schools for 200 children, and
teacher's residence, for t.ip "^choi il Board of South Tawton.
Mr. Chsrles Pinn, architect, Exettr.

Parish £1,933
Bern- 1,880

I
Underbill and Ellis 1.797

Ellis 1,599

Green and Stratford (MCcepted) 1,536

Devon —For erecting Schools for ISO children, for the
School Board of 1 Tewsteignton. Mr. Charles Pinn, archi-

tect, Exeter.
MardonandSlT -.£1,350
Parker and Bail 1,326

Luscombe and El is 1,236

Agget and Luscomhe 1,225

Parker and UnderhUi 1,179
Ston<! 1,170
TJnderhiii and Ellis 1,148

Berri- 1,130
Parish (accepted) 989

FssFX.—For painting and repairs to Kinssmore House,
Great Pamdon, Harlow. Mr. T. J. Hill, architect.

Hunt £263 7
Ttnnant 223 12 6

HobbsandSou 220
Beoham (accepted) 200

Eknlf.t.—For the erection of sundry works at Kenley,
for the Eeniey Gas Company.

Downs and Co. (aecfpted)

Leicester.- For r<ew Savings Bank. Mr. Edward
Burgess, arcliitect. Quantities by Mr. L. C. Eiddett.

Lindley £3,200
Major 3,162
Loveday 2,9S9
Osborne Bros 2,880
Butler and Marshall 2,S75 '

Duxbury 2,803

London.—For repairs to the Grjen Man public-house,
and ttvo houses adjoining, Camberweil. Mr. H. J, Newtou,
surveyor.

Green Man Two houses Total,
adjoining.

Brindle & Co.... f ln9 £21 £13»
Siwyer 119 10 10 129 10
Hockley 107 14 In 121 10
Shunnur 105 15 12'J

Taylor .accepted) 98 15 113

Long F^aton— For erecting a Vicarage h^use at Long
Eaton, Derby. Sir. William Smith, architect, John-street,
Adelphi. London.

Wood £2,403 5
Bridg.irt 2,335
Thompson 2,277
Fast 2,150
Lairand Sons' 2,110

* Accepted, subject to sundry reductions.

London.—For rebuililing Old Ivy House. Goswell-road,
for the City of I ondun Brewery Company (Limited). Mr.
J. Jewhuret, architect.

Langmead and Way 2,620 C
Pan 'i.fiOil

Calmer and Son 2,319
Tavlor 2,187
Carter 2,170
Thomp-on 2.125
Ellis (accepted) 2,0!jo

Long Sctton.— F.'^r sundry works to north and south
porches and tower at Long Sulton Church, Lincolnshire.
Mr.William Smith, architect. John-street, Adelplii. London.

Warwick ri;885

Bennett 860
Brown (aceeptedl 860

LONDON.—For new buildinjrs in Chancery-lane, for the
Law Courts Chamber^ Company (Limited). Messrs.
John Giles and Gongh, architects.

Itavesand Eamage £13.-301

Higgs 12 910
Thorn and Co 12,9Si

ShelBeid 12,879

Perry and Co. * 11,800

• Understood to be withdrawn, owing to error.

London.—For rebuilding two warehouses, C^ty, E.C.
(arranged so as to be divided in'o four, if necessary). Mr.
Herbert Ford, architect, 21, .\idermanbury. City, E.C.

A damson and ^ons £7,S-:i*

Stimpson 7,697

Perrv Bros 7.637

Crabb 7, ,95

Webber 7,.558

Perry and Co 7, v;6

Scrivener and White 7.420

Browne and Eobinsou 7.398

Kiliby 7,295

Bnss 7.270

Anley 7,181

Downs and Co. (accepted) 7,095

London —For new warehouses in Hamsell-s'reet, for
Mr. T. W'. N. Lloyd. Mr Herbert Ford, architect. Quan-
tities by Messrs. Hovenden, Heath, and Berridge.

Adaii-son and Sons £7,829 9
Slimp.sonaudCo 7,697 n
Prrry Bros 7,687

Crabb .' 7,595

Webber 7,55S

Perry and Co .- 7.425
Scrivener and White 7.420
Browne and Eobiuson 7.39s

Kiliby 7.295

Brass 7,270 (i

.\nley 7.181
Downs and Co 7.095

Newtown (Mont.)—For erecting new Board School
from designs by Mr. Lay.

Williams £2,07C
Prvce I.93i

Burrel 1,745 10
Eaton 1,725

Morgan 1,715 U
Morris* 1..584 10
Anwyl 1.5(17 U

• Accepted (if with tile roof £1,604 1 s.)

Norwood —For the erection of a warehouse at Nor-
wood, for Mr. W. Slanlev. Mr. W. Lambert, architect,

Wagner £'l,7.i0 (I

Downs and Co I,5.f5

Nottage l,.iGi

Smith 1,49a

POPL.^R.—For paving works in Marshflpid-street and
Rifle-street, for the Popl:ir Distr ct Board of Works.

ilfirs 'ifetd-sfr^c: .

Knight £494
Ruthv 484 10

Turner (accepted) 449 17

Surveyor's estimate £333. Is. 6d.

m/le-sli-eel.

Bowdler £38
French 32 10

MjTlers 26 10

Musgrove (accepted, 19 iJ

Surveyor's Estimate £ -"2. 12s.

St'SSEX.—For Schools at Funtington, f..r the Scho-

1

Board at Fun'ington. Mr. Lacy W. Eidge, architect.

Quantities by Mr. L. C. Eiddett.

Poate £1.243
Johnson l,-'00

Bushby 1,1S5

Quick 1,147

Sydenham.—For a pair of villa resi 'enees on the
Crystid Palace Pnrk Estate, for Mr James Hendry. Mr.
John Norton, arelutect. Quantities supplied.

Steedingham £.5,413

Simpson 4,960

ria.ding 4,947

JohiingandCo 4,94'.

Bovce 4,8J4

Ke'ith 4.695

Garratt 4,1^75

Martiu . 4.29S

B.\Tn AND OTHER BUILDING STONES,
OF BEST QU.ALITY.

RANDELL. SAUNDERS i- CO., Limited,

Q.uarrymen and rftont Kerohants.
List of prices at the Quarries and Depots, also cost of

transit to any part of the United Kingdom, furnished on
application to

Bath Stone Office:
[Adtt. CORSH.m, WILTS

TO ARCHITECTS.
Or.EEN RO0FI>'G~SL.\TF.S.

As s'iT)v(ied to H.R.lt. The Pnncc of }Valf.o at Saniirinfjhatn

The Penmoyle Soa-prccn Slate,s are specially adapted for
ChurchcH, Public Buildinirs. Jfec. &:.

f Lc-t.* rustlfi thnn ordinnr;/ Gothic Tiling.)

These dnrnVile nnd nou-abf^orbont slater can bo obtained in sizes

uttAble for Gotb-c Arcliitoct'ire, at price.'; as under.

In Railway Trucks, Docks, Gloucester :—
Per Equivalent to

1 ,200 Slates per sqwaro

Best Green Sl.ito U by 7 'J 17 6 IG--. f,d.

Do. do. U by >* 2 17 fi Hied.
Do. do. 13 by 7 2 5 14^;.

Do do. 12 by 7 I 13 6 Lis.

Do dr.. TJ by •> 17 6 lis.

PriA>9 of Lnrpe Sizes, Co.'*t of Transit, Ueferonoe
Tc^'timonials and Sample Sppcinafla^ may be obtained on

application to

ME-SSES. RiXniCLL 4: CO. Corsbam, Wnts.
Speciraeng at Mnscum of O^'ol-xrv, Jerrayn-.^treet. Piccadilly, W

Asd ftt Arcbitectaral Museum, Tiifton-street, AS'c^tminster.
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COMPETITIONS OPEN.
Hastings. Oi't T.—F-t design?? nnd o'^timatps for widen

ing the "White Roc'c Par.'ule. A premium of 100 ;;uineas
will be jjiven for thfi be^t design and estimate. CJ.

Meadowp, Towu Cleric, HasitinirR.

ENARKSBoRnuGFt BiTiuAL BoARD, Sept. 2f>.—For Iftyin^r

out a ne*p cemetery, an i for the erection of two nhapels,
a lod^e, fence-walls or dwarf-walls with ir-on palisading,
&c. A pi ize of £10 will be awarJed for the best design.
Jind Kf^ for the second hut the Roard do not undertake
to employ the siiecessful or any of.her competitor. Mr. C.
Kirby. jun , soliciror, Kna'esborough.
Liverpool. Sept. 30.—For de'^igns and descriptive par-

ticnJars for facilitating the transit of cattle and other
trafllc across the Mersey Premiii ns of £2.00. £i(iO, qthI
.-e.")0 will be given for the first, second, and thiril best de-
sigTis. Captain Pinhey, Woodside Birlcenhead.
Manchestke, Oct. i.—Kor designs fori lyin^ out anew

cem<-tery, and f ir the erec.ion of chapels and other budd-
ings Premiums of eiOO. £t!() and £4'). J. Heron, Town
Clerk. Town Hall ilnnche-iier.

Richmond. Surrey, O.-t. 1.—For the best pracrieable
plan of disposing of the sew.age of the parish. F. B
Senior. Vestry Cleric. Richmond Surrey.
"West DuMyirn. Nov. 1 —For plans and estimates for

the erection of a Ch.irch and pars 'uage house. A premium
of £100 will bi paid to th'' architect whose design shall

bo selected by the committee, such premium to meri^e
into tlie commission if sucharc'ntect shall be selected to
superintend the carrying out of the works. Mi". J. White,
Verger, Post-office, West Dulwich.

Geometrical and Encaustic Tilo Pavements
in every varietv. Ovnr sixty Ne^v Designs at 55. c>-\. per
yard super. "-Tiie Tiins :ire excellent, both in qualitv and
cotour-"— Eni-DiNf. News. "They are of great oxcellence
in design—the materi •\ is not surpas-ied by any found in
this kingdom."

—

A7't JouruaL " The patterns are remark-
ablv good and effective "

—

Afedianics' Maqazinr. " For
paving conservatories they are the best Tiles we have
seen — tkere can be no nnd to their wear"

—

Clanleners
Mannzine; Ac, ttc. Designs and sample Tiles free on
application to HENT^Y O. WRRB, Tileries. Worcester.
London House, 114, Victoria-street, Westminster. Mr T.
Pulling, Agent, Wantei Provincial Agents—g:iod houses
liberally treated with.

—

[Advt.]

BANKRUPTS.
(To Surrender in the Country.)

Scarlett, Charlps, Lowestoft, plumber, painter, and
glazier. Oct. 8, at Yarmouth.

PATENT WROUaHT NAILS.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Pease, Hutchinson, nnd Co . Sl:erno Iron Works, near

Darlington, iron manufacture'S.~\V. and J. Hardcastli',

Horong'ibridge, joiira and cabinet ma';ers.— >. Booth
and Sons, Conisborough, sickle manufacturers, timber
merchants, and wood turners —nitehin-on a-id Lloyd,
lviug"s-road. Chelsea, oil and colourmon ~I'rgham ^tnd

G.irdner, Kir'iham, Lancashi o, sto-iemison^ an;i con-
tractors —Blakey, Steward, and Co , Clark-greon, in
Eatley, ironfoundera.

"Remarkable, vf.rt Remarkable Indeed" are the
effects of L.\MPLOUG-H'S PYiililTn^ SA.LTNE in pre-
ventingand curingCh'i'eraiG Diarr'inei. Sina.lltiox, Fe^"ers

and Siiin Diseases. Specially refresliingaridinvigorating
during hot weatlier Sold by all Chemists, and the Maker
lia, Holbora-htll, London.—[Advt.]

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED IN
CONSTRUCTION.

(From the PnhHc Ledger.)

Lead.

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

Admiralty, Whitehall, 0.'t. 7.—For the supply of
beech wedges. F. W. Rowseil, Superintendent of Con-
tracts.

AIRE AND CALDER NAVTOATIoN TRFSTEES, Oct. 4.—FOF
the constructi'in and erection of a new warehouse at
Knottinglev Mills. Mr. W. H. Bartholomew, Aire and
Calder Navigation Offlce. Leeds.
Banstpad. Surrey Oct ;{._For the erection of a

Lunatic Asylum. F.H. Pownall, architect, 33A, Montague-
square. W
BiHMiXGHAM, Oct. 25.—Tenders for the proposed Muni-

cipal Buildings will be recfiverl nniil the above date. Mr.
Yeovillo Thnmason, 40, Bennett's-hill. Birmingham.
Board of Work.-*, Waxosworth District, vept, 3^

—

For miking up Livingston road, Battersea. A. A. Cor-
solHs, Clerk to the Boird, Battersea Rise, Wandsworth,
S.W.
Cambri oge. O't. 1—For the supply of granite and granite

chippi ig3. Mr. F. Barlow, 6i), S. Andrews'-streat, Cam-
bridge.
DEW.sBrRY, Sept t'9.—For sewering, levelling. paviuQ-,

andflagLTi'ig Se- ior street, aurl Cemetery- road, and for
sewering Welli-igton-street. Mr. G. Biddle. Town Sur-
veyor, Dewsbury.
Flimby, Oct. L—For the erection of boys*, girls', and

infants' Schools with dwelling-houses f-r master and
mistress, outbuildings, &c. Mr. P. De EgglesfleUl Collin,
Solicitor, Maryport.
KrxGSTOX-upoN Hull School Board. Oct. 13—For

the erection nf Wawno-strsct. Boa d Scho d. D. J.

O'Donoghue. clerk to the Board, Town Hall, Hull.
Leeds, Oct. 1 —For the er cti -n of 1(1 houses at Thwaitc

(5a.te, Hauslet. J. M. Fawcett, architect, 73, Albiou-street,
Leeds.
Leeds, 0"t. 1.—For the erection of a shop in Market-

stretet. S. E. Smith, archit- ct., 3!>. Patk-sqnare, Leeds
London Brighton and S:)dth Coast Railway. Sept.

30.- For the erection of new offices, waiting-rooms,
wrought-iron gallery and foot-bridge, and other works at
Claphara .1 unction, Mr. F. D, Banister, Engineer, Loudon
Bridge Station.
Montgomeryshire, Sept, 20.—For tho construc'ion of

:i new road from near Moor Gate to ChaUaenmbe an i

Blackaton Bridge. Messrs. Powell and Ssvettenham,
Engineers Newtown Montgomc yshirc.
North Eastern G.aii-W\Y. O^.t 2.—For tho crectinn of

stables jind horseUepper"s house at Scarboro*. Mr. Bud-
leigh. ai-chitect York.
I'fnSEY Cemetery. Oct. 8—For the rarpputers' and

joiners' work required in tho erection of tli - chapels,
mortuaries, vestries, ice. W. (lay, architect, 10, Exchange-
buildings, Bradfor 1.

River Weaver Navigation TursTEES, Oct. 15.—For
the construction of two large canal locks anrl other works
i.ear Putton Viaduct, Chysltire. J. W. >andcnian, C.E.,
JCavigfltion Office, Nor^hwich Cheshire.
SCAKB uoutiH Uas Works, Oct. 13—For theconsirue-

tion of two gasiiolder tanks and oth^r works. Mr. Ci. W.
Stevenson, enj^ineer. 10. Gn^at George-street, S.W.
SiLsDEN Local Board Waterworks, Oct. i.—For sup-

plying and laying about ll-j loan of orditiary ca'^t-ivon

pipes and special castings. Mr. C. S, Rooke, C.K., li',

East I'arade. Leeds.
Stratford-UN-Won, Oct. 1.—Forndditional buildings

to the brewery. J. Lattimer, archiioct, Cora Exchange,
Stra ford- n-AVOu.
Stroud. Oct. 1.—For the er-ction of a new Hospital,

rdossrs. Medlaud and Son, arohiicois, S\ Clarence-street,
Olonceste .

WAtt Department Contract. Sept .30.—For connect-
ing the drainage of barracks a'. Pttrt-niouth with the town
system. Lieut -Col. J. H. Smith, R.E., Royal Engineer
onice. Portsmouth.
WiuNES Local Boaud, Oct l.— For making a survey

and preparing a flnishedmap of tho district. T. Boasloy,
Clerk to the Local Board, Public Offices, Widnes.

Pig Foreign .... pe ton £2:1 .i n £2.3 7

„ English W.B. ^^ 24 .'-. 21 10

„ Lead Co. . . . ,, 2( (1

„ Other brands 23 1.5 24 11

Sheet Milled . ^, 24 I'l 24 15

Shot. Patent . 27
Red or minium ^^ 25
White Drv . . 20

„ groxmd in oil

Copper.
British- Cake & Ingot per ton £!).! n £96
Best selected .... 9.5 98
Sheet mo

lo:!

92 10

105
109
94

(1

Australian cake . . .

Si^anish cake .... „ u

Chili Bars, cash . . ,,
.1+ 10 88 10

,. Refined ingot . 05 9fi

Yellow metal .... per lb.

Iron.

s< n

Pig in Scotland, cash per toil £5 12 6 £0
Welsh Bar, in London. ,, 12 13 10

Wales . ,, 11 10 () 12

Staffordshire . . . l:i 10 13 15

Rail, in Wales . . . ^^
11 U 10

Sheets, single in Londo° « 15 10 II 17

Hoops, first quality . . „ 1) 10 15 (1

Nail Rod ,,
1.3 10 13 ig

Swedish " 21 22

Breakfast.—"Erps's CocoA.—aRATEFUL Axn "oMForiTiNo—" By ft l.hrji-oiiirh knowledges of tVic natural laws which ?ovo_rn tho
operations of digi's^tion ami nutrition, and by a careful a'plicntion
of the fine prop'^rties of wcH-selectod cocoa, ^'r Kpps h.T.i proridcd
our breakfast-tables with a. delicately f\ ivoiirod bnvoraee which may
pave us manj' henvy doctoi-s' bills."—CuvV S:t'i'ici' Gazette. Made
Fimplr with Boiling Water or Milk, Each packet is laliellcd-

"JAMES ErPS & Co., Homoeopathit; Chemists, Loudon."—[AnvT.]

OW
Free bv post for 11 .stamps.

TO MAKE MONEY BY
PATnNT;^.

BvCTTAKLKS JiAULOW.
BAKLOW & CO., 'il, Soui.h.impron-bnildincrR, London, W.C.

w R K S ON A R T, by Monsieur
TlOLLET-I.E-DtlC- Now boincr published, in Parts.

LKCTURKS ON AUCiltl'KCTUUE. by K. VlOLLKT-LE-DlTC.
Translated from the French by B. Bucknall, Architect. Complete iu

2 Vol 9., Largo 8to., with uuniorous Woodcuts nnd portfolio of Steel

Engravings. Price iXt. 10=. Leclnre I, now rciidy.

Publishers : TvE, MOREL Si CiR., Paris ; and CLAUK, Stroud,
Gloueoi^l.erRbipo,

Subscribers' names will be received by T. CLARK, Tlie Library,
Si rend, Gloucestershire,

IRKBECK UAI'.K. — Established
lfA\, 29 & 30, Southaniptoii R'lihlinfTfi. Chancery-lniifi.

FOUU Pica C[-'.NT. Tni'EKK^T allowed ou iJcpo.sitS.

Curreut accouuta opened siiuilar to the Joint Stock B.inka, but
without any stipulation as to amount of balancn to bo

kept by the customer. Chi^que Books supplied.

Ofllce hours from 10 till 4, on Mou.i.ay.'' from 10 till 9, and on
Satiirduys from 10 lill '2 o'cloek.

Pamphlet, containing- full particulars, m.-xy be obtained Gratis,
or sent post free on applicaTion to

FHANiTlS UAVEN.SCriOFT. Manaper.

N EW SGlKNOa MANUALS.
Steam, Geometry, &c., 2<. Gd. ; St'ictiee Qiie^stions and

Answers, MechanicP, M.aehinerv, etc., ild.—Particulars from r,. E.
Wehstek, Kampden-stieet, Nottingham ; T. liEltsliAW, Burnley-
street, Oldhim.

AML. SMITH, GRAINER
k^ M\UBLEIl, WniTEH, &e., informs tho traOe that ho has
REMO\'ED from Fish-stroet-hill to No. II. MALVEIIN-UO AD,
T),\lston. E., and is preiiMfed to exwuto every kind of Work with
the utmost dcispatch trnd at the lowe-st prieoq, in Town or country.

J. J. CORDES AND COMPANY,
The PatentncR and M;innf:iL'turers of

the well-known

PATENT WROUGHT NAILS
(Commonly called Ewban'K'.s Naii.s),

DESIRE to make it known that thej
have adopted a "Star" or "Cross" as their Trade JTarfc

and that all Nails now made and sent out by them, except Clasp
bear this mark upon their heads, and that within every Packape sent
from their works is also placed a Card bt;irim: theirnarae and ad-
dress. All their haps are iiieo branded CoilDKS and CO.
Tho Nails are Maaufaet"-edby J. J. CouuKS aud CO. out of Scrap

and the best kinds of Pip Iron, and have lonir since earned the repu-
tation of biiiic superior to all others. The NaiU are all uniform ia
make and nnality, each one perfect, and count out full 11)00 to tbeM,

Dos Worlfis, Newport, Monmoutlisliire.

THE TANNED "LEATHER COM-
PANT (LLMITKIl),

ARMIT WORKS.
GREENFIELD, NE.VR MANCUESTEH,

TASNEUS, CURHIERS, and JlANrFACTCltEllS OP

Improved Tanned Leather Driving Straps lor
Machinery.

PRIME STRAP A.AD SOLE BUTTS.

Walrus Leather for Covering Cotton Gin and PolisJjing Rollers.

Price LiFts sent free hy post.

UNDKIt I'llK, I'ATKONAUK Ol' H.M. TKK QUKII.S.

R& LONDON PARQUETRY
WORKS, the first Manufactorv established iu England (in

I-^IDbyCHARLES STET.MTZ, founder of the English Parquetry
Business r the exclusive production of

"Solid and Plated" Parquet Floors, Borders,
Ceilings and Wall Decoration.

In Geometrical. Curvilinear, and Mn.-aic Patterns.

Plans and EstimaU's, for fir-t-el;is^i work ouly. pvepurod free of
expense. Manufactory—Camberwell-hall.Grovc-lano, Cambcrwell,
S.E. Sole Agents and Show-rooai, GILLOW and CO 176 and 177,

O xford-' treot. W
REDUCED PRICES.

rpHE CELEBRATED GRANITIC
JL PAINT.—Manufactured Solely and Only by tho Silicate

Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Company.

For Price Lists, Testimonials, and Patterns of Colours, apply to
THOMAS CHILD, Manager, 3:»A.. King William-street, London, E.G.

QOUTHWAHK-STREET and GREATO GUILUFORD-STRKET.-To be SOLD or LKT upon a
Buiiainjr Le-a-'ie or Leases. -JlOOOft. of KRUKFtOLT) IIL'IMU.VG
LAND, liavinp frontapcsof aiifl. to Southwark-street. and HI ft. to
Great Guildford-strcct. .Southwark. For partlcnUrti apply to
Me-thrfl.F. and R. ViORns, Land Agent «, &c., 4, Fredericks-place,
Old Jewry, E.C.

T

mE SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPO-

STRONG SAW BENCHES, wMi
plauodtops, fift. bv -ft lliu., i>uUev<, strap fork, fence .and

cud rollirs, price jCafi.—AUTUUlt RlOG, 'Engineer, 1, Fcuchureh-
utreet. London, E.r.

UILDING LAND to be LET—At
Gipsy-hill, close to the Crystal Palace and Rnilway ."^^f alien,

in c-itublished roads, where building operations have boon birtrely

crirriid OH. Terms (.which ave particularly advantageous) niny be
obtained of Messrs. WEATHEltALL & GUKHN, Auctioneers and
Sui-veyoi-8, 92, Chancery- lane.

X SITION.—TO CURE DAMP in WALLS and Preserve Stone,
&c., from Decay. Manufactured Solely and Only by the Silicate

Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Companv.
For Particulars and Testimonials apply to THOMAS CHILD,

Mr.n.igor..-i'tA.. Kinc Wi1iiim-^ti-.-''t, Lniuh.n. EC,

THE PETRIFYINlt SILIUATB PAINTS,
As supplied to tho Admiralty, Board of Works, Austrian

Lloyds, Woolwich Arsenal, Cunard Company. &c.,

FOR HOUSE, SHIP, AND GENERAL USE.

INDOOaS AND OUT, AND IN ALL COLOURS,
Manufactured by the Silicate Paint Company, Liverpool, have no
cliemicftl action on Iron or other Metals, will stand any degree
of heat without blistering ; Icwt. being nearly equal in bulk, and
doing the work of 2cwx. Lead Paints. See article in Engineering,
Arciiitect, Builder, &c

ARTIFICIAL STONE PAINT,

For preserving Wood, Zinc, and other Buildiuffs, giving them
appearance of White or Bath Stone, ito.

DAMP WALLS. DAMP CHtJRCHES, &c.
Cured by the retrifyiug Liquid, at a cost of about LM. per i-<iu.are

yard.
See article in Builder, Architect. Mecliantrs' Magazmc, &c.

For Particulars and Testimonials, apply to

TiiE SILICATE PAINT COMPANY,
24, FENWICK-STRICET, LIVERPOOL.

Agents for London and District—G. FAIIMILOE ami SONS,
M, S- John-street. West Smithfield. Loudon, E.C.

G
NO MORE WET PAINT.

AYS PATENT IMPENETRABLE
_ ,

PAINT.
The most durable made. Dries quickly. Three Coats can be '

applied in an hour. Supplied in all Colours ready for iiso.

NO MORE DAMP WALLS.
GAT'S PATENT COLUIRLES.'^ WATEHpROliFI.N'O PUOCESS,
as appli'd to a portion of the decayd stone-work of the Houses of

Parliament. Permanently w.\terproofs brick, stone, or othsr
|

buildings without altering appearance. Particulars, specimens, &c.

Address : GAY & Co.—London Offices, lb. FLEET STREET. E.C.

iliiuufaetory—A (.TO\, HANTS.

POROUS TILE ROOFS, WET WALLS
WOODEN STRUCTURES, &c.,

MADE Thoroughly WATERPROOF
and Ironwork preserved fn-m oxidation, by ouc coat of

OaiFFITHS'S PATENT ENAMELLING PAINT.
THOS. GRIFFITHS. 21. Fenwick-street. Liv.Tiii-.l.

LOSS OF LIFE OR LIMB,
ivnil THK CON'SKQUKNT

LOSS OF IlilE AND MONEY '

OAUSKD BV

PUOVIDICD FOU IIY X rOI.ICY OK TUK

.4!«SUKA*CE €<MI1».%\V,
An .\niinal Pamieiit of £3 to £G 5s. in..iurcs ,£,1,000 at

Doatli, or au Allowauco at the rate of £6 per week
for Iiijur.v.

£725.000 have been paid as Compensation,

ONE out of every Twelve Annual Policy Holders

becoming a Claimant EACH YEAR.
For imrlii-nlam fippli/ to tlie C/erks at the liailwai)

Slation.i. to the Local Arjents, or at tlie Offices,

COHNHILL, & li>, EEGENT STHEET, LONDON.
WILLIAM J. V1A^, btcrctanj.
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BALDACHINO.

1~MIE original meaniuj; of baldachino is

simply the Mtdiicval Eastern fabric

baudkyn, the produce of the looms of Baldacca

or Babylon
;
just as we have muslin from

y osul, " tartaryn " or " tartan" from Tyre, and
" bord(u' a)-Alcxander " from Egypt. It was
used as a frontal ; as the covering of a shrine

(127U) at Colmar ; a housing at Rome ; a

pall for a hearse ; a canopy over the Host in

procession (1492); and so finally in the liomau
ceremonial, a canopy carried on eight staves

over a bi^hop. Eiom the latter uses the

modern baldachino—an open structure, cano-

pied, and supported ou pillars over on altar,

easily was derived.

It had nothing in common with the cur-

tained ciborium of the Basilica under which
the reserved Sacrament, in a hanging dove or

tower, was kept [e.g., " Super altare ciborium

cum coUimuis quatuor ex argento,"—Vit.

S. Greg.)''; or witli the English " canopy "

above the pendent Pyx ("In conopeo super

altare pendeteuoharistia."—Lyndw. Lib. 111.,

tit. 2o), which was a precious cloth or veil,

weighted down at the ends with balls of

metal.

Harding, in reply to Jewel, says: "If
princcsbe liouoiired with clothof estate, bishops

with solemn thrones in their churches, and
deans with canopies of tapestry, silk, and
arras, as we see in sundry cathedral churches,

with what face speaketh he against the canopy
used to the honour of God in the Sacrament

;

that sitting in the bishop's seat can abide the

sight of a so.emu canopy of paiutecl boards

spread over his head. There is found one
who thinketli not himself unworthy to sit in

a bishop's chair under a gorgeous testure or

canopy of gilded boards, and cannot suffer the

precious Body of Christ so much as a little

oanop}', a thing of small price." (" Contro-

versy," art. IX.) The choice of the modern
term baldachino, of Italian origin, is singu-
larly unfortimate, as it denotes the " throne

"

of a sovereign prince, and in some in-

stances of local magnates—a dulce, a mar-
quis, or baron—which was placed outside
the presbytery, on the left hand of th',

baldachino of a bishop. (" Ceccoperius,"
Lib. II., tit. ii.) It also means simply a

canopy. The Congregation of Bites, in 1730,
allowed the Bishop of Teruel, in Spain, to

have a baldachino above his chair ou the side

of the high ullar, provided that it was
not gilded or of jirecious stuff, and autho-
rised him to compel his chapter to erect

a baldachino over that altar. ("Scarfan-
toni," Add. XXV.) The baldachino, the
covering of the bishop's chair, denotes ex-
ternal jurisdiction. ("Ceccoperius," Lib. III.,

tit. viii.) This chair served for pontifical

acts, whereas the throne proper, or " see,"

was in the choir ; the latter Frances describes
as having a veU of silk. (" l)e Cathedr."
Cap. T.)

1 find no allusion in llitual authorities,

from Burimd to the present time, to the
modern Baldachino as a covered or domical
structure of stone or wood, above an altar.

In the description of the high altar of
S. Edmund's, we find mentioned a " ligneus
tabulatus" fur two lights between it and the
shrine ; a great rood-beam, with reliquaries,

ultra altare, then under repair ; and a pannus
depictus in loco trabis pendebat ; but there
is no mention of a tester. (" Chron. Joe. dc
Brakelanda," p. 80.) The view of the altar

at Westminster early in the sixteenth century
shows only a ciel or canopy under the rood-
beam, and above the tower for reservation.
The altar in Henry VII. 's Chapel had a struc-
tural baldachino with four piUars, and a roof

of white marble and metal gilt. I never

found an allusion to one in any inventory,

and I have examined every list in the Public

Record Office.

Gothic examples exist in several German and

Italian churches above an altar, and have been

traced over shrines in Prague, France, and

in Northern Germany ; canopies of wood are

said to have overshadowed the altars of

Brilley and Michael—church. In some
Spanish churches a tester was erected. Tiiere

was a fringed covering, in 1733, over the

altar of the Chapel Royal.

There must have been a movement in

favour of canopies over the altar early in the

seventeenth century ; for among " innovations

in discipline " condemned by the Puritans in

1640, including the credence-table, the posi-

tion of the altar, turning eastward at the

Creed, and other traditional observances still

in use and undisputed, I find " making
canopies over the altar so-caUed with traverses

and curtains on each side aud before it."

(".'Cardw. Conf." 272.) This canopy was a

dais or valence with a deep fringe, overliang-

ing like a tester, and with lateral curtains as

in earlier times

—

e.r/., at Southampton, "At
the hey auter iiij curtens hangynge in barrs

of yeorn to save y° same auter." At All

Hallows', London, " a valance for an alter"
;

and at S. Olave's, Jewry, " a curtain drawn
before the upper front of the hie altar." In

S. Mary's Woolnoth (1727) there is a wooden
valence in front of a pilhrred recess, which,

like many of an earlier date in college

chapels, is simply a compressed baldachino.

In 1640, I shoulil mention, altar-rails were
ordered to be made, owing to the gross inde-

cencies of irreverent behaviour—some people

"sitting upon, some standing, and others

sitting under the Communion-table in time of

divine service." (" Canons of 1640," c. vii.)

Another example of the same type at Trinity

College, Cambridge, is now being richly

gilded and restored. The back of the altar at

the head of the tomb of Henry VII. had
" two pilasters, metal and gilt, at either end,

and four jnllars bearing the roof with
pedestals, vases of metal, and gilt and white

marble, the roof also white marble." There
is an engraving of it in " Hierurgia Ang-
lioana," p. 267. The canopy of S. James's

Chapel in 1733 had FRiNfiKS. In 15.j(), at

Winchester College, I find an entry : "Two
umbrellas of red velvet, with golden sum-
mits for the high altar"; and, in 1637, " Pro
lev wainscot, raile, et Mensa in Capella,

£73. 0. 0."

The structural canop}' had no symbolical

meaning ; it was added like an elaborate

soundingboard over a pulpit, or a ceiled

screen, as in the baptistery of Luton, for orna-

ment, and nolhiug more. Its adoption rests

raerelj' on local taste or fitness ; and the in-

troduction of a legal suit touching its Angli-
can position will certainly puzzle the most
enterprising searcher for precedents. Still, it

will be, indeed, a sad pity, and an error in

judgment, in the opinion of very many, if the

erection of Wren's design should be impeded
or delayed in a place for which they believe

it to be eminently tit.

Mackenzie E. C. Walcott.

ALTARS AXD BALDACHIXS.

HISTORIC ART STUDY.

( With Dovlli-piige Illustration.^

THE altar, temple, and baldachin had a
very humble origin. A few pieces of

wood or stone placed upon one another formed
the prototype altar of ])re-historic times.

The Asiatic nations and the Egyptians used
them in a more developed form. From time
immemorial we can trace two different kinds

3f altars. (1.) The alta ara, the pile on
which at first human, and subsequently other,

sanguinary sacrifices were offered to appease

the wrathful gods, or to induce them to be

kind and benevolent, and shower down from
unknown heights theu' gifts and blessings.

Ara was a plane ; a surface, some philologists

assert, it took its derivation from urdcro (to

burn), because live sacrifices were burnt on
it. (2.) The altare, ii-om atta res, -was of a
later period, and showed a progress in civili-

sation. Instead of the blood of men or ani-

mals, only wheat, barley cakes, clarified

butter, the Soma juice, or flowers were sacri-

ficed to show a grateful heart and a joyful

appreciation of the unlimited bounty of the

gods. These higher feelings led to a further

development, a more symbolic and spiritual

worship of the gods. The oldest Greek altar

on record is that of Delos, where pure sacri-

fices were offered to Apollo. Pythagoras
never sacrificed on any other altar. This

purer mode of worship, however, originated

thousands of years before with the Indians

during the Vedantic period, with the Zend
people, who erected tlieir altars on high moun-
tains to worship fire, aud with the Egyptians

who taught the Greeks and Hebrews theii'

higher and more humane rituals.

It was in India and Egypt that the tem-
plum [tectum amplitm) was first developed in

a monumental, style. In Greece it assumed
the most perfect ajsthetic forms under a free

and elevated republicanism. With the

Israelites it always retained the nomadic
tent-character of a t'lhernar.nhim Dei. The
Romans shewed their military and aristo-

ciatic spirit in huge and overdecorated con-

structions, whilst the Grajco-Roman style

became democratic and pandered to the

superstitions of the credulous masses. Under
Byzantine and Romanesque influences tem-
ples and c'nurches were imperial. With the

Teutons the temples became the expression of

hierarchical and monarchical splendour, assum-
ing an impressive style, and typifying order ag,

the submission of all to the one centralised

visible and invisible power. The Renaissance

was, in every sense—in religion, science, and
arts—thoroughly Protestant. I'he Rococo,

with revolutionary fervour, directed all its

efforts in taste and in forms against the

genuine, the harmonious, and the beautiful.

We moderns are eclectic ; we undecidedly flutter

like butterfliesfrom flower to tiower,sippingno'W

from one, now from another, delighting in a

quaint and anarchical enjoyment of all forms,

without being capable of settling down to one.

We have lately grown qviito excited about the

proposed construction of a baldachin in a so-

eaUed Protestant church, and puritan and ri-

tualistic feelings run high f-jr aud against the

innovation ; which is, however, merely arevival
of an antiquated Assyrian, Indian, Egyptian,
and Mahometan temple decoration. If v/o

turn to some of our great Protestant literary

works, as, for instance, the " Eneyclopa;dia

Britannica," " Oxfordiensis," or that of Edin-
burgh, we are struck by their utter silence

with regard to this article of church furni-

ture. The great art-historian, Hirt, justly

remarks "that any scientific work, to be

genuine, should be without cither religious or

national prejudice." Euoyclopredias that from
a narrow party-spirit, or tlie fear of being
accused of leaning to Romanism, ignore a
word, are not worthy the name of scientific

storehouses.

The introduction of a baldachin has nothing
in commcn with Romanism. It is a revival

of an olil Asiatic secular and religious piece of

furniture. On Assyiian slabs we generally see

the king under a baldachin. The Egyiitians

used the baldachin in the form of a veil. The
Indian bull, Nundi, was often carved resting

under the shade of a mighty stone baldachin.

The word itself, aecording to Dr. Ileyne, is

derived from the town Baldach or Bagdad.
According to Dr. Meyer it signifies either a
canopy supported by columns, or fixed in the

waU, over thrones, altars, bedsteads, pulpits,

&e.; or a portable umbrella, made of rich

stuff' adorned with ostrich feathers and eccle-

siastical or royal emblems. Long before

Christianit}' was proclaimed, Persian and
Chinese emperors used to take a pride in

movable or iramnvable baldachins. Accord-
ing to the Rev. Mr. Rees, D.D., F.R.S^
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F.L.S., S.A.C., the ivord baldachin is derived

from the Italian word haldacchinn ; but in

spite of the many letters which follow his

uane, this shining comet of learning forgets to

tell us whence the Italians took it, though we
ear. scarcely doubt that the derivative must

have had some older parent. He makes, how-
ever, an offjrt at philology when referring to

the Kse of the word baldakin or baldekin,

popularly baudekin, during the Middle Ages,

aud traces the word from Baldaoio or Babylon.

It so happens that baudekin or baudecke is a

purely Gc-rman word, meaning simply a ceil-

ing, or an architectural covering. The German
peasants have used the word in its right mean-
ing, as do the French, when they speak of the

portable baldachin as "ciel" (ceiling) the
" heaven." The baldachin in German is either

ft " Traghimmcl,'' (a portable heaven) or a

"Prachthimmel," (a festive heaven) or a
" Thronhimmel," (a heaven over a throne) or

?,i\ " Altarhimmel " (a heaven over an altar).

I'fcese meanings are in perfect accordance

with the real origin of the baldachin, which
W.1S used symbolically to express that the

gods on high and the rulers of this earth

dwell under a special heaven. Baldachins

were borrowed from the ancients by the

Komish church about the eighth century a.b.,

and afterwards discarded by the Reformation.

There can be no reason, however, why certain

persons should not return to the old fashion,

if they wish ; nor need we apprehend that its

adoption will transform them or us into

pagans. History, the progressive spirit of

our times, science, and a thorough conscious-

ness of what religion is and ought to be,

battle against such a supposition.

Portable canopies may be seen on Etruskan
j

vases (see Mellingen's work on vases). Such !

a dais was called 7im.helln or innhramhun (from i

which we have the word umbrella). The
lialdachin with the Greeks and Romans was ,

a nl-Xor, pe/ihm, velum, pamms (cloth). 'I'he
'

{ireat " peplos " at the Panatheniau proces- I

Kioa represented the battle of the gods with
tha giants—symbolical of the victory of

intellect and progress over barbarism and
ignorance. The battle-pieces were arranged
in twelve fields, forming the border of the

cover. The centre represented the Kou/iof

—

the universe, in all its order and beauty.

Christian architects and artists learned from
[

the ancients to build temples, to work out
rituals, and to embody mystic dogmas in

allegories or emblems. The Daghopas of the
Buddhists are symbolic, like the Chi'istian

alters and baldachins. The 13, 7, or 9
umbrellas, according to their holy numbers,
are either referring to the Trinity, the seven ;

heavens, or the nine incarnations of Buddha.
I

Mediaeval architecture mav be said to have
b;oa entirely a renaissance of Indian forms

!

i'.nd symbols. The principal colours of the
Christian Church, as is well known, are four

i

in number : white, the emblem of light ; red,
j

the colour of fire or Christian love
; green,

the colour of hope ; and violet, the colour of

atonement. Blue was at first altogether for-

bidden, but at a later period allowed, ^ye
must, on the other hand, not forget that
white was the colour of Brahma, red the colour
of S'iva, green the colour of his wife Pravati,
and blue the colour of Vishnu.
Symbolism was the first mystic language

in which humanity expressed its unconscious
religious yearnings. This language was kept
secret, initiation being necessary before it

could be learned or understood. The croolc

or crosier of Osiris was not less threatening
than the crook of a mediaeval bishop, but only
so long as the masses in their ignorance did
BOt know the meaning of the symbol. Its

Meaning once understood, the symbol lost its

secret jwwer over the minds of the more
enlightened people. There was a time when
tvery part of a church had a symbolic
meaning. Mr. Murphy, in deriving Gothic
churches from Egypti.in pyramids, is not
entirely inaccurate in one sense, for both
pyramids and Gothic churches were symbolic.

The first foundation of a Christian church
consisted of one stone with a cross, and 12
other stones, symbolic of the Church resting

on Christ and the Twelve Apostles. The rising

walls meant the people ; they stand towards
the four quarters of the globe, whence the
believers are gathered together. The stones

are square, symbolic of the four virtues

:

wisdom, strength, temperance, and justice.

The cement joining the stones expressed
Christian love and unity ; as soon as it be-

came fixed, hammers and trowels ceased to be
heard, as there would be an end of all

persecution, so soon as the Cliristians should
be united :

" for Christ is our wall through
His life, and our rampart through His suffer-

ings." The columns and pillars represented

the Apostles and Fathers of the Church. The
windows keeping out wind and rain, but
transmitting light, pointed to the holy writers.

The windows are narrow outside (eoaretata^),

and expand in the interior, so that death and
vanity may have a difficulty in entering whilst

we enjoy spiritual splendour within. They
are square at the base, resting on the four

above-mentioned virtues (debent quadrari in

virtutibus), and round (cither arched or

pointed) at the top, to serve God in perfec-

tion. The length of the church expressed the

long-sufiering (longanimitas) with which the

believers submit to the adversities of life

;

the breadth denoted love, expanding the mind
in joy with God, and embracing for His sake
even our enemies. The ceiling meant the

cloak of charity, which covers all sins. The
columns or pillars often corresponded to the

number of the Apostles or of the ."Vpostles and
Prophets, to verify the sentence, " Superasdifi-

cati, super fundamentum apostolorum ct pro-

phetarum." The altar, with or without a

baldachin, was not less symbolic. Every-
thing concerning the Chi'istian churches, from
the eighth to the fourteenth century, was partly

external or material, and partly internal or

spiritual. The outward form of the altar,

the celebration of the Mass, the assembling of

the people, were external and material signs
;

the mystic and symbolic meanings, the love

and union in Christ, were the internal essences

of the Christian faith. The Reformation in

great part did away with the external signs.

Processions, pilgrimages, sculptures, paintings,

and many church decorations lost their sym-
bolic force, like the pyramids of Egypt or the

veiled images of the Greeks, and became mere
artistic forms. If we place an obelisk over

the grave of a good Christian, we surely do
not mean to imply that he was a worshipper

of Amn or Phtah, of Tsis or Osiris. If we
lay the remains of a hero to rest under a

pyramid, we are far from committing a fright-

ful heresy or acting like Darwin's proto-man,

the monkey. We simply adopt the most
perfect means of expressing our striving up-
wards. This feeling was brought through
daghopas, obelisks, minarets, spires, and py-
ramids into a visible form, and narrow-minded
int.olcr.ance vainly attempts to deprive these

outward signs of their internal meaning. The
Catholicism of art is unlimited ; it is capable

of uniting, in the abstract realms of beauty, all

creeds, all nations ; it has done so, and will

do so tlie more we advance in civilisation.

AVhen the Buddhists intended to do honour
to the minutest splinter of Buddha's bones,

they built altars over it, and placed the altar

under a canopy, baldachin, uinbrella, tester,

or dais. The word (baldachin) ought not to

frighten us. Goethe, in the following satirical

culogium pronounced by Mephistopheles, shows
us the improper use of words may be per-

plexing and confusing, and lead to hatred

and persecution even in Art. The devil,

anxious to make as much mischief as possible,

observes:—
" With "words can one dispute most featly,

With words build up a system neatly
;

In words thy faith may stand unshaken.
From words there can be nothing taken."

The earliest altars were movable (tabulre

itinerari.T'), and the first fixed ones, whether

of wood, stone or metal, were hollow, this

custom being preserved until the fifteenth

century. The two candles on it were sym-
bolic of the light of the Gospel. The German
Protestants still have candlesticks and tapers
on their altars, and they are not on this

account less good Protestants than many
fanatics amongst us, who imagine that
Christianity might be outshone by a burn-
ing candle. Like the Egyptian," Hebrew,
and Greek sanctuaries, the" Christian altar

was surrounded by IIexXoi, richly embroidered
or ornamented, and so arranged'that the veils

could be drawn aside. This is stUl the case
in Greek churches. The ciborium and the
baldachin are totally distinct. The baldachin
—called the tabernaculum or aimbraculum

—

generally rested on four metal pillars, from
the centre of which depended the vessel con-
taining the consecrated wafers. This vessel

was called the ciborium, and had often the
form of a dove. Kreuser, in his " Church
Architecture," gives us a copy of one found
in France. On the ivory-carving (Fig. 3) in

our illustration we see the baldachin with
open curtains, showing the ciborium hanging
in the centre. The altar has nothing but a
book on it. Van Eyck, in a picture preserved
in London, has given us (see Fig.l ) the form
and disposition of the .altar at S. Denis. M.
YioUet-le-Duc, in his " Diotioanaire Raisonne
de I'Architeoture " (see Fig. C, and A the

plan), has reconstructed this altar, which
must have been elegant and rich. The
front of the ciborium, the tabernacle, and the
side niches for the relics were of gold, pro-
fusely inlaid with pearls, topazes, garnets,

saphii'cs, amethysts, coral, emeralds, &c.

;

three splendid crosses were placed on the top

of each shrine. The style of the whole is de-
cidedly Romanesqvie. Fig. o is the principal

altar of the church of Notre-Dame, at Paris,

constructed towards the end of the thirteenth

century, with a chest or coffer containing the

relics of S. Martin suspended between two
baldachins executed in an excellent Gothic

style. The baldachin in itself has no sig-

nificance unless it is erected for some
purpose. Its object in the Romish Church,

like that in the Buddhistic temples, was the

preservation of relics.

In the churches of S. Denis, Ifotre-Dame

de Paris, and in the " Sainte-Chapelle,"

the shrines (the " Kista mistikai " of the

Etruskans and Mexicans) were sometimes
a/iovc the altar, and sometimes, as in the

northern side of the Crypt of S. Denis, under
the altar. The Crj-pt of S. Denis is one of

the oldest parts of the church, dating from the

time of Pepin ; it was finished by Carolus

Magnus, and is executed in a rough and in-

artistic manner. Entirely difl'erent, and most
elaborate in style, was the altar in the
" Sainte-Chapelle," which no longer exists

(see Fig. 9, from a drawing by il. Morand).

The altar itself was extremely simple. The
slab was decorated with mouldings of roses,

and was supported by three front columns,

and had a " reredos." Behind the altar

splendid arcades were constructed. The
vaults were ornamented with gilt stars on
a blue ground, pointing to the real meaning
of the baldachm. The whole appears to have

been most beautiful. More simple in form
is the .altar witli baldachin (see Fig. 2) in

the small church of Valcabrere in the south of

France. The church itself is in the Roman-
esque style, and was built under the Car-

lovingians, whilst the altar dates from the thir-

teenth century. A staircase behind the altar

led to the shrine containing the holy relics.

In France, as well as in Germany and Eng-
land, when baldachins were constructed, they

expressed the desire of both clergy and
laity to glorify God with works of art.

As "with the ancient Greeks, art was in the

Christian Chtu'ch an outward form of enthu-

siastic worship. This accounts for the deli-

cacy of the tracery and the variety of the

decoration, which sprang from hearts full

of religious excitement. Gold, silver, and
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precious stones were profusely used for these

altars and baldachins. Are we prepared to

lavish jewels on altars and baldachins, and to

construct real works of art, instead of merely
producing huge dish-covers from the roofs of

churches to serve, so to speak, as modern
heavens for the vanity of a Rev. A. or B. ?

Are we prepared to construct baldachins like

that in the Church of S. Denis, erected by
Louis IX. (see Fig. 7), with a profusion of

bronze-works, sculptures, and paintings ?

On the altar to the right the Birth of Christ

and the Adoration of the ilagi are represented,

and on the left the Massacre of the Innocents

and the Flight to Egypt. The background of

these paintings is blue, interspersed with golden

lilies. The tabernacle with its baldachin is

of stone. The composition is a masterpiece

of the best Gothic style. Under the balda-

chin is a shrine with the relics of S. Hilarius

and S. Patroelus. On each side of the altar

are two columns of gilt iron from which
lamps were suspended, and high above the

whole towered the Vii-gin with the Child.

The pavement of the chapel and the broad

step leading to the altar were in rich mosaic.

Uot less refined is another altar, that of S.

Eustache in the same chiirch, which is, however,

difl'erently arranged (see Fig. 8). The taber-

nacle is placed on a corbel formed by two
winged iigures, half-women, half-monsters,

beneath which crouch two human beings,

undoubtedly alluding to syrens, and warning
beholders against their seductive power, as

treated in the copious treatises on diabolical

and other beasts published dui-ing the 12th

and 13th centuries. The style of this taber-

nacle is unlike that of the one Fig. 4, an

altar of a later date from the church at

Ratisbon, which, in spite of its reiined tracery,

is over-decorated.

The illustrations taken from Tiollet-le-

Duo's work arc most suggestive. Readers

will do well to study them side by side with

good illustrations of Brahmanic and Budd-
histic temples. The analogies are often

striking. The Aryans in the south of Asia,

like those in the nortli of Europe, took

vegetable nature as the basis of their art.

In both districts the dynamic force attempted
first to produce forms in wood-carvings, and
then transferred them to stone. Indian and
Gothic architectures may be thus characterised

as petrifactions of vegetable forms. Every-
thing in the two styles strives upwards ; the

dynamic element is one-sidedly cultivated,

whilst the static counteracting force is alto-

gether neglected, or only feebly marked.
Greek architecture, on the contrary, is the

petrifaction of the cosmical laws. Column,
frieze, and 'cornice act in perfect harmony to

express a striving upwards, a.id, through a

weU-balaneed counteraction, the static element
is nut less powerfully brought into action.

The Gothic style is pre-eminently symbolic
;

the conllict of the forces in nature is shown
in huge monsters crouching on the bases of

columns, under altars, or hiding in corbels.

The Greek temple was to be nothing but the
stone shell for a sculptured divinity, whilst

the Gothic church was to be a sacred theolo-

gical and metaphysical tr-eatise, a compendium
of astronomy, natural philosophy, and univer-

sal history. Jfature was to the Gothic artist

the very mirror in which God's being and
essence, and the Evil Spirit's working, were
reflected. Stones, plants, animals, and men
were secondary outward forms into which
artists had to bring sense and meaning,
always having one point in view, the concen-
tration of everything to the glorification of

the triune Deitv'. These sentiments give both
to Gothic and to Indian architectm-e a
strong tinge of pantheism.
As in nature, so in Gothic architecture,

geometrical, vegetable, and animal forms pro-
duced new forms, shooting out like branches,
rising upwards and losing themselves in
the indistinct heights of a metaphysical
monad, surrounded by dyads and triads, &o.
Greek architecture was a simple equation of

beauty ; whilst Gothic architecture is a dift'er-

ential calculus of minute masses, the solution

of which is always full of mystic charms and
symbolic depths, approaching in its grandeur
the marvellous, but very rarely the Msthetically

beautiful.
"

G. G. Zeeffi.

EOUNDHAT PARK COMPETITION,
LEEDS.

COXTIXUING our notice of these draw-
ings a fortnight ago, we purpose com-

menting on each set in the alphabetical order

in which they are arranged. Mr. Charles

Owen Adkinson, of 15, Peveril Bridge-road,

Battersea, submits four drawings in meagre
illustration of a somewhat crude scheme, the

cost of which is, nevertheless, estimated to

reach £78,781. His efforts appear to have
been mainly directed towards driving arbi-

trarj' through-roads across the park for the

convenience of those living in the district, and
a prominent feature of the scheme is the for-

mation of a 45ft. road from the proposed

chief enti-ance direct to the mansion, with

gradients up to 1 in 8. Little can be said for

the architectural featiires of this design, and
Mr. Adkinson has not troubled himself to

state on what terms he would be prepared to

carry out his scheme.

Mr. T. H. Clarke, 7, Alexander-terrace,

Putney, is represented by six di-awings of less

than average merit. He proposes to sell off

300 acres, and the rest is treated with no
great amount of originality or success. Mr.
Clarke considers himself entitled, if his de-

sign is carried out, to a commission of 5 per

cent, on a total outlay of £53,670, besides

travelling expenses.

Messrs. Stuart Collman and "William Pount-

ney, of Bristol, are joint authors of the next

set of drawings (four in number), Mr. Coll-

man being responsible for the architecture,

whilst Mr. Pountney undertakes the pro^dnee

of surveyor and engineer. The architectural

features are described as of the Queen Anne
period, but are scantily illustrated, being

confined to very ordinary entrance-gates, a

lodge and police-station of much better design,

and a dock-tower which is not quite so satis-

factory. In laying cutestate, the building sites

are concentrated at three points, one directly

interposed between the main entrance and the

highway to Leeds, and the other standing out

to the north and east of the Park. This

arrangement, it is claimed, allows of the

separation of sites into different classes—

a

feature, it is to be feared, of doubtful advan-
tage. From the town-like fashion in which
the building sites are cut up, there is small

likelihood of the park gaining much attrac-

tiveness from its surroundings, and Messrs.

CoUman and Pountney themselves appear to

estimate rather lightly the aspect of a boule-

vard they purpose forming from the point

nearest the town to the chief entrance, as they

suggest that the fi-ontages of the residences on

either side should all face away from this

approach to the park ; besides which their plan

shows several blocks of stabling intending to

abut on this important road. The design is

estimated at £70,000, but no details of ex-

pense are given, and Mr. Pountney undertakes

to carry it out at a salary of £300 for the

first, and £250 for each succeeding year during

the progress of the works.

The design of 3Ir. George Corson, of Leeds,

comes next in order, and is far better got up
than any of those which have preceded it. He
has evidently had much experience in com-
petitions. All the drawings are inclosed

under glass, and many in expensive gilt

frames, and the design is accompanied by a

report which of itself will have cost more in

labour and outlay than many of the designs

of other competitors. This report is litho-

graphed and bound up in the form of a quarto

album ; and its specially designed title-page,

poetical selections, and a score or so of sketches

with which the text is interspersed, suggest

that a copy is likely to find its way into the

hands of each member of the town council,

who doubtless wiU set great store on it. In
this design about 400 acres are set apart for

building purposes, the plots containing from
6,000 to 30,000 yards each, and therefore

being intended for high-class villas. Ti.ese

villa sites commence at the principal

entrance, and are ranged on either side two
deep, the road or carriage-way directed t»

be made outside the park passing between
them, instead of skirting the pai-k boundary.
To us the park appears by this arrangement
insufficiently separated from the building sites.

The entrance-gates are thrown well back
from the road, leaving a good open space in

front ; but no shelter is provided here for

waiting vehicles. The chief entrance is of

Italian design, in agreement with the man-
sion, and consists of a regular series of nine
arches, flanked and subdivided into three

sets by four blocks of buildings devoted to

police-station, park managers' house, and two
gardeners' lodges, the arcade being orowTied

bv a continuous cornice and balustrade, and
surmcunted by an unlimited amount of figure

sculpture. The whole is too low to possess

much dignity, and would have looked much
better if arranged after a less pretentious

fashion. In layingout the park itself no attempt;

has been made to provide open space of any
extent for the assemblage of large numbers.
of people ; on the contrary, it seems to have
been the chief aim of this competitor to cut

up the ground and disperse the visitors a«;

much as possible. The large tract of land

proposed to be added to the park on the-

south, from its open and level character,

southern aspect, and proximity to the princi-

pal entrance, is eminently fitted for remedying
this acknowledged defect of the present park,

and we are sorry to notice that Mr. Corson

has frittered away most of this valuable

ground in the formation of what he calk an
Arboretum and Pinetum, of huge dimensioas

and geometrical design, v/ith central fountain,

leaving little more than about 1 5 acres of the fiat

ground available for cricket, and eveu the two
cricket-grounds thus secured have been sepa-

rated by trees ; the consequence is that football

must be played on the ridge of the adjoining

hiU. Overlooking the cricket-grounds, a pavi-

lion for refreshment and spectators is well

placed. On the sloping ground in front of

the mansion it is intended to create a terrace

promenade, serpentine in shape, with stand

attached fur outdoor musical performances,

and lower down a sunken quoit-ground is

shown, which, it is suggested, can be flooded

in winter and used for the purpose of a curl-

ing-pond when frozen. The head of the

larger lake is another point of attraction, the

sloping ground in front of tlie mock ruins

being converted into a succession of terraces

which are again subdivided into numerous
croquet-lawns. Extensive provision is made
on the borders of the lake for boating, no less

than six boat- and canoe-houses being shown,

one of which, however, is intended for the

Royal Humane Society's use. The west or

principal boat-house has a capital arrange-

ment of four covered docks, divided by con-

venient landing stages, and attached to it are

dressing, retiring, and refreshment rooms.

The smaller boat-houses have each a room
above, arranged as a summer-house ; most of

the boat-houses are placed in a remote situa-

tion on the east side of the lake, approached

only by a narrow path at the water's edge.

A floating covered swimming-bath is moored

near the opposite side. Why it is roofrd-in one

cannot conjecture : for it is hardly likely that

the bath will be resorted to except in warm
sunny weather, when a bath in the open air

would be infinitely more enjoyable. The
buildings inside the park are designed in

Gothic, a little heavy in character, mostly

half-timbered and covered with red tUcs.

This competitor abstains from stating .any

terms on which he would be prepared to carry

out his design, the co.st of which is estimated

at £84,600.
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Mr. Goddard, landscape-architect, of Edg-
ware, and Messrs. Stewart and Robertson, of

AVcllington street, London-bridge, send in a

joint scheme. Four entrances to the park are

proposed, with double lodges. The chief

entrance is made at a point several hundred
yards further back ; the conditions direct the

intervening space being devoted to a wide
avenue or boulevard, with villa residences on
either side ; and the two principal roads round
the park are intended to be separated merely
by wrought iron railings. The building sites

are rather formally laid out, and the arrange-

ments of the interior of the park do not call

for particular notice, except that no less than
four refresliment-rooms are provided at dif-

erent points, and a feature has been made of

the castle, to which arcaded wings have been

added with a terrace extending along the

front and a flower-garden below. The
designs for entrance-gates and buildings are

of various characters and of unequal merit.

These gentlemen offer to superintend the

carrying out of their design with " the utmost
oare and attention " for a commission of 2 per

lent., and their proposed outlay is £70,500.
Mr. A. G. Ilenuell, of 15, Bedford-row,

London, sends a set of drawings, few in num-
Ijer, but artistically prepared. Like the

authors of the last design, he places the main
entrance at some distance within the estate,

but has an alternative flap shewing the en-
trance close up to the road. This building-

land is cut up into rather large plots. Two
oval cricket-grounds are well arranged with
somewhat flimsy pavilion and refreshment-room
placed between, and a gymnasium is nicely

placed close by. This design, also, like the

last, is accompanied by perspective views of

various villas to be erected on the building
sites, and Mr. Hcnnell goes so far as to fix

prices to each, ranging from £l,bOO to

£5,500. They bear evidence of having been
designed with a view to erection in the
suburbs of London. The author of this

scheme states that he has heretofore worked
"under " the Institute scale—which, we sup-
pose, after all, onlj' means that he has worked
iji accordance with it—but, in this ease, he ex-
presses a willingness to enter into a special

arrangement. Estimated outlay, £85,077.
Messrs. Lewis Hornblower and Son, of

Liverpool, commit the common fault of setting

back their main entrance some distance from
the highway ; but this overlooked, it must be
admitted that they have made the most of the
ground intended to bo added to the present
park. It is laid out as an open expanse, with
a fountain in the centre, and is encircled by a
good;road. Another road passes through it

in a direct Hue from the principal entrance,
and terminates in front of a band-stand.
The ])resent park is left almost untouched,
and the whole estate is very simply laid out,

the plan alone showing clearly that the
authors of this scheme are accustomed to the
laying out of large estates. The architectural
features are not so good, and it would have
been as well if Messrs. Hornblower and Son
had not produced for the entrance so literal a
repetition of the gates and lodges of another
park with which their names are associated.

The estimated cust of this scheme is £164,953,
but the hope is held out that an average of

OS. 4d. per yard will be got for 383 acres of

building-laiid surrounding the park, in which
case the inhabitants of Leeds will have the
supreme satisfaction of obtaining as tine a
park as can bo found in the country for no-
thing at all. Messr.<i. Hornblower and Son
require a eommissiuu of 5 per cent, on the
outlay, with expenses added.
The design of Mr. Wm. Milnes, of Belfast,

is tolerably well laid out, but its architectural
features are unsuitable for ciiticism in our
pages. Ho also requires o per cent, commis-
sicw on an outlay of £56,889.

Mr. Edward Milner, landscape-gardener, of

Dulwich-road, Norwood, submits a design
worthy of careful study. It is laid out with
due regard to the gradients, which are never
extreme, and this is more than can be said of

most of the other designs. The curves of

the roads, too, are agreeable, and the villa

sites seem exceedingly well cut up and dis-

posed. The entrance to park is some distance

from tlie road, but it is approached by a bou-
levard 90ft. in width. The principal entrance-

gate is of Classic design, and cimsists of one
large archway for carriages, with entrances

for foot-passengers and gatekeepers' lodge on
either side ; and the ground immediately
within the gates is kept well open. The
chief feature is, however, to be found in his

treatment of the sloping land at the head of

the large lake. The ruins are to be swept
away, and in their place is to be erected a

stately pavilion and refreshment-room of

Classic design, in front of wliich the ground
is terraced very efiectively. The whole is

charmingly depicted in a small bird's-eye

view, and from the terraces also will have a

commanding view of the lake for its entire

length. Mr. Milner provides, in addition, a

maze, pleasance, rose and rhododendron gar-
dens in other positions. The police-station,

with clock-tower attached, the different lodges

to the park, cricket-pavilion and other build-
ings, are designed, for the most part, in sen-
sible Gothic, and the drawings are ett'ectively

got up. Mr. Milner claims 5 per cent, on his

scheme, and proposes to expend £143,883.
Messrs. Pearse and Kake, Sefton Park,

Liverpool, set their principal entrance a little

back, biit inside the gates the level ground is

judiciously laid out as a review and crieket-

groimd, inclosed by an oval drive. A distant

portion of the estate is also similarly treated,

for the purpose of forming a deer-park. In
laying out the building sites a large crescent

has been arranged for towards the north-east.

The architecture is tolerable only, and several

faults of construction are noticeable. A sus-

pension bridge, in particidar, afi'ords evidence
that these gentlemen are unaware of the close

proximity of far handsomer bridges of this

character erected over the river Aire, at Leeds,

by Mr. Leathen, to whom their first invention

is due. Total outlay £148,933, the competi-
tors guaranteeing their estimate, and expect-

ing 5 per cent, for their services.

Mr. J. W. Peggs and Messrs. Usill and
Willeocks, of 3, Great Queen-street, AVest-

minster, furnish together a design which is

admirably portrayed in a well-coloured birds-

eye perspective. The main entrance is at the

corner of the estate, and the park is brought
up to the highway, although to the west four
rows of villa sites encroach sadly on the level

ground. The building land is well opened
out by a road carried completely round the

estate. The entrance-gates consist of two
large pointed arches, with footways on cither

side, flanked by gatekeeper's lodge and
police-station, and the middle pier is carried

up with much corbeling in the form of a

turret, which appears to have neither entrance

nor nsc ; and the park is surrounded by a

second drive within the park to the south of

the upper lake, where a band-pagoda is placed.

Two cricket-grounds, each 15 acres in extent

are provided elsewhere, and gymnasium, ero

quet-lawn, &c., are placed north of the man-
sion. The open space in front of the ruins is

laid out in terraces and flower-gardens. "With

a view to providing accommodation for large

numbers of people on gala days, a banqueting-
hall capable of dining 800 people is shown,
which can be used on occasions for musical

performances. The buildings are generally

of halt- timbered construction, and possess

unequal merit. Estimated cost £113,140, and
5 per cent, remuneration expected.

Messrs. William Parkin and Sons, of Leeds,

contribute a design of much pretension, which
however, is perceived in a moment to be the

work of architects unaccustomed to the laying

out of property on an important scale. The
building sites are too much s.ierifieed to the

T square and set square, and besides being
cut without any regard to taste, are, in many
instances, too small and over-elustcrcd. Three
rows of sites are ranged alcjug the side of the

park next the highway, and to the west of the

principal entrance building plots encroach still

more on the level ground, narrowing much
the space available for open park, and what
remains even of this has not been left open,
but chopped up after the manner of allotment
gardens for the purpose of providing accom-
modation for almost every imaginable out-
door pastime. The slope to tlie south of
mansion is laid out in terraces with evergreen
banks connected by broad flights of steps,

and on the first terrace are placed pavilion
arcades, and ornamental drinking fountains at
each end. The ground below is formed into
a circular botanical garden 2 Go yards in
diameter, surrounded by a belt of trees and
fountains; a maze lUOft. in diameter is

placed on the west side of the lake, with a
band stand near to it. In front of the castle
the land is again laid out in terraces, on
which are placed aviaries and conserva-
tories with Italian gardens at the foot. A
rustic arbour also is shown, with an east aspect
for the training of climbing plants, and pro-
spect tower and camera-obscura comes behind.
Boat-houses and a covered swimming-bath are
placed on the borders of the lake, but a rope
ferry intended to be established across the
water for the convenience of the residents, is

sure to interfere with the boating and become
a source of accidents. The entrance to the
park is at the nearest point to Leeds, and set

back a little from the road, thus allowing
standing-room for vehicles, without, however,
providing any shelter for themin wet weather.
The principal entrance-gates are of Italian

design, and consist of an archway for carriages
of unusual height, with smaller gateway on
either side for foot-passengers, and lodges at

the entrance are set apart for police-station

and labourers engaged in the park. All the

other buildings are designed without much
regard to style. Several of the perspective

views do not entirely accord with the plan,

an extra terrace having been thrown into

two of them for efi'ect. Messrs. Perkin and
Sons estimate that their scheme can be carried

out at an expenditure of £94,239, and while
standing out for a 5 per cent, commission on
the cost of buildings, they will be satisfied

with 1 per cent, on the expense of laving out
and completing the park and grounds.

Mr. Thomas Shelmerdine, of Liverpool, is

extensively represented in di-awings, which,
so far as the laying out of the estate is con-
cerned, are very creditable. This scheme,
though, is, in substance, the establishment of

two separate parks, each encircled by a drive

and single line of villa-sites. The smaller

enclosure has within it, in addition, a con-

tinuous ride for horsemen, intend' d to be laid

out with tan-bark. This design is the only
one in which it is sought to introduce attrac-

tions on the high grounds east of the larger

lake ; architectural accessories decidedly poor
;

cost, £110,000; remuneration, 5 per cent.;

travelling expenses and clerk of works found.

Mr. Page Spencer, of Dewsbury, proposes to

sell off nearly the whole of the level ground
in large building lots, and his s(!heme is alto-

gether ill-digested. Cost, £97,540 ; commis-
sion, 5 per cent.

The design of Mr. William Wing, Henley-
on-Thames, is similar in many of its features

to tlie last, and does not call for further

description. Cost, £67,780 ; commission,

architectural, 5 per cent. ; engineering, 2A-

per cent., inclusive of travelling expenses,

but if not called upon to superintend the

execution of his design, '2i will be accepted

for revising architectural plans and details.

Mr. George Albert Milling, of Holbeck,

submits a ridiculous design, estimated to cost

in execution £29,333 his terms are

—

" Premium down to me to commence with,

and a monthly salary of £16, and 20 per

cent, on all moneys saved under my estimate

i;f the contract, and 2 horses and 2 carts to be

found for me by the Corporation."

The Cliorley Impi-ovement Commissioners have
resolved to advertise for tenders for the erection of

the new Town Hall.
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THE KING WILLIAM GRAMMAR-
SCHOOL, BERLIN.

THE Germ.in " gymnasium " is not, as

might at first ay pear to the English
mind, an arena for athletic exercises after tlie

manner of the ancient Greeks. It is a public

secondarj- school, where pupils receive a clas-

sical education. Here the mind is placed in

training as the first object, though the body
be not entirely neglected. It is, in fact, the
counterpart of an English grammar-school.
The education given, as in the French

secondary schools, is purely classical—that is

to say, there is no professional turn given to

the studies, and no preparation for future ap-
prenticeship to any trade or business. This is

the reason why drawing, if included at all, is

only taught in the lower classes, and why
little importance is attached to instruction in

physical science. Those who, after leaving it,

wish to cany their studies funher, pass either

to the polytechnic school or the university ;

as a rule, to the latter. There is frequently
a preparatory school attached, pupils not being
admitted to the Gymnasium proper before tlie

age of nine. By extraordinary diligence they
2nay complete the course of six classes in the
same number of years ; but, as the examina-
tions are very strict, not more than one-half
do so. It is no uncommon thing for one boy
to pass through the same class twice. The
average course may be taken as nine years.

The maximum number permitted in one class

is fifty. When the number grows beyond
this, the class is divided into two.

Berlin has four royal and four municipal
^grammar-schools. Of these, perhaps the most
interesting to the schoolmaster is the Fried-
rich-Wilhelm Gymnasium, whether from its

ancient history, its education, or the flourish-

ing state of its finances, it being the only
higher school in Prussia, except one, where
the expenditure is less than the receipts from
pupils. But for architectural excellence we
should select either the Konig-Wilhelm Gym
nasium in Belle Vue Strasse, or the Colniiches
Gymnasium in Inselstrasse, as recommended
by Dr. Wiese, the Prussian Minister of Edu-
•cation for Secondary Schools. In the case of
the former, a personal inspection of the build-
ing is supi)orted by the perusal of a descrip-
tion published at Berlin, which enables us the
better to understand the theory of planning
held by the authorities, and the mind of the
architect in developing it into bricks and
mortar.

In the capital of the German empire, archi-
tects are given over to a Classic mind. This
may arise partly from education, preference,
or fashion, but is chiefly due to the absence
of any good building-stone in the neighbour-
hood, and the consequent expense of carriage
from immense distances. Cusps, tracery,
crockets, and finials would be supremely ridi-
culous when neatly executed in cement, the
usual material for a facade. The architecture
is nevertheless exceUeut. The influence of
Schinkel is everywhere seen. Those who
would gladden their eyes, too long accustomed
to the " builders' Classic" prevalent in Lon-
don should go to Berlin and see how the same
things, when ia the hands of skilful archi-
tects, assume the shape of scholarly, refiued
work, and attain a beauty often nearly allied
to the picturesque, in spite of the use of an
inferior material scarcely the result of choice.
The cement has a hard, clean appearance, and
never assumes the dirty, abject condition
which is its sure fate in the smoky atmosphere
of our own capital. Brick architecture has
sometimes been attempted. One building by
t^chinkel, in brick and terra-ootta, possesses
detail of rare beauty. The new town-hall is

also of red brick, and is of Pointed type.
In spite of the unfavourable situation of

Berlin in a flat, sandy waste, the population,
even before the Franco-German war, had
been considerably on the increase. The
abolition of the rather heavy fine imposed on
strangers before being allowed to settle in the
capital lias added materially to the influx;

and now the gates of the town no longer

represent its real boundaries.

On the side of the Potsdam and Anhalt
gates a spreading population, chiefly of the

better classes, long ago required the establish-

ment of a higher school, and, in 1856 a Pro-
gymnasium was opened iinder the patronage
of the King. The rapid growth of the neigh-
bourhood soon rendered necessary a new
building, which, in turn, was opened Oct.

24th, 1805, under the title of the Konig-
Wilhelm Gymnasium, or King William
Grammar School. The approach to the site

is not at present particularly good, but a new
one, directly opposite the entrance, is in con-
templation. The building is set back a con-
siderable distance from the street, and
surrounded by gardens. It is thus quiet for

purposes of study. The site measures 453ft.

by 216ft. 3in. There are two playgrounds,

fitted with gymnastic apparatus, one for the

elementary or preparatory school, the other

for the gymnasium. The gymnastic hall,

intended to be 107ft. by 46ft. 4in., has not

yet been built.

The programme of accommodation to be
provided was as follows, viz. :

—

1. A h.'iU for 600 persons.

2. An .idjoinlng room, for visitors'-room and for

committees.
3. Twenty class-rooms— viz. :

—

((1.1 Six for the elemcntiiry or prepar.itory school,

each grouped Into two sections of .50 pnpil.s.

(b) Four for sexta and quinta (the two lowest
classes of the gymnasium proper), and their

sub-dlvlslons of 50 pupils each.

(c) Two for quarta of 40 each.

(fO Six for under and upper tertla, secunda, and
prbna, of 40 each,

(e) Two reserved classes.

4. A drawlug class-room.
l). An inspectors' room.
6. Two rooms for physical science and apparatus.
7. A room for gymnastics.
8. A gymnastic apparatus-room (In direct communl

cation with No. 7).

9. An apparatus-room for geographical and natnra
history department.

10. A committee-room (vide No. 2).

11. A master's-room.
12. A dlrectors'-room (available also for the deposit

of archives).

13. A masters' library.

14. A pupils' library (to contain also the study-books
of the poorer pupils).

15. Two rooms for the solitary confinement of
pupils under punishment.

ItK Urinals and water-closets.

17. Caretaker's apartments.

This " programme," or theory of the build-

ing, is, in itself, an instructive outline. The
kind of school is laid down in skeleton, and
the method of discipline indicated pretty

plainly. According to it. 20 instruction-

rooms were required for 900 pupils. The
architect's actual building (including reserve

classrooms, but excluding classrooms devoted
to special subjects) gives accommodation for

960 pupils in 20 rooms. One section of the

preparatory school is located in a single large

classroom on the first floor, reached from the

staircase without entering the corridor of the

gymnasium. The remaining two sections

have each allotted to them two rooms on the

ground-floor. These are together, and will

be found on the plan to the right of the

entrance-hall.

The building has been erected in a very
complete and costly manner throughout, and
was intended to be the most complete example
in Germany. A detailed description cannot
fail, therefore, to be of interest to the readers

of the Building News. It is a kind of school

useful for comparison with our own grammar-
schools. The methods of planning shown in

this and others cannot fail to be carefully

studied at some future time when a demand
for secondary schools arises in England, as

the natural consequence of the new ele-

mentary schools now in progress.

The principal front measures 211ft. 31n.,

and has a central projecting entrance. There
are two wings, each connected at the rear

with the main building, their depth being
80tt. 2in. That of the main building is

85ft. 6in., and the height from ground-line

to top of roof 69ft. Sin. Two courts are

formed between the main building and the
wings, each 38ft. 5in. long, and 23ft. 4in.

wide. These are bounded towards the ad-
joining property by wooden sheds 13ft. Sin.

wide, and 14ft. 4in. high in the centre. Being
used only for the storage of agricultural ap-
paratus, they are shut off from the corridors
with doors to keep out the boys.
The construction is of thick brick walls,

with arched vaults below. In addition to the
basement there is a ground floor, and Ist

and 2nd and attic floors. The frontages of
main building and wings are stuccoed, the
plinth being smooth, and resting on a granite
curb 14in. high. The ground and flrst floors

are jointed in parallel courses, while the 2Qd
and attic floors have pilasters supporting a
rich Corinthian cornice.

The most important internal feature—that
of the great hall—is marked externally by a
projecting portico with four monolith Corin-
thian columns of artificial stone, which sup-
port an entablature and parapet. A balustraded
parapet of the same m.aterial, oft. Tin. high,

runs round both the main building and the

wings, and is ornamented by six statues repre-

senting the Sciences. On the pediment of the
main front stands a figure of Borussia,

9ft. Sin. high. All the statues are executed
in terra-cotta.

The roofs are nearly all on the lean-to prin-

ciple, inclining towards the courtyards, and
are covered with zinc. The rain-water is not
utilised, but is conducted through pipes into

the drains, and from thence into the sewer in

Bellevue-street.

Round the building, level with the pave-
ment, runs a margin of asphalte, 2ft. "in.

wide, and next to that, on the same level, a
pavement of mosaic stones, 12ft. 4in. wide.

Adjoining is the roadway on a little lower
level, 18ft. 6in. wide, paved with stones in

small squares.

I'he building has three entrances : that in

centre of principal frontage is distinguished

by a portico of two columns, surmounted by a
cornice of artificial stone, and finished at the

level of the first floor with an open balcony

;

the two secondary entrances are placed at

each side of building.

In addition to the rooms devoted to educa-

tional purposes, the building contains collar

spaces in basement floor, apartments for the

caretaker, an ofliee for the director, a masters'

and committee-room, and twelve rooms on the

attic-floor not at present appropriated to any
use.

The classrooms, with the exception of

those in reserve, are placed on the ground and
first-ttoors. In the right (i.e., south) wing are

the elementary and lower collegiate classes ;

in the left (i.e., north) wing, the middle and
higher collegiate classes. The rooms are so

arranged in each wing that the junior classes

are nearest to the exits and latrines. On the

second fioor are, in addition to the reserve-

classes, the rooms not in daily use (('.e., the

great hall, drawing-class room, singing-class

room, and library).

The ground-floor contains the spacious ves-

tibule, situated in the centre of the building,

40tf. lOin. long, 35ft. 5in. wide, and 10ft. 4in.

high, leading directly into a main corridor of

the same height, and 9ft. llin. wide, in a line

with which are the two corridors, 14ft. 2in.

high, and 9ft. 2in. wide, of the wings. In each

wing a stone staircase, 8ft. Sin. wide, leads to

the attic-floor. These are also approached

from the side entrances by passages 9ft. lOin.

wide and lift. 4in. high, in direct communica-
tion with the latrines.

The caretaker's apartments are situated in

the main building at the back of the corridor,

and 4ft. 8in. above the general level of the

ground-floor. The apartments consist of three

rooms and a kitchen on the ground-floor, and

two small spaces in the basement. The dif-

ferent classrooms are all entered directly from

the corridors.

In addition to the physical classroom,

which is 37ft. long, and 18ft. 6in. wide, -vrith
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respectively, while the third is 29ft. "in. Ion,

and 18ft. wide. Adjoining the physical class-

room is a store-room, 21ft. Gin. long, by

18ft. 6in. wide, for the apparatus connected

therewith.

The south wing contains 4 collegiate classes

of similar dimensions to those in the north,

also an inspector's room.

Each classroom is lighted by two windows,

measuring oft. 2in. wide, and in the middlf

10ft. Sin. high. The height of the class-

rooms is 14ft. 4in.

The first floor contains in the north and

south wings each five classrooms of similar

dimensions to those below, except that one

coUegiate class, and one elementary class, have

a width of 18ft. Gin., and a length of 37 It.

Each classroom is entered from a corridoi'

Oft. 2in. wide in direct communication with the

staircases. The heiglit of the classrooms is

14ft. 4in., as in the ease of the ground-floor.

The main corridor communicates immediately

with the directors' ofiiee in the principal front,

and the adjoining masters' room is used as a

committee-room. Both these rooms are of the

same size. In the triangular corners at the

back are lavatories. The ante-space in front

leads to the balcony above the principal

entrance. The two rooms in the main building

at the back of the main corridor are appropri-

ated to the purposes of natural history

collections.

The second floor contains in the left wing
the drawing- classroom, situated at the front,

18ft. Gin. wide, and TGft. 2in. long, with 4S

seats, with windows facing towards the north

wall. Also 2 reserve classes and an ante-room

18ft. Sin. wide by 43ft. Sin. long, and 19ft.

4in. high. The classrooms areil4it. Oin. high,

ajid the drawing-classroom IGft. In the south

wing and facing south are two rooms for the

masters' library, and adjoining it the pupils'

library, and a reserve class. The singing-class-

room also communicates with the corridor. It

is 18ft. Sin. by 4Sft. Sin. and 19ft. 4in. high,

and has seats for G8 pupUs.

The singing-classroom, together with the

ante-room in the wing, are used as ante-rooms
to the great hall. This latter occupies the

whole of the central portion of the building on
this floor, and measures 77ft. Sin. by 42ft., by
30ft. 9in. high, and contains seats for 300

seats for 56 pupils, the north wing contains ' furnace-rooms in the middle of the building,

3 coUegiate classes, of which the two first are behind which is a passage connecting the two

27ft. long, and ISft. Gin. and 20ft. Gin. wide ' courts by a staircase, leading into the care-
" "'

" taker's apartments. Under the latrines are

spaces for the receptacles of soil therefrom.

The remainder oi the spaces are used for the

reception of fuel, for which there are two
shoots provided in the principal front. The
heights of the stories are, from floor to floor :

—

Basement, 10ft. 9in. Ground-floor : in ves-

tibide, ISft. ; in classrooms, 15ft. 8iu. Fh'st-

ttoor, 15ft. Sin. Second floor, in classrooms

aud libraries, 15ft. 9in. in drawing-class room,

IGft. llin., and in the ante-rooms to the

Great Hall, 20ft. Gin.

The construction now claims some atten-

tion. When building, a good bottom was
found at a depth of oft. Gin. below the sur-

face. This was further excavated Giu. for

foundations. The paving of cellars is at least

1ft. 4in. above the highest point of any water

in the ground. The walls are protected from

the rising damp by horizontal courses and
vertical isolated waUs of clinkers set in

cement. The horizontal course is formed by
three lavers of clinkers over the whole surface

of main wa.Us at the level of pavement of

cellars. The vertical isolated walls, running

round the whole of the main walls, stand on

the horizontal course, and reach to the level of

ground. Their thickness is 5in., and they are

separated by a space of 2in. from the main
waUs. At the level of the ground the vertical

isolated wall, and the 2in. space, is covered by

a course of bricks laid lengthwise, and this

again is covered with a layer of asphalte,

reaching lin. beneath the granite curb.

The ceilings of the vestibule, passages,

staircases, and corridors are strongly arched

on iron bearing-bars ; the corridors on attic

floor are ceilexl in plaster in imitation of

arches. The beams forming the ceiling of

the great hall are carried by trusses ISft. llin.

apart, and the ceiling is divided into panels.

The other rooms have flat ceilings between

the beams and walls. In the classrooms the

beams run parallel to the frontage, and are

placed 3ft. 4in. from centre to centre, and

average 18ft. Gin. long, llin. by 9in. The

bearings are strengthened by iron bars

running crosswise to beams—one in rooms

18ft. long, and two in rooms 20ft. long. The

beams forming the floor of great hall are car-

ried above the directors' and committee-room

by an iron framework IGin. high, which rests

Hydraulic lime crystallized, and reduced to a

powder, uinoty-five parts ; marble dust, eighty

parts ; or, clean sand, from eighty to one hun-
dred parts, selected with reference to the weight
and colour of the sand

;
plaster, baked at double

the usual heat for the purpose of giving to it

more strength, one hundred parts ; litharge, fifty

parts ; rock alum, fifteen parts ; water, fifty

parts ; and suitable colouring matter. Thes&
substances are thoroughly mixed together in any
suitable vessel, and very soon thereafter, forty parts

of linseed oil, twenty-five parts of rosin, thirty parts,

of paste of Flanders (Collo de Flanders), and five'

parts of red litharge, previously boiled together,

are added, and thoroughly incorporated with the-

ingredients above named. This forms a plastic

mass, which is then tamped into a suitable mould
of any desired form, where it is allowed to

remain under strong pressure from two to three-

hours. The material so formed is then removed
from the mould, and exposed to the air froiQ

one or two hours, when it is placed in a sheet- iron

oven, and subjected to a heat of from ninety to-

one hundred degrees Fahrenheit for throe hours,,

to harden it, -when it is removed from the oven,

and allowed to become thoroughly cool. Th&
faces of the blocks thus formed are nibbed with

sand to clean and polish them, aud are then bur-

nished with steel burnishing tools. It is theo
varnished with a suitable enamel varnish, and
heated in an oven to from 350 to 400 degrees

Fahrenheit. An hour suffices to set the enamel,

and the heat, to which the stone is thus subjected,

also increases its hardness. The colouring matters

used may be varied in quantity and kind, and it

is claimed that when mi-'ted with each other, and
with the ingredients as above described, an almost

perfect imitation of the various shades and colours

of marble are obtainable. In the manufacture of

whito artificial marble, marble dust is used instead

of sand. The inventor, moreover, does not in-

tend to confine himself to the manuf.acture of

artificial marble only, but he proposes to produce-

imitations of granite, and various kinds of stone

for interior decorations of buildings, and for th&

manufacture of statuary, pedestals for chande-

liers, &c.

I

THE KITCHEN MIDDENS OF LONDON.

N an article under this heading, tlie Enrjinecr

people. It was intended to place in one angle on the front wall and wall of corridor and
at the rear an organ, the other being occupied partition-waU between the directors' and
by a staircase, forming the only approach to an committee-rooms. The beams above the

attic above the hall. In the recess formed natural history collection-rooms rest on a

by these inclosures stands the platform, raised girder, supported by two oast-iron columns
G steps above the level of the hall, and in front in the partition-wall between the rooms. The
a podium raised 12in. above same, forming a staircases have a tread of ISin., and a rise of

stand for singers and pupils at the public 6^in. to each step. The cellar-floor is of

examinations, which form the only use of the brick, and that of the passages, corridor, and
hall.

_

: vestibule is of brick, covered with a layer of

The attic-floor consists of 12 rooms and ! asphalte Ain. thick. AU the other rooms have
corridors, lighted by skylights in the roof. ! deal floors l^'m. thick and lOin. wide. The
The rooms average 18ft. Gin. square, and '

roofs are all covered with zinc. The window-
lift. 4in. high, that above the drawing- class- < cills of the classrooms are 2ft. Oin. to 3ft. lin.

room being 10ft. Sin. high. These rooms are '

hjo-h from the floor, and in the corridors

not at present in use. At the back portion,
j
towards the courts 4ft. lOin. The inner

towards the courtyard, one in each wing, are
I entrance-doors in the passages, and the glass

the rooms already mentioned, for the solitary
[

doors which shut oft" the corridors from the

confinement of pupils who have transgressed '

staircases and vestibule, are made to swing
the rules of the College. Those who see the

[

by means of cords and weights. AU the

mention of these rooms with horror may be
comforted by knowing that they are not
without windows. The remainder of the
space on this floor is principally used for the

cisterns for the water heating. The wings
are separated by the Great Hall in the centre.

Above the great HaU in the roof- space are the
ventilation cylinders for the sun-burners, and
a clock and chimes.

The cellar space in basement averages
Oft. Sin. high, and contains, under the phy-
sical apparatus-room, a laboratory which may
be approached direct from same by a circular

staircase.

In each -wing are boilers for the water-
heating. For the air-heating there are four

means
rooms used by the pupils are panelled up to a

certain height with boards lin. thick and 8in

wide, in moidded frames Ijin. thick.

E. R. RoBSOS.

(
To he Continued.)

IMITATION MARBLE.

"]^ UlIEROUS patents are issued from time to

1^ time for imitations of marble. One lately

invented by Mr. Biny Auguste, of Chicago. Illi-

nois, relates entirely to the manufacture of

artificial stones, but especially to tho manufacture

of artificial marble, for tho purpose of interior

decoration in building, and other ornamental uses.

stitution dating from the pre-watercloset epoch of

our house-building ; they became a part of the
" domestic offices " at a time when every house

above the rank of a hovel had its cesspool—

a

huge subterranean cavern capable of containing

a -waggon-load, and in which ancient and moderrs

deposits of nightsoil rotted away, and in great

part disappeared in noxious and stinking gases
;

for to empty them was seldom thought of, and as

to attempt that would in most cases be to incur

evils worse than attended the opening of

Pandora's box, so it -svas seldom done. The dust-

bin also was a capacious receptacle, generally

brick built, often underground, alw.ays close to

the kitchen, &c , into which all tho offal of tho

house, besides the cinders and ashes, were thrown,

and left to follow the laws of natural decay and

putrefaction, and get less in bulk as that pro-

ceeded. But they had from time to time to be

emptied by tho dustman, or by private entei prise

of the " nightman." The cesspool and its in-

variable accompaniment— at least for the most

part in all our great towns—have nearly dis-

appeared, but the dust-bin survives, and in the

mass of foulness of its contents is very generally,

a veritable representative of the "kitchen

middens " of our barbarous forefathers, upon

which our archaeologists are wont to expatiate.

Almost the only change from tho habits of the

early domestic epoch to which wo have referred

—the dust-bin period—is that for some years

back the dust contractors' carts and men ai-e

supposed at frequent intervals to " tako out the

dust " from such receptacles. As things go. how-

ever, this work is shirked and shuuuod in all

directions. The largo old-fashioned dust-bins

—

numbers of which are to be found to the present

hour as an appanage of wealthy and magnificent

city houses, and everywhere in the olJor parts of

London— are never thoroughly emptied. Without

special payment the du.stman will not tako away

more than his daily basket or two ; he will not

remove, if he can help it, mas.ses of rotting cab-

bage leaves and like refuse, which are of no value

to him. In many districts, too, in tho vast area

of London, dust properly .«o called, viz., ashes

from coal fires and a few cinders, has ceased to
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have any value, or so uiuch less tbau that it once

had, that it is the interest of the contractor and

his men to take away as littlo as possible. Ey
far the larger proportion of these ancient insti-

tutions, the permanent dust-bins, or pits, ave/oci

for the constant diffusion of fcetid and deleterious

gases, and in their huge aggregate cannot fail to

lower the standard of health of our houses and

cities, .ind with other conditions occasionally

superadded, tend to induce or extend contagious

or epidemic diseases. London houses, especially

their basement stories, are almost universally in-

fested with vermin—rats, mice, and '' black

beetles " hold possession, though traps and poison

aro continually laid for their destruction. They
know botti r, however, than go into such snares

while the animal and vegetable refuse of tho dust-

bin secures to them a sure magazine of food.

In brief, then, what is the material cure for all

this ? Simply abolish du.st-bins altogether ; let it

becouie the law that the only form of receptacle

for dust and offal that shall be permitted to be

(be employed in any house—in cities and towns at

least—shall, instead of any brick or wood or other

fixed structure, consist of an irou bos, of a size

just sufficient to contain two or three days' refuse,

and that this must bo emptied of its contents be-

fore they overflow its capacity. Each such bos
should not exceed in size what can be conveniently

carried out and emptied by the dustmen. In

large establishments more than one bos to be

allowed, but, in the aggregate capacity, not to

exceed two or three days' supply. These boxes,

which are nothiug novel or Utopian—for we know
of some households in which they have existed,

and their adoption has proved useful for years

—

should be made of galvanised sheet-iron, with

handles, an irou cover, close fitting, but remova-
ble, and three small rollers or wheels for easier

movement. A convenient size has been found to

be a par.allelopiped of about 3ft. by 2ft. by
1ft. 8io., with rounded corners, and of plate iron

-of about one-tenth of an inch thick, and such can

be procured of any iron-tank maker for a small

Eum.

GROWTH OF GLASGOW.

AT the last meeting of the Dean-of-Guild
Court prior to the annual election, the

Lord Dean said in his closing address :—I have
had put into my hand from the Office of Public
Woriis a memorandum of linings granted by the

Court between 1st September, 1872, and 31st

August, 1873. The number of linings granted
during the year has been 591, of which 147 were
for houses and shops, there being 1,338 dwellings

of one apai'tment, 2,193 of two apartments, 802
of three apartments, 92 of four apartments, 1(J of

five apartments, and 17 of six apartments and
upwards. There were 345 single shops, and 187
double shops. The value of these houses .and

shops was ±668,900. There have been in addition

28 churches, mission-halls, and schools, amount-
ing in value to £55,050. There have been 240
warehouses, stores, workshops. &c., amounting
in value to £399,065, and the alterations on
buildings have been 162 in number, involving a
value of £87,499 —the aggregate value of build-

ings in the year being £1,210,564. In the same
period linings were granted for 14 streets.

Tho following is a description of the practice of

the Court. The Court is held fortnightly,

chiefly for the purpose of granting permission
for buildings to be erected, and is composed of

the Lord-Dean (chairman of the Merchants'
House) ; two or three master-tradesmen, gene-
rally masons and carpenters, and called Court-
" lyners ;

" and tho Town Clerk as legal, and
JIaster-of-Works as " practical," assessor. Three
days within the sitting of the Court, a copy of

the plans, elevations, and sections of the build-

ing intended to bo erected, a plan of tho site,

showing, in addition, the coterminous properties,
and giving the width of street or lane, and the
position, etc., of common-sewer, together with a
petition to the 0' lurt, asking permission to build,

are deposited with the Town Clork, copies of the
petition being sent to also the Master-of-Works,
who acts for the public interest, and to each of tho
coterminous proprietors. The phans are then
examined by the Lord-Dean, the lyners, and the
assessors, and opportunity is also given to coter-
minous proprietors to inspect them in so far as
they affect their interests. If all the conditions
imposed by tho Police-Act have been complied
with, such as tho cubical contenti and lighting
of sleeping-apartments, the width of staircases
and common-eutrie.s, the relationship of height of

building to the widt'a of street or lane and back

court, the venlilation, the drainage, the strength

of materials, &c., and, if no coterminous pro-

prietor makes any objection, the gr.anting of the

lining on the Court-d.ay is little more than a

matter of form. If objections are made by either

tho Lord-Dean, or coterminous proprietor, the

case is pleaded by writers (attorneys), and may
be delayed from time to time until the plans,

&c., are altered .according to what may be re-

quired by the Police-Act and the title-deeds of

the several properties. The lining indicates how

much of the street the builder may " barricade,"

and for how long. During its progress the

building is several times visited by a Court-

inspector, and if, when finished, it is found th;it

the plans and the conditions of the lining have

been adhered to, the building is " discharged,"

the Court retaining tho copy of the plans that

was deposited. --
SIR EDWIN LANDSEER.

SIR EDWIN LANDSEER died on Wednesday
morning last. He was born in 1802, and

mmenced his artistic education at an early age,

under the direction of his father, an engraver of

considerable eminence, and an Associate of the

Royal Academy.
His first appearance as a painter dates from

1815, when, at the early age of 13, he exhibited

two pictures at the Academy. In the following

year we find him receiving regular instruction in

art as a pupil in the studio of Haydon.

In 1816 he was admitted as a student to the

Royal Academy, and in 1818 exhibited his

" Fighting Dogs Getting Wind," in the rooms of

the Society of Painters in Oil and Water Colours,

which, being purchased by Sir George Beaumont,

after exciting an extraordinary amount of atten-

tion, set the stream of fashion in the young
artist's favour.

In 1830 he was admitted to the full honours of

the Academy, and in 18.50 he was knighted by the

Queen. At the death of Sir Charles Eastlake, in

186G, he was elected President of the Royal

Academy, but declined the honour, which, after

refusal by Mr. Maolise, was accepted by Sir

Francis Grant.

We cannot here attempt anything like even a

bare list of Sir Edwin Landseer's works. Among
the best known are his " High Life" and "Low
Life ;

" " Poachers Deer-stalking ;
" " Too Hot ;

"

" A Lassie Herding Sheep ;
" ' Spaniels of King

Charles' Breed ;
" " The Cavaliers' Pets ;

" " Jack
in OlHce ;

" " Suspense ;
" "A Highland Dog

rescuing Sheep from a Snowdrift ;
" " Bolton

Abbey in the Olden Time;" "The Drover's

Departure: a scene in the Grampians;" ''The

Tethered Rams;" " Comical Dogs ;
" "Odin," a

portrait of a Scotch Deorhound ; "The Highland
Shepherd's Chief Mourner;" "There's Life in

the Old Dog yet
; " " Dignity and Impudence ;

"

"A Distinguished Member of the Humane
Society;" "Her Majesty's favourite Dog and
Parrot ;

" " The Return from Hawking ;
" " The

Hooded Falcon ;
" "Favourites;" "A Highkand

Breakf ist;"" Deer and Deerhouuds in a Mountain
Torrent ;

" "Corsican, Russian, and Fallow Deer;"
and " Spaniels belonging to Lord Albemarle."

These were all exhibited, with many others, by
Landseer, during the first ten years after he be-

came " R. A."

To the next decade of his life belong "Horses
taken in to Bait

;

" " Macaw, Terrier, and
Spaniel Puppies belonging to Her Majesty

;

"

"Layinej down the Law ;
" " Otters and Salmon,"

" The Highland Shepherd's Home," " Brazilian

Monkeys," " The Otter Speared," "Horses, the

property of Mr, W.Wigram," " Shoeing," " Coming
Events cast their Shadows Before," " Time of

Peace," "Time of War," "The Stag at Bay,"
" Pincher," " Alexander and Diogenes," " A
Random Shot." " The Desert," " The Forester's

Family," "The Free Church," "Collie Dogs,"
"Evening Scene in tho Hisrhlands," "Good
Doggie," and a '* Dialogue at Waterloo."

With the year 1851 Highland sketches occur
less frequently, and there is a corresponding in-

crease in ideal subjects in the published list of

Landseer's works. Among the pictures exhibited
by him at the Academy in 1851—60, we may
particularise his " Fairy Scene from Midstnnme?
Nighfs Dream "

,- " A Group at Geneva ''
; " The

last Run of the Season ;
" "Night" and "Morn-

ing," a pair; "The Children of the Mist";
"Twins"; "Dandle Dinmont," an old skye
terrier of the Queen ;

" Saved," dedicated to the
Humane Society ;

" Highland Nurses," dedicated

to Florence Nightingale ; "Rough and Ready";
" Uncle Tom and his Wife (two dogs, of course)

for Sale "
;
" Deer-stalking "

;
" Tho Maid and

the Magpie "; "Doubtful Crumbs "; " The Prize
Calf "; "Bran, Oscar, and the Deer"; " A Kind
Star "

; and, lastly, " A Flood in the Highlands."
Besides this, between 1818 and 1865, he exhibited
at the British Institution no loss tbau 90 pictures,

including (besides those already mentioned) some
of his most popular efforts, such as " The Twa
Dogs," "The Sleeping Bloodhound," "The Eagle's
Nest," "Well Bred Sitters," and "Dear Old
Boz," painted for her Majesty. To this list mnafe

bo added four other pictures exhibited with the
Society of British Artists between the years 1826
and 1832, and also niae more exhibited in his

early days, between 1816 and 1820, on the walls
of the Society of Painters in Oil and Water-
Colours, in Spring-gardens.

The closing decade of Landseer's artistic career
shows but little falling off, either in the number
or in the power of its productions. " The Shrew
Tamed;" "The Fatal Duel;" "Scenes in Lord
Broadalbane's Highland Deer Forest;" "Windsor
Great Park ; " "Pensioners ;" " Man Proposes, God
Disposes ;" "Dejeiiner a la Fourchette ;" "Pro-
sperity " and "Adversity"—-a pair; "The Con-
noisseurs ;

" " Mare and Foal in an Indian Tent ;"

" The Prayer of Lady Godiva ;" " The Chase ;

"

" The Stag at B.ay ;" " Odds and Ends ;" " Deer
at Chillingham ;" "Wild Cattle at Chillingham;"
" Rent-day^in the Wilderness ;" "Her Majesty at

Osborne in 1866;" "Eagles Attacking the Swan-
nery;" "The Queen Meeting the Prince Consort
on his return from Deer-stalking;" two " Studies

of Lions ;'' and " A Doctor's Visit to Poor Rela-

tions at the Zoological Gardens."

As a sculptor he was best known by his grand
bronze figure of the " Stag at Bay," in the Royal

Academy Exhibition of 1866, and the famous

lions at the base of the Nelson Column, which
wore uncovered in 1867.

Few artists have been so popular either in

their subjects or their treatment of them with

the public as Sir Edwin Landseer. The engrav-

ings of his works have been published by thou-

sands, and have powerfully aided in cultivating in

others the love and care for animals for which he

was himself so remarkable. In private life he
is described one of the most kind and courteous

of men, and the warmest of friends ; and in very

many circles his presence will be sadly missed.

SCHOOLS OF ART.

Birkenhead.—On Tuesday the annual meeting
of the Birkenhead School of Art was held.

According to the report the number of students

attending the artisan class has been well main-
taiuod, and a marked improvement has takes

place in the numbers and attendance of the morn-
ing classes, which, as the advantages of the school

become more widely known, will no doubt con-

tinue to increase. The result of the annual ex-

aminations which took place on the 1st and 2nd
May were satisfactory, and a bronze medal has

again this year been awarded to the school, be-

sides a largo number of certificates. The report

of the examiners upon the work of the school i-s

on the whole very satisfactory. The system of

local prizes established last year has proved bene-

ficial. The treasurer's financial statement shows

the income and expenditure during the past year,

and a considerable increase in the number of

subscribers.

Maidstone.—Tho annu.al distribution of prizes

to the students of tho Maidstone School of Art

took place on Monday week. The Committee,

in presentiug their fifth report, stated that the

classes continue self-supporting, .and the success

of the students at the examination last May has

been well maintained, compared with that of

previous years. During the past year, ending

Mivy, 1873, the number of students under in-

struction has been—Middle Class Students 38,

Artisans 41. 257 works were sent up for approval

to Kensington, and 3 obtained 3id grade prizes,

and 5 obtained 2nd grade prizes. At the exami-

nation in May, 21 students presented themselves
;

10 passed, 6 of whom obtained prizes. The
secretary regretted an unsuccessful effort made
by him in the past year to obtain .annual subscrip-

tions sufficient to place the school upon a firmer

footing. About £30 annually is required for this

purpose, and considering the satisfactory work

done in the school since January, 1867, he re-

gretted that the inhabitants of .Maidstone have

not shown a deeper interest in its permanent

welfare.
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OUR LITHOGRAPHIC
--

ILLUSTRATIONS-

BALDACCHINI AND ALTARS.

Asa considerable amount of excitement has been

created among certain parties in the Establiabod

Chnrch about the introduction of Baldacchini over

altars, we this week devote a double-page illustra-

tion to the subject. Last week our readers had

the opportunity of reading what E. W. Godwin,

F.S.A., had to say on Baldacchini, and this week

they may consult with interest what the Rev.

Mackenzie E. C. Walcotfc, M.A., and Dr. Zerffi

have contributed. The illustrations are repro-

duced from VioUot-le-Duc's "Dictionary" and

Dr. Lubke's '•Ecclesiastical Art in Germany."

KING WLLLIAM GRAMMAR SCHOOL, BERLIN.

We devote two pages of lithographic illustration

this week to this school. The illustrations consist

of front elevation and longitudinal section, and

basement plan, ground plan, .and first-floor plan.

For full description see article on p.age 305, by

E. R. Robson, architect to the Metropolitan School

Board.

WHITCHUECH TOWK IIALL AND MARKET.

Those buildings were erected in 1872, from the

designs of Mr. Thos. M. Lockwood, architect,

Chester. The design was selected in a limited

competition, and the plan comprises the following

arrangements, viz.. Corn Exchange, 56ft. long

by 32ft., average width, with three separate en-

trances ; offices of local board, consisting of public

offices and board room, with lavatories, &c.

These, with the two entrances to market, occupy

the entire frontage of 7(Jft. to the High-street.

Over this is situated the public hall, G5ft. long,

by 41ft. in width, with raised pi itform at end,

and retiring-rooms, &c. The access to public

room is from the roadway to market by a stone

staircase of ample width ; there is also a staircase

from Corn Exchange, communicating with tho

corridor and retiring-rooms. The basement is

occupied by largo cellars, with separate access

and rolling-way. The general market is im-

mediately behind the front block, being 120ft.

long, and COft. wide, 19ft. in height at eaves
;

roofed in one span by means of principals of tim-

ber and iron construction. The spac > bebind

general market is Gift, by 78ft., used for vege-

tables on ordinary days, and for cheese, &c., on

fair days. It extends to the S. Jlary's- street at

the rear, to which it has two exits. Tiie road to

the left of market forms a direct communication

between the two streets. Tho Fish Market is

85ft. long and 18ft. wide, and is, with the other

market, well lighted by skylights and ventilated

by louvres.

A small residence for the inspector is placed

over a portion of the marliet, with oifice, &c.,

from which the whole of the markets are under

complete supervision. The front of building is

of brickwork, with dressings of Grinshill stone,

the work having been executed by 3Ir. John

Stringer, of Sandbach, whoso tender amounted

to i;5,910. The total expenditure, inclusive of

fittings, &c., was £11,100 The shop on the left

of the view was built at the same time, and from

tho designs of the same architect.

KEW RECTORY HOUSE, \\aGAN.

Our illustration of the new Rectory House,

Wigan, is a fac-simile of Mr. Street's drawing of

the building in the Boyal Academy Exhibition.

Tho lower part of the house will be built in stone,

and framed oak and brick will be used above the

ground-floor.

RAILWAY EXPENDITURE IN NEW WORKS.

THE proceedings of the several half-yearly

meetings of the railway companies which
have recently been held show that during tho

con'ent half-year an unusually largo amount of

capital is to bo expended in now and extended
works. Selecting seven of tho great companiija,

it appears that these alone are about to expend

during the half-year no less than the sum of

£2,817,314. Of this large amount the London
and North-Western Company are about to expend

£244,250, .£13,000 of which will bo absorbed in

additional offices at Euston, £8,000 in a new
station at Old Ford, and £1(),000 for permanent

new offices at Broad-street. The outlay of the

Great Northern for the half-year in new works

and stations is to be £185,3G5, of which £50,000

is lor new offices and increased station accommo
dation at King's-cross, and £4.5,000 for a new
goods depot at Farringdon. In addition, however,

to the above-named expenditure for the half-year,

the company have decided upon still further ox-

tensions and alterations at the King's cross station.

A large central platform is to be cou&tructed, run-

ning the entire length of the station, together

with tho erection of a new frontage towards the

Euston-road, in a line with the Midland station

and hotel. These new buildings will contain new
offices, refreshment-rooms, waiting-rooms, and

other apartments. The Midland Company, how-

ever, eclipses all others in its past and prospec-

tive expenditure on works in progress and in-

tended. The chairman of the company, at the

late meeting, stated that the Midland Company
during the last few years had been laying out

capital to a greater extent than any other com-

pany with which he was acquainted. Within a

period of sis years they had expended between

£2,000,000, and £.3,00(),000 annually, their total

expenditure during that time being £13,G98,814,

and the estimated expenditure during the cur-

rent six months was £1,385,850. The South-

We tern Company's outlay during the half-year

will be £150,000, a portion of which will bo for

extension and improvements at the Waterloo

Station, also tho enlargement of tho goods depot

and the locomotive estab ishment at Nine Elms,

and extendbd station accommodation at Olapham
Junction. The intende i expenditure of the

North Eastern for the half-year is £079,6911, and

that of the Lancashire and Yorkshire £200,000.

In addition to this intended expenditure by the

companies named is the heavy outlay now going

forward by the Loudon, Chatham, and Dover

Company at the Holborn Viaduct Extension, and
also the Metropolitan Extensions of the Great

Eastern Company, the cost of which will be

upwards of £3,000,000, tho outlay o i tho Liver-

pool-street new station alone being about

£250,000.
•*-

WORK FOR AN ENGLISH PEABODY.

DR. GEORGEROSS, in his annual report, just

issued, on the sanitary condition of S.

Giles's, states that the district is adm irably situated

for a high standard of health. Its natural ad-

vantages are great, and afford facilities for ventila-

tion, drainage, and equality of temperature sur-

passed by few, if any, localities in the metropolis.

The water, supplied by the New River Company,
as delivered from the mains, is a species of nectar

when compared with the liquid actually drunk
by many of the poorer people—frequently a solu-

tion of dropped leaves, bits of plaster, old boots,

and rubbish found at the bottom of the butts from

which the water is drawn, and animalculaj in the

water. The new Water \ct, if fairly carried

out, will put an end to this evil by establishing a

constant supply ; but the .arrangements under it,

as now proposed, are too complicated and ex-

pensive for poor neighbourhoods, and aim rather

at the protection of the companies than the ad-

vantage of the poor. The division of tho area

of supply into smaller groups of houses, each

group with its own reservoir, provided with a

gauge to show the height of water at all times,

would enable the companies to control tho supply

and detect waste It would also facilitate the

extinction of fires, and would be cheaper in the

end both for the companies and the public. Tho
streets and courts about Great Wild-street are not

only built very close together, but are usually

approached by a narrow passage under a house at

either end. There are upwards of 70 st.eets

courts, and alleys in the district that either have

no thoroughfare or are approached under a covered

way, and proper ventilation under such circum-

stances is impossible. Nothing but a clean swoop
of all the property, and rebuilding on a better

plan willevermakothis partof St. Giles's a healthy

quarter. There are many houses of a lower class

occupiedbycostermongers, match, flower, and fruit

sellers, who make S. Giles's their head-quarters

for a largo section of London. Irish labourers

probably form half cf the population of S. Giles's

south. Below these are the trumps, wifa-desortors,

beggars, pickpockets, and women of bad repute,

who occupy the common lodging-houses. There
are more than 2,000 of these persons, the large

majority of whom are single, or at least live as

celibates ; they are. nevertheless, prolific. A
considerable amount of tho sickness and mortality

of S. Giles's and a large proportion of tho cost of

pauperism are caused by the occupants of these

lodging-houses. They are. uioroovor, the hotbeda
of depravity and crime, and, being adjacent to

the habitations of the lowes: class of the labouring

poor, the indecent an^l immoral habits of the
population infect whole streets and cast a shadow
of squalor and vice over the entire locality. It

woulil be a mercy to the labouring poor to scatter

these people from tl^eir haunts ; only a limited
'

number of houses harbouring them should bo
allowed in each district. By massing these out-

casts together in S. Giles's they are effectually

cut off from humanising influences. The police"

regulations for the management of these houses
are in most respects satisfactory, and are carried

out with considerable stringency ; butlheamount
of cubic space allotted to each person is much too-

small. The question of providing healthy dwell-

ings for the labouring classes is more immediately
pressing in S. (iiles's than in any other district

in London. Private enterprise cannot do the

work adequately without tho direction and
stimulus of a Central Board, having Parlia-

mentary power to raise money and purchase
property.

--

DUST CONTRACTORS AND THEIR DOINGS.

DR. C. MEYMOTT TIDY, in his report to

the parish of Islington, of which ho is the

Medical Officer, urges on the Vestry the neces-

sitv of a revision of the present mode of con-

tracting for tho removal of the dust. House-
holders who may have noticed the ditticulty with

which they can get their dust removed at one

time of the year, in comparison with the frequent

visits of the men at another period, will be in-

terested in Dr. Tidy's explanation. Ho declares

that the contractors endeavour to do as little as

possible during the bast three months of their

contract, confining themselves as much as

possible to the carrying out of the orders

which they receive daily from the ve.stry.

He is assured that as yet no attempt has

even been made by any one contractor to do

the last quarter's work in any other way
than so as to leave the largest quantity of dust

he can for his successor to remove, ana. indeed,

some contractors boast of this proceeding as an

act of cleverness. Unfortunately, the mischievous

consequences and irritation which attend and

follow this questionable effjrt are not at an end

when it ceases ; for its full effects are genenilly

quite as apparent for at least the first few weeks,

of the new contracts.

The sooner the ve.stries follow the example of

the City of London Streets Committee and do
their own work, the better will it bo for the con-

venience of the iahabit.ants. We bjliove the

work is done bettor in the parish of Islington

than in many others, thanks to the energy dis-

played by the inspectors. If, in spite of all, Dr-

I'idy despairs of compelling the contractors to

do their work, what must the state of things be*

in some other parishes I

CHIPS.

On Friday last, September 26th, the pupils of

the School of Art, Diirhim, presented W. G. H.
Newton with a handsome silver tea-service, in re-

cognition of his services as head m.aster fertile last

20 years. The testimonial w-as subscribed for by
about 150 pupds who at various times have been so

ably instructed hy Mr. Newton.
It is proposed to build a new bridj;e over the Cam,

connecting Chesterton and Cimbridge. Mr. K. R.

Rowe is the architect of the bridge.

Great improvements are proposed at Parker's

Piere, Cambridge. New roads and footpaths, and

the pUntmg of avenues of trees, are the piiiicipal

points in the plans; the cost will be about .CltlO.

The Chesterfield Gas Compay having increased

their charges tor the street lamps in Braraptou, the

ratepayers there have resolved to remain in dark-

ness during the whiter rather than pay the price

demanded.
The second annual exhibition of oil-paintings,

water-colours, and sculpture, in connecti.)n with

the Kirkcaldy Fine Art Association, was closed on

Saturd.ay last, after remaining open for five weeks.

A new distillery is being erected at Banagher,

Ireland. Messrs. Poutifex and Co., of London, are

the contractors for the work.
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CHnRCHES AND CHAPELS.

Bradford.—S. Jude's Church, Bradford, has
been redecorated throughout. The whole of the
vaulted ceiling has been coloured green, and the
groin ribs strengthened with cream colour, ver-
milion, and black ; the walls generally are of a
warm yellow, having a broad dado beneath the
windows of Indian red, on the top of which is a
plain border of trefoil leaves in green, white,

vermilion and gold. Each pillar is alternately

painted dark green and dark red, the whole
being enriched with foliage and geometrical
diapered patterns. The walls of the chancel are
cream-coluurod, with an ashlar pattern, and small
flowers in Indian red. The arch of the east
window is highly enriched with colour, and in the
tympanum is an outline figure of the Holy Dove
on a gold ground within a rexica pisris, and the
symbols Alpha and Omega, also on gold grounds
within quatrefoil outlines. The tympanum has
a white ground, and is studded with gold star.s.

The lower part of the pillar capitals in this
window are entirely gilded. The arch over the
entrance to the a jse is enriched with colour. The
whole treatment has been based upon early colour-
work still pieserved in some Enu'lish churches,
and has been carried out by Mr. Thomas Pullan,
of Bradford, from the drawings and under the
superintendence of Mr. E. P. Peterson, architect.

Fahnworth - wim - Kerslet. — The parish
church of Farnworth-with-Kersley, Lancashire,
was reopened on Thursd ly, the 2.5th ult., after
restoration under the direction of Mr. R. Knell
Freeman, architect. Bolton. The old pewing has
been removed, and pitch-pine benche.s, with
panelled cDd.s, have been substituted. The space
occupied by the old staircases to the galleries has
been added to tho church, and porches with stone
staircases built on each side of the tower. The
gallery front has been lowered and altered, and
the organ removed to the north chancel aisle. The
stonework of the whole of the windows has been
renewed, and the heads filled with Geometrical
tracery, the glazing being executed in two tints

of rolled cathedral glass. The font has been re-

moved from the centre of the church to tho
north-west corner. In place of tho small recess
some 7ft. deep, which formerly served as chancel,
a new chancel has been erected, 33ft. long by
231t. wide. It is .'ividedlougitudinally into three
bays by roof principals, which spring from small
shafts between the clerestory windows, which are
each of two lighis, with traceried heads. The east
window is to be filled with stained glass. The
floor is laid with German tiles. The altar-piece
is of S Ann's marble, the altar stops being of
polished Yorkshire stone. The sedilia and choir
stalls are of pitch pine, elaborately treated. The
pulpit, which is octagonal in shape, is of pitch
pine, supported on a stone base springing from
moulded shafts with elaborately carved caps.
The north chancel aisle is devoted to the organ
an I vestries for the clergy and choir; the south
chancel aisle is appropriated to the Sunday
scholars. The contractors for the joiners' work
wore Messrs. Coope, Bros , Farnworth

; and for
the plastering painting, glazing, gastitting, and
decoration, Messrs. Leajh, of Farnworth, who
"were the general contractors for the works. The
total cost was about £-1,500.

KiRii Ireton.—The Church of the Holy
Trinity, Kirk Ireton, was reopened on the 24th
ult., after restoration internally and esteinally.
The fabric is supposed to be upwards of 700
years old, the nave and side aisles being of Nor-
man architecture. The chancel is of more recent
date, having been erected not more than 300
years. The present restoration has been carried
out under the direction of Mr. William Jolley. of
the firm of Evans and Jolley, architects, Derby,
by Messrs. W. & B. Doxey, of Kirk Ireton.

London.—The Church of S. Lawrence, Jewry,
Gresham-street, was reopened on Sunday, after
"restoration." The new vicar has been at Sime
pains to undo the successful attempts made by
his predecessor, the present Dean of Manchester,
to render the interior of the church fit for pur-
poses of worship. The " Lord Mayor Pew " has
been restored

; the font removed from a kind of
baptistery, and placed at tho entrance of the
church

; the sanctuary curtains have been
abolished; and tho Creed, Lord's Prayer, and Ten
Commaudments " neatly painted in panels." The
altar has been stripped of its vestments and law-

ful ornaments, and a crimson velvet cover sub-

stituted. The walls and ceiling of the church
have also been painted.

MccH CowARNE.—Tho parish church of Much
Co varne, Herefordshire, was reopened on Tues-
day week, after restoration from tho designs of

Mr. T. Nicholson, of Hereford, by .Mr. H. Welsh,

of the same city. The whole of the low plastered

ceiling has been removed, and replaced by a

framed pitch-pine roof, with V-pointed, tongued.

pitch-pine boarding, covered on top with felt and
green Whitland Abbey slates. The whole of the

walls and gables have b^en raised, to match the

new roof, and new giblet windows inserted, the

gables being covered with stone coping, and
having foliated crosses at tho summit. The
arcade and lower arches and clustered columns
have been cleansed of whitewash and thoroughly

restored and pointed. The walls have been en-

tirely re-plastered on the inside witli a sanded
surface, and on the outside thorougly cleaned and
re-pointed. Tne dilapidated old entrance porch
has been removed, and replaced by a massively-
framed timber porch, of the same material as the

roof, resting upon a plinth of stone. The floors

are all entirely new. A circular stone pulpit has
bt-en fixed. It is intended to restore the tower,

and to erect a new spire, the old one having been
completely destroyed by lightning some 34: years

ago, when two of the fine old peal of bells wore
melted.

New Tunstall.—A new (Roman) Catholic

church, dedicated to S. Leonard, was opened at

New Tunstall, near Sunderlau 1, on Tuesday
week. The building has been erected from tho
designs of Mr. Goldie, of the rirm of Goldie and
Child, London. The style is Early English.

The buildings consist of a spacious nave, sauctu-
ary, porch, and bell-turret, with a commodious
presbytery. Accommodation is provided for 3' 10

persons. Tho principal contractor was Mr.
Allison, of Whitburn.

Pendleton.—On Saturday-week the founda-
tion-stone of a new Congregational school chapel
was laid at Pendleton. The building is from the
designs of Mr. 0, Edwards, architect, Manchester,
and will consist of a spacious schoolroom, 49ft.

long by 34ft. wide, two class-rooms, superin-
tendent's room, and a room for infants, 25ft. by
10ft. The .style is Early English. The material
of which the building is to be constructed is

brick, the walls being relieved by stone dressings.

Accommodation will be provided for about 280
persons, at a cost of £1,001).

Sandal —The parish church of Sandal was
reopened on Wednesday week. Tho work of

restoration has been carried out by Messrs.
Weatherley and Rymer, of York, under the direc-

tion of Mr. Habershon, architect, of London. The
old galleries have been removed, and stalls re-

place the old square pews, constructed of solid

oak. 'I he oast end has been enriched by a rere-

dos in Caen stone, executed by Messrs. Burstal
and Taylor, of Leeds. A new stone pulpit is to

be added, and the east and west windows filled

with stained glass.

Saddington.—S. Helen's Church, Saddington,
has been restored, and was reopened on Tuesday
week. The floor of the church has been raised.

An arch has been put in the tower, and tho
chancel arch raised, as well as a new one put in.

The walls have all been thoroughly cleaned and
re-plastered, but without the whitewash. There
is an entirely new roof, both on the navo and
chancel. The architects are Messrs. Coleman and
Peek, Golden-square, London, and the builders
Messrs. Nixon and Son.

BtJILDINGS.

Birmingham.—Thenew Post-ofEce at Birming-
ham is ready for O'-cupation. The style is

described by a local journal as "duhious—the
design at any rate being Classical—boldly Classi-

cal." The appearance of the building " is not
particularly imposing" in spite of the quantity
of exterior ornamentation sufficient to satisfy

"the most ardent advocate thereof." Mr.
Williams, of her Majesty's Office of Works, pre-
pared the design for the building; Messrs. Parnell
and Son, of Rugby, are tho builders, and have
also carried out the fittings; and Mr. George
Reavell was the clerk of the works.

Halifax.—On Tuesday week a new County
Court, built at a cost of about £8,000, was opened
at Halifax. The building is in Prescott-slroot.
The stylo of architecture is Grecian, but many
French details have been introduced. T-ie build-

ing has been erected from tho designs of Mr
T. C. Sorby, acting as architect for the Lords of
the Treasury.

LeicEiSter. — A new lecture-h.all has been
erected at Leicester, capable of accommodating
600 peoplo. The principal room is 80ft. long,

40ft. wide, and 37ft. high. The ventilation has
been secured by the introduction of two of

Howorth's patent Archimodian screw ventilators.

Messrs. W. Gimson and Sons were the builders,

and Mr. McAllister, architect. Tho effective scroll

iron railing which protects the gallery was manu-
factured by Messrs. W. Macfarlane and Co., of
Glasgow.

SCHOOLS.

Bradford. — The new schools of S. Mary
Magdalene have been opened. The whole scheme
proposed to bo carried out consists of a church,
schools, and house. The church will occupy the
whole of the south side of the site, and is planned.
to accommo late 900 worshippers. The schooLs
form the north side, and will accommodate 500
children. The house will, when erected, occupy
the east side, and be contiguous to the church.
The total estimated cost is t;i3,000, which may
bo divided thus:—Site, £1,400 ; church, £9,000

;

house, £1.400 ; and schools, £1,200. The schools
are now completed ; they are two stories hitrhy

and have two schoolrooms, measuring each 7Ut.
by 22ft. The front of the building is of dressed
stone, the lini igs and back portions being of

brick. Tho contractor is Mr. D. Hinchclift'e, th&
architect under whose superintendence the whole
work has been carried out being Mr. E. P. Peter-
son, both of Bradford.

London.—At the meeting of the London SchooJ
Board on Wednesday Mr. T. B. Smithies moved
'" That in all schools except infants' to be erected
in future there be provided a central hall, or room
sufficiently large for the assembling of all tho
scholars. Sir. C. Clarke moved the previous ques-
tion, and strongly advised the Board not to incur
any further expenses which were not immediately
necessary. The previous question was carried by
21 to 5 votes.

Leeds.—At the last meeting of the Leed*
School Board, the report of the Sites and Buildings
Committee was read. The committee recom-
mended the cancelling of their contract with John
Benton for carpenters' and joiners' work of th©
Cross Stamford-street School ; and acceptance of

the following tenders for works on the school:—
Excavators', bricklayers', and misons' work,
Messrs. Bell and Smith, £2,803; joinor.s' and
carpenters' work, John Westmoreland, £1 220.

The confirmation of proceedings and agreements
relative to clearing and fencing thoLeyiands site,

and providin.; two earth-closets
; and the confirm-

ation 01 the appointment of Mr. John Corner, of

Win^ham-terrace, Roundhiy-road, L3eds, clerk

of works under the Board, at a salary of £2. 23.

per week. The committee reported that the con-
tractor for the joiners' and carpenters' work on
the Cross Stamford-street school had been unable,
on account of an omission in his pricing out of

quantities, to take up tho contract, and had paid
a forfeiture of £20. They recommended that the

offer made by Jlr. Thomas Kit-50u, of Wortley, of

a field about an acre in extent, at 2s. od. per
square yard, be accepted as the site for the Upper
Wortley School ; and also the offer made by Mr.
W. J. Armitage, of a site in Lower Wortley, con-
taining 1,030 square yards at 33.. as the site for

the Lower Wortley School. The report was
adopted
New National Schools, Amersham, Bucks.

—On Tuesday last, tho 30th ult., the above block
of buildings was formally opened by Dr. Bicker-
steth, the Ven. Archdeacon of Bucks. The rooms
comprise boys' and girls' schoolrooms, each 4(ift.

by iSft., with classrooms, each 14ft. by 15ft.,

infants' room, 32ft. by 18ft., hat and cloak lobbies,

porches, &c. Tho site is three roods. The mate-
rials are of red brick and fr.^estono. The roofs aro
tiled, and surmounted bya lofty bell-turret. The
accommodation provided is for 284, and the total

cost of tho works will about £1,050, including ail

fittings, fencing, and a small detached school for

30 infants, at Woodrow, an outlying part of tho
same parish. The works have been executed by
Mr. George Reavell, of Windsor, from the
designs of Mr. Arthur Vernon, architect. High
Wycombe.

Ossett.—On Saturday week the foundation-
stone of a new Congregational School was laid at
Gawthorpe, near Ossett. The building has been
designed by Mr. Owen Edwards, of Manchester,
in tiio Italian style.
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Pendleton.—NewBritisli Schools were opened

at Pendleton on Thursday week. The ground-

floor consistti of a schoolroom 71ft. Gio. by

37ft. Gic, two classrooms, and an infants'-room

25ft. bv 20ft. The upper floor comprises a school-

room 49ft. by 37ft. Gin., and fourteen classrooms,

averaging l-'>ft. by 10ft. each. The building is

in the Gothic style of architecture, and

contains accommodation for 730 children, and

lias been erected by Mr. Mark Foggatt, Cheotham.

from the designs and under the superintendence

of Messrs. Clogg and Knowlcs, architects, Man-
chester.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
V7e do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions ot

our ciirrespondents. The Editor re'^:ieetfully reqnept'i

that all communications should be drawn up a.s briefly

as possible, as there are many claim tnts upon the space

allotted to correspondence.]
To Our Rkaders —We shall feel obliged to any of our

readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-

templated or in progress in the province.?.

All letters should be addre=t«ed to the EDITOR, 31,

TAVISTOCK-STREKT, COVENT-GAROEN", W.C.
Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to

J. Passmore Edwaeds.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for advertisements is tjd. per line, of eight

words (the tlrst line countin^: as two). No advertisement
inserted for less than h:ilf-a^crown. bpecial terms for

series of more than six insertions can be ascertained on

application to the Publisher.

Front Paj^e Advertisements 9d. per lino.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

•oEQce not later than 5 p.m. on Thm-sday.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
(Payable in advance.;

Nineteen shillings per annum (post free) to any

part of the United Kingdom. To the United States

£1. 6s. for 6i dols. go?d\ To France or Belgium, £1- Gs.

<or 32 francs). To India (rid Southampton), £1. 14s. lOd.

To any of the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, the

Cape, the West Indies, Canada, Nova Scotia, or Natal,

;E1. 6s.

N.B.—American and Belgian subscribers are requested

to remit their subscriptions by International P.O. 0.. and
to advise the publisher of the date and amount of their

remittance Back numbers can only be sent at the rate

of 7d. each, the postage charged being 3d per copy. All

foreign subscriptions unaccompanied by an additional re-

mittance to cover the extra cost of forwardiug back num
bers are commenced from the next number published

after the receipt of the subscription.

Cases for binding the half-yearly volumes. 23. each.

Subscribers receiving their copies direct from the

office are requested to observe that the last number of

the term for which their Subscription is paid, will be

forwarded to them io a coloured wrapper, as an intima-

tion that a fresh remittance is necessary, if it be desired

to continue the Subscription.

fiECETVED.—W. P. and Son —J. K. and S—E. H. L R—
C. G.—E. S.- J. C.—W, H C, F.—J. G. N.—J D.—

A

Jonmeyman Carpeater-—J. H.— Messrs K. and I'o.

—

C. D. M.-W. W.-J S. and Sons.—J. W. C—W. E. B
_P. W.— \V. M -J. N.—W. H. K -J. J. T —H. C. R —
W. D.— S. A.—J. R. andCo.-.I. B. B.-J. M'O.-L. AN-
—W. E.—W. M—C. B. A.—W. E. B.-C. H.—E, W. G.

J. H. P. D. and Co.—M. E. and Co.—J. T. and Co.—
J. W. G. nndSoDS.-Sir. J. M.—J. and T. D. and Co

—

J. &. B.—D. & H.—W. C. D.—Inquirer.—J. A. B.—S. &
Sons.—W. A.—F. B.

A CoMPKTiTOR.—You have had your say; what do you
want more ?

-J. H.—Declined with thanks,and returned.

Thos. Gildard.—We heard all about the project long
since. The more the merrier, say we. But in the coii-

temiilated journal, too many cooks are likely to spoil

the broth.

A ScBSCRiUER.—Ask some definite question in Intercom-
munication. What y<m ask about balf-timbered houses
in Essex, Kent, and Herefordshire, would require

several pages of description and illu-tration

W. W. Thomas.—Yes. The drawioga came to hand.

(![0ntf5}.iondcncc.

COMPENSATIONS.

(To the Editor of the Building Xews.)

Sir,—In reply to "L." (whose letter appeared

in yoar issue of the 12th instant, but escaped my
noiica at the time), I may mention that I used

the " Northampton " Tables of •• set purpose,"

that all my readers might be able to work out the

calculations themselves. The "Northampton"
Tables are those used in "Gwilt," and in all the

older books, and therefore more accessible. For

the purpose of the calculation it is unimportant,

my object being to show my readers how to work
•out the case. If the age be taken at 20, and the

S per cent. Table used, the value is

*• Northampton " 17'2

"Carlisle" 21-li'.)

The difference being much in favour of using the
*' Carlisle " iu valuiug the life. The ''Carlisle,"

I may mention, are more favourable than the

"English Life Tables." which are those autho-

rised by the Kegistrar-Geneial of Births, Deaths,

and Marriages, and as the limitation in the use of

tables is only to those less favourable, the Car-
lislos aro those in general use.

While on this subject, I will give a formula,

which I think will be very useful where no tables

can be referred to.

The formula is that criven by Mr. "Willich in his

carofully-preparod tables:

—

If A^ the age,

Thenf (81i— A) = expectation, or years of

after-life time.

This formula corresponds very nearly, for a

lengthened period, with the expectation deduced
from the " Carlisle " Table of Mortality.

The 'English Life" Tables (males)—these

have been adopted by Dr. Farr—vary very little

from the '* Carlisle," and to meet these differences.

Mr. Willich has given the following formula :

—

If A = the age
Then J (80 — A) = expectation.

It will be seen that this result is not so favour-

able to the claimant by about half-a-year as that

obtained by using the " Carlisle " Tables.—

I

am, Sir, &c., Banister Fletcher.

WH.AT IS A BALDACCHINO?
Sir.—Mr. Godwin's very interesting remarks

on the above question form a fitting introduction

to Mr. Walcotfs promised contribution. It is

hard to say, however, whether he most approves
or condemns the proposed innovation—for such
lie has shown the Baldacchino to be, so far as

Pointed architecture is concerned.
Its utility, as a means of protecting the

•• Table " from the " many impurities which are

always, more or loss, floating about in large

buildings," vanishes at once with the " curtains,"

which it is not proposed to revive.

The delicately-designed reredos has super-

seded the necessity for its use, aisthetically, iu

Gothic churches and cathedrals, and it would be

no improvement to form it in the model of

sepulchral monuments. Calvaries, or Easter

sepulchres. What wo assemble around the
" Table " to do is done in remembrance of a

living Lord.

As it is not pretended to attach any symbolical

meaning to the revival of the C.ildacchiuo. and
since there is no use in it, and no precedent for

it, and no ffisthetical ends to be attained by it,

the object of its introduction to Gothic churches

is not at all apparent. But if, as Mr. Godwin has

shown, it is not .an advantageous addiiion to a

Gothic church, it by no means follows that it is

not an architectural necessity iu a Classic

cathedral.

In the former the " Table " is the central

object of an elaborate decoration of delicate

workmanship, in the form of a reredos against

the end wall of the chancel of a church, or the

screen of a cathedral choir.

In the latter it usually stands alone, and the

largeness of the details of a Classic cathedral

interior dwarfs the furniture and fittings to

such an extent that the '• Table " appears but a

pill-box. and is overlooked altogether iu a general

survey of a building like S. Paul's. Now, the

/ocale of the '-Table" iu use at the most signili-

cant part of divine service should not be less

noble and dignified in Classic buildings than

that assigned to it in Gothic churches, nor less

beautifully surrounded with suitable ornamenta-

tion. And I venture to assert that the appropriate

distinctiveness and prominence is best given to

it when it is placed within such an adorn-

ment as the Baldacchino pi-ovides, which in

this style is not a mere table ornament or

tomb canopy similar to the sketches from ivories

given in Mr. Godwin's paper, but is of consider-

able size, covering an area sufBcient not only for

the reception of the " Table " itself, but the raised

dais upon which it stands, and including ample

space for the olEciating clergy round about it.

Sir Christopher Wren looked upon this as a

necessary complement to the fittings of S. Paul's

Cathedral, and left specific particulars of his

wishes in this respect. And it would bo a re-

gretable circumstance if the unseemly discussions

at S. Barnabas should lead to a different moaning
biiing attached to its use than that which Sir

Christopher contemplated, or the National Church
requires.—I am Sir, &c.,

Edwd. C. Robixs.

NTDTLET ABBEY.

A few weeks since we were rambling through
Hants, on a sketching-tour, and auiougst other
places went to the beautiful ruins of Netloy
Abbey. We spent a few hours there, and during
that short time were the eye-witnesses of sucii

vandalism, that we think public attention should
be called to the f.aet. A large party of excursion-

ists had almost complete possession of the place :

they chiefly consisted of young people, and the

behaviour of the boys especially deserves censure.
Stones were being continually thrown at the
walls, thus damaging the stonework. At the

east end of the ruinod church

" A mighty window, hollow in the centre,
Shuru of its glass of thousand colourin-^s,

Through which thedeepen'dgluriesoncecouldenter,
btreimiug from off the sun like aeraph'.-. wings,

Now javvnsall de^ulate,"

and through this the boys scrambled, breaking
away the wall beneath, and otherwise injuring

the stonework. The whole place swarmed with
reckless perpetrators of mischief, and no one in

authority to interfere. The mother abbey of

Beaulien, a few miles distant, presented the very
reverse appearance, being under the praiseworthy

and conservative care of the Duke of Buccleugh
and Lord Henry Scott. Why should not Netley
be under like supervision? Who is the owner,

that he cannot secure a more reverent apprecia-

tion of our forefathers' work?
Trusting that this letter may find its way to

the right place for insuring bettor uianagemeut

in the future, we inclose our cards, andsubscribe

ourselves,

—

Three Lo\"ers or Ajkt.

London, 1st October, 1873.

STAINED GLASS, EXETEE CATHEDRAL.
Sir,—While agreeing with Mr. Stuart iloere as to

the principles that should be adopted iu desiguiog
stained-glass generally, and particularly as to the
beauty and suitability of the old decorated glass iu

Exeter Cathedral, I must beg to differ tinm him as to
the truth and faithfulness of the modern copies which
have been executed for him. Far from being sparkling
and gem-like iu effect, my first impression on seeing

them was that an experiment was being tried by the
insertion of oiled paper panels, with tracings of the

old pattern thereon, b'lt findmg, on closer inspection

(by means of a ladder conveniently at hand), that it

really was glass, I was exceedingly disappointed at;

the opportunity lost of restoring, as nearly as possible,

the general effect of the old glazing. The glass, the
painting of which is of very ordinary execution, has
apparently been smudged with a dirty brush, and
then covered with a coat of enamel, in order to give

it an old effect, but with the result of utterly destroy-

ing all hrilliancy and jewel-like effect so admirable in

the old panels.

Mr. Moore is justly severe on modern glass-painting

generally, but there aru many firms of glass-painters

who are honourable exceptions to the rule, and who,
if left to their unbiassed judgment, execute their works
with a religious adherence to the principles Mr. Moore
advocates. The fault that so much b.id glass is now
made lies not with glass-painters as a body, nor with
architects, who are not in oue case in twenty con-

sulted on such matters ; but with patrons who give

the windows, and with those of the clergy who still

cling to the highly-coloured abortions ol the eaily

Gotiiic revival, and the beautifully executed but wrong
in principle "painted blinds " of the .Munich School.

Mr. Moore is particularly sharp on architects' sup-

posed indifference as to stained glass, but your readers

must know that this is quite undeserved, therefore I

need not contradict it. If Mr. Moore's desire as to

restoring the old glazing throughout Exeter Cathedral

is likely to be carried into effect, f hope the authorities

will employ an artist who can really comprehend the

spirit of the old glass now remaining, and not allow

the windows to be tilled with such spititless productions

as those Mr. Moore has caused to be executed.

The east window of the Lady Chapel has lately been

filled with stained glass (I believe by Ciaytcm and
Bell), most beautitully drawn and executed, and, to

my idea, far more in harmony with the principles of

old glazing than the tame reproductions named by

Mi'. Moore.— I am. Sir, ic,

Not .\.s Artist Practising Glass-Paintikg.

SiK.—Knowing that you always take great

interesti in the preservation of our time-honoured

monuments, will you kindly give space iu your

I paper for the insertion of these lines.

PROTECTION OF BUILDINGS FROM LIGHTNING.

Sir,—In reply to Mr. John Faulkner's letter of last

week relating to lightning-conductors fitted to

S. Paul's, I have to state that my .letter of the 22nd

ultimo was not Intended as u tirade of criticisms ; my
purpose was to call the attention of the authorities

to tlie Insecure nature of the conductors applied, and

to warn the public against following so dangerous a

precedent. Having for twenty-five years been practi-

cally associated with the late Sir \Vm. Snow Harris,

who was without doubt the greatest authority we
ever had on the subject of lightning in all its branches,

I may venture to express an opinion which my inti-

mate knowledge of Sir William assures me he would

most certainly have expressed had he been alive, and

from practical experience i can warn your readers

that tke thousands of wire-rone conductors stated to

be In existence by your correspondent will most
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assuredly fall should they ever be tested by a heavy

fall of the electric fluid, but It is to be hoped that

those interested will not allow their property to form

data for future guidance, as so naively suggested by

him.
The various instances quoted by me were very few

to those recorded, where conductors of wire-rope have

proved perfectly inadequate to protect buildings and

shipping property, but any one who will trouble him-

self to read a "pamphlet published by me will find

quite sufficient recorded to convince him. and, in-

deed, your correspondent is only leading his patrons

over ground which has been trodden by our own
Government and by other countries in fitting wire-

rope conductors, which have long since been given up

as useless and quite inadequate to carry off a heavy

discharge. All conductors should be of that substan-

tial nature and material as to outlast the building,

our experience proving to us that in most cases they

are forgotten and not understood when those who
have seen them fixed no longer exist.

The wire-rope conductors as now fitted would then

be in such a state as to be rendered unsafe by the

smallest amount of electric fluid, and would now be

quite Inadequate to carry off such a discharge as

destroyed the church of King's Norton l;;th may,

1850, the parish church of Bulcott in ISUl, or S.

Michael's, at Cork, and many others.

With regard to my examination of the front towers

alluded to, the lateness of the hour prevented me
niakiug such an inspection as I could have wished,

and no doubt my remarlis thereon would have added

a few more practical hints of importance for the u^e

of your correspondent, beyond the iron tanks, old

conductors, &^c., of which, however, from the soreness

which he so evidently shows in his letter to you, I am
somewhat afraid he has accepted as a piece of liberty

on my part; it would further appear as if someone
had already taken advantage of the hint I gave as to

the conductors being likely to be purloined in the

di'ains, if my information is correct.

I must take exception to his remarks as to the in-

completeness of the works, as I did not visit the

Cathedral until I had seen an announcement on the

16th August that they were completed, and the

descriiitiou given could only have emanated from your
correspondent, or some person connected with him, as

none other could have furnished such particulars, now
that we hear they are not finished. In conclusion,

your correspondent has kindly promised to publish at

some future time the details of the work and the re-

sult of his electrical tests, which I shall be much
interested in reading.

The following accident copied from the Daily Xeics

so late as the 15th September last, will give your

readers some idea of the nature and value of such

tests ;

—

" The electric current struck a building near the

Bridgewater Viaduct, Knott Mill, which is used as a

store for the post office telegraphs. The wires con-

nected with the building communicate with a gas-pipe

for the purpose of what is called ' getting earth.'

The current met obstruction and melted the gas-pipe,

causing the gas in the meter to explode. The flames

communicated with tlie office fixtures, and there was
very great danger of the premises being burnt down."
The obstruction alluded to was sufficient for all

necessary electrical tests, but proved dangerously

deficient in its action when tried by lightning ; this is

the Ijind of testing we are promised to take the place

of practical knowledge. I have long since passed by
such partial testing for the more crucial testing as

practised by the late Sir Wm. Snow Harris, an account
of which would be of no interest or practical use to

your readers. Trusting you will excuse this long
letter, which is of necessii^y a tax on your valuable
space,—I am. Sir, &c. T. W. Gray.

34, Camomlie-street,E.C., Oct. 1.

-^-

Juicrcomiuuniatiijii

QUESTIONS.
[3047.]—Tall Detached Chimney for Works

and Ice House.— If any of your readers will give

suggestions for the above or the names of works con-
taining information on the subject, it will oblige.—

A

Beater.

[304S.]— Compensations. — Mr. B. Fletcher, in

Cap. IX. of his paper on tliis subject, points out that
the Metropolitan Board of Works are empowered by
18 and 19 Vic, cap. 1'20, to purchase lands and ease-
ments in and over lands under the provisions of the
Lands Clauses Acts (modified) for sewage purposes,
but that no land or easement can be compulsorily
taken without the written consent of the Secretary of
State, and that a plan must be deposited and public
notice given by advertisement. This is rather mis-
leading, .Woolrych, in his note to Sec. 135, of the first-

quoted act says :
" Under this provision boards and

vestries are empowered to carry their sewer^; through
any lands, &,c., whatsoever, on the sole condition of
making compensation, and they are not compelled to
purchase the land itself or any easement In it, and
the provisions of 150th, 151st and 152nd sections .

. . do not restrict this power." I do not mention
this omission in a critical or fault-finding spirit, but
with a wish to aid by giving information and to render
Mr. Fletcher's paper, which is valuable and practical,

of greater use in its republished foi-m. I hope T^Ir.

Fletcher will answer my previous questions on this

subject, as well as that of "AideTui" in your last

number. One more question :—Is a building owner

liable under the party-wall section of the Building Act

for unavoidable loss and inconvenience caused to the

trade of the tenant of adjoining owner, and for the

lessening of the enjoyment of his house by operations

incident to party structures ? Are these inconveniences

not those of a class to which both owners are liable ?

They having the benefit and profit of a party-wall must

take the corresponding loss and disadvantage.—L.

[3049.]—Black Mortar.—What is the best receipt

for compounding a thoroughly rehable black mortar

which will retain its colour and hardness ? It is re-

quired for forming a neat joint to new fine red brick

facings. What is the jointing of the red brickwork of

the New Midland Railway Hotel ?—L.

[3050.]—Strength of Trussed Girders.—T shall

be glad to know what equally distributed weight a

girder composed of two 12ia. by 4in. Baltic fir fiitches,

and trussed with liin. round iron, is calculated to

sustain with safety ; the distance between supports

being 15ft. Sin. Is there any rule for calculating the

strength of such a girder ?—H. B.

[3051.]—Valuation of Buildings.-Supposing a

building be valued in the first instance at the sum re-

quired to erect it at the present time, what would be

a fair percentage to deduct for depreciation of value

under the following circumstances? 1st. If the build-

ing be in a fair state of repair and tolerably well

arranged as to plan, Lc. ; and 2ndly, if the building

be ill arranged and in a very dilapidated condition ?

I shall be greatly obliged if tome practical reader will

answer the above queries at their earliest convenience.

—T.C.
[3052.]—Strength of Retaining, &c., "Walls.-

I have several formnlaj for calculating the thrust of

earthworks, but none of them satisfy me, as they

are not thoroughly practical. I shall be obliged to any

reader who will give me concise formulae for calculating

the thrust where the height is constant, and also where

it varies. The formula I have are not properly cor-

rected for friction. Also is there any rule for de-

termining the radius of curved wing-walls?—Gus.

[3053.]—Loads on Bridges.—What is the usual

load taken at in England, when designing bridges to

carry streets and highways ?—Gcs.

[30.54.]—Failure of Portland Cement,—Can any

of your readers give me any information as to the

cause of the failure in the Portland cement work that

has been executed this year externally. It is the fault

of the manufacture or in the workmanship ;
if the

latter, the remedy ? If the former, who is responsible

for the reinstatement of the work.—A Sufferer.

[3055.]—The Variation of the Magnetic Point.

—Having been told that the magnetic point of the

compass is not due north in England, I shall feel

obliged if one or more of your readers will give me
information on the subject, and say how many degrees

west, or otherwise, of the needle-pomt is e-ccict dn^
north. Why is this variation, and is the same point

duenorth throughout England ?—t;. Kingdom.
[3056.]—Enriched Stone Work.— I have ob-

served in several instances, particularly in the Church
of S. James the Less, Westminster, a very effective

method of enriching plain stone surfaces by a kind of

mastic inlay, both in black and colour. Will any one
tell me how to specify for this, and give an idea of its

cost, with details of executing it?— A Coustuy
Architect.

[3057.]—"Gothic Feeling."—I shall be glad if

someone of your numerous cori'espondents would kindly

give me a britf definition of '* Gothic feeling," and
tell me wherein it consists. My brother, now serving

his articles with a leading London architect, is In the

habit of talking a great deal about it. and when
characterising or giving his opinion about a building,

or illustration in your paper, invariably exclaims,
' It is devoid of Gothic feeling." From the frequency
of this expression I suppose it an all-important though
somewhat rare element, while both my sisters and 1

wonder whatever it can be.

—

Clericus.

[305S.]—The Wide School System.—Will some
reader of the Building News kindly inform me what
is meant by the term " wide school syst'^m," and also

explain the manner of placing the galleries, desks, Sic,

therein.

—

Gaulois.

[3059.1— Poultry-yard. — Having a large hen-
house and poultry -yard to build, will some reader be

good enough to inform me where I can obtain the best

information concerning the above.

—

Gallin.e.

[3060.]—Preventing Echo In Schools.—Would
you, or any of your numerous correspondents, kindly

inform me through this valuable column, the best

method for deafening, applicable to some large schools?
I would be glad to know the method adopted by the

London Board in their new schools; or any that has
been lately adopted and found offoctual.—D. T.

1 '[3061.] — Finest Site in Europe.— Sir Robert
Peel once said " the finest site in Europe was spoiled

by the ugliest building the imagination of man could

conceive." What was the site and the building he
alluded to ?—Aide-Toi.

[3062.]—Pugin's House.—The first house which
A. W. Pugin built for himself (that near Salisbury), is

stated to be very peculiar iu its arrangement. Will

any correspondent describe the arrangement, with
sketch, if possible, or say where the information maj
be found ?

—

Aide-Toi.

REPLIES.
[3018.]—Strength of Girders and Columns.—

Your correspondent is referred by *' Gus" to " Moles-
worth's Pocket-book'' for strength of columns,
" Hurst's Handbook," which is similar, gives tables of

safe loads for cast-iron columns of external diameters
from 3in. to 12iu. of lengths of 6ft. to 25fE., and
thickness of metal iiu. to l^in-, but practically the
tables for thickness of metal tin. and |in. are value-

less, as it is both difficult and expensive to cast ordinary
columns less than |in. metal. The thin metal cools so

rapidly as to form a cold shut where it meets, and
there is great dfliculty in keeping the core in the
centre.— L.

[3038.J— Size of Chimney.— The size proposed
(9In.) will not be unsafe if the Hues are for ordinary
register grates, but 12in. would be probably better.

9in. should be the minimum, except for specially con-
structed stoves.—L.

[3033 1— Size of Chimney.—" An Old Subscriber"
had better use a 12 inch pipe for his chimney.—Gos.

[3041.]—Cement.—In answer to " A. C. G.," by my
experience I find that Kecue's and Parian cement are

equal in quality, but one has an advantage over the

other, that is to say—if for plain face only, by all

means use Parian, as it is freer in the working, having
to handfloat it up before we can trowel it to a smooth
face ; but for mouldings or skirtings I should recom-

mend Keenc's or Martin's cement. The last two named
is what we call in the trade much fatter for this pur-

pose, and enables us to work the moulded parts up
much sharper and in less time than by having to do it

with Parian.—A Pl.vsterer.

[3042.]—Contract Agreements.—These vary con-

siderably, according tu circumstances an<i various

local customs, as well as in consequence of special pro-

visions being frequently required. No good, but rather
harm, would be caused by printed forms.—L.

[3043.]"Compensations.—In answer to " Aide-toi,"

I should recommend him, in cases where no " schedule"

(by which I suppose he means " form of claim ") is

furnished, to make his claim in the form most nearly
approximating to that I have supplied for the express
purpose of guidance in such cases. As regards his

second question, unquestionably he is rightln charging
commission upon the whole amount of the claim, in-

cludlug the sum set down for compulsory sale. As re-

gards his third point, no doubt his method is the
sliorter, and arrives at the same result ; but I employed
the other as seeming to me to convey a fuller and
clearer explanation of the nature of the calculation

to the minds of the un-practlsed. — Bajsister
Fletcher.

[3044.]—Removing- Whitewash.—Isinglass re-

duced to a consistency sufficiently adhesive to remove
fl;ike3nf whitewash should be used.

—

Mackenzie E. C.

Walcott.

[3045.]— Wrought-iron Girders.—Yes. —L.

[3045.] — Wrought-iron Girders. — Yes. The
angle-irons attachiug web to flanges are considered as

forming part of the flanges.—Gi;s.

[3046.]—Concrete Safe-Room.—In reply to your
correspondent, Thos. Lloyd, respecting a concrete safe-

room, unless he has some special reason for using con-

crete, I should advise a hard brick and cement wall, as

being better against both fire and thieves. Bat this

to be really secure should be further protected by an
iron lining. If Mr. Lloyd would call upon or write to

me at S. Paul's Churchyard. E.C., I shall be happy to

give him all the information I can.—GEORGE H.
Chubb, 57, S. Paul's Churchyard.

STAINED GLASS.

Ahoghill.—Mr. Wailes, of Newcastle, has just

filled the east window of Ahoghill parish church with
stained glass, as a memorial of the ministry of the

Rev. Dr. Lee.

Farnworth.—The east window of the new chancel

of the parish church of Farnworth-with-Kersley is

about to be filled with stained glass by Messrs. Clayton

and Bell, of London. The ea^t window of the north

chancel aisle has already been filled with stained glass

by Messrs. Lavers and Barraud.

LuDFORD.—The east window of Ludford church,

Lincolnshire, has just been filled with stained glass by
Messrs. Hardman, of Birmingham, in memory of the
late W. B. Hastings, M.A., the late rector of the pariah.

The cost was .t200.

Reading.—On the feast of S. Michael and All An-
gels, a new painted window was dedicated to the
memory of Bishop Wilberforce, in the south aisle of

S. Mary's Cliurch, Reading. Clayton and Bell are the
artists. The subjects are Our Lord's Words to the

Disciples of S. John the Baptist, and illustratlohs of

four of the Parables.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

Michael Asgei.o.—A monument to Mlchnol Angelo
is to be erected at Florence. It will consist of a group
In bronze cast from works by the master himself. In

the centre will be placed the David, and at the four
anglestheCri'puscule, Aurora, Day, and Night, from the
sacristy of S. Lorenso. The four last statues are

already cast.
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WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY MATTERS.

BOLTOX.— At a moetliig of the Wiiterwiirks Com-

mittee of the Bolton Corporation on the 19th ult., the

tender of Messrs. PolliU for the construction of a

culvert required at Three Nook Shay was accepted,

conditionally upon their signing an agreeuieut to

execute the wort accirding to the sections for the same

as prepared by the engineer. It was resolved that a

aub-commlttee be appointed to consider and report to

the Committee whether the acquisition of the South

Lancashire Waterworks undertaking by Ihc Corpor-

ation Is desirable, and the terms upon which the same

may be acquired. Communications from the solicitors

to Fogg's Trustees, relative to mines under and near

the Wayoh reservoir, were referred to the Chairman

of the Committee.

Hosir.-M.iDE Chlokide ok Lime—Professor Nash

gives the following directions for making this very

useful disinfectant and fertiliser : Take one barrel of

lime and one bushel of salt ; dissolve the salt In as

little water as will dissolve the whole ; .slake the lime

with the water, putting on more water than will dry ;

slake It so much that It will form a very thick paste ;

this will not take .all the water; put on, therefore, a

Httle of the remainder dally until the lime has taken

the whole. The result will be a sor'. of Impure chloride

of lime, but a very powerful deodoriser, equally good

for all out-door purposes with the article bought under

that name at the apothecary's, and costing not one-

.wentleth part as much. This should be kept under a

shed or some out-bnlldlng. It should be kept moist,

and It may be applied whenever offensive <idours aie

generated, with the assurance that it will be effective

to purify the air, and will add to the value of

manure much more than It costs.

LEEDS.- On Tuesday, at a meeting of the Leeds

Town C'auncll, Alderman Joy moved a series of reso-

lutions authorising Parllamcntai-y powers to be ac-

quired for borrowing £200,000 to complete the LIndley

Wood, SwlnsEy, and Fowston reservoirs, SiC., and also

for borrowing £100,000 to meet the extensions and

improvements during the next twenty years. He said

the powers originally obtained to borrow £600,000

were almost exhausted, and before the end of the year

there would hardly be a sixjienee left. The origi-

nal estimate for the Washburn suiply scheme was
.'£410,000, and £4'28,157 had already been paid. The
re isons were that t^o aoin. mains had been provided

instead of one, at au added expense of £*22.000. The
cost of land .and easements had been ,£40,000 more
than was calculated upon, and there had also been a

greatly increased expense In consequence of the faulty

nature of the ground. To complete the three reser-

voli-3 no less a sum than .£-2'20,000 more would be

required, and It was expected that the old plant

would sell for about £20,000. After some discussion

the motion was carried.

litVEnpooL W.\TEii Supply.— The Liverpool Mcr-

curii says that whilst, as compared with last year,

there is a decrease In the quantity of water in store at

.llivingtonof something like 1,136 million gallt)ns, there

'is .an Increase in the distribution to the public of nearly

nine million gallons a week. From this It would ap-

pear that as the population Increases the resources of

llivlngton will be un.ablo to provide for " the good old

town" an adequate supply of water— that great neces-

sity of life and cleanliness. The Water Committee,
perceiving the necessity that must soon arise for an
increase in the supply, have turned their attention to

various districts from which good water could be ob-

tained. Windermei-e seems at present to be considered

the most desirable and convenient place from which
iiny great quantity could be procured ; but as the

w Iter could not flow to Liverpool by its own gravit-

ation, one pumping station would be necessary. How-
ever, the plans are not yet fully developed.

W^.uiEH.\M.—The Local Government Board have
announced to the town clerk of Wareham their inten-

tion to send down one of their inspectors, for the pur-
pose of making a local Inquiry, before they decide

Mi on a petition which has been sent to them praying
that a certain portion of the old borough may be

*.'xcluded from the operation of the Local Government
Alt, 1858.

Warwick. — The committee appointed for this

puipose have reported in favour of inci'easing the
supply of water to this town. 'I'lie plans, which liave

been prepared with great care bv Mr. Edward
Prilchard, the borough engineer and surveyor, and
•which involve an expenditure of .£10,000, will be
adopted and acted on.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Thk Baldaccuino Case.—The ooncluslon to the

pleadings in the case of " The Vicar and Churchwar-

dens of S. Barnabas v. Bowron " has been filed In the

Consistory Court of London, and time has been allowed

to lodge afhdavits on the application for a faculty or

licence"to erect a baliftttrliinu In the parish church.

Two questions will have to bo discussed bo/oro Dr.

Tristram, the Chancellor of the diocese—whether the

erection of a hatdnj'ckUio or canopy over the Commn-
nlon-t.abfein the Church of England Is legal, and whe.

iher In this case it sliould be permitted, as Mr. Bowron
and other parlsliloners contend that such an ornament

Is opposed to the religious feelings and convictions of

a large number of the Inhabitants. The pleadings

were concluded in the presence of the proctors on both

sides, and alter the documentary evidence has been

completed the case will proceed to be heard.

NEW PATENTED INVENTIONS CONNECTED
WITH THE BUILDING TRADES.

(iiir dBjlitc ©able.

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.
ECCLESIIALL PEUMAN'ENT BENEI'IT BlrlLDISr.

SociETV.—The annual meeting of this society was
held on Wednesday week. The report sliowed that
the society was In a very prosperous state ; Interest at

the rate of & per cent, was paid to the investing
members.

Steeple .\sto>'.— .\ combined quarterly and genera!
meeting of the Deddlngton. Heyfi>rd, ami Aston Benefit
Building Society was held on Wednesday fortnight.
The following Is the rtiult of the yearly Investigation
of accounts on July 31 :—As.sets : Value of 28 securi-
ties per redemption table, .£2,S8:i. 14s. l id. ; arrears of

flnartci-aae, £3.8d.; in the soliciior's hand.£l 1. Us. 2d.;

total, £'2,9:)8. 14s. Id. Liabilities: Duo to 6 debenture
holders. £1,0'.10; ditto to 40 Investing members,
£7.-i6. Us. .Id. ; ditto to the bankers, £2. is.; total,

£1,788. 128. Cd.

808. J. Boes, London, " Method of and apparatus for

consuming smoke, economising fuel, and preventing

smoke in chimneys."—Dated 6th Mai'ch, 187.S.

First, there will be no smoke, in conseqiienco of its

being consumed; Secondly, there w-ill be a great

economy of fuel; Thirdly, a concenti-atlon of immense
heat aiound the earth ; Fourthly, as the chimney will

not become foul, it would be impossible for it to catch

fire.

812. W. and J. Englakd, Pontefraet, Harrogate,

Yorkshire, " Fuel econumiscrs."—Dated Cth March,

187;i.

Fire clay moulded and perforated and burned as fire

brick. The prepared forms are placed in grate with

holes In vertical position.

829. E. L. H. JOBEltT, London, " Construction of

stoves, and in apparatus connected therewith for

cccmomlsing fuel."— Dated 7th March, 18711.

This consists in causing the ordlnai-y chamber In

which a stove is fitted to be occupied by a concave

shell, leaving a space bewteen the shell and the back

brickwoik. The shell Is turned up towards the front

where it terminates at or above tlie level of the

floor. A grating is fitted upon Its edge. There is a

chamber under the lower part of the shell, and the

latter is perforated for the admission of air into the

said chamber, so that the air which passes through the

perforations Into the chamber, thereby forming the

draught by which the combustion is insured.

833. J. Gratrix, Lancashire, " Fli-e-grates."—Dated
8th March, 187:1.

The novelty of this Invention consists in the mean
used for obtaining a groat amount of heat (foi-merly

wasted) and diffusing the same to any part of a build-

ing or room, thereby requiring less fire for heating a

room or building. It is likewise simple and ea.sy of

application.

849. H. De.\s, Warwickshire, " Trap for preventing
the ingress of sewer-gas into houses and other build-

ings."—Dated loth Marc'.., 1873.

This invention relates to certain improvements in the
construction of traps for preventing tlie Ingress of

sewer-gas into dwelling-houses or buildings, the com-
ponent parts thereof being so arranged as to form a
double trap (which he designates " the improved
double stench and silth trap"), so that when i>Iaced

in a drain outside the house. If the gas forces its way
from the sewer through the first trap it will find

egress through a grating provided on tlie surface. In-

stead of further forcing its way through the second
trap into the liouse. The traps are also so arranged as

to facilitate the removal of slUh and other solid matter,
which, if allowed to accumulate, would eventually stop
up the trap and prevent Its proper working.

859. H.C.Lawton, London," Fireplaces and flues."

—

Dated loth March, 1873.

This Invention has for its object Improved arrange-
ments of fireplaces and flues for heating and ventilat-

ing rooms and buildings, whereby fuel is greatly eco-
nomised. For this purpose the fine above an ordinary
fireplace is caused to take a winding, zigzag, serpen-
tine, or circuitous route within the chimney-breast or
walls of the room or building to be heated thereby,
sucli circuitous flue leading into a vertical or ordinary
flue near the ceiling of the room or building, wlilch

Hue or chimney conducts the smoke and gases away
tlirough the roof Into the outer atmosphere. The
fireplace is so arranged that it can be used as a close

stove to consume the fuel wifh a quick draught when
the fire is first lighted, and by tlds means impart a

great heat to the brickwork or other materials form-
ing the circuitous flue which absorlts nearly all the
heat generated by the combustion of the fuel, thus
forming a reservoir by wliieli the heat is stored up
when the draught is cut off, and from whicli the room
or building is supplied with heat for a considerable

time. Dampers are so arranged as to cut off the
dranglit from the fire through the circuitous flues, tiie

draughc, by opening a damper, being tlien allowed to

pass direct into an ordinary Rue or chimney above the
fireplace, wlilch can then be used as an (U'dlnary o]ieu

fire-grate, thus nfforillng the cheerful apjjearance of

an open fire when de^l^ed, Flues for the admis.sitin of

warm air into the room or building are s() arranged
in combination with the circuitous flues as to warm
the air in its passage from the outer atmospliere
through such flues before it enters the room or build-

ing. The circuitous flues are so arranged as to be
readily cleaned when required.

The Glassow Joiners' Bkotiierlv Sixietv.

—The formation of the Glasgow Journeymen
Joiners' Society (says an Edinburgh paper) dates

frorn"^ho year 1815. Unlike its larger brother,

" The Associated Carpent'TS and Joiner.s of

Peotlaad," the -Brotherly Society is purely a

friendly one, it3 benefits being sick, superannu-

ation, and funeral expenses. From the fifty-

eighth yearly balance-sheet, which has just been

issued, it appears that the Soci"ty has been doing

a vast amount of good in a quiet way amongst its

members, and is at present in a very prosperous

condition. There is at the credit ol the Society

in ihe City of Glasgow Bank the sum of

£2G.5. 8s. ;id., and £500 lent to the Glasgow

Market Trust at 5 per cent, interest, .together

with the sum of £S. 8s. 2d. in the custody of the

Treasurer, making a totjl gain in excess of last

year's transactions to the amount of X-tO. 10s.

During the year there has been paid as siek

aliment £91. 10s. 4d. The quarterly meeting of

the Society, for the eleetion of officers, took place

last week. Mr. Charles A. Forsyth was elected

Secretary; Mr. Matthew Henderson, President;

Mr. John Allan, Treasurer; and Messrs. Elder,

Thomson, and Rogers, Auditors.

Proposed Restoration of the Convent of

S. Francesco at Assissi.—The famous convent

of S. Francesco at Assissi, which contains quite a

museum of early Italian niui'.al painting, is, it

is stated, about to be carefully restored, under the

direction of Signor Cavalcasello. All the altars

and other woodn-ork, which conceal many portions

of the important frescoes of the fourteenth and

fifteenth centuries, will, it is under.stood, be re-

moved. We hear also, but with some alarm

—

for the danger of such an operation is alw.ays

great, and the wisdom of attempting it very

questionable—that the frescoes themselves are to

be restored and *' refreshed."

Ijiprovements at Sheffield —At a meeting

of the Town Council of SholHeld on Wednesday
week, a comprehensive scheme of street improve-

ments was under discussion. It is proposed to

make new streets in various parts of the town,

and to widen the princip.il centi-al streets. The

outlay originally retiuired will probably bo some-

thing like .£2,000,000, but it is estimated that the

sum which the ratepayers will have to pay will

not be more th.an £350,000. Towards this sum
the Town Trustees, who are the owners of a great

deal ot property in Sheffield, have promised to

give upwards of £10,000. The centr.al streets

are very narrow, and ill adapted for the traffic of

a largo town, and the proposed improvements are

i;enerally looked upon as a great boon. The

Council were unable to pass all the suggested

improvements, and the meeting was adjourned

for a week. The princip:tl schemes wore, how-

ever, adopted.

Opening of Wandsworth Bridge. — Last

week, the new bridge across the Thames at

Wandsworth was opened. The bridge h.as been

constructed by Messrs. De Bergue and Co., under

the superintendence of their engineer, Mr.

I\Iallalieu, from the designs of Mr. J. H. I'olm^.

The bridge consists of five spans, three of which

measure 133ft. 4in. each, and the other two

113ft. 6in. each. The river piers are largo iron

cylinders, 7ift, in diameter, lined with conoroto.

Over the metal girders is a timber decking, on

which a M.acadamised roadway, ISft. broad, has

been laid, and a footw.ay of lift, at either side.

The .approaches to the bridge, which form no

small portion of the undertaking, are constructed

by Messrs. Bull and Son, of Southampton. The

opening of this bridge will prove of service to

the people of Wandsworth and the disti'icts iu that

neighbourhood, as it will place them in immediate

connection with the metropolis, which before

could only be reached by Battersea or Putney

Bridges.

Street L.imps in Paddisgton.—The Padding-

ton Vestry have decided that the supply of gas to

street lamps in that parish shall be regulated by

meter, and to attain that object au application

was lately made to the gas reforeos, under

section 48 of the Imperi.al Gas Act, 180!), to

prescribe and certify the mode of ascertaining the

quantity of gas consumed by the public himps.

The referees prescribe that the meters, which are

to be enclosed in water-tight iron boxes, shall be

of the most improved construction, and made by

makers of acknowledged reputation, and shall be
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-.'t into the ground at tbe foot of the lumps

olumn. A meter is to bo attached to every

twelfth public lamp, and the avorago consumption

of the lumps to which meters are attached shall

be taken to represent the average consumption

of each public lamp. The lampa are to be fitted

• with burners and governors of a precisely similar

'character, and those, as well as the meters^-are to

bo tested and put in repair if necessary, or oftener

if the company wish to do so, a.t their own ex-

pense. The arrangements for lighting and ex-

tinguishinL' are left to the parties to settle

amongst themselves; but tbo referees recom-

mend that the actual care of all the appurtenances

should be vested by arrangement in the gas com-
pany, subject to inspection on behalf of the parish.

Tho register is to bo read and recorded by two

ofHcers going round together on behuU of the

parish and tho gas company.

A REMtSlSCEN'CE OF KUSIUN's CHILDHOOD.

—

3Ir. Raskin still continues to publish his "Letters

to the Workmen and Labourers of Great Britain."

His thirty-third communication, published last

week ('• printed for tho author'*) has nn interest-

ing bit of autobiography. '* You know" (says

Mr. Ruskin, addressing his supposed audience of

working men) "that people sometimes call mo a

good writer : others like to hear me speak. I

seldom mis-spell or mis-pronounco a word
grossly ; and can gonerally say what I want to

say. Well, my own impression about this powor.

such as it may bo, is that it; was not born with

mo, or gradually gained by my own study. It is

only by deliberate effort that I recall the long

imornin.: hours of toil, as regular as sunrise

—

toil on both sides equal—by which, year after

year, iny mother forced me to learn all the S -otch

paraphrases by heart, and ever so many chapters

of tho Bible besides (the eighth of 1st Kings
being one ; try it, good reader, in a leisure hour !),

allowing not so much as a syllable to be missed or

misplaced ; while every sentence was required
to be said over and over again, till she was satis-

with the accent of it. I recollect a struggle

between us of about three weeks, concerning the

accent of the ' of ' in tho lines :

—

•Shall any fnllnwing Sprio-' revive
Tlieasliea of the uru?'

I insisting, partly in childish obstinaney, and
partly in true instinct for rhythm (being wholly
careless on tho subject both of urns and their

contents), in reciting it, ' Tbe ashes of the urn.'

It was not, I say, till after three weeks' labour
that my mother got tho accent laid upon the
-ashes, to her mind. But had it taken three years,

sho would have done it, having once undertaken
•to do it. And assuredly, had she not done it, I

had been simply an avaricious picture-collector,

or perhaps even a more avaracious money-
collector, to this day ; and had sho done it

•:prongly, no after-study would ever have enabled
me to read as much as a single Huh of verae."

Peusiaxent Whitewash for Stables.—Take
half a bushel of freshly burned lime, slake it

with boiling water; cover it during the process,

to keep in the steam. Strain tho liquid through
a fine sieve, and add to it 71b. of salt, previously
"well dissolved iu warm water; 31b. of ground
rice, boiled to a tl.in paste, and stirred in boiling-

hot, ilb. of powdered Spanish whiting, and lib.

of clean glue, which has been previously dissolved

by soaking it well and thm hanging it over a

slow fire, in a small kettlo within a large one
filled with water. Add five gallons of hot water
to the mixture, still it well, and let it stand a

few days covered from dirt. It must bo put on
-quite hot. For this purpose it can be kept on a
portable furnace. About a pint of this mixture
will cover a square yard.

The Ciiuncu Coxgre.ss at Bath.—The build-

ing which it has been found necessary to erect

in Bath for the holding of the Church Congress
of 1873 is Do\\ completed. It is built entirely of

wood, and is a li^ht and commodious structure.

The building is I40ft. long by itOft. wide, and 40ft.

"high. Tho roof of the struciuro is in a single

span. There is sitting accommodation for

2,5U0 persons, at.d the platform will seat 250.

The building is well lighted and ventilated, and
there are throQ entrances on the west side and
two on the sou h. On the latter side is tho plat-

form, opposito which is the gallery. The sectional

meetings will bo held in the Assembly-room?.
The proceedings will commence on Tuesday
morning, and conclude on Friday night. On
Saturday, tho llth inst., tho foundation-stone of

the now chancel to S. Mary's parish church will

be laid.

The Nationai> Gallerv Flooring.—Corre-

spondence laid. before the Hoa>;e of Commons in

July shows that Mr. E; M. Barry applied to the

First Commissioner of Works to sanction the

adoption of incombustiblo floors at the new
National Gallery. Mr. Barry's recommendati on

was supported by Mr. Redgrave, R.A., who says

that tiles or mosaics are far preferable to wood for

such a purpose, and also by Major Festing. R.E.,

and by Mr. H. Cole. The trustees and director of

the National Gallery stated that though they

would prefer the use of oak they left the question

of material to the decisitpn of the First Com-
missioner. A corrected return recently issued

states that the floors themselves are not to be of

wood, but solid fire-proof structures of iron and

brick covered with concrete, and an oak flo iring

ovor all—thus, iron girders. brick arches, and con-

crete, the only wood being tho oak flooring on tho

top ; at least this is tbe construction on the ground

floor, but for tho sake of lightness and economy

of apace in tho Gallery floor, Dennett's fire-proof

arching will bo used instead of brick.

Mr, Hexrt BR'Girr, a Suffolk artist of somo

c insiderable repute, died at Ipswich on Sunday
last. He was a cootomporary of Crome, Cotman,

tito elder Ladbrooke, Stark, Vincent, and others

of the Norwich school of artists. Ho was put to

his father's business of a druggist, but this being

distasteful to him, ho left it and came to London,

where he soon became intimate with David Cox,

Samuel Prout, and other kindred spirits of the

water-colour school. On one of his Continental

trips he madn the acquaintance of J. M. W. Turner,

an acquaintance which ripened into friendship

and lasted till death. Mr. Bright was born in

1814, at Saxmundham.

Fires.—Messrs. Merryweather and Co. write to

the Times advising, for tho prevention of fires, tho

adoption by plumbers of a lead burning machine,

which is an apparatus that joins lead edge to edge

by means of a gas jet, produced from sulphuric

acid and zinc. There is no fire-pot used, neither

is there any so'der. In addition to tho security

against fire, a great saving is eflfected, for, while

solder is at least 112s per cwt.. lead is only 253.

per cwt., and of the latter there is not one-third

used to make a joint as with solder. The lead

burning or autogenous process is largely adopted

in sulphuric acid and chemical works, candio

factories, &c., where solder joints will not last.

They offer to show tho apparatus to any one

interested.

CHIPS.

The first meeting of the Society of Engineers

for Session 1H73-4 will be held on Monday next.

October 6th. in the Society's Hall, G, Westminster-
chambers, Victoria-street. A paper will be read on
" Recent improvements in Pumping Engines for

Mines," by Mr. Henry Davey. Chair will be taken
at half-past seven.

On Sunday last the Old West Church, Greenock,
was re-opened, after restoration and the addition of

a new gallery.

Mr. Silas Rice, for fifteen years the respei'ted

head master of the Sfoke-upon-Trent School of Art,

died on Saturday week of chronic bronchitis, at

the age of 53 years.

We regret lo record the death of Mr. Robert
Edgar, architect, of London, and formerly of Sfoke.

Mr. Edgar will be best remembered as the architect

of the Wedgwood Institute at Buvslem. On leaving

Stoke some years since, he entered the service of

Sir Gilbert Scott, R.A., and we believe we are cor-

rec^t in staing that the New Foreign and India

Offices at Whitehall were finished under his super-

iutendence. He died on Thursday week at a com-
paratively early age, and leaves a widow and six

children.

The Glasgow Sewage Committee have reported

to the Town Council that, after all their experi-

ments, they cannot recommend any plun for the
purification of the Clyde, so they suggest that a

Royal Commission should be applied for in order

to ohtain the evidence of some eminent authorities.

The restoration of the windows and other por-
tions of the ancient castle-wall at Windsor, be-

tween Julius CiBsar Tower and the guard-room, \h

being carried out under the supervision of Mr. S.

Scott, architect. The style of the work is early
English.
Turnpikes are getting fewer year by year, but we

nre as yet far from being rid of them. The Local
Government Board have issued a return for 1871,

showing 758 turnpike trusts in England and Wales,
with an income amounting to Jd.s30,748. The ex-

penditure was still larger. At the end of the year
the amount of debt exceeded "I'lh millions sterling,

besides £307,000 unpaid interest. Cut the trea-

surers had balances in hand exceeding i^220,000 in

the aggregate.

At Eramhope, Yorks handsome school buildings
have been erected. The elevation is Elizabethan
in style, with a porch and bell-turret.

On Monday, the foundation-stone of a new
church, to cost about £7,000, was laid at Wigan.
The building is to be in the Gothic style, from
designs by Mr. Street.

The Luton Local Board of Health proposes to

purchase the water company's works, and to take
the water supply into its own hands.
The new buildings of Owens College, Man-

chester, of which Mr. Waterhouse is the architect,
will be opened some time this month.

A correspondent of the Academy of Sciences of
Paris has communicated the following process for

preserving wooden posts, A-c. ; it consists simply
of paintingthe wood with boiled linseed-oil, brou;;ht
to the consistence of ordinary colour by admixture
with powdered charcoal. Wood thus prepared, he
says, has remained seven years in the ground with-
out the slightest alteration ; the only precaution
necessary is to take eare that the wood employed
is thoroughly dry before being painted.

The famous onyx vase, called the vase of

Mantole, has at last been found in the treasure-
chest of the late Duke of Brunswick. It was
inclosed in another vase of gilt metal.
Colonel Charles Pasley, Pk..E., has been appointed

Director ot Engineering and Architectural Works
under the Admiralty, in the vacancy caused by the
resifination of Colonel Sir A. Clarke.

Professor Cameron is to deliver a course of

twelve lectures on " SaniUiry Science " in the
Theatre of the Dublin Exhibition, commencing on
Tuesday next, and continued on every succeeding
Tuesday and Friday until the completion of the
course.

It is imderstood that the immense building being
erected on the sites of Kensington House and
Colby House is intended as a residence for the Duke
of Edinburgh and his bride.

S. Paul's is to hdve a series of miisiral bells if the
needful funds can be obtained, of which, saj's the
City Press, there is a prospect.

At a meeting of the Gloucester and Berkeley
Canal Company it has been decided to purchase the
Worcester and Birmingham Canal, which originally

cost £600,000, for £G0,000 !

Two years ago the Comtesse de Caen bequeathed
to the Institut de France a number of ohjet.f

(Vart, for the most part of great value, and, as a
whole, forming an important collection. The
Institut has decided to appropriate the western
pavilion of the Palais Mazarin to the reception of

this collection, and the new museum will shortly be
opened.
Mr. Stephen Thompson is preparing for publica-

tion a series of photographs of the more important
works of art comprised in the Castellani Collection,

acquired by the British Museum.
Lieutenant Conderhas forwarded to the Commit-

tee of the Palestine Exploration Fund a report pre-

sentingthe exactstate of the ruin-s of Baalbec, and
indicating by exact measui'ements and other parti-

culars the imminent peril in which some of the
finest sculptured portions now are.

At the recent meeting of the Manchester and
Liverpool Agricultural Society at Ches'er, a silver

medal was awarded to Messrs. F. W. Reynolds it

Co.. of Southwaik-street, for hand-power ma-
chinery.

uk SlciDS.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
HuDDERsriELD.—On Thursday week a meeting of

joiners and carpenters was lielJ at Hudder&dclil, for

ilie purpose of electing the worklug men's section of

the Board of Arbitration. Complaints having been
made with regard to a master joiner ia the town
allowing piece-work on his premises, the men strongly

condemned the practice, and leferred the question back

to the Board of Arbitration, who had refused to deal

with it. The meeting considered the ndvisabiUty of

asking for an advance of wages. They are at present

earning an average wage of 27s. per wctk, but they

consider they ought to have aa advance of (Js. iJd. per

week; and after much discussion, they resolved to

give six months' notice (to expire on April 1, 1874) for

an advance of IM. per hour, 50 hours to the week.

THE TISIBER TRADE.

The following is a price current for the week :
—

Per 120 12ft, li by lliu.

£ s. d. £ s. d.

Soderhamn, 3rd yellow l^ln. H
Un. 10 ir. to 11 I)

4th „ 2ln. 12 ir.

,. 1st & 2nd „ 21n. 13 15

2iin. 15

Sundswall 3rd „ 2 x yin. 13 15

„ 3 X iiln. 14 5

„ ., 3 X Tin. 13

., 3 X Sin. 13

„ „ 3 X yui. 14 5
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Sundswall 4th yellow 4In.

231n.

„ „ ,. 2in.

Swartwlck 1st & 2nd yel. Sin.

Quebec piiie,lstbrt. 12ft. wide

„ „ 12ft. Sin X llln.

„ ., 10ft. to 13ft. Sin.

„ „ Oft. to 12ft. 21n.

„ „ 6ft. to Sft. 2in.

„ „ IstBoated 12ft w.

„ „ 12ft. 3x 11

„ „ 12ft. 3x7
„2nd bright 12ft. 3 x 11

„ 10ft. „

„ lift. „
lift. 3x9

Second dry floated

—

12ft. by 3ft. llln.

10ft. Bin.

Third bright 12ft., 3 by H
12ft., 3 by 9

„ 13ft. 3 byll
„• Olt. 3in.

Gcfle 1st & 2nd ycl., 3 by 11

3 by 9

3 by S

2i by 8

a by 7

„ 2 by 6

2 by 7

3rd 3 by 11

4 by 9

4 by U
3 by 9

„ 2i by 7

3 by 8

3 by 7

2 by 7

2i by 8

2 by t>

4th 4 by 9

3 by 11

. „ 3 by 9

H by 7

n by 9

„ 2 by 7

£ s. d.

12 10 to

11 ir,

11 />

15 10

27 .5

27
22

22 5

1.5

20
23 10
20 15

17 1.5

18 6

10 5

16

16 U
10 15

13

12
12 10
11 15

14 10
14 10
12 10

12
12
11

12

14

6

14 15

14 10
14
13
11 13

13

11 5

11 5

11

14

13
12 16

12 10
12
10 15

Mesane 1st yellow 3 by 11 14

Uleaboi g 1st and 2 Dd yellow—
4 by 9 14

„ >» 3 byll 13 10

,, „ 3 by 9 13 6

„ » 2iby7 12 15

„ 3 by 7 12 10
Hudikswall 1st yel . 4 by 9 14 15

,, 3 by 9 14 6
2nd „ 2i by 9 13 10

„ 3 by 9 13 15

>» ,, 2 by 9 13 15

„ „ 2 by 7 12 5

)> „ 3 by 8 12

ft 3nd „ 2 by 9 13 10

„ ,, 3 by 11 11 15

„ ,, 3 by 7 11 10

„ „ 3 by 8 12 10

)» 4th „ 3 by 12 11 10

» „ 2iby9 11 15
Escoumaina 2nd bright pine-

13ft., 3 by 11 15

J, ,, lOlt. 3ln. 13
Soderhamn 1st & 2nd white-

3 by 9 12

„ ,, ., 4 by » 12 5

,, 3rd „ 3 by 9 12

„ ,, „ 3 by 8 11

„ „ 2 by 7 10 10

„ 4 th „ 3 by 9 11 5
S.Petersburg 1st ycI. 3 by 9 14

ends 12

,
1 St white 3 by 1

1

13 5

, 2iby 7 11 6

Pensacol.i pitch pine , 13 10
St. Mai y's 14 10
Hernosand 1st & 2nd yellow . 13 10

» 3rd
)) 12 10

4th ,, 11 10

Norrkoping 1st & 2nd 3x9 11

Skellefted 1st & 2nd 24 x 7 1110
Magdalen River Ist bright

pine . . 13 to 15ft. 23 10
Magdalen River let bright

pine . . 9 to 13tt. 20
Tlnsimi 3rd yellow 2i x 7 12 15
Danzig niillsawn yellow . 12 10
lluiiikswiili 4lh yellow . . 11 5

Archangel 1st yellow 2j x 9 15

,, „ 24 X 7 14
Bjorneborg 1st „ 3 x 7 12
Abo 1st 4: 2nd „ S x 9 13

„ 3rd „ 3 X 9 12 15
Nyvok 3rd white 3x7 11
Nyham 3rd „ 3 x 9 11 10

£ s. d.

14 10
15

11 15

27 10

2:1 5

22 10

11;

20 10

10 10

10 5

17

16 5

12 10

11 10

15

15

14

14

Flooring Boards, per Square.

Fredrickshald 1st yellow

Chrlstianla
"

Dram „
>. 2nd
„ 1st white

Fredrlckstad 1st yellow

lln. 14

i\D. 12

lln.

lln.

irn.

iln.

{In.

5

5

15

14 10

12
11 15

11 15

12

9

6

13 6

8 3

12 G

Beaded, Tongued and (irooved.

13

13 10

M
16

13

12

8.

to 15

.. 14

8 6

Jin. 11Petersburg 1 st yellow
Wyburg „ „ Jin. :

Per 120 12ft. 2J by 6J.

Drammen 2nd white
ith „

,, 3rd yellow
2nd

£.
9 10
8 15

10

10 10

Per 12'j 12ft. 3 by 9.

.«. s.

Christlania 1st white . . 20 5

£. s.

9 13

10 10

£. s.

20 10

The followhig are the quotations for fancy woods;-

Per superficial foot.

d.
Honduras mahogany (cargo average) . 6j to :

Mexican
,, „ . 0" „ '

Tobasco
Cuba
St. Domingo

Cuba cedar
Pencil „
Italian walnut
Canadian

St. Domingo satinwood
Bahama „
Rio Rosewood
Bahia

curls

Per ton.

£.
15

14

12

7

Si

4i
44
45

12
10
24
6

5
5

£.
18
10
20
18

Prcdrlckstad 1st white
d.

ill. 10 c

ASHTON Si GREES,
Sliit.^, Iron, and Marble MerchautB, jvud Quarry Ageuts.—TloolinR

plates—Bangor, Blue. Red, or Green, Bhio Portuiadue and Wllitland
Abbey Green, the New " Permanent" Green (weight tho Bamc as
Bangor, and uniformity of cleavaf'O eenalt.

Prices on Wimrf in London.
24 by 12 22 by 12 20bvlO 18 by 10 ISbrS
377fl. Gd. 332s. 6d. 257s". I!d. 21.',s. 132s. 6d.
IGbyll) 16 by 8 14 bv 10 14 by 8 12 by 8
192s. 6d. 1459. 1703 ll7fi. 6d. 678. 6d.

Per m of 1,200 Slat«s. Marble and Enamelled Slate Chimney
Pieces, Inscription Tablets, &o. .Stoves. Ran(»es, and Builders'
Ironmongery. A, i G.'s Special lied Ridge Tiles. Large Show of

all Goods at 14 and 15, Bui-y-street, S. Mary Axe, London, E.G.
Drawings and Prices upon application. nccomp.^nying trade card.

TENDERS.
Esses.—For a cottage in Rush Ureen-road, Romford,

for Mr. A, Elves. Messrs. T. and W. Stone, architect^.

Langraead £420
Oipin 390
Christoffer Bros 374
Hinds (accepted) 349

Great Malvern.—For new entrance-gates, piers, &c.,
to the Cemetery. Messrs. Haddon Bro-',, architects

Everal £221 10
Inwood 210 U
Porter "07
Osborne 190

Great Malvern.—For enlarging and improving the
Countess of Huntingdon's l-'ree (Jhurch. Messrs. Haddon
Bros., architect.

First Setiion— West End Onlij.

Smart £1,274
Kveial 1.273
Porter 1,205 C-

t,had\viok 1,130

GniLDFORD.—For a pair of labourers' cottages ou the
Stoke Hill estate Mr. Henry Peak, architect.

Fearce and Clark £339
T.andJ. Loe '269

Mason (accepted) 260

GuiLnFOKD.—For two cottages on the Down Place
estate Mr. Henry Peak, architect.

Nye £500
Goddard and Son 482
Mason 308
Slrudwick (accepted) 362 15

Herefordshire.—For puUiog down old and building
new Schools for 132 children at Ivingtun. Messrs. Haddon
Bros-, architects.

PiigeandSon £71')

Davies 031
[Smith 594
Gritaths 6JU

London.—For rebuilding premises, 4-'{, Bow-lane. E C ,

for Mr. W. Vivian. Mr. Thos. Chamberlain, architect.

Quantities by Mr. S. B. Wilson.
Myers and Sons £2,3CI7

Hawtrey and Sons '2,090

Brass 2,025 U
Gammon imd Sons y,01o

Fish 1,972

Moiter l,sS7 1)

Hill and Sons 1.S19

Patrick and Son 1,639

London.— For building Four Houses with shcps, in

Sandys-row, Spitalflells. for the Jew's Free schools. Mr.
Thos. Chamberlam, arcliitect. Quantit es by Mr. S. B.

Wilson.
Myers and Sons £2.99.')

Patrick and Sun 2,080

Fish 2,657

Ashby and Sons 2,fti9

Morter 2,129

Brass 2,013

Kiddle and Son 2,001

Pritchard 2,658

London.—For shops and officefi in Queen-street, E.C
,

for Messrs. M. and S. Hyaiii. Mr. l hos. Cbambeilain,
architect. Quantities by Mr. S. B. Wilson.

Myers and Sous £10,905
Patrick and Son 10,374

Holland and Hannen 10,195

Lucas Bros lo.o.so

Hill and Sons 9,919

Fish 9,S(iO

Trollope and Sons 9,72J

Pritchaid 9,179

Morter 9,l'.'3

BraiS 9,080 9

2.fS2

2,0.i6 n
.1,030

LONDOK.- For rebuilding 35. Great Eussoli-stroet. for
Mr Cutler. Mr. Finch Hill, architect. Quantities by Mr.
S. B. Wilson.

MyersandSons £-XlS7
Newman and Mann ;:,'<i75 o (t

P. itchard 2,736 o
Hciward 2.01H
Williams and Son
Killby
Morter
Patrick and Son .'." o]4y(;

Madresfield.—For one. of several pairs of model
cottages for the Earl Beauchamp. Messrs. Haddon Bros
architects.

*

Smart £405
Mills 402 5 n
Hayes 375 17 g
Porter .^7.-, q
Garbutt .'..;.'.".' 367 10

Newark.—For malthouses f,.r Messrs. J. W. and H-
Rranston. Mr. Charles Bail., architect. (Juantities sunnliea
by Mr. Charles Poland.

Sharpington and CJoIe £1.5.1^75
Simpson 15 02i)
Slim 1.556^
Ward I.5.6O7
r.tttinson 15,499
Fish and Son 15,425
Dennett and Co 15','399

Lovalt 15^00
Hobson audTajlor 14]5e0

Parnell and Son 14,400
Bell and Son ]:;.9St
Mackenzie 13.279
Loved ay (accepted) 12,".5.'56

Hill Bros 12,429

Radnorshire.—For farmhouse, Pennybault, Nanlroet.
Mes5is. Haddon Bros., architects.

I'^vans £799 10
Lewis 710 I)

Berry C80
Hurst 057 I'J 6

Stafford.- For Castle House, for Mr. W. F. Woolley
Mr. T. W. Chalmers, architect

(»

s

Credit by old
materials.

Eepley and Sons £3,780
Lovatt 3,(i00

GeeandCo 3.4fi7 13
Whittom (acccepted) 3.OO0 205 6

.£200
2r.4 13

BATH AND OTHEB UriLDTVG STONES,
OF BEST QU.VI.ITY.

RANDELL. SAUNDERS t CO., Limited,
Quarrymen and Stone Kerchants.

List of prices at the Quarries and Depots, also cost o?
transit to any pai't of the United Kingdom, lui'nishod od
application to

Bath Stone Office ;

LAdvt.] OOllSHAM, "WILTS.

TO AUCHITECTS.
GRKE5 ttOOPINQ-SLATES.

An S'ir>rtlied to JT.H.H. The Prince of Wale.t at Snixtrlni/ltani.
The Pemuoyle Sea-propn Sliitc .iro speciiilly iidiii)ted for

ChurchCB. Public Ruildinps, Ike.. Sic.

CLe.'ii' cDftli/ tlia 71 urilinary Gothic Tiling.)
These rtarable ami non-abBorbont Flates cau b« obtiiined in sizes'

suit.ible lor Gothic Architpcfiro, at prices rs niider.

In Eaiiway Trucks, D'h, Gloiicostcr :—
Per Equivalent

l,20u states to per tquure

Best Greon Slats 14 bv 7 2 17 C, His. (!'l.

Do. flo. 13 by 8 2 17 6 It^ 6d.
Do. do. 13 by 7 2 .^ Us.
Do clo. 12 by 7 1 I'l G 13.*.

Do «I'i. 12 by 6 '

1 7 li lis.

Prices of larpe Sizes, Cost of Tninsit, Referftiw,
Tmtimotiiala aud Sample Speeimans uniy be obluiiisd on

application ta

MESSRS. RANnELL&CO-.Corsham, Wilts.
Specimens at Jltuseuiu of Geology, . I. rfiiyii-sr,ri;i3t. Pii-cinlilly, W,

aud at Arcliitectui-al SIiiBCum, Tuf^oii-.-itivet, Westminster.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Ddnbeb'. Oct. IS.—For designs for the erection of flvp

new Schools to accommodate oOO schohirs Premiums of
£20, £15, and £10 will be given for tlie Ist. 2ml, and 3rd
best designs, llr. T. Thornton, Clerk to the School Board,.

Dundee
Halifax School Board, Oct. 18.—For dc!*igns and

plans for a School at yiddal. Mr. Robert. Osiel, School
Board Office, Waterhouse street, Halifax.
Manchester School Bo.vrd, Dec. i.—For plans and

elevHtioDS for a School Huilding to accommodate about
StiO children. The architect whuso designs shall be
selected, to superintend the work until its completion.

Premium* of £30 for the second, and X2!i for the third

best designs. Mr. F. 0. Rusplni, Clork to the School Board,
Manchester.
West Dulwtch, Nov. 1 —For plans and estimates for

the erection of a Ch.irch and pars'-imige house. A premiuni
of £100 will bo paid to the architect whi.tso ilosign shall

be selected by the committee, such premium tu niortie

into the commission if such architect shall be sclec'cd to

j-uperintend the carrj'ing out of the works. Mr. J. White,.

Verger, i'ost-office, West DulwicU.

Geometrical and Encaustic Tile Pavements
in every variety. Over sixty Now Design-^ at /i.s. 6d. per
yard super. "The Tiles are excellent, boili in quality and
CO our.' —Building News. " They are uf ^rait excellence

in design—the material is not surpassed by any fouud in

this kiugdom."

—

Art Jounuil. *' Tlie paaor:is aro remark-
ably good and effective."

—

ifechanii-s' Ma nizinp. " For
paving conf^ervatories ihey are the best 'I'ilcs we have
seen— there can be no end to their wear."

—

Gardsna'^s

SlfKjazine; &3., &c. Designs and sample Tiles free on
application to HENRY O. WEBB, Tileries. Worcester.

London House, 114, Victoria-street, We.-,tiiim.stcr. Mr T.

Pulling, Agent. Wanted Provincial Agents—good hoi2Bes

liberally treated with.—[Advt.]
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MARKET ARCHITECTURE.

ATROPER use, it is said, has at length

heen foiiud for that njost dismal of

London structures, Farringdon Market. It is

to be changed in aspect, piu'pose, and dimen-
sions. It might be suggested, in the interest

of Loudon, that these centres of trade should,

for the future, be planned with a view to

their better adaptation to the wants of the

general public, as are those of the Continent

—of Paris and Vienna especially—where a

very large proportion of the commerce carried

on represents ''marketing" in the genuine

sense of the term, and not mere trafficking

with retail dealers, or giving orders at house

doors, or garden gates. lu many parts of

Europe the market is a popular resort, light,

cheerful, airy, and clean : thi-onged all day by
the population, gay in its activity, attractive

in its appearance, and in total conti'ast with

our dreary and often noisome labyrinths

known by the same title. Covent Garden
alone is an exception, and in what does its

superiority consist ? There is nothing in the

buUding itself, which is of narrow and mean
proportions, with ill-paved precincts, hideous

side galleries, an upper region that would dis-

grace a suburban villa, and simply one central

aisle deriving its fascinations solely from the

display of vegetables, fruits, and iiowers^
peaches rich as pictures, grapes in imperial

clusters, red apples embedded in moss, and
every trophy of the asparagus, tho rose, the

orange, the pear and plum seasons. But the

market, in itself, which the summer and the

autumn thus adorn, is squalid, confined, ill-

lighted, worse ))aved, has inconvenient ap-

proaches, and, taken for aU-in-all, is a reproach

to the Metropolis of England. True, it is

somewhat better than before the year 1827,

when the site was occupied by little more
than a congeries of tumble-do'n'n sheds and
barns ; but what, even in comparison with
them, are the e.'cisting colonnades, with the

arched passage running down between them ?

What of the conservatories, and what is the

fountain ? Yet Covent Garden Market is a

favourite lounge ; it is the best thing of the

Idnd which Londoners possess, and there is

usually a crowd beneath its roof, drawn
together by astonishing shows of January
rhubarb, of February cucumbers, of April

cherries, of strawberries at Is. an ounce, and of

violets all the year round. But where else is

even the moderate excellence of Covent Garden
reproduced ? Farringdon, sprawling down a

slope, is big, repulsive, and nothing more,
except that it is frequented by the entire tribe

of dealers in wateroresses. Passing on, we
are confronted by the remains or traditions of

costly and ignoble failures — Spitaltields,

Huugerford, the Borough, with not an archi-

tectural feature attached to them. Nobody,
it may be .supposed, ever wrote or spoke in

praise of LeadenhaU or Newgate Markets,
while the abominable pens, bonehouses, cat-

gut manufactories, and knackers' yards of

Smithheld made its reputation atrocious,

and the red brick piles and stone dressings of

Billingsgate, though less offensive to the eye,

are still devoid of all dignity. There is much
more to be said, no doubt, of Mr. Bimning's
ai-rangements at Copenhagen-fields, the Jleat

Market of Mr. Jones on the site of Old Smith-
field, and the Coal, Corn, and Hop Exchanges

—

the first and last especially, though the head-
quarters of the hop-dealers are absurdly
shallow, considering the imposing frontage
they show ; but a foreign tourist in England
has declared that Tattersall's is the only struc-
ture i» London deserving to be called a market.

We may reserve an opinion, perhaps, in favour

of Miss Burdett Coults' gift to the East End.

But, of course, the uses of these edifices

must not be forgotten in our coutemplation

of their other characteristics. It would be

unreasonable to expect a biilliant lounge

in the pent-up vicinitv of Mark-lane ; or

in the "ancient and Jish-like" vicinity of

Billingsgate ; among the arrays of carcases

at Smithfield, or cattle in the northern dis-

ti'iet; but it does appear surprising, never-

theless, that one alley, of restricted dimensions,

at Covent-garden, should be aU we have to

exhibit in competition with the great Halles

of Paris, and the Naschmarkt, the Schanzl,

the Wildpretmai-kt, and the Central Market
Hall of Vienna— different privileges being

conceded to the sellers of game, of fish, of

poultry, of vegetables, of fruits, of flowers,

and of miscellanea styled frippery. All these

attract theii' multitudes daily, and are con-

sidered so pleasant that people prefer saunter-

ing to them to being pent up in the shops.

But the markets ot Paris may be said to

transcend all others, some being of magnifi-

cent extent and imposing outline, spacious,

lofty, and sflfficiently ornate to harmonise

with the pervading grandeur of the French
capital. Those termed Les Jlallcs Centrales

are, indeed, models of what markets should

be, containing twelve immense divisions buUt
of brick and iron, in which is stored, every

morning, a commissariat adequate to the

maintenance, for twenty- four hours at any
rate, of a great city in a state of siege. Here,

without crowding, are sold butter by millions

of pounds ; two hundred and fifty millions of

eggs in the course of twelve months ; cheeses

in numbers not to be appreciated by a bare

recapitulation of figures, and so on ; but there

is no heaviness in the atmosphere ; the con-

necting galleries are like the streets of a well-

built town ; and yet this market is only one
among many adapted to the requirements of

every class ; but all equallj* well ventilated,

roomy, and convenient. As for the Parisian

iiower-market, it is a sight not to be neglected

by a stranger. Now we have scarcely any-
thing of that kind to boast of. We are not

denying that there have been improvements.
Those, for example, who ever saw the original

Billingsgate, with its rickctty wharf, its pol-

luted dock, and its clusters of tumble-down
tenements adjacent, will acknowledije the ad-

vance made in Mr. Bunuing's Italian colon-

nade, opening up as picturesque a bit of river

perspective as, in a town, can be imagined.

Again, no comparison is possible between Old
and New Smithfield, though there is not much
to be proud of, even now, iu our principal

bazaars, so to term them, of game and poultry,

crammed together as though to prohibit the

public at large from approaching them except
through a retail agency. This, in fact, is

what the public instincts of the chief Con-
tinental population has insisted upon—general

markets not less accessible than other tho-

roughfares, and not restricted to any particular

neighbourhoods. Even Covent-garden itself

is not easy to explore, except by persons who
have no objection to be jammed up in a crowd

;

while, as for the fruit-auctions in Monument-
yard, they are for the wholesale trade ex-
clusively. It has been laid down by engineers

that, in respect of markets, the vital points

to be considered are position, solidity, con-
venience, and health ; and in Paris it was
decided that their situation should be within
the reach of the great portion of the popula-
tion of the district. The French plans for

these constructions have often, however, been
.spoiled by attempts at Classic formality, which
is not, in any degree, wanted. But, in all

edifices intended for public and constant use,

and liable to be frequented by large numbers,
great stability is required, since a single

casualty might result in disastrous conse-

quencestoman}'. These are general reflections,

as we are aware ; but they in;iy be corrective,

perhaps, of a too professional i Keory. Then a

poptilar market ought to be bo. i pleasant and

healthy, sheltered from the weather, suited

to the commodities bought and sold, perfectly

ventilated with this object, and immaculately
clean. The least tinge of du't is a dangerous
defilement. C'resy, indeed, says tliat the

walls, up to a certain height, should be of

masonry or brickwork ; the lower openings
provided with louvre boards, excluding the

sun, air, rain, and wind, when necessary,

without too much shutting out of either light

or air. He adds—and the remarks cannot be
given better than in his own words :

—" A
certain width shoidd be allowed to the markets,
so as not to increase the extent of the outer

walls ; and pillars internall}' should not be
introduced, as they obstruct and occupy
room"—as in railway-stations, where every
column is an impediment—" where, however,
they are indispensable, they should be of

stone or iron, and placed as distant from each,

other as possible." The stalls, according to

this authority, are to be iu pairs, so that each
walk opens upoa two rows. But here a
divergence of opinion occtirs. Some of the

Continental builders of markets assert that
6ft. is a sufficient width for tlic public accom-
modation, whUe others insist upon as many
yards ; but all agree that nothing should be
sold out of the inclosure, and that vaults

should be constructed beneath the level of the

main edifice. We have good examples of the

kind at Naples, at Rimini, at Florence, and at

Bologna. But they are all inferior to those of

a modern date in France—or, rather, in Paris.

The markets originally established in that

capital were held in open squares or in the

streets, and it was not until about the latter

years of the last century that the first Napa-
leon ordered structures to be erected which
should protect their inmates and their cone-

tents alike from the inclemency of the

weather—an important advaut.age to both
buyers and sellers, which led to considerable

improvements in several countries of Europe,
though not in England. J hose who search

for specimens of the renovated order wiU find,

them, for instance, at Saint Martin and
S. Germain, where the models of Florence

have been adopted, with graceful additions.

At present—a fact which should not be for-

gotten among us—" every large town ia

France has its market, conveniently situated,

and of dimensions proportionate to the number
of its inhabitants. Vegetables, fish, meat,

flowers, all have a portion set apart, or a
building devoted entirely to them. The
timber, and, in some cases, iron, roofs span

the entire area, and, when covered with orna-

mental tUes, produce an elegant eftect.

THE LAZAR HOUSE AND CHURCH 07
S. BARTHOLOMEW, CHATHAM.

THE hospital was founded by Gundulph
(Leland) and the church was built by

Hugh de Trottesclift'e, monk, of Rochester, and
afterwards Abbot of S. Augustine's, Canter.r.

bury, in 1124. It clearly occupied many years

before completion. The Malauderie of the

Holy Innocents (Dr. Cookson's Comm. tc

Line. Top. Soc, 1843) at Lincoln, founded by
Bishop Remigius, 10(37-92, and endowed br
Henry I. for ten lepers, a warden, two chaix-

lains, and a clerk, had a cruciform church,

which was parochial in the thirteenth century,

with the hospital on the south side. Besides the

Lazar houses ot Lynn, Herting, Lyme,
Tewkesbury, Sherbiirne, Kye, Taunton,

Langeport,"llford, S. Mary Magdalen, Tenby ;

Cotes, Walsingham, Selwood, Stamford,

belonging to Peterborough Monastery

;

Snoring, S. Mary and S. Laurence, Baldock ;

Newbridge, two at Yarmouth, Pontefract :

Norwich at each of the five gates, supported

by the voluntary alms of travellers and the

citizens, S. Giles, London; Long Blandford, S.

James, Westminster, the site of the present

Rt yal Palace ; S. Lazars"s, Burton, S. Julian's,

Hertford, S. Lawrence, Pontcboy, founded

for nineteen lazars, two brethren, and a chap-

lain prieiit ; S. Leonard's, Aylesbury ; S.
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Leonard's, Leicester, founded by a leper, etc.,

there were iu Kent, S. Nicholas Hospital,

Harbledown, founded by Lani'ranc, retaining

ita church, prior, sub-prior, brethren, and
sisters, but with the old domestic buUdings
rebuilt ; S. James and S. LaTfxence's in Can-
terbury, and the hospital of S. Bartholomew,
Buckland, founded in 1141, under the patro-

nage of the Convent of Canterbury. S. Nicho-
las, Boughton, S. Mary Magdalen, Dartford

;

SS. Stephen and Thomas, Romney ; Hythe,
Ospringe.Tannington, Otteford, and S. Cathe-

rine, llochester. There were over one hundred
and thirty in England and Scotland. (Simp-

son's Architect. Essays, vol. ii.)

So early as the time of Henry III. we find

distinct notices of this Priory of Chatham, its

brothers and sisters, and in the second year of

Richard III. the latter are again mentioned.
(Harl. MS., -133, fol. 200.) In the reign of

Henry VI. the Prior, and from the time of

the reconstitution of the Cathedral, the Dean
and Chapter, appointed poor folk and lazars so

late as the year 1579. In its latest condition

there were only two lay and two clerical

brethren under a warden or prior (Pa. Ro. 15,

Ed. IV., P. in., m. 1:2). There were canons of

S. Mary's, Chatham, which Tanner confounds
with this hospital (Cart. 20, Ed. I., n. 62).

A small thurch of the Grande Maladrarie or

Beaulieu at Caon, c. 11 GO, bears considerable

resemblance to that of Chatham. It was dedi-

cated to the Holy Trinity. At Reading the

lazars were clad in the cast-oft' habits of the

monks, and here the conventual almonry
furnished daily food, and the oblations at the

altars of S. Giles and S. James in the Cathe-
dral an annual revenue.

There were several kinds of lazar houses

—

(1) Endowed hospitals, with a society under the

protection of a bishop or head of a conventual
establishment

; (2) Spitals maintained by alms ;

and (3) an association of recluses, as they were
not allowed to enter churches, and could go
into the streets of a town only to buy provi-

sions on certain days.

By the 3rd Council of Lateran (1179) lepers,

if excluded from dwelling among men, miglit
have an oratory and theii' own priest. And a

Council of Dalmatia, 1199, c. XIII., enacted
that lazars might have a cemetery and their

own chapel (Summa ConciHor. pp. SIS, 821)

.

Arohbihhcp Hubert contirmed this rule for

England.
These unhappy sufferers had 2,000 houses in

the reign of Louis VIII. of France, and Wal-
singham assigns the number of 1,900 spitals

in all Christendom. Of their condition in the
former ptrlod it is said that the Ladres were
objects of envy rather than pity. Care of the
patient, rather than cure of the cutaneous
disease, was the chief object, and the goods
of lepers shut up in lazar-houses were specially
exempted from taxes as movables by statute
law. Disabilities accrued, because the leper,

after due inspection and the performance of
a kind of burial service at the door of the
chancel in church, was given a certain housa
or h.abit, a black mantle and beaver hat,
secluded from ordinary life, and had his pro-
perty sequestered. He became dead in law.
His future home was a hut in a waste, a lodge
by the wayside, where his rattle warned the
unwary traveller of his presence, and his
brazen cup was tinkled to solicit arms from
charitable iiands or the common lazar-house.
For the services of the Franciscan order to
lepers see Monum. Francisc. Pref. xxi.—xxiii.

The loathsome nature of the disease, possibly
brought home from the East by pilgrims,
rendered it necessary to place tlie lepers in
separate cells or tenements, somewhat like the
Carthusian arrangement, round an open couit
furnished with a central well, wliilst the
" sound " inmates, brethren and sisters, chap-
lain, laundry people, and nurses, resided
apart. AU met in the common church for
worship. At Sherburne the buildings arc
ranged round a court ; the chapel, consisting
of nave, chancel, and west tower, is on the
S.E. The master's lodging adjoins it. On

the west side are the apartments and central

common hall of the brethren. In the reign of

Edward II. a grant was made of seven cottages,

iu which the lepers dwelt, at S. GUes' Hos-
pital, Norwich. Many of the hospitals were
dedicated to Lazarus, who lay at the gate of

the rich glutton, or to S. Mary Magdalene,
his supposed sister, hence the name of lazar.

S. Leonard was the most common dedication,

whilst that of Malandria (a house of thieves)

was derived from the nickname given to the

knavish Orientals, who were notoriously of

this character, by the Franks in the Crusades.

Gehazite, or Giezitaj, was another popular
designation. So late as the reign of James I.

a statute of Stamford Hospital against the ad-
mission of lepers was contirmed. The laws of

Howel Dha (940) and Robert III. of Scot-

land, and a proclamation of Edward III. con-
tain provisions against lepers, who were re-

garded as suffering the judgment of heaven.
The Welsh treated the leper's son as disin-

herited, and the Scotch forbade harbotiring of

them ia any town whilst diseased salmon
and pork were sent to them bj the baillies.

In Scotland they were permitted to beg at the

gate of their hospitals, but not at the church-
door or in churchyards. In the thirteenth

century they endureda cruel persecution on the

charge of poisoning wells. In the reign of

King Stephen the Knights of S. Lazarus, a

sub-order of the Hospitallers of Jerusalem,

under the Benedictine rule, established them-
selves at Burton S. Lazarus, and, it would
seem, had some part in the regulation of these

leper-houses.

At Buckland there were 8 brethren and 8

sisters, under a superior and warden, who
owed obedience to the Prior of S. Martin's.

The new inmate paid fees on admission, and,

being sprinkled with holy water, was given
his proper habit before the altar. There
were separate dormitories for men and women,
and no window in the house was allowed to

command a view of the road or town. The
liealthy and diseased were not to occupy the

same room (Lysons's Dover. I., 53—7). At
one time they had to send out persons to

collect alms throughout England. Bishop

Pudsey founded the Hospital of .Sherborne for

65 lepers of both sexes in 5 convents, under a

procurator or steward, before llSl, dedicated

to Lazarus, Martha, and Mary ; th^-re were 3

priests and 4 clerks, who occupied a common
dormitory. I'lie chapel of S. Nicholas ad-

joined the hospital of the sisters on the south
;

a lady chapel was added on the north of the

original church. At High Mass the brethren

and sisters entered in procession from their

respective sides, with a veil of separation be-

tween them, preceded by their prior and
prioress. All dined together in a common
haU ; there was a common cook and kitchen

;

strangers from a distance were accommodated
for a night, friends of the inmates being

freely admitted. The diet was liberal, and
the habit of white or russet cloth (Surtees'

Durham, III., 12). At S. Mary's and
Thomas's, Ilford, founded bj- the .\bbej- of

Barking, there were 2 chaplain priests and a

clerk, living in a separate house, and 13 leper

brethren, who had a common refectory and
dormitory, and attended church daily (Dug-
dale, Monast. VII., 628). All the houses have
been rebuilt. S. Julian's Hospital, near S.

Albau's, was founded for a master, 4 chap-

lains, and G poor lepers. Each inmate had
his domus or hospitium ; there was a common
bake- and brew-house. The habit consisted

of a tunic and hood of russet, with sleeves

tight at the \vrist, and a long close cope of

black cloth. The inmates had a perpetual

divorce from their vrives (Dugd. Monast. VII.,

618). The chapels of S. Bartholomew's, Ox-
ford, and at Exeter, remain. In Scotland,

tugurium was one term for the leper's cell.

The removal of two cottages on the south

side of the ancient church of S. Bartholomew,
Chatham, whi'li is raised liigh above the

How of high 'iJes into the adjoining street,

has brought '.j light some interesting features

in the walls. The earliest notice of the
buildings, "the site of the house or mansion of

the hospital," is in tlie certificate of 37 Henry
VIII. 29, (No. 73, Publ. Rec. Off.), when it

is described as Hospitale in Paroohia de
Chetham vocatum S. Bartelymeus pro lazaris

honiinibus fuudatum. In other documents
they are " leprosi, lazari, et pauperes."
In the reign of James I., who unsuccessfully

claimed it as the property of the Crown, it was
alienated to James Viscount Doncaster, who
desecrated it into separate tenements parti-

tioned from one another, whilst two houses
were added to the south side. In 1716 Dean
Pratt called attention to the " very scandalous

condition of the sacred chapel," and succeeded

in its restoration with proper furniture,

"altar (credence ^^ table, seats, books, and other
necessaries." The oblong nave in 1743
was lengthened westward by 24ft., and at a
later period the north wing of a projected

transept was stiU further mutilated to make a
place for a gallery, and the north wall now ex-
hibits traces of two original small round-headed
windows, and a single obloui; Domestic window
of late date, carefully timber framed and
lined. The north wall of the nave was buUt
further back, with some of its flintwork
arranged in panels. The south wall slightly

projected beyond the line of the eastern arm,
and the coigns stUl remain at this point. It

was lighted bj- two round-headed narrow
windows deeply splayed, tlie joints of closely-

jointed masonry stiU existing, which ap-
proached strongly Transitional character. At
a later period the outer face has been covered

with plaster, and adorned with patterns of con-

centric circles, as if to form an inner wall to an
exterior buUding, of which remain the founda-
tion of an east wall 4tt. thick, and the base-

ment of another on the south, now perforated

with " smugglers' lockers," which were
receptacles for contraband tea, sQk, and
tobacco. The eastern arm forming the chancel

consists of a single bay, 16ft. by 23ft., with a

round-headed window like those in the nave,

and a priest's seat with mar'ole shafts in the

jambs of Early English date, on south side of

chancel arch, and terminating in an apse with
three round-headed windows, which have been
rebuilt externally with a chevron ornament,

extending down the sides, but previously re-

stricted to the roussoirs ofthe arch, as at Darenth
church. The bowl of what was probably an
angle pillar-drain of the latter part of the

twelfth century, witli a scolloped ornament
worked only on two sides, is preserved. The
basin of the font is said to serve as a mooring-
stone for barges in the Medway. On the

south side the cemetery of S. Bartholomew
is mentioned in a document 21. Edward III.,

and old leases speak of two detached tene-

ments on the south-west side as " being part and
parcel of the site or ground whereon the ancient

mansion house of the brethren and the garden

thereof stood." The exterior building on the

south side of the chapel was perhaps a covered

allev, of which there is a specimen along the

domestic buildings in the Hospital of Bcaune.

My impression is that it was a parlour for

conversation, like the Pentice in the statutes

of S. Julian's Eywode, " Ne stationes fiant

in penticio, quod extendit sein longitudine ante

domus fratrum, nee quisquam fratrum teneat

parliamentum cum alio fratre." Visitors

were received in this cham'jer. It must be

borne in mind that a Maison Dieu, or hospital

for the poor, pilgrims, travellers, and infirm,

as, for instance, in the perfect examples at

Stamford and Chichester, and in the portions

preserved at Portsmouth and Dover, consisted

of a long nave with aisles filled with beds,

and a chapel screened oft' from it at the east

end. S. Cross, Winchester, shows a third

type of a hospital.

WhUst there is ample room for speculation

as regards the object or use of the annexed
buUding on the south side, there can be no
hesitation in expressing a hope that the

trustees of the hosi)ital—men of large local

influence who are interested deeply in these
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interestiafi; discoveries—rememberiTig that tlie

new and handsome building in their charge

owes its existence to the ancient church and

foundation, will reopen and restore the win-

dows, and add to their good work the erection

of a vestry. The able chaplain, Mr. J. G.

Bailey, is now engaged in making researches

into the history of the foundatioa and archi-

tectural features, which will, beyond a doubt,

result in a large accession of information, with

regard to the church.

Mackenzie E. C. "Walcott.

THE KING WILLIAM GRAMMA-R-
SCHOOL, BERLIN.—CosriNiTED.

THE latrines are shown on the basement

and ground-floor plans. The water-

supply thereto is from two reservoirs placed

immediately above. Each contain 100 cubic

feet of water, and are fiUed from the mains,

a water-gauge acting the part of a ball-tap,

aud keeping the water always at one level.

Lead supply-pipes Jin. diam. convey the

water from the reservoirs to the funnels or

pans under the seat, every two funnels ter-

minating in a cast-iron vent-pipe, with

simple stench-trap, from which a pipe, carried

through the cellar arches, discharges into a

tub placed beneath. In each tub is an up-

right oin. brass pipe, with slit-like openings,

through which the soil, after dissolution in

the tub, reaches the ordinary Sin. cast-iron

soil-pipe in the cellar, then the earthenware

pipe-drain in the court, and finally the main
sewer. For the purpose of removing and
cleaning the tubs (an operation rarely neces-

sary) the discharge-pipes are connected with

the tubs by a short length of indiarubber tube

fastened above to the pipe by twisted brass

wire, and beneath to an upright socket fixed

to the lid of the tub. In each corner of the

chamber beneath the latrines is a cast-iron

box with stench-trap, receiving the discharge

from the urinals and the surface water from
the courts, and connected with the iron soil-

pipe passing through the cellar. The urinals

are Mushed direct from the mains.

In order to protect the reservoirs from the

severe frosts, a brass gas-stove, placed in the

chamber beneath the latrines, is connected

with them.
The account of these sanitary arrangements,

taken carefully from an authorised descrip-

tion, makes clear this part of this subject, but
it is difticult to understand why, with a good
water-supply, such a complicated system be-

came necessary. The constant flushing of the

closets and urinals, as originally intended,

was found to cause an undue expenditure of

water, and the process was accordingly limited

to three or four times a day, lasting from one
and a half to two hours altogether.

In considering the proportions of classrooms

it was thought that by adopting lengths of

27ft. and 29it. Gin. respectively, and admit-
ting a sufficient amount of light, the black
board 'would be visible to the pupils as easily

as in shorter rooms. Experience since the
completion of the building has shown that this

is so to a certain extent. The two end seats

in each row, those furthest from the windows,
have not quite so good a light as the others
because of reflected light falling on the black
board, which is a fixture. The use of the deeper
grouping of class, as in the case of Prima,
appears here to have led the teachers to prefer
the wider and shallower shape. But the
deeper phin 18ft. Gin. to 20ft. Cin. has the
advantage of more economical construction.
In aU the planning of German classrooms, the
first condition is that there shall be windows
on one side only of the room, and that to the
left of the pupils.

The desks have been graduated to suit the
ages of the pupils and the progress of their
studies. Experience of their suitability
sho'n s them to have completely answered their
purpose, except that the projections Uin.
above the level of the top of the desk (which

were executed for the purpose of raising the

back of the seat and protecting the pupils in

front from being splashed with ink by those

behind when writing), have the disadvantage

that the pupils are obstructed in moving their

books. In the back rows the pupils can also

conceal articles from the teachers behind these

projections. In botli the grammar and ele-

mentarj- classes the desks are placed 1ft. Gin.

from the window walls, and 3ft. lin. from

the door walls, and at least 2ft. from the

master's desk, which is 4ft. wide. Opposite

the master's desk is a central gangway 1ft. Gin.

wide. In the elementary classes the master

can approach each pupil by means of a longi-

tudinal gangway ift. wide behind each

second row of desks. The teachers desire a

similar gangway in " Sexta" and "Quinta,"
on account of the writing-lesson. Further,

there is a desire for a gangway 1ft. wide
between the last seat and the wall in all the

classes, for the purpose of controlling the

pupils. The desks are sci-ewed to the floor

with iron knees IJin. long. The seat is

supported by a rail underneath. The teacher's

seat has a fixed desk. The black-board

consists of two slates each fin. thick, fixed in

a wooden frame with a close joint. In the

window-wall in each classroom is a cupboard

for books, &c. The caps and cloaks are hung
in the classroom on hooks screwed to panels

on the door-wall and black-board-wall at a

distance of G to "in. apart, and numbered, so

that each pupil has his own hook.

In the physical classroom the desks are

similar to those in " Seeunda," and each two
rows are elevated 1ft. above those immediately
in front. The isolated table for apparatus

has a slate top, and is lighted by two gas-

burners.

Behind the apparatus table is an evapora-

tion niche closed by a sliding shutter ; before

this shutter hangs a wooden black-board,

which, balanced by a counterweight, can be
pushed up vertically. In the evaporation

niche, lit by two gas-burners, is, at the

height of table, a slate slab, on which are

made the experiments by evaporation. A
vapour pipe, warmed by a gas-jet with a
" steatite " burner, leads the gases to the

open air.

In order to exclude the light for optical

experiments, and to protect the instruments,

the windows of the physical class and appara-
tus-room are fitted with blinds. In the middle
of the apparatus-room stands a table for appa-
ratus, and at the window a desk for the master.

Against the walls are cupboards with glass

doors.

The desks in the dra'wing-classroom are

12ft. 4in. long, 2ft. wide, and 2ft. Gin. high,

for four pupils each, and stand 4ft. Tin. from
back to back. Instead of fixed seats the

pupils are provided with four-legged stools

18in. high, with seats loin, by 12in., without
backs. Sin. above the top of desk is an iron

rail Jin. diameter, supported by five iron up-
rights, for the support of the copies, and in

front is a groove to receive them.
The great hall is perfectly acoustic. From

the most remote seat a speaker is distinctly

heard. For musical performances it is also

considered good. In the great hall and
singing-classroom the seats measure from
back to back 2ft. 4in., and have a height of

1ft. Sin. Gas is laid on to all the rooms. The
directors' room has four burners, the teachers'

room, six ; each of the corridors, six ; each of

the staircases, three ; the physical classroom,

six; the "Prima," four; and the drawing-
classroom, ten.

In planning the scheme for heating, it was
decided to warm the rooms constantly in use
by pupils and teachers by hot-water, and
those only occasionally used—viz., the great

hall, ante-room, singing-classroom, the

directors' and teachers' room, the vestibule,

and the rooms for collections, by hot air. The
caretaker's apartments are heated by stoves of

Dutch tiles. Similar stoves were placed in

the t^welve rooms on attic floor.

A.— Warm-tpafer Henfinq.—\n each wing to

the right and left of the main building has

been placed a special heating apparatus, and
the two boilers in connection therewith arc

placed centrally under the rooms to be heated.

From each of the boilers a oin. cast-iron pipe

conducts the water, 70 to 75 degrees warm,
into the expansion cistern, 2ft. diam. and 2ft.

high, placed in the roof, and connected with
a cold-water cistern. A water ?auge ensures

the water being always at one level.

The main blow-pipes, 3jin. diameter,

branching off from each of the two expansion
vessels, conduct the warm water by means of

wrought iron lland 25in. branch pipes (accord-

ing to the size of the adjoining stoves) into the

hot-water stove. The water, after passing

through the stoves, is brought into the cast-

iron 2in. and 3in. return pipes (placed under
the cellar-floor) which lead it, after ha^nng
been cooled to 150 to 40 degrees, to the lowest,

part of the boiler.

The two boilers are of a strength of 3°

above pressure, and 9ft. Gin. and 10ft. Sin.

long respectively, and 3ft. lOin. diameter.

The sides are 5-1 Gths of an inch thick. Each
boiler has two fire-pipes 1ft. 3in. diam. The
fire-box contains, for the larger boiler, 190'5

cubic feet, and for the smaller boiler, 180-1

cubic feet.

The heating stoves belonging to this system
are ic the classrooms, 7ft. 2in. high, and 2in.

average diameter, and consist of a wrought
iron cylinder 8in. thick, closed at tlie top and
bottom by iron plates of the same thickness.

In each of these cylinders are lengths of 3in.

wrought-iroa pipe, varying in number from
8 to 14, according to the sizes of the rooms to

be heated, and soldered to the bottom. The
cold air, passing through these pipes, and
becoming warmed in the cylinder, is distri-

buted from the top. The connection of the

water-heating stoves with the supply pipes is

by soldered tubes with cocks. The liwer cock

at the discharge pipe, IJin. diameter, regulates

the heating.

The stoves stand on a wrought-iron base,

cased with zinc to represent a pedestal. Above
they are ornamented with a zinc capping.

The physical classroom, the drawing-class-

room, and the corridors are heated by so-caUed

grate stoves which are placed in niches. They
consist of Sin. wrought-iron upright pipes in

t^wo rows deep, 4}in. centre to centre, and run
at top and bottom into a cast-ii-on box 9in.

wide and 3}in. high. The hot water circulates

through these pipes. The in-flo-wing pipe

communicates with the upper box, aud the

outflowing with the lower box, which is also

supplied with a cock for regulating the tem-
perature. Perforated zinc in wood frames are

placed in front of the walls before these

stoves.

In the classrooms one cubic foot of heating

has been calculated to each 60ft. of air to be

heated.

The water-heating is considered to have

proved generally satisfactory, except that the

drawing-classroom and physical classroom,

both facing north, are dittieult to heat in

severe weather, although calculated at 1ft. of

heating to 50 to 55 cubic feet of space to be

heated.

The number of cubit feet which can be

heated by this means is 213,168, at a cost of

£1,423, making a cost of £G. 18s. per

1,030 cubic feet (German 1,000).

B. ^ Air-heating.— Four air-heating ap-

paratus arc arranged in the basement, as

shown on plan (see Building New.s last

week). The two chambers in front are 7ft. Sin.

long and 7ft. 2in. wide : the two in the rear

are"7ft. 2in. long and 6ft. Sin. wide, and all

are 8ft. 2in. high in the centre. The fresh-

air inlets are 12in. above the level of pave-

ment of courts. The air is conducted into

the heating chambers bychannels 12ia. square.

After being heated by the cast-iron pear-

shaped stoves and heating-pipes, it rises

through upright pipes, Sin. aud lOln. in dia-

meter respectively, in the main cross walls, to
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the rooms to be heated, where they discharge

ia vestibule, 3tt. lin. above floor, and 10ft. 3in.

above floor in directors' room; by means of

pipes of the same section, lying 2ft. above

.floor in directors' room, the cooled air is re-

eonducted into the heating-chamber.

To each heating- pipe there are two pipes for

reoonveying the cooled air to the heating-

chambers. From each of the four chambers
a heating-pipe leads to the great haU. The
positions of the return-pipes are shown on

basement-plan by dotted lines.

The air-heating stove is situated in the

front part of the left wing, and conducts the

warm air, by means of four pipes, to the

rooms to be heated, viz., to the great hall,

the aute-room, the directors' room, and the

vestibule. When not required to be heated,

the supply can be shut oft' by means of aMKilve

at the apertures in each room.
In all the rooms used for school purposes

tho windows have arrangements for ventila-

tion. The upper lights have each six glass

louvres, 5in. wide, the opening and shutting

of which is eflected by means of a vertical

sliding casement in an iron frame fixed inside

the window. Above the classroom doors,

also, are wood louvres, opened and closed by
pulleys in the corridor. The current of air

necessary for the ventilation is, in the opinion

of our German friends, caused by the dift'er-

ence of temperature between the shadow and
sun side and the direction of the wind ; and
it is regulated by partly shutting the louvres.

The cost of the building, including fittings

(which have cost 7,000 thalers = £l,OoO), is

as follows :—
.-£ s. d.

1. Earthwork ... ... ... 102
2. Masonry—A. labour ... ... 2,72(; 14

B. materials... ... 5,383 7
3. Wrought stonework ... ... 9S0 G

4. Paisading ... ... ... Ill 12
."i. CUsipentei-'s work ... ... 2,702 6
<i. Slater's work .. ... ... 57 9
7. Tinmeji's work ... ... COS 14
8. Works in terra-cotta, including
' SaO for "Borussu" and £153

forGstatnea... ... ... 363 15
9. Stucco work ... ... ... 186 12

10. Joiners' work ... ... ... 2.203 4
M. Iron bars ,ind bjaces ... ... 517 10
12. Locksmith's work ... ... 803 17
1'.3. Glazier ... ... ... 271 16
y4. Painter ... ... ... .865 7
I.^. EEotwater heating apparatus ... 1,422 18
16. Draroage ... ... ... 470 14
17. Air-heafJDg stoves ... ... 88 4
18. Gas work ... ... ... 230 2
19. 7 Sun-buvners... ... ... 154 1

20. Potters' work ... ... ... 32 8
21. Cast zinc-work ... ... 54
22. Asphalte work ... ... 212 5
23. Paperhangers' work and blinds ... 99
24. Gilders' work ... ... ... 27 15
2.5. Paviors' work ... ... ... 218 8
26. Architect's commission... ... 522 9
27. Miscellaneous ... ... ... 171 9

Total ...£21,684

The portion of site covered by buildings is

as follows, viz. :—That covered by buildings

09ft. 2in. high is square H,077ft. 4in. ; and
that covered by buildin2:s 14ft. 4in. high is

square 1,021ft. 7in. Assuming the cost of

the latter at lOs. Gd. per square foot of ground
built upon, maldng£522. 9s., it will be found
that the actual grammar school, occupying a
space of 14,077ft. 4in. square, covered by
buildings, has cost 31s. lOd. per square foot.

Comparing tlW cost of the building with the
number i"l pupils, as the grammar school is

capabifi of accommodating 9G0 pupils, it works
«)ut it/ £22. 133. per head.

Cn the above schedule of expenditure,
amounting to £21,684, are not included the
following expenses :

—

.€ B. d.

A. Apparatus arrangements for Sam-
iner gymnastic grounds ... 277 10

C Adjusting thi>level.? of playground
and enclosing same with wall ... 774 18

C. Winter gymnastic-hall—estimated
cost... ... ... ... 2,100

D. Cost of site ... ... ... 9,000

I.n order to estimate the cost of working the

school, it may be mentioned that in the last

year was expended, for heating material, £72 ;

for lighting, £18 ; and for water supply, £27.

E. 11. RoBSON.

HISTORIC ART STUDIES.
Greek Scfiptuee of the Last Pebiod.

{Wtt/i Illushntions.)

ALEXANDER THE GREAT totally
-^^ changed the spirit of the Greeks. Their
love of freedom and independence, which
drove away the Tyrants and developed a stern
national morality, the enthusiasm with which
they opposed and conquered the Persians, and
their heroic emulation during the Peloponne-
sian fratricidal war, were all extinct. A
weak republican self-reliance was once more
kindled in the nation to counteract the pre-
tensions of the half-barbarian, Philip of Jlake-
donia. But when his son, the fervent ad-
mirer of Greek philosophy and worshipper of
Greek art, led his victorious armies, like

a second Achilles, into Asia, subduing the
arch-enemies of Greek refinement and culture,

the Greeks could but hail a conqueror who
carried their civilisation into India and en-
deavoured to unite the farthest south of Asia
with the glorious scat of European learning
and art. Alexander caused the poLitieal

death of Greece as a state ; but this deatli

was the resurrection of her spiritual dominion
all over Asia. The Greeks no longer looked
on their own small native towns as so many
isolated centres of art and science. Their
views expanded, and they roamed far over
land and sea, not merely to colonise an island
or a beautiful spot in Italy, but to teach and to

learn philosophy on the shores of the Ganges,
the borders of the Euphrates, and the banks
of the Nile. The Greek spirit discarded the
narrowing boundaries of all well-regulated
moral and social relations, and rushed into
abstract regions with such eagerness that the
harmoniously beautiful in art was lost for

ever. The Greeks then turned to an accirrate

realism, of which the two marble busts of
Alexander the Great (Fig. 1), the bronze
one of Ptolomeus (Fig. 2), and the splendid
cameo, now in the Museum at S. Petersburg,
representing Ptolomeus I. with his wife Eury-
dike, are excellent specimens. In these works
we may trace the influence of Lysippos of

Sikyon. Grace and correctness, the bloom of

idealisation, began to yield to a kind of in-

dividual idolatry. The Greeks were the
first to free the spirit in forms of beauty and
the first to bind the spirit to a slavish

worship of man, no longer as a beautiful

form, but as an individual possessing power
and position. The deification of man was
reallj' of Asiatic origin, but was brought
into a clear, artistic form by the Greeks.

The Athenians ranked the licentious and
spirited Demetrius (called Poliorketes—the

conqueror of towns) and his father Antigonus
amongst the gods, appointed special priests to

do them honour, and assigned them the temple
of Pallas as their dwelling. This was the

beginning of that mad and blasphemous deifi-

cation of despots in which the Romans outdid

all other nations. This exaggcr.ation in

worshipping men led to the colossal statues

and complicated groups which distinguish the

death-throes of Greek plastic art. Charos, a

Rhodian, made his Colossos of Rhodes, at

which he worked for twelve years, and suc-

ceeded in producing a technical marvel, which
was, however, an artistic monster. The figure,

105 Roman feet high, had fingers as large as

entire statues ; the muscles and sinews were

arranged like thick ropes, or small mountains
and valleys of projecting or sinking flesh.

The tendency to "over-doing" was inaugu-
rated, and we are presented by the same
Rhodian school with the celebrated group of

Laokoiiu (see Fig. 4), the joint work of Age-
sandros, and Polydoros and Athenodoros, liis

two sons. Three human figures, a priest of

Neptune and his two sons, encircled by two

poisonous serpents, were sculptured from a
single stone, " ex vno Inpide," as Pliny has it.

The date of the group is as much disputed as

its value as a work of art. The technical, ana-
tomical, and pathological elements of the
subject are admirably treated. Suffering in

all its stages iinds a threefold expression in

one harmonious group of horror. lu the
father bodilj' and mental anguish are con-
centrated in one suppressed shriek ; in the
younger son we seem to hear the last sigh of

a dying boy ; and in the elder, fright and grief

are petrified in the half-conscious stare of

the widely opened eyes. "We are deeply im-
pressed by this tale of human woe. The
muscles of the three bodies are minutely
correct in .all their details ; the heaving breast

and the lips parted for the emission of the
fearful cry of terror, are turned into marble,
and thus rendered eternal to tho eye and the

mind. The noble lines of the composition,

the gradual, pyramidical development of grief

and horror, rising from the lower parts of the

bodies upwards, and culminating in the father's

horror, pain, and anger against the gods, who
unjustly smote him and his two innocent boys,

make the group a work of art, but not an
resthctical work of art. The spirit of beauty
must mourn at this desecration of all higher
and gentler feelings. Pathos is permissible

in art, but it must be counterbalanced by
Ethos. The effect must be sought for in quiet

dignity, in mighty repose, and in pure taste,

not in a theatrical arrangement exhibiting

the artist's psychological and anatomical know-
ledge of the swelling muscles and veins

when mind and body are acted on by severe

suffering. This one-sided delight in horror,

this intentional expression of all the miseries

of mortal man in one group, must be objected to

by all who look upon art from a higher point of

view. If we compare this group with that of

Niobe, how great is the difl'erence ' Sympathy
and suffering are enveloped in a transparent

veil of dignified beauty in the latter ; the tale

of woe is told in more tender and in softer

forms, and for this reason is much more
touching. There is another great fault in the

Laokoon group ; it is too pictorial, and tries

to represent a fearful situation and violent

feelings, which naturally distort the features.

If a painted grin is Ksthetically objectionable,

how much more repulsive must a sculptured

agony of death be. What we have said

of this group holds good for the group known
as the Farncse Bull, now at Naples (See Fig. o).

Repose was the magic element of Greek Classic

art, a majestic repose which firmly balanced

the dynamic force of excited passion, and the

static power of regidating beauty. Pathos

and Ethos were in perfect harmony, and if the

artists sinned it was on the side of Ethos.

This purifying effect has often been misimder-

stood by those whose taste has never been
trained, and has been set down as coldness.

No passion was allowed to be represented in its

realistic distorting element ; no lachrymal

glands distended with weeping ; no depressed

mouths as elements of screaming fits ; no
turned-up eye-balls to express love or devo-

tion ; no swollen veins and protruding mus-
cles to mark anger or rage. All passions and
feelings were masked in an ideal form, to

purify and heal them. Aristotle called this
'

' katharsis " ; we might call it the mild influence

of the rays of beauty corresponding to the rays

of the sun in the following tale : Some learned

dogmatists once discussed the relative powers

of the wind and the sun, the majority giving

the preference to the wind, till one of them
related the following :

—" A wanderer wrapped
in his cloak travelled through a lonely desert

;

the more the wind howled and tried to

deprive him of his cloak, the closer he drew
it round him. Then came tho sun, mildl}-

sending down his bright rays. First the

wanderer loosened his cloak, and at last took

it ofl', forced by the kind and genial, but not

boisterous power of the sun." The wind is

passion, the sun is esthetics in art, and the

cloak is our bad taste. The more the wind of
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passion, sensationalism, or realism rages in

art, tlie more we get entangled in our cloak
;

the more the sun in art sends iovra his rays

of beaut}% the more readily do we get rid of

our bad taste. In the group of the Farnese

Bull a passionate sensualism prevails. Pliny

mentions Apollonius and Tauriskos of Trallcs,

as the artists of the mighty group which re-

presents Antiopc, the mother of Amphion and
Zethos, who had been condemned by Dirke,

the wife of Lj'kos, in a fit of rage and jea-

lousy, to be tied to a buU. Her two sons

arrive at this moment, seize Dirke, and exe-

cute on her the cruel sentence which was to

have been inflicted on their mother. Two
jealous women, in a deadly conflict,two enraged

sons avenging an injured mother, a wild bull,

ropes, and a dog, all hewn out of one block of

marble, the weight of which has unfortunately

not been mentioned in tons, is even worse than
the group of LaokoOn. The struggling Dirke
contrasted with the passionless Antiope, and
the cool and hard-featured sons contrasted

with the rearing bull, which, more humane
than the sensational artists, appears to be

horrified at the task which is forced upon him,

form a group which is without harmony in

composition. The static lines of repose are

wanting ; all is movement ; line intersects line,

and produces an unintelligible and confused

mass without an iutellectual centre, except

the head of the unconscious brute which
towers over tlio other " dramatis personre."

Theatrical pomp, wild passion, and sensual

ostentation make the whole an imposing orna-

ment for a market-place not far from a

slaughter-house, or for a place like Tyburn-
gate once was. In I'ig. (5 we I'.ave a Venus,

now called of Medici, by Kleomenes, the son

of ApoUodorus of Athens. The composition

is not original, but is an excellent imitation

of the Venus of Knido, by Praxiteles (see

Fig. 7, BuiLDixu News, 4th July, 1873.)

The goddess of love expresses a consciousness

of her charms through the position of her

hands, which is must objectionable. SmaU
headed, but with oxciuisitely worked limbs, is

the statue of the Orator (see Fig. 7), by Kleo-

menes the younger, a son of the above men-
tioned artist. In the two statues we can trace

a careful but rather too slavish study of the

classic masters, the sensational or realistic

subjects being always chosen for imitation in

preference to others. The school of llhodes

was imitated bv that of Pergamos, which
flourished towards the end of the third

century after Christ. The group of PLDtns

and Arria (see Fig. 8), now in the Villa

Ludovisi, represents two barbarians, as the

Gauls were called by the Romans at that

period, who prefer death to disgrace and
slavery. The wife has been killed, and hangs
lifeless from the husband's arm, whilst he,

with self-conscious determination, thrusts his

sword into his bosom. TVe cannot treat this

group with the same severity as that of the

Farnese Bull. The feeling of love of inde-

pendence softens the wild despair of the

savage, but still how different is this realistic,

coarse rendering from the fragment at Home
representing Menelaos trying to drag away
the dead body of the youthful Patrolcles. The
pathetic moment is rendered in the language
of the purest idealisation of forms, and not
in a merely correct imitation of the wild
barbarian limbs and facial lines.

Better in execution is the Gladiator from the

Villa Borghese (see Fig. 9), now in the Louvre
at Paris. The warrior is not a type of beauty,

but his bodily strength is well marked in the

characteristic situation in which he is repre-

sented. Apparently he defends himself
against an enemy either on horseback or

standing above him ; one arm is raised to

parry the blow, whilst t)ie other is drawn
back for a thrust. The lines of the composi-
tion express action in a masterly way; but, in

spite of this excellent treatment, the statue is

devoid of every higher ideal effect, the
reaction is missed, and the intention of the
artist to parade his anatomical knowledge in

the arrangement of the expanded muscles, is

too apparent. That repose in movement
which we admired in the Diskobolus of Myron
(see Fig. 13, BriLDiNG News, 4th July,

1873), is altogether wanting. The mind of

Greece was turned from art to science—from a

worship in forms to the construction of new
theological systems. Geography and natural

history stepped into the foreground, whilst

poetry and esthetics wore neglected. Com-
mentators, grammarians, and rhetoricians

abounded ; epigrammatists ruled in literature
;

and the reasoning faculty began to be more
cultivated than the imagination, or the correct

appreciation of good artistic compositions.

To show the excellence of the Greek plastic

spii'it, oven in small works of art, we give

some specimens of their coins and gems. (See

Figs. 10— -22.) The stamps of the coins and
the styles in glyptics are arranged to show
the gradual development of this branch of

art. A gem with half-Assyrian, half-Etruskan
forms on it, representing a linn attacking a

bull (see Fig. 10) is undoubtedly of the oldest

type. The reader will do well to compare this

with the silvercoinofAkanthos (Fig. 14), which
treats the same subject in a more advanced
style, QJdipus killing the Sphinx (see Fig. 11)

belongs to a transition period
; the composition

is very stifl". Much better is one of the

oldest silver coins from Kaulonia, on which
figures are in " relievo " on one side, and in

"intaglio" on the other. Apollo is repre-

sented with a laurel branch in his right hand
and a small figure balanced on his left arm,
whilst by his side stands a stag. The head-
dress of the god is in the Assyro-Egyptian
style, as is also the head of Minerva on a large

silver coin from Athens (see Fig. 13.). The
coins from Syralcuse were distinguished at an
early period by their sharp stamps and their

improved outlines of the human figure. The
coin in Fig. lo gives us the head of Arethusa
the Nymph, surrounded by four fishes. On
the reverse is Apollo in a quadriga, crowned
by Aurora. (See Fig. 16.) The coin of the
Arkadian town Pheneos, of which we give
both obverse and reverse (see Fig. 17), be-
longs to the best period of Greek art preced-
ing the Peloponnesian "War. On the obverse
we have the head of Uemeter, and on the

reverse Hermes carrying his adopted child,

Arkas, in his arms. Of the same period is a
well-executed silver coin from Stymphalos
with a charming head of the Arkadian
Artemis (see Fig. IS). A silver coin from
Athens bears the head of Minerva with the
helmet (see Fig. 19), and another coin (Fig.

20) shows the head of Uyonisios with a
diadem adorned with a •nTcath of vine-leaves.
The silver coin from the Lokrian Opus (Fig. 21)
shows the head of Demeter, or that of her
daughter Kora ; the elegant ear-rings in the
form of the " crux ansata" deserve particular
attention. As an example of the most
finished style in glyjitics, we may mention
the Cameo (see Fig. 22) now in the library at

Paris which represents Pelops after his vic-
tory over ffinomaos, watering his horses in

the jn-csenco of the stooping Myrtilos, who is

drinking from an amphora. These and simi-
lar productions testify to the great perfection
with which the Greeks worked in art, even
during the last period of their plastic activity.

By degrees they became careless in composi-
tion and heedless in technical execution ; they
began to over-decorate ; and, finally, their art

altogether died out, to be revived after an
interval of more than a thousand vears.

G. G. Zeeffi.

STJfifiESTIOXS AS TO THE ARRANGE-
MENT AND ARCHITECTURAL TREAT-
MENT OF PICTURE GALLERIES.

Bv H. H. Statham, A.R.I.B.A.*

BUILDINGS for tho oxhibition of paintings
mnj bo considored under three principal

heads—in regard to lightiug, which is a purely
practical point ; in regard to tho arrangement and

* A portion of a paper read before the Liverpjol Ar-
chitectural Society.

classi6cation of the pictures and other works of

art, which is. or should be, based on JBsthetic

considerations, but which practically alfects tho

planning of the rooms ; and in regard to tho

architectural and decoratiyo treatment of tho

building, which, though in one sense a purely
artistic matter, is governed to some extent by
practical considerations bearing on the due effect

and the character of the works of art exhibited.

Picture galleries in general, again, must bo to

a certain extent regarded as divided into two
classes—those intended for periodical exhibi-

tions of new works, and those intended as per-

manent receptacles for collections of a less

transient interest ; for tho conditions in these two
cases are not by any moans the same In regard

to li::rhting, however, both permanent and
periodical art-galleries are on pretty much the
same footing ; and no other question connected
with them can be of so much importance,

obviously, as this ; nor is there any point in con-

nection with the subject on which there have
been so many theories, and, I believe, so many
failures. In regard to paintings, a great portion

of the difficulty of lighting arises fi'om the fact

that the vehicles now almost universally used by
oil-painters reflect light moro or less, and the

necessity for placing water-colonrs under glass

hrings them into the same category. It was this

difflcidty which led,.in a great measure, to the

employment of fresco for the paintings in the

Houses of Parliament, as some of our leading

artists pronounced that it would b3 impossible for

oil-paintings to be satisfactorily soon under such

a light as they would be subject to there, from
low windows placed at various ancrles to the

surface of tho picture. The popular faith on this

point, at present, may probably be sumtned up
in these two articles : that you canuot have too

much light in a picture-gallery, and that you
must have it from the lop. Both those articles

of faith must be taken with a certain reserva-

tion, however. It is quite possible to have too

mu'.-b light in a picture gallery and to defeat

your own ends in introducing it. In regard to

tho top light, howover, its superiority may bo

accepted as generally inooutostable in tho case of

the great majority of pictures in most collections;

tho circumstances in which it may not be tho

best will be referred to afterwards. It may be

said, however, that definite re.asons have been

assigned in contradiction of the top light theory;

and tho Eerlin Gillery was built with side-lights,

on tho ground that painters almost invariably

work with a high side-light, .and that the spec-

tator should seo the picture under tho same light

as it was painted ; iu reference to which it was

pointed out by Sir Charles Eastlako that if a

picture was painted with a side-light from the

left, and bud to be so hnng as to got a sido-light

from the right, the conditions of tho painter's

light would just be reversed. To which it may
be added that the spectator does not want to see

the picture as the artist saw it, when working

upon it, minutely and in detail, but to take in

the whole elTect from a little distance. But the

real philosophy of the top-light soems to be

simply this : that it is only by placing the light

high that we can insure escape from the

surface-glitter from the picture, and a

sky-light is the simplest and most manage-

able way of procuring a high light ; besides

that, if properly constructed, it operates equally

in regard to .all tho walls of .an apartment. The
manner in which the high light en.able3 us to

avoid tho reflection may be soon if we make a

section of the proposed room, with its skylight,

and then annex to it a rever-so section, taking

tho plane of the .picture as the dividing line ; the

lines drawn from the extremities of tho light, iu

the reversed section, to the eye of the spectator,

will show, where they cut tho plane of tho

picture, on what portions of tho wall a reflection

from tho picture will be inevitable. Thus it will

be seen that, with a light ata considerable height

above tho upper liue of pictures, the larger

pictures, which require to be viewed .at a greater

distance, and which on that account alone should

bo hung highest, are below tho line of reflection

when viewed from a proper distance ; and when

the spectator approaches nearer to examine the

smaller works nearer the eye, though the larger

pictures are thereby brought into the line of re-

flection, the smaller ones lower down are still

clear of it. Tho higher a picture is hung, then,

tho more subject is it, in tho majority of cases, to

surface-reflection ; and it is to obviate this that,

in badly-lishted galleries, we often find tho upper

row of pictures iaeliaod forward so as to throw
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the reflection below the spectator's siglit-line

—a method of banging which has a singularly

unsightly effect on the general aspect of

the room, and docs not tend to improve the

effect of tho picture. Such an expedient is

merely shirking a difficulty, and always means
either that tho picture has been placed too high

or the light too low. The priociple laid down by

Sir C. Eastlake was that tho picture and the

source of light should not be within tho range of

vision at the same time ; the range of vision

being comprised within about CO degrees, the

light should be so far above the picture that, at

the point at which tho spectator would stand, the

picture and tho light should subtend an angle

greater than GO degrees with tho eye. This,

thouijh a somewhat different way of putting it,

comes to very nearly the samo result practically.

The next question to tho position is the construc-

tion of the light. The commonest form is that

of a simple raking sky-light, with the glass on
the level of the outer roof and following its line.

This has been adopted in tho rooms at Burlington

House, and there is little to find fault with in the

light there. Another arrangement, possessing, I

think, some advantages, is that of a double sky-
light, the upper one on the roof consisting of

clear glass, the lower one on tho ceiling level

being a horizontal glazing, with obscured,

and if possible, roughened glass. This
brings the apparent light lower in the
room, which, however, would only be of

consequence in a room of somewhat limited

height, and any disadvantage it may have, even
in this way, is counterbalanced by the mild and
diffused character of the light which is gained in

this manner; for it must bo remembered that a
mass of diffused light, and not "rays of light,"

is what is wanted in a picture gallery, and this

treatment would go far to weaken tho bad effect

of reflections, even where the pictures were so

placed as to be liable to receive them ; besides

which, by the use of the lower layer of obscured
glass, tho bad effect of sunlight passing through
wot glass (in showery weather) is avoided ; and
this method offers possibilities for very good in-

ternal treatment of the ceiling. In such a case,

easy access between the lights, for dusting and
cleaning, would of course be imperative. It is

necessary, in arranging the buildings for top-light,

if any of tbo rooms are lower than the others, to

take caro that the higher ones are not placed so

as to rob any of tho lower sky-lights of their best
light ; and for the samo reason a site should be
selected not overlooked or likely to be overlooked
by loftier buildings— a veiy obvious consider-
ation, perhaps, but one of those little things which
are sometimes in danger of being forgotten, just

because they seem so much a matter of course.

Another point which is worth attending to in the
plan of top-lighted galleries is to cutoff tho corcers
on plan, so asnot to place the pictures in tho corners
too far from tho ligbt. The corners of the rooms
appear to bo considered by hanging committees
to be rather good positions for the smaller pictures,
BO far as attracting spectators goes ; it is certain
that many of the finest of the smaller works at

tho Academy are placed at the angles of the
rooms, and you generally find a group wedged
round them, the confluence of two streams of

spectators ; but there is nearly always a certain
deficiency of light in the comers, and if thoy
were canted off at an angle of 45*^ the pictures
hung there would get all the moral advantages
(as we may call them) of tho position, with more
light and more convenience to tho spectators. In
regard to the equal distribution of lighting over
the pictures, it may bo observed that tho octagon
room in Post Ofljcc-place, where tbo Liverpool
Academy Exhibition used to be held, was very suc-
cessful in this way; and it may be suggested whether
a room in this form is not one of the best adapted
for the exhibition of a largo number of miscella-
neous works, under equal conditions ; all dark
corners and jamming of the spectators at tho
angles are avoided, and all pictures on the samo
line are very ncaidy equidistant from the light.

They would, of course, be still more so in a circular
room ; and it is noticeable that tho room which
Rubens built for tho exhibition of his own works
is in this form. But for a permanent gallery,
where pictures ought not to bo crowded, but to
be 80 placed as to bo studied separately, a long
room would probably be found tho most effective
form for tho combination of architectural and
pictorial effect. In long rooms lighted by a sky-
light a piacticfl difljculty occurs in tho necessity
for roof-trussing at intervals, which must tend to
obscnrothe light at certain points; and hero tho

system of the double sky-light, before described,

would assist us in meeting tho case, as the light

would be so far diffused by the thick lower glass

that no definite bar of shadow would be seen
across the lighting surface, unless tho tie-beams
were very close to the glass. The late Jlr. Pap-
worth suggested, a good whilo since, on this very
account, a form of roof construction with an iron

curved truss carried high above the lower sky-

light, which, in fact, was to be hung from the

truss, giving a light to the pictures through the

sides and centre, and with an opaque hanging
ceiling over the spectator, so that he might have
no light except where he wanted it. A disad-

vantage of this arrangement would be that the

opaque ceiling might obscure the light in regard
to some of the larger pictures, which would
have to be viewed further off. But in re-

gard to a collection comprising only one
class of pictures, especially landscapes of not
very large size, and v.hich must bo viewed not

far above the level of tho eye, a low hanging ceil-

ing over the centre of the room might have a

very good effect (and has been suggested, in fact,

for the landscape gallery in Mr. Barry's design

for the proposed new National Gallery), letting

the spectator look upon an illuminated landscape
before him while he is himself in shadow:*
a good effect, I mean, iu regard to the pictures,

for how it could have a good effect on the room,
or how a room so constructed could be made to

look well from an architectural point of view, it

is not so easy to see. One other point,

which has a bearing on the position of columns,
pilasters, and other architectural featm-es in

contiguity to the pictures, is that the latter have a

tendency to reflect light or light-coloured objects

near them to some extent, but they will do this

the less in proportion as they have an adequate
supply of direct light; the better a picture is

illuminated, subject to the conditions named
above, tho less will it be disturbed in effect by
tho reflections from objects in the room or from
the dresses of the spectators.

Artificial lighting would, of course, be governed
by the same considerations as the admission of

daylight, in regard to the position of the light.

But, in order to obtain that diffused quality of

light which has been said to be desirable for

pictures, the artificial light should, I think, be

communicated through obscured glass ; and this

is another advantage which I think might be

found in tho double sky-light system—that the

gaslight (which at present is the only light which
would bo used for artificial lighting) could be

placed above the glass of the lower sky-light,

and thus tho separate points of light from the gas-

jets would be broken up into a mass of light. It

does not appear to mo that any position of gas-

lights within a room, and communicating light

directly to it, could bo otherwise than disadvan-
tageous to the effect of the pictures in producing
glittering reflections. Another advantage of

such an arrangement as I have mentioned
would be, that all heat and products of combus-
tion from the gas would bo kept out of the

apartment altogether, and this is decidedly

desirable in a permanent gallery, whore tho

samo pictures are to be hung for years,

or perhaps for generations. In 1859 a Commis-
sion was appointed to inquire into the best

method for tho preservation of pictures, consist-

ing of Messrs. Faraday, Hofmann. Tyndall, Red-
grave, and Fowke, and tho following quotation

from their report shows that they attached some
importance to keeping tho pictures from the

action of gas :

—

" Coal-gas may bo free from sulphuretted

hydrogen compounds, and in London is so .at the

present time ; it then has little or no effect upon
pictures. But it has not yet been cleansed from
sulphide of carbon, which on combustion yield-^

sulphu7*ous acid gas capable of producing 22^
grains of sulphuric acid per 100 cubic feet of

present London coal-gas. It is not safe to per-

mit this product of combustion to come in contact

with pictures painted in either oil or water

colours ; and the Commission are emphatically

* In the Kxhibition of the " Society of French A rtists.'

'

which consist.'i mainly of smflll landscapes, the room is

lighted through each slope of the roof, a tmall portion on
ench side uf the ridge lieing hlocUcd up ; and from this

centre portion is hunga quaclrilatoral canvas screen hang-
ing down below the level of the cornice, and spreading
hopper-wise at tho lower edge. The light is ndiuitted

through the sky-light all round iho room, strikes on the
oulside of the canvas screen, and is reflected downwards
i n a soft diffused manner on the pictures. The result lu

regard to tiie pictures is admirable, but the thing is a
most disagrecahle eyesore in the room, and it ia rather
diflioult to see how it can be made otherwise.

of opinion that, in every system of pennanent-
gas-lighting for picture or sculpture galleries,

provision should bo made for the effectual ex-
clusion or withdrawal of tho products of combus-
tion from the chambers containing works of art,'"

Another point, -which is naturally connected
with artificial lighting, is artificial warmth ; and
it must be remembered that an equable and
moderate temperature is an essential element in
the preservation of pictures. In a peimanent
gallery, fires, for every reason, must, of course,,

be considered inadmissible ; and probably th©
best possible way of warming such a
gallery would be by hot-water pipes ; the furnace
for generating heat being placed in a fireproof

vault, and, if possible, out of the building ; thus,
for instance, in a quadrangular arrangement of

building, the heating apparatus might be in a
vault under the central court. An advantage of
tho hot-water system is the readiness with which
the degree of heat can bo regulated by shutting-

off tho water from a portion of tho pipes. Th&
kind of heat communicated by hot-water pipes is

also less dry and parching than that from most
other contrivances for artificial heating. In order,

however, to provide against too much dryness
in the atmosphere of the room, the system has-

been adopted in tho Berlin Gallery of placing a
large vessel of water in each apartment, which ia

evaporated gradually by the warmth of tho room,,

and imparts a certain degree of moisture to the-

air. Dr. Waagen gives it as his opinion that
this is " equally good for the pictures and for th&
public.'*

In regard to the question of tho arrangement
and classification of works of art, the distinction

between permanent and periodical exhibitions is.

of course very great. The object of the latter is

to give room for tho exhibition of as many a&
possible of new works which come up to a
certain standard ; and as the style, character,

and size of the work sent for exhibition can only
be generally surmised beforehand, it is impos-
sible to suit the arrangement of the rooms to tho
pictures in detail. It is generally considered
sufficient if a separate apartment is provided for

water-colour drawings and another for sculpture.

That the water-colour drawings, with a scale of
tone and a range of effects so totally distinct

from those of oil-painting, require to be exhibited

separately, is obvious enough ; but I cannot help
thinking that, even in the case of annual exhibi-

tions, a further classification of works might be
carried out than is generally attempted: and that

the possibility of doing this depends in a con-
siderable degree upon tho arrangement of tho
rooms. The Royal Academy Exhibition, even
under its present improved conditions, is littlo

more than a huge jumble of pictures, largo works
and small works, portraits, landscape and (jenre

pictures, crowded together indiscriminately in a

manner which renders it difficult for either the
eyo or the mind to do justice to any work depend-
ing for its effect upon moro delicate treatment

of colour or detail than those around it. Tha
only approach to classification in the Academy
has consisted in placing in one room (the north-

east room) all tho works contributed by
the members of tho new school of light fresco-

like painters— Albert Moore, Armstrong,
Barclay, and others. These pictures, with
their light tints and absence of shadow,
would be fairly killed by being placed singly in

the midst of more heavily-toned pictures, butth©
same thing ia the case, iu a lesser degree, with

works not differing so much in style : paintings

on a large scale, for instance, and paintings on
a small scale, are a mutunl injustice to each

other, and cannot advantageously be studied

when jumbled up together. Now it would, I

think, be quite possible to avoid this drawback,
without eut:iiliug needless inconvenience on
hanging-committees, by planning galleries either

with a range of smaller rooms for tho exhibition

of cabinet pictures, or (as small rooms are iiad

for circulating a crowd of spectators through) by
so arranging the large roonas that screens can
be placed for hanging the smaller works of art,

whilo tho largo ones are hung on tho main
walls.

There has been an excellent opportunity

afforded of seeing how well such a system of

hanging works, since tho early part of last year,

when Sir Richard Wallace, as Pnnrh expresses

it, " invented Bethnal Green" by lending his

splendid collection to the now Museum there,

and making that comparatively humble suburb

a centre of attraction to all lovers of art. I

have never seen pictures so well arranged in any
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place whorothey were necessarily placed as close

as they would go on the walls. The building-, as

you know, is part of the old Kensington edifice,

the "Brompton boilers," re-erected in a new
position. The upper floor consists of a wide
gallery running all round, the centre portion

being open from floor to roof ; the building is

lighted, if I remember rightly, by long sky-ligh*s

running longitudinally; the large paintings are

all placed against the main wall, round tho back
of tho gallery, the smaller pictures, the Ostades,

Torburgs, Sleissoniera, and others of that class,

are hung on each sido of small separate screens

placed near the front of the gallery, leaving just

sufHcient room for spectators between the screen
and the gallery railing. It was thus possible,

when studying, for instance, the splendid speci-

mens of the work of Meissonier and Decamps, to

forget the larger pictures altogether, and to suit

the eye to the scale and finish of the smaller
ones; and I am sure that I camo away from that
gallery with a much more just idea of tho genius
of Maissonier, and of the splendid finish of his

work, than I could possibly have gained if these
exquisite little productions had been wedged iu

between larger pictures, and overshadowed by
their projecting frames, as would have been the
case had they been sent to the Academy for

©xhibitioa. On tho other hand, the pro-
vision of a separate apartment for sculpture (I am
speaking now of '-periodical" galleries) is one
open to question. As a general rule, sculpture
requires a decided light in one direction, and not
a top light ; though a high light is, of course,
best. It is partly for this reason that it is

generally supposed necessary to provide a
separate apartment for sculpture, as is done in

Burlington House, where the sculpture sent for

exhibition at the Academy is placed in the room
opposite the entr,ance, which is the only one
lighted by a side light. But there is a serious
dr.awback to this, and one which I believe
sculptors feel very keenly : that the room thus
selected becomes, according to the go neral usage
in regard to the treatment of sculpture galleries,

tho only colourless room in the place ; and the
effect on coming out of the picture galleries into
the sculpture room is .as if a sudden chill came
over everything. If this is felt even by those
who are enthusiastic lovers of sculptural art, it is

far more so by tho general public, who, as a rule,

understand and care much loss for sculpture than
for pictures. The consequence always is that the
sculpture is nearly deserted in exhibitions ; and I

am told on good authority that tho sculptors hate
the Academy sculpture room, and regard it as a
sort of don. Moreover, works of sculpture will
not bear to be crowded together ; one inter-
feres with the view of another, and with the
right appreciation of it ; for no work of art
so much requires undivided attention as a work
of sculpture, if it is worth anything, does, owing
to the highlyconventional and abstract character of
tho art. For these re.isonslthiuk that in periodical
exhibitions, where the precise arrangement of
the building for the works exhibited is impossible,
it is a great deal better to leave room for tho
principal sculptural works to bo placed in isolated
positions in the picture galleries. They have far
more chance of receiving proper attention there

;

each work serves as a kind of centre for tho eye
to dwell upon, while the pure white of tho marble
rather tends to heighten the efJect of the pictures
th.an otherwise, care being taken that the sculp-
turea are not placed so as to throw any injurious
reflections on any of the pictures. In tho Inter-
national Exhibition g.alleries a good many of the
sculptured works tiro placed down the centre of
the picture galleries, on pedestals alternating
with vases and other objects of tho like nature-^
an arrangement which adds very much indeed to
the general eft'ect, and by which tho statues are
on the whole fairly seen, although tho room is too
narrow and the light too immediately above them
to be considered entirely satisfactory. A bettor
arrangement, where wall space can he spared
for it, is to place the statues against the
side of tho room at intervals, as the im-
portant desideratum of a principal light iu one
direction and on one side is thus secured for them

;

this was done with some of the principal statues
iu the 1862 Exhibition, and I well remember the
effect of Lough's splendid figure of "Comus"
thus placed, half way up the English gallery.
This, of course, can only be when a wall is not
crowded to its fullest capacity with paintings

;

but, on the whole, I think that sculpture would
be much better served in periodical exhibitions
by being placed in tho general picture galleries

;

and that the sculptors would be willing to com-
pound with some disadvantages of lighting in

order to secure a position where their works
would form central and important objects, instead

of being penned together, like a collection of

curiosities, in one room, whore they suffer far

more from crowding and close juxtaposition than
pictures do. So much as to the possibility of

classification in periodical exhibition galleries.

'VN'hen we come to consider the question in

regard to a permanent gallery, the necessity for

definite arrangement and classification of the

works, and the provision for this in the building,

become more distinctly obvious ; and no such
gallery can be considered a good or a satis-

factory ono which does not provide for every
class of work, and every individual work,
being seen to the best advantage, optically

and aesthetically. And the first and broadest

distinction which can be drawn is one between
largo and small works. Large pictures, contain-

ing broad masses of light and colour, and re-

quiring to bo contemplated from a distance as a

great whole, ought certainly not to bo placed in

the same room and under the same light with
small cabinet works, depending for their effect

upon delicacy of detail and elaboration. This has
been recognised iu some of tho best and most
celebrated art-galleries—in the Pinacothek at

Munich, for instance. Here the larger works
are hung in the grand saloons, which are 42ft.

wide, 52ft. high lo the top light, and 31ft. to the
cornice (I do not know if the pictures are hung
up to the level of tho cornice—if so, I think it is

too high to hang any but colossal pictures) ; and
the smaller works, chiefly of the Flemish schools,

are arranged in a series of small rooms at the
side, with a side light to the north. Our prosent
National Gallery is a most unhappy example of

utter unsuitability in this respect; and I have no
doubt that tho effect of the splendid collection of

Flemish pictures lately bought from Sir Robert
Peel is very much marred by their being arranged
in a mass around a large room instead of being
placed in smaller apartments more suitably

designed and lighted for .such pictures. And
here, reverting for a moment to the subject of

lighting, we may notice the principal exception
to tho general rules as to top-lighting for pictures
Sir Charles Eastlako has laid it down that while
large pictures require to be distant from tho eye
and from the light, small pictures should be near
the eye and near tho light; and therefore, in
many cases at least, their condition of lighting
would be host met by a small room and a sido

light. It would be important, however, to con-
sider at what angle the light should fall on the
picture, and what should bo its relative position
in regard to the picture and the spectator, so as
to afford the best result. A square room, as shown
in the Munich Gallery, is not a very scientific

form, for the light could not possibly be good for

tho pictures on the opposite wall unless it were a
very high ono, in which case, as a sido light, it

would bo bad for the works on the side walls near
the window. Reflections of light from tho pictures
when considered horizontally are found to be con-
fined to tho space bounded by lines connecting
the extremities of the light with the extremities
of the i>icture, and to a space enclosed by lines

forming the angle of 30° with those bounding lines,

at the edge of tho picture. Applying this to a square
room with side light, it will be found that scarcely
any portion of the wall opposite the window would
be found av.iilable for .satisfactory inspection of

pictures, particularly if under glass. The plan
proposed by Sir Charles Eastlako for utilising side
light was to have a gallery lighted at both sides
by windows at intervals going nearly to the top
of the room, and then to subdivide this by screens
or partitions placed at an angle of about ()2'' with
the wall, in alternate directions. The eft'ect of

this obviously is to reduce the wall opposite each
window, which is a bad position, and increase tho
area of the side walls. This is very ingenious,
although loss satisfactory to the architectural
mind, no doubt, than a square room ; and besides
the advant.age over tho square apartment, tho
inner and narrower side of tho room could be
utilised as a [place for a statue, which, with tho
opposite window kept high, as suggested, would
be as good a situation for sculpture in combina-
tion with painting as, in all probability, could
possibly be obtained. The aides of the room, it

is true, are for the most part at a less advanta-
geous angle for pictures, than iu a square room,
so far as reflections are concerned, and perhaps a
lessor angle than li2^ might be better, but tho
plan combines several advantages in regard to

economy of space an effective arrangement. On
a larger scale, too, it might be worked into a cir-

cular building, in a very symmetrical form, and
with a great amount of hanging space in pro-
portion to the area of the building. I do not,

however, mean to infer that a top light would not
be the best for cabinet pictures also, could the
light be brought low enough to be near them

;

but in a large building, the other apartments of

which would be much loftier, it might bo dilBcuIt

in many cases to secure a low top light for the
smaller pictures, especially having regard to the
difficulty, before alluded to, of so placing the
lower sky-lights as not to have their light robbed
by tho higher portions of the building.

MOVABLE SCHOOL BUILDINGS.

SOME time ago the Liverpool School Board de-

termined to erect in a few places temporary
penny schools, as trial schools before more per-

manent structures should be erected. As it was
probable that these schools, which were for the
lowest class of children, would have to be put up
on sufferance, and liable to removal on notice

given by the owner of the land, it was of great im-
portance to adopt some plan by which they could
be readily erected, and taken down again when
required to be erected elsewhere, without

damage and at little cost. Several architects

were invited to send in plans of schools for (jOO

childien, and the designs chosen were those by
Mr. J. IMellard Reade, of the finn of Reade and
Goodison, architects and civil engineers, Liver-

pool. Much delay has occurred in obtaining

sites, but tho contracts for the buildings, con-

sisting of three blocks—namely, for infants',

boys', and girls' schools—was at once let to

Messrs. Jones and Son, of Liverpool, and the
whole of the buildings have been put in frame in

the builders' yard for some time past, ready to

be erected. It has been decided to divide the

blocks ; and now two blocks, 80ft. long by 18ft.

wide, are being put up on land in Love-lane,

belonging to the Liverpool Dock Board ; while

ono block, 100ft. by 22ft., is to bo put up on land

at Toxteth Park, belonging to the Earl of Sefton,

and situate at the corner of Mill-street and
Yates-street. It is not often chat a building is

constructed as these have been, before a site has

been found for it. A few details of tho con-

struction may be interesting. E.>ccept the founda-

tions and the slating, the whole is composed of

American spruce. The walls aro in sections 10ft.

long by 10ft. 9in. high, framed with posts 4in. by
3in. thick, covered on the outside with inch-

thick lap-boarding, and lined inside with |iu.

rebated vertical boarding. These frames are

put together at tho junction with an oak tongue,

and are well bolted to each other and to the

kerbs below. Tho ends are framed in two pieces,

which are of the full height of the gables. At
intervals of 10ft. apart, and resting on the up-

rights, are the principals, with backs 'Jft. by
3ft., held together by iron tie-rods, and footing

into cast-iron shoes. When the walls are erected,

these priucipals are simply lifted into their

places
;
purlins aro then stretched across from

principal to principal, and the roof is covered

with inch-thick spruce sheeting in sections 5ft.

wide, while tho length of the slope of tho roof is

secured with wrought-iron knees and screws.

Ventilators are framed in these sheets at inter-

vals, and when all is fixed the board is covered

with slating. The floor is also framed in sections

oft. wide and the length of the width of the

school, and secured to the joisting by screws. Iu

each section of the walling is a window or door,

as the case may be. Tho exterior is painted and

the interior whitewashed. These buildings m.ay

bo put up and taken down without tho necessity,

except iu the case of the slating, of driving or

drawing a nail. As the whole is constructed in

sections 10ft. long, the school could be lengthened

or shortened by additions or detachments of 10ft.

The Board has found the advantage of tho

system in being able to divide the schools and

erect them in two different localities without

alteration, and at a very little increase of cost.

The contract was for £1.115. According to tho

modification adopted, tho schools will accommo-

date HM children iu Love-lane and 3W0 in Mill-

street. Of course tho buildings make no pre-

tensions to architecture, being (according to a

view in tho lUi'strated London News), mere barns

or sheds.

Lord Leigh, on Monday, inaugurated an exhi-

bition of art and industry at Rugby.
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OUR LITHOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS

LODGE SCHOOLS, DENHOLME, YORKSHIRE, FOR

THE THORNTON SCHOOL BOARD.

The designs of Messrs. Milnes and Franco, archi-

tects, of Bradfoi-d, wore selected in a limited

competiLicn. The schools are intended to accom-

mcdate 120 boys, 120 girls, and about 200 infants.

The boys and girls' schoolroom are each 40ft. by
20ft., each having one classroom 20ft. by Kjft.

The infants' school will bo 33ft., by 30ft., having

two classrooms each 20ft. by 16ft. A cloakroom

and lavatory is provided to each department.

The girls' and infants' playground will be joint,

and a covered shcjd is provided for use in bad

weather, as also one for the boys. The master's

house will consist of a parlour, kitchen, scullery,

and three bedrooms, with other necessary ad-

juncts. The building will bo erected of local

delfstone, with sandstone ashlar dressings. The

roof will be open-timbered, and all the fittings of

deal, stained and varnished. Strict economy is

expected to ba exorcised throughout. The works

are not yet commenced, but e.^cpected to bo so

shortly, and no accurate estimate of the cost has

been submitted, in consequence of the very un-

settled and unsatisfactory state of the building

trade in the district. The demand for good

building-stone has for a considerable period boon

so great that quarrymen and workmen have had

thorough control of the markets, and it has

fetched prices which were never bofore heard of.

A slackness in the building trade, which is rapidly

promising, will doubtless reduce building material

to something like its fair normal value again.

The schools are to bo placed near to the centre of

the village, and in close proximity to the site of

the proposed railway station on the Groat

Northern Company's now lino from Bradford and

Halifax to Koighley.

ilost of the villagers are operatives in the

various worsted factories, the largest of which

(that of Messrs. W. and H. Foster) employs

from 2,000 to 3,000 hands. There are also

numerous quarries of oscellont sandstone and

flagstone in the district, overlying the outcrop of

the yorkshire coal measures, the Halifax beds of

coal being now workel at Denholmo.

Messrs. Jlilues and France have also instructions

to orect another block of schools for the same

Board for 200 children, to be built at Denholme

Gate, the designs for which were also selected in

competition.

BOARD SCHOOL, TATELEY ISRIDGE, YORKSHIRE.

This school is now in course of erection oij a

site near the pari.sh cburcl3, in the outskirts of the

town. The ground falls about 20ft. in the length

of the frontage, so that the departments have to

be arranged on different levels. The school will

accommodate about 2G0 children in two depart-

ments : a mixed school for the elder children and

an infants' school. The formor has separate en-

trances, on the higher level, for boys and girls,

with lavatories and cloakrooms attached, and two
classrooms. The boys' entranco is carried up as a

clock tower, with a chamber for bolls. A Board-

room is provided on nearly the same level, over tho

infants' classroom. The infants have their en-

tranco and lavatory under that of tho girls. Their

schoolroom is 30ft. by 20ft., and their classroom

20ft. by Kjft. Tho master's house is arranged
upon tho lowest level, and has a parlour, kitchen,

scullory, and larder, with washhousj bolow and
three bedrooms over. Separate playgroun ds are

pi-ovidod for boys, girls, and infants, and a kitchen
garden is attached to tho master's house. The
contracts amount to about £4,900, which includes

tho fence walls, forming playgrounds, and fittings

throughout tho schools and house. Tho architect

is Mr. George Corson, of 2."i, Cookridgo-street,

Leeds.

LEICESTER ^^I^IICIPAL BDILUI.N-G.S.

The design of which wo this week give a

ground-plan and perspective view, is ono of tho

ten which were selected by the Municipal Build-

ings Committee, and was criticised by us at the

time (seo p. 038 of our last vol.) Tho style is

founded on tho Renaissance of the sixteenth

century. Tho materials proposed were red pressed

brick for the general facing of tho walls. Ketton

stone for the cornices, strings, and pilasters, and

torra-cotta for the panels, discs, spandrels, and

other parts where it c; n be framed in the stone-

work. This design was submitted by Mr.

Frederick W. Roper, of 9, Adam-street, Adelphi.

GRAND CAFE ROYAL, REGENT STREET.

This building, the elevation of which we this

week illustrate, is situate on tho east side of Air-

street, Rogont-streot, and has been erected from

the designs and under the superintendance of

Messrs. Archer and Green, architects, for Mr.

Daniel Nicolas de Nicols, tho proprietor of tho

Cafe Royal in Regent-street, as an addition to his

Grande Cafij and Restaurant. Tho new building

occupies iin area of about 1,500 superficial feet,

the frontage towards Air-street being about 38ft.,

tho total height of tho building above the ground

line being 70ft. The stylo of architecture adopted,

both externally and internally, is an adaptation of

French Renaissance. The basement is planned for

and fitted up .as a kitcheu, larders, &c. Tho ground

floor, which is a lofty room, tho whole area of tho

building, is occupied as a billiard-room, having

four full-sized tables, and communicating by large

glass screens into tho adjoining caf^'. The first

story is the same size as the billiard-room below,

and is used as an addition to the present restau-

rant, being divided from tho same by ornamental

glass screens. Tho second story is divided into

a largo dining-room and ante-room, the third

story being divided up into four private dining-

rooms. The fourth story has be«n specially

arranged for the Regent Masonic Ilall, and con-

sists of a lodgo-ioom SGIt. by 20ft., with the ne-

cessary ante and retiring-rooms, Ac. Un the

savoral stories lifts and service accommodation

has been carefully arranged, also lavatories

and other conveniences. The service accom-

modation and lifts have been well-considered and

arranged to suit the requirements of tho business.

Lavatories and other conveniences have been care-

fully SI udied and fitted up throughout. From its

position in a narrow street, and tho desirability

of obtaining as much light as possible for tho pur-

poses intended, tho windows have of necessity

been mado as largo and numerous as possible;

the front piers in consequence being small, cast-

iron stancheons have boon carried up the back of

them to receive tho principal gilders carrying the

floors, which stanohoons, together with the whole

of tho cast-iron work, including tho ornamental

balcony, lailingbalconettes, &c., have been supplied

by Mr. J. B. Cooper, of Drury-lane. Tho girders

used throughout are Homan's patent, .and have

been supplied by this firm. Tho external stone

carving, and tho modelling both externally and

internally, as well as the carton-pierre enrichments

throughout, have boon executed from the designs

of tho architects by Mr. J. G. Kremer, of Augus-

tus-square. The contractors for tho wbolo of tho

works were Messrs. Cooke and Green, of Black-

friars.

wholesale meat-markets ; the sanitary depot

and st.ables, where upwards of 250 horses, em-

ployed by the various departments of the Cu-por-

ation, are kept. Tho party then proceeded to-

ho ne.v town-hall, and finally visited th3

central fire-station and police-court. It is

almost unnecessary to say that the mombers pre-

sent were highly pleased with their visit ; no pains

had been spared by JHossrs. Lynde and Fowler

to insure tho pleasure and convenience of their

visitors, and in addition, the visit to tho central

fire-station opportunely occurred at a moment
when an alarm of fire was raised, and the visitors

had tho satisfaction of seeing two engines turn

out with a full complement of firemen, and with

two horses to each, all ready for duty within one

minute and a half after the alarm signal. Of

course Mr. Tozer and his well-trained assistants-

were complimented on their promptitude.^ In

tho evening tho members of the Association dined

together at the Queen's Hotel, when a vote of

thanks was passed to Jlessrs. Lynde and Fowler

for their exertions during tho day. Tho Asso-

ciation of Municipal Surveyors is comparatively

a new institution, and is gaining a good position

amongst sister societies. Our readers have oftea

heard of it through tho medium of our columns.

Attempts had previously been made to establish

such a society, but until tho present ye.ar with-

out success, when, thanks to the exarnple

sot by the town clerks and medical

officers of health, this Assockation has been

formed. It has been found convenient to form

tliroughout the country committees of local

surveyors within a convenient distance of each

other; and with this intention the counties of

Lancaster and Chester have been grouped

together. Upwards of 30 surveyors of the chief

towns in both counties aro members of th©

Association, of whom upwards of 20 were present

at the meeting in Manchester.

We understand from Mr. R. Vawsor, C.E.,

Warrington, who acts as Hon. Sec. to the Com-

mittee, that the next meeting will be heldeajly

in January, in Liverpool, when papers relating

to sanitary and engineering science will bo

read.

ASSOCIATION OF MUNICIPAL AND
S.\NITARY ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS,

ON S.aturday last tho second meeting of the

Lancashiio and Cheshire di-strict committeo

was held at the Town Hall, Manchester, under

tho presidency of Jlr. Lynde, C.E., city surveyor.

Tho meeting was attended by the surveyors of

all the principal towns in the neighbourhood,

including JIanchoster, Salford, Bolton, Blackburn,

Birkenhead, Barrow-iu-Furness, Stockport, War-
rington, &c. itc. Tho unanimous thanks of tho

meeting was votod to tho Mayor of Manchester

for his kindness in placing a room at tho Town
Hall at tho disposal of tho meeting.

After a short discussion on matters of profes-

sional interest, the members drove to tho works

of the Salford new intercepting sewer, now being

constructed from the designs of Mr. Fowler, C.E.,

Salford, by whom the plans and details were ex-

plained. Afterwards, under the guidance of Mr.

Lynde, they visited tho Manchester Abattoir and

COMPETITIONS.

FARniNODON Market, London.—At a meeting

of the Court of Common Council on tho 2nd insV.,

Mr. Thomas Kudkin moved the adoption of a re-

port of tho Markets Committeo, recommending

that tho Committee should be authorised to adver-

tise for pLans and estimates for tho construction

of a now fruit and vegetable market, pursuant to

tho order of tho Court of the ISth September last.

Mr. Knight thought it was a very singular thing

that thov .should pay their oftlcer (^the City Archi-

tect) a largo salary for planning such works as

these, and' yot bo forced, as in the present in-

stance, to put the work up for public competition.

Jlr. Lowman Taylor could noi help thinking that

this was a very novel proceeding. So far as

putting tho work out for public competition, it

might'bo desirable, but ho thought the wisest

course would be to lot tho profession have oppor-

tunities of looking at tho site, and of knowing

everything iu connection with it. He also thought

the Court should give premiums—premiums
which would induce men to look into the question.

His object was not delay, but ho wanted the Court

to act with caution, and not to bind themselves

at the present moment. Jlr. Rudkin said ho

should bo very glad to accept tho suggestion of

Jlr. Lowman Taylor, and moved that the Court

should pay tho same premiums which were paid

for the new market at Smithfield, viz., i;300,

£200. .and £100 respectively. Tho report of the

Committeo was then adopted, it being also

agreed that tho premiums as stated should be

paid, but that the Court should not pledge them-

selves to accept any of the designs, or to employ

either of the designers to carry out tho work.

JIanchester.—At tho meeting of tho Jlanches-

ter City Council on Friday last, tho .Markets

Committee presented a report ou tho thirteen .sets

of designs submitted in competition for the erec-

tion of the new fruit and vegetable market. Tho

report recommended the award of tho first pre-

mium to the block plan submitted by Jlessrs.

Speakman. Son, and t:harlesworth, but the merits

of other designs were warmly advocated by

several members of the Council, and it was ulti-

mately resolved, by 22 votes against 15, that the

first pi-emium should be given to tlio design sent

in by Jlessrs. Mangnall and Littlowood.
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THE SOCIAL SUIEXCE CONGRESS.

IX the Health Department of the Congress of

the National Association for the Promotion
of Social ycipnce, held this year at Norwich,
Gapiain Douglas Galton, C.B., F.R.S., presided.

SAXITAKY REFORMS.

7he speciiil question at the first sectional meet-
ing on Thursday week, was, What are tho most
correnient administrative areas for sanitary pur-
poses, and what are the best means of administor-

ii^ the sanitary laws ?

The first paper was read by Mr, Lewis AngoU,
engineer and surveyor to the West Ham Local
loard, the President of the Association of Muni-
cipal and Sanitary Engineers. After reviewing
some cf the chief hindrances to sanitary reform,

he suggested a variety of improvements in exist-

ing arrangements. He thought too much of our
legislation was permissive, instead of obligatory,

and that tho duties of local authorities were not
sufficiently precise and binding, better moans
being wanting to compel negligent or evasive

local authorities to discharge their duties. Re-
gulations should be more strictly enforced, in

order that manufacturers should purify their own
refuse and consume their smoke. One defect in

sanitary administration was insufficiency of staff,

in addition to which the local officers were in

many cases neither properly qualiKed nor suffi-

ciently remunerated or protected from the local

influences which arose from ignorance, prejudice,

and interested clamour. Tlie object of future

legishUion should bo to promote greater simplicity,

completeness, and certainty, as well as to secure
greater efficiency in tho administration of sanitary

laws by granting more independence and protec-

tion to sanitary officers iu the honest discharge
of their duties. Concurrently with this there
was required tho moral infiuence of a higher touo
of intelligeuce in the constitution of local authori-

ties, as well as a better appreciation of sanitary

principles by tho public, without which, as the
Royal Commission had remarked, no legislation

could be applied with success. There wore in-

dications that the elements of natural science

would before long form part of the curriculum
of school education, and it was especially ueces-
sary that sanitary science should be taught from
tho lowest grade Board school to the college,

because the subject affected alike the welfare of

the princo and the peasant.

The next paper was read by Dr. Alfred Car-
penter, which deult entirely with the subject of

administrative areas for sanitary purposes. Ho
said that the design of the Public Health Act of
1872—viz., to stamp out prevent iblo disease
before it spread among the people, could not be
carried out for want of a missing link. This con-
sisted in the inability of the health officer to get
information of the appearance of certain diseases
immediately when they presented themselves
He suggested as a remedy that there should be a
Minister of Public Health, distinct froux the
President uf the Poor Law Board ; that the
magistrates should divide each county into as
many districts as should bo thought necessary,
corresponding, whon convenient, to the present
union area, arranging that no health officer should
have more under his supervision than he could
fairly manage

; that 100,000 persons or 40.000
acres would bo an ample area ; that the magi-
strates should fix and pay the salaries of medical
officers of health; that those officers should bo
supervised by inspectors who should act for one
or more counties (appointed by a Minister of

Health); that the health officer should be in
intimate commuuication with the uuiou medical
officer, who should be deputy medical officer, and
be bound to send noticeof theoutbreakof epidemic
or infectious disease to the medical officer of
health as soon as such occurred; that a similar
duty should devolve on all medical men, and that
they, as well as tho union medical officer, should
be paid moderate fees for such reports. The
writer insisted upon the necessity of tho health
officer personally inspecting every place in which
disease appeared immediately he had notice of
the same, and of making a general inspection of

his district at least twice in the year, reporting
fully after each visitation.

Mr. Godwin urged the absolute necessity of

medical officers of health being more iudopondent
of local bodies, which often had not tho need-
ful knowledge how best to carry out sanitary
laws.

Mr. Baldwin Latham said further protection tend to i-emove all difficulties attending such _.

should be extended to sanitary engineers and supply, and greatly improve tho sanitary status

borough surveyors, as well as to medical officers

of health, in the discharge of their duties. He
thought thero should be some central authority

having control over the draiuago areas of the

country, and that public health laws should be

made compulsory. The fear of expenditure was
the great hindrance at present in the way of

sanitary reform, but it should be rememberedtbat
even costly sanitary measures were really in the

end economical.

The Chairman, in closing the discussion, re-

marked that the present measure of Mr. Stans-

feld, which had been severely criticised, was
merely a tentative one,

SEWAGE, SEWAGE PRODUCE, AND DISEASE.

On Friday a lively discussion took place as to

the best means of disposing of the sewage of in-

land towns. Dr. Alfred Smeo, in a paper, dealt

more especially with " sewage, sewage produce,

and disease." He said it was not a disposal of

the sewage question for a town to turn its sewage
into the wells of the next village. This was a

question in social science which required vigorous

treatment. Sewago irrigation could not be said

to be practised according to the rules of social

science until it was so conducted that the earth

did not become waterlogged, and until the grass

was not besmeared with all the poisonous mater-
ials which sewage contains. As the sewage was
supplied over a large area, all good water supply

ceased, the cattle were compelled to drink sowage,

and the men, under great pressure of thirst,

soughtthe cleanest water they could find, although

if taken near the sewage farm it was poisonously

contaminated with putresciblo matter. If the

sewage ground remained wet, vegetation was
crippled, and when tho earth was dried after

sewage irrigation vegetation was prodigious. But
then, without particular care, juices were im-
paired, and tho texture was so imperfect that-

they had a tendency to rot. Sewage irrigation,

irrespective of its pernicious effects in a sanitary

point of view, was commercially a failure. Sewage
farms were continually in want of tenants. Some
more effective and practical means than this of

disposing of town sewage was manifestly neces-

sary. One only safe course for them was to confess

their ignorance and set to work experimentally
to decide the question. First let them try to

keep the sewage within more reasonable compass
and separate it from the enormous bulk of water
with which it was mixed ; secondly, they must
destroy its poisonous character and prepare it fur

the soil ; and lastly cleanse the water by perco-

lation and filtration. When these things were
effected and the public health socured, it would
be time enough to consider the commersial bear-

ings of the problem.

Dr. A. Carpenter replied to what he called Dr.

Smee's mingled facts and fancies, and defended
the irrigation system as tho s:ifest and best

means for the disposal of town sewage. The
facts established in its favour at Croydon and
elsewhere, both from an economical and sanitary

point of view, efi'ectually disposed of Dr. Smee's
assumption. Dr. Smee's arguments were further

attacked by Mr. Hope, of Chadwith Heath, Essex,

who declared tho doctor to be totally igaorant of

the question, and his paper to be both mischievous
and misleading.

In the discussion which followed, Mr. R. Raw-
linsoD, C.E. of the Local Government Office,

London, said that he was a member of the Royal
Commission on tho sewage question, which some
years ago carried out exhaustive experiments at

Rugby, at a cost to the Government of £S,000.

The results arrived at wore that the proper place

for sowage was tho land ; that the sewage had to

be treated continuously, but that the land could
receive it only during certain periods of the year

;

that the beneficial effects derivable from sewage
were confined to those periods, although it cer-

tainly did not need to be tanked or stored until fer-

mentation set in ; and that, above ail, there could

be no stereotyped process appUcabloto all towns.

(Hear, hear.) Sowage produce might cause

disease, but not necessarily, unless from bad
management.

After some observations from General Scott

and others, the discussion w^as closed.

CONSTANT "WATER SUPPLY.

read
con-

On Saturday Mr. Baldwin Latham, C.E.,

a paper on some points to be observed in

nection with constant water supply, suggestiug

a series of regulations which, he thought, would

of tho population of many to-wus at present but

imperfectly supplied with water.

In the course of the discussion which followed.

Dr. Carpenter urged that the' utmost precautions

were necessary to prevent a constant supply be-

coming intermittent unless the taps aud cocks
were so constructed as to prevent any draught
or foul air making the water impure. Dr.
Hardwicke asked Mr. Latham whether it was not

practicable in large towns to secure a separate

andbotter supply of water for driuking purposes
than for flushing closets, itc, for which an in-

ferior quality would suffice ? Mr. Latham said

that Paris had two such separate supplie s, but it

was found, especially in hotels, that tho less pure
water was preferred, on account simply of its

being cheaper. He recommended the use of

filters for drinking-water. Ho did not know any
placo worse sewered than tho best parts of Lon-
don. As in too many other districts, the sewers

thero were simply elongated cesspools, badly

constructed, and most irregular in width.

THE LOCAL ADMINISTRATION OP SANITARY LAWS.

Upon this subject, in the report presented to the
Health Department of tho Social Science Con-
gress at Norwich by the joint committee of the
British Medical and Social Science Associationson
"State Medicine," the following remarks occur
on the disposal of sewage :—Tho great question of

tho best means for the ultimate disposal of sewage
has remained in abeyance dui'ing the past year.

Little or nothing has been done ; and the diffi-

culties attending the best mode to be adopted,

and the means to bo provided for acquiring the
uecossai'y land for irrigation, filtration, or other

means of deodorisation aud defojcation, remain
untouched and unsolved. There is a general

impression in the minds of sanitary authorities

that souio Government measure will be passed

removing all obstacles which now make this

matter so onerous and complicated. But it cannot
be too often or too strongly impressed on all local

bodies that, whatever may be the mode which ex-

perience may eventually determine as tho best

for tho disposal of sewage, each individual case

must be judged on its merits, where it is sought
to obtain land compnlsorily for public purposes;

and that no general measure can be framed by the

Legislature which will give local boards or rural

authorities a roving commission to take and enter

upon private property without having first shown
to ji competent tribunal the public necessity for

forcible interference with private rights.

HEALTH.

On Monday an address was delivered by Capt.

Douglas Galton on Health. Taking as his sub-

ject tho extent to which iu general Building Acts
sanitary arrangements could bo advantageously

provided, tho conclusions at w-hich Captain Galton
arriveii were, first, that so long as so much pre-

ventible disease exists in this country we must
not delude ourselves with the idea that we have
done more than touch the borders of s initary im-
provement; secondly, that the first step in further

progress is to imbue the owners and occupiers

of houses and cottages with a knowledge of the

laws of health ; thirdly, that to assist in dissemi-

nating this knowledge the position and emolu-

ments of tho medical officers of unions should be

improved, so as to enable them more usefully to

watch over the prevention of disease; fourthly,

that in every town and village or congregation of

houses rates levied ou the owners or occupiers,

should bo employed to provide a supply of pure
drinking water within tho reach of all tho in-

habitants. Fifthly, that plans of all now habit-

able houses, and important alterations of existing

houses, over the whole country, should be subject

to a general Building Act, containing provisiona

to bo inforced by the local authorities; and,

sixthly, that whenever the local officer has reason

to suspect that a cause of disease exists in any
house in a town or village thore should be a power
to outer and inspect tho premises, and to require

tho removal, at the expense of the owner or

occupier, of any causoof disease found to exist.

THE SANITAR\' PROVISIONS OF BUILDING ACTS.

In tho Health Department, Mr. H. H. Collins,

architect, London, read a paper containing

numerous suggestions relative to some of the

defects in the Metropolitan Building Act, as ap-

plied to dwelling-houses. If they examined
sanitary legislation from its commencement to

tho present time, they would find that it had
been but a series of spasmodic measures, tho re-

sult not of calm analytical reasoning, but of
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popular /ear?. It thus invariably boti'&ycil a

want of research or ^voll-weigbod consideration.

Conseqnently, its administration was difficult, its

clsnses confused and ambiguous, its objects often

ill-defined. Its autlaoritios wore disjointed, and,

acting withont co-operation or harmony, the de-

cisions of Judges or magistrates were conflicting

and antithetical, and its legal procedure cumber-
some and expensive. After illustrating these

points, and suggesting many improvements, the

speaker added that no provision existed for

enforcing the number and areas of outlets from
public buildings. Such arrangements at most of

our theatres and public places of entertainment,

and many of our churches and chapels, were
simply terrible to contemplate. The consequence
of an alai-m of fire would involve a fearful loss of

life, for which the Legislature would be primarily
responsible.

A jiapor by Mr. R. Arntz on the requirements
of a General Building Act was taken as read, and
a discussion followed. In reply, Mr. Collins

stat-ed that but a very small proportion of

dwell ing-honses were erected under the super-

vision of architects. Even where employed,
they were often fettered sadly by ignorance,

apathy, prejudice, or false ideas of economy on
the part of their clients.

MISS I-LOEENCE NIGHTINGALE ON HEALTH IN

INDIA.

Sir Harry Vemey, M.P., read a long paper by
Miss Florence Nightingale, entitled, " How some
people have lived and not died in India." After
describing with much detail the beneficial effect

of sanitary improvements in various parts of our
Indian Empire, Miss Nightingale concluded her
paper as follows :—Let us, however, bear emphatic
witness bow great are the sanitary deeds already
achieved by the gallant Anglo-Indian, as formerly
we bore emphatic witness against the then exi.st-

ing neglects. Let the Government of India con-
tinue to sustain the energetic efforts of their

officers and at the same time insist on the muni-
cipalities and local authorities prosecuting the
good work. This was of importance for the
Central Government to do ten years ago, seeing
that there was no local self-government. It was,
if possible, of still more importance now, when
there was some self-government, but it wanted
gnidanco. The natives were always ready to be
taxed, so far, at least, as obtaining a purer and
more plentiful supply of water went. There was
never any discontent about this. What they did
not likewas paying the taxand roceivingno water.
The Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal had by pro-
clamation invited the payers of some of the rates,

as regarded roads, to claim the benefits of their
share of them, and what they paid for. Thus
would it be rendered not only an easy matter to

hold the great Indian Empire by a British force,

butbenoiita untold would be conferred on the vast
populations of our fellow-subjects of whom we
had undertaken the charge.
Among the papers afterwards read in the

section was one by M.ijor-Genoral Synge, R.E.,

advocating the .application of charcoal to house-
hold impurities.

FIREPROOF FLOORING AND FIREPROOF
CONSTRUCTION.

By Lewis HoRNnLoi\-ER.*

TliE question of fireproof flooring and fire-

proof construction generally has for a long
time occupied my attention, and was brought
more forcibly to my mind by tho gigantic fires

that have occurred, not only in jVmerica, but in
OKT own countiy. The loss of life, to say no-
thing of the loss of property, has been enormous,
and the insurance offices have suffered consider-
ably. I find, from a return made to the Board of

Trade for the year 1871, that the losses of thirty-
five insurance companies amounted in that year
alone to the enormous sum of two millions ono
hundred and ninety-seven thousand and four
pounds fourteen shillings and threepence
(i2,197,00-t. 14s. 3d.) ; and this fearful loss has
occurred notwithstanding all the advantages of
the so-called fireproof construction at present in
practical use.

All dc.'criptions of .supposed fireproof con-
struction hitherto invented have miser.ably
failed

; iron girders and iron columns supporting
brick Tsulting have alike proved ineffective,

• The *Qb3t«uceof a paper read before the Liverpool
Archjlector a) Kyciety.

and when subjected to great heat have collapsed.

Professor Lewis, F.S.A. in a paper read before

the General Conference of Architects, in 1871,

states :—" The real difficulties of fireproof con-

struction begin whore there is a large mass of

combustible materials, as in warehouses and
similar structures. In these the heat developed
is something which an ordinary observer would
scarcely credit. I exhibit some specimens of

brass and iron nearly in a melted state, showing
that tho temperature which they had failed to

withstand must have been some 2000^ Fahr. :

the whole place, in fact, must have beeu a glow-
ing furnace." The only structures that have
successfully resisted the most intense fires, and
remained firm and rigid during their continu-

ance, have been floors of brick, stone, or tile

carried on brick vaulting, supported on brick

piers. This method of construction has great
disadvantages, from the great amount of space

occupied by the brick piers. Tho desideratum
to be aimed at is the construction of a perfectly

fireproof floor capable of covering a large area
unsupported by columns and girders of iron,

which, at the same time, must possess carrying
power to sustain heavy loads of merchandise, and
also admit of carrying fireproof division walls for

separating the rooms on the upper stories of

large public buildings, as, for instance, hotels,

hospitals, priv.ate houses, &c.

Mj attention was more particularly drawn to

this question at the Congress of Ai'chitects of

Great Britain and Ireland, called together by the
President and Fellows of the Royal Institute of

British Architect.% in May, 1871. I took con-
siderable interest in the discussion that ensued
aud determined, if possible, to invent a flooring

that would be fireproof. After many experiments
I at last hit upon a flooring that combines all tho

qualities requisite to ensure perfect security from
fire, as well as enormous carrying power.

It was admitted by Jlr. Aitchison, tho architect

for the S. Katharine's Dock Company, who had
constructed a largo number of warehouses for

that company, that iron columns supporting iron

girders are not fireproof, and that in cases where
large fires had occurred, the girders and columns
either melted from the intense heat, or cracked
and collapsed the moment cold water from the
fire-engines played upon them. Mr, Robert
W. Edis, F.S.A., in a paper road before the General
Conference of Architects, hold in London, May,
1872, in '• Notes on tho lute Fires in Paris, May,
1871," states, with reference to tho so-called fire-

proof construction in use in that city:— '* That
the utter uselessness of stone construction to

resist the action of fire is no new story ; but those
who were at all incredulous as to the reason or

truth of this will, I imagine, be convinced by tho
entire failure throughout of the so-called fireproof

construction in all tho fires of Paris." " Of
wrought and cast iron as used in floors and roofs,

tho same remarks will apply as to their fireproof

capacity ; both failed lamentably ; and although
the ironwork did not of itself add fuel to the

flames, as a general rule, it did much more damage
by breaking and snapping, twisting and turning,

than any wood construction could possibly have
done. It was extraordinary to notice tho eccentric

forms into which the wrought iron roofs—notice

especially the roof over tho Salle des Pas Perdus in

the Palais de Justice—had boon twisted ; wrought
iron girders of immense size were turnod about
by tho flames like ribbon, and must in many
cases have been heated to almost fusing point."

Captain Shaw, tho energetic and intelligent

Chief of the London Fire Brigade, stated at the
Conference that his men absolutely dreaded
trusting themselves on floors supported by iron
columns and girders; that they have no con-
fidence in stone staircases tailed into the side

walls
; but would have greater confidence in

staircases of timber plastered on the under-
side, or in wooden floors supported on girders
of timber, which, although subject to the
action of fire, yet, at all events, gave tho fire-

man some slight warning before succumbing
to the devouring element. Seeing, from the
mass of evidence produced, th.at iron and stone
constructions are not fireproof, and not to be
depended upon, I directed my attention to a
combination of fireclay tiles and Portland
cement concrete. It was necessary in tliis com-
bination to use some small portion of iron as a
tie, but I have used as little of this material as

possible, and have placed it in such a position
that no fire can touch it, or if it did, tho efl'ect

would bo harmless.

The object and scope of the invention is to

provide walls, partitions, floors and roo's of
buildings at once light, cheap, durable, thoroighly
fireproof and convenient for ventilating the
rooms or spaces they enclose. For these pur-
poses I employ the materials hereafter namol, in
combination, for w.alls. partitions, floors and
roofs : iron or steel, hollow earthenware and
cement concrete ; and for partitions, undir a
modification— iron or steel, metal wire, eartXen-
ware pipes, and cement concrete.

Walls, partitions, floors, and roofs, are con-
structed of sheet iron or steel, preferably so
formed as to represent one-half of an octagonal
honeycomb cell in transverse section, reversed aid
placed as flitches parallel to each other, witt a
space of si.'i inches between tho flitches. In
this space are placed pipes of hollow earther-
ware, with tho sides splaying outwards at tie
base to form a skewback. Those pipes are in 2ft.

lengths, and the iron flitches are bolted to and
through tho earthenware pipes, thus forming a
composite girder. These girders are placed 2ft.

from centre to centre at the proposed ceUing
height, having -liin. wall-hold at each end. A
rough staging is required by way cf support
on which to lay the Uoors ; between each skew-
back an earthenware hollow pipe—with oval-

shaped head aud flat soffit, with a dovetailed
channel or indentation running longitudinally to

receive plaster of ceiling—is placed, with suf-

ficient room left between the composite girders to

receive the charge of cement concrete. This is

filled in from the upper side and woU consoli-

dated. The upper surface of floor is truly
levelled and grouted with pure cement
grout, and brought to a fair and smooth sur-
face, if intended to form finished floor ; but
if tiles, marble, flooring boards, or parquetry,
are proposed to be used for finished flooring, the
concrete is simply levelled and loft rough to

receive the Kattens to which tho boarded floors are

nailed.

Holes are left in the soffits of the hollow pipes,

where requisite, for ventilating the rooms below,
and the pipes so utilised are connected with flues

in the walls adjoining; oi if it is desired, in these

days of dear coal, to economi.se fuel, hot air may
be conveyed, by means of these hollow tubes,

from any centr.al and convenient point in the
basement where a heating apparatus may be
located, to any room throughout the building
thus constructed.

In walls and partitions tho iron and steel

lengths are placed in a vertical, in floors in a

horizontal, and in roofs in an angular position.

Partitions are constructed of half-octagonal

honeycomb iron or steel cells, with metal wire

stretched across, instead of laths, to receive the

cement concrete or plaster, such wire serving to

tie the iron aud steel lengths, and at the same
time to hold and strengthen the cement concrete

or plaster. It will bo obvious that bricks, flooring-

beards, tiles, marble, or other material or desired

surfaces, may be attached to parts constructed in

accordance with my invention, whether for Uoors,

walls, ceilings, or roofs. I am satisfied that this

is the only roally fireproof construction now be-

fore the public, aud by far the cheapest.

In consequence of the extraordinary advance
in the price of iron, I have been compelled, in

order to keep down the cost of the floor, to econo-

mise in the use of wrought iron iu its construc-

tion. I can now construct a floor without the

octagonal iron flitches, simply by forming the

composite girders separately, before flxing, by
running a ^th or larger diameter wrought iron

rod or bar, with nuts, head aud screws, through
tho centre of the hollow tiles, and ohiirging the

interior with fine cement concrete, gauged 4 to

1, and screwing the whole together, thus making
a continuous beam, aud skewb.acks to receive tho

hollow oval earthenware centres, which, in fact,

throw the whole construction into a series of

small arches, supported on composite girders,

bound into a homogeneous mass by the cement
concrete.

This mode of construction has many advan-

tages for cottages either built separately (self-

contained) or in accordance with the Scotch plan,

where a number of dwelliugs are collected in

flats, having access from a general staircase. It

is cleanly, harbours no vermin, commands a

ready means of ventilation—so necessary to the

health and comfort of .all, and so often unattain-

able by tho poor—and would not entail constant

repairing.

This construction would bo of immense import-

ance if used in the erection of hospitals, dis-

pensaries, barracks, cotton manufactories,
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breweries, railway-stations, -warehouses, drying-

sheds, malt-rooms, &c. It would bo very valuable

if used :n the construction of floors over lock-up

shops—60 common in London, and in which, un-

happilj, 80 many fire^i have occurred, caused, I

am informed by the police, in too many cases by
fraudulent tradesmen who purposely sot fire to

their shops to rob the insurance companies, with-

ont a.nj consideration for the unfortunate families

that n;ay be living above them. One groat ro-

commandation is that it is cheap, and can be

constructed by any labourer of ordinary in-

telligence.

Great care must be taken in thoroughly in-

corp:)rating and amalc^amating the materials

forming the concrete together—-old bricks, broken
small enough topass through an inch mesh, well-

washed gravel and sand. Furnace slag, broken
as before described, makes an excellent material

to mis with tbe Portland cement to form the

concrete. The proportions should be accurately

measured : six, and (if the ballast is sharp and
good) sometime? seven, of the materials above-

meotioned to one of the best double-tested Port-

land coment, carefully turned over twice while in

a dry state, and well mixed. Too much water
is fatal to the setting qualities of the concrete,

because when applied too copiously it only washes
away the cement from the mass; just sufficient

water should be used to temper the whole, and the

best modo of application is by a rose waterpot. The
concrete should not be made in greater quantities

than can be readily carried to the floors and used
before it commences to set. In forming the floors

this fact must be strongly borne in mind. The
floor must not be constructed in layers, but the

ftill thickness must be put in in one body ; there-

fore no more should be attempted at once than
can be satisfactorily completed the same day.

When the floor has set for a fortnight the plat-

form may be struck, but, as the material gains
strength daily until crystallisation is complete,
the floors should not be too heavily taxed at

first.

The partitions, I am satisfied, would be very
valuable if used instead of the stiled partitions,

60 generally used now to divide the rooms on
upper floors—in fact, nearly all the internal

divisions of London houses are simply construc-

tions of timber. The weight of the partitions

could be suspended by tension rods from the

floors above, thus dividing the weight throughout
the structure.

For cottages and smaller houses partitions of

4in., and even 3in. thick would be ample. I

embed the metal uprights m concrete, passing
the rods through the pipes, as before described.

Now as to the carrying power of those floors.

By practical experiment I have tested them in

this particulai-. One specimen hau a bearing of

7ft. 6in. between supports, with 3in. wall-hold at

each end (this was tested simply as a beam of

that breadth, not as a floor, which would have
had the additional counteracting force of equi-

librium to have aided it), and 1-ift. long. After
giving it IS days to set, the supports wore re-

moved, and it was loaded with 31 tons of dead-
weight, or 3J tons to the yard superficial. Another
specimen had a bearing of 15ft. Gin. between
supports, with 3in. wall-hold at each 3nd. After
allowing it 21 days to set it was loaded with
6 tons of dead-weight in tbe centre, equal to a
load equally distributed of one ton per superficial

,

yard.
;

It has been very cleaidy shown by the experi-
'

ments of Mr. Juhn Grant, C.E., that Portland
coment concrete does not attain its full tensile

strength for years, the material gaining at the
end of one year over four times the strength it

possessed one month after construction; conse-

'

quently the bearing power of the latter specimen
would be after one year about 48 tons distributed
over the entire surface, or upwards of 4 tons to

the superficial yard.

In addition to the flooring, I have invented a
very simple method of rendering iron columns
and girders already erected in buildings perfectly
fireproof, by means of a ring of fireclay tubes at-

tached to the periphery of the columns and soSits
and sides of the girders,securely bound together and
attached to the iron by Portland oement concrete,
which allows of a free current of air between the
iron and external facing of concrete. This casing
adds only 2in. to the thickness of the ring of the
metal column.

I have refrained from bringing this matter
before the public until I had pr"oved its capabili-
ties. I have had an opportunity of testing
this practically and thoroughly in numerous

I
buildings lately erected by me on this principlf>,

]
in Cumberland, for the directors of tho Hodbarrow
Mining Company. The spans I have covered

have been 14ft., but I can readily, and should not

hesitate to, carry a floor over a span of 22ft. or

24ft., without any other support than that de-

rived from the walls themselves, by increasing the

depth of the composite girders.

These houses, 58 in nimiber, in which I am in-

troducing my patent flooring are to be seen at

Haverigg, in Cumberland. Tho material that is

used for floors and roofs is simply sea-beach

shingle combined with Portland cement. In the

construction of the walls I have used the pro-

portion of S of shingle to 1 of cement, and for

the floors 6 to 1 of the same materials re-

spectively, but am satisfied that in the larger

proportion of 8 to 1 it would bo equally satis-

factory.

Concrete walls (and I speak from actual ex-

perience) of 9in. in thickness will bear as much
aa any I4in. walls built of brick. It is superior

in many respects : it is impervious to water, and
the walls can be built by any ordinary laboui-er,

under proper supervision.

With respect to the floor, it has greater carry-

ing power than any flooring in existence, while
the whole of the intennodiate hollow space can
be utilised.

The weight of the floor is Gcwt. to the yard
superficial, but this may be made less byreducing
the depth of concrete on the floor. This inven-

tion is as useful for roofs as floors, it being only

necessary 1o give a slight shedding towards the

gutters. A good deal, however, depends upon the

genuineness of the cement used; it must be equal
in quality and well tested as to strength. In tho

floors that I have constructed I have used the

very best Portland cement. I also tried some
cement made at Bebington, in Cheshire. I had
these cements tested in bars 2ft. long by 2in.

square ; weights were applied in the centre ; each
bar had a bearing of |in. at each end after being
made a fortnight. Tue Bebington cement broke
with 971b. weight, while the London cement only
stood 4i:Hb. I am informed that the component
parts of the Liverpool cemontare Welsh hydraulic
lime and the clay silt of the Mersey ; the London
cement, chalk lime and the clay silt of the
Jledway. Of course they both undergo similar

manipulation in the manufacture.
I think I may safely lay claim to the following

advantages embraced in my invention :

—

Ist. Great cheapness.

2nd. Large carrying power.
3rd. Less iron (and that carefully protected)

being used in the construction, and the other

materials used being perfectly uninflammable,,

its fireproof qualities must necessarily be superior

to those of any other flooring.

4th. In ordinal y fireproof floorings columns
and girders of iron havfe to be used, placed at

intervals varying from S ft. to 12ft. apart, and these

are totally unprotected from the action of fire.

In this flooring, even for heavy warehouses,

girders would bo required loft, or IGft. apart,

and columns 20ft. distance, and these are carefully

encased with fireproof material; thus, not only

saving a large amount of expense in girders and
columns, but giving tbe floors, even in the hottest

fires, by calculation, at least six hours' grace (as

compared with ordinary uncased columns and
girders) before the columns would become red-

hot ; thon, when water is played upon them, the

casing would protect the columns and girders

from the unen'iag action of tho contact of the

two elements, and enable them to cool down
gradually.

5th. No ceiling joists or laths are required, the
soflfits of tho fireclay tubes being grooved and
dovetailed to form key for plaster.

6th. The excellent opportunity given, where
the floor is used, of conveying hot air to, or foul

air from, the various apartments in which it is

laid by means of tho hollow fireclay tubes ; and
this is of greater importance to the housekeeper
since the great advance in the price of fuel, for

here a great economy can bo effected.

7th. In this construction I can observe no per-

ceptible lateral thrust—the strain -is all vertical.

8th. No harbour for vermin.
0th. No counterceiling required.

10th. The boarded floors need not bo laid until

all the plastering is finished.

Before going into the question of fireproof

flooring I thought it desirable to examine what
had already been done in this particular. I

therefore went carefully over tho lists of patents,

and derived no little amusement iu the search.

I thoroughly examined 317 separate pataata.
Many of those have secured provisional protec-

tion only ; some refer to rendering buildings
certainly waterproof, and partially fire-resistiii|f

only. During the last 240 years tho subject of
fireproof construction has occupied tho attantion
of our profession. The earliest patent was
"ranted to one Deekins Bull, 33 years before fcbe

Great Fire in London, vix. in IG33. It was
granted by His ^lajesty Charles I. by tho Grace
of God King of England, Scotland, France, and,
Ireland.

RESTORATION OF DUNBLANE
CATHEDRAL.

Dt^'BLANE CATHEDRAL, though it has Buf-
fered considerably from neglect and decay,

and its nave is roofless, is'complete in all its parts.
It consists of a nave with aisles, a choir withont
aisles, a building popularly known as the chapter-
house, built against the north wall of the choir,

rectangular in form, and iu a line with the north
aisle of the nave, and a square tower incorporated
in the south aislo of the nave near to the south
portal. It is of small proportions, the nave being
130ft. in length, 5Sft. in breadth, and 50ft, ia
height, au'l the choir 80ft. in length, 30ft. la
breadth, and a little loss than the navo in height.

With the exception of the tower, the whole of tho
building ia of one stylo of architecture, the Early
Pointed ; of one period, about the beginning of

the thirteenth century; and built by one man, the
then Bishop Clemens. The tower, which in stylo

and date is classed with four others in Scotland,

namely, the towers at Dunning, Muthill,

S. Andrews, and Markinch, is Early Norman, and
dates from a little after 1100. The nave consists of

eight bays ; though small and without a triforiiun,

it is considered very fine, and a beautiful feature

of it is the west window. The clerestory, which
is beautifully shafted and in some parts filled with
foliated work, has a passage running through it as
in a triforium. The choir arch, or arch in tho
division between the navo and the choir, rises

only to about two-thirds of the height of tho
building, and there is consequently a spaco be-
tween ths arch and the roof. This space ia built

up, and in the centre of it there are two aper-
tures, divided by shafted piers. The choir is far

inferior to the nave, and is quite anomalous in its

construction. As has been mentioned, tho
chapter-house is built againstthe north wall of tho
choir, and as it ruus along nearly the whole length
of the wall, and rises to within some 12ft. of the
top of it, almost the whole of the one side of tho
choir is composed of a large space of blank wall,

surmounted by a clerestory, with low windows, the
whole having by no means a good effect. Tho
south side is almost equally anomalous, having,

apparently to make up for the want of light

occasioned by the north wall, six windows, or
double tho usual number. The so-called chapter-
house, which some think was a sacristy, on ac-

count of the three aumbries which it contains,

and others the lady chapel, communicates with
the choir by a pretty cusped doorway. It consists

of two stories, the upper being reached by a
narrow spiral stair. The lower sfory is divided
into five bays, in each of which is a window.
The roof is groined in the Early Pointed manner.
At the east end, immediately under the window,
the floor is raised as the site of an altar, and,

curiously enough, there seems to have been an
altar in the upper story in the corresponding

position, as is indicated by a piscina in the ad-
joining wall.

The restoration of the cathedral just com-
pleted has been confined to tho choirand chapter-

house. It may seem, remarks the Scotsmaji, that it

should have boen first directed to the roofless

nave, but that would have been a much more
diflficult task, and will bd one more easily facod
now that a good beginning has been made. Tho
choir, which is now used as the parish church,

and has been so since tho Reformation, was
greatly disfigured. A partition being required

to inclose it for the pui-poses of worship, an ua-
necossarily thick wall was built, obliterating the
piers and mouldings of the choir arch. This wall

has boon removed, and a much lighter one sub-

stituted, allowing as much of the mouldings to

be seen as is possible under the circumstances.

Two windows, which it was found necessary to

pierce in this wall, to the right and left of tho

door, havo been filled with stained glass. Tho
apertures in the space over the choir, which were
built-up, have been filled with glass, ralioTing

the heavy effect of the partitiou-walL Tho in-
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tenor of the choir was greatly mutilated and dis-

figured. To meet the requirements of the parish,

no fewer than three galleries had been built in

it, and much damage done in consequence. A
characteristic string-course running round the

whole building about ten feet from the tloor had
been completely broken off and plastered over.

The doorway communicating between the choir

and chapter-house had become too low, on account
of the raising of the floor, and had been built up
and so completely hidden that its existence was
not known till the restoring operations revealed
it. The walls were plastered or whitewashed.
All this has been corrected ; the stonework has

been cleaned and mended, the strinf^-coursos re-

newed, the floor restored to its original level, and
the doorway exposed.

The chapter-house was even more sadly injured

than the choir, one bay of it having been taken
away to make room for a stair to the gallery,

another occupied by a heating apparatus, the

altar side destroyed, and tho window in the east

end taken out and a wall with a door substituted.

All this has been undone, and it now stands as

nearly as it may be in its original condition. The
canopied stalls, which stood in the vestibule,

have now been placed on the north and south

side of the choir, right and left of the old altar

site, the idea being that they should occupy the

place of sedilia or seats of tho officiating priests.

The pews and fittings of the church are of oak.

and are in Medireval style. The gallery which
it has been found necessary to erect is at the

end of the church upon the partitional wall.

The church was reopened on Sunday week. Tho
work, the cost of which will be between £1,500
and £2,000, has been conducted under the super-
intendence of Mr. Jlathieson, of Her Majesty's

Board of Works, some points being referred to Sir

Gilbert Scott.

lONA.

THE following extract from an account of a

visit recently paid to lona by a correspond-

ent of the Guardian is of interest.

" Tho main objects of interest are so well known
that it is unnecessary to do more than to allude to

some of tho results of the present excavations.

In the nunnery, which, like the cathedral, bears

singular traces of violence and subsequent repa-

ration, tho pavement of the beautifully propor-

tioned Norman chapel has been laid bare, many
interesting incised tombstones exposed, and,

partly from the tradition of men still living on
the island, partly from the splay still romainin?,
the composition of the east end with the double
Norman windows, and a singularly elegant Btring-

course, has been recovered. Evidence of a coarse

restoration in the fifteenth century, whore a tri-

bune has been erected in the west end, probably
as choir for tho nuns, and where the ruinated
aisle on the north side has been walled off by a

solid screen of stone, has been obtained. The
line of the original cloister has also been redis-

covered.

*'Next to the nunnery stands the Temple Ronaig,
tho shell of which bears evidence of extreme
antiquity. Tho piscina in tho east wall, and the

deep splay of the small east window, prove this

—

a first pointed triangular arch has been inserted

on the epistle side of tho altar, evidently to give

light. Mr. Skene, in an interesting monograph
on the later fortunes of the island, published in

the Proceedings of tho Antiquarian Society of

Scotland, holds this to have been tho ancient
parish church of tho island, for in I.'ifU thoro are

enumerated the teinds of Ycolmkill, called the

Parsonage of Temple Ronaig: From its dedica-

tion it is associated with S. Ronau, who died in

73fi. He is better kno-.vn as the Solitary, who,
after the fashion of tho early Irish, satisiiod his

ascetic aspirations qtucrp.nx ercmiur/. in oretnio, and
inhabiting the rocky islet sixty miles to the north-
west of the Butt of Lewis, which still bears his

name as Kilan Rona. Mr. Anderson, who is a

thoroughly competent judi^e, thinks that this and
S. Oran's Chapel are of the same datn, because
the masonry is similar, and the circular oast

window of tho one corresponds almost exactly in

size and fonn with the lateral windows of the
latter.

*' This last, which is termed ReiligOran, was tho
ancient sepulchre of the Scots and Norse kings.
and exhibits a chapel which probably dates from
the time of S. Margaret, who, according to

Ordericus Vitalis. restored some church in the
island. Much has hero been done in the way of

clearing and fencing the interesting tombstones
which almost pave the precinct. This has been
eS'ected mainly by tho enthusiastic zoal of James
Drummond, Esq, Royal Academician, who has
devoted himself for many years to investigating
and protecting the ruins of lona ; the beauty of

tho ornamentation of theso stones is exceeding,
the desif:rn is constantly varied, and the later

ones exhibit the development of a school of art

which is almost peculiar to this region, although
a cognato school, varying in details and tone, is

found upon the mainland of Scotland* One cannot
but rejoice over the careful guardianship of theso
ancient relics ; but the eye desiderates the wild-

ness which prevailed some thirty years ago, when
the stones, cropping up through the wild grass in

the most picturesque confusion, harmonised with
the traces of decay which are everywhere around.
The pathway between two nicely built walls from
the village to the cathedral calls forth the same
remark. The former scrambling causeway, which
had existed probably from the days of the monks,
was a more appropriate access to the ruins.

'"The cathedral, on the testimony of Mr. Thomas
Muir, who has given much attention to the sub-

ject, presents many difficulties in determining tho

date. He says, ' At first sight the cathedral at

lona is a complete puzzle, so strangely are early

and late forms jumbled together oven in tho

same detail ; and so generally indeterminate is

tho charnctor of the whole structure, that it seems
difficult to find a name for tho style in which it is

fashioned :' and yet some points appear suf-

ficiently clear. First of all, we have an actual

inscription— " Donaldus O'Brolchan fecit hoc
opus." A prior of this name died in 1202, and we
know that the Pope confirmed the erection of tho

monastery in 1203. The east wall of tho north

transept is the earliest piece of work now exist-

ing, and partakes less of the Transitional character

than any of the rest. The arches, externally and
internally, are circular, the carving on the capitals

indicating pure Romanesque, while tho mouldinc:s

of the arches exhibit a Transitional character ; of

the same style are tho Chapter house and two
arches on the north side of the choir, which seem
to be the next succeeding work. Thoro are evi-

dences, however, of rebuilding evorywhero. A
now doorway has been inserted at the west end.

The arch that snipports the central tower on the

north sido exhibits some puzzling features, while

the southern chancel aisle has given place to

some picturesque flying buttresses of the fifteenth

or even sixteenth century. The south-east pier

of tho central tower, on which is found the in-

scription, is Transitional ; so is the south-west

one ; but the two northern piers seem to have
been altered, as has boon indicated by traces of

earlier capitals. Great alterations must have
taken place on tho north side of the church,

where the aisle has been contracted into a chapel.

The line of the cloister has been recently exposed

to view.
" The cathedral obtained that name only shortly

before tho Reformation. Previously it was a

Benedictine monastery, believed by Mr. Skene to

have been Tyronensian, of which reform many
religious houses were founded at the same epoch

in Scotland. But it has gone through hard

usage since then. The main features oi tho

church, as it now stands, aro of a Late Decorated
character, and it would seem as if its area had
more than once been contracted, probably to meet
the convenience of a declining society, if not of a

diminishing population. The monk--^, we know,
continued to exist some forty years after tho Re-
formation, and it will be remembered that Scott,

whoso antiquarian sagacity amounted to instinct,

declares that, at the time in which the Legend of

Montrose is supposed to have occurred, nuns of

the old religion still occupied their cells in lona.

After tho date of the establishment of the Tyro-
nensian monks in the beginning of tho thirteenth

century, there appears to have been a great

destruction, and subsequent renovation in the

fourteenth, when tho east gable of the choir was
built, as well as tho entire navo and greater por-

tion Of the transepts and walls of tho aisles.

Farther changes took place when the nave was
cut off, the arches of the north aisle filled up, and
the elegant sacristy door inserted. Again, after

the Reformation, there appears to have boeu a

further contraction of space by erecting a wall

across the oast arch of the central tower, and to

this date, if not later, may fairly bo ascribed a

solid pier of mason-work against tho south w.all

of tho choir, which may possibly have been tho

base of a pulpit.

"Tho conventual buildings and tho Ch.nciA of

S. Mary do not contain any Tcry marked fea-
tures. The Chapter-house exhibits very distinctly -

that process of reconstruction which is inlicate'd

everywhere. The doorway is ancient md of
excellent design, while a roof of the c>arsest
kind—in fact, a vault, similar to what we Snd in
many of the castles and secular buildings >? the
period, has taken the place of the original"

CHRISTIAN MEMORIALS.*

THE local stonemason's volume of designs and
inscriptions—the former as remarkable for

their bad taste and false sentiment as the latter
for their bad grammar—-is still, in many places,

responsible for many of the incongruous moiu-
ments that disfigure our churchyards. The clergy
have done much within the last few years to im-
prove matters, but in many cases their judgment
has by no means been equal to the goodness cf

their intentions ; and, moreover, tho people who
are the most likely to despise good taste in their

efforts to eclipse their neighbours, are those with
whom in such matters a priest can do little more
than remonstrate. Such a work as the present
would be of great use in his hands, and to all who
will help to clear our churchyards of the unsightly
tombstones that now abound in them. Mr. Mow-
bray points out that the present practice of erect-

ing a memorial over the grave of the departed
was of rare occurrence two hundred years ago.

Had it been otherwise, our churchyards wovild

long ago have been filled with bricks and mortar
rather than with our dead. In olden times,
memorials of the departed took the shape=i of

painted windows, altar-vessels, vestments, office-

books, or some other gift to the service of

religion. When a tomb was erected, it was a
simiile flat stone, with a cross upon it ; later on it

was a calm, severe, recumbent effigy, with hands
clasped, as if in perpetual supplication and devo-
tion, facing the daybreak. After the Reformation
tho devotional attitude occurs less frequently,

and instead of tho clasped hands, tho head is made
to recline on one of them, reminding one forcibly

of Ford's saying "As if they died o' th' tooth-

ache." Still later, all thoughts of death and rest

were banished by representations, oven in our
cathedrals, of battle-scenes, with cannons firing

volleys of solid smoke, half-naked women strewing

laurel wreaths, and heathen deities waiting to

welcome the shade of the departed, or recording

his power. Things are a little bettor now,
though still we find shattered Corinthian columns,

and lilies and roses snapped from their stems
—favourite designs with many people. The
simple beauty of the designs, which Mr. Mowbray
now gives, and the ease and low cost at which
they may be carried out, should secure their

adoption in many places. There are fourteen

designs, ranging in cost from twelve shillings to

five guineas, and full-sized details are appended,
by the help of which the village mason, carpenter,

or blacksmith, can easily execute the work. We
dislika the floriated cross iu Plato XIV.. and
some of the details in Plate XIII are rather

fussy—the weather and accidents soon damage
stones 80 treated ; but those aro trifling excep-

tions to the general merit of this little-book.

WORCESTER DIOCESAN ARCHITECTTJRAL
SOCIETY.

THE last excursion of this society for tho year
took place on Wednesday week, for the pur-

pose of inspecting the churches nf Great and
Little Malvern and Eastnor. The Worcester
contingent arrived at Great Malvern shortly after

the commencement of tho usual morning service,

at the conclusion of which the excursionists

assembled at the east end of the nave to listen to

a brief historical account of the monastery and
church by Mr. Severn Walker, ono of the hon.

secretaries, Tlio church was described as being
originally founded in 10^4. but the only portions

of the Norman structure which now remain are

the nave arcades, the south aisle, and the sub-

structure of the tower, all dating from about
1120. The church was almost rebuilt in the 15th

century, the high and six other altars being

consecrated in 14G0. This differs from most of

our o'd churches in being entirely of tho Norman
nnd Perpendicular periods, without any admix-
ture of the intermediate Early English and

* A. Handv Book of Illustrations and Su^ijestions for

Christian Memorials. By Alfred Mowbray, architect.

Oxfo'"<1 . Mowhray «fe Oo.
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Decorated styles. The most note-worthy features

of the iBterior were stated to be tbe wall tiles,

the stalls -with their curious carved rtiisereres,

and the fino tifteenth century stained glass. The
"wretched state of repair iuto which tbe venerable

structure had fallen at the beginning of this

century, its well-meant but incorrect reparation

by Dr. Card, and the lato thorough restoration

of the fabric undor Sir G. G. Scott's direction,

were noticed in detail, as was likewise the im-

provement effected in the services of the church
by the present Vicar. The visitors, having ex-

amined the various points of interest throughout

the building, proceeded in conveyances to East-

nor. The church at Eastnor, nearly rebuilt from

Sir G. G. Scott's designs in 1852, is a handsome
structure in the Decorated style, and having on

the north side of the chancel aisle a mortuary
chapel, in "which are good monuments to the last

two Earls Somersand other members of the family.

At four o'clock a start was made for Little

Malvern, and after another drive, the remains of

the Priory Church were reached at five o'clock.

Mr. Severn Walker gave an account of this small

establishment, which was founded in the 12th

century, as a cell to Worcester Priory. The
Norman church was rebuilt by Bishop Alcock,

1480 to 1482, and of this the choir and tower
remain tolerably perfect, the transepts and choir

chapels being in ruins, and the nave entirely

gone. There is a well-carved rood-beam and
Gcreen, and 10 stalls with mutilated misereres in

the interior, and the east window contains some
remains of stained glass. A short walk took the

excursionists to Stuart's Lorige, the residence

of Mr. Severn Walker, where a large collection

of curiosities of all kinds was arranged for in-

spection.

^-

DORCHESTER SCHOOL OF ART.

THE annual meeting of the Dorchester
School of Art was held on the 30th ult.,

Mr. John l^loyer, .VI. P., presiding, when the dis-

tribution of prizes took place. The report of the

Committee states that the Treasurer's account

• shows an income from all sources of £180. lis.,

and au expenditure of il-lG". Os. 2d., leaving a

balance of X13. 4s. 2d. iu favour of the school on
the current account. This, added to the balance
of last year's account, gives a total balance in

hand of of £55. Gs. 2d. During the psst year the

school has been attended by 6S students. At the

Government Examination held on the 1st and 2nd
May,three passed in freehand, two of whom obtained
prizes for excellence; one passed in geometry,
two in model drawing, and three in perspective,

to two of whom prizes forescellence were awarded.
Full certificates of the second grade were granted
to Laura L. Barnes, Mary C. Lock, and Mabel
Panton. Of the works of the your sent up to

South Kensington for examination, one gained a

national silver modal, four were admitted to the
national competitiou, and thirl grade prizes were
awarded to fivo others. The total Government
Grant to be received for the year's work is

£19. 5s. The works executed in competition for

the local prizes were submitted to Mr. Puckott,
head-master of the Leeds Schools of Art, for adju-

dication. Mr. Baker has been appointed to the

mastership of the Dorchester School in the room
of Mr. Campbell, who has left to take charge of a

larger school.

CHIPS.

The funeral of Sir Edwin Landseer will take place
in S. Paul's Cathedral to-morrow. A drawing has
been taken by Mr. J. E. Herbert, R.A., of the de-
ceased ai tist ; he is represented lying in his coffin.

A new Wesleyan chapel at Chester was opened
last week. The building is a Gothic structure, with
spire, accommodating between 700 and 800 persons.
The total co.st is about £(i,500.

The reconstruction of theTuileries is to be com-
menced in May. The fire of May, 1871, so calcined
some of the stonework that it crumbles to
powder at the slightest touch, and extreme caution
has been required to prevent accidents to workmen
engaged in the demolition of the ruins.
On Thursday week the North Cambridgeshire Cot-

tage Hospital, which has been built at Cambridge,
was opened. The style adopted is Domestic Gothic,
the material being of white brick with stone dress-
ings. Accommodation is provided for 16 beds.
The total cost of the building, site, &c., amounts to
£10,000.
Tooting Common having been acquired by the

Metropolitan Board of Works, will be laid out as a
place of public recreation. The manorial rights
were purchased for £10,200.

mt

CIICRCIIES Ai'D CHAPELS.

Alleetox.—On Friday last a new Independent

Chapel was opened at AUerton, near Bradford.

The buildinc;, whieli ha3 been erected from the

designs of Jlessrs. Knowles & Wilcook, architects,

Bradford, is in the Italian style. It stands on an

excellent site, standing back 45 yards from the

road. Tho external dimensions are—length

102ft., width 58ft., frontage 7Hft., elevation

to the eaves 42ft. The internal'height of the

chapel is 3?>ift. The entire cost, inclusive of the

site (4,800 square yards), is about i:8,000.

Brandon.—The parish chnrot of Brandon,
Suffolk, has just been reopened, after restoration

under the direction of Mr. Ch.arles Pertwee, archi-

tect, Chelmsford. The church appears to have
been built jiiecemeal at various periods, the first

portiou having been built about the year 1050.

During tho work of excavation several fine old

carved memorial-stones were found, with beauti-

ful floriated crosses thereon, turned bottom up-

wards, and made to answer for floor pavements.

Upon one found buriod at some depth beneath the

chancel, was a brass scroll bearing the inscription
" Orate pro auimam Rogori Wbeevle." Built

into the walls of the tower were also found some
old stone colBns.

Do^^'NsIDE, NEAR Bath.— Tho foundation-

stones of the now buildings for S. Gregory's

Priory, Downside, near Bath, were laid on the

1st iust. The new buildings comprise a monas-
tery, priory church, and large additions to the

college, tho whole block forming an open quad-

rangle, and reviving the arrangements of Mediae-

val buildings designed for similar purposes, tho

architecture being throughout of a severe and
monastic style. The church forms the north

side of the quadrangle, and consists of nave,

choir and s.anctuary, 180ft. long by 28ft. in

width, groined throughout in stone; the aisles

are continuous round the apse, with 10 chapels

opening from them, the whole forming a ckevet

of a Continental type. The Lady Chapel is pro-

jected again beyond the east end, and is 35ft. by
20ft., also groined iu stone, and making the whole
intrernal length 220ft. The west wing of the

quadrangle contains the calefactory and lecture-

rooms on the ground floor, and the whole upper
story is devoted to cells. The east wing con-

tains sacristie.s, chapter-house, prior's rooms,

guest room, and monks' refectory, the whole

being connected by a groined cloister of forty-

two bays 14ft. wide, which runs round tbe entire

three sides of the quidrangle. From this point

the buildings extend to tho westward, and are

devoted to boys' refectory, and kitchen ofBces,

which form a separate quadrangle in themselves.

From the refectory an extension of the college

will form the connection to the present buildings.

The library is a separate building connected with

the cloisters. The tower and spire stand clear

out into the quadrangle at the end of the south

transept, the total height being 2S0ft. Tho
architects are Messrs. Dunn & Hansom, of New-
castle-upon-Tyne. A double-page illustration of

the buildings appeared in the Bdildixg News of

May 30, 1873.

Hereford Diocesan Church Building So-

ciety.—The quarterly meeting of the above-

named Society was held on Wednesday week.

Tho secretary reported that the present liabili-

ties of the Society in respect of the gr.auts already

made amounted to £947, towards meeting which
there was £500 in the Savings' Bank, a balance

of £106 at the National Provincial Emk, £05
received from church offertories, and he esti-

mated the sub.scriptions which were yet to come
in at £320, making tho total assets £!)9L 7s., less

£150 just paid in respect of the grant towards

the restoration of Lyonshall Chui'ch, and £171. 3s.

towards the restoration of T.arrington Church.

Tho adjourned application by the Vicar of Aliens-

more, for a grant in aid of tho building of a new
parsonage, was taken into consideration, and a

gi-ant of £50 allowed. A grant of £67, being at

tho rate of 7 per cent, upon tho outlay, was or-

dered to bo paid in respect of tho restoration of

JIuch Cowarne Church.

Ki.n'g's College, London.—The chapel of

King's College, altered some years ago, under the

direction of Sir Gilbert Scott, from a mere square

room to a striking and unusual interior of a quusi-

Byzantine type, has been all but completed during

the long vacation. The apse has been enriched

by a reredos and panelling of marble and ala-

baster, in which some mosaics have been intro-

duced to give it colour and richness. The semi-

domo of the apse has been painted by Messrs.

Clayton & Bell, and now shows a Majesty, sur-

rounded by the seven spirits, on a gold ground.

Tho walls have received decoration by the same
hands, and the true windows and blank windows
in the aisles have been enriched with gold and
colour. The woodwork of the stalls has been
completed, and they are now placed under hand-

some canopies at the west end of the chapel. The
organ has been enlarged.

KiRBT Wiske.—The parish church of Kirby
Wiske was, on Thursday week, reopened, after

restoration under the superintendence of ]?.Ir.

G. E. Street. The church bears the marks of

many former restorations and additions. There
remains a fine old door of the Norman period,

now placed in the south wall, and during the

progress of tho work a number of grotesque

Norman corbels were found embedded in the

walls. The nave is plain Early English, and the

face of the inner walls bears traces of fire, which
may probabl}' be referred to the times of the in-

vasions of tho Scots. The chancel, which has

replaced an earlier and smaller building, is of the

Later Decorated style. The work of restoration

has been a serious one. The north and south

aisle -walls and the north-east buttresses of the

chancel h.ave been entirely rebuilt, the pillars of

the nave underpinned, and the roof raised to its

original pitch. In order to give full effect to the

restored tracery of the east window, the chancel

arch has been raised some 6ft. The seats of tho

chancel, the communion-table, pulpit, and side

screen are of oak, tho nave seats being of pitch

pine, and the roof of rod deal. Tho floor is laid

with Godwin's tiles. The work has been com-
pleted by the contractors, Messrs. J. and A.

Thorp & Sons, of Leeds.

The Last of another Old City Chttrch.—On
Thursday week Bishop Olaughton conducted a

farewell service in the Church of S. Antholin,

Watling-street, which is about to be removed, the

parish being united henceforth with that of

S. JIary Aldermary. The body of the church

will be t.aken down forthwith, although, as in the

case of tho neighbouring parish of S. Mary
Somerset, Upper Thames-street, the tower will

bo left standing, and be used as a receptacle for

the monuments. The original Chnrch of S. Antho-

lin (a corruption, as it is supposed, of S. Anto-

ninus) was built in the twelfth century, andrebuil

about A.D. 1400 ; again, to a great extent, in

A.D. 1512; and again, of course, after the Great

Fire, by Sir Christopher Wren. It contained

several curious monuments, and some epitaphs

which are preserved in the pages of the antiquary

Stow. The proceeds of the sale of the sito of

tho church will be devoted to tho erection and

endowment of a now church at Nunhoad.

Weymouth.—A memorial-stone of Christ

Church, Weymouth, was laid on the 26th ult., by

the Earl of Shaftesbury. The new church (tho

erection of which was commenced in May last,

so that now a great portion of the walls is nearly

completed) will be a substantial (iothic structure,

from tho designs of Mr. Ewan Christian. It will

be built of Portland stone, in random courses,

with dressings of Doulting stone, from the quai--

ries of Mr. C. Trask. The interior will be lined

with red bricks, having courses of grey bauds

running round the walls and arches, which will

be further relieved by projecting bands of grey

bricks. Tho church will materially differ in one

respect from the other churches iu the town ; for

it is intended to have a peal of bells. It is stated

that the sandy n.ature of the soil of Weymouth
would not allow of tho erection of a bell-tower in

the existing churches ; but in the new church

this has been provided for, as a foundation of

concrete over tho wholo area of the church has

been laid 6ft. deep, and the tower will be sup-

ported on piles 8ft. long, driven in under tho con-

crete. Tho navo arcades will bo of Portlaml

stone, supported on colums, the shafts of which

will be monoliths of Pennant stone, 7ft. long by

2ft. in diamotor, from the quarries of Mr. Green-

way, Down-end, Bristol. Tho Devon marble

columns for tho chancel arch aro from the quar-

ries of Messrs. Goad, Stonehouse, Plymouth. Mr.

Thom.as Dolson, of Weymouth, is the builder.

Tho foundations have cost £1,700, and the build-

ing itself will cost £4,100.
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Coventry.—A now public library was opened

at Coventry on Tuesday. The building has cost

over £4,000, exclusive of the site. It covers an

area of l,H50ft.. There are on the ground floor

lending and reference libraries and waiting room
for borrowers. There are committee and other

rooms upstairs, and on the right of the vestibule

is the reading room, 62ft. by ;i2ft. It has been

built by Mr. J. Marriott, from plans by Mr. E.

Bursress. and is of red brick, with Bath stone

dressings.

The North CAMHRiDGEsmRE Cottage Hospi-

tal.—On Thursday, October 2nd, the North
Cambridgeshire Cottage Hospital, which has been

erected at Wisbeach, at the cost of Miss E.

TrafTord-Southwell, of Honington Hall, Grant-

ham, was opened for the benefit of the town .and

neighbourhood by the benefactress. The hospital

and grounds occupy a site of about 1^ acre on the

west side of the public pleasure-grounds. The
style adopted is Gothic, the material being white

brick, with stone dressings and red brick band-

ings. On the north side is an ornamental tower

nearly 60ft. high, the main building being 3Gft.

There is accommodation for 10 patients. On tho

south stands the residence of the doctor. The
memorial-stone was laid on tho IGth October,

1872, by Miss Trafford-Southwell. Tho total

cost of tho building, site, and furnishing the

hospital, and doctor's residence, including every

surgical requisite for the Hospital, amounts to

£10,000, in addition to which Miss Southwell has

given £3.000 for tho maintenance of the building

and .£5.000 to the endowment fund. Messrs.

J. & M. Challans. of Grantham, wore the builders,

and Messrs. Adams & Son, of Wisbeach and
Lynn, the architects.

C^y^vE.—The memorial-stone of a new Primi-

tive Methodist Sunday School at Crewe has been

laid. The new building will contain about 440
square yards of room, with accommodation for

about 300 children. Mr. Ford, of Burslem, is the

architect of the building, and Mr. A. P. Cotterill,

of Nantwich-road, Crewe, has taken the contract

for the general work.

Desks fok the London School Board.—At a

meeting of the London School Board on the 1st inst.

,

Mr. M'Gregor brought up a report of the School

Alanagement Committee, stating that, owing to

delay in the delivery of standards, and other

causes, tho new permanent schools could not bo

supplied in time with a sufficient number of

desks. The Board gave the Committee authority

to obtain 25,000 double desks, 20,000 of which
have been ordered, leaving a balance of 5,000.

The Committee recommended that the tender of

Mr. "W. H. Lascellos, of Bunhill-row, Finsbury,

which was reported to the Board on tho IGth July,

but not accepted, for 5,000 double desks ('' pitch

.pine " being substituted for *• best Quebec spruco

or white deal," mentioned in tho former tender),

namely, 1,500 of No. 1, 1,500 of No. 2, and 2.000 of

No. 3, at 21s. Gd., 2l3. 3d., and 21s. each, respec-

tively, bo accepted. The Committee also recom-

mend that, as the demand for desks is largely on

the increase, they be authorised to accept a

further tender of Mr. G. Hammer, S. Martin's-

lane. Charing Cross, for 1,000 double desks No. 2,

and 1,000 No. 3, at 20s. and IDs. 'Jd. each respec-

tively. The recommendations of tho Commtttee
"were adopted.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
"We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions ol

our correspoHdents. The Editor respectfully requests
that all communications Khoiild be drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]
To Our Readers—We shall feel obliged to any of our

readers who will favour us with brief notes of works cou-
teuiplated or in progress in tho provinces.

All letters should be addre^^^ed to the EDITOR, 31,

TAVISTOCK-STREKT, COVENT-G-\Rl)EN", W.C.
Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to

J. Passmore Edwards.

ADVERTISEitENT CHARUES.
The charge for advertisements is Gd. per line, of eight

words (the first line counting as two). No advertisement
inserted for less than hiUf-a-crown. Special terms for

series of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.
Front Page Advertisements Od. per line.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 6 p.m. on Thursday.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

(Payable in advance.;

Nineteen shillings per annum (post free) to any
part of the United Kingdom. To the United States

£1. 6s. (or Gi dols. oold). To France or Belgium, £1. Gs.

<or .S*2 francs). To India (cm Southampton), Kl. 14s. Kid.

To any of the Australian Colonics, New Zealand, the

Cape, the "West Indies, Canada, Nova Scotia, or Natal,

f 1. 6s-

N.B.—American and Belgian subscribers are requested

to remit their subscriptions by International 1*.0.0., and
to ad\i3e the publisher of the date and amount of their

remittance. Back numbers can only be sent at the rate

of 7d. each, the postage cbarged being 3d. per copy. All

foreign subscriptions unaccompanied by an additional re-

mittance to cover the extra cost of forwardiug back num
bers are commenced from the next number published
after the receipt of the subscription.

Cases for binding the half-yearly volumes, 23. each.

Subscribers receiving their copies direct from the

ofBce are requested to observe that the last number of

the term for which their Subscription is paid, will be

forwarded to them in a coloured trr<tppet\ as an intima-

tion that a fresh remittance is necessary, if it be desired

to continue the Subscription.

one side only of plain work would ? ^Vould it aot be
.1 clearer stateoieat of the work if abstracted scpar-
.Ttcly, and described as so many yai'ds of railing super-
lictal painted both sides ?—L.

[.^064.]—A Legal Point.—It a priced schedule Is

given in for work to amount to .-eoOO. :ind an agree-
ment made that the work shall be paid for at the rate
of £7-') per cent, npon approval ; and the whole of the
work having been done and paid for. and a bill of
extras, not included In the above schedule, sent in and
payment claimed in a court of law for ditto— Has the
defendant the power to open-up the whole of the con-
tract and dispute the manner In which the work was
done, when it is only the extra work that is sued for

—

all the priced schedule work having been paid ? An
answer from an architect or builder would oblige, aa
this is the second application.

—

One in Trouble.

[;^065.] — Coversine. — "Will some one who has
Logarithmic Tables to minutes, give me the result of
the following formulce :

—

V = R [Coversine .r.]

Let R = 600 feet, and let x = 43° 35'.

Having tables reading
worked it thus :

—

to only half-dcgrcea, I have

Coversine x say 43°

Rad 600 feet =

: 188-2 feet

. Log.
Log.

9-49660
2-77815

12-27475

Now I find this not accurate enough for my purpose

—

but have only tables to lialf-degrees, as above ; and
I have asked twice in thi-^ column where T can obtain
tables to minutes, but so far have not had an answer.—Coversine.

-How U this made?

Received.—J. K,—T. R. and Co.— J. IM. S.—Messrs. B
andCo.—A.Sub=criber.-B. W.--P. H.-W. A.—S M.—
C. a. and Co.— J. I*. L.— J. and VJ-.—J. D. and Co.—
J. E. R—S and S.—J. D. M —H. H. S.-S. J. H.—
W. P. B.~G. and Son.—C. B. A.—M. H

One in Doubt.—We should say " living room."
J T. H.— Please send.

W. E—"When writing on such a subject in such away,
you ought to authenticate your letter.

E. 13.—No decision has been come to yet.

Jittcrtomnntiticaitoit.

QUESTIONS.
[3063.1—Quantities.—What Is the proper method

to be observfrl in taking off the diraensions for paint-

ing of a window thus :—Mr. Fletcher, in the articles on

CHIPS.

New church-schools were opened at EccleRhill.

near Bradford, on Tuesday. The cost of the Imild-

ing has been £fi50. Mr. E. P. Peterson, of Brad-
ford, was the architect.

Two Bew board-schools in connection with the

London School Board were opened at Deptforil,

last week. The style of both is Domestic Gothic.

They are situated respectively in Creek-road and
Clifton-road, Deptford.
A new middle-class Con^egational college was

inaujrurated at Silcoates, near Wakefield, on Wed-
nesday. The cost of the building has been £'20.000.

The Patent Marezp.o Marble Company, formerly

carried on in Oxford-street, is started under new-

auspices, with Mr. Walter Emden as consulting

architect. The offices of the company arc re-

moved to G-i, Regent-street.

A now police-station for the City police is being
erected on the Bridewell E,-itafe, Bridge-strcet,

Elackfriars, from plans by Jlr. Hor«ce Jones, the
Citv architect. The area of the site is Trjft.

by 60ft.

eleuation imsidc

architrave: 6°widC

projectimc 1?2 k.rdm wall.

Quantities in your journal, p. 6t:s, June, 1873, says for

the outside;

—

Xo. 1 sash frame.

1 dcz. squares.

for the inside

6 .9

10 . window front.

Seeing that, according to Mr. Fletcher's rule, the paint-

ing is taken all over the glass, slwuld 1 doz. squares

also be taken for the inside, and should any further

allowance bo made for the return linings, Mn. wide

round window recess ? Mr. Tarn apparently takes for

the inside a superficial dimension all over the glass

and 1 doz. squares in addition, taking the architrave

and linings separately. " Hurst's Handbook " says :

p. 190—"Number sash frames (the outside only).

,Sash squares (each side) per dozen." " Inside of

sasll frames, with the linings, at per foot supcrliclal."

Should an ordinary iron fence on a stoue coping (as to

the area of a house) of bars lln. diameter, 6in. apart,

framed tato a flat top rail be taken superticial both

sides, bearhig In mind that this work Is generally done

by a boy, and docs not consume so much material as

[.1066.]—Plumbers' Cement.-
-F. W. W.

[:!067.]—Oil Sketching Paper.—How can I pre-

pare oil sketching paper as a cheap substitute for

canvas for preparatory sketches ?—T. C. U.

[3063.]—Rendering Deal Boards Incombusti-
ble.—What can I appl.v to some deal boards to render
thera as nearly incombustible as possible ? There is

also some kind of glue made with quicklime which
resists fire—can any one say how It Is made ?—D. I.

[5069.]-Portland Cement.—It is well known
that Portland cement, when over-fresh from burning. Is

apt to e.tpand during the process of "setting." The
Metropolitan Board of Works In their embankment
works had all the cement cooled by laying it 9in. thick

in a dry shed for three weeks, and turning it over three

times during that time. Messrs. Gostllng & Co., re-

ferred to in the inclosed paragraph, are Portland

cement makers. It would be interesting to know
whether the shaft was built with cement mortar or

whether the summit was not finished in this material

;

if so, we have a probable explanation of tlie accident.

It is impossible for such a structure to topple over on
a calm day without the agency of some force

which can be i-eadily ascertained.

—

''The Fatai*

Fali. of .a Shai-t.—We have received communi-
cations from Messrs. Gostllng and Co., of Northfleet,

and also from the solicitors of that firm, respect-

ing the disastrous occurrence of Thursday last. In

which we are requested to give publicity to the follow-

ing statements: Messrs. Gostllng would, In the first

instance, gladly have avoided erecting so high a
sliaft, and only did so because they were threatened

with an injunction In Chancery from an inhabitant of

the village on the ground of the smoke. In conse-

quence of this opposition they built the shaft of

2'2i) feet, which they affirm was In every respect pi'o-

perly proportioned, the thickness of the brickwork

being ample, and, in fact, about a foot thicker at the

base than the walls of the only 2'20 feet chimney re-

ferred to In a list of sLx celebrated chimneys, varying

from 200 to 440 feet In height, published In the BriLD-

INC, News. The contractor, who was unfortunately

amongst those severely Injured by the acciilcnt, was a

professed shaft-builder from the North of England, of

great experience, and the work had been intrusted to

him without competition. Up to the last moment no

symptom of weakness had ever been detected, and the

failure, when It happened, took place at the very sum-

mit of the structure."—EsGiSEEn.

[3070.]—Acoustical.—Would some of your scien-

tific readers who have had practical experience in the

erection of public buildings where the effect of sound

has had to be specially considered, kindly inform me
what would be the best form for the celling of a law-

court—whether domed, partially curved, or iiulte flat ;

whether the best material for constructing it (so a3

to assist sound) would be wood or plaster ; it the floor

would be best of wood or stone, with a view to tiio

same object ; and how echoes may certainly be pre-

vented? I should feel extremely obliged by any

practical information on this subject.—E.NyulftER.

[3071.]—Box Sextant.—I am thinking of buying

this Instrument, but before doing so, should like te

know if any one has used It (with a stand) for tai/ing

out angles, as well as for observing them ',' I believe

the instrument will not do very well for long distances,

but should think it would serve for small ones. Also,

wlilch are the best instruments for settiug out common
building works, churches, &c. ?—Stude.n-t.

[3072,]—Living-rooms.—Do the woids "parlour

and living-rooms " occuningln a speciticallon relating

to a cottage of two loonis down and three up. Include

the bedrooms, or only the pai-lour and kitchen?—OSE
I.S DOIBT.
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[3073.]—Measuring.—I am called upon to measure

some brick labour only. Is it rigbt in this case to

make any deductions lor tbe openings ? and it so,

what is to pay for the labour of plumbing up ? If

some of your correspondents would throw some light

on the matter they would oblige—X X X.

[3074.] — Compensation. — Will Mr. Banister

Fletcher, the author of the able articles upon " Com-

pensations," " Quantities," &c., that have lately ap-

peared In your journal, kindly oblige by stating the

law or giving any information upon the following

case :—A certain local board of
;
health have lately

put In a sewer through a private street (without ob-

taining permission or giving any notice of their inten-

tion so to do to the several owners of the houses

abutting on the said street), and in consequence of

carrying out this work several of the houses have been

seriously damaged. The board when applied to by the

owners of ihe injured property for compensation, very

coolly tell them that they (the board) are not Jegalli/

liable for the damage, and, as I understand, for the

sole reason that the property had not been built 20

years (at least) previous to the damage being done.

The houses in this particular case were built about

seven years before the sewage works were carried out.

I may state that this particular property was sub-

stantially built, and was in a sound and good condition

previous to the ti-ench for the sewer being opened out.

The board do not deny that the damage has been

caused through their operations, but say they arc not

legalln liable. Surely there cannot be such a ridiculous

law in existence. If Mr. Fletcher will kindly give me
any information in your next issuG he will oblige

—

R. C. T.

REPLIES.
[3048.]—Compensation.—In reply to " L.," there

does not appear any difference between the authority

he quotes and my statement. Mr. Woolrych states

Boards, 5iC., are empowered to carry sewers through

land on the sole condition of making compensation,

and need not purchase the land. If " L." refers to

my article, he will find I state the Board can only be

compelled to purchase land where the sewers affect

the surface of that land. It is true I go further and

state that no land or easement can be taken compul-

sorily without the wiitten consent of the Secretary of

State ; but as Mr. Woolrych has not touched upon this

subject at all, I cannot see why "L." should complain of

my article misleading. As to hisquestion about building-

owner, *' L." is quite right : there is no compensation

if " B. 0." does the work with reasonable care. I see

I omitted replying to one question last week. No
doubt " B " has a chance, as '* A " may not live to see

the expiry of the lease, but by the doctrine of pro-

babilities "B's" chance is practically worth nil. I

shall be happy to answer further questions, for I am
glad to see the driest portion of the subject taken up
with so much interest.

—

Basister Fletcher.

[S054.]—Failure of Portland Cement occurs

from various reasons. Sometimes in working It is

allowed to become too dry before the finishing coat Is

laid on : this cause of failure is most frequent in hot

summer weather ; sometimes the poorness of the

cement is the reason of failure; or even good cement
used too new will fall. Should the failure be proved to

bo caused through bad cement, the manufactui'er of

the article is liable, as some makers know to their

cost. The writer finds it a good precaution to lay out

the cement ou a dry floor, in a place wind-tight, and
to have the cement turned over every day for 10 days'

or a fortnight, after which use it. Cold or damp
weather is the best for outside cement work. Care
should also be taken that no iron exists in the sand.

—

T. C. H.

[305 7.]—Gothic Feeling.— I do not think any one

can help your friend "Clerlcus" and his sisters by a

definition of " Gothic Feeling " which could be at all

clear to them, within the limits of your lutereom-

munlcation Column. As well might you try to define

veneration, love, fear, or hate, to one who had never

felt any of those sensations, as describe what Gothic

Feeling is to one who has not experienced it. There
is, I think, no royal road to any learning worth the

having, and, at best, we can but advise " Clerlcus "

how he may help himself. Let him read a clever and
interesting little book by Mr. Kuskin, " Lectures on

Architecture and Painting," or, if he has the time,

the first volume of the " Stones of Venice." Pugln's
" True Principles of ChristiaB or Pointed Architec-

ture " might also be of service to him. By the way,

this brother of " Clerlcus " Is apparently a hard man ;

" he invariabhj exclaims," on looking at the designs

illustrated in your paper that they are " devoid of

Gothic feeling ;" let us hope th,at this sweephig con-

demnation will not fall on at least two of your recent

plates, reproductions of Mr. Street's characteristic

drawings of the interior of his Law Courts, and the

exterior of Wigan Rectory.

—

Hilda.

[3061.]—Finest Site in Europe. — Trafalgar-

square the site, the National Gallery the building.

—

T. C. H.

[3061.]—Finest Site in Europe.— In reply to

*' Aide-toi," the site was Trafalgar-square, the build-

ing the Xational^Gallery.- r,. F.

account is Mr. William Hall, of Gateshead. According

to Mr. Hall's account, " the designs are appropriate to

the sacred edifice, their combined effect is extremely

magnificent and rich, and must not only be seen but

studied In detail before their united splendours can be

fully recognised and appreciated." If the effect is so

impressive, as described by Mr. Hall, we should imagine

it would be more suitable to a Drury Lane Theatre

transformation-scene than to an ancient church, " The
windows," sas's Mr. Hall, " are by Wailes and Son, of

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and they add an additional

chaplet of fame to the wreath which fame has already

showered upon them."

Wesi.-The east window of the parish church of

Wem has been filled with stained glass. The subjects

are the Adoration and Baptism of Jesus, the Dedica-

tion in the Temple, the Institution of the Sacr.ament

of the Eucharist, and the Resurrection and Ascension.

The window Is of three lights. Messrs. Ward and

Hughes were the artists, and the work was performed

under the superintendence of Mr. II. Tonnlng, of Wem.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &o.

The Statue ox the Holborx Yiaduct.— From
a statement made in the Court of Common Council

last week, it appears that the unveiling of the statue

of Prince Albert on the Holborn Viaduct, which has

been completed some time, has been delayed, pending

the result of an application to the Queen to uncover

It. On her Majesty declining, an invitation was ad-

dressed to the Prince of Wales to be present at the

ceremony, to which no answer has as yet been received.

The Corporation of London is the last municipal body

likely to miss an occasion for civic fuss and display (In

the hope, we suppose, of someone being knighted), or

the statue might have been quietly unveiled long since

without troubling the Queen or the Royal Family.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY MATTERS.
Margate.—A meeting of the Town-council was held

on the 30th ult., the Mayor presiding, to further con-

sider the question of the drainage of the borough, and

the conditions to be observed by competitors in pre-

paring plans, estimates. &c. A long and desultory

discussion took place, and after a number of motions

had been discussed and negatived, it was decided to

advertise for persons willing to compete for the honor

and profit of draining the town ; ten of which num-
ber to be selected by the Council to prepare plans, and

for the best and second best, premiums of 200 and 100

guineas are offered respectively.

The rTiLis.vTiox of the METaop.iLiT.4s Sewage.
—The Works and General Purposes Committee re-

ported at the last meeting of the Metropolitan Board

of Works, that they had considered the letter from

Mr. W. J. Bowrlng. requesting permission to erect, at

his own expense, model sewage works at Crossness,

with a view of demonstrating an inexpensive process

of dealing with the sewage, and of producing a better

effluent of water than hiis yet been obtained. The

committee, having carefully considered this matter,

were of opinion that, under present circumstances. It

was not expedient to give the permission applied for

by Mr. Bowrlng ; and they therefore recommended
that he be informed, in reply to his letter, that the

Board were not prepared to comply with his request.

The committee had also considered the letter from Mr.

W. Meycrsteln, transmitting copies of certificates re-

lating to experiments with a new patent for treating

sewage, stating that he proposed making experiments

at Tottenham or Hertford, and requesting that the

Board's engineer might be present and report thereon.

The committee, ufter due consideration, saw no ob-

jection to this request being acceded to, and they

accordingly recommended that permission be given to

the Board's engineer to be present at and report upon

the experiments referred to. The report was adopted.

and from thence into the room, the products of com-
bustion being taken to the chhuTicy by a pipe. The
b.ack of the stove Is preferably winged or corrugated;

the front of the stove Is sometimes made rerevivablc.

Air Is sometimes let up between the back of the grate

and back plate of the stove. The hot products are

sometimes baffied back against the front of the stove

or against a back casing of the stove.

892. S. Lasg, Blackburn, Lancashire, " Construction

of firegrates."—Dated 12th March, 1873.

This invention has for its object the ready enlarge-

ment or contraction of the firespace. The bottom
grate has a number of stud holes formed therethrough,

.and the end irons and back plate are provided with

studs which enter the holes in the bottom grate. The
whole of the plates have elongated apertures or air

passages, which admit the passage and circulation of

heated gases to the oven and boiler.

895. T. Radcliffe, Pendlebury, Lancashire, " Heating

rooms and railway-carriages, &c.—Dated 12th

March, 1873.

A fender or fireplace Is constructei of iron or other

suitable metal or material, under which is placed a

number of gas jets, and when these are lit the metal

fender or framework gives out considerable heat. The
vapours of the burnt gases are carried into the ordi-

nary chimney by suitable channels, cast or otherwise,

fixed to the fender in any convenient manner. For

railway carriages and other similar places the same
plan Is adopted, and in the case of railway-carriages

they will not only be efflciently warmed but the ap-

paratus will likewise act as a foot-warmer.

897. J. Oglesby and J. A. .Tacicsox, York, '• Fuel

economiser."—Dated 12th March, 1873.

The novelty of the Invention consists, first, in placing

in the backs .and sides of domestic fireplaces peculiarly

formed fire-clay blocks that assist in the consumption

of smoke for the purpose of economising fuel ; and,

secondly, in the construction of a portable fireplace of

the same class of fire-clay blocks so arranged that it

can be drawn forward so as to protrude from the ordi-

nary grate.

912. T. Habris, London, " Attaching lines to sliding

sashes of windows."-Dated 14th March, 1873.

The first part of this Invention consists in improved

appliances adapted to the bottom rails of sliding sashes

for attaching the lines thereto without removing the

sashes or beads. The second part of the invention

consls s In hinging the part of the sash pulley carrying

the sheave or bowl to the front plate, so that It may
be brought outwards In a downward direction when a

sash line has to be applied thereto.

1020. T. WOLSTESCROFT, Gloucester, '• Warming
houses, ic."—Dated 19th March, 1873.

First, thoroughly warmingdwelllng-houses and other

buildings. Secondly, economising fuel by thorough

combustion, whereby slack and cinders are burnt with

greater facility and better results than the best

screened coal In the ordinary way ; thirdly, reducing

the bulk of the refuse by ouc-half ; fourthly. Improv-

ing the draught, and thus curing smoky chimneys ;

fifthly, con-iuming to a great extent the smoke, thus

reducing the deposit of soot and also abating the

smoke nuisance.

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.

Conservative Lasd Society .— The quarterly

meeting of this society was held on Tuesday. The
total withdrawals under the rules since the formation

of the society (1S52) to Michaelmas, 1873, were

£545,576. 12s. 8d. The number of the last sh.arc

issued to Michaelmas was No. 39,029. The reserve or

surplus fund to Mich.aelmas, 1873, amounts to £9,000.

The annual general meeting of the members will take

place at the Norfolk-street offices on Tuesday, the

9 th December next, when the accounts and balance-

sheet for the financial year ending at Michaelmas last

will he presented. The Michaelmas half-yearly war-

rants for interest on shares and deposits will be Issued

at the customary period—on the 1st of November next.

The rate of Interest will remain as heretofore

—

namely, 5 per cent, per annum on shai'es completed

and those paid a year and upwards In advance, aud 4

per cent, on deposits.

STAINED GLASS.
Hexham Abbey Church.—We have received a long

account of six stained-glass windows which have re-

cently been fiUed-ln In this church. The sender of the

NEW PATENTS CONNECTED WITH THE
BUILDING TRADES.

864. W. WooncocK, London, " Stoves and fireplaces."

—Dated 11th March, 1873.

Open flrestovcs or fireplaces standing in or with

projections from their lower parts Immersed in a pan

of water. Fresh air is admitted to the back of the

stove, which Is inclosed from the chimney, either from

outside the room or from near the floor of the room,

(IBur #||itc iablc.

Baths ox the Thames.—Tlio plan submitted

by Admiral Elliot ou behalf of the Directors of

the Floating Swimming Bath Company, for a

public swimming bath at the west side of Chai'ing-

cross Bridge, wero sanctioned by the Jletropolitau

Board of Worlts on Friday last, subject to the

consent of the Thames Conservators beina; ob-

tained to the extension shown thereon ; the sinc-

tion of either plan to be restricted to a period of

one year, for the purpose of tiial, and to bo sub-

ject to conditions to be previously arranged by

the board. The pier to bo given up to the Bath

Company was erected, according to Mr. Newton,
" as an architectural feature, so that thoro might

be one pier on each side of the bridge."

Iron Rails for Fexcixg.—A now p.xtent iron

rail fencing introduced by Mr. W. H. G. Fisher,

of Stroud, is in use at several stations on the

Great Western Line, and seems likely to super-

sede the ordinary wood rail fence. The patentee

claims—That the rails are practically indestruc-

tible ; that the fence can bo flsod to any curve

on plan—oven to one of a radius of 5ft. ; that oak

posts are not necessary, for no mortices are made

in the posts and there are therefore no joints or

depressions to invite decay ; that the rouewal of

a post at any time is a very simple and easy mat-

ter; that there is very great facility in fixing,

for as any and every biy or length of fencing fits

any and every post, the fixing is but little more

than digging the post holes; that there is much
greater neatness of appearance ; and, that the

whole cost per yard is only that of fencing with

the ordinary wood rails.
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The Liverpool Architkctukal Society.—
Last "Week a soiree to commemorate the 25th

anniversary of the Liverpool Architectural and
Archaiological Society was held at the lloyal In-

stitution; Liverpool. In the museum rooms were

exhibited a collection of Chinese and .Japanese

works of art ; a large assortment of drawings
illustrative of the different styles of architecture,

and a colloction of autotypes. An introductory

address was delivered by the President, Mr. T. D
Barry. He said that on an occasion like that,

when they had met to commemorate the 25th an-

niversary—the " silver wedding "—of the society,

it would be expected that some allusion should be

made to its career in the past and its prospects in

the future. The origin of the society was due to

a meeting held 25 years ago at the manor-house

of Claughton. the residence of Sir William Jack-

son, where, towards the completion of that build-

ing, he invited a number of local architects to

partake of his hospitality. lie tlien said that,

while other societies had some sort of brotherhood

and mutual recognition, the architects of Liver-

pool were set one against another, and had nothing

like unanimity. After that, the society was es-

tablished, and from that day to the present it had
gone on increasing in usefulness and prosperity.

He then referred to the benefits of the .society,

and said that if they looked back upon its career

they would find it had done much to promote art

in the highest degree. All they wanted was
public sympathy, and a greater study of that

science .and art which they professed to follow.

Mr. Edmund Sharpo, F.S.A., of Lancaster, then

delivered a lecture on the Cathedrals and Monas-
teries of England.

The Palestine Explor-ition Fund.—The
October quarterly statement of the Palestine Ex-
ploration Fund is published. It contains a report

from Lieut. Conder up to June 21, 1S73, several

letters from Dr. Chaplin from Jerusalem, an ac-

count of the Samaritan stone at Gaza by Mr.

Pickard, a description of the condition of the

Kaius of Baalbec, by Lieut. Conder; some geolo-

gical notes by Mr. C. H. Green, and a letter from

the American association, together with an illus-

tration of the result of Mr. Schick's long-con-

tinued examination of the rock levels of Jerusa-

lem. The Committee of the Fund appeal for

increased public support for their project. Mr.

Tyrwhitt Drake who, from bad health was com-
pelled some time since to return to England, has

now gone back to Palestine completely restored.

JI Clermont Ganneau goes out immediately, and
will begin his work at Jerusalem itself.

New Abattoirs at the Metropolitan Cattle
Market.—The Cattle Markets Committee of the

Corporation of London have been authorised by
the Court of Common Council to obtain plans and

estimates for the erection of new slaughter-houses

at the Metropolitan Cattle Market. It has been
deemed desirable to take this stop from the fact

that the greater number of the slaughter-houses

of London will, in pursuance of the terms of the

7 and 8 Vic, cap. s4, be closed in August next

;

and it is believed that the Select Committee ap-

pointed by the House of Commons to consider the

subject will recommend the establishment of

public slaughter-houses or abattoirs.

Enijlish Painters and their Names.—The
Guardian remarks how few of our great painters

have borne purely English names. Celts or

foreigners have distanced the Anglo-Saxon.
Landseer, a German name, is probably of Jewish
origin. Reynolds was probably Welsh or CoruLsh.

JIulready, Maclise, Wilkie, Phillips, Gr.ant, Faed,

Frith, Watts, Leighton, Millais, Marks, Riviore,

Fildes, Walker, Topham, Burton, Burne Jones,

RosBetti, all are either Scotch, Irish, Welsh.
French, Italian, or Jewish. So, too, among
sculptors. Foley, Macdowell, and one or two
more, are of Irish extraction; Woolner, Theed,
Boohm probably German. It is the same with
architects. Of living architects, the three who
have attained to Academical honours aro ^Ir.

Street, whoso name is a translation of the F:onch
de la Rue ; and Sir G. G. Scott and Mr. Normtin
Shaw, who nominally at least belong to the other
side of the Tweed. Englishmen may, however,
comfort themselves with some of the greatest

artists on the British list. Gainsborough, Wren,
Chantrey, Turner, are enough ; and we have
among us Poynter, Holman Hunt, Buttorflold,

Waterhouso, and several more ; but not many.

Sheerness-on-Sea is henceforth the name by
which Sheerness is to be known to the British
public. Believing that hoavon helps those

who help themselves, and that Sheerness is

specially adapted for families who require sea-

bathing and sea-air, the leading men of tho town
have formed themselves into |an association to

bring the attractions of tho place under tho notice

of the general public ; to increase the natural at-

tractions of the locality
; to promote the extension

of tho railway to a more central terminus ; tho

erection of a promenade pier on the be,ach, and
the construction of an esplanade. Especially thoy
desire the aid of capitalists to build larger and
better lodging-houses. It is to be hoped that tho

Sheerness-on-Sea Association may realise the aims
of its supporters and friends. It may be remarked
that Blue Town, with tho Dockyard and G.irrison,

are still Sheerness.

Vandalism at Netley Abbey.—In reference

to a complaint on the above subject in our last

number, the Hainpshirc Iiidr/ieitdeiit says ;
— " If

tho mere fact of careful and conservative owner-
ship of these priceless monuments of tho past

could shield them from tho British snob and
vandal, we will undertake to say that Netley
Abbey would not be more jealously supervised
and guarded than are the loss perfect remains at

Beaulieu. Indeed, all that is left of Netley testi-

fies to tho "reverent appreciation" of Mr. Thomas
Chamborlayne, of Craubury Park, the lord of the

manor, who, though not resident near the spot, as

is Lord Henry Scott, at Beaulieu, has not only

rescued this noble wreck from the utter spoliation

and desecration which some ton or fifteen years

since witnessed, but must have expended a con-

siderable sum in placing it in the state in which
it is now found. The Abbey is in the care of a

keeper, who, of course, cannot bo .always present

in every nook and corner to guard against the

injuries thus most righteously complained of, and
of which, we are certain, none will more regret

to hear than Mr. Chamberlayne. The gradual

eft'ect of this snobbism and ignorant ruthlessness

will be, by and bye, to close all these monuments,
which ought to be national, and most religiously

preserved against all and every who cannot
furnish guarantees of their good behaviour. This,

in the case of Netley, would bo a great loss to tho

people of Southampton, who should, thorofore,

when visiting it, form a protective police, and
hand over to the magistrates those who wantonly
desecrate so beautiful a place."

Technical Education.—A deputation from
the Trades' Guild of Learning waited on a sub-

committee of the London School Board on
Tuesday, at the invitation of tho School Manage-
ment Committee, in order to urge the adoption

of systematic training in mechanics, &c., so as to

adapt the .scientific instruction prorided or con-

templated in tho Board schools to the future

employment of the children. A memorial to the

same etTect has been presented to tho Board, and
is now under their consideration, in favour of the

elementary teaching of applied science and art

in tho schools in such a manner as to lay the

foundation of a connected system of technical

education.

Fall of a Chimney at Northfleet.—.A fatal

accident occurred on Thursday (last week), at

the works of Messrs. J. C. Gostling and Co.,

Northfleet, near Gravosend. Messrs. Gostliug

have recently had built a shaft 220ft. in height,

the diameter .at the base being 22ff., and at the

summit about Oft. Tho last brick was to have
been laid on Thursday week, and Messrs. Gost-

ling had come from Lenten to christen the

chimney. At about one o'clock tho workmen
were about to ascend, when the upper part of tho

shaft was seen to bulge outwardly, and im-

modiately afterwards an immonso mass of brick-

work, with the scaffolding, fell outside and inside

the shaft, covering a number of tho labourers.

Preparations were at once made to extricate tho

men, .although fiOft. or 70ft. more of the chimney
was expected to fall. Two men were pulled out

dead ; two others died within a few minutes
; and

since three others have died. Seven others wore

injured. An inquest was opened at Gravesend
on Monday last, to inquire into tho causes of the

accident ; and adjourned for a few days. No
doubt tho matter will be fully investigated,

and some useful information on the structure

of chimneys, the nature of cement, the time

it should have to harden, itc, will be elicited.

After the sudden accident to tho top of this

shaft, about 100 feot still remained standing. Tho

I

upper portion of this length was in a shattered

and dangerous condition, the walls having been

cracked, as it appears, by tho f.all of large quan-
tities of brickwork down the inside of tho chim-

ney, where they struck on the series of horizontal
timbers which still remaioed in tho places where
thoy had been used to support tho scaffolds. As
each timber was struck, it doubtless bent with
the blow, and tho pressure of its ends against the
brickwork, combined with the violent jarring
produced by the fall, had given rise at many
points to small but easily percoptililo fissures in
the walls. The lower part of tho shaft, as far as
could be ascertained, was sound, and it was there-
fore proposed, if possible, first to throw down the
walls as far as they were in a dangerous state,

then to take down tho slightly injured part by
scaffolding, as before, from the inside, and finally
to begin building again from the sound part to-

wards the bottom. The work of demolition was
undertaken on Saturday morning, by Captain
Clayton, of the Royal Engineers, with a parly
from Chatham. Charges of compressed gun-
cotton were used, and were exploded in the in-

terior of the chimney by wires from a battery.
The first, which was a small one. was tried in
the hope that it would bring down the ruinous
part of the structure without affecting the rest, but
it did not prove powerful enough to be of much
service. A somewhat larger charge was then ex-
ploded higher up the shaft, and even this proved
insufficient to throw down the apparently dan-
gerous portion, though it rent tho walls from top
to bottom. There was then no object in leaving
any part of the work standing, and a third skill-

fully-proportioned charge was fired, which caused
the whole structure (with the exception of 30 or
-to feet at the base), to sink down slowly and al-

most vertically, into a heap of ruins. No injury
of any consequence was aone to t'jo surrounding
building.s, and so far the demolition was accom-
plished with almost more success than could rea-

sonably have been hoped for.

CHIPS.

Alterations and additions to the British Seamen's
Orphans' Home, Brixham, have just been com-
pleted by Messrs. Winsor and Nunn, of Dartmouth.
Mr. Litistoue, of Dartmouth, was the architect.

On Monday week the memorial stones of a Primi-
tive Methodist New Mission Hall, at llamsg.ate,

were laid. The new building will be built of brick,

by Mr. Osborn, and will be about 50ft. by 35 ft.,

facing the road.

Consideralde alterations are being made at Mag-
dalene College, Cambridge, solely under the direc-

tions and from drawings of Mr. W. Cooper, the
Clerk of Works (of Sir G. Scott) at Kiug'a Col-

lege, Cambridge.
Professor Huxley opened the winter session at

the South Kensington School of Art and Science

on Monday.
A new cemetery for the parish of Lee, Kent, was

consecrated on Saturday. The chapels and super-

intendent's house therein were designed by Mr.
Thorne, of Lee. Mr. Webster was the contractor.

The cost of the cemetery was £1G.000.

Mr. Hippisley, surveyor, of Wells, has been ap-

pointed by the Town Council for the purpose^ of

surveying and preparing an estimate of the relative

cost of establishing the proposed new cattle-market

at Blacklands, and in the Corporation field in

North-street.

On the recommendation of the City Lands Com-
mittee of the Corporation of London, the courts,

rooms, offices, passages, and lobbies, at Guildhall

are to he repaired and painted, at an estimated cost

of £1,948.

It is proposed to provide public baths and w.ash-

houses for the large and densely-populated parish

of Clerkenwell, at a cost of about £20,000.

A new local line of railway is about to be com-
menced between Leyburu and Hawes, Hants.

A new infant-school at Thornton, near Bradford,

was opened on Wednesday week. The cost has

been .£025.

One of the witnesses on the Tichborne trial last

week said, by way of apology for the imperfect

manner in wliich he had sketched Arthur Orton'a

comb, '* I am not much of a harketeckt."

iinulc Mim.
^

THE TIMBER TRADE.

The following prices have been obtained during the

past week :
—

Per 120 12ft. IJ by lllu.

i. s. d. & s. d
Kotkalst&JndyeI.<bylO&9 U

„ „ 3 by a 13 10

,! „ 3 by 1" 12 15

3 by 8 12 6

„ 2 by s 13 5

1 by 7 12 10
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Eotka Srd

4 th

4 by 9 i 10
3 by 9 i 10
2 by 7 4: S

3 by 7 & 8

Axmar Irt &, 2nd yel.

Srd

ArchaDgcl 1st yellow 2J by 9

,. ., ii by 7

„ white 3 by 11

3 by 9

3 by 9

2 by 7

3 by 9

„ 24 by 7

2 by 7

„ 4lh „ 3 by 9

>. 24 by 7
2"by 7

Petcrsburgh 1st wliite 3 by 11
Pensacolft pitch piae

Danzig yellow 2 by 10
Hudikswall 1 st yellow

„ 3rdyellow3 by 49

„ libys
„ 3 by S

„ 3 by 11

„ „ white4by7&S
„ 2 by 7

„ H by 6

„ 4th „4by7&8
2 by 7

If by 6

2.J by 7

3 by 9

3 by 8

2J by 7

Gefle 1st & 2nd yellow 3 by 11

,. .. „ 3 by 9

i by 11

,, >, 2k by 9

2i by 7

3 by U
2 by 9

3 by 6

4 by 9

3 by 9

S bv 11

4 by 9

3 by 11

3 bv 9

2i by 7

4 by 9

3 by 9

25 by 7

2i by 9

„ ,> „ 2 by 9

Quebec Ist bright pine

—

12ft. (Wide)

„ Srd 12ft. 3 by 11

01eaborglst&2ndyel.3 bv 9

„ 2| by 7

Wasa yellow

„ white

Srd

Sundswall Srd

Nyhamn 3rd

Tomea 3rd yel.

Sandarne Srd

Soderbamn 1st

1st & 2nd

Srd

„ 4th

,, Ist white

„ 2nd
Eiga crown white
Skc-Iktted 4th „
Stockholm Srd yel. 3

4th
Tomea 1st &

3 by 7

4 by 9 to 12

4 by 7 & 8

2! by 7 & 8

1 by 5.J to 9

3 by 7

3 by 8

4 by 9

,. 4 by 8

2 by 7

,, 3 by 11

„ 2i by 9

; by 9

13 16

12 15

12
11 15

10 10
13 10

13 10
12 15

12 5

14 10

11 10
13 10
11 15

10 15

12 15
11 5

11

13 5

14 10
12 15
14 16

13 10
12

12

11 15

11 10
11 5

10 10
11 10

11 5

10

11 10
10 10
10 10
9 15

15 10

14 15
15 5

15 6

14 S

14 S
13 15
13 5

13 15

]3 5

13

14

13 10

13 10
13 10
13 10

U' 13
12

13 15
13 15

27

13

13

11 15

U 15

13 15

12 15

11 IS
10 15

12 15

12 10
15 10
14
13 15

13 15

13 15

13

12 5

£. s. d.

to 13 15

„ 12

„ 13 15

„ 11 10

., 13 :o

„ 15

Flooring per square.

Dramn
2nd
1st

Christiana 1st yellow 1 by 64 15

2nd „ 1 by 6 12

1 by tl.i 14

i by »i 13
1 by 6 14

1 by 6i 13

l}by6'J 15

Prederlckstad 1st.,

2nci „
„ lst&2nd,.

to 11

84 by 12
377«. 6d.

Ifi hj 10
192s. 6d.

3 by 9 r.

2j by 7 1

&24by7 1:

4 by 10 l;

2nd yellow
4 by 12 i 11 13 15

„ ,. 4 by 9 14

„ „ 4 by 10 13 6

„ ,' 4 by 8 13 10

» „ 4 by 7 13

2i by 7 12 15

2| by 8 12

y. „ 1 by 6 10 16

.. „ 1 by 7 11 10

„ „ 1 bv 6i 10 5

Per 120 12ft. 2i by sjln.

£. s. d.

Dram 2nd yellow . . . 9 10

„ Srd „ . . .950
Per 120 12ft. 3 by 91n.

Esconra.iins 1st spruce . . 20 10
Prince Kdward's Islnd.spruce 17
St. John's uusorted spruce

—

3 by 11 18 15

3 by 10 18 15

3 by 9 18 5
Quebec 1st spruce 2 by 10 19 5

Christiania 1st white . .2000
2nd „ . . 21

Per 40ft. Sin.

Danzig crown deck
s. d.

Petersburg
ilemel
Riga

2in. 18

Sin. 18 6

Lathwood per 210 cubic feet.

£. s. d.

9 15 ,,

. 9

. 8 IS

11 6

10 10

£. s. d.

10

9 15

IS 5

19 3

23 5

.-e. S. d.

11 5

ASHTON GREEN,
SIftte, Iron, iind Mnrble Merchants, imd Qaarry Agents.—Tlooflnir

SIntes—Bangor. Blue, Red, or Green, Blue Portmadoc and Whitland
Alihey Green, the New " Permanent" Green (weight the same aa

Bangor, and uniformity of eleava'-e poual>.

Prices on Wiiarf ia London.
22 by 13 20 by 10 19 by 10 18 by 9
3323. 6d. 2578. Gd. 215s. 192s. fid.

16 bv S HbvlO 14 by 8 12byS
1458. 1703 ll7s.6d. 673.Rd.

l*er ui of 1,200 Slates. Marble and Enamelled Slate Chimney
Pieces, Inscription Tablets. &c. Stoves, Ranges, and Builders'

Ironmongery. A. & G.'s Special Ked Ridge Tiles. Large Sliow of

all Goods at 14 and 15, Burr-street, S. JIary Axe, London E.G.

Drawings and Prices upon application, accompanying trade card.

TENDERS.
Baxbtead.—For an Asvlum. Mr. F. W. Pownall,

architect. Quintities by Mr. Charles Poland.
NiblettandSon flSl.OOO

•Wripht BroB. and Goodchild 180,000

Crockett and Dickinson 173.ii00

Bull and >oii ]72,on'l

DoivnsandCo 1C1.19

1

Chappell 158,130 n

Booth 154 500

Clactov-on-Sea.—For six shopq, with residences and
stables, at Clacton-oa-Sea. Essex, forBaron E. de G-leichen.

Mr. G. G. F\"e, architect. Bank-buildings, Colchester.

Eiches" £.'>,4Sl 6 1

Shepherd 4,860
ClaikeandSon 4,853

Humm 4,223 11 10

Enfiklp.—For additions to residence, " The Eiilgeway
Oaks," for Mr. F. S. Foley. Mr. Thomaa J. Hill, architect.

Bentley £»5 u
Patman 311

HoLBORN.—For the erection of new premises, Newton-
street, High Holborn. Mr. J. T. Knowles. architect.

Stephenson £8,4i;3

Bicbards .",191

Niblett 7,940

Martin 7,9li0

B^.j-ce 7.8:<5

Simpson and Baker 0,797

Wagoer 7,700 n

Kamplin 7,477

Tibbett 7,4.'i5

Jarrett 7,43.t

Wright Bros., and Goodchild 7.'225

Rankin 6,98 1

Kobbins 6,92j

HUDDKBSFiELD.—Accepted tenders for the erection of

hoys', girls", and infants', school, with out-ofBces, care-

taker's cottage, feuce, w.illing itc , at Berry Brow, for the
Huddersfleld School Board, Mr. Eiiward Low, architect.

Quantities supplied by Mr. Fredk. J ohnstone.

Excavator's, Bricklayers' and Masons' Worl:,

Graham and Sons £2,749

Carpenters* and Joiners' Wor/:,

Kirby and Scboles 797
Tiling and Slating.

Goodwin and Sons 377
Plumbing, tt'C.

Garton 173 10 s

Plastering.

Jessop 140 19 4
Jronmongertt.

Brooke '.

115 ti

PaintijK/.

Moxon 90

4,412 111

SorTHWARK.—For Schools in Borough-road, for the
London School Board. Mr, E. R. Krjbsun, architect.

Staines and Sons £8,576
Higgs 7,9S7

Kirk 7.977

Stevenson 7.952
Newman and Mann 7,8')0

Tarrant 7,727
Nightiugnle 7.687
Downs aud Co 7,383

Walworth,—For rebuilding Nos. 24I1, 242, 244, 250,

252, Walworlh-road, and Dye House in rear. Mr. Henry
PhUlips. architect Quantities supplied by Mr.W. Rarnett.

Faulkner 9,558
Newman nnd Maun 8,648
Thompson 8 570
Boyco (1.447

Hider and Son 8,362
Taylo 8,297
Shepherd 8.098
Minard S,04:

Forrest and Son
Jlarslau d and Son
Kirk
Downs an d Co
Tarrant

7.91.-.

7,777

7.719

7,707

7,54S

(I

n

BATH AND OTHER BniLDINTG STONES,
OF BKST QUALITY.

RANDELL. SAUNDERS t CO., Limited,
Quarrymen and Stone Merchants.

List of prices at the Quarries and Depots, also cost of
transit to any part of the United Kingdom, furnished on
application to

Bath Stone Office:
[adtt.] coesham, wilts.

Kensal Greev.—For alterations at the '-William the
Fourth " for Mr. H. Silley. Messrs. Clarkson. architects.

Heslop and Pollard £652 2

Wrettom (accepted) 385

London.—For 5.000 double desks, in pitch pine (in lieu

of best Qidebec spruce or white deal, mentioned in former
tender), (or the London School Board : 1,500 of No 1, at

21b 6d. each ; 1.50O of No. 2, at 218. 3d. ; 2,000 of No. 3,

at 2l3.

W. H. Lascelles (accepted).

London.—For 2.O00 double desks for the London School
Biar.l : 1,000 of No. 2, at 20s. each ; 1,000 of No. 3,

at 19s. 9d.

G. Hammer (accepted).

illLE End.— For the supply of 1,500 tons of broken
blue Guernsey granite, for the Vestry of Mile End Old
Town.

Fenniog (accepted) £6,000

Poplar.—For Schools in Brunswick-road, for the

London School Board. Mr. E. E. Eobson, architect.

Hearn £3,350
Sargeant 3.186

Thompson 3,140

Downs aud Co 3.035

Newman and Mann 2,993

Shecaeld 2.987

Nightingale 2.976

Sewell and Son 2,953

Ennor 2,885

Kihby 2,840

Salisbury.—For villa residence in Church Fields, for

Mr. T. Goodwin. Mr. Fred Bath, arcbiteot. tjuantities

by the architect.

Plowman £703
Tryhorn and Harris 690
Aldridge 685 10
Bridle and Co. (accepted) 612 10

Young 600

TO ARCHITECTS.
GREEN ROOPISQ-SLATEH.

As S'lVvliC'I to H.R.H. The Prince n_f Walcji at Snv'lrhifiham.
Tho Penmoyle Sea-RTcen Slate are specially adapted tot

Churches, Public BuiMiu^s, itc, &c.
(Lesiit cosily than ordinary Gothic Tiling.)

These *inrnhlo and non-abeorbent slates can be obtaiued in sizes

Boit^ble for G-ntbic Arnhitocttire, at prices as uudor.
Iq Railway Trucks, D'a, Gloucester :

—

Per Equivalent
1,200 SUtea to ppr square

Bent Green Slate U by 7 .. — .. 2 17 6 10s. titL

Do. do. 13 by 8 2 17 6 IC^i. 6d.
Do. do. 13 by 7 2 5 lis.

Do do. 12 bv 7 1 18 6 I3s.

Do do. 12 by 6 17 6 lU.
Prices of larpe Siz^s, Co?it of Transit, Reference.

Tontiiuouiald aud Sample Specimuns m;iy bu obtained on
application to

MESSRS. RANDELLi: CO., Corsham. Wilts.
Specimens at Museum of Geology. Jermyu-stroot, Piceadilly, TV.

and at Axcbitoctural Museum, Tuftoa-street , WesCmiofitur.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Dundee. Oct. IS.—For desig^3 for the erection of five

now School?! to accommodate .500 scholar.^ Preniiums of
£20, £1,5. aud £10 will be given for the 1st, Snd, and Srd
best designs. Mr. T. Thornton, Clerk to the School IBoard,

Dundee
Halifax School Board, Oct. is.—For de-igns and

plans for a School at 8iddal. Mr. Robert Ostel, School
Board Office, Waterhouse street, Halifax.
Manchester School Bo.^rd, Dec. i.—For plans and

elevations for a Schoul Building to accommodate about
SLID cliildren. The architect whose designs ahall be
selected, to superintend the work until its completion.
Premium'* of iL'-i\) for the second, and £20 for the third
best designs. Mr. F. 0. Ru'^pini, Clerk to the School Board,
Manchester.
West Dulwich, Nov. 1 —For plans and estimates for

the erection of a Charch and pars'inage house. A premium
of £100 will be paid to th^ architect who.ie desig^i nhall

be selected by the committee, such premium !» mertre
into the commission if such architect shall he sclecred to

Huperiutend the carrying out of the works. Mr. J. White,
Verger, I'ost-ofDce, West Dulwich.

Geometrical and Encaustic Tile Pavements
in every variety. Over sixty X'jw Deaig-is at 5s. '!d. per
yard super. "The Tiles are exeellant, both in qualitv aud
CO our.* —Building News. "They are of great excelleaee
in design—the materi d is not surpas-^ed by any lourid in

this kingdom."

—

Ai-t Journal. " The patterns are remark-
ably good and effective."

—

^fechaltics' Magazine. "For
paving conservatories they are the best I'iles we have
seen—there can be no end to their wear."

—

Giirdner's

Mar/azine: Ac, .tc. Designs and sample Tiles free on
application tu HENRY 0. WEBB, Tileries. Worcester.
London House, 111, Victoria-street. Westminster. Mr T.
Pulling, Agent. Wanted Provincial Agents—good houses
liberally treated with.—[Advt.]

n

(1

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDINa
ESTIMATES.

B\RP.Ow-lN-FUR?(ESS. Oct. 2*1 —Fir the erection of a
Mt-thodist New Connexion Chappl, with School aud
Vestries. Hill and Swann, architects, 11, Park-square,

Leeds.
BiRMiNonAsr, Oct. 25.—Tender.^ for the proposed Muni-

cipal Buildings %vill be received until the above date. Mr,
Yeoville Thoniason, 40, Bennett's-hill. Birmingham.
Borough ov Leeds, Oct 14.—For castings requireil in

paving andsewering the street. A. W. Morant. Town
Hall, Leeds.
Bromley Union, Oct. 21.—For the erection of boundary

walls and railways at the Workhouse, Armley Hill-top.

Mes.^rs. C. S. & A. J. Nelson, Albert-chambers, Park-row,
Leeds.
Canterbury, Oct. I."!.—For alterations find additions to

the Tower House. J. G. Hall, Esq, iirchitect, 8, S.

Mar'^aret's-street, Cunlerbury.
dFrkctors of Convict Prisons. Oct. 18.-For the supply

of building materials at Borstal, Kent, aud Wormwood
Scrubs. Surveyor-Oeneral of Prisons, 41, Parliament-
Btreet, S.W.
Great Yarmouth, Oct. CO.—For the erection of four
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maltlinupes at Sonthtnwn. J "W. Cnckrill, architect near
tine pi->-wnrk.-j. Southto\vTi. Great Yarmouth.
Uacknet. Oct. L'l.— Fur ihe erection of a Church and

vesiries in Mare-etreet. J. H. Mackey, 184, Mare-street,

Hackney.
Hastings Rural Sanitart Authorttt. Oct. 17.—For

Rupplying Mild laying cast-iron wafer-pipes in tho S.

Ijeonards Outhuunds District. Mr. J. Banks, Surveyor,
Bleak House. Hnstinps
HoRNSKT LiPAL BOARD. Oct. IS.—FoF the construction

of about 15,0n0ft. of branch sewers. W. Hammond, Clerk,

Board Offii^es, S.>uthvrood-]ane. Highgate.
Ilklky, Get. 29.—For the ereciion of a large hotel for

the Victoria Hotc-l On, Limited. G. Smith, architect,!),

Market-street. Bradfo'd.
India Office. Oct. 13.—For the supply of Serge. G. C.

Talbot. Director General, Indin Office. S \V.

KjNOSTON-ri'ON Hull School Board, Oct. 13.—For
the erection of Wawne-strect, Boarti SL-hooI. D. J.

O'Dnnoghue. clerk to the Board, T..\\-ti Hall, Hull.
Lancashirk and YoRKSHirtE Eailwav. Nov. 11.—For

the construction of a line of Railway between Chatburn
and Uellifleld. Engineers' OfBce, Hunts Bank, Man-
chester.

Lf.eos, Oct 22.—For the erection of extensive premises
in Georire and Dra^ron Yard. Mesf-:r3, Wilson and Bailey,
architects. Central Market-buildings. Leeds
Nottingham and Lken District Sewerage "Works.

Oct. 18.—For the construction of interct-pting sewer.s in

the valley of the rivi r Leen Mr. M. 0. Tarbotton,
CDfrineer, S. Peter's Church Si^'e. Nottingtiam.
River "Weaver Navigation Trustees, Oct. 1-5.-For

the construction of two large canal lorks and other works
near Button Viaduct, Cheshire. J. W. Sandeman, C.E,,
Navigation Office, Northwich Cheshire.

S. Leonards-on-Sea, Oct. 15. — For curbing and
channelling on tbe Kversfleld Estate. Messrs. Fowler and
Hill, surveyors. 32, Fleet-sti eet, K.C
Scarborough Gas Works. Oct. LI—For the construc-

tion of two gasho'der tanks and oth'.-r works. Mr. G. W.
Stevenson, engineer. 19. Great George-street, S.W.
SOWERBY Bridge. Oct. 20.— For the re-erection of

Prospect Mill. T. W, Hellewell, architect, Brighouse,
Leeds,
Swansea School Boabb, Oct 9.^.—For the erection of

a School to accommodate 350 children, with residence for
teacher.^. Mr. (;. Harman, 2. Bleasant-street. Swansea.
Tavistock, D[:von, Oct. 20.—Tenders for excavating,

roadmaking, 8ic., at Kelly College. C. F. Hansom, archi-
tect. Clifton.

Trinity House Oct. 13.- For the supply of steam and
Wallsend coal. R.Allen. Secretnry, Trmity House, EC.
Tdnbridc.e Wells, Oct. 23.—For the construction of

1S.5 yards of 3ft. 3in., by 2ft. ein., and 577 yards of oft, by
2ft. brick sewers. T. Lewis, Clerk to the Board, Tovra
Hall. Tunbridgo Wells.
War Office, Pall Mall. Oct. 14.—For the purchase

of gas tA.' and liquor. T. Howell, Director of Contracts,
War Office, Pall Mall.

BANKRUPTS.
sittings for public fxamination.

J. H. Notley. Clapham-road and Gravesend, builder and
Auctioneer, Nov. 11.— F. Gregory. Manchester, Moston,
and Newton Heath, brickmaker Oct. 23.

Dividend Meeting.
S.Iniff, Liverpool, plumber, Oct 20.

scotch sequestrations.
David Gordon, Ayr. engineer. Oct. 9, at 11.—Adam

Currie Anderson, Edinburgh contractor. Oct. 9, at 12.

—

David Kobertson, Alloa, eugineer and machinist, Oct. 14,

at 12.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Jackson and Heazcll. Nottingham, architects and sur-

veyors.— Hilling aud Co., Hatton-garden, manufacturers
of pas appara'-us —Fairbank and Perks. Birmingham,
architects and surveyors — Harwell and Power, Birming-
ham, chandelier and gas-fltting manufacturers—Marshall
and Greer.. Lenton, Notts, builders —J. and J. Pain.
Dover, buildei s.-Thomasand Roberta. Aberysiwitb, timber
merchants.— Thomas Middlemiss and Son, Morpeth,
builders. - J. KIsdon and Co., Goswell-road, contractors.
—T. and J. S. Cottrell, Birmingham, brassfounders.

—

Blackburn and Ellis. Batley, builders.-RydeandGregory,
ChellastOD, Derbyshire, plaster merchants.

"Remarkable, vfry Remarkable Indeed" are the
effects of LAMPLOUGH'S PYRETIC SALINE in pre-
venting and curing Cholei"aic Diarrhoea, Smallpox, Fevers,
and Stiin Diseases. Specially refreshing and invigorating
during hot weather Sold by all Chemists, and the Maker
113, Holborn-hill, London,—ljVdvt.]

Sheets, single in London
Hoops, first quality . .

Nail Rod
Swedish

£ s. d. £ s. <i. BY
1.5 10 ! 7 n MAJE.STY'3
14 10 1.5

13 10 13 1.^) LETTERS
lO 10 20 10

Brkaki-'ast.—Epi's's Cocoa.—Grateful and comforting—" By a thoroiiffh knowledge of the naturn,! laws which eovern the
operation's of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful arplicatinu
of the finn properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided
our breiikfast-tnbles with a dolii-ately fl'ivonrpdbercr.asre which may
Fiive ufi umny heavv doctors' bills."

—

Cit'il Service G<iz''tte. Made
simply with Boilin(r Water or Milk. Eneh p.ickft i^ luliellf^.l—

"James Epps & Co.. Honioenp.'itbie Chemist-;. Lniulun."-[AnvT.]

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USEE IN
CONSTRUCTION.

(From the Public Ledger.)

Lead.

Pig Foreign . . . . pc ton £2.5 £23 7 6

„ English W.Ii. „ 24 5 24 10

„ Lead C< „ 24 24 5

Other bmncls ,^ 23 16 24
Sheet Mille.l . , 24 10 24 15
Shot Patent . 27
Eed or minium 2.5

White Dry . . 29

„ ground in oil

Coi'Peh.
U

British- Cake .t Ingot per ton £92 £96
Best selected . . . >i 94 9K
Sheet

>t
100 10,5

Bottoms 103 109
Australian cako . . 11 92 93
Spanish cake . . .

Ciiili Ears, cjish . . „ S2 10 1) »7

.. Reflned ingot . 1.
9.'. 10 »G

Tellow metal . . . per lb.

Ikon.

»i 9i

Pig in .Scotland, rash . per ton £.5 12 r. £0
Welsh Bar, in London 11 10 12

Wales . .1 11 10 12

•tattordshiro . . . .» 13 10 13 1.5

Bail, in Wales . . . ) 11 11 .0

PATENT WROUGHT NAILS.

D

J. J. COUDES AND COMPMT,
The Patentees and Manufacturer.s of

the weU-kno^vn

PATENT WROUGHT NAILS
(Commonly called Ewbank's Nails),

DESIRE to make it Imowii that they
hJiTo adopted a "Star" or "Cross" a.s their Trade il;irk,

ftud that all Nails now made and sent out by them, except Clasp
bear this mark upon their heads, and that w-ithin every Puckaire sou!

from their works is also placed a card be.irintr their name and ad-

dress. All their bags are jubo branded COllKES and Co.
The Nails are AMauiifaptincdby J. J. COUDE.S and CO. oot of Scrap

and the best kinds of Pig Iron, and have louf: wince earned the repu-
tation of beiiiir superior to all others. Tlie Nails are iJl uniform in

make audqiiality, each one perfect, acd count out full 1000 to the M.

Dos Works, Newport. Monmouthshire.
TO ITIONMONGER.'^ vVND THE TKADE GENER.VLLY.

HULETT AND CO., MANUFAC-
TITRERSOF GASCH.\NDELIErS, HALL LANTERNS,

GLASS LUSTRES. &c., &c. A lai-ge assortment of the newest rle-

sigus always on show
;
every article marked in plain figures.

Patentees and Manufacturers of the Mercurial Gas Rcgtitator

Complete Pattern-book and price-list, 12s.

.-iS and 5ti. HIGH HOLBORN

SPHALTE TRINIDAD SEYS-
^ SELL—MINERAL TAR.
THOMAS HARRISON &CO.havo now arepiilarf^plvof r..OCHE

ASPHALTE and MASTIC BIINERAL TAR from France, and can
undertake to execute any work in Asphalte of the very finest Seyftsel

quality, as well as Trinid.id and British Asphaltes, on the mo.*t

reasonable terms.
PREPARED for every description of Building, Railway and Agri-
ultural Work.
TEMPERED for every purpose, sitnation, and Export to every
bmate.
RENDERED to uniform consistency by Steam Power. Tho Trade

supplied on advantageous terms ; and estimates given for worlds of

any magnitude ; al^o for L-VYING TAR PAVEMENT.

THOMAS HARRISON & Co.,

ASPHALTE, WHITING, AND PAINT \VOUKS,
Cambridge Heath Wharf. Haikuey,;

Black Horse Briilge. Deptford.

City Opptces—No. 106. FENCHURCH-STREET, CITY. E.C.

HER

(^^^ ROYAL
--*^^ir^

PATENT.
Established a.d. 1774.

A USTIN'S NEW IMPERIAL
XJL PATENT FLAX SASH LINE,
the above article is now being manufactured and sold in largo
quantities for Greenhouse Sashes, Public-house Shutters, and other
heavy work. The Mamifacturers would recommend it for its
ttrength and the large amount of wear in it, consequent on its
peculiar manufacture.
AUSTIN'S IMPERIAL PATENT FLAX SASH AND BLIND

LINES (two Prize Medals awarded). The Jlanufactnrors of tho
above articles particularly wish to draw the attention of the Trade
to their Imperial Patent Flax Sash Line.-;, of which they are now
making five qualities, and thoy strongly recommend that, in all
CISC'*, they should bo piirchiiscd in protcrcnce to the Patent Lines
mado from Jute, which article has neither the strength nor tho
durability of Flax ; consequently cannot give 60 much satififactioD
to the consumer.
Thev nlKO invite the particular attention of the trade to their

IMPERIAL PATENT BLIND LINES, which are very superior to
anything yet offered.

They cau be obtained of all Ropomakers, Ironmongers, Mer-
chants, Factors, and Wholesale Houscii in Town or Country.

W. J. BOOER,
GLASS STAINER AND AETIST.

MEMORIAL and Heraldic Winilows,
Mi:Jia.'T.il Decorations, Embossing and Modem Work for

Staircase and other Windows ; Landscapes, Fruit, and Flowers
PAINTED AND STAINED.
Designs and Estimates :iuppli'-d. Architects' Drawings JaithJuXl}/

Carried out.

WORKS: GRACE STREET AND LEIGHTON LANE, LEEDS

A^

pHEAPEST GAS BATH, M. iSs.
\y (10 PER CEXT. AnVAXCF.l

GAS COXSERVATORY BOILEKS & HOT WATER
APPARATUSES.

G. SHREWSBURY, 98. Barrlngton Road, East Brixton ;

aid 59. Old Bailey.

GAS MADE AT HOME,
WnTHOUr PETROLEUM OR DANGEROUS SPIRITS.

Better in Quality, and

AT HALF THE USUAL COST,
Easily m.-inaged, and Free from Smoke or SmoU, for

VILLAGES, MANSIONS, MILLS, &c.

H. SKOINES, Patentee,
Contracting Gas Engineer for Erecting Gas Works of any extent at

Home <tr Abroiid,

No. 7, AR6YLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.

STAINED GLASS WINDOWS.
TO ARCHITEOTS, BUILDERS, AND THE TRADE

Ij^VERY description of Ancient and
-J ModcNi PAINTED GL.\SS elecut-^d :it

J
moderate price, at

HENRY SNELL'S STAINED GLASS WORKS,
7, Henry-street, Cumberland Market, N.W.

P
STAINKD GLASS WINDOWS.

LAIN AND ORNAMENTAL
LEADED WINDOWS for Church&s and Domestic Building?,

Architects' and Amateurs' Designs carefully executed.
Special Dc.'-igns and Estimatct^ oq application.

W. M. PEPPER,
381, EUSTON-ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

GYAL POLYTECHNIC—THE

1_.IG-HITEI^.^G-E

.

CHARLES STRUTTON,
36, Princes Street, cosniERCi-VL koad.

LAMBETH. S.E.

BUILDING LAND.—Sixty Acres of
FREEHOLD LAND, with its lime and stono quarries, close

tn and tho best part of Ufracombo, to be SOLD for £jl)0 icr acre (the

ailioiniue field realised £1.000 an acre). Greaterpart of the money

may remain at i per cent.—Apply to Mr. BOWKX M.VV, Solicitor,

No. 6r, Russell-sriuare, London,

ENCHANTED GLEN : this successful Entertainment h.oB

now been ropresented 16/ times ! New Songs and a New GHO-iT
EFFECT in tbe Incantation Scone, by tbe Author. Daily at 4 and
y (Wednesday exeei.ted). bv Mr. OSCAU HeaRTWELL.—THK
GREAT EXHIBITION, by Mr. MALDKN", who has just returned

from Tioun.'x.-Tho SHAH, and the PERSIANS; with Original

Persian Music, by Mr. J. L. Kisa.—A (N) ICE LECTURE, by
Professor GAUDSER,— Open Daily, from 12 to 5, and 7 to 10

Adm i«sionK

ORWICH.—TO be DISPOSED OF,
with Immediate Possession, tho Business of a BUILDER

and TIMBER MJiltCIlANT. in one of the best parts of the City of

Norwich. A good jobbing and timber trade has hi^ea carried on for

many years. Owner retiring in consequence of ill-heaith. Rent of

house and premises, £40 per annum. Stock-in-Trade, tenant's fix-

tures, &e., to be taken by Valuation,—Apply for further particulars

toCl,0\VKS,TEWSON, and NASH, Auctioneers, Valuers, and General
Busiuesti A-ients, Bant Chambers, NorwicK

TO CARPENTERS, BUILDERS and
TIMBER ilEKCHANTS requiring BUSINESS PREMISES.

—The Capital Workshop and Yard sitiiatL' in the central part of tbe

Tilla-^e of Wpybritlge. Surrey. Benches, Trade Utensils, and small

Stock Trade still griiug on. A first-rate opportunity for a Brick-

layer taking in all branches in the Building Trade.—Ap ply H
LoVELL. Bui lder. Weybridge, near Clicrt-^ey, Surrey.

^

UILDING LAND to be LET—At
Gipsy-hill, close to the Crystal Palace and Railway Station,

in established roads, where building operations have been largely

carried on. Terms (which are particularly advantageous) may bo

obtained of Mes-srs. WSATHERALL aud GRERS, Auctioneers and
Surveyors, '.12, Cbancery-lauo.

FREEHOLD BUILDING LAND.—
To be SOLD, on verv advaatageouB terms, EIGHT ACRES

of particularly Eligible LaNd situate iu an important main roiid,

close to Stamford-hill and Highbury, with two railway -stations

adjoining, from which town is reachid in a few minutes.—Appiy to

Messrs. WfATUEOALL and GREEN, Surveyors and Auctioneers, 92.

Chauccry-laue.

CHARLES CHURCHILL & CO.
IMPORTERS & FACTORS OF AilERICAN M.\NUFACTURES,

28, WILSON STREET, FINSBURT, LONDON E.C.

JNlachiue Co.'s Celebrated Twist DrillsSOLE AGEN iO icn jiuise's Twist Drill aud __
IDd Chncb. , Am«rv»n Scroll Chuck» ; StophonV Patent Vice, ; Parkor'» Patent ParaUel and Swivel Vice.

;
Gould Manu^

Comranr's (late Iton-nV Mannfacturing CompaUT'sl eelel,r,„ed Colonial Well and C,.tern P>""1'» % Ii"7?lL%^P;°.^^»y^"i.?*Sft "t
yLrtan,,.,, and Umdn.tMn Oil Stone,; A raetnran S.-y 1 he Stones and QrinJ^enea ;

Took'. Jennme'B, Unswold ». and Clarka Patent

iugen. and Bits, aud all other doeriptiona of AjiuTicjin Tools and Maohiuery, Pirtols, Rifles Sc., So.
k.„„.j .„ ... „,.

C. C. & Co. are prepared to give ouotatlona and ciocute ind. nts for Aui.-ncan Go.jds »' ""
'V'*';'.'''!™'.',''

** shipped to MI port.

^^cItalooues aj/d prices current on application
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THE TUXNEL BETWEEN SCOTLAXD
AJSiD IRELAJ^D.

THIS long-contemplated work is now, at

length, likely to be executed. It has

been made the subject of many discussions,

but only within recent years has submarine
tunnelling been regarded as easy of ac-

complishment. Now, the piercing of the

Alps through Mont Cenis and iS. Gothard is

thought of only as a question involving time
and money : but the triumph of the former
project has at last encouraged one for exca-
vating a subway between the British Channel
itself. The principal objection, naturally,

has been the cost, which, in special instances,

including that of the Thames Tunnel, has
been gigantic ; but nearly all depends on the

character of the material to be worked upon

—

thus, whether there be rock or quicksand,
sandstone or granite, chalk or gravel. But,
for the present, we have only to notice the

revived plan for connecting Scotland with
Ireland by one of these subaqueous ways. The
line is di-awn from a point on the llull of

Cantj're, across the Channel to Cushendun, in

the first place, and to Cushendall iu the next,

in the county of Antrim. Both entrances
will involve steep descents and ascents ; but
the depth of immersion would nowhere be
very formidable ; nor is the length of tunnel
proposed immoderate—a third less than the

distance between Dover and Calais. It is

well known that Sir John Hawkshawe's
scheme for uniting these avenues of the

French and British territories was baulked by
the discovery of immense rifts in the chalky
bed of the Straits of Dover, suggesting the
necessity of iron tubes on a Cyclopean scale,

arches of masonry, huge ventilating shafts,

and drainage works in perpetual action. But
Mr. Scott, when de\"ising the Irish and Scottish

project, adduced arguments in its favour
which, it appears, have every chance of

adoption. Say what we will, an overwhelming
majority of people fear and detest the sea

;

they would prefer any other method of

passage—by a bridge, by a tunnel, perhaps
by a balloon. A conviction upon this tact

once induced an amateur engineer to propose
a massive embankment, erected with Roman
grandeur—a sort of artificial Giants' Cause-
way, indeed—from the Mull of Cantyre to

Tor Head, on the north-east coast of Ireland.

Upon the construction at least seventy-five
millions sterling would have had to be ex-
jiended, while the average of destruction by
the mighty water batteries of the North
Channel promised a probability of equal cost

within the period of a few years. That notion,

therefore, was abandoned; but the original

idea of a land communication, above water or

under it, remains, and will no doubt be de-
veloped. Starting from the Irish shore, the
I'ontemplated tunnel would dip into the sea
from Cushendun, wend in a north-easterly
direction, sink at a gradient of about 1 in GO,

strike through a sandbank, upon which a
ventilating shaft would be erected, and con-
tinue, at an average of oOft. below the sea-
bottom, for about five miles, when it would
begin to rise, until the Scottish shore was
reached. The length of the traject, as we
have said, is not great ; the bed is af mica
shale

; there is little quicksand ; stone of the
necessary quality abounds, especially on the
Irisli side, together with brick-clay'; and at
tew intervals would the masonry require to be
of any inordinate thickness. So, at least,

aver the newest advocates of the proposal.
They suggest a tunnel for a single line only,
25ft. in diameter at the swell of the horse-

shoe, 15ft. wide at the level of the rails, and
21ft. high, with side walls varying from 7ft.

to 4ft., or even less, iu thickness. But, as is

invariable in all these schemes, the question of

drainage constitutes the greatest difficulty

—

the greatest danger. Never yet has there

been constructed, beneath water, a water-

tight highway. The system suggested to

overcome this obstacle is one of egg-shaped

culverts extending through the length of the

tunnel, trapped at intervals all the way, and

conducting to receptory wells on the Irish, or

the lower side, in connection with hydraulic

engines on land. These would throw back the

water into the sea. Precisely the same prin-

ciples were introduced into the plans, never

yet carried out, of tunnels beneath the Spree,

the Danube, and even Niagara ; but, excepting

perhaps the last, none compares in difficulty

with an excavation below the sea. The
necessity of ventilation, constant and com-
plete, enhances it. Upon our own Metro-

politan Radway, great experience has had to

be put in requisition ; but in a sub-seaway

the essential is even more supreme, and the

plan has been maturing for the past five years.

Possibly a reference to the drawings would
render it more clear ; but the explanatory

note says :—" Horizontal air-driftsof 2ft. 9in.

diameter are constructed in the sides, and

similar drifts of 2ft. diameter in the crown of

the tunnel, having eyes or openings at every

50ft. apart in the centre—the interval, how-

ever, becoming wider towards the extremities

of the tunnel. Connected with each of these

drifts would be air-pipes, attached also to the

hydraulic engine before-mentioned, the power
of which could be partly applied to the

pumping out or exhausting of air in the drifts,

and, by means of the eyes, of the tunnel also.

This rarefraction taking place at the Irish

end only, would neces^arily produce a draught
through from the Scottish side." Of course

the scheme, as thus developed, is liable to an
anatomical criticism, so to speak, by practical

men
;
yet none the less can it be doubted

that, however modified, it will idtimately be

matured as a grand public work. But we
have a precedent, favourable to the pro-

gramme of the engineers, although, through
some flaw, the experiment afterwards failed.

In March, 1845, thanw'orks of the Edinburgh,
Leith, and Granton Tunnel had been com-
menced and suspended, and Mr. 'William

Patorson was called upon to complete them.
He found a most formidable task upon his

hands. The whole of the excavation was
flooded to a depth of nearly 4ft. ; water was
pouring in, both from the drift mine and the

sand ; in order to clear it away, he constructed

a long, deep drain, with pits for intercepting

the loose sand ; he kept on removing the

moist sand through wooden troughs, slip-

scarped in the sides, and with their bottoms
overlapping, and jointed into each other with
tar. On account of the very loose nature of

the sand, the architect—for architect he must
be termed—reported it was necessary, in

order to prevent the drift-mine from collaps-

ing, to put in three strong trestles, having
two solid logs r>in up along the top of them,
and wedged slightly up to the roof-timbers of

the mine ; the feet of these trestles were
placed on Oft. planks, having an inclination

inwards. Well, the perplexities of the engi-

neer, in this instance, were : the want of

ventilation, the accumulating weight of water,

the immense difficult}' of properly-timbering

the work, the pressure of the sand, and the

complicated working machinery indispensable.

But, with reference to the Scottish-Irish

Tunnel, which will have to bear the weight
of a channel oppressed by the ponderous
traffic of an ocean, these perplexities might
be iutensilied. This is an undertaking far

dift'erent from that of building bridges, even
such as are thrown over the Menai Straits,

the S. Lawrence, the Tay, and the Hudson.
They are all constructed in the light of day,
are open to the air, can be readily repaired in

the event of disaster, and do not carry with

them such terrible chances as those of a sub-
river or submarine tunnel, in which, indeed,

even a faUure of ventUation might be fatal.

In the Scottish-Irish plan, as originally

di-awn, with a view to economy, the number
of shafts for this purpose was restricted to

three, two on the Irish, and one on the Scotch

side ; as amended, the proposal includes live,

none of which, certainly, can be rejected as
superfluous. The diameter given to them
woidd be such that they would have the same
sectional area as the tunnel itself. They
would be formed in the ordinary manner, ami,

in addition to their special uses, would contain

the permanent pumping and ventilating ap-

paratus. As to the permanentway,itisnotsug-
gested that any novelties need be introduced ;

but, with regard to the precise methods of

construction, the remarks of the projector,

representing opinions which he has only
slightly modified since they were first laid

before the public, are worthy of some notice.

The execution of the approach tunnels from
the Scotch and Irish shores would, as an ex-
amination of the rooks and strata along the
line demarcated proves, exhibit no greater

obstacles than those which have again and
again been conquered by modern engineering,
" The Devonian system of rocks largely pre-

vails on the Irish side, and, though a con-

siderable amount of water may probably be
met with, much inconvenience need not

occur." The very stone excavated could, it is

urged, be made available for the masonry
lining ; but now arises the q'jcstions of time.

Every one is aware how sanguine are the pro-

jectors of the these daring enterprises.

The most undaunted among them, perhaps

says, however, with commendable frankness :—" The exact time in which the whole work
could be completed would be, of course,

greatly dependent on the circumstances that

might arise during their progress. But,

taking into account the duration of similar

undertakings on land, and the rapid improve-
ments which have of late taken place in boring

and e-xcavating machinery, th',-re can be no
doubt but that the outside limit might be
fixed at six years." The writer reckons

without his host. There have been no
" similar undertakings " to the one he advo-
cates. We have penetrated mountains and,

undermined rivers, yet we have never, up to

the actual moment, excavated a passage

beneath the sea, and no Chalhntjer has

hitherto told us with exactitude the geologi-

cal story of the North Channel. Mr. Brunei

drew his plans for the Thames Tunnel in

ly2o ; it was twenty years before we witnessed

their realisation ; si.vteen years have elapsed

since a French Government .applauded M.
ThomS de Gamond's gigantic project of a sub-

way between Dover and Calais, but not a-

spadeful of earth has been dug, or a penny of

money invested to give it effect. Turning to the-

problem of cost, the estimate resembles most

others of the kind ; it is altogether conjec-

tural. We have £2,150,500 set down for

excavation and masonry ; £25,000 for per-

manent way, including ballast, sleepers, and
rails ; £375,750 for approach tuuuel at the

Mull of Cantyre, besides £4,000 for another

bit of permanent way ; in fact, not to pile up
detaUs, four milKons and a half sterling, as a

total. Then, to balance this, what are the

expected sources of revenue !' It is impossible

to read, without admiration, the easy language

of a prospectus, demonstrating everything

that a Board of Directors may desire ; but we
are not, just now, dealing with any such

document ; only, indeed, with the renewed

pleadings of a neglected enthusiast, who may
live to witness the fulfilment of his expecta-

tions, and who rightly observes, " great

enterprises, ofteriug any adv.antages, liave

alwaj"s great difficulties to meet with in the

ooui'se of their execution ; but, when these

are succcsssuUy overcome, the results amply
repay the undertaking. In the present

instance, this holds good ; for the benefits

arising from the construction of the proposed
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tunnel would be national in their extent and

mliuenee." We may not feel perfectly cer-

tain, either as to the importance of the pro-

ject, or as to the obstacles in the nray of its

fulfilment ; but there can be little doubt that,

if once resolved upon, neither nature nor

science, neither deficiency of speculative

enterprise, nor failure of engineering skill,

would bar the way.

ART " FIJSTISHINGS."

IT has become the fashion lately to make a

very free use of the term "art" as a

prefix to a variety of objects which apparently,

from tlie mere association of ideas, are hence-

forward considered to possess an infinitely

higher value than they would do in the

ordinary course of events. Thus we have
art-furniture, art-metalwork, art-pottery,

and even the dawning of an art-arehitecture.

The origin of the movement which aimed at

importing a little art-feeling into the common
objects of daily life has been attributed tn the

writings and works of the elder Pugin. There

can be but little doubt, however, that we owe
much to the early eflbrts of FeUx Summerly,
and to the infiuenee of the teachings of wliat

has now grown into the South Kensington

^duseum. Beginning, as all progress in a new
direction must do, with the simplest objects,

the spread of fitness and good taste—wliieh is

the first great result of a true art-feeling—lias

gradually cft'ected a marked change in almost

all our furniture and household goods, and the

time, we are convinced, is close at hand when
we may hope for some reform in those abomin-
ations which constitute the stock-in-trade of

the plasterer under the term of " finishings,"

not to mention the hacknej'ed painted mould-
ings of the carpenter and joiner. Hopeless as

the task seems of doing very much to improve

the 2016. slice of brick wall whicli constitutes

the ordinary London street front, a great deal

may be done at a comparatively small expense

in the way of fitting up the interior of our

houses with objects which harmonise with one

another, and with the rooms in which they

are placed, and which appear, therefore,

"artistic" (using the word here in quite a

difi'erent sense to its ordinary acceptation), i.e.,

as meaning fit or suitable, which seems to us

the onlj' sense in which furniture and fittings

can partake of tlie nature of art. lu order to

illustrate our •subject, we will suppose our-

selves in possession of a ten or twelve-roomed
house ir. the suburbs of London, with an ex-
terior a.s plain as a bricklayer can make it,

and the interior fresh, but not too fresh, from
the hands of the plasterer ; we shall then be
able to point out where our difficulties occur,

and how we shoiild proceed.

We may begin by stating that we are here
advocating certain rules based upon old-

lashioucd work, and that our advice, if fol-

lowed, will result in something widely
different than the spui'ious Classic work of the

general run of upholster}-.

A glance round the room shows us a sprawl-

ing ceiling flower ; a cornice with elaborate

sprays of conventional foliage stuck upside-

down against the ceiling ; a marble chimney-
piece in the " Italian style," with Eg3'ptian

decorations ; a register stove with plenty of

bright ironwork ; heavy wood mouldings on
the projecting shutter-boxes ; and folding

doors with immense panels having ah'eady a

tendency to crack open.

To say the least of it, all this is very dis-

coxiraging ; and as the matters we have just

enumerated come, to a certain extent, tinder

the head of "finishings," we will consider

them all as such, and try and find what we
can do to improve upon them. To begin with
the i)laster-work. It seems to us that no
attempt has yet been made to get beyond the
very tame and tommouplace designs of the
beginning of tlie present century. CeiUng
flowers, as we commonly find them, appear to

represent an extended foot, or claw, to the

stem of the chandelier. They are almost

always oircidar, or stellate ; they bear no de-

finite proportion to the size of the room or

the pendant they give rise to. They usually

consist of leaves and fiowers in low relief,

though the larger they are the greater is their

projection. Where the ceiling-flower is an

orifice in the ceiling, an iron grating, in fact,

for the purpose of giving egress to the foul

air, it has some use and meaning ; in all otiier

cases, especially where it is made to assume

the size to which it commonly runs, it is false

in principle, and therefore unnecessaiy. If a

centre ornament is felt to be desirable, it

it would be better far to paint it on the ceiling

rather than stick up superfluous foliage in

plaster or papier-mache. Very similar objec-

tions will apply to the cornices one commonly
finds. They are out of all proportion to the

size of the room, and the enrichment, instead

of forming a band round the upper part of

the walls, has come, for some reason or other,

to be inverted against the horizontal sirrface

of the ceiling. If builders would only ex-

pond half the money that is wasled on cor-

nices in providing a suitable chair- raU, or

dado, round the base of the wall, they would
be making a move in the right direction.

Plasterers and joiners alike want looking

after sadly in this matter of mouldings. Oui-

improved wood-working machinery renders

delicacy and refinement in moulded work
possible at no more cost than the present

meaningless ovolos and beads, which form the

unvarying stock of all our minor builders.

A few plain reeds, or simple quirks, look far

better than a monstrous arcliitrave, large

enough to run below the cornice of some
Roman temple. We owe these coarse mould-
ings to paint, which would fiU up and clog

any more delicate work. We hope soon to sec

paint banished from our domestic ornamental
woodwork ; for it has been the means of

driving all finely finished worlc out of the

market. Architects should, in fact, join in a

crusade against it, or there is no knowing
what we may come to.

The woodwork of the doors, shutters, &c.,

stained and varnished, and in some cases

enriched with some simple stencil pattern, has

a wonderfully good efl'eet, and though rather

more costly at first, lasts twice as long as any
paint. The principal feature in our rooms, as

we now arrange them, is the fire-]ilace and
chimney-piece, and it is wonderful liow a

little care and attention bestowed on the

chimney-breast and its accessories alters the

ap])earance of a room. A nice bright tile

border round the stove, a good wide manlel-
slielf, witli an embroidered coverlet, and a

mirror with a dark frame and a few dodgy
shelves for china and hicquer work, makes a

far richer and better appe.irancethan a heavy
marble chinine^'-pieoe and a mirror, with a

sple)uUtl gold frame. AYe like to see the

walls broken up a little in surface and colour

in lieu of the usual plaia expanse of wall-

paper. We have alreadj' recommended a

dado or chair-rail, below which should be
some rich dark tint. Then the walls proper

may be of some warm-hued paper, with a

paltrn not too marked, and we like to see a
species of frieze, if the room is lofty enough
to admit of the introduction of some light and
fanciful design, forming a stri)) just under the

cornice of from ISin. to 30in. in depth. AVitli

a room thus finished, we shall have no dif-

ficulty, thanks to manj- able modern designers,

to find furniture to accord, and with a word
or two about carpets we must close our
remarks. The usual plan of selecting some
carpet, and having it made up to fit the room,
notched into every cranny, and folded close

round every jamb, is doubtless a mistake. A
carpet wants, from its very nature, to be con-

stantly taken up, beaten, and dusted ; and, to

our mind, a few good rugs or mats, with the

tloor-boards stained of some dark colour, is far

preferable to an expensive carpet over the

entire surface of the lloor.

GARDEJT ARCHITECTURE.

THE garden is the one Elysium in which,
for its own sake. Englishmen and Eng-

lishwomen seem to take, or imagine, real and
sensible delight. The cottagers' moderate
aims in this direction are perhaps the oftenest

realised, and their patches of common but gay
fiowers are fre<iuently eftective enough to

arrest all wayfarers, and cannot but give
much real pleasure to those who have tended
and brought those pretty plants to perfection.

An avenue of Crown-imperials, bordering the

pathway to a cottage-door near Windsor,
produced a most charming eflect last Spring
when we happened to be passing.

The suburban villa, with its garden, is the
tradesman's vision of bliss ; but he is hardly

so successful as the cottager in developing his

ideal when he has attained the opportunity of

doing so. The less hardy plants, which he
buys from the nearest fiorist's, do not flourish

in his open borders as they did in the green-

house, which formed their nursery ; and if in

late Summer they at last produce a respectable

show in the beds on the lawn, the autumnal
frosts soon spoil theii' tardy splendour. Then
the efforts of their o'mier to embellish his

grounds with the mock statuary of itinerant

Italian boys is quite as artificial and far less

happy than his humble neighbours' box and
yew trees, clipped into the semblance of pea-

cocks, or shaped into rustic arbors. Still, in

spite of repeated disappointments, he gallantly

wages an annual struggle with slugs and
snails, to gather about him some things of

beauty, although he is obliged to relinquish

the hope of their being joys for ever, as poets

fondly paint them.

As society rises in the social scale, more
money is spent, with varied success, upon
gardening and its accompaniments ; but so

little in general is the knowledge of those who
paj' for this enjoyment, that they become the

slaves of their own gardeners, without whose
leave they hardly dare pluck a bunch of

grapes or a bouquet in their own hothouses.

Then their attempts at garden architecture, if

more elaborate and substantial, are seldom

more reasonable or appropriate, and the mis-

placed temples and mock ruins have an
unfurnished, inhospitable appearance, and
soon becoming deserted, acquire a mildewed
aspect which, with deterrent frogs, keeps

timid visitors at a distance. The truth is

that either too little or too much generally

seems to have been undertaken : if too little,

it is worth no one's while to look after it, and
if too much, it is liable to be scattered, and
get neglected in out-of-the-way corners.

Garden architecture should be in corre-

spondence with the character of the house

with which it is connected, and confined to

the immediate vicinity of it, so that the

whole may come into the same general view,

and also be capable of being overlooked from

the windows or terrace around it. By
this means the effect of what the proprietor

may be able to atibrd would be concentrated,

and no parts be sufl'ered to become receptacles

for rubbish or left untidy. It is difficult to

keep in the rei^uisite order more of a domain,

large or small, than will come within the

above category of being visible with or from

the building it surrounds. So much, how-
ever, may well be treated with art, in order to

prevent the abrupt contrast made by grouniis

left almost entirely to nature coming close

up to the plinth of a building, which, of

course, must be wholly artificial. A few
straggling ilower-beds dotted in a space of

ground cleared by the occasional use of the

scythe are what might be expected to be

found in front of a log hut in the bush, where
with reason the occupier may rest content

with such, being enforced so to do by the

more pressing labour of clearing space to grow
the necessaries of life. There is always in

such garden scraps the feeling that, if they

deserve the name of gardens at all, they are

[
at the tender mercies of predator}- rabbits,
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and are the disputed territory of the inmates

of the house and their domestic poultry. The
cottan-er's flower-garden, even if invaded by
fruit-bushes, may and should be fenced off

from his potato-pafeh by a neatly trimmed
hedge and a rustic arbor. This handiwork of

the tenant himself need never be absent, and
would prove a real comfort at times when the

day's work is over, and yet his room more
desirable than his company within doors.

Such seasons must occur, and a pipe, wdth a

seat on a bench overshadowed by jessamine

and roses, might be sometimes as attractive

as those in the close bar of a public-house.

Even among the artisans in towns, window-
gardening, which is ccrtainl}' the piu-suit of hor-

ticulture under difficulties, is being commend-
ably encouraged, and the cliarms of the results

of such seem small by comparison with those

of their more favoured country cousins
;
yet

viewed more justly iu contrast with the sur-

roundings, are far from being despicable.

We have often gone out of our way to linger

over an area in Whitehall-place, which used
to be a perfect bower of ferns, and, alas ! now
that some change of occupation has occurred,

and nought exists to remind us of what used
to be but thousands of rusty nails in the

walls, we feel as if we had lost an old friend.

Perhaps the only thing which renders toler-

able a walk among the commonplace stuccoed

palaces of Belgravia, and gives a notion that

they are inhabited by people animated with
any Christian sentiments, are the gay boxes
of flowers which seem set on the wiudow-siUs
as much for the delectation of those without
as those within. Would that some better

notion of garden architecture obtained upon
that moderate scale, and that the boxes were
in some degree artistic as well. The fact is,

however, that most of the appliances used for

this purpose are contemptible in design, and
the glaring coloured tiles detract from and
spoil the efl'ect of the flowers as far as is

possible. The garden architecture of towns,
though sadly more restricted than is desir-

able for health as well as pleasure, seeing that

plants restore to the atmosphere the elements
essential for animal life, must be of very
limited extent. It should and could, there-

fore, be more costly and artistic, and in com-
mon with winter-gardens, which must be
artificial in country as well as cities, offers

scope for design which has hitherto been
much neglected. In the palace at Sayn, near
Coblentz on the Ehine, there is a central

octagonal hall treated as a conservatory, fuU
of rare and beautiful plants, into which all

the rooms open, and which has a charming
efiect. Such an idea might well be imitated
in this metropolis, and, without doubt, it soon
would be if houses were made for men, in-

stead of men for houses, upon oui' present
ridiculous and tyi'annical system of being
delivered over, bodj' and soul, to speculating
builders, and living in dwellings at theii'

direction instead of directing them what they
should provide for us. Every house might
have a garden at the top, iinder a roof of iron

and glass, instead of timber and slate, and
the associated dwellings of the lower classes

might have, as Dr. Hardwicke has recently
suggested, a common garden-oom't glazed
over after the manner of the courts of
the Grand and Louvre Hotels at Paris. The
same idea might certainly well be de-
veloped for the middle classes as well,

who might thus have comparatively sump-
tuous and agreeable dwellings in flats, with
a common conservatory upon a grand scale,

instead of the grimy commonplace houses
which is all they can obtain separately for
the rental that they are able to aiford.

The garden architecture, however to which
we prefer now to confine our remarks is that
which is neither more nor less than the term
strictly implies, namely, the proi)ngation, as
it were, to a certain distance around a country
house of artificial treatment of the ground,
with structural appui-tenanoes, such as retain-
ing walls, terrace parapets and steps, summer-

houses, and the like. Some admirable, though
somewhat disjointed and discursive remarks
upon this subject, are given by Mr. John
Arthur Hughes in a work entitled "Garden
Architecture and Landscape Gardening,"

published by Messrs. Longmans and Co. in

18G6. These are generally thoughtful, and

not based necessarily upon precedent ; indeed,

fortunately for this branch of art, that set of

leading-strings wViieh is apt to keep men in

the condition of infancy is not always at hand,

and landscape-gardeners have consequently

the somewhat rare but fortunate opportunity

of being often not only suftered, but obliged

to act and think for themselves. He betrays

the not unnatural weakness of one who has

had rather too exclusive an education in

Renaissance work, of supposing that Gothic

architecture and garden architecture are

antagonistic, and of a partiality for vases, than

wliich a more inane receptacle for plants or ter-

minal for a pedestal is hardly to be conceived.

As an alternative, it is true we have oflered

to us Brobdignagian balls "coincident with

the centres of pilasters," and are treated to a

sketch of a mild-looking gentleman walking

down a flight of steps garnished with those

unmeaning accessories, which, by their ^size,

as compared with his head and hat combined,

do not tend to enhance the dignity of the

human form divine. A far more appropriate

shape of a receptacle to hold flowers is the

normal flowerpot, which recognises the

peculiarity that plants have of possessing

roots which can hardly be expected to accom-
modate themselves to the narrow stem of a

vase like a wine-glass without similar injury

to the constitution entailed upon the liver

and lights of the female portion of the com-
munity by the absiu-d custom of pinohing-in

their waists by stays, in imitation of wasps.

Two plans which he gives of architectural

gardening as applied to the grounds of mode-
rate villas are well wrought-out and cleverly

designed, and we quote a few pertinent re-

marks connected with this subject fi'om the

accompanying text :

—

"It is always better to rmder-do a thing

than to over-do it ; for if it is under-done,

the worst that can be said of it is that the

landscape-gardener might have made more of

the plan ; while if it is over-done, remarks
less flattering wiU be as frankly made. If

architects would give a little more study to

garden architecture, there is no reason why
there should continue to be such a marked
diSerence between the average architecture of

gentlemen's houses and the adornment of their

gardens. We should not then see a handsome
house disfigured by a mean, thin ballustrade

in the wrong place, terraces on the wrong
level, flights of steps and paths leading from
no whither to no whither ; little copies of the

Warwick vase set on the grass, or in the

middle of a large bed, nearly hidden by the

first i)lant that reaches the height of ISin.
;

and above all, we should not see Cockneyism
rampant in diminutive waterfalls and pre-

posterous rockeries. Not only should we not

see these things, but we should see appropriate-

ness, harmony, and repose—a work entire in

its conception and complete in its finish."

The real and lamentable truth is, however,
that—we will not say architects, the very
name ofwhom is a red rag to the public, but

—

professional men are rarely employed on the

gardens any more than they are upon the

houses. Nay, less so ; for though speculating

builders provide the great majority of our
dwellings, mansions in the country are gene-
rally entrusted to architects. As soon, how-
ever, as the carcase of the fabric is finished

tradesmen are called in to spoil it, the furni-

ture and decoration being thought beyond or

below the province of a professional man.
Then with the gardens, private taste or rather

whim runs riot. How much better other-

wise this might be arranged, Mr. Hughes
gives instances from the works of Sir Charles

Barry. Garden architecture is the rightful

setting of architectui'e proper, and it would

be as reasonable to insert costly jewels into

pewter plates as to build elaborate houses
and then to make mud pies of their surround-
ings. J. P. Seddon.

HISTORIC ART STUDIES.
Noktiiumuerla:jd House.

THE famed residence of the Dukes of

Northumberland is to disappear. We
shall in vain seek for the proud lion

standing out boldly against the sky. The
old-fashioned architectural lines wiU have
to yield to modern requirements. Like a

spectre of the past forced into the broad day-
light of the present, Northumberland House
stands in Trafalgar-square.

What grand and varioiis incidents are

attached to this house and to its inhabitants,

—the valiant Percys, the regal .Jocelines de
Louvain, the powerful Northumberlands, and
the wise and learned Hugh Smithsons. From
the time when William the Conqueror took
possession of this island, down to the present
moment, the name of this family has been
connected with England's joys and woes. The
Percys were said to have received their name
from having ^jje/'cef/ the royal eye of a King
of Scotland at the siege of Alnwick Castle.

This, however, is a mere myth. The name is

derived from a place which the family
possessed in France before joining William's
arm3^ They also bore the name of Alsgernons
(Algernon), first given to Lord WiUiara Percy
for his beautifid whiskers. The male branch
of the race of the Percj's died out, and the

Lady Agnes de Percy wedded the princely

Joccline de Louvain, a direct descendant of

Carolus Magnus, the powerful Frank Emperor,
whose portrait, copied from an original at

Rome, adorns the Duchess of Northumber-
land's boudoir. The Emperor's countenance
is full of determined fanaticism, well ex-

pressed in the turned-up eyes. The square
head iind the reddish hair mark his Teuton
origin. Under Edward I., Henry de Percy
bought the barony of Alnwick, in the county
of Northumberland, from Anthony Beck,
Bishop of Durham ; and the fearless protector

of the first Reformer, Dr. John Wicklifte,

Henry,fourth Lord of Alnwick, received during
the reign of King Richard II. (1377) the

dignity and title of Earl of Northumberland.
The patent is still preserved, as an important
historical document, in the Tower. The oon-

spiiacy of the three Percys, amongst whom
was the passionate but noble and indomitable

Hotspur, furnished an historical episode for

the muse of Shakespeare.

These and similar incidents in the aimals of

the Northumberlands await the powers of

some historical painter. There is much to be
done ; for instead of accurate representations

of wooden chau's, tin tankards, long swords,

and embroidered dresses, executed in a mean
modern style, we require paintings of the very
souls of those glorious, romantic, and loving

Percys—paintings which "will show them to

us as they lived, felt, acted, and died, in the

council-chamber, on the battlefields, or in the

bedchamber. Our noblemea of those times
were mighty Icings in a small way. They
held their courts and had their followers like

our sovereigns. They did not lease houses,

and were not served by prosy butlers in black,

or insolent flunkeys in plush. They had 'not

sunk into the cvcry-day conventionalities of

a life without colour, without light and shade.

Princes of the church vied with nobles in

erecting grand buildings and in protecting

art and artists. This spirit of chivalrous

romanticism was never more conspicuous than
in the Northumberlands at this period. One
of the Earls fell in love with Anne Boleyn
when he was an attendant on Cardinal AVolscy,

and another Earl bj- taking up the cause of

the unfortunate Queen Mary sacrificed his

life on the scaflbld. AVhat subjects fuU of

passion, stirring events, and grandeur for an
historical painter of talent I The male branch
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rigsin became extinct, and the blood of the

>'orthumbcrlands was transmitted through
thi- veins of a most beautiful and charming
miman, whose life was in itself a romance.

Brfore she was sixteen, Elizabeth Percy, the

only surviving daughter and sole heiress of

.(nscelin, the eleventh and last Earl of

^Northumberland, was twice married, and
His Grace Charles Seymour, Duke of Somerset,

became her third husband. At last Sii' Hugh
Smithson, Bart., by marrying into the family
assumed tlie name and arms of the Percj's in

1740, and in 17(56 was raised to the ducal
rank. True to the spirit of his family, the

first Duke undertook improvements at his

j)aternal seat at Stanwick, in Yorkshire. He
then ordered the restoration of three of his

newly acquired palaces in three dift'ereut

styles. First Northumberland House was to

be repaired in the Renaissance style, as far as

the interior was concerned ; next Sion House
was transformed into a Gra;co-Roman villa, a
Tusoulum worthy of a LucuUus : taste, ele-

gance, and studied refinement were united to

make this residence one of the most beautifid
iu Europe. Finally Alnwick Castle was
restored in a good and severe Gothic style.

Northumberland House was renovated
scarcely a century ago, and fitted up in a

sumptuoirs manner with exquisite taste. The
first room which one enters from the long
corridor, the so-called tapestry-room, is in the
style of Louis XV. ; the walls are decorated
witli tapestry made in Soho-square after

<lesigns by Zuccarelli. The Dukes of North-
umberland always made a point of employing
foreign as well as native artists indiscrimin-
ately. As an instance of this we may
mention the excellent marble statue of the
present duchess, which is the work of a very
talented young English sculptor, Mr. Conolly.
a pupil of Mr. Hiram Powers. The position
rtnd facial expression of the figure convey
tlie artists' ideal conception of amiable dignity.
'J'he duchess is seated in a curule chair, the
arms of which are supported by powerful
griffins trampling on serpents. From the
tapestry-room we step to the right into the
ball-room, which is decorated in a good
Renaissance style. On the walls are copies of

the best frescoes of the Florentine School.
The lovely forms of the classical world smile at
us. "The Marriage Feast of Cupid and Psj'che,"
fey Rafiaele, and the " School of Athens," are
copied in oil by RafFaele Mengs, a painter of
high merit as a copyist of classical works.
Those who have not seen Rafl'aele's frescoes
may form a correct idea of their powerful
composition and the admirable blending of
colours from these copies. Mengs did much
for the revival of art both in England and
Germany. He never could entirely free him-
self from a kind of academical pedantry and
coldness, and failed to attain a higher inde-
pendent originality, but as truthful copies
his pictures deserve to be studied. There are
two good portraits by Hudson, of Hugh, Duke
of Northumberland and the Duchess Elizabeth.
Ralfaele's " Presentation of Cupid and
Psyche," is copied in warm tints by M. Pompeo
iJattone

; and Anniliale Caracci's " Bacchus
and Ariadne," is reproduced in oil by M. Con-
stanzi from the fresco in the Farnese Palace
flt Rome. In the ball-room a Sevres vase, the
gift of Charles X., ex-King of France, stands
I'll a pedestal. The delicately executed
]>aintings represent " Diana with Nymphs
and little Cupids." To the left from the
tapestry-room we have the "Glass Drawing-
room," in red and gold. The goi'geous
decoration is by Adelphi Adam (so-called
because he lived"in Adelphi-terrace). It is an
imitation of the Pompeian style, with an
admixture of the debased Renaissance. The
ceiling isornamcntcd with paintings, said to be
by Angelica Kauffmann. Some of these compo-
sitions are in her mannered style, prim mytho-
logical Kguresfull of tender ba'shfulness, copied
generally from good Greek and Etruskan vases,
always unobjectionable, but always without
any attempt at ideal originalitv. Si. Cipriani

is mentioned as the real painter and decorator

of the ceiling. More interesting is the dining-

room, with an original by Titian, " Portraits

of the Conrara Family." These are indeed

far different from modern portraits, which are

interesting alone to those who may have
known the amiable Mr. " So-or-so," who is

depicted robed or wigged. with well-shaven

chin, wcU starched collar, bland staring eyes,

and that condescending smile which announces

to the world that Mr. "So-or-so" is being

immortalised as a solitary gem in a heavy
gilt frame. Tlic figures are admirably painted

and well grouped, worthy in every respect

of the great Venetian master's brush. The
same must be said of the portraits of Cardinal

Sforza and the celebrated Macliiavelli. It

would be difficult to decide which of the two
was the master-mind. The Cardinal looks as

craftj^ as the great Sphinx of politics and di-

plomacy looks mysterious. An original by
Rubens, " Diana returning from the Chase,"

has some excellent details, especially the heads

of some cupids. Diana, however, with her

coarse and masculine hands, and the sur-

rounding red-cheeked nymphs, looking like

well-fed Dutch peasant girls returning from a

harvest-feast, or a " kirmess," are not in

Rubens's best style. The celebrated diplomatic

painter, like many other artistic celebrities of

those times, sketched much, and left these

sketches unfinished, or had them painted by
some of his pupils, and we therefore obtain

such a variety of more or less finished originals

under his great name. A portrait of the

Countess of Devonshire, by Van Dyck, is in

his verv best style. Besides these works b}-

the great masters, is the portrait of "Stone
and his Son," painted by Mr. Dobson, a work
which is well entitled to the place it occupies.

Of M. Lancetto we have a very gloomy and
sensational picture, " Ixion on the Wheel."

The position of the principal figure, and the

accessories, are the outgrowths of an over-

heated and badly-trained imagination. On
consoles stand the busts of the present Duchess

and Duke, and of Lord Percy, all three exe-

cuted by Conolly, with great naturalness and
ideal refinement. In the ante-drawing room
are two pictures by Caracci's most talented

pupil, Domenico Zampieri, known as Dome-
nichino, a " Saint Sebastian," and a " Christ

Robed." Both compositions are perfect

masterpieces of technical skill, and a happy

use of classic forms. One might, if disposed

to be severe, object to the saints' faces, which

are Italian in type of beauty, although ideal-

ised to a certain extent, to satisfy the require-

ments of ecclesiastical conventionalism. The

gems of this room are uudoubtedly the two
Breughels. The " Pilgrims at a Shrine" we
should assign to B.auernbreughel, whilst the

other picture, a " Party of Monkeys," is, iu

the manner and spirit of his son, surnanied
" HuUenbreughel." The composition is a

volume of fantastic tales and satinetd allu-

sions—a mockery of high and low life. We
have, in fact, man's prototype in all his

various functions. A black, but in spite of

its blackness, bright picture, is Salvator Rosa's

" A Soldier buying Bread." A landscape, by

Ruysdael, is full of charm. Of Canalctto,

whose picture of Alnwick Castle hangs in the

dining-room, we have " Old Westminster

Bridge."' The staircase leading to the apart-

ments on the first-ttoor is in a hall well deco-

rated, with "giallo antico " and "African

marble " imitations. Two mighty bronze

candelabra stand at the foot of the staircase,

the balustrade of which is of the same mate-

rial ; the ornamental pattern, however, is a

graceless and heavy Roman scroll. Half the

amount of work, and half the material properly

applied, would have been suflicient to produce

an elegant work of art. Tlie waving line of

beauty, so important in seroU-works, is sadly

sinnecl against. The apartments on the

ground- floor are the state-rooms, while those

on the first-floor have a more homely and

private character. In the Red Drawing-room

on the first-floor we are struck by an excellent

portrait of the first Duke of Northumberland
by Gainsborough, whilst in the adjoining
smaller drawing-room we have two portraits

by an Englisli artist, Mr. Phillips, whose
style undoubtedly belongs to that characteristic

school of the end of the last century, when
painters were paid less, and when they painted
more for art's sake. Most expressive is the por-

trait of General Bonaparte when Consul of the
French Republic. The face is haggard; from
the eye flashes the burning ambition ulti-

mately so detrimental to France and to him-
self. The painter has given the face a yellowish
hue—a reflex of all the evil that was to be
wrought by the imitator of Julius Casar, who
thought to play the part of a Roman Emperor
at a period when Caesars were either mere
survivals or anachronisms. There is some-
thing ludicrous in a Ca;sar with an em-
broidered frock-coat. With the vanishing
toga and purple mantle the Ca?sars died out.

The portrait is a most interesting relic, for

Napoleon is said to have seen it {tdierc is not
stated) when he was in the zenith of his glory,

and to have sent to Mr. Phillips the Cross of

the Legion of Honour. If true, it is indeed
strange that a reward si^ould have been sent to

one who saw so well, by one who was so utterly

blind to the signs of the times. Another pic-

ture by the same artist is a life-like portrait

of the Duke of Wellington—the incarnation

of fidelity, one of the greatest captains in

history, who proved by his life that we are

much stronger when fulfilling our duty than
when urged to desperate deeds by selfish am-
bition. This work hangs opposite the portrait

of Napoleon, and the calm and somewhat sar-

castic smile on the firm-set lips of the English
hero wonderfully contrasts with the restless

fire beaming from the eyes of his antagonist.

This room is also adorned with a Ruysdael of

great beauty, which gives us a gloomy, cloudy
sky, from which a few bright rays shoot forth

to give prominence to some admirably grouped
and painted trees in the foreground. Charm-
ing, but at the same time deeply melancholy,
is this landscape. We may mention, also,

"A Dutch Interior," by Teniers, in which
there is an abundance of cheese, vegetables,

and various fruits, all minutely correct. We
have also a lazy dog and a busy ohl woman,
together with three men, who are quietlj- talk-

ing by the fire-side, whilst a fourth is just en-

tering. The whole is painted with a keen
truthfulness. All these Dutch paintings re-

flect reality with the accuracy of a mirror,

and yet we can never greatly admire r/enri'-

paintings of this description, through which
art is degraded to a " camera obscura." Art
is, and must be, something higher, something
more ideal.

We might catalogue, did our space permit,

a great number of inlaid cabinets of great

value ; vases, tankards, glasses, bottles, and
ivory carvings of great finish and beauty.

Amongst the ivory carvings are some Italian

cupids, of high idealistic beauty, playing with
goats and sheep, and a German carving of the

Holy Family, in which Joseph looks like a

woodcutter from the Sehwarzwald, and the

Holy Virgin like .an amiable housewife from
some Swabian village. The Teutons often suffer

from the same objectionable and cold realism as

the Dutch, and many of our modern artists,

who seem to stifle every higher tlight of

imagination. The art-collection at Northum-
berland House is of so great a value that it

may be said to be of national importance. Tbi-

original paintings of Titian, Ruysdael, Ru-
bens, Salvator Rosa, Teniers, Breughel, &c..

ought to be studied by those who are inter-

ested in our higher art-culture. Copies of

them ought to be taken, if not in oil, at least

by means of photography. A volume of pho-
tographs, giving us the decorations of the

rooms and the originals and copies adorning
the walls, would form a collection worthy of

ever}- art-library. If the present Duke could

be persuaded to allow the house to be opened
once or twice a week to the public, or to have
the contents photographed, other proprietors
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of art treasures would surely follow his ex-
ample, and England might become conscious
of the invaluable treasures heaped up in her
mansions, castles, villas, and private houses.
We ought to draw up statistical tables show-
ing what percentage of foreign import we
have to set against our art export. It would
be interesting to know the sums that annually
hud their way to foreign countries for art-
treasures, and also highly beneficial to study
the causes of these statistical phenomena.
We should like to know whether it be true
that all the meritorious casts and copies of
great originals are the work of foreigners.
Were this so, we might appeal to our artists

to endeavour to earn the sums paid for these
themselves, and teach them that there is a
field in art which is still very much neglected
amongst us—the production of good copies,
which would undoubtedly be more beneficial,

both to the public and the artists, than ori-

ginal daubs. Some picture galleries, like
those of Berlin, Munich, Dresden, Vienna,
Gratz, &c., contain some very good copies of
great masterpieces ; and though they may not
have the same intrinsic value as theoriginals,
they serve to instruct, and give the art-student
general ideas of composition, grouping, and
even colouring. We know that artists who
can paint well rarely condescend to copy

;

there are, however, many young artists

amongst us who would be excellent copyists,
but who will never reach the position of in-
dependent original geniuses ; these might,
at all events, be employed in furnishing us
with good copies of ancient masters, which
would spread that correct taste amongst the
masses without which real progress in art is

impossible. The German, French, and Aus-
trian Governments make a point of sending
talented young men every year to Rome and
Florence to copy and to study the works of
classical art. France has a brilliant palace
for her painters at Rome, and an academy for
her architects and decorators at Athens ; her
young artists study art theoretically and prac-
tically. Art, with the French, is an import-
ant State affair, and is never meanly treated.
They try to have their public buildings,
churches, theatres, lecture-halls, &c., provided
with seupltures and paintings, and often
choose good copies of first-rate masters in pre-
ference to bad originals by native caricaturists.

In France, collections like those of Mr. Philip
aud Mr. Creswick would not have to pass
through picture-dealers' hands ; the State, of
some rich community, would be at hand to

buy them—not to lock them up as private pro-
perty, to be boasted of before a few select ac-
quaintances, but to be used, seen, studied, and
copied. Art is a tender plant, with beautiful
colours and magic fruits, and requires im-
mense care and love. It has never yet thrived
in the cold atmosphere of national indiffer-
ence. Neither private scholastic hot-houses
nor single amateurs will rear this plant or ob-
tain from it genuine fruits ; the mighty power
of Governmental and social protection alone
can succeed in doing so. The culture of art
ought to be considered as important as that of
our morals, as necessary as the promotion of
technical skLU ; for, without artistic taste and
an elevated sentiment of beauty, all our tech-
nical skill will avail us nothing. We want
to educate our people, and this education must
not be one-sided. To neglect the great civil-
izing art-factor would be a suicidal mistake.
The Duke of Northumberland can promote
our general taste by allowing us to study the
contents of the house now doomed to vanish,
and we are convinced he will permit the
public to lake a last loving glance at one of
the most memorable mansions of Old London.

G. G. Zerffi.

The Law Times: a fortnight ago macle the start-
ling announcement that the work of erecting the
new Law Courts had at last been commenced. All
we can say is that we have peered through the cre-
•vjceaof the bill-posted hoardings almost daily since
that time, only to find that all is desolation, no
workmen being visible.

ON RETAINING WALLS.*
INTRODUCTORV.

IN designing masonry works there is h.irdly
any subject that presents itself more fre-

quently than the retaining or revetment wall

;

and in some form or other it is found to enter
into almost every design. To tho military
engineer no less than to his civil brother is the
subject one of importance and interest, forming,
as the revetment wall does, for the most part.a
component element in works of defence. To
military engineers, in truth, is duo some of the
most valuable information that civil eno-ineors
possess regarding tlio theory of earth proasuro.
and although further considerations are involved
in designing revetments for military works than
the mere support of earthwork, there is still to

be derived from the experiments and researches
of military men information of much value to

civil engineers. The subject is one that has re-
ceived the fullest and most able treatment at the
hands of mathematicians, and solutions for every
case that could possibly occur in practice are to
be found in our text-books. But the mathe-
matical investigations of this and manv
other questions of common occurrence in
practice, unquestionably valuable as they are
in determining the principles involved, and
establishing dual rules applicable to practice,
are, it is believed, but rarely resorted to by
practical engineers. Even when such ex-
amples have to be dealt with by those suiB-
oiently acquainted with the mathematical mode
of proceeding, they are generally solved without
hesitation by some empirical rule, derived from
experience. Such a method may, and doubtless
occasionally does, lead to accident from weak-
ness, and not unfrequently to clumsy waste of

material and consequent expense. But it is not
clear that less of failure or clumsiness would
result it every retaining wall were calculated
with mathematical precision, for in truth tho
data involved are so variable and imperfect, and
the disturbing causes are of such a character as

to neutralise to a great extent tho accuracy of

the investigation. With certain specific data
theoretical accuracy can always be attained;
but the engineer, as a rule, knows nothing with
absolute certainty either of the weight of tho
earth he has to sustain in position, or of the
masonry that he intends to adopt in doinc so.

These and other data he must assume before he
enters on his calculations ; and though there is

not in these, as in many other investigations,
any necessity to attempt an extreme degree of

refinement, which would be inapplicable for

every-day practice, yet there can be no good ex-
cuse for dealing with the matter by hap-hazard
and guess-work.

It is not proposed now to regard with more
than a cursory glance the principles involved in

determining tho strength of walls to support
earthwork. Such simple rules will be given, as
it is hoped will serve—due regard being had to

the peculiarities of each particular case—to guide
the less experienced in designing works of thi.-i

class. The empirical mode of dealing with the
question is clumsy and unscientific, whilst the
formula) usually given are so complicated as to

render their application to practice out of tho
question.

SPECIFIC CAUSES OF FAILnBE.

It must not be presumed that the failure and
destruction of a retaining wall is necessarily due
to the wall being of itself insufficiently strong.
It may be quite heavy enough to resist tho
pressure of a bank, if due regard be had to the
mode of forming the earthwork, and to drain-
age

;
but if these points be not fairly considered

and observed at first, a retaining wall of qnito
suiEcient thickness will probaoly give way
sooner or later. As much care should in fact be
devoted to the method of backing up and drainint^
a wall, as to the calculation of its section ; for
indeed, if these matters be disregarded, no retain-
ing wall, properly so called, can be implicitly
relied upon to stand. With the exception of one
particular ease, which will be noticed hereafter,
walls are designed on the assumption that they
are to support a dry material—or one, at any
rate, not permeated by water—and that tho
material is to be deposited in such a manner as
to have no predisposition to slide against the wall
It is, of cour.se, also presumed that the wall shall
be of fair workmanship and materials, and where
these points cannot be relied upon, as is sometimes

the case, especially in foreign works, somo allow-
ance should be made in tho dimensions of the
wall. It has not unfrequently happened tliat a
retaining wall will have stood for a con.iidorable
number of years without showing any appoar-
.ance of yielding, and yet will giveaway suddenly
and completely, without apparent cause. Such
failures can generally be accounted for by the fact
of tho wall not being designed to resist a maximum
pressure, and never having been tried fully till

the time of its destruction. Much .apparent
anomaly is observed in the way that retaining
walls are found to fulfil tho purpose for which
they are designed

; for whilst some will yield,
others of less dimensions will continue to stand

;

such apparent inconsistency giving occasion for
ingenious theories, most of them entirely un-
supported by fact or experience. The truth is,

that imperfect drainage, defective foundations,
or rotten work will account for almost every
conceivable case of failure.

FIRST CASE—HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE.

The first and simplest case of a retaining wall
to be considered is that in which the pressure of
water baa to be counteracted ; not indeed that
the question in such a form belongs strictly to the
subject under notice; but it nevertheless be-
comes absolutely the method of determining the
strength of walls for certain positions. It not
unfrequently happens, as in some hydraulic
works or with the wing-walls of aqueducts, that
the infiltration from behind, which is not
always avoidable, may produce such a pressure
as no retaining wall properly so called could
be expected to bear. With this view the
engineer'a limit of aafety will bo attained when
the structure is designed to sustain the full

hydrostatic pressure. Tho pressure of water
upon any plane surface immersed is known to ba
equal to the area of that surface, multiplied by
the depth of its centre of gr.avity below the level

of the water, and by the weight of a unit of

water. Generally speaking, the unit adopted in

calculation is a foot, and the unit of water being
taken at a cubic foot, weighing 62"5Ibs., the
resulting product, from the multiplication of tho
three quantities will give the pressure in pounds
on the surface immersed. Let it be supposed,
for simplicity, that water to the depth of 10ft. hns
to be sustained by a vertical rectangular wall. It

is usual to take but 1ft. length of the wall for the
calculation, though it will not atTect the result,

whether 1ft. or lOOft. be the length assumed.
We then have the surface under pressure =
lOsq, ft., the depth of the centre of gravity = 5ft.

and the weight of a cubic foot of water = 62\51b,

the product of which quantities give us 3,1251bs.
"

the pressure on 1ft. length of the wall. But
this pressure is not the whole of the force

that the wall has to resist ; the leverage
that it exerts must also be taken into account.

In the example under consider.ation—namely,
that of a vortical plane, with one of its sides

coinciding with the surface of the water, as in

Fig. 1.—the whole of the pressure is so dis-

r I c .1

* Practical Designing for Retaining Walls. By Arthur
Jacob, a.B.

tributed as to bo equal to a single force acting

at a point one-third of the depth from the bottom.

Thus the total force to bo resisted by the wa. I is

3,125 X 3-33 = 10,116, which is the moment
tending to overturn the wall.

MOMENT OF RESISTANCE TO OVERTURNING.

It isevident that a certain weight of wall must
be opposed to this overturning force; and aa tho

height of the wall and tho length are detonnined
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quantities, tlio thickness alone remains for

adjnstment. But as a rectangular v.all in uii-

sotting is considered to turn upon a single point,

F. Fi^. 1.—namely the outer line of the foot of the

vvall, there will be a certain amount of leverage

to assist the wall in resisting the pressure of

the water. This leverage is the horizontal dis-

tance of the centre of gravity of the wall from

the turning point F, and when the structure is

rectangular and vortical, it is equal to half the

tbiclvness. The amount of the wall's resistance

will then bo equal to the number of cubic feet in

one foot of its length, multiplied by the weight

of a single cubic foot of masonry, and by half the

thickness of the wall. Taking to = the weight of a

cubic foot of water = G2-51I1S., ic' = the weigh

of a cubic foot of masonry, say llL'lbs. ; jr =

thickness of the wall, and A = the height ; the

condition of simple stability will bo fulfilled

•when
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X h X r X -= re X h X _ X 4 (1)

K^ h

and solving for .t we get

x= ^i^lrT"
^2)

The thickness of the wall = -ift. 4in.

EXAJIPLE.

A simple example has been selected for illus-

tration, but of course a rectangular section of

w.iU would not be found generally applicable in

ptactice, nor would it be expedient to limit the
dimensions of a retaining wall of whatever kind
to the minimum that would sustain the pressure

;

some margin of safety must therefore be allowed,

to cover inferior work and materials. It is trno
that no account has been taken of cohesion,

which, if the wall be founded on rock or concrete,

may be assumed to add to its stability about
7,0001b. for every square foot of base. In ad-
dition to this, practice seems to indicate an in-

crease on the calculated thickness, and in the
example the mean width might be augmented to

jjft., the stability being further increased by
altering the section from a rectangle to a
battering wall with offsets at the back.

A good general rule for the dimensions of a
wall designed to support water or earth in a
semi-fiuid condition will bo

—

Top breadth = 03
Middle do. = 0-5

Bottom do. =0-7

The height being represented by unity.

Proceeding to the consideration of walls for

the support of dry earth, it will bo found that
the question is one that will in general require
the engineer to exercise his judgment, to de-
termine what angle of repose ho will base his
calculations upon. The natural slopes assumed by
earths of different tenacity are so various, that an
average figure cannot be adopted with safety ; the
calculation of pressure from earth, in fact, depends
essentially on this point, and a disregard of it

will lead to very doubtful results. The following
are a few of the slopes assumed by different
materials, but it is probable that the engineer's
judgmout will be of more service than any table
in deciding the angle of repose. The examina-
tion of a district in which works are intended to

bo carried out will .always suffice to s.atisfy the
designer of the nature of the material that he is

dealing with, and may enable him to proportion
his work very nearly to the requirements of

safety and economy :

—

Angle of repoBO. Slope.

Dry sand, clay and mixed ( From 37° . . 1 -33 to 1*
earth ( to 21° . . 2 (a to 1

Damp cliiy 45° .. 1 to 1

^"-'^^ r^u'^o :: rz\
Shingle, and grave,

| ^-^^ " 1»3-
^

p.,, (From 4.1° .. 1 to 1^ ( toU° .. 4 to 1

To which miglit bo added as a special feature
London clay ; it appears under the inlluonce of

weather to bo exceedingly unstable, slipping
away to almost any angle of repose.

{To he Continued.)

• Raokice's ** Manual of Civil Eugiueering."

ALTERATIONS AND IMPROVEJIEXTS IN
OXFORD.

A NUMBER of improvements have been

completed in Oxford during the past

twelvemonths. The Oxford Journnl, in accord-

ance with its annual custom at this time, gives a

detailed notice of them, from which we abstract

the following :

—

The work of alteration and restoration in the

Cathedral is still proceeding. Anew entrance to

the cathedral has been effected by cutting through

the residence formerly occupied by the Regius

Professor of Divinity on the oast side of the prin-

cipal quadrangle, thus, in the opinion of our con-

temporary, completely destroying its beautiful

facade. Looked at from the opposite side of the

quadrangle, it appears like the entrance to a

railway tunnel, and deep regret is expressed that

it wasever made. The work in the porch is

certainly beautifully executed, but that does not

compensate for spoiling tha appearance of the

qu.adrangle. The roof of the porch is of carved

oak, and on the sides of the walls there are stone

recesses, which serve as seats. The steps leading

to the Cathedral are of Mansfield stone, but the

floor is composed of Haseley and Leicestershire

slabs. Underneath the floor of the porch there is

a vault, in which will bo placed a new heating

apparatus. The doors inside the porch are made
of carved oak. Two now stained-glass windows

have been placed in the Cathedral—one in the

south transept, to the memory of the late Mr.

Frederick Grantham Vyner, who was killed by

Greek brigands in 1870, and another in tho

south aisle to the memory of Jlr. George W. M.

Dasent, who was drowned at Sandford Lasher in

IS"-'. The statue of Dean Jackson has been re-

moved from the north transept to the Library.

In tho gallery in the south transept Mr. T. Leigh,

clerk of the works, has placed a collection of

architectural fragments which have been found

during the restoration. They comprise portions

of work of the periods from Saxon to Late Per-

pendicular. Some pieces are of special interest,

and are believed to be portions of the shrine of

S. Frideswide, to whom the Cathedral was origi-

nally dedicated.

The new wing to New College, now in course of

erection, is expected to be completed some time

next year. It will comprise 40 additional sets of

rooms to the College, two being for Fellows, and

38 for Undergraduates, besides two'lecturo-rooms.

The length will be 177ft,, the depth 33ft., and

height (>2ft. There will bo four sets of staircases

to the building, which will consist of basement,

first, second, third, and fourth floors. Tho ex-

ternal dressings and ashlar work are of Milton

stone, finely chopped ; and the internal portions

of the walls are of brick. The .architect is Sir

Gilbert Scott ; the builders are Messrs. Jackson

and Shaw, of Westminster ; and the work is being

efficiently superintended by Mr. H. Roome, the

clerk of the works.

Eight additional sets of rooms h,avo just been

commenced by Mr. Osman, builder, of Wolver-

hampton, at Balliol College.

The restoration of the hall at Merton College is

now completed. The buttresses of the chapel,

too, have been restored, as well as the east

window, and the kitchen has been reconstructed.

This work was done by Messrs. Fisher & Hobdell,

builders, of Oxford. Sir Gilbert Scott designed

the plans, and they have been superintended by

Mr. Thomas Leigh.

The lower altar-stops at the chapol of E.-;eter

College have been removed, and red Devonshire

marble ones placed in their stead, by Mr. Symm,
builder, of S. Giles', Oxford.

The restorsitiou of the ohapol of All Sonls'

College is still in progress. The workmen are

now engaged in laying down tho floor, which is

composed of handsome Purbeck marble. Tho
renovation of the reredos is making rupid pro-

gress, and many of tho statues have been placed

in tho niches. When completed, there will be

between 120 and 130 figures in this work, tho

carving of which is intrusted to E, E. Geflowski.

The restoration is being carried out under the

direction of Sir Gilbert Scott, Mr. Terry being

clerk of the works. Mr. Thomas Leigh has

superintended the wood-carving.

Slight improvements have boon completed at

Queen's, Magdalen, S. John's, and Wadham
Colleges.

An additional building, consisting of servants'

oiEces, has recently been added to Keble College.

The design is in keeping with tho rest of tho

fabric, and tho plans, which wore drawn by

Mr. Butterfleld, architect, of London, have been

carried out by Mr. Franklin, builder, of Dedding-

ton. The new chapel is being fast proceeded

with. Internally, it will be S.'jft. wide, by I'Jift.

long, with a south transept for an organ, project-

ing into the quadrangle. It will be entered from

a cloister at its west end, as well as from the

quadrangle on its south side. It will be divided

into six bays, with a groined ceiling throughout,

and will otherwise be elaborately decorated. Mr.

Butterfield is the architect, and Messrs. Parnell

& Son, of Rugby, are the builders.

The Chapel of S. Mary Hall has been restored

by Mr. J. C. Buckler, architect, of Oxford. The
new oast window is said to bo tho best in Oxford t

it contains fifteen scenes from the life of Our
Lady—from the Annunciation to the Ascension.

The roof has been boarded through the entiro

length, with intersecting ribs over the eastern

part, and carved bosses by Messrs. Rattee and

Kett. The reredos is of Painswick stone. The
builder was the late Jlr. John Fisher, of

Oxford.

A new Observatory for Professor Pritohard is

in course of erection in the Parks, in the Italian

style of architecture, .and the material used is

white Suffolk brick. Mr. C. Barry, of London,

is tho architect, and Mr. Symm the builder.

The interior of S. Peter's-in-the-East Church

has been improved, at a cost of more than £200.

The whole of tho windows have been re-glazed.

Tho two circular-headed Norman windows in the-

cbancel have been filled with stained glass. New
gas-fittings have been made, from designs fur-

nished by Mr. Codd, architect ; and the whole of

the repairs have been executed by Messrs. Taylor

and Son, of Oxford.

A new altar has been placed in the northern

chapel of S. Barnabas Church. The woodwork:

of the altar was executed by Mr. Cape!, of

London ; the ornamental ironwork by Messrs.

Hart and Son, of London ; and the painting

was done by Messrs. Heaton, Butler, and Bayne.

The whole was carried out under the superin-

tendanco of Mr. Blomfield, the architect of the-

church.

The new church of S. Peter-le-Bailoy is now-

approaching completion. It is in tho Fourteenth

Century style, the extreme length being 113ft.,

and the width of the aisles and nave 50ft. The
height from nave floor to ridge is 50ft, and iii

places the foundations are carried to a depth of

27ft. The walls are built with Box stone ashlar

and dressings, the roofs being framed with Balticr

fir, and covered with Penmoyle sea-gresn skates.

The floors under the seats are wood, but tha

other part of the floor is paved with Godwin's

tiles. The whole of this work (the contract for

which exceeds £6,000), has been carried out by

Messrs. Honour and Castle, builders, under the

direction and superintend.anco of Mr. Btisil

Champneys, architect, of London. Jlr. Burgess

is clerk of the works.

A new tower and spire are being added to

S. .\.ldate"s Church. They will bo 120ft. in height,

and are built in the Fourteenth Century style of

architecture, the material used being Gibraltar

stone for the facing, with Bath stone dressings. Mr.

John T. Christopher, of London, is the architect,

and Mr. Symm. of S. Giles's, the builder.

On the 20th May last the first stono of tho new
Roman Catholic Church in S. Giles's was laid.

The church will be dedicated to S. Aloysius, and

will be built in the Florid Perpendicular style

The entire length of the building is to bo lOSftCin.

by 35ft. wide, and 70ft. is allowed for the

height of the nave. The accommodation at

present to be provided will be for 400 persons,

with a provision for its extension for 800. The
material used will be Bath stone. The architects

aroMossrs. J. X. Hansom and Sous, of Brompton;

and Messrs. George Jlyers and Sen, of Lambeth,

are the builders.

The first part of the drainage works is almost

completed. Tho ground was opened on the

19th June last, and tha cost of tha contract

already executed amounts to £5,000. On tho

main line a sewer has been completed, tho

length being 1,100ft.; and another the

length of which is 1.300ft. Branch sewors have

also been laid down in many of the streets. The

work is being carried out under the supervision

of Mr. W. H. White, the Surveyor of the Local

Board, the contractor being Jlr. Acock, of Nor-

wich.

Several new streets aad a now square have

been formed in the town, and a number of private

buildings, villa residences, &c., erected.
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EDINBURGH,
(From our owx Correspokdent.)

THE building operations of the last few months
are now making some appearance in the

city. Tho demand for high-class houses still

continues; several of these, on the Coates and

Drum.sheugh grounds, are notv finishing, and the

foundations of others being laid. They are all in

the same style—a plain Italian, and there is there-

fore nothing to report in the way of novelty in

the design. In tho case of one extensive block,

commanding the riohlj-wooded prospect to the

north and west, some variety and greater

elegance would have been admissible. These
tenements occupy one of the best of the many
fine situations on the outskirts of the city. The
limits of buildiug-gronud have here boon reached,

and the beauty is all their own to look upon.
Not very distant, but far below, runs tho water
of Leith, its russet banks in pretty contrast with
the red-tiled houses of the village which bears

the same name ; both, however, far enough away
for the senses to detect any of the chemical im-
purities which have ruined the appearance of the
river and made it so obnoxious when it comes
between the wind and our olfactories. From
this point, too, the towers of the Merchant Com-

« pany's Schools look their very best amid the
woods which crown the heights beyond, and in

the far distance are tho shores and hills of Fife.

A large Venetian, of throe circular-headed lights

in the principal apartments, is the only variety
noticeable. The lights are parted by pillars, of

which the capitals now in block will be carved,
but the freedom of design is marred by enclosing
the window between pilaster-jambs with hori-

zontal entablature on trusses. The doors are ex-
tremely bare, without projection of any sort, and
if some architectural brownie overnight would
only transfer those asccessories of the window to

the door, tho former would not suffer, while the
latter would be much improved.
The demand for business premises of tho better

sort also still continues, and with Whit-Sunday
came the usual erection of barricades, premoni-
tory of alterations on existing shops, or private
dwelling-houses. Most of the shops in the
western quarter have been already constructed
out of such houses, and with good elJect, but
these alterations never cease. It puzzles one
sometimes to understand what reason can exist
for disfiguring a good design, to gain a few
square feet towards the pavement. Inspection of

attractive wares, or approaching the traps set for

the unwary, is not pleasant in a crowded footway,
whereas a little space at the side of it is a great
inducement to turn aside and look. The secret

lies in the fact that these later alterations on the
front imply much more extensive ones within the
premises, and polished plate conservatories for

the goods are better with a good projection.

This plate-glass mania is rather difficult to
aianage, but we have mot the difficulties of the
case, as in our Princes-street shops, as well here
as elsewhere, ^\'here the height is limited, the
large sizes of the glass ts be accommodated make
this kind of "shoplifting" an artistic puzzle which
is not always happily solved. Thus in a shop
aow altering at the west end of George-street, we
have four unexceptionable Ionic pillars, placed
like Charles Lamb's milestones, most unsociably
.apart. Of vulgar over-ornamentation we have
not much. We have a ' Granite Palace " in

George -street, of the Composite order, solid

polished granite pillars topped with an entablature
of wood, cement, and paint ; the pillars turning
tnto painted wood as they creep round the corner
iind shrink into pil.-.sters, and the whole of this

grandeur is affixed to the plainest edifice in tho
street. Such designs are an excellent commen-
tary on the text, •• All is not gold that glitters,"

and would i-uin an advertisement if thoy did not
smack of Sam Slick's Yankee humour, when he
jnstilied '• bragging " on the plea that it saved
his " advertisiu'."

Maitland-street, which is a street of little

elevation, and continues Princes-street towards
the west, is now undergoing a kind of wholesale
alteration into shops. The first inroad on its private
character was the erection of Free S. George's at
the west corner, an edifice which, like other
churches in the city, has little externally to re-

commend it but its bulk. The windows on
Stafford-street side are decorated (?) with hideous
square blocks intersecting the mouldings on the
«dge,'tho ugliest of all ugly things invented. The
difficulty of providing lofty shops in this street
and preserving appearances has boon met by

adding to the masonry on the floors above. It is

to be hoped the shop-fronts will not be brought
too far forward in such a thoroughfare.

Alterations ai*e being made on the west corner
of Princes-street, providing better shops below,
and a large hotel above. Tiais is a very important
corner, aud much exposed to view on either

side, and the alterations externally are not on a
scale commensurate with its importance. It is a
subject difficult to treat without pulling the old

structure down. This has not been done, and the
expedient of att,aching a large oriel from top to

bottom of the corner will do nothing to improve
the wide gable to tho west. Above the ground
floor will be only decorated by cement and paint.

The art of turning a corner properly has ever
been a difficulty, whether spurring up the Olym-
pian dust or making architectural designs.

Adams, Playfair, and others have left us some
good Classic examples of their skill—as in the

Ionic porticoes at the oast end of Princes-street,

at Leopold-place, in Leith-walk, &c. But these

are on a grand scale, and such artistic effects

have not been attempted in any of the modern
streets. Generally, the corner is left to turn
itself. In ordinary oases it is often flattened or

rounded with good effect, and a window inserted.

Sometimes an ordinary bow window is constructed,

but this is seldom done, as it gives an appearance
of weakness where there should bo solidity and
strength. One style of treatment deserves passing
notice as an example of "how not to do it." In
a rather singular building at the corner of

Inverleith-terrace, a collection of burlesques on
classic decoration may be seen. Tho windows on

the corner, which is cut away, are composed of

heavy projecting square piers, with entablatnre

to correspond. The flat part being wide, and tho

lights occupying all the space, the latter are of

extremely squat, disagreeable proportion, and the

trusses which support all this needless material

and workmanship look as if bending under a

burden greater than they can bear. As far as

Edinburgh supplies examples in ordinary cases,

no style lends itself so readily to turn a seemly
corner as the Scottish Baronial. There are now
many examples, and they are all successful. Some,
such as the entrance to Cockburn-street, as well

as many lesser corners arising out of intersect-

ing closes, are varied in the design, and triumphs
of artistic skill. There is an odd spocinien in

Blackfriars-wynd, but with nothing to offend the

sense of propriety in its construction ; indeed,

economy of ornamental construction is a con-

spicuous feature of this style. Forrest Road is

now completed, the last corner tenement erected.

The circle here is flattened, which rather mars its

symmetry. Last, but not least, Jeffrey-street,

under the New Improvement Trust, has made a

good start with a lofty corner tenement of

somewhat different design from its neighbours in

S. Mary's-street, with a few Classic details, and
moulded iron work on the exterior. The tene-

ment upon the other side is also fast rising above
the barricade. S. Giles-street has been completed
by corner tenements in a grand circular sweep.

Thoy present an imposing appearance from
Princes-street, having two rows of very wide but
lofty windows above the ground. Although there

are a few solid piers of stone to give stability to

the structure, it is a question which time only or

accident may decide if there has not been too

much confidence in iron beams, inside and out.

Four blocks, the first instalment of the new
Infirmary, are now nearly complete as regards the

stone-work. The walls are to be lined with brick,

leaving an open space, but this work has not

been begtm. They are built in courses of quarry-
faced stone, and arc being drawn in with cement.
An additional story has been added to the original

design.

The foundations tor the Albert Statue and the

Cathedral are being du^. ^Ir. Wuddel, of Bath-

gate, is contractor for the latter. There is no
appearance of anything but a good foundation

being had, although the black shale and boulder
clay sometimes lie incurious jtixtaposition.

Mr. Leslie, engineer to tho Water Trust, has
given in his report in favour of going to the

Moorfoot Hills for the over-long-soujht additional

supply of water. We are thus, after five years
of fierce debate, with its waste of time aud money,
landed where the wisdom of the Old Water
Company was thou intending to go for its supply.

As Mr. Leslie has had moro experience than
any man living as to the most economical
method of providing good water for the city, it is

to be hoped that there will be no dissenting party
to raise another fruitless storm

THE TURNERS' COMPAXi" .VND
TECHNICAL EDUCAIION.

ON Jlonday afternoon the Lord Mayor presided
at a public meeting in the Egyptian HaU

of the Mansion House, at the conclusion of an
exhibition of stone and ivory turning which had
been held there for some days previously, at the
instance of the Turners' Company. Tho Turners'
Company, in continuation of their action in
former years, had proposed to give this year their
silver medal, together with thie freedom of the
company and that of the City of London, to any
one workman or apprentice in England who
might send in the best specimens of h.and-tnrning
in ivory and stone. The conditions of tho compe-
tition .and the qualities considered in awardintr
the prizes for ivory were— First, beauty of de-
sign, symmetry of shape, and general excellence
of workmanship ; second, exact copying, so that
the two objects produced, whether cups, vases,
boxes, chessmen, or other articles, might he fac-
similes in every part. The work was to be all

hand-turning, produced in an ordinary lathe,
without special apparatus. Tho bronze medal of
the company was to be given to the competitor
second in merit, and the company's certificate of
merit to the third. Under the term stone was
included any natural substance of a mineral cha-
racter, excluding, however, all those which, like
china or pottery, require baking. Porphyry,
granite, jasper, agate, serpentine, marble, spar,
and other substances mentioned by name were
mentioned as examples of wh.at might be used.
The qualities chiefly considered in awarding the
prize in stone were—beauty of original design in
shape and colour, accuracy of copying, and skill
in overcoming difficulties in regard to material.
Lady Burdett Coutts, who is an honorary member
of the Turners' Company, had generously under-
taken to supplement the prizes with the sum of
£oO. The 1st prize in ivory turning, consisting of a
silver medal and the freedom of the company, was
awarded to Mr. Stephen Davis, 22, S. Hugh'a-
road, Anei-ley, for a pair of vases ; the second to
Mr. K. W. Cotton, 202, Commercial-road, Peck-
ham, the bronze medal and ,£5 for a flower stand.
The first prize in stone turning—the silver medal
and the freedom of the company—was awarded
to Mr. E. H. Greenbury, Haggersgate, Whitby

;

the second prize—the bronze medal—to Mr.
William Atkins, of Poltesco, Cornwall, for a large
tazza in serpentine, with dolphin and anchor

;

and the third—a certificate of merit—to Mr.
Jonathan Gibbon, for an inkstand in jet. An
extra prize of £5 was awarded out of tho money
given by Lady Burdett-Coutts, to Mr. K, L.
Packer, of 5, Park-road, Camberwell, for what
was adjudged to be a very clever photo-octant
made by a special apparatus, the elliptic chuck,
which had precluded it from competing for a
regular prize according to the prescribed condi-

tions of the competition. The judges expressed
commendation, by secondary certificates, to Mr.
C. Stone, Poltesco, Cornwall, for good workman-
ship in several articles turned in serpentine

;

to Mr. John Noukervis, of the same place, for

good workmanship in a small dolphin tazza in

serpentine ; to Mr. James Britland, Cromford,
Derbyshire, for successful manipulation of a
difficult material in a vaso of spar ; and to Mr.
G. T . Stevens, of Lisle-street, Leicester-square, not
IG years of age, for excellent workmanship in a
combination of three turned bowls in one piece of

alabaster. The serpentine articles were all ex-

hibited by the proprietors of the Lizard and
Poltesco Works, through their representative,

Mr. Simons, the recipients of the prizes being

their workmen.

Brick-making MiomsERr at the Vienna
Exhibition.—Engineerhifj ^^&^\s well of a brick

making machine exhibited by Mr. Thomas S.

Derham, of Leeds, at the Vienna Exhibition :

—

" A well-made, well-designed, and in all respects

very efficient piece of work.'' It has a vertical

pug mill, the bottom of which is in close contact

with a revolving mould table, containing seven

or eight moulds. The bottoms of these are formed

of heavy cast-iron blocks, sliding in the moulds,

and running in a circular path beneath tho table.

This path is of such a form that the position of

the bottoms in the moulds is constantly varying,

from the point where they are filled with clay,

and where the mould has its maximum depth, to

the delivery, where the bottom of the mould is

raised flush with the upper surface of the table,

and the bricks, which of course are raised along

with it, are pushed oS the table by suitable

mechanical means upon an endless band.
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OUR LITHOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS

TItE CAMPANILE OP TttE CATHEDRAL AT PISTOJA.

(,WUh Double-page Illustration.)

PiSTOJA. the old Roman Pistoria, near which the

conspirator Catiline was defeatod and killed,

tJ2 B c, was, during the trouhles of tho Middle

Ages, the central point of the deadly struggles be-

tween Guolphs and Ghibellines. In Pistoja wore

lirst formod the Black (Xeri) and the White

(Bianchi) parties ; the former were banished from

the town, 1:301, A.D., as recorded by Dante, in his

'•luferno " (XXIV., 143 and 144).

" Pistoja first of Neri groweth meagre

;

Then Florence doth renew her men and minners."*

Niccola Pisano (see BmLDiSG News, Sept. 19,

1873, page 305), his brother Giovanni, and

Andrea della Robbia left traces of their artistic

powers in this little town, which is not only

celebrated for architectural monuments, terra-

cotta decorations, frescoes by Leonardo da Vinci,

and sculptures, but also, as it is stated, for tho

invention ol pistols, which are said to derive their

name from it. The Cathedral, dedicated

to S. Jacopo, was founded very early, and was

extended in the thirteenth century, accord-

ing to plans drawn by Niccola Pisano ; this, how-

ever, is not an authenticated fact. Over the prin-

cipal entrance to the Cathedral is a "bas-relief"

in tena-cotta, representing the Madonna, sur-

roimded by angols,the work of Andrea della Robbia.

The interior is without grandeur and simplicity

of plan. We have in it tho monument of the lyric

poet Cino, the master of Petrarch, attributed by
Vasari to Andrea Pisano ; a bust of Bishop

Donato de Medici by Rosselini ; and in front of the

altar a large silver tablet with fifteen reliefs,

taken from the Old Testament, by Andrea di

Jacopo d' Ognabene. The Campanile, of which

we give a double view, was undoubtedly nothing

but a fortified square natch-towor. The warlike

Teuton and the Roman clerical elements may be

traced in all the ecclesiastical and profane build-

ings of this period. The un-artistic Germanic tribes

that settled in Italy brought with them their

heavy and gloomy constructions, with a marked
tendency to build impregnable castles. The
battlements, panelled or plain, richly decorated

or not, ou churches and towers, show the military

spirit of the architects. The isolated or attached

towers took their origin in the distant regions of

Asia, and wereinuse from time immemorial all over

tho globe in a variety of forms. The Campanile
has undergone marked changes. The lower part

is of au older style. We see on the bare w,alls here

and there the arms of tho governors of the town

;

the few small and arched windows have a pointed

moulding over them. The Campanile is also

known by the name of " Torre del Podestil,"

which permits us to assume that it was in

the first instance a profane building. Its secular

form has not even been changed by Giovanni
Pisano's superstructure ; which is light and
elegant, but at the same time in many respects

faulty.

Tho three rows of open arcades, set on the

high square base, have, undoubtedly, a good effect.

The top was meant to be seen, at a great distance,

as a kind of castle in the air, and in this tho

architect succeeded. The columns of the arcades,

though well proportioned, are wanting in

harmony : their lowest range is of the Ionic

order, whilst the second row is of a debased
Korinthian order, and th o highest a mixture of

various capitals in the revived Indi.in, and
Buddhistic style, in which tho shafts and capitals

of coltmins are generally of different patterns.

Above the three galleries, which end in a roof,

not only provided with battlements but also with

four small turrets for the guards, rises a story

having also battlements and turrets, out of which
again grows a truncated pyramid carrying on
four columns tho belfry, covered with a pointed
roof, terminating in a circular ornament. \Vomay
assume that tho structure above the story

crowning the throe rows of arcades was an

addition of a later period, for which it would be

wrong to take Giovanni Pisano to task. The
upper story was unquestionably meant for the

belfry, and would have been more appropriate

for that purpose.

The study of classical literature and good

taste had not yet brought its fruits in decorative

art. As a proof we have the checkered wall

ornamentation in savage square-patterns form-

ing a number of ornamental puzzles without

any eurythmy, and varying the design at

random. These Nuremberg toy-patterns

ought to be carefully avoided, especially

in the decoration of outer walls. The upper

part of the Campanile appears to have been

constructed of textile fabrics, and this is contrary

to all the laws of correct ornamentation. The plea

set up by some decorators that a good effect had

been attained at a very cheap rate, is untenable.

The Italians inherited the bad taste of decorating

their walls with Mosaics and floor-patterns from

the Romans; they often sacrificed the archi-

tectural outlines of iheir buildings to this kind

of decoration. They were always too pictorial in

architecture, and even in sculpture.

DESIGN FOR THE EEV. NEWMAN HALl'S CHCHCH,

WEST.MINSTER-ROAD.

We give a plan and flank elevation of Mr.

Robins's design for the above church, being one of

the four designs originally submitted in com-

petition, to each of whose authors the sum of £70
was paid, but neither of which was accepted,

the design now being executed being sub-

sequently prepared. The present drawings illus-

trate anendeavourto associate ecclesiastical forms

with the requirements of Congregational worship.

The problem proposed for the solution of the com-
petitors was the accommodation of 2,000 persons

in a Gothic structure, so arranged that all might
see and hear the preacher, whether either sitting

or standing, and to this ond it was suggested that

no internal columns should be employed. And it

is to be regretted that an experiment was not to

to be made in this instance, and that tho building

now in course of erection retains the internal

columns so constantly objected to. The attempt

has here been made to achieve tho result desired

by a nave and transepts of considerable width and
proportionate height, the plan being a short-

armed cross, with the tower and spire boldly

rising at the intersection. Tho architect would
have preferred to have reduced the depth of the

transepts, and added to the length of the nave,

both for a;sthetical and acoustical reasons, but

limitations presented by the triangular form of

the site precluded this arrangement. There are

1,200 persons accommodated on the ground floor,

and 800 in galleries placed acro.ss the ends of

each arm of the cross, except the choir. The
total cost of the completed design, including the

various vestries and classrooms and a separate

building containing a hall for 800 persons, was
estimated to cost £25,000.

NEW OFFICES, PAUL'S 'NVHARr, K.C.

These offices, of which wo published an illus-

tration in our last week's number, have lately

been erected in connection with the large new
river-side warehouse in Paul's Wharf. The
general design of the whole range of buildings is

Gothic, treated in the most simple and unpreten-

tious manner, the aim of the architect haviu'^

been to avoid doing anything that should be in

any way out of keeping with tho purely business

character of the building. Throughout the

building every care has been taken to secure

substantiality, strength, and light. The ware-

house itself is divided into three largo sectious of

about 50ft, by 50ft., by thick party- walls, in which
double iron doors are recessed and built ; tho

offices being also shut oil from tho main building

by similar doors.

The whole of the works havo been carried out

by tho building owner himself, who purchased his

own materials, and employed his own men, thus

avoiding any difficulty or dol.ay on account of

strikes, (tc. The general materiala used wore

picked washed stocks for the fating, with malm
and red brick for string-courses and arches, Bath
stone for columns and heads of windows, &c

,

Portland stone for the more exposed string-courses

and labels, »S:c., aud terra-cotta in some of the en-

riched bands which run all round the building.

The whole of the works have been designed and
carried out under the immediate supervision of

the architect, Mr. Robert W. Edis, P.S.A., Fitzroy-

square, London.

THE ROYAL EXCHANGE, LEEDS.

This building, the foundation-stone of which

was laid by Prince Arthur last autumn, is iii

course of construction on a site at t'ue junction of

Boar-lane with Park-row, formerly occupied by

the old Commercial-buildings, which have been

removed by the Corporation in pursuance of their

schemes of street improvement. The exchange-

room occupies the centre of tho block, the

frontage towards Boar-lane and Basinghall-street

being devoted to shops and offices, and the

side towards Park-row to the news-room, over

which provision is made for a club. The Ex-

change in plan is a duodecagon, GOft. in diameter,

with irregular projections. An arcade of stone

pillars and arches carries an arched roof of

timber, moulded and formed into panels, and sap-

ported by iron bindings, the centre portion being

formed into a lantern. A tiled dado is to be car-

ried round the room, and the remainder of the

walls will bo lined with cleansed ashlir. The
floors are intended to be of pitch pine and oak,

laid in simple patterns. In addition to the hot-

air apparatus, the room will have open fireplaces-

Large windows, with tracery heads, towards th&

Chapel-yard, and the lantern in tho roof, will

render the room unusually light. The news-room

is 44ft. by 24?t. and 17ft. in height, and provision

will be made for adding it to the Exchange, should

increased accommodation be required. The base-

ment is lofty, and has been arranged for a.

restaurant, with entrances from Boar-lane and

Basinghall-street. It will be well lighted by large

windows into the area next the chapel yard, and

will have all the nec'^ssary adjuncts for a first-

class restaurant. The principal entrance to tho

building is through the tower, which in its upper

stages takes a hexagonal form, rising to a height

of 118ft. from the ground, and will contain a

clock. The building is being constructed ex-

ternally of Brunthwaite ashlar, and of Hare Hill

stone internally. The cost will be rather under

£20.000.

The contractors are— for the masons' work,

Mr. Thomas Whiteley
;

joiner, Mr. W. Britton
;

plumber, Mr. J. Braitbwaite
;
plasterer, Mr. H.

Orange; slaters, Messrs. Watson & Wormald
-,

painter, Mr. J. Galloway ; ircnfounders, Messrs.

Nelson & Son—all of Leeds. The building is.

being carried out under the direction of the archi-

tects, Messrs. J. H. & F. Ilealey, of Bradford, .Mr.

J. T. Brown being the clerk of works. The draw-

ing shows the block as completed ; at present,

however, a portion of the site is occupied by

shops in the Italian stylo, which it is the intonticci

ultimately to refront.

CHIPS.

Mr. John Ruskin, the Slade Professor of Fine ArS
.at Oxford, will lecture, chiefly during November, ac

the University Galleries, on Val d'Arno in the thir-

teenth century. Lecture 1, Nicholas the Pisan ; 2,

John the Pisan ; 3, Shield aud Apron ; 4, Parted-per-

pale ; 5, Pax Vobiscum ; (i. Marble couchant : 7,

Marble rampant ; 8, Franchise ; 9, the Tyrrhene
Sea ; 10, Fleur-de-Lys.

Considerable progress is now being made with
the rebuilding of the library of the Louvre, for

which a sum of 700.000f. w:is voted by the National

Assembly. The works are being carried on under
the superintendence of M. Lefuel, the architect of

the Tuileries.

The At!u'n<EUtn records the death of M. E. J. B.

Tschaggeny, the animal painter, of Brussels. He
studied under the late M. Verboeckhoeven, and was
a much better although a less popular painter than
his teacher. He was a careful student of n.iture,,

.and produced a series of drawings of the nn;(toray

of the cow— an important work, which occupied!

him for a lone time.
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ART AT THE BATH CHURCH
CONGRESS.

[From ous Own Correspondent.]

THE so-called Art Exhibition, which its

promoters thought fit to inaugurate

during the meeting of the Church Congress at

Bath, has just closed, and the opportunity

afforded the people of Bath—one of the

strongholds of the Simeon influence—of seeing

that which has been characterised as a Ritual-

istic show, lias well-nigh frightened many of

the most sober minds of this very respectable

place.

Taking the whole collection, we have sel

dom seen a more common-place exhibition. It

chiefly consisted of the ordinary" designs for

chalices, patens, ecclesiastical fiirniture, and
clerical vestments, principally from the

ateliers of the well-known firms of .Jones and
Willis, Orr, Cox, and others ; nor do either of

these lii'ms appear to us to endeavour to in-

crease their reputation. To describe the col-

lection more in detail—there were a few clear

rubbings of well-known and good brasses ; but
the promoters of the exhibition had so little

idea of their worth as to keep some partly

rolled up. Amongst the old books exhibited
was a very clean edition of the " Legenda
Aurea," of the middle of the thirteenth century;

but there was an entire absence of any missals

or books of an antiquarian or aisthetic cha-
racter of an early date.

The chief aim of the committee appeared to

be that of intruduoing coloured funeral palls

most prominently before the public, as the
greater part of one of the sides of the hall in

which the exhibition was held was devoted to

the display of these luxurious coverings,

some of which were alike poor in colour and
design.

Holding hardly a second place in the exhi-
bition, the managers devoted a considerable
proportion of the space to what must be con-
sidered as an endeavour to disseminate a taste

for Ritualistic vestments and ecclesiastical

milliner)', as modern copies of old stoles,

chasubles, and priestly garments, lace and em-
broidery, abounded, and the exhibition owed
much in this department to the loans of the
neighbouring clergy. Some of the altar

frontals, ostensibly worked by the Bath Era-
broding Class, bore unmistakable proof of

being made in detail in London, and made up
by the Bath ladies. Amongst the few old
specimens of needlework must be noticed an
altar-covering from Priddy Church, probably
about the middle of the sixteenth century,and a
chasuble of the time of Louis XIIL,
which is stated to have been used at Rheims
at the coronation of the kings of France,
and a curious cope from AUerton Church,
Somerset.

Mr. Singer, of Frome, exhibited some pretty
specimens of old Spanish and German jewel-
lery, and we should be glad if success attends
the laudable efforts being made to create a
public taste for this kind of ornament, which
is greatly to be preferred to the productions of
the modern jeweller. In the same case were
also some good specimens of old processional
crosses and chalices, and a Byzantine cross and
ciborium of early character. Mr. Sweetland,
of Bath, contributed a powerful organ built
by him for Eddington Church.

Mr. William White sent some large and well
executed photographs of tiie Yorkshire abbeys,
from the camera of Mr. Wormald, of Leeds,
who excels in the production of clear archi-
tectural photography. The encaustic and
majolica department had representatives in
Messrs. Maw, Godwin, and others, but their
productions were of the usual kind, We con-
gratulate Mr. J. R. Harris upon his drawing
of a coloured decoration for a reredos ; it is

both harmonious in colour and well and accu-
rately drawn, but scarcely free from the
touches of his ordinarily humorous pencil.
Some poor designs for stained glass were ex-
hibited, and worse attempts at sculpture.

Considering that the modern taste for

ecclesiastical art owes not only its initiation,

but its subsequent development, to the foster-

ing care of the architectural profession, we
must protest against the sp ace, and the position

of it, which was allotted to the architectural

drawings. Some able drawings were stowed
awaj- almost out of sight, and the remainder
were placed in the centre of a continuoiis

counter, arranged as a parallelogram, on
which the various things above enumerated
were exhibited, thus affording no possibilit}'

for any examination of the drawings, as the

public were not admitted inside, and the only

chance of seeing the dra^wings was over the

counter. The chief contributors were Messrs.

.James Brooks, Slater and Carpenter, Foster

Hayward, J. P. .Seddon, and Robson. Mr.
Brooks sent some perspectives of Kensington,

Clapton, and other cliurehes, clearly and boldly

etched in pen-and-ink in his usual vigorous

and skilful manner, and which have already

received notice in the Bdilding New.s. Mr.
•J. P. Seddon was numerous and uncertain.

Amongst his drawings we noticed Fulham
Almshouses, more quaint thau clever ; the

old and weU-knowu drawings for the Law
Courts competition—the antiquity of which
was fully appreciated by the committee, as

these worthy designs were hidden behind
more modern rivals ; Yarmouth Church and
its ])innacles ; and wild Aberystwith College,

all of which must by this time be sufficiently

well known to our readers. Mr. Foster Hay-
ward was, as usual, sketchy and careless.

Messrs. Slater and Carpenter exhibited only
one drawing which displayed their usual
ability, ilr. G. G. Scott, junr., exhibited

some designs in the safe and respectable

style, the drawing of which manifested an
utter incapacitj' for a particle of feeling for

art ; and one in particular, a drawing for

Cattistock Church Tower, was worthy of an
intelligent architectural pupil after a few
months' study. Mr. .Sorby exhibited a gaudy
perspective, sent in competition for Sharrow
Church, and also another drawing of a church
for Sheffield, the nave arcading of which was
perhaps based upon the shape of the hart's

tongue fern, or some other equally acutely

pointed form. We can hardly wonder the

committee devoted such a bad place to such
drawings as Mr. Sorby's. As long as the most
careful and skilful architects keep their pro-

ductions aloof from these annual exhibitions

held in connection with 'the Church Congress in

the various to'wns, we can hardly wonder at

or protest against the little importance attach-

ing to the architectural designs ; nor can we
be reasonably indignant at the inconvenient
and unworthy position accorded them at Bath,
when drawings tendered so long ago in com-
petition as those of the Law Courts are sent as

the exponents of architectural art and progress.

Altogether, the profession had scant, if any,

justice from the hands of the committee ; nor,

with one notable exception, can we believe it

deserved a better fate.

MR. RUSKIN OX ART.

ON Tuesday tha Duke of S. Albau's presented
the prizes to the successful students of the

night art-class in connection with the Mechanics'
Institute, at the Mansfield Town-hall. In the
course of his address to the students he referred

to the oriijin of the class, and detailed its pro-

gress since 1870. The duke terminated his

speech by reading a message addressed to them
by Mr. Ruskin, in whic'a he said-—" It is to be

remembered that the giving of prizes can only be

justified ou the ground of their being the reward
of superior diligence and more obedient attention

to the directions of tha teacher. They must
never be supposed, because practically they never
can bfcome, indications of superior genius, un-
less in so far as genius is likely to be diligent

and obedient beyond the strength and temper of

the dull. But it so frequently liappeiis that the

stimulus of vanity, aetiug on minds of inferior

calibre, produces for a time an industry surpass-

ing the tranquil and solf-possossed exertion of

real power, that it may be questioned whether
tha custom of bestowing prizes at all may not

ultimately ceasa in our higher schools of art,

unless in the form of substantial assistance uiven
to diKorving students who stand in need of it.

But, without .any reference to the opinions of
others, and without any chan-e of partiality in

your own, there is one test by which you can all

determine the rate of your real progress. Exa-
mine, after every period of renewed industry,
how far you have enlarged your faculty of admi-
ration. Consider how much more you can see
to reverence in the work of masters ; and how
much more to love in the work of nature.
(Applause.) I fear that the tendency of modern
thought is to reject the idea of that essential dif-

ference in rank between one intellect and
another, of which increasing reverence is the wise
acknowledgment. The vulgar and incomparably
false saying of Macaulay's. that tha intellectual

giants of one age become the intellectu.-il pigmies
of the next, has been the test of too many
sermons lately preached to you. You think yoia

are going to do better things—each of you—than
Titian and Phidias

; write better than Vir.5il

think more wisely than Solomon. My good young
people, this is the foolishest, quite pre-eminently
—perh.aps almost the harmfuUest — notion that
could possibly bo put into your empty little egg-
shells of heads. There is not one in a million of

you who can over be great in anything. To bo
greater than the greatest that have been, is per-

mitted, perhaps, to no man in Europe in the

course of two or three centuries. But becausa
you cannot be Handel or Mozart, is it any reason
wfiy you should not learn to sing * God save tht>

Queen ' properly ? Because a girl cannot bo
prima donna in the Italian Opera, is it any reason

that she should not learn to play a jig for her bro-

thers and sisters in good time, or a soft little tune
for her tired mother, or that she should uot sing

to please herself, among the dew, on a May moin-
ing? (Applause.) Believe me, joy, huiuility, and
usefulness always go together ; as insolence with
misery, and these both with destructiveness. You.
may learn with proud teachers how to throw-

down tha Yendome Column, and burn the Louvre,
but never how to lay so much as one touch of safo

colour, or one layer of steady stone ; aud if, in-

deed, there be among you a youth of true genius,

be assured that ha will distinguish himself lirst,

not by petulance or by disdain, but by disecrniag

firmly what to admire and whom to obey, (tlear

hear.) But if you seek wisdom only that you
may get money, believe ma, you are exactly on
tha most foolish of all fool's errands. ' She is

more precious than rubies'; but do you think that

is only because she will help you to buy rubies ?

She is offered to you as a blessing in her-

self. She is the reward of kindness, of

modesty, of industry. She is the prize of

prizes and — alike in poverty or in riches

—

tha strength of your life now, and the earnest

of whatever life is to come."

FRESCOA, A NEW WATERPROOF CEMEXr.

WE have this week examined a new material

introduced for the purpose of decorating

and rendering waterproof buildings, applied to

an edifice in the vicinity of Sutton, Surrey. On
proceeding to the building wa found ourselves in

front of what appeared to be a now house, of red

bricli, with stone arches over the windows. A
scroll ornament (white on a black ground) sur-

mounted the arches. On telling the foreman

of our dosirfl to sea some of the applications of

" frescoa," he beckoned us to step some fifty

yards from the house, when, turning round aud

pointing to it, he said, " That, Sir, is frescoa." lu

fact, on closer oxaminati DO, we found that what

we had supposed to be brick and stone was no-

thing but a coating of this peculiar cement. The
plain cement resembles very much in appearance

Portland, and, like it, sets rather quickly. Its

peculiarities are its thorough imperviousness to

moisture, its power of resisting f lost, and tho ease

with which it can be tinted to any colour, from

pure white to full black. Besides this, it has tho

advantage of taking any kind of surface, i.e., it

may be worked so as to imitate a rough stone or

a smooth surface. It appears well adapted to

receive a sharp impression from mouldings, aud
altogether, owing to its hardness, the facilitv of

its application, its imperviousness. and its free-

dom from gloss, will bo found extremely useful

for external application to buildings exposed to

rain or damp. Mr. Charles Hide, of Worthing, is

the patentee and inventor of tho material.
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ARCH-ffiOLOGICAL.

AixEOED Curious Discovery op Frescoes in

THE Crimea.—The Color/ne Gazette says that last

year, near Kertch, three catacombs wore dis-

covered. One of them is situated on tho northern

slope of the Mithridates Mount, <andits interior is

decorated with stucco work and pictures in fresco,

in which various animal and hunting scones are

represented. At the entrance there are visible

on the side walls, where the stucco has fallen oil,

symbols, monograms, and figures of animals, cut

with sharp tools. M. Lucenko, the director of

the Kertch Museum, has since opened two cata-

combs, which, however, have proved less interest-

ing. In tho opinion of the antiquaries who have
seen them, the paintings found in the catacombs

belong to an Oriental people. As evidence of

this are pointed out the high head-dresses and
helmets of the warriors, and tho short manes of

tlie horses, which are represented as they are on
the Assyrian monuments. As the bright colours

of the pictures were becoming dimmed through
contact with the damp atmosphere, the entrance

to the catacombs has for a time been closed, in

order to protect the pictures from entire destruc-

tion. In the representations of battles, fighting-

men of two different nationalities are clearly dis-

tinguishable. One class have round beardless

faces, and wear armour which covers the whole
body and extends down to the ankles. Their

aiTQS consist of two lances and a round shield.

The other class, their opponents, have beards and
thick long hair. They are armed with bows,

lances, and squai-e shields. The bearded men
appeared to be the besieged, whence it may be

concluded that these frescoes are the production

of their beardless assailants. On other pictures

are represented bears, wild boars, stags, birds of

various kinds, and plants with large broad leaves.

Especially remarkable is a picture which repre

sents an animal resembling a lion, and behind iu

the air a winged cupid in a sort of Roman drapery.

Besides these frescoes there have been found two
small statuettes of clay, one of which represents

the sitting figure of a woman who holds in her

right hand a flat cup-shaped vessel, and wears a

high three-cornered head-dress. This figure has

a remarkable resemblance to tho stone figures of.

women found in the grave-mounds of the Steppes

The other statuette, also that of a woman, like-

wise wears a romiirkable three-parted head-

dress.

KOYAL Akcileological Instit-jte of Gre.vt

Britaix and Ireland.—At tlie recent meeting of

tho Council of the Institute it was unanimously
resolved to hold tho Congress for 1871 at Ripen.

There are few centres around which are grouped
on evei-y side such interesting remains as lie

within easy reacli of Ripen. The Roman remains

at Aldborough, the monastic ruins of B'ountains.

Kirkstall, Rievaulx, Byland, Jorvaulx, Bolton, and
Kasby ; the castles of Richmond, Middlehani,

Knarosbro', and Bolton, with Ripen Minster, and
numerous parish churches, are all accessible from
head-quarters at Ripon, and cannot fail to attract

its members. Tlie Congress is usually hold in

the month of July or August, but, as yet, tho

precise date is not fixed.

Sussex Arch.f,ologicai. Society.—The mem-
bers of this society had their annual excursion on
Thursday, tho 9th inst, tho places selected for in-

spection being Istield Church, Isfield-place,

Horsted Church, and Horsted-placo. Several

antiquities recently discovered at Horsted were
inspected with much interest. The past history

of Isfield-place w.as graphically described by
i\Iajor King, the owner, and the proceedings were
concluded by accepting an invitation to luncheon
at the residence of IMr. Francis Barchard, of

Horsted.

Devizes.—At tho roc.ent competition for tho

Oddfellows' Hall. Devizes, the dr.awings of

Messrs. Wilson, Willcox, .and Wilson, architects,

London, were the first selected, and those of Mr.

E. Bays, Architect, 27, Villiers-str^et, Stnand,

W.C, and Cambridge, were the second selected.

There were 19 competitors.

PREMIU.1IS for PaXSTING ON POTTERY.— The
subject proposed is a design for the decoration of

a circular tazza, and tho Council of the Art Union
of Loudon in offering two premiums, one of £35
and one of £1.5, will allow past as well as present

students in all schools of art iu Great Britain or

Ireland in which p,ainting on pottery is taught to

enter the competition. The subject and manner
of treatment are left entirely to tho discretion of

the competitors, and the designs are to be on
paper, in water colours or tempera, of the size to

suit the tazza. The example to bo followed in

form and dimensions is tliat modelled for the

Art Union by Mr. E. W. Wyon, from a Greek de-

sign in the British Museum. The designs will

have to bo sent iu before tho 7th of May next,

and if an award be made, the Council will

most likely commission the execution in i)ottery

of one or both of the designs. A number of com-
petitors is anticipated from Ireland as wel 1 as

from England and Scotland.

COMPETITIONS.

Alloa Bukgii Schools.—A meeting of tho

Alloa Burgh School-hoard was held on the Cth
inst., when five sets of plans for tho proposed now
school buildings were laid upon tho table, and a
rather warm discussion took place over two—one
marked " Veritas," and tho other distinguished

by a shield. Ultimately, by a majority, the plan
marked "Veritas " was chosen. Jlr. Ewing, the
chief magistrate, dis.sented, and intimated that ho
would appeal to tho proper authorities against
the decision of the Board, on the ground that the
plana were not conformable to the requirements
of tho statute in various particulars, which ho
pointed out.

building JiUellificiue.

Churches and Chapels.

Alvertiiokpe.—Tho memorial-stono of a now
Methodist chapel and school was laid at Alvcr-

thorpe on Tuesday week. Tho buildings, when
completed, will comprise chapel, 53ft. Gin. long

by 30ft. Gin. wide, with gallery at end, and alto-

gether will accommodate L'05 adults and 70

children. The buildings will be Gothic in stylo,

built with red bricks, having white Ijrick bands
and arches and stone dressing. Mr. William
Watson, of Wakefield, is the architect.

Aston, Birmingham.—Tho foundation-stone

of a Congregational Chm'ch was laid on Tuesday,

tho 7th iust. The style adopted is Gothic. The
chapel is designed to hold 1,040 persons, and the

whole of the seats and internal arrangements

will be worked in red deal, stained and varnished.

There will be at the rear ministers', deacons', and
ladies' vestries, all communicating with the cor-

ridor, and having separate entrances from each

side of the chapel, and tho aisles are so arranged

as to be in direct communication with the schools

to bo subsequently built. Tho designs have boon

prepared by Mr. George Ingall, architect. Temple-
row West, and tho contract has been let to Messrs.

Wilson & Sons, Soho-hill. The total cost, in-

cluding the site, for which £750 has been paid,

will exceed £5,000.

Blackburn.—A rcredos, with aUar-t.able, is

being erected in S. Thomas's Church, Blackburn,

from too design of Mr. H. H. Bridgman, archi-

tect, London. . It occupies three sides of the apse,

a length of '27ft. The roredos consists of nine

panels in Caen stone of Fourteenth century Gothic.

Mr. James L. Luscombo is the builder.

Bre-vrley.—On Saturday afternoon tho me-
morial-stones of a now Baptist chapol and schools

woro laid .at Broarley, near Halifax. Tho new
building is to he in the Komauesque style, from
plans by Messrs. Horsfall, Wardio, and Patchett,

of ILalifax. The body of the chapol will provide

sitting room for 300 persons, and 200 in a vesti-

bule gallery. There are to bo throe separate

schools, and a chapel-keeper's house iu the same
block. The estimated cost is £3,000.

Bristol Catuedrai. Nave Restoration.—It

is stated that at a meeting of tho Committee hold

a few days ago tho plan of the western door-

way, prepared by Mr. Street, was approved, and

a resolution passed authorising tho commence-
ment of tho work, estimated to cost £2,500.

About £1,150 only of this sum has been con-

tributed.

BRUNTiNOTnoRPE.—A now church was opened
at Bruntingthorpe, near Lutterworth, on Friday

last. The .architect was Jlr. W. Smith, of John-
street, Adelphi, and tho builder Mr. H. F. Allen,

of Leicester. The church is built to seat about

250 persons, and the total cost has been between

£1,500 and £1,G00. Tho edifice consists of north

aisle and transept, erected iu the Early English

stvlo, tho wrought stone-work being an admixture

of Attloborough and Bath stone. The seats are of

deal, and the roof of pitch-pine, stained and
varnished. Tho base of the old tower has been
allowed to remain, having been underpinned and
strengthened.

Gla SGo^v.—A new church has been completed
for the Gorbals United Presbyterian congregation,
in Elgin-street, and was opened for public wor-
ship on Sabbath last. Tho church is in the
Gothic style. The interior is on a very wide
plan, and will accommodate 1,100 persons, the
gallery, which is of a horse-shoo shape, holding
500. 'Tho total cost of the building is £5,500.

Glasgow. —The new Established Church at

Queen's Park was opened on Sabbath last. With
the exception of tho spire, the structure has now
been completed. The style of architecture carried
out is French Gothic, and tho building has been
erected from plans prepared by Messrs. Douglas
and Sellar. 'The church is seated for 1,100 per-
sons, between 700 and SOO of whom can bo
accommodated in the area ; and behind the main
portion of the structure a hall capable of holding
400 persons has boon erected. It is expected
that the building will cost about ±7,000.

Pendleton.—On SatarJay, the foundation-

stone of tho now Roman Catholic Church of

S. James was laid iu Church street, Pendleton.
The new building will bo in tho Early English
style, and will seat about 700 people. Its dimen-
sions will be, length, 114ft.; width, 52ft.; and
height from floor to ridge of roof, GOft. In con-

nection with tho church will be a houso for tho

clergy, a sacristy, and a choristers' vestry. The
architect is Mr. H. E. Tijou, Manchester, and tho

estimated cost is between iio,QOO and £G,000.

Salisbury Diocesan Church-building As-
sociation.—A meeting of the general committee
of this Association was held on Tuesday week.

The sum of £215 was voted as follows;—£50 to

S. Mary, Marlborough, Wilts, towards augment-
ing the accommodation in the parish church by
the erection of a chancel, whereby the sittings

will bo increased to 514, all free, at an outlay of

£850, of which £GS7 has been provided; £15 to

Broadway, Dorset, towards the enlargement and
re-seating of the church, whereby a total number
of 332 se.ats will bo secured ; £100 to Bei-e Regis,

Dorset, towards an extensive restoration, &c., of

the pari.sh church, whereby the present accom-
modation for 355 persons will be increased to 42S

(100 freo), at an estimated expense of £4,000, of

which £2,600 has already been provided; and
£50 to Bourton, near Gillingham, Dorset, towards

tho restoration of tho parish church, which, from

being in a very dilapidated state, requires to bo

almost entirely taken down and rebuilt. In tho

latter case a chancel is to be added to tho church

to seat 24 persons, the entire cost being estimated

at a'oout £2,900, and sitting room provided for

some 300 persons, tho population being 860.

Willesden.—A now Jewish Synagogue has

been oponod at \Villesden. Three buildings are

erected thereiu—the central structure answering

to the Christian Chapel, that on the left being for

the "Cohanim," who may not enter in close proxi-

mity to a corpse, and the right-hand edifice being

tho " Tahara" room, for the performance of the

rites of ablution of the dead. The central building

is 40ft. in length, and 25ft. in breadth, internal

measurement. The three buildings are Gothic

in style. Tho materials are of Kentish rag, with

Bath stone dressings, and the shafts of tho porch

columns .are of Mansfield stone. The ceiling or

inner roof of tho main hall is of deal, stained to

imitate oak. The works have been carried out from

the designs of Mr. N. S. Joseph, of 34, Coleman-

stroot, the architect of tho Building Committee of

the United Synagogue. Messrs. Newman and

jMann, of UpperThames-street, are the contractors.

WoOLSTONB.—The parish church of Woolstone,

near Cheltonh.am, has been re-oponed, after

restoration under the direction of Mr. J. Middle-

ton, architect, of Cheltenham. Tho nave has boon

newly roofed, and tho church entirely reseated.

The wood-work and stono-carving has been exe-

cuted by Mr. R. L. Boulton. Tho coat of tho work

has been about £900.

BUILDINGS.

Ilki.ey.—Tho town of llkloy, in Yorkshire,

has been in the last few years almost tr.ans-

formod. Now roads and drives have been opened

out, and a large number of noat buildings erected.

A new hotel, to be called the " Victoria," has just

been commenced. Tho external dimensions w
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show the brick-work, coloured with silicate paint.

The dados in the school and class-rooms are of

Keene's cement, tho upper portion of the walls

being the finished brick-work, coloured with dis-

temper. The fire-stoves and grates in these, as

well as in the Clifton-road schools, are from tho
special designs of Mr. Robson. The boys' and
girls' principal school-rooms are each 5Gft. by
22ft., and then there are class-rooms for each
(two), 24ft. (Jin. by 20ft., and 22ft. by ISft. Gin.

The infants' school is -tOft. by 2Gft. Oin., and the
class-room 20ft. Gin. square, while the babies'

room is 30ft. by 26ft. There are play-grounds
covered and open, and the infants and babies'

square is partially covered with a light coiTugated
iron roof. Mr. Phillips acted as clerk of the works
for both schools.

High Wvcomde.—The foundation-stone of new
schools for the Borough School Board was laid on
Monday last, the 13th inst, by the Right Hon.
Lord CaringtoD. The Corporation, in their robes
of office, assembled at the municipal buildings at

2 o'clock, and proceeded in order, with Lord
Carington, the Vicar, Parish School Board, and
other invited guests, to the site, where tho stoue

(a large block of Portland, some 1^ tons weight)
was formally lowered into place. The new schools

will eventually accommodate 1,000 children, with
large covered playground, offices, and teachers'

residence. They are of red brick, with stone

dressings, with a lofty bell-tower in the Early
Gothic style. Tho first part of the contract—for

GOO children, with residence, &c.—is for £4,250.
The site is three roods, and is on a steep hill.

The builder is Mr. W. R. Loosley, and the archi-

tect Mr. Arthur Vernon, both of High Wycombe.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions ot
our correspondents. The Editor res(jectfully requests
that all communications shouKl bo drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]
To Our Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our

readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.
All letters should be addressed to the EDITOR, 31,

TAVISTOCK-STREKT, COVENT-GARDKN, W,C.
Cheques and Post-ofBce Orders to be made payable to

J. Passmore Edwards.

be 167ft. by 62ft. wide, and 62ft, in height. In
external appearance the building will bo carried

out in a substantial manner in the Italian style

of architecture, the more prominent features being
equally distributed on the two frontages. The
intervening land between tho hotel and the river

is intended to bo laid out in terraces, with garden-
grounds, &c. The architect is Mr. George Smith,
of Bradford, from whose designs many of the
private residences at Ilkley have been erected. A
new Convalescent Home is about to be erected

from designs by Mr. George Smith, of Brad-
ford. The style will be Domestic Gothic,

Tho building will be "f-shaped. The length
from front to back will be Hlft,, the frontage
width being 51ft. and the remainder
38ft. Special attention has been paid to the

heating and ventilation. The latter will be on
the system adopted by Drs, Hayward and Drys-
dale, of Liverpool.

Lichfield.— V new public assembly-room,
called S. James's Hall, has been opened at Lich-
iipld. Mr. Griffiths, the county surveyor, prepared
the plans. Mr. Thorneloe, of Lichfield, was the
builder. The as ^embly-room is 80ft. in length
by 30ft. wide. Under the stage are four dressing-
rooms, and beneath the floor of the hall is a range
of storing rooms. Thore are three front entrances.
The actual cost will be upwards of £2,200.

Newington.—In a triangular plot of ground
at the rear of the Newington Tabernacle the Rev,
C. H. Spurgeoa on Tuesday laid the foundation-
stone of his now Pastors' College. The edifice

will be a triangular building, two stories high,
according to plans furnished by the architect,

Mr. Henry Currey. The style will be Gothic,
built in red brick and picked stocks. On the
ground-floor there will be sis classrooms and a
college common-room, and on the upper floor a
lecture-room, four classrooms, an octagonal
library, and a great hall 71ft. by 32ft.

SCHOOLS.

Deptford,—Two out of a number of new
schools which are to be provided by the London
School Board for the Greenwich division were
opened on the 3rd inst. at Deptford. They are
situate one in the Creek-road, and one in Edward-
street. West, at its junction with Woodpecker-
road, the latter being known as the Clifton-road

Schools. The Clifton-road Schools were com-
menced in January, 1S70, from designs by Messrs.
Elliott and Warren, architects, Parliament-street,

Mr. W. Shepherd, of Bermondsey Xew-road, being
the builder. The buildings, which are Domestic
Gothic in style, are of stock brickwork, relieved
with red brick discharging-arches over windows,
with squared stone cills, mullions and transoms,
a rod dogtooth moulding running along the eaves
and up the gables. The principal entrance is

in Edward-street West ; but there are separate
means of exit for boys and girls leading into the
playgrounds. Over one of the entrances a large
bell is hung in a recessed miniature Gothic tower.
The ground floor is oc-.-npied by the infants' school,

the caretaker's apartments, and some subsidiary

rooms, the boys' school being raised 10ft. jGiu. so

as to obtain a covered play-ground. The stair-

cases throughout tho building are numerous and
convenient, and besides these there is a lift for

coals, &c. The walla, passages, and staircases are
coloured in distemper on unplastered brickwork,
and the various rooms are provided with a dado
of deal. Tbe upper rooms have open-timbered
roofs, with boarded ceilings. The lavatories and
sanitary fittings have been provided by Jennings,
The dimensions and area of some of tbe principal

rooms are as follows: — Boys' uchool-room,
38ft. 4Jin. by 21ft. Gin. ; area, 825 square ft.

Boys' senior class-room, 27ft. 3in. by 20ft. ; area,

745 square ft. Boys junior class-rooms, 57ft. oin.

by 20ft. (divisible by a folding screen)
; area, 545

square ft. The girls' rooms are similar in number
and size. The infants' school-room is 60ft. by
38ft. ; area, 2,280 square ft. Infants' (senior)

class-room, 28ft. by ISft. ; area, 504 square ft.

Babies' room, 28ft. by 18ft.; area, 504ft. The
total ''teaching " area is thus 7,518 square ft.,

giving accommodation, at 8 square ft. per scholar,
for 940 children. The amount of Jlr. Shepherd's
contract for these schools wasX(),575. The Creek-
road schools are from the designs of Mr. E. R.
Robson, the architect to the Board, and they have
been erected by Messrs. Cooke and Green at a
cost of £7.200, accommodation being provided for

850 children. Tho buildings are in the *' Queen
Anne " ^tyle, and the materials used are stock and shows me that we differ in toto. I fully grant
red bricks. The principal staircases and passages that this window (one of the many noble gifts to I
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G. F. nowELC—Drawing to hand, and returned.
Vincent and Brown.-Next week.
Robert Brown.— The sketches came to hand.
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STAINED GLASS.

(To the Editor oj the BuiLDixG News.)

Sib,—Yonr correspondent "Not an Artist

Practising Glass Painting," by his reference to

tbe east window of tho Lady Cbaijel at Esetor,

Exeter of its honoured Chancellor—Harrington)
is "most beautifully drawn and executed," but I
can go no further, for tho beauty of the work is

destroyed by tho masses of colour that have been
used, especially in the back-grounds and in the
tracery openings. I am safe in saying tho pro-

portion of strong colour to white in the window
is six to ono— a proportion hardly "in harmony
with the principles of old glazing," in a Decorated
window which was originally glazed, in A.i). 1318,

with Rouen glass, and, if I recollect rightly,

yellow stain has been used in the side quatrefoil

openings, which are dar k ruby with a large

yellow star in the centre. If the ruby and blue

grounds of the tracery openings and the canopies

of the lights were changed for white, and the

quatrefoils flUod -with designs like those in tho

side chapels, which were glazed at the same time,

I believe that the window would indeed bo not

only "in harmony with tho principles of old

glazing," but would be one of tho most beautiful

of modern windows. As it is at present, its own
beauty is overpowered by colour, and the effect

of the stonework is lost. The window is so

opaque that the side windows of the chapel, and

of the side ch.apels as well, have been painted

over in order that it may be seen at all ; and on

a dull day the chapel is as dark as a dungeon.

The copies of the old glass I had executed wero

done rather to show tko beauty of the design

than the brilliancy of the material, and after they

were painted it was found that a white glass of

too purply a tint had been used. To mitigate

the effect, a little enamel was tried, which has, as

your correspondent remarks, somewhat dulled

the brilliancy of the effect. The error was at

once perceived, but it was too late to remedy it

in time, and it was unnecessary, as the object

was to show the design merely. That the glass

is a tame reproduction I deny : with the excep-

tion of the tint of the white glass, it is a most

faithful one, both in effect and design. I regret

much that your correspondent does not give his

name. In a correspondence of this kind one

knows not what importance to attach to the

opinions of the anonymous writer. I have lately

been to Rouen, where I find a great deal of glass

of the same style as that at I'xeter. The effect

of it on the building (in spite of mutilations) is

very nice. Tho glass does not, as at Lincoln,

absorb all the effect of tho building .and oppress

tho eye while contemplating the proportions of

the architecture. It has, as I maintain it should

have, a sort of secondary effect ; it is an accessory

to tho architect's design, and on closer inspection

it is found to be beautiful in itself. The patterns

are rather richer in colour than those of Exeter,

thin bands of colour being employed to form the

geometrical pattern of the lights, iu place of tho

plain leads. There is some fine thirteenth-

century glass in tho long lancet windows, very

rich in colour ; others of these lancets are filled

with thirteenth-century grisaille of beautiful

design ; one is remarkable— it has quarries be-

tween bands of white, the quarries beai-ing a

yihitBfleur-de-lys on a black ground, with a yellow

quarry inserted here and there, a gi'isaille border

with one band of blue an inch wide running

between it and the quarries. A pair of windows

at Exeter, erocted about a.d. 1280, were glazed

somewhat after this design. Many of the

borders of the windows at Rouen are iden-

tical with those at Exeter, but the modern

restorer has taken liberties with the originals.

Winstone discouraged the idea of restora-

tion of thirteenth and fourteenth century glass,

because the white glass of proper texture could

not be procured when he wrote. The manufacture

has been restored since. The reproductions of

grisailles by modern artists at Rouen show the

wisdom of his advice. They do not attempt to

restore tho old window by repairing the lost

parts. They appear to take it out bodily and re-

produce tho pattern ou thin modern glass. Tho
effect is deplorable. The skeleton remains, but

the flesh has perished : they are very ghosts of

windows, so thin and poor and tawdry do they

look, and through them the light strikes harsh
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crude, and cutting, affording a sad contrast to the

efTect of the old ones, through which it comes

broken up, mellowed, and diffused, but never dull.

Much mischief has been done at Kouen, but

enough remains cf the old glass, both at the

cathedral and at S. Ouen, to attract the careful

student.

A oomparison of the old and modern Cinque

Cento windows in the churches of S. Patrick and

S. Godard at Rouen is very unfavourable to the

modems. The poor efTect of the modem windows

arises principally, in my opinion, from the absence

of a large prop'^rtion of grey and white in the

composition of the subjects. In the old we

find quite three-fourths grey and white ; in the

new there is not one-fifth. In place of the grey

we have a great many half-tints and tones of

more or less vivid and warm colour, and a groat

deal too much yellow stain. In the old, if sky

be represented it is by the coldest blue grey ; in

the new it is bright warm red-blue (to coin an ex-

pression). In the new the flesh is on tinted glass ;

in tho old on white, and left very clear. JIuch

green of great brilliancy occurs in the old

windows. The half-tones of colour make the

new windows very heavy, diaphanous, and opaque
;

the old ones are brilliant. The perspective effects

are greater in tho old because tho high lights are

picked out most clearly and boldly. At S. Godard
the west window over the door is the best example
of the modern work (except as to its tracery). In

it grey abounds. The Cinque Cento glass looks

well in both these churches, which have no

pretensions to architectural beauty. The
same remark applies to the church of

S. Etienno at Elbo^uf, which has some fine ex-

amples of Cinque Cento windows very highly

coloured. The grey here again prevails,

and although in several of the subjects tho skies

and backgrounds are of very warm blue, warm
tints of other colours are in a comparatively small

proportion to the rest of the window, and do not

occur in large patches. There are scarcely any
half-tirts. The glass is left as translucent as

possible, shading being only used to give the

necessary effect of form and perspective. In the

east chapels of the church of S. Pierre, at Caen,
wahavo some fine modern Cinque Cento windows,
remarkable for rich colouiing and very translu-

cent glass, but they would be better for more grey
and less half-tint. At the first glance one would
take them for ancient work, until the eye is caught
by some large pati:h of brilliant heavy colour, and
one begins to be undeceived. The greens used
are very good, and the generaleffect is channing.
This is due principally to the fact that they are
placed in a building of their own period, so that
they exactly suit it, and they deserve to bo studied
as examples of suitable glass in a suitable building.
They agree with the fiorid stone-work perfectly.

An idea may be formed of the unfitness of a
grisaille design in those windows from the one
which is not yet filled. When wo turn from the

Lady Chapel and pass up the north .aisle

under the delicate arches of Pointed Gothic,

we feel at once how much chaster and more
beautiful is their style than that of the viciously

florid overdone v.-ork of the Cinque Cento period.

At Bayous there are a few remnants of grisaille

work, but nearly all the old glass is gone. The
new windows, done on modern thin glass, with

the most violent colours, aro too dreadful to de-

scribe. At S. Lo are the remains of tho glass pre-

sented to the town by Louis XL, in 1467. It is

terribly mutilated, but one ^window has recently

been restored at Sevres in an admiritble manner.

It is an cxcellen' example of the Perpendicular

period, very rich and brilliant in effect. The
proportion of colour is about one-sixth of the

entire window. The canopies occupy nearly half

the window, and almost fill up the upper part of

tho lights, leaving very little background of strong

colour. The figures are on backgrounds of deep

colour, but have white largely used in their robes.

In short, the artist has used his colour boldly but

iiparinfrly, and has used no half-tints. Tho con-

trasts are strong, but not harsh, and tho effect

admirable. The secret of all this good effect is the

large proportion of white to colour. In tho windows

of the period before the end of the thirteenth

century tho effect must bo produced by judicious

arrangement of vivid colours and the use of cold

blue ; after that period down to the Cinque Cento

period, it would appear that the effect must be

sought in the arrangement of portions of colour on

white ground. In the Cinque Cento period the large

use of grey and white, and of cold light blues

in the composition of the subjects, and the non-

use of half-tints of warm colour, appear to produce

the most satisfactory results. Our modern artists

appear to me to be in a transition state. They

are afraid to use white and groy boldly, so com-

promise it by using half-tints, and thus they rob

tho windows of the force of their effect, and make
them look poor and washy ; but their great fault

is the fear of the white. Let us hope that the

half-tints, the pinks, light-browns, and soft

purples may give way to the white and brilliant

in due course, and, to borrow again Mr. Sharpe's

expression, the tendency to a purer taste in

matters of glass may soon be more than a

tendency.—I am. Sir, &c.,

Stuaet a. Moore.
Greenhithe, Oct. 13, 1873.

gravel. A little sand is then spread over the
whole, and the pavement is completed.

The manner of construction will be best under-
stood by reference to the annexed sketches, very
rough ones, but suificient for the purpose. A is

the earth of the roadway, foi-ming the bed of the

pavement ; B the bottom boards ; C the cleats

between blocks ; D the blocks ; and E the filling

of gravel and tar.

By the aid of this description I think your
readers will be enabled to understand the con-

struction of an American wooden pavement, a

thing that infjy he good when well laid, but good
for nothing as usually laid.

And now allow me to ask you. or some of your
correspondents, in behalf of your many American
readers, for some account of the mode of laying

wooden pavements in England, for if they stand

the wear and tear of heavy traffic, they must be

very different from the current artiolo in this

country.

Deferring some other questions I would like to

ask till another time, —I am, Sir, &c.,

Leonardo.
Detroit, Michigan, Sept. 24th, 1873.

LAYING WOODEX PAVEMEXT IX A^IERIGA.

Sir,—In your issue of Aug. 29th, I notice a

request to your American correspondents or

readers'for a description of our method of laying

wooden pavements, and I bog to tender my mite

toward your enlightenment.

In a country where wood is so abundant as

it is with us. it is natural enough that wooden
pavements should receive considerable attention :

this has been the case, and we have a number of

methods, each claiming pre-eminence ; but a

description of the best known one, the Nicholson,

will suffice for all, as there are but few real

points of difference.

f^JC-^". r'lc 2
''':

D

'':

V
h 1

In the first instance, the street is levelled to the

required grade and profilo ; then, on the bare

earth are placed white pine boards, one inch in

thickness, with their edges close together, and
surfaces coated with tar laid on hot. This forms

the groundwork of the pavement, on which are

laid blocks of wood Sin. by (lin. by 12in., having

their lower halves dipped in tar. These blocks

are laid with the grain of the wood running verti-

cally, and to their sides are spiked strips or cleats

lin. by 3in., also covered with tar, and having
their lower edges in contact with the bottom
boaids. This leaves a space of three inches

between the tops of the cleats and the tops of the

blocks, which space is filled with coarse gravel,

well rammed down ; once more the baptism of

tar is given, covering the exposed ends of the

larger blocks, and filling the spaces between the

ROME.
Sir,—Before I return to Rome for another

winter, I am desirous, if possible, to awaken
public attention to the very peculiar circum-

stances in which the City of Rome is at present

placed, and the manner in which some of the in-

teresting remains of ancient Rome are endangered

thereby. It is generally known that an Act has

passed the Italian Parliament, by a large majority,

ordering that the general law of Italy with regard

to Church property shall be applied to Rome
without further del.ay. But few persons realise

what this means, or the extent of it ; more than
half the buildings and the land within the walls of

Rome must be sold in tho course of the ensuing

year, and the money produced by the sale in-

vested in the Public Funds of Italy, so that the

priests, and the monks, and the nuns, will become
fund-holders instead of landed proprietors. This

change has been forced on the Government by

the almost unanimous voice of the people. The
Municipality, in its correspondence with the

Government, had not complained of the number of

idle persons and the encouragement of idleness,

but had pointed out the great number of large

empty buildings, occupying the best situations in

Rome, in which they said that whe.-e there was
room for a hundred, there were not^ten, and had not

been for the last century. The Pontifical Govern-

ment had used many of these empty monasteries

as barracks for their army ; the Italian Government
had them valued, and paid the owners five

per cent, interest on the value of those they occu-

pied. It was the complete stagnation, which had
been caused by the locking up so much ground,

which roused them to action. But this stagna-

tion was favourable to the preserv.ation of ancient

buildings. The population of Rome is now in-

creasing at an enormous rate ; upwards of 2,000

houses are now building in Rome, and, in addi-

tion to these, great manufactories and largo

warehouses for commercial purposes are loudly

called for ; there is no saying what will be de-

stroyed. The now city is b«iiding on the hills,

on the site of the City of the Empire, not on the

low ground where the City of the Popes was
built. The great agger of Servius TuUius is

almost gone : it was an enormous bank of earth,

.")Oft. high, and at least as wide at the base, with

a fosse on each side of it at least 15ft. deep, which
had been paved and made into streets. A portion

of the inner fosse, with the pavement at the

bottom of it, was visible two years since. I .am

anxious to raise funds to save a section of it, as

an historical monument. The monastery of

S. Gregory, from which Augustine was sent to

England to convert the Saxons to Christianity,

must now bo sold, with its large gardens, in which

are some ruins of tho house of S. Gregoiy him-
self, and in another part tho remains of the Porta

Capena, and the site of the Camerta, or the Grove

of the Muses. The greater part of the Forum of

Augustus is occupied by a great nunnery, the blank

wall of which (30ft. high), on the side of one

of the principal thoroughfares of Rome is familiar

to most visitors. The other wall of that nunnery
is one of the walls of the early Kings of Rome,
part of which still stands there, 50ft. high and
12ft. thick. Xo one, not even ladies, had been

admitted within that nunnery for the last genera-

tion. All the outer part of the groat Thorma) of

Caracilla must be sold, and it is not unlikely to

have a manufactory built upon it. The Govern-
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ment bold the central building only, not including;

tbe porrinis in front, nor thegventpisn'Tier bobind.

or not more tbnn a tbird part of tbe wholi?

structure. It ia known tbat Rome is undermined
by subterranean passages, some of them very

oarly. and simiUir to that lately excavated at tbe

iVIamertine Prison. Permission would readily be

obtained to clear them out and examine them
thoroughly at the present time ; but when new
streets with new sewers are making in all direc-

tions, tbe opportunity will soon bo lost. These
are only some specimens of whiit there is to be
done, if the money can be raised.

The Italian Government and the Municipality
of Rome are really doing their utmost, and much
credit is due to them for what they have done
and are doing ; but they have to borrow money
:it 8 per cent, to do it, and we cannot expect them
to do more than they are doing. It is not a case

for other Governments to act ; the pride of the

1
Italians would be hurt at any attempt to purchase

^ those interesting ruins by a foreign Government

;

ibey regret and resent the hold that the
French have obtained of a large part of the
Pincian Hill—the Hyde Park and Kensington
Gardens of Rome. But they would have no
objection to tbe action of a neutral body, such
as a Society of Archa^olosjists from all the Pro-
vinces of the old Roman Empire, including tbe
Italians themselves, or as many as choose to

join it.

All well-educated persons are interested in

the Antiquities of Rome. The Germans have for

many years had an establishment therefor assist-

ing the study of them. England has done no-
thing ; surely it is time for the educated classes

to stir themselves before it is too late ; it is now
or never. An opportunity is offered by support-
ing the *' Roman Exploration Fund," by which a
great deal has been done, but which is now ex-
hausted.—I am, Sir, &c.,

John Henry Parker, C.B.
Hon. M.A.Oxon., F.S.A. Lond.

Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, October 10, 1873.

AN ABUSE OF THE GOJIPETITION
SYSTEM.

Sir.—Can any of your readers interested in

(he subject of ''Competitions" suggest a certain

remedy for what is becoming more and more of

:in evil in cunnection with them ? I allude to the
.ndvertisenients for designs which are issued for

no other purpose in tbe world than to procure ideas

for the ''local man," whom it has all along been
decided to employ, but who lacks tbe requisite

amount of brains and information for the occasion.

Good might sometimes doubtless result if indi-

vidual competitors were to make a point of re-

questing that their plans and specifications should
be resealed by the chairman before tbe close of

each meeting when they were required for in-

spection, but as this would pre-suppose unflinch-
ing honesty and great vigilance on the part of

the chairman, I am afraid it would not bo a perfect
remedy.
Cannot some one suggest a better, through your

columns, and so help to deal a death-blow to this

gross abuse of the competition system ?

I am, Sir, &c.,

A DlSLIKER OF ALL DiRTY DoDGES.

THE INSTITUTE MEETINGS.
Slit,— In a week or two the sessional meetings of the

Enyal Institute of British Architects for Sessinn 1S73-74
will oiumence. and I presume that the officers and
Council of the Institute are now engaged in compiling
a. syllabus of papers to be read. May I be allowed to
ospro,-.-* the hope that they will not forget to take ad-
vantage of the hints thrown out by some of the mem-
bers in the course of more than one of last session's
-disciijtiinns, viz., to get as many really practical papers
as pn.v^ible, especially complete (but not necessarily
verbose) descriptions of new and important buiUUngs
lately orecrcd. or now erecting, under the direction of
ancmbcrs of the Institute ? In most large buildings of
any importance, the nature of the site and the require-
ments of the promoters involve the surmounting of
novel difificulties in construction or planning, and for
the elucidation of these points the papers should be
copiously illustrated by plans and drawings to a suf-
ticiently-large scale to enable them to be seen from all

ports of the room. Such papers as these would be of
great value, eppecially to the younger members of the
Institute—the Associates—and there is no doubt that
thpy would ensure a far larger attendance of both
Fellows and Associates than has been the case for the
last two sessions. I nm well aware that the " old
fogey " element in the Institute has always maintained
*'that the Institute is not an educating body,'* and it

•would really seem that from year to year the syllabus
of papers to be read at the ordinary meetings has
beea drawn up in deference to that position ; for any-

thing more stale, flat, and unprofitable than the staple

of most of the papers read It would be difficult to con-

ceive. At more than one meeting of the Institute last

ses-l'in it was remarked that in the early days of the

society the majority of the papers read were descrip-

tions or monographs of Important buildings erected

under the direction of the readers of the papers, such

papers being always well illustrated with large-scale

plans and drawings, and it was added that in those

days the meetings were always well attended. Let us

hope that things will be remedied in this direction

during the coming session. I trust to see Mr. Thomas
Wyatt's long-promised and oft-deferred paper "On
the Works at the new Liverpool Exchange " down in

the new syllabus (for, I think, the third year),

and not only that It will be put down for read-

ing, but that it will be read. The new Charter-

house buildings at Godalming. by Mr. Hardwlck,
and the London Orphan Asylum at Watford, by
air. Dawson, would both afford good subject-matter

for papers, and I think the Institute would do
well to discuss the subject of school planning, which
they have not discussed of late—certainly not since

the era of school boards commenced. The General

Conference of Architects will meet again next year,

so that the Council of the Institute is likely to have a
busy time of it ; but it is to be hoped that they will

be able to devote suflBcIent time and attention to the

arrangements for the ordinary general meetings, so as

to make them attractive and interesting to the mem-
bership. I take it for granted that there will be no
difficulty in getting the leading men of the profession

to read papers descriptive of their works, and of the
manner in which difficulties have been overcome by
them ; for surely they are not so exclusive as to wish
to keep their experiences to themselves ? If they are,

they exhibit a very different spirit to that which ani-

mated the leaders of the profession at the time the
Institute was founded. Again, if want of time, owing
to pressure of professional engagements, is urged,
surely such men should make some sacrifice for the

good of the profession to which they owe so much V

But as 1 said before, I take it for granted that no such
difficulties as these will arise, it being. I believe, within
the power of the Council to secure papers of the kind
I have referred to if they take the proper steps. At
any rate, something must be done if the meetings are
to be better attended than was the case last year.

—

I am, Sir, &c., Delta.

CHURCH UESTORATIOy.—A FAMILY JOB.

Sir,—It may interest some of your readers to hear
of a new phase in the history of church restoration.

I saw a few days back in a local paper a glowing descrip-

tion of the reopening of a church in Nottinghamshire
after " restoration." The ceremony was patronised by
a distinguished circle of nobility and country gentry,

assembled, to pay homage to the genius of the rector's

family, by whom it seems that the restoration has
been undertaken. The architect who acted as

presiding genius over the work is one of the
rector's sons, a young gentleman who has worked
a few months in a Loudon architect's office. It

would be ill-natured to comment on his ability

to undertake such a work, especially as he appears
to have been assisted by his mother, who " painted the
windows," and his sister, who executed the "car\ing."
These are the facts as narrated, and It merely remains
to add that the church Is a fine old structure, contain-
ing beautiful work, and I believe I am correct in

stating that Sir Gilbert Scott has at some time or other
done some part of the work of restoration.

I leave it for your readers to consider whether it

would not be right If some check were Imposed upon
artistic rectors and their clever families, by calling the
attention of archaeologists and artists to such remark-
able proceedings.

lu case any of your readers are sceptical as to the
accuracy of what I have stated, I can refer them to the
yottiiigham Guardian of a few weeks back for a full

description of the imposing ceremony.
I enclose my card, and beg to remain,

A Constant Reader.

CHIPS.

Mr. "W. Edwards, tbe contractor for the work,
has kindly written to correct two errors in our
account last week of the restoration of Brandon
Church, Suffolk. Mr. J. Drayton Wyatt was the
architect of the restoration, and not Mr. Charles
Pertwee; and the pulpit is of oak, and not stained

deal.

On Saturday the foundation-stones of an enlarge-
ment of the Wesleyan Chapel, Todmorden, were
laid. Tbe cost of the enlargemt-nt and alterations

is estimated at £'2,3uo. Mr. Waddington is the
architect.

"We have received copies of three posters issued
by Mr. P. Hinckes Bird, F.R.C.S., Medical Officer

of Health to the Fylde Union and the Fleetwood
Local Board, containing sanitary regulations and
hints for the guidance of the inhabitants. They
are carefully drawn up, and well calculated to answer
their piu-pose.

The new parish church of Parwich. Derby, was
consecrated yesterday (Thursday).
The Brighton Town Council intend to plant fiOO

trees -elm, lime, plane, sycamore, poplar, and
maple—in various situations by the sides of the
highways of the borough.

JiiiiJitamnmittfutioit.

QUESTIONS.
[3075.]

—

Arch.—Suppose an opening 4ft. wide re-

quires an arch turning iiin. rise, c:in I get tlie ra'iius

by figures ? If so, how ? Perhaps some of your
readers will Ivindly explain. Would the method also

apply to Gothic arches ?—HUGU.

[3076.]—Preventing Sound in Schools.—What
Is now considered the best method of deafening or
preventing the communication of sound between school-

rooms placed one above the other ? By pugging or
otherwise? And what is the system adopted in the
schools now being erected by the London School Board?
—E.VQUIRER.

[3077.]

—

Portland Cement.—How is the double
testing, spoken of by Lewis Hornblower in his paper
on fireproof flooring, in the last number of the Build-
TSG News, performed ? Can you tell good Portland
cement at sight ?—M. U. C.

[3078.] — Interior Perspective. — Could any
Samaritan brother furnish me with a few short and
simple directions for knocking out an inteiior perspec-

tive ? Also, is it the correct thing in exterior perspec-

tive to tick off the horizontal lines of window heads,

silis, &c., at the point where the line of vision meets
'

the bu'lding

—

i.e., at the nearest point to the eye? Also

at this point, is the actual height of the geometrical

elevation to be ticked off, and then tbe lines diminished

or produced from the vanishing-point ? Any direc-

tions furnished kindly make as clear and concise as

possible, to prevent any misunderstanding on the part

of—" A Regul.^h Duffer."

[3079.]-Windmills.—I should feel obliged If a

reader could give me any information, or refer me to

any book, on the construction of the above. I have
Falrbaim's book, but that is not ample enough. A
friend has drained some land, and it requires the con-

stant use of pumps to keep it sn. and as coals are very
expensive, he wishes to construct a windmill, which
win do the work quite as well. Such mills are very
common in Holland, I believe.—M.

[3080.]—Integral and Differential Calculus.—
Is the study of these of service to an architect ? If

so, give an example of their practical application.

What branches of mathematics beyond plain trigono-

metry and algebra (to end of quadratic equations)

would it be necessary to acquire before commencing
the study of the integral aud differential calculus?

What is the best text-book out his subject within a

moderate cost ?
—" Aide-toi."

[3081.]—Half-timber Examples.—Will any one

favour me with short specifications on the framing,

brlck-nogglng, and plastering, which would be suitable

for the upper story of a small lodge ? What modifica-

tion would the scantlings of the framing undergo for

a villa costing under ,-62,000 ? Would the noggiug

and plastering be the same as in the lodge ? When
the brick-nogglng is shewn bare on the outside, what
steps are taken to make the wall watertight.—" Aide-
toi."

[3082.]—Wood Beams with Iron Flitches.— Will

any one give me an easy method of finding the break-

ing weight of a Baltic flr be,am with Iron filtch In it,

viz., 20ft. bearing. 12ln. xl2ln and "1". flitch ?—as I do

not understand algebra or any of the complicated rules

or formulas given by Hurst. He gives It as follows :—

B = Breadth In inches.

D = Depth In Inches.

L = Length In feet (bearing).

t ^ Thickness of Iron flitch.

W = Breaking weight in cwts. in middle

D2W = "7 (CB -H 30(.)
L

= 4-0 teak.

„ = 3-6 oak.

„ = 2-.5 elm.—FOREMAS.

[3083.] -Freestone, Sandstone, and Lime-
stone, what are they, and how are they described

and distinguished ?—A. D. A.

[3084.]—Pumice-stone and Gas Fires.—I hear

that in Liverpool ordinary firegrates are very com-

monly filled with pumlce-stono, presentluij the appear-

ance and giving out the warmth of a bright coke fire,

when a row of gas-jets Is placed underneath. Can any

one inform me if this is correct, and what Is the cost

per week of sufficient gas and pumice-stone to warm
comfortably a room containing 2,800 cubic feet ?—
CUILLY.

REPLIES.

[3018.]—Strength of Girders and Columns.—
As no one seems inclined to Inform " F. W. H." liow Ut

calculate the strenth of cast and wrought-iron

columns, I will try to explain the mode to him. Ac-

cording 'to Mr. Hodgklnson, the formula that gives

us the breaking weight In tons of long hollow columns

is

D3-5-d'-5

D being the extornal, and d the Internal diameter in

inches, I the length in feet, and W ihe breaking weight

in tons. As we cannot find the 3-5 power of D, or the

1*63 power of I by the rules of ordinary arithmetic, we
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mu^t make use of logarithms. To raise a nnmbor to

any power the rule is, multiply the logarithm of the
number by the index. Let it be required to find the
breaking weight of a hollow colunm 14ft. long, whose
external diameter is lOin., and internal diameter 8^in.

Then, substituting the figures for the letters la the
above formula, we have,

^y _ 103'-8-53-5

14i-6a

We will. In the first place, find the powers of each of
the numbers, and from a table of logarithms we see

that the logarithm of

lOin. or D = 1-00000
Multiplied by index o'5

Log. of D3-5 ' :

Log. of S'Sin. or d -.

Multiply by index

3-JOOOOO = log. S1G2

•929-42

4G4710
I7SS26

Log. of D3-5 3-252970 = log. 1790

Log. of 14ft. or! = l-I4Gl:i

Multiply by Index 1-63

343839
687678

114613

Log. of !l-6' = 1-8681919 = log. 73-8

The formula then becomes

—

W = 42
3'^--!'^° _ 780-78, or 780J tons breaking

73-8

weight.

The safe stationary load is

—

= 130 tons.
6

To enable *' P. W. H." to calculate the strcngh with-
out troubling him.self with the logarithms, the follow-

ing calculations I have made -wiii assist him :

—

Value of D^^ or cV^.

23-5 = 11-3

2:w = 24-7

3-3-5 = 46-8

4.35 = 128-

4-53-5 = 193-

5.3-5 = 279-

fl-535 = 390-
6-3-5 = 529-

6-53-5 = 700-
7-3-5 = 907-

7.53-5 = 1155-
8-35 = 1448-
8-53-5 = 1790-
9-3-5 = 2186-

i-St^" = 2642-
0-3-5 — 3102-

Value of M-iis

5163== 13-8
81-63 ^ 29-6

101 61 = 42-7

12l-« = 57-4

u,-« = 73-8

151-63 = 82-G
20'-« = 132-
.>il-G3 143-
22''" - 154-

W 44

W = 134

[8057.]—GotMo Feeling.—In addition to Hilda's

reply, I beg leave to add a few remarks on the subject.

Tliey were penned previous to the appearance of his

answer, and in some respects they very curiously cor-

respond. " Architecture," I have frequently been told

in a celebrated architect's office in London, " is solid

poetry." If '* Clericus " will look at the words in this

light, it will assist him in elucidating their meaning.
From my knowledge of Gothic architecture I may s.-iy

that there exist undefined rules which render the

designing of true Oothic as severe as Classical architec-

ture. Gothic- feeling is a technical expression used by
architects, and it is impossible to define it in a few
words. Any one chapter in Ruskiu's " Seven Lamps "

will enlighten an intelligent reader on the subject.

In the district in which this Is written (Dover), Gothic
feeling is extinct, and has been so many rears. A
brother professional lately put up some schools here,

Gothic in feeling. The public stigmatised them as
" barns." Probably were I to submit to a client a sketch
similar to Street's Wigan Rectory (Illustrated in the
BciLDiXG News, October 3), I should be requested,
among other things, to omit the excrescence at the

side of the great chimney. If, in addition, the sketch

were made in common ink (" in which some affect to

see high art."

—

Kerr), I should most distinctly be in-

formed that the drawing must be made so that it

might be submitted to the friends of the client. Re-
ferring to the Wigan Rectory, " Clericus " will observe

the large amount of " Gothic feeling " about the bay
window ; the roof is especially distingue on this

score, and the bump of "Gothic feeling" must have
been highly developed In the person who mutilated

the evergreens in the foreground.—A Disgusted
Architect.

[3064.]—A Legal Point.—An .answer to the (lues-

tion of " One in Trouble," without a more particular

examination and statement of the facts, would pro-

bably be mischievous and misleading. Better consult

a respectable attorney in conjunction with an expe-

rienced architect.—L.

[3065.]—Coversine.—In answer to the above in

tne Building News of 10th October, 1873 -.-

V = K (coversine .r)

Lot R = 600ft., and let x = 43° 35'

Rad. = 10-0000000

log.GOOft. = 2-77S1512
sin 43 35' = 9-S3847C9

12-6166281

The formula for a solid cast-ii-on column is

D3-55

which may be easily calculated from the above ex-
ample ami table.

The formula for a wrought-irou column is

D3 55

I'

This formula will require another calculation by
logarithms to find the value of D3-i5. tiiq followhig
is a table of a few :

—

23-55 = 11-7 43-5.5 ^ 137-2
2-5355 = 26-8 63-55 = 303-6
3355 = 49-4 63-» = 678-8

P Is the square of the length, which Is easily found by
ordinary arithmetic. I shall bo glad if "Gus" will
verify his formula for strength of girders, which ap-
peared in the Building News of 26th September, m
your next.—W. J. P-, Tenby.

[3048.]—Compensation.— I did not consider that
Mr. Fletcher was wrong In his statement, but mislead-
ing, because his information was incomplete. My letter

was written with the view of having the omission
made good in the separate published form of the articles
on Compensation which theydeservt, and which I have
no doubt Mr. F. will find it to his interest to adopt.
As to the life-Interest question, surely " B." would not
be satisfied with " nil " for his portion were he com-
pelled to sell his interest, which must have some theo-
retical value, and some method for the ascertainment
thereof ?—L.

[3049.]—Black Mortar can be made to stand the
weather by using manganese.. If " L." does not mind
expense, and requires a deeper black, use " I-'ryer's

black."—L^CKFIELD.

[3054.]—Failure of Portland Cement.—In .an-

swer to this, " T. C. H.," at p. 413, .says : " Cold or
damp weather Is the best for outside cement work."
Now, In regard to this, I would be Inclined to .say that
if the " cold weather " be /i-osly, It Is likely to hurt the
cement.—W. P. B.

[3054.]—Failure of Portland Cement.— Will
"T. C. H." say win/ care should be taken that no Iron
exists In the sand, and how Its presence can he iCadllv
ascertained ? The London pit sand is mostly red. and
I am told that its colour Is due to the presence of Iron.
Is this so?—L.

413-643ft. = 2-6166281

and COO-413-645 = lS6-9o5ft.—Ans.
There is a small book called " The Practical Mathema-
tician's Pocket Guide," published by N. H. Cotes, 139,

Cheapslde, London, by which I worked out the above.

Price 25. Any publisher will procure larger works if

asked.- -Adkixson.

[3065.]—Coversine.— In answer to "Covei-sino" I

append the following calculation, giving the result of

his formula, V = R [coversine xl, where bj' question

R = 600ft., and X = 43° 35'.

covers, x — 1— sin x
= 1— -6894089 = -3105911

.-. V— -3105911 X 600 = 186-35466.—.4.ns.

*' Coversine " will find that in " Chamber's M,athe-

matical Tables," the angles are calculated to minutes

and rules given for w-orking to seconds.—W. U. W.

[3065.]—Coversine.—In repl.y to "Coversine,*' I

venture the following ;—Like him, I have not loga-

rithmic tables to minutes, U'-r indeed logarithmic

tables of coverslnes to any angle whatever. But I

hjive a table of natural sines to minutes, and thence

deduce the following :
—

nat. sm 43° 33' = 0-6894089

coversine 43° 35' = 1-nat. sin 43° 35' = 0-3105911

log. 0-3105911 = 1-4921890

lO'O

cither. After the first test, the addition of either a
little more rosin or of a little more grease, as may bo
necessary, will m.ake the mixture all right. In addition
to the rosin and grease, a little ground brick is some-
times put in.—W. P. B.

[3070.]—Acoustical. — Procure and study the
volume of Weale's series, entitled, " The Acoustics of
Public Buildings," by T. Roger Smith, Esq., price one
shilling and sixpence.

[3070.]—Acoustical.—A flat ceiling with a large
cove, the flat portion broken up intii recessed panels,
is the best form. Wood is better th.an plaster or stone
for the floors and ceilings. Avoid excessive loftiness of
ceiling—a most productive cause of echo. See Weale's
"Acoustics," by T. R. Smith.— L.

[3072.] — Living-Rooms.—I have often seen cer-
tain works described as to " jiarlour and living-room,'*

or to " lu-lng-rooms," but never knew such description

to carry bed-rooms also. I should certainly say that
it did not.—M. R. C.

[3073.]—]ileasuring.—It is right in measuring brick
labour only to deduct the openings. There is nothing
except the price to pay for the labour of plumbing up,

which is always included. But Mr. Tarn says, in a rec-

tangular building, in measuring for labour only, girt

the external face of the work Instead of taking the net
dimension of each wall: but I doubt if this rule Is

correct.— L.

[3074.]—Compensation.—If the land of the street

is the property of the owners of the houses, the houses
have a right of support from the land ; and if that
support is removed by the Bnard in consequence of

their works, then the Board is liable. But if the land
is the property of the Board or other persons than the
owners of the houses in question, then— unless the
houses have had support from the soil of the street

for twenty years—the owners of the houses h.ave

acquired no right to have their houses so sup-

ported.—L. -
STAINED GLASS.

Aston Brook.—Various alterations and improve-

ments have been made in the chancel of S. Mary's
Church, Aston Brook, near Birmingham. 'Ibree

stained-glass windows have been put in. The subtect

of the centre window Illustrates the " Choice of S.

Mary." In the left-h.and window and centre opening

the subject is " The Crucifixion," and In the side

openings .are the busts of the Apostles. In the right

hand window the subject Is " The Marys at the Tomb."
The outside lights complete the bu.sts of the Apostles.

The reredos has also been decorated in colours ant}

gold. The panelled roof of the chancel is ultra-

marine blue, powdered with gold stars ; while that of

the apse Is a Vermillion, with appropriate emblems.

The whole of the work has been designed and executed

by Messrs. Holland, Son, and Holt, of Warwick.

log. coversine 43° 35' = 9-4921890

log. 600 = 2-7781513

12-2703403
10-0

log. V
V

2-2703403

186-364ft.—Ans.

I would, however, suggest the followhig solution,

without logarithms, as being shorter and simpler :

—

coversin 43° 35' = 0.3135911
COO

186-3546600ft.—.\ns.
Aide-Toi.

[3066.]-Plumbers* Cement.—Take, say, a 3in.

plumber's ladle, half fill it with rosin and the half of a

halfpenny tallow candle ; then place the ladle upon
the fire (taking care that it does not topple over and
set fire to the chimney) until the contents are properly

melted; then stir them up, and the cement Is ready.

For a larger quantity, of course nse nn Iron pot. To
know If the mixture be of the proper consistency, dip

the end of an iron or wooden rod into it, and then

apply the point of the finger to the end so dipped. If

the cement be right, it will feel sticky between the

finger and thumb, and can be drawn out Into strings.

If, however, too much grease has been put in. it will

feel greasy and not be stringy. If too much rosin be

in the mixture, It will set at once, and not be stringy

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

The S.iLT St.wue.—The statue of Sir Titus Salt,

for which a commission was given by tlie Salt Com-
mittee aboHt two years and a half ago, is now quite

finished in the studio of the sculptor (Mr. Adams
Acton), 103, Marylebone-road. Seveial sittings were

given in London before the sketch was completed; it

was then submitted to the Committee, and met with

their approval. Further sittings were given at different

Intervals during the completion of the model. A depu-

tation from the Committee was then appointed to

examine It, and they gave their full approbation to the

conception and treatment of the -work. The artist

himself proceeded to Carrara in order to Insure the par-

ticular quality of marble out of which was carved

the st.atue of Mr. Gladstone In his robes as Chancellor

of the E.xchequcr, which now stands in one of the niches

in S. George's Hall, Liverpool. The block which was
eveetually secured was of unusual dimensions, weigh-

ing as much as fourteen tons, and requiring sixteen

horses to convey it from the wharf to the studio. In

the working of the marble It was found to be of extra-

ordinary hardness, and entailed upon the workmen a

more than usual amount of heavy labour. The statue,

which is of colossal dimensions, represents Sir Titus

Salt dressed In his usual costume, the right arm resting

on the chair in which he his sitting, and holding in the

left hand a scroll, on which some lines are drawn re-

presentative of the plan of Saltaire. Sir Titus Salt

was so satisfied with the original model of the bust

that at an early period he gave .several commissions to

reproduce five replicas in marble on its original scale,

and also a number of reduced replicas In ivory. The

statue Is now awaiting the completion of the canopy,

which Is of an elaborate and richly-decorated Gothic,

from the designs of Messrs. Lockwood and Mawson,

architects, Bradford. The columns will be worked Id

granite ; the rest will be hi the best Yorkshire stone.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY MATTERS.
GKitMiN Sanit.vrv Assochtiox.—-\ Sanitary .Asso-

ciation for all C^rmany h.is just been formed, at

Frankfoi-t-on-the-Maine, after two days' conference.

Burgomaster Hobrecht, of lici-lin. is chairman. The

association has for Its object the promotion of a

sounder sanitary administration throughout the

I
empire.
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Thetford.—Tbe Town Clerk of Thetford has re-

ceived a letter from the Local Government Hoard,
asking to be infinmed what steps the Town Council

has taken recently, or are now taking, to provide the
borough with proper drainage and water supply.

Warwick Water Supply.—The "Warwick Town
Council have recommended that Mr. E. Pritchard,

C.E., be relieved of his engagement as borough sur-

veyor, and be employed as engineer of the new water
works, and to receive the usual commission of 5 per
cent, on £15,000, the estimated outlay.

WOLVERHAMrTOX.—The Lancet contains a special

report on the sanitary state of Wolverhampton, and on
the causes of the recent outbreak of typhoid fever there.

The condition of the courts of the town is described as

foul and dangerous in the extreme, and the Town
Council is severely blamed for permitting such a state

of things to continue. The spread of the disease was
assisted, there Is little doubt, by the milk of a particular

<Iair>". where four cases of the disease occurred, and
where a notorious sewer passed right under the

premises, and close to the well which supplied the

family.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
ACTIOX FOR THE RECOVERY OP A SURVEY FEE.—

;

Bedford v. Dean. -This was a case heard in the
Lord Mayor's Court a few days ago, before Sir Thomas '

Chambers, Deputy Recorder. Tlie plaintiff w:is pro-

prietor of the City of London Baths, Golden-lauo, and
the defendant was Mr. J. W. Dean, a surveyor. From
the evidence it appeared that the plaintiff wanted to

raise a sum of £4.500 for a short term, on an equitable

mortgage. He ajiplied to the defendant, who agrecil

to arrange it at 10 per cent., and required ten guineas
for a survey fee. This sum was handed to him. The
<lcfendant surveyed tlie properly on wliich the money
was to be advanced, and he said the money was ready
to be advanced. The property was worth £10,000.

The plaintiff afterwards saw Slessrs. Hume. Webster,
and Co.. and Messrs. Bellamy and Strong, from whom
the advance was said to be forthcoming, but could not

find that they intended to do anything of the kind.

The plaintiff, therefore, sought to recover the amount
of the survey fee advanced. The defence was that the

fee? was a preliminary charge for work done, and that

it was not affected by the advance not having been
made. The jury were discharged, not being able to

agree on a verdict.

Alleged Attempt to Evade a Contract.—On
Tuesday week, at the Wakefield County Court, Mr.
Thomas Foster, an engine-driver, residing at Belle

Tue, sued Messrs. .Tohn and George Summers, builders,

for £50. The action was brought to recover damages
alleged to have bi?en sustained by the plaintiff in conse-

quence of the defendants, after having contracted and
agreed to build him four houses at Belle Vue for £3;iO,

Iia\'ing neglected to carry outtl:eir agreement, where-
by the plaintiff sustained a loss of upwards of £100,
but he only claimed £50, In order to biingit within the
jurisdiction of the Court. The case occupied the Court
for about two hours, and some very contradictory
evidence was given. The defence was that the plaintiff

insisted upon having the outside walls built of the best

double-pressed bricks, and as they were exceedingly
scarce at the time, and they could not secure any, they
were compelled to stop the work. The plaintiff, how-
ever, stated that, under the circumstances, he told the

defendants they mi.i^htuse Messrs. Bradley &^ Craven's
machine-made bricks. The defendants denied this, but
the plaintiff's son-in-law confirmed his statement. His
Honour gave the plaintiff a verdict for the amount
claimed, as he was under the impression that the

defendants wished to get out of their contract.

An Architect's Claim : Alleged Kegligexce.—
Walsh r. Pickles and Another.—At the Otley
County Court, on the 8th inst. (before Mr. W. T. S.

Daniel, Q.C.). Messrs. Pickles and Deatou, manufac-
turers, of Guiseley, were sued by Mr. William Walsh,
architect, Eaildon, for £30 for preparing plans and
epccifications for a new mill at Gulsetey. It appeared
from the evidence that Messrs. Pickles and Deaton in-

structed Mr. Walsh to draw plans and specifications

for anew mill. These were drawn out and accepted,
plaintiff stating that he had to receive 3 per cent, on
the total cost of the building. The work was com-
menced, and shortly afterwards Walsh objected to the

character of the sand used, it being what is known in

the trade as " red horse." The defendants, however,
told the contractor to go on, and when plaintiff saw
this he seldom went near the place : he thought that as

his orders were not heeded it was little use him going
near. Plaintiff said he repeatedly complained ibout
the material used, but the defendants always told the
contractor to go on. and eventually the mill fell down.
The case for the defendants was that both of thorn

were in business during the erection of the mill.

Pickles being at Bradford and Deaton at Shipley ; that
they only went twice a month to see how the work pro-

gressed ; and thut they left everything to the care and
superior knowledge of plaintiff. There was a great
deal of cross-swearing, and His Honour, in summing
up, said the fact that the defendants were engaged in
business in other towns was conclusive evidence that
the work was left entirely in the hands of the pl.alntiff ;

he had been guilty of gross negligence.—Verdict for
defendants.

Curious Trade-union Case.—Some mouths ago
a strike of slaters took place lu Dundee. Messrs. Crabb
and Son, having a contract in hand at Barrow-in-t'ur-

uess, asked one of the men, a member of the Amal-
gamated Union of Slaters, to go to Barrow. The man
consented without consulting his brethren of the union.

He returned a few weeks since, and resumed work
with Messrs. Crabb. During his absence in Barrow, the
strike in Dundee had been settled; and on his coming
back, the members of the union held a meeting and
considered the case of their brother workman, whose
action in leaving for a situation in another town before

the strike had been arranged was considered objection-

able. He was fined £3, and expelled the union. The
steps of the unionists did not end here. Twenty of

their number, in the employment of Messi's. Crabb,
struck work in consequence of the worlouan whose
conduct had given offence being retained in their ser-

vice. Being unable to carry on business without the
union hands, Messrs. Crabb were forced to dismiss the
workman, who last week, on hearing of the decision in

a case somewhat similar in circumstances at Greenock,
caused summonses to be served oa the leading office-

bearers of the Slaters' Union in an action to recover
damages for having been dismissed from employment.
The case has just been settled by the unionists sending
for the man to take him back to membership and pay-
ing the whole costs of the proceedings up to the

present date. These amount, it is said, to between
£30 and £40.

Haselum v. Taylor.—In this case (heard last week
in the City of London Court, before the Deputy
Recorder), the plaintiff, a builder in Camberwell, sued
the defendant for the amount of a bill of exchange.
The defence was that the bill was only given on a
special understanding that an advance was to be
obtained of plaintiff, wliich had not been forthcoming.
The Jury found a verdict for the defendant.

Open Spaces between Bl'ildings.— A case of

some importance to all concerned in carrying out the
provisions of local improvement Acts was heard at the
Leeds Borough Court on Friday week. An application

under the building clauses in force in Leeds, for an
order to demolish a house in course of erection by
ilr. Wm. Robshaw the younger, In S. Mark's-road, was
made by the Town Clerk (Mr. C. A, Curwood). The
information charged that since tlie passing of the Leeds
Improvement Act. 1809, and the Leeds Improvement
Act, lb72, and within six calendar months previous to

the day of making and exhibiting this complaint, to

wit on the Soth of July last, the defendant did make
a certain building, to wit a dwelling-house, situate in

S Mark's-road and Rltter-street, for the making of

which said building the consent of the mayor, alder-

men, and burgesses of the borough had not been ob-

tained. The Town Clerk, after having stated that the

defendant was charged with infringing the terms of
an Act relating to the space to be left between build-

ings, so as to secure ventilation and preserve the health
of the inhabitants, observed that this was a very im-
portant prosecution— more important, he thought,
than any in which he had previously appeared before
his worship. The Act had been framed in order to

|

prevent the great e^-ils resulting from the overcrowd-
ing together of buildings. This was a test case, and it

was deemed of so much importance by the body he
represented, that if the law as It existed was not
found sufficient to enforce the observances required,

they would seek for further legislation. By the
Leeds Improvement Act, 1S72, section 23, sub-sec-
tiuu B, it was enacted, "It shall not be lawful,
without the previous consent of the Corporation, to
erect dwelling-houses in blocks, so that any block
shall contain more than eight dwelling-houses when
built back to back, and four houses not being through
houses when built In a single row, and an open space
shall be left at the end of each block of dwelling-
houses, such open space to be on the land of the
owner of such dwelling-houses, and to be and to re-

main free from any erection thereon above the level

of the ground, excepting privies or water-closets, and
the distance across such open space between every
such block of buildings and the opposite property at
the end or side shall not be less than fifteen feet at all

points, or such houses shall have at the front or back
thereof an open space exclusively belonging thereto, to
the extent of 150 square feet, free from any erection
thereon, ab^jve the level of the ground, excepting
privies and water-closets; provided that such space
shall not be at the front of any such house, unless in
addition thereto there is a street at least 12 yards wide
In front of such house, and the distance across such
open space, when at the front of any such house, shall

be 15 feet at all points from the front wall thereof."
It was complained against the defendant, first that the
space was not sufficient—that the space was not l-i feet

at all points, that it did not face a 12 yards street, and
generally that the space which was built upon was rc-

ciulred to be left unbuilt upon, according to the pro-
visions of the Act. The Town Clerk added that in
spite of repeated warnings defendant had persisted in
erecting this dwelling-house, and after he (the Town
Clerk) had proved his information, he should ask his

worship to make an order to abate the building,
according to the provisions of the Act of 1S69. section
22, which was for this purpose Incorporated with the
Act of 1S72. Mr. Emsley contended, for the defence,
that, as aub-sectlon B of the 23rd section said that
such houses (meanmg back-to-back houses) shall have
at the front or back thereof an open space of 150
square feet, and if at the front, shall be 15 feet at all

points, that would be complied with by the back-to-
back houses having that open space on one side of those
houses. The statute did not retiuire It at both sides,

and he submitted that It was clear, by the wording of

the statute, that the owner of back-to-back houses was

not bound to have the open space of 15 feet at both
sides. The statute did not say. when built back to
back the space must be left open on both sides, and,
being a penal statute. It must be construed strictly.

It did not matter what the intention was in a penal
statute of this kind ; If it were not clearly expressed.
It was not sufficient. If it was ever Intended that the
space should be left on both sides there had clearly

been an omission in the Act. To carry out such an
Intention as that, Sub-section B should have run thus :

"Or such houses when built back to back shall

have at both front sides thereof, or when
built In a single row, and not being through houses,
shall have at the front or back thereof, an open
space," iSiC. It was, however, doubtful whether It was
ever Intended that an open space should be left at
both sides, because by leaving it on one side only
there was a much larger space given up than if the
space was left at one end only, as required by the first

part of sub-section B. That, however, was not the
question. The intention in a penal statute could only
be gathered from the plain meaning. He submitted
further that sub-section B did not apply at all, except
iu cases where a block of houses built back-to-back
contained more than eight dwelling-houses. Mr, Rob-
shaw had only built a block of four back-to-back
houses ; therefore, the statute clearly did not apply to
him. The section only said that no person shall build

more than eight back-to-back houses. He was only
required to leave the space when he did that. If Mr.
Curwood's contention was right, the owner might be
called upon to leave a space of 15 feet after building
two houses only. To carry out the reasoning the Act
should have said that a person should build no back-
to-back houses without leaving the open space men-
tioned upon his own land. It might be said that In
that case the statute might always be evaded ; but if

It might be, that was on account of the imperfectness
of the statute. He submitted this was not a case that
came within sub-section B at all. because the summons
only charged Mr. Robshaw with making a dwelling-
house without the consent of the Corporation. Xow,
sub-section B only required the consent of the Corpora-
tion where dwelling-houses were erected in blocks, and
not where a single dwelUng was built. If it came
within sub-section B at all. It was the last clause

which applied, " Every new dwelling-house, not pro-

vided for in the precedmg sub-seclions, shall have at

the back, side, or front thereof, an open space ex-

clusively belonging to the owner of such house to the
extent of 150 square feet." It did not require the
distance in the case of one dwelling to be 15ft. at r.U

points ; it was sufficient If there were an open space

of 150ft., whether there be a 12 yards street or a
10 yards street. Besides, In Mr. Robshaw's case, they
had a clear open space in front of this house of nearly
300ft., double the quantity required. Admitting, for

the sake of argument merely, that Mr. Rubshaw did

come within the sub-section, he contended that he had
left 15ft. space at the end. In compliance with the
section. On referring to the plan it would be seen
that Mr. Robshaw had erected six houses in a block.

Four were back to back, and two were through houses,

four front to Ridge-street and two to Ritter- street.

At one end he built up to the adjoining owner, at the
other end the distance from the gable end of the house
to the end of his garden was 25ft., and to the centre of

S. Mark's-road, to which his land extended, the distance

was 102ft. Instead of leaving ioft., as required, he
actually left at one end, Including the proportion of

S. Mark's-road, which belonged to him, a distance of

102 feet. If, therefore, he came within the sub-section

B, he had more than obeyed the terms of it. If the

Act applied to this case, he had iu spirit and in sub-
stance more than obeyed It Section 23 and the sub-
sections thereof require these open spaces, as appeared
from the head note of the section, for the purpose of

securing adequate ventilation, and for this purpose It

requires a person building back-to-back houses in a
block of eight to leave an open space at the end of

15ft. In width. This would represent an open space of

450ft., whereas Mr. Robshaw had left open spaces for

garden ground representing 1,755ft. If Jlr. Robshaw
iiad thought proper, he might have built up t» the street

without leaving an open space in front at all. If he had
left the 15 ft. opening at the end. He submitted that
no proceedings ought to have been taken iu such a case,

and that it was an arbitrary exercise of power by the
Corporation. Jlr. W. Hall, architect, Bagby fields, was
called in support of Mr. Emsley's statements, and at

the close of the case Mr. Bruce intimated that he
would take time to consider his decision.

Cornelius Varley.—By tho death of Mr.
Varley, on the 2nd inst., tho Society of Arts has

lost its oldest member. Sinco 1814, when he first

joined it, Mr. Varley took an active and ener-

getic part in all tho Society's labours. For some
years the Transactions were illustrated by his

drawings, and it is only within tho last year that

ho ceased to be a regular attendant at the meet-
ings. As a draughtsman and a painter, Mr,
Varloy possessed considerable merit, and was the

last survivor of the founders of tho Water Colour
Society. Science is indebted to him for various
improvements in the camera lueida, the camera
obscura, the microscope, and tho telescope. Mr.
Varley had nearly completed his ninety-second

Vyoar when ho died.
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A New Use for Ice in Bridge-building.—
Coaxing iron tubes to accommodate themselves to

eircimistances is something new in engineering.

The S. Louis Repuhlicnn describes the mode of

operating. The weight of the S. Louis Bridge is

at present supported by cables, and while this is

the case the expansion and contraction of the

tubes by heat are of no consequence. It will be

different when the last tubes have to be fitted.

From the slackening of the cables the arch at tho

centre will "settle" about 3in. Provision has

been made for this by increased length of the

tubes, all the calculations being based on a tem-

perature of 60'^. At the temperature of (10'' it is

known to the sixtieth of an inch what would be

the intervening space between the approaching

tubes, and the dimensions of the last joints were

adjusted accordingly. Only once, however, has

the weather beon favourable for tho operation, and

after wasting sometime, it was determined to try

to reduce the temperatui'e artificially. Karly one

morning 45 tons of ice were applied to the tubes,

and bound on by gunny bagging. At 3 p.m. the

expansion had been reduced about 2in. Finally,

tho application proved successful. On the follow-

ing day tho connecting tubes were put in, and
the tirst arch completed.

The Late Joun Cunningham, Architect.—

•

Mr. John Cunningham, architect, who died at his

house in Laverock Bank.terrace, Trinity, Eiliu-

burgh, on Thursday, the 2nd iust., was a man of

some professional standing. He was born in 1700,

at Leitbolm, Berwickshire, and served his ap-

prenticeship with his father, who was a buildt'r

there. Ho afterwards removed to Edinburgh,
where he studied and practised as an architec-

tural draughtsman during ton years. In 1833 he

married and went to New York, intending to

settle there, but the climato did not agree with

him, and he returned to Liverpool in 1834, -whore

he got into extensive practice as an architect, and
remained till last summer, when he retired, to

reside at Trinity, in the neighbourhood of which
some members of his family and a number of his

friends were resident. His works in Liverpool

and in the neighbourhood are numerous. Among
others, the Sailors' Home, the Commercial Bank,
the Union Bank, and the Orphans' Asylum, may
be mentioned. One of the structures which gained

Mr. Cunningham much praise was the Phil-

harmonic Hall. It is BO excellent in acoustic

construction that it has beon declared by all

competent musicians, from Jenny Lind down-
wards, to be tho most perfect in the kingdom.
This induced the authorities at Glasgow to engage
Mr. Cunningham as consulting architect along
with Mr. Campbell Douglas in the new Assembly
Hall now being erected there. Mr. Cunningham
was also architect of many churches, mansion-
houses, and public buildings througliout Iianca-

shiro, and engineer for several important water
supplies.

The Effigy of King John in Worcestf,r
Cathedral.—The earliest sepulchral effigy of an
English monarch which we possess, according to

Mr, Albert Hartshorne, in a letter to tho 'limes, is

that of King John in the choir of Worcester
Cathedral. It appears to have beon translated

from its original position between tlio graves of

S. Oswald and S. Wulstan, in the Lady Chapel, in

the roign of Henry VIL, and placed at that time
upon its high altar tomb. Towards tho end of

tho eighteenth century a question arose whether
the tifteenth century monument actually con-
tained tho body of the king, and in order to solve

this doubt the tomb was opened, July 17, 1707.

The royal remains were found in a slightly dis-

turbed state, but disposed in the colliu and
clothed in precisely the same manner as the king
is represented in effigy, with the exception ol a
monk's cowl upon the head, as a passport through
the regions of Purgatory, instead of a crown. The
agreement of the dross on the body in the coflin

with that represented by tho figure on tho tomb
was very remarkable, aud when tho late Mr.
Charles Stothard made his accurate drawings of

the efHgy in 1813 he discovered that it had boon
originally painted to r-^present the deceased king
lying in state, and as ho was buried—namely, in a
crimson dalmntic lined with green, a yellow tunic,

rod hose, trolden spurs with blue straps, and black
shoos. Now, this was a most gonuino and in-

teresting monument, and it is somewhat startling,

in tho face of such reliable evidences as to the

proper colours, to find that the whole figure has
been lately gilt from head to foot, with the strange
addition of a second crown in gilt mutal placed
over the original carved eno, and bearing but a

slight resemblance to it. It is not apparent why
it was thought desirable to "restore" the effigy

in this way, but Mr. Hartshorne suggests if it is

to be restored, that tho whole of tho gilding,

together with the new crown, should bo removed
from the effigy without delay, and that it should
be carefully painted according to the ancient
authorities. We should then, at least, have this

royal figure in its original colours, faithfully

representing the king " in his habits as he livud,"

as he lay in state, and as he still lies in his coffin.

The Late Hevrt Murray.—All who have
beon iutimitely connected with the Fine Arts
during the last thirty years will regret to learn

that the widow of the late Mr. Henry Murray is

in destitute circumstances. Mr. Murray was a

well-known art-critic, and for several years the

esteemed Hon. Secretary of the Uraphic Society.

Mr. Murray's long declining health required the

unremitting and devoted attention of his wife.

This was nobly given, and everything gradually
sacrificed to pressing need. An attempt is now
being made to raise a fund for Mrs. Murray, and
subscriptions will bo received by John Foley,

Esq., R.iV., 10, Osnaburgh-street, Regent's Park.

West Cowes School op Art.—The annual
distribution of prizes to tho students of the

West Cowes School o^ Scinnce and Art took

place on Tuesday week. During the past year

classes have been held on nearly 50 evenings.

Thirty-three students joined the class during
the past session, their average age being 24
years ; they were chielly mechanics. Examiua-
lious were held by tho Science aud Art
Department in the month of May, when 48
papers were worked, and of these 38 proved suc-

cessful.

CHIPS.

The foundation-stone of a new Wesleyan Chapel
was laid at Chellaston, Derbyshire, on Tuesday.

It is stated that Mr. Murray has in preparation a
work by Mr. E. R. Rohson, Architect to the Lon-
don School Board, called 'School-houses for the
People," containing directions for the planning,

building, itc, of schoolrooms.
Mr. William Dennant, for many years in the em-

ploy of Messrs. Cheesman, builder.-=, of Bri-rhtou,

has been appointed Sanitary Inspector of the West-
hampnett Union.

Asphalte pavement is to be tried in Brighton. A
lai-ge number of Seyesel blocks are stored near the
Aquarium, and the Works Committee have en-

dorsed a recommendation from the survej'or that

an asphalte pavement should he laid on the south
side of Junction Eoad.
The Wilts and Dorset Banking Company have

decided to rebuild the whole of the Market-place side

of their bank at Frome, The architect is Mr.
Stent, of Warminster, and the builders Messrs.

Parfitt and Sons.

The Italian Minister of Public Works has issued

a circular urging the Prefects to give an impetus
to the creation of necessary commercial roads.

The death is announced of Mr. Jonathan Gibson
of Bradford, in his G8th year. Mr. Gibson was £

contract' T for roadwork when Macadam was en-

gaged in his work of reform. It was he who made
Thornton-road and Bolton-road, and he wag more
or less connected with all such works in Bradford

for a long time. He also made a great many of the

old sewers in the town.
la a note last week recording some alterations

now in progress at ^lagdalen College, Cambridge,
we should have stated that Mr. Penrose was the

architect of the work. Our information, which
reached us from a local source, erroneously gave as

the architect's name that of Mr. W. Cooper, a clerk

of works resident at Cambridge.
New National Schools are about to be erected

for the parish of S. Augustine, Lynn. Mr. Smith
is the architect, and Mr. Farrow the builder.

It is now stated that the Paisley matjistrates,

acting as trustees of the l-^tjacy of i-'20,000 left by
the late Mr. George A. Clark to the burgh, have
selected the site extending northwards from the

river Cart to the Abbey-close, aud east ward from
High-street to the Abbey-close United Presbyterian

Church, for the erection of a new town-hall.

New National Schools were opened on the Ist

inst. at North Elmham, Norfolk. Messrs. Utting
and Springall were the builders.

The ruins of the Castle of Underwaldcn, at

Bellinzona, have been purchased by a company,
who intend building a large hotel in connection
with the S. Gothard Railway.
New Swimming Baths are about to be erected at

Lossiemouth, N.B., from designs by Mr. Mackenzie,
architect, of Elgin.

A new Established Church was opened in Glas-
gow on Sunday last. The building has been erected
at a cost of about £7,000, and is iu the French
Gothic style, with a spire which, when completed,
will reach to the height of over 190ft. The interior

ia seated to accommodate 1,100 persons.
At Chiddingfold, where the body of the late

Bishop Wilberforce rested for two hours on its way
from Abinger to Lavington, the rector has caused
a slab of red Robin Hood stone to be inserted in

the w.tU at the spot, bordered with Petworth
marble, with an inscription recording the event.
Netherthorpe School, in connection with the

Sheffield School Board, was publicly opened by Sir
John Brown on Monday last. We shall give an
illustration of the school, with plans, next week.
The Architectural Association will inaugur;ite

its sessional proceedings for 1873-4 with a con-
versazione at 9, Conduit-street, on the 24th inst.

Mr. I. J. Franks is the inventor of the iron r.iils

for fencing to which we called attention in '* Our
Office-Table " last week.

©rade Mim.

THE TIMBER TRADE
The following prices have been obtained at auction

duiing tho past weel£ :—

Per 12e 12ft. 1 ;by llin.

Soderhamn 3rd yellow planks 14

„ 4th „ 8 by 1

1

12 15 „ 13

8 by 9 13 ir,

3 by 7 11 10 , 12 5

„ n by 7 11 10 , 12

Sundswall 1st & 2nd yel. „ 13 S

3rd 12 5

„ planks 13 5

„ 4th ,, deals 11 10 . 12 10

„ „ wliltc „ U 10

Saguenay 1st bright yel. pine 23 10

red „ 15 10

Quebec 1st bright yellow pine

wide 27

12ft. 3 by 11 26 10

' to 8 21 15 , 22 5

„ 2nd floated 12ft. 8

by 11 IG 10

3rd bright 13

Hudikswall 2nd yell. deals 14

„ >i „ battens 12 15 , 14 0'

„ 3rd „ deals 13 5 , 13 10 0'

„ battens 12

„ „ boards 11 6

„ fourth yellow boards . 11

„ 1st and 2nd white deals 12 10

„ battens 11 10

„ „ boards U
„ 3rd deals 12

„ battens 111 15

„ ,, boards 10

4th 11 10

Haparandal3t&2ndylw.plks 13

„ 8rd 12 10

„ 4th U 5

Christinestad wlilte battens . 11

„ yellow „ 12 5

Gedo Ist & 2nd white battens 11 10

„ ord yellow deals , 13 lo

„ „ battens 11 13 , ,
li :o a

„ ,, 1 by (J boards 9
,

9 10 0'

,.2 by 7 „ U l.'i

„ 4th „ 41n. planks . 14 .'.

„l&liin.brcls 9

Bjonieborg 1st whlt« deals 12

„ battens 10 10 , , 11 0-

,, „ planks 13 10

„ „ deals 13

„ ,, battens 11 10 . 12

Gcfle 1st & 2nd yellow deals 14 15

„ „ „ battens 12 5

2 by 7 12 6

1 by 6 9 10

„ 4th white planks 12 5 , 12 10 »

„ ,, battens 10 10

„ „ yellow deals 13 15

„ ,, „ battens 11 IS , 12 0-

„ 3rd „ deals 14 5 , 14 10

,, ,, ,. battens 12 , 12 5 41

,, 1st 5: 2nd yellow planks 14 15 , 15

Christiana 4th white deals 10 10 > 10 15 l>

3rd 11 10

2ud „ 12 5

1st „ 13 , 13 5 l>

„ 2nd yellow „ 12 15

1st 14 10

Jacobstad 1st „ planks 14

„ ., „ deals 14

Du-sne fourth „ battens 11 15

.. 2i by 9 12 5 (1

„ 1st & 2nd 3in. battens 13 5

,, 3rd planks 1 3 5

„ ,, battens 1 2 5

„ ,, white ,, U 10

Narva second yellow 12 10

„ crown white 31u. U 15

., second ,, 31n. „ 11

Pitea yellow battens 11 5

Pitch pine planks 14 5 ,
IJ 10
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ELY CATHEDKAL.

TWELVE centuries have elapsed since the

foundation-stones of Ely Cathedral, or,

rather, the institution it succeeded, were laid.

The age thus attributed, at the festival of last

week, to the noblest structure in Cambridge

countv does not rest upon tradition alone. It

is autlienticated by many records, relics, and

evidences concerning which antiquarians are

not disagreed, although many and various

dates are assigned to many parts of the build-

ing. We do not purpose, however, to discuss

the arch;t!oIogy of the subject. Sufficient that

the founding of a monastery on the site of the

existing minster, a.d. 673, by S. Etheldreda, is

an alleged fact which has not been exposed,

like so many others, to the corrosive influences

of sceptical criticism. It has been accepted

bv historians as one which there is no valid

reason for disputing. The first stone of the

actual fane is attributed to the year 893, and
thenceforward it grew in beauty and grandeur

until the period of that general decay over-

taking most of our cathedrals which began to

be arrested about a generation since, when
the work of restoration was originally sug-

gested at Ely. The stages through which the

structure rose to ultimate magnificence were

slow, but every added mass of masonry or

lustre of decoration tended to perfect the early

plan of the first architects. The choir and the

transept belonged to the time of Henry I. and
Kufus ; then followed the nave and the

mighty western tower ; afterwards, the

western portico, once, and occasionally still,

called the Galilee ; then, in succession, the

presbytery, with its noble arches ; the new
lady chapel, now a church ; the octagon ; the

external turrets; and many adjuncts more or

less impaired both by the weather and by
deficiencies in the architecture, as well as by
the interference of ignorant local authority.

In the result, however, a superb monument
of Gothic work, in each of its three periods,

was erected, on a scale of vastness and
richness nowhere excelled ; and grati-

tude is due to those who are labouring to

preserve that admirable combination of

the Early, the Ornate, and the Perpendicular

styles, "it has been said of the cathedral at

Ely that it has more peculiarities than any
other in England—the west tower, with its

south wing, having no parallel ; the octagon

possessing a lantern, and there being an ante-

choir between the octagon and the choir-

screen. The dimensions of the building,

moreover, are exceptional. It is 560ft. in

length, thus exceeding Winchester and Can-
terbury, and indeed every other cathedral on

this side of the Alps. IJut they who cele-

brated the festival of last week, did so, not on

account of the bigness of the edifice in which
they were assembled, but in order to contra-

dict the epigram of Victor Hugo that " The
Book has destroyed the Building." The pro-

cess of decay is, far and wide, being resisted

by earnest efforts, and many reasons, apart

from public neglect, have been assigned for

the partial dilapidation of our great minsters.

To begin with, they are, most of them, very

ancient ; they have stood through long epochs

of civil strife and religious mutations ; the

very weight and solidity of thetr foundations,

and the massivencss of their walls, have, more
than once, according to architectural writers,

unsettled them as fabrics. Of Ely Cathedral,

AViukle says :
" Several different sorts of

stone hiive been made use of in building it,

all of which must have been brought from
various places, and some from considerable

distances. There is, besides, in the construc-

tion of the interior detail, a vast quantity of

Purbeck marbles, and of a soft stone, of a

chalky nature, which is known, in this part of

the country, by the name of clunch." The

only wonder is, that in a damp climate, such

as that of Cambridgeshire, the decay has not

been more rapid and extensive, instead of

being exceedingly slight, compared with the

lasting strength of the whole design. True,

the north wing sank in ruins ; but what have

been the assaults of nature in comparison with

the schemes of critical artists, who have aimed

at shortening the tower, removing the Galilee,

demolishing the second octagon, with its

turrets, and otherwise mutilating, by way of

reparation. Happily, their notions have not

found any considerable favour in our days.

The galilee and eastern part of the choir, with

the octagon, the west choir, and the Lady
Chapel, are, in their several styles, surpassed

nowhere in Eugland, while the view from the

central octagon is one of bewildering beauty,

so complex and yet so harmonious, with its

innumerable lines and levels of piers, its roofs

and windows glowing with colours, in which

Beokford would have delighted, and its far

vistas of architectural perspective, all majestic,

and, in not a few respects, incomparable.

Under any circumstances, however, no con-

scientious restorer, or rather repairer, would
dream of destroying the most antique frag-

ment in the cathedral, the Galilee with its

great arch, including two others, feathered
;

its foliage patterns of open stone-work ; its

lancet-headed windows of one light each, its

tiers of arches, its delicate columns, and the

embattled parapet above. But, not to enter

upon mere descriptive details, we would note

how this sumptuous edihce has survived

through its centuries of annals ; and what a

historv is told by its links with a long past:

the iionks' Entrance, the Prior's Entrance,

both Xormau ; the old Chapter House, which
was a ruin fifty years ago ; the traces of

those stone cases, which take us back to four

hundred years ago ; and a thousand marvels

of workmanship, reflecting back an unparal-

leled glory upon our early teachers, who built

in beauty, and for time as well, and who knew
exactly where to think of strength, and where
to oim at ornamentation. With reference to

the question which has been raised respecting

the authenticity ot the date assigned to it, the

comparisons drawn, including Kochester and
Hereford, are unnecessaiy ; but it may be

interesting, perhaps, to quote the centuries

attributed to our more venerable edifices of

this character :—Salisbury, 12l>0, which took

forty years in building ; Canterbury, a date

not accurately fixed, though lying very far

back among the mists of the past ; York,
erected on the site of a wooden church, con-

structed in G27, A.li.—though tais is tradi-

tional—but practicallj' commenced in 1227
;

Old S. Paul's, 10S3; Wells, 10S7; Koches-
ter, 000 ; AVinchester, doubtful, but

long before the ninth century, for it had
a hoary aspect at the consecration of

Bishop Swithin, in 852 ; Lincoln, the noblest

of them all, 628, although it must be
remembered that these dates do not refer to

the original structures, but rather to others

of a religious ch.aracter which previously

occupied their present sites. Chichester, again,

has an obscure history ; Peterborough is com-
paratively modern, no more than a little over

three centuries being claimed for it, though
the present monastery of iledeshamstead
might assert an equality in this respect with
I'lOchester. " The stones of which it was
built," says Lysons, " were certainly brought
from Barnack, near Burleigh, and those laid

in the foundations were of so large a size,

that eight yoke of oxen could with difficulty

draw them." Thus did our antique builders

apply themselves, like the architects of pyra-
mids, to their work. The see of Norwich is

among the oldest iu England, but here, once
more, we have an abbey, grey with age, pre-

cediug a cathedral which iu itself bears a
date of about eight hundred vears. So with

Exeter ; Bristol is a fragment without anti-

quity or pretensions of any kind ; Oxford is

equally modern, and similarly mediocre. In
all instances, we must go back to the older

time for the loveliness and majesty of the

true Gothic treasures which our antiquarians

and architects, and all who feel a pride in

the annals of English art, speakingfor English
religion, do well to cherish, as almost sacredly

monumental. Lichfield inherits the date of

690 ; Gloucester, that of 1089, a year which
has left its relics, though the finest parts, the

tower especially—-one of the most stately in

England—belong to a considerably later time.

Not a foundation of Hereford Cathedral was
dug until 825, and so badly was it built that,

in less than two centuries, it had to be re-

constructed, and again in 1079, so that the

existing edifice ranks with the architectural

efforts of that period. We might extend these

de tails from Worcester toDurham, which stands
like some tremendous Rhine fortress upon the

edge of a crag, and in some respects resembles

a Moorish Mosque rather than a church iu its

interior ; to Carlisle, the builders of which
are forgotten ; to Chester, of which the same
remark is to be made ; to Ripon, which had
an architectural ancestor so far back as before

661 ; to S. David's, for which the Welsh, with

their characteristic passion to be considered

the oldest people in the world, and the

oldest builders since Babel, assert an in

credible antiquity, though the details of the

structure entirely discredit it; to Llandafl',

wliieh is nearly all ruin—and a beautiful

ruin, too ; to Bangor, whereof Godwin writes,

" What time a cathedral church was first

erected at Bangor, I think it hard to defiue,"

and to Manchester, vainly endeavouring to

trace a pedigree from S. Mary's Church, of

timber, in Acasiield, renowned in the .^nglo-

Saxon ages ; but enough has been adduced,,

perhaps, to show how unquestionable are the-

claims of Ely Cathedral to be regarded as.

among the solemn and. storied trophies of our

national life in epochs past. The very names.,

of its bishops are historical chapters—Long-
champ, Chancellor and Regent of England ic^

1189 ; Hugh de Balsham, Thomas of Arundel,

and a hundred others, famous and powerful

iu their day. Yet this splendid edifice,,

though so apparently imperishable, has suf-

fered many calamities, through the falling of

towers and arches, and through the abominable

efforts of restorers in the earlier years of the

current century, who, like the Vandals that

undertook to moderuise Notre Dame, under-

took to do it with a brush and a pot of white-

wash. It must not be supposed, however,

from the celebration hy the Bishop, Dean,

and Chapter of Ely, of a twelve-hundredth
anniversary for their cathedral, that all the

dates pass unchallenged. There is, as we
have already noticed, a wide distinction be--

tween the history of the See and the history

of the site. Mr. Sharpe, iu 1871, dated the

Galilee from the year 1235. The best part

of the eastern transept he attributed to the-

Abbot Simeon ; the octagon, thechoir, and the-

great musses by which the western piers were-

strengthened, he gave to the fifteenth

century. It is difficult to judge upon these

points now, since most of the original work
has disappeared. But similar doubts have

suggested themselves respecting the construc-

tion, or, at any rate, the finishing of the

great western arch, the now-destroyed roof of

the existing lancet porrh, the grand angle-

turrets, and Bishop Holtamishaw in the

choir, described by Fergusson as "for general

beauty of design," and for " details," equal

to anj'thing in Europe for elegance .and .ap-

propriateness. Be these problems solved as

they may, none of us could contemplate,

without a sense of shame, the prospect of that

majestic structure being reduced to a ruined

roodess bulk—a place haunted by legends of

exceeding interest to amateur sketchers, and

adding a romantic outline to an otherwise

monotonous landscape ; but none who appre-

ciate the glories of our Gothic architecture.
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unrivalled as it is in the -n-orld, can fail to

rejoice in the feeling -which promises to

sustain, undiminished, so far as they can be

sustained, after such long periods of neglect

.and moiddcrinp;, our cathedrals in their archi-

tectural integrity. It is important, no doubt,

;not to exaggerate their antiquity, or else true

history will be interfered with, as, vre fear,

in the case of that which the Italians call

" the oldest church upon the earth"—that of

:S. John Laterau, at Rome, assumed to have

'been built by Pope Sylvester in the fourth

-century, immediately after the proclamation

of Christianity by the Emperor Constantine.

In the Abbey of S. Denis there is a crypt,

declared to have been built in the reign of

Pepin ; but these are like the fables attaching

to the architects of ISTotre Dame, Cologne, and
MUan. The last was styled "the new
Basilica," in 1075. But it is well remarked,
" We have not many things that go back to

the year 673," and when we possess one

which, at any rate, represents twelve hundred
years of a history attached to one spot where
architecture, not less than religion, has made
its home, in ages of dilapidation and ages of

restoration, and represented by works of

piety not less than by acts of barbarism, art

endeavouring to keep pace with time, it is our
bright to be proud, and our duty to be

vigilant.

AilERICAI^' NOTES.—I^EW YORK.
By Rolekt W. Edis, F.S.A.

APROFESSIOiVAL commission in one of

the AVestern States of America neces-

sitated my going " Westward Ho !
" early in

-August last, and as during my two months'
sojourn in the New Country I travelled some
4,000 or 0,000 miles, and passed through
many towns and cities of importance, I pur-
pose to give, as briefly as possible, a resume
of some architectural notes made during my
journey, with as much information as to

building, cost of labour and materials, &c.,

as I think may be interesting to your
readers.

My journey through the Eastern and more
populated States was unfortunately hurj'ied,

as my business lay more especially in the
West, but I was yet able to see cursorily, and
to make some few notes on, the architectural

progress in many of the cities and towns
through which I passed. I can only hope
that those, who, for pleasure or protit, are
bound to take a similar trip, may find as much
pleasure and interest as I have done during
my sojourn in the New Country, and meet, as

I feel sure they will do, the same kindly
courtesy and hospit.ality which throughou't
my stay in the States was everywhere ac-
corded to me. If in these brief notes of

architectural progress in America I may
judge any work or works too harshly, from "a

•too one-sided point of view, I feel sure I shall

Dot be misunderstood by my Transatlantic
brethren, when I endeavour to criticise in a
friendly manner, and to judge by such lights
as are open to me, the art and architecture
which, throughout a somewhat long journey,
I was enabled to see in a country which all

•who visit it and see its immense size and vast
resources must acknowledge has already made
enormous strides, and is certain, at no long
period,—when certain abuses, which all

educated and enlightened people in it .see

better than any mere cursory visitor can do,
. are rectified and rooted out,—with increased
population and caiiital to open up its immense
undeveloped resources, to become a country
of enormous wealth, reputation, and jn-omi-
ncnce in the world's history. It may perhaps
be a matter of regret, that in so weaUhy a
country, no especial individuality should at

present be seen in its art progress, and that, as
a. general rule, there should seem to be a some-
•wnat too pronounced preference for the modern
Trench school of design, and but little real
•originality

; the prevailing feeling being, so
iar as I could see, to copy late florid Italian

or modern French examples, and to import
these elements, to a very large extent, into

most of the more recent and important
buildings.

Art of all kinds is being encouraged by the
more intellectual classes, but if an3'thing

—

especially as regards architecture—display,

cost, and elaboration, are made to overrule the

true bounds of taste ; and works which would
be otherwise good sufl'er by an overlaying of

ornament and by a somewhat too lavish dis-

play of wealth. On a bright August day I

left the Princes Stage, at Liverpool, in the

tender of the White Star Line—of late un-
fortunate notoriety, by the cruel loss of the

Atliintic—leaving behind me the now rapidly

completing improvements at the George's

Landing-stage, and embarked on board the

magniticent steamship Oceanic, which lay in

mid-stream, waiting to swing with the tide,

and tm-n " Westward Ho." My first view of

America was of the long low stretch of land,

called Long Island, with its prominent
light-house standing up solitary into

the heavens at one end, with the

more distant view of the fashionable

watering-place of Long Branch, with its

rows of white and brown terraces and
villas. Passing through the magnificent bay
Tipwards through the "Narrows," into the

North River, past the massive battlements of

Forts Richmond, Tomkins, and Hamilton, by
the quarantine station on Staten Island, and
the picturesquely wooded banks on either side,

with their innumerable pleasant - looking

houses, our good ship steamed upward through
a host of shipping of all sorts and sizes,—with
a distant view of the domes and spires of New
York, showdng dimly in the morning haze,

—

past the thickly-built shores of Brooklyn and
New .lersey, and the Castle Garden, to its dock
on the New Jersey side of the river. First

impressions, which they say are never to be
trusted, did not give me a very favourable

notion of this crowded suburb—a dreary-look-

ing dock, with a miserable wooden shed, a

collection of temporary wooden buildings,

which for years past have done duty as the

terminus of one of the greatest railway outlets

from New York, a rainy day, and mud ankle-

deep, were not likely to impress a stranger

very favourably on first landing in a strange

country ; nor, after crossing tlie river by one

of the enormous ferry-boats, peculiar to the

large rivers of America, was the walk upwards
from the river, through dirty streets, or along

the great business thoroughfare of New York
—Broadway—in a miserably wet day, likely

to improve one's views. The first thing that

strikes the stranger is the wretched state of

the roads and footways, not only in the minor
streets, but in the more important thorough-

fares ; and it is .somewhat to the discredit of

so great and wealthy a city that its municipal

government permits such a discreditable state

of things, and does not at least insist that

pavements shall be toler.ably level, and road-

ways fairly clean and sound. From the ferry

station to Broadway, a walk of nearly half a

mile, the stranger passes through business

streets of houses of various design in red brick

and brown sandstone, aU more or less dis-

figured bv huge advertisement placards placed

in most oflensive prominence ; strung on wires

and hanging across the streets, like ill-looking

banners, and entirely destructive of any archi-

tectural efl'ect which the buildings themselves

may have. Broadway- itself contains very

many fine buildings, which lose much by the

paltriness of some of the more ancient erec-

tions, which, however, will doubtless soon give

way to more imposing buildings. Imagine, if

you can, buildings of si:c or seven stories of

magnificent white limestone or marble, of

elaborate Italian design, with high mansard
roofs ; or carefully designed blocks of palatial

Classic type of work in brown sandstone,

flanked on either side with miserable three-

storey brick buildings, painted in imitation of

stone or marble ; buildings of all sorts and

sizes, with advertisement placards of all shapes

and character ; miserable uneven stone pave-
ments ; with a roadw.iy in holes, up which
endless streams of tramway-cars, omnibuses,
and vehicles of all description, and a con-
tinual flow of people, are ever passing, and
you will have a fair idea of the great business

street of New York. To see New York tho-

roughly, and all its really fine buildings,

public and private, v.'ould require many
weeks, and I can only pretend to give a
general impression, obtained in various long
walks and drives, with special reference to

those buildings which I more particularly

noted as types of the more recent erections.

The more modern, as well as much of the

older part of New York, like all modern towns
and cities in America, are built on the usual
rectangular block system, with general divid-

ing avenues and interseciing streets—a prin-

ciple in general planning which commends
itself from very many points of view, but
which, to a certain extent, has a look of

sameness and monotony altogether unpleasant.

Of the hundred and fifty odd hotels in this

vast city, many are of recent erection, and
almost palatial in their size and character

;

no expense seems to be spared in fitting them
up with every comfort and luxury, and in the

most gorgeous manner possible. The Fifth

Avenue Hotel is an enormous pile of buildings

of recent construction, built of white lime-

stone or marble, but with no particular merit
or importance in its design and grouping,

except its enormous size. The interior arrange-

ment, like most of these hotel-palaces in

America, consists of an enormous hall with
bar, barber's shop—without which no hotel

seems to be perfect—and other conveniences

oft" it, and on the first floor, grand suites of

drawing and retiring-rooms, with a magnifi-

cent salle d ))i(i»{/er, all sumptuously fitted

up. Truly our American cousins know how to

bring into their hotels the greatest amount of

display and luxury ; but after some eight or

nine weeks' experience, I question much
whether the quiet and comfort of a little

English country inn is not better, after all,

than the gorgeousness and bustle of any of

these enormous palatial buildings in America ;

this, of course, is a mere matter of taste, in

which I do not suppose my American cousins

or many of vour readers will agree with me.
Another large palatial building is the Metro-

politan Hotel in Broadway, with the favourite

bro-wn sandstone front, of the usual Italian

character, an enormous gaudUy-decorated
" salle a mn»r/er," and noble suites of rooms,

all well and conveniently laid out, marble

pavements throughout, marble counter-fronts,

enormous hall, with drinking bar, barber's

shop, luggage-room, ticket-otfices leading oft',

and a private entrance to Niblo's theatre

adjoining, ail decorated and furnished

throughout in the most expensive manner.

The Grand Central Hotel is another recently

erected building of enormous size, consisting

of eight stories above the basement, of elabo-

rate Italian design, with openings with the

usual alternate square and circular pedimented

heads, immense mansard roots, and poor, ill-

designed brick chimneys. I could not help

noticing that far away in the sky at the ex-

treme top story of this building, painted

brickwork in imitation of the marble below

was used, as if funds had failed, and necessi-

tated a paltry sham, totally unworthy of the

rest of the building.

Throughout New York cast iron is largely

used in business premises, sometimes in whole

fronts, but as a general rule only in the lower

portion of the buildings ; but not content

with the usual columns and girders to which

we are tolerably accustomed, the lower cor-

nices and enrichments are east and fixed up

like papier-mache work. Building generally,

so far as I could learn, has been somewhat

dull in New York during the past year, and

yet numerous important structures are either

in course of construction or but newly

finished. The Union Telegraph Company are

building an enormous set of oflioes in Broad-
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way, on which, almost an unlimited amount
of money is beins; spent, Richmond and
(iuincey granites being the materials princi-

pally used, while Italian marbles and polished

granite are used for decorative purposes ; the

general design is like most of the new biiOd-

ings in New York—Venetian Italian freely

treated—and the toiite ensemble bids fair to

be certainly grand and imposing. The archi-

tect is Mr. Post, who, I believe, obtained the
work in limited competition with some eight

or nine other leading New York architects.

The New York Life Assurance office, in

Broadway, is another fine buUding, but
recently erected, five stories high, of a Com-
posite Italian character, with high mansard
roofs, and general well worked out detail

throughout. The City Hall is an imposing
group of the Corinthian order of architecture,

generally simpl}- and boldly treated ; within
a short distance of which the new Post-office,

an enormous edifice, is being erected in gre}'

granite ; the basement or ground story is

Doric in character, while the upper two stories

are of a composite order, with somewhat
heavy details.

In going over some of the larger and more
important modern business premises in New
York, warehouses, offices, itc, I could not
help noticing the general elaborate character
of the internal fittings— counter-fronts either

of marble hansomely carved, or of beetle-nut,

walnut, and other expensive woods, all

moulded, panelled, and carved, and almost
universally designed in the modern French
style of work, with delicate inlays and gilded

lines, whUe many of the walls and ceilings

were elaborately decorated with a French
treatment of design and colour, more or less

well executed. Cast zinc and galvanised iron

is also extensively used, and the staircases,

balustrades, &c., to some of the new build-

ings are most elaborate in design, the treads

of the stairs being covered with walnut or
- some other hard wood ; while instead of the

usual brass plates or painted notice boards

in the sets of offices, polislied marble plarjues

are extensively used, with the names cut

in and gilt. Of course the system of elevators

pertains in nearly all the large buildings, and
we in England might do well to uso them
more extensively in buiklings in which there

is any amount of tratfic ; there is much
saving of time, and of weary stair mounting,
in getting into a luxuriously litted-up eleva-

tor, and being taken up or down in a few
seconds to the particular floor on which we
may happen to have business.

Stewart's great drapery store, occupying
the whole of one block, and being without
exception the largest building of the kind in

America, is another building in this street

worthy of notice. Entering on the ground
floor, the visitor is astonished at seeing a

great vista of supporting iron columns, ex-

tending from one street to anothei, fitted up
with counters and desks of tlie most elabo-

rate yet substantial design, with a centre

well-hole, extending upwards through five

floors to the roof : the building is princi-

pally constructed of iron, painted in imi-

tation of stone, the general style being
bastard Italian, with circular arched windows
with a general poorness of detail, which is

somewhat lost in the enormous scale of the

whole building. The new premises of Messrs.

Arnold, Constable & Co., a magnificent build-

ing, of modern French design, is also worth
noticing, as well as some of the numerous
substantial and well-designed streets of new
houses of red brick and brown stone, in the

newer quarter of the city. "Wall-street, the

Threadneedle-street of New York, contains

many fine buildings, amongst which may be

especially mentioned Drexel Buildings, which
have recently been completed at a cost of over

£100,000, while the ground on which they

stand cost almost as much. The general de-

sign is of late French Renaissance character,

with high mansard roofs of iron and slate, and
the whole reflects much credit upon the archi-

tect, Mr. Arthur Oilman. The New Theatre,

in Union-square, where the Yokes family were
playing one of their extraordinary pieces

—

"Fun in a Frolic"—is a pretty, well-designed

building, with t!ie auditorium running back
to a somewhat high elevation fi'om the stage,

a plan that, here at least, has not added much
to the acoustic or hygeanistio capabilities.

Amongst the host of churches of all descrip-

tions in the city, there are many well worth
visiting, some of them Gothic in design, show-
ing a considerable amount of architectural

merit ; but many of them were erected

years ago, when church architecture was not

very much studied, and are consequently,

like most of our churches of a similar date,

very poor and mediocre in design.

The stranger who takes the tramway along
Broadway and Fifth-avenue to the really mag-
nificent Central Park, will be somewhat sur-

prised to find, within a few minutes' walk of

streets of good and newly buUt private

houses, a oolleetion of the most miserable-

looking wooden shanties, pUed up one
above another, on the rugged spurs of the

outcropping rock, and seemingly in the

last stage of decay—places for which hovels

would be far too fine a name : yet, indeed,

these really exist—the homes of Irish squat-
ters, who have been allowed by the city to

retain and inherit them, until such time as

they require the land on which they stand for

building purposes ; scarcely, I should think, a

desirable arrangement ; for, not only are these

hovels a disgrace to any civilised city, but
they must, crowded as they are like nests in a

rookery, tend to harbour dirt and disease of

all kinds.

The Great Central Park, consisting of nearly

850 acres, is beautifully laid out, with pleasant

walks and drives amongst the most lovely

groves of rare trees and shrubs. The whole
park is a series of beautifully undulating
slopes, with the rugged points of the mica
schist rock jutling out here and there, in bold

relief to the well-kept and artificially-made

mounds and valleys. The general laying-out

has been done with great care and skill ; and
the pleasant little lakes, with their surround-
ings of beautiful and varied foliage, add much
to the general picturesqueness, while all seems
carefully kept and looked after. The lodges,

gates, bridges, and covered ways are all well

and appropriately designed. The immense re-

servou's which hold the water-supply of New
York are noticeable features in the park,

the new reservoir being of especial interest

from its vast size, occupying, as it does, an
area of over 100 acres, and holding over

1,000,000,000 gallons of water. On the east

side of the park is a natural history museum
and a small collection of animals, amongst
which I noticed an alligator and family from
the Mississippi, and a sea-cow and lions, lent

by the well known Mr. Barnum. A number
of fine houses are being erected in the imme-
diate neighbourhood of the park, most of them
faced with the favourite brown stone, which,
without relief of other material, seems heavy
and sombre. "When the works now going on
in this neighbourhood, and the great streets

and avenues leading up to the park are

finished, and the miserable hovels I have
before-named are cleared away, and, above
all, the road and footways throughout made
sound and good, this part of New Yoric will

compare favourably with any city in the world.

I must not forget to mention the pleasant

efiect which is given to many of the streets

and thorouglifares by the planting of trees

along the footways, with here and there plea-

sant hedges of the beautiful Rose of Sharon. A
very favourite tree, and one which is certainly

very beautiful, with its broad, acacia-like

leaves and clusters of yellow seed-pods, is the

Ailanthus, a tree, I believe, imported from
Japan. Nor are the birds altogether for-

gotten, for I noticed in several places, espe

cially in Union-square, small boxes placed in

the trees for their comfort and convenience.
In the old quarter of New York, at the ex-

treme east end of Broadway and towards
" The Battery," there are still some few inter-
esting remains of the old Dutch settlers, but
they are aU fast giving place to modern im-
provements, and in a few years New York
win probably have nothing but its associa-

tions to remind the visitor that it is not a city
of entirely the present century.

HISTORIC ART STUDIES.
RoMAj^" Monuments.

( With Dmihh-pnrje Illustration.')

TRIUMPHAL arches were undoubtedly the
most characteristic Roman monuments,

.

The origin of the word " triumph " did not
accord exactly with its signification at a later

period. "Triumpus" meant a jump, from
SpiufifioQ, a hymn to Bacchus ; h-dvpnjipog, a
lyric poem. That which had been with the
Greeks a passionate, joyous, and poetical song
in honour of the God of Wine, became with
the Romans a dance in arms, a riotous re-

joicing over the conquest, pillage, and humi-
liation of some unhappy nation. Self-glorifi-

cation and ambition, as abstract elements,

gave bii'th to the pompous and useless

concrete forms of triumphal arches. In the
beginning triumphal entries and processions

were instituted to reward military prowess
and personal bravery ; at a later period the -

triumphs became a source of endless misery

to the surrounding nations, and, finally, tO'

the Romans themselves. To pass through the

streets of Ptome as a crowned triumphator'

was the dream of every Roman Dictator,

Consul, or Praetor. The ceremony itself was
regulated by strict laws. Tlie triumphator
had to wait before the gates of the city until

he had obtained the solemn consent of the

Senate to his entrance, and was thusremindedi.

that his military powers were not supreme im
its peaceful precincts. The triumphal pro--

cessions soon afforded opportuuities to those

anxious to gain favour with the mob for great

rejoicings, and the distribution of cereals and
money. "When Rome had become mistress of

Italy and had subdued Greece, the spoils

from the glorious seats of classic art formed
a most important part of the pageantry.

When barbarians were conquered, they were
exhibited heavih* loaded with chains, with
their peculiar dresses and arms ; their idols,

and faithless non-protecting gods were carried

about to the delight of the Roman rabble.

"Whatever was found in distant countries, the

decorations of temples, sacrificial vessels,

private jewelry, weapons, and models of the

conquered towns, were borne in procession,

exhibited, and deposited in the temples of the

victorious Roman gods. It was the custoin>

at a very early period to erect temporary
arches tlirough which the processions passed.

Arched gates were commonly used in Italian,

towns. In market-places and the more fre-

quented streets they had " Jani " (from

Janus, the Indian Ganesa, the god of every

beginning and every end), with one, two, or

four gates, forming a means of communica-
tion on high-roads. At length triumphal

arches were constructed as permanent street

decorations in Rome, and soon the provinoiaL'

towns adopted the same architectural fasliion.

One of the earliest permanent monuments of

this kind was the memorable Arch of Titus at

Rome (see Fig. 1), which commemorated the

conquest of Jerusalem, a.b. 70. The arch is.

of elegant proportions, its decorations aro

tasteful, and the scidpturesin the interior of

the arch and on the frieze are s]nrited. The-

columns and other architectural lines are mere-

ornaments. The columns are considered,

the first specimens of that heavy order, the-

Roman Composite, a mixture of powerfully

projecting Ionic volutes and the Korinthian

acanthus ornament. Tlie Arch of Augustus
at Rimini, erected to him for having restored

the Flaminian high-road (see Fig. 2), has

some striking peculiarities. It is not so well
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proportioned as the Arch of Titus. The archi-

tectairal lines are borrowed from the pediment

of a Greek temple, and unite the triangular

form with the round arch in an incongruous

war, detrimental to both elements of construc-

tion. Powerful in dimension, but verj- badly

balanced in its decorative proportions, is the

Trium|)hal Arch of Septimius Severus, at

Home (see Figs. 3, elevation, and 4, ground-
plan). The mommieut was built in honour of

the Emperor's victories over the Parthians,

203 A.D. It has three arches. The substruc-

ture, which is provided with thin columns, is

richly ornamented, and is so divided and sub-

divided that it painfully contrasts with the

heavy and plain superstructure, producing a

most discordant impression. The sculptures

on the sides, representing scenes from the

wars against the Parthians, remind us of

Assyrian and Indian slabs. The most recent

of some thirty monuments of this type that

are still preserved is the Arch of Constantino

(see Figs. 5—elevation, and 6—ground-plan),

a compilation of splendidly-worked details,

taken from a triumphal arch erected in honour
of Trajan at the beginning of the fourth cen-

tury, A.B. The general arrangement of the

decorative elements appears to liave been
imitated from the destroyed arch. The better

reliefs relate entirely to that Emperor, and
onlv a few adritions, worked in an uncouth
and vulgar style, refer to Constantino. In
the interior of the first pillar a staircase led

to the top of the monument, as may be seen

on the plan (Fig. G). The Tomb of the Se-

cundians (see Figs. 7 and 8), near Trent,

was a tower-like building on an oblong sub-

structure. It was 71ft. in height, with
elongated attics, and a gable-shaped roof,

crowned at the summit with an eagle. The
sculptures on the southern side (Fig. 7) are

numerous and well arranged, whilst those on
the northern side (Fig. S) represent the usual

farewell scene in a medallion ; under the pedi-

ment is the head of the Sun-God. Assyrian
decorative forms, in the shape of griffins, pre-

dominate. These and similar monumental
structures may bo considered the transition-

links in architecture between Indian and
Buddhistic pillars, Egyptian obelisks, the de-
tached square towers of Christian churches,

and the minarets of the Mahometans. As a

development of Etruskan mounds we have the
Tomb of Cecilia Metella (see Figs. 9, 10, and
11). On a heavy, square substructure is a

round superstructure, which probably termi-
nated in a cone. The round towers are a

further development of these tombs. The
summit was always provided with a mighty
cornice, whilst the substructure was sometimes
•"fa<;'aded" and sometimes not. Many of these

tombs were built entirel)- of stone, with a small
entrance and a narrow passage leading to the
burial-chamber, in perfect analogy with the
Irish, Danish, Mexican, Indian, and Egyptian
tumuli. The tomb of Ca;cilia Metella, the wife
of the famous Crassus, was on the Via Appia,
and was constructed towards the end of the Kc-
public. It was 83ft. in diameter. Jhe only
ornaments on the monument were ox-skulls,
united by wreaths, under the cornice. From
these the structure takes the name of " Capo
di bove." The chamber in which the Sarko-
phagus stood was circular, and was approached
by a narrow passage in the form of a cross

(see ground-plan. Fig. 10). The live hori-
zontally-placed stones above the entrance (see

Fig. 11) were ornamented with five rings.
Evervthing primitive and unartistic in form
found favour with the Koraans. The mound
was still further developed into the pompous
imperial mausoleums. A colossal tomb of this

description was erected by Augustus for him-
self and family on the Plain of Mars (see
Fig. 12). The outer walls of the huge circular
tumtilus alone now exist. From these and
the various descriptions, we gather that the
tomb was constructed in rising terraces. Its

diameter at the base was 2201t ; the terraces,
according to Strabo, were adorned with trees,

and the summit of the uppermost terrace bore

a colossal bust of the emperor. The interior

consisted of four massive circular walls at

considerable distances from one another, con-

nected by intersecting walls and vaidted cells,

forming thus a sepulchral labyrinth, termi-

nating in a large central burial-chamber.

More imposing in size was the mausoleum of

the Emperor Hadrian, constructed on the

other side of the Tiber (see Fig. 13). The
square basement, which was 320ft. each way,
and the first terrace, stiU exist, and now form

the Castle of S. Angelo. The circular tower,

rising in terraces, was about 140rt. high,

crowned by a conical roof, bearing the statue

of the emperor in a quadriga. The basement
was adorned with Doric columns and marble

tablets, the upper terrace with Ionic, and the

next smaller one with Korinthian columns, or,

according to others, pilasters. Both circular

rows were richly ornamented with marble

statues, which were hurled down by the

soldiers of Justinian on the besieging Goths.

The contrast between man's fleeting existence

and these powerful and indestructible masses

of stone, produces a feeling of deep melan-

choly. The interior contained nothing but

gloomy passages leading to the burial-cham-

bers, of which there were two, one above the

other, in accordance with the arrangement of

the interior of some Egyptian pyramids. The
whole building was coated with Parian marble.

This tomb served as a safe refuge to many a

Pope, and from its fortified heights Benvenuto
Cellini directed his cannon on the besieging

armies of Charles of Bourbon, whose half-

starved soldiers avenged on heathen and
Christian Eome all the crimes committed in

the name of bloodthirsty ambition. Turning
to other private tombs in the provinces, we
find that the greatest number are preserved in

Pompeii. These united the useful with the

agreeable, and served, in the form of richly

decorated niches, provided with benches, in

the Gra>co-Italian stvle, as cool and shady

resting places for tired wanderers. A tomb at

Pompeii (see Fig. 1-1) is in this style. The
faults in the construction are obvious.

Korinthian pilasters shoot out of one another,

and the semicircular arched vault ends

in a flat triangular pediment. The tomb
of Calventius Quietus (see Fig. 15) is an

example of the most general form of Sarko-

phagus. On a massive sub-structure of stone,

without any burial-chamber, was placed a

square marble chest, the front of which was
decorated with a carving of the chair of

honour of the defunct. The mouldings repre-

sent steps leading from a sunken house to the

Sarkophagus, as the last resting-place of the

weary. Not less peculiar than the Koman
tombs, mausoleums, and gi-aves were the
" columbaria," or dove-cots, so called because

the square, circular, or oblong interiors were

provided with small niches, in which urns

coutaining the ashes of the dead were placed,

whilst small tablets on tlie walls bore the

names of the deceased. The columbaria were

subterranean, and constructed in imitation of

tlie Egyptian catacombs. The tomb which we
give (see Fig. 16) was opened in 172(). It

was on the Via Appia, and destined to receive

the ashes of the freedmeu and slaves of

Augustus. There were some larger niches, in

which Sarkophagi and fragments of sculp-

tm-es were found. In contemplating these

works we are always forced to regret that the

Romans should have wasted so much time and
labour on endeavouring to eft'ect impossibili-

ties. The Ptomans despised the study of art.

from a higher point of view. Their general

conceptions, plans, and decorative details were
imitations. The gigantic monumental build-

ings of the Egyptians were to be revived,

adorned with the graceful forms of Greece,

and united with an incongruous form—the

arch. The circle is undoubtedly the most per-

fect development of all geometrical forms ;

but is, notwithstanding, diametrically opposed

to the principles of Greek architecture, and of

all good architecture that aims at life-like

forms. Life and art both revolt against this

cold form, so finished in itself. In life, as well

as in art, we want conflict ; we want the ex-

pression of a strife, and not a bare attempt at

a reproduction of the inimitable heavenly

Tault. The Pwomaus themselves felt this ; the}'

constructed their flat walls as hi;,'h as possible,

and tried to hide the "bubble-monster"
behind a gorgeous poriieo of vertical and hori-

zontal lines. By this means they created that

unsystematic confusion between straight lines

and circles, foe which the Ileniissance tried to

find a harmonious solution. How far this

succeeded we shall see in studying the pro-

ducts of that art period. The dead geo-

metrical figures and rules—the mathematical

ingenuity—destroyed all artistic beauty. In
endeav curing to attain the sublime, the

Roma ns produced only the exquisitely mon-
strous. To be grand, massive, monumental,
and strictly regular was their aim ; but on the

other side they felt themselves attracted by the

rich and well-proportioned Greek forms, in

which were powerful variety, the utmost

simplicity, and gentle gracefulness. They
thought to produce these tender a^sthetical

efl'ects on their huge constructions, by dividing

and sub-dividing their walls, by heaping order

upon order, and decoration upon decoration.

The essential elements thus lost their cosmical

force of beauty, and became merely insigni-

ficant accessories, or borrowed ornamental

caprices. The geometrical rules were per-

fectly applied ; the calculations of heights and
depths were exact ; the decorations were

worked with great technical skill, and some-

times with exquisite grace in details—but yet

the result was always unsatisfactory. In Greek

art there was a union between the whole and
its parts. Everything was the outgrowth of

a well-balanced feeling of proportion, and
forms were harmoniously and freely combined

to produce within certain limits a perfect work
of beauty.

The Romans always suffered from a

spasmodic longing to outdo all other nations.

Thev endeavoured to combine monumental
grandeur with beauty, brutal massiveness

with gentle tenderness, and pompous vulgarity

with refined taste. These are the mysterious,

often misunderstood, causes of the failure of

the Romans in all branches of art. Roman
buOdings, sculptures, and poems alike impress

us with the practical and well-trained spirit

of the nation, and show a striving to do every-

thing with correct regularity and technical

perfection. With the Greeks every product

of art was an outburst of a noble, simple,

genuine naturalness adorned with all the

charm of ideal beauty. The practical was

never considered by them ; they sought alone

the truthful, and the truthful was with them
the beautiful. With the Egyptians art was

an eflbrt to copy nature ; to heap rock upon

rock, and to reproduce forests in the form of

liypostyle halls. This overwhelming and

terrifying tendency was checked in the

Romans to a certain extent by Greek influences,

but through their calculatiug, matter-of-fact

spirit, everything was over-regulated. "With

this word we pronounce the most condemnatory

judgment on Roman art. The overpowering

and solemn, or we might even say, supernatural

impression of Egyptian architecture was

never reached by the Romans, and they failed

still more signally to attain the free and

ideal beauty of the Greeks. It is vain igno-

rantly to admire the marble masses, the pom-

pous 'decorations, the heavv scrolls and Com-
posite capitals of the Romans, or to become

enraptured with spans and arches ; those who

wish really to improve our taste, to elevate

art, to purify our feelings, and to cultivate

our xsthetical appreciation of real beauty,

cannot but teach us to form far dift"erent

opinions. If we seek really valuable Roman
productions, we must turn to their^bridges,

aqueducts, and viaducts, to their mighty

fortifications and towers for defence or attack ;

but these monumental constructions have

nothing to do with art. A well-arched

bridge, carefully laid down water-pipes, or
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walls 10 or 12ft. thick, built of square blocks,

are not works of art. If they were, our rail-

roads, suspension bridges, and shed-like

stations, with a certain number of feet of iron

girders, would undoubtedly be the greatest

works of art in the world. A crane lifting

an astounding number of tons, a steam-roller

crushing st^Dnes in a thoroughfare, might
then be looked upon as spirited artists. We
might with equal justice fall in with the

modem principle of certain Goths in architec-

ture and art, and say " Le beau e'est le laid ;"

freely translated, " The quainter and uglier, the

more beautiful." If the ugly, when made
for a useful purpose, were beautiful, then the

tunnel through Mont Cenis would be the

most beautiful work of art. We must learn

to make a distinction between scientific con-

structions and artistic products, between
-technical accuracy and harmonious composi-

tions, between practical realism and rosthetical

idealism. The Romans, as pre-eminently a

fighting and regulating nation, early turned
their attention to one of the most important
factors in civilisation—the means of safe,

jjlcasant, and speedy communication. No
praise can be too great to bestow on the

mighty monsters of high-roads, aqueducts,

and bridges. The Appian road (see section

•of it. Fig. 19) for the construction of which
marshes were drained, mountains levelled,

valleys filled up, and bridges thrown over

chasms, forces us to admire the practical

sense of those who ordered and executed this

useful and gigantic work. In this sense we
must also praise the aqueducts of Segovia

(see Fig. 17). If we were to say that the

long row of double arches was an architec-

tural screen of beauty hitherto unrivalled, we
should be talking pure nonsense. The piers of

the lower row of arches, broken by too many
ofisets, rise to a height of over 106ft., and
carry the smaller arches. Both are badly pro-

portioned, and, in spite of its size, the con-
struction cannot be called a real work of art.

A single erection was often made doubly
useful, as, for instance, the bridge near Volci

leading over the Fiora valley (see Fig. 18),

which was at the same time an aqueduct.

Not less than fourteen immense architectural

works provided the capital of the empire with
water. The oldest of all was that constructed

hv Appius Claudius (see Fig. 20), who was
also the first to plan and lay out a military

Iiigh-road. The mightiest of all the aque-
ducts, however, was tliat of the Emperor
Claudius of which we give elevation and two
:sections. It is now called " Porta Maggiore."

It had several purposes ; it was an imposing
double gate, one door leading to the Via
Pra^nestina, and the other to the Via Labi-
cana. In the lower part the waters of the

Anio NoYus flowed, and through the upper
the Aqua Claudia found its way into Rome.
The inscriptions, which are well preserved,

inform us that the first constructor was the

Emperor Claudius, the Emperors Vespasian
-and Titus being mentioned as restorers. The
decoration is he-avy, with ugly columns in

"rustico," and a kind of tabernacle mould-
ing of compressed and poor proportions. Their

perfection in constructing massive walls for

fortifications (see Fig. 21) was inherited by
the Romans from the Etruskans. The for-

tified walls surrounding Rome were furnished

with all the means of defence, powerfully

vaulted arches, under which the soldiers

could pass to and fro, and strong towers well

provided with battlements, all being con-

structed in a monumental style. These
works were often decorated in the most simple

j

way so as to interrupt the monotonj- of the ,

flat, long walls. Our last illustration gives
|

the celebrated '
' Pons Fabricius " at Rome

(see Fig. 22), now called " Ponte Quattro
Capi," which bridges the Tiber. It was con-

structed towards the end of the Republic by L.

Fabricius, and was strengthened forty-four

years later by the Emperor Augustus. The
gracefully constructed arches gain in light-

ness through the three vaulted openings in

the piers. In all productions in which the

Romans knew well what they intended, they

were most successful. They adapted the

means to the end, and as beauty, grace, and
iesthetics were never their object, they never

found the means to produce a work of

genuine art We shall see Roman forms, like

those of Classic Greece, revive again in all

the difterent branches of art, but shall find

them regulated by a power which was culti-

vated by the Greeks, neglected by the

Romans, redeemed by Clirist, and restored to

its full rights in modern times—the inteUec-

tual force of virtue and beauty.

G. G. Zerffi.

THE WORKS OF MR. R. NORMAN
SHAW, A.R.A.

IX these times of carping, ca-villLng, and
motive-mongery, it is as well, if we wish

our opinion to be taken for what it is really

worth, and not at considerably less, to state

clearly the personal relations of the critic and
the criticised. If there be any relation, no
critic is altogether above suspicion, because no
one with memory can put himself beyond the

reach of association. And there are few things
more intensely—I might almost say cruelly

comic—in the history of man than the constant

assumption of an independent judgment, or

the arrogance of what is called an unbiassed

judge. Not consciously by any means, but
wnconsciously by allmeans, is every one biassed,

and true judgment is altogether a myth. Nor
let it be supposed that I am here setting up as

an exception to the rule. You have asked me,
Mr. Editor, for my opinion on Mr. Shaw as

an architect, and I have no hesitation in

giving it, biassed though it may be by the

sympathy arising from mutual reverence for,

and admiration of, good work in every age.

Personally, I know nothing of him. I do not

know that I have ever seen him, or that I am
acquainted with any one who knows him. We
have had no professional intercourse of any
kind. We have not robbed one another of

clients, nor have we entered into competition

against one another. Whether he likes any
of my work or not I do not know : I hope he
does. So far, then, your readers may see that

the reasons for what I am about to write have
as little bias as may be, and certainly none of

a personal nature.

Before, however, I begin, I fancy I can
hear some of your super-excellent angelic

subscribers exclaim against my view of per-

sonal bias as unjust to the profession. We are

constantly being reminded of esprit de. corps,

as Mr. Roger Smith calls it, although I ques-
tion the existence of any corps whatsoever.
We are told that our profession is a brotherly

union, and everything that is pleasant, if the

discontented ones would but leave off their

unseemly wrangling. The Faculty and the
Law are held up to us as examples of beha-
viour : that is to say, we are invited to see

how Dr. Brown cherishes Dr. Jones, conceals

his little error when .Tones kills a patient by
sheer ignorance, and places the ajgis of his

reputation between the fool and the world for

the sake of esprit de corps. The amiable men
may talk as much as they please about esprit,

and all the other nice things they pick up as

they sup together in their private societies, or

hobnob over a cup of weak tea in their public

reunions, but all the araiableness in the

world, and all the talk, wiU not alter the fact

that ninety-nine in a hundred colour their

criticisms of architectural works with
pigments e.xtraoted from their prejudices for

or against the author of such works. Archi-
tects are perhaps more hungry for praise than
any other class of men outside the green room,
and if once you begin to feed them, woe betide
you if you stop the supply. I knew a man,
whose opinion a friend of mine much
valued, who was constantly devoting his

time to him, looking over and commenting
on his designs in their rough state, suggest-
ing improvements, and discussing doubtful

questions. He was a very good fello^sr

indeed ; but somehow or other he gave up all

visiting, my friend included. What else

can one do but speak of him as very clever and
all that ; but, at the same time, the most selfish

of men ? Are we singular in this ? Or rather,

is it not the language of our brethren all down
theline ? But it is time we turned to Mr. Shaw,

First, then, that your readers may the more
readily follow me, I shall speak only of those
works which have been illustrated in these
pages. These are four country houses, one
town house, two churches, and one town hall,

or, more correctly speaking, exchange.

Of the country houses, those at Preen and
Leyes Wood, Sussex, are the best examples of
modern halt-timbered work I know. I had
written this sentence without the word
" modern," but here, I suppose, an antiquary's
bias dictated the addition ; for, of course, there
is a charm about many of the old farms and
manor places in Cheshire and Warwickshire
which no modern can seize, however strong his

grasp. Moreton Hall, in our own county,
and the fragments of the farm-house at

Mesnil-Mauger, in Calvados, have, perhaps, too

strong a hold in my memory for me to be as

enthusiastic as I might wish in praise of Leyes
Wood and Preen. But when Moreton has
been destroyed by one of our "restoring"
architects, and when Mesnil-Mauger has been
completely sawn up for firewood (a process it

is rapidly undergoing), we shall, perhaps,

begin to learn from Mr. Shaw's country houses
what it is we have so long neglected, and at

last irreparably lost. I have no space to de-
scribe as they deserve either Preen or Leyes
Wood. Let my readers look at the illustra-

tions in this Journal of March 31st and
August lltti, liSTl. Let them note the calm
country simplicity, the unaffected picturesque-

ness which pervades them. What poetry

lurks in that corner window I—in that wide-
spreading roof, that towering chimney, what
far-reaching hospitality and quiet enjoyment
of life ' I do not like altogether the crenel-

lated parapet, flat roof, and skylight in the

left foregrouad of Loyes Wood ; they seem out

of tune with all the rest, but as I have seen

an engraving of the design showing a very
diflferent termination to this end of the quad-
rangle, it is just possible that the architect is

not wholly responsible for them. It is rather

odd that we have so little published of these

charming homes. Why have we not the

plans, an interior of the hall, a dining-room,

and so on ? They deserve illustration of the

most complete kiud, if any modern work ever

does. The house at Harrow Weald (B. N.,

Sept. 6, 1872), and the castellated mansion at

Cragside (B.N., Yay 10, 1872), are also pictu-

resque, and contain many exquisite bits, but

both these works seem to me disjointed, each

looks as if two or three hoiises had been

brought together and shiiflled up somehow
into one. So far the style of Mr. Shaw's work
is based on that old English half-timber

Domestic construction which prevailed during

the latter part of the fifteenth and for a
great portion of the sixteenth centuries, or, in

other words, the Architecture of the House of

Tudor. Directly, however, we leave the

country house, and go to the country church,

or town house, or civic budding, we find Mr.

Shaw's style founded both on much earlier

and later styles. Thus the two churches

(B. N., Jan. 10, and May 23, 1873) are dis-

tinctly thirteenth centurv in ch-araeter, as is

also the Exchange (B. N., March 24, 1871),

whilst, on the other hand, the town house in

Leadenhall-street (B. N., Sept. 5, 1873)^ is at

the opposite extreme, and is as distinctly

founded on the Anglican form of the Renais-

sance. The churches, especially that at Lyons,

are very characteristic, although based on a

style now used and abused by every one. The
porch and bell gable at Bournemouth are

somewhat gaunt, and the latter looks as if the

designer would have liked to have made it a

chimney. This building is wonderfully plain,

and the great credit of it is that such cha-
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raeter and dignity oonld be got out of sucli

simple elements. The design of the Lyons ex-

ample is also marvellously simple, but the

way it solves the problem of making a small

town church look dignified amongst the taU

street houses adjacent is well worth the stu-

dent's careful attention. "VMiether the acutely

pointed arches in the gable are in accord with

the rest may be a question ; and I doubt the

use of the enormous gurgoyle, for, if it be not

a water- spoilt, it is vain, and, if it be, I pity

the good people of Lyons.

The design for the Exchange at Bradford is,

again, remarkable for its severe simplicity.

The wide segmental opening in the tower, the

angle buttresses, and the great irregularity of

the fenestration, strike me as defects. But in

the treatment of the dormers, the balcony

parapets, and the top storj' of the tower, we
see the hand of the artist as vigorous as in

anything he has designed.

I now come to Xew Zealand Chambers,
Leadenhall-street. And here let me say one
word to those who are for ever droning in our
ears against clever sketching, and who would
have us believe that pen-and-ink drawings
cleverly done, in the manner of Mr. Shaw,
for instance, are all very well as drawings,

but that they are gross exaggerations on the

side ot flattery if taken as representative of

the architecture they profess to iUustrale.

Now, knowing the works and the drawings of

Mr. Street and Mr. Shaw, I have no hesita-

tion in saying that in regard to these archi-

tects the statement is entirely visionary. Let
any one take t'.ie illustration of the New
Zealand Chambers, and look well at it in all

its detail, composition, eft'ect of light, &q.,

then go to Leadenhall-street with as little

delay and as early on a sunny morning as pos-

sible, and he will see an overwhelming proof
of my assertion. Looking only at the draw-
ing, one might not unreasonably advance
criticisms that an inspection of the building
would prove to be beside the mark. Thus the
efi'eet produced by the chief colours—white,

red, brown—is totally absent from the pen-
and-ink drawing. And this question of

colour, mind, is not to be pooh-poohed as

having nothing to do with the architecture.

Colour you »ii/st have, whether }-ou admit it

lovingly or turn a cold shoulder to it. Your
grey- stock-back architects do the last with a

result which is no doubt highly cheering to

themselves and of advantage to the art.

Mr. Shaw prefers the other course, and gives

us, in a dull City street, regulated by stringent

Act of Parliament, such charming cheerfulness

of colour, such play of light and shade, such
diversity of form, that—although I am not
inclined to indorse all the detail (of which
hereafter)— it appears, in my eye at least, the
most satisfactory modern street front I have
yet seen. ]5ut'the building itself must be
seen. Xo pen-and-ink drawing in the world
could show it ; for the lights and the darks
have not, and cannot have, the same rela-

tion in the one as in the other. When
we come to examine the detail, we find

some crudities, or, at any rate, singularities,

which might have easily been spared. For
example, the pattern on the cove of the main
cornice seems to me huge almost to coarseness.
The projection, too, of the main cornice itself

in such a high front in such a narrow street

completely shuts out the roof from a near
view. The loss of the roof, and the substitu-
tion of a straight skyline in the cornice, is the
practical result. The doorway has also the
appearance of coarseness, intensified by the
delicacy of the wood bars in the adjacent
windows. The little pediments over the oriel

windows strike hard, verj'hard, on my retina,

although many people " might think them
quaint. Above the main cornice the design
liiUs ofi' considerably—but as few will ever see
it, it is not of much consequence. One prac-
tical feature in the design must not be over-
looked, and that is, the easy gradation by
which the lighting spaces are made to meet
the several degrees of light from the open sky

of the roof level to the shadowed pavement of

the narrow street. To my mind, the design
would have been far better without the square
dividing piers, too large to be called pilasters

and too small to act as wall space ; but then
the Act forbids oriels ; so to get the undeni-
able charm of an oriel, the external play of

light and shade, and the view up and down
the street from the interior, it is compulsory
on us that we cut them out of the wall, so to

speak, like the apsidal chapels of Coutances
and Bayeux, which, although distinctly

apsidal, do not interrupt the great compre-
hending curve of the main chevet.

Whatever grumblings we may indulge in,

we see in Mr. Shaw a master of the first half

of his art

—

i.e., knowledge of what has been
done. It matters not whether he bases his

work on thirteenth, fifteenth, sixteenth, or

seventeenth century, it is all equally pleasing,

free altogether from the faintest tinge of

vulgarity, yet exhibiting often features

that were once upon a time most common-
place and homely. I do not know whether
I have not unwittingly just written the

word that best describes in brief Mr.
Shaw's power. The English humestead
and all that it means was never hardly noticed

as worth anything except to a water-colour

artist, until Mr. Shaw revived its style as no
style has yet been revived—revived it, that

is, with a vigour which has rendered it almost

a style of his own. Whether the New Zealand
Chambers indicates a movement towards the
fashionable Clueen Anne style (of which some
day I may send you a few jottings) is perhaps
hardly known even to Mr. Shaw himself

;

but of this we may feel sure, that whether he
takes up with this phase or that phase, the

artist's impress will be no uncertain one.

Edward W. Godwiu.

THE BISEXCENTEMARY OF S. ETHEL-
DREDA.

THE twelve-hundredth anniversary of the
foundation of a monastic establishment by

S. Etheldreda was held on S. Etheldreda's Day,
the festival extending to the following Tuesday.
In connection "with S. Etheldreda's foundation iu

G~3, it may be noted that the monastery was
destroyed by the Danes in 870; a hundred years
later, and the secular clergy, who had returned to

Ely, were dismissed by Ethelwold, Bishop of

Winchester, the monastery being reconstituted,

for monks only, under the rule of S. Benedict.

Iu 1071, the abbey was surrendered to William
the Conqueror, and a few years later the building

of the present cathedral was commenced by
Abbot Simeon. In 1109 the erection of the
diocese of Ely took place, and the building of the

nave, transepts, tower, and choir were continued
through the twelfth century. The Gjililee porch
was erected about the year 1200. the presbytery

in 1235, and in 1321 the building of tbo Lady
Chapel was commenced. In 1322 the fall of the

central tower "was followed by the construction

of the octagon and lantern by Alan de Walsing-
ham ; in 1140 the cloisters were built, and
towards the end of the century Bishop Alcock's

Ch.apci. The abbey was dissolved by Henry VUt.
in 1511, and reconstituted as a Chapter of Deans
and Cauons. The commencement of the modern
restoration of the cathedra], under Dean Peacock,
took p'ace iu 184,5, and was continued under
Dean Goodwin, and subsequently under the pie-

sent dean, the amount of money expended on the

building within the past thirty years being not
less than £57,000. In addition to ttiis, consider-

able works have been carried on by the De;\n and
Chapter in providing houses for the masters of

the grammar school, improving the deanery and
canons' houses, building new schools for choris-

ters, (tc. ; so that the total cost of restorations and
improvements to the cathedral church and its

belongings is about £70,000. The result of this

expenditure has been to cause the cathedral to

rank amongst the most perfectly restored churches
in Europe. We have from time to time recorded
the progress of the work, and gave in the BciLD-
ISG News of July 10, 18(;3, an illustnation of the
restored Lantern, and in November 15, 1807,
another of the western front, together with a long
account of the building and its restoration.

On Tuesday, the concluding day of the festival

after matins, Mr. Scott, in the absence of his

father, Sir Gilbert Scott, rend a graphic lecture,

by that architect on the cathedral, and subse-
quently Mr. Edmund Shaq^e explained many of
its most interesting features. Of all the restora-
tions which have yet taken place in this country,
none is entitled to higher praise for the good tasto
and liberality with which it has been carried out.
The credit of projecting it belongs to Dean Pea-
cock and his Chapter, but it has been prosecuted
with unremitting energy by their successors, who
have been nobly supported by many distin-

guished laymen, including Mr. Beresford Hope,.
M.P., the late Mr, Stjleman L'Estrange, Mr.
Gambler Parry, Mr. Dunn Gardner, Mrs. Wad-
dington. Canon Selwyn, Canon Sparke, and
many others. The chief works have, in the first

place, been the complete restoration of the south-
western transept, the rebuilding of the ruined
apsidal chapel of S, Catherine, and the renova-
tion of the Galilee, one of the most exquisites

pieces of E.arly Pointed work iu the kingdom.
Then the wooden ceiling has been painted from
end to end by Messrs. L'Estran^o and Parry^
Nothing can exceed the admirable effect "which
has been produced by this work. So far from the
introduction of largo masses of colour detracting
from the apparent height of the building, the
general tone has been so admirably managed that
the nave—surely the most impressive in the-

country—seems, if possible, to have gained in

height. The choir has been removed from under
the octagon to the chancel, at the entrance of

which a magnificent oak rood-screen has been in-

troduced. The stalls haTO been thorougly re-
paired, and panels of carved work have been in-
troduced with admirable elfect. The reredos is

simply the most sumptuous even of those which,

have of late years been executed. The niunbor
of windows which have been filled with scained
glass cannot be far short of a hundred. In a
word, the sum which has been expended to tho-

present time is not far short of £70,000, A great
deal still remains to be done, the chief v^orks of

artistic interest being the rebuilding of the fallen

north-west transept and the completion of the
pinnacles and parapet of the octagon.

THE FALL OF A CHIMNEY AT
NORTHFLEET,

ON Monday Mr. Thomas Hills, coroner for tho'

district, resumed the adjourned inquiry
relative to the death of four of the six men whc
died from injuries received by the partial fall of a
shaft at the unfinished cement works of Messrs.
J, C, (iostling and Co., Nonhiloet, At the pre-
vious inquiry the evidence taken was solely as tc^

identification of the deceased, the statements of

the architect and of the professional gentleman
who has made a survey being reserved till this

inquiry. Meanwhile tho shaft has been demo-
lished, by a party of Royal Engineers, to -withiii

about 30ft. of the ground, the stump remaining
being extensively cracked .and seamed. The first

witness examined was Jlr. John Cubitt Gostling,

who said Mr. Blagburn, the contractor, was a pro-

fessed shaft builder, and recommended to theai

by a firm iu London for whom he had built shafts.

Their first notion was to build a shaft of about
120ft., but in consequence of opposition by persons
iu the neighbourhood they were compelled either

to build the sh.aft much higher or to submit to

claims for compensation. They thou entered
into an arrangement with Mr. Blagburu for labour
only at £500., they finding the m.iterials. The
shaft -was to be 220ft. high, diameter at the basa
22ft., on a base of 30ft. square, the outside

measurement at the top beinir lift. The thickness

of the wall at the base was 3ft. Din. ; at 2(>ft. Sin.

the thickness was 3ft. 4iin. ; at 52ft.Gin.it w.as

3ft.; at 78ft. Din., 2ft. 7im. ; at 105ft., 2ft. 3in.

;

at 131ft. 3in., 1ft. 10.5in. ; at 157ft. Oin.,

1ft. Gin. ; at 183ft. 9in., 14in. ; .and it was carried

on to the top at 14iu. Mr. Gostling then gave
statistics of several high cuimneys, showing that

tho thickness of the walls of their shaft was upon
an average not less than one-third more than the
chimneys named. In regard to the chimney of

S. Rollox Chemical Wor'ss, Glasgow, which ia

422ft. high from the surface, it was stated that

the thickness at the base was 2ft. Sin., that at

Northfleet being 3ft. 9iu., so that the latter -would,

in proportion, bo nearly double the thickness of

the one at Glasgow. Witness continued that

they procured the best materials. The principal

part of tho bricks consisted of Ruttor's paviors or

the best picked stocks. The best Dorkins; grey-
stono limo w-as used, mixed w-ith the best Thames
sand, every lew coui'ses being grouted in with
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neat Portland coment. Mr. Blagbum exercised
ilia discretinn as to the rate at which the work
should proceed. It was commenced in the early

part of June and finished in fair weather, havini;

•occupied about lij weeks. Witness examined the
work daily, and never discovered any defect.

The contract was not put up to competition.
They had a private arrangement with Mr. Blag-
burn. Mr. James Cubitt, architect, said h© made
the drawings and superintended the building. He
did not think the rate of progress excessive, con-
sidering the fine weather. He saw the shaft

plumbed the night before the accident, but dis-

ooverod no defect. The materials employed were
first-rate. He could give no opinion as to the
cause of the accident. Ho had formed a slight

conjecture, which was that the working of the
derrick at the top might have interfered with the
setting of the coment in the cap. The weight of

the shaft was l,()7-i tons, and the cap weighed 19
tons 3cwt. Mr. William Fountain Meakin, an
architect and surveyor of 40 years' experience,
iaving offices in Martin's-lano, Cannon-street,
said he had examined the remains. The propor-
tions of the shaft were proper, and there was an
excess of thickness in the walls and consequent
strength over other shafts of the same nature.
The materials were perfect, and the workmanship
-of the very best. There had been no filling in
with bats or rubble. Jonathan Ward, foreman to

JVIessrs. Gostling, gave evidence as to the ex-
•oe'dence of the material and the work. Mr. Blag-
fcurn, the contractor, was present, but being still

weak, and suffering from the injuries be received,
he was not formally examined. He, however,
-answered a few questions as to the shafts he had
built in and near London, and in the North of

England. He could not account for the accident.

His son was next called, and said he had worked
on t'le shaft f I'om the commencement, and plumbed
it about half an hour before the accident. He
was about to ascend with the flag when the acci-

-dent occun'ed, and he was knocked down insen
sihle. Tticy had first-rate materials to work
with. Two bricklayers, brothers of the deceased
man Bruce, were examined at their own request,

.and stated that they considered the cap or head
was too heavy, and that this '* swagged " the shaft

over. Mr. Meakin, recalled, considered this quite
erroneous. If it swayed it must sway all round.
The effect of the cap being too heavy would be,

if possible, to crush the brickwork beneath, ilr.

Cubitt said the cap, having remained all the pre-
vious night, its weakest time, would not be likely
to collapse when the parapet h id been put on, for

this would have the effect of strengthening it.

The Coroner having summed up, the jury retired
to consider their verdict, and found that the men
were accidentally killed. The Coroner said ho
agreed with the verdict.

THE WATER SUPPLY AVAILABLE FOR
EXTIXGUISHIXG FIRES.

IN a pamphlet just published. Captain Shaw
forcibly represents the dillici.lties experienced

under the present system of water supply in

London in dealing with fires. Tlie pipes are of

three kinds—mains which run along principal
thoroughfares, and are always under pressure

;

service pipes, laid along.side streets, and into
which the water is turned from the mains for an
hour or two a day ; and supply pipes, which run
into the cisterns of the houses. There are no
stopcocks at the junctions of the service and
supply pipes ; oonsequentlv, to turn the water ou
from the mains into the " services " is to com-
mence filling .vU tho cisterns of a neiglibourhood.
In the event of a fire, it is some time before a full

pressure of water can be obtained, owing to the
fact that every cistern in the neighbourhood may
be partially empty, and the water runs into them.
Nor is this all. When new thoroughfares are
opened new service pipes are necessary, and
these, instead of communicating directly with
the mains, are often merely adjunts to other
service pipes. Thus the w.ater that is urgently
required for the extinction of a fire may be pour-
ing in all directions, through a system of service
pipes, into hundreds of cisterns. In many parts
ithe arrangements are so extremely complicated
that only an ex"porienced turncock has the least
chance of controlling the pressure, by shutting'
off these secondary "services;" but even then the
last cistern in the immediate neighbourhood of
the fire mu=t be filled before the full force of
water is concentrated wliere it is required. As
an illustration, Captain Shaw supposes that a fire

breaks out in a district containing 200 buildings,

each with a cistern capable of containing 250
gallons. If it should happen just before tho

time when the cisterns are replenished by turning

on from the mains, and when therefore they may
be supposed to be empty, the firemen would fail

to get a full and proper supply of water until

50,'JOO gallons had escaped into the cisterns.

THE PLASTERERS' COJIPANT'S PRIZE

THE Art Co-nmittee of this Company have
reported that a very successful competition

has again been called forth for the prizes offered

by the Company. The subjects selected for com-
petition were (1) a model in plaster for the orna-

mentation of a spandrel between two adjacent

arches, to be designed and modelled by the com-
petitor. (2) A design for the decoration of a

chimney breast from floor to ceiling, including a

chimney-piece, capable of being executed in

plaster. Thirteen models were sent in for the

spandrel, and twenty-eight designs for the

chimney breast, all of which are on view at tho

annual exhibition of the Schools of Art prizes at

South Kansington. The prizes, as usual, were
adjudged by the Department of Art, the adjudi-

cators for the year being Messrs. Cope,

R. Redgrave, Pickersgill. Weekes, and Horsley,

Royal Academicians ; Mr. Owen Jones, architect

;

and Mr. Bowler. Tue first prize of £7. 7s. was
awarded to W. Mai-shall, of South Kensington
School of Art. The second prize, of £i, to George
Jupp, of S. Martin's School of Art. The first

prize for design, i'ii. 8s., was awarded to W. R.

Randell, of South Kensington. The second,

£5. 5s., to J. S. Cartlidge, of tho Burslem School

of Art; and in addition to the money prizes offered

by the Company, the works sent in on the invita-

tion of the Company were deemed of sufficient

merit to receive one of the ten national gold

medals, one silver medal, three bronze
medals, and sixteen third grade prizes,

which have been awarded to them in the
national competition, in which all the works,

although specially prepared for the company's
prizes, are alio ved to participate, in consequence
of its connection with the Department of Art. An
additional sum of £15 having been placed at the
disposal of the committee for the purpose of

rendering tho Company's prizes more generally

useful, the committee caused twelve casts of the

last year's model to be made, aud they have
been distributed to the several schools of art in

the metropolis—the City of London Library, In-

stitute of British Architects, and Bethnal-green
Museum. Photographs also have been taken of

the models and of the designs, aud they have also

been distributed in like manner. Twenty-four of

these photograplis have also been presented to

schools of art in tho large provincial towns for the

use of their students. The committee, believing

this extension of their scheme is promoting the

furtherance of art, recommend a continuance of

this distribution of copies of the prizes as being
calculated to effect much good.

HYGIENE.*

THE first edition of lh\ Wilson's book was
issued early in the present year, as a hand-

book likely to be required after the passing of

the Public Health Act of 1872. The second
edition has been carefully revised, and tho
necessary additions required to keep the work up
to date interpolated. Dr. Wilson discusses the
subject of public health and preventible disease
under three heads—'* Hereditary Influence," '' the
Causes of Deterioration and Disease," and "Pre-
ventible Disease," The first of these m.ay best
be left with the members of his own profession;

on the second his book may be read with con-
siderable advantage by all engaged in construc-
tion or sanitary work, especially in such matters
as the effects of impure air on health, warming
and ventilation, water supply, and kindred sub-
jects. The chapter on hospital construction is

illustrated by a ground-plan and sketch elevation

of the Herbert Hospital at Woolwich. A short

description is given of a new method of hospital

construction lately proposed by IMr. Greenway,
of Plymouth. In this plan each patient occupies
a separate glass compartment, which is so

ventilated that the vitiated air is directly re-

moved without much chance of its mingling with

* A Handbook of Hygiene, byGEOliGK Wij.soN, M.i.,
M.D., and CM., ka. London: J. & A. Churchill.

that in the ward. The compartments are
ranged in a double row along tho centre of the
ward, and separated from the sida walls by a
corridor on either side. The ceilings as well as
the partitions are proposed to be of glass. Great
cleanliness would doubtless bo ensured, but it is

to be fearod that tho risk of constant breakage
and the difficulties in the way of efficient nurs-
ing would more than counterbalance the ad-
vantages of the plan. Tho cost per bed has
been estimated at £150. In treating of the re-
moval of sewage. Dr. Wilson is in favour of water-
carriage for towns. Ho also recommends
asphalte as a road material so strongly as to in-
dicate that its disadvantages have received
scant consideration. Its "smooth and im-
permeable surface," so strongly commended by
him and others is still un.appreciated by the
horses ; and all engaged in its practical applica-
tion as a paving material are becoming more and
more convinced that its continued adoption is
very unlikely. The sauitary aspects of sewage
irrigation are viewed favourably. The author
decides that no direct or reliable evidence has
yet been adduced to prove tho production of
disease by sewage irrigation, and he gives Dr.
Cobbold credit for his rare scientific candour in
admitting, after careful investigation, that his
apprehensions with regard to the propagation of
ontozootic diseases have not been realised. The
chapter on tho duties of medical officers of
health, and tho carefully compiled appendices,
materially add to the value of the book, in the
production of which the author's own experience
as a medical olHcer of health has been well
utilised.

Principles ofDecorative Desijin, by Christopher
Dresser, Ph. D., &c. (London : Cassell, Petter, and
Galpin), is a reproduction in substance of a
series of articles in the Technical Educator,
and is mainly addressed to those whose artistic

education has been unavoidably postponed to a
comparatively late period of life.— The Centro-
lineacl, by C. C. Ogle, A.R.I,BA. (London:
Hodgson and Sons), is the result of the frequent
occurrence of questions in our own "Intercom-
munication " column as to tho correct way of

setting the Centrolinoad. The author felt it

would not be possible to give a sufficiently

comprehensive reply in the small space at our
disposal, and consequently determined to publish
this description of what he believes to be the
only correct and universal manner of setting the
instrument in the present form.

—

Results of an
Experimental Inquin/ in Different Qualities of
Steel ninnufactnred by Ciiristian Aspelin, by
David Kirkaldy, London, is a record of a number
of experiments conducted by the author, at hia
testing works, with the steel in question.— T/,e

Seicage Question and the Lime and Cement Pro-
cess of Major General Scott is issued by Scott's
Sewage Company (Limited), and is devoted to the
consideration of the various plans already pro-
posed or adopted for the utilisation of sewage,
and to acomparison of their merits with those of
General Scott's process—favourable of course to
the latter, though not unduly so, when the
opinions of omiuBnt chemists, engineers, and
agriculturists which support it are considered.

—

Ueat, Pneumatics and Acoustics, Light, Mai/net-
ism, Electricit)/, and Chemistry, by ,1. H. Pepper
(London ; F, Warne)are republications in separate
parts of the author's "Science Simplified."

—

Worlcshop Receipts for the Lseof Manufacturers,
Mechanics, and Scientifc Amateurs (London : E.
and F. N. Spon), is a useful compilat'on as far as it

goes. It seems in some instances to includematter
which is hardly indicated by the title, and several
things we should have expected to find in it are
absent. Thus, for instance, the first six pages
are devoted to drawing, drawin^'-papers, and infor-

mation connected with their uses—subjects hardly
coming under the head " Workshop Receipts."
Attempts are also made to summarise the techni-
cal details connected with such trades as iionse-

painting, plumbing, plastering, &c., hardly, w©
think, to the advantage of the book or its readers.

CHIPS.
Mr. Henry Raper, of Springsraine House, Dudley,

has been chosen by the Widnes Local Board to
make a survey of the to\vnship, for a remuneration
of £1,450,
The foundation-stone of the new wing of S. Jolm's

National Schools, Hanley, was laid on Wednesday
week.
The first stone of the extension of the building

of the Hnnley branch of the National Provincisd
B ink of England was laid last week.
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OUR LITHOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS- funeral the chapel will form a ch.inoel, and a tent

will form the nave (if required); the west

KETHEKTHOBFE SCHOOLS.

One of our sheets of illustrations is a view of the

school, with plans of the principal Qoors, just

completed at Netherthorpo for the Sheffield

School Board. The ground floor contains infants'

schoolroom, 40ft. lOin. wide, for 258 scholars, two

classrooms, each for 50 infants, manager's room,

kitchen, cloak-room, lavatories, teachers' w.c.'s,

and the entrances, the infants' department being

accessible from both the boys' and gills' lobbies.

On the first floor, entirely separate from each

other, are the divisions for hoys and girls
;
each

of these divisions having school-rooms (_ shaped,

20ft. wide, for 135 scholars, large class-room, or

second schoolroom for 80 senior scholars, and two

other classrooms for 45 and 34 respectively. The

play-grounds have covered play-sheds, and Mac-

farlane's sanitary appliances. The style of build-

ing is plainly shown by the illustration, and the

other fourteen schools in course of erection in

Sheffield are in the same style and kind of build-

ing. The outside walls are all of coursed stone,

^yith dressings of ashlar, from the well-known

Greuoside quarries. Pitch pine is used through-

out the interior ; tho walls are boarded np to

window cills in all the schools, classrooms, stair-

cases, and lobbies ; the upper parts of the windows

open with cords and pulleys, the floors of rooms

are laid with l^in. grooved and tongued boarding
;

tho lobby floors and stops are of stone. In the

lighting of the building, speci.al care has boon

taken to obtain front and side light to tho desks,

and side light to tho galleries. Iq the ventilatiou

the flues and grates are arranged to produce as

nearly as desirable a self-acting operation, but

while the air must bo changed, tho quantity of

fresh air admitted can be regulated by the

teacher. In the warming, the classrooms have

open fireplaces, aud the schoolrooms are heated

by Perkins's patent hot- water system, applied by

Mr. R. R. Gibbs, of Liverpool. One of tho class-

rooms on the girls' side is fitted up as a sewing-

room. The desks used are thoso known as Moss's

patent, being an improvement upon tho Conti-

nental system of seating tho scholars in pairs,

patented by J. F. Moss, Esq., the clerk to tho

Sheffield School Board, with standards designed

by Messrs. Innocent and Brown, as selected by

the London School Board in their open competi-

tion for designs for desks. Tho admirable plan of

glazing the upper panels of iuternal doors has

boen adopted, so that every apartment can bo

easily overlooked by the head teacher. The cost

of the building is £5,(1G.5, including water supply,

palisading, boundary walling, asph.ilting, stove

grates, &c., being a trifle under £0 per head. The

general contractors are Mossis. Thomas Sharp

and Son, of Sheffield, and the entire work reflects

great credit upon them. Mr. William Dickenson

is clerk of works, and Messrs. Innocent and

Brown, Sheffield, are the architects.

The building operations of tho Sheffield School

Board wore commenced at an early date, .and

schools have been erected at Newhall, Broomhill,

Netherthorpo, and Philadelphia. Eleven other

schools are now building, and we may congratu-

late tho Board upon their promptness in proceed-

ing to remove tho '* deficiency " of accommoda-
tion, which was returned at 12.000, and upon the

manner in which they have proceeded to do so,

as wo have boen informed that every site and

building plan which they have submitted has

been approved by the Education Department.

O. R. B. S. CEMETEUV.

Tho buildings .shown in tho illustration have

been erected in the small private cemetery at

Woking belonging to tho order cf Reparation

(one of tho few religious orders in tlie Cliurcli of

Engkand). The chapel is built of red bricks

with Bath stone dressings, and roofed with brown
tiles; it measures lijlt. by 12ft. internally, just

giving sufficient room for priest, server, bier and
choir, and is so arranged that when used for a

windows can be taken out aud the doors fold

behind the piers. The reredos ia a plain tile one

at present, and the windows of tinted cathedral

glass in square quarries. The figures for church-

yard cross and memorial cross are cast-iron,

electro-bronzed, and were obtained in Belgium.

The chapel, lych g.ato, and churchyard cross have

boen erected by Messrs. Richardson Bros., of 32,

London Wall, E.C., for tho sum of £270, and the

small memorial cross by Messrs. Cox and Sons,

all dosigned and superintended by Messrs.

Sulman and Rhodes, 1, Guildhall Chambers,

Businghall-street, E.C.

DESIGN FOR PliNOFORTE.

The design given in our lithographic illustration

for a pianoforte is by Mr. H. H. Statham, of Liver-

pool, and is a departure in one or two points from

the ordinary upright model, in part with a practi-

cal object. There is no reason at all, for instance,

why such pianos should be made with a flat

table-like top, which, besides looking squaro and

heavy, encourage the piling of books on the in-

strument—a proceeding not calculated to improve

its tone when in use. The front, above the key-

board, is sloped outward slightly, and forms a

permanent music desk the whole width of the

instrument, giving much better accommodation

for the music than tho usual moveable desk, and

allow room for two copies side by side for duot

playing, &c.

A standing defect in tho ordinary model is that

tho lid, when thrown back, is left to find a re?ting

place vgainst the front of the instrument how it

can. In process of time tho wood is scratched and

marked at the points of contact, and the lid

frequently rattles or jars against the body of the

instrument during playing, so much so that it is

not unfrequently found necessary to stuff a

handkerchief or some other soft substance behind

the lid to stop the rattling. To obviate this

annoyance, it is proposed to place a long velvet-

covered pad on the lid (see A in section), which,

when the lid is open, will rest against tho mould-

ing B, thus avoiding any contact of surfaces which

could produce any sound under the vibration of

tho instrument.

The present design is intended for execution

in plain oak, with brass candle brackets, pedals,

&c. ; the names inscribed on the stiles of tho music-

desk, and some few other portions of tho ornament,

might be inlaid and gilt. The head of Beethoven

is represented in relief in a medallion in the side

elevation, and that of Bach would be introduced

on the opposite side, as the representatives of the

" Romantic " and " Classic " schools of instru-

mental music.

CHAPEL IN NORTH TRANSEPT, LAOS CATHEDRAL.

The Cathedral of Laon, remarkable for its

grand situation and for the masculinity and

general homogeneity of its architecture, presents

many points of dissimilarity from the usual type

of French cathedrals. The most remarkable dif-

ference is the square termination of tho choir

and choir aisles, in place of the chovet with its

numerous chapels—tho two chapels projected

from the end bays of the north and south tran-

septs being the only apsidal forms in the whole

church. The chapels are two stories in height,

tho upper ones being entered from the spacious

gallery immediately above the main arcades.

Our sketch shows the lower chapel of tho north

transept.

for the ensuing year :—viz., Messrs. John Gordon,.

Alexander George Thomson, John Baird. .\lex-

ander Thomson, Campbell Douglas, John Burnet,,

George Bell, H. H. Maclure, William SpoDce, and'

James Thomson. A meeting of the Council of

JIanagement took place immediately after tho-

general meeting of tho Institute, at which Mr..

George Bell was re-elected president ; Mr. John
Baird. vice-president ; Mr. James Salmon, auditor;:

Mr. Alexander G. Thomson, treasurer ; Mr. Wm.
Jlaclean, writer, secretary.

The Yorkshire Tcmch.—Tho Rot. Canon
Greonwell, of Durham, has just concluded a three-

weeks' examination of the barrows on the Good-
manham Wolds, near Market Weighton. Among-
the objects found were two beautiful and quite-

perfect urns, as well as three other good ones,

and four mo 10 broken but repairable. The best

thing found was a war-axe, perforated, with a

burnt body, and close to a flint knife, serrated?

along both edges. Another flint knife, a pen-

dant of jet. and some typical skulls were also-

found. Dr. Wilson, of Pocklington, presented to Mr.

Greonwell a large axe-hammer of^whinstono, found
at Sutton-on-Derwout.

ARCHITECTURAL AND ARCH-EOLOGICAL
SOCIETIES.

The Glasgow Institute op Architects
CIncorporated). — The sixth annual general

meeting of this Institute was held within the

Registered Office, 157, S. Vinceut-streol, on
Tuesday, John Baird, Esq., vice-president, in the

chair. 'The annual report and treasurer's state-

ment wore both approved of, and directed to be

printed and circulated among the members in

terms of the articles of tho associalion. Tho fol

lowing were elected as the council of management I and one for certificate in the third grado.

SCHOOLS OF ART.
Hanley.—Mr. Henry Cole, C.B., presided on-

Monday evening at the annual meeting of the

Hanley School of Art, the principal of the four

Schools of Art in the Potteries district. There-

was an exhibition of several hundred drawings

and models by the students. The reports of the

committee and of the headmaster (Mr, A. A,

Bradbury) showed that the school was in »
flourishing condition. Mr. Cole, in the course of

a long address, expressed an opinion that th&

scheme of the Government for transferring the

South Kensington Museum to the control of the

trustees of the British Museum was wholly im-

practicable. He appealed to art-students through-

out the country not to allow the work of the

Prince Consort to be destroyed and the means of

their own instruction to be taken away or mud-
dled with old decayiug notions. Ho urged them
to call upon their representatives in Parliament

to protect their best interests and rights from

unprincipled invasion, and he offered his humble
services if he could help them to preserve this

institution from the hands of the ignorant spoiler.

Leeds.—The fourth annual exhibition of work*

of art produced by the students of this institution

was oponed on Tuesday. The drawings and

paintings displayed number nearly 120, and have

all been executed during the year 1.S72-73. The
Government examiners' report says :

— " The ex-

aminers find this year a lai'ger amount of studies

in various stages. This indicates a considerable-

degree of enterprise on the part of the students,

and attention to the report of last year on the

part of the master. Some shaded drawings from

the flat are of unusual ability." The followiag

are the local prizes awarded for taking prize in

national competition : — S. W. Woodward, for

shading human figure, from cast, M. Pratt ; foy

best shading of ornament, from cast, A.Coleman ;

2nd do., J. W. M.ay ; 3rd do., Miss J[. II. Parsons;.

4th do., Miss S. A. Mitchell ; for best shading of

ornament, from copy, S. \V. Woodward; 2nd do.,

A. Tbackwray ; for best painting of a flower,

from copy, R. Pratt ; 2ud do.. Miss C. Goodall

;

3rd do.. Miss S. A. Mitchell; for best study of a

head, from life, W. Foster; 2nd do , J, W. May;
for best outline foliage, from nature, J. Fostt-r ;

2nd do., R. Pratt ; for success in secend grade

examinations, R. Pr.att ; do., G. Walker.

Oxford.—The annual meeting of the Governors

of the Oxford School of Science and Art was-

held on Monday week. Mr. C. Herbert Morrell

reported that during the session of 1S72-3 the

students had been taught by Mr. Alexander

Macdonald and Mr. Benjamin H. Price. 101

individual students had attended the school, tho

maximum number in one month being 72, tho

average number being GO. The school has sent up
(140 sheets of work for inspection to London, chiefly

(024) elementary. Of these three sets had boeo.

selected for Natirnal Competition. Six third

(highest) grade prizes had been awarded. At tho

.second grado examination in May, 54 candidatea

presented themselves, out of whom 32 wore

successful in passing one or more exorcises, of

whom 4 were pupil teachers and 2 teachers iu

National .Schools. Ten second prizes were

awarded ; 7 pupils were successful in more than

one subject ; 4 completed tho examination re-

[uired for full certificates of the second grado.
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ON RETAIXIXG WALLS*
(^Continuedfrom p. 422.)

THEORY OF EARTH PRESSURE.

I?
bas been ascertained by JI. Prony that
when a vertical wall sustains the pressure of

a bink of earth, the top of which is horizontal,
the maximum horizontal pressure to which the
wall can be subjected will bo reached when the
plam of fracture of the earth bisects the angle
thatwould be formod were the earth to slope
from the foot of the wall backwards at the natural
incliiation. The fact is somewhat strikinsr, for
it wmid appear at first sight, and was for Ion"
assuaed, that the angle of fracture ouo-ht to
coincHe with the natural slope of the earth •

such 's, howeve?-, not really the case. If wo
Buppoie the angle made between the sloping
plane md the vertical to be bisected, the prism
of earh inclosed between the bisecting plane
and the wall will represent the mass, the pressure
of whidi has to be resisted ; and this being the
maximum pressure that a horizontal topped bank
is capab.e of exerting, it ia usually the point to
be deternined.

Referring to Fig. 1. the principle of
earth prsssuro will readily be understood.
Supposing the plane of rupture to bisect
the angU c—which will be the case when
the presstre is a maximum—the prism cut ofT
will he the whole weight that the wall will have
to sustain. Taking this prism for a single unit
of lengtn or thickness, the superficial area will
represent the cubic contents. But the area of
the triangle, taking A as the height of the wall
will be

A' tan. 5 c

2
r being the angle contained between the natural
slope of the eurth and the back of the wall. It is

only necessary to multiply this value by w, the
weii:ht of a cubic foot of the bank, to get the total
weight of the prism. This prism of earth is then
like any ether body resting upon an inclined
pl.ine ; which in this case is the plane of rupture.
It is sustained in position by the wall on one side
and by the fixed portion of the bank on the other-
and may be regarded as a solid mass of material
without motion amongst its parts. The lino K M
represents the direction of the force of gravity
and the lines K L and K the pressures exer-
cised against the wall, and the force of the bank
respectively. These pressures produce a certain
amount of friction against the wall and the bank,
but, as the friction against the wall does not
materially affect the question, the friction of the
bank alone is considered, and taken into account
in arriving at the foUov.-ing formula, which ap-
plies to the case of a vertical wall supporting a
bank with a horizontal-topped bank :

P - - tan. ^ i c . . (3)

Having calculated the pressure of the earth,
the next step will be to determine its
moment to overturn the wall, and this can
be ascertained, as in the case of water, by
multiplying the pressure by one-tliird of the
wall's height. This having been determined, the
next consideration will be, what weight of wall
will suffice to sustain it ; and the method of
arriving at this is similar, for the most part, to
that adopted for water. Taking, as above, the
moment of the wall to resist the pressure, the
following equation will represent the conditions
of stability :

—

weights of the materials be known, the general
formula Xo. 4 must be used.

The foUoR-ing table gives the weight per cubic
foot in pounds avoirdupois of such materials as
come under our consideration in solving questions
relative to retaining walls :

—

damp,
dry ,

Sand-

Do
Marl
Clay .

Gravel .

Brick .

Brickwork
Masonry
Mortar

Weight of a
cubic foot

in pounds.
120
90
100
120
12.5

130
112

, 130

ilO

PARTIAI, RETAINING WALL.

Having so far considered the first two cases,
namely, those of a wall supporting a horizontal-
topped bank of earth in a semifluid condition,
and also in a state of comparative dryness, the
next example that suggests itself to our notice
for examination is that of a partial retaining
wall, or a wall from the top of which the bank
slopes away for a certain height—called the sur-
charge—either at the natural slope of the earth
or at a less inclination. Such mode of con-
struction is of very common occurrence, dwarf
walls being frequently adopted on railway works
where the cuttings or embankments are of con-
siderable height, and when carefully designed are
found to effect a saving of expense, both in con-
struction and in the item of land. In cuttings the
w.alls are carried up to such a height as economy
dictates, and the slope is then trimmed back at
the proper angle. Similarly with embankments,
the walls are so disposed as to cut off the foot of
the slope. In either case a little consideration
will suffice to show whether the saving of earth
and land area will cover the cost of the retaining
walls. In military works, as well as civil, the
partial revetment is very commonly used, being
indeed, a component part of almost every system
of fortification.

w h n «' 111

tan.i \'

And solving

have—
for X, the thickness of the wall, we

n • h'i tan.2 J (

(i)

c— <p will be found in the note. Taking, for ex-
ample, a vertical wall of 10ft. high, supporting a,

bank that slopes back at an inclinatioa of 20**

with the horizon, the natural slope being 40", the
value of tan. (r _ (j) wiil bo'lGlO; inserting
this value and working out the equatioo, wo
arrive at a pressure of 2,10Ulbs. against the back
of the wall.

For the case of a revetment sustaining a
surcharge the centre of pressure will be, as
in the former case, at one third of the height
of the wall, giving a leverage of 3-33ft. Thi*
gives 2,10Ulb. x 3-33 = 6,993, the moment of tho
earth tending to overturn the revetment.
Equating this value to the moment of the wall,
taking the cube foot of brickwork at 1121b., the
same weight as the earth, and solving for x thi»
thickness, we find it to be 3-53ft.

DEFINITE SURCHARGE.

The next case to be considered is one of mucb
more frequent occurronce in practice than that
just mentioned; it is s partial retaining wall
supporting a surcharge of earth, sloping away at
the natural inclination, and terminating' in a
horizontal plane above. Cuttings and embank-
ments partly supported by masoary works furnish
familiar examples of tjis, which is denominated
the '• definite surcharje." Ttia most convenient
methodof determining the thickaes-. of wall iu this
iustauco will bo to consider, first, the conditions
of stability for .an infinitely long slope, which,,
however, can only have a theoretical existence

'

and having arrived at the thickness of wall uicos
saiy to support such a bank, a simple reduction,
will give the thickness required when the length
of slope is limited.

It has boon mentioned that when a vorti-
cal wall su.stains a bank with a horizoatal
top, the Jplane of rupture for the maximuia
pressure is found to bisect the angle be-
tween the natural slope and the vertical.
It is also an ascertained f;ict, that as the
angle of the surcharge increases, the angle 0, or
that between the plane of rupture and the back
of the wall, also increases

; until the face of th*
bank slopes at the natural iuclinatiou of the
earth, and then the plane of rupture booomaa
parallel to it. From this it would appear that
when the slope is infinitely long—a condition that;

could not exist in practice—the pressure will
also be infinitely great ; but auch is not really the.

case. The ratio of the pressure of a bank, what-
ever its inclination, to the pressure exerted by
an OMbankmont level with the top of the wall
can never exceed 4 : 1. The formula, then, for
finding the maximum horizontal pressure exerted
by an infinitely long slope against a vertical wall
will be

—

3m. 2 c . . (7>P =

If the weight of a cubic foot of earth be taken
equal to a cubic foot of the wall, the value will
be

—

= V-
/A> tan.5 i c

3 (5)

which would give a thicknesss of 2-C9ft. for a
rectangular wall of 10ft. high supporting a bank
of earth, the angle of repose being taken at 40°.
The average weight of brickwork and ordinary
clay will generally be nearly the same : but if

great accuracy be desired, and the respective

'Practical DeBigning for Retaining Walls. By Author
Jacob, A.B.

The first particular case belonging to this class,
though not of the commonest occurrence in civil
practice, is when a partial retaining wall supports
a bank, the face of which slopes back at an angle
less than the natural slope of the earth. As M.
Piony's rule, that the plane of rupture bisects
the angle between the natural slope of the earth
and the back of the wall, only holds good when
the surface of the bank is at right angles to the
the plane of the wall, another mode of determining
angle for the maximum pressure must be resorted
to. The simple construction given in the note
enables us to arrive at the maximum pressure for
a wall at any given batter, with the surcharge
above sloping at any inclination. The equation
arrived at is the expression for the maximum
horizontal pressure.

tan. y — tan. c

the angle c being that between the back of the
wall and the natural slope ; = the angle made
by the face of the bank with the plane of the
wall

;
and ^ = the angle between the plane of

rupture and the back of the wall. The value for

P — "' ^'
Y *""• ^ *'*°-

(6)

the notation being exactly the same as in the
other cases. If we work this pressure out, using-
the same values for w, h, and c, as taken above,
we shall find P = 3,2SUb.

Now for the leverage: we have, as in
every other case, simply to divide the height
of the wall by 3, which ia our example
gives 3-33 and the moment to overturn the
wall = 3,281 X 3-33 - 10.925. Proceeding
in the sanie manner as before, the width of a wall
of brick to counterbalance an infinitely high
bank sloping at the natural inclination, will bo
found to be 4-43ft.

When the surcharge is very high as compared
to the height of the wall, no reduction of the
thickness will be necessary, for practically the
slope may be considered infinite ; but when the
bank does not overtop the wall by a great height
it will b« well to apply the following formula to
ascertain the corrected thickness. Let /i= heii'ht

of wall = 10ft., A' = height of surcharge above
the wall, which we shall lake at 2l)ft., (= thick-
ness of wall to support a horizontal bank, as
found in the first case = 2()9ft., T=tho thickness
of a wall for a 20ft. surcharge, ?'= thickness for
indefinite slope as found = 4-43. Workin" this
out the thickness is found to bo 403ft.

ht^2IU-
li+2h' • '''^

So far wo have considered tho cases of mora
usual occurronce in practice, namely those
in which the back of the wall is verti-
cal or stepped, which is practically the sama
thing. For the calculation of loaning walls
the reader is referred to the general formulas (A1
and (,B) given in the note ; from the latter
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formula tbe horizontal rosiotanoe of any bank,

supported by a wall at any angle of inclination,

can be ascertained, and tbe leverage being in

every case taken at one-tbird of the beigbt of tbe

wall, there will be no difficulty in designing a

wall of such a section as will resist the pressure

of the bank effectually.

riG.3
rq

1

portion as tbe height or as the radius of curva-

ture. The dimensions of a wall of this kind

may be determined with sufficient accuracy by
first considering it as a leaning wall at a

given slope, and using the general formula

(J>) ; and ia this manner a very close approxi-

mation to the thickness may be arrived

at. There are, it is true, spociBc formula?

given by some authors for determining tbe

thickness of curved walls, but they are too

complex for application iu practice. Tlie

effect of the curvature will be to add to tbe n'all's

stabili'-y by bringing the centre of gravity farther

in towards the bank, and this, indeed, is the only

advantage that tbe curved form possesses ; it ia

difficult to construct, and consequently expensive;

for the saving of material, if any, is very trifling.

In architectural effect it certainly has no ad-

vantage over tbe wall with a straight batter, for

the simple reason that it does not convey the same
idea of strength. If the curved wall is supposed

to derive any additional stability from its curva-

ture, on the principle of the arch, as some have

fancied, it must be recollected that an arch with

but one abutment is a very unstable kind of

structure, and such kind is simply what the

curved retaining wall is. Quays and river walls

may, indeed, be designed of a curved form with

advantage, for such will allow of ships coming
closer to the brink, than they could were the wall

a straight one. And sea walls, also are not nn-

Sweeney ilountain Quarries, the finer mason'y
being of stone from Sbelvock, near Rednal. Tie

style is Fourteenth century. Tbe dimensiois

of the interior are as follows; Nave and soith

aisle, 57ft. by 33ft.; nave ridge, 4l)it. biii;

chancel, wi'h side aisles, 22ft. (including aishs)

by 40ft. ; chancel ridge, 3.5ft. high. There ire

sittings to accommodate 310 persons. The in-

terior exhibits the naked framing of the rcofs,

smoothed and prepared for varnish; the leat

fittings are of pine. Tbe general contractors are

Jlessrs. Morris and Chaplin, of Oswestry. The

architect is Mr. S. P. Smith, of Shrewsbury. The
cost of the building was £2,200.

Nun Monktox. — The parish ohnrch of Nun
Jlonkton, near York, was reopened on Thursday

week, after 1 estoration by Messrs. Weatberly and
Rymer, of York, at a cost of £4,000. Mr. J. W.
Walton, of London, was the architect. Tie old

flooring has been taken up and concrete laid

donn, a chancel screen erocteil, a now -eredos

set up, and the east window filled with stained

glass. The north wall, which was much c'ecayed,

has been entirely rebuilt. The church vill now
seat 250 worshippers.

OsBOURNBY, LisooLNSmRE.—On Ihursday,

October 16th, the Lord Bishop of Lincoln and a

large number of clergymen attended to celebrate

the reopening of this church after being closed

for seven months, during which period new

frequently built of a curved section on the face, roofs have been put on nave and chancel, supported

The point to bo kept in view is the moment of

the wall, and this must be made to exceed the

maximum overturning force of the embankment.

It will not suffice to equalise the moment of the

earth's force to the resistance of tbe wall, as has

been done in the examples above; a certain excess

of resistance will be necessary, and this can

easily be attained by giving the wall a batter, or

else sloping it back so as to throw the centre of

gravity of the mass as far back as possible, in a

horizont.al direction from tbe outer line of the

loot of tbe wall. The line of the centre of gravity

must not, however, be allowed to fall inside the

base of the wall, otherwise the stability of the

structure will become dependent on the support

of the b.ank, and will have a tendency to slide

away from its position.

It has been stated, and taken for granted, that

banks of earth, when they destroy retaining walls,

do so by turning them over; this is, however, not

invariably tbe case. It has occasionally happened

that walls have been moved bodily forward, slid-

ing on their base. Such an occurrence is certainly

accidental, and is probably the result of the w.all

having been founded on an unstable material,

perhaps on an inclined bed of moist and un-

cei-tain soil. Walls have also given way in rare

instances by tbe upper courses of the structure

yielding to pressure, breaking off and falling

over—a contingency that is probably due to the

upper part of the bank becoming suddenly

charged with water, and exercising an undue
pressure on the wall before there is time for the

water to drain aw.ay. These must bo regarded

as rare contingencies, arising out of some defect

of the found.ations or backing; and cannot affect

the consideration of the wall's stability generally.

The theory of the wall being turned over on its

base provides for the greatest trial to which the

structure can be subjected, or, in other words,

the wall would, as a gener.al rule, give way under
a much less pressure by falling over than would
be required to overcome friction and move the

wall forward in its entire state ; if therefore the

structure is considered as having to withstand

the overturning force, it will always be strong

enough to resist being pushed forward.

KETArNTNG WALL mxn CUllTED BATTER.

A form of retaining wall commonly met with

in practice, especially in brickwork structures,

is that with a curved batter, stepped in offsets at

the back. The curve usually adopted is the arc

of a circle, the radius of which is from 2i to 3

times the wall's height ; and the centre of the

curve is as a rule in the same horizontal plane as

tho top of the wall. In such structures the

courses are made to radiate from tho centre, and
tho result is that the joints of tho brickwork at

tbe back are thicker than is either necessary or

advisable. When the radius of curvature is

large, the increase of thickness is inconsiderable,

but it becomes decidedly an objection -vvhen the
curve is a short one ; for tho thickness of tho

vrall will not become rodnced iu tho same pro-

this form being under certain circumstances hotter

adapted than a straight w.all to resist the force of

waves.

In situations where a retaining wall has but one

purpose to fulfil—that of supporting a bank of

earth—it is usual to ixive the base of the wall a

certain amount of inclination to tho horizontal,

the slope being perpendicular to tho b.atter of the

face ; or if the wall have a curved batter, the

plane of the base will simply radiate from the

centre of curvature. Such mode of construction

is calculated to increase the frictional stability,

for it brings the thrust of the earth from behind

more nearly perpendicular to the bearing surface.

(To be Continued.)

luilding Jiitcllif^cnce.

Churches and Chapels.

Frakkley.—The parish church of Frankley

was reopened last week, after restor-ation, from

the designs of Mr. F. Preedy, of London, by

Messrs. Collins and Cullis. of Tewkesbury, at a

cost of £1,100. The restoration comprises the

putting-in of new foundations to all the walls, the

rebuilding of the south chancel wall, the erection

of a new south porch, the replacing and fitting of

the roof, and the insertion of several new windows

in the church. Inside the walls have been re-

lieved of the plaster, and a now chancel arch

erected. The roof timbers have been thrown

open, and the church seated with now open

benches. A new arch has been opened at the

west end, and the font has been placed under the

tower.

Mar-wood.—On Thursday week a now Wesleyan

Chapel was opened at Marwood, Devon. The
plan consists of a nave, 42ft. long by 22ft. wide,

and arcaded transept, 22ft. long by 10ft. wide,

the arcades being in wrought Bath freestone.

Over the transepts are galleries for the school

children. The nave opens with chancel arch

into an apsidal recess. A minister's vestry and

attendant offices are in the rear of the building.

The style is Early Pointed Gothic. The dressings

of the pointed and traceried windows, buttress

slopes, quoins, copings, sills, are in Hambden Ildl

and Marwood Hill stone. Tho walls are Laced

with stone from the local quarries in hammer-
dressed masonry. The entrances are liy side

porches. The roof is framed with swept trusses,

and is ceiled to tho sweep of the roof with stained

boarding. Accommodation is provided for about

201) persons on the ground floor, and for 200

children in the galleries. The works have been

executed by ilessrs. Kellaway & Sons, Builders,

of Bideford. under the superintendence of the

architect, Mr. Lauder, of Barnstaple.

Morton.— A new church dedicated to SB.

Philip and James was consecrated last week at

Morton, near Oswestry. Tbe ouilding has boon

erected n-ith the stone from tho neighbouring

by carved corbels in Ancaster stone. Soieral of the

old oak richly carved Perpendicular ends have

been re-used, and all the new ones carved to

match ; with new fittings throughout to chancel,

which is paved with Miuton and Co.'s encaustic

tiles. The restoration has cost .about £1,700, and

has been executed by Messrs. Rudd and Son, of

Granth.am, Mr. Tba'cker, of Derby, doing tho

carving under the superintendence of the archi-

tect, Mr. Kirk, of Sleaford.

Sleaford.—The restored chancel of tbe parish

church of Sleaford was reopened on the 9th

instant. Tbe roof is opon-timbered, with hammer
beam trusses, supported on carved stone corbels,

and is framed entirely of oak. It is covered with

Westmoreland skates ; and in consequence of tho

higher pitch, the gable oud had to be carried up,

and it is surmounted by a fine Perpendicular

cross. Coats of arms were introluced in order to

restore a feature of the old roof recorded to have

been in existence when Holies made his '• Notes

on Churches" in 1(528. Mr. G. Kirk was the

architect, and under his direction the work was

ably carried out by Jlessrs. Pattiuson, of Rusking-

ton,

Spen-ntmoor.—On Monday, Sept. 28, the

found.ation-stono of a new Wesleyan Methodist

chapel was laid at Spennymoor by Joseph WhitwoU

Pease, Esq.. M.P., in the presence of a large

concourse of people. It measures 117ft. by 0-ift.,

and its position is most centr.al and commanding.

The plans provided contemplate a substantial

stone buildmg of Grecian architecture, capable

of seating 000 persons, tbe estimated cost being

about £3,000. Mr. Ranger, of London, is the

architect.

Worcester Cathedral.—Amongst other gifts

by the Earl of Dudley towards tho restoration

and beautifying of Worcester Cathedral, ia a pulpit

which, from the nature of the materials and the

richnes.^ of the sculpture, will, it is said, surpass

anything of the kind in England. The design is

by Sir G. G. Scott, R.A., anil the sculptor is Mr.

Forsyth, of Baker-street. It is expected to bo

finished by Easter next.

Workington.—On the 9th instant the corner-

stone was laid of the now Roman Catholic Church

of our Lady and S Michael, at Workington. It is

to be a cruciform structure, from a design by Mr.

Edward Welby Pugin, in the Early English style.

The entrance "will be surmounted by a bell-turret,

ninetv feet high. The building, which will con-

sist of a nave and two aisles, a corridor, a chancel,

north and south transepts, a sacristy, _two con-

fessionals, and two chapels, is to be 159ft. long

and ()3ft, broad, the breadth across the tran-

septs being G3ft. The church is to be bnilt

of Lazonby stone, and for the tracery work stone

from the quarries of S. Bee's and Aspatria is to

be used. The structure, when completed, will

accommodate 800, and its cost will be £8,400.

BUILDIKGS.

Burt.— On Thursday week the Large h.all ot

the Bury Athenwum, .after being closed for many
months," was again opened to the public. The
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buildirg was erected in 1851, nnder the superin-

tenSence of the late Sir Sidney Smirke, R.A.
During the past few years the directors have
had to repair the timbers of the roof, which were
giving evident signs of failure. Last year Messrs.
ilaswell and Tulie were authorised to prepare
plans for a new roof. This has now been com-
pleted, together with an entirely new curved
and panelled ceiling replacing the old plain one.

The olatform has been raised and a performers'

room placed underneath. At the principal en-

trance an additional ante-room has been added.

Cahbebwell.—On Wednesday afternoon the
vestrymen of Camberwell formally exchanged
the hitherto inconvenient building which has
served the purposes of a vestry-hall for the more
commodious one erected facing the Peckham-
road. The new hall is in the Italian style. On
the ground-floor are located the offices of the
parochial staff, whilst the npper story contains,

besides the vestry hall proper, several well-pro-

portioned committee-rooms. The large hall has
seating accommodation for about 100 members,
and a strangers' gallery capable of holding 300
persons. The building has been erected by
Messrs. King and Co., from plans furnished by
Mr. Power, who was successful in gaining the
premium of 50 guineas offered for the best do-
sign. The total cost will amount to little less

than £1.5,000.

Ca3ibridge.—The Cambridge Town Council on
Monday last resolved to build a new Corn Ex-
change forthwith, on the Wheeler-street site. The
cost will be between £5,000 and £1:1,000.

Clarexce House.—The town residence of the
Duke of Edinburgh is undergoing considei-able
alterations. The block of buildings which for-

merly stood at the rear of Clarence House, be-
tween it and S. James's Palace, has been de-
molished ; the poitico, which has hitherto been
the principal entrance to the mansion, together
with the structure above projecting from the main
body of the elevation, removed ; and a number of

new windows inserted. The elevation is also
being carried up an additional story. Tiie front-
age is to undergo considerable ornamentation,
and to be artistically decorated. At the rear of

this elevation an extensive block of entirely new
buildings is about to be erected, as a still further
enlargement of the mansion. The principal en-
trance will be at the souih side, in front of the
new wing, and will be approached through a
gateway, and thence under a large and bold pro-
jecting portico in the centre of the wing over-
looking the itall. The work has been intrusted
to Messrs. Waller and Son, of Lyell-street, Bel-
grave-square.

Glasgow.—An important addition to the eccle-
siastical structures of Glasgow has just been
made in the new church erected for Free S.

Enoch's congregation, and which was opened on
Sunday. The church, which is Gothic in style,

is treated throughout with Early French detail.

Its leading architectural feature is the lofty and
massive tower at the east end. This tower,
which is 25ft. square, is carried to a height of

lUOft., and after rising in unadorned simplicity
to about 100ft., it is surmounted by an imposing
lantern crown, after the style of S. Nicholas
Church, Newcastle. About half way up the tower
provision i^ made for a clock. The area of the
church is lighted by double lancet windows, and
the gallery windows are of the triple lancet order,
the clerestory being lighted by a series of six-
cusped circular windows. The church is com-
fortably seated for 950, including gallery, the
area pews being .semi-circular in shape. Behind
the church there is a large hall. The total cost
of the church is about £S,000. The material
used in the erection of the church is a dark red
stone, from Wemyss Bay. The architects are
Messrs. Campbell Douglas and Sellars, of S.

Vincent-street.

Renfrew.—The new town hall and municipal
buildings were opened on Friday last. In
February of 1871, plans of proposed new munici-
pal buildings were prepared by Mr. Lamb, archi-
tect. Paisley, and were approved by the corpora-
tion. The stylo of architecture is French Gothic,
with a colouring of Scottish Baronial. The height
of the buildings is two stories, and at the north-
east corner of the Hairst-street facade a massive
tower rises, which is finished with corbelled
turrets and rich ornamental cresting and finials.

The buildings cost.between £7,000 and £8,000.

S. Werburgh's, Gkosvenor-park, Chester.—The foundatiou-stone of this church was laid

on October 15th. The architecture of the church
will be of an Early English character. It will

be composed of a chancel, to which will be

attached side chapels, sacristies, and cloisters ; a

nave of six bays or sets of arches, with north and
south aisles, and a tower, which, when com-
pleted, will reach a height of 200.'t., iind will

thus rival the highest towers and spires in the

old citv. The width of the building will bo about

56ft., and the entire length 140ft., divided thus—
chancel, oOft. ; nave, 80ft. ; and base of tower,

30ft. Stourton stone is the material to be used

by the contractor, Mr. T. Hughes, of Aldford.

The cost is estimated at upwards of £6,000. Mr.

Edmund Kirby, of Liverpool, is the architect.

Winchester.—The new Courts of Justice at

Winchester are approaching completion. Mr.

T. H. Wyatt is the architect. "The materials

used are flint with Bath stone dressings, which
harmonise with the ancient walls of the Hall.

The style adopted is Tudor, the windows and doors

being all square-headed. The elevation on the

east presents to the spectator a composition of

three stories, broken up by several large Tudor
windows, and varied by the gables of the courts

and the bay window of the judges' retiring-room.

The extent of this elevation is GOft. east and west

by 92ft. north and south, and about 60ft. high to

the tie-beams. There is a projection also to meet
interior arrangements facing the north about 13ft.

deep by 35ift. long. The southern elevation,

like the northern, is pierced on its basement by
the cell windows of the prisoners, and above by
the windows of the various rooms and the lights

of the two courts, whilst the northern has also

the hall-keeper's residence, which externally has

the appearance of a gateway tower, a circular

turret staircase being attached to the northern

angle. The conical top of this, together with the

stone parapets and the high-pitched gable roofs

of the courts and their louvres and vanes, break

the sky line of the mass. The basement contains

the gaoler's entrance, around which are grouped
fifty cells for prisoners awaiting trial, water-
closets, gaoler's room, and the heating chamber.
The npper basement has on the north-easlern

corner grand jury stairs and grand jury room,
approached, too, by a separate staircase from the

hall-keeper's entrances. There are, besides, an
indictment oiBee, 16ft. 9in. by 18ft. ; barristers'

consulting, and robing-rooms, the former 12ft. by
18ft., and the latter 23ft. by 21ft. The ground-
floor contains the two courts, the centre corridor

giving access to tliom and the inner hall, which
connects the great hall with the courts The
courts are oblong, panelled up to a certain

height, and plastered above. The Nisi Prius side

is 55ft. long, 30ft. wide, and 3Ift. high to the

panelled ceiling, which is stained to represent
oak, and furnished with two sun-light burners.

The Crown Court is 2ft. longer than the Nisi

Prius, but in every other respect of the same
dimensions, except that it has also a gallery for

the grand jury, approached by a private staircase

from their own chamber.

SCHOOLS.

Exeter.—The corner-stone of four new Board
schools were laid in Exeter on Saturday week.
The Ese Island School will provide accommoda-
tion for 200 infants, and 150 boys and girls be-

tween the ages of seven and tan. The cost of the
site is £960, and the buildings will cost about
£2,000. The style will be Domestic Gothic, and
the building will bo of red brick, with Bath
stone window-heads and string-courses. The
architect is Mr. J. Johnson, of Moorgate-street,

London, and the builders are Messrs. Stephens and
Sons, of Exeter. The S. Mary Arches-street School
will accommodate 200 infants and 200 girls. The
building is from the design of Mr. J. Toner,
Gray's Inn-square, London. The walls will be of

brick, with Portland-stoue sparingly introduced.

The cost of this site is £800, and the buildings

will cost £2,700. Mr. J. Kenshole, junr., of Heavi-
tree, is the builder. The S. James's-road School,

which is intended for infants alone, is also from
the design of Mr. J. Toner. The site cost £355,
and the contract for the building amounts to

£1,320. Mr. W. R. Commings, of Exeter, is the
builder. The school in Newtown will accommo-
date 200 girls and 200 infants. The site cost

£445, and the building will cost close upon
£2,600. The style of the building will be
Domestic Gothic. The walls, from the plinth to

the floor, will be of Heavitree stone, with a

battered face, and the rest of the structure will bo

of red brick, the window-heads being of Ham Hill

stone, and bands of black brick will give relief to

the appearance. This school is from a design

furnished by Mr. Pearson B. Hayward. the archi-

tect to the School Board. The builders are

Messrs. Stephens and Sons. The buildings will be
warmed in winter by the Manchester School-grate.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions ot
our correspoudents. The Editor respectfully requests
that all communications should be drawn upas briefly

as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]
To Our Readers,—We shall feel obliged to any of our

readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

All letters should be addressed to the EDITOR, 31,
TAVISTOCK-.STKEKT. COVEJJT-O.AHDEN, W.O.
Cheques and Post-offlce Orders to be made payable to

J. Passmore Edwards.

ADVERTISEMENT CHAEaES.
The charge for advertisements is 6d. per line, of eight

words (the Urst line counting as two). No advertisement
inserted for less than hjUf-a-crown. Special term.s for
series of more than six insertions can be ascertained oq
application to the Publisher.

Fi'ont Page Advertisements 9d. per line.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
oflBce not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

TEE.MS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
(Payable in advance, i

Nineteen shillings per annum (post free) to any
part of the United Kingdom. To the United States
£1. 6s. (or 61 dols. gold). To France or Beljium, .£1. 6s.
(or .12 francs). To India (via Southampton), i;l. 14s. lOd.
To any of the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, the
Cape, the West Indies, Canada, Nova Scotia, or Natal,
f 1. 6s-

N.B.—.\merican and Belgian subscribers are requested
to remit their subscriptions by International P.O.O.. and
to ad\ise the publisher of the date and amount of their
remittance. Back numbers can only be sent at the rate
of 7d. each, the postage charged being 3d- per copy. All
foreign subscriptions unaccompanied by an additional re-
mittance to cover the extra cost of forwarding back num -

bers are commenced from the next number published
after the receipt of the subscription.
Cases for binding the half-yearly volumes. 23. each.
Subscribers receiving their copies direct from the

ofQce are requested to observe that the last number of
the term for which their Subscription is paid, wilt be
forwarded to them in a coloured icrappei; as an intima-
tion that a fresh remittance is necessary, if it be desired
to continue the Subscription.

Received.—J. B.—E. and Co.— J. and B.—W. P. B.—
J. D. S.—An Old Subscriber. -W. J. W.—G. and Sons.
—E. P.—Ransome Stone ;CompaGy —B. C.—Miss S.

—

0, B. A.-J. A.-J. N.-T. D. and Co.—E. P. E.-J. P. S.
—Dr. Z.-M. and Co.-E. W G.

H. S.—You cannot reasonably expect to know all about
glass-paiutiog by asking a question or two through
IntercommuDication.

Thomas Browne.—The article you refer to was written
by a competent hand—one who has seen many exhibi-
tions, and who, therefore, knew well what he was talk-
ing about

Sims Blackburnk —Please send drawings.
Self Help.— ' Linear Perspective," by Burchett, is proba-

bly the best on the subject. We would, however,
advise you to attend classes on Perspective at a School
of Art.

HaQEN and Bl'RWELL.—We know of no good handbook
on the subject; should recommend an adaptation of
those alphabets given in Sir Digby Wyatts Art of
Illuminating," and in " Architectui-ai Drawing.," by
William Burges. You may cull a good varieiy fr^m the
pages ot the Buildins News,

Ol'Ontspoudcuxe,

COMPETITIONS.—HAS IT COilE TO THIS
AT LAST ?

(To the Editor 0/ the Building News.)

Sir, I inclose for your perusal a copy of in-

structions to competitors, "whicli I have had
handed to me, and, I think, you will come to th©
same conclusion as I have upon the matter. We
have had some novelties lately in the way of ''con-

ditions," but these seem to bo a fair sample of what
the—I had almost said trade—may expect to bo
tempted with in the good time coming, i.e., the

resuscitation of "Queen Anne." But to tho

point. You will see that the first of the several

subjects offnred for competition is a design for

three shop-fronts, one double, one single, and a
corner shop—drawings to be to the scale of three

quarters of an inch to the foot—the architect who
is 60 successful as to merit the first premium
will have his labours rewarded with the sum of

£\b, number two receiving half that amount. So
far so well ; but in the " Rules for the Guidance
of Competitors" which follow, among sundry
somewhat rigid decrees, is one which I can assure

you I road over three times, to make certain that

I had the full intent and Uieaning thereof ; but

there could, alas, be no mistake, the words are ia

italics and are as follows;—"No designs will bo
returned, but will become the property of the

promoter, whether successful or not." Now if

this is not the last straw upon the back of the
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architectural camel—much enduring boast—I am
at a loss to know what is.

To analyse the matter. Suppose that sixty

<»ompetitor3 enter the list (a low estimate nowa-
days) each one prodncini; with much care and
painstaking his three designs— a less number
will not be recognised—then there will be a total

of 180 designs submitted, of which the two con-

sidered best will bo promiated to tho amount of

£'2'1. 10s. between them ; but as tho whole of the

drawings "will bo retained by the said promoter

of this grand scheme. t!ie price be will absolutely

pay for each sot will he exactly 23. Gd. : about

the cost of tho drawing-paper. It is positively

.appalling to think what an opinion of the profes-

sion generally must be held by the public at

largo when an enterprising tradesmen steps

boldly forward and offers 2s. Gd. for a set of

-working drawings for a London shop-front.

Trusting that you will give this tho publicity

it deserves, I inclose my card, and am, Sir, &c.,

Q. Z. Z.

[Wo see on looking over the " Rules for tho

Guidance of Comiictitors" that " three eminent
architects will be invited as judges." Tho adver-

tiser may well say '* invited." Yes, and he may
call spirits from the " vasty deep," but will they

oome ?]

LAYING GAS AND WATER MAINS.

Sir,—Your columns are ever open to the dis-

cussion of practical matters, and therefore I take

the opportunity of saying a few words, and asking

one or two questions, on tho important subject of

laying gas and water mains, especially in the

streets of London and other large towns. The
disadvantages attendant on the gonor.al method of

laying the pipes aro obvious. Firstly, there is

the continual disturbance and breaking-up of the

-.surface of the roadway for renewing, repairing,

<ind connecting service-pipes. This disadvantage

alone, in a place like London (where the repairs

and repaving of the roads is a more than sufficient

interruption to business), is so groat as to make
the subject one well worth discussion. Secondly,

the pipes, as at present laid, are necessarily im-

perfectly connected ; or, if tho connections aro

propeidy made, tho pipes themselves aro not

properly bedded, the consequonco being that when
they are covered in, and tho road ropaved or laid

with broken granite, tho heavy traffic passing
over them causes them to '' give " or " go " at tho

joints, leakage bein^ the result ; this, in its turn,

causing (in the case of gas-pipes) tho .subsoil of

the roadway to become blackened and foul by
impregnation with gas, or else (in the case of

water-pipes) bringing in its wake the breaking
up of the road or tho sinking of the paving by
the action of the water. Tho use of the steam-

roller for consolidating our macadamised roads is

now becomiug quite general, and it is therefore
more than ever necessary that attention should
be directed to the question, inasmuch as steam-
Toller.s, being far heavier than anvthing else

passing over the roads, will inevitably find out

the weak points of the pipes— i. e., the joints. It

is rather amusing to find, according to a para-
graph in your columns a week or two ago, that

the gas companies (who are tho most industrious

«nd persistent broakers-up of our roadways)
should cry out ag.iinst tho use of tho steam-
roller in repairing and consolidating tho roads
which they break up. But the leakage resulting
from the present primitive method of laying the
pipes is attended by other disadvantages than the
constant breaking-up of tho roads. The impreg-
nation of tlie soil by escaping gas has boon shown
to be bad from a sanitary point of viow ; while
the escape of both water and gas is very disad-

Tantageous in a monetary point of view. Most,
"if not all, of our gas and water companies always
reckon upon a very largo percentage of leakage

;

-and not only is this loss reckoned upon, but it

actually takes place. Now, tho adoption of sub-
ways, such as those made by the Metropolitan
Board of Works in Southwark-street «nd Queen
Victoria-street, has solved tho difliculties and
obviated tho disadvantages I have pointed out, so

far as those particular streets aro concerned ; but
the adoption of the subway system for tho whole
of London is impossible, nor is it, in my opinion,
<lesirablo. It is impossible by reason of its enor-
mous cost ; for even wero subways made along
our main arteries of traffic only (such as Oxford-
street, the Strand, Eunton-road, Gity-road, Ac),
the cost would far exceed tho cost of tho main
<Jrainage of Londen, as it would interfere with
tho existing sowers (which, if they wero to bo

entered from the subway), would have, in most
cases, to be entirely reconstructed. But oven
supposing it possible, practically and financially,
to extend the subway system to the whole of
London, I submit that it would not be desirable
to do so, with the exception of our main thorough-
fares. There are thousands of streets in London
whore something of a compromise between tho
subway system and tho ordinary system of laying
pipes mi.ght be adopted. What \ propose "may
have been done elsewhere, and if so, no doubt
somo one will bo able to answer tho few questions
I am about to ask. Tho compiomise I refer to
would only provide for gas, water, and telegraph
wires (in cable), and would leave the sewers to be
pot at in the ordinary way. My proposal is

simply this : that the gas and wnter mains should
bo laid in sh.allow ch.annols, undernoath and near
tho edge of tho footpath, as per sectional sketch

herewith, in which R is roadway, F tho footpath
paved with flagstones, K tho kerbstone, and A a
brick-sided channel, containing the pipes, the
covering being the flagstones, which rest upon
tho tops of tho dwarf brick walls. This plan is

applicable to thousands of streets, and while it

would afford ready access to the pipes at any
time by merely lifting the flagstones, it would
obviate a groat deal of the broakin^-up of tho
roads, and prevent all, or nearly all, of tho leakage
which now occurs from gas and water-pipes. The
questions I have to ask aro these :— 1. Has the
system I propose been tried anywhere, and if so,

with what success? 2. Is it found that in the
subways made by tho Metropolitan Board of

Works, or in channels of tho kind I propose, that
any gas escapes from the pipes ? If so, iron
gratings for ventilation would be necessary at
intervaU. 3. How far apart shouldsnchgratings he
placed? 4. Would tho channels I havo described,
with or without iron grjitings at intorvals, leave
tho water-pipes too much exposed to cold ?

5. Can any one suggest any bettor mode than the
ordinary one for continuing tho pipos under
street crossings Cfrom corner to corner)? I trust,

Sir, that the importance of tho subject I have
broached will be sulficient excuse for tho length
of this letber, which I hope will bo follow*.! by
others from abler pens than my own.—I am,
Sir, &c., D.

DECAY OF TIMBER.
Sir,—It appears to mo that it would bo

valuable if we could havo some definite decision
of the question of the decay of timber-work
exposed to weather. Somo architoct< say that
if seasoned, it will last as long without paint
as with, and this seems borne out by the
medi.-oTal timbers now remaining in many
places. But wo want statistics of tho
capacities for preservation of oak, deal, ttc. with
and without paint or varnish. Wo should gladly
relinquish paint in many eases if wo felt safe iu

so doing. Some of your readers wlio havo ex-
amined into tho subject might give their experi-
ence, both as to modern and mediraval work.

I am, Sir, yours truly,

H. A. Freeman, A.R.LB.A.
Uppor Tooting, S.W., Oct. 20.

THE IIANCHE.STER SCHOOL BO.\I!n.
Sir,— I shall esteem it a favour if >ou will l;lndly

witlidraw the notice of tho competition for school for
SOO children. AVe are inundated with applications and
more than 130 copiesof plan and instructions havo been
sent out.—I am. Sir, 5;c., Wm. Hi^uitKRT \Vocn».

Surveyor to the Board.
City of ^Manchester School Board,

.18, CroBS-?trect, Manche.'<ter.

[The aboTo will show the power of advertlsin.cr in our
columnt', whei^e tlie notice referred to, which is now
withdrawn, only appeared twice.]

STAINED GLASS IN HEXHAM ABBKT CTU'RCn.
Sill,— I was rather surprised when I read tho stric-

tures yon passed upon the account of tlie six stained-
^la.s.s memorial windows I sent yon a week ago. and
whlcli has recently been placed tn Hexham ,\bbi-y

Church In filial piety to parently aCfcctinn by loving
children. You seem to think that tlio above windows
would be more suitable to a Drury-Uiie Theatre trans-

formation scene than to an ancient church ; now I bf
to dltter, and hold a reverse opinion to this ; a worse
comparison could not have been made. The aboie
windows are rather of an unusual size, .and on luch a
scale of splendour, embraclnj? snch varied Scriptural
IlLiatrations as would ill-accnrd with scenes dirlcted
in theatres. The inhabitants of Hexham are proud of
the munificent gift to their grand old abbev church —
I am Sir, &c., -William B. Hall.
[Our criticisms refered to the Irmtment, and not to

the subjects treated on.]

CnCRCH RESTORATION—" A FAJflLY JOE."
Sir.—TnE letter of " A Constant Reader " leads mo

to infer that he grieves much that he was not engaged
nn the " restoration " instead of the rector's vife, son,
and daughters, as he puts It. I have vet to learn that
a lady is naturally incompetent to " paint windows "
or '• execute carving," and feel sure that some of them
are far more likely to have more taste in such matters
than a large percentage nf the architcc-,s of the
present age, who always " leave such questions to the
carver, ic." Why should not a rector's son be engaged
in " restoration." although ho may have worked in a
London architect's office only for a few months ? He
may have worked elsewhere, and if not, it would be
bi-tter to criticise his work than to prnnonnce him In-
competent because he bad not gone through the routine
of tracing, mounting drawings, T-square business, and
the like, which I fear Is tho work of too many young
gentlemen who have been In a London arrhltect's office
for more than a few months, .fudging from the work
of some of our architects of the present dav, it appears
to me it would be far better if they woulil take counsel
of their mother or some other near old lady relative to
guide them In taste, and of tho village carpenter In
construction.

Let me ask " A Constant Reader " what Is a
necessary course for a person to pursue to enable him
to have a fair knowledge of architecture in its sense
as understood to-day. Some young men f am acquainted
with call themselves architects, because they are en-
gaged In an office from 10 till 6 o'clock, tracing, inking,
colouring plans, ic, without taking any Interest
in the work they do, and to ask them to design a £30
villa, with a view to economy, comfort, sound construc-
tion, and the like, would be a problem that would re-
quire other brains than theirs to solve; and I fall to sec
that a lady, whose artistic training may be far superior
to that of most men who practise architecture, would
not be more competent to design painted windows and
carvings than some men who.se only claim to the title

of architect is that they have the privilege of hanging
up their hat a few hours a day In an architect's otlice.

The idea seems riJioulous that because Sir Cdlbert
Scott was engaged on the restoration In question a few
years ago, the rector's son Is incompetent to take up
the work. What are we to do when Sir Cdlbert is

gathered to his fathers ? (which time I hope is far
distant). .According to " A Cimstant Reader's " notion,
other hands will delile his work. This may be, but he
cannot take with him the fountain from which lie

drained his knowledge and .ahlllty. and Nature is as
likely to bo as bounteous to a rector's son or any-one
else, providing 'hey seek her with diligent hands and
earnest thoughts, as she has been to those who now
adorn the profession, and whose course no doubt has
been " learn to labour and to wait."— I am, Sir, Lc.,

J. E.

ABUSES OF COMPETITIONS.
Sir,—Your correspondent last week has done good

service to the architectural profpsplon by drawing
attention to a very liagrant Imposition. If such kind
of things as he alludes to arc commonly done, it Is

certainly high time architects wero upon their guard,
and especially the younger members of the profession,

who are mostly attracted by advertisements, and who
can least afford of any to filng away their time.
Two instances, in support of your correspondent's

warning statement have come to my own knowledge.
In one of these an architect had his plans returned to

him, showing by pin-holes in each corner unmlstake-
able Internal evidence of having been successfully

traced ; and in the otlier,^ tho " local man " was
actually present himself at meetings when the plans
sent In by himself and others were under examination.

In the latter case this person (who had recently added
architecture to his list of trades and professions)

boasted of having got a man down from London to

make his design, and having by this and other means
secured a largo majoiity of the necessary votes, kindly

permitted his friends to advertise for designs.— I am,
Sir, ic. F. C. S.

Jiilfrcommunitatioit.

QUESTIONS.

[aos.'i.]—Use of Wires in Correcting Echo.—

I

understand that these have been tried on a largo

scale In the parish church of Bolton. Lancashire, re-

stored not long ago, at great cost, by Messrs. Palc.V

and -Austin, of Lancaster. Will they or any of your
Bolton subscribers give particulars and results ? —
AIDK-TOI,

[.10SB.]—Portland Cement. — Being a distanc«

from cement markets, I have got a quantity per ship,
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which is about one balf iu excess of what I will require
until say April of next year; wiil it lose or gain by
beiDg spread OHt on a 'Jiy lioor till then, or how would
It be best put to keep It good ?— D. S. D.

[3087.]—Half-Timber Honses.—Will any one
favour me with the name of any work on the above
subject ? This iuqulry is made for the sake of in-

formation before commencing a work of restoration.

In order to carry out faitlifuiiy an old example. Pro-
bably " Aide-Toi " Could assist me in this, as he
appears to be engaged in a similar work ?—0. H. M.

[3088.]—Coversine.—My best thanks are due to
" Adklnson," " W. H. W.," and " Aide-Tol," for their
replies to my question. May I ask " Adklnson " if

the difference of over half a foot in his calculations
arises from the tables he uses? If " Aide-Toi '* would
not object to give me his address I should like to
correspond with hinj. I inclose my card to the Editor
with that object.

—

Cuvkusine.

[3089.]— Mr. Edis's Design for Offices at Paul's
Wharf.—In the absence of a plan, can you kindlyoblige
one of your readers by affording Mr. Edtsan opportunity
of explaining how theotticcsin Paul's Wharf (illustrated

last week) are lighted, and why the lower sash should
differ from the upper, as It Is not Intended to look out
of? I have always tht.u^ht the maximum of light was
most desirable in buildings of tills class ; from the
smallness of the windows used, this Is, I presume, an
exceptional case.— R. J. P.

[3090.]—RoofPlumting.—Would Mr. Fletcher, or
some other reader, kindly Inform me as to the total
length (includini; laps) of 6" lead soakers, and 6'

stepped cap fiu.4iing which should be taken In a roof
the rake of which is 2(ift. The roof Is to be covered
with 20 xlO slates having 2i' laps. Mr. B. F., in his
iii-ticie on plumber's work, strikes me as being rather
vague on tliese points.

—

Ju.niur.

[S091.]—Italian Architecture.—Wliat are the
best books on Italian architecture as adapted to Eng-
ll.-h buildings ?—W. A. li.

[3092.]— Architectural Charts.—Would some
correspondent kindly inform me where I can obtain an
*' Architectural Chai t," and the piice of one.—

A

COS.STAST READEIt.

UEPLIES.
[3018.]—strength of Girders and Columns.—

If •' W. J. P." will state on what particular point he
requires my verilication I should be happy to aSord
It.—Gns.

[3018.]—Strength of Girders and Columns.—
There is either a printer'*, error, or it Is an error of
mine In writing, in the BuiLDi.vo News, of 17th Inst.
After the working out of the logarithms, it should
read :—The formula then becomes—

3162-1790— = IS0-7S, or 780} tons breakingW = 42
73S

weight, and not "
7S0-7S," as printed.—W. J. P.

[3057.]—Architectural " Feeling." -Out of a
targe group of words which maybe used to express
the ».ime idea, " feeling " is perhaps the most refined
and frequently adopted. Expression, character, emo-
tion, sentiment, anti many other words may be used
"With equal propriety to convey the Impressions made
upon the mind by a building or Illustration Imme-
diately before the eye. Perhaps the closest analogy
to the word " feeling," as here Intended, uiay be drawn
from music, or even poetry, the greatest achievements
of which arc the deptii of fehling, pathos, order,
4tnd sublimity, in which It is rendered ; and as different
-classes of music or poetry, such as sacred or secular,
sentimental or comic, convey different Impressions on
the mind, so in a like manner, are the various render-
ings of architecture supposed to act en those who
study it. The expression of the human face may also
be analogous to the subject : thus one feature may be
bristling with Intelligence, another gaiety, others
flailness, vacancy, or vulgarity ; and we might expect
that the music which these people would most enjoy
to be quite In harmony with their expressions of coun-
tenance. Various styles and renderings of architec-
ture are -associated more or less with different classes
-of thought, feeling and sentiment, the pure Medlteval
or Gothic representing the ecclesiastical ; and if it be
true that in the deep rich lines of sombre l>eauty in
the persons of many of our clergy we sec a living
embodiment of the Catholic Church, so they are, per-
haps, the closest living analogy to Gothic feeling, as
wc understand that word. Our old cathedrals, and
even the best of modern churches, are noble in their
conception, dignified, sombre, and not a little myste-
rious— a description that answers equally -n-cll to the
clergy, their religious services, or their architecture.
It is the triune effect, the work and outcome of minds
•entirely Imbued with lofty and sublime, yet withal
sombre and mystcrinus, feeling*. Gothic art Is not a
growth ri-r se of Itself: It Is the result or effect of
ecclesiastical causes, and it is a remarkable historical
coincidence that just as many of our clergy are
awakening out of their long lethargy, ami. through
training, or associations, or tastes, are falling back
more and more upon Medlan-al ritual, and the myste-
Tlous sentiments In' regard to public worship, so. In a
still larger degree has architecture been following the
fame course, and promoted princlpallv bv the same men.
" Feeling" Ig therefore the impress of the mind of the
arti.st on his work, and shows the depth of love and
reverence with which he has studied and mastered Its

histoi-y, associations, motives, and principles of fitness
and beauty, so as to endow his living art with identical
Ideas. This ch.nracterlstlc is, however, more or less
manifest from the training, associations, and prejudices
of those who are brought into contact with it. Wldle
a cultured priest or a learned antiquarian would
gather lessons for the mind and soul from the symbol-
isms of arcldtectural detail, a purely worldly man of
the day would see In them nothing but delights for the
eye. There are, therefore, different standpoints from
which ecclesiastical art is viewed, and different ren-
derings of the same style. It is, therefore, not a
dlfticult matter to distinguish a Gothic chapel from a
Gothic church

; the one being designed per .sc for con-
gregational worship, but the chief requisite In the
other Is the inexorable demand for " Gothic Feeling."
With commendable zeal for the progress of modern
art and the fitness of things, the Bi-ildixg Xews this
year offered prizes of .t;20 for the best design which
should combine fitness for congregational worship and
(Jothic feeling. The result was only partially success-
ful, and shows the inability of modern architects to
blend their art with the great wants of the age. It
is an astounding fact that the chief purpose In
our churches, viz., their fitness for congregational
worship, giving equality to all, is, even with our
best architects, almost wholly Ignored in favour of
this mania for Gothic feeling, and that, too, with almost
unlimited means at their back. Take, for Instance,
that laf-est addition to modem architectural incom-
petency, the new Edinburgh Cathedral. Out of the
1,300 intended to be accommodated, it is more than
probable that 000 at least will be placed behind big
columns, beyond the preacher's voice, or stowed awav
into odd corners, in which positions It Is Impossible for
the people to enter into the services of the church with
that zeal and spirit they would otherwise be enabled
to do. Moreover, as these architects grow into mature
manhood, they settle down to a kind of mannerism,
out of which It Is almost impossible for them to move
without lamentable failure. The name of Sir Gilbert
Scott has no honourable associations with his greatest
work, the Foreign Office; and there are those who
think that the first design of Mr. Street for his Law
Courts was altogether too monastic In Its concep-
tion and feeling for a progressive and enlightened age.
About his altered plans we will now say nothing, save
that we will leave It to history to write their' true
Inscription. We are told that a certain young student
now under one of our leading ecclesiastical architects
Invariably declares that all our buildings are devoid of
Gothic feeling ; i.e.. that they are not conceived and
carried out and Instinct with the same emotions that
v,-c might expect from the ghost of a real Mcdia-val
architect reissuing from the long sealed chambers of
the dead 1 Or, In other words, that modern require-
ments have NOT been sacrificed to historic art I There
are tho.se who think that departure from precedents

[

Is a great crime; but it Is a matter of opinion and
taste whether this is a fault or otherwise, and we
would venture to e.ay that our young student Is pur-
suing his course with the enthusLasm of a fanatic. He
cannot sympathise with the attempts to combine the
useful and ornamental

; but pure Gothic "feeling" Is
his god, about which the masses of Intelligent people
care not one Jot or tittle. Now, however, a change
creeps over the .spirit of our dream. It Is manifest
that thcQueen Anne style Is growing In favour amongst
the leaders of architectural taste and talent. And
this style Is, moreover, as thoroughly characteristic
as any other In history. We have seen that the great
pervading feeling, sentiment, ami current of ideas in
Medi.-eval times was solemn, sublime, myatei-ions. as-
pll-ing, and that the architectural nionutnents of those
times are a true embodiment of those Ideas. In like
manner are the architectural remains of the eigh-
teenth century ; fortunately we have their literature
to fall back on. affording the clearest light. It was
Impure, sensual, passionate; their flimsy arguments
carefully clothed in elegant phraseology, more time
spent upon the dress than the subject-matter,—in fact,
the tinsel that surrounds present society, but none of
that deep undercurrent of life .and vigour and talent
that go so far to build up the present time as one of
the most illustrious In the cycles of the world. Let
those therefore beware that would copy the art or
literature of such a time, lest they commit a grievous
error.—H.

[3067.]—Oil Sketching- Paper.—This is drawing-
paper covered with two or three thin coats of oil
colonr to furnish a ground similar to that of preparcil
canvas. It Is so cheap as to be hardly worth making.—G. D.

[3068.] — Rendering Deal Boards Incom-
bnstible.— I'alut the boards with a diluted solution of
waterglass, or soak It in a strong solution of alum
and sulphate of copper, about lib. of alum and lib. of
sulphate of cnpjier to 100 gallons of water, or whitewash
It two or three times. To make the glue referred to mix
a handfid of quicklime In 4oz. of linseed oil, boll to a
good thickness, and then .spread in the .shade to harden.
This may he dissolved t.ver the fire and used iu the
same manner as ordinary glue.— S. W. K.

measuring a brick wall for labour only, it is custoiuary
to measure each wall from the extreme cornei-s, anil
not deduct the thickness of the wall, as In measuring
for labour and materials,—J. B.

[307-3.]—Arch.—
Let C— the span.

„ V= the rise.

Then for a segmental nrch(- Y_^Vj.-v -the radius,

2 "

and applying this formula to the cases given by

"Hugh" (i)-;H--25-t-"25

_H =8'125ft. = 8' IJ" radius.—

Gus.

[3o7.5.]—Arch.—Divide the square of half ths chord
by the versed sine; to tliequotlent add the versed sine,
and the sum will be the diameter of circle, half of
which, of cour.se. Is the radlu., ; thus. In the question-
Given the chord = 4Sin. „nd versed sine = 3ln

J chord 241 -i- 3 -(- 3 = 676 -^ 3 H- 3 = 192 -I- 3 =
195 = diameter of circle 195 -i- 2 -= 97-5 = radius
J. H. M.VItTINIJALE.

[3075.]—Arch.—Fig. 1.

FIC.I
r--^(24")'!-l-(r—3)2 whence

FIG.

)- = 97Mn.
Figures

Fig. 2. rJ = {30)-Kr—IS')- whence )--341ii.
are not drawn to scale.—C. P. E.

[3075.]—Arch.—To find tlie radius for .an opening
4ft. wide and 3in. rise, proceed thus :—Divide the
sipiarc of half the opening by the rise, add the quotient
to the rise, and half the sum win bo the radius.
Example (worked out In decimals) —

2-: = 4

then •2-'i)4-00(lG, or 16ft. to which add 3ln., and the
'-'5 half of which is Sft. llin.

l.-,o

150

As I think it a good rule for artisans to bear in mind
so as to save tliemselvcs trouble In setting out arches,
centreing, &c., I work It out in inches, as follows,
because some of them may not understand decimals :

—

24
21

96

48

3)576

1921n., or 12)192

16It.,

[3073.]—Measuring,-" L.'s " answer to this ques-
tion Is decidc.lly wrong. It is not right to deduct the
oponli gs when measuring brickwork for labour only.
It being understood that the measurement of the
openings pays for scaffolding, plumbing angles, foi-e-

man setting them out, ic. This applies to all walling,
either In brick or stone, and to pl.asterlng ; if other-
wise, what necessity would there be for st.ating In a
bin of quantities, " Labonr only to hollows ? " In

to which add ."Jin, and
the balf of which will be

the radius.viz., yft. 1 Jin.

Expressed In mathematical language, the rule Is

—

divide the square of half the chord of the ai-c by the
versed sine, add the quotient to the versed sine, and
the sum is equal to the diameter of a circle of which
the segment Is a part, and the hulf of which equals
the radius.—J. B.

[3076.] — Preventing Sound in Schools. — I

have used (and it answers admirably) in a large
sc' ooi erected here under ray supci intcndence. a layer
of asphalted felt of the thickest description, stretched
and nailed on the joists immediately under the boards.

I have little faith In pugging ; It adds very much to the
weight of the floor, and retards the drying (pf the
plaster work of the ceiling under—and this, when the
ceilings have to be whitened before the contractu com-
pleted. Is of consequence. If any other new tou-
dtirtor may be thought to be necessary, in addition to
the felt a layer of tan or leather scrapings on the
sound-boarding would, I believe, be very effectual.

—

G. R., Portsea.

[307S.]— Interior Perspective.—To fully answer
the inquiries of "A Regular Duffer" would require
more space than the editor is likely to permit. If "A
Regular Duffer" will purchase a copy of Penley's
" Elements of Perspective " he may soon learn how to

"knock out" both interiors and exteriors In per-

spective, unless he really merits the title which he so

modestly assumes. Should he stick In the mud. any
kind architectural friend, who understands perspec-
tive, will perhaps give him a helping hand.—CorroN
Ball.

[3078.] — Interior Perspective. — Writers of
treatises on jierspective must have sinned greatly
against the canon of brevity if it be jiossible to answer
" S. Regular Duffer's " (what a )?nw( lirpjinnr ) queries
within anything like the limit wlrch yiuir Intercom-
munication column can affoid. I woidd recommend
him to luake himself master of a treatise on the sub-
ject (and there are several available), rather than
endeavour to attain his object by asking a series of
questions In your paper. If. In following my recom-
mendation, he should still find dllHcultles in "the way,
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then he may appeal to his " Samaritan brothers " for

aid on one or mure specific points. A caution, by the

way, for the present. It would not be " the correct

thing " to tick off the real dimensions (scale, of course,

allowed for) at the point where the Hue of vision meets

the building, unless that point were on the picture

plane.

fsoso.]—The Differential and Integral Cal-

culus.—The calcuUm is undtiabtedly of great practical

use to the architect, as without it he is nnaljlc to

peruse such a valuable work as " Moseley's ilechanical

Principles of Engineering and Architecture," and all

the other of the best works on mechanics, throughout

nearly the whole of which the calculus is employed in

investigating the various formula). As regards the

necessary acquaintance with the other branches of

mathematics. I would say. that a knowledge of algebra

and plain trigonometry is indispensable, and I am afraid

*'Aide-Toi" will not progress far with the subject

until he has dipped rather more deeply into algebra

than to the end of quadratic equations. In addition

to these, an acquaintance with conic sections is neces-

sary in the application of the calculus. But if he pro-

cures " Tate's Elements of the Differential and Integral

Calculus," 43. (id., which I believe is the best elemen-

tary work on the subject, he will obtain not only a

a clear insight into the calculus, but will also acquire

a knowledge of conic sections sulflcicat for all practical

purposes.

—

\Vm. Amor.

[3082.]—Hurst's formula expressed in words would
be about as follows :—To the product of the breadth

(in inches), and the tabular value of C, add thirty

times the thickness (in iucbes) of the iron flitch ; mul-

tiply the sum by the square of the depth (in inches),

and divide the product ijy the length (in feet) between
supports. This will give the breaking weight In the

centre in hundredweiglit.n, one-fifth of which will be

the safe load if stationary, always including the weight
of the beam itself. If the load be equally distributed

over the beam, it will carry double the foregoing. For
the beam instanced the calculation would be as fol-

lows:

—

12 X 3 = 36

SO X f = llf

122 = 144

188
188
47
26

20)ti804(

3-iOcwt.

= 17 tons.

Tons Cwt.
Safe load in centre =: 3 8

Safe load distributed = 6 U.
—AlDE-TOI.

[3082.]—Wood Beams witli Iron Flitches.—
I am afraid " Foreman " cannot get an easier rule than
he already iiossesses. However, I will endeavour to

make that clear to him. _ means that the quantity

represented by D must be squared, or multiplied by
Itself, and divided by the leugth L. Then C, the con-
stant for the description of timber used, must bo
multiplied by B, the breadth of the benm, and added
to 30 times the thickness of flitch, and this multiplied

by the quantity obtained by _, Applying this to the
L

particulars given by "Foreman,"—--1:^ 7*2. The con-
20

stant for fir-3, therefore 3 xi2 =36, and this added to
30x| 47-25. Then 47-25 x7-2 ~340cwt., or 17 tons
breaking weight in centre.—Gus.

STAINED GLASS.
Bath.—The window in the south transept of the

Abbey, Bath, has been lilled with stained glass as a
memorial of the restoration to health of the Frincc of
"Wales. It was executed by Messrs. Clayton and Bell,

and is a "Jesse Y/indow." The lower lights contain
the Royal arms, the arms of the Prince and Princess of
Wales, and those of the city of Bath,

HownoN.—Last week .six stained windows, with
tracery, were fixed in the United Presbyterian Church,
at Howdi'n. They are executed upon antique white
glass, with richly coloured borders, by W, J. Booer,
Leighton-Street and Lane, Leeds.

Southampton-.—Two windows in the Cliurch of
S. Deuys, 8onthumpton, have been filled with stained
glass, (hm situate ou the east side of the north aisle,

is a three-light lancet, containing three female figures,
with three circles over, emblematical of Faith, Hope,
and Charity. The circles surmounting the lancets con-
tain respectively a dove, a cross, and an anchor. All
the pictures are copiesof works by 8ir Joshua Iteynolds.
The south window, which stands in the choir, Is a
lancet couplet, surmounied by aquatiefoll. The left

light represents the miracle of the Loaves and Fishes.
The right light contains figures of our Siivhiur and
S. Nicodemus. The windows have been executed by
Messrs. Buchun and Son, of Southampton.

"WiNtiiKSTEK.—Thc west window of S.Cross ITos-
pltal Church, Winchester, has been filled y\Uh stained

glass by Messrs. AValles. The cbicf picture shows our
first parents in Edeu, and the Fall. Over the Fall is

Moses lifting up the serpent in the wilderness, over that

the Crucifixion. In the four smaller openings arc repre-

sented, in the followiug order : Noah, and the erection

of the ark ; Abel, and the sacrifice of himself and Cain
;

Enoch, and his translation to heaven by angels;

Methnsaleh, and his blessing his descendants ; David,

and the destructinn of the mighty Philistine ; Elijah,

and his heavenward flight in the chariot of fire

;

Solomon, and the erection of the first Temple.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY MATTERS.
Cambridge.—In reply to the accusation that the

sanitary arrangements of Cambridge are iu the hands
of a body who have taken no steps to introduce an
elflcicnt drainage scheme, the Commissioners have
resolved to inform the Local Government Board tliat

the matter has engaged their attention for years, and
that they arc waiting for legislative sanction to a new
scheme affecting the relations of the town and Uni-

versity before proceeding with the diversion of the

sewage from the Cam.

Darnell.—At an indignation meeting held by the

ratepayers of Darnell, a suburb of Sheffield, last week,
some startling revelations respecting the sanitary con-

dition of the district were made. The population has
increased rapidly there during the past few years, but
little progress has been made in sanitary improvement,
The drainage is so defective and inefliciuut that the
noxious effluvia arising from the overflow drains has
caused a fever epidemic, and typoid and scarlet fever

are raging in the parish. There are cases of fever in

almost every house, and deaths occur daily. The
meeiing, at which the vicar presided, adopted a

memorial to the Town Council of Sheffield requesting

that a complete system of drainage should be put down
in the suburb.

The New River Company.—The New River Com-
pany have now the power of affording constant service

in their district. Tliey have also commenced a new
high service covered reservoir to contuin 1.000,000

gallons at Southgate, In anticipation of the require-

ments of Edmonton parish. The company have In a

number of cases afforded constant supply by means of

staudpipes, and have recently agreed with a committee
of the Corporation of the City of London to furnish

constaut supply at once to a large number of the
houses of the poor within the City bounds, whenever
the arrangements of the oflicers of the Corporation In

connection therewith are completed.

The Sanitary Condition of the Holboun Dis-
TRii T.— In his annual Report, Dr. Septimus Gibbon
congratulates the members of the Holborn Board of

Works on the fact that the year 1872 was the healthiest

since the date of his appointment, in spite of the in-

crease in the dense population of the district. During
the year the Artisans and Labourers' Dwellings Act has
been applied to twelve houses, four having been de-
molished and eight thoroughly repaired and rendered
fit for habitation. Nineteen illegal underground rooms
have been closed, and much other good sanitary work
accomplished, 1.438 houses having been visited for one
purpose or another.

NEW PATENTED INVENTIONS CONNECTED
"WITH THE BUILDING TRADE.

1037. .T. W. A. Taylor, Headington, Oxfordshire,
" Construction of fireplaces specially adapted for

economising fuel and diffusing heat."—Dated 20th
March, 1S7;>.

The novelty of the invention consists In constructing
the back, top, sides, and bottum of fireplaces contain-
ing the grate in private or public buildings of a hollow
chamber or receptacle in which the waste heat of the
fire generates hot air which issues from the same
through openings in the front for the purpose of
diffusing warmth into the room.

1070. H. Martin, London, "Manufacture of con-
crete, &c."—Dated 22nd March, 1873.

These improvements consist in the construction of a
simple machine worked on the lever principle, by
means of which concrete bricks, blocks, tiles, and
other building materials may be manufactured from
various kinds of hard refuse, such as cinders, slag,

ballast, brick rubbish, &c.
1077. J. J. MVERs, Southampton, " Removing and

noiitraliaiug noxious smells."—Dated 24th March,
1873.

First, in enabling the pent-up sewer gases in water-
closets, drains, dead wells, sewers and sinks, and their
connections in dwelling-houses and other buildings, to
make tlieir escape in the open air, and supplying in

their place atmospheric air. Secondly, In preventing
all escape of sewer gases into dwelling-houses from
water-closet fittings. Thirdly, in rendering the lid or
cover of the water-closet scat unnecessary by the
absence of noxious smells.

108.5.—W. E. Potter, Liverpool, " Fastening for hold-
ing the cords of window blinds."—Dated 24th
March, 1873.

The features of novelty which constitute this inven-
tion conMst in pivoting or hanging to aplate or bracket
two levers or their mechanical equivalents, which
levers or their mechanical equivalents are arranged to
converge together and bite or hold the blind cord
between them. The biting edges of the levers are

made concave and convex respectively. The levers are
prevented having too great an upward tendency by a
quadrant and pin which effects that object. A modifi-
cation consists of using one lever or its mechanical
equivalent working up to or against a lug or provision
on the plate or bracket, the cords being held between
the levers and the said lug or provision.

1104. F. Brampton, Birmingham, "Fire-grates or
stoves."—Dated 2.5th March, 1S73.
According to this invention, the grate for the fuel is

inclosed in a rectangular or other shaped chamber or
casing, so set in tlie recess iu the wall of the room that
a space is left between it and the said recess. The
grate is supported on the foundation plate of the
chamber, and is Introduced into the chamber at an
opening in front. The front of the grate is external to
the chamber, the body of the grate, which Is made of
fire-clay, being within the chamber. The fire-bars are
broader and thinner than usual, and are inclined after
the manner of louvre boards. The fire-clay body of
the grate is prolonged upwards, and conducts the
heated air to the top of the chamber, from whence It
descends to the bottom, and escapes by a vertical fluo
within the chamber to the chimney. The chamber
Is thus heated, and gives off its heat into the apart-
ment, the combustion of a small quantity of coal
being sufficient to effectually warm the apartment. A
trough containing water at the base of the chamber
supplies moisture to the heated air entering the room.
Fresh air is admitted by an opening at the back of the
fire-grate or stove, the said fresh air passing under and
around the chamber described before it enters the
room.

1137. J. L. Nancarrow. Grampound, Cornwall,
" Roofing."— Dated 27th March, 1873.
This inventiou consists in the construction and la

the employment of roofing tiles with ridges and
grooves in combination with locking pieces or tilea

made to fit over the parts where two tiles meet,
whereby roofs that are constructed with tiles and
locking pieces are rendered very durable and perfectly
weatherproof, while at the same time the cross laths
now used may be dispensed with ; a nail with cup-
shaped head and leather washer Is described.

1211. B. TiDEMAN, London, "Window sashes and
frames."—Dated 2nii April, 1873.

The sashes are provided with movable tongues or
laths In each stile of each sash, which tongues or laths
ansv-er the purpose of staff beads and parting beads as-

at present used. By means of screws these laths or
tongues are moved into grooves in pulley stiles of sash
frames. These sashes are hung on centres, and wilS

rcvol ve so that the outside of the sashes can be turned
into the room for the purpose of cleaning or repairs,

or the sashes can be removed from the frames without
the trouble of taking down beads and taking off linea

as at present.

1155. C. Sellars, York, and W. H. RicnARDSox,
Glasgow, N.B., " Stoves."—Dated 28ih March, 1873.

The features of novelty which constitute this inven-
tion are the arrangement or construction of stoves
and the combination of parts constituting the same.

1169. M. J. Roberts, Bath, "Foundations for bodies
subjected to blows or pressure." — Dated 29tb
March, 1873.

This Invention consists in using sand or other
material having the like property of offering great
resistance to blows or jiressure as a foundation on
which to rest bodies subjected to blows or pressure.

1181. J. GoLDSBORoron, Wilsden, Bradford, York,
'* Economising fuel."—Dated 31st March, 1873.

This invention relates to employing liot-air chambers
in which the heat and smoke pass, also In reducing
the size of the fireplace and in closing the top of the
fire by a loose cast-iron plate in which holes are cast;
for this purpiise tiiree plates forming the sitle and back
of the fireplace have openings cast in, through which
the heat and smoke pass into the space forming the
hot air chamb'M-s, the heat keeps circulating in theao
spaces. The dampers are made to draw out in front
of the fireplace. Lugs are cast on the back plate
corresponding with each fire bar receiving the lugs of
the fire grate to enable the removing of the fire grato
from bar to bar. When the dampers are closed, the
heat and smoke escape through chambers formed
between the top plates and tops of the dampers pass-

ing through the fiues of the oven, and from thence to
the chimney. A hot air chamber or hot air pit is also

cmpi"ycd, but Instead of the cast iron back, fire-bricks

witli perforated holes are emnloyed ; the hot air enter*
through these lioles and heats a top plate fixed on the
top ; a dust vent is also attached to the apparatus.

11S3. I. M. Singer, Paignton, Devon, "Cinder and ash
receptacle."—Date 31st March, 1873.

The invention consists principally In so constructing
and placing a grating or "register" in a fireplace

that the cinders and ashes escaping or falling from the
grate or stove shall fail thereinto. The grating will

tie made with small openings to act as a screen and
allow the ashes to fall through into a box below, while
the cinders will remain on the top. Or the openings
may be made large enough to let the cinders fall

through also. This bos is placed underneath an open-
luR in the hearth-stone, and at its bottom is fitted

with a second grating, which can be arranged to shut
wlien the first grating Is opened, and rico versa. The
ashes fall through the box into the smoke Hue or into
a chnnnel made for the purpose, and may be with-
drawn therefrom (say for example) In the basement
portion of the house, thus the carrying away uf the
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aslies through the rooms (asatpresent) will be entirely
dispensed with, at the same time there will be uo waste
of cinders.

IISS. T. Reduatne, Sheffield, Yorkshire, " Fire
grates."—Dated 31st March, 1873.

These improvements are in revolving firegrates, and
consist In making and arranging the revolving part so
that it does not turn upon pivots, but has circular
rings at its ends, resting upon supports made upon the
sides of the fireplace, and can be turned rouQd by
means of a poker or bar when requisite. A curved
plate, fixed or movable, is fitted round it underneath,
and prevents the admission of air, so that combustion
goes on from above. A part of it is made to open to
^dmlt supplies of fuel. If an oven is used over it. an
arrangement is made for supplying fuel through an
opening in the oven bottom. Flues may communicate
with the ends of the revolving grate.

1192. H. J. Steel and R. W. fJ.tRLAXD, ShelBeld,
" Domestic stoves."— Dated 31st March, 1873.
Tills consists of a hot air stove or grate with open

fire, all the heating portions of wliich project into the
room in place of beiug recessed, as in an ordinai-y fire-

place. The dome or projecting canopy consists of a
double cast-iron metal casing, with gills or ribs of east-
tron running round, through which cold air is ad-
mitted from without or from ventilators fixed la the
bottom.

1207. H. Hill, London, " Grates and fireplaces." —
Dated 1st April, 1873.
Tins invention consists in making grates separate

from their fireplaces, and open on all sides, and in
applying to the fireplaces a reflector or reflectors so
arranged as to tllrow the heat of the fire into the
room. Also in construeting the grate with a false
bottom, in the space below which a slidiugbox Is fitted.

Also In closing the space below the false bottom of the
grate by a hinged door, the sliding box or drawer
being In this arrangement dispensed with. Either of
these latter arrangements admits of the fresh fuel
being fed to the lower part of the fire instead of being
placed on the top.

1217. J. Watsos St. Albans, Hertfordshire, " Heating
conservatories. &c."—Dated 2nd April, 1878.
This improved apparatus consists of a kind of

vertical stove, made by preference in a cylindrical
form, of fire-brick or some other refractory metal.
Inclosed within a metal easing, which may be per-
forated to let out a portion of the radiating heat.
The space withiu the cylinder forms the fire-chamber,
into which the fuel is Introduced through a suitable
side opening. The chamber Is covered by a dome, and
4s provided with a flue to carry oH the gaseous pro-
ducts of combustion.

1239. G. W. Crawshaw, Rochdale, Lancashire, " Open
fireplaces."—Dated 3rd April, 1S73.
This iiivenlion refers to apparatus placed at the

back of the fireplace for radiating heat.

1259. W. Dawes, Kingston-grove, Leeds, Yorkshire,
"Fasteners for sashes or casements, &c."—Dated
4th April, 1873.

In this invention either a bolt, lever, or claw is

made self-acting on the closing of the sashes or case-
ments, and this by a strong elastic spring, stronger
Chan has heretofore been practicable, as the inventor
uses a retiiining catch or click to withhold this self-
acting part, whilst the window is open ; and the re-
leasing of these is the ouly duty or strain required
when closing, so tUat the strength of the spring will
not cause one. sash to move or displace the other. In-
stead of fastening them, as would be the case with an
ordinary latch action. This arrangement has also
the advantage of leaving both hands at liberty, after
unfastening, for opening the window. The before-
named catch or click, or .an additional one, is also
employed to prevent opening from the oatside.

(iur 6f cc WiiUt

CHIPS.

Next week the Building New.s will contain six
pages of illustration.s of Mr. Street's Church of
S. Mary Magdalene, Paddington. The illustrations
wiU consist of plans, elevations,, sections, and
detaCs.
The parish church of 'Winkleigh, North Devon,

one of the largest in the West of England, was re-

opened on Wednesday, after restoration. The
whole structure may be said to be new, and has
been adorned with carvings in oak. The cost
amounts to nearly £7,000.
An attempt is being made to restore the parish

church of S. Erth, Hayle, Cornwall. The
parishioners and the vicar have r.iised £l,.'iOO
towards the cost, and now appeal for help to make
up the sum of £1,!100 which is required.

Sir E. Watkin's correspondence with the Metro-
politan Board of Works relative to the completion
of the Inner Circle Railway has resulted in his
being informed that the Board decline to reopen
the question, and adhere to the view expressed by
the Parliamentary Committee in August last.

Gustave Dore has, it is stated, undertaken to
illustrate Shakespeare, and is to commence with
the " Midsummer Night's Dream " and " Macbeth."
He is said to be somewhat embarr.assed with regard
to costume in the latter play, and it is suggested
that Mr. Skene and some other Scottish antiquary
might help him by throwing some light on the
subject.

ARCnlTECTTRAL STDDEXTSnirS AT L'EcOLE
DES Beaux Art.s, Paris.—Pupils who have
worked through a preparatory course under pro-

fessors in the atoliors of recognised architects

are, after a stringent competitive examination,
in which drawing and design, mathematics and
hi.story, are the chief subjects, admitted to a
further two years' course cf instruction carried

on at I'Ecole by a staff of professors under the
direction o! the Minister of Fine Arts. Last
autumn the number of pupils who presented
themselves for the preliminary examination was
106 ; of these 33 were declared admissible for the

further examination, and, ultimately, 22 were
received. This autumn 9.5 presented tliemselves,

49 were declared admissible, and 3.5 passed the

final ordeals, the eleventh in order of merit being
Mr. Alfred Frampton, of Winchester, a pupil of

M. Laisne.

Death op a Welsh Sculptor.—Tho death is

announced of Mr. John Evan Thomas, late High
Sheriff of Bi-econshire. Mr. Thomas was a sculp-

tor by profession, and was a pupil of Sir Francis
Chanti-ey. Among his works wore a colossal

bronzo statue of the late Marquis of Bute, at

Cardiff; a statue of the Duke of Wellington on tho
Bulwark, Brecon, for which his Grace gave the
artist several sittings ; the statue of the second
Lord Londonderry

; and the statue of the late

Prince Consort, erected on the Castle Hill, Tenby.

London International Exhibition, 1874.

—

Her Majesty's Commissioners have announced
that one of the classes in next year's exhibition
will be civil engineering. Tho class will be
divided into tho following sections :— Sec. a.

Civil engineering, architectural, and building
contrivances. Sec. b, Sanitary apparatus and
constructions. Sec. c, Cement and plaster work.
Exhibitors who may wi^h to show new methods
of construction, in actual operation, during tlie

exhibition, will (with the committee's approval)
be allotted space in the Westmin.stor Annexe,
whereon to build, &c., in view of the visitors to

tho exhibition. In the same annexe will be

shown specimens of dwellings for the industrial

classes, which Her Majesty's Commissioners are

desirous of obtaining, if possible, from all parts

of the world. It is also in contemplation to

obtain a collection of diagrams of ancient and
modern buildings of all countries, and tho co-

operation and assistance of all interested is in-

vited. Another class of the 1874 exhibition will

be ' Heating by all methods and all kinds of

fuel." In connection with this class, the Society

of Arts have already announced offers of prizes.

Forms of application to exhibit, and all necessary
information, can be obtained at tho ofHces of the

exhibition. The latest date for sending is tho 1st

January, 1874.

Pkideaux's Patent Cement Company.—

A

company is forming under tho above title for the

purpose of woi-king the late Jlr. Thomas
Prideaux's invention, whereby the waste of gas,

soap, and chemical works is manufactured into

a cement capable of resisting the effects of fire

and damp. This waste consists principally of

lime, which is used in large quantities for tho

purification of tho gas. soap, and all chemical
compounds. The peculiar qualities possessed by
this cement are, according to the prospectus,

great hardness and compactness, power to resist

tho action of fire and damp, and adaptability to

the purposes of interior and exterior decorations.

It is adapted for plastering, moulding, and decor-

ating ; for flooring, over boards, especially for

gold and silver I'ofinei's and workers, and .all

other trades where resistance to fire is needed
;

for brickwork, and for hydi'aulie purposes. Tho
company proposes also to produce from tho

cement, combined with other materials, an
asphalte of a superior character, at a moderato
price. The proposed capital of the company is

£cO,000, in 10,000 .shares of £5 each. Only UOOO
shares aro now offered.

The New Devon and Somerset Kailwav.—
The unopened portion of the Devon and Somerset
Railw.ay, between Wiveliscombo and Barnstaple,

3G miles in length, was inspected on the lOth and
11th instant by one of the inspecting oScers of

the Beard of Trade, The line passes from
Taunton by Wiveliscombo, Dulverton. and South
Molton to Barnstaple. Owing to the line running
at right angles to the principal valleys and watoi-

courses of the district, the works aro in soma
places very heavy, inyolviug, in addition to deep
cuttings and high embankments, several tunnels

passing through the ridges between the valleys

and some large river viaducts. One of these,

crossing the valley of the River TonO) near
Wiveliscombe, is llOft. high, and has four spans,

each of 100ft., the construction adopted being
l.attico girders carried on stone abutments and
piers. Another viaduct aci'oss tho valley of the
River Bray, in Castle Hill Park, is 100ft high, and
has six spans, each of 100ft., theconstruction being
similar to that adopted for the Tone Valley
viaduct ; and there is also a large iron bridge
over tho river Exe, near Dulverton, The line

has been constructed under the superintendence
and from the designs of Mr. R. Hassard, C.E., of

No. 1, Westminster-chambers, the contractor

being Mr. John Langham Reed.

Warming Railway Carriages.—The imper-
fect character of our present arrangements for

warming railway carriages is a constant source
of discomfort to travellers. Messrs. Weibel,
Briquet, and Co., of Geneva, have sent in particu-

lars of their plan for a system of hot-water cir-

culation, which seems the best yet applied. They
propose to place the stove under the floor of the
carriage, beneat'n tho seat which has its back to

the end. A pipe of hot water leads out of the top

of the stove along the seat under which the stove is

placed to tho corner of the carriage, and ascends

to the level of the roof, where the expansion
chamber is placed. Insido the carriage a distri-

buting pipe runs off from tho one leading from
the stove along the upper angle to tlie other ex-

tremity ; this distributing pipe feeds the descend-

ing branch pipes with hot water ; each of these

pipes follows the angle of a compartment and
descends to the level of the flooi-, whei-e it is

divided into two branches, forming the warming
pipes, properly so called, which cross the carriage

on the lioor beneatb tho outer edge of other seat.

From the other side they cross the floor, and by
the descents are joined again to the collecting

pipe, which takes back the cooled water to the

boiler.

CHIPS.

A New York paper, in noticing the arrival there

of Mr. E. W. Pugin, the architect, says :
—

" Mr.
Pugiu may learn something of architecture even
in the Western hemisphere. In the United States

we have one prevailing style of Church architec-

ture, the Pointed Ironic, from which he might
derive a few f.anciful ideas. The Early Scorbutic

has broken out in a few places in Neiv England,

but the 'heft' of our church buildings is of the

former sort."

On Wednesday week a new (Roman) CatholiQ

church was opened at Brierley HUl. Ttie budding

itself fronts the High-street, or main thoroughfare,

and consists of a nave, north aisle, chancel, sacristy,

a small chapel, and tower. Its dimensions inside

.are SOft. by 30ft. with a height of ooft., and it will

seat 400 persons. It is of red brick, with Bath
stone dressings, and its style is an example of Early

English.

The foundation-stone of anew Primitive Method-

ist Chapel was laid at South Shields, on Monday-

week. The cost will be £1,200. Mr. T. Southron,

of South Shields, is the architect, and Mr. J. Frazer

the contractor.

The memorial-stones of a new Wesleyan Chapel

were laid at Lincoln on Tuesday week. The build-

ing will be in the Italian style, and will accom-

modate 1,000 woi-shippei-3. Messrs. Bellamy and

Hardy, Lincoln, are the architects; and Messrs.

Barnes and Wright, Lincoln, the contractors.

The new Public Free Library at South Shields

was opened on Wednesday week. The building

pieviously known as the Mechanics Institute has

been remodelled for the imrposes of the library

committee, under the direction of Mr. M. Hall, the

Borough Surveyor. The decoration of the rooms
was entrusted to Mr. G, li. Goodyer, of Newcastle-

on-r3'ne.

Mr. R. W. Mylne, the nephew of the original

designer of the North Bridge, Edinburgh, has

addressed a letter to the Lord Provost, suggesting

an improved mode of widening the bridge.

The foundation-stone of a new church was laid

at Barkston Ash, near Tadcaster, on Monday, the

13th inst. Mr. William Bakewell is the architect,

and Messrs. Hirst and Lazenby are the contractors.

In consequence of the recent strike of the

Edinburgh scavengers, the Whitworth street-clean-

ing machine has been tried in that city with satis-

factory results, and is at once to be adopted by the

Cleaning Department.
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At a meeting of the Mirfield Local Board, held

on the 0th inst., it was resolved that as the board

was about to cairj out works for water supply and
drainage, a survey of the township should be made,
and that Mr. M. Paterson, C.E., of Dewsbury, be
appointed to do the work.

A new Wesleyan Chapel was opened at Reading,

on Wednesday week. The building was defiigned

by an amateur, the llev. J. P. Johnson, of Wood-
preen, London, and has been carried out nnder
the direction of Mr. Joseph Morris, architect,

Heading. The contract for the whole of the work
was undertaken by Mr. W. H. Woodroffe, of

Bridge-street, Reading. The gas-fittings T>s3 by
Messrs. Hart, Son, Peard and Co.

The proposal of the Liverpool School Board to

expend the sum of £160,000 in building schools is

meeting with vigorous opposition. At a crowded
town meeting, on Saturday, a resolution w:w
passed disapproving of the proposed expenditure

as being unnecessary.

At Its last meeting the Metropolitan Board of

Works took into consideration the request of the

City Sewer Commissioners inviting the Board to

contribute towards the cost of improving S. Paul's

Churchyard. The Works Committee of the Board
recommended non-compliance, but the considera-

tion of the matter was deferred for three mouths.

The foundation-stone of a new Good Templars'

Hall was laid in Dawley, on Monday week. Mr.
Pattison, of Wellington, is the architect, and Mr.
Smitheman, of Broseley, the builder.

Mr. McLean, of Lochbury, has been appointed
receiver of the estiite of Mr. Frederick Ware, of

Stratford, boiler and tank maker, who is about to

file a petition for liquidation.

College-street Chapel, Northampton, was re-

opened on Tuesday week, after restoration and re-

decoration by Messrs. Smith Bros., under the di-

rection of Mr. G. Lowe, architect, of London.

Much has recently been done to improve the

ancient parish church of Bishopsteiguton, South
Devon. Its handsome western doorways have been
restored at considerable expense, and within the

last few weeks a window h:ts been filled with
stained glass representing "The Epiphany." The
improvements carried on in the church during the

Bummer months of last year have been supple-

mented recently by the decoration of the sacrarium,

executed by Mr. A. Welch, of Bovt;y Tracey.

The new college for ladies at Cambridge was
opened last week. The building was commenced
on August 10, 1S72, from designs of Mr. Alfred

Waterhouse, Mr. Loveday, of Kibwortb, Leicester-

shire, be'.ug the builder. That portion which is

erected is intended to be one side of a quadrangle.

It is built with red bricks, the style of architecture

being a kind of Decorated Tudor.

In this matter-of-fact age, it is pleasant, says the

(I'uardiaUj to find sentiment and such unreasonable
things as gratitude to the dead and respect for

departed talent still awake among us. On the day
of Sir Edwin's funeral somebody hung wreaths to

the lower jaws of each of the Trafalgar-square
lions ; and still more remarkable, they were left

untouched for upwards of a week.

The corner-stones of a new Wesleyan chapel and
school were laid ou Monday afternoon at Tunstall.
The new buildine will be erected by Mr. Cuoke,
from designs by Mr. Ford. Under the chapel will

be a schoolroom, and the whole will be built at
the cost of about £3,800.

The twenty-sixth annual dinner of the
Builders' Benevolent Institution will take place on
Thursday, November 6th, at Willis's Rooms,
S. James's.

^nulc M(m,

THE TIMBER TRADE.
Tbo following prices have been oblalncil during the

week :

Per 120 12ft. 1 4 X llln.

£ s. d. .t

Celc 1st k 2n(l yellow deals 14 16 to 15

,, „ „ battens 12 .'.

„ ., while 11 ., 11

„ „ j-ellow 2 bv 7 12 15

„ „ „ boards a 15 ., 11

„ 3rd „ deals 13 lu U

2J by !i i;i 5 „ i;i

„ ., „ -.ibyi. i;< 4>

„ :!&-2iby7 I'j „ 12

„ 1 t H by 7 111. bds. 10 15

., ., yellow 1 bv 8 a 10

„ 4th „ 4 bv U 14 10

Gothenburg Ist 1 2nd yel.plks K. ii

» „ 41ii. „ 10

„ Srd.ycl. -lln. „ 14 ,"l M 14

„ „ jilanks 14 5

„ „ batiius 12 5

10

£ 3. d. £ 8. 3.

Hudlkswall crown 3 by 7 13 15 , 14

„ let & 2nd boards 12 10

2nd yellow 2Jbyl0 14

2t by !) 14 5

a by 7 14 6

S by 9 14 10

3rd yellow 2ibyl0 13 5 , 13 10

3 by 7 12

2jbylO 13 5 , 13 10

;aiudlkswalllst&2ndwie3bv!i 12 10 , 12 15

> 2J by 7 11 10

,. IbyC 11 , 11 10

„ 3rd „ 3 by SI 12

„ „ Ibye 10 , 10 10

„ „ 2ibyol 10 15

Sundswall, 3rd white, 3 by !i 12 15

„ „ yellow 3 by 11 13 6 , 13 10

„ lsti:2nd „ 21 by 7 13 5

4tli „ Sbt-O 11 10 „ 12 10

S. Petersburg 1st white 3 by 11 13 6 „ 13 10

„ yell. 3 bv U 15 „ 15 10

„ „ 3 liv J 13 5 „ 13 15

,. .. 3 by 7 13 10 „ 13 15

, 2* by 7 13 10

2nd „ 3 by 11 13 10 „ 13 10

„ „ „ 3 bv 9 13

„ „ 3 by 7 12 6

Bjorneborg Ist yellow, 3 by 1

1

13 10 „ 13 15

„ 2} by 7 12 5

,, ,« ,1 3 by (> 11 10 3

» 3 by 9 13 „ 13 10

,. 2i by i; 11 10 „ 11 1.'.

„ „ white 3 bv a 12 „ 12 10

„ 2ib'y7 11

H by G 10 1.^

Uleaborg lsta£2ndyel. 4by U 13 10 „ 13 10

„ 3 bv 9 13 „ 13 5

„ „ „ 2iby7 12

lin. 11 15

Axmur 1st i 2nd yel, 3 by 9 14 10 „ 14 15

,, „ 21n. battens 12 V

„ 3rd 3 by 9 13 15

25 by 7 11 15 „ 12

2 by 7 11 „ 11 10

„ „ 4th 3 bv 9 12 15 „ 13

„ ,. „ 21 by 7 11 10

2 by 7 11 ,,115
Arcliangel 1st 3 by 9 13 10 „ 13 15

Danzig yellow 12 10

Koika lot & 2Dd yel. 4 by 9 14 5 „ 14 10

,. „ 3 by 9 13 10

3 by 7 13 10 „ 13 15

.. 2 by 9 13 10

„ 3rd „ 4111. 13 15

>. 31n. 11 15 „ 12 15

„ 2ln. 12 „ 12 6

Haparanda 1st and 2nd 3 by 11 13

,, 3rd „ 12 10 „ 12 15

4th „ 11 10

Jacobstadb ,, ,, 14

14

Ljusiie 1st and 2nd 3 by 8 13 6 ., 13 10
3 by 7 13

2nd „ 3 by 11 13 6 „ 13 10

2i by 7 12 10

4th „ 12 U

„ „ 25 by 9 12 6 „ 12 10

Narva 2iid ,, 2^ by 7 12 10

Quebec best pine, 12ft. 3 by 11 27

Per 120 12ft. 31n. by 91n.

Christiana, 1st white 20 „ 23 5

2nd „ 21 „ 21 10

S. John's unsorted spruce 18 „ 19 10

yuebec first spruce (3 by 9) 21 10 „ 23

Per 120 121t. .'ibyojin.

Dram 2nd yellow batlcus 9 5 „ 10

„ "fd 9 5 „ 9 15

Per 120 12tt. lilM.

Riga crown white 12 6

,, second crown 11 10

„ hull crown 11 10

Prepared flooring per square
s. d. s. d.

Christiana let yellow, Sin . 12 6 „ 13 6

,. llii. 13 3 „ 13

Dram 2iid „ lin. 13 „ 14 3

Per 210 cubic feet.

S. Petersburg 8ft. lathwood 11 10 to 11 15

Riga il „ 9 10

Per 18It. cube.

Mcmel wainscot logs 6 „ C 6

Per soft. cube.

Danzig com. middling (long) 5 5 „ 5 10

Dram white balks 2 10

Quebec hickory 4 15

Per miUe of pipe.

ilemel crown pipe staves 232 10 „ 23 7 10

„ Ist brack . 195 „ 230

„ 2nd 177 10 „ ISO
New Orleans double extra
hogshead per mllle . 44

TENDERS.
Brighton.—For aUerationn and repairs at 67, East-

street, for Messrs. Hudson Bros. Messrs, Gouity and
LiibbiuB, architect.

Chessman aud Co £414
Lockyer (accepted) 410

FinsbchtPark. — For carriage shed for the North
Metrop'ditan Tramway Co.. to be erected at Finsbury
Park Tavern. Mr. O. Hopkins, eugineer.

AitchiBon and Walker £l.,t'15

Darby and Son I,3i3

Ashwell 1,347

Lawn 1.325 «
Boyce l,21i;

Hampstkad —For house at Hampstead for Mr. I.-

Harvey. Mr. 'l"heodore K. Green, architect, 22, Fiiisburj-

place. E.G. Quantities prepared by Mr. C. Poland, 13;,

Toirington-pquare, W.
Scrivener and White £.1,190

Dove Bros 3,100

SharplngtoD and Cole 3.121

l.ODgmite and Burge 3,110

Cowiand 3,035

Browne and Robinson 2,^99

Simpson and Baker 2,781

Lincoln,—For 'the erection of a new Congregational
Church, and converting present one into schools, .tc.

Qnantities supplied. Messrs, Bellamy and Hardy, archi-
tects,

Barnes and Wright £7,778
Binns and Otter 7,752 (I

Martin and ISims 7,088
Hiuidlestoneaad Son 7,.50O II

Close 7,4(15

Uobson and Taylor 7,031

Harker G,',iiil li ll

Lorlee (accepted) 0,830

S. Leonard's-on-.Ska. — For kerbing and ohanneling
new roads on the Ever-tleld Estaie. Messis. Fowler and
Hill, architects, London and S. Leonard's.

Nowell and Biibsori £794
Kerwood and Wingfield 7.i0

Wood and Geary 720
Huphes 0S7

H. and C, Hughes 081
Tutt i\c.g 10 (I

Burchell 024

SvDENHAM.— For a pair of villa residence.^. Crystal

Palace, for Mr. Hendry, to reduced design, Mr, J.Morton,
architect,

Keith £4,350
Tibbett .. 4,3.15

Mania 4.000 (I

Boyce 3 993

Garratt 3,SS3

Tooting,—For rebuilding villa residences at Coninffe

Park, for Mr. A. G. J^ewtou, Mess.s, Kennard and Buck,
surveyors.

One Villa. Four ViUa-f,

RobbinsandCo £1,5.W 0„. iS.lllo

Sirnp.son and Baker 1,495 (I 0,,. 5,92i

Stoner 1,415 0„. 5,471 o

Martin 1,375 0,.. 6 4 II

Jarrett 1.350 0... .5,310

Pearee 1,345 0... 0,200 n

Coles 1,337 U„. 0,250

ASHTO.N & ailEES,
Slal.^, Iron, nnil Marble MtTchanti*, niid (Junrry AppntB.—Itoofinn

gluten— iluiiKur, liluu, ReJ, or Grt'cu, Bliip I'ortmiuloo nod WliiLliiiui

AbSp.v Qrcen, tlip New " Pernnmont" Orcon i wuight tho mvmu aw
Bangor, and unitormity of clojiviifo fqimli.

Prices on WLiirt iu Luiiiion,
24 by la S'ibyla ao by 10 IS by 10 IS by 9
3";-. 6cl, 332,s. 6d. aS/a. GO. UliN, \^2n. lid,

16 by 10 IS bv S H by 10 14 by 8 la by S

I*ja«. Cd. ItiiH. 17U« UTh. 6*1, 67h. 6d,

Per m of 1,200 .Slfttew. Marblo uiiil En«iiiL>n,.d Sl.it« Ch
PiecoK, Iuwcriptic« Tf.blotH, &c SlovpH. lUoct^H, iind IJu

Ironmongory. A. & O.'b ,Sp..'piiil Hod Uidi;o TiloK. Liitk"-- .Sti

all Goods ftt 14 iind 15, Bory-strpot, S. Miiry Axo, London

nnpy

K.C.

BATH AND OTHER BPILDINQ STONES,
OF BEST QUALITY.

RANDELL. SltJNDEaS & CO., Limited,
Quarrymeu and dtone Merchants.

List of prices at the Quarries and Depots, also cost ol

transit to any part of tho United Kingdom, furnished oa
application to

Bath Stonb Offick:
[Abtt.] CORSHAM, WILTS.

TO ARCHITECTS.
nUHKN nOOI'ISQ-SLATKS.

As s'tov'ied to II.H.II. The I'lince «! H'tile.* at Samtrinyliait*
The Feniuoylt' Sorx-grt'oQ Slnta aro speoinllv adapted for

Clmrthi-.M, Public IJuildim.'", Sa:, &c.
(LfMciiitfU/ thaniirdinary Gothic. Tiling.)

Those duruble uud non-ubnurbont bIhIim chu b« obluinod in sbses

Buitjblo for Gothir Arfhitoct'iru, at pri.Ni-i iv-i iiiidnr.

In Itaiiway Trucka, D'a, Gk>'ici>ster :—
I'yr EquiTalent

1,20U SlfitCfl to porsqu.iro

Befit GreonSlAto 14 by 7 .. — • -M; 6 I its. lid.

Do. d't. la by 8 2 17 C l&s. tid.

Do. do. 13 bj- 7 2 .. lis.

Do do. la tn- 7 I 18 6 13ri.

Do dn. la bV « I 7 fi 111.

Prices of liirno Sirc-i. Co«t of Transit, Itoft^rcneo.

Tttxtimonialt) und Snmple SjiccimwuH mny bu obtuiued oq
ftppliciitioQ to

MESSRS. RANl'KLLS: CO., CoFKhim. Wilts.

SpccimenBRt Miiweum of 'leobjpy, Jtiriiiyii-^trft't, t'ioondilly, W,
Olid at ArcbitectuTttl Miuonuj, Tuftoa-sircL-t Westniimttttr.

UrawiagH and Fricx^ upoD appUcatton, accotupauylug trudu v:irU.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
Beath, N.B, Nov. 12.—Kor plans, specifications, and

cstimaicK for Three Schools to be i-uilt near the viilu^cB yC

Cuwdenbeath, Keltv. aud Cussudio. PiTUUnnifl of £IU unil

M.h, .'38. are offered for ihe tlrst and second best (ie.'*i^ntK

Mr. John Kobs, Clerk to the School Board, Dumfermliue.
Ipswicu School Board, Nov. ly.-I'or plans aud eati.-

mates for an Infant Sch')ijl to accommoJatu ^inO infaniB.

Mr. F. A. Hammond, School B^ard Office. Ipswich.

London.—For flrst-claHB desi^^s for hhopfrouin, shop
fltliugs. Ac. aibQ premium. Mr. F. Sjge, 80, Uray s Ina-

road. W.O.
Manchksteii School Board, Dec. i.—For plans and

elovittious for a School liuihliui^ to accommodate aboiu

SuO children. The architdct \vh-'se designs shall he

Belecled, to superintend the w.>rk mitii iu completion.

IVomiiim-'of i;;liJ for the scliouiI, and XJu for tho third

best designs. Mr. F. O. Ilu.>pii!i, Clerk to Ihe School Board,

Manchester.
KoTHKKHAM UnioX, Nov. 8.—For plans for Ihe dtainftge

of Swiuton aud Kilnhurwt. A lUL-iiJium uf Hih will le

given to tho plans approved of; on wlucU they will beconin

the propeity uf the guardiaoii. J. B-rrae, Clerk, Uoioa
Ofllues, ilotherham.
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PORTLAND CEMENT.

THERE seems to be no end of the ques-

tions that are asked, in various forms,

about the defects of Portland cement. Now
we hear tliat it has cracked ; now we are told

that it has blown ; then, again, we have com-
plaints that it has come away from the walls

in patches. Really, to judge from what
appears in the architectural journals, one

would almost think that Portland was one of

the most unworthy materials, instead of being,

as it is, the very best cement ever produced.

Of course it must be remembered that we
only hear of the few failures, and learn

nothing of the numerous instances of success
;

but making every possible allowance, it is sad

to think that so much work in this cement
should annually be spoiled. Although the

causes of these varied failures have been
pointed out over and over again, and more has

been probably written about the use and
abuse of Portland than about any other

building material, there can be no harm in

glancing brietly at those stages in its prepara-

tion and application most likely to lead its

users into danger. The great estimation

which Portland has obtained has led unscru-
pulous manufacturers to pass oft' inferior

cements in its name, and it must be remem-
bered from the very outset that there are just

as many different kinds of Portland as there

are of lime.

Portland cement is, as we aU know, in the

first stage of its manufacture, a mechanical
mixture of chalk and clay, which substances,

after being reduced in a wash-mill to a line

state of division, and after having been allowed

to settle in reservoirs, termed "backs," are

calcined in kilns at a high temperature, and
reduced to a line powder. Now, a very slight

variation in the proportions of chalk and clay

makes all the difference in the world in the

finished cement. If the chalk is in excess, the

resultant Portland is light in colour, swells and
blows in setting, and is technically termed
" underclayed." If, on the other hand, the

clay is in excess, the cement is liable to run
together into clinkers in the kilns, to be dense
and dark in coloiu- when ground, to be ex-
tremely inert and sluggish in the set, and to

be treacherous in the use. The best cement
results from a mixture of 78 parts of carbonate
of lime, lo of silica, and 7 of iron and alu-

mina in 100 parts. The way this mixture is

roughly obtained is by putting into the wash-
mill three barrowfuls of chalk to one of clay,

or sometimes seven to two. The chalk fre-

quently contains from 5 to 10 per cent, of

silica and alumina, and the clay a small per-

centage of carbonate of lime. Now, as the

workmen who make the mixtui'es have no
means of ascertaining the composition of the

clay and chalk, the mixture in the wash-mUl
is rather a happy-go-lucky process, and the

Portland cement manufacturer has to correct

any fault in the proportion of his ingredients by
means of daily samples of the mixture, which he
dries and bui-ns in a small trial kiln. If he finds

that his cement is too hot he orders in a little

more clay as a corrective, and vice versa if he
has too much clay. In the large reservoirs

into which the liquid from the wash-mill is

conducted a mistake of a few hours in the

mixture is of little consequence.
The Portland clinker, when properly burned,

is of a very dark, bluish-green colour, and
very tough and difficult to grind. It is usual
to crush the clinker under an edge- runner
before it passes into the mill. It generally
happens that the contents of some parts of the
kiln are slightly vitrified or run into glass,

and other parts are tender-burned, in which

latter case the clinker is of a reddish or duU
purple tinge. A careful maker will pick out

the underburnt cement and put it into another

kiln, but it very frequently happens that in

order to save trouble and, as some say, to

equalise the cement, everything is ground up

together. "Where the cement has been rather

overclayed a very curious chemical action

may often be observed ; the clinker, as it cools

on being withdrawn from the kiln, suddenly

begins to drop into powder ; this change begins

at the surface. As the lumps melt away a fine

greenish powder seems to be thrown off from

them in a manner which gives the mass the ap-

pearance of being aUve. This green powder, on

being mixed with water, will be found to be

perfectly inert, and is, in fact, an insoluble

silicate of lime and alumina. This substance,

though injurious to the quality of the

cement, is never separated, but is regarded

by the workmen as a corrective.

We have now shown two sources of imper-

fection in the cement—one being carelessness

in the proportions of the ingredients ; the

other, inequality in the burning. The cement

as it leaves the mill ought, by rights, to be

sifted ; but very little Portland is ever passed

through a sieve, as, owing to the high stand-

ard now insisted on in the weight, it is impo-

litic to separate the coarsely ground and

denser particles.

The next, and, indeed, final process before

putting it into the bags or casks, should be

to spread the cement for a fortnight or three

weeks in thin layers over the floor of the

store-shed, the object of so doing being to

air-slake the limy particles which might

otherwise blow in the work, and to equalise

the general quality by spreading the make of

each day over that of the day before. If, in

filling the bags, the different layers are cut

straight down, an excellent average of the

fortnight or three weeks' work is obtained.

"We will now examine the cement in use,

and point out how it is possible by misman-
agement to bring about many of the failures to

which we have pi eviously alluded. As we have

now seen, the material mechanically prepared

by the manufacturer has been convertedby heat

into a chemical combination of lime and claj',

and by pulverisation of the resultant compound
we have the substance known as Portland

cement. This cement, on being mixed with

water will more or less rapidly combine with

the same and by solidifying a certain propor-

tion of this water, termed " the water of

hydration," will set as a hard and solid mass.

Now it is well known that there is always

floating about in the atmosphere a certain

proportion of watery vapour, and if Portland

cement is exposed for a lengthened period

to the free action of the air it will absorb

some of this water and become " air-slaked
"

or inert. (Juicklime has, however, a far

greater "afiinity" for water than its sUioate,

and it thus happens that by exposure for a

short time to the action of the air, good Port-

land is benefited rather than otherwise,

because the limey particles become slaked

and the danger of blowing or swelling is

counteracted. But it does not follow that on

this account tlie cement may be kept exposed

to the air for an indefinite time, though
practically Portland will keep good in a dry

place for many months—far longer indeed than

any other cement. This, we think, wiR
sufficiently explain how dull or dead Portland

is obtained, and will account for some of the

complaints we have alluded to.

By far the greater number of accidents

in the use of Portland cement may,
however, be traced to imperfections in the

mode of mixing it with water. Chemically

speaking, the amount of water required for its

hydration is a fixed quantity, though, owing
to the presence of the sand, with wliich it is

generally used, and to slight differences in the

proportion of its ingredients, the quantity of

water to be employed may vary considerably.

Now, contrary to the common belief, it is far

better that such water shovdd be slightly in

excess rather than the reverse, and there is no

foundation for the theory that we get a better

mortar from what we may comparatively term

a dry mixture than we do from a wet one.

The reason for this is that the hydration of

the Portland takes place very slowly, and
unless there is sufficient water present in the

mixture, it may so happen that all the water

is dissipated into the atmosphere before com-
plete hydration has been effected. The result

of this, in extreme cases, is that the mortal;,

instead of hardening, is converted in a few

days into a crumbling mass, with no greater

consistency than common lime-mortar ; or,

more usually, that the exterior becomes fairly

hard while" the centre of the mass is little

better than so much powder. This latter

state of things may frequently be observed

when Portland cement is applied as a stucco

to a dry wall which has not been previously

well sprinkled with water.

An evil which causes a great many com-
plaints, and which is frequently due to the

same cause, is the blowing of particles of the

cement, giving rise to pin-holes or pitting all

over the work. This may either be due to

particles of lime coated with insoluble silicate

which miss the water iu the first mixture, but

yield after long intervals to the action of

damp, or they may be merely particles of

cement which have never become hydrated

until after the greater portion of the work has

set.

The fine hair cracks which, though they are

not noticed at first, become in course of time

unsightly by attracting the soot and moisture,

are mainly caused by the desire of the

plasterer to save himself trouble. In.

order to get a good face on the work, he

gauges the cement with little or no sand, and

by putting the strong cement on a foundation

of one mixed with, say, three parts of sand, he

obtains, by the inequality of the expansion

and contraction, the tine cracks about which

we hear so many complaints. To this same

cause is due in many cases the scaling-off' of

the finishing coat, for it is generally only the

thin outside coat which behaves in this way,

Portland for use as a stucco is far better with

three parts of clear sand than when gauged

one and one. In fact, in all oases the heavy

qualities of Portland are far more reliable

when gauged with a fair proportion of sand
,;

and in reading of the melancholy accident

in consequence of the fall of a chimney-shaft

the other day, we could not avoid tracing the

accident in some way or other to the use " of

neat Portland cement every third or fourth

course," probably hot from the nulls. It is a

singular fact that by passing good cement

through too fine a sieve, say 10,000 meshes to

the square inch, we get a material more like

a Roman cement, and by too fine sifting the

quality of Portland is greatly deteriorated.

The plans of testing cements now in vogue

are, we are convinced, quite erroneous. The

weight test requires to be checked in some

way by the sieve, and the plan of breaking

blocks of neat cement involves a mode of

trying the material under circumstances in.

which it is never employed iu practice.

Cements which, when used neat, run up to

900 or l,000lb. in the briguette, are all but

useless with four parts of sand, while cements

which come out badly when broken neat

(after seven days in water) wUl bear four

times the weight that the latter cement vrill,

if used as a mortar with four parts of sand,

under similar circumstances.

THE NE"W COURT AT SOUTH
KENSINGTON.

ANOTHER court has been added to this

wonderful collection, rich and various in

its contents, and emulating any in point of

interest. The objects are, for the most part,

Italian, whether ancient or modern ; but

there are great numbers also of a miscella-

neous character which merit a close attention.
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Thus, the floor of the vestibule is entirely

composed of a mosaic, elegant in design, and

of marble made by female convicts in Eng-
land— a novel application of felon labour, we
imagine. In the construction of the new hall

a lavish splendour has been exhibited ; in

solid columns of porphyry and stone, in a

somewhat excessive gilding—the bases and
capitals of all the pillars blazing with fresh

gold ; the roofs painted in piotiu-es and pat-

terns, the walls elaborately adorned, and the

cases full of artistic treasures, including spe-

cimens of antique mosaics, some of them
ugly beyond pardon, and others beautiful

enough, as, for example, the fragment from
Musicum, imbedded in cement of a rare and,

as it would seem, of an imperishable quality.

The loftiness of the court—though it is not

lofty enough—admits, too, of galleries and
windows in handsome tiers, which are among
the finest of the South Kensington illustra-

tions. But the eye is first attracted by two
grand representations—one showing the dift'er-

ent altitudes of the chief buildings in the

world, another, incompletely as yet, and in

two sections—a mutilation utterly ruinous to

the eft'eot—the proportions and embellish-

ments of Trajan's Column at Piome. The
former disposes of not a few popular errors

which have given rise to disputes among tra-

vellers, the result being that Cologne Cathe-

dral towers above every competitor, that Old

S. Paul's would have lield the second rank in

ieight had it survived the fire, and that the

following take order one below the other : The
Pyramid of Cheops, the Cathedral at Rouen,

S. Peter's at Itome, S. Stephen's at Vienna,

Strasburg Cathedral, Antwerp Cathedral, Salis-

bury Cathedral, the Bell Tower at Florence,

and S. Paul's. The Arch of Constantine,

Pompey's Pillar, Cleopatra's Needle, Trajan's

Column, even the Albert H.all, the Temple of

the Giants at Agrigentum, and the ruins of

liaalbec, shrink in comparison with these

;

while the Choragic monument of Lysicrates,

the Temple of the Winds, and the Tomb of

Theodoric, though all noble monuments, are

relatively insignificant, so far as dimensions

go. But a certain rivalry is established between
the Victoria and Clock Towers at Westminster,
the Leaning Tower of Pisa, and the Porcelain

Tower at Pekin. Btit we are not to estimate

these works by a simple measurement from
their basement to their summits. The model
at South Kensington, of Trajan's column,
built of brick, and sheathed with plaster, is a
wondrous work, from which the Vendome
Column was, in reality, copied, and was dedi-

cated by the Senate and the people to the

Emperor on account of his victories beyond
the Danube. It is 141ft. high, constructed of

white marble, and wreathed from the pedestal

to the capital with a spiral series of bas-reliefs.

There are computed to be nearly three thousand
figures wrought upon this sculptured surface,

besides the trophies, eagles, garlands of oak-
leaves, and instruments of war. Within, a

marble staircase leads to the abacus, and
beneath it is pretended that the Imperial
ashes lie. An excellent idea of this superb
monument may now be gained at South Ken-
sington, telling, as it does, a tale of the old

Homan glory. Again, the Florentine Bell

Tower, attached to the ancient Palace of the
Grand Dukes, is a marvel of boldness and in-

genuity. In it, at a height of 286ft., was
swung a bell, of immense weight, which a
single person could set in motion—a piece of

mechanism commenced A.D. 13.J2, and not
completed until a.d. 1669. The architec-

ture of this edifice is the simplest con-
ceivable. Not so that of the Leaning Tower
at Pisa, which presents perhaps the strangest

collection of ornaments ever brought together,

at once wild and fairy-like, and prin-
cipally owing its fame to its designed or

accidental inclination. All this, and much
else, may be studied in the new court at

South Kensin^:ton, which abounds, however,
in other illustrations, and among them one of

those curious structures, half tomb, half

temple—an Indian tope, bee-hive in shape, and
resembling no other edifice in the world. This,

unmeaning though it may appear in form,

should not be passed over, even by those who
are not strictly studious visitors ; because it is

at least as interesting as any Druid barrow or

Aztec relic, or witness to the manners of an-

tique times in the semi-barbarous parts of

the earth ; or even, it may be, as the Tibar-

tine Temple at Tivoli, the Puerto della Gloria

at Santiago, or the Runic ruins modelled in

Iceland—though they are so many Sagas in

themselves—all of which have been contri-

buted to the new court, rendering it a most
instructive chapter in the long and varied

history recorded in the collections at South

Kensington. These topes, and peculiarly

those of Bhilsa, in Central India, are very

little known in Europe, aud deserve a brief

description. They arc, naturally, of less

popular interest than the monuments of

Assyria. We do not seek along the banks of

the Ganges for glimpses of the Scriptural

Era, or iind in Elephanta or EUora illustra-

tions of the Book of Kings. Nineveh and
Babylon, with its buried wonders, are dear to

the mind, for they are remains of sacred

times ; but the Indian records, so far as we
can trace them, bring to light no ages, or

names, or ideas, which belong to modern lite.

Our sympathies have not been touched, our

faith has never been vivified, by revelations

from ancient India, and the most unexpected,

curious, and complete discovery is there made
without satisfying one long-indulged de-

sire of our minds. StiU, these build-

ings possess an unique importance of

their own as belonging to one of the most

extraordinary regions of the earth, and one

whose annals reach beyond the horizon of in-

quiry. The Buddhist monuments in India,

exemplified at South Kensington by many
other specimens than this, consist of caves,

temples, monastic retreats, structural or

excavated, inscriptions on rocks or columns,

and topes, or, literally, religious edifices.

These last are the fewest in number, and con-

tained in few localities. Tliey are found in

Afghanistan, near the Indus, near the

Ganges ; at Jirhut and Bahav, and round
Bhilsa. They are of three kinds ; the first,

immense hollow mounds of masonry, dedica-

ted to the Eternal Buddha; the second, the

Funereal, erected over the ashes of his " mor-
tal emanations ;

" the third, simply memorials

of remarkable events. In some, bones have

been discovered ; in others, crystal boxes ; in

others again, ashes. They were evidently

erected at a vast cost, and with infinite cere-

monies. The foundation-stones, according to

the chronicles, were trodden into their places

by elephants ; while milk, oO, vermilion, and
])recious gums were mixed with the cement.

The topes are of various shapes, ditt'ering with

their antiquity. The most ancient are hemi-
spherical, like that which is modelled at South

Kensington, and constitute simple mounds.

Next are those raised a few feet on cylindrical

plinths. In the third order, the height of the

basement is equal to that of the superstruc-

ture ; and so on, until, in the latest, we find a

lofty round tower, surmounted by a dome.

Many are erected on solid masses of natural

rock, levelled by manual labour, and scarped

on every side. We now guide ourselves, since

there is, as yet, no guide-book, to a diflerent

class of illustrations in the New Court at

Kensington, and the contrast impresses itself,

at once and forciby, upon the imagination. It

in fact suggests a study in itself. There
is TattershaU Castle, Lincolnshire, five

centuries old, or nearly— a fortress sur-

rounded by two huge fosses, one of earth,

and the other lined with brick ; but a tenant-

less ruin. A square tower of brick, two
hundred feet high, flanked by four rect

angular turrets, crowned with lead-covered

spires, still stands, and in its four stories are

found singular instances of fifteenth century
work ; but the progress of dilapidation has
gone on .so rapidly that no long future can be

predicted, even for the remnants of this once
magnificent structure. Passing on by the

high arches of Exeter Cathedral we reach
another far less known, that of Selsey, in

Sussex. This, however, is little more than a

restoration, partly conjectural, we imagine,
by the artist ; because, twenty year ago,

scarcely a vestige remained of the old edifice.

The park has long been engulfed by the sea,

and fishermen ride at anchor over it ; the

episcopal palace has totally disappeared, and
only a church stands near to where the former
minster flourished. These, with the Town
Hall at Bruges, and some representations of

German royal and baronial palaces, are the

most important of the new architectural illus-

trations at Kensington ; but there are miscel-

lanea of art well worth noticing ; not mere
bric-a-brac, not mere linick-knaeks picked

up in the dark recesses of Wardour-street, or

at questionable sales on the Continent ;—grand
examples of castings in iron, seven centuries

old, and the bronzes of Pietro Candido. Now,
bronze art has never been very famous as a

production of England. It has hitherto been
particularly Flemish, French, and Austrian.

However, no human reason exists why this

noble material, composite though it be, should

not be employed with complete results by
English artists and moulders. We may go
further—in spite of progress, there has not been

such advance made among us in metal work
of any kind as could be desired ; not in iron,

or brass, or even gold and silver—in which,

however, the artist is generally the slave and
victim, as to matters involving taste, of his

customer. It is hardly that art-knowledge

has not developed ; is it, then, that it

has not been encouraged ? Of course,

looldng round upon these cabinets and
their contents, we are not to expect a resusci-

tation of the olden taste which delighted in

gigantic silver baths, flagons, and monteths,

in enormous loads of precious metal cumber-
ing ducal tables, and in those big monstrosities

which, as a reaction, created the snuff-box

period of ftueen Anne—and this transition is

not less clearly marked at South Kensington

than as if it were by a line and a change of

colour drawn across a geological diagram.

The Germany of the Renaissance stands

represented, to quote an instance, by one

work of incomparable merit—the Iron Chair,

wrought bv Ruker, which was presented by
the Free City of Augsburg to the second of

'

the Imperial Rudolfs,but which is now an heir-

loom in the Radnor family. Who, except a

German artist, would have undertaken that

masterpiece of manipulation 'i Either a

Frenchman or an Italian would have despised

the idea of fashioning from so common a

material all those processions of figures, each

individualised ; those medallions, instinct

with pictures of Classic legend ; and those

images of ugliness, in which the German
genius has immemorially and invariably

delighted. The Italian and the French will

condescend to copy even wood-uarving in

silver or gold ; but, as a rule, they will

touch no baser metals. Yet Pugin records that

when he first turned his attention to the re-

production of Mediajval metal-work, the only

artisan he could find capable of understand-

ing and reproducing his ideas, was an old

German, who earned an obscure existence by
beating up copper jelly-moulds, the last

degraded form in which the noble craft of

repousse' then survived in England. When,
however, the imdoubted master and the grow-

ing-old operative met there was fruit gathered,

and some of it hangs among the trophies to

which we have been alluding. Nevertheless,

even in these respects, the art of imitating from

original objects is frequently carried too far,

and students, while admirmg the forms of

genuine art, learn also with what perfection they

can be simulated, and the principle, therefore,

dispensed with. Who but an expert can be

sure, even in the new Kensington Court,

whether he is looking at veneer or the grain

of the genuine wood 'i at porphyry or a coat of
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variegated paint on a column of cast-iron ?

Altogether, however, the enrichment of the

collections in true art teachings continues,

and in none more so than in the departments

of jewel-setting, furniture, and the decora-

tion of structm-es. Referring to these last,

we iind that we have overlooked a work which
gives a true idea of that unique edifice dear

to the Scottish heart, Roslyn Chapel, impossible

to designate as in any settled or familiar style,

but exquisite in its beauty, and most romantic

in its tradition. There stands the celebrated

Apprentice Pillar commemorating the oiierecl

sacritioe of Isaac by Abraham, aud inscribed

with the epigram :
" Forte est viniun, fortior

est rex, fortiories sunt mulieres, super omnia
vinoit Veritas." It will have been seen, per-

haps, that the new court at South Kensington
merited more than a cursory notice.

NOTES FROM AMERICA.—THE PRO-
POSED CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION
(1870), PHILADELPHIA.

By Robert W. Edis, F.S.A.

LATE in last, or early in this year, a general
invitation was issued to American archi-

tects by the committee of the proposed great

Exhibition of 187G, at Philadelphia, to com-
memorate the centennial of American Inde-
pendence, to send in designs for the proposed
building, to which invitation about forty archi-

tects from all parts of the country responded

—

although amongst the names of the successful

competitors only one or two can be classed

amongst the better known of the profession in

America. If it be possible or fair tojudge of the

remainder by the ten preniiated designs which
were illustrated in the New York Daily
Graphic in August last, a greater collection

of architectural wildness and poverty in de-

sign can hardly be conceived ; few, if any, of

the drawings showinganyoriginalityin concep-
tion or appreciation of the great monumental
character and intention of the building, and
in hardly any of which repose or dignity of

design are apparent.

In August last 'he committee selected ten

out of the forty designs as entitling their

authors to the award of a thousand dollars

each, and the privilege of a second and final

competition, in' reference to which The
Nation—a well wi-itten and edited American
journal—writes as follows :

—

"We believe we do not exaggerate in saying
that a more fantastic and puerile set of designs
than some of these forty were never offered in any
competition. The mere sight of them must have
done much to lighten the gravity of the commit-
tee's tisk, while the reading of the accompanying
descriptions, if performed aloud, must have had a
very boisterous eiiiectupon the judges. Six of the
preferred plans were the work of Philadelphia
architects, but one was from New York, and none
came from Boston. It is, therefore, proper to state

that the leading architects of both tliese cities, Mr.
Yaux excepted, declined to enter the competition
on the conditions laid down, which they deemed
unfair to the profession, unprofitable, and morally
certain to call out only inferior designs. What the
chances are of good work at this stage of the pro-

ceedmgs may be guessed from the fact that each of
the ten architects admitted to a second trial will be
furnished with photographic copies of the plans of

the other nine, and that the term allotted for

making a fresh design, with estimates, is something
less than six weeks. It will be strange indeed if

the result is not to add one more to the long list of

our failures to produce anything creditable to the
taste of the age, or of permanent gain to art, by
architectural competitions.'

'

We commend the hint as to photographic
copies of premiated designs being distributed

among rival competitors to the notice of com-
petition committees in this countrj*.

The architecture of most of these ten designs

is of a ver}' miscellaneous and nondescript

character, free use being made of domes and
tiurets of the most extraordinary and fan-
tastic forms, while glass and iron enter largely

into almost every design, as if the Crystal

Palace at Sydenham were a type of building
essentially adapted and to be freely copied for

all buildings of the class, whether permanent

or temporary. Almost all show a huge me-
morial haU—which, I believe, is proposed to

remain after the remainder of the building is

removed—nearly every one culminating in a

huge central dome.
Mr. Calvert Vaux, of New York, alone

avoids all introduction of terminal or central

features,basing his general planon what is called

the pavilion sj'stem. The elevation consists of

a series of huge pointed arched bays of, I pre-

sume, iron and glass, and somewhat resem-

bling Mr. Owen Jones' Oxford-street Bazaar-

faoade, in Great Portland-street ; seven of

these arched bays or projections, with recessed

intermediate spaces, take up the long sides,

with three similar bays on the shorter sides

or ends of the building, the whole making up
three huge naves, intersected and crossed by
seven transepts aU of similar design, and
giving the idea of an immense horticultural

building, suitable, perhaps, for the display of

trees and shrubs, but hardly adapted, e.xcept

as regards light and space, for the purposes

intended. Of the six Philadelphia architects,

Messrs. Collins and Autenrieth contribute a

design made up of a series of low circular-

ended flat enclosed colonnades, broken up here

and there with circular blocks rising up above

the general roofs, with a huge central en-

trance and ill-proportioned dome, with high

transepts and flanking square turrets running

into it ; the general buUding rises tier upon
tier, and is further broken up by various

squat towers and two small flanking domes,

one at each end, anything but happy in

grouping or design, although, at the same
time, from its enormous size and general

pyi-amidal grouping, there is a good deal that

is striking and imposing in this design. Mr.

Samuel Sloan's design consists of a large cen-

tral block with thin attenuated dome sitting

on an unequal double-staged drum anything but

graceful or pleasing, the whole rising slightly

above the general building, and with large

flanldng block, with domical roofs, and a cen-

tral triple entrance, enclosed under a huge iU-

proportioned arch and pediment supported by
flanking turrets ; on either side of this central

group is a long, low, two-storied building,

each broken up by five immense arched en-

trances, over which, and cutting down on to

the high-pointed roof, are small domical

turrets springing from octagonal bases, and
finished with lofty flag-staffs carrying, of

course, the banners of the stars and stripes.

Mr. John C. Sidney is also very great in

flags and flag-stafl's, but less happy in his

general design, which is certainly a most
extraordinary mixture, forming, as it does, a

group of buildings, seemingly of all styles and
da'tes of architecture, chapels, pagodas, and
curious-shaped erections of different heights

and shapes, all springing out at diSerent

intervals of what seems tojbe a huge green-

house, and culminating in a huge central

pa-\-ilion with squat dome and attendant flank-

ing towers and domes on either side, every
feature balanced carefully by its counterpart

on either side, and all making up a most
ouriotis and incongruous jumble, "fearfully

and wor.derfully made." I can only suppose

that it is indebted for its place amongst the

chosen ten for the nine immense national flags

which fly from the summits of the nine

dominant clusters or groups of buildings

which make up its general features ; the

whole design suggests a bad dream, or archi-

tectural nightmare, for which a thousand
doUars seem a too pleasant waking reality.

Messrs. McArthur and Wilson's design

shows, to our mind, the most architectural

merit of the whole series. The general plan

consists of an enormous long central nave,

with clerestory and two-storied aisles—with
boldly designed flanking towers at each end

—

intersected in the centre by a lofty transept

with aisles, small flanking towers, and a huge
central tower and spire at the junction of the

cru.x ; a portion of the central navi being

raised above the general building, so as to add
to the importance of the central feature ; the

rest of the nave, or wing, on each side of the

central hall, or transept, being again inter-

sected by smaller transepts with aisles and
flanking towers, with angle turrets, all with
high mansard roofs, the whole forming an ex--

ceedingly picturesque group, and with its

great array of towers, spires, and turrets giv-

ing a pleasant skyline and breaking up the

squatness of the general building, but at the

same time offering nothing peculiarly impos-

ing or dignified in its general character.

Messrs. Gatchel and Rush's design shows a
square one-storied building, with enormous
roof cut up by numerous feeble pinnacles, and
in the centre of each fai;'ade a detached tower

and spire, with pinnacles, flying buttresses,

and flagstaft's, and a huge circular-roofed cen-

tral space, terminating in a flat, unwieldly

dome of most fantastic design, all of the

general Batty-Langley Gothic character, and
mediocre in the extreme.

Messrs. Clarke and Sims complete the Phi-

ladelphia half-dozen, and send in a tolerably

common-sense design, in which the iron and
glass construction seems fairly well treated,

and the proportions of the building tolerably

weU balanced and arranged. Naves and aisles

and huge transepts, similarly arranged, make
up the general plan ; lofty iron-pillared

arcades, with large clerestory windows, all

treated soberly and quietly, and without that

exuberance and aorobatism which are so pro-

minent in many of the other designs.

Mr. Plowman of Washington, Mr. Fairfax

of Wheeling, West Vh'ginia, and Mr. Vry-
dagh, of Terre Haute, Indiana, all seem to

vie with each other as to which shall make
the most extraordinary and fanciful combina-

tion of domes, turrets, gables, conservatories,

minarets, and roofs ; and I can only imagine

that the committee must have thought it de-

sirable to include two or three absolute out-

siders in the general ruck of prize-holders,

after awarding six out of the ten premiums
to architects of their own city. Altogether,

the competition, as expressed by the selected

designs, seems anything but a satisfactory one

;

the best men seem caretuUy to have kept out

of it, and the designs are, as far as I can

form an opinion, anything but worthy of

American architecture or architects, and the

competition bids fair to add another to the

long list of failures of the general system of

architectm-al competitions.

PAUL LACROIX'S MIDDLE AGES AND
THE ART THEY PRODUCED.*

ART, says the author of this attractive-

looking book, cannot acquaint us entirely

with an epoch ; but the arts considered ia

their generality are the true expressions ot

society, for they tell us of its tastes, its ideas,

and its character. Indeed, may we not say,

generally, that they tell us of all that is poetic

and pleasurable in the nature of man—of his

culture and refinement, and, which is most

curious to see and to know, of the precise

character of his hand when at work on the

rough materials of the earth, when guided by

his mind and his intelligence. It would seem

impossible, indeed, to select a subject better

calculated to let us into the ways and

thoughts, and methods of life of those who
have preceded us ; and from the knowledge

thence acquired to judge of our own present

position, and from hence again to prognosti-

cate to a certain extent what the future is to

be, or is likely to be. The lives of the men of

past times are but little more, in ordinary

histories, than a succession of names and

words, and dates; but let us into the

" material " of the days in which they lived,

and we then realise to ourselves readily what

manner of men they were, and what in reality

they did. We are now, as the author says,

no longer content with mere chronology and

* ''Mauuers, Customs, and Dress during tlieMiiidle Ages

and during ttie Benaissanca P. riid." By Paul LaCRSIX,

Curator of the Impeiial Library of the Arsenal, Pari*.

London ; Chapman and HaU, 193, Piccadilly, 1S74.
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simple nomenclatures ; what we want to know
is the physiognomy—the inmost character—of

past generations. In short, How did our

fathers live? is a daily question. What their

pastimes, their hunting parties, their meals,
^

and all those scenes, sad or gay, which com-
posed their home life ; their public life also,

and its occupations ; and, in short, their man-
ner of living hourly, even as wo know our
own? It is the object of this elaborate hook
to tell us all this, as far as it can do so, in its

text, and through more than four hundred
illustrations. It must be 'our purpose, as

shortly as possible, to give a general idea of

its contents, in the hope that those who are

interested will, if they are able, consult the

book in detail for themselves. For those who
are not able we give a little.

The author begins at the beginning, as he
should do, and teUs us that what are called

the " Middle Ages," or the " Dark Ages," as

fchey are sometimes called by those who know
nothing about it, grew out of Pagan civilisa-

tion, of Germanic barbarism, and of Chris-

tianity. The Middle Ages began in the year of

grace 470, on the fall of Augustulus, and
ended in 1453, at the taking of Constantinople

by Mahomet the Second, the fall of the two
empires, that of the West and that of the

East, marking its duration.

In his first chapter, or section, the author
speaksof the nature of the "Germanicand Gallic

institutions," as they got mixed up with the

old Roman ways, and as to how Charlemagne
organised everything with a master hand. The
different orders of society, as they then ex-
isted, are described, and an account is given

of the origin of the modern " lower classes."

It is a most interesting and instructive

chapter, and we would fain dwell on it for a

moment, but must forbear. We may
point, however, to the strongly-marked por-

trait of that remarkable " king of men," the

gre.at Charlemagne, taken from a lac-simile of

an engraving executed towards the end of the

sixteenth century ; and to one other illustra-

tion, an architectural one, showing the win-
dows of the Herald's Lodge, with the banners
and coats of arms suspended from the windows
of it, and by which the lords and barons

proved their nobility. The men of the Middle
Ages made all they did and thought visib/e in

some way or other, and palpable to touch
;

the reverse of our modern methods, which is

to subdue all formalities, and do away, as

riuch as possible, with all displays. There
may be good in this, but there is evil also,

for it is Art that loses, unconsciously, and
perhaps irreparably, by it. When there is

nothing to look at, there is nothing to paint,

or to draw, or to ^sculpture, and hardly to

describe.

The second chapter, on "Privileges and
nights. Feudal and Municipal," we must
needs pass, noting merely the woodcut show-
ing the ramparts of the town of Aoques-
Mortes, one of the municipalities of Langue-
doc, and the coloured lithograph, quite a

drawing-room attraction, of Louis XII. leav-

ing Alexandria, on the '24th of April, 1507,

to chastise the city of Genoa.
The third chapter is on the "Private Life

in the Castles and Towns and the Rural Dis-
tricts ;

" on the pastimes of the nobles ; hunt-
ing, war, and domestic arrangements ; on
varlets, pages, esquires, maids of honour, and
the state of the rustics at various periods—an
interesting subject enough in these days of

active educational efforts, and of incessant

talk of how to " elevate the masses." On the
" Ancient Dwellings," our own speciality, we
must needs pause to say a word or two,
though only at the beginning of the volume.
The author fully describes the royal palaces

of the Frank kings. They had palaces in

almost all the large towns, as at Bourges,
Dijon, Metz, Ilheims, &c., &e. In Paris they
occupied the vast residence now known as

the 'i'hermes de .lulien or Hotel de Cluny, and
which then extended from the hill "of S.

Genevieve as far as the Seine. All these

palaces were built on the same plan, with

high walls surrounding them : the Roman
atrium, the proaulinm, the anti-court, placed

in front of the salutorium, and hall of recep-

tion. The consistorium, or great circular

hall, surrounded with seats, served for legis-

lation, councils, public assemblies, and all

solemnities wherein the kings displayed their

pomp and show. There was also the tricli-

nium, or dining-haU, the largest room in the

palace. There were also baths, thrnncs ; a

gymnasium for bodily exercise ; and a hypo-

drome, or covered gallery, for exercise, and a

host of inferior offices. Indeed, nothing

seems to have been forgotten which a human
being could well think of or wish for. It

would be a hard thing, perhaps, to find a royal

palace in these days so complete.

The next buildings, not a little remarkable

and characteristic of the times, were the

great Castles of the Feudal Barons. From the

constant dread of social destruction, and in

order to protect churches and monasteries,

as well as homesteads, from attacks, towers

and impregnable fortresses rose up all over

Europe, particularly in France. These gave

rise to that romantic " order of architecture"

and method of building which may fairly

claim a distinctive name—Castle architecture.

We must not pause to describe them in

detail. They were huge and massive in

strength, nature's work almost, and never

anywhere do they spoil the landscape like the

modern smart mansion. It was the age of

romance in Europe. The baron of the gloomy
and strong castle, and his following, on

some predatory raid or journey of revenge,

left his wife behind him to keep the castle,

and, if needs must, to light, and that she some-

times did with right true courage and intelli-

gence. A right brave time, if a lawless one.

We would say a word on the " furniture " of

these strong places, and thus get a glimpse

into their inner life and ways, and into the

true look of them ; but a word must suffice.

The bare stone remained uncovered in most

of the halls, or was whitened, and then orna-

ments with moulded roses and leaves coloured

in distemper. Arms and armour were arranged

in suits, and banners and pennants and em-
blazoned standards hung on the walls and

pillars of it, and the very most was made of

all those necessities of the fighting men when
not in use. They were ornamental and
always artistic. If in these days we happen

to have a banner, or a gun, or a pistol, or

indeed anything not in active use, they are

put away "carefully in eases and cupboards,

and hidden from sight. But then the old

feudal baron was a rude man living

in a dark age ; we live in one of en-

lightenment, and that makes all the dif-

ference ! We may point to the knight and
his lady of the Court of Burgundy, and in

their " fmmished chamber" get a glimpse into

an^nnerroom of a feudal castle, page 73. There

is a good deal more in tliis chapter of no small

interest, as taking us into the times of our

forerunners ; but we must pass to the next

chapter—" Food and Cookery," with some

quaint ideas. And then to the next

—

"Hunting," with many woodcuts, from old

engravings, miniatures, and MSS. Then,

again, the next chapter is on " Games and
Pastimes," on which so much might be said.

The author himself giyes but a rapid sketch

of tournaments and tilting matches, the sports

of warriors, chivalry, and scenic and literary

representations specially belonging to the

history of the stage. It would be difficult to

over-estimate the importance of this subject

;

for we find that a vast amount of the illus-

trative art of the times of the Middle Ages

was drawn from games and shows and ])roces-

sions, and from what are nowadays tliought

trifies, and sometimes but simple waste of

time. All the illustrations got together by
M. Lacroix go to show this. A curious and
startling display of "fireworks," which would
surprise the Crystal Palace artists, is shown,
page !22:5, being a fac-similc of an engraving

on copper of the " Pyrotechnic" of Hanzelet
le Lorrain, 1630. Fireworks on the water

!

We chaUeuge the Crystal Palace authorities to

repeat this performance. Tennis, billiards,

cards, tumbling, chess, quoits, "girls'

games," ehildrens' games—even old dames
seem to have had theirs. Nothing was
missed. A truly charitable time ; every

body was thought for in some way or other.

We can't help specifying "Dancing," a special

and favourite amusement in universal favour

;

and it is interesting to note this just at this

moment, for, as we see in these correct days,

dancing is an amusement most decidedly

under a cloud. What would now be said to

the statement, made with approval, that, in

the early history of Christianity, the faithful

danced, or rather stamped, in measured time

during the religious ceremonial on the first

Sunday in Lent ? At night, fires, too, were
lighted in public places, and numbers of people

danced round them. Indeed, the very origin

of " Ballet" is supposed to have arisen out of

the ancient dance of the Knights, common
during the first days of chivalry. " Dancing,"

says an old writer of the time, " is practised

in order to see whether lovers are healthy and
suitable for one another." There are some
curious woodcuts in the book illustrating

dancing, one on page 1244 being a fac-simile

of a miniature in the MS. of the " Cliro-

niques " of Froissart, fifteenth century. It

is called the "Burning Ballet," and repre-

sents a pantomimic scene of grotesque figures

dancing round small lighted fires of tow, in

the centre of a tapestried hall. The dancing

men, also, were partially covered with rosin

and tow, which caught fire, and the end
seems to have been somewhat woeful.

The next chapter is on "Commerce," which

we must needs pass by. The next following

is on " Guilds and Trade Corporations," a

fruitful subject enough, for it is thought by
not a few in these days that some of the

glories of Gothic arcliitecture in past times is

to be attributed to the existence of guUds, or

corporations or associations of artisans. In-

deed, the author says that the deeper we dive

into ancient history, the clearer we perceive

traces, more or less distinct, of these kind of

associations. "Brotherhoods" amongst the

labouring classes always existed under the

German conquerors. Consuls, or Chiefs of

Locksmiths, the Corporation of Goldsmiths,

the Corporation of Tanners, and a host of

others, with privileges granted by the King,

all go to show how important these guilds

were, and how they must have bound up the

several trades intolittle compact and separated

groups. And it is all but certain that not a

little of the traditional art of the times was

perpetuated by these societies, and the old

methods of work adhered to rigidly through

tlieir inttuence. They existed in all the great

towns all over Europe, and the subject is so

important that we will not now further dwell

upon it, hoping for a future opjiortunity—so

much depending on these guUds in the past,

and so keen the question as to the utility of

their existence m the future of art action.

The woodcuts illustrating this section are

most interesting and instructive, and quite

show us the old workman at bis vocation. It

is difficult to pass by this subject so rapidly.

What would be thought no^n'adays of an

apprentice " aspirant " going through succes-

sive examinations to prove their ability, not

as in these days in the literary way, but in

the production of a cJicf-d'aucre, or perfect

specimen of his craft ?

The chapter on " Taxes, Money," &.C. ;

then one on " Law and Justice "
; then one on

" Secret Tribunals," -with a curious print of

the Interior Court of the Palace of the Doges,

showing the buildings in which were the Cells

and the Leads, from Cesare Veeellio. The

Council of Ten, famous in history and romance,

and the " Vehmic " tribunal—but how to

speak of all these ? The costume of the old

Venetian Doges (p. 405) is worth note.

The section on " Punishments" comes next,
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and shows much curious detail, the woodcuts
heing very striking and interesting. The
tharaeteristic "Gibbet of Montfaucon,"
famous in the history of Paris, looks weird

and strange enough, and is one of the best

outs in tiie book—almost an etching. The
chapter on the " Jews," and what they had to

battle witli in the days of Faith, is hard read-

ing, but the Jew is tough, and in the dark
shadows of his walled-in " Ghetto " he pon-

dered over his money-getting schemes, and
then sallied forth a notable figure every way
in the streets of the old Gothic cities, to deal

in his own fashion with the simple Xazarene !

We have but space to give the titles merely
of the last chapters — on "Gipsies and
Beggars," on " Ceremonials," on which a

"volume might be usefully written. Note the

Imperial Procession (on p. 491) of Charles Y.
4ind Clement VII. And the last, but not the

least interesting, chapter, on the "Costume"
•of the Dark Ages. We have thus simply en-

deavoured to aft'ord to the reader, who may not

perhaps get sight of the book—an expensive

one—an outline of its interesting contents.

C. B. A.

COMPETITIOX FOR NEW CHURCH AT
CHELSEA.

A LIMITED competition for a new church

at Chelsea, engaged in by four nomi-
nated architects, has resulted in the selection

of the plans by " Experientia." The designs

generally were not of a character to merit

more than a passing notice ; and it would
seem that the one selected by the committee

was by no means the best of those submitted.

The ground upon which the church is proposed

to be built is of an extremely awkward shape,

•compelling the architect either to place the

axis of his church north and south, or so to

crush the nave and chancel together as to

render the latter a mere wall-recess. One
competitor ("Faith") boldly grapples with

the difficulty, and places his plan north and
south ; and this plan appears to be by far the

best from an ecclesiastical point of view,

putting orientation out of the question. A
very good exterior perspective of a church,

with an enormous tower and spire at the

west end, accompanies the last-named plan

:

but the interior view is very paltry, and
feebly drawn. The greater part of the spire

itself is, like the church, of brick.

The successful design is mean in character,

greatly lacking in height and proportion, and
the tower and spire are mean in the extreme,

while the heavy pierced tracery and the

general " suburban '\nlla " look of the church

destroy any eftect that might be produced by
certam mii\or details of some merit by which
the design is relieved. The perspectives are

gaudily coloured. The best drawing exhi-

bited is an interior view of a very lofty

church, by Mr. Thicke (" Boaz "). The plan

is remarkable for the fact of the stalls being

arranged basilica-fashion, by which obvious

means this competitor alone has overcome the

difficulty of the lack of length in the chancel.

The detail of this design appears to be by far

superior to that of the others, although the

question of caxt may have been a s?rious one in

this ease, owing to the loftiness of the church.

The most remarkable feature in the designs

generally is the sbsenee of ecclesiastical feel-

ing, and the disregard of proportion, while

there is scarcely a genuine Enr/tish feature in

any of them, almost all the tracery, &c, being

,a bad imitation of the French. The apsidal

east end appears to be much in favour, but it

seems to have escaped the notice of the author

of the selected design that this feature espe-

cially demands loftiness and grace of treat-

ment. We should hail with delight any in-

dication among our church builders of a

return to the devout study of our own English

parish and abbey churches. But this we can

scarcely hope for, until a more national feel-

ing pervades the architectural taste of this

country.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE Architectural Association commenced its

session for 1873-74 on Friday evGuing last,

whon a conversazione was held in the galleries at

No. 9, C!onduit-street. The attendance (owing
doubtless to the inclement weather) was not so

large as we remember on former occasions, and tlie

attractions presented "were much fewer. The
walls of the smaller gallery were hung with the

various designs which have gained the prizes

offered during last session to the several

classes and to the general body of the

members, but the walls of the larger gallery

vrere almost bare. A few oil paintings

were hung ' on the line." and these were
supplemented by a few of Mr. Phene Spiers's

exquisite water-colour drawings, including

Pierrefonds, interior of great court ; Pierrefonds,

Arthur Tower ; Coney, the great keep ; and
Noyon Cathedral and Library. Mr. Maurice B.

Adams sent a well-executed sketch of some half-

timbered houses at Chester, and Messrs. Whitaker
and Perrett a small perspective view of their

design for the bridge over the Neva at S. Paters-

burg, for which they have been awarded the

first premium by the municipality of S. Peters-

burg. This bridge will be 1,400ft. long, and will

have two opening spans for the passage of vessels.

Among the exhibits was a chasuble, shown by Mr.

M. J. C. Buckley, being a very rich specimen of

Lyonnese gold bossed work of the eighteenth cen-

tury, the central subject (the Madonna) being in
' Point d'Espagno." Mr. Buckley also exhibited

a specimen of panel painting for a triptych,

executed by Thomas Stacey, the subject being a

figure of S.Lawrence; and a shrine or *'santo

sopoloro " for the chapel of the Blessed Sacrament
in the Cathedral of Hondnras, South America,
designed and executed by T. C. Wilberfoss and
M. ,1. C. Buckley at Bruges. Messrs. Richard-

son, Slade and Co. exhibited a very massive brass

and copper lectern, designed by the President of

tho Association (Mr. E. J. Tarver), Messrs.

Helbronnor, of Regent-street, sent some rich

hangings ; and Messrs. T. Goode and Co., some
artistically-painted tiles. With these exceptions,

there was little else of any note. The proceed-

ings on the whole, although enlivened by Coote

and Tinney's band, went oil flatly.

At nine o'clock the President (Mr.E. J. Tarver)

took tho chair, for tho purpose of presenting the

prizes offered by or through the Association to

its members for excellence in design, &c. In

doing so, he srave a short address, in the course of

which he said that it was literally the association

of students in friendly riv.alry, and their constant

intercourse under one roof, that ailorded. as it

seemed to him. the great charm and advantage of

the society. He said that at the first ordinary

business mooting of the .Association (which takes

place to-night) he should address the members
at greater length on the present working of the

Association, and should take the opportunity of

bringing forward a series of statistics that he had
drawn up of all the work done during the past

session. It had been through joining the Associa-

tion and entering earnestly into its work that ho

had gained much most useful experience and
formed many pleasant friendships. And if this

were possible 13 years ago, when he first joined

the Association (to say nothing of the earlier

career of tho Association) how many more
opportunities for study and friendship were
offered by the now enormously increased number
of members (GOO) ? It would at first sight ap-

pear difficult to find safety-valves for the escape
of all tho pent-up working energy of this host.

But on lookin;:^ behind the scenes one would be

astonished at the large number of honorary ofScers

who conduct the business of the Association,

and tho amount of work that they had to get

through. Amongst these he doubted whether
there had ever been one who had been so

indefatigable as the late president, Mr. J. Doug-
lass Mathews. For five years Mr. Mathews held
tho office of Honorary Secretary to the Associa-

tien, and that office was no sinecure ; during his

year of presidency, too, ho had worked just as

hard. His exertions had been pre-eminent in

organising the various outlets for the pent-up
energies of the members. There were classes in

connection with the Association for tho study of

almost ail subjects connected "with, or related to.

architecture. And if a sufficient number of

members agreed to study any particular sub-

ject not already provided for by an existing class,

tho rules of tho Association permitted of tho

formation of a new class. All the classes in connec-

tion with tho Association ^'ero based on one or
two conditions—either tho services of a paid
teacher were engaged, or tho members undertook
to mutually instruct one another, merely
selecting the presidents or visitors of classes
from those members of the Association whose
opinions on the subjects in question were likely
to carry weight. JMr. Tarver remarked that
however talented those officers might be, the
members of classes must not consider them
responsible for the accuracy of their opinions. For
this reason ho was a little afraid of the gigantic
Class of Construction which was attended by so
many of the younger members of the Association.
He should have more to say on this subject at the
next meeting. He would only s.ay then
that if any young gentlemen wished to join

the Association merely for the sake of joining
this class, and did not intend to contribute
some valuable knowledge in return, they had far

better join Professor Kerr's or Professor Lewis's
classes, and pay their guineas like men. He was
also a little afraid of two other features which
the magnitude and consequent importance of the
Association were thought to justify. One was
its combination with other societies for the pur-
pose of discussing matters of professional prac-
tice, under the title of the Architectural Alliance.

The other was the publi^jation of the discussions

at the Association in the professional journals.

On these heads Mr. Tarver spoke as follows :—

-

So long as we assemble within these walls to

design and draw and discuss the contents of a
specification, and work up a subject sufficiently

to read a paper or open a discussion upon it, and
then have a general, sensible, hard, free-fight

over it, in which not even the youngest member
present is afraid to join if an idea strikes him, so

long shall we continue to improve ourselves and
hold our true position as students. On the other

hand, why should we trouble our heads with the
settlement of disputes in professional practice ?

Is there not

—

A sweet little InstitiUe,

That sits up aloft

to guide practice and show up the " quack " ?

I have the honour to belong to that august body,
and so can any of us who intend to become prac-

titioners. Again, in what way do members of

the Association derive solid benefit from their

connection with us ? By the publication of their

remarks in a discussion ? Perhaps their mothers
and sisters think these remarks must be clever

because they are printed in the public journals

;

but I venture to think (though I am in a minority

on this subject) that the advantages of such pub-
lication are a delusion and a snare, and I believe

that it is the prominent workers in our classes

who soon get known and talked about, and who
supply the answer to tho oft-repeated question,
" Do you know a really good assistant to lend me
a hand at such and such a job? I shan't stick at

a few pounds, more or less, for salary, if he really

understands his work." Of course I am not for-

getting our elder members, and the great use that

they are to us (and I hope sometimes to them-
selves), by co-operatinrt in our studies. As a good
example of this, you will now see the awards made
by some of them, who have acted as judges for the

various prizes, which I shall now have the honour

to distribute. Before doing so, however, I will

ask our secretary to road the names of those gen-

tlemen who have been nominated for membership
in this Association. Mr. Tarver concluded by
presenting the prizes (in books) as follows :

—

Sir W. Tite'a prize for the best Design for a
Country Mansion.—Awarded to design bearing

motto " Dosign with Beauty, Build in Brick."

Author, Jlr. H. Avern. Honourable mention

made of design hearing motto " Our Power is

from above," by Mr. McLachlan. and of the

design sent in by Mr. Harry Whipple.
t'lnss of Desiipi Prizes (for the best work exe-

cuted in the Glass during the p.ast session).

—

First prize aw.ardod to Mr. H. W. Pratt : second

prize aw.irded to Jlr. H. Avern ; honoiu'able men-
tion of Mr. Garratt's dosign.

Airhitectnrid Union Conipajifs Prizes (for the

best measured drawings of an existing building.

First prize, 5 guineas; second prize, 2i guineas).

—

In consequence of three sets of drawings equally

meritorious being submitted, the judges lumped
the two premiums together, giving one-third

of the lump sum to each competitor. Tho pre-

miated drawings were those bearing the mottoes

A crane standing in front of the rising sun,
" By rising early with the lark, and staying out

till nearly dark. I sketched and measured these,''

and " Cheops," by Mr. W. Talbot Brown, Mr.
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and Jlr. Edward Sugden re-
Thomas Garratt,

spectivoly.

Essay Prize.—'No essay submitted this year

worthy of the pi ize, therefore the judges recom-

mend the withholding of the prize.

Class of Constniclion Pri'^e.—The work of this

Class for last session was so voluminous that the

judges (Mr. T. Roger Smith and Jlr. Riddett) had

not been able to got through it all, and so the

awarding of this prize was postponed.

Ekmentary Class of Dfstf/n PriVe.—Awarded

to Mr. Shufirey. Honourable mention made of

the drawings sent in by Mr. Ingleton and Mr.

Dampier.

jVr. Sharjie's Prize (for the best essay, de-

scriptive of the churches visited during the sum-

mer excursion). Awarded to Mr. F. P.Johnson.

Mr. T. RoGEK Smith, in response to an invita-

tion by the chairman, then briefly addressed the

company. In the course of his remarks he said

that within the last few months he had had an

opportunity of visiting and studying some^of the

great buildings of the great towns in the North—
such as Liverpool, Leeds, Bradford, Halifax, and

Manchester, and of comparing the position of

architecture in those towns with its position in

London. He said that the architectur.al aspect

of any one of the great towns of the North which

he had named was more satisfactory than that of

London. When a great building was to be put

np in the large towns of tho North, they always

endeavoured to get, according to their lights, an

architectural building, and, on the whole, they

succeeded in getting such buildings. S. George's

Hall, Liverpool ; Free Trade Hall, Manchester ;

the Assize Courts, Manchester ; the Townhall now
building in Manchester ; the Townhall, Leeds ;

tho

Townhall, Halifax; the Townhall and one of the

banks in Bradford ; the Townhall, Northampton ;

and the Townhall, Preston— these constituted a

remarkable list of architectural buildings which

it would be found diflicult to match in London.

Each one of these buildings exercised a far larger

influence over the whole of the town in which it

was erected than any building put up in London

could possibly exercise over the metropolis. It

was remarkable, too, that in the larger provincial

towns of the kingdom there were more attempts

at originality, and greater efforts to use local

materials honestly and architecturally. These

things being so, London architects should look to

their laurels. He especially commended these

facts to the attention of the members of the

Association, as in ten or twenty years' time they

would be the architects of the buildings then

erecting in the metropolis. He must certainly

say that vast sums of money had been expended

in the outward embellishment of most of the

modern buildingsof London, a tithe of which expen-

diture would have sufficed to have produced far

better effects h.ad the buildings been designed by

talented architects. After some further T6m.arks

to the same effect, Mr. Roger Smith resumed his

seat, and so concluded the speech-making of the

evening.

The first ordinary gener.al meeting will take

place this (Friday) evening, when there will be

an inaugural address read by tho President, and
reports from the various classes, &c. The fol-

lowing papers, &c., will be read during the

Session:—Nov. 14, -'On Congregational Church
Building," by E. C. Robins, F.R.LB.A. ; Nov. 28.

** The Message of Art, or the Legend of Beauty,"

by Wyke Bayliss, Esq., F.S.A. ; Dec. 12, " A few-

notes on old S. Paul's," by E. B. Ferrey,

A.R.LB.A. ; Jan 0. 1874, "On Iron Construc-

tion," by Richard Moreland. Esq., C.E. ; Jan. 23,

a paper by H. H. Statham, jun., Esq.. A.R I.B.A.;

Feb. G, Members' Soiree; t'eh. 20, "The Present

state of Thought Concerning Architecture," by
W. H. Wliite, Esq., F R.I.B.A. ; Mar. <;, a paper

by F. D. Grace, Esq. ; Mar. 20, Discussion on
Church Restoration, to bo opened by George
Edmund Street. Esq, R.A., F.R.I.B.A. ; April

17, "On Architectural Drawing," by R. Phone
Spiers, A.R.LB.A. ; May 1, General Business

Meeting—" On seme of the difficulties in Archi-

tectural priiotico," by John S. Quilter, A.R.LB.A.;

May l.">, " On House Drainage and the Removal
of Refuse," by Thos. Blashill, A.R.LB.A.;
May 29, " On Farmsteads and Farmhouses," by
Colvill Browne. M.R.A.C. ; June 12, Nomination
of Officers—" The Influence of the Italian Cinque
Cento on the Early French Reoaissanco," by
F. C. Penrose, Esq., F.R.LB.A. ; June 20, Election

of Officers—a paper by K. Herbert Carpenter,

A.R.I.B.A.

ON RETAINING WALLS*

( Concludedfrom p. 4G6.)

COUNTERFORTS.

COUNTERFORTS are frequently constructed

at the back of retaining walls, and,

although generally approved of, appear
^

to

be a somewhat doubtful mode of distributing

material. Mr. Hosking, in a paper read before

the Institute of Civil Engineers, deprecates

their use, and, with some reason, advocates

the use of ribs or arches from wall to wall.

These ribs seem to have been suggested by

the cast-iron beams used to support the

falling walls on the London and_ North

Western Railway, between Euston Station and

Primrose Hill. Mr. Hosking proposes that his

arches of brick should pass completely over the

road, and that they should consist on plan of a pair

of flat arches placed back to back. Such an

arrangement would doubtless prove effective, and

the expediency of adopting it would evidently be

determined by tho cost of the work and the value

of land .adjoining. A mode of construction in

common use in metropolitiin works, and in other

situations where land is very valuable, is that

shown in Fig. i. It consists of a series of but-

FlCt

BUTTRESS BUTTRESS

tresses and inverts, the convexity of which latter

is opposed to the thrust of the backing. Such a

distribution of material is most suitable in situa-

tiods where the projection of tho buttresses is not

found inconvenient. In quay and river walls it

would not answer of course to have any such

projection, as the near approach of ships and

bo.ats is an essential consideration.

The distribution of the material in the form of

counterforts is attended with a slight saving, and

where buttresses would bo inadmissible on account

of their encroaching on the roadway, counterforts

may be adopted. They have at least one use,

that thev oppose more friction to the earth than

a plain -wall, and, being easy of construction, are

pi-oductive of but little additional expense. In

order to ascertain what additional mean thick-

ness a wall derives from the coutorforts, it is

only necessary to multiply the length of the

counterfort by its mean width, and divide the

product by the distance from centre to centre of

two counterforts. The form and dimensions of

counterforts vary with circumstances, the narrow

and deep disposition of the material being pro-

bably the best as a general rule. The late Lieu-

tenant Hope, of tho Royal Engineers, conducted

some interesting experiments on the stability of

retaining walls generally, and arrived at the

conclusion that a thin wall, with frequent thin

counterforts, was the best arrangement of tho

material.

Two points of importance relative to counter-

forts demand particular attention—the first,

that they should be built simultaneously with tho

wall; and the second, that the wall should be

well bonded into the counterforts, otherwise they

detract from the wall's strength, instead of aug-

menting it. It is evident that without some

special system of bond, counterforts reducing the

thickness of the wall, as they are generally un-

derstood to do, must prove detrimental rather

than adv.antageous ; but if plenty of hoop-iron be

used, which is not usually tho case, counterforts

may be made to contribute in a very considerable

degree to the stability of tho wall—in fact, quite

as much as buttresses.

MODE OP BACIUNG AND DRAINAGE.

That accidents frequently occur from due care

not being exercised in tho mode of backing-up

retaining walls is undoubted, and indeed to this

cause alone the majority of failures is attributable

;

not, as is frequently supposed, to tho insufficient

section of tho wall. The drainage of masses of

earth, sustained by walls, is a matter that can only

be disregarded with \\9,V of ill consequences. It is

a difficult thing to prevent surface water from find-

Practical Designing for Retaining Walla. By Arthur
Jacob, A.B.

in<r its way into earthwork, and therefore the sim-

plest method of dealing with it will be to provide

efficient means for its escape. To this end

holes or weepers should be left in the wall at

different levels, to relieve it from pressure from

behind ; and in order to admit the surface water

to these points of escape, it will bo advisable to

back up the vvall with dry stone, quarry shivers,

or whatever else will admit the free passage of

water. If a wall be backed up in this way by a

rough angular material, it will be relieved of

almost all pressure from the earth. Economy-

will, however, generally preclude such an

expedient in works of considerable extent,,

and then it will be neces-^ary to form the

embankment with great care, adopting every

precaution to prevent the tendency of the earth

to slip in the direction of the wall. It will be-

evident from the calculation of the pressure

exerted by earth, that the less tho angle of re-

pose is, the greater will be the pressure on the

wall: .and, as a matter of course, any means

that will tend to increase the angle of rejiose

will relieve tho wall of a certain amoimt of

pressure. Effectual drainage will do much
towards this erd; but tho mode of depositing

the earth will also affect tho angle of natural

slope in a considerable degree. The same earth

under different treatment will assume dif-

ferent slopes; if dry, it will fall when tipped

—

at a low angle, but if damped, and well rammed,

will .adapt itself to a much higher one. It has

even been found that a bank when constructed

in such a maaner has stood for a considerable

time perfectly vertical. The best mode of back-

a wall up with earth will then bo, to commenca

depositing at the foot of the wall, and to lay tha

earth in layei's inclining against the wall, as shown

by the dotted lines in Fig. 3, each layer being well

rammed before another is commenced. This will

not only consolidate the earth, and prevent any

shock that might occur from sudden settlement,

but will increase the angle of repose, and give the-

earth a tendency to slip away from the waU,

rather than towards it.

THE LAND TIE.

An expedient for securing retaining walls

that is simple and not expensive, is^ the land

tie ; it consists of an iron plate, with a rod

passing through its centre, the plate being

placed vertically in the bank behind the

wall, and tho end of the r«d passed through

the wall and secured. The holding power

will depend on the area of tho plate, and the

depth at which it is sunk beneath the surface-

But it is evident that, in order to act most effec-

tually, land ties should bo attached to the wall

at the height of the centre of pressure.

Note.—The following construction, given by

Mr. Neville in the " Transactions of the Institnta

of Civil Engineers, Ireland," Vol. L, shows the

method of determining the pressuro exerted by

a bank, whatever may be its inclination :

—

FIC.

Let C D represent the wall ; D E the face of

the b.ank sloping at any angle; and C II tho

line of natur.al slope. Draw .any lino perpen-

dicular to the line C H. cutting the line of the

wall produced at A, and also a lino drawn parallel

to the face slope at O. On A O describe a semi-

circle. From as a centre, with the radius H,

describe an .arc cutting A O in I : draw I C. The

triangle CDF represents the maximum to be

resisted. The angle o = 9 - c. The complement
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of the angle of repose = p; and the face

CD =/i

tan. (c-^) = (tan.'ii -f tan. c tan. J) J— tan. o(A)

Patting R for the maximum horizontal resistance,

and w for the weight of a cubic unit of the bank,

the resistance of pressure will be

_ _wh^ tan. tan.2 (c — if)

tan. Q— tan. c.

(B)

in which the value (c - cjp) found above must be

substituted. When C D E is a right angle we
shall have

>h'
tan.' \ c (C)

the equation given in the first part of this article

;

and that which holds good when the slope of the

bank is at right angles to the face of the wall.

i, and opposite to 35°, will be found in Table A
the fraction -212, which multiplied by 10, the

height of the wall, gives 2-12ft., the required

mean thickness.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION OF
IRELAND.

THE opening meeting and conversazione was

held at the rooms of the Association, 212,

Great Brunswick-street, Dublin, on Thursday

evening, the 23rd inst., the President, J. J.

O'Callaghan, in the chair.

Mr. LoNGFiELD (Hon. Sec.) read the annual

report, which congratulated the members on the

satisfactory manner in which the society
_
had

passed through its first session, and contains a

good syllabus of papers to be read at the ensuing

session.

TABLE A.

Table of coefficients of li for finding the Thickness of Standard Rectangular Walls, when the top of

the bank is horizontal.

Ratios of 1 1 1 1 1 1 : 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

W to W. 1 11 1^2 1-3 1-4 l-o 16 1^7 IS 1^9 2 2^1 2-2 23 2-4 2b

Repose.
K K K

•577 550 527 •506 •488 •472 •456 •443 •430 419 403 399 389 381 373 365
30° •334 •317 •304 292 •282 •272 263 256 •248 242 235 ^230 224 220 215 •211

31° •327 •311 •298 286 276 •267 •258 251 •243 237 231 ^225 220 216 211 207
32° •320 •305 •292 •281 270 •261 •253 •245 238 •232 226 221 216 •211 •206 202
33° •314 •299 •286 •275 •265 •256 •248 •240 234 228 222 ^217 212 207 203 198
34° •307 293 280 •269 •260 •251 •243 •236 229 •223 •217, ^212 207 203 198 194
35° •300 •286 274 263 •254 245 •237 230 224 •218 •212 207 •2i2 198 194 •190

36° •295 •280 •268 258 •248 240 •232 •225 •219 •213 •208 203| I 98 194 190 186
37° •2SS •274 •262 252 •243 •235 •227 221 •214 •209 203 199, ^194 190 186 182
38° •282 •268 •257 •246 •238 •230 •222 216 209 204 199 194' ISO 185 182 178
39° •276 •262 •251 •241 •233 •225 •217 211 205 199 194 ^190 ^185 180 177 174
40° •26!) •25G •245 235 227 •219 212 206 200 195 190 ^185 ISO 177 173 170
41° •263 •250 •240 •230 222 •215 •207 202 196 192 186 ISl ^177 173 170 •166

42° •257 •244 •234 •225 •216 210 •202 197 191 186 181 ^177 ns 160 165 •162

43° •251 •239 •229 •220 •212 205 198 192 187 182 177, 173:^169 •164 162 •158

44° •245 •233 •223 214 •206 200 •193 •188 184 177 172 ^169 '164 161 158 154
45° 23:i 227 •218 •209 •202 •295 •188 •183 178 173 168 •165 ^161 157 154 •151

TABLE B.

Table of coeffieionts of Ii for finding the Thickness of Standard Rsctangnlar Walls, when the top of

the bank slopes away at the Angle of Repose.

Ratios of 1 1

W to W. 1 11

Angle of

Repose.

30° 500 •476

31° •494 471
32° 489 466
33° 483 461
34° 478 456
35° 472 450
36° 467 445
37° •461 •439

38° 455 433
39° 448 427
40° 442 421
41° 435 415
42° 429 409
43° 422 402
44° 415 395
45° 408 •389

13

456
452
447
442
437
431
426
421
415
409
404
397
•391

385
379

438
434
•429

424
4l9
414
409
404
399
393
•388

•382

•376

.370
364
358

1_

1^

423
418
414
409
404
399
395
389
384
379
374
368
363
357
351
345

409
404
400
395
391
386
382
377
372
367
361
356
351
345
339
334

395
391
387
382
378
373
369
364
359
354
349
344
339
339
328
322

384
•380

•376

371
367
362
358
345
349
344
339
334
329
•324

•318

313

372
368
365
360
356
352
348
343
339
334
329
324
319
314
•309

304

363
359
355
•351

347
343
339
334
330
325
•321

•316

•311

•306

301
296

353
350
346
342
338
334
330
326
321
317
312
307
303
298
293
288

345
342
3.^8

334
331
327
323
319
314
310
306
301
296
292
287
282

337
333
330
326
322
318
315
311
306
302
298
293
289
284
280,

275

330
326
323
319
316
312
308
304
300
296
•292

287
283
278
274
269

•323

•320

•316

•312

309
305
30i
298
294
290
286
281
277
273
268
264

1

316
31
309
306
303
299
295
291
288
284
279
275
271
267
262
258

The forjgoing tables calculated by Mr. J. H. E.
Hart, Executive Engineer of the Bombay Depart-
ment of Public Works, are, by his kind per-
mission, appended to this paper, and will be
found very convenient for the calculation of

Retaining Walls.

Knowing the angle of repose of the earth to be
supported, and the relative weights of the masonry
•of the wall and of the earth per cubic unit, a
simple reference to the table will give a co-
efficient, wliicb, multiplied by the height, will give
the requisite thickness. For example, supposing
a horizontal topped b.ink has to be supported by
a masonry wall of 10ft. high, and of twice the
specihe gravity of the earth, the angle of re-
pose of the latter being 35°. Under the fraction

The President then read his annual address.

Mr. Jonathan Pim, M.P., proposed "That the

thanks of the meeting are due to the President
for his address," and said that it gave him great

pleasure to hear the able address of the Presi-

dent, and remarked that as far as he saw, he
thought that the buildings erected five or six cen-

turies ago were far better constructed than those

of the present day, many of which would not, he
thought, be in existence a hundred years hence.
He, Liowever, must say that a ^reat improvement
had taken place in city buildings in the last

twenty years. Twenty years ago there was not a

building in Dublin of any architectural preten-
sions, e.xcept those erected in the last century,

whilst now -wo could boast of as many and as fine

public buildings, banks, insurance and mercantile

offices, as any other city in Europe. Such an im-

provement had been brought about by such socie-

ties as the Association, which he hoped would go

on and prosper.

The Very Rev, Canon Pope seconded the

resolution, in the course of an eloquent speech.

Mr. P. J. SsiTTH, M.P., proposed " That the

address be printed, at the expense of the Asso-

ciation."

Dr. Frazer seconded, and said that it gave
him pleasure to see the young architects working
together, depending only on themselves. He was
sure the Association would prosper. It reminded
him of the time when a number of artists banded
themselves together and formed by their own
exertions the Royal Academy in London ; and be
hoped the Association would be as prosperous aa

the Academy.
Mr. Rawson Carroll, in moving " That the

Association is deserving of the support of the

profession," said that as a Fellow of the Royal
Institute of the Architects of Ireland, he pro-

mised the hearty co-operation of the elder body
with the Association in all its undertakings.

Mr. S. SvMES seconded the motion.

Mr. Maurice Brooks (Lord Mayor-elect of

Dublin) moved "That it is most desirable to en-

list the sympathies of the kindred professions of

painting, sculpture, and engineering," which was
seconded by Mr. H. M'Manus, R.H.A., on the part

of painting ; Mr. M. A. Hayes on the part of

sculpture
; and Mr. Oriffith, C.E., on the part of

engineering.

A vote of thanks having been proposed to the

chairman, the proceedings terminated.

The Architectural Association of Ireland ap-

pears in a fair way to do very well indeed. Its

first financial balance sheet is of a healthy cha-

racter ; the papers announced for the forthcoming
session are all of a practical nature. A class of

Construction has been started, and the nucleus of

a good prize-fund formed.
The Association, moreover, seems to have suc-

ceeded in enlisting outside sympathy, and the

presence of the clergy, members of Parliament,

and municipal officers at its opening meeting
speak woU for its respectability and hopes of

prosperity. We hope to give the President's

opening address, or an abstract thereof, in an
early number. -
CR'IL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS'

SOCIETY.

ON Siiturday last the members of this Society

visited, by permission of the Lords of the

Admiralty, the Extension works at Chatham
Dockyard. The members assembled at Victoria-

station at 10 o'clock, and, having entered a
saloon carriage courteously placed at their

disposal by the London, Chatham, and Dover
Railway Company, proceeded to Chatnam. At
the dockyard they were met by Air. Bernays,

the Civil Engineer in charge, and were by him
shown over the whole of the magnificent works.

Mr Bernays gave a most lucid description, as

well of the drawiugs and models as of the method
of construction and materials used in the works
—describing the numerous difficulties encoun-

tered and the means he had used for overcoming

them. The members spent upwards of four

hours in going over and examining every part

of the new works, and, among other novel and
interesting sights, they had the opportunity of

seeing and going on board of H. M. ironclad ram
the Rupert, which was iu dock at the time. The
beauty of the workmanship of every part of this

monster of the deep called forth expressions of

delight and surprise from all the members. Two
magnificent docks are completed, and ready to

take in the largest ironclad in the world, and the

others are rajiidly progressing. Mr. Bernays
pointed out the great extent to which ho had
made use of concrete in the construction of the

docks, and stated that the proportion of cement
over the great bulk of the work was but one in

twelve, but that the greatest care was exercised

to ensure getting a first-class cement. After re-

turning very cordial thanks to Mr. Bernays,

whose courtesy and attention had rendered their

visit so entertaining and instruc.ive, the members
returned to town by the mail train leaving

Chatham at 4.50.

The new Central Board Schools at Scarborough
were opeueil on Saturday. The schools have been
erected from the designs of Messrs. Stewart and
Bury, and will accomodate 800 children.
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OUR LITHOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS

S. MARY MAGDALENE CiroRCn, DELAMEEE TER-

RACE, PADDINGTON.—GEORGE EDMUND STREET,

R.A., ARCHITECT.

This chnrcb, as will bo seen by the plan, has

been built to fit as easily as possible into a very

awkwardly shaped site. It is surrounded on the

north, east and south sides by streets, and on the

west by houses, and the ground rises so rapidly

from south up to north that the southern entrance

is made with a rise of six steps, and the northern

by a descent of about fourteen. The whole sito

was made ground, and much below the level of

the canal on the north side. It was necessary,

therefore, to carry down the foundations to a

depth of more than 20ft. below the ground, and

considerable use has been made of the space this

enclosed. The whole space under the chancel is

devoted to the vestries for the clergy and

choir. They are approached by stairs from

the street at the east end of the area, and are

connected with the chancel by the flight of stairs

shown on the plan of the tower. Thoy are

groined with brick vaulting resting on delicate

stone shafts, and are not only very convenient,

but also unusually picturesque. The crypt under

the south aisle is fitted up as a mortuary chapel,

and here coffins are brought for the service in

church before going to the cemetery. The rest

of the crypt is unoccupied, save by the warming

apparatus and the bellows for the organ. The

whole of the crypt west of the chancel is

vaulted in Dennett's patent material, on which

the tile-floors are laid. The engraved ground-

plan is not quite accurate in two or three par-

ticulars. The chancel-stalls and pulpit, &c., are

omitted ; seats are shown instead of chairs ; and

at the west end a continuous passage is shown
from the north to the south door. This is not

built so, the baptistery being formed in part of

this space with a wall between it and the south

porch. The organ is placed in the first-floor of

the tower, but played from behind the choir-stalls.

The space for it is of necessity contracted, but it

is corbelled forward into the choir, open also to

the transept, and has a groined roof above it, so

that it is perfectly well heard throughout the

church. The narrow aisle on the north side of

the nave has been built in order to comply with

the requirements of the Board of Works, which
did not allow the erection of the clerestory wall

on the boundary line of the site. It is let back
the necessary distance, and the area space is

taken into the church by the arrangement shown
on the plans. The materials of the church
generally are redbrick and stone, both inside and
out. The pulpit is a costly work in marble. The
chancel-pavement was specially designed for

the church, and manufactured by Mr. W. God-
win. A flight of six steps leads from the nave to

chancel, and five more to the altar, and at the

back of this is a reredos, carved in stone, with
a sculpture of the Crucifixion in the cantre.

A great deal of coloured decoration has already
been introduced. The whole nave ceiling is very
elaborately decorated with medallions, containing
busts of men and women saints from the calendar

of each month and Old and New Testament.
The chancel roof has not yet been decorated, but

this will be done as soon as the vaulting is dry
enough to allow of it. A considerable number of

windows are filled with stained glass, all executed
from the designs of Mr. Holiday. Most of those
are very successful, and much more refined than
most modern works ; but there are many points
of detail in which they might easily be improved.
The organ is richly decorated. This, as n-ell as

the roof, is the work of Mr. D. Bell. The builder

by whom the works have been executed is Mr.
Cowland, and Mr. St. Aubyn has acted as clerk of

the works for Mr. Street. Tho spire is but
just completed. It is, wo understand, not far

from 2(J0ft. in height, that is, considerably
higher than shown in oar engraving, which is

copied from a drawing made somo time ago.
This large and costly church has been bui't en-

tirely by aid of money given at the offertory

for the purpose. It has been built by

degrees, bit by bit, as funds came in.

First the crypt, then tho chancel, next the

lower walls of tho nave, then the south aisle,

after that the clerestory, and finally, the steeple.

A temporary roof wag erected as soon as the side

walla allowed, and thus a temporary church was

provided, in which, with tho permanent chancel,

for some years service was carried on. In the

summer of 1872, a few days before the clerestory

was completed, and after the temporary roof had

been removed, the new nave-roof was burnt down,

and the building looked for a time like a ruin.

Fortunately the vaulted roof of the chancel had

saved it. and so great was the zeal of the con-

gregation that in a few months the church was

completely reinstated (very little damage for-

tunately having been done to the walls), and

instead of being opened with a bare boarded ceil-

ing, the rich and costly painted ceiling was added.

The church architect is fortunate who has clients

to build for who grudge nothing for the service

of God and His Church, and their wisdom in

determining to build on a generous and costly

scale instead of confining themselves to what at

first seemed possible, is amply justified by there-

suit which they have achieved. The acoustic

properties of this church are remarkably good. It

hag been very nearly ten years in building, and

has cost, exclusive of site and stained glass, about

£22,000 or £23,000.

All our Lithographic Illustrations are devoted

to this church. They consist of one double page

and four single pages.

dfimi djurt'tiiwrini}.

IssTiTCTE OF Civil Engineers.—Session

1872-73. The Council of tho Institution of Civil

Engineers have awarded the following premiums
for these :

—

*1. A. Watt medal and a Telford

premium, in books, to Sir Charles Augustus
Hartley, M. Inst. C.E., for his paper on " The
Delta of the Danube, and the Provisional Works
executed at the Sulina Mouth." 2. A Telford

medal, and a Telford premium, in books, to James
Deas, M. Inst. C.E., for his memoir on " The
River Clyde." 3. AWatt medal, and a Telford

premium, in books, to John Head, .\ssoc. Inst.

C.E., for his paper on ''The Rise and Progress of

Steam Locomotion on Cummon Roads." 4. A
Watt medal, and a Telford premium, in books, to

William Anderson, JI. lust. C.E., for his descrip-

tion of '* Thj Aba-el-Wakf Sugar Factory, L^pper

Egypt." 5. A Telford Medal and a Telford Premium,
iu Books,to William Thomas Thornton, C. B., for his

Essay on" The relative advantages of the .'ift. flin.

Gauge, and of the Metre Gauge for the State

Railways of India." C. A Telford Medal, and a

Telford Premium, in Books, to Colonel William
Henry Greathed, C.B., R.E., for his " Account of

the practice and results of Irrigation in Xorthern
India." 7. A Telford Premium, iu Books, to John
Milroy, Assoc. Inst. C.E,, for his Paper on
" Cylindrical or Columnar Foundations in Con-
crete, Brickwork and Stonework." *8. A Telford

Premium, in Books, to William Pole, LLD.,
F.R.S., M. Inst. C.E,, for his " Notes on the Rigi

Railway." *0 The Manby Premium, in Books,

to Thomas Sopwith, Jun., M. Inst. C.E., for

his Paper on '• The Mont Cenis Tunnel." The
Council have likewise awarded tho following

Prizes to Students of the Institution :— 1. A
Miller Prize to Frank Salter, B. Sc, Stud. Inst.

C.E., for his paper on "Economy in the use of

Steam." 2. A Miller Prize to John Newman,
Stud. Inst. C.E., for his paper on "Tho Calcula-

tions and Investigations necessary in designing

Iron Cylinder Bridge Piers." 3. A Miller Prize
to Alfred Fyson, Stud. Inst. C.E., for his paper
on " The English Standard Gauge vrrsus Narrow
Gauges for Railways." 4. A Miller I*rize to

Joseph Prime Maxwell, Stud. Inst. C.E,, for his

"Notes on Railway Curves." .5. A Miller Prize
to Killiogworth William Hedges, Stud. Inst.

C.E., for his description of " The Denver and
Rio Grando Narrow Gauge Railway." <i. A
Miller Prize to Nathaniel St. Bernard Beardmoro,
Stud. Inst. C.E., for his account of "Tho Recon-

struction of King's Weir on the River Lee." 7. A
Miller Prize to Osbert Henry Howartb, Stud.
Inst. C.E., for his essay on " The Rationale of

Permanent Way." 8. A SUller Prize to Charles
Graham Smith, Stud. Inst. C.E., for his paper on
" Mortar."

The New Harbour at Jersey.—The new
harbour works iu connection with the break-
water at Jersey are being vigorously prosecuted
from the selected designs of Sir. John Coode.
The works on the western side of the existing;

harbour consist, in the first place, of a protecting
breakwater which commences at Fort Elizabeth
and is carried over the Crosv Rock, which has to

be partly removed for that purpose. The break-
water passes at the foot of the Hermitage Rock,
which, with the ancient building by which it is.

surmounted—which is the little chapel of Saint
Heller, the patron Saint of the town and port

—

will be preserved intact. From the Hermitage
the breakwater will be continued in a south-
easterly direction to a rock known ag the Platte,

where it will terminate with an elbow 170ft. long,

at the head of which a lighthouse will be placed.

This breakwater, which will have a total length
of 2,700ft., and will be 60ft. high, 33ft. wide at
the top. is to be constructed in depths of water
ranging from 12ft. to 20ft. at low water of o-rdi-

nary spring tides. About 1,400ft. of this structure
will have its foundation below low water, the
depth in some places being 20ft. This is to be
called the Hermitage Breakwater, and it will

amply protect the Little Roads. It will be re-
membered that Elizabeth Castle is isolated from
the mainland at high water, but is accessible at
low water by a rocky causeway about two-thirds-

of a mile long. A wide opening thus exists be-
tween the Castle and the Island, which is exposed
to south-westerly winds and seas, and the conse-
quence is that ships often find troubled waters in

the present harbour by reason of the heavy wash
of the sea. To remedy this the open space be-
tween the Castle and the mainland will be partly
traversed by a breakwater for a distance of UOOft.

from the former point. This will afford ample
protection to this portion of the harbour and will

complete the western portion of tho new works.
Tho eastward aim of the breakwater commence*
by a roadway which leaves the inner end of tho
present Victoria Pier and skirts the foot of South-
hill as far as the Point do Pas, just below the
Engineer Barracks. From this point there will

be an approach road 50ft. wide, running seawards
in a south-westerly direction for a length of

about 1,400ft. This portion of the structure wilf

intersect a group of rocks, into which, in fact, it

will be bull*, and at the point above mentioned it

will take a westerly course for about 1,400ft., and
will terminate by an elbow oOOft. long opposite to

the termination of the western arm, the width be-
tween the two for the entrance and exit of vessels

being 830ft. Like the western arm that on the

east will have a lig'.:tbouse at its extreme end,

but beyond this it will form a pier .and landing
place for steamers at all states of the tide. X
special feature of thig work is the method of its

construction, which is of concrete masonry, with
steps, landings, and copings of granite. The-
landing pier will have a roadway 4Sft. wide,
flanked by a range of buildings, consisting of

open shelters and waiting-rooms for passengers
by the steam packets, refreshment-rooms, lava-

tories, lock-up sheds, and other convenient ollices.

The top of this range of buildings will form a

promenade 18ft. wide, having a parapet wall ou
the seaward side, and a light iron railing on that

next the roadway. The main walls of the struc-

ture are being formed of compound blocks of

concrete, connected by cross walls of the same
material, the spaces thus formed being filled iu

with rubble stone. On ttie top of tho Hermitage
Breakwater there will be a roadway SSlt. "wide

flanked on either side by an iron railing. Ex-
tensive as is the present harbour, it %vill boar but
a very small proportion to the new one, by which
it will of course be enclosed. Sir John Coode's
project includes the conversion of a large portion
of the old harbour into a floating dock, and also-

tho construction of a gravmg dock. The esti-

mated cost of the brealiwater and landing pier is

£2.')3,000, and it is anticipated that thoy will be
completed in about nine years from tho present
time.

' Have previously received Telford Medals.

A new church, dedicated to the Holy Trinity,
was consecrated on Thursday week at Tliurscross,

Yorkshbe, The church seats I.'jO worshippers, and
is a plain Gothic building, erected from plans of
Mr. Cockhain, of Middlctcu, Manchester.
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LIGHTNING A1<D LIGHTNING-RODS *

By John M. Morr.

LIGHTNING is atmospheric electricity moving
through bad-conducting matter under an

explosive form.

A lightning rod is a conductor of electricity so

applied to an object as to prevent the accumula-

tion of freo electricity upon it, by induction, and

also to enable it to transmit, in safety, the electric

force by which it may be assailed.

The prevailing disposition of the timos is to

apply the discoveries of natural science to useful

purposes, and to embody them in those material

forms which make them subservient to the wants

of man.
Theoretically, indeed, the study of electric phe-

nomena awakens a lively interest in every mind,

both on account of the wonderful developments

which are constantly made, and the subtle and
mysterious nature of the unknown agency, seem-

ing, as it does, to occupy the interval between
mind and matter.

The construction and application of lightning

rods has appoared to most persons a matter too

simple to need aid from scientilic minds, while

not a few have looked upon the whole theory as

absurd, and as a source of danger rather than of

safety. There has been, consequently, but little

encoui-agement for presenting to the public those

facts which are requisite for guidance in applying

the discovery of Franklin successfully to the pro-

tection of life and property.

The tact of electrical conduction by metallic

Substances having been long and well established,

any further discussion of the application of this

principle to the purpose of protection against

injury by lightning may possibly appear, to per-

sons conversant with such subjects, in some de-

gree superfluous. The d;image, however, which
so frequently occurs in thunderstorms, attended,

as it is, with loss of life and with serious incon-

veniences to the best interests of the country ; the

various theories advanced by persons who have
only partially considered the facts; systems of

redding which have been adopted in different

localities, and the numerous modifications of the

conductors, each claiming some peculiar ad-

vantage over all its competitors, has created a
curiosity, if not a necessity, which seems to call

for investigation and may be fairly offered as a

sufficient supply to such an opinion.

Many lives and a vast amount of property are

constantly and neeedlessly jeopardised.

How the great risk is incurred and safety attain-

able I will endeavour to demonstrate.

The years 1745 and 17-iG mark an important

era in the history of physical science.

Von Kleist, Dean of the Cathedral of Kamin,
and some Dutch philosophers in the University of

Leyden, in endeavouring to confine electricity

within the limits of a small phial, discovered a

method of accumulating it on glass to a most un-
precedented degree, and of subsequently die-

charging it through bodies in such a way as to

produce most powerful and astonishing effects.

By these discharges, a fearful sensation could be

impressed upon living animals, even life itself de-

stroyed ; metallic substances could be violently

heated, fused, and ignited ; inflammable bodies set

on fire, and the most compact substances scattered

in pieces, as if acted on by a violent expansive

force. When, therefore, lightning became identi-

fied with ordinary electricity, with the very
element, as it were, by which such effects were
produced, and the wonderful attempt of Franklin,

about seven years afterwards, to conduct electri-

city from the clouds, and appropriate it in a

similar way to the purpose of experiment, had
fully succeeded, then it was that those artificial

accumulations and discharges acquired a more
than ordinary interest, as furnishing us with a

valuable means of investigating, by minor expe-
riments, the laws and opei'ations of the great dis-

charges in thunderstorms.
When wo consider the coincidences of light-

ning and ordinary electricity, together with
the fact that atmospheric electricity may
be conducted from the clouds, or strata of

charged air, and applied to produce the

same effects as those resulting from electri-

city generated by means of an electric machine,
it becomes quite evident tliat the causes, what-
ever they may be, of ordinary electricity are

identical with those of lightning; consequently
we arrive at the important conclusion that light-

ning and common electricity are subject to the

* Read before the Meteorological Section of the Fraaklia
Institute.

same laws—a deduction which cannot be too

forcibly insisted on, involving as it does the most
valuable practical consequences.

The accumulation of electricity by artifical

means may be carried to an almost indefinite ex-

tent, and is equally manageable whatever may be

the extreme limit of force wo choose to assign to

such accumulation. It therefore necessarily

follows that discharges of atmospheric electricity

may bo quite as easily directed by a judicious

and scientific arrangement of conducting
bodieb ; such discharges being, in fact,

nothing more than discharges of the same
force accumulated in a similar way by means of

an apparatus of a perfectly similar kind.
The vapoury massesof electrified cloudsopposod

to the surface of land or sea oppositely electrified,

by induction, with the non-conducting medium,
air, intervening, constitute a battery of enormous
power.

The circumstance of the coatings of the Leyden
jar being metallic, while those of nature consist

of clouds and opposed land or sea, is a difference of

no consequence whatever, especially when we
consider that the original Leyden jar of the Dutch
philosophers consisted of a phial filled with water,

from which they obtained so severe a shock that

one of them said he would not again receive it for

the whole kingdom of France.

It is conceded that the atmosphere contains

free, or uncombined, electricity ; that clouds as

they pass through the air collect and retain it in

large quantities, thus becoming electrified bodies
;

that they are sometimes positively, sometimes
negatively, charged ; that it is impossible to have
a body charged with one kind of electricity with-

out having an equal amount of the opposite kind
accumnlatod in near or distant bodies ; that the

attraction between the opposite electricities is

mutual, and that it increases as the distance

diminishes.

- N

rta.i

It is well known that an cloctritiod cloud acts

upon the earth by induction ; doLiomposes the com-
bined electricitv in every object over which it

passes ; repels the electricity of the same kind as

that contained by itself, and attracts the opposite

kind. The earth and objects beneath an electri-

fied cloud are in this manner charged by
induction. When the attraction between
the opposite kinds of electricity becomes
greater than the resistance of tho inter-

vening air a discharge takes place. It is this

accumulation of free electricity upon buildings,

by induction, w^hich offers the attraction for the

opposite electricity contained in the electrified

cloud or stratum of atmosphere, that causes
them to be struck by lightning. The accumula-
of free electricity in lar^e quantities is the neces-

sary condition, and theefi'ects follow as a natural

consequence. Thus his Majesty's ship Dirtator
was struck and damaged by lightning at Mar-
tinique, in the yearl79-t, during fine weather and
a clear sky.

If a discharge takes place, from any cause
whatever, at any point, the cloud is left in a

neutral condition, induction instantly ceases, and
all the bodies charged by induction instantly re-

turn to a neutral state.

The suddenness of this return is what is

known as the return stroke, and often kills men
and animals, or destroys buildings which are at

the time a great distance from the place where
the direct discharge occurs. All the terrible

effects of tho return stroke may result when the

direct discharge has been between two oppositely

electrified clouds.

Nothiag attracts electricity except electricity

of an opposite kind. All substances conduct it in

a greater or lesser degree. Metals offer less re-

sistance to its passage than other substances.

If a disruptive discharge takes place between
oppositely electrified bodies, it will pass through
the line or lines which, upon the whole, offer the
least resistance to the neutralisation of the elec-

tric forces.

Both time and space are, as it were, econo-

mised ; for, however small we assume the dura-

tion of tho discharge to be, or however limited

the distance through which it strikes, both these,

time and space, would bo still less were other
lines of discharge provided of still less resistance.

This is the loading phenomenon of all disruptive

discharges ; hence lightning seizes upon such
bodies as lie convenient and ready for its trans-

mission, actually avoiding other bodies, however
near, from which it cannot receive assistance.

It is a most wonderful and interesting truth,

demonstrable by the laws of induction, that, at.

the instant before the discharge takes place, the
electricity, in the act of moving to restore th&
equilibrium, feels its way, as it were, in advance,
and absolutely marks out tho course it is about ta
take, by the polarisation of such bodies as form,

the line of least resistance. This previous*

polarisation of the line of best conduction deter-

mines the course of the discharge. Its progress,,

therefore, is not, as many suppose, left to th&

chance of the instant, to be drawn aside by metal-
lic bodies at any given point. On the contrary^

the whole course of a thunderbolt is fix,6d and
determined before the discharge occurs.

The evidence deducible from observation, a9

well as from physical investigation, is most con-

clusive on this point.

In the accompanying cut, C represents an
electrified cloud : E, the earth ; N P, a good
conductor, suspended between the cloud and tho

earth. If the cloud be charged with positivo

electricity, the rod will be polarised ae indicated
f:

that is, the upper end of the rod will be negatively

charged, and the lower end positively charged,

and the earth will bo negatively charged. If wo
assume the cloud to be charged negatively, the-

polarity of the rod would bo reversed, and the-

earth would, in that case, become charged posi-

tively.

The cloud, situated as shown in the diagram,
might be so far removed from the earth that the

mutual attraction between tho positive electricity"

contained by the cloud and the negative electri-

city contained by the earth could not overcome
the resistance of the air, consequently there could

be no discharge.

If we suppose the cloud to be moving through

the air, we can readily see that the earth now
immediately beneath the cloud would gradually

return to its normal condition. The effect of

placing the conductor, N P, between the cloud

and the earth, as shown in tlae cut, would be to-

lessen the resistance between them, by offering a-

better line of conduction than that offered by the

intervening air. If a discbarge should occur

while the rod is in tho position indicated, it would

become part of the line of discharge determined,,

by polarisation, before the discharge took place,,

and not by attraction after the electricity had"

started to restore the equilibrium.

If the rod be disconnected from the earth, any
conducting body between it and the earth would

also become part of the line of discharge, while-

insulating matter would be attacked with de-

structive violence.

This diagram is intended to illustrate tho con-

tempt architects and builders display of electrical

laws in the erection of high spires, which are

frequently terminated with a metallic shaft

attached to a cross timber within the tower, and
supporting a gilded ball or ornamental vane.

They also have metal clamps and strings of lead,

the former uniformly placed at intervals from

each other, and the latter wantonly poured into

the crevices of the masonry, which makes the

spire a complete chain of alternate links of metal

and masonry from top to bottom, tho former

offering a safe line of conduction, so far as it goes,

and the latter facilities for tha most destructive

explosions.

It is almost a miracle that the whole of them,

instead of a part only, are not destroyed by
li»Thtning. It also illustrates the condition

of buildings having metallic water conductors

or lightning-rods disconnected from the earth

(the owners of which know the fact, but from

ignorance or indifl'erence, allow them to re-

main in an improper and unsafe condition), and

that of every building having gas or water-pipes
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which aro not connected with lightning-rods ex-

tending to tbo top of the structure and termi-

nating in points.

(To be Contintied.)

MANCHESTER SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.

MR. J. MURGATROYD, the President of the

Manchester Society of A rchitects, ad-

dressed the members on the 13th inst. Ho said,

that the peculiar position in which an architect

is placed by his relations to his client and the

builder, the desire to achieve or maintain a repu-

tation, and the fact that his works are not for

the cabinets of the few, but are exposed to the

view and the criticism of the public, presents

many difficulties, the suiTnounting or obviating of

which forms often no mean task. Among those

which at the present time force themselves most
prominently on our notice are^ firstly, the ditH-

culty of getting our works executed in a reason-

able amount of time, and secondly, that of

securing what we consider the proper quality of

materials and workmanship. The former is

doubtless, to a very considerable extent, caused

by the fact that the high wages earned, and the

consequent short time worked by the operatives,

have told upon production more rapidly than the

laws of supply and demand have had time to

balance by bringing a sufficient extra number of

hands into the market. There are but few
branches of the building trade into which any
appreciable number of new hands can be imported

from other and less highly remunerated callings,

and I am of opinion that it is mainly to the rising

generation that we must look for any alleviation

of our wants in this respect. The increasing use

of stone, as a material for facing our buildings,

has thus received a severe check, much to be

regretted no doubt, for magnificence in building

and the use of costly material go hand in hand.

Apart from the great cost of working stone by
hand-labour (and no other method can produce
other than mechanical-looking results), we must
all have Irequontly regretted the delay caused by
the non-appearance of frequently-promised and
long-expected blocks of stone, the scouring of

quarries for thorn, and the admission, ultimately,

of a material of a different texture or of a colour

varying from its neighbour—no small drawback
in this smoky atmosphere of ours—the cause here

being, I presume, that quarrymen find they can
obtain better remuneration by working at piece-

work in blasting limestone for use at iron-smelt-

ing works, or in mining, or other occupations of a

kindred nature to quarrying, but where the

rough-and-ready process fills their pockets better

than the care and judgment required for our
purposes. Our only, or almost only other substi-

tute for stone, superior brick, finds us in almost
the same difficiilty. Instead of brickmakers— or,

in thoir place, companies possessed of capital—
taking up the processes of brickmaking, and by
machinery and the use of HofTmann's or other
iinprovod kilns, securing the effectual prosecution

of brickmaking and burning all the year round,
independent of the weather and of brickmakers'
unions, while obtaining at the same time a fair

return on their capital, the manufacture is still

mainly carried on in a primitive manner. Thus
wo have to use a material which one year may be
bad and another good, according as the weather
has been unfavourable or the reverse, and at all

times one in which the endeavour to use too small

a quantity of that now expensive fuel, coal,

results in the production of bricks of so soft a
nature and so irregular a shape that wo are com-
pelled to use more ponderous masses to carry a
certain weight than ought to bo the case. As
regards iron, the reports we hoar from the iron

and coal districts show that so long as the means
of living can be procured by a small amount of

labour, so long shall we suffer from a dearth of

that metal and delay in procuring it, and that wo
may have again to revert to the use of those

materials of which it was so satisfactorily and
increasingly taking the place.

In devising new modes of constriiction, we
architects are at a disadvantage under which, I

think, no other profession suffers in introducing

a novelty iuto its practice. "We have not only to

deal with security to life and limb, but with that

very sensible barometer— the pockets of our
clients ; and while every advantage is theirs, the

reverse falls en us most unmercifully. I do not,

therefore, see any immediate channel of escape
from the class of difficulty to which I have
alluded, so far as first-clasa buildings and those

to siistain heavy weights aro concerned ;
but for

others, such as cottages, villas, and other light

buildings, where a return on the outlay is of

primary consideration, there is one which hitherto

has met with but little favour in this locality.

I allude to the use of cement, more particularly

to cement-concrete. We have all the materials

cheap and at hand. Broken stone, rubbish from
stone quarries, Ac , could be procured in any
quantity, and with lime, clay, and coal within
easy reach, there is no reason why in this district

the manufacture of cement on a large scale

should not be pursued. For suitable kinds of

buildings I say, cement-concrete might success-

fully bo used for walls, floors, and roofs, with the

advantgo of securing greater rapidity of build-

ing, sufficient durability, the uso of less experi-

enced labour, greater certainty of quality, and
good resistance to the weather.

There is, no doubt, a great prejudice in the

profession against the use of cement, except in

place of mortar ; but this, I think, is because it

has generally been used as a sham ; but the

sooner we recognise its value as a building

material, and learn how to treat it as such, the

better. It is not by ignoring tho use of a new
material, or the novel application of an old one,

that engineering has separated herself from
ai'chitecture by such giant strides. Where com-
mon sense, guided by the results of scientific

investigations, points to the proper use of that

which we have hithorto disregarded, we ought
not to be slow to follow her indications, bearing
in mind that what we do be done well and suffi-

ciently.

Turning now to the other branch of this sub-

ject—that of the quality of materials and work-
manship—we all know and regret the difficulty

of procuring these of the proper standard, and it

may be interesting to discover the reason why.
I am not sure that the builders are altogether in

fault. The modern system of contracting, and
keen competition, have no doubt much to do
with it. The builder, in the proper interpreta-

tion of the term, hardly exists ; he has become a
contractor, not one who understands construction,

and whose opinion may bo sought on points of

actual experience and tho knowledge of material,

such as were the builders of a quarter of a

century ago, but one who undertakes the execu-
tion of work by others, not chosen for their

ability to do it, but by reason of the price they
will do it for. But are architects themselves free

from blame ? Do not many occupy their time of

study by attention to drawing, to the exclusion of

acquiring a sound knowledge of construction and
materials ? I am also obliged to come to the con-

clusion that the habit of designing too ambitiously

for the funds at their disposal has done much to

foster the difficulty I have alluded to. It is, no
doubt, by no means easy for an architect to resist

the moral pressure often put on him by his client

or committees, who urge tho small cost of other

buildings or the ability of other architects, under
circumstances which may not be fairSy analogous

to the case in hand : and in competitions we well

know how apt a committee is to be misled by the

specious pi'omises of competitors. How often the

fear of losing a commission, or the hope of gain-

ing one, leads an architect to a too-favourable

view of his position,—all ending in his showing
on paper that which he may find it impossible to

carry out well aud thoroughly. Then comes the

reduction of every element of strength and soli-

dity to a point verging on instability, and the

searching out of those who will undertake the

work at the least possible cost—men, it may be,

inexperienced, or of little capital, who catch at

straws like the drowning man—those who under-

take work at ruinous prices in the hope of

clearing themselves by a good bill of extras.

Thus are the men of some reputation in their

calling, who have an honest intention of doing
properly what they undertake to do, but who
cannot do so without that which ought not to bo
begrudged them—a fair profit—elbowed out of

the way.
Thanks to the existence of this Society, many of

the fears that I have attempted to depict no longer
exist for the architect, or at least they are, to a
very considerable extent, reduced by tho better

feeling that has sprung up amongst us since tho
Society came into existence ; and I think it will

be very much to our benefit and to the real benefit

of^thoso who honour us with their confidence, if we
set our faces resolutely against this lotting of our
work at any price. But to do this, some time
must bo devoted to acc^uiring that which is too

often ignored—a knowledge of tho value of

materials and labour. Nor must we be unmindful
that it will be also to our advantage that the
builders of the future do not degenerate Into
mere entrepreneurs, without a knowledge of

building at all as a science. I cannot, therefore,

look upon the efforts which some of your
body have been for some time making to-

wards the technical education of the work-
men, by means of the Building Trades' Institute,

otherwise than with strong hopes of success.

But why should we stop here ? Can we not
look a little nearer home, and do something for

those who are to succeed us as architects ? I

have often desired to place within the reach of

architects' pupils and assistants some of those

advantages which lie within the reach of their

brethren in London—some means of gaining a

knowledge of tliose matters appertaining to our
profession which are not to be learned in the busy
time of office hours—and that in a more syste-

matic manner than mere individual, undirected,

and often misguided research cau afford. It is

well known to all of us that the office is rather the

place for the student to obtain a knowledge of the

method of carrying on tho business of an architect

than for studying architecture— indeed, the

former alone would occupy all, and more than all,

of the time usually devoted to an apprenticeship.

Are we not constantly grieved at seeing the

productions, and the illustrations of productions,

of some who imagine that by '• serving their

time" in an architect's office, they have earned
the right to assume the title of architect ?—how
their efforts show a total ignorance of architecture,

as evidenced by its history aud the knowledge of

styles ?—a total iuapprcciation of proper harmony
of proportion and balance of };arts?—an incapacity

to perceive that features adopted ad captandtuw

from one and another period of architecture are

totally unfit and incongruous when brought to-

gether? Most disastrous, in my opinion, is the

striving after prettiness, and the constant and
laboured variety and exuberance of meaningless

excrescences, to the total destruction of that re-

pose which should characterise that which, by its

very material, shows that it is intended to remaia
where it is placed for at least a f;eueration.

Mr, Murtragroyd also off\-red some observations

on local matters.

ASSOCIATION OF MUNICIPAL AND SANI-
TARY ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS.

WE learn from the Leaiinvgfon Spa Cowier
that a meeting of the Midland District

Committee of this Association was held at

Leamington on Saturday week. Leamington
was selected "as being the most convenient town
for the proposed meeting, in consequence of the

intention to hold the annual meeting for 1874 in

Birmingham," and also to aft'ord the members an

opportunity of visiting the sewage irrigation

works at Leamington aud Warwick.
Among those present were:—Messrs. Lewis

Angell (M. lust. C.K., and Engineer to the West
Ham Local Board, President of the Association),

J. Lemon (Assoc. Ins. C.E., borough engineer,

Southampton, Vice-president), C. Jones (Ealing),

E. J. Purnell (Coventry). R. Davidson (Leaming-

ton), E. Pritchard (Associate Ins. C.E., District

Secretary, Warwick), G. Hodson (Assoc.

Ins. C.E., Loughborough), C Lynan (Stoke-

upon-Trent), W. Ba'ten (Aston), E. Clavey

(BurtoQ-cn-Trent), H. Walker (Basford, Notts),

T. T. Alloa (Stratford-on-Avon), J. W.
Fereday (Wednesbury), R. Vawser (Assoc. Ins.

C.E., Warrington), J.'Lobley (Hanloy), E. Bett-

ridge (Balsall Heath), G. Cole (Hereford), C. Mum-
ford (Assoc. Ins. C.E., Wisbeach), B. H. Valle

(Stow-on-the-Wo!d), J. 11- Pidcock (Northamp-

ton), E. Davy (Maidenhead), E. Monson (Assoc.

Ins. C.E., Acton, London), B. Baker (Willenhall),

J. Hildred (Batley), E. L. Stephens (Leicester),

J. Butler (Wolverhampton), Dr. George Wilson

(Medical Officer of Health to the Warwick Union

Sanitary Authority), Dr. Baly (Medical Officer of

Health to tho Leamington Local Board), Mr. C. S.

Woods (Sanitary Inspector of the Warwick Uuion
Sanitary Authority).

Mr. Lewis Angell occupied the chair. He said

that the present gathering was an important one,

because the members represented large popula-

tions, large industries, and large sanitary require-

ments, and each one represented a community.

Such a meeting as the present, and that which had

recently been held in Manchester, was calculated

to be of immense advantage, uot only to members
themselves, but also to the respective communities

with which thoy were connected. He thought that
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they might now congratulate themselves on the

position which their Association bad attained, and
the interest that was taken in it indifferent parts

of the country, and tbe public attention it already

commanded. That, however, was not a meeting
for congratulation, but for work, and ho would,
therefore, call upon tbe Secretary to read tho pro-

gramme for tho day's proceediugs. He highly
eulogised the exertions made by Mr. Pritehard,

and tho services rendered by him to the Associa-

tion, and said that, if they had only some half-

dozen energetic secretaries like Mr. Pritehard, the
Association would soon be a very great and
decided success.

STATISTICAL INFORMATION.

The Chairman incidentally expressed an opinion

that statistical facts were of more value than
theories, and that the Association would be of

most service by collecting statistical information
on matters of general interest to surveyors and
engineers, and furnishing it by circulars to the
various members. He had received a communi-
cation from Mr, Wheeler, M.I.C.E. (Boston), sug-
gesting the Association should collect statistics

on all matters of interest to town surveyors, and
have them printed, and furnish copies of the same
to all the members of the Association. This, he
pointed out, would obviate the necessity of send-
ing out circulars to various enginoars whenever
information was requii'ed, as they would, in the
suggested statistics, have it ready to hand.

Mr. PiDCoCK, of Northampton, said he was
very glad that this subject had been mentioned,
because he thought one of the principal objects
of the Association should be to circulate useful
and valuable statistics amongst the members.
Town surveyors were constantly receiving appli-
cations for information on some particular sub-
ject, and if the Association were to furnish such
statistics they would be ready to hand when
wanted, and members would not be troubled with
applications and correspondence.

Mr. G. HoDSON, of Loughborough, said that
nearly tho whole of the information applied for

by surveyors was for tho benefit of the governing
body of their respective towns ; and ho thought,
under tho circumstances, the Town Council or
Local Board, when the information was obtained,
should bo at tho expense of publishing it, and
should furnish a copy to each person who had as-
sisted to contribute the desired information. He
had resolved to make it a rule not to furnish in-
formation applied for unless a promise was given
to supply a copy of the statistics when they had
been collected from the various surveyors to
whom application was made. Mr. Baldwin Latham
had recently done so, and Mr. Pritehard furnished
the information he obtained with respect to the
proposed now waterworks at Warwick. The in-
formation thus given was most valuable, and was
material for reference when required. He thought
the Local Boirds of Health should always be at
the expense of publishing such returns, and that
a copy should be furnished to each of the persons
who had contributed it.

The members then proceeded to the Pumping
Station of the Leamington Sewage Works, where
Mr. R. Davidson. C.E,, Surveyor to the Leaming-
ton Board, described the works. Tbe sewage of

the town was formerly treated by tho lime process,
which did not, however, save the town from an
injunction in Chancery for polluting the river
Leam. At that time Lord Warwick offered to

receive tho sewage of tho district for a term of
30 years, and to pay a rental of £450 per annum.
The Board accepted this offer, and undertook, in
consideration of this rental, to erect a pumping
station, reservoir, and rising mains, and deliver
the sewage at certuin points on Lord Warwick's
estate. Tho sesvage is received into a large
reservoir capable of containing a million gallons;
and then conveyed by a culvert to tbe wells under
the pumping engines, but is not treated in any
way. In dry weather the flow from tho district,

with a population of 2,300, is half a million
gallons, which, iu wet weather, is increased. The
two engines are of the high pressure condensing,
beam typo, and tbe tly-wheel is 35 tons in weight.
Each engine will raise half a million gallons in
twelve hours, working at the rate of 12,V revo-
lutions per minute. The sewage is conveyed
to Lord Warwick's farm through a rising main
20in. in diametm- at one end, and 18in. for the
greater part of its length. The main is L'{ miles
long, and rises to an altitude of 182ft. above the
Pumpiui; station. The sewage is delivered by
eight hydrants on the main, and it is then con-
veyed in earthenware pipes and open carriers

over the land. The cost of the works was :

Engine, pumps, and boilers, £5,000 ; engine-house

and other buildings, £5,000 ; rising main and
laying the same, £5,000 ; othor incidental ex-

penses, £1,000 ; making the total cost, £1(»,000.

The working expenses are £900 per annum.
The works were designed and carried out by Mr.
R. Davidson, C.E., of Loj^mington. At present

Lord Warwick's sewage farm is 400 acres in ex-

tent, but a thousand acres can easily be brought
under the irrigation process, if required. The
members of the Association appeared greatly

pleased with what they saw at Lord Warwick's
farm, which is under the able management of

Mr. Tough. Captain Fosbery, his lordship's

agent, most courteously received the Association.

A close inspection was mode of the laud during
the process of irrigation and the crops grown.
Rye grass, which had been cut seven times this

year, was examined, as well as remarkably fine

mangolds, turnips, cabbages, &c.

From Lord Warwick's farm the Association

proceeded to the sewage outfall of the Warwick
Corporation, and afterwards to the irrigation

farm, of which some particulars were furnished

by Mr. E. Pritehard, the borough engineer. Tho
sewage of the borough, with 11,000 population

and 2,500 houses, was estimated at 528,000

gallons per day, equivalent to 2,357 tons in every
four hours. There were two engines of 25 horse-

power each, and the pump made 20 strokes per

minute. The rising main was IGin. in diameter,

and 1,400 yards in leni^th. The sewage flows

over the farm by gravitation. Originally there

were only 102 acres, roods, 17 perches ; but an
additional 33 acres, 2 roods, 4 perches had been
obtained. The land was leased from Lord Dormer
until 1887. The total cost of the works had been
£10,084. ISs. Id. Some very fine sewage pro-

ducts were also seen growing on this farm. The
annual cost of pumping is between £500 and
£600. The products were greatly admired by the

members, who warmly commended Mr.Pritchard's

management of the works and farm.

From this farm the members returned to the

Pump Rooms, at Leamington, which had been
placed at the disposal of tho Association. The
reading of papers was then proceeded with.

SANITARY IMPROVEMENTS AT STRATFORD-ON-
AVON.

Mr. T. T. Allen, borough surveyor, Stratford-

on-Avon, read a paper on sanitary improvements
in that town. It was a very ancient town, and
had been traced to a period of 300 years before

the Norman conquest ; and it derived its name
from being on tbe great North road from London
to Biimingham, which passed straight through a

wide part of the river Avon close to the town.

After stating the various improvements which
had been effected, he mentioned that Mr. Knott.

the district auditor, at the last audit of the Local

Board accounts, said that he did not know any
town where so many improvements (considering

the size of the town) had been carried out at so

moderate an outlay as at Stratford-on-Avon. A
very complete system of sewerage and main
drainage had been carried out, and the whole of

the private property throughout the town con-

nected with the sewers. The outfall sewer at

present conveys the sewage into the river Avon,
at a considerable distance below the town, and as

the population was small, this did not cause much
pollution of the stream. This, however, would
not long be continued, as tho Local Board were
anxious to obtain the best information as to the

disposal of the. sewage of towns, and the most
economical and least offensive method of dealing

with the matter, on which there are so many con-

flicting and opposite opinions at tho present time.

The attention of the board had recently been

directed to the surface repairs of streets, which
he considered might well be classed as sanitary

improvements. Within the past five years tho

board had newly-pavod nearly every street in the

town, and had expended about £5.500 on tho

work. Tbe main streets bad tho footpaths laid

with York stone, and the others with the best of

tho old paving stone and blue bricks. Tho
result had been that the appearance of the town
had been greatly improved, and from being one

of the untidiest it was now ono of the cleanest in

the kingdom ; and Mr. Knott, the district auditor,

informed him that he had not known any town
where greater improvements had been effected,

or at so reasonable a cost.

Mr. E. Betteridge, Surveyor to tho Balsall

Heath Local Board, read a paper on tho disposal

of sewage, in which he urged the appointment of

Commissions to report on the disposal of sewage
in various districts.

A separate SYSTE^r OP DRAINAGE.

Mr. E. MoNSON, of Acton, read a paper on "a
separate system of drainage." Ho gave tho
details of the works executed under his super-

vision in carrying out such a system at Halstead,

in Essex, whero the surface water was now kept
entirely free from sewage, and discharged inta

the Mill Head, while tho house drainage was
conveyed in small drains to a point beyond the

town, to be afterwards dealt with. The plan of

tbe works was that of the separate system, and
back drainage, the sewers being coterminous
with the water supply, and by means of sluica

valves at the ends of tho mains the whole of the
sewers were flushed by the discharge of water
for cleansing the mains, or from a pond adjacent.

The old sewers, after being cleansed, repaired,

and reconstructed whero necessary, were useci

for the most part for surface drainage, which in-

cluded street drainage iu most cases, land
drainage, storm water, and springs. For the
sewage, almost entirely new lines of pipe-sewers

were laid, which also received tho rainfall from
houses and yards. The sizes of the sewers were
calculated according to the squares of their

diameters, so that by no possibility could the
sewers in the lower part of the town be required
to do more than that of which they were fully

capable. The least inclination given to any
sewer was 1 in 273, and great attention was
paid to flushing the main and branch sewers^

the foi'mor from local ponds, and the latter with

the water let out of the water mains, for the pur-
pose of cleansing them. This water at one©
entered tho sewers from the mains that were
coterminous with them, and thus there was no
water discharged over tho surface of the street,

as iu the neighbourhood of London. There were
the usuhI man-holes and inspection-shafts, and the

formation of sewage gas in the system was pi'e-

vonted to a considerable ext^^nt by keeping the
sewers free from deposit by flushing, and by
ventilating the sowers by means of the rain-water

pipes, properly jointed, and carried up to tho
roofs of the houses at places whero the gases

would not be discharged into the bedrooms. He
stated that the compensation paid to owners was-

only at the rate of 9d. per rod ; that there was no
objection to the back drainage on the part of th»
owners, because, being less costly, it was to their

advantage, and there were only two or three
claims for owners' compensation. The total length
of new sewers was 5.000 yards, and the cost

£1,500. The execution of the works cleansed the
Mill Head, situated iu the centre of the town,
which had previously been a constant nuisance.

It restored .ill streams and water courses to their

original purity, and the water which would other-

wise have been contaminated with sewage was
preserved fit for domestic or manufacturing
purp >ses, and being conveyed to the mill

bead, was utilised to supply the river and
drive the mill. The back drainage was most
efticient ; a short length of pipe sufficed

for a connection, and the drains wore kept outside

of the houses, so that there was no noces^ity for

long lengths of drainage pipes under the floors.

The sewage was reduced in balk, and was, there-

fore, more constant in quantity, more convenient
for treatment, and in its concentrated form more
valuable for irrigation. Tho advantage of tho
separate system was that it combined efficiency

with economy, and was especially applicable to

country towns, although, with suitable modifica-

tions, it might be applied to the metropolis. It;

materiallyreduced tho first cost formain drainage,

and saved a largo annual outlay for pumping
water that ought to have been convoyed at once
to the river without being contaminated with
sewage. Tho system, as modified at Halstead,

was to separate the sewage from the rainfall, not

the rainfall from the sewage. Tho works con-

veyed the water to the river, and prepared the

sewage for tho land. Although Halstead was an
agricultural district, and there was not a super-

abundance of manure, there did not appear to be
any great wish on tho part of the farmers or

landowners whose land was near the sewage
outfall to employ the sewage for the purpose of

irrigation or improving the land. Mr. Monson,
in the latter part of his paper, argued that the
mothed of utilising sewage by irrigation alone

was insufficient, and that, in connection with
irrigation, theie should bo works which should

be used when there is a largo amount of

rainfall and the land was saturated with
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-water, so that the farmer might not be com-

pelled to pour the sewage upon his land when it

does not require it. He urged that the sewage

should not be used raw, but fermented and che-

mically prepared before being applied to certain

crops ; that the supply to the fanner should be

intermittent; and the rainfall, as far as possible,

be kept separate from the sewage. Each farm

should have its own manure tank, so that the

scientific farmer could add any chemical to it that

the soil or cmp required, neutralise or precipitate

what he might find to bo injurious, and liberate

any element cr restore any property that might

have been held by chemical eombination whilst

passing through the sewers. As so much time

had been occupied in inspecting the farms, there

•was none left for discussing the papers.

The members then dined together at the

Crown Hotel. A really excellent dinner was

;SorTed by Mr. Stanley.

HALF-TIMBERED HOUSES.

IN this short notice of the above structures it is

not proposed to treat of their history, or to

give measurements of existing buildings, but

merely to touch on their construction, and the

reasons that appear to have suggested such con-

struction. For this purpose wo will divide them

into classes.

1st. Houses Avith perpendicular walls from

ground line to roof.

2Dd. Houses with each floor projecting over

the floor immediately below it.

3rd, Houses with the lower portion to under-

cide of first-floor joists of stone or brick.

In examining the first of these, we find the first

difficulty in the mode of joining the angles of the

sill or plate, and the junction of the angle-posts ;

asthis plate or sill always sto^d on the ground level

rthe plate could not be lipped as sketch («); and

vthe simple lapping and pinning and weakness

•caused by the mortice in the angle (?/") caused this

and pinned ; and to

throw the weight off

the tenon of plate

we olten find a

&nee or strut intro-

construction to be abnndoned, and the angle posts

to go through, and the cill or plate tenoned into mor-

tice in thoposts, thus : _

duced thus : to distribute the load and strengthen

the angle. Into this

sill was tenoned all

the posts and door-

frames, and it an-

swered for thresholds

for the doors.

The quoin or angle

posts generally went
the whole height of

the building, and tho

•difiioulty of obtaining

oak of sulliciont length seems to have been the cause

of the second mode of construction being adopte I.

In these d,ay3 of cube timber in quantities

wo are too apt to forget that short lengths

made this mode of building much less in

cost—and, as this is the only point necessary

to refer to, we will now pass to houses of

the second cl.ass—and the remarks as to sills

will apply ^equally to this. The posts are

framed to a head, or plate, the top of which cor-

responds to the height

of a story from floor to

ceiling; on this restsj

the joists of the floor,J

above, and they are

fcometimes found cut
to pattern or moulding
thus, and filled in be-
tween the joists ; and
in other insLances tho
ends of the joists have
curved brackets fixed

to the underside, and

thus, in plaster, with a wood moulding, to stop

the junction with straight face of wall. Where the

building is at tho angle

of a street, or an indepen-

dent building, and these

projections are on the

side as well as front and
rear; the sides are gene-

rally carried by these

brackets, and the angles

are strengthened by an
angle-bracket, or strut,

sometimes carved as a gro-

tesque animal, and some-
times as a shield, with

the " arms " of the owner
emblazoned thereon.

Tho protection of the tenons and mortices

from wet by these projecting floors, and the con-

sequent extended duration of the building, will

not require treatment at my hands ; and as this

description will answer for each story, we will at

once proceed to the roof.

We generally find the tie-beam to be strong

enough to bear the weight of the truss, and there

is no attempt to ''truss" it in a modern sense;

it is frequently framed into the principal

posts of the wall framing at a lower level, so that

the top plate of wall framing forms tho plate for

the rafters of roof,

thus : Tho post in wall

framing is generally

made of larger scant-

ling to cany this

beam, and a knee or

bracket is tenoned to

strengthen and help
to bind the building
together. The ceiling

joists sometimes rest on these beams and the

bottcm edge is chamfered or moulded.

Tho top plate of gables generally answers for a

rafter, and the posts are tenoned into it, the

shoulders being cut to the pitch, and in some cases

projecting eaves with barge-boards, carved,

pierced or moulded, and ia some cases brackets

and cornices to eaves.

We will now consider the thickness of walls

and .scantling of timbers. This will depend on

what is to be used for filling between tho posts,

brick flat, brick on edge, flints, sea boulders, con-

crete, stone, or lath and plaster.

If we show the timber inside as well as out,

the position of posts and rails will require careful

arrangement to ensure appearance inside as well

as outside, and the timbers of larger size, to take

plaster face inside as

section. This is for

brick flat and plaster

both sides. The out-
side should bo Port-
land cement, and a

pattern may be im-
^—^^—^———^^——^—

pressed on it. or finished with rough samlod face.

Sometimes the timber is kept a quarter of an
inch before the outside and inside
faces, and chamfered, thus

:

Tho brick is sometimes left

flush on both sides, and the plas-

ter runs over the posts inside. In such cases care

must be taken to have the post counter-lathed,

and the posts should be grooved in

centre of the thickness as a key for

mortar of cross joint of brick. This
would only require 4iin. thickness
for posts and rails ; but if brick on
edge, 2^in.. and lin. for plaster

outside would be sufficient. If

l.ath and plaster, as section, 2in. between
laths for key, and lin. for the outside will be
sufficient, and ail

tho other materials ^
will work out their

own construction
;

but care should be »

taken not to have a
straight joint through.

I find so much to say on working in the doors
and windows, that I must postpone them to a
future time, when I will describe some examples
of this construction.

""' KoBEKT Phillips,

bold cove moulding

ARCHiEOLOGICAL.
Chatham.—The workmen employed on Thurs-

day week in excavating at tho ruins of the houses
in Chatham-intra, which formerly occupied the
site in front of the ancient chapel of S. Bartholo-
mew, erected by Bishop Gundulph, in the eleventh
century, came upon a quantity of human re-
mains about (ift. below tho surface. The spot at

which the bones were discovered was near the
north-east part of the chapel, and from tho
position in which they were found lying east and
west, it is surmised that it was the site of tho
old churchyard in which the leprous patients from
S. Bartholomew's Hospital were interred. The
workmen ai'o now engaged in building a wall

round the ancient ch.apel, and it was while ex-
cavating for the foundation that the discovery
was made.

The Preservation of Taitnton Castle.—An
influential gathering took place on Monday at

Taunton, to aid the Taunton and Somerset
ArchtTological Society in the proposed purchase
of Taunton Castle, and converting it to the pur-
poses of the society. The Borough Bailiffs pre-
sided, and the Lord Bishop of Bath and Wells, as

president of the society, advocated the move-
ment, towards which several donations were pro-

mised, in addition to the present list of £1,000.
The property is at present in the market for

£3.000, and the society is anxious to obtain it,

not only to save the historic monument of the
Saxon King Ina, but for the sake of transferring

thither its large museum.

PLASTER

PLASTER

PLASTER

A new Wesleyan Chapel was opened at Pndsey,
York, on Wednesday week. The chapel, a neat
structure, COft. by 42ft., has been erected from
des'igns by Mr. Samuel Webster, architect, of Pud-
sev, and the total cost, including the land, is about

! £i,&00.

\\\M\\^ SM%t\\it

Churches axd Chapels.

Eagworth.—On Tuesday week tbe Cburcli of

tho Holy Rood, Market Bagwortb, was reopened,

after restoration. The Church of the "Holy
Rood," Bagwortb, before its restoration, or rather
rebuildincr, contained few feature.^ of interest be-

yond a Norman doorway on tbe south side, and a
fine though small Early arcade on the north side.

It has now boon rebuilt on tbe old foundation,

with tbe addition of a chancel, vestry, and organ-

chamber. The length of the nave aud chancel is

r»8ft., tbe "width 2Uft. throughout, and the height
32ft. from floor to ridge. A strong desire to retain

the north arcado was overcome by the utilitarian

necessity for more accommodation, tho church now
affording L'30 seats for adu'.ts. The walls are

built of Markfield grauite, lined with rod brick

;

the roof is opon ; all the windows of HoUington
stone, with simple tracery, and plain quarry
glazing. Externally tho sides are relieved by
transept tablets, breaking up the otherwise long

llat Hues of tho elevation. Tbe works have been
carried out by tbe late Mr. John Firn, assisted by
Mr. Foister in tho wood-work, Mr. Adams in the

lead and glass-work, Messrs. Minton and Co. in a

very handsome encaustic tile floor to the chancel,

and Messrs. Truswell, of Sbefiield, in tbe heating
apparatus. Tho entire cost will ba about £1,(350.

Tlie architects are Messrs, MilUcan and Smith, of

Leicester.

Chester.—On the l."tb inst.. the Bishop of

Shrewsbury laid tho foundation-stone of tbe new
(Roman) Catholic church of S. Werburgh,
Chester. The new building will bo in tho

Early English style. It will bo composed of a
chancel, to which will bo attached sido-cbapela,

sacristies, and cloisters; a nave of six bays, with

north and south aisles, and a tower, which, wbon
completed, will roach a height of 500ft. Tho
width of the building will be about ;iOft., and tba

entire length 140ft., divided thus—Chancel, 30ft.

;

nave, 80ft. ; and base of tower, 80Ft., the cost

being estimated at upwards of £0,000. Mr. Ed-
mund Kirby, of Liverpool, is the architect.

Darlisgscott.—On the 17th inst. the con-

secration and opening of a new church and burial-

ground took place atDarlingscott, near Shipston-

ou-Stour. Tbe style of tho edifice is English

Gothic, and it is built of tho white lias stone from
tho neighbourhood of Ai'mscoto, with Bath-stone

facings. Tho interior is plain. Tho roof, which
is open-timbered, is of stniuod deal. Sitting room
is provided for about 140 persons. The church
is dodicfltod to S. George. The cost of erection

was £1,050.

Parwich. — The parish church of Parwich
near Ashbourne, which has been entirolv rebuilt,

was consecrated on Friday last. Tho now
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church has beon designed by Mr. F. J. Robinson,

architect of Derby, and will accommodate about

300 persona. The style is that of the Transition

period from Norman to Early English, chosen by

the architect, in order that he might preserve in

the new work some remains of the former build-

ing. The plan consists of a nave with north and
south aisles, separated by arcades of four bays,

each column being surmounted by a well-carved

capital. Two of the responds are old examples,

and the typo of these, as -well as of other local

Norman work, has been carefully retained. There
are also chancel, an organ aisle, and vestry. At
the western end stands the tower, surmounted by
an Early broached spire, rising to an altitude of

about one hundred feet. Below the triple lancet

east window there is a new reredos, of Ancaster
stone. The clerestory is carried well up, and is

capitally lit on each side by nine cinquefoil cir-

cular windows, recessed in a running arcade.

The walls all through the interior of the church
are of ashlar stone, and the roofs of the nave
and chancel and the lean-to roofs of the aisles

are of timber.

Thirsk.—The chi:rch of S. Mary Magdalen,
Thirsk, has for many years gradually become
more dilapidated. The tower, together with the

tracery of the whole of the windows, is shortly to

undergo restoration. Mr. Street is the architect,

and he estimates the probable cost of the restora-

tion at £4,GOO, that sum being made up as fol-

lows :—New floors and seats, of oak, i:l,O0')

;

repair of internal and external stonework, XI,300
;

repairs of roof, £700 ; chancel, £550 ; heating,

£250, &c. By a learrangement it is expected
fifty additional sittings will be obtained.

WiNKLEiGn.—The Church of AU Saints, "SVink-

leigh, has just undergone a thoroucrti restoration,

was reopened on Wednesday week. The chancel and
was restored by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners
a few years ago, but from the absence of colour,

it is cold and ineffective, especially when seen
with the newly-restored and decorated work.
The remainder of the church has now been re-

stored at a cost amounting to between £6.000 and
£7,000. The work of restoration embraces a
new south wall, vostry, porch, organ-chamber,
and a partial rebuilding of the tower, in which a
peal of bells has been placed, cast by Mears and
Stainbank. The roofs are of English oak,

carved and adorned with gold and colour; the
decorations in sgraffito. The sculpture embraces a
figure of our Lord as the Good Shepherd, in a niche
over the north door ; a group representing the

Nativity, in the porch ; also a group representing
our Lord in Majesty, over the south doorway

;

and the large figure of an angel, over the east

nave gable. The font has been cleaned and re-

paired, and has a new covering of iron and oak.

The pulpit is of polished marble, alabaster, and
serpentine, supporting shafts of hard-rubbed stones

of various colours. A new window in the south
wall is the work of Mr. Dickson, son of the Rev.

J. H. Dickson, of Yarnscombe, and depicts the

Raising of Lazarus. The roofs are covered with
red tiles, and a cresting of Ham-hill stone. Mr.
Dendle, of Barnstaple, was the contractor for the

carpenters' and joiners' work, and Mr, Davey, of

the same place, executed the plastering. The
masons* and other work were carried out by men
employed by Mr. George Vicary. A new altar of

-oak and ebony has been given by the Rev.
"VV. J. H. Radford. The work has been carried
out from the designs of Mr. John F. Gould, archi-

tect, of Barnstaple.

London.—In the report of the London School
Board, issued on Wednesday, on the work effected

during the last three years, the following appears in

reference to the new buildings erected, or incourse
of erection :

— '• As soon as the Board had clearly

ascertained the work which was before them,
they took stops to secure sites, and to place

buildings upon them. Up to the present time,

either by agreement or by the exercise of the

compulsory powers given to them by tho Act, the

Board have taken steps to secure 09 sites, whiob,
when tho buildings are erected, will provide
accommodation for 80,870 children. At the same
time, the Board took measures to obtain plans
for their school buildings. In the earlier cases it

was resolved to invite a limited competition, in

order that the Board might have the benefit of

whatever suggestions or new ideas the competing
architects weie able to throw out. By-and-by,
when they had acquired some experience, they
appointed an architect on their permanent staff^

by which stop the commission on 'school build-

ings was reduced to the lowest possible point.

With the assistance of the architect so appointed,

they went fully into tho question of plans, and
laid down a body of rules, which they bolievo

will result in an improved style of school build-

ing. It may be specially mentioned that they

have increased the number of classrooms, so as

to make the teaching more J efficient ; and, with

reference to tho health of the children, which re-

quires exceptional care in the crowded parts of

the metropolis, they have, whenever possible,

provided adequate playgrounds, and have given

nine square feet of flooring, instead of the eight

of the New Code, for each child, in the graded
schools. In one particular instance they have
erected, as an experiment, a school in Jonson-

street, Stepney, on the system of class division,

so that every class has a distinct room, and is

under the charge of a certificated teacher. It is

the belief of those who have taken an interest in

the establishment of this school that the educa-

tional results will far more than compensate for

any additional outlay on this description of

building. Before the end of November, 3G new
permanent schools will be ready for occupation,

with accommodation for 35,879 children. This

number includes 17 in which, although so re-

cently opened, there has been an average attend-

ance of more than 10,000 scholars. In addition

to these 30 schools, there are 2S in course of

erection ; and again 22 others where the con-

tracts have been signed, or will be ready for

signature within this month. The total number
of new permanent schools so far provided for is,

therefore, 80, giving an accommodation for 79.025

children. The total cost of the sites and build-

ings cannot yet be precisely ascertained. Some
interests in certain sites have not been secured,

and there will bo some extras on the buildings,

together with tho architects' commissions. But
it is probable that the buildings will work out at

something like £7. lOs. per head, and the sites at

about £3. lOs. per head, making a total cost of

about £11. per head. Taking into account the

price of land in London, as well as that of labour

and materials, the Board are of opinion that this

cost cannot be considered uni-easonable, and that

it will contrast not unfavourably with schools

erected in other parts of the country."
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Builder.—We will ask the architect toobJige us with the

plan.
W. H.— Another article may be given. We shall not re-

produce tho series.

R. v., and Thrust.—Your queries are unsuitable,

J. tJ. Hare.—See " Aide-tui's" answer 3088.

djoritsijoiulciut

THE B.\-LDACCHINO.

(7*0 the Editor of the Buildinq Kews.)

SiK,—As the Baldaccliino is still under con-
sideration, I beg to offer, in continuation of your
notes on the subject, an extract from Sir Charles
Borromeo's Instructions on Ecclesiastical Build-
ing, first published in Milan in 1599. 1 may remark
that Sir Charles also prescribes a covering (which
ho calls a Ciborium ; he does not use the word
Baldachin), over the baptismal font. I quote
faom the translation made by my friend, the late

Mr. Wigloy, published in 1S57.

'•.Every altar which, with the Priest celebrating

thereat, is not completely covered by a special

vault, but only with a trabcated ceiling or by a
vault built so high above it that it is not possible

to clean it easily and often, should be protected

besides, with a covering, such as is called oapocielo.

And this should be made either of marble or of

solid stone, or even of brickwork, erected on four
columns, in the case of a High Altar ; and in the

case of a lesser or lateral altar, on two columns, or

on other proper support, which, standing out at

a short distance from the wall, towards the in-

terior of the church, the one to the right side of

the altar, the other to the left, should support a
covering made of vaulting or other work, or

which may even be made of boarding, or of blue
cloth, with a suitable ornamental pattern.

" This covering (canopy) of wood or cloth, may
be held up by means of iron chains, hanging
from ceiling or from the wall, or by means of

some other firm construction. Whatever be the

nature of this covering, it ought to be so wide in

every direction as to shelter completely both the

altar itself and the priest who offers the sacrifice

of tho Mass thereat, inorder that both he and the

altar be the more carefully protected from dust

and every other dirt that might fall down. This
covering, finally, should be at such a distance

from the altar that although it be suspended at a

proper height above it, still it may be conve-

niently and easily cleaned."

S. J. NiCHOLL.

1, Caversham-road, Kentish Town, N.W.
29th Oct., 1873.

CHICHESTER CATHEDRAL.
Sir,—The date of the erection of Chichester

Cathedral is ascertained. In 1071 the see was
removed from Selsea. In llOS the new church

was consecrated. In May 14, 1111, it suffered

from fire, and, after restoration, rededicated on
Oct. 3, 114S. On Oct. 20, 1187, there was again

a fire, and on Sept. 12, 1199, a third consecration.

The '• Chapter House " of Ely must mean the
" Infirmary," which remains also at Canterbury

and Peterborough, and with only one arcade of

the nave at Gloucester.—I am, Sir, &c.,

Mackeszie E. C. VYalcott,

Prajcentor of Chichester.

CLASSIFIED SKETCHES.
Sir,—It is quite unnecessary for me to add one

word to the oft-repeated e.Kpressions of satis-

faction that have greeted your spirited endeavours

to make the Building News the best medium
of intercommunication upon subjects interes.ing

to the archreologist and tho builder. May I off'er

you a small suggestion ? Why not ask some of

your contributors to classify their sketches and

give, say, a series of mouldings, pulpits, fonts,

stalls, bell-tuiTots, or dormer windows, taken

from old examples ? The sketch-books of many
of our friends abound in curious and quaint

specimens of such features, and an attempt to in-

troduce some system or classification of these

sketches might result in a most interesting book

of reference, while at present the multiplicity of

subjects confuses and renders comparatively use-

less the sketches contributed.—I am, Sir, &c.,

E. F. C. Clakke.

THE NORTHFLEET CHIMNEY DISASTER.

Sir,—lu these days, when we all have to know
so much, can it be womierod at if we are often

found to know but very little ? In reading your

report of the inquest held upon the fatal fall of a

chimney-shaft at Northfleel, I was struck with

the acknowledged inability of those concerned

to give any information or reason for the above

calamity ; the materials and workmanship were

of the best, and the proportions (I should judge)

were certainly greater than all ordinary calcula
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tions require, and yet we are loft without any

moans or reason being found for better guidance

in the future erection of such shafts. As one in-

terested (though a youngster), may I offer a sug-

crestion, viz., that this is more of a chemical than

a mathematical query ; or perhaps a question of

hydraulics only? My own experience of Portland

cement forbids my using same in a neat state,

which appears to have been the case in this in-

stance. I can conceive it very possible that the

forces thus generated by expansion of the cement

when setting, acting upon the still green work

(for I do not suppose the same to be anything else,

the mortar in the interior of tlie chimney being

almost, if not entirely, prevented from receiving

any benefit from the air), caused thfl whole to

burst and slide from its bed. I may be entirely

wrong, but shall be quite satisfied if in these few

remarks I have added anything to the solution of

tfie problem set us.—I am. Sir, &c.

J. E. C.

sparing in their treatment of old work than profes-

sional men, and can understand the force of the

saying " tools rush In where angels fear to tread."

Apologislug for troubling you again.—I am. Sir, &=.,

A CoxRT.iNT Reader.

[We don't see that any advantage is likely to be

derived from a continuance of this discussion. It

general testimony is to be relied on, a majority of the

churches that are " restored " are partly desecrated and

partly destroyed. If this be so, it does not matter who
are the "restorers."]

Area of bottom flange at any point

RETAISIXG W.ALIjS.

Sill,—In your issue of the 17th Inst., in an articleon

retaining walls, I notice in the formula for finding

thickness of wall an error which. I think, if corrected

win save a great amount of unnecessary puzzling to

any who may be studying the article. Instead of

A = -^ /.r^-1- L(l-Cx\
locj y • 6 \ /

substitute 8(! for lOdFor top flange substitute 8(1 for lOd

I

= V Il-"l-', read .r- v/
w hf

3 tl)l 3 Wl
R. 3. Eo

Sir,—In your last issue yon report the inquest

on the .sad calamity in the falling of the chimney

at NorthHoet. Tbo evidence therein given struclc

mo as not touching the cause of tlio disaster.

May I be permitted to suggest that the principlo

of construction was defective in building the

brickwork in mortar and grouting in fresh Port-

land cement ? My experience has taught me
there is no afHuity in bond between the two

material.s, and that brickwork once sot in mortar

would soon have its bond very much shaken by

the introduction of Portland cemeut grouting in

the body of the work, from its swelling properties,

and the bettor the cement the more perfect would

be the destruction of the mortar bond. The pro-

portions of tho shaft seem excellent, and the

weight of tho cap in my opinion could have

nothing to do with tho destruction of the sub-

structure. As I have witnessed remarkable

effects in the contact of the materials mentioned

on heavy building operations under my superin-

tendanco, such have led me to the conclusions

above given, and will, I trust, enable you to

excuse my intro ducing my suggestions as to the

cause of the sad occ urrence.—I am, Sir, i"c.,

C. Tate.

Nottingham, October 28, 1873.

Jntcitoiumuiuaitioit.

QUESTIONS.

LLANDAFF CATHEDRAL.
Sir,—The writer of the article in your impression

of Oct. 34th on " Ely Cathedral " speaks of Llaudafl

Cathedral as boinR "nearly all in ruin—and a beauti-

ful ruin too." He evidently overlooks tlie complete

restoration of this structure, within the last ten years,

by Mr. J. Prichard, the diocesan architect,— I am. Sir,

*c., Edwin Seward.

CHURCH RESTORATION—A FAMILY JOB.

Sir, —Your correspondent "J. B." has taken up

the cudgels in defence of amateur architects, and
thinks that he is doing good service to his cause by

sneering at routine work and abusing architects'

assistants to his heart's content. He says that he

has "yet to learn that ladies are incompetent to

execute carving," &c. He h^s evidently " yet to Icaru "

a great deal. He has yet to learn that there Is no

more dlfllcult part of an architect's business than that

of church restoration—none which requires so much
technical as well as artistic knowledge. He has yet

to learn that glass-painting is an art which is only

occasionally treated with success by artists who have

gone through much pr.tlcnt study, and that painters,

however clever, are often quite incompetent to treat

stained glass successfully. " J. 15." has yet to learn

tliat tho "carving," so-called, which is usually done

by amateurs, is quite unlit for tlic decoration of any

building, much loss an old church, aud is generally

about ei|ual in merit to the speciuiens which are exhi-

bited at Industrial exhibitions as " done by a little

boy aged nine .years." " J. B." has yet to leai-n that

a young architect's business does not consist solely of

Inklng-iu and tracing drawings, but Includes an

amount of study of nature and the works of past .ages

which will fit him some day to undertake the faithful

restoration of old buildings.

No doubt " J. I!." is more actiualnted with .C30 villas

than thirteenth century churches, and, consequently,

thinks them of more Importance than anything else ;

but his remarks on this head are quite beside the

subject.

Lastly, " J. B." has yet to learn that " going to

nature " alone will not eilucate a young man for those

higher alms of an architect's profession, and that no

true artist ever yet sneered at noitine work, or hoped

to attain eminence In his art without something akin

to drudgery.
It is Just possible that the " restoration " In question

Is an artistic success, but the object of my last letter w.as

to draw attention to it as a bad precedent ; and one

which, if frequently followed, will be the ruin of many
works of art which can never be replaced if once

mutilated by amateurs. Your readers well know that

amateurs, however well-intentioned, are far lees

[no93.]-Black Mortar.—Will "TJckfield" (3010)

ohligc by .stating how and In what quantity man-

ganese Is used with black mortar, and which sort of

manganese lie means, as I find upon reference there

.are sevei-.al o.xldes'.' I am anxious to use some jet black

ijolnting mortar that will retain its colour. As

" Uckfleld " recommends Fryer's Black, will he kuully

state about what it would add to cost of pointing

brickwork?—G.Z.

[:!094.]—Staining Red Brickwork.—What is the

best wash for new red brickwork to make'?—G. Z.

[:!00.5.] — Books. — What st.andard architectural

works should bo recommended to a country studeut

for his perusal ?—T.

[309G.]—Preservation of Timber.—Would .any

of your readers kindlv inform me how much it costs

to preserve timber from decay and lire by Payne's

process, or if there be any better system, and what

cost ?—A. H. E.

[3097 ] _ The Differential and Integral

Caioulus.—Would " W. Amor" give a simple lllus-

tr.ation of the pr ctical application of the calculus?

Would he also advise me to proceed at once to the

study of the text-book he n.ames ?—Aide-Toi.

C3008.]
— 'Valuation. — To Mr. Banister

Fletcher.—In a newspaper, of current d.ate, I find the

following advertised for sale :
" A legacy, or suai of

.-e.iOO, payable on the death or marriage of a lady, aged

is years." Will Mr. Fletcher say how the secondary

contingency may bo allowed for in the valuation?—
AIDE-TOI.

[;109ti.]—Lead Gauge.—Can any one inform me

whore I an purchase a lead guagc, and price. There

appears to be a great dltliculty in obtaining them.-

Junius.

[3100.]—Estimating Length of Base and Per

pendioular.—Given tiio hypothonuso of a right-

angled triangle, and ouo of the angles opposlto tlie

right angle ; required the quickest method of esti-

mating the lengths of base and perpendicular. I am

informed a most expeditious method is known to

surveyors and navigators, but not generally known or

published. I shall be glad to see a solution, or the

opinion of any correspondent on this point.—Z. X.

An example of tho above worked out and a criticism

would oblige.—P. W. H.

i:i06i;.]—Plumbers' Cement.— Black resin,! p.art,

brlckdust, two parts, to be well incorporated by a

melting heat.—S. \V. It.

[3069.]-Portland Cement.—In partial answer

to this query, I enclose an extract or two from the

evidence at the Coroner's Inquest on tho Northflcet

disaster :— " John Blagburn, the contractor, was next

called. He said he was not hurried at all with the

work, and averaged about 14 feet per week. He
woi-ked dally on the shaft. Never before had a chim-

ney of his build fall. At ten o'clock In the morning

of the day of the occurrence he plumbed the shaft

and found it all right. By the Foreman : I have built

several shafts in diteerent parts of the country ; the

next highest to that at Nortblleet was 200 feet. I ran

up two shafts, one after the other, beginning in March
on the first and finishing the other in October ; one

was '200 feet high and the other 1S5 feet. Did not use

anv iron bonds in the shaft; they are not thought of

in "the Xorth. Coroner : Was this chimney built in

any way differently from those you have previously

erected ? Witness : Yes ; inasmuch as I used cement

in the erection of this, which I never did before." It

would appear from this that the fault was in the

cement. This is a matter which requires more venti-

lation.—J. B.

[3073.]—Measuring.-" J. B." should remember

there are different rules in different ccmntics. " L.'s "

reply is quite correct for labour only to brickwork in

Middlesex and the surrounding counties, and I ques-

tion if Mr. Tarn's rule he quotes Is ever adopted.

"J. B.'s" correction is, I believe, the rule adopted in

the northern counties.—G. Z.

[3078.]— Interior Perspective. — "A Regular

Duffer " win find a very good article in the Building

News for January 31st, 1S73, that describes all he

requires regarding exterior perspective ; but he must

lie careful to measure all height on the angle of the

building through which tho picture plane is drawn on

plan. As that part Is to scale, the jiortions beyond pic-

ture-plane will of course become smaller, and those

nearer the eye larger than the scale drawing. For

Interior perspective commence with one as simple as

possible, as Figs. 1 and -2 (a small church) ;
draw your

FIC.I

REPLIES.
[3018.]—Strength of Girders and Columns.—

Thanking correspondents who have been kind enough

to write upon this matter, I should be glad If " Gus "

would state If his formula is approxim.ate only or

thoroughly reliable. It certainly is simple, insomuch

without knowing the authenticity of its basis and

principle, I am afraid to use it ; he also omits to state

how the strain Is found at any point, and how It acts

when applied on bottom flange. " W. J. P." does not

take Into account difference of long and short columns,

i.e., the crushing force .and buckling of column.s. I

should bo glad to have opinion as to the merits of the

following formula ; books vary so much that it is con-

fusing. Wh.at is a good work on strains? Howl
neutral axis of a beam determined ?

by the moment of Inertia ?

I = total length of clear span

X = distance of any point from pier

d ^ depth of girder

W -, total load on any girder

w load per lln. foot

M - moment of strain at any point

A -- sectional area In square Inches

S direct strain on cither flange

Forces In tons—Iron 4 tons per square inch In ten-

sion, and 41n- compression and shearing.

For a beam plate girder, fixed at both ends, loaded

uniformly

—

M ='l:^-fJ^a-6x)

1 the

What Is meant

picture plane through the nearest bay a !< ; the best

position for line of sight is about one-third the width

of nave. FLx your pin ate. and draw .all the points

required so as to cut the picture-plane as per dotted

line ; measure your heights at a or h on drawing, and

draw them down towards vanishing point till they cut

the vertical lines found on plan. To get the roof

principals draw the first principal on a b In elevation ;

to find that at a get height of springing at a. and draw

it tow,ards vanishing point until it cuts the vertica!

line <; Fig 2, then draw horizontal line d c. The

centres will be found as shown by dotted lines, and

breadth and thickness of principals will be found by

drawing them first on plan. The rafters for first bay

raav be found by putthig them on plan, and after

transferring them to drawing, dr.aw them up

from wall-piato at s.ame angle as principals For

soffit of chancel arch, produce centres and sprhiglng

until thev cut lines showing back of arch as in Fig. S.

Clerestory windows may bo found by putting them

on plan as at F. Find the springing and height for

nave arches, then draw the curves by hand. 'The

picture-plane may be drawn through auy part of the

plan aud if It Is drawn on the face of the east wall
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the whole of that wall may be drawa to scale. For the
nave roof you may draw a temporary principal on the
cast wall and produce the lines forward, by which
means you can make a large drawing from a small
plan. For a well-proportioned perspective the most
extreme visual rays should not exceed HO" in height,
or 30° to either side as !i. i., Pig. 1. To make the nearest
points of the drawing equidistant, you may take
your outside line through fir. Instead of h., then draw
your picture-plane to suit the size of your picture as
h. or i. Though the heights are generally measured to
scale on the picture-plane, h. i. for Instance, it would
be more correct to measure them wherever they cut
the arc /(. k. i., each part of it being the same distance
from the eye, whereas on the straight line h. i. objects
at the point m., being nearer than those at h., should
appear smaller, therefore all height on nave wall
should be measured at k. Instead of m,—A. H. B.

[8082.]—Wood Beams with Iron Flitohes.—
Thanks to " Aide-Toi " and " Gus " for answering my
question. There seems to be a great difference of
opinion in autliors, as Wm. Lea, Surveyor, on the
strength of timber, in his Tables, gives the breaking
weight of a red pine beam, 20ft. clear bearing, and
12 xl2' to be .045-(;0cwt. loaded in the middle without
any flitch at ail.

—

Foreman, Sunderland.

[.S086.]—Portland Cement.—Keep your cement
in the cask or bags, and keep it warm and dry
if you can ; cover it with straw If not in a warm place,
but do not spread it on the floor : or, if the frost or
the damp weatlier over the winter catches. It will most
iikely be spoiled before you require it.

—

Foreman,
Sunderland.

[3087.]—Half-Timber Houses.—I am sorry I
cannot assist " 0. H. M." I do not know sufflcieut on
the subject to justify me in tendering advice. I have
at several times burdened the " Intercommunication "

Column with queries on this subject ; but without
success. Nor have I been the only querist ; but all
alike have met the same fate. Singular to say, Gsvilt's
"Encyciopajdia" devotes but thirty lines to the
history, and ton lines to the construction of these
examples. Since others are still forthcoming who
require this information, I trust it will before long be
supplied.—AlDE-TOI.

[30S7.]—Half-Timbered Houses.—Habershon's
work on the above would be of good service, probably,
to " 0. H. M." " Viollet-le-Duc," In his dictionary,
gives some good examples of timber framing for this
Mnd of work.—M. B. A.

[3088.]—To Coversine.—My address is W. E.
Salt, 12, Queen's-tcrracc, Darwen, Lancashire.

—

AlDE-TOI.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &0.
Glasgow.—The statue Intended to be erected by

shilling subscriptions to the memory of Burns Is to be
executed by Mr. Ewlng, a local sculptor. The price is

to be— for the statue, £1,200 ; for the bas-reliefs on
pedestal, £.500 ; and for the pedestal and foundations,
£300. Tie sura subscribed Is £1,636. 7s. At the Last-
held meeting of committee, the chairman, one of the
vice-chairmen, the honorary treasurer, the gentleman
with whom the scheme originated, and another member
of committee, tendered their resignations, the reason
being that they wished the designing of the statue to
be competed for, not given to an Individual,

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY MATTERS.
Glasgow.—CoNPERESCB on the Sewage Qoes-

TioN.—A conference convened by the Magistrates and
Town-Council was opened on Wednesday, the 22nd of
October, for the purpose of considering what action
should be taken with a view to the disposal of the
sewage and the purilication of the Clyde. At a re-
cent meeting of the Council, the sewage Committee
reported that, although various schemes had engaged
their attention, they had been unable to arrive at any
conclusion In the matter. They were of opinion that
no scheme for the drainage of Glasgow will be sufB-
clent which does not include the purlBcatlou of the
Clyde and Its tributaries, and the health and comfort
of the community

; and that no scheme for the purifi-
cation of the Clyde can be effected which does not deal
with all the communities and individuals who contri-
bute to its pollution. They therefore recommended
that in view of the greal; differences of opinion which
exist as to the mode in which the objects referred to
may be best effected, the complicated interests in-
volved, and the iai-ge expense which must necessarily
attend the execution of any effective scheme, the
opinion of eminent and neutral persons should be ob-
tained, under a Uoyal Commission, or otherwise, as to
the sch'jmc which would most eflectunllyand equitably
deal with the subject ; .and that with a view to elicit
the opinions, and if possible obtain the co-operation, of
all the parties interested in the question, a Conference
should be iuvlted with the representatives of all the
communities .and others draining into the Clyde and Its
tributaries. Invitations were therefore issued to all
the Town-Councils and Local Authorities of communi-
ties draining Into the Clyde to send representatives to
the meeting, and there was a large attendance. In
the discussion, the Lord Provost remarked that the
people of Glasgow h.ad no wish to benefit themselves
at the expense of any of the localities on the Clyde,
but It was evident that the river never could be purl-
fled except by some general joint action : and that
even were it once purlUed, a conservancy board would

be required to keep It so. The chief immediate result
of the conference was a resolution :—" That It be re-
mitted to a Committee to consider and report to a
future meeting as to what course—having regard to all

the circumstances—should be adopted In order to
effect the desired object." Besides the Lord Provost,
and several of the Magistrates and Town Council of
Glasgow, there are in the Committee the Provost of
Kutherglen, and others representing various places
above-bridge, and the Provosts of Paisley, Renfrew,
and Duubarton, and other gentlemen, representing
towns further down the river than Glasgow.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
The BALD.iccniNO Case.— Dr. Tristram presided on

Thursday week and the following day, in the Consis-
tory court of the Bishop of London at the Dean and
Chapter house of S. Paul's Cathedral, as Chancellor of
the diocese, to hear an application for a faculty or
license to erect a baldacchino or canopy over the altar
of the parish church of S. Barnabas, Plmllco, as a
necessary adornment of the east end of the church.
The faculty was opposed by Mr. Bowron, and other
parishioners, on the ground that such an erection was
unlawful and against the wishes of a large number of
the inhabitants. The matter had been before Dr. Tris-
tram on the pleadings, and the present occasion was
specially appointed to consider the application mafle
by the ^'icar and churchwardens. Mr. Phlllimore read
the articles on the petitions, and discussed the meaning
of the word baldacchino in the several languages. It
was a canopy, and was not illegal. He read the mean-
ing put to it in several works. On Friday Dr. Stephens
opened the case on the part of Mr. Bowron. The real
object was to introduce a rite connected with the Ro-
man Catholic church in order to give a superstitious
worship to the corporal presence of Christ on the so-
called altar, and to introduce a Popish rite which had
been condemned by Edward VI. and Queen Elizabeth.
At the conclusion of the argument, the Chancellor an-
nounced that he should reserve his judgment. AVe
have placed before our readers quite as much Informa-
tion on the matter as could be gleaned from the
lengthy arguments of the learned counsel on either side,
and it is therefore not worth while occupymg space for
the purpose of their reproduction.

NEW PATENTHD inventions CONNECTED
"WITH THE BUILDING TRADES.

Including Brick and Tile Machines, Bricks, Tiles, Drain
Pipes, and House Fittings, Warming and Ventila-
ting, &c.

12ej. S. Bonner, Stoney Stanton, Warwick, "Kilns
for burning bricks, tiles, drain pipes, &c."—Dated
4th April, 1873.

The objects of this Invention are, first, to construct
kilns in a simpler and more economical manner than
heretofore; secondly, to render the operation of
burning bricks, tiles, and other articles in kilns more
uniform, and therefore producj less waste than hereto-
fore ; thirdly, to economise fuel ; and, fourthly, to
render the operation of burning continuous or nearly
so.

1282. W. Barton, Boston, Lincolnshire, " Fireplaces."
Dated 7th April, 1873.

The chief object of this Invention is to improve what
is known as the Mllner stove, and to effect thereby an
economy in the cousumptiou of the fuel used therein,
as well as to provide for the facile reflecting of the
parts liable to be burnt out or otherwise injured during
the use of the stove.

344. W. R. Lake, London, " Manufacture of mosaic
veneers or tiles."—A communication Dated 14th
March, 1873.

This Invention relates to che manufacture of mosaic
veneers oi mosaic tiles produced from blocks which are
composed of a number of strips coloured and made of
a suitable composition. The apparatus used lu the
manufacture of these blocks has a die with a number
of holes acted upon by punches, and through which
the compound la forced to form strips of the desired
size and shape. The strips thus formed are deposited
upon a platform which rests on an endless apron.

©ur ©ftc mit

CHIPS.
A complaint made by Messrs. Chubb and Son,

the lock manufacturers, against two of their men
for absenting themselves from work, has been de-
cided at Lambeth in favour of the defendants. It
appeared that these men had been in the habit of
keeping '• Saint Monday," but as it was admitted
that they afterwards returned to their duty, and
also that deductions from their wages were made
for all absences, the magistrates said that the
summonses must be dismissed.

It will be remembered that some years ago SirB,
Guinness, the great brewer in Dublin, gave the sum
of .£100,000 for the restoration of S. Patricks
Cathedral in that city. It is now said that another
great brewer, Mr. Matthew D'Arcy, M.P. for County
Wexford, has offered to place at the disposal
of Cardinal CiiUen a like sum of £100,000 for the
purpose of building a new Roman Catholic
Cathedral.

The New Southern Cemeteey poe Manches-
ter.—The Parks and Comotories Committee of the
City Coimcil have awarded the first premium of
£100 to the plan sent in by Mr. H. J. Paull, of
S. Poter'a-square, for laying out the new ceme-
tery in Barlow Moor-lane. The area comprises
83 acres. The plan provides three chapels, one
for the Established Church, another for the
Nonconformists, and a third for the Roman
Catholics. The chapels are not grouped together,
as in other cemeteries, but are isolated froni each
other. There is a distinctive design in the Eng-
lish Gothic style for each chapel, but all three
are harmonious. Mortuary chambers are attached
to the Church of England and Dissenters' chapels
respectively, but not to the Roman Catholic, the
latter being cruciform in plan. Tliere will bo
fixed seats for 95 adults in the Church building,
for 80 in the Dissenters, 120 in the Roman Catho-
lic. The cost of the buildings on the ground is

estimated as follows :—Epi,scopal chapel, £1,550;
Nonconformist chapel, £1,400; Roman Catholic
cb.apel, £1,-100

; registrar'shouse, £1,500; lodge
and entrance gates, &c., in Barlow Moorlane,
£900

; ditto in Nell-lane, £600 ; total, £7,350.
Wakefield School op Art. — The annual

distrioutiou of prizes and meeting for the
transaction of business in connection with
this institution was held on Tuesday evening.
This year, out of the 25 silver modals awarded
by the Government, ono has fallen to Mr.
W. H. Burkinshaw, of this school, and out
of 50 bronze medals, Miss Annie Roxby, a
student of this ecliool, has taken one, the former
also receiving a prize of £3. 3s., and the latter

£2. 2s., given by the borough member, Mr. Somer-
set Beaumont. Tte Mayor's two guinea prize
fell to Mi,5s Edith Whiteley. Prizes were also
given by the Council, by Aid. Lee, by the head
master (Mr. Menzies), and others. There are 30
day and between 70 and 80 night scholars. The
report of the examiners of the Department of
Science and Art stated that the .school is main
taining the reputation which it acquired last year
but some stages were omitted in the coarse of

study, and results of a higher nature and original
designs were expected. The officers were re-

elected, and votes of thanks were accorded to

them.

The Old Tree in Wood-street, Cheapside.
—Leigh Hunt says, " A child wiis shovn to us
who was said never to have beheld a tree but one
in S. Paul's-churchyard (now gone). Whenever
a tree was mentioned, it was this one ; she had
no conception of any other, not even of the re-

mote tree in Cheapside." The tree here referred
to still stands in Wood-street, which runs between
Cheapside and London-wall, and the care with
which it is preserved indicates the strong love of

nature that has a lodgment even in the hearts of

men who seem to take an interest in nothing but
daybooks and ledgers, the prices of shares and
stock, and the Bank rate and interest. In " Old
and New London," Mr. Walter Thornbury says

:

" That pleasant tree at the left-hand corner of

Wood-street, which has cheered many a weary
business man with memories of the fresh green
fields far away, was for long the residence of
rooks, who built there. In 18-15 two fresh nefits

were built, and one is still visible ; but the sable
birds deserted their noisy town residence several
years ago. Probably, as the north of Loudon
was more built over, and such feeding-grounds as
Belsize-park turned to brick and mortar, the
liirds found the fatigue of going miles in search
of food for their young unbearable, aud so mi-
grated." The Siime writer adds : "The terms of

the lease of the low houses at the west-end corner
are said to forbid the erection of another story
or the removal of the tree." It is pleasant to

think, with Mr. Thornbury, that this restriction

arose from a love of the solitary tree.

Instruction of Artisans in Vienna. — The
Groat Exhibition of Vienna is to be commemorated
by the establishment of an '' athena-um," as it is

called, modelled after the Conservatoire des Arts
et Metiers of Paris, and the JIusonm of Industry
at Brussels, for the special instruction of work-
men and small manufacturers. It is to be in-

stalled in the midst of the industrial quarters of

tlie capital. A large quantity of drawings,
designs, models, instruments, machines, tools,

raw and partially-manufactured materials, have
been promised by exhibitors, aud Baron Schwarz-
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Senbom. director of the exhibition, baa presented

a collection of between three and four thousand

Tolumes of books connected with industrial ex-

hibitions. The establishment starts with a ca-

pital of more than £11,500.

Cooling over-heated Rooms.—Capt. Warren,

of cooking apparatus notoriety, has devised an

apparatus for cooling over-heated rooms, churches,

railway carriages, A-c. The apparatus consists of

a small steam-engine, to which is attached a

second cylinder for condensing ether vapour. The
cold produced by the expansion of the condensed

ether is utilised by being communicated to brine

contained in pipes around which the ether circu-

lates. The brine thus cooled is used in its turn

either to freeze water or to cool air, the water

being contained in reservoirs immersed in a vessel

of cold brine, and the air being conveyed in pipes,

which wind backward and forward in such a

vessel. The ether employed, being contained en-

tirely in closed apparatus, is scarcely at all

wasted, and little more than its first cost need be

taken into account. In the experiments shown,

the moisture on the outside of the pipes loading

to the refrigerator was rapidly frozen, and the air

of the room, after being withdrawn at a tempera-

ture of 62°., was almost immediately returned

into it at 45°. ; while, as this process continued,

the temperature of the room was rapidly reduced

and might easily have been brought to the freeziug

point and so maintained.

WoRKMEs's Homes ixD Workshops in Paris.

—An attempt is being made in Paris to form

colonies in which mou working on their own
account or small masters may find workshops,

motive power, and lodgings for themselves and
families under the same roof. The plan was
originated by an architect named Semenil, and
haviug been taken up a year since by a company.
a commencement has been made. A large plot of

gound has been secured in the heart of the work-

man's quarter of S. Antoiue, and now a complete

street, contaiuing 19 large houses, is constructed

and bears the name of Rue de I'lndustrie S.

Antoine. The motive power is supplied by a

steam-engine of 20l)-hors6 power. The power is

distributed throughout the houses on both sides

of the street, in the basement, ground, entresol,

and first lloors, and if found needful, power will

be extended to the other parts of the building by
means of compressed air. The principal occu-

pation of the Faubourg is that of furniture and
cabinet making, and most of the tenants belong
to some branch of those trades. A good point

about the undertaking is the aspect of the new
industrial street, wbich is pleasant and light, and
has none of that penitential, hospital-like appear-
ance which so frequently distinguishes model
lodging-houses.

Sir Edwin Landseer's Works at the Winter
ExiuniTIoN.— The ousuiug Winter Exhibition at

Bm-lington-hous6 will consist entirely of the

works of Sir Edwin Landseer. The President

and Council of the Royal Academy " invite all

possessors of fine works, either pictures or draw-
ings, by Sir Edwin Landseer, to lend them. They
havo already received promises from the owners
of some of the most famous pictures, .and Her
Majesty has promised to lend the examples in her

possession. It is proposed to exhibit not only the

paintings themselves and di-awings anil sketches,

but also proofs of those prints which have carried

Landseer's fame further than his pictures alone

could ever have done. The Exhibition will open
on the 1st of January.

The Material of Ornajient.—All ornament
(says Ruskin) is base which takes for its subject

human work—utterly base, painful to every

rightly-toned mind, without, perhaps, immediate
sense of the reason, but for a reason palpable

enough when we do think of it. For to carve our

own work, and set it up for admiration, is a miser-

able self-complacency, a contentment in our own
wretched doings, when we might havo been look-

ing at God's doings. And all noble ornament is

the exact reverse of this. It is the expression of

man's delight in God's work. For observe, the

function of ornament is to make you happy. Now
in what are you rightly happy ? Not in thinking

of what you have done yourself; not in your own
pride ; not your own binh; not in your own being,

or your own will ; but in looking at God ;
watch-

ing what Ho does, and what He is ; and obeying

His law, and yielding yourself to His will. You
are to bo made happy by ornaments ; therefore

they must be tho ox]>rossion of all this. Not
copies of your own handiwork, not heraldries

;

not king's arms, nor any creature's arms, but

God's arm, seen in His work. Not manifestation

of your delight in your own laws, or your own
inventions; but in Divine laws, constant, daily,

common laws ; not Composite laws, nor Doric

laws, nor laws of the five orders, but of the Ten
Commandments. Then the proper material of

ornament will be whatever God has created ; and

its proper treatment that which seems in accord-

ance with or symbolical of His laws. And, for

material, wo shall therefore have, first, tho ab-

stract lines which are most frequent in nature
;

and then, from lower to higher, the whole range

of systematised inorganic and organic forms.

The " Shadow op the Cross."—It is said that

Mr. Holman Hunt's great work, which unseen has

already excited so much attention, will be on

view to the public very shortly in the rooms of

the new British Institution, New Bond-street.

'The Shadow of the Cross" ropiesents our

Saviour standing with upturned arms and seer-

like attitude, lost in rapturous gaze towards

Heaven, unconscious of all around Him. His

shadow throws a cross upon the wall behind Him,
and this is seen by His mother, who stands in one

corner of the picture, ilr. Hunt is at present

engaged on a smaller replica of the picture for

the engraver.

Accidents to Builder.s.—On Monday morning
what is termed a " shocking accident " occurred

in Bunhill-row, S. Luke's. A number of men
were at work on a building in that street when a

portion of the scaffolding used as a support sud-

denly gave way, and two bricklayers fell a dis-

tance of about fifty feet to the ground. One man
was killed, and tho other, it is stated, lies in a

precarious condition in S. Bartholomew's Hospital.

Later in the day an inquest was held on the body
of the unfortunate man who was killed, when the

foreman of the works said he had examined the

broken plank, and found a flaw at the part where
it gave way, which was not visible when the

plank was whole. With the exception of the flaw

the plank was in " excellent condition, and
capable of bearing double the weight that was on

it at tho time of tho accident." This must be an
immense satisfaction to the relatives and friends

of the deceased bricklayer, says tho Pdll Mali
Gazelle, as must also be the verdict of ' acci-

dental death" returned by tho jury; but it will

perhaps strike thoughtful persons that some one

ought to have carefully tested the plank and dis-

covered its weakness before this lamentable

occurrence took place, and, moreover, that evei'y

scaffolding should be subjected to a thorough

examination by competent persons before work-

men's lives are thus frittered away.

Street Improvements at DoucLiS, Isle op

Han.—The much-debated question whether

Douglas is to have a new street and promenade,

as proposed by Mr. Ellison, architect, of Livar-

pool, or simply anew main street from the land-

ing pier to Prospect Hill, as proposed by Mr.

Culshaw, surveyor, Liverpool, came on before the

Isle of Man Legislature on Tuesday. Petitions

signed by 1,100 owners and occupiers in Douglas

were presented in favour of the Ellison scheme,

which its promoters allege will give double

improvement at less cost than Mr. Culshaw's.

The House, by 19 to 2, appointed a committee to

take tho whole matter into consideration within

two months, and to report generally upon the

enclosure of the foreshore, and tho best means of

providing new street accommodation for Douglas.

A Monarchical Restoration.—In a letter

published in our issue of tho 17th inst. Mr.

Albert Hartshorne objected to the mode in which

tho monument of King John in the choir of

Worcester Cathedral has been restored. He
stated that tho whole figure had lately been gilt

from head to foot, although tho late Mr. Stothard

discovered in 1813 that it had been originally

painted to represent the deceased King lying in

State and as he was buried—namely, in a crimson

dalmatic lined with green, a yellow tunic, rod

hose, golden spurs with blue straps, and black

shoos. He concluded by suggesting that tho

effigy .sl-ould be carefully painted according to

tlio ancient authorities. In reply to Mr. Harts-

horne, Mr. George Buckler writes to the Times

to defend the way in which tho tomb has been
restored. Ho says that Mr. Valentino Green,

F.S..\ ., tho author of tho " History of Worcester,"

published in 1797 an account of the discovery of

tho body of the King. He stated that it was
found to have been adjusted in the stone cofKn pre-

cisely in the same form as the figure on the tomb.

The dress of the King was similar to that in

which his figure is represented on the tomb, ex-
cepting tho gloves on its hand and the crown on
his head. Tho body was covered by a robe
which was apparently of crimson damask; its

colour, however, was so totally discharged from
tho effect of time that it is but conjecturally it

can be said to havo boon of any but what haa
now pervadosl the whole object—namely, dusky
brown. It appears that Mr. Stothard did not
mark on his plate of tho effigy where he found
any actual colour in 1813 to warrant him in

gorgeously colouring a small outliue and some
details on the same sheet. The colouring of the
effigy, Mr. Buckler thinks, may fairly be ques-
tioned ; for had there been coloui'S on it in 1813
they must have been equally visible to Mr. Green
HJ years earlier. In his History he says:

—

" Symouds wrote his notes on this church in

1G45, in which he further said respecting this

tomb that ' tho body ' (the effgy of tho King) ' in

the beginning of Queen's Elizabeth's time, waa
gilt.' " Mr. Buckler says that when the tomb
was repaired last year the effigy was very care-

fully cleaned, in order to ascertain whether any
portions of the colours represented by ilr.

Stothard remained. None, however, could be
seon. It was found, however, that the whole of

the effigy had been j)repared for gilding, and the
gold actually remained more or less over the
whole figure and in the folds of the robes, con
firming Symonds's account of it in 1045. He
adds, in conclusion, that the effigy was gilded

because it had been gilded before, and the metal
crown is laid over the stone crown so as to admit
of removal at any time, when it will be found
that the previously mutilated stone crown has
received no further injury from the addition of a
" second crown."

Royal Institute op British Architects.—
On Monday next, tho 3rd of November, the mem-
bers of the Institute will re-assemble at eight

p.m., to hold their Opening General Meeting for

the ensuing session. An inaugural address,

written for the occasion by the President, will bo
read, but Sir Gilbert Scott, who is in Italy for the

benefit of his health, will not be present in persoru

Jlr. Hugh H. Stannis—the first candidate to

whom the ' Ashpitel Prize " (founded in con-

nection with tho Architectural Examination) ha-s

been awarded, will on the same evening receive

his Prize from the hands of the Chairman.

CHIPS.

Upton Suodsbury Church, near Worcester, after
an expenditure of £i,OUO in restorations, under the
direction of Mr. W. J. Hopkins, architect, was
reopened on the 21st instant.

The foundation-stone of a new Primitive
Methodist Chapel was laid at Willenhall on Mon-
day. Mr. B. Baker is the architect, and Messrs.
Taylor A Hunter, of Willenhall, budde;3.

'ihe exhibition which will be held in Manchester
by the Societ}' for the Promotion of Scientific

Industry, of appliances for the economical con-
sumption of fuel, will be opened on the 18th
December next.

The value of the timber exported from Sweden
in 1.871 was £3,204,5(10, of which £I,G0t;,493, or

about 53 per cent., went to England. The kinds

most in demand are spars, pit props, lathwood

,

sleepers, and split wood. After Great Britain,

Denmark, Prussia, and France receive the largest

amount.
The Messrs. de Rothschild have just presented

to the Paris Administration of the Fine Alls, co-

lumns, statues, and bas-reliefs from the ruins of a
temple dedicated to ApoUo-Didymus, discovered in

the neighbourhood of Mileto iu the course of ex-

cavations made for some years past at the cost of

these gentlemen. These relics of antiquity will be
placed in the Musce des Antiques at the Louvre.

The parish church of S. Mnurice, York, is to be
rebuilt from designs by Messrs. Gould and Fisher,

architects, of York.
In the first week of November there is to be in

Glasgow a " Grand Musical Festival in aid of the

funds of the Westei-n Infirmary," a buildinij pre-

sently being erected from designs by Mr. Burnet,

of that city.

^n\k Mm^.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
Glasgoav.—At a meeting last week of the Glasgow-

branches of the Associated Carpenters and Joiners of

Scotland, it was agreed to ask an advance of wages at.

the rate of ^d. per hour, to commence on lat April.
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THE TIMBER TRADE.
Tho following prices have been obtained

week :

—

Per 120 12ft. li X lUn.
£ 8.

Bjorncborg, Ist yell., 3 by 10 13 10

), ,, ., boards 11 .5

„ „ white, 3 by 11 12 5

„ „ ,, b.ittens 11 5

Gothenburg, 3rd yell., 2 by 7 12 5

Is'orkoping „ „ planks 13
Pitch Pine . . . . 12 1.5

S.Petersburg,lstwhiteplank3 13 o

„ „ „ deals 12 .*>

,, ,, „ battens 11 5

„ 2nd „ de.als 11 10
Sundswall 3rd yell., planks 14 5

„ „ „ deals 11 10

„ „ battens 13 .5

Raguenay 2nd dry bright pine 14 10
Sundswall, 4th yellow, 4in. 11 10

„ „ „ 2iln. 18
Gefle, 1st & 2nd white deals 12 1.3

), „ „ battens 11 1.5

„ 3rd yellow planks 14

» „ ,, deals 14
.. ,. „ 2in.

,. 4th ,, planks

„ „ „ deals

,. ,, „ battens
TrelleborgSrd ,,wrckdcargo

4th „ „
Tornea 1st & 2nd yel. planks

deals

14

14

14
12

13

12

12

„ ,, battens

„ „ 25 by 6 do.

M M boards
„ 3rd deals

„ „ battens 4 by 7

„ „ sundry
Hernosand 1st & 2nd planks

„ „ deals

„ „ white planks

» „ deals

„ 3rd yellow planks
,. „ deals

., ,, battens

„ ,, white planks
1. „ deals

,, 4th yellow planks
,. „ de.Tls

tJleaborg Ist & 2nd 4ln. de.als

,1 3in. deals
Vcfsen yellow „

„ white
Iggesund Srd yellow

4 th

„ 3rd white

Wyburglst yellow

boards
boards
battens
boards
planks

)i ,, deals

„ ,, Sin. battens

„ „ 2iin, battens
„ „ boards

Frdrlckshm.l st&2nd yel. plks.

,» „ ,, deals

M „ „ battns.

,. 3rd „ planks
nussum „ „ battns.

4th „ planks

10

.5

5

10 10
13 15

13 5

12 13

11 10

10 16

13 10
13

10 10
12 15
14
12 5

12 o

12 10
13

12 10
11 15

11

11 10
12
13 6

13

11 10

11 10
9 10
8 10
10 15

9

14

14
13 15

12 15

11 10

12 10
14
12 15

11 10
12 16

14
Hudlksw.ill „ „2J,ln.dls. 12 5
Kopmn.shIm,lst&2nd „ deals
Kotka, 1st & 2nd yel. 4iu. plks.

n ,, ,, deals

„ 3 by 10
.. ,. „ 3 by 8

,1 ,, „ battens
., Srd „ deals

>, „ „ battens
Nyham „ „ 25 by 9

M „ „3in.battns.

„ deals

„ planks

„ deals

white

14 10
12 15

12 6

11 16

10 10
10 15
10 10

10 6

13 5

12 15

12
14 5

14 6

12

26

24
22

Archangel 2nd

Riga crown „ ,,

Quebec 1st bright pine wide
>. „ 10 & lift. „
,. „ 9 to 16ft.

'. >, (dry) wide
>. ., „ 2in. 20
„ Ist floated wide 27
.. ,. 13ft. 22 15

„ 12ft.6t0211n. 19 16
„ 2nd bright. . . 16
.. .. (dry) . 16 5
„ 2nd floated 12 & 13ft. 17
.. „ 10 & lift. 14 15
" „ (dry) 3In. 16 10
1. .. „ 21n. 15 10
„ 3rdbi-t. 12ft. 3 by 11 12 15
,. „ floated. . . 12 10
>. » (dry) . 12 10

during the

£ a. d.

11 10

13 15
13 5

12 10

11 10

13 15

13 10

14 10

First yellow

Prepared Flooring per square,

d.

12 10
13 6

10 15
14 5

14 6

13

13 10

11 15

S 15

12 10
13 10

14 15

12 10

11 5

11 6

liin.

lln.

Jin.

lln.

24 15
23

18 10
17 6
18 10

17 10

13

13

13 15

to 18 3

„ 12 3

Per 120 12tt. 2ix6.}-inche8.

_^ £ d. 8.
Dram second yellow battens 10 15

tUi'il „ ,. 10 15

Per 120 12ft. 3 X s-inch.

Most of the Quebec spruce being more or less
damaged by sea water.

£ s. d. iS 8. d.

Quebec best spruce . . 18 15 to 22

„ second ,, . . 17 15 ,, 19 5
third ., . . 17 5 „ 18 15

S. John's unsorted spr. dls. 19 15

Per 50 cubic feet.

Pitch pine ....
Swedish ....
Memel best middling
Quebec oak . - , .

„ yellow pine .

„ „ ,. (waney board)
Danzig best middling

,, square oak

s. d. s.

85 to 100
63
00
175

G7 G

6

117
97

150

100
ISO
70

100
155

Per fathom of 21C cubic feet.

£ 8. d.

Petersburg lathwood . .10 0,
£
11

Per 40tt. 31n.

Danzig crown deck, Sin.

d.

6

ASHTON & GREEN,
Slnte, Iron, and M(ir>ilc SlerchantR, and Qoarry Agents.—TloofiDg

Slates—Banfor, Blue, Red. or Greea. Blue PortiuMdoc andWhitland
Abbey Green, the New " Permanent" Greea I weight the same aa
Bangor, and uniformity of cleftv.T-e equall.

Prices on Wli:irf in London.
22 by 12 20 by 10 18 by 10 18 by 9
33ft,. 6d. 257s. Gd. 2163. 1923. Cd.
16 by 8 HbylO U by 8 12 by 8

1-163. 1703 11-3. Gd. 673. Kd.
Per m of 1,200 Slater Marble and EnaraoUed Slate Chimney
Pieces, Inscription Tablets, &c. .Stoves, Ranges, and Builders'
IronmonKcry. A. & G.'s .Special Ked Ridge Tiles, Larire Show of
all Goods at H and 16, Biiry-streot, .S. Mary As0, London E.C,
Drawings and Fricea upon application, accompanying trade card.

21 by 12
377s. 6d.

16 by 10

I92s. 6d.

TENDERS.
Bethnal Green.—For alterations, painting, &c., to

.S. Matthias Church. Messrs. Tboma:* and Wm. tjtone,
architects.

General Repairs Add if painted &
grained to sittings.

Brown £600 *50
Tbomason 676 75
Wiie 575 5 88
Kiddle and son ... 5fi3 24 o
High 496 I'l 25 111

Higgs 479 1 46 7
Howard (accepted) 4.34 61
Christoffer Bros, * 277 30

* Withdrawn.

Cornwall—For erecting boys' School ''to accom-
modate 1.50 children, tor the School Board of S. hlazey,
Cornwall. SUraaus Trevail, architect, S. Blazey.

Verraa £881
Werry (Miisonry, .to) 425
Bennett (Carpentry, &c.) 293
Rowe and Rowe (accepted) 655

Eastbourne.—For additions to Rosemount. for Mr. W.
Matthey. Mr. Hy. Eucan Kumblo. of Ea.tbourne, archi-
tect. Quantities by Messrs. Hovenden, Heath, and Ber-
ridge of London.

GeneralWorks IfConcrete AdditShip
walls. Oak joinery

Cheesnmn £7,087 £6,977 £596
Colls & tion 6 987 0,647 900
Holland Ifc Hannen 6,770 6,730 1,513
Peerless 6,630 6,438 450

FiNCHr.EY.—For Ticarase house. Christ Church, for the
Rev Henry Stevens. Mr. J. Korton, architect.

Beresford £!.180
Boden 2,950
Stephenson 2.751 B
Tibbetts 9.745
Ra-nkin 2.7OO
Nibblett and Son 2.700
Simpson and Baker 2674
Carter 670
Plowman ^ 2.6OO
Boyce 2.,578
Smith 0577
Gilmore 2,52)
Sharp 2,499
Blackmore and Morley 2,49i
Webber 2,466

Liverpool. —For the erection of English Presbyterian
Cliurch, Catherine-street. Messrs. T. E. Murray and (J. H.
Thomas, architects. Quantities supplied by the architects.

Parker and Son (accepted) £4,343

LryERPOOD.—For the erection of offlcea and vaults,
Cbapel-street, for Mr. J, Seddon. Messrs. T. E. Murray
and a. H. Thomas, architects. Quaulities supplied by the
architects

Henshaw £4.892
TouipkiDsou 4,845
Langley 4,eo0
Gabbutt 4,385
Drmson 4.336
Parker and Son 4,3i)0
b eietham (accepted) 4,271
f

L.\ yror,.—For alterations and additions to premises
72, Lower snhope-street, for Mr. Mills. Messrs. T. E.
Murray and G. L'. Thomas, architects.

Winterburo and Mason (accepted) £270

London.—For a Building at Saffron-hill, E.G. for the
Ragged School Shoeblack Society. Mr. M. C. W. Home,
architect.

Pritchard £3.679
Scrivener and White 3,5.05

Wagalaff and Son 3.475
Staines and Son 3,443
Niblettand Son 3.145
Wagner 3^058

Ormskirk.—For alterations and additions to the Union
Workhouse. Mr. Peter Balmer. architect. Quantities sup-
plied by Messrs, T. E. Murray and G. U. Thomas.

Parker and 8ou £10,,SOO
Gabbut. and Son 9,550
Collier and Sons 8,995
Riding fj045 q
Bridge (accepted) 8,.580

S, Leonard's-on-Sea.—For constructing new roads
and drains on the Eversfleld Estate. Messrs. Fowler and
Hill, architects, London and S. Leonards

£?'« £-3,239
Ihompson and Son 2 950
Wainwright ...........' 2,850
'o"e'' 2.631 12
Syniond 2,55
Williams 2 443
Hughes 2407 3
Goodair

2i219 10
Wood and Geary .'.',' 2116*7

J^,'°a; 2',o()o

Hughes 1,770

BATH AND OTHER BHILDTNG STONES
OF BEST QUALITY.

RAMELL. SAUNDERS fr CO., Limiteci,
Quarrymen and Stone Merchants.

List of prices at the Quarries and Depi,ts, also cost of
transit to any part of tho United Kingdom, furnished on
application to

Bath Stone Office:
IAdvt.]

^
CORSHAM, WILTS.

TO ARCHITECTS.
GIIKEX noOPISO-SLATES.

As B'lvvUed to H.ItM. Tiie Pruice oj Wales at Sandringham
The Penmnylo Sea-green Slate nro specially adapted for

Churches, Public Buildin"^, &c., &c.
f if.iN costly than ordinari/ Gothic Tiling.)

These rtarablG and uou-absorbeat slates can be obtained in sizo
Buitible for Gothic Arrhitect'ire, at prices as under.

In Railway Trucks, D's, Gloucester ;—
Pi^r EqniTftlent

1,200 Slates to per sqaare
BoBt Green Slate 14 by 7 « ^ .. 2 17 6 .- ., .. IOb Kd

Do. do. 13 by 8 2 17 6 l&s'. 6i.
Do. do. 13 by 7 2 5 Us
Do do. 12 by 7 1 19 6 13s!
Do dn. 12 by Q 17 6 lis.

Prices of Inrpo Sizes, Cost of Transit, Keference.
Tiwtimonials and Sample Specimens may be obtained on

application to
STESSRS. RANHELLi CO.. Corshim. Wilts.

Sppfimenaat Museum of Geology. Termya-atruot, Piccadilly, TV.
and at Architectural Museum, Tufton-siroot Westminster.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
Beats, N.B. Nov. 12.—For plans, speciQcations, and

estimates for Three Schools to be huiit near the villages of
Cowdenbeath. Keltv, and Cassodie. Premiums of £10 and
.£5, 5s. are offered for 'the first and second best designs.
Mr. John Ross. Clerk to the School Board, Dumfermliue.
Ipswich School Board. Nov. 29.-For plans and esti-

mates for an Infant School to accommodate 2y0 infants.
Mr. F. A. Hammond. School Board Office, Ipswich.
London.—For first-class designs for shop fronts, shop

fittings, Ac. £150 premium. Mr. F. Sage, 80. Gmv's Inn-
road. W.C.
Manchester School Board, Dec. 1.—For plans and

elevations for a School Hnildiug to accommodate about
SiiQ childreu. The architect whose designs shall be
selected, to superintend the work until its completion.
Premium'* of tao for the second, and £20 for the third
best designs. Mr. F. O.Euspini, Clerk to the School Board,
Manchester.
RoTUERHAM Unton, Nov. 8.—Forplans for the drainage

of Swinton and Kilnhurst. A premium of £25 will be
given to the plans approved of; on which thev will become
the property of the guardians. J. Barras, Clerk, Union
Offices, Rotherham.

Geometrical and Encaustic Tile Pavements
in every variety. Over sLxty NT^jw Designs at 5s. 6d. per
yard super. "The Tiles are excellent, both in quality and
colour."—Building News. "They are of great excellence
in design—the materi il is not surpas-ed by any found in
this kingdom."—-4)-^ Journal. " The patterns are remark-
ablv good and effective."

—

Xf^c/i/inics' Mn'jazine. "For
paving conservatories they are the best Tiles we have
seen—there can be no end to their wear."— Garcfc/j^r'i
Ma'iazine ; &a., Ac. Designs and sample Tiles free on
application to HENRY 0. WEBB, Tileries. Worcester.
London House, 114. Victoria-street, Westminster. Mr T.
Pulling, Agent. Wantei Provincial Agents—good houses
iberally treated with.—[Advt.]

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BtJILDINa
ESTIMATES.

Apmiralty, Nov. 3.—For the erection of a Coast-guard
Station at Bolt Head, Devon. Director of Works Depart-
ment. Admiralty, Spring-gardens-terracp, S.W
ASHTED, BiRMTNGHAU, Nov. 7.—For tho ercction of a

brewery. Mr. Edward Holmes, architect, 20, Colmore-row,
Birmingham.
Bahrow-iN-Fcrness, Nov. 3 —For the erection of &

New Bmk in Ramsden square. Messrs. Paley and Austin,
architects, Lancaster.
EiNGLEY, Nov. l.'i.—For the erection of a villa residence

in Park-road. G. Smith, architect, y. Market-street, Brad-
ford.

City. Nov. 14.—For the purchase of a quantity of old
paving stone. J. Daw, Principal Clerk, Sewers Office,
Guildhall.
Cheshire Links Comsiittek. Nov. is,—For the enlarge-

ment of the CJ-oods Warehouse at the Brunswick Station,
Liverpool. E. Ross, Secretary, London-road Station,
Manchester.
D.\RLiNGT0N, Nov. 4.—For the erection of Cemetery

Chapels, nnd lodges. Mr. Gr. G Hosliins, architect, North-
gate, Darlington.
Eqlwvsilan. Nov. 99.—For the erecHon of Schools to

accommodate •2;iOchildren. Mr. George Evans. Caerphilly.
FcLHAM, Nov. 5.—For hiving two 12-in. pipe eewers.

Surveyor's Office, Broadway'Hou?e, Hammersmilh.
Halifax, Nov. 8. -For the erection of a detached

residence, with boundary walls, .tc. Mr James Farrer,
architect, Crosaley's-buildings, Northgate, Halifax.
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Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway. Nov. 11.—For
the construction of a line of Railway between Cbatburn
and Hellilield. Engineers' OfBce, Hunts Bank, Man-
ches'er.
LoNDOx andSduth Walfs Colliery Co. (Limited),

Nov. 17.—For the construction of offices, storehouses,

stables, and workshop.s at Duuraven Colliery, near Tre-

herbert S'atinn. Drawings, &.C., to be seen at the Com-
pany's Office*, 2, Dock chambers, f'ardiff.

MetropolitaX Board of Works. jNov. 20.—For the

construci ion of about 5,373ft. of brick eewere. Mr. J. A.
Bazalgette, Engineer, Metropolitan Jioard of Works,
Spring gardens, S.H'.
Midland Railway. Nov. 4.—For the erection of a snlt

warehouse and entrance gates and lodge at S. Pancras;
also for altering builiings adjoining Moorgaie-sireot

Mation. Engineer's Office, Goods Station. S. Pancras.

Midland Railway. Nov. 4.—For the erection of a
bonding warehouse at Nottingham. Mr. Q. W. Lees,

Engineers" OflBce, Derby,
Newtown. Montgomery.shirk. Nov. S.—For the con-

Btruction of Wat^ rvrciks. corsisting of main embankment
puddle chamber, weir and byewash. tunnel, shaft linibrr

sluices nnd masonn* walling, road diversions, cutlet pipes

and valves, flood-water channels, four miles of cast-iron

main, and p-pe hying. Messrs. Powell and Swettenham,
Engineers, Newtown. Montgomery.
Paddington, Nov. G.— For the construction of ap-

proaches to the Carlton Hritige, Kensal-rond. Jlr. W. R.

Rinipple. Enginet^r, J, Westmmster Chambers, Victoria-

street, S.W.
Readinr. Nov. 5.—For providing and laying about 5G0

yards of 24in. cast-iron pipes, and constructing about

1.580 yards of 3ft barrel culvert. Messrs. Lawson and
Mansergh, 3, 'Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street,

S.W.
Settlf, Nov. 6.—For the erection of 10 cottasres for the

Craven Lime Co. Mr. G. Smith, architect, J), Market-

street^ Bradford.
The Leeds anc Yorkshire Co-operative Coal

Mining Company. LonTEn. Nov. 4.-For sinking two
shafts to the Middleton main or Silkstone seam of coal at

Lofihouse, near Wakefield. Engineer's Office, J). East

Parade, Leeds.
Walthai'STOw. Nov. 4.—For the erection of a rair of

Bemi-detached villas for the Cnoks' C^mpanv. Messrs.

Gadsden. Elli-, and Co.. 18. Old Broad street. E.C.

West Cowes. Isle of Wight, Nmv. 3.—For th« erection

of new house Mr. "W. Smith, architect, 10, John-street,

Adelphi, "W.C.

Welmsgton BmiAL Board, Nov. 10.—For the er:*c-

tion of CenieietT Chapels, entrance gates, and lodge. Mr.
W. Burridge. Clerk to the Bostrd, Welli- gton. Somerset.
WiNDRrSH. Nov. .').—For the restoration and enlarge-

ment of Windmsh Church. Hon. and Rev. F. C. Dutton,

School-room. "Windrush.

FRANKS' PATENT IRON RAILS FOR FENCING.

M\

m
The .4<Jvant«ges obtained by using this Fencing are—

That the Uaile are practipally indcstrnctible the Fence can be fijced to any carve on plan, even tf> one of a nidius of 3£t. ;
Oat Posts arc

not necessrtTT, for oo mortises are mude in the Posts, and there are therefore no joints or depressions to lavitc decay ; the renewal of a rosi,

at (iny time is a verv simple and easy matter ; therein very gre;it facility in fising, for as any and every bay or length of Fencing hts any

and every Post, the 'fixing i^ bnt little more than digging the Post-hole ; there is much greater ne^itness of appearance ;
and that the wiiolc

cost per yard is only that of Fencing vii'ith the ordinary Wood Rails.
, ^t

Apply to Mr. W. H. C. FISHER, George -street, Stroud. Gloucestershire.

ENGERT & ROLFE,
LONDON FELT WORKS,

E.

BANKRUPTS.
(To Surrender in the Country.)

Simpson, Charles, Hull, hnilder and shopkeeper, Nov.
8, at Hull.—Taylor. Thomas, and Fildes, Henry. Hyde,
near Stockport, joiners and builders, Nov. 13, at Ashton-
under-Lyne.

DECLARATIONS OF DmDENDS.
J. Busst, Walsall, ironfounder, tiiv, 3s.—L. Rower,

Thornton, near Bradford, stone merchant, div. 20b. Nov. 0.

BARCHESTER STREET, POPLAR NEW TOWN, LONDON
MANITFACTURERS OP

Id (ASPHALTED ROOFING FELT 1 Id.

per Square Foot- 1 INODOROUS BITUMEN PELT ) per Square Foot.

HAIR FELT FOR COVERING STEAM BOILERS, PIPES &c.,

or for Liniii"- Roofs, made in Long Lengths, by 3ft. wide, or in Sheets, 34in. by 20in.

SHEATHING FELTS, I Brown ... 32m. by 20ia., 3d. per Sheet

long lengths, by 32 inches wide, ) Black ••• 32in. by 20m., 2id. ditto.

FIBROUS ASPHALTE,
FOR FOUNDATION WALLS. TO PREVENT DAMP FROM RISING.

CHARLES CHURCHILL & CO.
IMPORTERS & FACTORS OF A:\IERICAN MANUFACTURES,

28, WILSON STREET, FIXSBURT, LONDON E.C.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Spencer and Grosholz, Weston-super-Mare, arnhitects.

-—Hickes and 'eaae. Bath and elsewhere, architects.

—

Gilbert and Haycock. Great Glenn. Leicestershire, carpen-
ters.—'-hepherd and fJreen. Manchester, engineers.

—

Marshall and Woodhead. Eccieshill, Yorkshire, brick and
pot tube manufacturerK.— Dai ley and Carter, Goole. brick-

layers and bui'ders.—Iddon and Co., Ainsdale, Lancashire,

brick and tile makers.

"Remarkable, vkrt Remarkable Indeed" are the
offects of L\MPLOUGH-S PVRF.TIO SALIXE in pre-
ventingand curing Choleraic Diarrhoea, Smallpox, Fevers,
and Suin Diseases. Specially refreshing and invigorating
during hot weather Sold by all Chemists, and the Maker
113, Holbom-hill, London.—[A.DVT.]

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED IN

CONSTRUCTION.
(From the Public ledger.)

LE.VD.

Pig Foreign . . . . pe ton £0 n £0
„ English W.B. 24 IS (1

„ Lead Co. . . , 24 10 n (1

Other brands 24 10 (1

Sheet Milled . 24 15 25 10

Shot Patent . 27
Bed or minium 25 5
White Drv . . 29 II

„ ground in oil "

sOLE AGENTS for Morse's Twist Drill and Machine Co.'s Celebrated Twist DrUls
and Chucks : American Scroll Chuck« ; Stephens' Patent Vices ; Parker's Patt-nt Parallel and Swivel Vice*" ; Gould J^*^^*2f^?i^^Comp.iny'9 (Ut« Down's Manufacturine Comoany'sl celebrated Colonial Well and Cistern Pampa ; Barrall'f^ Corn ^^^V^"/, pT^'^f

Arkansas, and Hindofitan Oil Stones; American Scythe Stones nnd Grindstones; Coot's, Jenmng's, Griswold's. and ClartB raicnv

Aiipere nnd Bits, and all other descriptions of American Tools andSlfic^inpry, Pistols, Rifles, &c., Stc
_

C. C. fi Co. are prepared to frive quotiiiions nnd execute iudoots for American Goods of all description^!, tc be shipped to any port.

CATALOaUKS AXD fRlCES CURaENT ON APPLICATIOX.

Breakfast.—Epps's Cocoa.—Gratkful axd CoMFORTiNr.—"By .1 thorough knowledip; of the natural laws which eowrn the
operations of diir*>'tion and nutrition, .ind by a cireful .irplication

of the fine properties of wpll -selected cocoa, Mr. Epp" hx" provided
onr breakfast—tables with a delicitcly fl-ivouredlwrcraire which may
iwiTo us manT honvy doctors' bills."

—

Civil Srn-ice Ga~f.H'\ Made
siraplv with Boilinp Water or Milk. Each packet v* labelled

—

"Jajibr Epps & Co., Homceopf\thic Chemists, London."—[ADVT.]

C. H. DAVIES and CO.'S
CiEXUIXE AND ARTISTIC

SOLID PARQUET FLOORS.
N.R.—Doitrnerf nnd Practi Joinors.

CAMBRIDGE HALL, NEWMAN STREET,
LONDON

WINDOn^ and HORTICULTURAL
GLAS.S.—Every Description kept in Stock in Coses, or

put tonM. Bt lowi-flt cajih prices. Estimates forwarded. Propagating
01*<»C8. Shades, nnd Stands. Glaj>8 Tiles. &c, of erery shap^--
R. H, OBBABD & Co., 12 and 13, Chiswell-strect, Flwhnry, E.C.

W. J. BOOER,
GLASS STMNER AND ARTIST.

MEMORIAL and Heraldic Windows,
MedisTal Decorations, Embossinf? and Modern Work for

Staii-eafie nnd other Windows ; Landscapes, Fruit, and Flowers
pai.ntkd and stained.
Designs and Estimates SuppHd. Architects' Drawings JaithJuUy

Carried out.

Works : LEIGHTON STREET & LEIGHTON LANE. LEEDS.

STAINED GLASS WINDOWS.
TO AECHITECTS, EIJILDERS, A^^D THE TRADE

EVERY description of Ancient and
Slodern PAINTED GLASS executed at a moderato price, at

HENRY SNELL'S STAINED GLASS WORKS,
7. Henry-Ptreet, Cumberland M.\rkct. X.W.

.STAINED GLASS WINDOWS.

>LAIN AND ORNAMENTAL
LEADED WINDOWS forChurches and Donie!<tic Buildings

Architects' and Amateurs' Dcsitrns carefully executed.

Special Desipns and Estimate? 'OO application.

W. M. PEPPER.
381, EUSTON-ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

CHEAPEST GAS BATH. i;6. 15s.
{,\n PER CENT. ADVASCEl

GAS CONSERVATORY BOILERS k HOT WATER
APPARATUSES.

G. SHREWSBURY, OS, Barrlngton Road, East Erixton
;

and 69. GUI Bailey.

A SPHALTE TRINIDAD SEYS-
1\. SELL->rns*ERAL TAR.
THOMAS HARRISON & CO. have now a ici^ilar mipply of ROCHE

ASPHALTE and MASTIC MINERAL TAR from Prance, and can
nndertake to execute any work in Asphalte of the very finest Scysuel

quality, as well as Trinidad and British Asphaltes, on the mos6
reasnnahlo tcrm^i.

PREPARED for every •iescription of Building, Railway and Agn-
nltiirnl Work.
TEMPERED for every purpose, dtoation, and Export to every

liniflte.
~r, rr^ 3RENDERED to tmiform consistency by Steam Power. The Trade

supiiliod on advantaq-ooii": terms; and f^tinint.-s piv-^n for works ol

any UK.v-nitude;ab,o for LAYING TAP. PAVEMENT.

THOMAS HARRISON & Co.,

ASPHALTE, WHirrSG, A>'D P.VINT WORKS,
Cambridge Heath Whnrf, Hackney,

Blfick Hor«e Briii<3.!. Deptford.

CITY Opficbs—No. 106. FE^;CHU^lCH-STREET. CITY, E.C.

ROYAL POLYTECHNIC—NOTICE.
—THE ENCHANTED GLEN (written by Dr. CROFT',

notnithstandinfr its preat popularity, cannot bo given ^^'^
November f^th, inconsequence »f th'- enzagenient of Sir. ROW.VRD
P\UL Thi^weok SlSth representation. Mr. HauTWRLI..— New
Lecturo.'^ by PROFESSOR GARnNER.-l. THR SILBKR LIGHT.—
i SITGAR: from the Cane to cheTeacup.-HOME ELECTRICIT\,
by Mr. Kixr..—OtliT Koveltie-s.—Open daily, from 12 to 6, and

7 to 10. -Admi&sion 1*.

I OUT and RHEUMATISM —The(1VJ' exrruciatinE pain of Gont or Rhcnni.^tism is quickly re-

li'vod and cured in a few days bv that celebrated Medicine,

BLAIRSGout nnd RHEUMATIC PILLS. They rcitiire no re-

strain of diet or confinement duriuK their nse, and are certain to

prevent the dLieose attacSinp any vital part. Sold by all Medicine
Vendors, at K IJd. and 2a. 9d. per boi, orobtainod through any
Chemist.

BIRKBECK BANE". — Established
is-M 2^ & 30, Southampton Bniiv inir«, Chanciry-Une.

Forn PBR CEXT, INTEREST nbowed on Deposits.

Current aecounta opened similar to the Joint Stoek Banks, bnl

without any stipulation as to amount of balance to be

kept bv the customer. Cheque Books suppUoo.

Office hours from 10 till 4, on Monanys from ID till 9, and on
SaturdayB from 10 till 1 o'clock.

A Pamphlot, containing full particulars, may be obtained Gratis,

or sent port free on application to

FRANCIS RAVEN-SCPcOFT, Manager.

rY). PER FOOT—VENETIAN
O BLINDS, any eilour.-FR.vycia GAMBLE, 43, Blocher-street

Birmingham,
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LONDON, FRIDAY, XOVEMBER 7, 187:

HISTORICAL PHOTOGRAPHS.*

ANCIENT ROME, in both the Classic and
the Christian eras, is \-ividly illustrated

in these magnificent series of photographs,

which have been executed in a style repre-

senting the highest beauty of this invaluable

art. The work, in fact, is a gallery in which
the life and death, the religion and manners,

the architecture and luxury of the Roman,
whether pagan or convert, are exhibited in

perfect outline, and with a profusion of detail

which we have never seen surpassed. Tombs,
catacombs, castles, private dwellings, towers,

church and altar decorations, relies of mytho-
logical sculpture, fresco paintings, fragments

of temples, and all those incomparable trea-

sures which render the Vatican and Lateran

Museums the delight of Europe and the pride

of Italy, are reproduced with a completeness,

fidelity, and eft'ect which, through any other

process, would have been impossible. Indeed,

there is scarcely any important remnant of

that old civilisation, including the barbaric

period linking it with modern epochs, which
is not re-animated, as it were, in these sump-
tuous collections. The Tombs, so numerous
and splendid in Rome, might well surprise

some who consider themselves to be tolerably

familiar with the monuments of the Eternal

Italian City. The editor has confined himself

to those within the Aurelian Wall, but he
remarks that none have ever been discovered

inside the Imperial City itself, which proves

that the principle of extramural interment
was known to and understood by those ma-
jestic pagans. They were in the habit of bury-
ing their distinguished dead on the outer bank
of the fortifications, beyond the great moat,

though streets have now risen around their

sepulchral shrines, so that the limits of the

original town can, through these identifica-

tions, be clearly traced. But the ancient

must not be confounded with the present de-

marcations. Rome, like Jerusalem, has her

Via Dolorosa, though manj* of the tombs,

dateless and nameless, tell no other tale than
of the affection or the vanity which inspired

their builders. From nearly all the human
dust has disappeared, leaving only the foun-
dations sunk in the earth, though many of

the Columbaria, or pigeon-holes for the cinerary

urns containing the ashes, with the chambers
sor the sarcophagi, or stone coifins, remain. In
some, the bodies of the burnt and the buried

were sealed down together, though this con-

junction is never traceable in the Etruscan
tombs, for tliat proud people despised the

funeral pj're. Many of these monuments,
again, have a connection with the catacombs,
the part above ground being simply ostenta-

tious and ornamental : and we must remember
that the Romans were peculiarly pompous in

the construction of their tombs ; as witness
those of Eurysaccs the Baker, of the Empe-
rors Augustus, Hadrian, and Severus, and,

above all, that "lady of the dead," Cecilia

Metella. Running through the category, we
find not a few eccentric specimens : tombs
built in imitation of funeral pyres, with heaps
of faggots in stone, from ten to twenty feet

high, and one—the Baker's—constructed of

old oven materials. But, beyond all, the

study of these relics is important, as adding
so much to the history of architecture and of

art; thus, the best brickwork extant, from
the age of Nero, and the beautiful sculptui-ed

• Hifitorical Photographs,—A Catalogue of Photographs
of Antiquilies IQ Home and Ita'y; Historical Photograplis
llluBtnitive of the Archjeology of Rome aud Italy. Parts
II., III., and IV. Prepared under the direction of John
Henkv Parser, C.B., &c. London : James Fsirker.
Rome : Phelps.

effigies of that olden time, which put not a few

of our modern works to shame. There are,

moreover, in many of the interiors, remarkable

examples of fi-esco-painting, as in those of

Pamphili Doria, in the Via Latina, and in the

Pyramid of Caius Cestius. It will, of

course, be understood that we can only

cursorily glance at a collection numbering
thousands of objects, and that our transitions

from space to space of the catalogue are

necessarily rapid and wide. Turning, there-

fore to the mosaic pictures here photographed,

we find them of rare and almost unexampled
interest. They chiefly illustrate the application

of the fine arts to the"decoration of churches by

the early Christians, and diu'ing the Middle Ages

in Rome. In order to a full view of the sub-

ject Ciam]nni's great work must be consulted
;

but the illustrations before us throw a clear

light upon those marvellous pavements which
were virtually pictures, those ornate walls

and roofs some of which survived the ravage

of Pompeii, and those rich apses of the

fourth century which blazed with gold and
variegated marble—not strictly mosaic, but

akin to it. In some, a startling blending is

seen of the Pagan with the Christian idea

—

as, for instance, the worship of Bacchus with

the adoration of the Magi. Perhaps, says Mr.

Parker, the earliest Madonna known, as a

separate figure, is the one in the corridor,

now a sentinel's path, in the wall of Aurelian,

near the Porta Appia, supposed to have been

made by the Greek soldiers under Belisarius,

at the time of the siege of Rome by the

Goths. And this reminds us that the Parker

collection is singularly rich in unique speci-

mens, generally photographed by the aid of the

magnesian light. Eighty-three busts of Em-
perors and Empresses, from a.d. 39 to

.v.D. 360, curious as showing the various

modes of dressing and wearing the hair and
beard; Julius Cajsar, "the only genuine

statue of him ; " Ariadne abandoned by
Theseus, totally unlike the common and con-

ventional forms ; a genius of Death in front

of a tomb ; and so forth, proving with what a

learned love these researches have been pur-

sued. It will bo seen, also, how various was
the art which presided over the tastes and
sympathies of the Roman people—an art less

pedantic, though possibly lesspure, thanthatof

the Athenians. Although a vast number of

the photographs are from objects the signifi-

cance of which is conjectural, as Mr. Parker

allows—for instance, the burnt books of

Hadrian, there can be no doubt with respect

to the architectural details—the bases and
capitals of columns, various in order, cor-

nices, plinths, walls, roofs, door-posts in

marble, crosses in the same material, belong-

ing to the early C'hristian era, the viaduct of

the .\ppian Way, and the three distinct

periods of art marked in the Church and
Leaning Tower of Pisa. Another art is ex-

emplified by the illuminations here photo-

graphed, in a second series, ranging from the

initial letters of the Bible given, a.d. 8.50, to

the basilica of S. Paul's by Charles the Bald,

and now in the Monastery of S. Calixtus at

Rome. Some are especially interesting, as

the comments or the Books of Genesis, of

Exodus, of Leviticus, and of Numbers,
vrith one on a rainbow-like scroll inscribed

—

" Mattheus Ageus Hominem Generaliter

Implet." There is another similar rainbow-

scroll, upon which is written in Latin, " In

the manner of a flying eagle, John seeks the

Stars for The Word." All this is of exceed-

ing interest. But it will not do to linger

long witli any one class of these beautiful

illustrations, panoramic in their comprehen-
siveness and their multitude. AVe must glance

at, and pass by, the Basilica of Constantino,

with its basalt fonts and wonderful octangular

balustrade, the mighty Theban column, tlic

composite 3'et imposing structure of S. John
Lateran, the Claudian arch, the Baths of

Titus, the Forum and Tomb ot'Nerva, and the

mausoleum of Augustus. As to the palaces,

they, though of splendid appearance, are of a

monotonous uniformity in style ; but the

picture of the Villa Albani is sure to detain

the eye, with the treasures it contains : the

Farnese Hercules, in bronze—the reposing

Hercules, a signal expression of subdued and
exhausted strength ; the famous Basket-

bearer ; and the Mercuiy, reported to

have been executed in the studio of

Praxiteles, if not by the supreme master

himself. In fact, the artist, selecting for

himself the fragments of beauty and of his-

torical glory in Rome, " the soul of Italy," as

her people call it, meets with almost every

idea of perfection, and every improvement
which has at any time prevailed. Still, he
cannot, with his utmost earnestness at work,
give us a thorough translation, so to speak, of

the original splendour. The Temple of Jupiter

Capitolinus, ex-jjedf, first built by Tarquin,

destroyed by fire in the civil wars, recon-

structed by Sylla, again ruined dui-ing the

Vitellian sedition, re-erected by Vespasian,

and once more burned and restored, was,

besides its architecture, a mass of blazing

ornament. The gilding of this temple, in the

days of Plutarch, was computed to have cost

two millions and a half of English money,
sterling. Gilding, indeed, in those days, was
plating, which accounts for the enormity of a

sum expended upon a single means of deco-

ration, amounting to an eighth of the whole
amount bestowed upon the edification of

S. Peter's, at Rome. .Again, innumerable

quaintnesses occur among the Roman antiqui-

ties ; witness the statues of the god Canopus,

drilled with holes in the back, and the

ludicrous image of the baboon, side by side

with those sad figures of captive queens, with

amputated hands, who were dragged, miser-

able and humiliated, in the triumphal pro-

cessions. In the brilliant light thi'own,

through this Cabinet, upon the chronicles of

all Rome and Italy, are visible the statues of

Castor and Pollux,—portraits, in effect, of

Caius and Lucius, nephews of Augustus—the

colossal heads of Domitian—the " tty-kilter,"

and Commodus ; the Lion Devouring a Horse,

which so enraptured Michael Angelo ; and
the " Roma Triumphans," which the German,
Pikler, fatuously endeavoured to copy. The
Dying Gladiator, with the trace of the cord, in-

dicating a slave upon his neck, is always sure to

command interest ; the Ariadne, while draped,

suggests every thought of human beautj-,

while suppressing all that is not essential to

the expression. The Wolf, smitten by light-

ning, and scarred upon his hide—Cicero says

that it was sculptured from nature—is aperfect

portrait of agony ; and the Doves drinking

on the edge of a vase, a present to the

Romans by a king of Pergamus, are all ex-

quisite in their several ways. With respect

10 not a few of the memoritils, however, they

appear to have been photographed from
medals and bas-reliefs, though none the less

attractive to the mind on that account. It is

like reading a poem to look at what is imagined

to remain of the Vicus Scelerates, leading

from the Esquiline, where Tullia dwelt, and
the street in which she drove over her father.

There is a peculiarity in this relic. The wall

on each sitle of the Nervau arch is ancient,

and in its continuation becomes, in one part,

the wall of a monasterj'. On repairs being

undertaken, it was found to have been con-

structed without cement, and to have had its

stones connected by wooden spars, jointed in

dovetail. Wandering, however, among these

reminiscences of a splendid histor}', dedicated

to a proud and aspiring art, we halt a moment
before the Aurora of Guide, the monuments
of Carlo Maratti and Salvat<jr Rosa, the cele-

brated " Meridian " of Bianchini, the group of

Amphion, the Dircc, and the Zethus. It must
be repeated that while the photographs ren-

der the outlines and the lights and shadows
with surprising accuracy, they necessarily

faO in point of colour—a point, indeed, which
was often crucial with the Roman artist.

Thus, his S. I'etronia is draped in the green

of the Venetians and of Parmegiano—a tint
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never found in modern pictures ; his angels

are dressed in pea-blue cloaks, rosy collars,

and peach-c iloured sandals. We refer, of

course, to difiurent and successive periods. It

is in the representation of form, then, in

architecture and sculpture, that the efiorts of

the photographers have chiefly succeeded in

the Hours, the Grecian Warrior (wrongly

styled a Gladiator), the Hermaphrodite, in its

acme somnii, in that tremendous allegory, the

Venus Fornioum Cloacina, and the companion
effigy, modern, of a Satyr, by Michael Angelo.

But we must bring our notice of these cata-

logues and collections to a close. They cover

too wide a space for more than a general

glimpse, in parts distant and occasional. The
possessor of the collection, however, will find

his library enriched by such a batch of illus-

trated volumes as rarely comes within reach.

The art is perfect, and the variety is astonish-

ing. What time, and care, and patience

must have been expended upon the work it

m.ight be presumptuous to surmise. The most
we can say, perhaps, is that Mr. Parker's
" Historical Photographs " are monumental in

themselves, and, if the term may be allowed,

should be ranlced among the Classics of Pho-
tography. ^

PIER-ARCHES.
Ann'ital Excuesiox op the Aechiiectukal

Association, 1873.

THE accompanying sheet presents a series

of twelve examples selected and reduced
from the entire series of full-sized diagrams
representing the sections of the pier-arches ofthe

different churches visited during the archi-

tectural excursion of 1873, and exhibited
by Mr. Sharps at the opening meeting in

Mewark Town Hall, on Monday evening,
August 18th. The whole of the examples
were cymagraphed by Mr. Sharpe himself,

and the present series is reduced by him from
his original cymagrams. A single glance at

this instructive series of arch-mouldings, all

designed for the same purpose and for similar

situations in the buildings from which they
are taken, is sufficient to show the value of

the study of this branch of Mediaeval practice,

which indicates, more surelj- perhaps than any
other, the real progress of art from the
eleventh to the sixteenth century, and which
aflfords us evidence for fixing, more certainly
than any other means, the true date of a
building.

That there is a subtle but certain relation-

ship between the profiles employed in the
designs of these mouldings, and those which
occur in the designs of the foliage and carved
work, as well as in the forms of the window-
tracery, and other ornamental detail of con-
temporaneous work during the diifcrent

periods, no one who lends himself to this

study can at all doubt. Nor, perhaps, is there

any feature of modern work in which our
failure at the present day in our attempts to

realise the grander work of earlier times is

more painfully conspicuous, or the character-
istic treatment of wliich is less cared or pro-
vided for than the moulded work of our pubUe
buildings.

Whether this be due to want of early studj",

or to the increasing tendency—in the case of

oompetition drawings—to throw all the cost

and dis]iUiy into that part of the design which
in such drawings most readily strikes the eye,

and thus, wheu the building comes to be exe-

cuted, to deprive these members of that orna-
mental clothing which so characteristically

distinguishes early work, the result—what-
ever be the cause—is much to be deplored.

That Mr. Sharpe, then, performs a useful and
a timely service in tluis persistently bring'ng
before the architectural student who desires

to become a master of his art the necessity of

obtaining a thorough knowledge of the art of

moulding stone-work during the Middle Ages,
and in enabling him to trace the changes of

form through which this moulded work

passed from the eleventh to the sixteenth

century, cannot at all be doubted.
The accompanying examples, classed under

the six heads or divisions which Mr. Sharpe
has adopted, exhibit this progress as clearly,

although taken only from the churches of the

limited district visited during the past sum-
mer, as even a much larger collection, taken
from difterent parts of the kingdom, would
p resent.

We must now let Mr. Sharpe speak for

himself, and describe the pier-arches illus-

trated in our engravings.

Desckiptioit.

It will be understood that these sections re-

present one side and the soffit of the arch
only, the other side being, in almost all cases,

similar ; the dotted lines show the original

square form of the stone before it was moulded,
the Latin numerals indicate the ditferent

orders of the arch, and the letter H the hood-
mould.
The two first sections are taken from the

Norman churches of Tutbury and Southwell,

of which the former belongs to the latter part

of the first half of the Norman period, and the

latter to the second half. The heavy roll-

mouldings of the one, and the somewhat
lighter treatment of the same features in the

other, indicate the chronological relation of

the one to the other

In the third example we find, with an in-

creasing amount of relief, that favourite

feature of the Transitional period, the pointed

bowtel ; in which the pointed arch makes its

appearance almost as soon as it docs in the

main arches of buildings, which, in this

church, are also pointed. The arch-stones,

however, still retain the quadrate form in

which they were quarried, the point of the

bowtel coinciding, in fact, with the corner of

the squared block.

In the next example, from Lichfield Cathe-
dral, at the very close of the period, we find a

greatly-increased amount of relief, the still

somewhat clumsy rolls being separated by
deep intervening hollows.

It was in the Lancet period, however, that

the art of moulding stjnework received its

first great development, the depth of the

hollows and the slenderness of the projecting

roll-mouldings, becoming, almost at once, its

most distinguishing characteristics.

The employment of small fillets, both on
the centre and on the sides of these rolls, of

which we see the first indications in the pre-

vious period, became also universal. But
perhaps the most striking feature in the

design of the profiles of the Lancet period, and
of which we have also traces in that most
inventive period the Transitional, is the man-
ner in which the profiles, both of hollows and
rolls, are drawn ; they no longer form por-

tions of circles drawn with compasses, but are

curves drawn with the free hand, and,

apparently, on no fixed principle. We have
an early form of some of these curves in tlie

third or soffit order of the example taken from
the pier-arches of the choir of Southwell
Minster. But the strong similarity which
these peculiar curves bear to others in similar

situations, in the work of Bishop Hugh at

Lincoln Cathedral, in Chichester Cathedral,

and other far distant buildings, would lead us
to the conclusion, first, that they were really

drawn on some principle which we have yet
to discover ; and, secondly, that all these

designs either emanated from, or were eon-
trolled by, some central authority, for it is

liardly possible to suppose that the similarity

which exists between the eccentric curves of

these peculiar profiles, in buildings widely
distant from each other, could be the result of

accident, or of any local fashion or individual
caprice.

There is often found in this period, and in

the subsequent one, a strUiing variety in the
treatment of the diiFercnt members of the
arch, each order being designed entirely inde-

pendently of its neighbour. Thus, in the
Southwell pier-arch not one of the tliree

orders contains a moulding which appears in

either of the others. In the rich pier-arch
from the north transspt of Lichfield Cathedral
the smill fillet already referred to plays an
important part as well on the face as at the
side of the projecting bowtel.

In the Geometrical period we find circular

curves struek from a centre again making
their appearance in the hollows, whilst in the
middle and the latter part of the period the
projecting members frequently carry a cir-

cular curve on one side, and an ogee on the

other ; single and double filleted ogee bowtels
are also very common ; instances of these two
forms of moulding occur in both the examples
of this period, taken from Lichfield Cathedral

and S. Mary's, Staflbrd.

In the three previous periods the point of

contact between two orders of an arch is

usually marked in the section by two short

straight lines .at right angles to each other,

the first member of the subjacent order being
a short vertical line at right angles to the bed
of the superincumbent order, but in the three

latter periods this rule is not uniformly
observed, the point of junction lying fre-

quently in a hollow. This is the case in the

two examples of the Geometrical period at

present under consideration, as weU as in the

two next of the Curvilinear period and in the

last of the Kectilinear period.

In the pier-arches of the Curvilinear period

the arch-stones are usually of greater size,

and the number of orders, except in the

laigest buildings, seldom exceeds two. There
is much elegance occasionally in the mould-
ings of the earlier and richer buildings of the

period, but it is certain that the art of mould-
ing stonework reached its perfection in the

Geometrical period, and rapidly declined

during the Curvilinear period.

The hollows, it will be seen, bear a much
smaller propjrtion to the projecting members,
and are much less deeply recessed, tlie base of

the filleted ogee bowtels being much broader

than in the previous period. In the latter

part of the period we frequently find each

order of the arch simply faced with a

plain shallow wave moulding, as shown
in the pier-arch of Ashbourne Church,

whilst the door-arches consist almost

invariably of three or more orders, carrying

each the double-wave moulding which we see

in the Picetilinear example taken from the

nave of Newark Church. There is, in fact, a

much closer relationship between the mould-
ings of the two last periods than of any other

two—a similarity which is as apparent in

horizontal as in arched mouldings. In these

two latter Periods, so far docs the line o f

mouldings depart from the square form of the

original block, that a straight-edge laid

against the mouldings at an angle of 45"

will frequently be found to be in contact with

all tlie projecting parts of the entire suit. It

is only possible, in a short notice like the

present one, and with a limited number of

exara])les, to do more than lo draw attention

to a few of the more striking peculiarities

which characterise the work of the different

periods ; but the subject is one that is full of

interest and instruction to those who wiU
enter upon it seriously, and with the proper

means and appliances.

EDiirNB Sn.vEPE.

HISTORIC ART STUDIES.

Albeet Dueek.
" the woman and thk dragon."

(Eev. cli. XII. V 1-6.)

( With double-page Ilhistration.)

TOWARDS the close of the fifteenth, and
at the bcginniug of the sixteenth

century lived and worked one of the

greatest artists, Albert Diirer. Four centuries

have elapsci since his birth (l-i71), and his

works still justly form a study for all those

^1

1
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who wish to make themselves acquainted with
a new phase of the historical evolution of

humanity. Inventions and discoveries began
to change the very moJe of thinking. Nomi-
nalists and Realists had wearied humanity
with their barren, restless, and subtle dis-

cussions and controversies. Their unintel-

ligible " foruiulte " began to lose their charm.
The serious investigation of such questions as

"whether God could undo that which had
abeady happened ; whether He could have
Created the world without matter ; whether
Christ had been freely and necessarily begotten

by the Father through His reason or will, in

essence and substance, or as mere attribute
;

whether each divine Person could have
assumed any form at pleasure ; and whether,
if Christ had come into this world as a plant.

He could have, and how He would have,

effected the redemption of humanity," no
longer appeared attractive to the intellectual

leaders of mankiud. Obscure allegorical

answers to these vain questions, supported by
numberless quotations from Holy Writ, the

Fathers, and some Classic writers, had been
given, and had obtained for those who gave
them the highest distinctions and most
honourable titles in the republic of Science.

These narrow-minded Kealists were opposed
both by the xVominalists, men of brighter

thoughts, who dived with more common-
sense into the study of nature and the writ-

ings of Aristotle, and by those who devoted
themselves to theological mysticism from a

higher ethic point of view. Foremost amongst
the latter were Bernhard, Abbot of Clair-

vaux, Thomas a Kempis, and the dreamy and
enthusiastic Savonarola, who suffered at the

stake because of his love for Christ and the

more exalted inlerpretation he put on some
dogmas of the still omnipotent church which
began to feel its foundations undermined by
the irresistible force of the new ideas.

Astrologers and necromancers, wizards and
witches, still abounded ; but really scientitic

studies were no longer wholly neglected.

Geography and navigation were promoted by
the celebrated Martin Beheim, who made the
first terrestrial globe ; he was a contemporary
and fellow-townsman of Albert Diircr. Latin
was the common language of all those who
devoted themselves to arts and sciences.

This language formed a powerful bond of

union between men of the most distant

countries, and facilitated the quicker ex-
change of ideas of a progressive nature.

Xo honest historian should forget that this

boon was conferred upon humanity by
monks and priests, who also were the

first to break through the dark night of

the prejudices of the Middle Ages, and who
promoted with a fearless spirit the regenera-
tion of the inlelleetual world. The Italians

were undoubtedly the foremost in tiiis general
revival of laste and real art in this era of

less speculation, and, consequeutl}', of more
truth in science. That which princes like

the Medici did in Italy was efl'eeted in Ger-
many by the Universities. Charles IV. (1348)
founded that of Prague ; Rudolf IV. (13G8)
that of Vienna; the Klector Ptupert (1386)
that of Heidelberg ; and Bishop Jolin I. (1402)
that of Wurzburg. The intellectual move-
ment which these centres of learning pro-
duced drew the arts into its vortex. To
revive the Classics merely in the realm of

abstract signs, forming words, would have
been little ; but the production of Classic forms
in sketches, pictures, and sculptures was the
immediate result. The study of the past in-

variably influences the present, and in nothing
more than in art. The legends of the
ancients were recognised in many Christian

myths, with this difference : that whilst with
the ancients forms cf beauty predominated,
with the Christians of the Middle Ages ugly
forms prevailed. To consider all matter as the

outgrowth of some deceitful infernal forces

was their sesthetic theory, and art was there-
fore as impossible with them as with the
Indians, who prescribed the forms of idols

which were symbolically to represent deep
dogmatic mysteries ; or with the Egyptians,

who would not allow any change in the hal-

lowed forms of their gods ; or with the Jews,

who were forbidden to carve or represent

anything existing in the three dimensions of

space. Now, however, matters began to

change ; spirit and form were no longer to be

placed in opposition. The " anima sana in

corpore sano " was no more to be the exclusive

property of a man who had given his soul by
a solemn compact to the infernal spirit, and
had received a beautiful frame and good

health in return. To worship God in tasteful

and artistic productions ; to give to saintly

ideas an expression in corresponding sym-
metrical and well-proportioned forms, gradually

ceased to be looked upon as a crime.

The most important of all the inventions of

those times was und >ubtedly theart of printing,

which not only helped to diffuse ideas, but

also rendered it possible to accompany them
with concrete forms. The art of wood-
engraving contributed not less than the art of

printing to eulighten the masses. It worked
in two ways : positively, in making man more
correctly acquainted with the forms of the

vegetable and animal kingdoms ; or nega-

tively, in teaching them that an attempted
reproduction of the incomprehensible must,

even in the best artistic hands, become a cari-

cature. The endeavour to solve sense-

less problems is also useful, for it teaches us

not to waste our time on them. By bringing

symbolic and allegoric dreams into shape, we
have been taught to draw analogies, and
hive thus found connecting links, symbolic

affinities, and allegoric relations, which we
should never have been able to discover

had not Albert Diirer and others given
shape and form to the visions of S. John.

The immortal grandeur of Albert Diirer

consists in his capacity of expressing even
the inexpressible in a grand and impres-

sive style. We do not intend to enter into

a theological discussion of the Revelation, but
may remark that it is so full of Indian, Budd-
histic, Chalda3an, Talmudic, Babylonish, and
Egyptian allusions, that it cannot be even par-

tially understood, except by those who pos-

sess a very great amount of learning in

comparative mythology. Albert Diirer, who
was of Hungarian origin, his father having
been born at Kula, near Warasdin, was one
of the three surviving children of a family of

eighteen. He was educated at the School at

Nuremberg, and apprenticed to his father, a

goldsmith. Albert preferred, however, to be-

come a painter, and was, when fifteen years

old, apprenticed to Michael Wolgemut for

four years. In 1490, after Easter, he went to

Bale, Colmar, and Strasburg, and probably,

also, to Venice. In 1494 he became master-
painter, and married, when twenty-tliree

years old, Agnes, the daughter of the mechanic
John Frey. In 1497 he painted his father's

portrait (now in the Pinakothec at Munich)

;

and in 1500, his own likeness, preserved in the

same gallery. After the death of his father

(1502) he took his little brother, and also his

mother, to live with him (1504). In the

same year he finished his most glorious com-
position, " The Passion," in thirty-six plates

(now in the Albertina at Vienna). These
drawings created such a sensation that Marc
Antony of Bologna, a good engraver at

Venice, copied and published them with the

monogram of the great master, selling them
as originals. In the spring of 1506, we find

Albert Diirer, without his niotlier, brother,

and wife, at Venice and Bologna. At the

former place he painted for the German com-
munity there his celebrated picture of " The
Rijsary " (now in the foundation Strahof at

Prague). The group "Adam and Eve" (now
at Madrid?), was painted by him in 1507.

Gaspar Velius wrote the following couplet on
this work :

—

" Angelus lios cernens, miratus dixit : Ab Iiorto

Nun ita fonuosos vos ego depuleram."

Freely translated: "The angel (on seeing

Albert Diirer's ' Adam and Eve ') exclaimed,
' You were not by far so beautiful when I ex-
pelled you from the garden.' " In the same
year he painted his "Ascension of Christ"
(in the Albertina) and the " Assumption of

the Virgin Mary," for the Dominican monas-
tery at Frankfort-on-the-Maine. The latter

picture was purchased by the Bavarian Elector,

Maximilian, and unfortunately burned in
1674. In 1508, Diirer sold a "Virgin Mary"
to the Bishop of Breslau, and in the same
year painted the "Ten Thousand Martyrs"
(now at Vienna, in the Belvedere) for the
Dulce Frederic of Saxony. In 1509 he be-
came member of the Town Council, and de-
voted himself more exclusively to wood and
copper-plate engraving, indulging also, now
and then, in some satirical poetry. In 1511
he painted his "I'rinity" (in the Belvedere
at Vienna, bought by the Emperor Rudolf),

in 1512 his Carolus Magnus, and the great

altur-piece with the Nativity of Christ in the
centre (noiv in the Pinakothec at Munich).
In 1515 he sketched the illustrations for the
Emperor Maximilian's prayerbook (preserved

in the Library at Munich i, and in the year
after he painted the portrait of his former
master, Wolgemut (in the Pinakothec at

Munich). In 1518 he was present at the

memorable Diet at Augsburg, and drew the

portrait of the Emperor Maximilian (in the

Albertina), and in 1519 he painted the same
Emperor at Vienna. On a Thursday after

S. Kiliani, in 1520, he made an artistic

jommey into the Netherlands with his wife

Agues and his servant Susan. He remained
for a time at Antwerp, and returned in 1521.

At that period he entered in his diary the

memorable passages which prove how deep
and intense an interest he took in Luther's

teachings. It could not have been otherwise.

Luther was an Albert Diirer in theology,

whilst Albert Diirer was a Luther in art. In
1525 Diirer published his first scientific work,
"The Art of Mensuration"; and in 1826 he
painted the Holzschucr family (the picture is

in their possession at Nuremberg), and the
" Four Temperaments," personified by the

four apostles (in the Pinakothec at Munich).
The texts beneath these pictures, abusing the

teachers of false religious doctrines and
fanatics, were not by Diirer, but by the cele-

brated -writing-master, NeudiJrffer. At this

time Diirer had frequent intercourse with the

wise and gentle Melanothon, wh > was engaged
at that period in establishing a ProtestantGym-
nasium at Nuremberg. In 1527 he published

his treatise on " Fortification," and, shortly

before his death, his "Theory of Proportions."

He died on the 6th of April, 1528, after an
active life, the principal events of which were
artistic productions, and was buried in the

family vault in the Cemetery of S. John.

Raifaelle, BeUini, Vasari, Bartsch, Heller,

and Passavant, are unanimous in extolling

his great merits. Besides the works men-
tioned above he painted a portrait of himself

in "chiaro-oscuro," which he sent to Raffaelle,

who could not but admire the power and excel-

lence of the execution. There are also a
" S. Eustache," a " Christ bearing the Cross,"

and " The Twelve Apostles,'' paintings full of

naturalness, but showing little idealisation,

except in the grouping. Like Sokrates, he

was said to have had to contend with a

quarrelsome wife, who made his life anything^

but blissful. An opening in the ceiling ot

Diirer's house—No. 376, at the corner of the

former Zissel (now Diirer-street), wliich was
bought by the town in 1826— is still shown,

from which the Teuton Xautippe thundered

abuse when the great artist paused for a

moment in bis work. This assertion is, how-
ever, unfounded. The Italian artists studied,

copici, and reproduced Diirer's engravings, of

which there are about 280 (according to Heller,

110 copper-iilates and 170 woodcuts; or, ac-

cording to Passavant, 277 in all). Nothing-

could surpass the fertile genius of Albert

Diirer, as shown in his compositions. He was

no lover of the antique, but he could not help
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being influenced by it. In studying nature
vrith a less prejudiced eye than 'ivas customary
before bis time, and in deyoting bimself to a

more correct appreciation of symmetry and
proportion, be involuntarily or unconsciously

gave a slight tinge of idealisation to his pic-

tures. The wood-engraver's and glass-painter's

styles always predominated with him in the

sharp and too-pronounced outlines, and in the
overcrowding of his plates with accessories.

To this mode of composition be was often led

by the mythic topics be chose to express in

forms. The Revelation attracted, occupied,

and charmed his mind as a source of inex-
haustible symbols and allegories. To a vivi<l

artistic imagination the si.xteen plates drawn
from the Apocalypse, with the constructions

put upon them by commentators of all deno-
minations, are a source of great delight.

They also teach the art-student how to repro-
duce the most abstruse and metaphysical
dreams in corresponding expressive forms. A
study of Diirer's compositions must lead to

great power in drawing or painting historical

events. The double-page illustration which
we give represents verses 1-5 of the twelfth
chapter of the Kevelation. How admirably
Diirer followed out the words of Holy Writ
may be best seen in studying the picture text

in hand. The dragon which on the right
rises from the flames is the outgrowth ot the
Persian Ahriman, and reminds us of the seven
hells of the Indians and the Typhon of the
Egyptians. The Sun-woman to the left has
a crown of twelve stars, the twelve signs of

the Zodiac, and the dragon has seven heads
with seven crow^ls and ten horns, forming the
number 24—reminding us of the 24 stations

of the moon. When the Indian Krishna was
born, the whole world nodded in congratula-
tion; so here the bii-th of the Son is greeted
by stars and angels, and blessed by the Creator
with his three-rayed nimbus—4he sign of
Brahma, A'ishnu, and S'iva. The text being
mystic, the picture embodying it coidd not but
be^ mystic. The dragon reaching up to the
skies and sweeping down one-third of the stars
might be Night, or Sin, or a prophetic extinction
of seven empires, seven ages, or seven difl'erent

religious systems. At all events, fire is its

element. The four outer heads of the dragon
have only one horn each, whUst the three
inner heads have two each. Tlic Sun-woman
stands on a half-moon, which was often
explained to refer prophetically to tlie de-
struction of Mahometanism, or of idolatry.
We must undoubtedly object altogether, from
an artistic point of view, to the representa-
tion of the Infinite and Eternal Creator in
the form of an old, bearded man ; and yet wc
cannot overlook the dignity with which the
Father of the Universe is sketched, not as a
serene and powerful " Jupiter Tonans,"
but as a mild, benevolent, forgiving Father.
The same Christian mUdness and humility
is also to be traced in the Sun-woman. She
is not AUilat, the proud and loving Assyrian
goddess; or Juno the jealous and haughty
Roman matron

; or Minerva, the wise and ever-
beautiful Greek divinity; but the winged
Virgin with folded hands", unconscious of lier
divine mission. She began at that very
])criod to cliange the customs and manners o'f

Christianity through art, and obtained for
%vomcn their rights—teaching us to venerate
the gentler sex. In a true Teutonic spirit
lliirtr, with all his bias for Luther, promoted
this refining tendency, and powerfully ad-
vanced the higher aspirations of his age." AVe
do not unconditionally praise all he has pro-
duced. He was not free from the mannerism
of his age and the influences of a stQl mystic
scholasticism

; but we cannot too liighly re-
ejmmend the inexhaustible richness of his
forms, Lis correct rendering of the most diiii-
cult passages of Scripture, and the high and
elevated tone of his compositions. He never
falls into vulgarity or caricature, and suc-
ceeded in bringing his poetical feelings into
harmony with the inspirations of his artistic
visions. This is what we must admire in

him. We feel it our duty to warn our readers,
especially art-students, against imitating
him. He must be studied as the evolved
phenomenon of a certain art-period, and
must be taken as a model for grand ideas
and mighty conceptions. Idealisation of form
was unknown to him, not because he under-
stood anatomy too well, but because he tried
too slavishly to reproduce what he saw in
nature. Hismind and taste were not yet tiitored

by a thorough study of the Antique. He was
noble, poetical, and sometimes even full of
exalted dignity ; but was unable to give his
forms a higher artistic purity. We miss the
balancing power of aesthetics in Lis works

;

for, though his fantasy and thoughts soar high,
his forms bear the stamp of an uncouth age
that was preparing for the Massacre of the
Huguenots, the sanguinary Thirty Years' War,
the Sicilian Vespers, the pUlaging of churches,
and the burning of men and women at the
stake. Teuton theology, which served Durer
as the basis of his pictures, was still a hard,
unforgiving, spiritual element not yet softened
down by a correct study of the Classics ; and its

]iroducts in art were therefore far from satis-

fying the demands of beauty.

G. G. Zerffi.

[Our illustration is an exact copy of Diirer's

own work. Every line is reproduced with re-

markable fidelity. The original was, with
characteristic courtesy, lent to us for repro-
duction by Mr. Willi.am Surges.

—

Ed.]

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

THE opeuing meeting for Session 1873-74 of
tho Roy.ll Institute of British Architects

w.is held on Monday evening last at the rooms of
tho Institute, Xo. !), Conduit-street. Mr. Hor.aco
Jones, Vice-PresiJont, occupied tho chair, the
President, Sir G. G. Scott, R.A., being, as .an-

nounced by us last week, in Italy. The minutes
of the last ordinary general meeting of Session
1872-73 having been read and confirmed. Mr.
Eastlake, the Secretary, read a long list of pro-
sentati.'ns to the library, including, besides a
large number of books, don.itions of £->J by Jlr.

John Gibson, Vice-President, and £3. os. by Mr.
G. T. Redmayne, Associate. Mr. James Noble,
Follow, also presented a bust of laigo Joues, and
a smaller bust (modelled in wax) of Palladio.
The he.arty thanks of the Instilute were accorded
to the various donors. The Fellows then pro-
ceeded to ballot for : Jlr. Henry P. Lcgg, of 32.

Bedford Row, W.C, and Mr. .John Lowe, of Man-
chester, as Fellows. Both gentlemen were unani-
mously elected.

The Ashpitel PnizE.

The ChaIrmas said the next matter on the
agenda was the presentation for the first tima of

a prize that hid been instituted by their old
friend and fellow-worker in the Institute (whom
many then present had known and esteemed
very highly), the late Mr. Asbpitol. Through
the kindness of Mr. Ashpitel's brother, the
Institute was now enabled to offer it for

the first time, the recipient being Mr. Hugh
H. Stannus—a gentleman who bad shown dis-

tinguished proficiency in tho v.arious exauiin.i-

tions through which he bad passed, and wlio was a
worthy pupil of an old friend and Fellow of the
Institute [.Mr. Alfred Stevens]. In prosonting
the prize to Mr. Stannus, the Chairman said he
was sure the prize would be highly v.iluod by
the recipient, not only as a testimony to his own
attainment!!, but as the gift of one who was well-
esteemed and in high repute amongst the
members of the Institute. He (tho Chairman)
hoped that the presentation of tho prize to Mr.
Stannus was only tiie commencement of a long
and honourable career with the Institute, and bo
was very glad to seo that that gentlemau had
been proposed as an Associate. (Applause.)

Mr. Eastlake, the Secretary, then road

The President's (Sir G. G. Scott) Address.

The President commenced by expressing bis
regret that he was unablo to bo in bis place in
the Chair of the Institute that eveninir. as at tho
earnest solicitation of friends ho had,forhishoaltb'.s
sake, been induced to prolong bis stay in Italy
to a greater extent than ho had at" first in-

tended. He regretted his absence the more

as it would render it impossible for him to
deal with some subjects to which be was bound
to allude with that care .and fulness of
information which he should have aimed at
had he been present. These subjects were
amongst the most important topics of the year,
as for instance, the transactions of the Institute
during the past session ; the papers read at its

meetings ; the public occurrences relating to the
profession : the more important works under-
taken or completed; the great International Ex-
hibition at Vienna, as viewed in its bcarinc^s upon
architecture ; and the obituary of members of

the Institute. On all these points his notices must
lie more or less defective. Ou the last-named
point, ho asked the aid of tho members of
the Institute best acquainted with those whom
they had lost, as there would bo an appearance
of partiality and inequality were bo to attempt to

record tho merits of those he happened to have
best known, to the neglect of those ho chanced to
be less acquainted with. Nor would it be proper
to attempt a notice of the professional lives of
those whose position was prominent enough to

demand a special memoir, as was clearly the
sase with the lamented past-President of the
Institute, Sir William Tito. The obituary of

the Institute for the past session was, unhappily,
a long ono. It was as follows :— ^ir William
Tite, M.P., Past President ; Messrs. R. R. Banks,
R. P. Browne, W. Slater, A. S. Newman,
J. H. Stevens. S. S. Teulon, A. Gilbert, and H.
Williams. Fellows

; and Messrs. C. Buckoridge,
6. T. Randall, E. A. SpuiT. W. Corbett, and J. D.
Simon. Associates. To these must bo added the
names of Mr. George Ledwell Taylor and Mr.
Henry Shaw. F.S.A., Honorary Members ; and
thoso of M. N. de Caiimout, of Caen ; Professor
F. N. Hessemer, of Frankfort-on-the-Maino : and
II Civvaliere Niccolo Matas. of Florence, Hono-
rary Corresponding Jlembers. Thoso best known
to him (the President) in tho sad catalogue were
Mr. Toulon, Mr. Slater, and Mr. Euckeridge. Tho
first was a zealous and successful follower of the
Gothic revival, and the designer of numerous
churches, &e. The second was tho successor of

the lamented Mr. Carpenter, who. having been
cut off in the midst of his days, left bis extensive
practice, and the professional training of his

young son, to the care of his faithful pupil and
assistant, Mr. Slator, wbo right loyally performed
the task thus bequeathed him : keeping up the
practice (largely, as the President believed, for

the benefit of his friend's family), and carrying
on the professional education of the son till he
was of an .ago to unite with him in partnership,
and only living long enough to see him fairly and
successfully launched as the successor, through
this faithful and efficient medium, of his talented
and Lamented father. Mr. Buckoridge was a pupil
of his (Sir Gilbert Se'-tt) own. and was carrying
on his practice with great devotion, talent, and
success, when cut off at an early age by a sudden
illness. The International Exhibition at Vienna
was another subject on which tho President asked
the aid of such members as had given the most
attention to it, as circumstances bad deprived him
of the opportunity of m.akiDg himself .acquainted
with it as be ought to have done. Of public
transactions bearing upon tho profession, bo might
say much tho same. Ho much more regretted
that he was uot able, as he bad hoped, on tho
present occasion to notice tho works of architec-

ture now about to be commenced, orthoso recently
finished. His necessitated absence during the
summer had rendered this impossiWo—at any
rate at present. It would have been a most
grateful task both to visit the many admirable
buildings which had recently been completed,
or were in course of erection, in a more
careful and systematic manner than ono would
perhaps venture upon under other circumsilances,

and to record the just praises of tlieir ^rchitocts ;

and it would on the present occasion have been
the more gratifying because, in tho remarks ho
should have to offer, he should feel it his duty to

call attention, not indeed to the demerits of any
specific works, for that would bo an offoosirvo and
a presumptuous act (indeed, be rarely inq.uired

the name of the architect of any work be should
be disposed to censure), but to tho general fact

of the immense gulf wbich intervouod in the pre-

sent day between diffcrout works, and to ask

special attention to this as ono of the most seriouR

questions of the day. H.aving, then, a painful

duty to perform of this nature, it would havo
been a relief to have enumerated, and lovingly

dwelt upon, some of tho most admirable works of

tho present period—works which would have
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done credit to any ago in either of tb& gre^t

branches of tho art, and works which tended to

establish cue most encouraging fact beyond the

reach of question—that if we lived at a timo when
much was done which tended to discourage, we
also had tho happiness to live at a time when
works of tho most contrary class wore produced

—works of tho noblest aim, of the deepest and
moat loving study and care, and of the highest

artistic character. Of necessity, however, he re-

linquished or postponed that delightful task. Of
public buildings about to be undertaken he would
mention ono only. Ho would content himself

with congratulating the Institute that the great

work of their talentod member Mr. Street was,

after so long delay, about to be commenced.
•(Applause). Ho regretted to observe tho state-

ments in tho public papers to the effect that a

•considerable amount was to be struck off from
its ombellishments. He had not seen the draw-

ings beyond such as had been laid before the

public, but from them ho should have judged
that tho architect had already exercised great re-

serve in that respect; and he feared that a further

pruning down, such as was suggested by the sum
.named, would of necessity have a very serious

effect upon the design (hear, hear) ; and he
earnestly, though respectfully, urged upon the

attention of tho Government the importance
'of reconsidering this instruction, inasmuch
as an amount which sounded like a email

percentage upon the entire cost of a build-

ing must bear a very serious proportion to

•the cost of its mere embellishments, and might
go so far as to reduce then, to the very verge of

poverty. This was a building of which too much
had been said—which had been far too promi-

nently before the public, not only of this country,

but of the whole civilised world—to permit of

its perfection being tampered with to save some
paltry percentage. (Applause.) Such a result

would be a disgrace to our age and country, which
had a right to demand from those in power that

the architect entrusted with such an edifice should

not have his hands thus cruelly bound, but should

be allowed to embark upon this great national

—

this great European— work with a fair and rea-

sonable amount of liberty to render it worthy of

its origin and destination ; while the fierce

'attacks to which it had been subjected would call

forth, even from their originators, if a^ituated by
a true English love of fair-play, the demand that

the architect should not be unduly restrained,

but should have every reasonable opportunity and
facility allowed him for the production of a truly

-noble work, worthy at once of his own fame and
of the ago and country which the buildiug would
represent. Turning to the aftairs of the Institute,

•the President remarked that the annual report,

which had been for some^months in the hands of

-the members, gave a correct idea of the general

prosperity of the Institute. Its pecuniary status

was well kept up, the list of members showed a

•constant increase, and the Institute had been
actively engaged on a number of important
-questions bearing both upon professional dignity

and upon the interests of architecture. In the

'Consideration of those questions the members
had been well met and aided by a Conference of

architects from all parts of the kingdom, from
which Conference very useful results were likely

to arise. The Architectural Examinations of stu-

dents seeking the diplomas of the Institute had
met with revived and increasing encouragement;
and the offers of studentships, prizes, medals, &c.,

had been responded to not only by satisfactory

numbers of candidates, but by a degree of excel-

lence in the competing works of a most en-
couraging character, while tho sketch-books of

the medalists had shown a most cheering result.

"The Standing Committee for tho Conservation of

Ancient Monuments had been working with acti-

vity ; and, in short, the Institute had been
actively and successfully performing its arduous
duties. Though the pecuniary condition of the

Institute could not be viewed as other than pro-

sperous, its income was not more than suffi-

cient to meet the actual demands upon it. Sir

Gilbert Scott could not, therefore, wholly sympa-
thise with the yearning so often expressed for a

union, under one single banner, of all the societies

bearing upon tho art or profession of architecture.

Had the income of the Institute sufficed, or could
it be mado to suffice, for all objects, ho should
rejoice to see all united, and that tho Institute

should have ttie credit of all ; but when he saw a

gift for a most important object in promoting the
study of architecture [the Architectural Art
Classes] only agreed to on an express under-

standing that the application should not be re-

peated, and was obliged to acknowledge the con-
dition, however ungracious it might appear, to

have been necessary, he could not but rejoice

that the efforts for the attainment of the
common objects of the Institute and kindred
societies took numerous channels, and that

no attempt was made at their undue centrali-

sation. Let them be bound together by
a bond of common sympathy, but let their

finances and their management be several,

for, depend upon it, no single list of subscriptions

would ever be sufficient to cover the multifarious

objects which bore upon an art of such universal

application. (Hear, hear.) Art education, how-
ever, was an object of such paramount importance
that, in spite of all discouragement, he recom-
mended it to the special attention of the Institute.

As to its finances, it ought to bo in great degree
self-supporting, but it ought to be, nevertheless,

in a greater or less degree, under the direction

of tho Institute and of the sister Association.

The Royal Academy had of late given greater

attention to the subject than formerly, and a
useful result might arise from a conference
between tho Institute and that body. He (Sir

Gilbert Scott) had not sufficiently matured his

thoughts on the subject to enable him to offer any
specific suggestions. He would say, howovor,
that ho felt very averse to so rigid and straight-

laced a system of training as that adopted in

France, which seemed calculated to repel by its

slavery rather than to win the warm affections of

its students. (Hoar, hear.) It occurred to him,
however, that much might be done, both by in-

creasing the Library and by adding in every way
possible to the facilities for making use of it ; and
if there were any surplus from the annual income
of the Institute, ho sirongly recommended that
direction as the most profitable for its expendi-
ture. Two points struck him rather painfully

at the professional dinner last June. The first

was that the Chairman of the Metropolitan Board
of Works, when alluding to the proposed demoli-
tion of Northumberland House, seemed to state

that the Board had been encouraged in pressing
the project by the opinion of the Institute. Now
he (Sir Gilbert Scott) was not well versed in tho
subject itself, nor in the course of the Institute

with reference to it; but strongly holding that in

all p:iblic improvements it should be made
a principle to preserve both existing public
monuments and private buildings which, from
their iuiportanco, assumed a public cha-
racter, be trusted that ho misapprehended what
he heard, for though it might occasionally become
unavcidable to deviate from this principle, he
should bo distressed to think that such deviations
should ever bo able to claim the authority, or

even the connivance, of an Institute which should
be, and is, the protectress of all public monu-
ments. (Applause.) The other point he alluded
to was this :—In tho annual report of the Insti-

tute he found that in announcing the intention of

having a professional dinner, it was stated that
*• it will afford an occa^^ion for enlisting subscri-

bers to the charity [the Architects' Benevolent
Society] by tho samo means which are adopted in

tho case of other benovolont institutions." Now,
at the dinner no such means whatever were
adopted, and had it not been for excellent and
almost remonstrant addresses from Mr. I'Anson
and Mr. Christian, tho subject announced as tho

special object of tho meeting might have been
almost forgotten. He alluded to this because,

with all their professional prosperity, it would ill-

become tho Institute, as a representative body, to

forget the claims of their less fortunate brethren.

(Applause.) While congratulating themselves, as

they had every ground for doing, on the material
prosperity of the Institute—on its happy effect as

a common ground of reunion, in which the mem-
bers of the profession met on equal and friendly

terms ; as a means of producing gonial fooling

amongst them, one towEirds another, of softening

asperities, of rubbing oft' prejudices and cement-
ing friendships ; as a standard and referee on all

questions of professional practice and etiquette,

and as the protector of professional honour ; and,

further, as a society which, by its prizes and
medals, encouraged and incited to exertion, and
at whoso meetings instructive and interesting

papers wore read and discussed, calculated to dis-

seminate the knowledge of matters bearing upon
architecture, and tho important practical matters
which related to it—while congratulating them-
selves, he repeated, with just pride on their suc-

cess in ail these and many other ways, let them
never for 010 momtnt forget that such societies

as the Institute, and others to which allusion had
been made, were but instruments to aid in tho

promotion of tho common end and object for

which individually they should all be earnestly

labouring—the raising the great art of architec-

ture, and of the arts subsidiary to it, to that high
level which the civilisation and prosperity of tho
present age. and its advancement in science, in

literature, and in mechanical art imperatively
demanded. (Applause.) That, he need not say,

was the real—the ultimate—object of such socie-

ties as the Institute, and towards that should all

their efforts tend as to one great central object of

their earnest aim and their heartfelt aspirations.

Sir Gilbert Scott's address proceeded as follows :

At all groat periods of art, so far as we
can gather from historical records, or from
the internal evidences so abundantly supplied
by tho actual works which have been
spared to us, there can be no room for doubt that

the efforts, tho enthusiastic strivings, and the
whole heart and soul of each artist, from the
humb'est to the most exalted, were ever directed,

as their single object, to the advancement and
perfection of the art on which they were engaged.
However different, and even contrary, may be

tho artistic sentiments expressed by the remains
of the great Pharaonic period, of the age of

Pericles and Phidias, of the Augustan age at

Home, of the ages of Justinian at Constanti-

nople, of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries

in North-western Europe, of Arnolfo and Giotto

with their host of medi;oval fellow-workers, and
finally of tho army of painters, sculptors, and
architects who accompanied what is known as

the period of the Renaissance—works which have
defied all their followers to rival—whatever, I

say, may bo tho difference, and even the contra-

riety, of the artistic sentiments which inspired

those almost superhuman productions of art, one
fact is common to them all, one golden thread

unites them as it were into one ; the fact, I mean,
that they are all tho works of men who were devoted

heart and soul, absolutely and unreservedly, to

their art, and with whom personal advancement,
social position, or any other considerations were
as dust in the i>alance whon weighed against the

perfection of the arts to which they had sworn
allegiance. (Hear, hear.) Until we can re-

suscitate among ourselves a like glorious enthusi-

asm, it is vain to hope for another groat period in

architecturo. True it is that knowledge and skill

aro elements necessary to perfection, but neither

ono nor the other can be acquired without the

burning zeal which pervaded the old schools of art,

while its presence impels its possessor to their

acquirement, and even goes far at times towards

compensating for their imperfection. Now,
though I do not believe that such chronic

enthusiasm can bo brought about directly by in-

tention, or by any external means, but rather that

it arises from a spontaneous excitement of tho

human mind, apart from deliberato intention, I

do nevertheless think that if once excited, it may
be promoted and cherishod, or that it may bo

damped and even extinguished, by generous en-

couraging sympathy upon the one hand, or by
cold-hearted absence of sympathy on tho other.

Let us for a moment enquire whether, in our own
day, we have had any promise of such a spontane-

ous rise of earnest enthusiasm as would suggest

the possibility of the advent of a great period in

our art. Of individual and enthusiastic zeal wo
have had much of which the contemplation is en-

trancing. Our founder and former president, Pro-

fessor Donaldson, gave us in his inaugural address

a charming sketch of the career of his lamented

predecessor, Professor Cockerell, from which—and
wo have ample evidence besides—we can see that

that admirable man possessed all the burning zeal

and generous enthusiasm, unitod with that high

artistic sentiment and power, which has charac-

terised the artists of tho greatest periods. Our
friend's own participation in those noblo feelings,

were not other proofs so abundant, is sufficiently

evinced by the earnestness with which he records

them ; and that thoy were shared by many others

we have only to look to the artistic lives of Barry

and many others of our architects who have ren-

dered their memory unperishably groat, and who,

having arisen duiing a period of comparative

doadnos^ in tho art, have laboured earnestly and
successfully in instilling into it a new life. Be-

sides these great men, however, we have in our

d.iy been witnesses to a movement in our art

which, however different may be our estimates of

its value, can at least lay claim to the merits of

having been at once spontaneous and enthusiastic,

of having united in a single aim a greater number
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of persons, whether professional or otherwise,

than any other movement of modern times, and

of having, to a greater extent than any other,

been collective ratherthan individual inchanicter,

sinking in a great decree personal and individual

feeling in one great fi lod of collective ardour. I

need hardly say that I refer to the revived feeling

for the study and resuscitation of Mediaaval archi-

tecture. Many of those among us who, not

having personally participated in the movement,
view it naturally from the outside, fail to see in

it anything bat a deliberate effort to overthrow

the previously existing state of things, and to

erect in its place the creation of a new fashion.

For myself, without laying claim to any primary
share in this great movement, but being never-
theless acontemporary of its earliest activity, and
having devoted to it an early allegiance, I am able

to speak of it, not from the outside, but from the

inside—not as a Laputian critic who, soaring a

little above the level of hum m occurrences, could

record them as tbey passed under his notice with-

out the least personal sympathy iu the feelings

which gave them birth ; but as one within the

pale, who has from the first been cognisant of

most that has passed, and can speak of it from his

own personal consciousness ; and in such capacity

T am able to assert that the movement has been
absolutely sponttneous, and the result of mere
love for the study on which it was founded, apart
from any hostile feeling towards the status quo,

and almost free at tirst from even the thought of

disturbing it. If I may speak of my own ex-

perience without incurring the charge of egotism,

I would say that my own devotion to Gothic
architecture began before the thought of my
future calling occurred to me ; that the choice of

my profe:?sion arose wholly from that devotion,

and that when I subsequently found that my
tastes had nothlntr whatever to do with my
practical emp'oyments, I still followed them as

my almost solitary amusement, with scarcely
a thought of their ever becoming the subject of

my professioniil work, which I was for the time
passively content should be of necessity in another
and the dominant stjle. How this great change
came about seems to me as a dream, nor can I

clearly recall the manner in which it took place.
It seemed to arise spontaneously and uncon-
scionsly, the effect of a burning love for the
architecture of our forefathers, which, without
external cause, without premeditation or concert,
had taken possession of the minds of a large
number of persons unknown to each other, and
only waited its time for practical development.
From such interijal causes what extraordinary
effects have arisen ! Nothing parallel to either
the cause or the eff.-ct has occurred since the
gi*eat Italian Renaissance. It has not been our
doing

; we have been the mere humble instru-
ments of a great and unthought-of mental move-
ment

; and truly its effects are marvellous in our
eyes ! I have thus alluded to two great exhibi-
tions of earnest architectural

"
zeal which

have been manifested in our day : the
one tending to the revival of Classic art
from a state of comparative torpor, the
other having brought about the actual resusci-
tation of the ar-hitecture which was indi-
genous^ among our own family of nations, and
which it has re-establiehed, side by side, and on
equal terms, with the long-established result of
the Clasi^ic Renuissiince. I am not going over
this already well-trodden ground with any object
of partisanship, but simply in search of an an-
swer to my previous inquiry—whether, in our
own day, we have had any promise of such a
spontaneous rise of earnest enthusiasm a^ would
suggest the possibility of the advent of a great
period in our art ; for, as I said before, unt"il we
can resuscitate atong ourselves a glorious en-
thusiasm, like to th;it which has in former times
given rise to the great movements in our art, it

IS m^ vain to hope for another great period in
architecture. Gentlemen and brother architects.
1 put the question to you, to whichever of the
two great phases iu our art you may have vowed
your allegiunco—Has our ago been unmarked
hy such noble enthusiasm ? Have we lived in
days when everything has gone on in its wonted
course, urrutfiod hy jmy special movement, un-
diBtmgui«hable from :iuy other period of cqutil
length in the smooth current of undisturbed ait
nistorf? The very reverse, I boldly assort,
has been the case, and the proofs of it are
no matters of pust and recorded history, but
are within the range of our memories—are
comcident with the existence of this Institute,
and are the motive causes of our own daily acta.

Yes ; it has been our own privilege to live dur-

ing the days of great mental strivings—of deep
and earnest enthusiasm in our art; and though,
unlike the great periods of old, our art-camp has
been divided, and v emust be content to work in

two parallel courses, and iu two diverse stylos,

we have a right—nay we are in duty bound—to

ask ourselves whether we are doing each our
duty by the great period of mental up-stirring in

which it has been our lot to be placed ; ior I re-

peat that such mental movement may be pro-

moted and cherished, or that it may be damped
and even extinguished by our own conduct to-

wards it. The first question which suggests
itself is: Do all, each in his chosen camp, and
each according to his ability and opportunities,

strive to the utmost to do his work well, and to

fit himself for doing it in a manner characteristic

of a period of earnest, onward striving ? Now.
one of the most marked characteristics of

the productions of the great periods of archi-

tecture is this : that though the works of any
one of them differ in artistic merit—-some dis-

playing the highest genius, others only com-
parati vely-unassumiug correctness and propriety

;

yet no really bad architecture is ever to be found
among them. From the most majestic and glorious

building downward to the least pr it ending,

the same matured knowledge and the same
careful, thoughtful working is found ever to pre-

vail. Whoever heard of a work of the Greeks at

the great period of their art which they would
presume to call bad architecture ? Even in

Byzantine art, though it laboured under great dis-

adv;mtagos, we have proofs, in the ruined cities

discovered in Syria, that buildings of the mere
vernacular classes were as carefully studied as

the mighty works hy which their architecture is

better known; while in the works of the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries in our own and neighbour-

ing lands, as well as in Italy, the same masterly

skill andthesam-j stulious handling are found in

the simple viUayie church as in the noblest

cathedral—nay, one is often disposed to uncover
oue's-self in humble reverence before the work of

some unheard-of mason or carpenter in an obscure
village of which we had never before so much as

heard the name ; nor did these old workmen, so

unambitious of fame, ever produce work to the

like of which the best or the most self satisfied

among ourselves need be ashamed to attach his

name. Now is such the case among ourselves ?

It is worse than idle to attempt to blind our eyes

by bland felicitations, or to seek the bliss of a

fool's paradise ; let us rather look facts boldly in

the face, and if they prove unpalatable, let

us make it our business to correct them. The
true answer to the question is that no contrast

could be more marked than the difference in this

respect between the present state of things

amon;Jst ourselves, and that which prevailed at

the great eras alluded to. Instead of all works
(each in its own style) displaying the same in-

stinctive sentiment, the same understanding of its

style of art, the same careful, wise, and thought-

ful handling, the very reverse of all this is

actually the case. From each of our art camps
productions are put forth of the highest, and of

the most contemptible character, as well as of

every intervening stage of merit and demerit.

Our age and country will hand down some works
of which no age or country need be ashamed, and
others at which any age or country, however
degraded its art, ought to blush ; while I fear a
large number of the buildings which will repre-

sent our period will be of that negative i-ind

which, being neither hot nor cold, but only luke-

warm, will not tend to excite any but a sickly

emotion. Among the works of the Cla'fsic school,

and more especially among those of a civil and
mercantile class, one is, iu passing along our
streets, often quite startled and taken aback at

the excellence of individual works, while perhaps
next door to them one sees others displaying all

degrees of want of skill and knowledge, or of ill-

instructed and worse—-effected attempts at origin-

ality ; while in our provincial towns one often

sees, perhaps, a building rivalling in merit those

of the best ages, and others—the mechanics'
institutes, corn exchanges, and such-like build-

ings—the execrable results of those competitions
which seem to bo inaugurated rather for the
amusement of isjnorant committees and town
councils than with any wish or aim at adding
honour to their towns by a work of good archi
tocturo. however unpretending. (Hear, hear.)

In the Mediaeval school the sameunpleasing fact

stares us in the face. On the one hiind we m;ty

congratulate ourselves that there exists a band

of true architects who produce works of a high,
and some of them of the hitxhest, degree of ex-
cellence, such as one would fain believe would be
acknowledged by the architects of the best age \
while, on the other hand, we are disgusted by the
works of a host of pretenders, who, wholly im-
conscious of their ignorance and want of skill,,

disigure our towns and our country with build-
ings either so utterly contemptible as to be
beneath the lowest grade of criticism, or so sicken-
ing in their mediocrity that one wishes they were
either cold or hot. as some more pronounced
degree of demerit would be almost a relief from
their mawkish iuanity. I exclude from my
censure upon our two f^reat schools those works,
most of which wo know, and all of which wa may
hope, are not the works of architects at all: I
refer to the vernacular dwelling-houses which
constitute the major part of the buildings of our
day. We have recently seen marvellous state-

ments as to the number of dwelling-houses vi^hich

have, within the present century, been erected in

our land. Though, p.-rsoaally, we are for the most
part innocent of these, I would put it to our two
great schools of architecture to say what propor-
tion of these are not a disgrace to our age, and a
blot upon our towns and country ? The excep-
tions are. happily, numerous, and in many cases
actually brilliant, but they bear no proportion to

the immense comprehensiveness of the rule. If

the erection of this multitude of houses, instead
of being crowded into three quarters of a century,,

had been extended over five centuries, counting
back from the middle of the last, few indeed would
have been the number of those with which any
serious fault could be found, and if we were to

concentrate our period a little more, one may
almost say that on nearly all one might have
looked with some degree of satisfaction. It has
been reserved to our own ago—the age of

mechanical and scientific progress—to deluge our
land with an inundation of brick and mortar and
compo, more degrading in its forms than any
previous period has produced. This plague of

nearly unmitigated barbarism is so inveterate

that one sees no means by which it can be
remedied, except by so absolutely elevating the
art produced by members of our own profussion,.

however unpretending their position, as to

reflect, of necessity, its merits upon the
works of the non-professional builders be-

neath and around them, and to produce such an
atmosphere of tolerable art that it may become
impossible for such atrocities to continue to be
perpetrated. There is, however, a yet sadder

form of inequality to be recorded—sadder be-

cause irreparable in the injury it has inflicted.

The million of ugly houses, or the evil majority
of them, may go to decay, or be rebuilt ; but a
single ancient edifice destroyed, or ruined, by
ignorant *' restoration,'' can never bo recovered.

It is unquestionable that the ancient structures,

from the study of which a knowledge of our Mo-
diajval styles has been resuscitated, had suffered

for the most part so severely from neglect, ill-

usage, and decay, as to deman i the aid of a loving

and careful restoration ; and this they have hap-
pily, in very many instances, received. The
knowledge and skill of our neo-ilediajval archi-

tects has often been devoted with admirable suc-

cess to this gratetul work, and from among the
restorations of ancient buildings may bo instanced

many of the most happy results of the Gotliic re-

vival. But here, again, theunhappy diversity I havo-

alluded to as existing in our new works is found
to exist in its most aggravating form. Our old

buildings too often—nay. in a majority, I fear, of

cases—fall into the hands of men who have
neither knowledge of nor respect for them, while,

even amongst those who possess the requisit©

knowledge, there has too often existed a lack of

veneration, a disposition to sit in judgment on
the works of "their teachers, or a rage for altera-

tion to suit some system to which they have
pledged themselves in their own works, and even
the preposterous idea that the ancient examples
they were called upon to repair were a fitting

field for the display of their own originality.

Nor have the olEcial guardians of our ancient

buildings exercised much restraint upon those

vagaries; on the contrary, they have too often

been most culpably careless as to the hands to

which they have committed their trust, and are

usually tbe inciters to ignorant tampering, the

needless rLmoval of valuible features, and even
to iho condemnation and destruction of buildings

under their charge. The result has been truly

disastrous : so much so, that our country has
actually been robbed of a large proportion of its
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antiquiti.'s under the nniue of ''restoration;"

and tbe work of destruction and spoliation still

goes on merrily ; while, at the public festivities by
"which each aitto-da-fhis celebrated, we find eccle-

siastical dignitaries, clergy, squires, and architects

congratulating one another on the success of the

latest effort of Vn.ndali3m. Our Institute has

done itPelf infinite honour by appointing a stand

ing conimitteo t'> investigate and protest, and by
publishing a code of eseellent suggestions as to

the mode of dealing with ancient remains; but
still the work goes on, and the equivocal motto
of the ScrMftiohxfisf—"Donee Templa refecoris"

—seems likely to p'-ove weil-nigh the death-knell

of our ecclesiastical antiquities. I foar I shall be

thought to have painted the darker side of our
architectural status with greater perspicuity than

its brighter side. I do not intend this, for I have
a very hopeful appreciation of the happier cir-

cumstances of our position; but it is of little use

to congratulate ea'-h other on our successes if we
fail in courage to confess and denounce our radical

failures. I trust, therefore, you will have pat ience

with me if I spend a few moments in suggesting
Gome of the possible causes of the inconsistencies

we deplore, leaving to your own consideration the

means of removing or abating them. One might
have imagined that there would be no such thing
as a really iijnorant and thoroughly uuskilful or

cold-hearted architect; that the spirit-stirring

nature of our art would have rendered rhe exist-

ence of such a person impossible ; and I am con-

vinced that at the grout periods I have so much
dwelt upon, none such did exist; but, during a

dull period, such as has preceded our own, archi-

tecture camo to be viewed by the public as a
profession rather than as an art—as one of the
quarters in which a youth could be provided for,

rather than as a glorious field for the exercise of

mind, imagination, and zeal. Just as the Church
was viewed by a former generation as an institu-

tion providing for sons rather than for saving
souls, so has architecture been dealt with as a means
of living rather than as one of the noblest employ-
ments of life ; and, in choosing it as a profession,

the question has too often been decided by the
prospect of a good connection rather than by evi-

dences of nnyzGul for the art. (Hear, hear). It

hashappily been the case that at all times, however
dead, a goodly number of ingenuous youths have
allied themselves to our art from the highest
motives, and this has been of late years so rapidly
increased that I am convinced it is becoming
rather the rule than tlie exception : yet I cannot
but fear that the old leaven of professionalism
rers7is art has been one cause of the extraordinary
contradiction I have been attempting to chronicle.
This evil does not necessitate ignorance, it is true,

but it induces it ; for though a man, in spite of a
non-inclination for art, may study it from a sense
of duty and interest, this is hardiy expected to go
far

; and a youth so circumstanced, however con-
scientious, is far more likely to devote his atten-
tion to the more business-like and practical parts
•of his profession, from which he can most clearly
perceive the advantages to bo derived, than to

those more refined studies, of which he feels, per-
haps, too little appreciation to be conscious of his
defects; not to mention that many young men
aro naturally so little given to application of any
kind that, if they la^-k the internal fire, they
"will never bring themselves to that zealous
study which is essential to excellonce. A second
cause, and perhaps tbe most damaging of all,

is that the public, as a body, scarcely per-
ceive the difference between good architec-
ture and bad (Hear, hear), so that one of the
young gentlemen I have alluded to, if he has
tolerable introductions and good address, and fair

business habits, is really as likely to get on as if

he possessed the higher qualifications (laughter)
;

nay, I could name many young men of tho highest
promise who are at this moment actually
languishing for employment, while others, almost
innocent of art, are making their way prosper-
ously. This bears directly upon the tbird cause
I would mention—competitions as now conducted :

for what can we hope from them if the judges
are known to have no kind of perception as to
whether a design is good or bad ? Competitions
have thus become a mere lottery, into which the
most ignorant and unskilful may throw his
design

;
and, provided he gives a low estimate,

and makes his drawings look smart, he knows
that *' the race will not bo to the swift, nor the
battle to the strong," but time and chance may
happen to any ; and even if professional or ama-
teur judges bo appointed, it may at tho best be
decided by the fancies of an individual or a

clique. Another—I will not say cause, but—
promoter of this state of things is the prevailing

•^tyle of architectural criticism ; for, much as our
profession is held up to public scorn, one rarely

sees a word said against the mere offal of our art.

which is the great disgrace of our age ; nearly all

which appears is against those who have really

their hearts engaged in their work, and are

enthusiastically aiming at a high standard of

art. These are singled out for depreciation, I

know not by whom nor with what motives; nor
would I care to inquire. Of such critics I would
say : " 0, my soul, come not thou inti^ their

secrets.'' Yet, however this may be, it obviously

has the effect of encouraging those who employ
ineflScient architects, and of making the public

the moi© satisfied with their own want of

perception. The next cause, or promoter, of the

evil in question to which I allude is the want of

concert, of mutual sympathy, and of a common
aim amongst the most earnest-minded architects

themselves. (Applause.) I am not alluding to

the diversity between the standards of the two
great camps into which we have become divided.

I doubt whether much harm would come of this

were those who occupv each camp of one heart

among themselves. Neither in one, howover,
nor in tho other, can this be said to bo the

case. In neither is one style so prevalent or so

paramount as to be clearly the style of the day
;

in both, eclecticism prevails almost to the extent

of dissipation. One man has a fad for one shade

of style, another for another, and if common
opinion seems for a moment to be settling down
into a single channel, this is but a signal for revolt,

and in a few years that promised bond of union

becomes a mere term of reproach—the one thing

of all others to be scoffed at and rejected. Mean-
while our camps are visited by that great enemy
of union and sympathy—self-conceit. I do not

refer to that noble self-reliance which gives a man
courage for his work, however difficult ; but that

lower sentiment, which too often makes hrva

scornful of his fellow-labourer, however true-

hearted, and which, by moans of mutual scorn

and depreciation, tends to encourage those whose
innocence of art keeps them beyond its range,

and warns the careless public against the em-
ployment of those who thus bear false witness one
against another. I will close my list by mentiouinir
one of the great difficulties of our day, viz., the

absence of any recognised means of instruction

in, or facilities for, tho study of the higher
branches of architectural art- This difficulty

may. it is true, be met and overcome by the zea-

lous ; but it affords a practical excuse for tlie

neglect of the study of our profession as an art

by those who lack enthusiasm. It is " tho lion

in the way," which is sufficient to deter the

apathetic from exertion. I am conscious that
I utterly lack the sagacity to suggest a remedy
for all these inherent evils, which seem to drag us

back from the goal at which somanv are sincerely

aiming. I would, however, commend the ques-
tion to the united wisdom of the Institute, as one
of the most important considerations on which it

can engage itself. I beg to apologise for the

leuiith to which my address has extended, and
for its plainness of speech, which has been so far

from being personal that, in my allusions to the
defects in some of the architecture of our day,

I have in no one instance had a specific architect
in view, and feel that I may have myself chal-
lenged a tu qitoque.

Discussion.

The Chairman, in inviting remarks upon tbe
address, regretted the absence of Sir Gilbert
Scott, in 80 far as it might tend to restrain dis-

cussion. He was glad to see present a very dis-

tinguished amateur, the Marquis of Westminster;
perhaps he would favour the meeting with a few
remarks.

The Marquis of WESTsirNSTER said it

would ill become him, in tbe presence of so

many eminent professional men, to attempt to

enter in det dl on the subjects referred to in his

friend Sir G. G. Scott's very able address. He
quite endorsed all that it said as to the utter

absence of anything like architecture in the lar^e

majority of tho dwcdling- houses of the country.
He thought that might be to some extent reme-
died in the futuro by imparting to those who hjtd

the means of building in various parts of the

country—to his own class, for instance—some
knowledge of the principles of architecture. He
saw no reason why a knowledge of such princi-

ples should not form part of the regular curricu-

lum at the great public schools and colleges of.

the couTtry, and ho urged tbe Int^titute to use
its powerful influence in effecting this change,

Mr. Bexjamix Ferret, F.8.A, "^aid that
although on some few points he sli^-htly differed
from the address just read, he had great pleasure
in pr "posing that the thanks of the Institute bo
givdu to Sir G. G. Siott.

The Marquis of Westminster seconded the
motion, and expressed his groat pleasure at Sir
Gilbert having been restored to health after his
very serious illness of two years ago. He hoped
the present President of the Instituco might long
b3 spared to the profession and to the country
generally. (Applause.)
The Chairman, in putting the motion to the

meeting, expressed his hope that at some future
time the Institute would be ablo to take some
steps towards getting t'le va uabb3 suggestion
just m ide by the Marquis of Westminster carried
into effjct. (The motion was carried by accla-
m ition.)

Mr. E\VA"V Christiait expressed his gratitude
to the President for his ki-idly lecoguition of the
claims of the Architects' Bmovoletnt Society. That
such a society was allowed tr* languish was a dis-
grace to the profession. (Hear, ht^ar,>

Mr. Jennings protested against Mr. Ewan
Christian's strong statement, and reminded the
meeting that a great miny arc licects concen-
trated all their energies in favour of the Artists'

Benevo'ent Society, to the benefits of which
architects, no less th^in painters or Rculptors,
were eligible. It had always been hi-i opinion that
the existence of the two societies was a mistake.
Tbe meeting then torminated, it being

announced that the next oidinary general meet-
ing will tike place on Monday, Nov. 18, when a
paper will be read by Mr. J. Taveinor Perry,
Associ ite, " On the Mediisval Brickwork of

Pomerania."

SCHOOLS OF ART.
The Female School of Art. — The Female

School of Art opened its rooms at 43, Queen's-
square, Bloomsbury, for its annual exhibition of

students' drawings on Friiiay and Saturday last.

In 1872 eight out of the 00 medals annually com-
peted for by the 120 art schools of the kingdom
were distributed among the students of Queen-
square, exclusive of the S^lio irsbip mentioned
above, and the Queen's Scholarship of £3iJ a year,

tenable for two years. This year, though the
school cannot claim so many mdividual awards of

merit, as but three of the 90 n-itioual prizes have
fallen to its share, still the exhibition, taken as a
whole, is considered by the judges, Messrs. Foley,

(Ulderon. R.A., and Orcbaidsoo to be quite equal
to any of its predecessors. The Qaeen's Gold
Modal is taken this year by Miss Alice Hanslip, for

her study in chalk from the antique. The subject
chosen is the well-kno .vu group of '* The
Wrestlers," and here Miss Banks almost divides
th'i honours with the medalist. Miss Austin, for

the second year, takes tbe Q.ieen's Scholarship
with a group from nature of Ui-vors and fruit. A
silver medal is presented to Mis-i Ellen Hancock
for a study i)i tempera of lilacs. Miss Agnes
Jerson gains a silver medal for a set of original

designs for watches, which had already won the
prize offered in the previous year by Sir John
Bennett for the same aubj'i»;t. Tao national book
prizes fall to the lot of Misses Austin and Hop*
kinson for water-colour studies of flowers, the
last-named young lady being successful with an
especially pleasing comp 'sition, representing a
hedge-sparrow's nest half hidden by branches of
pink and white may. Two Gilchrist prizes for

outlines from the cast aro taken by Misdes Cor-

coran and Ashwell, and among the 13 studies of

various subjects which have gained prizes of the

third grade, the most striking aro one in chalk
from tue life by Miss Hanslip, the Qusen's Melal-
list, and a female head from tho cast by Mias
Emily Hentsch. There aro also on view speci-

mens uf pottery and porcelain painted by former
pupils of this school now employed on tho per-

mauent staff of Messrs. Mintou at the Art Potteries

Studio of Kensington, and also of Messrs. Simp-
son, of 450, Strand.

CHIPS.

It was announced at the last meeting of the
Bi ilical Antiquarian Society that Mr. George
Saiith would in a few weeks be sent out by the
British Museum, authorities fco cont.nue his

Assyrian explorations.

A new Bourse, built after the plans of M. L^on
Suys, will be opened in Brussels in December.
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OUR LITHOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS

Odr lithograpbic illustratious this week consist

of three double pages. One double-pago sheet is

devoted to Pier-Arches, which are described by

Mr. Edmund Sbarpe, on p. 504. Another double

page sheet contains a facsimile reproduction of

ono of Albert Diirer's splendid engravings. For

description, Ac, see Dr. Zerffi's .article on p. 504.

The other double-page illustration represents a

noble design, submitted in competition by Mr.

T. E. CoUcutt, for the Manchester Conservative

Club.

5iuIdiiT0 Jnteni()cncc.

CHUECHES AND CHAPELS.

Boston Spa.—The parish church of Boston
Spa, which has been partially rebuilt and gene
rally renovated, was reopened on Thursday week.
The edifice, jirior to its restoration, was compara-
tively uninteresting, having been built in 1812.

It was at iirst intended to erect an entirely new
building on a site near the old church, but on
further consideration it was decided to rebuild a
portion of the old in a style of arehitectnre which
would be more acceptable than thjit adopted in

ISIL', and to leave the other parts until the neces-
sary pecuniary support was forthcoming. The
designs selected were those of Jlr. Walter H.
Parkinson, of Leeds, and in accordance with them
the partial reconstruction has been carried out
A new chancel arch, chancel, with organ-chapel
at the north side, and two vestries at the
south side, have been added eastward of the
existing nave, and a transept and part of aisle

southward, open to the nave by an arcade of four
arches. The style of architecture is Early Eng-
lish, the stones used being the local limestone
from Clifford, Wetherhy, and Bramham Moor
quarries. The chancel walls are faced with
pressed wall stone, both externally and internally.

The ch,apel?, transept, and aisles are plastered
internally up to the ashlar work of the windows
and arches. The chancel is 2Gft. Cin. long, 22ft.

wide, and 45ft. iu height from floor to ridge.
The roof is an open timber one, of red pine, var-
nished. The chancel arch, which is double
rimmed, is 18ft. 4in. wide and 30ft. 5in. in height
from the floor of the nave to the apex. The
south transept is 18ft. long, by 19ft. (Jin. wide, and
is 40ft. high from floor to ridge. The transept is

open to the nave through a double-rimmed
moulded arch, the inner rim carried on fluted
corbels. It is 25ft. from the floor to the top;
greater height could not be obtained, owing to
the old roof of the nave. The reconstruction so
f.ir carried out, exclusive of furniture, has cost
about £2,000.

Bradwell, Oxon.—The Church of SS. Peter
and Paul, Bradwell, having been closed for some
months while undergoing a thorough restoration,
was opened on the 30th ult. by the Bishop of

Oxford. The church consists of nave, chancel,
western tower with spire, north and south tran-
Bopts, and a north chantry chapel. The walls of
the chancel are early twelfth century work,
though they have been pierced and windows of
the early part of the fourteenth century inserted.
The chancel-arch and the arch to the chantry
chapel are thirteenth century work, and the walls
of the chapel were probably built at the end of

the same century, and the east window, which
remains, is of that period. The south transept
is early fourteenth century work, with arch and
window of the same character, and contains a very
good piscina, with a pointed outer arch and tre-
foiled inner ono ; the surface cf the wall round
the outer arch enriched with foliage, and a corbel
for an image close to it. The north transept is

fiteonth century work, with a stair-turret ai the
north-east angle. The arch opening into it from
the nave is thirteenth century work, with good
foliated capitals, one of which was much muti-
lated, but has been well restored—and it is inter-
esting to see how cleverly the carver has caught
the spirit of the old work, which remains un-
touched for comiiarison. The nave has Perpen-
dicular windows, and h.aa a small north doorway,
with round-headed arch ol late thirteenth century
workmanship. The south doorway and arch of
tower are good specimens of early twelfth century
work. The lower part of the tower is also of that
date, while the belfry-story and spire are thirteenth

century work; the belfry windows are of two
lights, with small foliated circles in the head : the

spire is of the bro.ich form, with mouldings on
the angles, terminating in a foliated iinial ; there

are good spire lights, with plate tracery and
crosses on their gables and pinnacles at the

angles. The spire evidently belongs to the same
family as Witney and Bampton. The font is very
good twellth century work ; it his a large basin

of the quatrefoil form, with heads in the liollows,

and is supported on four large shafts, wi h scal-

loped capitals, and small shafts introduced be-

tween the large ones. The architect is Mr. E. G.

Bruton, F.R.I.B.A., of Oxford, and the builder is

Mr. Alfred Groves, of Milton.

Bridlikgtos.—On Tuesday week the founda-
tion-stone of a new Baptist chapel to be erected

at Bridlington was bid. The style is Gothic,

and the building will he of white brick, with
ornamental stone, with a tower on the south side

and at the east end of the chapel. It is in-

tended to accommodate 500 people ; a schoolroom
and vestry will be built west of the chapel.

The building will cost over £3,000. Mr. Mus-
grave, jun., of Hull, is the architect; and Mr.
John Kennard, of Bridlington Quay, the con-

tractor.

Dudley.—S. John's Church, Dudley, after

undoi going extensive alterations, was reopened
ou Tuesday week. Tbe Right Rev. the Bishop
of Worcester preached on the occasion. The al-

terations include the erection of a new chancel,

with organ-chapol and commodious vestry. Tbe
central portion of the roof has boon raised, and
additional light given by the introduction of

quatrefoil windows. The new portion of the roof

is supported by an arcade of seven bays, having
columns of red stone, with hands and carved
capitals iu Bath stone. Old obstructions in the

shape of inside porches to the galleries have been
swept away, and outside porches erected. The
floors have heeu laid with encaustic tiles. The
total cost of the alterations is £2,(i00. The gas-

fittings, brass lectern, glass windows, and altar-

cloths were m.anufactured by Messrs. Jones and
Willis, of Templo-row-house, Birmingham.

Edinhurgh.—-On Tuesday afternoon the foun-

dation-stone of Palmerston-place U.P. Church,
Edinburgh, was laid. Messrs. Peddle and Kinnear
are tho architects. The stylo of architecture to

he adopted is what vaay be termed Italian Classic.

The main feature of the building will be a mas-
sive tower, about 100ft. in height, flanking either

side of the portico, which is formed by a range of

six pillars carrying semicircular-headed arches.

Entrance is obtained by three doors leading from
the portico to the vestibule, which will bo 43ft.

in length, and 12ft. in breadth. The area of the
church will be semicircular in form at the en-
trance, and square as it approaches tho platform.
The church will he seated for about 1,100 people,

and the estimated cost is about £13,000.

Haxham.—On Tuesday a new Wesleyan Chapel
was opened at Hanham, near Bristol. The ch.apel,

which will hold nearly 350 worshippers, is built

of local stone, with Bath stone dressing, and
stands north and south. The dimensions are
54ft. by 2Sft. ; tho height to the crown of the
roof being about 30ft. Vestries will be erected
at the south end. The chapel has been built

from tho designs of ^Ie?srs. Foster and Wood, by
Messrs. Brock and Bruce, of Temple Meads, the
cost being a little over £1,000.

Hartford. —The ceremony of laying the
foundation-stone of S. John's Church, Hartford,
which is being rebuilt, was performed on Wed-
nesday week. The designs of the new church have
been prepared by Mr. J. Douglas, architect, of

Chester. The edifice, architecturally, will be
Gothic, of an early type, and will consist of nave,
north and south aisles, with tower 22 feet square
at the west end, terminating with a broached
spire; chancel, with transept for children on
north side, the organ-chamber and vestry being
on the south side of it. Tbe walling of the ex-
terior and interior will be JIacolosfield stone, the
dressings being of Ruucoin and Eddisbury stone.
The roofs are to be open-timbered, and all covered
with Brosely tiles. The church will be fitted

with opeu pews accommodating 520 per.-,ous.

Tho present contract, £3,700, is let to Mr. R.
Beckett, of Hartford, but this does not include
the tower and spire. Mr. Walter Edwards is

clerk of the works.

Manea.—The foundation-stone of a new church,
dedicated to S. Nicholas, was laid at Mauea,
Cambridgeshire, on Tuesday week. Mr. Ruddle,

of Peterborough, was the architect, and Mr.
Hutchinson, of March, the contractor. The
church is in character Early English, and consists
of nave, north .-asle, transept, vestry with cham-
ber below for beating apparatus, and the chancel.
The materials employed will be stone from the
Elton quarries, with Bath stone dressings. The
wood for the roofs will be of Baltic fir, that for

the seats is to bo picked red deals, and slate

covering with oruamental ridges. It is intended
to have the columns and interior arches worked
in Bath stone. The church will be lined with
bricks of yellow tint, laid with a fine joint, having
b.ands of moulded and coloured bricks. Tho
arcading will be composed of circular columns
having moulded caps and bases. Tho chancel
fittings are to be of wainscot, and reredos of

.stone. The cost of the church will be about
£3,500.

Meerbrook.—S. JIatthew Church, Jleerbrook,

near Leek, Staffordshire, the nave of which has
recently been rebuilt, was reopened on the 30th
ult. The new nave is in the same style and in

harmony with the chancel and tower. The stylo

altogether is of) early fourteenth century period,

with carefully-designed tracery windows. Tho
roof of the new nave is very strongly framed,
showing all the timbers, and covered with Staf-

fordshire red tiles. Mr. R. Norman Shaw, A.R.A.,
designed the edifice. The cost of the nave has
been about £1,100.

Tedstoke Wafer.—The consecration of the

churches of Tedstone Wafer and Edvin Loach
took place on the 28th ult. Tho unusual circum-
stance of t\YO churches in one consolidated

parish being consecrated in ono day rendered tho

event more than ordinarily noteworthy. Both
the churches are designed to supersede older

structures, which have fallen into decay. The
churches are calculated to contain about seventy
sittings each, and are erected at some distanc-j

from each other. The church of Tedstone Wafer
was designed by Mr. Haycock, of Shrewsbury..

The chancel is raised by five steps from the nave,

which is separated from it by a low screen of
Bath stone, having insertions of variegated

marble at intervals. Tho east window, of Deco-
r,ated design, has shafts of black m.arble. The in-

terior of the church of Edvin Loach is not so

striking ; it was designed by Sir Gilbert Scott. It

is built of .sandstone, and is furnished with a
lofty spire, tho space underneath being thrown,

into tho nave, two pillars serving to support the

eastern side of the spire. The nave is entered
through a small ante-chapel, which serves as a,

baptistery. The church of Tedstono Wafer is

dedicated to S. James, and that of Edvin Loach,

to our Lady.
BUILDINGS.

A New Cobnty Court for JIanchestek.—
Captain Galton, the director of public works and
buildings, has had an interview with a Committee
of the Manchester Chamber of Commerce with

reference to the site to be chosen for the erection;

of a now County Court for this city. Tbe Com-
mittee recommended that the site of the new
court should be in tho business part of the town,
and suggested that the Board of Works should

advertise for offers of sites. Several eligible situ-

ations wore mentioned by the Committee, and.

Captain Galton will report the result of his inter-

view to his department. At present nothing is.

determined upon.

SCHOOLS.

JIile-esd.—The new schools for the London
School Board in Essex-street, Globe-road, Mile-

end, were opened on Monday last. They provide

accommodation for 1,137 childieu. The infant-

school and classrooms are detached, and an old

building has been partially utilised for them. Tho
junior and senior boys' and girls* schools, with the

accompanying classrooms, are on the first and
second floors of the new block, the ground-
floor portion forming a covered playground..

Rooms are provided for the masters and mis-
tresses, and one for tbe managers. There is also-

a room specially designed to bo used for drawing-
classes. The whole of tbe buildiug is heated by
hot water. Messrs. Cooke and Green, of Napier-

Works, Blackfriars, are tho builders ; and the hot-

water apparatus has been fitted up by Mr. H.
Watts, of S. John-street, Smithlield. Mr. A. G.

Heuncl is the architect.

The Parish Church of Newhaven, N.B., was re-

opened on Sunday last, after redeooration by ilr ..

George Dobie, of Ediuburgh.
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rKEsrisics of the xational safe deposit coiirAxr, M-VN-siox house, londox.—jorx \vmcncoiiD, F.s..i.., AitcnriECT.

THE NATIONAL SAFE DEPOSIT
COMPANY'S PREMISES.

ON Tuesday last the interesting ceremony of

laying the foundation-stone of these pre-

mises, about to be erected near the Mansion

House, London, took place. The stone was laid

by Sir Sidney Waterlow, Lord Mayor, in the pre-

sence of a largo couipany. One of the problems

which modern science has to solve is the produc-

tion of an impregnable safe which shall at ihtj

same time be fireproof and thiefproof. Up to the

present time the problem has not been solved iu

this country, but has, it is said, been satisfactorily

solved in America. In Chicago, and other places,

they have erected buildings so strong, and

placed in them safes equally strong, as to bafile

all the attempts of scientific burglars —and scien-

tific burglary has been cultivated in America to

a much greater extent than it has iu this country.

Indeed, it is a humiliating fact that men gifted

with considerable intelligence, patience, aud

courage, should prefer devoting their abilities to

criminal pursuits—men, who, had they directed

their gifts iu more honourable channels, would un-

doubtedly have become engineers, and so blessed

society. Up to the present time we have had no

building in this country wherein could be deposited,

with something amounting to absolute safety, pre-

cious dccuments, diamonds, or, in fact, any-

thing portable and of great value. To meet
this want, a company was foi-med about twelve

months since. A suitable site was obtained,

adjoining the Mansion House, in the very heart

of the metropolis. The architect selected for

the production of the building was Mr. John !

Whichcord, F.S.A., the engineers were Messrs

Easton and Anderson, and the builders Peto

Brothers. Judging from the appearance of

the foundations, the substantially built walls,

and the general arrangement, we believe a

structure will be reared from which no thief will

be able to abstract treasures, no fire, even such

a one as half burnt Chicago, will consume, and

which will require an earthquake to overturn it.

We give above an illustration of the new build-

ing as it is to be externally. But the building as

it appears gives no adequate idea of its depth

and strength and internal structure. The super-

ficial area of thd building is G,500ft. The exterior

and party walls are of extraordinary thickness

and strength, and in the interior, but completely

detached from every part of the external building,

there is constructed an impregnable vault, 69ft.

long by32ft. wide, and 301t. high, divided into

four chambers of four floors, each having a cubical

capacity of l),889ft. and a floor area of 332ft. The

great vault is built on arches, so that tho whole

of it, top, bottom, and sides, may be constantly,

day and night, under the view and inspection of

the Company's armed watchmen. Its walls are

of immense strength, and it is further protected

by an unapproachable and impenetrable burglar-

proof armour-plating. We extract tho following

from the Company's published statement :—
"To effect its objects, the Company is fitting

up, in its groat vault, over ten thousand lock-up

repositories, varying in size frcni a few inches to

two feet square, and with a uniform dopth of

20in. ; so that all classes of depositors may ob-

tain the requisite accommodation, without incur-

ring unnecessary expense. These repositories

may safely bo said to bo the first that were ever

constructed iu this country so as to be absolutely

safe against fire, robbery* or riot. There is, fur-

ther, a space, equal to more than one-half of tho

space required for the repositories, and in all

respects equally strong, leservedfor the reception

of plate-chests and other comparatively bulky
articles ; and there is also a space, equal to rather

less than ouo-half of the space required for th&

repositories, but of precisely similar construction,

which will bo appropriated to tho reception of

^uch securities, &c., as may be lodged directly-

with the Company, instead of being locked

up by the depositor himself. To go a
little more into detail of the safety

at'iorded by the Company's repositories, it may h&
mentioned that, in addition to their own great

strength, thoy are surrounded by two walls of th»

aggregate thickness of (ift. at the narrowest

parts, and constructed of the best and hardest

bricks. To many people, who are only acquainted

with mere ordinary brickwork, this may not sound
immensely strong ; but let them try their baud
on the first specimens of selected blue Stafford-

shire? brick that fall in their way, and they will

alter their opinion. These walls are backed up
with from 4 to oift. of the best concrete, and tho

whole is further protected on the inside by a com-
posite armour-plating of 4iin. This plato is so-

strong that nn iron weight of 32cwt., with a per-

pendicular fall of 18ft., failed to break it up, while-

in hardness it is superior to spiegeleisen and merer

difficult to drill. The doors of such a structure

are generally its weakest points, and, therefore^

the Company's doors are made equal in strength,

to tho strongest part of the vault—indeed thoy
are of unprocedentod strength, being ponderous

masses of metal and fire-and-drill-proof cement,

weighing about four tons each. Again, tho

weakest parts of most doors are their joints and
locks, and, therefore, tho Company decided to

have neither joints or locks. Tho number of thes&

doors requisite for the vault is thirty-two—thirty
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two doors so massive that, having no hinges, no

atpouDt of manual labour that could be applied to

them would move them ; and, having no locks or

keys, there must necessarily be provided some

other means of opening, closing, and securing

them."

All those contrivances mnst have taxed the

ingenuity of the architect and the engineers of

the Company, as they indicate novel contrivances,

in this country at least.

As, according to Walpole, and many "who believe

in him, that every man has his price, it may he

said that unassailatde locks and safes must be

under the care of some one, and in proportion to

the treasures so carefully guarded, so may tompt;i-

tions bo offeicd to corrupt tho custodian or custo-

dians. Mr. Whichcord, iti his most appropriate

speech, in answer to the Lord Mayor's appeal on
Tuesday last, said they had even provided for

Buch a contingency, but in what manner, of

course, he did not communicate.

One of the most interesting matters connected

with the operations of the company is the finding

of antiquities of great variety and of great value,

about which we shall say more next week, when
•we hope to illustrate some of the rare specimecs

of Roman art discoveied.

AKCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE first ordinary general meeting of this

Association for Session 1873-74 was held

on Friday evening last, at No. 9, Conduit-street,

the President, Mr. E. J. Tarver, in the chair.

The minutes of tho last ordinary general meet-
ing of last Session, and of the opening conversa-

zione having been read and confirmed, the follow-

ing gentlemen were duly elected as mombers of

tho Association, viz.: Messrs. Cozen Talcahara (a

native of Japan), C. Joseph Bentley, W. J. Wood,
Samuel J. Letb bridge, G. D. Stevenson, Robert
W. Collier, Joseph Kookwook, jun., William .I.

Kemp. C. L, Codner, J. C Sears. James Gandy,
R. R. St. Leger Morrison, J. F. Cafferata, W. F.

Unsworth, C. J. Graham, W. S. Guildford, and
E. B. Lamb. A vote of thanks to tho e.-thibitors of

pictures and other objects of art at the opening
conversazione of tho Association, coupled with
the name of Mr. Cutler for his services on the

same occasion, was carried by acclamation.

Annual Repokt.

Tho Annual Report, read and proposed for

adoption by Jlr. Paice, referred with satisfaction

to *' the increasing number of students joining,

in order to take advantage of the many anfl still

fresh opportunities for, and help towards, solf-

education; and the Committee have no reason to

doubt that all that has been done in the pist will

bo well-continued in the future." The particu-

lars published in the " Brown Book '' are referred

to to show that "careful arrangements have been
made with respect to the wot-k of the several

branches of the Associaiion. It is to be hoped
that with tho fewest possible exceptions, each
member will bo able to interest himself thoroughly
in tho succe^s of one, if not more, of those

branches; giving in this, and other ways, as may
be in his power, hearty a^sistance towards tho

realisation of the objects for which the Associa-

tion was originally formed, viz., the promotion of

friendly intercourse among tho lounger members
of tho architectural profession, and of efiicieut

study in fellowship of matters affecting thoir

•common pursuits." After detailing tho papers
road duriug tho past session, the report refers

to the course of five " very useful lectures

on 'Professional Practice in dealing with Men,
Drawings. Works, Money, Property, and Law,'

"

given by Mr. T. Roger Smith during November,
December, and January last. [Copious reports
-of all these lectures, as of tho papers and discus-

aious at tho ordinary general meetings of the
Association, will be found in tho Building News.]
The report then enumerates the prizes offered by
or through tho Association during ttio past

session, with tho winners thereof, and goes ou to

say that "contributions having boon from time
to time offered by members and others, a Prize
Fund was established at the commencement of

tho [last] session," to which several gentlemen
subscribed. " It was decided that three prizes,

value five guineas each, should be awarded to-

•warda the expenses of members in their sketching
tours. After a competition, in which work dono
previously was submitted, the prizes were given
to E. ,1. May, R. C. Page, and T. C. Yates." The

Library has been much used by members during
thn past s'^ssion, and many valuable books have

been presented by the Council of the Rnyal

Institute of British ArcbitBcts, and M 'ssrs. J. K.

Colling, E. B. Ferrey, A. Oreenough. F. H. Reed,

E. Sbarpe. S. Vachor, and the Class of Construc-

tion and Practice. Special attention is called to

tho liberal donations made by Mr. Edmund
Sharpe, including ten copies of each of his pub-

lished works. " In the Class of Design, altbou:;h

the attendance was not so numerous as could

have been wished, some good designs were pro-

duced. The Elementary Class of Design was

very well attended, and the results wore satisfac-

tory to the Visitors. The Class of Construction

and Practice, in its reconstructed form under

experienced Visitors, was very successful, both as

to tho numbers attending its meetings and as to

the work done. A Class for the study of Colouied

Decoration was foi-med during tho session, and

continued with much spirit. The Class for In-

struction in Surveying and Levelling was carried

on under Air. E. Bennett. The Wator-Colour

Class hold its meetings for indoor and outdoor

teaching and practice under the direction of Mr.

Paul J. Naftel, of the Society of Painters in

Wator-Colours. Tho Saturday Afternoon Visits

to Works in progress, and old buildings, wero

attended by an unusually large number of

members." After enumerating the buildings

visited [which wero all more or less fully described

in tho Building News from time to time], tho

report very justly says that "the architects and

other gentlemen who, without exception, affirdod

most ample facilities for these visits, deserve tho

thanks of toe Association." " The fourth annual

architectural excursion," attended by a number
of members from the 18th to the 23rd August
last, added another to tho pleasimt weeks
spent in company in the study of ancient

English churches. Grantham, New,ark, and the

churches round it, Southwell. Nottingham, Tut-
bury, Ashbourne, and Stafford were visited.

Liohlield Cathedral completed a list comprising

in all about twenty buildings. The guidance of

Mr. Sharpe, to whom these excursions owe so

much of their Taluo as opportunities for caroful

study, was as highly appreciated as on former

occasions. The Sketch-book his arrived at the

end of its sixth year of publication, having been

carried on with unabated vigour. The Architec-

tural Examination was held in May, when three

candidates, all members of the Association, passed

in tho Class of Proficiency, two others in one

section only, and twelve (including several mem-
bers) in the Preliminary Examination. The fact

that those who passed wero more numerous than in

any previous year should afford encouragement
to intending candidates. The now arrancjemouts

made for the benefit of country members have
been made use of to such an extent as to justify

their being continued. Facilities for the use of

the Library, and for joining in tho work of the

several classes, are thereby offered to students

resident from London, who would otherwise

be procludad from taking part in tho active work
of the Association. A contribution was made
for tho first time towards the funds of the

Architects' Benevolent Society, consisting />!

small subscriptions of members, and a sum voted

from the funds of the Association. Although
the amount was not as large as anticipated, it is

hopod that the opportunity thus aft'ordod will be

the means of bringing each year the claims of

the Society under the notice of the profession."

The report concludes by dotailing the operations

of the Association for the present session.

Mr. Lacv W. RiiiGE seconded the motion, .and

tho Report was, after a short discussion, unani-
mously adopted.

Treasurer's Report.

j\lr. J. Douglass Mathews, Treasurer, read
and moved tho adojitionof the Treasurer's Report,
from which it appeared that the total receipts
of Session 1872-73 amounted to £439. 10s. 3d.

The total expenditure of the session amounted to

X43.^. Is. Sd., leaving a balance of £4. 8s. 7d. in

hand. Tho assets, comprising value of library,

furniture, &c., and arrears of members' subscrip-
tions, are estimated at £419. 13s. 7d., while the
liabilities amount to £2{).

Mr. Walter L. Spiers seconded tho motion,
which was carried unanimously, after a long and
tedious discussion as to whether the Committee of

tho Association had dono right in making a
giant to the Architects' Benevolent Society with-
out tho sanction of the general body of mem-
bers.

Reports of Classes, &o.

Class of Design.—Mr. H. Aver^ read and
moved tho adoption of the report of this Class,

which stated that in every rospo -t except those
of its pecuniary condition and a slight increase in

tho number of drawings per member, the Class

had declined in prosperity as compared with
previous sessions. There was a great falling off,

not only in tho number of drawings submitted,

but in the attendance of tho members. Mr.
Trubshawe seconded the adoption of the report,

which was carried after some discussion,

in tho course of which Mr. Thomas
Blashill expi^essed it as his opinion that one

great reason of the failure of the Class was to be

found iu tho unpractical nature of many of the

subjects enumerated in the syllabus of sketches.

Ho instanced more particularly the subjects for

Feb. 27 and May 8, in the now syllabus, being

respeotivclv, " Detached royal tomb," and " Toll-

bridge." How many members of the Association,

he asked, would ever be called upon to design a

"detached [or semi-detached] royal tomb"? Again
toUbridires were happily becoming t'liugs of the

past.—Mr. Phene Spiers remarked that Mr.

Blashill spoke as if the members of the Class of

Dosignhad their subjects chosen for them. That,

however, was not the case, as they c'.iose their

own subjects. He contended, however, that even
iilthough no single member of the Class might
ever be called upon to carry out some of the sub-

jects which were set down in the syllabus of

sketches, yet the designing of such subjects in

class was of great value, inasmuch as it compelled

the members to study tho old work. For instance,

the designing of the royal tomb referred to would
necessitate all the competitors who had not pre-

viously done so studying the do'icito tracery and
fine figure sculpture of the Jledifoval tombs.—The
President remarked that Mr. tl. W titer Lons-

dale now presided over the Class, and this augured
well for its future.

C/as.s of Construction.—Mr. McL.tonLAN read

and moved the adoption of the report of this Class,

which was very successful during the past session,

tbo average attendance being 30 out of a total of

65 members belonging to the Class. Much of the

success of this Class was stated to be due to the

labours of tho Visitors, who are appointed from

among tho ranks of the past Presidents of the

Association.—Mr. QuiLTER seconded the motion,

remarking that if the Class of Design suffered, it

was through the prosperity of this Class more
than from any apathy on the part of the members
of the Association. The report was adopted,

the Presidrnt. in putting the mo ion, remarking

that tbe gentlemen appointed to adjudicate on the

works submitted in tho Class daring last session

had not vet had time to wade through the immense
mass of work submitted to t lom, consequently

the award of the Class of Design prize would
again have to be postponed.

Elementary Class of Design. -Mr. Vivian
Trubshawe read and moved the adoption of the

report of this class. It appeared from the report

that the average numb9r of sketches contributed

per evening was twelve, and altogether the class

seems to have made good progress.—Mr. Phene
Spiers seconded the motion, rem^irking that the

class had entirely fulfilled the hopes of its success

which were entertained when it was started.

Tho report was adopted.

Library—Mr. H. C. Boyes, tho Librarian, read

and moved the adoption of the report of the

Library Sub-Committoo. There is an ever-in-

creasing number of borrowers from this, t'le only

circuldting architectural librai-y. Last session

the average attendance of members each ev. ning

the library was opened, for the exchange or re-

newal of books, was 50 ; a large amount bad
boon received in fines for the nou-puoctu.al

return of books, and the paymmt of these fines,

although profiting the funds of the library, and
enahliog more new books to be purchased, en-

tailed much unnecessary work on the librarian

and assistant-librarians, and argued a great

want of business habits on tho part of those who
rendered themselves amenable to the fines. The
arrangements for issuing books to country

mombers had worked tolerably well, and the

Library Sub-Committee proposed their re-

coniinu.ance during the present session. Mr,

Edmund Sharpe's handsome donation of books

to the library was appreciatiugly referred

to in tho report, which was seconded by Mr.

Walter L. Spiers (in whoso favour Mr. Boybs
resigned bis position .as Librarian), and adopted,

as was also a n."Otion made by Mr. W dtor L.

Spiers that a special vote of thanks should ba
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accorded to Mr. Edmund Shai-po and other gentle-

men who had (contributed to tho Library.

Clnss for the S'ndy of Colour Decoration —Mr.

John Svlman read and moved tho adoption of tho

report of this class, which, only started at the com-
menceojent of last session, has 23 members.
Nineteen meetings were held, the average at--

tendance beinit 11 members, and the average

number of sketches ID,—Mr. Boyes seconded the

motion, and the report was adopted.

Sketcfiboftk.—-Mr. Paice stated tliat the secre-

tary of the ArcbitL^ctural Association bketchbook
Committee bad not yet prepared his report. It

was, however, complained that comparatively few

of the subscribers were contributors of sketches,

and this was a frequont cause of the delay in

issuing tbe parts of the sketchbook.

iSurveying Class.—Mr. Paice rend and moved
the adoption of tbe report of this class, which, it

appears, held twelve meetings during June and
July last, sis of which were '* field days" and
six indoor meetings. Mr. Edward Bennett waa
the instructor, and it was stated that under bis

tuition the members of the class had attained a

degree of efficiency which the most sanguine of

them had not anticipated. Tho motion was
seconded, and the report adopted.

Water- Cvlonr Class. — Mr. Paice said no
formal report bad been sent in, but Mr. Florence,

the Secretary, had desired him to say that the

Class would bo continued this year, under the
direction of Mr. P. J. Nafiel. Only sis members
joined last year.— Mr. Blashill strongly recom-
mended the members to support this Class, and in

this he was supported by the President, who re-

marked that if architects had tbo time to colour
their own perspectives it would be very much
better than putting them out to be coloured.

Even an indifferently-coloured perspective from
the hand of the architect himself would give afar
better idea of hi:^ building than any possible

perspective which had been coloured by one who
"was unfamiiar with the architect's intentions,

even although it might not be so pretty as a
picture. (Hear, heur.)

Excursion.—Mr. S. F. Clarksox read nnd
moved the adoption of the report of the fourth
annual aicbitectural excursion in connection with
the Association, which took place in June last,

under the able guidani;e of Mr. Edmund Sbarpe.
Between fifty and sixty members and friends (in-

cluding some members of the Liverpool Archi-
tectural Society) took part in the excursion. Tho
AssociatioQ was under great obligations to Mr.
Sharpe for the very great kindness he displayed
in arranging the excursion. (Hear, hear.") Tho
motion was seconded by Mr. Lacy W. Ridge,
and canned by acclamation.

THE president's ADDRESS.

The President then proceeded to deliver a
short address, in which (after thanking his
fellow-students—for students they all were—for

electing him to so honourable a position) he re-
marked that the Association had attained tho size

of a stupendous claimant on tho attention of its

officers. If that claimant assorted its rights as a
practitioner, it deserved, in his opinion, to fail. On
the other hand, if the Association coufiued itself

strictly wit lin tbe limits of studentshiii, it would
maintain its true position with dignity. Although
not unmindful of the services which had been
rendered to the profession by the Architectural
Alliance, nor ungrateful to thosi3 gentlemen who
had acted as delegates from tho Association to
that body, he maintained that the Association
forgot its truo position when it joined such a
society, because the majority of tho members of
the Association wt-re students, pupils, and
juni,ir assistants, and not practising architects,
and therefore the Association could not consist-
ently lend its support to the Alliance, which
sought (no doubt for the best, but that was not
the question) to iufiuence the pi-actico of others.
He thought that practising members might well
lay before tho meeting of the Association their
sources of study in designing and carrying out
buildings, thus getting the opportunity of a dis-

cussion on those studies, and ho pointed out tho
distinction between this and giving an account of

a finished building—a proceeding more in place
at the meetings of the Institute. Ue found that uo
less than 88 new members had joined the Associ-
ation during the past session, but that G5 of these
had not contributed in anyway to the common
stock of knowlod<;e, and he inferred from this a
want of appreciation of the objects of the Associ-
ation. Having entered very fully into the statistics
of tho work done by the Association and its various

classes, &c., he stated that the number of offices to

be filled in the various workings of the Association

was 89. Many members, however, held two or

three offices, the actual number of officers being

49. Of the 529 members who belonged to the

Association last session, only about one-third

helped in the working of it. Of the remaining
two-thirds, many were old members, who had

done good work in former sessions. It was often,

said that upon the Association depended, in a

great measure, the &i*cbitecturo of the future, and
if only 400 out of the GOO members now belonging

to the Association would take the opportunities

for mutual study offered them, the truth of this

saying might be realised. He did not think any
more useful project than the Sketchbook had
ever been started in connection with the Associa-

tion, seeing that it was by the architecture of the

past that the architecture of the present must be

guided— not copied; for tho architects of the

present day should be careful to make everybody
else's work (whether ancient or modern) tlioir

servant, and never allow it to become their

master. He had heard of an assistant being re-

quired by his employer to work out a design in

the " Norman Shaw style." (Laughter). It

seemed to him (Mr. Tarver) that if the employer

had studied as much as Mr. Norman Shaw, he

would have deduced his own results from tho

study (hear, hear), and perhaps have given hia

assistant a ske'^ch at least to work from. It was
natural that our leading architects should feel

surprised at the impudent wholesale copies of

their works, while these copyists had just the

same opportunities (if they only took sufficient

trouble and thought) for working out studies of

their own. It seemed to him impossible for an
architect to copy anything (beyond occasional

details) and at the same time to fulfil the require-

ments of his building; as to copying an ancient

domestic building, it was like trying to enjoy the

smile of a man who had just parted from a friend

in the street—very pleasant to look at, but beyond
tbe reach of the stranger's sympathy. The
same was true, in a limited sense, of attempt-

ing to copy modern works, and he con-

sidered it a mistake ever to do auythiag
merely because some <'ne else had done so or said

it was rig t. (Hear, hear.) Ho made these

remarks with every feeling of respect for leading

architects, and only wished his fellow-students

to work out their ideas by the same procoss of

reasoning as all truly great men had done. He
believed that in studying existing buildings they
should watch closely to see how they stood as

specimens of construction, and notice the effects

of light and shade and general composition, and
satisfy themselves as to the exact purposes they
were required to fulfil. Tho Classes of Design
and Construction would then give them oppor-
tunities of applyiog all these observations, dis-

carding what was useless to them, and adapting
what they thought fit, with such modifications as

tho site of the building, the requirements for its

particular purpose, and improvements in mecha-
nical tools, would admit of. If the results should
be sometimes droll, they would not, at all events,

be antiquated, and they would certainly be harm-
leas

; and if all the <iesigner8 joined in frieudly

and outspoken criticism, thoy might help in

bringing forward our architecture so that it

should be emphatically modern, harmonious, and
good. (Applause.)

Mr. Lacy W. Ridge proposed, and Mr. J. S.

QciLTER seconded, a vote of thanks to Mr. Tarver
for his address. Alessrs. R. Phene Spiers and
Thomas Blashill supported tho motion, which, on
being put to the meeting, was carried unani-
mously, and the meeting terminated.

BLAST-FURNACE SLAG AS A BUILDING
MATERIAL.

AT a meeting of the Society of Engineers hold
on Monday evening a paper was read on the

economic u^e of blast-furnace sing, by Mr. Perry
F. Nursoy. The author comm*^nced by noticing
generally tho history of tho utilisation of slag, a
matter which has for many yearshad great atten-

tion given to it by engineers, with the view of

relieving ironworks of an encumbrance, for tho
depo'=iit of which ironmasters in somo parts have
had to purchase 1 irge tracts of land. Mr. Nursoy
referred to the early use of slag in road making,
and to its utili-^ation in Continental ironworks,
where it was fii'st run from tho blast furnaces
into water, which had the effect of granulating it.

In that condition it was first used for the beds in

pig-iron foundries, and afterwards in producing

fine castings. It was also mixed with limo in cer-
tain proportions, and then pressed into bricks and

,
made into concrete and cement. Slag sand was
also used in making mortar with very good

I

results ; it was farther utilised as ballast on rail-

I

ways, and had also been adopted in the manufac-
i
tare of glass. In England the author stited it

I

had also been similarly applied, and systems of

I

machinery for its utilisation had come into
: practical operation. Tho machinery of Mr. C.

I

Wood, of Middlesbrough, and of Messrs. Bodmer,
of Hammersmith, was then described by th©
a'lthor by the aid of diagrams and models. Mr.

I

Wood's machines, he explained, were of two
^

kinds, oue a horizontal revolving table, and the
other a vertical revolving drum. By the first-

machine the slag was cooled with a stream of

water as it loft the furnace, and, becomiug disin-

tegrated, was broken up and pushed off the tablo^

at a certain point by scrapers into tracks placed
beneath. In that stite tbe m:Lterial was in a
suitable condition for making concrete for build-
ing purposes. The second machine was for re-

ducing tho slag to a liner condition. It was ruu
from the furnace into the drum, through which a
stream of water flowed. The drum had screens
placed within it, and as it I'evolved the slag
became reduced to a fine saud, and was delivered
in that condition into trucks. The sand was-
utilised in making bricks, cement, mortar,
and for other similar purposes. Messrs.
Bodmer's plan consisted in the use of a pair
of rolls, through which the slag was run from tha
furnace ou to a travelling band, which delivered
it wherever required, fhe sheet of slag thus
produced was readily broken up for use in con-
crete making or ground into powder for bricks,

cement, or mortar. For some purposes Messrs.
Bodmer ran the slag into water, but for bricks
and cement they produced it dry. They had also

a special system of machinery for the manufac-
ture of slag bricks, which was worked by
hydraulic power, and which was described by Mr.
Nursoy. Samples of sand produced by both pro-
cesses were exhibited, as were also bricks, con-
crete, and cement made from them. The
satisfactory results which the author showed had
followed the extensive use of blast-furnace slag

in the form of building materials leads to the^

hope that the enormous heaps of slag now lying
waste in the iron districts will not only become a
source of profit to their proprietors, but will b©
the means of improving our buildings by provid-

ing good sound materials at a low cost.

COMPETITIONS.
The New Southern Cemetery for Man-

chester.—We announced last week the award of

the first premium of XlOO to Mr. H. J. Panll, of

Manchester, for his plan for laying out tho new
Southern Cemetery for that city. At a meeting,
of the Southern Cemetery Sab Committee of the
Town Council on the 13th ult., the City Surveyor
submitted a report, giving particulars of tho
various plans sent in for laying out the grounds,
&i\. and also showing what, in his opinion, would
be the probable cost of carrying out the various

sets of plans. After careful consideration, tho

competitors were reduced to three, namely,

*' Rectangle," "Gottesacker," and '-Mors Janua
Vitae ; " but the Sub-committee resolved that a

professional man should bo requested to add to-

the plans selected any two other sets competing,,

and give an opinion as to tho merits of the five

sets then under consideration. Messrs. Mills and
Murgatroyd were appointed to perform this duty,

on condition that they were not competing archi-

tects. Messrs. Mills and Murgatroyd, on the 21st

ult., reported to the Sub-committee that they had
examined the plans as instructed. In order to

simplify their task they had divided the features

presented by the designs, and awarded points in

order of merit to each—first, as to the laying out

of the ground ; secondly, the entrance-gates and
lodges ; thirdly, the mortuary arrangements of

the chapels ;
fmrthly, ai'chitectural composition ;

and fifthly, tho cost. The number of marks
accruing to each of the five designs was—"Got-
tesacker," 1(>; "Mors Janua Vitoe," 6 ; "Roct-
angle,"17; "Progress," 20; "Life," 26. They
were, therefore, of opinion that to the design
marked " Life *' should bo awarded the first place,

to " Progress " the second, and to "Rectangle""
the third. Messrs. Mills and Murgatroyd added :

"It was impossible to separate the question of

cost from this decision, and we have made our own
calculation under this head, independently of the

statements of the competitors. We are of opinion
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that none of the fivo sets cf plans can be executed

n-ithin the limit prcs'ribetl by yoxi, but tbose

which v:e recommend for the first and second

places are nearer that limit than the others, and

either of them would bo satisfactory, if carried

out, -with such trifling alterations as -would natur-

ally sugsrest themselves to a practical mind." At
a subsequent meeting of the Parks and Cemetery
Committoo the proceedings of the Southern Ceme-
tery Sub-Committeo were confirmed, and it was
resolved that the premiums offered by the Com-
mittee should be paid in accordance with the

report of Jlessrs. Jlills and Murgatroyd, the first,

of XlOO to " Life " (Mr. IT. J. PauU) ;" the second,

of £00, to " Progress " (Messrs. Bird and Whit-

tenbury, of Manchester) ; and tho third, of £40.

to "Rectmgle " (Messrs. Alley and Wilson, and
A. H. Duvios CoUey, of Manchestor).

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
fWe do not hold ourselves responsible fur the opinions ol

our correspomients. The Editor respectfully requests
that all cimmunications should be drawn upas briefly

as possible, as there are mj,uy claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]
To Odr EeADEftS.— W'e shall feel obliged to any of our

readern who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in pro;7ress in the provincos.

All letters should be addressed to the EDITOR, 31
TAVISTOCK-STKEKT, COVEXT-aAElJEN, W,C.
Cheques and Post-uCEice Orders to be made payable to

3. PASSiioEK Edwards.

ADVERTISEMENT CHABGES.
The charge for advertisements is 6d. per line, of eight

words (the first line counting as two). No advertisement
inserted for less than h;ilf-a-crown. Special terms for
series of more than six insertions can ba ascertained on
application to the Publisher.

^ Front Page Advertisements 9d. per line.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
«fflce not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

TERJIS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

(Payable in advance.;

Nineteen shillings per annum (post free) to any
part of the United Kingdom. To the United States
£1. 6s. [or OJ dols. oofd). To France or Belgium, £1. Gs.

(or 32 francs). To India (t'w Southampton), £1. 14s. Kid.
To any of the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, the
<?ape, the West Indies, Canada, Nova Scotia, or Natal,
£1. (is-

N.B.—American and Belgian subscribers are requested
to remit their subscriptions by luteruational I'.O.O., and
to advise the publisher uf the date and amount of their
remittance. Back numbers can only be sent at the rate
of 7d. each, tho postage charged being 3d, per copy. All
foreign subscriptions unaccompanied by an additional re-

mittance to cover the extra cost of forwardiug back num-
bers are commenced from the next number published
after the receipt of the subscription.

Cases for binding the half-yearly volumes. 23. each.
Subscribers receiving their copies direct from the

office are requested to observe that the last number of
the term for which their Subscription is paid, will be
forwarded to them in a coloured wrapper, as an intima-
tion that a fresh remittance is necessary, if it be desired
to continue tho Subscription.

Received.—Aide-Toi.—'W. S.—New Subscriber.—J. B. C.
~W. F. R.— W. \V.—A Simpleton.—0. B. A.-T. T. and
Co.—J. and Co.— A. F. S—W. P. B.-R, W. S.-SI.&T.
-S. K—a. K S.-K. W. E.—T. E.—K. P.—W. F. K.—
C. H—J. T. B.

Alpha.—"Write Secretary, Burial Acts Office, Richmond-
terrace, Whitehall.

H. B.—The National Gallery is to be rpbuilt some time,
but when, we cannot inform you. Most of the back
numbers of the BUILDI^G News may be had at the
office.

Geo. K. BRinGKMAK.—We hope to publish it, but cannot
promi- e.

E. W.— Don't ask sillv questions.
H. M. Taylor.- Perhaps by a-sking Mr. Street.
yTt'DE.NT.—What in the name of common-sense do we
want with "such open fireplaces now. when we should alt

endeavour to ecouoniise coal for the sake of ourselves
and posterity?

Robert W.—We have no intention of giving a plan of the
work. We cannot say whether the Breakwater ai,

Alderney is to be repaired. We hope not, as it would be
*' throwing guud money after bad."

J"-—We do not intend giving any more of the BuiLDiXG
Nkws Church Planniug Lompetiiion designs.

(I^orrcfipoiulcirtc.

DDIENSIOXS OF COXTIN'ENTAL
CHURCHES.

(To (he Eauor n/ the Buildiso News.)

Sir,—I h.iTo often thought that a tabulated
list of tho finest foreign churches, with their
dimensions was a want which it would ho de-
sirable to supply. I emit those in these domi-
nions, as I have given them elsewhere. Should
Jinj of your readers supplement these measure-

coents. a-^ I hope they will. ferJaps they will

kindly, fcr the common advanti'gi, append their

authorities. I have occasionally given two sets

of measurt^ments to show the discrepancies of tho

existing data.

Internal
length.

WuUh
(if

tran-

sept.

Height
of

nave.

Height of

steeple or

dome.

S.Peter's,

"

Rome.. )

613-6 4.'i0 152 434, dome

llilan . . i

443 2S8

I
355, pinnacle(475, Street)

(493, Wood) 283-10 151 )

S.Stephen's ( 337

t (34.5)

115 92 441, spire

Vienna .

.

(230) (100) (465)

Florence <
458

(491, Wood)
334
294

163
139

387, dome
463, dome

Seville .. .'

398
(451)

(37'2)

291

(315)

(270)

145

(132)
1 250. tower

j (150)

Toledo . .

' 350 1V4 120
(404) (204)

(' (.19.5, Street)

Batalha .. 264 72

S. Sophia')

Constan- v S60'C • 107, dome
tinople J

Cologne j
445

(405, Street)
250 145 510, pinnacle

Lubeck .

.

427 120 70
Dantzic .. 316 200 230
S. Mark's 1

Venice i
•-45 201 72 90, dome

Mechlin .. 300 — 320, tower
Antwerp.. 890 ISO 406, steeple

Tournay .. 400 —
Strasburg 250 — 101 456, spire

Bourses
|

405

(370, Street) none
117

Drontheim 334 166
Fribui-g .. — — — 885, steeple

Ratisbon.. 272 114
Matera .. 130 60 175
n'isby 180 80
Roeskilde 270 80
Kief 185 136

Amiens .. (Wood 442 -3) 194 140
{

422, pinnacle

223, N.W.toT/er
Paris, f 432
Notre ] (416, Wood) 151
Dame ( (400, Street)

Chartres
|

41S

(461, Wood)
201 114^

150

«^|steep.est

Beauvals.. 260 (without
189

a nave)

Rouen .... 441 176
cast-iron modra

? 482 (t.

Evrcux .. 263 112
Troyes .... 39.i

Rheiois | 467
167 121

(430, Street)
Pisa .... (Wood), 207 22S
S. Onen,i
Rouen i

443 83 104 285, Lintern

I am. Sir, &c..

Mackenzie E. C . Walcott.

THE FALL OF ilESSRS. GOSTLIXG'S
SH.VFT AT NORTHFLEET.

Sir,—It i.s suggested by more than one of your
correspondents last week that this accident may
have arisen from tho expansion of the neat Port-
land cement grouting used, not " every third or

fourth course," as erroneously reported, but every
three or four feet, in the height of tho shaft.

This theory is not, however, sustained by the

facts of the case. Tho bricks of the grouted
courses came down still cemented together after a

fall of 200 feet, and broke across their own sub-

stanco as often as across tho cement. I had a

sample of the cement made up some weeks ago
as a test, and it still remains without the slightest

sign of blowing or swelling. The best proof,

however, is the fact that a large cement floor was
laid at Messrs. Gostling's factory at the same time
and with tho same cement which was used in the

shaft, and that there is not to this day a crack or

hollow place to be found in it. The cement was
tho best made by the Burham Cement Company,
and its breaking weight was between S0() and
OOOlbs.

Your correspondent " J. B." quotes Mr. Blag-
burn's (the builder's) statement that this chimney
dififered from others he had built iu having cement
bondcourses iu it, and thereupon remarks; ''It

would appear from this that tho fault was in tho
cement." Mr. Blagbum might have added that

it differed from others, ton. in having tho solid

chalk for a basis ; on which your correspondent

* Fergusson says a parallelogram 229 x 243.

t Fergusson gives 312-G and 371Et.

might hive remarked, with equal aouteness : ''I^

would apiear from this t'lat the fault was in the
foundation.*'— I am. Sir. itc,

James Ccpitt,

Architcj to Messrs. J. C. Gostling & Co.

THE XORTHFLEET CHIMXEY ACCIDEXT.

Slit.—In the notice of this catastrophe, which
appeared in your impression of the 10th tilt., it is

remarked that " no doubt the matter will be fully

investii:atetl, and some useful information on the
structure of c'limneys, the nature of cement, the
timo it should have to harden, &c., will be
elicited." Like mnny of your professional readers,

I was awaiting with s^rao interest the approaching
inquiry, looking forward to the fulfilment of your
prediction as well as to the perusal of what would
necessarily be anticipated as evidence exhaustive

enough to enable compet-nt men to trace tho

cause of tho accident to its source. Much dis-

appointment must therefore be evinced when
reviewing the evidence actually tendered at the

adjourned inquest ; for from its barren and meagre
nature, from its insufficiency to supply the infor-

mation that is wanting, and from tho paucity of

suggestions as to the reason of the accident, it has
afforded but a poor accession to our previous

knowledge. This is the more to be regretted,

because tho chimney is to be rebuilt : since it is

obfious that if the design, materials, and work-
manship wero each perfect in their way so far as

regards tho erection of the shattered one, nobody
could seriously expect any deviation therefrom
during tho re-erection, notwithstanding it may
prove a very hazardous proceeding. 3Iy object in

making those remarks is simply to help to keep
the subject under discus.sion, so that, sad as this

particular accident has proved, a worse one may
he averted by ferreting out its cause, and giving

publicitv to it. and it was pleasurable to observe

in last Friday's Building X'ews letters from two
of yonr able correspondents, who wore apparently

simiUarly actuated in addressing you. 'There is

reason also to hope that the very interesting .and

instructive article on Portland cement in the same
number of your vivluablo journal will help to ex-

plain what, in these days of advanced science,

ought not to remain an enigma. Thus, in spito

of the uniform care and alleged skill displayed in

the building of the N'orthfleet chimney, the proper

parties may bo induced to take other necessary

precautions during its reconstruction.

I believe it may be safely asserted that, apart

from any consideration atTecting the draught, or

the capacity to convey away tho products of com-
Imstiou, &c., there is a great dearth of informa-

tion on the subject of the construction of factory

chimneys ; or, at all events, from the different

views held by architects as to their correct form
.and proportion, it is difficult to obtain a reliable

typo when one is wanted. For instance, how
variously is that most important feature, the cap

or crown, treated when in different hands—how
diversified is its form as seen throughout the

country, bringing to mind tho fecundity of in-

vention which mural tablets exhibit on church
and cathedral walls. Then, again, as to the

shafts. Some rest on socles, some do not ; they

vary much in batter, and, although the wind may
be expected to blow as hard in ono spot as another,

some aro circular, others square, bcsagonal, or

octagonal on plan. It is not too much to say.

however, that whatever their form, they are, for

the most part, supremely ugly, and look like

elongated and .attenuated necks of subterranean

monsters pushed through the soil to exhale their

fetid and unnatur.al breath.

And as with the foim so with the construction.

The chimney that is tho cause of these comments
presents a good instance of the uncertainty that

exists as to what should be tho ratio between the

bottom and top diameters, and what the thick-

ness of the shaft at different heights or stages.

Much importance seems to have been attached

to the thickness of the walling.but to my mind this

can be of no consequence as it had nothing to do
with the accident, though if Mr. Lockwood's

suggestion (see BniLDisG X'ews, Vol. XXH.,
p. 3(U) that a fine should be imposed for every

brick used in excess be acted upon, it would
seriously diminish the architect's fee.

At the enquiry not much was said about the

batter or taper, which depends upon the ratio

between the diameters. This, however, probably

had a good deal to do with the accident, though
it certainly would not have done so had the crown
been protected, as it should have boon, by iron

belts, curbs, plates, or bettor still, by two or three
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or. more conraes of masonry -well joggled an'l

cramped. If thero bad been no projection all

tho way up from baso to topmost course, but a

simple batter maintained instead, I believe the

chimney would be standing now. Each vertical

element would have continued throughout the

entire height and tend to fall towards the axis

cf the shaft ; for it is on record that the

shaft was plumb, and it is pretty certain it

was symmetrical about its axis. Thus, a

condition of stable equilibrium would have ex-

isted, supposing even if mischief accrued from the

action of the cement grouting, creating forces or

pressures antagonistic to those of gravity, adhe-

sion and friction. This action might have caused

a greater lateral pressure, as well as a lesser one,

perpendicular to the beds ; but it could not be

supposed to exert a thrust wholly inwards or out-

wards at any part of the walling. My impression

is that although all grouting is niischiovous in

the extreme, notwithstanding its evil effects, the

stability of tho chimney would have been suffi-

cient to have resisted them, on the assumption

that the brick -work was carried up to the very

summit in the form of a frustrum of a right

cone.

In passing to the consideration of the effect

which the gathered-out or sailing courses con-

stituting the crown exerted to bring about tho

demolition cf the upper part of the chimney, it is

very important to notice that the greater the ratio

between the bottom and top dinmeters, or the

greater the latter, tho less would bo tho tendency
of the overhanging brickwork to fall. The differ-

ence between a ratio of 2-75 or 2-5 to 1 in the

diameters, and one like that in the Northfleet

chimney of 2 to 1, might have operated very
bonficially towards safety, and it is not a thought-

less conjecture that had the unfortunate chimney
possessed more batter it might have stood in its

fintiroty, for tho weight of the cj'own would then
Lave operated less adversely by assisting to a less

extent tho disrupting action of the grouting.

It does not require much stretch of imagination

to couple the accident with an insufficient batter

ttnd the top-heavy crown. Not that tho crown
could be regarded as top-boavy if it had been
sufficiently compact, but merely consisting,

according to the best inf-^rmation I can procure,

of a series of gathored-out courses united by
mortar or cement, or a mixture of the two, with-

out any care or contrivance such as already men-
tioned to assist the bond, it clearly comes under
-that definition. Thou there are other questions,

such as hortf the bricks were laid, &c., whilst the

critical portion was building. As most of us

know, they ought to have been well soaked
in water before laying with thin joints,

and rubbed where necessary, and then carefullv

protected from wet. However, if every precaution
had l>een taken in this respect, I should still pro-

nounce the cap unsafe without some kind of belt.

As to tho accident occurring after the parapet or

blocking was built, it was most likely hastened
on by some kind of jar, assisted by water or

.grouting percolating throucrh the frash work to

some weak part below it. —I am, Sir. &c.,

Worcester, Nov. 5th. W. J. Christy.

A COMPLAINT.

Sir.—In consequence of a notice in your publication
of the2-lth inst.. that plans and estimates were required
by the Ipswich School Board. I wrote to the clerk to the
"School Board fnr particulars, and wag surprised and
indignant at the enclosed reply, which I forward to
you, as I see the afEair is still in your list of ''Competi-
tions Open ;

" and " open " it certnioly is not, if it is

limited to " Architects resident within the School
District " of Ipswich. Hoping the matter will receive
some notice from yon, whereby intendiog competitors
may be saved the vexation and loss of time la writing
and receiving similar replies.— I am. Sir. &c.

James \V. BocrE. Architect.

17, Barony-street, Edinburgh, Nov. 1, 1873.

"IXFAXT School Tlax.
*' The competition is limited to * Architects resident

within the School District' of Ipswich.—F. A. Ham-
mond, Clerk to the School Board of Ipswich."

CHELSEA CHURCH COMPETITION.

Sir,—The writer of the article In the last issue of
your valuable paper was under a misapprehension In
assigning the design marked '' Bonz " to a Mr. Thicke.
"The authors of this design were. Sir, yours kc,

WiLsox, WiLLCox, A; Wilson'.
Bath, Nov. 4, 1S73.

A cast from the sculptured metope found by Dr.
Schliemann. representing Helios in his chariot, has
Just arrived in the British Museum.

JntfrfommunimfioiT.
^

QUESTIONS,
[3101.]—Half-Timber Buildings.—Many thanks

are due to " Aide-Toi" and ''M. B. A." for their replies

to my questions ; also to Mr. Robert Phillips for the
first of a series of articles on the above subject.

Could not a series of original sketches, with descrip-

tions, be made for tho Euildixg News, of old mnnor-
houses, farms, barns, and cottages of this style, which
are scattered throughout the country, and which
are replete with beauty .ind interest, before
they are all destroyed by the mania for building ?

Tliere Is a certain halo and proportion about them
which we cannot yet approach, though we have had
some charming modern examples lately fnim Sir.

Norman Shaw and Mr. Street. An agent might be
employed in each county where they exist, wlio would
not make pretty pictures only, but would take care
that each tiuiherwasexactly copied, with the measure-
ment of walls, gables, windows, and ground-plans.
In January, 1870, Mr. Charles Bally read an interest-

ing paper before the Architoctui-al Association on the
timber buildings of the Middle Ages, Illustrating It with
Great Tangley Manor and Crowhnrst Place. These
might serve as specimens of illustration for small

houses, but the more important examples might b2 on
tho large sheet. Surely the brother of " Ciericus "

(with whom I perfectly agree) would approve such a
scheme? It is a man of his i^pirit that we require to

superintend such works; only let him go on in the

course he is pursuing, and in spite of hard names, and,
as yet, an unsympathising pub'Ic, a great future is

before him. I shall look with Interest to the subject

being ventilated by contributors to tbls journal.

—

0. H. M.

[3102.]—Lead.—In taking quantities is it customary
to keep lead laid in circulargutters,5:c., separate f'om
that laid straight ; or rather should it be given in one
item and left for the plumber who is invited to Inspect

the drawings, kc, previous to pricing liis estimate, to

attach an average price percwt ? What price per cwt.
would represent iheextra cost of lead laid in gutters at

about 20ft. radius over that laid in straight ones ?—Z.

[3103.]—Legal.— Will some kind reader inform mc
what U the law in the following case ? In August last

I purchased a house which at the time was let to a
tenant who, in accordance with the terms of his agree-

ment, was subject to six months' notice. Wishing to ob-

tain possession, I at the proper time gave hioa notice to

quit, which, he says, is not a legal notice, on the ground
^hat the former owner had given him no notice of the
property having been sold, and although he was verbally

informed by the agent of the former owner that such
was the case, states that he can retain possession till

six months after a proper notice has been sent by the
former owner.—H. J. S.

["104.]—Flooring Clamp. — Will any of your
readers klndlv inform me where I can get a pair of

flooring clamps, sime as illustrated and described in

the EciLDiNG News for October the Sth. 1869. and
patented through the Scientific American Agency,
August 3, ISGy ?—W. EiLiJECK, Cleator.

[3105.]—Wren's Model of S. Paul's Cathe-
dral.—Can any correspondent tell what has become
of Wren's model of S. Paul's Cathedral ?—Ihave looked

In vain for it in the South Kensington and Eethual
Green Museums.—R. H. S.

[S106.]—The Soane Museum.—Ts there any reason
why the Soane Museum should not be open to the
public on some Saturday afternoons in every year?
It would be of great advantage to many architectural

students If the present awkward times were in some
respects altered.— R. H. S.

[3107.]—"Writing on Plans.—I wish to write on
plan which I may afterwards have to colour ; can any-
one tell of ink which will not run when water colour

is afterwards used, or inform me how in any mode I

may put in names and figures first, so as to colour tho
plan afterwards V —V. R.

[.?10S.]—Filter for "Water Tank.—This year I

made a small water tank for the supply of a villa,

but now find that the water Is of a mossy brown
colour. I have an idea of putting in a small filtering

tank between the supply and the tank proper, would
any of my brother readers kindly give me their advice
as to how many compartments the small tank should
have, and what Is tlie best material to fill it with ?

—

GnEEsnoRN'.

[3109.]—Cooling Over-heated Rooms.—At p.
500 of your last number you have an interesting ac-

count of a new device of Captain Warren for effecting

the above. Who is the manufacturer, or from whom
can further particulars be supplied ? I do not see any
advertisement.— I.

[:ni0.i—Brick Reservoirs.—I should be glad to
have some particulars of the best mode of constructing
a brick reservoir for tlie storage of water for the
supply of a house with about 20 inhabitants. The
reservoir to be placed below the surface of the ground,
and the water should be roughly filtered before leaving
the tank for the supply of the house, to which it falls

by gravitation.

—

Epistemon.

[3111.]— Staining Red Brickwork.—What Is the
best wash for red brickwork before pointing to make

j

same of a uniform colour ? —circumstances compelling
1 me to use bricks from different fields for facings.—G.Z.

[3112.—Hydraulic Lime.—Can any of your
readers kindly inform nie how hydraulic lime in the
lump can be told from the ordinary lime in the same
state.—E.E.

REPLIES.

[3001.]—Strength of Bressumer.—Which U
correct ? I note that in the answer given to the above
the following formula is given for a Baltic fir beam
12in. X I'Jin., 15ft. span, loaded in centre:

—

3 y 12 X n22)

Id
= 345cwt.

JsTow if calculated by the following formula, as given
in article "Xotes on Carpentering," Building News.
September 29, lS7o, it would be as follows for red
pine :

—
444 X 12 X (123)

15
= 450cwt.

And for Riga fir the constant would be 369, and
breaking weight in centre = 380cwC.—F. W. H.

[3018.]—Strength of Girders and Columns.—In
reply to " F. W. H." in last week's issue, the formula
I gave in the Building News for September 26th, is

strictly correct and rfliable. It is b:ised on the bent
lever principle, and vvi!l be found in " Molcsworth'a "

and other works. The formula in question gives the
greatest strain on either flange of a girder loaded in

the middle or unifinmly, the position of which Is in the
centre of the girder. To ascertain the strain at any
other point :

—
Let W D L and S represent as before,

„ w represent load per linear foot.

„ X represent distance from nearest pier, of part
where strain is required.

Then

—

W X
Loaded In centre S =

2 D

„ uniformly S = ^ (L x~xi)
2 I)

The strain on the bottom flange is tensile, and on
the top flange compressive. 5 tons per sectional

square Inch on tension, and 4 tons per sectional square
inch on compression, are prescribed by the Board of

Trade regulations, and this is extensively adhered to

in practice. If " F. W. II," desires to understand the
subject more fully, he will find some good practical

information in " Campln's Iron Bridges, Girders, 5;c.,''

published by Lockwoud and Co.—Gus.

[301S ]—Strength of Girders and Columns.—
(See former communication.) Since writing last week,
I have found a formula corroborating the one given
by " Gus," but he omits to state If the girder is as-

sumed to be fixed, or one or both ends free. I believe

it is when free. I should have stated that the for-

mulas 1 have given above are for when girder is

fixed at both ends. I should be glad If " Gus " or any
correspondent would give a formula for calculating

for a wrought box girder.—F. W. H.

[30TS.]—Perspective.—" A. H. B.,"inlast number,
is mistaken in saying that it would be more correct to
take measurements of heights on a circle having for

centre the 8tatIon-i)oint than on the picture plane. In
that case the drawing should be made on a convex
surface. A flat surface, such as a sheet of paper, must
always have one point on it nearer the eye than any
othpr, and perspectives are usually drawn as though a
plain sheet of glass were held perpendicularly between
the spectator and the object, and the lines, &c., marked
on it. For the same reason a tower in perspective is

drawn to no less a scale at its summit than at its base.

— F. C. D.

[30S4.]—Pumice-stone and Gas Fires.—Having
tried the above me.ins of heating dwelling-roams, and
seen others in action, I should not recommend It for

that purpose. 1st. I found considerable difficulty in

getting any heat in a properly ventilated room ; ray
case ended unsatlsfactuii'y, 2nd. Where I have seen
the patent gas stoves used, and a moderate heat
attained, I have found the air in the rooms so heated
very objectionable. --F. W. H,

[3085.]—Use of Wires in Correcting Echo.—The
parish church of Bnlton, Lancashire, was entirely re-

built (not restored) a few years aiio. Since that time
various plans have been tried to improve the hearing of

the sermons, but without effect. The pulpit has been
moved from place to place, raised and lowered, some-
times with, and sometimes without, a sounding-board,
thesounding-board being placed at various heights about
it ; bunting placed in the church. 5:c., i:c. The pulpit

has now resumed its former position, and wires have
been stretched throughout the nave, and transepts,

and aisles, from the tops of the capitals of the pillars

to opposite pillars, and the result is a decided im-
provement.

—

An Old Boltonian.

[3090.] — Roof Plumbing. — In answer to
*' Junior," 25ft. 6in. will be tlie length of the 6in. steps

and lockers ; depth of roof being 20ft., slates 20in.

long, lap 2llu.—E. SI., Crewe.

[;iO£)5.]—Books.—In answer to" T.'s" inquiry as to
" Wljat standard architecturalworks should be recom-
mended to a country student for his perusal ?" allow a
country cousin to prescribe for his friends such physic
as he has found most serviceable in his own case. For
tlie practlcnl technicalities of his profession, unless It

be all the more extensive, the country student can
wish no better gulden than the following works :—1.

" A Treatise on Architecture, including the Arts of
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Constructinn, BulUling. Stoneoiasonry, Arch. Carpentry,

Joinery, and Strenethof Materials." Eiited by Arthur

Ashpitel, E-q., F.S.A.. F.R.I.B.A.. Sic, S^c. E'liiibiirgh :

Adam and Cliarlea Black, 1S67. 2. " A Glossary of

Terms used ia Grecian, Roman. Italian, and Gntlilc

Architecture." Oxford : John Henry Parker, 1850. If

the country student wishes to form an imposing pro-

fessional library, larger and more expensive works than

the above could be quoted to almost any length ; but

so far as they g'"*, the practical utility of these is not

surpassed so far as my limited information Inform'^

me. But If our friend wishes to advance beyond the

mere mechanical routine of his profession, and to tttudy

architecture more as a fine art, for the simple love and

pleasure of it, than as a vulgar trade for praise and

profit, he will not rest satisfied with such works a^^ I

have named. If he has a mind to search after the

hidden mysteries, and wants to know aught of the

poetry and imagination, tlie ethics and philosophy of

his noble art, the proper kind of food for htm is Mr.

Raskin's" Seven Lnmps," and the '* Stones of Venice ;"

that is, provided he has sufficient brains to read them
with understanding and appreciation.—I, M.

[30118.] — Valuation. — "Aide-To!" asks Mr. B.

Fletcher the following :

—

" A legacy, or sum of £oOO,

payable on the death or marriage of a lady, aged 45

years. How is the secondary contingency to be

allowed for in the valuation ? " As I have asked some
questions which Mr. Fletcher will not answer, perhaps

I may be permitted, without offence, to answer one i

am not asked. If " Aide-Toi " is a bachelor or widower,

and L-^ really anxious to know the ac ual value of the

above, he had better propose to the lady so sweetly and

briefly described as "aged 45," and if she accepts him.

as >he doubtless will, rather than that he should

anxiously await her death, he will become the imme-
diate possessor of the £500. Therefore £.'>00 con-

tingently = £.500. " Aide-Toi " will please take this

answer with a " W. E." biti " Salt." See Reply 3088.-1.

[3099.]—Lead Gaugres.— Fenn, late of Newgate-
street, only lately removed

;
probablv new address

aflBxed on old premises ; Buck and Hickman, of AVhite-

chapel ;—any toolmaker In a good way of business

will supply the article if ordei'ed.—L.

[3099.]—Leal Gauges.—Lead gauges can be ob-

tained nf ironmongers or toolmakers at prices up to

78. 6d. each. They are often Incorrect, and should be
adjusted by testing with lead of ascertained strength

before reliance is placed on them. For thicknesses of

lead in decimal parts of an inch, see " Hurst," page
209.—F.

be obtain ible, has made pigantlc endeavours to get up
a Royal Inauguration of this statue— but so far in

vain, for the Queen says she is disinclined to come, and
the Prince of Wales declaies he is unable to attend,

and it is whispered pretty freidy that their re.il ob-

jection is this very expect ancy of knighthood, an
honour which has been already somewhat too freely

bestowed in the City during the past two years. And
so the statue remains covered up. and probably will

do so until some indignant tradesman In the neighbour-
hood brings out a pair of steps and pulls off the rags

sajis cere/twnie."

STAINED GLASS.
Chtrch of S. Lawrence, Gresham-stueet.—A

second stained-glass window, from the estabii-shment

of Messrs. Cix and Sous, Southamptiu- street, Strand,
has lately been erected in the church of S. Lawrence
Jewry, Gresham-street, City, to the memory of John
Kynaston. E.-^q. The main feature of the design is a
bold architectural composition. Renaissance in style,

enriched by festoons of flowers, leaves, and fruit, re-

lieved by scroll-work dividing the whole space at the
springing of arch into two grand portions, in the
lower and larger of which, within a niche, stands a
lull-length, and life-size figure of S. John the Evan-
gelist, in the act of writing, with the head slightly up-
turned, accompanied by the eagle. In the other, at the
bead of the window. Is depicted a representation of
Christ rising from the Tomli, in a large circular medal-
lion, the latter supported by a broad rii_*h bor»^er,

broken up by smaller medadiona with cherubs. " The
general effect of the window," say Messrs. Cox and
Sons, " Is rich, but at the same time light, chaste, aud
highly pleu&ing."

Tiverton.—A stained-glass window has recently
been placed in S. Peter's Church. Tiverton. The prin-
cipal lights represent scenes from the life of S. Peter.
The window is the work of Mr. Drake, of Exeter.

Walsokes.—On Sunday week a memorial east
windo*v ill the pnrish church, Walsoken, was unveiled.
The window, which is immediately above the altar, is

one of the fourteenth century period, and is divided
into ten compartments, five upper and five lower. Of
the five lower lights the three central represent the
Crucifixion ; the three lights in the centre of the upper
division represent the Ascension. The window, which
contains upwards of 200ft. of stained glass, has been
designed and executed by Mr. Alexander tiibbs, Ued-
ford-square, London.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY MATTERS.
OswnsTRT.—A new reservoirwas opened atOswcstry

nn Saturday week, which has been executed, at a cost

of £4.000. by Mr. John Ward, of Whittington. The
depth of the reservoir from the witer-Iine downwards
is2lft., and 3ft. from the water-line to the surface,

making rt total depth of 24ft. The quantity of clay

excavated at first was 43.000 cube yards. Among the

earlier difficulties of this undertaking, such was the
density of th'.* clay that it weighed 1401b. to the cube
foot, and great quantities of it had to be blasted with
gunpowder.

Rheims.—The town of Rheims has, after trying
various methods of utilising its sewage, determined on
Iriigatlon. The sanitary commission has recommended
the acquisition of about 460 acres of suitable land,

situated about SCO yards from the two sewage collec-

tors, and having a subsoil extremely permeable, chalky
and peaty soils having been found to be unsuitable for

the reception of the sewage. It will be necessary to

raise the sewage to a height of 40ft., and the esfimate
of the commission shows the cost of establishment to

be as follows :

—

£
Land 24.000
Channels, sluices, &c 8.000

Buildings, plant, &c 8,000

40.000

The annual cost of maintenance and working will not
reach £4,000, divided as follows :

—

£
Management, workmen, coal .. 1,400

Interest and sinking fund .. .. 2,400

3,803

TlENX.^.—A new system of water supply for th®
city of Yienna, containing over a niilUon of inhabit"

ants, has just been inaugurated. Hitherto the water-
supply had been pumped up from the Danube, and was
poor in quantity and quality. Some years ago it was re-

solved to bring in a pure supply from the sources of

the Kaiserbrunn, sixty miles away, anil from those of

the Stixtenstein, ten miles nearer. In 1870 the works
were commenced, and very many serious difficulties

have had to be encountered. The canal bringing the
water had to pass through many long tunnels, one of

them 10,200ft. long, through hard rock, mostly quartz.

Another difliculty to overcome was the crossing of the

many transverse valleys on viaducts, of which the one
at Haden contains 43 arches, varying in spans from 30

to48ft., and in height from ;iO to 72ft.; another—that
of Mudling—with arches 87ft. high; and the third,

that of Liesing. These viaducts could not be avoided

with a difference of level of the Kaiserbrunn of

l,l4Sft.,and that of the Stixrenstein of 968ft., above
that of the Danube canal at Vienna. The canal which
brings the water to the outskirts of the town is built

over nearly the whole length either in brick or in

masonry, aud covered with Portland cement, rubbed
«ith sand as smooth as marble, so as to offer the least

resistance. The gradients have been skilfully distri-

buted aceording to the nature of the ground, and
where a moderate fall had to be distributed over a

large distance a sudden break in the level has been
introduced of from 5ft. to Sft.. in order to accelerate

the flow of the waters. With these contrivances

it takes about 24 hours for the water to reach

Vicuna.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.
The Prince Consort's Statue on tue Holborn

Viaduct.—" We Londoners," observes the London
correspoudent of a provincial Journal, "ha-ve from
time to time achieved some rather peculiar successes
In the way of statues, but this time we have decidedly
outdone ourselves. For the past two months our
latest statute has been standing in situ, at the western
extremity of the Holborn Viaduct, and a few fortu-
nate people have been heard to declare it is a very
good one. But the public at large have been unable
to judge, for np to the present moment it has been
covered with a lot of dirty rags, and nobody seems to
know when these arc to be removed. It seems that
ome small busybody in the Common Council has had
the principal management of everything connected
With the latent tribute to the Prince Consort, and he,
hantcrlug after knighthood, which he thought might

CHIPS.

Sir "William Tite's collection of Illuminated
Manuscripts and E irly Printed Books is announced
for sale by Messrs. Sotheby for June. Sir William,
the Guardian remarks, bad three Caxtous at least,

one of them, the Myrrour of the World, a, v^ry
fine and perfect copy of the second edition. He
hid also a Coverdale's Bil>le, of which no perfect

copy exists, one of Tyndale's Kew Testaments of

1534, a Cranmer or Cromwell Bible of 1540, and
one of Whitechurch's rare Marian Bibles, issued
without Preface or preliminary matter.
Mr. H. H. CoUios has published a pamphlet

contdning some sngsrestions by him for the
framing of a new Building Act. These sugges-
tions come at an opportune moment, for we nnder-
stind that anew Bill is now being drafted, with
the view of its being brou-ht liefnre Parliament
early in the ensuing session. The lloyal lustitate
of British Architects and the District Snrveyor.V
Institntion had previously published some sug-
gestions on the subject.
A Chapel of Ease, dedicated to SS. Peter and

Paul, at Teddington, which has been erected from
designs by Mr. G. E. Sireet, was opened on All
Saiuts' D-iy. The style is Early Pointed and the
material brick.

©ur (ijjicc iaMc.

D-\VELLIXGS OF THE JIetropolitan Poor.—Tho
report of the special committeo of the Charity

0;igaDization Society on the Dwellings of the
Poor was presented at tho weekly meeti'ff of th&

Council on Monday. It is signed by Lord Napier
and Ettrick. and is a careful statemenc, with notes

aud appendices. The concluding and principal

recommendation is that extensive and effectual

powers of purchase, demolition, and director de-
legated reconstruction, should be vested in the

chief existing municipal authoi'ities of London

—

tii3 Corporation and the Metropolitan Board of

Works—in order that they mav follow the example
set by the municipalities of Gla.ogow, Edinburgh,

and other provincial cities, which have been
armed by local Acts with such prerogatives ; and
that the Corporation and Metropolitan Board
should be urged to use those powers, when obtained,

in a bold and comprehensive raauuer. but with

special regard to the interests of tho poorer mem-
bers of the community.

Labour-Saving Haxd-powek Machinery.—
Messrs. F. W. Reynolds & Co., of South wark-

street, are becoming well-known for their labour-

saving wood-working machines. Their mortising

and sawing machines are especially worthy of

notice, and the *'I[nperial" sawing-machiue has

lately received two prize medals—one at the

Chester meeting of the Manchester and Liverpool

Agricultural Society, and the other at the Chorley

meeting of the Royal North Lancashire Agricul-

tural Society. The machine is entirely self-feed-

ing, and works by hand-power, and from its low
price commends itself for adoption where steam

machinery cannot be set np.

Liverpool Ahchitectcrai- Society. — The
second meeting of the present session of this

society was held on Wednesday week, under thb

presidency of Mr. T. D. Barry. The attendance

was good. A discussion on the economy of fuel,

and the utilising of heat in dwelling-houses, was
opened by Dr. Hay ward, and was participated in

by several of the members. The President also

delivered an address which gave rise to dis-

cussion.

Papers to be Bead at the Isstitl-te.—Tho
following sessional papers have been promised,

and will be read as under, subject to such altei-a-

tions in regard to date as circumstances may re-

quire : — " On the Mediaeval Brickwork of Pome-
rania," by J. Tavenor Pony, Associate, on Monday,

November 17. "On the Central Iron Dome of

the Vienna Exhibition Buildinu," by J. Scott

Russell, Esq., F.R.S., on Monday, December 1.

'• On the Chateau of Pierrefonds," by R. P. Spiers,

Associate, on Monday, December 15. " On the

Sanitiry Aspect of House Construction," by Cap-

tain Douglas Galton, C.B., on Monday, January

12. " On the Old Hall and Assize Court! at Win-

chester," by Thomas Henry Wyatt, Follow, on

Monday, January 2(3. " On Chinese and Japanese

Architecture," by W. Simpson, Esq., on Monday,

February 9. Further announcements will bo

made in due course.

The Institotiov of Civil Engineers.—Tho

first meeting of the fifty-sixth session of this in-

corporated society will beheld on Tuasdiy, the

11th pros., when a paper by Mr. .lohn Robinson,

M. Inst. C.E., is to bo read " On Modern Loco-

motives, designed with a view to economy,

durability, and facility of repair." An animated

discussion should follow the reading of this com-

munication—as it is known that there is consider-

able difference of opinion among locomotive engine

builders and locomotive superintendents as to

tho best means for accomplishing the desirable

onjects indicated on tlie tife of the es.say. The
author, it is understood, will describe some of the

leading machines in use on the priocipal railways.

Ho will contrast and compare tho results arrived

at by furnishing particulars of the duty per-

formed, aud of tlie cost of repairs in every case.

CHIPS.

The new museum and picture-gallery buildinge

which form part of the block of buildings in the

centre of the town, in which the Dundee Free

Library is acoommodated, h.ive just been com-

pleted, and were formally opened on S.itiirday.

The buildings have a frontage of 155 feet, and both

old aud new have cost, including the price of the

site,npwards of £32,000. A grand art exhibition is

being held to celebrate the opening. The exhibi-
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ROMAN LOiroOJJ'.

IN excavating for the foundations of that
solid citadel which is now being erected

for the safe deposit of such treasures as are

represented by deeds, documents, and journ-
als, a singular collection of evidently lloman
relics was discovered, throwing a full and clear

light upon the extent of the Roman occupa-
tion. In fact it was, as the author of this

interesting volume says, a mine of archajolo-

gical wealth, and there can be no doubt that
others of equal value still lie concealed. The
most important circumstance, perhaps, con-
nected with these remains is that they are,

unquestionably, genuine, since, from the
moment when they began coming to light,

scientific authorities were on the spot, and no
workmen's frauds were possible. We have,
therefore, the indubitable antiquities of

Roman London unearthed from the very heart
of the City ; and the magnitude of the subject,

as a contribution to history, becomes obvious
when we remember that the Roman domina-
tion extended over four centuries, and that

the name of the metropolitan city of Britain
was first touched, in Classics, by the golden
pen of Tacitus. It was celebrated, he wrote,
in the days of Boadicaja for trade and
merchants ; but the Britons became Roman-
ised before they became free, and, for once,

subjection left its good results, as did the
Norman Conquest, In arts, in the genius of

war, in manners, inventions, and culture.

But, turning to the actual testimonies

revealed, among the most suggestive are the
Roman tiles bearing inscriptions such as

"P.R.B., Lon.""P.Bri.Lon." "P.Pr. Lon.,"
interpreted by Mr. Thomas Wright, F.S.A.,

to mean Propraetor of Britain at Londinum,
though they can, in reality, be read in half-a-

dozen difterent ways. The importance of these

tiles is very great, as Mr. Pulestone suggests,

and their interest exceptional, from the fact

of their being the only reference to London
which occurs in the form of an inscription.

Inscribed stones, indeed, have always been
exceedingly rare among London discoveries.
" Recorded examples are probably under
twenty, and the finding of these extends over
a period of nearly a hundred years," though
many others, perhaps, have been turned up,
neglected by ignorant labourers, and
destroyed. The majority are sepulchral, and
commemorative of legionary soldiers. It is

unfortunate that, through the impossibility of

establishing a chronology, the periods should
be so contused ; but the most ancient of the
present city wards would appear to indicate

the most ancient dates. Among and around
them are traced tesselated pavements and
other signs of homes, which, however, were
then suburban, with proofs, also, of extra-
mural sepulchre, as practised, also, in Rome
itself at the same time. Not a few coins,

moreover, bear witness to the prolongation of
the Roman reign; but, from all we can
gather, there is not one bearing a British
stamp among them. Mosaics, lamps, vases, all

are Roman, as if our ancestors were living

then in the blindest period of their history.

We even come upon vestiges of bridges, via-
ducts, and simUur pubUc works, executed in

our capital by the architects of the Appiau
Way. But every page which we turn over in

this remarkable history proves, as the author
of " The Foiir Conquests " has remarked, the
wonderful and inexhaustible activity of our
conquerers ; as, for example, the rich relics

* '• Eomau Antiquities Recently Discovered on the Site
oE the Nat o ml Safe Depueit Company s Premises, Mansion
HouBe, London." By John Hlnhy Polestuk, i'.B.Ci.s.,

a:t!jBied by John E. prick, F.S.A.

exhumed from that immense gravel pit on
the site of which now stands the Royal
Exchange ; the tile-tombs, almost unique,
found when Bishopsgate Church was being
rebuilt ; the cinerary urns, at Haydon
Square ; the cemeteries of Spitalfields,

Whitechapel, and West Smithfield, each
tending to show that the Romans did contem-
plate a permanent occupation, until patriotic

necessities called them home. Mark and
Mincing Lanes have yielded up similar evi-

dence, the latter especially, since from it was
disinterred a whole pavement of a rich red
colour, of course belonging to some handsome
structure. This must have been among the
earliest of the Roman works in London. It

is curious to observe, again, how many of the
City churches stand above the foundations of

pagan edifices, under which walls, tQes, and
tine fragments of old Italian glass have been
discovered, with sections of tesselated pave-
ments and other vestiges of ancient habita-

tions. All this, besides being of exceeding
antiquarian interest, goes to show how far

the surface of London is composed of made
earth. Otherwise, of course, these remnants
of an antique time would not be buried.

The footsteps of the hurrying gener-
ations which have come and gone since

the Romans were lords of London have
literally left upon it the dust of ages.

The greatest depth of made earth, Messrs.
Puleston and Price inform us, occurs in the
district extending from Eastcheap to Thread-
needle-street. This varies from fifteen to

twenty-six feet, and rests upon unmoved
gravelly soil ; but near Leadenhall-street a
stratum of loam appears between the two,
extending to Norton Folgate. In this depth
of soil, which so strongly illustrates the
immense filling-in remarkable in other parts
of the City since the era—there is a total

absence of structural remains. But we must
get nearer to the Mansion-House, although it

is impossible not to halt a little with our
authors at Birchin-lane, Clement's-lanc, and
the other famous localities of the Arcluco-
loijia, where the stones of wide streets have
been uncovered, bordered by fragments evi-

dently in situ, which contained coins of

Vespasian, portions of Amphorre, and Samian
pottery, burnt wood and ashes, sacks of corn
that must have lain there eighteen hundred
years, and specimens ranging from the time
of Claudius to that ot Tetricus. In the
Arclucolutjia (upon Stukeley's authority) it is

mentioned, as if anticipatory of the present
topic, that the Mansion-House itself must
have been built upon the brink of a Roman
ditch, or fosse, and the discovery of a
limitary monument during the recent excava-
tions gives some authenticity to the idea.

But the actual exhumations put beyond all

doubt the condition of the City as to surface,

and the luxury of the Romans while they
occupied it. At the nordi-east corner of the
works, and parallel with Charlotte-row, thirty

feet below the existing street-level, there was
found a wooden framework, oaken, three feet

square, resembling a box or tank, eight inches
in depth, and uniformly an inch and a half
in thickness. There was no bottom, and the
purpose of such a structure is conjectural.

Below it lay a mass of pottery remains in

fragments, of almost every conceivable de-
scription of ware which the Romans are known
to have fabricated. The most extraordinary
fact iu connection with them is that they are
nearly all so perfectly preserved in texture,
in outline, and in colour, the prevailing tint

being light brown, varied by black and grey,
and that particular class of pottery called the
Upchurch Ware, and of the Dtirobrivian or

Castor styles, and one small, but most beau-
tiful and delicate, example, the identity of

which is unquestionable, of Samian workman-
ship, establishing the presence of a Grecian
genius iu Roman art. Strangely enough,
confounded among these was an oyster-shell.

Now at that period oysters were not familiar

in Britain. They must have been brought

over from those Procrustean beds whence
Lucullus delighted his guests. Going on with
our selections, we may mark a curious simili-

tude between the objects of the noble build-
ing now being erected and the ruined struc-
ture beneath it. With respect to a particular
spot the author says :—" Nothing else was
found, beyond simply a small collection of
selected objects buried in a place of security,

and beneath two or three feet of London clay,

their position being marked by the protect-
ing framework." The amount of labour
expended upon these deposits was not less

enormous than it was incomprehensible, but
it must be attributed, we suppose, to a kind
of sacred zeal. Enumerating the treasures
dug up we have an amphora, globularlv-
shaped, rather rude in form, marked with the
letters CVAVIS perfect, but not in situ..

Generally the remains, as appears to be indi-
cated by those of an Area yinalis—a monu-
ment employed by the Roman surveyors to
mark the boundaries of public or private
property—settled also the former limits of
the capital ; but there are many of these
Area: whose localities have yet to be exca-
vated and explored. Singularly enough.
Continental antiquaries have hitherto bestowed
more attention upon them than English, as,

for instance, Lachmans and Devals ; but we
expect that our authors have been too much
weighed upon by the legend:—"Ergo ut
superius legitur, unaqua;que regionem habet
conditionem." It is true, however, that
these local conditions do partially prevail.

Thus, the examples brought to light in this

country have, as yet, been principally formed
of timber, or simple excavations in the earth,

lined with stones, or otherwise protected, but
always crowded with typical contents. These
symbols were frequently broken potsherds,

pieces of metal, lime, shell, bones, and, ocea«

sionally, coins. There was a sort of cadastral

idea in these arrangements. Some people
marked a tree or a shrub, and buried a stone

beneath its roots, or traced upon their charts

a water-course, a stream, a row of wooden
stakes, a cairn- heap, but the interment of

these evidences—if they were interred at all,

unless in the foundations of edifices intended
to be permanent—is the most exemplary cir-

cumstance of any, though not more so, per-

haps, than our habit of depositing coins and
records in the hollows of foundation-stones.

Still the difficulty suggests itself, if the

matter is to be viewed from an antiquarian,

or rather historical, point of view. Why
should these demarcations have been put out

of sight ? We do not for a moment believe

that they were. We might as well think of

burying our mQe-stones. Surely, these

memorials were not exclusively destined for

posterity, and, if so, the inscriptions upon them
would be next to meaningless. But we agree

with the authors of the very learned and
various volume before us, that, notwith-

standing the elevation through accumulatioa

of causes, of the London surface, of the

numerous ancient crypts which have been

opened, none were ever on tlie actual ground
level. Their very designation denies the

theory. The Saxon for " crypt " is " under-

croft "
; but so many of these subterranean

arcades have been buried, or pick-axed into

ruin, that they do not illustrate much of

their own history. The latest explorations

reveal little connected with them. They
were made on a triangular site, with a front-

age to tiueen Victoria-street, Charlotte-row,

and Bucklersbury, and traces of the wall, or

Well-Brook, were distinctly shown, as in the

artificial slopes and the timber piling of the

embankment. In that parallel with Char-

lotte-row there appeared, at a depth of about

2dft., a wooden flooring, supported by oak

timbers 12in. square, and running in a direct

line with the stream. This may have been a
landing-place. Adjoining it were evidences

of a macadamised highway, proving how
much, according to the classic jest, the ancients

stole from their posterity. It extended as fasr
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as Bucldersbury. But, of tlie vast number of

specimens exhumed, the collection of potterj-

is the most various and wealthy. As articles

of universal requirement, fictile vessels are

always plentiful among- the tUbria of a long-

inhabited locality, and, say the editors of this

volume, "the enormous quantities of broken

vessels which have now been fovmd may be

well explained by the convenience of the

brook as a receptacle for the fractm-ed plates

and dishes ordinarily used by the inhabitants

of Roman London." But they are not all

ordinary in material, in form, or in pattern.

The bright red Samian was a luxury with that

luxurious people, to whom, equally with those of

Arretium and Arrczo, we owe so much, as at

Peterborough, at "Wroxeter, at Ilchestcr, and

elsewhere. In the cabinet now brought toge-

ther, it is possible to select specimens sufficient

for every form of vessel that is Icno^vn. And
hei'e is the salient fact : except in science and

mechanics, the moderns have invented no-

thing. We may have contrived novelties, but

we have had, for a thousand generations, to be

copyists. Nor is the truth astounding. Beauty

and art are, and must be, exactly what they

were at the beginning of things. All these

pottery specimens, it should be remembered,

were not imported from Italy ; they were

wrought from the London clay, which was
burrowed, and tunneled, and plundered with

that object ; and the several fabrications

even now, after the lapse of such long ages, are

marvellous—generally thus : they are hard,

and yet extremely brittle. The finest variety

has been compared to sealing-wax, and is

eoated with a magnificent glaze, defying all

efforts at imitation—a lost art, therefore. It

is described by M. Brongniart, however, in

kis compendious work on " Ceramic Manufao-
bures," as being produced by silica, rendered

fusible by the introduction of an alkali, either

potash or soda, and coloured by a metallic

oxide, which may form a part of the primitive

paste. Consequently, we have dug up, in this

" big village " of ours, secrets which may yet

be unravelled. And with them are rich les-

sons in ornament, in riveting, in metal-
plating, in the gracos of personal decoration,

in table-services—especially for that meal of

meals, the Roman supper—and in the amuse-
ments and pleasures of those olden daj's. AVe
have designs of skipping-ropes, of school-boy

tops, of quoits, and of vases, "tastefully

decorated with scrolls of foliage, surmounted
by an engine-turned pattern." Few would
have anticipated that, beneath the new House
of Treasures in the City, so many and such
ancient treasures were lurking, in their bed of

the London elay. We have once more to

thank Messrs. Puieston and Price for the ad-
mirable volume to which we are indebted for

these details.

One of our lithographic illustrations this

week represents some specimens of some of the
jed glazed pottery found while digging the
foundations for the premises of the National
Safe Deposit Company, a full account of

which, with an illustration, we gave last

week.

DECORATIONS OF THE " CRITERION."

-JYTESSRS. SPIERS & POND, the refresh-
-^'J- ment contractors, deserve great credit
for the spirit of enterprise displayed in the
erection of such a structure as the "Criterion,"
and Mr. Verity, their architect, has earned
applause by the manner in wliich he has
carried out their commission, both as regards
the utilitarian general arrangements and
architectural efJect of the building, and also
the minor, but not less important, details of
the furniture and decoration, which were also
wisely entrusted to him. Throughout tliere
is evidence, as there should be, of one direct-
ing mind. In the treatment of the colouring of
the interior, upon which so much depends, we
believe we shall not be wrong in attributini;
* large share of the merit to Messrs. Simpson,

the decorators. The decorations consist prin-

cipally of "fine art" tile-work.

This material has been used previously upon
even a larger scale at South Kensington, and
we cannot help referring to that previous ex-
periment whilejudging of this. In commenting
upon that, we took occasion to observe that the

general appearance of crockery-ware every-

where was far from agreeable. The columns,

for instance, in the refreshment-rooms at the

Museum were unpleasantly significant of

being but hollow casings around some real

but unsightly supports. In comparison, we
notice a tar better treatment of the material

in the " Criterion" ; and though there is still

too much glaze, and consequent lack of

repose, still, considering the purpose of the

building, and the necessary provision to

ensure cleanliness, we feel it would be hyper-

criticism to object to it.

In this instance the tUework has been
generally confined to the filling of panels

and covering of wall-spaces ; and the dados,

plinths, mouldings, and decorative orders are

of cement, painted, and thus the clumsy work
of such features, when executed in pottery,

has been avoided. We noticed with regret

that the manner in which these features was
painted was objectionable, so far as being

imitative of wood, and marbles, alabaster, &c.,

instead of appearing as paint, pure and

simple, in plain colours. This sacrifice to

sham is much to be lamented, when so much
of the architecture is real and substantial

;

however, in this, Messrs. Spiers and Pond
have only followed the fashion of the day, and
oiu- objection, which we feel in duty bound

to record, will have, we fear, less weight with

the public than we should desire, and doiibt-

less few meals will be eaten with slighter

relish in consequence of it.

While the external design of the building

is commendably vigorous, and the general

arrangement of the plan simple and bold, the

rooms large and well proportioned, we are

obliged to say that the decorative treatment

is rather timid and inefiective than otherwise.

It sometimes errs by profusion and redund-

ance, and some parts are overdone with

ornamental detail
;
yet, though we cannot get

up any enthusiasm for the style of decoration,

we gladly acknowledge that there is a general

feeling of refinement, connected with sump-
tuousness, and nowhere is it coarse or vulgar.

The tints are well chosen and harmonious,

and the eflect quiet, as well as rich, by day-

light, and calculated to light up well by night.

This is no small praise, and it is something

that in such an establishment all should be,

as it is, consistent ; and the general eflect free

from garishness. We wish we could carrj'

our commendations further, and record that

this lavish instance of the employment of

"art tiles" had marked an advance in the

application of true art to modern industry

;

but we cannot. No sold will be the better

for the post-prandial contemplation of his

surroundings, while any one who has studied

nature, or its representation by artists who
deserve the name, may possibly suiter

indigestion from the continual dislocation of

anatomy, or rather the constant disregard of

it in the figures which are supposed to adorn

the apartments and their approaches. "Art
decoration," as applied to it, is a misnomer, if

it be supposed that the term has any connec-

tion with the work of men who have aspira-

tions after membership of the Royal Academy.
Decoration alone is the title to which the work
has any claim, and as such, even its phonetic

character is of the smallest. Some labels

attached to certain figures lead one to sup-

pose that mythological personages were in-

tended to have been represented by them, but
tho slightest glance will betray the fact that

nothing but conventional emblems stand for

their attributes, since tho .shapeless forms and
distorted limbs and expressionless features,

belie alike the presumable semblance to

humanity and Godlike reputation. Some of

the more important " processions," if we may

judge by the vacant spaces said to be allotted

to such, are yet conspicuous by their absence,
and they may yet redeem the character of the
" art work ; " but those that have been finished
are but as reflections seen in a mirage, and it

would be difficult to find one bone in the
bodies of a group in its place, or a single
drapery which could decently enfold the form
around which it flutters without rhyme or
reason. One or two of the more ambitious
panels are filled with paintings, which affect

to be " after the style of Moore." Mr. Moore s

feelings, when so told, would, we fancy, b'e
such as the shade of Rafl'aelle might be ex-
cused for indulging in when some daub is

described at an auction-room as being after

that almost divine artist, with occult meaning
that it was perpetrated a very long time after

his decease.

However, we will drop this censuring vein,

into which we have been led by the -unjustifi-

able assumption of tho term that has been
applied to these specimens of decorative manu-
facture, and -with one more expression of

regret which we cannot repress, that an acre

of this decoration was not sacrificed to obtain
a foot or two of real art-work for the delecta-

tion and improvement of Messrs. Spiers and
Pond's future customers, we will proceed to a
somewhat more detailed account of what they
have been generous enough to provide for

them.
The vestibule is entered by a stately re-

cessed archway, which rises up through two
floors, and has an imposing efl&ct, ;md we
leave behind the facade in the French Renais-
sance style, executed in Portland stone, and
which has a good deal of delicate ornamenta-
tion and effective disposition of masses ; but
the attempts at higher art in the four figures

which occupy the corresponding number of

niches in the principal story are not satisfac-

tory—at least a foot seems to have been taken
out of the height of one of the female figures.

The vestibxde, like the archway, reaches to the
height of two stories, and has two architec-

tural orders disposed around it. The lower
one rests upon a dado, which has a diaper
pattern of tiles, with an ornament in relief

left white upon a brownish-yellow ground.
This dado has, however, base and capping
mouldings of wainscot, with plinth of darker
wood, or imitation thereof. (The grained
imitations throughout are so frequent, that the

real material here and there loses the credit it

deserves.) This combination is unsatisfactory

;

even the actual materials of crockery and
joiners' work do not look well together, despite

the fashionable introduction of earthenware
panels into the cabinets of the day ; and plain

colours, which would better suit as a covering

to cement, would be more harmonious with
the glazed surface of the tiles.

The coupled pUasters of the lower order

are left white, but have wide panels in them
painted in imitation of dark marble; the

narrow light edging thus left gives a thin,

liny appearance, and the deep colour of the

panels takes from the breadth of effect, desir-

able in these features, which presumably have
to support the entablature which runs round
the vestibule above them.

The walls between these pilasters are faced

with a subdued pink coloured crockery, the

tone of which is quiet enough. The pilaster

c-.ipitals, not very pure in form, have a band
of interlacing ornament tinted light green
above the necking, then a band of leafage,

as in two planes, the one gilt and the other

left white on a ground of a good red. Then
comes the egg and tongue moulding, with the

eggs gilt and a white abacus above. The
order of the upper half of this vestibule has

the panels in the pilasters in imitation of

Siena marble, and the walling between is also

of a yellowish-brown tsrae, with figures in each
space in a fantastic Pompcian sort of framework.
These figures are labt^lled " Pomona," " Eu-
terpe," " Flora," " liiicohus," " Terpsichore,"

and " Diana"—rather a mythological jumble.

They are painted ia llcsh-eolour, with light
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draperies, and stand out from a yellow back- angles, and in two intermediate positions to
ground. There is rather a rich stylobate to the longer sides, and in corresponding position

the upper order, with panels witli processions to the latter only at the ends. There is eon-
of some folk or another, too small to be well

made out at the height.

The ceiling is divided into panels, the centre

one of which is tinted a very pale blue—too

pale ; the surrounding row of square panels

have deeper blue centres, and the four panels

at the angles of this row are occupied with
sun-lights ; a row of larger oblong panels

outside are tinted salmon colour.

In all this, with other varieties of detail

we have not time to describe, the general

eiFeet is rich and harmonious, but wanting in

any prominent feature ; the orders and walling
betweem them are so similar in tone and
treatment as to fuse into one, and the columns
and their entablatures do not stand out as

they should ; and the treatment of the floor,

though nice of its kind (mosaic, by Messrs.

Burke and Co.), docs not assist the combina-
tion of colour. It is too light to form a base

for the walls and ceiling, which overpower it.

From the vestibule the principal staircase,

with depressed segmental crockery-covered
ceiling, with crockery walls, does not strike

us with the appearance of novelty claimed for

it, as it seems to have walked from South
Kensington, and though less heavy in effect

than those there, with their ponderous bolec-

tion mouldings, is not much better in form or

treatment. The dado is not strong enough
in colour to form a base for the wallwork
above it, and the panels and Pompeian
slender columns, coming closer to the eye,

make us regret that the tiles, which are its

component parts, do not deserve the name of
" Art Tiles " more than they do. A boy bird-
nesting, and girl with his egg booty, who are
squeezed into long lozenge-shaped panels,

have l:ad all human shape squeezed out of

them at the same time, and the drawing is bad.
Still, the general efl'ect is bright and cheerful,

and some narrow borders of a refined blue
have been lappily introduced amid the pre-
vailing buif.

On the first floor, to the right, is the "West
Dining Room, an apartment of handsome pro-
portions, about 4Stt. by 24ft., soberly treated,

with walls of a subdued pink, sub-divided
by slender colonnettes, half vase and half
stick, on dwarf straddling grilfins's legs,

apparently put up to support a line, with
pocket-handkerchiefs at rhythmical intervals
hung out to dry.

The dado is grained as wainscot, with panels
of dark root of oak. The ceiling is delicately
tinted with a general tone of buft', and the
pink of (he walls, a contrasting green in
bands, and a few touches suggestive of orna-
ment, with some shadowy figures in grey
monochrome, occupied in dangling wreaths,
produce a soothing if unexciting and unin-
teUeotual effect. The floors are of neat parque-
try, and chimney pieces of red and grey marble.
On the other side is the East Dining Room,

treated in a similar manner, save that a sage
green is substituted for the pink shade for the
walls, and citron and grey predominate in
the ceiling.

Proceeding by the staircase to the top landing
we find this, which forms an ante-room to
the great hall, decorated with a single
order, and wall space between again coloured
in harmony rather that contrast ; a rather
rich band of ornament is continued round,
on a level with the capitals of the columns,
the ground of which is a pleasant rich red,
and the art decoration a continuous series of
boys ba«k to back, and patronising griifins in
attendance—suggestive, we suppose, that
animals would like human food, and eat it as
delicately as Messrs. Spiers and Pond's guests
wiU animal food, if they could get it as well
cooked for them.
The gi-eat haU is an apartment of truly

noble dimensions, about 90ft. long by 50ft.
wide. A Corinthian order is carried round
upea a stylobate with ooupled columns in the

sequently great awkwardness where the
quarter column s abut against the walls with-
out being returned. In this instance the
shafts of the columns are painted all as deep
red marble, and so do stand out prominently

;

but with this exception the walls and orders
are again treated too much alike, and the
dado is a sickly light and indifferent imita-
tion of alabaster and marbling, giving no
base for the rest. The wallwork immediately
over is a light green. The arched heads of

recessed panels at the ends (the panels them-
selves filled with plate glass) are prettily

decorated with olive-branches upon a blueish-

green ground. Large unoccupied oblong
panels above are yet vacant, and we could
desiderate for them higher artistic treatment
than any yet to be seen on the premises. The
treatment of the coffered coved sides of the
roof and dome in the centre is equally prettj'

and delicate as the rest is inoffensive but in-

efl'ective.

The large apartments on the ground floor

are varied. That on the left is perhaps as

striking as any in the building ; but the
Blue Boy of Gainsborough will be paled
before the procession of blue boys which frisk

along the frieze of this buflet. Their azure
complexion is also their own, and not belong-
ing to their clothes alone, since most are in

/mn's naturalUms. This room of the willow-
plate pattern is in imitation of the GriU-room
at South Kensington, yet tliough it must
yield to that the palm of originality, it may
claim that of harmonious execution, and the

colour contrasted with the walnut fittings is

successful. The counter is delicate in exe-
cution, and with the coved portions tinted

with gold ground, pleasant in efl'ect.

In the basement is a little theatre, treated

with greater richness but similarity of taste

to the other apartments we have described.

The decorations are white and gold, with a

profusion of blue and amber satin and lace

curtains, and is altogether charming and re-

flned. "We consider, however, that it is a

great mistake, from a sanitarj' point of view,
to place the theatre so much below the street-

level.

As an example of ordinary decorative work
we may describe the interior of the Criterion

as being equal througliout to many a Paris
restaurant, and grander than most in the
assemblage of sumptuous rooms

; quite free

from coarseness and vulgarity ; comfortable
and luxurious in its fittings ; but we do not
find any particular novelty in its treatment,
and the "art" manufacture, to our disap-

pointment, we are unable to designate as being
anything more than third-rate.

NOTES FROM AMERICA.—FROM NEW
YORK TO THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS.

By Robert "W. Edis, F.S.A.

TN leaving New York for the "West, the
-L numerous competing routes, and the great
difficulty of ascertaining anj- exact line of cor-

respondence at the various termini of the
difterent lines en route, almost bewilder the
enquiring traveller, the system of railway
guides being anything but as perfect as ouj.

much-abused " Bradshaw," wherein at leas

reference is made on the key map to the pag
in the book whereon the particuhu- line may
be found, even if you have to hunt backwards
and forwards for trains " en correspondence"
for a cross-country route. Perhaps this, in a

measure, may be accounted for by the enor-
mous distances that are traversed, of which the
line of any particular company only forms a
very small portion ; anjivay, there istrouble and
heartburning in finally determining, by aid of

so-called railway guides, the route to any dis-

tance, say 1,500 or 2,000 miles from New
York. My route, I am thankful to say, was
settled for me, and on a somewhat dreary

afternoon in August last I found myself,
after various locomotion on euriously-sprujn-ed
hotel cars, somewhat like huge family coaches
of the seventeenth century, and steam ferry
across the Hudson river, settled at last in one
of those luxurious railway coaches known ae
Pullman's palace cars, and attached to a train
bound westward on the great Pennsylvaniaa
Central and " Panhandle" route, from'the tem-
porary wooden-hut terminus in Jersey city—

a

terminus soon to be replaced by, I understand,
a grand new building now in course of
erection.

No one who has not been in America can
thoroughly understand or appreciate the com-
fort and luxury of these palace cars, in which,
whether by night or day, the traveller may
journey for days together without the misery
and cramped-up feeling in our own railway
cars

;
a comfortable seat by day, with plenty

of room for legs and knees, and a luxurious
bed by night, entirely shut oft' from your
neighbour, with good attendance, lavatories,

and other conveniences, all tend to make tra-
velling in the States, where great distances
have to be got over frequently and rapidly,
comfortable, not to say as luxurious and safe
as human ingenuity can make it. It may
not be out of place to mention that no expense
is spared in the construction or fitting up of
these cars, the cost of which often varies frona.

£3,000 to £5,000, and that, built as they are
in the most strong and substantial manner,
and attached invariably to the end of the train,
the minimum amount of risk is thereby in-
curred in case of " telescoping" or "colliding"
in the course of a long journey. Not only in
this comfort of travelling, but in the univer-
sally-adopted system of baggage-checking, by
which endless trouble and annoyance is saved
to travellers, may we in England learn a
useful lesson ; but while railway directors
here are content to allow their servants to
labour ten to twelve hours at a stretch
per diem, on work requiring not onlv
constant hard bodily labour, but continual
mental anxiety in "blocking," "signalling,"
and "switching," ifcc, we can hardly expect
to be free from those pleasant but exciting
incidents in railway travelling which too
often terminate fatally, or, as frequently is

the cose, maim and wound, either bodily or
mentally, for life, for which some poor,

wretched, over-worked signalman or under-
servant is sought to be made responsible, while
the real workers of the evil, the directors and
heads of departments, seem to value the safety
and comfort of the public as little as they
recognise the mental and bodily labour of their

servants, and for which they pay the minimum
amount of wage. I can imagine the horror
and dismay with which an English railway-
director would look upon the comfortable
scats, the luxurious fitting xip, the pleasant
heating apparatus, the general good system of
lighting, the lavatories, &c., and the iced water-
tanks attached to the palace cars in America and
Canada, not to mention the comfortable beds
and night accommodation which make travel-

ling in the States almost a pleasure instead of

a nuisance and a trouble, as it invariably is in.

this country ; or the dismay with which they
would accept or adopt the aids to safety, in case

of accident, in the shape of Miller' splatforms,

"\Yestinghouse brakes, and get-atable cord
communications. This is a digression, brought
about by a comparison of recent travelling in

the old and new countries, for which I pray
the pardon of my readers. For the first

hundred miles from Jersey city, the line tra-

verses a picturesque and thickly-populated
country, through pleasant towns and villages,

park-like scenery, and well-cultivated lands,

the value of which has increased a hundred-
fold in the last few years. The observant
traveller will, perhaps, be struck by the some-
what obtrusive sj-stem of advertising which
everywhere pertains ; not only in the legiti-

mate painted and printed placard, but here,

there, and everywhere, on rock and tree, he
will be continually reminded that life is a
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Iinrden unless he try some special quack medi-

eine, or obtain " instant relief" for all sorts

of pains and diseases by the use of some spe-

cial specific. Indeed, I believe a special law

has been passed in New York State for the

prerention of the constant def..cing of rock

and tree along the shores of the Hudson River

iy glaring and startling advertisements.
" Who's Griffiths r" on our own pavements is

nothing to the length to which the system is

carried, and I remember the utter disgust, not

nnmingled with surprise at the enterprise of

the particular advertiser, with which I saw
Qainted up in letters a foot long, on one of the

overhanging rocks in one of the most beautiful

canons in the Rocky Mountains, an advice to

try some gentleman's " old style bitters,"

which were supposed to heal all ills of diges-

tion and indigestion. Jersey City is, practi-

cally, a portion of New York, in which many
of the wealthier inhabitants have their resi-

dences, and is the great terminus of all rail-

ways from the South. Along the banks of the

Hudson River are many handsome viUas,

whUe in part of the city are the great abat-

toirs or slaughter-houses of New York, which
in themselves are well worth a visit, as show-
ing how cleanly and free from nuisance such

generally unpleasant places may be kept,

further inland is the pretty town of Eliza-

beth, which, in the last few years has mar-
vellously increased in size and wealth, being

one of the largest coal-shipping ports ia the

Union, and containing many impoi'tant oU-

aloth manufactories. Many of the houses are

picturesque frame buildings, of good Italian

design, two and three stories high, pleasantly

located in English-looking orchards and
grounds. Most of the more modern houses

are, however, of brown sandstone, of elaborate

design.

For miles the road passes through the great

State of Pennsylvania, one of the most densely-

populated States in the Union, taking its name
Irom "William I'enn, celebrated by many
well-known incidents in the War of Independ-
ence, and watered by the beautiful rivers

Susquehanna, Juniata, and Delaware, which
flow through some of the most lovely and
Taried scenery in the East. Philadelphia
itself is a city of neatness and primness,
bordering almost on the monotonous, lying

flat and low, but of immense size, containing
numerous fine buildings, amongst which may
be especiall}- mentioned the State House, Post
Office and Exchange, w^th the Cathedral
Church of SS. Peter and Paul, the Churches
of S. Mark, Christ Church, the Church of the
Incarnation, and the old Swedes' Church,
erected in 1700. The present city is about
"twenty-two miles long by about nine miles
wide, and was originally commenced in 1683.
It now contains a population of over 700,000.
Journeying still westward, the line passes over
the Alleghany Mountains by a series of

extraordinary engineering gradients, which
somewhat stagger and alarm the traveller,

who suddenly finds himself rushing down
steep gradients and round sharp curves at a
pace somewhat too quii^k and rapid to be alto-

gether pleasant, and which tends to mar the
pleasure of the magnificent scenery which is

here to be seen on all sides ; and you are
almost glad to get down to the level" ground
again, and to wonder at the confidence with
which the line is crossed by well-used carriage
roads, without gates, gate-keepers, or other
warning than a huge sign-board, on which is

painted in broad letters—" Look out for the
locomotive." The next important place
travelling west is Pittsburgh, beautifully
situated at the confluence of the Alleghany
and Monongahela rivers, in a district rich in
vast mineral wealth of coal and iron—the
Birmingham of America really, with suburbs
which bear the names of Birmingham and
Manchester. Perhaps no city in the State,
from its central situation and vast mineral re-
sources, is of more wealth and importance than
Pittsburgh ; a-.id although somewhat smoky
and dingy fr.m the immense array of manufac-

tories of all kinds, great oil refineries and
glass-factories, it has much of interest and
charm, containing many fine buildings, public
and private, in which there is much of good
architectural design and arrangement, red
brick and sandstone being largely used in

their construction. In its immediate neigh-
bourhood are over a hundred collieries, whUe
it is said there are upwards of thirty-five

miles of factories of various kinds in and
about it, one half of the glass-factories of the
United States being, I believe, located in the
neighbourhood.

( To be continued}.

HISTORIC ART STUDIES.

Rojia:!j Sculpttee.

( With Illustrations.')

IF the Romans had little originality in

architecture, they possessed still less in

sculpture. We find, in the long list of artists

given by Pliny, not one important Roman
name amongst the sculptors who worked for

Rome and the Romans. At first their artists

were Etruskans, and at a later period Greeks.

The realistic tendency in Roman statuary and
reliefs was of Etruskan origin, whilst the

feeling of higher idealisation was undoubtedly
the result of Greek taste, as the oft'shoot of an
art that had lost its original roots, and
withered away like a hothouse plant in a

foreign soil. The flowers produced under
such circumstances partook of the native out-

ward form, but the fragrance was missing.

The period of this Romano- Greek art lasted

from the decay of the Republic to the times
of Septimius Severus. No progress, no
material change, is observable during this

time ; everything is moulded according to

certain prescribed patterns. We may study
in these sculptures, reliefs, and statues the

historical accuracy with which buckles and
helmets, shields, spears and swords were
carved ; we may learn the form of a biga, and
how horses were harnessed, and what the

standards of the alwaj's victorious Roman
legions were, but we gather very little that

can serve the higher purposes of art. As in

architecture, so also in Roman sculpture—

a

secondary aim was made predominant, namely
the glorification of some individual without any
regard to the strict rules of pure esthetics.

The Roman gods had to content themselves
with wooden or terra-eotta statues—whilst,

even at an early period, bronze statues were
erected to distinguished soldiers and states-

men. The first metal statue to a divinity was
erected to the goddess Ceres, out of the confis-

cated property of Spurius Cassius ; and about
twenty years later the first colossal statue of

Jupiter was founded from the helmets, breast-

plates, and greaves of the conquered Samnites.

The prerogative of patrician families, to deco-

rate the family hall with the portraits of their

ancestors, gave the first impulse to that real-

istic sculpture in which the Romans delighted.

Wax casts were taken from the dead, and
dolls, dressed in the real armour or robes worn
by the defunct, were placed in cases round
the halls. Every wealthy Roman thus pos

sesscd a collection of portr.iits which had, in

spite of their correct likeness to their originals,

nothing artistic in them. At a later period

these poi traits were made in bronze or silver,

in the form of shields or medallions. By de-
grees these portraits developed into busts of

marble and independent statues. The facial

lines are characteristic : earnest and simple,

haughty and conceited. There is a powerful
element of subjectivity in these busts, the
treatment of which the Romans did not learn

from their Greek masters
;
yet, because they

are so entirely without any higher ideal feel-

ing, they stare at us like soulless masks, in

spite of their faithfulness to nature. The
realistic reproduction of features, which lose

their animation and deeper meaning when
petrified, necessarilj- becomes stifl" and vulgar.
The power of changing the individual, through

refined taste, into ideal and general forms,
was never attained by the Romans. The
proportion which the heads bear to the limbs
is also full of meaning. The heads are parti-
cularly small, the foreheads low, and the
bodies elongated and too muscular. Merely
animal force was ranked far higher than the
seat of divine reason and intellect. These
generalisations are borne out by the details of
our illustrations. In Figs. 1 and 2 we have
some reliefs from the interior of the Triumphal
Arch of Titus (see BuiLDiyc, News, Oct. 24,
1873, Fig. 1). The sculptures represent
scenes commemorating the conquest of Jeru-
salem by Titus and Vespasian. The triumphal
procession (see Fig. 1) is passing through the
gates of the Circus Maximus, carrying the
ark and the celebrated candelabrum'with the
seven branches. The people in festive robes
(tugalce), and adorned with wreaths, in well
arranged groups, move with light and joyous
steps to the lively sounds of their trumpets
(tiibrej. There is a peculiar family-likeness
in these small Roman heads and big bodies,
with sharp and powerful limbs. The same
figures appear (Fig. 2) to form the armed
retinue of the triumphant Emperor Titus.
Lictors, soldiers, and citizens, preceded by
the goddess Roma, with helmet and spear,

crowd round the quadriga of the Empe-
ror, who holds in his right hand the
commander's staft", and in the left a scroll,

whilst a winged Victoria crowns him with a
laurel wreath. The grouping is full of life,

and proves that the reliefs of the Parthenon
had been eareftilly studied by the artists. A
cameo in the Imperial Gallery of Antiquities
at Vienna (see Fig. 3) is sculptured in the
same style. The upper field represents an
apotheosis of the Emperor Augustus on the
occasion of his son's victory over the Germans.
The Emperor is represented as Jupiter, with
the sceptre in his left, and the " lituus " in

his right hand ; at his feet, which rest on
shields, as a sign of his victory, sits the
Eagle. Beside the Emperor is the goddess
Roma on the same throne. On one side of the
pair we have Tellus and Okeanos, typifying
the Emperor's power over earth and water.

Tellus has a cornucopia in one hand, and two
boys in her lap, symbolic of plenty and hap-
piness. The female figure in the back-ground,
holding a wreath of oak-leaves over the
Emperor, is Oekumena (oix'oi'^srf), the goddess
of the inhabited globe, symbolically conveying
the flattering idea that the Emperor was
master of the known world. On the other

side we see Tiberius, the conqueror of lUyria,

who steps from his triumphal chariot, led by
a winged victory, and is about to hand to

Augustus a scroll, probably the report of his

exploits. His brows are adorned with a
laurel-wreath, and he holds the triumphal
sceptre in his left hand. Germanicus stands

before the quadriga, having been allowed to

take part in the celebration of the victory.

In the lower field we see Roman soldiers

erecting a trophy, to which they are with
brutal violence about to chain four captive

lUyrians, two men and two women. The
usual family-likeness may be traced in the

proud, haughty, and small-headed Romans.
The group was probably carved during the

life of Augustus, immediately after the tri-

umphal procession which it represents. The
stone is Sin. 7 lines in diameter, and the work
itself executed with great technical skill in

the delineation of the figures. Julius Cirsar

(see Fig. 4) is represented as a Roman hero,

holding in his right hand the hilt of a sword,

whilst a scanty cloak depends from his left

shoulder, and drapes his arm. The head,

though it was tilled with great ambition, is

small, and not proportioned to the gladiator-

like and developed limbs. Much better in

proportion, though prosy and stiff, is the

statue of the peace-loving Augustus. (See

Fig. 5.) The rich drapery is well arranged.

The right arm is slightly raised, the left hand
holds a scroll. His wife Livia (see Fig. 6) is

represented as a priestess, doing honour to her
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defunct husband ; she holds a small censer in

her left hand, the right arm is broken off at

the elbow. The statue is richly draped ; the

expression of the face, however, is listless,

and void of higher feeling. The statue of

Titus (see Fig. 7) is better. These statues in

armour were called " thoraoatae," and are all

very much alike. The right arm is generally

raised, and the left rests on a shield. Generals

or Emperors, when so represented, appear to

address their soldiers, and to incite them to

new victories. The armour and greaves are

richly ornamented. One of the finest Roman
portraits is the weU modelled head of JuUa
?see Fig. 8), the daughter of the Emperor
Xitns ; according to the inscription, the work
of Euodos. Interesting is the towering hair-

dress of the y<3ung Roman lady, whose tresses

are arranged in the most modern style,

doubling the size of the head, and by this

means violating the laws of proportion. A
portrait of Trajan is given in a bust (see

Fig. 9), formerly in the rich collection of

Cardinal Fesch at Rome. The sculpture is

full of naturalnass, and reproduces his intel-

lectual features with great refinement.

The most important of the sculptures which
our sheet of illustrations contains is un-
doubtedly the Apollo Belvedere, found at

Capo d'Anzo, the ancient Antium, a favourite

place of retirement during the Imperial period,

and the birthplace of the Emperors Caligula
and Nero. The sculptor of this statue is un-
known, but in style it is thoroughly Greek.
If it was the work of a Roman artist, he
probably copied some Greek original. Apollo
is represented as a manly youth, stepping
forward ; the left arm is gracefully bent,

and bears the chlamys ; the head is

elightly turned, and the eyes gaze into the

distant future. The most noble lines, har-
moniously blending together manly force and
jouthful gentleness, characterise this admir-
able composition. The god is probably
represented immediately after his vic-

tory over the dragon Python. Some, how-
ever, think he is in the act of ward-
ing off the plague by the mighty move-
ment of his arm. Others, again, see in the
expression and position of the God of Light
and Reason a scene taken from the Eumenides
of ^sohylos, in which the God commands
the pursuing furies who follow the matricide
Orestes into his sanctuary at Delphi to leave

Lis temple. Any one of these suggestions
may be true or not. A small bronze figure,

found in Greece, and now in the possession of

Count Stroganoft' at Petersburg (see Dr.
Schnaase," Geschichte der bUdenden Kunste,"
Yol. II. p. 277), has given rise to new sug-
gestions. The small figure exactly resembles
the ApoUo Belvedere, with only this distinc-

tion, that the left arm, which has been
restored in the marble statue, is here perfect,

and holds the terrifying jEgis. This might
either represent Apollo putting the Greeks
feefore Troy to Might, or defeating the Gauls
xvho attack his sanctuary. "Whatever the
moment may be, the statue is certainly full

of artistic inspiration. "Winkelmann was so

struck with its beauty that he altogether lost

the balance of his critical reason. Men of
such poetical genius often do more harm than
twenty sensible critics and art-historians

can rectify. Having a powerful command of

language, but no regulated and trained mind,
they often write a certain period of art into

celebrity, or cause the mannerism of an artist

or of a statue to be admired. The " imitatorum
pecora " follow, tiie good folks who always
think with the brain of another, because they
have so little of their own, and the faults

and mistakes of the extolled work of art are
reproduced in defiance of those who may
endeavour to point them out. The "imita-
torum pecora " begin to scream and think
the end of the world must be at hand when
any of their stupid idols are to be destroyed.
Those who have studied the progress of
humanity know that these cries have often
been raised. The world has undoubtedly lost

many a delusion, but it still exists and is far

richer in taste and common-sense. Thus
with the Apollo of Belvedere, written into

fame by Winkelmann. " The artist," says

the enthusiast ,
'

' has based his work entirely

on the Ideal, and takes only so much of

matter as was necessary to bring his thoughts
into form. This Apollo surpasses all other

representations of the god, as does Homer's
that of all other poets. His figure is far

above that of humanity, and his position

proves his very grandeur. An eternal spring

as in blissful Elysium adorns the charming
manliness of his riper years with pleasant

youthfulness, and plays with gentle tender-
ness in the proud form of his limbs. There
is nothing mortal nor humanly poor, no swell-

ing veins or sinews are visible on his body.
From the heights of satisfaction his sublime
look wanders into the infinite ; contempt
curls his lip, anger inflates his nostrils and
reaches his brow. Peace, however, is throned
on his countenance, hovering in blissful

sUence over his frame, and his eyes are full

of sweetness, as if he were surrounded by
his Muses." This sounds like a eulogium on
some Medieval palace, penned by one of our
half-witted critics who loses himself in

hollow verbiage and meaningless phraseology,

and excites the admiration of nervous women
and uneducated youths, who think that bom-
bast and bathos always make up for good
sense and truth. Winkelmann asserts, that
in contemplating this marvellous work, he
was compelled to adopt an elevated stand-
point to be capable of appreciating it with
dignity. Any one, therefore, who should dare
to find fault with the composition as too in-

tentional and theatrical, would be set down
as incapable of elevating himself to

Winkelmann's sublime stand-point. Even
an authority like Winkelmann, however,
must not deter us from telling the truth.

The limbs of the statue are too developed

;

the head is not proportioned to the massive
forms of the body, the movement destroys the
repose, and the ideal outweighs the material

;

whUst in a real work of art, matter, or form,
and idea ought to be perfectly balanced.
The statue is conceived in an exalted spirit,

with a too visible striving after the ideal, and
too little appreciation of reality. There is

elegance and refinement in the outlines, com-
bined with ostentatious boldness in the execu-
tion—the intention to surprise and to astonish
is too glaring not to mar our enjoyment.
Amongst the most useless products of Roman

art were the columns adorned with sculptures.

(See Fig. 11, a relief from the pillar of

Trajan.) It is absurd to erect a column for

no other purpose than to wind round it a belt

of sculptures, a kind of picture-scroll contain-

ing the dry history of the exploits of an
Emperor against an enemy. For the arch-
aeologist the lively representations of the con-
quered nation, their dresses, houses, ships,

arms, &c., are full of interest, and deserve
careful study. We have the Emperor in simple
dress standing on a wall surrounded by
warriors, receiving the homage of a deputation
from the conquered Dacians. From the Arch
of Trajan (see Figs. 12 and 13), used by
Constantine for his own glorification

(see Brn.DiNG News, Oct. 24, 1873, Figs.

5 and 6), we give two out of the eight

sculptures, which adorned the attica of the
arch, representing scenes of the Dacian and
Parthian War. Fig. 12 is a battle scene,

lively and well grouped ; the Emperor, sur-

rounded by his proud eagles, appears to have
taken part in the fierce struggle which is

crowned, in Fig. 13, with complete victory.

The Emperor is seen, accompanied byahaughty
victory with wreath and palm-branch, sur-

rounded by exulting crowds. The composi-
tion is characteristic, though wanting in

idealisation. Sculptures and reliefs of this

kind served at a later period as specimens for

the innumerable scenes taken from the Old
and New Testament, which adorn the porches,

doors, walls, pillars, and windows of Chris-

tian cathedrals, and formed the transition

from plastic into pictorial art. Artists must
be extremely careful in their study of Roman
sculpture : there is much that is good in

the grouping, but the execution and the

details in general are coarse and vulgar. The
muscles are too prominently expressed, the

features stiff and soulless, and the whole
arrangement pompous and flat.

G. G. Zeeffi.

LIGHTNING AND LIGHTNING-RODS.*

Br JoHX M. MoTT.

(^Continued from page 49-i.)

WE have stated that the rod N P would facili-

tate a discharge between the cloud and the

eiirth. It is immaterial how that rod is supported,

or for what purpose it may be used, as it offers a
line of less resistance to the restoration of the elec-

tric equilibrium than the materials from which the

buildings are constructe-1, and is, therefore, likely

to become apart of the line of discharge, in case of

a direct or return stroke. In case damage ensues

to a building from lightning, it will not be where
good metallic conductors are continued.

In the following cut, Fig. 2, we have C, tho

charged cloml, and, beneath it, B, a building.

In this case we represent the cloud as being
negatively charged ; the building will be posi-

tively charged by induction, as indicated ; A is a

chimney, with smoke escaping from it into the

air. In case a discharge should occur while the

cloud is immediately above the building, the

smoke above the chimney, the inside of the

chimney, tho stove-pipe, and stove would be

most likely to be the line of least resistance, and
conseqnontly would become part of^the lino of

discharge, should an explosion ensue.

If tho cloud be approaching the building from
tho left, the cone of the roof at D would be the

nearest geometrical point ; it would also be tho

most highly-charged point of the building, as

the free electricity of the biiildin» would ba

attracted by the opposite electricity contained in

the approaching cloud, and would tend to accu-

mulate upon that portion of the building, in ac-

cord.ance with well-known laws governing the

accumulation of free electricity upon bodies when
differently situated with respect to oppositely

electrified bodies ; it would offer greater attrac-

tion than any other portion of the building

;

hence it would be most likely to be struck in

case a discharge should ensue while the cloud is

approaching the building from the left. We have

already stated that it is not the materials of

which the building is composed that offer the

attraction, but tho free electricity held on

it by tho attraction of the opposite force con-

tained by the approaching cloud. The nearer

the cloud appro.aches the building the greater

becomes the accumulation of free electricity upon
it, and as the distance diminishes the attraction

increases.

If, while the cloud is at the left of the building,

a rod. K, terminated, as shown, in a ball, be

placed iu contact with the building at D, it will

conduct the free electricity from the building to

the ball, which will show its electrical condition

if an electrometer be attached to it. It is evident

that the ball and rod will become part of the line

of discharge as soon as the electrical attraction is

• Bead before the Meteorological Section of the Franklin

lastitute.
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sufficient to overcomo the resiatanoe. Any means

which will prevent the accumulation of electricity

by induction at the point U will prevent the

buildinc from being struck at that point.

There is ono law of electrical action which

Bomo electricians lose sight of entirely in con-

sidering the subject under immediate investi-

gation, viz., that large quantities of electricity

pressing upon small surfaces become quite un-

ruly, and when the surface is reduced to a mere

point the tension becomes so great as to give rise

to an escaping current. If, instead of termi-

nating the rod K in a ball, we use a

finely-plated point, as shown on the rod H,

attached to the building at E, we will at once

have a flow of free electricity from the building

into the air by means of the rod and point, and

as the particles of .air become charged they will

be repelled by the electricity being conducted

from the earth by the rod. and attracted by that

contained in the cloud. The escape of electricity

from the points of the electric wheel, and the

effect produced upon a charged conductor, when

slowly .approached with a metallic point held in

the hand, are demon Orations of the fact that

electricity escapes from points, and neutralises

charged "bodies with which they are not in

contact. Thus it will bo seen th.at a pointed con-

ductor, placed directly in contact with a build-

ing, tends to prevent the accumulation of elec-

tricity upon it, and also to neutralise the charged

cloud ; hence it may prevent a disruptive dis-

charge which might otherwise occur. If the rod

be removed from the building by insulation, it is

powerless to prevent the accumulation of elec-

tricity en the building by induction ; bonce by in-

sulating a rod we lose its most valuable influence.

If the rod be insulated while it has a tendency to

neutralise the cloud by conducting and dis-

charging the opposite kind of electricity from the

earth, it may also facilitate a discharge, for the

reason fully explained in connection with Fig. 1. If

a discharge falls upon an insulated rod, and be con-

ducted to it by the earth in safety, and without

intermediate explosion, still the conditions requi-

site for a return stroke are present, and the in-

sulated rod is powerless to prevent injury to the

btiilding or its contents at the very instant of the

direct stroke.

Phenomena of this character are quite frequent,

especially where buildings have gas or water

pipes, to lead the return .'<troko into the house,

and in consequeuco many have condemned the

use of lightning-rods without investigating the

cause of the disasters.

The closer rods are applied to the walls of a

building the better; indeed, it is absolutely neces-

sary to attach the rod directly to the object to be

protected, to insure safety, for in no other way can

we guard against the return stroke, which kills

more people and destroys more property than the

direct stroke.

The rod must not bo placed at a distance from
the object to be protected, nor pass over nor

through rings of glass or other insulators. Insu-
lators are not only useless, but are positively

dangerous before rain falls ; after rain falls they

acquire some degree of conducting power ; at

best, they are entirely useless as a means of

safety, make an insecure fastening, and allow the

rod to rattle sufEciently to disturb sick or nervous
people at all seasons of the year. Their use
should be discontinued, and some method taken
to induce parties, having rods upon their build-

ings which are insulated, to remove the glass.

It is a physical impossibility for any object to be
'njured by lightiing if the conditions of safety,

known to bo demanded, are fully complied
with.

I have no doubt but the case mentioned in SiUi-

man's "Physics," page CG2, .second edition, illus.

trates the results of insulation. It is stated :
" lu

a church in Now Uavon the lightning has twice

penetrated a 20-in. brick wall at a point opposite

a gas pipe 20ft. above the earth, although the

conductor of ^--in. iron was well mounted, but its

connection with the earth was loss perfect than
that of the gas pipe.'' I suppose " well mounted "

to mean well insulated. Xow, suppose lightning
to fall upon this well insulated rod and bo con-

ducted by it to the earth in safety, or a discharge
to take place between two clouds. In either case
the building woulil at the same instant return
to its normal condition, and the g.a3 pipe would
be part of the lino over which the electricity would
pass to restore the cctuilibrium. The effects pro-
duced by lightning on this church upon two
different occasions are such as might have
been anticipated, and are likely to occur

again, unless the rod be attached directly to the

building, and also to the gas pipe near its upper
terminus. It will make but little if any difTerence

at what point the rod and gas pipe are united
;

if the connection bo made about the building it

will be less liable to get out of order than it

would bo if made in the earth. It is contrary to

all known laws of electrical action to suppose

that electricity, passing over a rod which pene-

trJites the earth, would loavo such conductor

before reaching its termination, unless some other

equally as good a conductor is in contact with it

and also extending to the earth; in which case

the charge would be carried in part by each

without injury to surrounding bodies, providing

one of the conductors bo a Jin. iron rod.

The distribution of free electricity over the

surface of electrified bodies depends upon their

form and the position which they occupy with

respect to surrounding bodies.

It is conceded that the greater the curvature

of a surfaco at any part, that is, the nearer it

approaches a point, the greater will bo the accu-

mulation of electricity there ; that electricity

tends to flow towards, or accumuLito at, the

pointed portions of bodies ; that metallic bodies

of a pointed shape soon lose the electricity im-

parted to them, and that it is impossible to

charge a conductor when a sharp point projects

from it, or one having conducting communi-
cation with the earth is hold near it. Points

are of value, aside from preventing the

accumulation of electricity on the object to be

protected and their tendency to lessen the inten-

sity of the cloud. They having become the origin

of an active mechanical force, do, by the very .act

of causing that force, namely, by di.schargo, pro-

vent any other portion of the conducting body

from which they project from acquiring the same

conditions, and thus preserve their own predo-

minance.
A geometrical point is without dimension. A

practical point has dimensions which are, in com-

parison to some other bo ly, quito insignitieant.

Some olectricions, still accepting the absurd ono-

fluid theory of Franklin as being true, claim that

points draw off electricity silently and quietly

from charged bodies with whijh they are not in

contact ; that a cross section of any lightning rod

would be an infinitely small point in comparison

to a cloud, and therefore the points upon
lightning rods are useless except as ornaments.

The cross section of a lightning rod would be,

as claimed, an infinitely sm.all point in comp.ari-

sou to the area of a cbud ; but, unfortunately for

the advocates of the one-fluid theory, points do

not receive electricity from charged bodies with

which they ai-e not in contact, except in cases of

disruptive charge.

The silent flow is always from points, never

towards them. Electricity cannot leave the cloud

except by conduction or disruptive discharge. The
upper termination of a lightning rod must be a

mere point in comparison to a cross section of

the rod upon which it is used. The object in

terminating the rod in a point is to increase the

electrical tension at its upper extremity suffi-

ciently to give rise to an escaping current of

electricity from the rod. If the upper portion of

a lightning rod bo insulated and separated from

the'lower section by a slight opening, electric

sparks will pass through the space during the

passage of electrifled clouds so rapidly th.at

neither the oye nor the ear can discover the in-

termissions. It the point be removed the sparks

•will cease. This experiment demonstrates the

value of points, and proves that lighting rods do

tend, as before stated, to neutralise charged

clouds. If the uppor end of rod, N P, Fig 1, bo

terminated in a ball, or bo inserted into the

mouth of a glass bottle, a disruptive discharge

would bo through the conductor, as it would still

bo the line of least resistance. At the instant of

discharge, it is a matter of but very little conse-

quence whether the rod bo terminated in a finely-

plated point or within a pop bottle. Polarisation

will take place nearly as well through glass as

through dry air. I h.ave not the slightest doubt

but buildings would be destroyed by lightning,

either by the direct or return stroke, were they

encased with glass coverings one half mile thick.

Points aro of vital importance before the instant

of discharge arrives.

(To he Continned.')

A new nation.al school has been built at Marham-
church, ne.ar Bude, by Messrs. Hooper, of Hather-
leigh.

ELY CATHEDRAL.*

MORE than ten years ago, when we illastratoii

the beautiful lantern of Ely Cathedral,

then just restored, and four years later, "when we
gave tho western front, lengthy notices of the

building and its restoration appeared in our pages.

Threo weeks since we again devoted considerable

space to its history and renov.ation, in connection

with the bisexcentenary celebration of the feast

of its patroness and foundress, just held. We-
were not then aware of tho existence of this

book, or should have gladly availed ourselves of

its aid to render our account more complete, and
we make no apology now for condensing from its

pages, as fully as our space will permit, the-

history of the foundation of the monastic esta-

blishment which was succeeded by the magnifi-

cent cathedral that has been so well restored.

The author, himself a successor of Alan d»
Walsingham, who did so much for the Cathedral

in tho oDBco of Sacrist, has had the advantage of

easy reference to the records in his charge of th»
Medi.'oval restorations, and his book is the most
complete record probably in existence of its sub-

ject. It is well illustrated, .>nd the illustrations-

are not mere pictures ; but intelligible reproduc-

tions of parts of tho building interesting to the
architectural student.

The first church built in the isle of Ely is said

to have been erected through the influence of

.ffithelberht of Kent, and was consecrated by

S. Augustine. This building was afterwards de-

stroyed in the wars between the Angli.ans anct

Mercians. S. iEthelthryth, or as she is more
commonly called S. Etheldreda, was the daughter

of Anna, King of East Anglia. She was bom at

Exning, in Suffolk, and was first married to Tun-
berht, a prince of the South Gyrvii or Fenmen,
who presented the isle of Ely to his wrJe as a

dowry. Four years after his death Etheldreda

was again married to Ecgfrith, a son of Oswin,

King of Bernicia, who in 670 succeeded to bis

fot'ner's kingdom. Twelve years after the mar-
riage Etheldreda fled from his Court never to-

return. She first sought refuge at Coldingham,
where the king's aunt Ebba was abbess, and took

the veil at the hands of Wilfrith. Bishop of York,

who appears to have sided with the queen through-

out, against her husband. Ecgfrith started inj

quest of his wife, and she, to avoid him, left Col-

dingham and took safe refuge in her own marsh-
land country ; and the king, apparently tired of

further pursuit, returned to York and afterwards-

married Eormenburh, sister of the wife of Cen-
twine. King of Wesses.

About a year after, Etheldreda commenced her

work at Ely. The unsettled condition of the

East Anglian counties, ever subject to incursions

by the Danes, rendered Ely, sm-rounded as it

was by its swamps, peculiarly suitable as a place

of refuge. Sexburga, Queen of Kent, and

Eormenilda, Queen of Morcia, with her &hild'

Werburga, soon joined Etheldreda; the old church

which had been laid in ruins hy Penda, the

Mercian, was repaired, new buildings were

erected, and Etheldreda was formally consecrated

Abbess of Ely. The rule of the community was

a very simple ono, and in fi70 Wilfrith obtained

from Pope Agatho a recognition of the rights and

liberties of tho Abbey. Beforo he could re-

turn, bowovor, with the good news from Rome,
Etheldreda died on tho 23rd of June, G"9, in her

own monastery, from a si\elling of the throat.

She was succeeded by her sister Sexburga, who
in her turn was followed hy Eormenilda, widow
of Wulfero, King of Morcia, the office of abbess

being continued at her do.ath in tho person of her

only daughter Werburga.

From this time (a.d. 099) there is nothing

known of the history of the Abbacy till the-

Danish irruptions of the ninth century, when all

the abbeys of tho Feuland wore sucked and

burnt. A few of the residents at Ely escaped

from tho Danes and some years afterwards re-

paired tho ruined church, but Buhrod, King of

Mercia, had seized and appropriated the revenues

of the island, and the monasiery never recovered

its position till King jTSdgar, in the tenth century,

made it a Eonediotino foundation, with tho

advico and assistance of Bishop iEthelwold.

That prolate redeemed tho island from tho Crown,

and adding thereto adjacent property of his own,,

rebuilt tho raonastoi-y, and re-dodicated the

church to S. Peter and" Our Lady. Riches andi

• " The Architectural History of Ely Cathedral " By the-

Rev. D. .1. Strwart, M.A., formerly Sacrist of theCatbe-

di al. London : John Van Voorst.
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honours flowed in fast on tbe restored foundation,

till another national convulsion threw the chief

powers of the kingdom into fresh hands.

Among the first consequences of the Norman
Conquest were the deprivations of Stigand, Arch-

bishop of Canterbury, and Thurstan, Abbot of

Ely. The actual removal of Thurstau, however,

-was no easy matter. He fortified the island and

determined to espouse the cause of j^DJgar iEthel-

ing. The last struggle of the Anglo-Saxon

chivalry, under Hereward, is a well-known story,

and it was not till the early part of 1071 tliat the

Norman King, in Hereward's temporary absence,

managed to obtain possession of the island. A
heavy fine was levied on the monastery.

Thurstan was allowed to remain Abbot for life,

and was succeeded in 1076 by Theodwin, a monk
of Jumiege, in Normandy. During the abbacy

of his successor, Godfrey, a Commission was

appointed to inquire into ihe rights and liberties

of the Abbey ; the result was the restoration of

its revenues, which had been confiscated by

William, and the appointment in place of God-

frey, who was advanced to the Abbacy of llalmes-

bury, of Simeon, Prior of Winchester. Abbott

Simeon was in his 87th year when ho went to Ely,

nevertheless, he showed great activity in re-

covering tbe estates, which had been alienated

from the Abbey, and began to build a new church

and to reconstruct the whole monastery. He died

-in 1093, having done little more than lay the

foundations of his church. Abbot Richard, who,

after an intei-regnum, succeeded, in 1103, in

obtaining posses.^ion of his abbacy, so far finished

the work that he was able in 1106 to translate to

it the remains of the first four Abbesses, and place

them in two lines behind the high altar.

On Abbot Richard's death, King Henry
the First sent Hervey, Bishop of Bangor, to

administer the aiJ'airs of the abbey tempo-

rarily, but ho soon managed to merge the

abbacy in a bishopric, and to keep that in his own
hands. Ho declined all liabilities of maintaining

the fabric, as did his successor Nigel, the treasurer

•of the King, who, indeed, emptied the monks'

treasury to gratify his private wants, and stripped

off the silver from the shrine of S. Etheldroda.

On his death iu 1169, Geoffory Ridel, a royal

chaplain and one of the barons of the Exchequer,

succeeded to the see. He finished the new work
at the weBt-end of the church. His successor,

William Longchamp, took no interest in the fabric,

but the next Bishop, Eustace, who was conse-

crated in 1198, and held the see till 1:215, built a

new galilee. Hugh do Northwold, who was con-

secrated Bishop in 1229, spent twenty years o'

his life at Ely, and was one of its most liberal

benefactors. He rebuilt the greater part of the

palace, repaired the roof at the west-end of the

'Cathedral, and probably re-roofed the nave. In

123-i he commenced the erection of a new presby-

tery, which was solemnly dedicated in 1251.

In 1322 the original central Norman tower fell

to pieces, and destroyed the choir. John de

Hotham was then Bishop of Ely, John of Crawden
prior cf the monastery, and Alan de Walsingham
sacrist. Tlae erection of the octagon to replace

the central tower was at once commenced, and
completed in 1328, and the lantern above it

finished by 13-t2. The Lady Chapel was mainly

built by John of Wisbech, one of the monastic

brethren, from 1321 to 1329, and chantries were

lidded to the eastern ends of tbe choir lisles by
Bishops Alcook and West (1486—1553).

The history of the Cathedral from this period

downwards has been too fully dealt with by us on

former occasions to follow it further now. Nor,

indeed, has Mr. Stewart's book much to do with

later times. Those who consult it will bo re-

warded by a faithful and complete picture of the

Mediaeval monastic foundation reproduced with

faithful care from its own well-preserved records.

The income of the monastery, its food and wine
bills, the bread and beer used, the monks' gardens

in London still known as Ely-place, the fortunate

discovery by John Wisbech of a "pot of money"
and how he concealed it, are all described and
recorded, and we should imagine that a popular

reissue of the work with some of the expensive

illustrations omitted and some account of the

restoration appended, would have been welcomed
•by many among those who recently met at Ely
to worship in the Cathedral that, through the

changes and chances of twelve hundred years,

has remained the monument of its foundress,

and a type in its continuance of the Faith in

which she first built it.

DWELLINGS OP THE LONDON POOR.

THE Council of the Charity Organisation

Society have, says the Pall Mall Gazette.

rendered a real service to the London poor by
appointing a committee to consider wh,at can be

done to improve tbe houses in which they live.

The report of this committee, which has just

been issued, might have been made more com-

prehensive than it is, and would then have

formed a convenient handbook of the whole sub-

ject. But, though too much is said by way of

reference to make it servo this purpose for the

general reader, it contains a great deal of valua-

ble matter, and indicates where more is to be

found. It ought not to bo a superfluous labour

t® prove the necessity of doing something to im-

prove the dwellings of the poor in Loudon, but

there are some conclusions which do not take

sufficiently firm hold of us unless tbe facts on

which they rest are constantly kept in mind. For

this reason it cannot be too often repeated that

while the average mortality of London is 21 per

1,000, the death rate in Whitechapol is 40 per

1,000, and in the worst parts of S. Giles's from

40 to 60 per 1,000. Tbe main causes of this ex-

traordinary mortality are the want of common
sanitary appliances in tbe houses, and overcrowd-

ing. As to the latter evil, the committee have been

unable to obtain accurate statistics, but they have

reason to believe that in the districts of S. Giles's

and Holborn, taken together, there are 11,000

families living in single rooms. In the outskirts

of London overcrowding is equally prevalent. The
medical officer for Hackney reports cases in which

very small single rooms were inhabited, one by a

father, mother, two girls of twelve and eleven,

and two young children ; another by a father,

mother, a son of seventeen, a daughter of fifteen,

a boy of eight, and an infant ; another by a son

of twenty, a daughter of eighteen, another of

sixteen, and a lad of fourteen ;
another by a

father, mother, and six children under twelvo.

Even if there were no overcrowding, an average

degree of health would bo an impossibility in

houses originally for the most part intended for

one household and appropriated to the use of

many families, without undergoing any alteration.

Under such circumstances as these there can be

noproper ventilation, no proper closet accommoda-

tion, no proper means of storing water, or of dis-

posing of refuse. At present it may broadly be

said that there are no agencies at work upon this

miserable state of things. This will seem a

startling statement to those who know that, be-

sides the Peabody Trust and the individual

efforts of Lady Burdett-Coutts and Mr. Gibbs,

there are seven or eight associations—some

niiiinly charitable, others mainly commercial—
employed in building or adapting houses for the

poor. But though the.se atjencies have been in

operation for years—one of them since 1841—
they have only succeeded in finding improved

habitations for 27,000 persons, while the average

increase of population every year is more than

45,000. An evil dealt with in this wsiy cannot

bo said to be seriously attacked.

We may go further and say that the agencies

at present in operiition are not calculated to work

on a larger scale, at all events not on a scale

adequate to the need. In the first place, their

promoters experience great difficulty iu getting

sites for improved buildings. They are willing

in many cases to provide houses, and confident

that when provided they will be inhabited, but

they cannot buy the ground on which to build

them. This difficulty can only be met by largo

powers of compulsory purchase, and the com-

mittee rightly say that such powers will hardly

be bestowed for general purposes on private

associations. Secondly, it is probable that, if any

large number of improved houses were built

without a corresponding destruction of unim-

proved houses, this assurance of finding tenants

for them would not be borne out by the result.

"So long as houses unfit for human habitation

are allowed to stand they will be occupied, on

account of their cheapness," and this though

there may be rooms vjvcant in every direction

round. 'The working classes of London have

grown so accustomed to the kind of houses they

now inhabit that they do not care to make the

sacrifice required to obtain better ones. The
worse a house is—the more completely out of re-

pair, the more utterly destitute of appliances for

health and cleanliness—the more certain it is to

let, for the simple reason that the owner, con-

science of its demerits, is willing to take a lower

price for rooms in it than ho would take if it were

in better order. Dr. Gairdner, the medical officer

of health for Glasgow, speaks very strongly on
this point. " Mere extension," ho says, " of house-

accommodation for tho labouring classes, were it

ever so well framed, will not do, for this reason;

that you cannot build cheaply enough for those

classes who constitute the nuisance-breeding

and disease-breeding classes, and whom it

is impossible to attract into better houses S9

long as their old and bad houses remain.

.... The dostructivo part of the duty of the

authorities is of more importance, if possible,

than the constructive ; the first and more essen-

tial step is to get rid of the existing haunts of

moral and physical degradation, and the nest is

to watch carefully over constructing and recon-

structing, leaving, however, the initiation of

these to the operation of supply and demand."
This principle has actually boon carried out in

Glasgow, so that Dr. Gairdner is not speaking
without book. A local improvement Act was
obtained in 1866 by which tho Town Council wore
enabled to take lands and houses compulsorily, and
either to build or procure the building of houses

for the working classes, and for these purposes to

borrow a maximum sum of £1,250,000, and
charge the interest on tho town rates. By June,

1872, upwards of £1,000,000 had been expended
in this way, the Council finding, as regards tho

building of new houses, that private agencies at

ouce came forward to take the work off their

hands, leav'ng them nothing to do except to pre-

scribe conditions of construction.

The committee recommend that a similar pro-

cess should be adopted in London. They admit

that so long as there is no single municipality for

the whele metropolis there will be no body pos-

sessing " the full measure of public support

requisite to enable local self-government to cope

with the social evils of the time ;
" but they sug-

gest that in the interval the power it is desired

to see in exercise might be vested in the

Corporation of London and in tho Metropolitan

Board of Works. One thing, at all events,

is clear—that the ordinary local authorities in

London, the vestries and district boards, ought

not to be entrusted with them. The municipal

authority, whatever it be, should bs enabled to

purchase, with full compensation to the owner

under an arbitration, all condemned buildings

and v.icated sites, and also such neighbouring

buildings as might bo necessary for tbe carrying

out of useful improvements. The property thus

purchased should at once be offered for sale or

lease to private or associated builders, who should

be bound to conform to prescribed sanitary condi-

tions. The expense of 'the purchase would be

charged first on the property bought, and nest on

the rates ; but the Committee do not believe that

the carryiug out of the proposed improvements

would entail any 'aeavy burden on the ratepayer.

Those recommendations would fit in very well with

a suggestion made by our contemporary a week or

two "back, who then said that tho foundation of

all improvement in house-lotting is the recogni-

tion of the duty incumbent upon every owner of

houses to lot them in an unadulterated condition

—a condition, that i.s, in which no influences in-

jurious to health are present. The propriety of

resorting to compulsion if such a rule were vio-

lated is obvious, when it is once .admitted that an

unhealthy house is an article which a man has no

more right to sell than he has to sell poisonous

food.

CHIPS.

Mr. Walker, the new Mayor of Liverpool, has

announced his intention to provide an Art Gallery

for the town, at a cost of £20.000.

A new Wesleyan chapel was opened at Frod-

sham on Thursday week. The style is Gothic, and

Mr. C. 0. Ellison, of Liverpool, is the architect.

The foundation-stone of a neiv Wesleyan chapel

was laid at Wolverhampton on the Gth instant.

The cost of the building will be about £5,000.

Messrs. Loxton, Bros., of Wednesbury, are the

architects, and Mr. Daniel Evans, the builder.

The Mayoress of Exeter laid the foundation-

stone of the first block of houses to be raised by

the City of Exeter Improved Industrial Dwellings

Company, on the 5th instant. Mr. C. E. Ware is the

.architect.

It is stated that Parliament is to be asked to

authorise the formiition of a new road round the

northern and western sides of Finsbury Park. At
present the park is obliged to be kept open all

night because two gentlemen claim and exercise a

right of way through it at all hours, and it is also

resorted to by other people. To shut up the park

I

at night will involve an expenditure of £11,000.
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OUR LITHOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS

AGBNT'3 H0B8E, RULOE, CHESinUE.

This house has recently been erected by George

F. Wilbraham, Esq., of Delamere House, Cheshire,

as a residence for the agent of his estate, on the

site of an old mansion which was pulled down

some years ago. It is wholly built of brick,

special made bricks from StaHordshire being used

for windows, doors, and chimneys. The roof is

covered with hard-pressed rod tiles. The work

was carried out by Mr. R. Beckett, of Hartford.

cucKCn OF s. JOHN the baptist, vengarie,

QUEENSLAND, ACSTRALIA.

The view of this church, taken fiom the north-

east, represents a design in which the excessive

heat of the climate has been considered and pro-

vided against as much as possible. In order to

keep the interior cool, the eaves on the north,

south, and western sides have been brought for-

ward so as to keep the direct rays of the sun from

striking upon the walls. The whole of the roofs

are constructed double, in order to impose a

current of air between the two thicknesses. The
walls are of concrete, with stone dressings. The
windows of the nave are not to be glazed, but de-

fended by jalousie blind.s, hinged upon the out-

side, and a series of louvre ventilators are formed

throughout the length of the nave roof. The east

window of the chancel is intended to bo fiUed-in

with stained glass. The church will be built at

the cost of Robert Tooth, Esq., of Ycngarie, and

is to be dedicated to S. John the Baptist—" In

those days came John the Baptist preaching in

the wilderness." The architect is Mr. Frederick

Rogers, of 9, Serlo-street, Lincoln's Inn, W.C.

rCBLIC ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS, QL'EEN"S-R0AD,

LIVERPOOL.

We give this week illustrations of these

schools, which are in course of erection from the

designs of Messrs. Cook and Reeve, of Liver-

pool, Mr. E. R. Robson, of London, acting as

consulting architect. The Liverpool Board differ

in their idea of school-planuing from the London
Board in two important particulars: first, they
lay down that no school building shall exceed two
stories in height ; and, secondly, the schools are

divided into senior and junior, and the two junior

departments are placed near each other, while
the senior departments may be in any other con-

venient place. The Qiieon's-road Schools have,
on the ground floor, two infants' schools and the
senior boys' school, while on the first floor the
two junior schools (respectively for boys and
girls), are placed together, and the senior girls'

school is placed over one of tlie infants' schools.

Attention has been paid to side lighting, through
ventilation, separate entrances, covered march-
ing.ground for infants, and other vital points, and
doors of access from one department of the
school to another are provided, to avoid incon-
venience in obtaining access from one to another.
The external do!.igu is of stone, and the elevation
to Queen's-road is of Gothic treatment, with
numerous gables, tho lower windows being square-
headed. The caretaker's house, which has a com-
mittee-room above (available also for the use of

the teachers), is treated somewhat more ecclesias-

tically than the remainder. The cost of the land
has been i:l,080, tho buildings about £7430.
The total accommodation is as follows :—Infants,

400; boys, 300
; girls, 300; total, 1,000.

DESIGNS FOR TILES BY MR. 6EDDON.

We give on tho present occasion .inothor sheet
of tho de.oigns for single tiles and groups of tiles

by Mr. Seddon, made for the Messrs. Maw, and
executed by them at their works at Brosoly.

They are intended for the " Encaustic " variety,

and can be produced in two or more tints to

choice. As wo have before said, by far tho most
suitable method for floor decoration is, however,
to make the ornament in white clay on a ground
of unwashed rod clay, and to glazo the whole
with a yellow transparent glazo. By introducing

a third much darker coloured clay into portions

of the ornament the effect may bo heightened, as

in the manner of the well-known Chortsoy

examples, the same transparent glaze covering

and harmonising the whole. For mural decoration

other tints can be employed at pleasure, and the

glaze omitted with advantage. The reproduc-

tion of the designs for the several arrangements

in which these single tiles and groups form part,

we are obliged still to defer.

SPECIMENS OF ROILAN POTTERY.

See our article on Roman London, page 529.

ROMAN SCULPTURE.

Fur description see Dr. ZerfB 'a article, page 532.

[In our description which accompanied Mr.

Sharpe'fi drawings of Pier-.\rches last week, the

scale was omitted. The illustration should have

been shown to have been drawn at l-12th the

real size, or one inch to the foot.]

THE EXHIBITIOX OF 1874.

HER Majesty's Commissioners have issued tho
following note on the Fine Arts division:

—

1. The attention of artists and maufaoturors
is especially called to Division I. of tho subjects
chosen for the series of Annual International
Exhibitions. Hitherto tho exhibition of works
of fine art has been too much limited to the dis-

play of pictures and sculpture, dissociated from
purposes of utility ; and it may be doubted
whether a picture on enamel or on pottery, des-
tined to bo applied to a piece of furniture, or a
sculpture in wood intended for a picture-frame,
however groat its merits, would find any place
in the exhibitions of the Royal Academy of Lon-
don, or in any of the numerous other exhibitions
of the works of artists. Still loss would a Cash-
mere shawl or a Persian carpet, tho chief excel-

lence of which depended upon its combination of

colours, find in any of these exhibitions its proper
place.

2. Such a complete separation of .artistic work
from objects of utility m.iy indeed be said to be
only the characteristic of modern times ; for in

the ancient and Mediajval periods the highest art
is to be found in alliance with the meanest
materials of manufacture. The Etruscans
painted on vases of clay subjects which still

charm us by their beatify of composition and
skilful drawing : and the finest works of Raffaelle
were designed as decorations for hangings to be
made of wool.

3. It is intended that these exhibitions shall

furnish the opportunity of stimulating the revival

of the application of the artist's talents to give
beauty and refiuement to every description of

object of utility, whether domestic or monu-
mental.

4. In tho annual exhibitions every work in

which fino art is a dominant fo.aturo will find

proper provision made for its display. Painting,
on whatever surface, or in any method, sculpture
in every description of material, engravings of

all kinds, architectural design as a fine art, every
description of textile fabric of which fino art is a
characteristic feature, in short, every work,
whether of utility or pleasure, which is entitled

to bo considered a work of excellence from tho
artistic point of view, may be displayed in the
exhibitions under the division of fine art. Whilst
tho manufactures which fall within Division II.

will have been brought under review iu a series

of ton years, the fine art division will recur
annually, so that the greatest possible encourage-
ment m.ay be given to progress in tho application
of art to objects of utility.

5. Every artist workman, moreover, will be
able to exhibit a work of merit as his own pro-
duction, and every manufacturer may distinguish
himself as a patron of art by his alliance with
the artistic talent of tho country. Iu tho Cue
art section tho artist may exhibit a vase for its

beauty of painting, or form, or artistic invention
;

whilst a similar vase may appear in its appro-
priate place among tho manufactures of the
appointed year on account of its cheapness, or
the novolty of its material.

In order to perfect the illustrations in tho class
of civil engineering, architectural and building
contrivances, Her Majesty's Commissioners have
decided to make special arrangements for exhibit-
ing large photographs of new architectural
buildings, especially gentlemen's country houses.
Photographers are invited to submit viows of

such buildings, and to send them, suitably framed,
to the Exhibition Buildings on the 5th March,
1874. Only those photographs will be eligible

which measure not less than 24in. by ISin.

Her Majesty's Commissioners have decided
that a portion of the exhibition shall consist of a
collection of paintings or drawings representing
such ancient and modern buildings, public or
private, as are remarkable for architectural

beauty or style. They trust that proprietors of

pictures of this kind likely to be interesting to

the public will be disposed to lei:;' them for ex-
hibition. Her Majesty's Commissioners are par-

ticularly desirous of obtaining large paintings of

a scenic character, or like diagi-ams. To those

proprietors of interesting specimens of archi

lecture who, not a ready possessin:^ pictures of

them, may be desirous of having them painted for

this exhibition, the Commissioners are prepared
to furnish the names of students of art schools

who are competent to produce such representa-
tions, together with their terms.

Her Majesty's Commissioners have decided to

invite the owners of pictures painted by the fol-

lowing artists to intimate their willingness to

lend such works for the International Exhibition
of 1874, and they request to "do favoured with any
information respecting them.

Painters m Oil.—.John Constable, R.A., died

1837; Augustus Egg, R. A., died 18fi3; David
Roberts, R.A., died 18G4 ; David Wilkie, R.A.,

died 1841.

Painters in Water Colours.—J. Coney, died

1833 ; J. S. Cotman, died 1842 ; F. Mackenzie,
died 1854 ; S. Prout, died 1852 ; A. Pugin, died

1832; J. M. W. Turner, R.A. (architecture only)^

died 1851 ; C. Wild, died 1835.

THE BUILDERS* BENEVOLENT INSTI-
TUTION.

THE twenty-sixth anniversary festival in aid

of the funds of this Institution was held
at Willis's Rooms, King-street, S. James's, oa
Thursday, the 6th inst., the President of the In-
stitution (Thomas Robinson, Esq., of the firm of
Cubitt and Co.) in the Chair. There are at

present 44 pensioners on the funds of the Insti-

tution, 20 males, and 24 females ; the former re-

ceiving £24 and the latter ;£20 per annum each.

Nearly 200 of the supporters and friends of the
charity sat down to dinner. The usual loyal and
patriotic toasts having been duly honoured
(Captain Stanley Bird responding for tho Volun-
teers),

The CnAlKMAN said : I have now to claim your
serious attention to the toast of the evening,
'* Prosperity to the Builders' Benevolent Insti-

tution." (Cheers.) I need not occupy your
time with any (fetailed account of the origin or

the history of tho Institution, for I believe—-in-

deed, I know—that it is known to many of you
hotter than it is to myself. I may, however,
briefly remind you that during the time it has
been established, there has been invested in th©

Government funds the sum of £16,620 (cheers),

out of which £3.360 has been set aside for a
special building fund, should you determine to

build, but which remains for future action,

leaving upwards ef £13,200 invested and avail-

able for the objects of the Institution, and the

interest of which is constantly added for the

maintenance of the general expenses of tho Insti-

tution. During that time, thoro has been (in

addition to the amount invested) distributed in

pensions tho large amount of £17,150. (Cheers.)

That largo sum has been distributed with great

care amongst deserving persons, and it is im.
possible to calculate or to over-estimate the good
whioh the distribution of that comparatively

large sum must have effected amongst objects so

deserving. (Hear, hear). There have been
altogether 124 pensioners, recipients of the funds
of tbe Institution, 80 of whom are now deceased,

leaving 44 still upon the funds of tho Institution,

and there is to be an election of two pensioners

during the present month, which will mako the

number up to 46 persons now receiving tho bene-

fits of tho Institution. [Tho Chairman concluded
by making an eloquent appeal for increased sup-
port to the charity, remarking that, while much
good had been done, there remained much more
to do ere the Institution could fairly take its

proper place as tho representative charity of such
large and important interests as were identified

with the building trades of London.]
Other toasts wore given and responded to by

Mr. JIacey, Mr. Rogers, Mr. Geo. Dines, Mr.
Plucknstt, Mr. Harris, and others.
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THE HASTINGS AQUARIUM COM-
PETITION.

IN July last the Council of the Borough of

Hastings invited architects and engineers

to send in to them designs for widening and
improving the White Rock-parade, and for

utilising the space thereunder for the purposes

of baths and an aquarium, or such other pur-

poses as might suggest themselves to the

designer and the Council might deem most
expedient. The Council at the same time

offered a premium of £100 for the best

design. These designs were to have been

sent in by the 1st of October last, but the

time was ultimately extended to the 1st in-

stant.

In response to the Council's invitations

seventeen sets of designs have been sent in,

with, in one or two cases, alternative arrange-

ments. Tho author of the design marked
" Stability " has, in addition to his very com-
plete drawing, sent in a carefully- finished

large scale model in cardboard of his design.

The site may be considered to extend from
the infirmary on the west to the slip-way,

where the Parade widens and branches out at

Carlisle-place on the east, in length about
seven or eight hundred feet.

It does not appear that any instructions were
given to intending competitors other than
those mentioned in the advertisement, but
there, however, seems to have beeen a general

understanding that—(1) The proposed new
parade was not to extend beyond the slip-

way at the foot of Robertson-street. (2) AU
the buildings, i.e., Aquarium, Baths, &c.,

were to be placed underground of the new
parade. (3) That nothing was to be erected

above the surface that would in any way in-

terfere with the view of the present houses in

the White Rock-parade. (4) No drainage,

except the waste water from Baths and Aqua-
rium to go into the sea, but into the existing

drain under the White Rock-parade, and (o)

No chimney stack from the engine, boiler, or

heating apparatus was to show on the new
parade.

The competitors may be said to have
generally complied with the above con-
ditions, though in some two or three cases

considerable liberty has been taken ; notably
in the case of the design marked " Neptune,"
who has boldly set regulation No. 1 at de-
fiance, and with the best possible result as

regards the completeness of his design. AU
the competitors get over tlie smoke question
by carrying a flue across the present parade
and either connect it with an existing shaft,

or build a shaft against the cliif in rear of

the houses.

There being no limit fixed as to the pro-
posed cost, it is not astonishing to find a great
diflerenoe of opinion as to what amount should
be spent upon the proposed improvement and
work connected with it, the estimate varying
from £10,000 to £90,000, and in one case the
estimate even goes up as high as £150,000.
The designs are all laid out on tables in the

market hall in George-street. Taking them
in their order, but not in order of merit, we
commence with " Aquamus," who submits an
indifferent plan poorly illustrated, no attempt
being made to show construction. The baths
for gentlemen are at one end, and for ladies

at the other, with the aquarium and a museum
in the centre. The baths are large, viz., 125ft.

by 30ft. and 75ft. by 35i't., with private baths
arranged round. The Aquarium HaU is shown
to be 204ft. by 40ft., and 32ft. high : all parts
lit by skylights. A reserve tank is provided,
to be filled at high tide. No engine-room, or

any means of circulating water in Aquarium
tanks provided. Estimated cost, £18,000.

' NoN Qtro, SED QuoMODO."—-The author
of this design has placed his baths at the west
end, with separate entrances for ladies and
gentlemen. The Swimming-baths are each
86ft. 6in. by 30ft., with private bathsround. A
large refreshment room, 57ft. by 36ft., divides

the baths from the Aquarium. The approach

to the Aquarium is by a wide flight of steps

into an open court. The Specimen Tanks are

placed in the middle of the Aquarium, form-

ing two corridors—no mode shown of getting

at the back of the tanks. The buildings to be

built in coloured brick and stone ; the Aqua-
rium vaulted ; style meant for Gothic. Al-

together, not well arranged, and the drawings

(tracings only) meagre. No estimate of cost.

" Stttdent." — In charity we will say

nothing about this design, or the drawings

which illustrate it, but advise the student to

study more before he enters again into a com-

petition.
" Dkeadxought " makes his entrance to

the Aquarium at the west end with a double

open flight of steps with an incline for Bath
chairs. The Aquarium is shown very large,

with Central Oatagon for diving-bell, also a

bear-pit. Aquarium wrongly lighted by
skylight over HaU—not over tanks. The
baths are at the east end, and are shown
to be 50ft. by 25ft., with engine and boiler-

house adjoining. The sea-wall is very

strongly constructed, and is proposed to be

further strengthened by vertical iron girders.

The Aquarium tanks are on one side shown

to be formed in the sea-wall, and no means is

shown how they are to be got at from behind.

The lighting is by skylight. The Aquarium
is to be vaulted in stone or iron, but iron is

preferred, on account of the jar of the sea

with stone columns. The architecture is a

bad attempt at Gothic, with contemptible

ornament. The drawings are poor, and do

not Ulustrate the design clearly. Estimate,

£32,000.
" Atj Bon Deoit " has a good main en-

trance in centre of promenade, with an open

arcaded court leading right and left into

Aquarium and baths, and refreshment-rooms

and offices. The baths are placed at the west

end. The gentlemen's swimming-bath 107ft.

by 45ft., and the ladies 77ft. by 45ft., with

hot baths, waiting-rooms, &t., well placed

near entrance. The baths are lit by sky-

lights. It is proposed to fiU the baths at half-

tide, and to empty them at the ebb. The
Aquarium is placed at the east end, with

engine and boiler-house, &e. There are 28

specimen tanks shown, ranging from four to

34ft. long ; the arrangement of the tanks is

good. The refreshment-room is near entrance,

and is 4oft. by 30ft. The Aquarium is

lighted by flush lights let into the promenade,

and by windows in the sea-wall The whole

is shown to be groined in Portland cement
concrete. The general plan of this design is

good, but the architecture, of a Byzantine

character, is poor—there is a specially ugly

canopy shown over the entrance. The draw-
ings are fairly good, and illustrate the inten-

tion of the designer. Estimate, thirteen to

sixteen thousand pounds, and the author

expresses an opinion that ten thousand pounds
would aotuaUy build the place (•")

" C. E."—A poor design, badly illustrated.

Author appears to have no knowledge of the

requirements of an aquarium. Bad means of

entrance, only one shown, and that smaU and
mean. Baths for ladies and gentlemen at

west end 100ft. by 30ft., and 60ft. by 20ft.

respectively, with private baths round. Very
large Aquarium 600ft. by S5ft., with engine-

house, &c., at east end. Building to be

vaulted. Baths, &c., to be lit by flush

lights in pavement of promenade. Estimate,

£44,752.
' Utile Prxci," on green mount.—We

name the colour of the mounting of the

drawings, as there are two sets of designs with
this motto. This design differs very much in

general arrangement from any of the fore-

going, the line of the sea-wall being broken
up into bastions—an arrangement, we should

imagine, which wiU be objected to by the au-
thorities, although a great deal of accommo-
dation is obtained by it. There is also another

point which will probably be objected to, viz.,

the large rotunda at the east end, which, with
the spire at the top, reaches to the height of

100ft. above the promenade. The entrance

haU in the centre, which is very large (70ft.

by 00ft.), is approached by stairs from the

promenade, with separate stairs to Baths and
Aquarium. The stairs to Baths lead to a
second entrance haU, 42ft. by 35ft., from
which are the entrances to the ladies' and
gentlemen's baths. The gentlemen's first-

class bath is very large, viz., 95ft. by 50ft.,

with circular end ; the second class bath is

shown to be 6Sft. by 25ft. ; and the ladies'

bath is 48ft. by 30ft. Eighteen private bath»
are provided for the ladies, and 20 for the gen-
tlemen, with attendants' rooms, boiler and
engine-rooms, &e. The refreshment-room, 40ft.

by 35ft., opens out from the main entrance
hall, out of which again opens the Aquarium,,
in which is a great number of very large

tanks, arranged in corridors 200ft. long.

There .are 47 tanks in aU, 23 of which are in-

tended for smaU specimens. The tanks vary
from 10ft. square to 66ft. by 14ft., to hold
30,000 gaUons of sea-water. The author
proposes to adopt the Brighton method of
aeration. Opening from the Aquarium is a.

large circular concert-room, formed under the

rotunda, 80ft. diameter, with arcaded gaUery
round. Good accommodation is shown for

offices, stores, naturalist's room, engine and
boilers, but no means of access to back of
tanks is shown. A low-level promenade is-

formed on the sea front, access to which is.

obtained from the main haU and from the
Baths and Aquarium. This promenade, as-

weU as the general floor of the Baths, Aqua-
rium, &c., is described to be 7ft. above highi

water, and consequently the new parade is-

shown to be an average height of 5ft. above
the present level of the roadway—-a very
grave objection. The style of architecture is

caUed by the author Early English. There
is no lack of red and white brick, and stone,

and coloured marble, with coarse tracery,,

carving, &o. The upper part of the rotunda,,

forming the spire, is to be executed in orna-
mental ironwork. The design of the plan ia

bold and ambitious, and has been carefuUy

worked out. The drawings are neat and.

good, with a rather clever but roughly coloured

perspective-sketch of interior of rotunda.

Estimate, £87,000, or without high rotunda,

£75,000.
" Finis Coroxat Opus." — This design

shows a large central haU of oval form, which
serves as a reading-room,out of which opens the-

Aquarium right and left. The entrance to-

the Aquarium is at the west end. There is ai

separate entrance to the Baths at the east

end. The Baths are shown to be SOft. by
40ft., and 50ft. by 40ft. No private baths.

The engine and boiler-house well placed

between Aquarium and Baths. No means of

access shown to tanks. Design and drawings

both poor, and architecture very bad. No
estimate.

" C.iJMCEE."—The author gives a design for

an Aquarium only, with restaurant, &c.
Entrance at west end, with open court into

ante-room ; Aquarium has a well-arranged

series of tanks, forty in number, with large

reservoir under. A submarine gallery is

shown, with glass sides and top, which is not

a bad idea. The building is to be lit by sky-

lights, with a pavilion at end. The building

is to be in coloured brick and stone, of ItaUan
character, presenting no architectural merit,

but the construction seems plain and work-
manlike. Estimate £26,000.

" Victor."—This, like the last design, is

for an Aquarium onlj-. The entrance is at

the east end by a bold flight of stairs into an
open court, with an incline of a quadrant form,

for Bath-chairs, leading into an entrance

corridor with refreshment-room, 49ft. by 23ft.,

with dining-rooms right and left ; from thence
into the entrace haU of the Aquarium, and
which serves as a reading-room, 62ft. by 53ft.,

out of which open two corridors with tanks
on one side into a central vestibule 50ft.

by 39ft., and from thence into a grand
corridor 170ft. long by 31ft. 6in., with larg-e-
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tanks on each side. There are 47 tanks in all,

holding from 7,000 to 43,000 gallons. This

corridor leads into'a conservatory and concert-

hall, 82ft. Gin. by()2ft., with fernery, waterfall,

&Q., at end. Under the main entrance stairs

are offices for clerks, board-room, &e. The
kitchens are over the dining-rooms. At the end

beyond the fernery are the naturalists' rooms,

stores, offices, engine and boiler-rooms, &c.
;

private stairs leading to gallery over tanks.

The whole place is lit by Hush lights in

pavement of new parade, so that the whole

surface of the parade is available for the

purpose of promenading. "We fear, however,

there would be a want of light in the

Aquarium, &c. The plan is well arranged

.as an Aquarium, and the author appears to

have well considered the subject, but the

architecture is very poor. Vaulted roofs,

-coloured bricks, marble shafts, &c., &o.

Estimate £45,000 to £50,000—a fair esti-

mate.
" Utile Dtjxci," grey mount.^This design

shows two good separate entrances to baths

and aquarium respectively, from the pro-

menade. The aquarium is placed at the west,

and the bath at the east end. The aquai'ium

is well arranged, and is shown to be l(32ft. by
26ft., and 13ft. tiin. high, with 32 tanks,

with proper galleries at back for attendants,

store, reservoir, &c. ; the tanks are well lit by
.skylights properly placed. The baths seem
cramped and small, only 40ft. by 20ft., but
are well lit by large skylights. There is a

large refreshment-room between the Baths and
the Aquarium, and a concert-room at the west

«nd of the Aquarium. There are good waiting
and attendants' rooms provided. The engine-
louse is placed below the entrance-hall to

Baths. The whole centre portion of the new
parade is taken up by the skylights, and is

surrounded by a balustrade. The halls and
and attendants' rooms are placed on the level

«f the parade, which is very objectionable.

The plan is fairly good as regards the Aqua-
rium, but faulty in other respects. Archi-
tecture commonplace in the extreme, espe-

cially as regards the entrances. The geome-
trical drawings are fairly good, but the author
would have done better if he had left out the
four very bad perspective drawings. Estimate
£40,000.

" xNeptune," A, and alternative plan B.—
These designs, and the drawings which illus-

trate them, are by far the best that have been
sent in. The author, in his design marked A,
ignores the idea of limiting the extent of the
proposed widening of the parade to the slip-

way, by carrying his line of sea-wall in a
•straight line from the pier-wall past the slip-

way, joining the main road again at a point
about (JOOft. further east, placing his Aqua-
rium, Baths, &c., in the are thus obtained, the
chord of which would be about where the
slipway now is. The advantage of this is very
apparent, as it gives a continuous line to the
sea-wall without the ugly break that the
slipway entails, besides greatly improving the
promenade and increasing the accommodation
for the Baths and Aquarium under. Access is

E-iven to the Batlis .and Aquarium from the
White Rock- parade by a gran dcentr.al entrance
well-managed, leading on the right to theAqua-
rium andonthelefttotheBaths. The Aquarium
is placed at the western end, and be3-ond this

is an inclined approach to same for Bath-
chairs. The Baths are placed at the eastern
end, and there is a separate entrance to them
for ladies. The entrance-hall is 92ft. by
4()ft., with restaurant, 40ft. bv 34ft. Oin.,

aquarium, 70ft. by 23ft., with six tanks,
lift, by 10ft., on'each side. This corridor
opens into a large central hall, 66tt. hy 4()ft.,

containing two large tanks, GGft. by 15ft.,

.and 6Gft. by lift, respectively. There is a
second corridor leading to a concert-room,
C3ft. by 43ft., and a third grand corridor
200ft. long by 23ft. wide, with ten tanks
for fresh water, each lift, by 10ft., a tank for
seals, 35ft. by 17ft., and another for reptiles,

y3ft, by 17ft. The space reserved for table

tanks is 124ft. by 15ft. There are reserve

and store tanks shown under the corridors.

The Brighton Aquarium has been the model
for the aquarium arrangements. The Aquarium
appears to be well lighted, with the exception

of the series of tanks next to present wall, as

the light to these is shown to come through
the water in front of the tank, instead of at the

back. The tanks will consequently appear dark,

and it will be difficult to see the objects therein

contained. The baths are planned in a skilful

manner, andare well arranged. The gentlemen's

swimming bath is 104ft. by 75ft., with Oprivate

baths ; the ladies swimming bath is 6Sft. by
50ft., with seven private baths. A Turkish
bath, 58ft. by 47ft., is shown, and appears to

be complete in all points. The offices,

attendants' rooms, stores, engine and boiler-

rooms, &c., have been carefully planned. The
architectural features are fairly good, being
of the coloured brick groining, carved stone

cap and coloured marble shaft, and terra-cotta

order. Altogether, if the design were carried

out in its entirety, Hastings would possess an
Aquarium and Baths that could hardly be

equalled. The design marked B is an adap-
tation, in a measure, of the design A, to the

eontined site adopted by the other competitors.

The grand entrance is placed at the east end,

with restaurant and entrance-hall leading into

the Aquarium, and from thence into the con-

cert-haU. The engine and boiler-rooms and
heating apparatus divide the Aquarium from
the Baths, to which there is a separate

entrance at the west end. This plan is .also

good and well suited to the situation. Esti-

mated cost of design A £150,000, and of

design B £90,000. The drawings are very

good, and are thoroughly praofieal. The
coloured perspective interior of the main
corridor is very clever. "\Ve must, how-
ever, protest against the unfair attempt

made by the author of this dtsign to

let it be known, in spite of the motto system,

who he really is, by his exhibiting a large

frame with a series of photographs illustrating

a work of similar character he has already

carried out. He would have done far better

to have let his really good designs speak for

themselves, without trying to get an unfair

advantage over his fellow-competitors by a

trick so transparent.
" Alpha."—In this design the Aqua-

rium is at the west, and the Baths

at the east end. The entrance to the

Aquarium is at the east end, and is

small and bad ; there are separate entrances

shown for ladies and gentlemen to the Baths

through a vestibule, which also leads to a

lecture-room, 40ft. by 23ft., and museum,
9Gft. by 17ft., and from thence into the

Aquarium, 245ft. by 40ft. Under the main
cTitrance stairs are shown class and cloak-

rooms, a library and reading-room, 9Gft. by

17 ft. This room, and also the tanks on the

north side of the aquarium, are lit by a

covered area running the length of the build-

ing, making use of the present sea-wall. There

are 24 tanks provided with no means shown
for getting to those along the sea-front. The
swimming-baths for ladies and gentlemen are

large, well arranged with Turkish bath, pri-

vate baths, &c. The aquarium tanks, and

rooms on the south side are lit by large

windows formed in the sea-wall, which, we
fear, would prove a source of weakness to the

structure. The Aquarium is divided into two
aisles, vaulted with Portland cement, concrete

arches, and granite shafts, all the spandrils

shown to be rather extravagantly decorated
;

the sea-wall to be faced with granite. Plan

generally good, but architectural features

poor, iso estimate given.
" Xi'NC AuT NuXQUAii."—This design has

the advantage of having a thoroughly good
and Well arranged plan, and has evidently

been prepared by one who has studied his

subject before he committed it to paper. It

is clear that the author meant to do the best

he could, as he has consulted with Mr, Lloyd,

of the Crystal Palace Aquariiun, and Messrs.

Leie and Edwards, who made the machinery
for that Aquarium, both of whom have re-
ported on the design sent in, and wdiioh

reports are submitted. As regards fairly

meeting the requirements, and complying with
the general conditions, we tliink this design
may well be placed nearly, if not quite, in

the first place. Tlie general arrangements are

as follows, viz. :—Baths at east end ; large

entrance hall ; Aquarium in centre ; entrance
hall to aquarium ; dining and reading-rooms,
with court and easy inclined approach from
the parade at the west end. The forecourt

is shown, 37ft. by 32 ; dining-room, G4ft. by
25 ; entrance hall, 64ft. by 20. 'The west
corridor of Aquarium contains fourteen tanks.

Central hall, 5Sft. by 52. The eastern cor-

ridor contains eight tanks, some of which are

very large. The central hall is to be used as

a eonoert-room. Due attention has been
given to the necessity of attendants' gal-

leries at the back of the tanks, and tanks

provided for spare specimens. The engine-

room, museum, work-rooms, &c., divide the

Aquarium from the Baths, and are well

arranged. Provision is made for ladies' and
gentlemen's swimming and private baths, and
uje has been made of a spare angle in the

plan to provide a children's bath, which would,

we think, be found very useful. The number
of private baths is very large—thirty-two in

all. Good lavatory and w.c. accommodation
is shown. The approaches to the baths are

not good, being down winding staircases ; an
incline is provided for Bath chairs. In the

remarks that accompany this design, the

author states that an ample storage reservoir

for sea-water is provided. Nothing, however,
respecting this appears on the drawings. The
whole place is lit by skylights, of which there

appear to be an excessive number—in fact, the

whole of the new parade will be entirely cut

up by them. The architecture is simple and
inexpensive, of a Classic ehiiracter. The
drawings are good, and well worked out, and
the four small perspective sketches are fairly

good. Estimated cost £50,000 to £60,000—
the latter about a fair estimate.

" Peksia."—In this design the Aquarium is

placed at the west, and the Baths &c., at the

east-end ; the entrance-hall, machinery,

&c., being in the centre. The entrance from
the parade is by a double flight of stairs, cir-

cular on plan, leading right and left into the

Aquarium and Baths. The Aquarium 320ft.

by 30ft., has tanks on one side only ; well

lit by an open area, and is provided with at-

tendants' gallery, &c. At the end of the

Aquarium is an artificial cavern and rockery

;

the south-side of the Aquarium has openings

towards the sea, fitted up as ferneries, and in

the centre of the aquarium an orchestra is

shown. Baths are provided for ladies and
gentlemen, with private and Turkish baths.

The mode of lighting is good, as it does not

interfere in any way with the promenade.

Plan generally not particularly good, and
the architecture a poor attempt at Persian.

Estimate, £21,465.
" MuKUS Maritlmus."—In this design there

are two main entrances, one at the western

end leading into the Aquarium, and the other

in the centre, leading to the Baths, &c., and
serving also as a means of exit from the

Aquarium. The western entrance has an open

areaded court, leading into au entrance-hall,

with gallery and refreshment-bar, out of

which opens a large aquarium with

tanks on each side, of various sizes,

for salt-water specimens—16 in number.
Opening out of this aquarium is an octagonal

central hall with small tanks round same,

and from which branch two corridors with

tanks on one side only, for fresh-water speci-

mens ; in the central space thus formed is

placed a museum of fair size. The Aquarium
is well arranged, and proper attendants' pas-

sages, &c., provided. The eastern entrance

has a good staircase leading into an open court

and entrance-hall, with curator's cloak-rooms,

&c., with separate entrance for ladies and
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gentlemen to their respective baths. The
swimming-bath for gentlemen is of good
size, viz., 100ft. by 40ft., that for the ladies

56ft. by 21ft. There are several private baths
both for ladies and gentlemen, well arranged,
and a Turkish bath is also shown. No en-
gine or boiler-rooms, or heating-apparatus, are

shown, nor any means for circulating water,

and there seems to be a want of administra-
tive accommodation ; otherwise the plans are

well arranged. Very little attempt has been
made as regards architectural adornment,
beyond coloured brick and stone in the en-
entrance courts. The drawings are very large

and complete, but coarsely executed, and the

perspectives vulgar and flashy. Estimate
£32,000 (Uttle more than 4d. per foot cube).

" Stabllitt."—In this design the sea-waU
is broken up into a number of projections,

which, we do not think, add to the " stabi-

lity " of the design. There is shown a grand
entrance-haU at the east end, with bazaars,

refreshment-rooms, &c., opening into the
Aquarium, with corridors of sham rockwork,
the tanks forming sham caverns, stalactites,

&c. No mode of dividing the tanks is shown,
or any means of access to the back of the
tanks. A seal-pond and river is provided,
with naturalists' rooms, &c. The swimming-
baths for gentlemen is of oval form, with
private baths radiating round it. There are
separate entrances for ladies and gentlemen
to the baths from the entrance-hall. A
Turkish bath is provided, as well as lifts and in-
clines for Bath-chairs. Architectural features
meant to be of a Classic character. Geome-
trical drawings carefully drawn. The per-
spective drawings poor and vulgar. The
model which is sent with this design is verv
well executed, aud explains the external
design very fully. Estimate £'30,000.

As a whole, the designs sent in are credit-
able to the competitors, and they deserve the
thanks of the good people of Hastings for the
time, thought, and skiU that h.as been
brought to bear upon the subject of the pro-
jected improvements.

THE PRICE OF COALS, AND MORTALITY.

DR. WHITMORE, the Mejical Officer of

Health for Marylebone, in his last monthly
report, calls attention to the important question
of the high price of coals an'l its infiaence on in-

creased mortality in the Borough. He says :—
A reference to the Metjoi'ological Table will

show that during the last week of the month the
temperature fell at night to sever.al degrees below
freezing point, the immerliato effect of which was
to increase very consideralilj the mortality from
diseases of the respiratory organs. Amongst
diseases of the zymotic class, measles, whooping-
cough, and fever supplied the largest number of

fatal cases ; from the first of the-so 9 deaths were
registered, from the second 7, and from the third
6. The Registrar-Genaral in his last weekly re-
port notices the probable effect which the present
high price of coals may have iu increasing the
rate of mortality amongst dise.ases which are
generally caused by a low temperature, and I
think there can he no reasonable doubt that if the
coming winter should be a sevoro one, the death
rate from bronchitis, inflammatioa of the lungs,
phthisis, &c.. Kill be unusually high. I have
lately made it my business to visit the abodes of
some of the poorest and most destitute classes in
the parish, in many of the rooms there was not a
vestige of tiro in the grate, whilst in others only
a few cinders which had been purchased at the
wharfs from the hreez*! contractors, and which it

was hardly possible to keep in a state of ignition •

as for any comforting amount of heat heing obi
tained from such a fire, that was utterly im-
possible. The value of the me.ans employed for
preventing the diffusion of epiilemic contagious
diseases may be open to question and contro-
versy, but there cajnot be two opinions as to the
elEcacy of bodily warmth in resisting a class of

diseases which unfortunately are but little thought
of, and which as a rule are ten times more de-
structive of life than the most fatal epidemics. I

therefore venture to recommend, as constituting
the most urgent sanitary requirements of the poor
of the present time, coals, blankets, and food.

PROPORTIONS OF TALL CHIMNEY
SHAFTS.

THE following list, showing the rate of dimi-

nution and the proportion of base to height,

in a number of large chimney shafts, may interest

some of our readers. The figures are taken in

some cases from the ''Engineer's Pocket-Book "

and similar works, and in other cases from the

actual drawings of the shafts referred to. It is

observable that the proportions of large chimneys
vary considerably in different places. Local

customs doubtless have their influence, hut the

special purposes in view in each case have, and
and ought to have, more influence still. It makes
a great difference whether the shaft is to be used

for an engine boiler, an iron furnace, or a range

of kilns, and a flue that would answer perfectly

well for one of these, might do very badly for

either of the others.

Number

ot

diameters

high.
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width
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10ft.
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height.
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Company,
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..
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Woolwich

Steam

Engine

at
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Oueu,

Franco

Saw

Mill,

Woolwich

Paper

F.iotory,
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PRINCIPLES OF SAFETY AND DANGER
IN STRUCTURES.

THE introductory lecture to the Civil Engi-
neering class in the University of Glaseow

was delivered on Tuesday week by Pro-
fessor James Thomson, C.E., LL.D.—" On the
Principles of Estimating Safety and Danger in

Structures, in respect to their Sufficiency in

Strength." Professor Thomson specially directed
attention to the moans which can be used for

arriving at opinions or judgments on the suffi-

ciency or the insufficiency of some of the most
important and common structures on which the

lives of the public generally, or of many of its

members, must often necessarily be placed ; such,

for example, as steam-engiue boilers, iron and
timber bridges, floors, cranes, ships, steamboats,
water-reservoirs, and numerous smaller things

involving more or less danger, as the slating of

roofs, chimney-tops on houses, and gaseliers with
their counterpoise weights, which, like the sword
of Damocles, hang threateningly over people's

heads from day to day. The modes of judging
of the sufficiency of structures wore said to he of

two kinds:— First, by calculating or guessing
what the capabilities of the structure wore likoly

to he, on the supposition of the material heing
good, and free from important flaws : and trusting

to the care of the maker, and to such inspection

as may be practicable, for avoiding original

defects or subsequent dangerous deterioration :

and second, by testing or proving the sufliciancy

originally and at suitable times subsequently.

The main object of the learned professor was to

advise, and to assign reasons for the recommenda-
tion, that the latter method should, by preference,

be generally used in cases in which it was prac-
ticable. The terms safety and danger in reference

to structures were considered and illustrated at

some length. Danger or risk consisted in uncer-

tainty, and perfect safety as to strength consisted

in a knowledge of sufBeiency. A rope or chain,

either new or worn and damaged, hanging in th©
shaft of a mine, or from the top of a building.,

might reasonably bo declared to be unsafe for

bearing a man suspended to it in a bucket or
basket. With a five-fold load put on, and no
breaking resulting, it would become quite safe,,

although its own strength had not been aug-
mented, tl\e change being that a knowledge of its

capabilities had been extended and rendered more>

definite. Again, a pLank laid across a deep
opening to serve as a temporary passage for work-
men, as in the progress of ordinary building

operations, might appear old, knotty, or otherwiso

weak and dangerous to the workmen ; but oD'

seeing a load much heavier than himself passing

over it frequently, from end to end, a workmari
would then regard the plank as safe for his own
weight. The plank had not become stronger, but

a knowledge had been obtained of its sufficiency..

The sufficiency or insufficiency of a structure was
a property absolutely inherent in the structure

itself, but its safety or unsafety on a knowledge
of its sufEciency. Various other examples in

illustration of the leading ideas of the discours&

were adduced by the learned professor, and tha

diff'erent modes of applying tests in order to

determine the safety of enginoering structures ;

and such terms as working load, ultimate load,

and factors of s.afety, &c., were introduced to the-

notice of the class, and defined and exemplified.

After a few remarks specially applicable to the

testing of steam-boilors, the lecture was brought
to a close.

ARCH.S:OLOGICAL.

A RojiAN Cemetery at Yorac.—-Outsido the-

south-western walls of York, on the right bank
of the Ouse, the ground has for some time beott

clearing for the new station of the Nortii-Eastern

Railway. It is found that the whole of it had
been a Romnn cemetery, apparently the burial-

place of a poorer class than that which raised its

monuments by the side of the groat road ; but

it is also clear that it was divided into separate
' regions," and that coitain classes had their owD
portions and arrangements in it. The Roman
interments are found, of course, in the upper-

most bed of soil ; and in some parts of the ground

it would seem that Roman carters had been in

the habit of " shooting " rubbish from the neigh-

bouring city. There are thick strata of Roman
bricks, mortar, and pottery, mingled with frag-

ments of wall-plaster, on which coloured patterns

aro still distinct. Adjoining this rougher portioD

of the cemetery two or three deep pits, or
" pntei." have been found, into which, as was
usual, the bodies of slaves had been thrown care-

lessly and pell-mell, as is shown by the confused

mass of bones in all possible positions. This is

an entirely new discovery. No such "pntei"

have boon found elsewhere in Britain ; and it is

much to bo regretted that among the fragments

of skeletons no skulls have as yet appeared, so-

as to allow of comparison between these British

slaves—as they may be presumed to have been

—and their Rom.an masters. Other ielic3

which have not appeared elsewhere, and which-

aro of considerable interest, are blocks of Knares-

borough stone, .about 20in. by 10, roughly (ooled

and without inscriptions. Largo coffins of

Knaresbnrough stone have boon found in groups.

They aro rudely worked, with a panel for an in-

scription in front ; but in all cases (except one),

witlaout any engraved words. The coffins from

the Romtiu road carry long in.scriptions—a pecu-

liarity hardly found elsewhere. It is one of these

which bears the beautiful inscription to Simplicia

Florentina—" Anim.-o innocentissim.-e "—a child

of ten mouths, the daughter of a soldier of the

famous Sixth Legion. Tho cemetery coffins had
clearly been bought cheaply from some stone-

cutter's shop ; and one at least was imperfect (as

a comer of the covering slab shows) when so

bought— 1, GOO years ago. The single coffin bear-

ing an inscription is very noticeable, since it re-

cords a " Decuric " of tho " Goloria " of Eboracum,

and is the first proof that tho Roman city had a

municipality. Pottery, including some very fino
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Samian frogments, bronze ornaments, coins in

great numbers, shattered stataettes, and, in one

case, a child's ball, with a clay centre, have been

found, and are, when possible, secured for the

York Museum. Two remarkable relics must be

specially mentioned. One is the skull of a young

woman, with a false palate of very thin gold, a

suiJicient indication that there were skilful den-

tists in those days, and also noteworthy, because,

by the laws of the Twelve Tables, gold is one of

the few substances which might be interred with

the body ; the other is a small tablet of bone on

•which are the words " Domine victor vincas

felix"—a mysterious lino which is much exer-

cising the antiquaries of York. It may bo

Christian ; but more probably has a reference to

the " Victor " sun of the Mithratic worship,

•which, as we know from its relics, was estab-

lished in Eboracum.

Driffield.—Mr. J. R. Mortimer, of DrifEoId'

has just completed an investigation of a group of

three tumuli, situate in " Garton Slack," about

one mile east of the village of Wetwang, near

Driffield. In those tumuli were twelve interments

by inhumation, and four after cremation. The

relics which accompanied those interments consist

of a jet button of large size, a bone pin, and two

other bone articles of unknown use, a dagger-

shaped instrument or weapon, lOJin. long, made
from the left side human femur. This instru-

ment is believed to be unique, and the only known

British specimen made of a human bone. There

•were also found a polished flint axe, three flint

knives, and many flakes ;
with one deposit of

flakes lay a kidney-shaped pebble of yellowish

quartz, the size of a hen's egg ; and the fresh-

battered appearance of its ends showed that it

tad been used to strike off the flakes, and then

interred with them. The articles of earthen -svare

brought to light comprise a flue food vase, and a

small cup-shaped vessel placed together in a

manner suggestive of their use ;
also four orna-

mented drinking-oups, one of which was unin-

jured.

Preuistoric Remains.—A cavern is now being

searched at Lnzarches (France) where articles of

the time of Polished Stone have been found.

Hatchets, knives, and scissors are found, and

delicately-worked blades made of silex : al.so

articles of bones of different animals, and on the

remains of a female skeleton, a kind of medallion,

•with two holo.% was secured, which probably was

•worn as a necklace. Several .xkeletons have been

examined by Dr. Brocca, who will communicate

the results of his investigations to the Anthro-

|)ological Society.

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

Babbicombe.—Six years ago last Saturday

COMPETITIONS.

Hastings.—The Town Council of Hastings

decided on Fridav to erect a new Town Hall

at a coat of £10 000, and sums of £100, £50, and

;£25 are to be offered for the best designs.

Plymoi'th.—The Committee of the Devon and
Cornwall Institution for the Blind havo selected

the'plans of Mr. H. Snell, of Plymouth, for their

new building at North Hill, Plymouth.

The Ne'w Farringdon Market.—Designs are

invited by tbo Corporation of London for tho

orection of a new market on the site of the

^iresont Farringdon Market, for fruit and veget-

ables. Three premiums are offered, of £500,

£'200, and 4:100 respectively, and designs are to

be sent in to the Comptroller, at tho Guildhall, by

the 14th of January next. A block-plan of the site,

together with the conditions, can bo obtained

from the City Architect, at his office, at the Guild-

hall.

CHIPS.

It has been decided that the memorial by the

'Corps of Royal Engineers to the late Field Mar-
shal Sir John Burgoyne shall consist of a statue, to

be erected in the neighbourhood of Whitehall.
The contributions amount to about £1,000. Mr.
Foley is the sculptor selected to execute the work.

Sir Gilbert Scott's housekeeper at Ham has suc-

ceeded in recovering damages to the amount of

£2b from a plumber and decorator, for breach of

promise of marriage. The lady was 45 yeaia of

age.
New British schools were opened at Blakeney,

on the 30th u!t., from designs by Mr. Jacques, of

Gloucester. The building is of local stone with
Sath stone, dressings. Messrs. Jones and Son, of

Blakeney, were the contractors.

week, a now church was opened at Babbicombe,

dedicated to All Saints, but with only a tempo-

rary chancel. For some time past tho work of

building a new chancel has been going on, and

this was opened on Saturday weok. It is 40 feet

by 24, having a transept on tho southern side,

which contains the organ, and an aisle on the

western, with a vestry for the clergy, and another

for the choir. It is divided from tbo nave by an

elaborate screen of polished marble, of different

colours in the centre being brass gates. Tho

sanctuary is lined with .alabaster up to the carved

string, and there is also an alabaster reredos,

filled in with mosaics, by Salviati, London mo-

saics being also placed in the north wall. The

architect "is Mr. W. Butterfield, Adam-street,

Adelphi : the clerk of tho works, Mr. 'SVheeler ;

and the builder, Mr. E. Lu.scombe, Exeter. The

church will now accommodate about 700 persons.

CLAniAM.—The foundation-stone of a new
Wesleyan Chapel in High-street, Clapham, -was

laid on Friday afternoon, the 7th iust. Tho build-

ing will be Gothic in character, built of Kentish

ragstone, interspersed with red brick. The prin-

cipal facade will face the High-street, and will

stand back 24ft. from the road, leaving an open

space in front. Over the principal entrance will

be a large window, while at the right-hand cor-

ner of tho building will be a tower, which will

ultimately be surmounted by a spire. Tbo

body of the building, exclusive of the chancel,

will bo 70ft. by 52ft., divided into nave and

aisles by arcades of stone arches supported on

cast-iron columns. The end of the chancel will

contain a large rose window. The roof and pews

will be of pitch pine. A gallery, containing four

rows of seats, will run round the entire building,

Tho total sitting accommoilation provided will be

for about 1,050 persons. The cost, exclusive of

site, will cost £.5,300. Mr. Weir, of 67, Strand, is

the architect, and Mr. J. Nutt, of Albany-street.

Regent's-park, is tho builder.

Eltham, Kent.— The foundation-stone of a

new church at Eltham was laid on Friday last, in

the presence of the Lord Bishop of Rochester and

a large number of clergy, by Sir C. H, Mills, Bart.,

M.P. for West Kent. Tho works are being exe-

cuted by Mr. James G. Naylar, of Rochester,

from the' designs of A. W. Blomfiold, Esq. M.A.

This is the third church, besides church-schools,

Mr. Naylar has built at Eltham within the last

six years. The quantities for the new church were

prepared by Jlessrs. Gardiner, Son, and Theobald.

E^'ERTON.—A new Primitive Methodist chapel

was opened last weok at Evorton, Liverpool. It

is built of red brick, with Stourton stono dress-

ing.>i, and has a Romanesque front. There are

sittings for 050 por.sons. The estimated cost of

the chapel, including price of land and organ, is

£3,900. The architect was Mr. Rich.ard Owen.s,

and the contractors were Messrs. Nicholson and

Ayre, all of Liverpool.

Harburv.— The Parish Church of Harbury

was re-opened on Thusdiiy week, after restoration

under the direction of the late Mr. Charles Bucke-

ridgo. The whole of tho structure has been

rebuilt, excepting the tower, south wall, and part

of the nave. The cost has boon £3,300. Messrs.

J. and T. Davis, of Banbury, were the builders,

and the encaustic tiles for the sanctuary were

made by Jlr. \V. Godwin, of Uerefoi^d.

Harborne, near Birmingham.—On Tuesday

week, the 4th inst., the foundation-stone of tho

(Rom.an) Catholic church in connection with tho

new "Home for the Aged Poor," which is now in

course of erection in this neighbourhood, was laid

by the very Rev. Canon O'Sullivan, tho Vicar-

General. At the completion of the ceremony tho

Vicar addressed a few words to the company
assembled, among whom wero several of the

clergy from tho Roman Catholic churches. Mr.

Victor J. Foeny, of London, is the architect;

Messrs. Davios' Brother.s. of Birmingham, the

builders ; and Mr. J. Thornelow, clerk of the

works.
Leeds.—A new Baptist chapel was opened last

•week at Leeds. The building, which has hoon

erected from tbo designs of Mr, A. Crawford, of

East-parade, consists of a chapel 04ft. fiiu. long,

inclusive of a chancel 10ft. loug by 22ft. wido,

containing singers' seats, pulpit, and baptismal

well. Tho general width of the chapel is 42ft.,

and at the transepts 4Sfl. The chapel accommo-
dates 500 persons. The stylo is Gothic, of the
transition period, from Early Pointed to Geome-
trical.

Pltmoiith. — The foundation-stone of the

church of S. Matthew, at Stonehouse, has been
laid by the Earl of Mount Edgecumbe, it being one

of the new churches contemplated under the
" Three Towns Church Extension" scheme. The
style is Geometrical Gothic, and the building will

consist of chancel, nave, aisles, and transepts

;

with organ chamber, vestry and baptistery. The
whole of the congregation will be seated wifnin

the arcades, the aisles being narrow and used

only as passages. The total accommodation will

bo for 730 persons, and all sittings will be free.

The total internal length will bo 127ft,, and
breadth across the transepts f>7ft. Gin., the clear

width of nave being 31ft. The exterior will be

of wrought lime-stone, with Bath stone dressings
;

and there will bo eventually a tower and .spire at

the western end 170ft. high. Without this, the

cost of the building will be i:4,500. Mr. H. Snell

is the architect, and Mr. H. McMillan the con-

tractor.

Reading.—The new church of S. .John the

Evangelist. Reading, w.as consecrated on'Thursday

week. The Church is built in tho French Gothic

style of the thirteenth crntury. and consists of

nave, S5ft. long by 30ft. wide, and 54ft. high to

ridge, flanked on either side by clerestory traceried

windows, with intei'nal arches supported on

Mansfield stone shafts .and carved caps and bases.

Tho chancel has close boarded roof, with moulded

ribs ; height to the centre 3Gft,, width 2Gft. Gin.,

length 30ft. The transepts are double gabled,

and intersected with aisle roofs. Tho total width

from aisle to aisle is Gift, and length from east to

west 111ft. The accommodation in seats on

ground floor is 826, capable of being made 900 by

aisle seats ; and the gallery, which is over tho

west end, is capablo of seating 60 children. This

gallery is approached by an external winding

stone stairs, and forms a feature of scjme import-

ance in the west front. The building is of

Kentish rag, with Bath stone dressings. The
window and door heads have Mansfield and Bath

stone arch-stones, set altornatoly ; the whole of

the columns are worked in red Mansfield stones,

and tho caps, which throughout are of Early type,

are boldly .and simply tre.ated. It is intended

that tho tower aud spire, '(vhen complete, shall be

150ft. from base to summit, the spire being of

Bath stone exclusivoly. The cost of tho building

will be about £6,000, exclusive of tower and

spire, which will cost nearly £2,500 more. The
architect is Mr. W. A. Dixon, of London, and the

builders Messrs. Xiblott .and Son, of Hornsey-rise.

The Albert Memorial Chapel.—The marble

reredos and bass-reliefs intended for the decora-

tion of the east end of tho Albert Memorial

Chipol have arrived at Windsor Castle, from

the atelier of Barou Triqueti, at Paris. The de-

sign of the reredos, which is by Sir G. G. Scott,

the architect, consists of a base and three panels,

canopied and surmounted by a Greek cross.

From the upper part of the base to the top of the

cross the height is about 13ft., the -width being

about 10ft. The base and ornamental work are

executed in richly-coloured, costly marbles and

alabaster. The t"hi-oo panels are sculptured in

white Sicilian marble, the bas-reliefs representing

the Resurrection. In the central panel is the

figure of the Saviour rising from the rocky tomb

or sepulchre. The head is surmounted by a

corona. In the right piinel a kneeling angel

clasps a portion of the cross, the left panel being

occupied by a bas-roliof of another angel, hold

ing in tho right hand a crown of thorns, and up-

lifted in tho left tho sacramental cup. The large

inlaid marblo panel on the loft of tho reredos re-

presents tho dead Christ being borne by Joseph to

tho burial-place which he had prepared. The p.anel

to the right of the reredos shows the Saviour

lying in a sarcophagus, open, and partly covered

«ith the grave clothes, while abovo is the figure

of a woman, kneeling and with tho face buried

in tho hands, as if in an agony of sorrow.

Wesletan Chapel Bitilding.—The Wesley.an3

are erecting a new chapel at Green Lanes,

Highbury Now Park ; cost, £7.250. This is the

fifth ch.apel erected since 1856 in the district

known as the " Highbury circuit," each chapel

being arran,'od to accommodate 1,000 worship-

pers. Within tho same period day schools, with

an attendiuce of 500 children, have been provided
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at Highbury. These structures represent ao

outlay of over £40,000. A sixth chapel is to be

built forthwith, on a site near the Finsbury-park

gateSj at a coat of £6,500.

WrCLiFFE Chapel, CoMirERCiAL-ROAD, E. —
The old flat plaster ceiling, which was at

a height of less than thirty feet from floor,

having been removed, an additional height in-

side the building of about eleven feet has

been obtained, by plastering to the line of

the rafters of the roof up to about two-thirds of

its height, the rough timbers of the trusses carry-

ing the roof having been thereby laid bare ; they
have been wrought and altered, so as to have a

more ornamental appearance. A deep cornice

has been formed all round the building at the level

of the springing of the ceiling. A ventilating

chamber has been formed over the new ceiling,

with large openings into it from the chapel, pro-

vided with ventilatiug-flaps, so that the venti-

lation may be properly regulated at night. This
will bo materially assisted by three new sun*
lights, provided for the lighting of the chapel-

The old pulpit, which stood at some distance from
the end wall, which was very lofty and of small
internal dimensions, together with the table-pew
in front, and which extended still further into

the building, have both been removed, and a pul-

pit-platform has been constructed close to the
back wall of the chapel. The platform itself is

^bout thirteen feet long and four feet wide, and
the pulpit is marked by a square projection in the
centre. It is approached by a staircase from the
Communion space on ono side and the organist's

pew is formed on the other. The Communion
epace extends along the whole width of the
centre block of seats, and is twenty-one feet

long and six wide. Both the pulpit and Com-
munion space are enclosed by richly-moulded
panelled framing, with ornamental iron work in

the upper panels, with mahogany cappings. An
ornamental screen, with Doric pilasters, entabla-
ture and pediment, incloses the back of the
platform, and forms a case for the organ
by the lowering and putting back of the
pulpit. A large number of pews, before
rendered useless, will now become available for

hearers, and will bo among the most desirable
sittings in the building. The whole of the interior
has been thoroughly painted in oil-colours. Great
attention has been given to the internal deco-
ration of the building, it having been specially
designed to assist its architectural features. The
ceiling has been painted a turquoise blue,
diapered and panelled, with decorated circular
internal panels in the centre of oach bay. The roof
timbers are of a light tint, stencilled in murrey
colour. The walls are painted a parchment colour,
with a deep murrey coloured dado, and a sten-
cilled pattern is carried round same and around
the windows. The cornice is painted in strong
colours in various tints, with a stencilled deco-
ration in the frieze. The pulpit is treated in
neutral tints, and the organ-pipes behind are
stencilled in strong colours, alternately dark and
light. The works have been can-ied out under
the superintendence of Mr. Rowland Plunibe,
F.R.I B.A., architect, of No. 13, Fitzroy-square;
Mr. Hearle, of Cable-street, has carried out the
alterations

; and the decorations have been exe-
cuted by Messrs. W. Phillips and Son, of No. 10,
Baker-street, Portman-square.

BUILDINGS.

Birmingham.—The working men's extension
of the Queen's Hospital, Birmiugham, was opened
on Friday last. The new building has been
erected by Messrs. Horseloy Brothers^ by the side
of the original Hospital. The designs are by
Messrs. Martin and Chamberlain, and the cost
will be about £15,000. Towards this sum about
£12,000 has been already provided. The build-
^ing owes its existence to the movement com-
menced by the working men. The general form
of the structure is that of a parallelogram, front-
ing to Bath-row, and extending backwards to-
wards the Birmingham and Worcester Canal. It
is constructed of brick, with stone dressings,
and a stone portico. The out-patients' waiting
hall is a large and well-proportioned apartment.
Its dimensions are GOft. by 40ft., and the centre
of the ceiling is 40ft. from the floor.

New Merchants' Hall for Glasgow.—At a
special meeting of the Merchants' House of
Glasgow, held on the 4th of November, theLord-
Dean-of-Guild said that the directors of the
House had entered into an arrangement to pur-
chaso that part of the west side of George-square

from the Bank of Scotland up to George-street,

and from George-square to the lane behind—in

all 1,750 square yards, and the price £54,000. It

may be mentioned, however, that the Bank of

Scotland has offered to take from the Merchants'

House that half of this area which is next to its

present building. The Lord Dean added that be-

fore long he expected to have plans prepared

with the view of a building being erected—

a

Merchants' Hall and other apartments. The site

is one of the finest in the city—a side of the

largest and most central "square," and in the

immediate neighbourhood of the Post-office, Royal

Exchange, principal banking offices, &ij. A
good effect might be obtained by reproducing at

the northern end the Bank of Scotland fagade at

the southern—ample frontage for free treatment

being left between, A new Merchants' Hall is

necessitated from the former one—a building of

great merit by Clarke and Bell—having been
converted into Law Courts, a part of theaddition

to the Municipal and Legal Offices presently in

progress.

S. Helen's.—The foundation-stone of the now
Town Hall, S. Helen's, Lancashire, was laid on
Thursday week. The new building, which is to

cost £28,000, will cover an area of 6,000 square

yards. The style adopted is a simple adaptation

of Gothic to the materials to be used in the con-

struction, namely, picUed grey bricks and Stourton

stone finishings. The assembly-room will be OfJft.

long by 45ft. wide, and 40ft. high to the ceiling,

and capable of accommodating about 1,000 per-

sons. The police buildings will comprise, on
street level, police office, clerk's office, storeroom,

superintendent's office, seven cells, with exercising

yard for prisoners, and a large covered parade-

room for police. On the principal floor, above

these, are placed a courtroom 50ft. by 2i)ft., ap-

proached from the street by a stone staircase,

magistrates' retiring-room, and witnesses' svaiting-

room. The contract has been undertaken by Mr.
George Rome, of Liverpool. The architect is Mr.
Henry Sumners, also of Liverpool.

schools.

London.—On Wednesday, at the meeting of the

London School Board, on the motion of Mr. Reed,
M.P., tenders were taken for the erection of new
schools at Haverstock-hill and in Hawley-cres-
cent, Camden-town, and it was agreed also to

purchase additional sites.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions ot
our corresponilents. The Kditor respectfully requests
that all communications should be drawn upas briefly
as possible, as there are many claimiats upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]
To Our Rraders.— We shall feel obliged to any of our

readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in projjress in the provioces.

All letters should be addressed to the EDITOR, 31
TAVISTOCK-STHEKT, OOVENT-GAEDEN", W.C.
Cheques and Post-offlce Orders to be made payable to

J. PASSMORB Edwards.

ADVERTISEMENT CHAEGES.
The charge for advertisements is 6d. per line, of eight

words (the first line counting as two). Noadvertisemeat
inserted for less than hnlf-a-crown. Special terms for
series of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.

_ Front Page Advertisements 9d. per lino.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

C. B.—We beg to decline to enter into the controversy.
It is not tlio first time that a journal of amall circula-

tion has endeavoured, for its own profit, to get up a kind
of paper war with a journal of largo cirjulatioa. "We
maintain, as we have before atatei, that an architect
should have as wide a latitude :is the poet. He may go
to Greece, or to what are call d the Middle Ages, or to the
Renaissance, with it^ manifold and ecceutric develop-
ments, for spirit or fo'- f >rm3. But there is no reason,
when he has selected one style for one purpose, that be
should not, if he thinks proper, select another style for
another purpose. Take Byron, as an iaaianco. Ha
selected one metre for "Modern Bards and Scotch
Reviewers." and another for " Childe Harold's Pilgrim-
age." What if some blockhead Slid -'How dare you,
Byron, select the SpenserUn Btanza for the Pilgrimage,
after you had written so we I iu heroic measure on
Bar Is and Reviewers ? " Or what if the same blockhead
had Said—"How dare you. Byron, compose tragedies in
blank verse, after you hat written so well in Spenserian
verse?" No doubt Byron, if he had taken any noti^jo at all,

would have wrapped the blockhead's name in a couplet,
and imposed upoa it aa unenviable imm rtality. And
Mr. Norman Shaw, if he considers tb) mitter at all,

may well smile at the criticisms evoked by his courage-
ous and picturesque building iu Lea leahall-;<ireet. The
utterances of E. W. Godwin in the Buildinu News
for Oct. 24 outweigh a gross of such criticisms

Frager.- For information on Ceutrolinead, see BaiLOING
News for Feb. 7 tbis year, and sea all current numbers
of the Englixk Mechanic. Other queries inserted.

A Lover of Art. —We will try.

J. L. and A. A.—Tour queries are, to all intents and pur-
poses, advertisements.

AiDE-Toi.—The reply referred to crept in inadver-
tently, and is unworthy of further noiice.

W. ScaDEN, and Sharpe Smith.—The drawing to hand.
Please sead description to go with it.

A YODNG Beginner.—The goods cau be seen at the Pub-
lic Docks, Surrey Commercial, East and West India, &c.
It is sold by au>"tion at the Baltic, Threadneedle-screet,
by Churchiil and Sim.

Ardeles.—We have given an account of the Selenitic
Mortar. Write to the Secr.-tary of the Selenitic Mortar
Company, 6 Wharf, Beivedere-road.

H. B.—Books are issue! to country members by the
Architectural Association. Write for particulars to the
Secretarj', !i. Conduit-street, Regent-street, W.

L. H.—We que?tion the efficiency of your receipt.

J. G. B.—SeeQ Z. Z.'a letter, p 468.

Erratum—Baldacchino.—For " Sir" Charles Borro-
meo, read St. Charles Borromeo.

Sir.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

{Payable iu advance.^

Nineteen shillings per annum (post free) to any
part of the United' Kingdom. To the United States
£1. 6s. (or 6J dols. gold). To France or Belgium, £1. 63.

(or 32 francs). To India {via Southampton), tl. 14s. lUd.
To any of the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, the
Cape, the West Indies, Canada, Nova Scotia, or Natal,
fl.6a-
N.B.—American and Belgian subscribers are requested

to remit their subscriptions by International P.O.O., and
to advise the publisher of the date and amount of their
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-
CLASSIFIED SKETCHES.

{To -he Editor of the Building News.)

—I am somewhat surprised that no notice

whatever has been taken of the admirable propo-

sition of your correspondent E. F. C. Clarke, in

your impression of the Slst ult., suggesting a
series of *• classified sketches," which, I consider,

would be a great boon to many of your subscribers,

and provide a desideratum long required. As a

handbook of reference it would bo of incalculable

bonefit to those who are at present under the dis-

agreeable necessity of wading through a volumi-
nous pile in search of some little '• tit-bit " that

shall assist them iu producing their dosigu.

A series of '"classitied sketches" would bring

together in a condensed form many of those

choice productions of the great masters, and the

minute, yet chaste embellishment of our old and
magnificent buildings, which are unnoticed by
the ordinary observer, owing to their beiag hid-

den by more prominent accessories; thus, giving

at a glance what it now requires much time and
labour to become acquainted with.

I sincerely hope that some of those able gen-
tlemen who contributed to your " Sketch Book *'

will respond to this invitation, and again offer

their services to adorn the pages of the Bcilding
Nkws with their pleasing productions, and bring

to light, for the edification of the profession and
the art-loving public, those architectural gems
which at present remain obscure and neglected,

withiu the sombre shades of portfolios and .sketch-

books, and generously give up that which, until

now, has been a source of gratification only to

themselves.

I shall be happy to placo at your disposal any
suitable sketches I may possess, and I hope to see

further correspondence upon the matter, and that

your subscribers will see the benefit that would
accrue to them if the suggestion of your corre-

spondent meets with the approval and co-opera-

tion that it justly merits.—I am Sir, &c.

London. J. G. B.

THE FALL OF A CHIMNEY AT
NORTHFLEET.

Sir.—The above calamity is likely to become a
''cause celcbre.*' I have waited, but in vain, for

some one to give what I conceive a true explana-
tion. I beg, therefore, to placo on record my
opinion, and if a safety valve can be found
against a recurrence of so lamentable a nature,
I feel certain you will rejoice equally with any of

your readers.
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It appears from tho evidence

—

1st. That the structure occupied IG weeks im

bnildinfj, the average rale being 14ft. in height

per week.

2nd. The chimney was tested the evening
before, and at 9 o'clock on the morning of tho

catastrophe, and found correct.

3rd. The materials of which it was constructed

were above tho average in quality, and tho walls

of greater sections than needful for stability.

4th. That tho cap was commenced a week prior

to the accident, its height being 10ft., and its

greatest projection 2ft., being obtained by a series

of courses overlapping each other half an inch,

and projecting ribs of 4 Jin. Weight 19 tons 3cwt.,

resting upon a 14in.. or brick and half wall,

and being 3C'3 from the top down to the first

set off.

5th. A portion of the brickwork was blown
away when tho lower portion of the stalli was
demolished, every brick being separated.

It will bo understood by your readers that this

was near the base, where the cohesion of the

mortar would be the strongest.

Well, Sir, two bricklayers (brothers of one of

the deceased) tendered evidence which, if util-

ised, instead of being rejected, contained the real

solution of the cause. With their evidence I cor-

dially concur ; and from that of the architect, as.

also of the architect of 40 years' practice, I dis-

sent point-blank. The Latter gentleman (evidently

oblivious of the fact that the chimney was down)
said if the cap swayed at all it must have swayed
all round, tho projection being equal. Mr. Cubitt,

however, puts on the coup dc tjrare by stating that

if there was any tendency to swagging it would
have taken place before then, when tho work was
fresh—as if the whole shaft, oven to its foundation
was not fresh !

I have seen as much of shafts in JIanchester

.and other Lancashire towns as Mr. Cubitt, and
am not aware of a single chimney this height that

has been erected within 12 months. I have been
intimately connected with shafts and church
spires for many years, and beg to state the usual

mode of proceeduro : They have been erected to

half their intended height, and then allowed to

stand until they became consolidated for (J

months at least, when the work may be .after-

wards completed. Had this course been taken
the shaft would at this moment have been up-
right.

For the information of your correspondent,
W. J Christy, I will state how Jthe work in the

cap would have been executed in Lancashire.
From the description civen by the architect the

projection is obtained, as stated above, by a series

of courses overlapping each other half an inch.

Well, sir, the first course would be hsed so as to

leave half an inch of a cavity, the second an inch,

the third Hin., and so on, the interstice being
filled in by bats or rubbish, depending for bond
upon the cohesion of the mortar, which, in this

instance, had not had time to set.

From personal observation, I can assure you
that the oscillation of work which has had more
time than this, at this height, is something diffi-

cult, if not impossible, to conceive by persons
who st.ay at tho bottom. I have, on many occa-

sions, felt frightful oscillations by wind ; but more
frequently by roughly unloading a tub, or heavy
portion of a cap, &c., some of which would
describe an arc of 13 or 14in., and while they
would decrease in intensity they would increase

in speed, regaining their perpendicular by a
trembling motion.

It is difficult to imagine a greater proof of the

truth of the adage, '• Tho more haste, less speed."

From Jlr. Cubitt'e letter I gather that he seems
to think least said is soonest mended ; in ordinary
blunders this may hold good, but whore widows
and orph.ans .are thus made wholesale, it behoves
us to arrive at a true solution of tho difficulty,

that such disasters may be avoided in future ; and
whatever difforencos of opinion there may be.

I beg to record mine, which is— that it was more
tho result of a blunder than of an accident.—I am,
Sir, &c..

Belle Vuo, Skipton. .1. P.irkek.

SiE,—As I cannot imagine Mr. Cubitt purposely
evades the true meaning of tho suggestion as to

the cause of the falling of tho chimney at Messrs.

Goatling's, as mentioned in your publication of the

3l8t ult., I venture to again write you, and beg to

Bay that I will allow Mr! Cubitt's statement to be
quite correct respecting the oxcellenco of the
cement used in building the chimney, but my
suggestion is, that tho work would have been

sounder u'ithout the cement had good mortar alone

been used. Tho " chalk foundation," as stated by
Mr. Cubitt, cannot aflord the unction sought as to

its conclusiveness, for there can be no analogy
between a foundation of solid chalk and of brick-
work, fresh done in mortar, whereon to sot the
antagonistic cement work, which does not take
bond with mortar, but by its disturbing pi-operties

{in forming its own bond) destroys or seriously im-
pairs the other, and therefore I should not like

to build a chimney of such dimensions with the
two materials together, however good, but with
either of good quality ; and should not doubt for

one moment the excellence of the architectural
proportions. Not having yet been otherwise en-

lightened as to the cause of the sad occurrence,
must be my apology for again referring to the

subject.—I am. Sir, &c.,

Nottingham, Nov. 11, 1S73. C. Tate.

Sir,—A correspondent of yours, at Worcester,
attributes this accident to the cap not having been
tied round with an iron belt, and to the shaft not

having sufficient batter. There seems, at first

sight, to bo one or two little difficulties about this

theory, but I have no doubt he will clear them up
immediately if they are once stated.

Ift. It appears that the chimney failed by a

bnlging, or giving way, of the shaft about 10ft.

below the base of the cap. Would your corre-

spondent explain a little more fully tho mode in

which an iron belt round the cap would have pre-

vented this?

2nd. The dimensions which have been pub-
lished show that the shaft diminished Cin, for

every 10ft. of height. Your correspondent says

this dimension was insuffioiont. As there are

many much taller shafts built with less batter

than this, will he explain his reasons for thinking
so?

3rd. Tour correspondent says that the cap
would not have been top-hoavy if tied round with

an iron belt, but that, not having been thus tied,

it must decidedly be considered so. I do not quite

irnderstand how an iron belt would have lightened

it, and should bo glad to be instructed on this

point. In addition to this, I happen to know that

chimneys of the same diameter and same thick-

ness of brickwork as the Northfleet one are com-
monly carried up from 50ft. to 80ft. higher than

that was. Now, the weight of tho Nortbtleet cap
was only equal to the weight of 10ft. additional

height of shaft, this weight was put on equally

all round, and was amply counterbalanced. On
what principle did it liave tho effect of making
the shaft top-heavy ?—I am, Sir, Ac, ?

CHARGE FOR LITHOGRAPHY IM QUANTITIES.

,SiB,-Wlll it be believed that some arcbltects in

Bradford and Leeds charge at the rate o( £1 per page
for llthograp'.iy in their bills of quantities, in addition

to the two per cent, for measurement ? They make
their clients believe they arc doing their work for 2^
per cent (their usual commission), while all the time
they are acting iu the above manner, which seems
to me equivalent to cheating.— I reinaiu, &c.,

HOXESTY.

Jnti)rcommunic;itioit.
-

QUESTIONS.
[3ns.] -Rights of Walls, &c.—Bolngabout to pur-

chase a piece of property, I would be thankful to receive

abrother-reader's opinion on tho following:—A repre-

are roads round the same ; C has a shed against my
wall, and D has a two-roomed cottage h resting one
end on my wall. Have C and D any right to retain the
same, as I cannot see iiow my wall can be a party-
wall ? Also, can C charge me with rent of light by
window being placed in end wall over the said shed,
and can they, C and D, make me reinstate the Rhed
and cottage if I wanted to pull the wall down ?
I trust to be fortunate eaough to receive a reliable
reply.

—

Party Wall.

[3114.]—S. Etheldreda's Chains.— I saw a kind
of silken necklace In the possession of an inhabitant of
the Isle of Ely lately, to which he gave the name of
S. Etheldreda's Chain, and attributed considerable
antiquity to it, but without apparently knowing why.
Can any reader throw any light on the matter ?

—

CuRiors.

[3115.]—Arbitration.—I am informed that an
arbiter or referee cannot enforce payment of his ac-
count for such arbitration. Is this correct, and why ?—Frager.

[311fi.]—Girders. -How is the sectional area of
the bottom llange of a wrought-irou girder found?
Hurst, in his " Handbook," calculates it to the top of
the angle irons ; a small work, also by Hur-^t, called
" Spon's Tables and Memoranda for Euglneers," to a
foxirth up, from bottom edge ; and Fairbairn to a third
up, from bottom edge. These differences are consider-
able in a large girder.

—

Frager.

[3117.]—Legal.—A surveyor has been appointed by
a lessor to inspect a certain property, and among the
things enumerated Is that some of the keeping-roona
doors have shrunk, and he orders them to have the
edge ripped off and a slip put on. Is this a dilapida-
tion ? And is this law ?—B. B. B.

[311S.]—Margate Sewerage Competition.—Cai5
you tell your readers what has been dune in this mat-
ter? "Who are the ten selected engineers to compete
for the prizes ?—Your CoxsTA^'T Reader.

[3119.]—Public Halls. -Is there any practtca!
rule for calculating the number a public hall will con-
tain, standing or seated, by Its dimensions? If any of
your readers can enlighten me, they would favour

—

Statistic.

[3120.] — Cast-iron Beam. — Will some con-e-
spondent kindly give me a rule (uot In algebra) for
ascertaining the weight which a cast-metal beam of the
ordinary section, will bear, loaded in the middle, and
supported at each, end ?—H.

[3121.]—Coals.—Would some kind reader tnform
us what quantity of coals can be obtained at the pit's

mouth for ready money, the names of the firms, the
quality and price, and if they could he sent by truck-
loads in or around London, and what would be about
the probable carriage.

—

Cold Weather.

[3122.]—School Board Specifications.—I un-
derstand that the following clause, which is mostly
inserted In one's specification, is not introduced into-

those of the London School Board, nor into their con-
ditions of contract. Will some one tell me why, and
whether there is any cfiuivalent employed ? I have
always thought it most important, especially frnm a
legal point of view. It generally runs thus—" Mate-
rials and work brought on the ground to be considered
the property of the employer, and not to be removed
witliout the architect's written consent ; but the em.-

ploycr not to be liable for loss or damage thereto."

—

A Cou.N'TRY Architect.

[3123.]—Open Fire-places.—I should be glad^ IS

some reader would tell me how the flues should be
constructed to fire-places similar to those illustrated

iu the Building News a few months ago, where the-

height of opening is over 3ft. ; and If such sl«w-

draught fire-places are necessarily less economical than
quick draught ones; also what height sliould a chim-
ney-stack, on a flank wall, be carried above tbe ridge
to prevent down-draught.

—

Student.

[3124.]— S. Chad's Cross.— Will any of your
readers be good enough to give me the outline of a
" S. Chad's Cross?"— T. P.

scnts intended purchase ; B, CJ, TDare other property
owners, C C and D being the couita to houses ; E £ £

REPLIES.
[3001.]—Strength of Bressumer.—I was not a

subscriber to the Bltiliuno Ni:ws a! the time " Notes
f^n Carpentering" were published, but I think
" F. W. n." has made an error iu his quotation of both
date and formula.— Gu,s.

[3018.]—Strength of Girders and Columns.

—

In the formula previously given by me, both ends of

the girder are supposed to bo free. If firmly fixed,

the girder will bear half as much again, Forwrought
box girders the calculations are similar to those for a
slnglc-webbed girder, the only difference being that
the web Is divided into two portions, i.e., the sectional

area of the two webs of a box girder must together

equal the sectional area of the web of a slagle-webbed
girder calculated to carry the same load.—Gus.

[30117.]—Differential and Integral Calculus.-
If *' Aide-Toi " is tolerably well up in algebra and
plane trigoiiomeLry, I should advise him to proceed at
nnco to the study of the text-book I mentioned. It

would be difficult to make a "simple Illustration"

Intelligible to one unacquainted with the calculus.

—

Wii. Amor.

[30:i8.]—Valuation.—In reply to " Aide-Toi,** 1

I

am not acquainted wlih aiy clatistics which will aid

1 him much on tlie point on which he seeks iuformatioQ.
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I would suggest to him tliat a good carte-de-Tislte (In

default of a personal interview) might aid him in

arriving at an opinion as to tho " expectation " in this

case. I do not know whether " Alde-Tol " is a mar-

ried man, else I might further suggest to him that, by

himself securing the lady's hand, ho might at once

achieve " the honourable estate of matrimony," and

secure the immediate falllng-ln of tho reversion.—B. F.

[3098.]—Valuation.—"W. E." .and a bit "Salt,"

whatever that may mean, has not, I think, understood
" Alde-Toi's " question. The .£500 is not, as I take it,

payable to the lady whose marriage or death will put

the legacy in motion, but is payable to another person

upon the occurrence of cither of those events. That

is to say, B is entitled to receive £.500 upon the mar-

riage or death of A. This Is not by any means an

unusual arrangement where the testator's estate is

not large and he has both married and unmarried

daughters. The contingency of the marriage of A
cannot be taken into account In the valuation, other-

wise than by a *' guess" sum set out as such.—

E. R. A.

[3100.]—Estimating Length of Bass and Per
pendionlar.—Tins is easily solved by a table of

Natural Sines. (There is one in " Mathematical Tables"

oy H. Law, in Weale's Rudimentary Series.) As

two angles of a triangle are known, all .arc known.

•Obt.aIn from the table the Nat. Sin. of the angles, and

as the sines of tho angles of a plain triangle are in

proportion to the sines which subtend them, the other

tides are found by simple arithmetic. Example; Let

the hypothcnuse of a right-angled triangle be 50ft.,

and the angle opposite the base 35° 19', then the angle

opposite the perpendicular must be 61° 41'. From the

tables

Nat. Sin. of S5°19' = 57810.

Nat. Sin. of 54° 41' = 81597.

Nat. Sin. of 90° = 100000.

As 57810 is to 100000 sols the base to 50 ; base

= 2S-906ft.

As 81697 is to 100000 so is the perpendicular to 50 ;

pcrpeudlcular = 40-7385ft.—J. T.

[3107.]—Writing on Plans. -" V. E." should use

Indian ink. carefully rubbed, to be free from any grit

or chips off the piece ; if the ink bo good, and used

when fresh rubbed, no amount of washing with a brush

in ordinary tinting will cause it to run.— Suffolk.

of a Sicilian marble obelisk. 15 ft. In height, the needle

of which, 9ft. long. Is of one block, .and stands on a

moulded and carved base. The monument is enclosed

by an ornamental railing, Tho work has been exe-

cuted by Mr. W. Piper, of Norwood. Tho base of the

obelisk has engraved upon it an appropriate Inscription.

STAINED GLASS.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY MATTERS.
Hull Waterworks. — On Thursday week the

foundation-stone of the new engine-works at Spring

Head, Hull, was laid. The work is to bs done under

two contracts, the building portion let to Mr. Mus-

grave, now being proceeded with, and the new engine

being in course of construction by Messrs. Smith,

Pender, and Co., of London and Glasgow.

Kendal.—The Kendal Corporation have determined

to adopt Mr. Bailey Denton's plan of intermittent fil-

tration, and have given Mr. Denton instructions to

prepare about Ave acres of land, on which it is in-

tended to dispose of about a million gallons of sewage

(diluted with subsoil water) dally. The work will be

one of great Interest in the north and north-western

districts of England, where there are many towns in

narrow valleys, with little land available for sewage

purposes.

Richmond.—What is known as the Tunnel system

of drainage is to be carried out in Richmond, under

the advice of Mr. Abernethy, C.E., the resolution of

the Vestry to that effect being conflrmed by a majority

of one, viz., 13 against 1*2.

The Metropolitan District.—We shall probably

have an example of intermittent filtration near the

metropolis shortly, the Richmond (Surrey) Rural Sani-

tary authority, whose jurlsJlction includes the parishes

of Kew, Mortlake, and Barnes, having decided to apply

to the Local (Government Board for powers to acquire

about thirty acres of land near the Soap Works at

Barnes for the disposal and utilisation of the sewage

of their district in a way similar to that adopted by

Mr. Denton In his Merthyr Tydfil Works.

Bublescombe.—A stained-glass memorial window
*iias been set up in the south side of the chancel in the

parish church of Curlescorabe, Somerset. The subject

is the Ascension. Mr. Drake of Exeter, Is the artist.

HoWDEN. —A stained-glass window has been erected

in the north-west end of the navo of tho church of

S. Peter, Howden, Yorks. Tho subject is the Cruci-

fixion, and the window contains three lights. Messrs.

Clayton and Bell are the artists.

Lkeds.—A memorial window has been placed in

0. Barnabas Church, Sweet-steet, Ilolbeck, Leede. The
windi*w is composed of two lights, with tracery above,

the subjects being the Adoration of tho Magi and the

Presentation in the Temple. In place of the dark
grounds usually put In t'.ie canopies and pedestals, the

artist has produced a most charming effect by the use

of antique tints for tho grounds, slightly diapered.

The figures are not so deeply painted as to destroy the

richness of the glass worked upon. The window has
been designed and executed by W. G. Booer, Leighton-

atreet and lane, Leeds.

The Savoy Chapel.—On Sunday the Chapel Royal,

Savoy, was reopened, after some reparations, and the

ansertion of two additional stained-glass windows.
The new windows are by Messrs. Clayton and Bell.

The smaller one in the chancel commemorates the late

chaplain, Mr. Foster ; the design represents the Elec-

tion and Consecration of S. Matthias. The larger one
is In the nave, and Is erected by the congregation who
assembled in December, 1871, to pray for tlie recovery
<jf the Prince of Wales. The royal saints of England
are represented in the design.

WINKLBIGH.—A memorial window, con.slstlng of

tlirce lights and tracery, has been erected by the
parishioners of Wlnkleigh, North Devon, to com-
memorate the restoration of their parish church by
J. H. Pruckard, Esq., of Godaimlng, Surrey. The
subject represents the Raising of Lazarus, from
designs executed by Mr. W. F. Dixon, of Devonshire-
road, Holloway, London, lately with Messrs. Clayton
and Bell.

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.

LoNGToN Mutual Permanent Building Societt.

—The eleventh annual statement of accounts of this

society has just been published. Liabilities: Present

value of investment shares, £ls,893. 7s. 7d: ; deposits,

.£9,268. 18s 3d.; Interest duo on deposits, £222. Os. 9d.;

due to bankers, £724. 43. 9d.; balance, £38. 7s. ;

total. £29,153. 18s. Assets ; Value of mortgage
security, £28,842. 2s. lid. ; arrears and fines, £281.

l^s. Id. ; value of flre-proof safes, £30
£29,153. 18s.

total.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &o.

A WiLBKRFOKrE Mkmorial.—A county meeting
was held at Winchester, on Thursday week, to con-

siderthe desirability of erecting a monument in the
<'athedral to the late Bishop Wilbcrforce. Sir William
Heathcote proposed, and Mr. Cowper Temple, M.P.,
seconded, a motion that a monument should be erected

in the cathedral. A letter was read from Earl Car-
narvon, suggesting a canopied tomb with recumbent
figure. A proposal to ask the opinion of Sir Gilbert
Scott was agreed to.

The Late Mr. Wm. Skeen.—There has Just been
'Orected. by subscription, in the South Metropolitan
Cemetery at Norwood, a monument in memory of this
gentleman, who during the whole of his professional
dife was connected with the public press. It consists

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Important to Owners of House-Property.-Mr.

Joseph Last, No. 35 , Haymarket, was on Wednesd.ay

summoned at Marlborough-street before Mr. Newton,

by the Metropolitan Board of Works, for the sum of

£16 6s. 6d., being the^iimount of expenses, surveyor's

fee, &c.. Incurred In the case of an insecure building.

No. 22, Coventry-street, of which he was tho oivner.

Mr. Bevan, on behalf of the Board of Works, said

although the premises in question had been tenanted

for a number of years by parties, under a lease from

Mr. Last, he believed the Building Act entitled the

Board of Works to go to the owner f.nd obtain tho

expenses from him. Mr. Last said he had not received

anything from the house for 20 years. Tho repairs,

he thought, ought to be paid by the lessee. The
Board had already summoned another person for the

same charges. Mr. Bevan said the summons had been

withdrawn on finding that he only rented or leased a

portion of the house. Mr. Last would bo glad to have a

decision on the point, as there were other summonses
out he understood. Mr. Newton, having looked at the

Act, said the Board of Works were authorised to go

back to the owner, no matter the length of the lease,

in these cases, when the lessee failed to make the

necessary repairs. Mr. Last said that decision would
be sutaeient ; he should at once pay the amount, but

he really thought that the amount charged for sur-

veyor' fees was too large—between £2 and £3.

CHIPS.

Marylebone Church has been re-opened, after

being closed for a period of two months. The internal

portion has undergone complete renovation, paint-

ing, and artistic decoration, which was executed by
Messrs. Phillips, of Baker-street, under the direc-

tion of the borough surveyor and a committee of

inspection.

A pair of drawing-rooms at Leinster-gardens,

Hyde-park, have just been completed in oil paint

in Cinque-Cento style. The ceilings are in a pale

stone vellum, artistically mixed in colours and gold.

Walls a pearl grey, in panels with deep vellum
margin ornamentation in gold and crimson, orna-

mented in grey and gold. The art work was exe-

cuted by W. Phillips and Son, Baker-street.

A new hall in connection with the United Pres-

byterian Church has been opened at Leith. Mr.
James Simpson, of Leith, was the architect, and the
building cost £750, and will seat '2b0 people.

(0ur ^l)i« i^uHc.

A:iiEEiCAN Home Consumptiox of Timber.—
Tho enormous comsumption of lumber, timber

and shingles, hard and soft, by tho people of tho

United States is but very partially realised by
them and others. It cannot bo conceived by its

statement in figures. No adequate idoa can bo

formed of tho quantity comprehondod in ten

tliousand millions of feet, the amount of their

annual consumption, so as to realise tho work of

destruction that is going on. But we may, in

some measure, understand their position whoa
the fact is ' presented that, according to a corre-

spondent of the Boston Lu mber Trade, notwith

standing tho vast extent of thoir forests, ten to

twelve years, at the outsido, will leave thom
without a stick of pine, spruce, hemlock, and
oak, between the head waters of the Mississippi

and the eastern seaboard. New York, New
Jersey, Vermont, Massachusetts, New Hampshire,

Connecticut, Khode Island, Ohio, and Illinois are

so far denuded of their pine timber as to bo all

large consumers of the products of Michigan

and Canada ; and yet in the face of tho question,

as presented ,in the foregoing statistics, the most

reckless waste is going on, as if there was no end

to tho supply, or as if it could be yearly repro-

duced like a wheat or corn crop, while it takes

about a century to grow a standard saw-log.

Ancient Timber.—Probably the oldest timber

in tho world which has been subjected to the use

of man is that which is found in the ancient

temples of Egypt. It is found in connection with

stonework which is known to be at least 4,000

years old. This wood, and the only wood used in

the construction of tho temple, is in the form of

ties, holding the end of one stone to another in

its upper surface. When two blocks were laid

in place, then it appears th.at an excavation about

an inch deep was made in o.ach block, into which

an hour-glass shaped tie was driven. It is there-

fore very difficult to force any stone from its

position. The ties a]>poar to have been the tama-

risk, or shittim wood, of which tho ark was

constnicted, a sacred tree in ancient Egypt, and

now very rarely found in the valley of tho Nile,

These dovetailed ties are just as sound now as on

the day of their insertion. Although fuel is ex-

tremely scarce in that country, these bits of wood

are not large enough to malio it an object with

Arabs to heave off layer after layer of heavy stone

for so small a prize. Had they been of bronze,

half the old temples would have been destroyed

ages ago, so precious would they have been for

various purposes.

Body for Oil Paint.—Mr. J. Argall, of

Adderbury, proposes to give body or opacity to

the paint by using as a basis the natural mineral

carbonate of baryta and zinu, or native zinc ore,

to which carbonate of b.aryta is afterwards added.

The zinc ore or the baryta and zinc minei-al is

subjected to a roasting process. The required

colour, or shade of colour, is given to the paint by
tho addition of calcined ores of lead, tin, zinc,

copper, iron, or manganese to the compound or

mixture. By the use of baryta a peculiar glossy

surface is given to the paint, and such rapid dry-

ing powers that the use of ordinary driers is

rendered unnecessary.

Combined Tool for Glaziers.—On p. 112

Vol. XIV., the English Mechanic, gave an illus-

tration of a tool for cutting glass, then rocontly

patented. It consisted of a small hard steel

wheel, with a thin edge, so mounted in a holder

as to readily mark a line on glass by fracturing

the surface, and thus to cut it into pieces of any
required size. Since that time, this part of the

tool has been combined with other tools necessary

for the glazier, and it is now being introduced by
Mr. W. S. Andrews, of Beckington, Somerset, in

tho shape of a glass-cutter, breaker, and putty

knifo, forming one handy little instrument.

Telege.U'hing Maps and Plans.—A very
ingenious invention has recently been exhibited

by M. Uupuy do Lome, at the French Academy
of Sciences. It consists in a mode of sending a

plan or topographical sketch by telegraph, without

necessitating a special drawing for the purpose.

Over the map already made is laid a semi-circular

plate of glass, tho circumference of which is gradu-

ated. At the centre is an alidade, also graduated,

which carries, on a slide, a piece of mica marked
with a blade point. The latter, by its own move-
ment along the alidade, and also by that of the

alidade itself, can be brought over every point in
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the glass semicircle. Just before the plate is s

fixed eye-piece. Looking through this, the black

dot is carried euccessively over all the points of

the plan to be reproduced, and the polar co-ordin-

ates of each noted. The numbers thus obtained

are transmitted by telegraph. The receiving

doTice is analogous to that just described, but a

simple point is substituted for the mica dot, and
by it the designated positions on the glass are

Buccessively marked.

The WinTBY West Cliff Extension asd I.m-

PROVEMENT SciiEME.—The plans prepared by the

Durham County architect for Mr. Elliot, M.P.,

for the embellishment and extension of the West
Cliflt estate at Whitby, are novp deposited at the

Royal Hotel, Whitby. The plans show how the

Cliff will be laid out and improved by the re-

arrangement of the grounds, the construction of

new roads, and the introduction of other features,

which will render this one of the most attractive

marine resorts in the kingdom. The now system
of drainage is also shown. The completion of

the Royal-crescent, the position of the proposed
new church, the erection of tho now Spa saloon

and assembly room, and the formation of the

select promeuades for visitors are indicated, and
the Cliff, with its resources thus developed, will

then be gre.atly assimilated in appearance and
character to the one at Scarborough. This is no
more than the accomplishment of the extensive

plan propounded more than ten years ago by Sir

Joseph Paxton and Mr. H. S. Thompson, then
M.P. for the borough, but which made no pro-

gress then.

The Rotal Architectukal Museum.—The
report of the Architectural Museum, which has
been forwarded to us, is by no means a satisfac-

tory one. A very slender balance (only £4. 7s. Od.

at the end of 1S72), and present inability of the

Council to issue the catalogue otherwise than in

M.S., or to obtain from architects anything like

adequate funds to pay instructors for the art

workmen classes, hinder very materially the
work of the Council. Some additions have been
made to the museum ; and the donation of £50 in

aid of its work, by tho Goldsmiths' .,C>''mpany,

should find imitation by other similar bodies.

WrscHESTER School op Art.—The annual
meeting of the students of this School was held
a fortnight ago. The report of the Committee
congratulated the supporters of the school on its

progress and the superiority of the work in it com-
pared with the three previous years. The number
of students has slightly increased. The results
of the examination by the examiners of the
Government Department of Science and Art at

South Kensington are that of 34 candidates 30
passed, 15 obtained prizes, and two obtained
certificates of having passed in all four of the
special subjects. AUogether 121 drawings were
sent for examination. The accounts stand thus :

—

Subscriptions, &c., £289. 7s. 6d. Expenditure,
salaries, &c., £2t;i. 48. ; balance on behalf of the
society, £28. 3s. (jd.

Thr N'ew Colonial Offices.—Now that the
new Colonial and other public oflSces, which have
been for some time in course of erection, are
almost externally completed, the preliminary
steps are being taken for demolishing the build-
ings on the north side of Parliament-street, be-
tween Whitehall and Charles-street, On Wednes-
day the materials of several of these bouses in

front of the new Government buildings were sold

by auction by Jlessrs. Glaisier and Sons, by order
of tho Commissioners of Public Works and Build-
ings. The materials were divided into 81 lots,

consisting, amongst other materials, of 800,000
bricks, together with several tons of lead, slates,

tiles, timber, glass, &c. There was a numerous
assemblage of persons interested in tho building
trade, and all the lots realised fair prices. Before
the sale commenced the auctioneer informed in-

tending purchasers that tbey must enter into an
engagement to demolish tho buildings imme-
diat-ely. The hoardings in front of the houses
have been erected within the last few days, and
the work of demolition is to commence at once.
The new offices will be exposed to view in the
course of two or three weeks.

The contract* for the erection of the Victoria
Hotel, llkley, and the Semon Convalescent Home,
at the same place, both buildings being designed
by Jlr. G. Smith, architect, Bradford, have been
let. These buildings are to be commenced without
delay. The amount to be spent on the former,
inclusive of land, will be about £22,500, and on the
latter, including land, about £6,000.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAy.— [{OYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

—

"On iho Mediffival Brickwork of Ponierania.''
By Mr. J. Tavemor Perry. 8 p.m.

ruHSDAY.— Institution of Civil Knginrkrs.— Discua
Bion on Mr. Kobinson'd paper " On Modern Loco-
motives." 8 p ni.

Wbdnesday.—Oxford Architkcturaland Historical
Socibty (Taylor Building, Oxford).- (I.) "Go
the Origin of tho Sorbonne, in the University of

Paris, and its PoBBiblo Connection with the Foun-
dation of Merton College." By the lU-v. Preben-
dary Wilkineon, M.A. ('.'.) "On the Old Church
at llatfurd, Berkshire." 8 pm.
J^ociety op ARTH-Openingaddreseby the Chair-

man, Major-General F. Eardley Wilmot, R.A.
S p.m.

^milt Mtm,
WAGES MOVEMENT.

Grangemodth, N.B. — The Grangemouth slatert

have obtained an advance of ^d. per hour.

THE TIMBER TRADE.

Sales have been effected during the week at the
following prices ;

—

Per 120 12ft. li X iiln.

£ 8. d. £, s. d.

Quebec 1st bright pine wide 27 10 to 2S 16

„ „ 12tt. 3 by 11 26 15

„ ,, lesser sizes 23 „ 24

„ 1st floated wide 27

„ „ 13ft. 3 by 12 25

„ Ist dry wide 25 15

„ 2nd bright wide 19 10 „ 19 15

„ „ 12ft. 3 by 11 19 15

,, 2od floated wide 17 15

„ 12tt. 3byll 15 15 ,, 16 10

„ 2nd dry wide 17 10

„ 12ft. 3 by 11 17

„ 3rd bright pine . 12 „ 13 10
Bjorneborg 1st yellow 3 by 10 13 5

„ Ist white 3by U 12 10

2.Jby6 11 5

Gefle lat & 2nd yel. 3 by II 13 15

3 & 2 by 9 13

„ „ 24 by 7 12

„ „ 3 by 7 11 16

„ 3rd „ 3 by 11 14 10 „ 14 15

„ „ 3 by 9 14 5

„ „ 2J by 7 13 15

„ 4th „ 3 by 11 13 10
4 by 11 13 10

,, 3rd white 3 by 11 12 10
3 by 9 11 16

„ „ 3 by 7 11 5

2Jby7 11 10

Wyburg 1st yellow 3 by 11 14

„ „ 3 by 9 14 10
3 by 7 13 10

Vefsen yellow 3 by 9 10 15

., white 3 by 9 10 10 „ 11 10
Wlfsta Wharf 3rd ycl. 3 by 9 13

Danzig yellow 2 by 10 13 5

Stockvltten 1 & 2 yel. 3 by 7 14

„ Srd „ 3 bv 11 13 5

„ 3 by IS 6

„ 4th „ 3 by 9 12 10

„ 1&2 white 25 by

7

li lo

,. 3rd „ „ 10 IS

Fiedrickshamli2yel.3.by 11 12 10 „ 13

,, '„ 3 by 9 14 „ 14 5
3 by 7 12 5

„ 2iby 7 12 10 „ 13

„ 3rd 3 by 11 10 10

„ „ 21 by 9 11 10

Sandarne 1 Sc 2 yel. 3 by 11 1510
„ „ 3 by 9 15 16

„ 3rd „ 8 by 11 14 10

„ „ 3 by 9 14 10

4th „ 3 by 9 13 10

Hudikswall Ist „ 3 by 9 15

2nd „ 3 by 9 13 15 „ 14 C
3ld „ 3 by 12 12 15

„ „ 2 by 8 13

„ 4th „ 4 b.y 9 12 10

2i by 9 12

Soderhamn 1 & 2 „ 2 by 7 13 10

2nd „ 3 by 9 13 15

3rd „ 2i by 9 14 6

„ 4t;i „ 3 by 11 12 10 „ IS C
IIusLim 3rd ., 3 by 11 14 10
Kotkalst&2nd ,, 3 by 9 12 5

S by 7 10 15

,. 3rd „ 3 by 9 U 10

„ „ „ 3 by 7 10

S. Petersburg 1 white 3 by 11 13

„ „ 3 by 9 12 5

„ 3 by 7 U 6

Swartwik 8rd yellow 3 by 11 14 10

„ 3 by 7 13 6

.Soderhamn 1st „ 3 by 11 15 10

„ „ 3 by 9 15 10

„ 3 by 7 13 10
Sundswall, 3id vel. 3 by 11 12 10

Per 120 12ft. 3 by 91n.

S. John's unsnrted spruce 17 15 ,, 19 o
Quebec 2nd spruce 18 10 „ 20 t>

Christiana Ut white 20 6

Dram 2nd yellow
» Srd „

Per 120 12ft. 2J by 65 inch
£ 8. d.

10 15

10

Best yellow

white

„ IS b'

9 „ 14 9

„ 13 9
9 „ 16 6

Boards per square.
iJUi. 17

1 „ 12

i „ 13

li „ 14

Per 60 cubic feet.|

Quebec birch . . . . 95 to 160
Pitch pine . . . . 82 ,, 92 &
Swedish 62
Danzig square oak . . . 145

,, crown fir . . . 120
„ common middling . . 6.1

» good „ . . 64 „ 110 O

Per 216 cubic feet.

£ s. d. £ 8. d.
St. Petersburg lathwood 1016 to 11 »
Riga „ 8 15 „ 9 »

Per 40ft. 3in.

Danzig crown deck 13 6

ASHTON S; QREES,
Slat«», Iron, and Marble MorohKuts, Mid QiLirry Apents.—Rix)finjj

Slate*—Bangor, Blue, Red, or Grw3U, Blue PortmAdoc and Whitland
Abbey Green, the Now " I'ermanent" Groaa (weight the same aa
Bangor, and uniformity of cleaT.T'o eqnah,

Prioeson Whurf iu London.
Mbyl2 22 by 12 20 by 10 IHbylO 18 by 9
3?7b. 6d. 332h. 6d. 257a. 6d. 2169. 1928. 6d.
16 by 10 16 by 8 U by 10 14 by 8 12 by 8
19-2rt.6d. 1458. 1709. 117s. 6d. 67a. 6d.

Per m of 1.200 Slatoa. Marble and Enanielled Slat© Chimney
Pieces, Inscription Tablota. ic. Stoves, Ranges, and Buildera'
Ironmongery. A- Si O.'b Special Ked Ilidge Tiiea. Large Show of
all Goods at 14 and 16, Bury-street, S. Mary Ale, London, E.G.
Drawings and Prices upon application, accompanying tradtt card.

TENDERS.
Bedford.—For rebuilding two dwelling-houseB and

shops. Silver-street, for Mr. J. S. Peacock. Mr. John Usher,.
architect. Quanlities supplied.

Spencer £1,329
Corby l,-233 11
Moore 1 195
Kichards 1,195
Cunvin 1,169

Hull 1,125

Carter (accepted) 1,069

City.—For warehouses in Gresham-street. for Messrs.
Bartrum and Harvey (second contract). Mr. W. A. Diion^
architect.

Wicks and Bangs £2,700

Coventry.—For erecting a grocer's warehouse at
Longford, for Mr. Masser. Mr. John Cotton, architect.

Ensor j;510

Banks and Jephcott 470
NeKon 311
Hancor 307
Bell 281)

Ward (accepted) 250

These Bums do not include cost of cast-iron girder-beams.
Hasti.sgs.—For the earthwoik iu the formation of new^

roads at Beauport Park, Messrs. Cross and Wells, sur-
veyors.

Uoddard £1,900 10
KeaveandSon 1.895

Woodham Bros 1,77U

Hawkes „ 1,728 12
Bull 1,682 15
Gardner 1,550

Guodair 1,416

Potter 1,444

Symonds 1,360

Longhurat (accepted) 1,150

Herts.—For the erection of cowsheds, and root and com.
stores, at the Industrial 8chuuls, Leivesden Woodside,
for the Guardians of the Pot-r uf the Parish uf S. i'ancra*.

Thorns i;911) o

Blott 793
Waterman 7JU
Chalk 717

North Wales.—For the erection of hotel and 6 villas

at Colwyn. Mesars. T. E. Murray, and G. H. Thomas,
architects.

Roberts £.3,300

Reading.—For tower and spire to S. John's Church ,

Reading (second contract). Mr. W. A. Dixon, architect.

Niulett and Son t2,60u

ReaI'INQ.—For ornamental farm-buildings, for Mr.
Robert Toomer. Mr. W. A. Dixou, architect.

Wheeler and Sou i;700

WALTO.v.—For tho erection of a public-house and.
stables, in Rice-lane, for filr. Eaves.

Kxcacation, Ii!-u:ktcorf:, and J/tMcnrv,

Sollars £540
Shaw 623

Carpenter and Joiner.

Thompsonand Cook £523 10
Roberts 610
Winterburuand Masou 350

mating and J'tastcrin^.

Lloyd £200
Pritchard 185 10 »
Orifflths 185 Q

Plumbing, Painting, and Glasiny.

Pinnington £235

Wolverhampton.—For rebuilding the "Chequer Ball"
Inn, for Mr. Joseph Laurence. Mr. John Cotton, archi-

tect.

Caiter £1 .'.23 0«

Nelson 1,4-J9

Collins I,:i42 U

Guugh (accepted) 1,300

Exclusive of plumbiug and paintiug.
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LONDON, FRIDAT, NOVEMBER 21, 187:

OUR STREETS.

THE sti-eets of London have not been
generally considered as redolent of archi-

tectural beauties, and speculations as to their

possible impression on the mind of the travel-

ling New Zealaader of a future century have
usually resulted in morose anticipations that a
few mud-pies would be the only record likely

to be left for the eyes of that wanderer of

the quondam existence of our metropolis.

By degrees, however, this state of things
is being changed, and, while we are hardly
aware of the fact, London is being almost
rebuilt, at vast cost and in a comparatively
stately and substantial manner. This opera-
tion is, however, wholly diflerent in character
from that which has talcen place in the sister

metropolis of our neighbouring country

—

France. No Imperial edict has decreed in

our case the demolition of the city which
existed in order to rebuild one of theoretical

perfection, either poUticd or architectural.

No incendiary upon a colossal scale has had
the opportunity of fiddling in complacent
contemplation of the destruction of streets

that were brick in order that he might leave
them in marble. AU that has been done here
has been by private enterprise and in a pru-
dential spirit. Some few railway companies
have, it is true, made raids upon existing
property, and have not yet proved to their

shareholders the hoped-for profitable results

of their undertakings, but it was under the
promise of such that they were allowed to

effect their purpose. The process of rebuild-
ing has been gradual, and for some time slow,
though the pace has become accelerated, and
is only now beginning to be realised by its

actual eflect upon the aspect of our streets.

That a considerable result has already been
attained is, however, becoming evident, and
it seems time for us to take an intelligent

survey of what has been, and is, going on
around us, so that, if possible, we may direct

the current aright, and stem the course of

what may produce detrimental results if left

unchecked and uncriticised.

The architectural progress of the day is

curious, and may be said to be, in a manner,
anomalous. Architects grumble continually
because they find they cannot drive on the world
exactly as they would ; bat they have far
more of their own way than they are perhaps
aware, and certainly more than they are
inclined to admit ; and, consequently con-
siderable responsibility devolves upon them,
and it behoves them to take heed of what
they are about.

Men eminent in position do not always
recognise the power such eminence almost
forces them to employ. They may do in a
freak what may have consequences far beyond
them to control, and there is hardly an extra-
vagance which the leaders of the architec-
tural movements of the day may perpetrate,
but what will not be imitated, parodied, and
worked to death by eager imitators, who are
unable to originate similar extravagances for

themselves.

The principal difference observable between
the wholesale rebuilding which is going on in
our "sti'eets and that which has taken place in

those of Paris is that in the former case the
efforts made are isolated and distinct ; each
building is independent, and neither leans
upon its neighbours for support as to architec-

tural eft'eet, nor contributes in any way to

their support ; in the latter case, a unity and
comparative monotony prevails which is con-
ducive to a certain general low standard of

excellence, but wholly destructive of a higher
grade of individual merit. For our part we
unhesitatingly declare our preference for the

London method, and would rather stand the

risk of being occasionally shocked, than lose

the chance of being sometimes, though less

frequently, charmed. It takes, however, a

lengthened period before such isolated efforts

as we see going on around can produce much
combined effect, and the appearance of many
a street is temporarily injured by one build-

ing towering up high above all the rest,

although ultimately it is sure to lead, as if

by emulation, to the elevation of the general

level. After a lapse of years, when several

structures have been so erected in the same
neighbourhood, each one by itself, it may be,

little heeded, all at once their united influ-

ence over their neighbourhood strikes with a
startling eflect, and then the gaps left be-

tween become intolerable, and by some means
or another a rush is made to fill them up in

the same manner.
In whichever direction we now turn our

eyes in the streets of London we see vast

changes have taken place within the last few
years ; and old London, that is the London of

our youth, is becoming obliterated by another
city which seems rising up through it, as

mushrooms do in a sward. If we take our
stand upon any of the bridges of the metro-
polis, even if the bridge itself be not new within
our remembrance, those that we see from it

spanning the river above and below are so.

Most of the buildings which meet our eye
upon the banks, with but a few notable ex-
ceptions, such as Somerset House, date as it

were but from yesterday, and the Embank-
ment forms a magnificent base to them which
might well be supposed to have been provided
by magic. Westminster Abbey, S. Paul's
Cathedral, the National Gallery, the Mansion
House, and the several railway termini, &o.,

all appear as centres round which colossal

structures are springing up, and the new
thoroughfares which have been driven
in every direction through the previously
densely crowded and narrow alleys, and which
for some j-ears have looked like yawning
chasms, are being fast bordered by stately

warehouses and mansions of commerce. How
far all this vast mass of buildings be coUec-
tivel}' and individually an improvement
upon those that preceded them ; how they
may be ranked in an architectural sense ; and
what comparison they can bear to the monu-
ments of other times and places, is an enquiry
we propose to institute, in the hope of calling

the attention of architects to the magnitude
of the problem with which they are called

upon to deal, and urging them to do their best
with their present great opportunities ; and
likewise of the public, that they may learn to

take an intelligent interest in the artistic man-
ner in which their practical needs are fulfilled.

AVe win take our first stand upon what has
with reason been called "the finest site in

Europe "—Trafalgar-square—and comment
upon whatmeetsour ken ±rom that point of view.

A great work is springing up at the National
Gallerj' itself, which, however, as far as its

external eflect is concerned, has to be taken
upon trust at present, for the common brick-

work which peeps out at the side next
8. Martin's Church, and the brick chimneys,
which in naked simplicity unadorned are

rising above poor AVilkins's facade, cannot be

what even Mr. Ayrton, in his most obstinate

tit of parsimony, could have intended for the

contemplation of his fellow-citizens. "We hail,

then, these visions of uncouth material and
rigid forms as a proof that the facade

itself will shortly be superseded by a loftier

one, and that a lateral structure of some archi-

tectural pretension is to be added ; so that if

some of the numerous domes of Mr. Edward
Barr3''s successful competition drawing prove

but " the baseless fabric of a vision " he will

not be compelled altogether to abandon that

architecturesque ensemble with which he

favom-ed the world upon that occasion. That

Mr. Barry would, if unrestrained, treat as
to something far in advance of the street
architecture which is fading away from among
us in stateliness of mass and dignity of com-
position, he has already been fortunate enough
to have had ample opportunities of showing.
Nor need we move from the spot we havte
selected for our present critical survey to be
well aware of this fact. His Charing Cros.'?

Railway Station has the qualities we haye
named ; and in many ways, as by the setting
back of the frontage-line and bold treatment
of the sky-line and its accessories, including
the commendable sacrifice by a railway com-
pany in the interests of architectural art—the
Eleanor Memorial Cross—Mr. Barry has set a
good precedent for our modern street build-
ings. Would that his detail were puree,
and that he gave us less redundance of ques-
tionable ornamental details! What he has
done in this neighbourhood, however, suffices

to keep us on the qui rive to see what he will
give us when engaged upon a public work
upon a monumental scale, and permitted, as
he surely will be, to deal with suitable
materials. In the immediate background
of the National Gallery, at the corner of
S. Martin's-lane, a building of some size, but
small pretensions, has recently been finished
from the designs of Mr. David Brandon.
We refer to the oflices of the National Provi-
dent Institution and Savings Bank. Mr.
Brandon must have in this case, with his

characteristic amiability, sacrificed his oppor-
tunity in order to enhance the effect of Mr.
Barry's great work. No better foil for suet
could have been designed The building has
a tame and featureless facade, and the facili-

ties of an angle-site for some picturesque
treatment have been left unemployed with a
reticence which must have caused him a
heartache. The openings are placed at
regular and monotonous intervals, and are
surrounded with the ordinary stock Italian

dressings in the Florentine manner, without
much delicacy of detail to invite a closer in-

spection, which it must have been assumed
or hoped its important neighbour would en-
tirely engross to itself. When the new stone-
work—for its facades have the merit of being
constructed in ashlar—has donned the solems.

hue of the inevitable film of soot, it will

provide the most unobtrusive and neutral
background the architect of the National
Gallery could desire for his work;
and, seeing that the repose of the
plain walling is greatly needed in such a ease,

we may really thank Mr. Brandon for his

modest and unselfish work. We could our-
selves have desiderated for such a semi-publie
institution, considered by itself, some more
original and artistic adaptation of the com-
monplace features employed, and some more
vigour, or grace and fancy, in its details. As
it is, we have on the ground-floor a row of

semicircular-headed arched openings, with a
large cavetto carried round each ; square-

headed windows to the first floor, with
alternate angular and segmental pediments,,!

variation repeated in the dormers to the attie

story. The whole is covered by an ungainly

mansard roof, fringed at the top with an iron

cresting of the poorest tomb-railing types

which must have been bought secondhand as

a bargain, as a type of the proiddence which
the institution has been formed to encourage.

We cannot but regret that so little should

have been made of such an opportunity placed

into such hands, seeing that other buildings,

which have sprung up in Trafalgar-square of

late years have been of a far diflerent cha-

racter ; and if the precedent they have set be

followed in those which must soon be built

tween them, this noble site may be e.vpected

to attain a very respectable appearance. We
may, it is true, wish that a bolder skyline,

such as one remembers in the great square

around the Town Hall of Brussels, had been

adopted, and more vigorous gables introduced.;

still we cannot but gratefully acknowledge

that in many respects the architectural effect
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•f the neighbourhood has been largely im-

proved by the treatment adopted iu the case

9f the Union Bank, by Mr. Porter ; in the

National Bank, by Messrs. Nelson and Inncs
;

and of the Sun Fire Olfice. One great merit

which all these buildings present is the self-

sontained manner in which their roofs and
shimneys have been grouped, and in the

thought and care that has been bestowed upon
their flanlvs, so that they do not look like mere
slices of a terrace, as so many of the modern
vernacular buddings do.

Mr. Porter has treated his building, which
is situated upon the important corner site of

the street leading to Spring Gardens, in the

"Venetian manner of the Italian revived

Classical style, with an order to each story.

That of the lowest stage is Roman Doric, and
has its columns and stylobate in grey granite,

whichis rather cold-looking. The first story has
the Roman Ionic order, and the second story Co-
rinthian, each vrith polished red granite shafts.

The dressings of the openings between the
columns in each case have sundry Renaissance
features, kept within tolerable bounds of

license. A somewhat flimsy, French-looking
wrought ironwork balcony runs round the
ibuilding, on the top of the lowest entablature.

The roof is a convex-curved mansard, without
a cresting, and the chimneys are grouped at

She angles in a cluster of red terra-cotta cir-

sular shafts, witli stone caps and bases, and
form a prominent feature, upon which com-
aiendable care, and some novelty of design,
kas been bestowed.

The Sun Fire Office, a few doors off, is a
rich structure of the Renaissance character,

treated with considerable originality and grace,

and unusually sumptuous both as regai'ds

material and enrichment. The lower story is

sf light Sicilian marble, with an order con-
fined to its height, T\-ith coupled pilasters at
each angle, and one on either side of the door-
way, which is in the centre. The pilasters

have red granite shafts, and the frieze a rich
alternation of triglyplis and bronze rosettes.

The entablature is broken over the doorwaj'
in admit of the introduction of a large panel
sf carving, and a segmeutal piece of coi-nice

spans the void so made. Between the pilas-
ters are a couple of semi-circular headed
Tvindows on each side, and the doorway' in the
centre. The three stories above this" ground
one are combined into one by the carrying up
of a pier, pilasterwise, at ea'ch angle, "formed
of alternate blocks of white marble with
three rosettes carved upon each, and an equi-
Talent block of red brickwork between. The
ground of the walling between these piers is

a rich red briekworic witli fine joints, and the
three window openings in each of the three
tiers have delicate and rather fancifid and
Taried dressings of marble ; the principal
stage with enriched pilasters and pediments,
and the others with architraves and cornices,
treated scroUwise, with festoons and key-
stones in the centre. A rich general cornice,
with carving:s of flowers and ox-heads,
crowns the faoade, and above is a high-
hipped mansard' roof with three bold dormers.
with Flizubethan-like perforated crcstings,
and tlie ridge of the roof has wrouglit iron
arnamentation, wliieh is not as graceful and
"Tell studied as the rest of the work.
Altogether, although we must not be held
to endorse the choice of the style, or to
approve of the vagaries introduced into it, we
must commend this as a fairly successful
example of it.

The National Bank, neaj-ly opposite, by
Messrs. Nelson and Inncs, is a work of soberer
architeetur.al character, in the Venetian-Italian
style, with orders to each story in grey granite
throughout. The fapade is thus divided into
throe bays, to the central one of which promi--
acnce is given by its openings on tlie two
lower stories being surmounted by a seraicir-
«ular arch, while the side ones are lower and
s'luare-hcaded, with a blank panel in tlic space
ibove them. On the the third storv all the
openings are semi-circularheaded, "but the

centre one is the widest and highest. A con-
vex-curved mansard-hipped roof covers the
building, and a square space upon it, reached
from below, has an ornamental, real and not

sham, iron parapet round it. The flanks and
chimneys of this building have been well
studied and efl:ectively treated, and the whole
composition is quiet and well proportioned.

The scaffolding has hardly yet been wholly
removed from the new premises of Messrs.

Drummond's bank, at Charing-cross, by
Mr. Richard Coad, but already we have
revealed to us a somewhat remarkable
structure, partaking of the fashionable

Queen Anne type, but free from any of

its grosser extravagances. Taking it as given
us, we have reason to be thankfnl for a very
creditable, and even striking, building, with a

good deal of originality, and quite free from
vulgarity. The frontage is considerable, and
occupied by five bays, with a plain Tuscan
order to the lower story, executed in red

Mansfield stone ; the windows in each bay to

this story have semicircular heads, with archi-

traves and keystones, in the orthodox Italian

manner, and so far not qtute in keeping with
the superstructure, except in point of colour,

the upper portion of the building being
wholly in red brick. This is marked out
into three unequal divisions—centre and
wings—the former corresponding to three bays
of the ground story, and the latter to one bay
each. These wings have lofty, pilaster-like

piers, rusticated, carried up two stories in

height, and then a continuous deep cornice

with a frieze divided into metopes and tri-

glyphs in brick, which finishes the walling of

the building. The openings in the several

bays have brick dressings, with those in the
wings emphasised by greater enrichment in

tho way of balustered stylobates and scroll-

wrought pediments. Above the main cornice
rise three bold dormers, one over each wing,
and seeming, by their equal width, to elongate
those features, and the other is in the centre.

The dormers are the great feature of the
building, and in them has the most extrava-
gance been indulged in. First, they are sur-
mounted by a segmental pediment, and then a
small, oblong, panelled piece of brickwork is

set upon the cornice of this, and it in its turn is

topped by another small segmental pediment.
This produces, undoubtedly, a picturesque
efl'eet, as would two dift'erent-sized cocked
hats, placed one above another and rendered
in stone, and there would be about equal
architectural explanation to be given for

either. Between these dormers there is a
double range of panelled attic walls, one
recessed behind the other, with a lean-to roof
of tiles intervening ; and the roof above the
higher one is also covered with plain tiles

and a neat ridge cresting of tilework—infi-

nitely preferable to the iron fringes we have no-
ticed. There is much in this treatment of the
dormers and attics between them which is

commendable, but all their features might
have been ecjually well rendered in purer and
better detail. The general rich tone of

colouring is also a good point, and we may
congratulate the architect upon his achieve-
ment, with the notice of which we must con-
clude our first article on the subject of " Our
Streets."

NOTES FROM AMERICA.—NEW YORK
TO THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS

(^Continued from p. 532.)

By RoBEEi W. Edis, F.S.A.

FROM the great amphitheatre in which
Pittsburgh is situated, the line passes

tlirough a well-wooded and picturesque
country

; past innumerable towns and
vill.ages, which are yearly increasing in size

and importance—indeed, I could not help
being struck witli the immense amount of
building of every kind that is, as a rule,
going on throughout the country, tlie ancient
frame-houses giving place to laore substan-

tial erections of brick and stone, while, as a
sequence, the value of real property, so far as
I could learn, is everywhere rapidly increas-
ing. As a rule, the miserable system of
leasehold which pertains so much" in this

country is almost unknown, and as the
buildings are erected therefore on absolute
freeholds, no inducement is ofl'ered for bad
or speculation building, and money is freely
spent on the more important erectio"ns, whethe"r
business premises or private houses, to secure
every known improvement in modern con-
struction. The want, however, of any special
law to insure in large cities, as far "as pos-
sible, absolutely fireproof construction, wiU be
found a serious drawback, even in places where
" a fire limit "—within which at least no frame
or lumber buildings can be erected—is de-
fined and insisted upon ; but as I purpose to

note especially the evils attaching to this want,
as far as my judgment guides me, in a sepa-
rate article on Chicago, in which city tires

have proved so disastrous, I shall not here
dilate further upon the subject.

The state of Ohio, which the line enters

soon after leaving Pittsburgh, is said to be the
third State in the Union in population and
wealth, covering an area of nearly 40,000
square miles, in which coal and iron, good
marble, and building-stones abound, some of

the latter being very extensively used in the
new buildings of Chicago, and other im-
portant cities. The total valuation of real

property in the state as given by the census
of 1870 was 1,512,438,880 doUars, as against
959,807,101 dollars in 1800 ; the manufac-
ture of iron forming a large portion of the
staple trade. The large original forests of
the State have, for the most part, been felled

to make way for cultivation, but the scenery
is in many places varied and pretty. Colum-
bus, the capital of the state, is a handsome
city of about 40,000 inhabitants, with wide
streets, laid out on the usual rcctangtdar
principle, and pl.anted on each side with trees.

The State Capitol is an imposing Classic edifice

with a front of about 100 yards by GO yards,

with good central dome, the whole executed
in fine white limestone ; both this and the
State Penitentiary, a large castellated building
on the banks of the Sciots river, were, I un-
derstand, erected with convict labour. Three
miles outside of Columbus, as the train was
going round a somewhat sharp curve at the
rate of about fifteen to twenty miles an hour,

the engine, owing to the insecure fixing of

some of the rails, ran oti' the track, and I had
an o]iportunity of observing the splendid way
in which the Westinghouse brake—which is

under the control of the driver, who can,

in case of necessity, at once apply it—pulled
up the train iu about a hundred and fifty to

two hundi'ed yards, and thus prevented what
seemed likely at first to be a very serious

accident ; as it was, the only damage done was
to cut off the heads of the bolts of the fish-

plates for some hundred yards, and to make
many of the passengers hold on somewhat
tightly to their seats, and lose a little colour,

in the three or fotir seconds' uncertainty as to

what was about to happen.
I was sorry not to be able to make a stay at

the important city of Indianopolis, the capital

of the State of Indiana—lying due west about
830 miles from New York,—and one of the
principal railway centres in the West, being
anxious to push on to S. Louis and the States

Iving still westward of that city, without fur-

ther stoppage. The State of Indiana, which
covers an area of about 34,000 s(iuare mOes,
with a total population of about 1,700,000, is

rich in coal-fields (wliich are said to cover an
area of over 7,000 square miles), while iron,

marble, good sand and limcitone, and gypsum,
are extensively found.

Crossing the wonderfully fertile table-lands,

and the undulating vast tracts of prairie of

the State of Illinois, for a distance of some
1200 miles, the train at length stopped at the

terminus in East S. Louis, on the eastern side

of that great " Father of Waters," the Missis-
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gippi, the largest and most important river in

North America. The first sight of this great

broTVTi swift-rolling river, between its long
low banks of sandy mud, is exceedingly im-
pressive, especially when one remembers that

from its source in Minnesota, the great stream
joui-neys through an enormous tract of fertile

country for over 3,000 mUes, tiU it empties
itself into the Gulf of Mexico. A short drive

from the railway station in a four-horse cm
nibus, across the great level or bank, on to the
huge ferry-boat—on which were some three
or four similar conveyances, and some twenty
or thirty waggons and carts, laden with coal,

besides innumerable foot-passengers — in

which we steamed across the swift and turbid
river, and another drive across the left, or

Western level, and we were in the City of

S. Louis, in the great Western State of Mis-
souri. Across the river an enormous railway-
bridge is now in course of construction, con-
sisting of three immense spans of huge
segmental-arched lattice girders, of malleable
iron and steel, resting on huge well-designed
stone and granite piers. The immense engi-
neering diiiicidties of this bridge may be
imagined, when it is remembered that the
great undercurrent of the Mississippi waters
causes an enormous and continual rapid change
of its sandbed—at times, during any great
overflow, the latter being carried away to a
depth of between 30 and 40ft., so that the
foundations of the central supporting tiers had
to be carried down to the rock itself, which
varied in depth from !)0 to 120ft. below the
ordinary high water line, above which, by the
navigation law of Congress, the height of the
arches were obliged to bo at least 50ft., so that
the piers themselves range from 160 to 190ft.

in height from their bases to their tops. As
this is one of the most important engineering
works of the kind in the States, I cannot do
better tlian quote, with some slight alterations
and abbreviations, the very elaborate and
generally accurate account furnished to, and
quoted in, Appleton's "Handbook."

" The system by which the base was laid nnon
the rock was that of sinking. By means of colossal
iron caissons (open below, and resting on the sand
itself), -B-hioh, with the increasing weight of the
pilUirs built on top of them, as the sand under them
was removed to the upper world, sank deeper and
deeper, this lowering was effected. In order, how-
ever, to render the caissons capable of resistance,
the atmosphere, by means of enormous air-pumps,
was compressed in them in such a manner that their
power of resistance could be increased to meet any
exigency. When the caisson, or air-chamber, as it
is called with propriety, struck upon the rock (that
is. when the sand-pumps working it had removed
the gigantic layers of sand through which it had to
penetrate, and when the pier that rests on the cais-
son was separated only by the air-chamber from the
rock), then it— the caisson—was fitted with con-
crete, which completed the indissoluble connection
between pier and rock. When the last particle of
compressed air in the chamber had given place to
this mdestructible compound of cement and stone,
all that remained to be done was to fill up iu a
similar manner the vertical shafts which commu-
nicated between the air-chamber and the upper
world, and the whole structure of the pier, in solid
compactness incorporated with the rock far
below, stood aloft ready to receive the super-
Btructure.

" Both the piers are now finished, the portions
above water being built of granite, those under
water of limestone blocks from Grafton Quarry, iu
Illinois. Their total heights are 194 and lUSft.
respectively.

"Fourpiers support the superstructure, which con-
sists of three arches, the side ones measuring oOOft.
each, and the centre, or principal arch, between the
two central piers, 5-20ft. The possibility of erecting
such long spans, considering the enormous weifht
which they had to bear, was at first strongly
doubted, and still more strongly contested. Cast-
steel was selected as the material of these arches.
Each of them is double, that is to say, consists of
two concentric arches 12ft. .apart, and jointed
together by a network of the most ni.assive steel
braces

; these double arches are stretched four in
each span, running parallel with each other, from
pier to pier. Upon their iron necks is to be laid
the real bridge, in two stories, each 50ft. wide, the
lower story intended for the railways, the upper
for vehicles and foot passengers. Meanwhile,
underneath, the largest steamers, even when the
water is at its highest, may pass, and when finished

S. Louis will not only have the boldest arch bridge
in the world, but it will also have the first structure
of the kind built of steel.

" The street leading directly to the bridge —
Washington Avenue—is one of the broadest and
finest in S. Louis, and, like the whole of the S.

Louis shore, slopes rapidly when it approaches the
river.

'•A viaduct of five arches, of 27ft. span each, under
which the traffic of the cross streets below may be
carried on unobstructedly, will form the continu-

ation of the bridge, and of course will be of the

same height and breadth. At the end of it the high
level road will pass into Washington Avenue, while
the low level road, with its railways, will run into a

tunnel •l,800tt. in length, which passes under a

large portion of the city, and terminates at the

spot where the great S. Louis Central KaUroad
Depot will be erected. It is expected that the bridge

will be completed by the end of the present year.

The cost will be between 4,500,000 and 5,000,000

dollars."

The enormous built-up steamers which ply
on this great river are in themselves curious

and interesting objects, being flat-bottomed,

with lower open deck for freight, above which,
on great supporting posts, are immense cabins
two tiers in height, running almost the entire

length of the hull, above which again is piled

up another cabin for officers of the boat,

this again surmounted by the pilot-house well
up in the skies, and above all tower the great
smoke funnels, which are made thus lofty to

ensure a proper draught for the high-pressure
engines generally used. In looking at these

monstrous structm'es, one can faintly imagine
the tremendous destruction and ruin involved
in the bursting-up of the boilers, and the

general smash and fearful loss of life and
property which must accrue therefrom—

a

land of accident unfortunately not altogether

unknown.

The City of S. Louis is situated about
1,100 mUes west of New York, in the centre

of the great Mississippi valley, on a series of

gradual sloping ridges which for the most part

consist entirely of good brick clay, overlying
the limestone rook below. The rapid rise of

this great Western city may be imagined when
in 1830 the population was estimated at under
6,000, while in the last census in 1870 it

numbered within 40 of 313,000. The first

brick house was built in 1813, and to-day
there is an immense city of well-built streets,

with public and private buUdings that will

compare favourably with any in the States

and with a magnificent river frontage, along
which are numerous fine and lofty warehouses,
handsome wide streets, numerous imposing
public buildings, schools, and churches. With
a rapidly increasing trade, which is naturally
assisted by the great river highway and the
railway routes wliich diverge 'eastward aad
westward from it. S. Louis bids fair to

become one of the most important cities in

the western portion of the great continent of

America.
There is still a great French element in the

neighbourhood, and French names are of

frequent occurrence, the o^wners of them no
doubt the French descendants of the original

inhabitants of the old French province of

Louisiana, which in 1803 was ceded to the
United States, and a large portion of which
was then formed into the State of Missouri.

There is still a very Continental air about the
whole city, with its trim red-brick houses and
green jalousies in every window ; the great
German element, so strong over the whole
west of America, is also very noticeable,

German names being frequent, and the German
language strUcing continually on the ear of

the traveller who waUcs through the business
streets. Along the riverside are huge coal

and grain elevators, more useful than orna-
mental. From the top of the Mutual Life
Assurance offices—an immense uix-story build-

ing, of modern Italian design—a magnificent
view of the city and surrounding neighbour-
hood is obtained. These olEces are generally
very good in their architectural composition
and arrangement, with some excellent figure

sculpture about them, the interior beautifully

and expensively fitted up, with the usual

convenient elevator to carry one from bottom
to top of the building, the roof being flat, and
formed of asphalte and gravel, with a large

belvedere on the top.

The oflioe of the Republican newspaper
is an exceedingly handsome structure of

modern French Renaissance design, executed
in beautiful grey limestone—of which there
are large quarries in the immediate neigh-
bourhood—the four angle towers, with their

high mansard roofs, and the large central

pavilion, being very good in grouping and de-
sign ; the details throughout are well worke(!
out, and few modern buildings in the city

come up to it or e.xcel it in general design,
importance, and arrangement. Within the
building are other fine groups of offices, in-
cluding those of the Kansas Pacific Railway,
one of the most important lines in the West.
The principal streets are wide and well-

paved, and the business premises are, as a.

ride, well built and designed ; and the private

houses, although as a rule somewhat unpre-
tentious in architecture, all look well and sub-
stantially buUt, red brick entering largely
into their general construction. Sun-blinds
and outside Venetian shutters are almost uni-

versal, and to judge by the immense heat at

the time I visited the city, 95° in the shade,

are not only ornamental, but eminently usefuL
Iron is also largely used in the fronts of many
of the new buildings, and there is a genera?,

air of wealth and prosperit}' about the whole
city. The Town Hall, or Court-house, is at
imposing Classic edifice, with a large and
handsome central dome and weU-designed
projecting porticoes, the whole of the exterior

being faced with Genevieve limestone. The
total cost of the whole building was Bome-
thing over a miUion and a quarter dollars.

Here and there about the city are quaint,,

picturesque Northern Italian campaniles

cropping out above the roofs and pinnacles,

and all adding much to its general foreign ap-

pearance. I noticed in one of my walks the

still smoking remains of a fire which had
burnt out almost an entire block in the centre

of the city—another example of the present

great insecurity from fire destruction ; and
while lath and plaster or brick-nogged party
walls not carried through the roof, and
asphalte and shingle covering, are permitted

in the midst of densely-populated to^wns and
cities, any certain immunity from occasional

immense destruction of life and property can.

scarcely be expected.

At present there are in S. Louis forty-two

architects, twenty-six artists, twenty-eight

railway companies, ninety-three fire insurance

companies, and twenty-two banks ; of builder?

it is impossible to give any accurate reckon^

ing, as they are made up of individual

tradesmen who do not, as far as I could learn,

any of them execute or contract for the whole

of the works in a building, as is usual in our-

own country.

Irishmen abound as labourers, they, as well

as mechanics, being in receipt of good, not to.

say what would seem to us immense, wages,,

ranging from 3|^ and 3 doUars per day for

the latter, to 2i and 2 dollars for the former

;

although, considering the great extra cost of

living over that in England, this is not «s

greatly in excess of the eai-nings of really

good men here.

Building of all kinds seems in a flourishing

condition, especially in the great alterations

and improvements consequent on the great

railway works in the new bridge and its ex-

tensions. Besides the buildings I have par.-

ticulai'ly referred to are the Custom House,,

a building of white Missouri marble ; the

Roman Catholic Cathedral, a large Classic

structure ; the great district schools, numberi-

ing aboutforty inaU, eachcapableof containing

TOO pupils. These are generally very similar

in plau, with foiu' large rooms on each of the

tliree floors, each pair of rooms capable of

being thrown into one by sliding partitions,

wide entrance lobbies, and all of hand-
some elevation ; the Polytechnic building, th?
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S. Lonis TJEiversity (a Roman Catholic insti-

tntion), the Temple of Justice, a huge build-

ing containing not only the courts of justice,

but the jail and city offices, and numerous
vSieT fine buildings public and private.

The Southern, Planters', and Laclede
Hotels, the latter named after the head of the

old Louisiana Fur Company, are all fine

buildings of modern erection, the former
occupying a site of 270ft. by 113ft., built of

Athens stone in modern Italian style, from the

designs of Mr. George Barnett, and said to be
the finest in the Mississippi valley.

There are many pretty parks and large

open squares scattered about the city, all well

laid out and planted, amongst which I espe-
cially noticed Lafayette and Hyde Parks ; and
altogether there are few pleasauter or better
situated places in the West than this river-

fronted City of S. Louis.

(^To be Continued.)

r
THE LIFE OF A DOMINICAN ARTIST.*

is a matter of regret that our point of
view of Pcre Besson's life should neces-

sarily command so limited a portion of it.

The whole history of his life is so interesting

—only less so in fact than that of his great
master, Pore Lacordaire himself—and the
record of the comparatively ievf years in it

devoted to art such a slender one, as to convey
BO adequate idea of his general character.
Those who would become acquainted with the
complete history of that life should seek it in
M. Cartier's "Vie du R. P. Besson," from
which the work under notice has in substance
been taken.

Charles Jean Baptiste Besson was born
April ro; 1S16, in his grandfather's house
near Besaupon. He was the only child of a
widow. His childhood was almost idyUio in
its simplicity. His mother's parents were
staunch Royalists, and the influence of his
aunt, who, having been driven from the
doister during the Revolution, had returned
to her father's roof, and there continued to
Eve according to her rule, probably had no
smaU share in forming his character. Evil
days came to the happy family. Through the
dishonesty of a relation, Madame Besson's
father was ruined, his estates sold, and the
household dispersed. The young widow,
without hesitation, sought a situation in the
neighbouring town of Besanoon, where her
days were spent in wearisome toil, her one
reward being her return eacli evening to her
little son to teach and caress him. Happier
circumstances brought mother and child to
Paris, and some friends placed Madame Besson
in_ a position of considerable responsibility
with an old American lady, to whom the boy
soon became almost as dear as to his mother.
She placed him at school, and at her death
left some small pro-i-isiou to iladame Bes-
son, who then went to live with the Abbe
Leclerc, the venerable Cur6 of Xotre Dame de
Lorette. He wished young Besson to be
placed in a seminary, wi"th a view to his enter-
ing the priesthood, "but the mother could not
then bear to contemplate the sacrifice of her
son, and he was accordingly sent to a private
seciUar school, where he appears to have learnt
little but mischief. During the Revolution of
1830, the boys thought it fun to get up a
private revolution of their own, in the course
of which Besson is credited with having ripped
up all the bolsters in the dormitorv to make an
artificial snowstorm out of the "jrarret win-
dows ! In 18;j2 the school passed under the
management of M. Roux Lavergne, a philoso-
pher and man of taste, and a change for the
belter at once became apparent. He dis-
couraged Besson from seeking to repair his
past neglect of Latin and Greek, and fostered
his passion for art, which seemed the more
eongcr.ial expression of his thoughts. In 1 8,33,
the Abbe Leclerc died, leaving Besson a

••"ADominlcaD Artiat." London: Bivinglons.

legacy, which placed him and his mother in
an independent position. He was now seven-
teen, and throwing aside his school-life, he and
his mother established themselves in the Rue
de la Monnaie—she to continue her quiet life

of devotion to her son and the poor ; he to

pursue the study of art under Souchon, a
painter of David's school.

His late tutor, Lavergne, had by this time
left his scholastic position, and had joined
M. Buchez in an arduous literary work, the
" Histoire Parlementaire de la Revolution
Franoaise." Buchez's house in the Rue
Chabannais was at the time the rendezvous of

a numerous band of inflviential disciples. Of
all the Socialist schools, his was probably the
best. Here Besson became acquainted with
Bion, Duseigneur, Steneile, and Boileau, all

artists whose aim was to restore Art from her
debased position ; and formed a still closer

friendship with Hippolyte Requedat. Another
of the circle was Piel, a native of Lisieux,
who, after trying various pursuits, had
embraced that of architecture. In spite of the
little favour with which Gothic art was at

that time regarded in France, he went in

heartily for it, and in the columns of the
Europeen fought a steadfast untiring battle

on its behalf. Besson, though he had chosen
p.iinting as his special mode of expression of

truth in art, delighted in the study of archi-

tecture and sculpture, and became a practised
modeller. In lS3o he dttermined on indulging
his art longings by a visit to Rome, where
his master Souchon invited his assistance in
making a copy of Michael Angelo's " Last
Judgment." His mother accompanied him.
On his return to Paris he studied unler Paul
Delaroohe, working diligently at the Louvre
with a view to attaining the richness and
depth of colouring he had learnt to prize in

Italy. Ho also studied anatomy under the

guidance of his friend Dr. Tessier. In 183S
he and his mother again repaired to Rome,
intending henceforth to make it their home.
Soon after he made the acquaintance of M.
Cartier, his subsequent biographer, who gives

a graphic description of his first visit, early in

1839, to the artist's studio at the corner of

the Via Felice and Via della Purificazione.

Louis Cabat, the landscape painter, lived with
the Bessons—" two angels under the same
roof," wrote Hippolyte Requedat to their

mutual friend Piel. During the summer of

1839, Besson, with Louis Cabat and a few
other friends, made a sketching tour, which
cmbr.aced Albano, Aricia, Civita Castellana,

and Foliguo ; Besson himself going on to

Assisi, where he made many studies from
Cimabue and Giotto, who were his favourite

masters, as well as others from Puccio
Campana, Simone Memmi, Pace di Faenza,
and Fra Angelioo. His boundless gene-
rosity to the poor, here for the first time
free from the control of his mother's prudence,
was freely exercised, and after six weeks' ab-
sence he returned to Rome without money or

clothes, and the Vetturino who took him back
to Via Felice would not give up his portfolios

of sketches till Madame Besson had paid the

fare. The following winter there was great

distress at Assisi, and the parish priest at

once appealed to the young French artist,

whose liberality had been so notable, for help.

Besson at once set to work to beg for the poor
inhabitants, and by this means and a heavy
levy on his charitable mother, was able to send
l,oOO francs for the relief of his favourite

town.
The religious element in Besson's character,

that had long powerfully influenced his love

for art, seems about this time to have become
more strongly developed, and the quick pene-
tration of his mother foresaw that, sooner or

later, he would become a religious. Her grief

was overwhelming, and she used to watch for

M. Cartier on the stairs and implore him to

dissuade his friend from taking .i step which
Would be so terrible to her ; the result being
that the latter promised never to have his

mother so long as she herself should cot wish

him to do so. In the winter of 1839-40, the
Abb^ Lacordaire came to Rome full of eager-
ness to restore the Order of S. Dominic in
France, and with him came Requedat, one of
Besson's early friends in the Rue Chabannais

;

and naturally La Minerva, where they stayed,
became a great attraction to the youiig artist.

On the 8th of April Lacordaire and Requedat
received the Dominican habit, Besson assist-

ing with the deepest emotion and no little

envy of those to whom it was given to be
foremost in this self-devotion. The first re-

sult was an appeal to Pere Lacordaire for a
rule of life suitable for a lay association of
artists. Lacordaire had received many
similar applications, and in consequence, on
the 21st July, 1839, the confraternity of
S. John the Evangelist was founded,
professing as its aim the sanctifioation of art.

Its members pledged themselves to lead a
Cliristian life, to dress simply in black, grey,
or white ; to pray especially for artists, and to

have a crucifix and a picture of Our Lady in
their rooms. The first Prior was Piel, Bes-
son's former friend. Besson, aided by Hallez,
the pianist and composer, formed a branch
confraternity at Rome, in which we find en-
rolled the names of Bonnassieux and Gounod.
At this time Besson was working at his

first large picture, "The Raising of Lazarus."
Overbeck used to encourage and criticise the
young painter, and all but Besson anticipated
that that it would be a noble work. It was,
however, never finished ; the artist's vocation
was about to express itself distinctly, and his

future course was well nigh decided. In fid-

filment of a promise made to Pere Lacordaire,

he went just before Lent in 1840 to LaQuercia,
to make a copy of a celebrated Madonna of

the fifteenth century, which Lacordaire
wished to place in the first Dominican house
he misht be able to found in France. His
work finished, his determination was made to

become a Dominican as soon as his mother's

consent could bo obtained ; this, with much
pain, was given, and shortly after Easter he
joined the order. On May IG, 1840, Pere
Lacordaire and five other Frenchmen entered

the Dominican monastery of Santa Sabina,

under the special protection of Pope Gregory
XVI. Requedat, one of them, died before

the year was out, and Besson himself fell ill

under the pressure of study and too much
austerity. Shortly after his recovery, the

community increased by the arrival of some
new brothers removed to the convent of San
Clemente. Jealousy or some other unworthy
reason caused the Roman powers to separate

the little band, and Lacordaire was ordered to

remain at Rome, and the rest to novitiate,

some at La Uuercia, some at Bosco, and some
at Piedmont. Besson went to Bosco, where
in December, 1841, Piel died. In the follow-

ing May Besson, now Frere Hyacinthe, with
the other French postulants, took his final

vows. At this time he stiU wished to con-

tinue the practice of his art, and to remain a

lay-brother ; after much perplexity he deter-

mined, however, to renounce it, and on Holy
Saturdav, 1843, received deacon's orders, being

ordained priest in the following September at

Alessandria.

In 1845, Lacordaire appointed him master

of the novices at Chalais where he had just

succeeded in founding a Dominican novi-
tiate. In July, 1846, his mother died. He
repaired to Paris, remaining there but a

week, returning to his post at Chalais, there

to stay tiU December, 1846, when ho was sent

by Lacordaire to preach at Nancy. In 1850,

he was recalled by Pius IX. to Rome, and
was soon after appointed Prior of the Convent
ot Santa Sabina. All this time the artist

spirit was rising strongly in Pere Besson, and
whilst toiling at the spii-itual restoration of

his Order he was most anxious to repair the

material defects of his convent. He discovered

and opened the long walled-up windows of

the Chapter house, and designed some car-

toons for the painted glass with which he

hoi el to fill them. The poverty of the com-
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lauiiity, however, was such that it was hard
work enough to pay the hater's hill, without
spending money in artistic luxuries. In 1852
he was relieved of his priorate, and soon after

undertook, at the request of the Irish Prior of

San Clemente, to paint the Chapter-Hall of

•that convent. Pio Nono himself became
warmly interested in this work, and himself

found funds for its continuance when, at a

later period, it was at a standstill. His
Holiness appears to have become strongly

attached to Pere Besson. Later on, when the

artist monk was in the East, it was proposed
to make him Bishop of Ispahan, but the Pope
promptly replied "Xo; Pere Besson must
come back and finish his paintin;; at San
Sisto ; besides he does too much good in Rome
to be spared ; I shall keep him near me."

In August, 1853, Pere Besson writes : "I
have been working all the winter, and till

June 15th, at the San Sisto Chapter-hall,

but my work does not get on fast, because
after all I spend more time in the confessional

than with my palette. In spite of its solitary

position, San Sisto is a place of considerable

lesort, partly from the novelty of a painter

monk, and partly owing to my spiritual con-

nections, which are very extensive in Rome."
M. Cartier says "These constant unforeseen
interruptions would not allow of his painting
in fresco, and moreover he would have been
hampered by the necessity of preparing cartoons
and of being constantly assisted by other people.

He painted in oil and wax on stucco, and was
for ever improving his compositions, painting
some of his figures over and over again. To
make up for the lack of living models, he was
in the habit of making clay models for him-
self, and he had a marvellous power and
rapidity of moulding beautiful statuettes,

"which he would drape in wet linen, fixing the
folds with pins. ... He built many a castle

in the air, which restored San Sisto to life, and
filled its cloisters with studios for Dominican
artists, afibrding likewise a retreat for seculars,

who, by degrees, miglit form a fraternity of

painters, sculptors, and artists, under the
JDominican wing, promoting the decoration of

churches and the generi development of

Christian art."

In June, 1854, Pere Besson was sent to rest

awhile at La Querela, where hewas still occu-
pied in painting. As on his return to Rome
he was again elected Prior of Santa Sabina,
his work at San Sisto was suspended till 1858,
after his return from the East, when he
finished it. The subject of these paintings is

iaken from the life of S. Dominie. Overbeck,
whose judgment is not to be lightly esteemed,
pronounced Besson to be fit to be master of all

Tiis contemporaries, himself included. During
his second priorate, Pere Besson -undertook a
journey to Corsica, with a view to the founda-
tion of a Dominican home in that island,
which was accomplished in 1855. In 1856 he
was appointed Apostolic Visitor of the Eastern
Mission. Before leaving Rome he took his
doctor's degree, during which ceremonial the
custom is to place a gold ring on the finger of
the newly-made doctor. Santa Sabina, how-
ever, couid not supply any such article, and at
last the want was met by substituting a bit of
brass wire used for hanging lamps I

On S. Andrew's day he reached Mossoul,
the scene of his mission. "We cannot follow
the record of his eighteen months' hard work
there. In July, 1858, he returned to Rome,
to be sent out again in September, 1859.
Another like period of patient toil followed,
till on the 4th of May, 1S61, he fell a victim
to typhus fever.

By the Pope, by his old master Lacordaire,
and the whole Dominican Order, his loss was
sincerely mourned. Art had long before
lamented it, when he determined to merge in
a higher call her claims upon him

; yet more
than recompensing her for that loss by pi oving
that, as in the old days, the religious' life is by
no means incompatible with the most exalte'd
appreciation of true art, and the industrious
pursuit, when permitted, of an artistic career.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE second ordinary general meeting of this

Association for tho present session was held
on Friday evening last, at No. 9, Conduit-street.

Mr. J. S. Quilter, Vice-President, in the chair.

Tho minutes of the previous session having been
read and confirmed, Messrs. E. E. Deane and
A. G. Northover were elected members.

Mr. E. C. ROEixs, F.R.I.B.A., read a paper

ON CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH BOLDING.

Mr. Robins explained that by the title of his

paper he did not mean to refer only to a deno-
minational system, but rather to the desirability

of building churches for the special convenience
of the congregations who should use them. It

may not (continued Mr. Robins) generally be con-
sidered that seeing and hearing are so important
where ritual observances are paramount, as where
pulpit ruinistrations are the predominating ele-

ment in the services; and lofty, long-drawn aisles

dimly illuminated, whose beauty and poetry are

incontestible, and to some passionate souls so

helpful, may not be out of place where repetitions

of the same things frequently occur in the sen-

suous ceremonial. But where large numbers
congregate to hear an eloquent preacher, or to be
led ia their devotions by his original prayers, it

becomes of considerable importance that the plea-

sure of seeing and hearing distinctly should be
assisted by the building within which they are
for that express purpose assembled. In those
communions whore the emotional side of our com-
plex nature is ielt to be the most approachable, most
teachable, most inil-aential in forming our reli-

gious life, none of the lids and helps to its excite-

ment and development can be spared. And no
amount of inconvenience will sever the hold of

old associations, or withdraw the reverence for

time-honoured forms, or make less dear the
memories of the past and tho sympathy of the pre-
sent therewith. If churches are to correspond
with the wants of congregations, then it will not
be wise to ignore this powerful sentimental cra-

ving, or to measure every want by geometrical
progression. The old basilican form of church
which impressed itself so deeply upon the
Mediaeval mind, and loft us the rich inhfritanco
of numberless parish churches and all our glori-

ous cathedrals, has still a deep-rooted hold of the
sympathies of a vast company of religionists,

whose feelings have a right to bo considered, and
for whose worship it is the fittest form of expres-
sion—the most eloquent shrine of their deepest
sentiment. j^Ssthetically speaking, too, wo can-
not afford to despise its advantages. The multi-
plicity of parts reduces their scale, and gives
opportunity for endless variety and delicacy of

design, no baldness anywhere, but a rich mine of

artistic forms is opened, .alive with sculpture and
colour and cawing. The scale of height being
increased as the width of each avenue is dimin-
ished, *• the arcades of an alleyed walk to emulate
in stone," tho full value is given to every part
with the smallest means at disposal. Realisable
proportion is attainable everywhere, and beauty
of detail brought within roach of proper appre-
ciation. As had been elsewhere* said :—
" A simple rectangular building, however highly

decorated, always tends to become wearisome. It is

all seen at once ; unlike an Interior divided by
columns, it has no succession of new perspectives and
varied efEccts of light and shade. It may be grand,
but it usually lends to become monotonous. It affords
no play for the imagination—none of that endless
change and mystery always Inviting fresh study and
promising fresh discoveries, from which so much of the
perpetual charm of nature springs. The difference
between a columnar building and a plain aislelcss one,
in this respect, is something like tho difference be-
tween a mountainous country where every turn dis-

covers some new peak or stream or valley, and a plain,

where one tedious mile after another hardly makes a
perceptible change in the landscape."

Emulating then, the liberality of tho National
Church, Mr. Robins said he did not share in the
general condemnation of the usual form of Gothic
churches, which is so suitable to the requirements
of a very large section of the church. That it

should become a coiwrnt ional form, however, is

not only to be regretted, but overcome. The
same spirit of liberality, which is widely different

from latitudinarianism, inclined him to the belief

that another section of the samo church, and all

Nonconformists, should be equally well provided
for, and tho peculiar wants of their congregations
anticipated and as sedulously cared for. Let the
High Church party retain its recognised forms of

^•Churches for Congregations," by Jamfs Cubitt.

expression. But let the Broad Church have its

distinctiveness, and with the Low Church and
those in sympathy with it, cease to imitate that

with which they have no sympathy. Rather let

their buildings express themselves, and let them
be distinguished by their individuality, and bo as

j

vigorous in the expression of their church build-

ing views as hitherto they have been weak and
vain, timidly temporising and coquetting with

symbolic forms, to which they attach no meaning,

and submitting to what is vaguely termed
ecclesiastical propriety and precedent, which are

]

but convenient veils to disguise indolence and
apathy, and hinder the progress of realistic art

and original design. As had been said by tha

writer before quoted,

—

" We talk of reviving lledlteval art principles, but in

this basilican type, at any rate, we are only copying

the merest externals of Mediaeval form. For it is I

surely not f/d's that ourlhtrteetb century predecessors ,

would have designed, had they been working with our

ends In view. They surrounded their own form of

worship with an architecture as characteristic as it Is
]

grand. They would have devised an equally
I

characteristic one for ours. There Is no reason '

why the one any more than tho other should be

cramped and dwarfed by narrow utilitarian preludlces,

There Is no reason why we, any more than they,

should suppress one-half of our nature, and connect

our religion with all that is hard and mean and un-

lovely. But there is every reason why our churches

should be fitted for their destined use. It Is not enough
that they can be used, in spite of their Inconvenience,

for Protestant worship ; they should be its visible

counterpart and reflection. The great charm of good
architecture every where lies in this—that it expresses

the aims and feelings of its founders ; that centuries

after they have passed away. It Is still alive with their

life, and every stone of it tells, in a universal

language, what they loved, what they believed, and
what they sought. Their hopes and passions, thus

made half immortal, have outlived their possessors,

and affect us still. We know the men who were so

far from us in time, by what they did ; their work was
the reflex of themselves. Can any one say that modem
religious architecture is In like manner the reflex of

modern religious thought ? and cau any one who thinks

Protestantism worth living for say why It should be

unable to produce churches distinctively its own ?
"

But if some excuse may bo found for Church-

men liking to be churchy in the one received '

direction of church worldliness, what apology

can XonooDformists have, who, though glorying

in their emancipation from its pale, yet like to

imitate its outward form, and think they add
respectability to the pile because of its approxi-

mation in appearance to the buildings of the I

establishment? Some of their leading men have,
]

nevertheless, set good examples of sturdy inde-

pendence. Mr. Spurgeon had his own ideal, and
[

executed it. Samuel Martin bad a higher, and
better realised it. Newman Ilali had tho best

conception and intention; but it yet remains to be

seen how it will bo developed. These, and ether

men b.ave, at all events, in our own day given us ex-

amples, the great cost of which proves that large

means are yet forthcoming at the bidding of

earnest men, and expense of realisation need not

deter our rising architects from attempting nobis

designs, even in this so-called utilitarian age.

What we have chiefly to avoid is wasting the

money at our disposal in little prettinesses, at the

expense of tho main outlines and general plan of

the structure. Elaborate tracery, hooded but-
;

tresses, foliated pinnacles, .and a forest of carving I

—are none of them essential things. The archi-

tect makes bis own ornamental necessities in the

choice of the style of his designs, which may be

capable of further decoration thereafter, but
|

should not depend upon it. Happily, this princi- 1

pie is daily becoming better understood through

tho influence of the works of such men as Street,

Burges, Pearson, Brooks, and many more, so that

there is no necessity to enlarge upon it here. It

is to be regretted, however, that limitations in

cost, in modern competitions should still be the

rule, and keeping to the stipulated outlay, should

bo tho exception. The grand designs that might

have been elaborated, if tho ultimate cost had

been the first limitation, is a painful reflection.

And, when suggestions are asked in competion,

each competitor should bo able to stato his own
price, and leave the design to evidence its worth.

Much has been written and spoken upon the sub-

ject of this paper, as already noticed ; but

no more suggestive papers have appeared than

the series which are to be found in the BriLDISG

News, of some few years back, and which, in

August, 1S70, were published in a separate form

by their a-jthor, Mr. JamrsCubitt. They cannot

be tuo highly praised as an effort to stem the

torrent and break tho tyranny of custom and
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prejudice which hindered the development of

variety based on utility. He has also shown,

among ancient examples of unfettered action, that

little is new under the sun, and much that is old

has novelties which may give to the timid encou-

ragement to take less commonly received types

for the basis of further development. In con-

siderin? this subject, the ecclesiastical buildings,

in the Classic style, pi-evalont in the earlier part

of this century, must not be altogether passed

over in silence, although they are out of fashion

now. Tho horizontality of the leading lines o£fer

great facilities for covering large spaces with flat

ceilings, unsupported by internal arcades. There

are a largo number of parish churches in and

round London, erected during the revival of

Greciin architecture, which ai-o eminently suited

for Protestant congregational uses, and for which

they were specially designed. Of wide span and

without internal columns, except some small ones,

for the support of the gallery fronts, which iu

these buildings are so far made an integral part

of tho design that it is a rare thing to find them
absent, they indicate what was felt to be all-sufli-

cient for tho simple services of that day ; but

they are usually bald in the extreme—cold and

cavernous ; they offer good opportunities for

coloured decoration, but are not of a chai'acter

to commend themselves to the lover of our

national style of architecture. The grandest

specimen is that of S. Pancras Church, which

has been decorated with colour to overcome its

internal dreariness. Pratt Street Church, Cam-
den Town, is another example, which has also

been treated with decorative colouring. S.John's,

Waterloo-road, is a third example, and has boon
similarly decorated by ^Messrs. Heaton and Butler.

S. JIatthew's, Brixton, which was restored and
decorated a few years since by Mr. Robins, is a

fourth specimen. It would be very difficult to

treat this class of churches in a Gothic manner,
without introducing nave arcades, as Mr. Street

has done at Lower Norwood, which however,
good, aesthetically speaking, does not help us in

the direction we are seeking guidance. His mas-
sive arcade of circular arches and stone piers

has reproduced a Romanesque Basilica, with
its obstructive columns, and by the omis-

sion of galleries, has reduced the accom-
modation, while the expenditure would have
been sufiicient to have paid for the erection of

a moderate-sized new district church. Tho addi-

tions are not in keeping with the severe Grecian
style in which the church is built, and is there-

fore scarcely a fair treatment of the original

design. In the case of Quebec Chapel, however,
which was of no style in particular, tho very
clever rearrangement of the interior by Jlr.

Blomfiold was perfectly justifiable, and altogether

an immense improvement. The galleries are

retained, and the wooden open-reeded casing to

the iron core of the columns present little obstruc-

tion to the view, and yet look sufficiently stable,

while the decorative colouring is in good taste.

The light open pulpit, which is an ingenious ex-
ample of wrought metal work, stands on one side,

the inconvenience of which is most obvious. Cer-
tainly it is very remarkable what will be borne to

preserve an open view of the chancel. This pulpit
might have stood in tho place of the old three-

decker, and have presentedlittlemoreobstmctioa
than a rood screen. Hanover Chapel, Regent-
street, by the late Professor Cockerell, is a widely
different adaptation of Grecian art, and is an
attempt to bend its forms to the wants of a large
congregation on so restricted a site that a double
tier of galleries was required. As an illustratioD

of a domical building with few internal columns it

is most interesting. And here there is no baldness,
but a very considerable play of light and shade-
Four large columns sustain the roof of the atrium,
in the centre of which is the dome. This build-
ing is now in course of restoration under Mr.
Robins's superintendence. In the execution of
this work he has introduced (probably for tho
first time in London) tho use of the steam jet for
cleaning down the stonework, which obviates th&
necessity of any tooling of the surface of the
stone. The decayed stones are cut out and renewed*
with fresh blocks of stone let in ; the rest is un-
touched. This church received high praisoattho
time of its erection. It is more Roman than
Grecian in its general treatment, reminding one of

S. Stephen's, \Talbrook, by Wren, and S. Mary
Woolnoth, by Hawksmoor. Mr. Robins here re-
marked that he thought the time had come for
upsetting tho old English practice concerning the
orientation of churches, in defence of which ha
had heard no sufficient reason given, and which
had long since been exploded abroad ; and in con-
sequence of which this particular church had been
spoilt. A person should enter the atrium of 40ft

cube by the central entrance door, but he coulcj

not, because, forsooth, the Communion-table was
the other side of the wall, and so he had to enter

Ancient Buildings which oft'er Precedents for further development, viz. :—1st, the Parallelogramio ; 2nd, the Cruciform ; 3rd, either of tho same, with
more or less intercepting internal columns ; 4th, the Irregular, chiefly based on tho circle.

I,-THE PARALLELOGRAMIO FORM, WITHOUT AISLES.

Name.

Palazzo della Ragione, Padua
Westminster Hall, London
Guildhall, City of London
Hampton Court Palace
Madeleine, Paris
S. Cecile, Alby, France
King's College Chapel
Gerona Cathedral, Spain
Church at Cahors. France
Sta Maria del Pi, Spain
Sistine Chapel
S. Chapelle, Vincennes ... ,

Christ Church, Oxford
Chapter House, Ely
Trinity College Chapel
S. Chapelle, Paris
S. Stephen's, Westminster
S. Chapelle de S. Germain-en-Laye

Long. Wide. High.

FT. FT. FT.

267 89 90
ns OS 85
153 48 —
108 40 45
2-10 85 —
202 55 95

290 45 78
160 7.3 128
200 53 60
200 50 —
140 50 60
126 38 70
115 40 50
100 43 60
100 40 50
100 32 65
ti2 33 42
74 28 52

Area.

BQ. FT.

23,763
16,184

7,344

4,320

23,800
14,410

13,050

11,680
10,600
10,000

7,000
4,7.s)S

4,600

4,300

4,000

3,200
3,036

2,072

Seats.

3,960

2,685

1,224

720
3,966

2,900

2,108

1,946

1,766

1,666

1,166
798
766
710
666
533
506
390

Style asd Rem.4.rks.

Paduan, 1219 ; timber roof, renewed in iron, 1857.
Gothic; Rectilinear; open-timbered.

„ roof of recent construction.

„ roof open timbered.
Grecian ; flat-domed in three compartments.

„ vaulted, internal buttresses.
Rectilinear ; fan groin, vaulted throughout.
Gothic ; vaulted, with internal buttresses and side chapels.

Early Pointed; dome vaulted in two compartments ; apsid.alen

Gothic ; vaulted, internal buttresses, and side chapels between.
Renaissance ; coved plaster ceiling, painted.
Gothic ; vaulted, external buttresses.

Gothic; vaulted, external buttreasess ; apsidal end.

„ timber roof, flat ceiling.

„ vaulted, external buttresses, apsidal end.

„ open-timbered roof, square end.

„ vaulted, external buttresseis, apsidal end.

II.—THE CRUCIFORM WITHOUT AISLES.

Name.
Across

LoxG. Wide. Tuassept- Wide. High. Area. Se.^ts.

S. Andrea, Mantua
S. Maurice, Angers
Cathedral, Angculeme
Church of Souillac, France
Church of Siinorre, France
S. Kichael's Munich

LOXG. Wide.

FT. FT.
317 63
300 62
240 35
175 44
120 37
268 67

FT.

185
150
88
110
73
100

FT.

53
52
35
33
33
40

FT.

95

95

By. FT.

23,473

20,800
10,2.55

9,878
5,76U

20,366

3,913
3,466

1,709

1,646

960
3,393

Style and Remarks

Renaissance ; coffered waggon vault crossing dome,
Romanesque ; intersecting vaulting, apsidal end.

„ circular vaults, domes, pointed main arches.

„ three compartments of domed vaults, do.

Gothic ; vaulted, octagonal dome at intersection.
Renaissance ; barrel vaulted, internal abutments.

III.—EITHER OF THE SAME.

Name.

Church of the Dominicans, Ghent
Sta Maria del Mar, Spain
S. Catherine, Pisa
Cordeliers, Toulouse

,.,

S. Antholin, Medma del Campo.
Notre Dame du Taur
Chapel of Archbishop, Rlieim's.
Church ofthe Jacobins, Toulouse

FT. FT.
17-' 7'>

210 90
200 54
210 55
92 87
130 40
60 30

Wide. High. Area, SE.iT-i.

FT. FT. SIO. FT.— — 12,3X4 2,064— — 21,600 3,i;oo

75 — 13,500 2,2,50— 80 l.i,200 2,200— — 8,0.S4 1,.S47

45 — 6,775 1,129— 45 1,800 300~ — — —

Style axd Remark?

Gothic ; vaulted aisles through intern.il buttresses.

„ vaulted piers 45ft. apart ; same as width of nave.

Gothic

;

vaulted, external buttresses on one side, internal on
„ vaulted. [the other.

,,
vaulted.

,, vaulted, external buttresses, apsidal end.

,, vaulted.

Church of Mouata, Malta, 121ft. diam. ;
b. George, Thessalonica

; circular, 79tt. c

IV.—THE IRREGULAR.

circular . C'assic.

H p » "r r> ' -'^""", w,i,. diam.
;
Ronanesque.

^'i. u'i.*;
°^''' London

; circular, 56ft. diam.
; projectmg gallery: Classic.Churchat Lod,

; 12.'.ft. dia n. ; 150ft. high ; fcir ap'es to square.

Liebfr.aiienkirche, Dresden ; 1 27ft. square ; dome 75ft. diam.
S. Dunstan's iu the West ; G5ft. square ; central octagon 50ft. diam.
Karlshofer Church, Prague ; octagonal ; 85ft. diam.
Chapel of S. Croix ; 30ft. diam. ; four apses on a square centre.

XiOTE. In this Table tho iij^j-roximale areas only of portions unobstructed by columns are given ; six square feet allowed to each person, including passages.
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at the two sides of the recessed part of the portico,

and use the central door to reach the side gal-

leries only. Mr. Robins hoped to put this right,

and had naado plans for the reseating the chapel,

.so that th« congregation "will face the west, which

Mr. Cockerell considers his father would himself

have done if he had not been required to make
the pe(»plo face the opposite way. Prior to

Inwood's revival of the Grecian style, the Roman
was prevalent—the style of all Wren's churches

-and those of his contemporaries and immediate

followers. Great nobility of conception is ob-

servable in them all. Internal arcades of great

span, and circular, segmental, coved and domical

ceilings, gave great variety to the inteiiors—such

as S. Stephen's, AValbrook and Westminster, and

•S. Bride's, by Wren, and S. Jlartin's-in-the-

Fields, by Gibbs. No want of constructive skill

could have induced Sir Christopher, with few

exceptions, to adopt the form of the Roman basilica.

His artistic perceptions can alone have prompted

him, for perhaps he was as little biassed by pre-

cedent as most men, and certainly there were no

Medieval tendencies to hinder his development

of a truly national congregational form of church

for Protestant uses. The absence of chancels in

all his churches is sufficient evidence of this.

Reflecting upon this, one is led to imagine th.at

there may be some little exaggeration in the

supposed inconvenience of intercepting columns.

Certain it is that their use has been com-

mon in every period in all styles of archi-

•tecturo and all phases of faith. Mr. Robius

next proceeded to describe several of the

various churches and chapels which ho had

erected, and of which drawings were exhibited.

As an illustration of the so-called conventional

'iorm of a modern Gothic church, he instanced S.

Jnde's, Brixton, erected five or six years since,

and consisting of nave and chancel, north and
south aisles, and shallow transepts. Eleven hun-

^dred people are accommodated in this church,

which has eight intercepting nave piers, situated

18ft. from centre to centre, the actual number of

seats from which a view of the minister is pre-

cluded being about 80, or one-fourteenth of the

whole number. In this case the piers are of the

usual diameter, but widely spaced. In Streatham-

hill church* Jlr. Robins had tried the "slender

column " system (but not so slender as those in

the Lady Chapel at Salisliury), reducing the dia-

meter of the piers to 14ic., and constructing them
of Blue Peun.ant and Red Mansfield stone, with

•caps and bases of Portland. A zone of cast-iron

divides the columns in their height, and affords

a shoe for the introduction of the gallery trusses.

In 1850 Mr. Robins competed for Mr. Spurgeon's

Tabernacle, a building distinctly required to

be erected in the Classic style, and to approxi-

Tuate to the form of a theatre, with two tiers

of galleries. Mr. Robins adopted the basilican

form, with iron columns. His design was

selected from those of sixty-two competitors

for the first premir.m, but it was not executed,

3Mr. Pocock's design being executed. At Mr.

Soule's Church. Battersea.f he threw over the in-

ternal piers altogether, and spanning tho rectan-

gular building with an open-tirab-sred roof,

supported a gallery on three sides by light iron

columns, the western gallery being made twice

the depth of tho sides by carrying it over tho

week-day service chapel, which was screened off

on the ground floor. The designs for the Notting-

ham Unitarian Church, jointly submitted by Mr-

Kobins and Mr. G. F. Roper, and to which
i;h6 second premium was awarded, illustrates

the adaptation of a wider nave than usual

in aisled churches, but as the terms of the

competition required the basdioau form and
arrangement, it led to no novelties in plau-

uing. Mr. Robins here incidently remarked
that it was quite time that the rules and regula-

tions of the Incorporated Society for Building

Churches were revised and corrected. It might
iiave been, and indeed was, very useful in the

early stages of tho Gothic revival, to insist on a

careful adhesion to precedents. But surely some
latitude may now be given, and some experience

snust have been acquired by the examiners of

plans, sufficient at least to enable them to issuo

a less pedantic and restrictive set of rules.

Keforring to the recent competition for the Rev.

Newman Hall's Church, Mr. Robins said that the

design he submitted "svas in accordance with the

instructions, Gothic in style, applied tea cruci-

form plan— a]>proximating more nearly to a

* IlUntrated and described in Euildinq News, Vol.
XX., p. 180.

t niustratcil in BinLDixo News Vol. XVIII., p. 2':3.

Greek than to a Latin cross. This form was
chosen to obviate the necessity of dividing the

space inclosed into aisles by internal piers and
arcades, and the triangular form of the site

necessitated some such treatment. The four arms
of the cross formed respectively the nave, choir,

and transepts, without intervening coluoans. the

tower rising at their intersection. 1,200 persons

were thus accommodated on the ground floor,

and across the ends of the nave and transepts

galleries were provided for 800 persons, all of

whom would have an uninterrupted view of the

minister, whether seated or standing. Mr.
Robins, after referring to a paper by Mr. Henry
Conybeare (an engineer _), which appeared in the

Fortm'ff/itli/ Review a few years ago, advocating

the Romanesque style, and predicting that it

would be the style of the future, said that a

handsome chapel had been built by him for a

near relation, and on June 27 last, full illustra-

tions of a noble design of his for S. Patrick's

Church, Kensington, were given in the Building
New.s. It was desired in this instance that the

auditorium should be unobstructed by pillars,

and be as gracefully proportioned as tho site

would admit. This was attained by a nave 40ft.

wide, and 162ft. long, including the eastern

apsidal chancel, and 70ft. in height to the vertex

of the timber-tunnel vaulted roof. The internal

buttresses take the thrust of the roof, are pierced

by arched openings 5ft. Gin. wide, thus adding a

northern and southern ambulatory to the nave,

besides the central avenue. This design

calls to mind the Chui-eh of the Dominicans,

Ghent,* and the Cordeliers, Toulouse,* and shows

that if architects will not depart from the beaten

track, engineers will. The Building News
Church-planning Competition resulted in the pre-

paration of a very original and remarkably clever

design by Mr. Haines, of Oxford. Like Cay-

thorpe, in Lincolnshire, and the church of the

Jacobites at Toulouse and D'Agen, it has two
naves and one chancel, but it has in addition,

north and south aisles, used only for passages,

and shallow transepts. The chancel is extended

into the transepts, and the choir seats are well

advanced to the front. The pulpit is placed so

as to command every sitting, or nearly so, occu-

pied by the congregation. There are no windows
to the aisles, but large three-light windows face

each other on either side of the naves, which are

boldly vaulted throughout like S. Stephen's,

Vienna, and other German churches. In this

design the internal piers are widely spaced, with

double nave and narrow aisles, and affords an
effective example of the u.se of many columns,

yet offering few obstructions. The accommodation
is for 1,250. On May 30 last a creditable design

by Messrs. Sulman and Rhodes was illustrated

in the Bdildiso Ne-ws, by which, in an ordinary

aisled church, the four central of the eight piers

of the nave arcades are omitted, and the space

formed into an octagon in the manner shown on

tho drawing. The Editor remarked at the time,

" Although there is nothing particularly original

architecturally in the design, we think it a good

attempt at church planning for congregations." A
better illustration of an aisled church with few in-

ternal columns is Mr. Seddon's S. James's, Great

Yarmouth. t The plan of the church is neai'ly

square, and measures within the walls about 100ft.

square. S. Antholin Medina del Campo is the

precedent for the arrangement of this church.

Jlr. Cubitt's galleried church,! ^^^ J^I>"- Street's

church at Clifton (built eight or ten years

ago), aro good examples of churches for con-

gregational use. The latter has a wide un-

broken nave, with ambulatories on either side

boldly arched at right angles to the nave for the

whole depth of the aisles so formed.§ Mr. Robins

next referred to the table on p. 562 re-

marking that the parallelogramic type of build-

ings had recently been well exemplified in Mr.
McCarthy's new Roman Catholic church of S.

Mary of the Angels, Dublin, the nave of which is

160ft. long, 73ft. high, and 45ft. wide, exclusive

of the low side chapels. For the more complex
form of nave and aisles, transepts and chancel,

with few internal columns, Mr. Robins pro-

ceeded to explain a few special designs he had had

made in illust.-ation of his paper, and so brought

his ivmarks to a close.

A long discussion ensued, in which Messrs.
John Sulman, Ravonscroft, Pain, Marnock,
Riddett, Clarkson, Vacher, Ridge, Stannus,
Robertson, and the Chairman took part, and the
thanks of the meeting having been tendered to

Mr, Robins for his paper, the meeting ter-

minated.

* For plans of this and other churches, see this week's
lithographic illustrations of Building News; aud for

lunherparliculur^ see table.

t Ilhi.Mrat.Brt aud described in Buildino News, Vol.
XVIII., p. 480.

X Illnstratcil aud described in the BciLaixo News,
Vol. XXI., p. »s.

§ lUustiated in the BriLDiso News August 4, ISOJ.

AMERICAN TIMBER.

TETE principal regions within the Eastern,
Middle, Western, and Xorth-Western States,

East of the Reeky Mountains, in the United
States, in which pine, hemlock, and spruce timber
are found, according to a correspondent of the
Boston LumherTrade, are Pennsylvania, Maine, the
northern section of New York, the Peninsulas of

Michigan, and en the head waters of the Missis-

sippi in Wisconsin and Minnesota, the consump-
tion and supply from which sources may be
summed up as follows :

—

Pennsylvania furnishes yearly five hundred
millions of feet, chiefly pine and hemlock, and
it is estimated that, at this rate, at the very out-

side, five years will exhaust all in that State.

Maine has but little pine left, except in the

region of tho Penobscot, its chief supply for home
consumption now being spruce, which, in some
places, they are cutting down as small as sis

inches in diameter (the size of a small stove-pipe),

and it is computed that, at the present state of

consumption, amounting to seven hundred
millions of feet yearly, this State will be com-
pletely stripped in less than ten years, and by
some who profess to be posted on the subject, it

is thought five years will suffice to use up all

they have worth bringing to market.

The Northern Section of the State of New
York produces some three hundred millions of

feet yearly, chiefly spruce, but it is in contem-
plation by the Govemmenc of the Stats to re-

serve that territory for a water reservoir and
public park, and, if this is effected, what is looked

forward to by the lumber men as the principal

source of supply in that region will thus be cut off.

The supply of Michigan is generally spoken

of, by those who give little heed to the present

and yearly increasing demand, as inexhaustible
;

but an investigation of the question of supply and
demand must dissipate that erroneous idea. The
product of the present year amounts to two
thousand millions effect—last year it reached two

thousand nine hundred and ten millions, an ex-

cess occasioned-by the Chicago fire, which took

about six hundred millions to replace the de-

struction, and the necessity of making available

the timber on the territory which was burnt over.

Taking the present year's supply: as a basis,

and adding to it a yearly increasing pro-

duction of but twelve and a half per cent,

for the next five years, to cover the

natural yeai^ly increase of population, the

yearly immigration, and the yearly increasing

means of the West to supply its wants, and

twenty-five per cent, for the succeeding seven

years, when Michigan will be called on to supply

to a gi-eat extent the deficiency arising from tha

falling off of the products of the timber sections

East of it and in Pennsylvania, the whole will foot

up about seventy thousand millions of feet

—

enough to cover fourteen millions of acres at the

average of five thousand to the acre, which is

that at which it is estimated by parties who have

spent from fifteen to twenty years hunting up

timber lands on the Peninsulas for their em-

ployers. But, as the timber area uncut over will

not now amount to over seven millions of acres,

double the average, or teu thousand feet to the

acre may be given them to exhaust the supply in

the short space of a dozen years. Railroad Cor-

porations, and speculators who are not manu-

facturers, own the groat bulk of the timber on

the Northern Peninsula, and if they hold on to it

but a few years it will be worth as much, stand

iug in the forest, for the home market as it

would if located in the neighbourhood of Liver-

pool, London, or Glasgow for their respectiva

markets.
Minnesota and Wi.sconsin have considerable

pine timber on their Northern and North West-

ern sections. The consumption there is yearly

increasing to a vast extent, and will soon coma

up to that of Michigan, but even at the present

rate of consumption, without taking into account

tho largo yearly increase in demand which must
necessarily arise, their supply will be as short-

lived as that of Michigan, and as it will all be

required to supply the Prairie States, the lower

Mississipi, and Manitoba, none of it need ever be

expected to reach the Eastern markets.
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OJR LITHOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS.

THE GATE OP THE BOnooL OF S. MARK, -TEKICE.

The defiign, proportion, and decoration of the facade

of the "Sonola" of S. Mark, at Venice, of -which

we give the principal gate, constitute it a per-

fect model of the "Quatro Cento" style. The

building is close to the Church of S. Giovanni o

Paolo, and its faoade is evidently a reproduction

of that of the Church of S. Mark. It was de-

signed and constructed by JIartino Lombardo

(HSo), one of the most talented members of a

family of artists "who founded a style of their

own, known as *' Lombardesco," not to be con-

founded with the Lombard Style. The Lom-
bardos distinguished themselves by the use of a

happy and harmonious combination of arches

and straight linos, producing elegant faiiades

striving upwards. An infinite variety of incrus-

tations, medallions, scrolls, panels, pilasters, and
columns were used to produce an imposing effect.

The details of the decorative parts show a dili-

gent study of Greek and Roman patterns, which

are used with taste, but too profusely, to decorate

every available part of the building. The tym-
panum is adorned with S. Mark surrounded by
male and female pupils. The grouping and
execution are very indifferent. The figures are

monotonous, the heads too large in proportion to

the bodies. The three crowning statues are of a

better typo. Some of the details in the arabesques

are very tastefully modelled. The whole, how-
ever, is too crowded, has too much of the Byzan-
tine element, though the principal architectural
outlines are sharply marked. Whilst the repre-
sentations of the saints are without spirit, the
Cupids in groups on the bases of the columns, or

sitting in scrolls, or suspended from the centre-
stone of the arch, are composed and executed
with charming elegance. The artist, thinking
himself less tied to conventional forms, worked
with greater freedom, iind success attended his

efforts. In the arabesques we trace very little of

the grotesque or monstrous, often unfortunately
mistaken for the genial by our decorators.

cnuncHEs tor congregations.
See abstract of Mr. Robins's paper pp. 5C1-G3.

PARKER'S INTRODUCTION TO GOTBTXC
ARCHITECTURE.

MESSRS. JAMES PARKER & Co. are
issuing the fourth edition of Jlr. J. II.

Parker's well known manual, the " Introduction
to the Study of Gothic Architecture," as a com-
panion volume to h's well known ' Concise Glos-
sary of Architecture," which some time since
reached a third edition.

The book has been thoroughly revised through-
out, and considerable additions made, especially
in the foreign part, with the view of making it

more useful to tourists. In the English part the
chief alteration consists in calling more e.special

attention to the construction of walls. Mr. Parker,
in his preface, points out that Professor AVillis

showed long since, in bis " Architectural Histories
of Canterbury and Winchester," tlie importance of
attending to this point, on which the whole his-
tory of a building turns. Wall construction is,

according to Mr. Parker, the leal test, and a very
crucial one ; moreover, easily applied when we can
get at the surface of the walls free from plaster.
The thickness of the mortar between the joints is
the best and most certain distinction between a
construction of tbo eleventh century and one of
the twelfth, more especially as regards the up-
right joints.

More attention than in the former editions has
been added to the Pi.san style, commonly miscalled
the Loujhardic style, and which was adopted in
the Rhine churches. These buildings have been
supposed by some to have been the work of the
old Lombards of the eighth or ninth century ; this,
according to Mr. Parker, is altogether a delusion,
such buildings being as scarce in Lombardy as
elsewhere. Any general commendation of the
book by us would of course be superfluous.

HALF-TIMBERED HOUSES.
(Continurdfrom p. i'M\.)

THE framing is sometimes formed into panels,
with rails and muUioi.s, and with angle and

curved braces into octagonal and quatrofoiled and
cneped heads, as sketch. In later examples, these

7^ F^
[^^

braces are only the thickness of the outer plaster

face, but in the older examples they are good
honest carpentry, the full thickness of the posts

and rails. There are some fine examples of this

in some shops at Shrewsbury, and in a large build-

ing at Steyning, Sussex. The latter was at one

time almost entirely a half-timbered village, but

of late years they have cased so many of the

hoTises that its picturesque appearance is de-

stroyed. An old saddler's shop in the city of

Hereford was. some few years since, frequently

sketched and photographed, but, I .am afraid,

never measured or drawn. The Market and
Town Hall at Hereford (now, I believe, removed)
was, when I saw it, a fine example, the lower

portion being open and the hall over. The ground-

floor story-posts were chamfered or moulded, and
the openings spanned with low Tudor arches, thus:

the spaudrels of

arches filled with
beautiful conven-
tional foliage, and
in some instances

entwined with a

ribbon and inscrip-

tion. The old Mar-
ket at Leominster was very similar to this, but
especially noticeable for the inscriptions over the

arches, one of which I remember to have seen :

" As collumns are ye support of a building, so is

Truth and Justice ye support of a nation," in

large, bold characters. Gloucester can still boast

of one half-timbered house, the " New Inn," evi-

dently fifteenth century work; and once possessed
a wooden central tower to the Cathedral, burnt
down in the fourteenth century. Bristol still re-

tains some good examples
; and wo have, in the

'•Green Dragon," Bishopsgate-street, and in the

Borough of Southwark, some examples still re-

maining. At Gainsborough there is a fine speci-

men of an old hall, once the residence of the Earls

of Pembroke, with octagonal lantern in roof, and
a minstrels' gallery, of which I may say more at a

future time, but must return to the construction

of these buildings.

The purlins gener.ally projected beyond the

face of the gables, and were carved or moulded
on their ends, an 1

the last two rafters

were rebated and
filled with lin.

boarded sofEt. If

a barge - board is

used, the purlin will

not require mould-
ing, as to this will

be fixed the lower
edge of barge, and
it should ba of suffi-

cient width to cover
tlie thickness of the

battens used for

slates or tiles.

We must remember th.at in all old examples
the chimneys were nearly always in internal walls,

and when placed in external walls were always
made a marked feature in the design, and though
they often ran the beams that supp'U'ted the
floors into these chimneys, the fires wore slow
combustion ones, .and the wood used was
" English," and not the resinous woods now im-
ported, so that there were not the same elements
of danger that we now have to provide against.
The door-frames generally formed part of the

construction and were
i v.w.v,vwi i -. I'VJ^^^>/24^.^_ji

simply two of the

story -posts wrouglit,

rebated, and cham
feredormoiilded, and
a transom framed th,

to form head of door-
frame,with short posts

to the plate of first-

floor or simply two
diagonal struts form-
ing the space over
door into triangular

panels. The moulded
portion was always
put together with
square-cut shoulder.^,

and the intersections

mitred in the solid,

not from ignorance
of the " mitro " but

tbo doorway

^
y^ \

for soundness of construction, as it can be at onco
seen it the workman cut the shoulders of the

tenon square or not,
thus : Over the door-
frames were often

SHOULDER.

placed a hood mould, eontinuod down and finished'

with a mitred knee, to keep water from doorway,

and as the cill or threshold stood up above the

floor line, the door was furnished with a drip

board at bottom to resist tho driving

rains. Pointed and Tudor arched

doorways were formed by inserting

curved and moulded heads, and

fitting the spandrils with panels of

wood or plaster ; a porch is fre-

quently framed over the doors with

a hammer beam and
curved bracket, and in

various other ways. The
doors were — externally
— mostly framed and
braced ledged, though
there are instances of

framed panelled doors
;

but we must remember
that for joinery our

ancestors always quar-

tered the oak tree, and

cut their boarding as sketch, thus,

so that they could not obtain boards

of sufficient width to make rails
j

of sufficient width to hold the door

square without braciog, and if

bracing is omitted, it is compensated
for by putting an extra number of rails in the
doors. There is a peculiar joint used in this

Mediajval joiners' work, that I .am at a loss to

understand the mode of maliing; it is thus.

I have seen this in

panels Sft. long, and
I should like to see

one made as good by

a joiner at the pre-

sent day, and can

only account for it

in this way, that not having tools sufliciontly

good to make a joint ; saud was introduced

ioto tho joint and the pieces rubbed together

till they fitted each other.

Tho windows were principally lead quarry
lights, but there are a few examples of casements
in wood, and I will treat this subject in my next
communication.

Robert PniLLirs.

CHIPS.

In consequence of his taking office, Mr. Lyon
Playfair will not be able to bring the subject of

iluseum Reform before the House of Commons
which, it is understood, he had undertaken to do.

The City and Spitallields School of Art wa.s

opened in the new school buildings, Primrose-street,
yesterday.

The most powerful pair of pumping engines in

the world are in process of construction in Pitts-

burgh, and will be used to raise water into a reser-

voir there which is 36j feet high.
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ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHI-
TECTS.

AT the second ordinary general meeting of

this Institute, hold on Monday evening

last, Mr. John Gibson, Vice President, in the

Chair, the minutes of the opening general meeting
having been read and confirmed, and several

donations to the Library announced (including a

large wator-colour drawing, given by Lady Tite,

representing at one view the whole of Inigo

Jones's principal buildings). Mr. W. Swinfon
Barber, of Halifax, and Mr. James Lemon, the

Borough Engineer of Southampton, were balloted

for and duly elected Fellows of the Institute.

Mr. J. Tavenor Perrv, Associate, then read a

paper on

THE MEDIEVAL BRICKWORK OF POMERAXIA.

In introducing the subject, Mr. Perry said it was
one of which, comparatively little was known.
Some of the earliest published information on

the subject was contained in a paper by Mr.
Charles Fowler, read before the Institute in 1850.

In the Ecclesiologist and Church Builder there

had also been some valuable papers contributed

by Mr. Street, the former containing most careful

descriptions of the buildings of Liibeck. There
was also a Paper in the Ai'chceohgia for 1S63, by
Mr. Nesbitt. But all these notices were very
brief, so that these magnificent examples of

Northern brickwork yet remain to be described
with as much care and discrimination as Mr.
Street has beetowed upon the similar work in

Italy. German works on this topic were naturally

more numerous, and Adler's fine treatise on
Mediajval Brickwork of the Prussian States was a

valuable assistance to anyone reading up the sub-

ject. But only small portions of the country are

therein touched upon,the great examples of Pomer-
ania and Mecklenburg being unnoticed ; so that

even in its own country, German brickwork had
yet to be properly described. Mr. Perry gave a biief

description of the physical features of the country,

which were generally unfavourable. In spite of

them, however, towns of great importance, filled

with churches aud buildings of a size and character

to challenge comparison with the finest works of

Europe, were raised throughout Pomerania, and
although the materials used were frequently of

the simplest, and not unfrequently of the coarsest

description, the results were frequently most
pleasing and stable. The native granite was
employed for the bases of the buildings, for the
town walls, and in some rare instances for the
superstructures, but the material almost in-

variably used for general building purposes was
brick. Often of the simplest description and
rudest work, sometimes modelled with a delicacy
that might rival the finest terra-cottas of Italy, or

carved with the sharpness and boldness of free-

stone, this brickwork had always an efi'ectiveness

and straightforwardness of purpose that leaves
little room to regret the absence of the nobler
material. When stone was used, which was but
rarely the case, it had to be shipped from Sweden,
an operation early found too expensive to be
often resorted to. The skill with which orna-

mental features were moulded in clay caused less

desire for carved stone than might otherwise have
been felt, and ia later examples such features as
capitals and bases, which in the earlier buildings
were inlet in stoneware, with the rest of the struc-

ture inlaid in brick, occurred. The wood with which
the country abounded was but little used in the
construction of the buildings, and instead of the
fine open-timberroofsof our own country, we find

the churches are almost invariably vaulted in

brick, while the love for blank tracery and gables,

and the proficiency gradually acquired by their

architects in the use of their peculiar material,

caused them to prefer the high-stepped brick front
to the half timber over-lapping storied fronts that

were so common in other well-timbered parts of

Europe. The roofs of the churches are generally
covered with copper, which, turned to a soft

green with age, forms an agreeable relief to the
red and purple tints of the walls. Mr. Perry con-
fined bis remarks to the buildings he had him-
self visited in the towns of Stralsund, Stettin,

Stargard, Bergen and Sagard in Hiigen, Anclam,
Pasewalk, Neubrandenburg, and Prenzlau, all of

which, with the exception of the last two, are con-

tained in Pomerania itself. Of these, Stralsund is

architecturally the most important. It contains six

churches of considerable size, a town hall of a re-

markable character, some remains of its ancient
gates and fortifications, and several houses of a
rich and expensive description. Three of the
churches are of the first-class, being over two

hundred feet in lenetb, aud of a proportionate

height and importance, and they deserve careful

notice, as each is of a difi'erent type and date. The
oldest, and by far the most interesting, S. Nicholas,

was commenced in 1311. On plan it consists of

three aisles, with chapels between the buttresses,

two large towers on the west front, an apse at the

east end, round which the outer aisle coatinuos,

each bay having also an apsidal termination. The
whole internal width of the church is about ninoty-

five feet, while the total internal length is little

less than two hundred and fifty feet. The piei s are

of brick, except the bases and caps, which are of

stone, the bases boldly moulded, and the capitils

carved withalarge sharply serrated le if, like those

socommon in ourLat© Decorated work. The whole
of the building is groined in brick, with ordinary

quadrapartita vaulting, and wiih bold well

moulded brick ribs. The Jacobi Kirche, which
appears to have been begun in the latter half of

the fourteenth century, presents a different treat-

ment to S. Nicholas. It has, however, a similar

arrangement of three aisles, with chapels between
the buttresses, and is vaulted in brick ; but the

east end is square, and there is only a single

western tower. The interior is simple, almost to

rudeness, the piers are unmoulded, and the arches

of the nave arcade are of several orders of plainly

chamfered bricks. The richness of the exterior,

however, makes it the most beautiful church in

Stralsund. S. Mary's Church, which is the latest

of this group of churches, exceeds all the others

considerably in size, but is very poor in its details.

The Rathhaus of Stralsund is more curious than
beautiful. It is of the same character as the

better known example ac Liibeck. The large

Church of S. James, at Stettin-on-the-Oder, con-

sists of three aisles with a polygonal tormination. a

large western tower, and chapels between the

buttresses. The aisles are of equal height and
the Fpace over the buttress chapels is thrown
into the church and groined again at the higher
level. The interior is very coarse, and the

groining, which is worked \\'ithout ribs, is of a

most confusing and haphazard character. The
roof is in one span over the whole. A smaller cimrch
at Stettin, dedicated to S. Nicholas, shows a plan

less common in the neighbourhood. It consists of

a nave with aisles on each side, and a somewhat
long choir with an apsidal termination show-
ing seven sides of a decagon. The nave and
aisles are of equal height, covered by a single

roof. S. Peter's Church, near the Castle, has been
to a great extent reconstructed in modern times.

At Anclam are two churches, each, fortunately,

possessing a tower with its original spire. Of
these the Marienkirche is the largest. It is a
throe aisled church, covered with a roof in one
span. Only one of the important city gates of

Anclam remains. This is a lofty gabled tower,

known as the Stein Thor, though no stone is used
in its construction. None of the places yet

mentioned, however, contain work of such varied

interest as does Stargard, in Further Pomerania.
Its distance from the sea, and the fact of its being
away from any important district of commerce,
have saved it from the changes which most towns
have more or loss experienced. Its walls and
gates remain nearly perfect, and its churches and
houses seem to have suffered less from change and
destruction than from gradual decay. Its

principal church, dedicated to S. Mary, is of a

first chiss character both for size and decoration.

It consists of three aisles, with the usual arrange-
ment of buttress chapels, and has two large im-
finished western towers. The nave and choir are
treated in a quite distinct manner, the chapels
between the buttresses being also omitted in the

latter. The church is exceedingly lofty, and
shows in the choir the unusual feature in these
brick churches of a triforiun under the clerestory.

The piers of the choir, which are octagonal in

plan, have a large niche in each face under the
cap as at Milan, but there is no sculpture left in

any. The whole of the church is vaulted in brick,

the centre aisle being particularly rich in the
arrangement of its vaulting ribs. Another brick
church dedicated to St John, and less important
than S. Mary's, has on its west front a massive
square tower, begun in 1408, but still unfinished.

The city walls are formed of granite boulders,

roughly faced and built random, but the towers
and gates scattered through the town are of brick

throughout. The buildings in the Island of

Riigen are of an interesting character. The
church at Bergen is apsidal-ended, with east and
west transepts, and western tower and spire. At
Sargard is a church, with small western tower,

dating about 1240, and at Vihnnitz is one with a

lofty spire of the same date. At Pasewalk, in

South Pomerania, are two large churches. At
Pronzlau, slightly south of the borders of Pome-
rania, is a good deal of work of much the saraa
character as that at Stargard. Neubrandenburg-
now the second city in the Duchy of Mecklenburg^
Strelitz, contains more specimens of this class of
work than any of the places yet described. The-
great point of attraction is the fortification, v.'ith

its numerous gates, which were described at much
length by Mr. Perry. Mr. Perry went en;

to remark that the style in which the buildings h9
had been noticing are erected was not, beyoud a
certain extent, indigenous to the country, but was
imported complete when tho necessity for tho-

buildings was suddenly felt. With the material
tho workmen had to use—brick—they wer&
not long in discovering the ease with which a
great variety of design could be produced by
different combinations of a few simple patterns,
and wo accordingly find the earliest and most,
general decorations employed to have been small
eusped bars and circles, which singly or together
wore built on the face of the walls in the panels.
In high class-work, such as some at S. Mary's^
Starganl, the work was of a much better and.

more artistic class, and the variations in the dif-

ferent portions show that each was separately and
carefully modelled and built-in as intrinsically part-

of the structure. Generally, however, tho work
was of the more easily-made sort, and in conse-
quence the moulded shapes, although they oftsa
produce exceedingly satisfactory and ornamentai
finishing to the work, were of such an uusub
stantial and structurally useless character that,

they soon decayed and fell out, leaving only ugly
sockets and gaps to the detriment of the building
they were intended to adorn. The facility with
which it was found they could be added to the
work after its completion seems frequently to*

have suggested the leaving of them out until some
later period, which in too many cases never
arrived. Some of the best examples of decoration by
enamelling the bricks are to be found in Stargard,

a great part of the decora'ivo terra-cotta being"

black glazed clay. Where, as in this case, they were
used with red or dark bricks, the effect no doubt-
was always satisfactory ; but when a number of

btiijhtcolours, washed clean and brilliant by every
shower of rain, are built together in a mass, it re-

quired the lapse of centuries, and tho decay in-

herent thoreto, to mellow and harmonise tho
whole. The great west door of S. James's, Stral-

sund, has the jamb mouldings built up in larg&-

blocks of glazed terra-cotta, but in this case th&
colours were all deep browns and blacks, and could
never have had the staring look of the little red
and blue turret at Prtnzlau. The bricksof which
all those buildings are formed are chiefly remark-
able for their size. At Pasewalk Mr. Perry
measured some 11 by 5 by 3^in. with a fult

^in. mortar joint, at S. Jamess'a Stettin

he measured some 11 by 5 by U.V, -with a full J
mortar joint, while at Liibeck some which were
being removed from au old wall during the rfl-

storation of the cathedral measured as much as-

11^ by
")J

by 4. The colour is a brownish red,

and tho mortar joints white, so that although we-

say that all tho building are red brick, they never
have the staring red colour we have too often to

associate with a new rod brick house in England.
In conclusion, Mr. Perry described a few of the-

peculiarities of tho churches of the district to
which his paper referred.

A long discussion ensued, in which Messrs.

Street, R.A., Charles Fowler (Fellow), Phen &
Spiers (Associate), H. W. Brewer, and Thomas.
Morris (^Associate) took part, and the thanks of

the meeting having been tendered to Mr. Perry
for his interesting paper, the proceedings ter-

minated with the announcement that the next
meeting will be held on Monday, December 1st,

when a paper will be read ou '• Chinese ani
Japanese Architecture,'* by Mr, W. Simpson.

INSTITUTION OF SURVEYORS.

FIVE years since there was founded in one of
the large houses in Great George-street th&

basis of what is now become the Institution of

Surveyors—a flourishiag society, numbering over
350 Members, besides many Associates, composed
of engineers, barristers, and architects, and hold-
ing its fortnightly meetings for the reading of

papers and the discussion of their prominent and
practical details. Such an institution was much
needed to give cohesion to so extensive and im-
portant a body of professional men, andta solidify
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their social status, and tho rapidity with wbich

the present society has developed ia numbers,

and the avidity with which its members have
contributed funds towards suitable accomuzodation

for the transaction of its business, i^ive evidence

of its utilitv and tho appreciation in which it is

held. During tho interval since the past session,

the rooms in which the meetings wore formerly

held have been rebuilt and enlarged ; and the

practical use of the new and extensive apartments

was inaugurated on Wednesday week by a soiree

— the president, Mr. Edward Norton Clifton,

receiving the gnests. The new rooms, which are

of ample dimensions, were filled with various

objects of interest, particularly noticeable amongst
"which were the numerous drawings and prints

relating to the various architectural monumeuts
of Westminster, lent l>y Mr. J. E. G-ardner. There

were also very fine collections of Watcombo terra-

cotta, and Doulton's pottery. A word of admiia-

tion may be well given to the committee who
liave carried out the now building for tho care

they have talvon to provide for the pi'ofossional

requirements of the members. The new library,

which is remarkably rich in topographical worlv.s,

-aud particularly in county histories, gives all tho

requisite accommodation for the consultation of

its books of reference and for writing letters;

and in other parts of the building rooms have

•been provided in which those who wish to do so

can meet their clients for consultation— a boon

of very considerable advantage to tlie country

members. The hall, too, is capacious, and well

iidapted not only for the ordinary sessional meet-

ings, but for arbitrations, and to this end ante-

rooms for witnesses and for consultations have
been added.

the E.thibition Building, and to include the appli-

ances named in paragraphs 0, 10, and 11 .as above.

Applications for the remaining space should be at

once sent iu to tho Secretary, William George
Larkins, 11, Manchester Chambers, Manchester.

EXmBITION OF APPLIANCES FOR THE
ECONOMIC CONSUMPTION OF FUEL.

PRACTICAL and scientific inventions and im-

provements of all kinds bearing on tho

solution of the groat fuel question are to be

afforded the fullest scope for treatment at the

forthcoming Exhibition of Fuel Economising
Appliances of the Society for the Promotion of

Scientific Industry. The following comprohensivo
classes of exhibits arc now announced by the

Council of the Society.

1. Appliances which may be adiipted to exist-

ing furnaces, &c., whereby an improved com-
bustion of the fuel ia secured, and a dirct

•diminution in the qu.antity required is elToctfd.

2. Appliances which maybe adapted to exist-

ing steam boilers, &c., whereby the waste heat of

the flue gases or of exhaust ste.am is utilised.

3. Appliances which may be adapted to ex-

isting steam boilers, pipes, and engines, where-

hy loss of heat from radiation and conduction is

prevented.

4. Appliances which may be adapted to exist-

ing steam boilers and engines, enabling them with

safety to realise the great economy resulting

from the use of high pressure steam or super-
heated steam.

5. New or improved furnaces (using solid,

liquid, or gaseous fuel), boilers, and engines of all

<lfseription3, specially adapted for the saving of

fuel.

fi. Appar.atus which, by producing a cheap
and abundant gaseous fuel, will supersede tho
costly carriage of coal, obviate the present enor-
mous waste attending its use in the .solid form,

and condense and save the valuable sulphur,

ammonia, and other bye-products of tho distilla-

tion now injuriously alYocting iron and other
smelting processes, and in a vast number of oper-

ations discharged as poison into tho air.

7. Apparatus or Engines for obtaining power
advant.ageously from heat through any other
tuedium than steam.

8. Natural and artificial fuels of .all kinds.
9. Coal-cutting machines

;
peat manufac-

turing machine-*.

10. Domestic and other fires, stoves, r.anges,

and apparatus of all kinds (using coal, gas, or
otlier fuel) for cooking, and for warming rooms
and buildings.

11. Mechanical or other arrangements for

securing the delivery of proved weights of fuel

to the domestic consumer.
The Exhibition is to be held in Manchester,

and will bo opened on December 18th, by the
Kt. Hon. tho Earl of Derby, F.H.S., President of
tho Society.

In consequence of tho large amount of space
that has been .applied for, tho Council of the
Society have determined to increase tho sizo of

RESISTANCE OF BRICKS
FORCE.

TO CRUSHING

* N American jonrnal states that experiments

Jr\ on the above subject have been made by
General G. S. Greene, at Cornell and Co.V.

Centre-street, New York, with the following re-

resulLs, the bricks being of the kind used in the

construction of tho South Gate House of the new
reservoir, New York :

—
Dimensions of the bricks used in experiments, in

inches and decimals.
Thick. Wide. Sq. in.

Xo. 1. 2-30 y 3-52 15--188 exposed to pressure.

„ 2. 2-2-1 X 3-50 15-610 „ „
„ 3. 2-31 X 3-50 15-820 „ , „
„ 4. 2-3.1 X 3-46 15-4316 „ „
„ 5. 2-30 y- 3-46 15-570

„ 6. 2-2S >< 8-46 15-316 „ „

No. 1, at 30,0001b. (= l,!)371b. per square

inch), cracked in centre ; kept at .50,0001b.

(= 3,22S-31b. per square inch) without crushing.

Briclc between two pieces of board half an inch

thick.

No. 2, had a layer of sand. Sign of a crack at

50,0001b. (= 3,2031b. per square inch) ; kept at

52,5001b. (^ 3,3lj2Ib. per square inch) for three

minutes, hut did not crush. Crack did not ex-

tend through brick, nor was it broken into two
parts.

No. 3, crushed to pieces at -13,5001b. (=
2,7-t.S-71b. per square inch), packed with sand.

No. 4, packed with two pieces cigar-box wood;

edges crushed off at 30,OOUlb. (= l,U94-llb. per

square inch).

No. 5, packed with sand, cracked at 27,0001b.

(= 1,731,11b. per square inch), crushed at

32,0001b. (= 2,055-31b. per square inch). Brick

crushed and cracked in all directions ; did not

fall to pieces as No. 3.

No, (J, packed in sand, commoncod to crack at

30,0001b. (= l,88-t-91b. per square inch) ;
crushed

to pieces at 4G,5001b. (= 2.921-0 per square inch).

Siuldin0 Jntcllificuct

CHURCHES AN1> CIIArELS.

DlSMOLITIOX OP AKOTUER CiTY CnURCII.—

A

commission is about to be issued by the Bishop

of Loudon to report iipon the cxpedieucy of a

proposed union of the benificesof S. Benet, Paul's-

wharf, with S. Peter, Paul's-wharf, and tho Rec-

tory of S. Andrew-by-the-Wardrobe with S. Anne,
Blackfriars. One effect of the proposed union

will ho the removal of another, at least, o' the

old City churches. The present church of S.

Benet, Paul'.s-wharf, was rebuilt in l(iS3, from

designs by Sir Christopher Wren, and has few

distinguishing features. It is of brick, and has a

tower surmounted by a sm.all dome. The original

church, which that of Wreu supplanted, was dedi-

cated to S. Benedict. There are many monu-
moutal tablets in the church, commemorative of

persons of consideration in their time, one being

•Mr. John Charles Brooko, Somerset Horald, Secre-

tary to tho Earl Marshal of England, and a Fellow

of the Antiquarian Society, who was killed, with

several other persons, during a panic at the old

Haymarket Theatre on the 3rd of February, 17'J4.

Inigo Jones was also buried there, as appears

from the register book. The first church—built

more than (iuO years ago—porishod in tho great

Fire of London, and so .sharod the fate of many
others, including that of the neighbouring parish

of S. Peter's, Piuil's-wharf. When S. Eonot's was

rebuilt those two parishes were united, and tho

chuch of the former was therefore never restored.

Tho original church of S. Andrew-by-tho- Ward-
robe, Blackfriars, the benefice of which it is now
proposed to unite with that of S. Benet, Paul's-

wharf, likewise perished in the Fire of lOllli, as did

that of S. Anno, which was not afterwards recon-

.structed. The existing clmrch of S. Andrew-oy-
tho-Wardrobe was restored under the direction of

Sir Christopher Wren in 1092, at a cost of £7,0B0.

GovAN', Glasgow.—The new church of " Free "

S. Mary's was opened for putdic worship on tho

afternoon of Saturday, the 15th instant. Tho
church, w'nich is built on one of the most eligible

sites in Govan. viz., that immediately adjacent to

the Public Square, consists of three gables,

flanked with buttresses, terminated with octagonal
pinnacles, shafted on the angles, having arched
cusped heads, moulded gablets. and carved finials.

The main entrances to the church are by three
doorways in the centre main gable. Over these

doorways are double-light windows, filled in with
tracery. The side gables are each pierced with
two single-light windows, and small cusped wheel
windows with dog-teeth enrichment. The church
is seated to accommodate 1,100 sitters comfortably,

although provision can be made for a larger

number when required. Tho Large hall accommo-
dates 500 sitters, but by use of folding doors an.

adjoining hall can be made a part of it, which
thus gives accommodation for about 700 persons

The cost of tho building is expected to be £S,000.

The buildings have been executed from the da-

signs of Mr. Robert Baldie, LA., Glasgow.

Leicester.—Tho memorial-stone of a now Non-
conformist church about to bo erected in the

suburb of Bolgrave, has been laid. The church
will seat 500 adults, and connected with it, are a
schoolroom for 300 children, vestries, and class-

rooms. The style is Early Gothic, and the cost

will be about £3,500. Tho architect is Mr. Tait,

of Leicester, and the builder, Mr. Billiugton, of

Belgrave.

SoUTiipoRT.—-The memorial stone of a church

for the adherents of tho English Presbyterian

Church in Southport was laid on Tuesday. In-

clusive of the site, the church will cost about

i:.5,90O. The church will he a handsome edifice

of stone in the Geometric or Decorated style of

architoeturo of tho early part of tho fourteenth

century, freely treated ; aud/vill consist of a nave

with tower and spire. The edifice will be faced

with parpoints or shaddy stone,- the angles, quoins,

tracery, &c., being of dressed Gefn stone. It will

have sittings for about 501) persons. Tho
architect is Mr. Wylie, of Liverpool ; and the

contractors Messrs. Wishart and Irving, of South-

port.

The Incorporated Church Building

Society.—The usual monthly meetings of the

Incorpoi-ated Church Building Society were re-

sumed on Monday. Grants of money wero made
in aid of the following objects, viz. :—Building
now churches at Iloxton, S. Peter, Middlesex ;

Manningh.am, S. Mark's, Yorks ;
Rhosybol, in

tho p.arish of Amlwch, Anglesea ; and Wey-
bridgo, Surrey ; enlarging or otherwise increas-

ing the accommodation in the churches at Alder-

minster, near Stratford-on-Avon ; Coatos Holy

Trinity, near Whittlesoa ; East Winch, near

Lynn; Evesham, Warwickshire; Faversham,

Kent ; Gedney Hill, near Wisbech ; Marlborough

S.Mary; and] Watlington, Oxen, Under urgent

circumstances the grants formerly made towards

enlarging and restoring the churches at Ash-

Priors, near Taunton ; Clewer, near Windsor
;

Henstridge, near Blandford; Herno Hill-road,

S. Saviour, Surrey; and Kelvedon Hatch, near

Brentwood, wero each increased. Grants wore

also made from the School-church and Mission

house Fund towards building, &c., school o"*

mission churches at Chelsea S. John's, Middle;

sex; Fisherton.in tho parish of Bolleston, Notts.

and Rowley Hill, in tho parish of Christ Church

Stalford.

BUILDINGS.

Dock Extension at Caudiff.—Tho trustees of

the Marquis of Bute have given notice of their

intention to apply to Parliament for power to ex-

tend the dock accommodation of the port of Car-

dili'. Tho scheme of the Bute trustees embraces

the construction of two new docks and a tidal

harbour. The largest dock will be a continuation

of the new South basin, uow approaching comple-

tion. Its water area will be greater than that of

tho existing Bute East Dock, and it will have a

quayago upwards of !S,7u0ft. in length. The other

dock and the tidal harbour on the west side of the

town will involve the diversion of the portion of

the river Taff. The dock, from its proximity to

several timber depots, will bo specially adapted for

the import timber trade. Its water area will

be 17A acres, and its length of quayage 4,350ft.

Melbourne.—Tho Aiixtrnhsirin Sk-etc/ier; a

very rospootable looking illustrated paper, gives

a sketch of a new building just erected in Mel-

bourne, Victoria, for Messrs. Soloborg and Son,

clothing manufacturers. Tho main building has

a frontago of 54ft., by a depth of 95ft., and is four

stories iu height. Tho basement story is 10ft.

high, the ground floor aad first floor each I4ft.,
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and the top floor 12ft. The facade is in the Italian

style. The basement story, which rises about Sft.

above the pathway, is finished in well-wrought

bluestone. The superstructure is finished in

Portland cement, and has semi-circular headed

windows to each story, the whole of the front

beinfj effectively relieved with moulded panelled

pilasters, spandrils, string-courses, &c., and sur-

mounted with cantilever cornice and balustrade.

The total height of front is 58ft. The building

has been erected and completed by Messrs. Turn-
bull and Dick, conti-actors, for about £S,500, from

the jdesigns, and under the superintendence of,

Mr. Charles Webb, architect, of Melbourne.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions ol

our correspondents. The Editor respectfully reiiuests

that all communications should be drawn upas briefly

as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]
To Our Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our

readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

All letters should bo addressed to the EDITOR, 31

TAVISTOCK-STREKT, COVENT-GAJtDEN, W.O.
Cheques and Post-ofBce Orders to be made payable to

J. Passmoee Edwards.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for advertisements is 6d. per line, of eight

words {the first lino counting as two). No advertisement
inserted for less than half-a-crown. Special terms for

series of more than six insertions can he ascertained on
application to the Publisher.

Front Page Advertisements 9d. per line.
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THE FALL OF MESSRS. GOSTLIXG'S SHAFT,
NORTHFLEET.

(To the Editor of the Buildixg News.)

Sir,—Having hitherto answered, as far as I

know, every question of any importance in each
of the tliree architectural and engineering
journals which have concerned themselves with
this matter, I should be glad, if possible, to give
a fuller reply than before to Mr. Tate's enquiry.
Mr. Tate, in the Building News of October 31st,

suggested that Portland cement grouting, from
its swelling properties, would be liable to destroy
the bond of the work, and the question, therefore,

seemed to be this, " Did the cement swell ? " To
this question I replied, " No, it did not," and I

mentioned three facts to show that it did not.

The first was that the grouted bricks proved to

bo so strongly cemented together that a fall of

200ft. did not separate, though, of course, it broke,
them ; the second was, that a sample was made
up many weeks ago as a test, and still remains
without a line or crack about it ; and the third

was, that a large mill-floor was laid at the same
time with the same cement, and that to this day
there is not a flaw or a hollow place to bo found

in it. To the above reply I have only to add that

the cement grouting was not poured in amongst
the mortar, but that two courses of bricks suc-

cessively were laid dry. and that liquid Portland

cement was then poured in. so as to fill the verti

cal joints and to cover tho upper surfaces.

I p;is3 from your correspondent who asks for

facts, to your correspondent who invents them.

A gentleman dating from Skipton, and signing

himself "J. Parker," sends you, as an important

help towards tho investigation of the Kortbfleet

catastrophe, an interesting piece of news. We all

know that two bricklayers, who, as it happens,

had never seen either the chimney-cap or the

drawings of it, said they thought the cap
'• swagged " the shaft over ; and Mr. Parker, who,

I suppose, is in the same ease, writes to say that

he is of the same opinion. As he does not assign

anything which even professes to be a reason, all

we can do, apparently, is to credit the " swagging"
theory with the additional strength (if any) which
Mr. Parker's adhesion may give to it, and then pro-

ceed with the enquiry. But as this enquiry, to

be of any use, must deal with facts, and not with
fictions, it will be desirable, in the first place, to

clear away a few little errors and misstatements
which have somehow or other got mixed up with
Mr. Parker's confession of faith. I will take
them in order as they stand in the letter,

1st. The letter says " a portion of the brickwork
was blown away when the lower portion of the

shaft was demolished, every brick being separated.

It will be understood by your readers that this

was near the base, where the cohesion of the
mortar was tho strongest." The last sentence

contains a ** fact " of Jlr. Taylor's own composing

;

not a word was uttered at the inquest to warrant
tho statement. The place where some bricks

were blown away and separated was at the highest

part of the ruin, about 150ft. above the ground.
2nd. It is said (with reference to the ' swagg-

ing " theory) " Jlr. Cubitt puts on the coup de

grace by stating that if there was any tendency
to swagging, it would have taken place before

then, when the work was fresh ; as if the whol»
shaft, even to its foundation, was not fresh."

Mr. Parker should have put his own name to

his own nonsense. I did not say one word about
the work being fresh ; my remark was directed

to a totally different subject. The only news-
paper report I have at hand is in these words :

" Mr, Cubitt said tho cap having remained all

the previous night, its weakest time, would not be
likely to collapse when the parapet was put on,

for this would have tho etl'ect of strengthening it."

It had been suggested, by a person who knew
nothing about the cap, that the projection might
have overbalanced the upright work, split the

cap, and so brought about the disaster. What I

said in reply was, that if this had happened, it

would in all probability have happened at the

time when there was least counterpoise to tho

projection, that is, before the shaft was carried

up above tho cap. It was purely a question of

weight and counter-weight ; the " freshness " of

the work was not named or thought of.

3rd. It is said, with reference to the usual way
of building tall shafts in Lancashire: " They have
been erected to half their intended height, and
then allowed to stand until they became consoli-

dated for six months at least, when the work
may be afterwards completed. Had this course
been taken, tho shaft would at the present mo-
ment have been upright," The Manchester
builders, who have given me particulars of the
time occupied in building some of the largest

shafts in tho neighbourhood, can, if they think it

worth while, upset the first of these statements

;

the fact that it was the top, and not the bottom
of the Nortbfleet shaft which failed, upsets the

second. The lower half stood sound and upright

till it was demolished ; had it been left to rest

for sis months, or six years, it could not have
behaved better.

4th. It is assorted, in conclusion, that I have
acted on the principle of saying as little as pos-

sible about the causes of the Northfleet accident.

As the Building News, by the publication of Mr.
Taylor's letter, has given circulation to this

totally-groundless charge, I must say, in reply,

that a statsmont of mine, occupying nearly a page
of the Builder, was published in that journal a

fortnight ago, and contained a notice of all the

suggestions that had there appeared. It may,
perhaps, be considered a still stronger proof of

my wish to throw all possible light on tho sub-

ject, that I have now answered a letter, both tho

manner and the substance of which would have
justified any one in p.issing it by unnoticed. Some
allowance, however, must be made for tho evident

impulsiveness of its writer. There will always
be people who cannot hold their judgment in

suspense, who cannot wait for facts or understand

arguments, and whose life is a burden to them
till they rush icto print and " record their

opinion," All one can ask from such persons is,

that they will as seldom as possible break through

tho line which separates systematic inaccuracy

from evil-speaking and slandering.

I have now to add a few remarks on some of

tho theories which have been invented to account

for tho Northfleet catastrophe, and a few words
illustrating the view of the matter which I have
already published (November 1st) in another
journal. The first theory, put forward by a

London daily paper two days after the accident,

explained tho whole affair easily. The shaft, it

appeared, was tall out of all proportion to its

diameter ; like a mathematicallino,th6 writersaid,

it consisted of length without breadth or thickness.

The next theory was the invention of a bricklayer

at Northfleet. He was good enough to call and
assure all whom it might concern that the top of

the shaft fell because the walls at the bottom of

it were not, as they ought not to have been, 5ft.

thick. After him came a gentleman in the iron

trade, ' who thought it a great mistake that hoop-

iron bond was not used in every few courses of

the height, and feltconvinced th.at this would have
prevented the fall. The subject was next taken

up in the professional journals, which have con-

tained some suggestions well worth publishing,

though few which really help to explain the

occurrence in question. It has been asked, for

instance, over and over again, whether the cement
grouting did not expand and destroy the work.

This it oertainlydid not do, and a firm in the cement
trade might fairly be expected to know enough
about the properties of the material they deal in

to guard against this source of mischief. The
lettor.s, however, which have been written on this

subject will not have been useless if they call

general attention to the fact that Portland cement
which contains, from whatever cause, unslaked
particles of lime, « liable to expand, and do a

vast amount of inj ury. It has been asked, again

—

and though tho question shows some want of ac-

quaintance with the statistics of shaft.building, it is

very proper as an elementary one—-whether the

chimney should not, according to ordinary rules,

have had more batter than it did. It would, I

think, bo within tho truth to say that it had more
batter than the great majority of tall chimneys :

it is certain that it had far more batter than many
tall ones, including one, at least, of twice its

height. Then it was enquired whether, consider-

ing the diameter at top, the 14in, work was not

continued down to a rather extreme distance.

It was proved, however, that while at Northfleet,

with an outside diameter at top of lift., tho 14in.

work was about Sfift. high, there are other

chimneys with a still greater diameter in which
the 14in. work extends down to nearly double

that distance : and in addition to this, it was
shown that the greatest pressure on any part of

the 14iu. work at Northfleet was 2 l-7th tons per

foot super., while the greatest pressure on the

3ft. 9in. work, which remained sound and up-
right, was about U| tons per foot super. Still,

such questions as these last, are fair and reason-

able ones, calling for a serious answer. This can

hardly be said of a suggestion that tho top of tho

shaft failed because tho lower half was not left

to stand for six months after it was built, or of

another suggestion that tho fall was caused by
the noise of some guns which were fired by a ship

in the river.

There remains one other theory to be noticed

bsfore I pass from theories to facts, and from in-

genious guesses to a statement, not of tho cause

which actually produced the instantaneous fall

—

for of this nothing is known with certainty—-but

of the causes which mainly contributed to make
such a fall possible. The theory in question

is that the cap " swagged " the shaft over,

which means, apparently, that it caused it

to bend or collapse. This theory was started

at the Northfleet inquest by two bricklayers,

brothers of one of the men who were unfortu-

nately killed. Every allowance should

undoubtedly be made for their position, but
that position was plainly not that of dispasssion-

ate .and disinterested witnesses. The most im-

portant point, however, is that they lived at a
distance from Northfleet, and consequently had
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never seen the cap or the part of the shaft which
fell ; neither had they seen the drawin<::3, though
if they had applied to me I would willingly have
given them an opportunity of doing so. Thoy
appear, in short, to havo had no knowledge at all

of the matter about which they spoke, save such

as they had acquired by hearsay. How untrust-

worthy this hearsay was may bo judged of from
the fact that I have lately heard it stated by a

bricklayer at Northfloet that the chimney-cap
(which, according to the most careful measure-
ment, at 15 tons to the rod, weighed 10 tons

3 cwt.) was over 50 tons in weight ! Taking all

"these things into consideration, it is not wonder-

iul that the Xorthfleet jury, all of whom had seen

the cap for themstlves, all of whom lived in a

district where shaft-building is a thing of constant

occurrence, and some of whom were perfectly

competent to give a practical opinion of their own
•on the matter, should have attached little value

to their theory. From first to last there has

never, as far as I know, been a single reason

assigne din support of it ; nay, more : it has never,

down to the present moment, been put into

definite and substantial shape. What h the pre-

cise way in which, according to this theory, the

cap is supposed to have acted ? There is no dis-

pute about the cap having projected equally all

round the shaft ; there is no dispute about its

having been upright on the morning of the ac-

cident. There are two ways in which it is con-

•ceivable that such a cap might bring about the

destruction of a shaft. It is conceivable that if

it projected too much, and if its projection was
not sufficiently counterbalanced, it might tend to

split into segments, and to fall outwards round
the whole or round a part of the circumference

of the shaft. On this arise two questions : first

AVas the projecting cap sufficiently counter-

'balanced ? and secondly. Did it, as a matter of

fact, cause the accident by splitting and falling

outwards in segments ? The answer to the first

question is, that while the sectional area of the

projection was 7 feet 4:^ super., the sectional area

>of the brickwork whicli counterbalanced the pro-

jection was 20ft. 10 super. Inotherwordsthecoun-

t terpoise was nearly three times as heavy as the

projection, and it was therefore physically impos-

sible that the cap could have split and fallen out-

wards by its own weight. Then comes the second

Kjuestion : Did it actually (from any cause what-
ever) split and fall, and so originate the accident?

The only witness who has deposed that he saw
the actual collapse (a workman named Field,

who happened to be looking up at the chimney
from about twenty yards off) stated that ho first

which would have been equally heavy. It is

wonderful to seethe confusion of miud respecting

this simple matter which is betrayed by some of

the correspondence on the subject, and still more
wonderful to see how people who have not
mastered the most elementary principles of

mechanics are eager to ''record their opinion"
and volunteer their advice. The outside of a

chimney cap overhangs, and so does the outside

of a tea-saucer, but, while thoy both remain entire

and unsplit the one has no more lateral thrust

than the other. The moment the saucer is broken
into segments each segment begins to fall out-

wards, and the same thing would happen with a

great many ordinary forms of chimney cap. The
Xorthfleet cap, however, was secure oven against

this danger, and the projecting part was so much
more than counterpoised by the vertical part

that if it could have been split into twenty seg-

ments, e:ich segment would have stood upright by
itself, in virtue of its own stability. The only

question that remains then, is this : Was the

weight of this cap (19 tons 3 cwts.) sufficient,

when added to the weight of the upper part of the

shaft, to cause that upper part to '• swag " or

collapse ? It is not disputed, I suppose, that the

shaft failed in that part of it where its walls were
l-lin. thick. The 14in. work, altogether, was
about 3(>ft. high ; and the weight of the cap was
just equal to another 10ft. of it, so that it amounted
to the same thing as if it had been 4:Gft. high and
bad had no cap whatever. The average diameter,

outside, was about 12ft. ; and the enquiry
therefore narrows itself to this : Does ex-

perience prove that 4Gft. is too high for

a shaft 12ft. in outside diameter, and
14in. thick ? A multitude of examples could

be given to show that it doos not—but two or

three will do for specimens. I have now before

me the drawings of two chimneys at Workington,
belonging to the West Cumberland Iron and
Steel Company. One of these measures 200ft.

above ground, the other 250ft. In the first of

these, tlie 14in. work is 07ft. high, and
10ft., on the average, in outside diameter. In the

second of them the 14in. work is 80ft. high, and
17ft., on the average, in outside diameter. The
upward diminution of both these shafts is Sin. in

10ft., whereas that of the Northfleet shaft was
Gin. I am informed by a builder who has erected

a great number of tall chimneys in Lancashire,

that they nearly all finish with 9in. work, and
that this thickness is continued for 30, 4l), and
even 50ft. down. The shaft at Messrs. Pontifex's

Chemical Works, in the Isle of Dogs, is, however,

more remarkable still. It is 22.Sft. high above

saw the shaft bulge out on the side next the
I
ground, and the upper part, for more than 40ft.,

river, at a point a good many feet below the base is only Tin. thick. The average outside diameter

of the cap ; the shaft having thus given way, tho of this Tin. work is about 10ft- Gin., and its

•cap of course began to turn over, and "when batter is the same as that of the Xorthfleet shaft,

the cap got its balance, it dropped short." It is These examples, if they prove anything, prove

evident therefore, on the one hand, that the cap that it was not the weight of the cap which
could not split merely from its own weight ; and caused the acccident we are enquiring into. At
it is evident, on the other band, that it did not split X'orthfleet, the 14in. work had to bear 3Gft. of its

at all, unless it was after the shaft had given own height, and a weight equal to 10ft. more in

way at a distance below it. This di.sposes of the addition. At Workington, the 14in, work of the

first way in which it is conceivable that a cap may first chimney, after bearing 3Gft. of its own
lead to the destruction of a shaft, and brings us to height, has to bear 31ft. more in addition ; and
the second. The second, and as far as I see, the the 14in. work of tho second chimney, after bear-

onli/ other w.iy in which a cap, with a level ing 3Gft. of its own height, has to bear 44ft. more
tearing and an even projection, could (in the in addition. In other words, the first of these

absence of wind) destroy the work below it, is shafts corresponds to what tho Xorthfleet one
this ; it might, if it were heavy enough, either ' would have been with a cap three times as heavy
crush the walls or make thom bend beneath its as ithad;and tho secondone, to what it would havo
weight. When I state that the greatest pressure been with a cap four and a half times as heavy !

-on the walls at the point whore the first bulge :
Of course, I am looking merely at the effect of the

was seen (including the weight of the cap) was weight en a perfectly calm day, such as that on
considerably under 2 tons to the foot super., and ' which the accident happened, and not taking into

that the greatest pressure on any part of the ' account the comparative action of the wind on a

"work which fell was under 3 tons to tho foot cap or a length of shaft respectively.

-Super., no one who has any acquaintance with All the facts about the cap, then, may bo

brickwork will believe that crushing had any- summed up thus:—Either it did split and fall

thing to do with the failure. There remains, outwards by its own weight, or it did not. It has

then, only the inquiry whether such a weight as ! been proved, from its shape, that it could not do

that of tho X'orthfleet cap was great enough to so ; and it has been proved by the testimony of au
make a properly built wall of the given dimen- 1 eye-witness that it did not do so. If it did not

fiions bend beneath it. Tho weight of this cap doso, it wasamere dead weight pressing vertically

(19 tons I? cwt.) was just pqual to the weight of downwards, and the only question is whether a

another ton feet of shaft. 14in. thick. Xow it has i dead weight of 19 tons 3 cwt. is enough to cause

been already shown that this cap had no tho *'swagging*' or collapse of a piece of

tendency to over-balanco, or split, and it
|

shaft 3Gft. high, ]4in. thick, and 12ft

And now, having noticed nearly all the theories,

possible or impossible, which have been put for-

ward to account for a calamity which none of

thom suffice to explain, I have to mention one or
two very commonplace and ordinary-looking
facts. They have been before tho world some
time, but as far as I know, they have attracted
little attention. They do not bear on tho im-
mediate cause of the accident, nor help us to

understand what it was that, on a perfectly calm
day, caused the instantaneous and terrible cata-

strophe. This cause is unknown, and probably
always will be ; and though I may presently
allude to a conjecture on the subject, it does not
profess to be anything more. What I have to

mention is merely a source of weakness in the

upper part of the work, which could not, alone,

have caused the sudden collapse, but which may
have helped to make it po-sible. Not only the

cap itself, but a considerable depth of the 14in.

work below it, was sot in cement. I may note in

passing that this cement was originally directed

to be mixed with an equal quantity of sand, but

that by the advice of persons experienced both in

chimney building and in cement work, it was actu-

ally mixed with a very small quantity of mortar
instead. Now, although the cement grouting,

wherever it was used, had set like iron, and had
joined the bricks so that they could not be sepa

rated, a considerable part of the cemont mortar

(made from the same lot of cemont) was dis-

covered after the fall to be perished or
" killed." A suggestion was put forward at

the inquest that the vibration caused by tho

derrick might have interfered with ita

setting ; but this did not soem to be con-

firmed in the course of tho enquiry. In

comparing the admirable setting of tho cement-

grouting with the failure of a great part of the

cement mortar, one cannot but reflect that cement
grouting, once solidified, cannot be worked up
again for use—while cement-mortar can be, and,

I fear, too often is. It is only fair to say Lhat I

do not attribute any personal blame in this matter

to the contractor, Mr. Blagburn, who showed him-

self an excellent and careful workman ; but much
of his time was necessarily passed at tho foot of

tho shaft, in looking after tho selection and send-

ing up of materials. It is hardly necessary to

add, that in the rebuilding, that incessant super-

vision will be provided for which it is impossible

either for a contractor or an architocf, without

neglecting their own duties, to supply.

As to the immediate cause of the fall, I will

only mention one conjecture, which, at any rate,

does not seem to conflict with the known facts.

It appears that the first warning of tho accident

was given by the descent of bricks down the in-

side of the shaft, and that this preceded tho

gener.al f.all. Now the chimney had been built,

as usual, by scaffolds in the inside : and the cross

battens which had carried these scaffolds, one

after another, were left in till the completion.

After the accident, tho position of tho ends of

many of these timbers could be clearly traced on

the outside by bulges and radiating cracks : and

the reason was evidently this. Masses of brick-

work had fallen inside, as well as outsido the

chimney, and coming on one or another of the

cross-battens, had violently jarred tho walls at

the points where they were inserted. X'ow, the

part of tho chimney shaft above the cap, 4 feet

high, had only been built on tho morning of the

fall ; and if wo suppose a portion of it to have

fallen inwards from any cause, and to havo struck

the horizontal timbers at the point where the

shaft was first seen to bulge, we have a not im-

possible account of the origin of tho calamity .—
I am. Sir, &c. James Cuiutt.

Architect to Messrs. J. C. Gostling and Co.

and it i

appears, from the evidence of the witness
I

Field, that it did not do so. The cap
theroforo, remaining whole and sound as it did,

was a mere dead weight, pressing vertically

downwards ; the fact of this weiqht being con-

in outside diameter,
once to chimneys

As to this, a refer-

now standing proves

that even four or five times this weight will cause

no such " swagging," provided, of course, that

the work is properly built. Tho net result is.

densod into the space of a cap gave it no more i tiiat if there is any truth in figures, the idoa that

tendency to destroy the chimney than if it had the weight of the cap caused tho Xorthfleet shaft

been spun out into the additional ton feet of shaft, ' to " swag," or bend, or collapse, is a pure delusion.

Sir,—Before I ventured to communicate my
views respecting the cause of the disruption of

the upper part of the shaft of Messrs. Go.-itling's

chimney, at Xorthfleet. I maturely considered tho

subject from an absolutely impartial stand-point,

and I came to tho conclusion that the accident

arose from the rending asunder or splitting Jof

the crown or cap. This I attributed to the in.

suffi-Mont batter, associated with a top-heavy

crown imperfectly compacted, and I stated that I

thought tho chimney would be now existing if

there had been no overhanging courses, or if

there had been something in the nature of a bolt

to give more bond and consistency to tho project-

ing work. A mysterious contributor, whom I can

almost see through a note of iutorrogation, doos

not, however, from suppressing qualitioations

fundamental to the argument, quite fairly re-
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Tiew my letter ; but I "will endeavour, in a friendly

spirit, to remove the one or two little difficulties

^hich, be affirms, my tbeory creates.

I did not attach so mucb importance to an
iron belt as I am represented to bave done. I

said tbat tbe crown ougbt to have been pro-

tected by iron belts, curbs, plates, or better still

by masonry, and also that no core or contrivance
of such a kind had, according to my knowledge,
been used.

Putting aside for the moment the question of

batter, and dealinjr simply with the crown, I find

that the overhanging brickwork weighed about
19 tons, and taking the top external diameter
of the shaft at 11 feet, the weight distributed
round the summit, tending to overpower,
or at all events to endanger, the stability

of the structure would be no less than half

a ton per foot run. Had this work been put
together with the accuracy insisted upon with
cut and gauged arches, without any grouting, it

would have practically taken the form and
functions of a belt, and would have assisted to

consolidate the summit of the shaft. Its centre
of gravity would have been in the axis over tbe
centre of gravity of the shaft itself. It is quite
different, however, when this heavy adjunct to

the chimney cannot be regarded as being iu

complete combination, constituting an undivided
mass, in which light I cannot regard it, from the
deceitful nature of all kinds of grouting. In this
case the centre of gravity of the crown would
have no existence, but there would be instead
other points through which the resultant pressure
arising from the gravitation of the materials
composing the projecting causes would pass, the
position of these points of course depending upon
those of tbe initial cracks. The bulging of the
shaft about 10ft. below the base of the cap can be
thus easily accounted for, recollecting that after
the cap split, large portions of brick-work ad-
hering together would probably, before falling,

turn outwards, close to the base of the crown,
and cause an inward pressure round some axis of
moment, which in its turn would be followed
by an outward bulging lower down. On the other
hand, conceiving the crown bound together by
some kind of belt, or the bond in no way enfeebled
by the pernicious use of grouting, it can bo
imagined to have rested upon the shaft in perfect
safety, without risking the equilibriam of the
structure.

Jly statement that the crown would not have
been top-hoavy if a belt of some kind or other
iadboen introduced into it, turns completely on
the consideration that such a provision would
help to bind and consolidate the work. It is

beside the question to inquire how an iron belt
•could have lightened the brick-work, though
the answer is simple enough, for the omission
of two courses of bricks would more than com.
peusate for the weight of a wrought iron belt, the
specific quantities of the two materials being as 1

to 4-25. The employment of a plate or belt would
obviously assist the equilibrium in a manner
analagous to that by which a stay-bar or tie -rod
holps to counteract the thrust of an arch. To re-
gard, moreover, the projecting work of the crown
as being equivalent to 10ft. additional height of
shaft is quite erroneous and foreign to the point
at issue. Had the chimney been carried up to the
height of 440ft. with tbe same batter, it would
have formed a perfect cone, and certainly a stable
one. Further, I cannot understand how the
19 tons of overhanging work can be reasonably
said to have been amply counterb.alanced when a
perpendicular from the centre of gravity of any of
its vertical elements to the ground line would fall

outside the springing of the cap, to support which
there was not much more than the adhesion of
the cementing material, which, as I have observed,
was most likely weakened by grouting, if not in
some joints quite destroyed by it.

To return to the batter. I should consider my-
self totally wanting in suitable faculties to address
you on so important a subject as the fall of a
factory chimney did 1 not know that there are
many loltier chimneys, with considerably less
batter than the Northileet one possessed. In my
attempt to explain the cause of the catastrophe I
said that it might have arisen from »n insufficient
batter. In this particular problem I look upon
the crown and the batter, in a certain sense, as
correlative. In plainer words, had the crown
been sufiSciently united together, a much less slope
would not have been inconsistent with safety

;

and, conversely, had the slope been greater, the
tendency of tbe top-heavy crown to f.all would
have been less, To illustrate what I mean by an

exaggerated example, if the chimney had boon
built in tho form and proportion of a brick-kiin

the crown would not have parted company with
its consorting bricks. In ascertaining also that
the batter depended upon the ratio between the
bottom and top diameters of a shaft, I alluded only

to those that are properly designed. The sectional

area of tho surface at tho top must be fixed upon
so as to best answer the purpose for which the

chimney is to be erected, the velocity with which
the products of combustion are discharged de-

pending upon the area, and as the height within
certain limits regulates the draught these two im-
portant dimensions cannot be capriciously dealt

with. The bottom diameter, in the absence of a
definite ratio, must be left to the judgment of the
architect, and w-bether he builds a stately,

elegant, and graceful shaft—so rarely met with

—

will depend upon his skill and taste, upon his ac-

quaintance with the forces that will operate upon
the structure to change the position of the centre
of gravity, and upon the amount of reliance he
can place in his men and materials.

I have felt much diffidence in giving my
opinion as to the cause of the Northtleet accident.

Tbe more argument brought to show its fallacy

the better, I shall be pleased, provided always,

as the lawyers say, it paves the way to the true
solution. Some clever ideas have already been
broached, especially one to the effect that the sun,
by unequally acting upon the whole surface of the
shaft caused it to bend aud fail. Again, Mr.
Parker's idea that the shaft was run up too quickly,
although not likely to be much supported, smacks
of truth, for unless the m ortar was quite dry tbe
chimney's elasticity to recover from the oscilla-

tions he alludes to would be dangerously feeble.

I must thank this gentleman for the information
he gratuitously gives me, but I hope he will never
induce me nor anybody else to put rubbish in the
caps of chimneys. Jlr. Tate's letter, too, though
short, is well worth remembering.—I am. Sir, &c.,

W. J. Christv.
^Voroester, November 19th.

SlB,-

CLASSIFIED SKETCHES.
AYith ' J. C. B.," I am also surprised at

the silence observed among your readers when a
subject of such importance as "Classified
Sketches "was suggested, and although I did not
myself respond to Mr. Clarke's letter, it is a
scheme very similar to what I have had in con-
templation for some years past, viz. ; It was that
such a conception should assume tbe character
of a work, titled tho " Building News Dictionary
of Architecture," to consist of sketches, geometric
or perspective, gleaned from examples either at

home or abroad, and of no particular style or date.
Your contributors, at the commencement of

such work, to confine themselves to the first let-

ters of the alphabet, viz. : Abacus, Abbey, Altar,
Alto-relievo, Arcade, Archivolt, Armour„Apostle,
Angel, &c.

Probably the scheme on this scale may seem too
extensive, but I think it should not be on a lesser
one, so as to present an appearance of an un-
finished job.

Such drawings as may bo forwarded to be
limited to the following sizes, viz. : 5iin. by 3jin.,

or uien to a page ; lOin. by 7\m., or two to a page
;

and 15in. by Klin, full page, and then .arranged
by some appointed person as one sheet, and photo-
lithographed.

No sketch to be printed upon, but particulars
written on tho back, including artist's name

;

other information can be fui-nished in due time.
Each issue of plates to be in two single pages

(attached), which, if wished, could be extracted
by your readers at the end of each year, and put
carefully aside until the completion of the work,
when it could be bound into a volumo, forming as
useful and as 'uandsome a dictionary as it is pos-
sible for a young architect to ]>ossess.

That such a work will require industry and
enthusiasm, there can be no doubt, and the reward
will certainly repay every contributor.

Hoping to hear further suggestions on this sub-
ject, I am. Sir, &c.,

Herbert A. Gkibele.

Sir,—Tbe object proposed in the letters tbat
have appeared in your paper on the above subject
seems to me to be the production of a species of

architectural dictionary, consisting wholly of

illustrations, and intended to assist people who
are in the habit of '"wading through voluminous
piles in search of tit-bits." I would suggest that
the work bo published in separata leaves ; the

chosen pattern could then be more ea.sily sent

into the office to ba copied.

The power most necessary to the making of a
good architect is, I should say, concentration in

its highest form. Not merely bringing all he
knows to bear on any matter, however small, but
a capability of fusing all be knows together, so

that each thing he designs shall feel the impress
of everything he has learnt. This must cause all

parts of a design to harmonise, as each detail

then springs from the whole knowledge of the
designer. Would it not be difficult, nay almost
impossible, to exercise this digestive power, which,
for want of a better name, I have called fusion, if

one were in the habit of turning to a book of

reference for " tit-bits ?
"

The '• tit-bit " style, however, might be suitable

for a museum, which could then externally re-

present all the dates of building, from the Pyramids
to Modern Jledia^val.

Published sketches may be useful, either by
giving others pleasure in the sight of a drawing
as a drawing, or by telling others where a certain

kind of work can be found ; as for designing from
another person's drawing of work one has never
seen, I cannot imagine a worse practice.

However, as whatever is done had better be
done as well as possible, if any sketches I possess
can be of any slight service to you, I shall be
most happy to contribute them, and indeed you
published a letter of mine a year or two ago, sug-
gesting this same classification when there was
some correspondence about a new Sketch Book.

—

I am, Sir, &c., F. C. D.

THE " CRITERION."
Sin,—Will you permit me to correct a few

errors into which you have fallen in your critique

upon the decorations of the '' Criterion " in your
last issue ?

You "notice with regret that the dados,

plinths, mouldings, &c., are painted to imitate
various woods, &c." I may observe that the
whole of this work, except in some of the minor
rooms, is executed in solid walnut wainscot and
mahogany, and therefore hardly deserves your
censure as a "sham."
May I also remark, that the ceiling of t'ne

principal staircase is not of tiles, or " crockery,"
but is painted on plaster in tho usual way. I

certainly should have preferred the former, but I

do not know of any economical way of surmount-
ing the difficulties of fixing them on the soffit of
an arch. The panels in the ceilings are intended
to be tilled in with oil paintings, and are at present
merely distempered, so that the effect at present
can scarcely be judged as a whole. I should wish
also to say tbat I am not answerable for the term
" art tiles," which appears to have given rise to

so much virtuous indignation. This name, as a
kind of trade distinction, was, I believe, applied
to them by tbe makers. In conclusion, I hope.
Sir, upon paying another visit to the " Criterion,"

you will find less cause to complain of "shams,"
whatever may be your opinion, as an experienced
critic, upon tho decorations or construction.—

I

am. Sir, &c., Thos. Veritv.
23, Northumberland-street,

Strand, Nov. 18.

KENDAL SEWAGE.
Sir,—Will you oblige by letting me state, in

explanation of tho paragraph which appeared in

your columns en the 14th inst., relating to the
Kendal Sewage Intermittent Filtration areas
now in hand ; tbat they form only one instalment
of the arrangement recommended by me for adop-
tion by the Corporation ?

It is unnecessary to point out that five acres of

land is insufficient for the cleansing of the sewage
from 14,000 people for a permanency, and that the
capabilities of any land to effect the object rea more
severely tested when tho sewage is excessively
diluted with subsoil water, as at Kendal, than
under ordinary circumstances.
When cnnsidoring, therefore, the applicability

of Intermittent Filtration (as first carried out by
mo at Merthyr Tydfil), for the cleansing of

sewage, I trust the works now in course of pre-
paration at Kendal will not bo judged until they
are completed and handed over to the Corporation
as complftto.

I am particularly desirous that there should be
no misunderstanding as to tbe quantity of soil

considered by me to be essential to permanent
effect and freedom from nuisance.—I am, &c.,

J. BiiLEr Destos.
22. Whitehall-place,

Loudon, Nov. IT.
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DIJIEXSIONS OF CATHEi)RALS.

Sir,—The subject of the dimensions of some
Continental cathodrnls and cliurches, as treated by

tbo Rev. 51. Walcott in bis letter published in

your last issue, might, with groat advantage, bo

imich further extended.

One of the main objects of collecting such re-

turns as Mr. Walcott gives is to ascertain if any

general propositions or laws can bo deduced from

comparing the one building with the other, which

may throw any light on the causes of the propor-

tions being what they are, or which will explain

the different causes at work among the people

who erected them.

I venture to think far more useful results aro

to be founl in a series of plaus, all drawn to a

uniform scale (say, 100ft. to lin.) than in pages

of tabulated columns.

I would, therefore, suggest that such a scheme

be carried out through your aid, and that each

"week a page of the illustrations bo devoted to a

series of such plans, commencing with tho largest

first.

This might bo so printed in small squares to

allow hereafter of thoir being adapted to one

perpendicular column, so that they might bo

arranged according to geographical area or

otherwise, according as each reader might prefer.

I have put together Mr. Walcott's tables, and
incorporated into them H cathedrals and abbeys

in England, as given by Mr. Fergussun. And
taking the length as a rough indicia of area,

I have arranged the list on that basis, and showii

the local distribution of these buildings.

THE "BALDACCHINO" CONTROVERSY.
Sir,—With respect to the present subject of

dispute at S. Barnabas, Dr. ZorlH's late discursive

remarks in your journal appear to me altogothor

wide of the mark. He does not appear to appre-
hend that a baldacchino (more correctly a cibo-

rium), is simply and solely a covering to an altar.

To many who have been trying to understand the

nature of the present litigation. Dr. Zorffi's de-

scription will produce utter bewilderment. The
illustrations accompanying his remarlis, with one

exceptiou, Ratisbon. do not represent the so-called
'' baldacchino," but shrinos and tabernacles. For
the benefit of the unprofessional mind, T may say

that the " real thing " gre.atly resembles tho

Prince Consort's Memorial at Kensington, and in

fact probably originated the idea of it.

It is remarkable how rare tho ciborium has
.always been in tho Roman Church, and the

modern English Ritualists, in trying to introduce

this questionable feature, are, in this, as in many
other matters, out-Heroding Herod.—I am. Sir,

itc, M.

THE CITY FKUIT AND VEGETABLE
MARKET.

Sir,—The Corporation is advertising most per-

soveriogly to get as many designs from architects

as it can for the above; but why should wo oxort

oursolvos, since we believe that the City architect

will be employed to carry out the idea, or a selec-

tion of suggestions from the premiated designs,

as was the case with the Dead Meat Market, the

pioneers being forgotten, and the man who carries

GEOGRAI'UICAL Disirib ution. According to lenBtha.

Italy :

S. Peter's

Width Height Height o£
of of Steeple

Transept. JJaTC. or Dome.

Milan
Florence

Exgland:
Winchester
Ely
Canterbury

.

Westminster

York
liLirham

Lincoln
Frakce :

Khcims
Chart res

Salisbury

530 — 76 140
517 — 72 170
514 — 80 229
50) — 103 —
493(Woo(J)2S3 151 355
491 „ 294 Kil) 463

486 — 93 198

473 — 74 216
4GS — S2 258

4C7 1C7 121

460 201 114 403
450 — 84 404

Stain & Tortugal :

Seville

S. Onen
Amiens
Rouen
Paris

Peterborough
J^orwich

Bourses

Germany t Denmark :

Cologne

Troyes

Wells
Worcester
Exeter

Lichfield

Belgium & Holland
Tournay

Antwerp

S. Stephen's,!
Vicuna I

Drontlietm .

.

Byzantine :

S. Sophia

Mechlin
Pisa

Rati.sbon

Eoeskllde
Eatalha

Evreux
Bcauvais

Stra::burg

S. Mark's .

Matera
Wlsby

Edssia.
Kief .

445
443
442
441
432
427
426
403
405
404

400
395
390
388
387

383

360

345

. 334
319
S16
300
297
272

, 270
264
203
200
2.50

245

. 185
ISO
180

250
83
194
176
154

120

14.';

104
140

70

78

510
2S5
442

(Plnu.)

143
309

— 117 —

180 —
— 67
— 66
— 70

230

166

406
165
191

107

465

252
230

114
80

112
189

201

— (Tower.)

160
101 456

90

136 — —
SO — —
60 — 175

03Intcrrommimicatioii

QUESTIONS.
13125.1—The Holborn Viaduct Subway.—From

whom can I obtain permission to view tlie subway
under the Holborn Viaduct ? From some illustra-

tions I have seen of it, it must be well worth a visit ?

—

G. J. H.

[3126.]—Indian Ink.—What are the necessary pre-
cautions in rubbing up Indian Ink to prevent its being
of uneven consisteucy and to prevent little edge chips
coming off ? Wh.at descriptiou of palette is best ? I

use the round cabinet saucers, but my ink runs very
much when colour is applied over it.— L.

[3127.]—Miserere Carvings.-Would some one
give a comprehensive and accurate list of all the
Miserere Carvings kuowa to exist in this country ?

—

M. A. B.

[3128.]—Ashlar Stone Walling.—Will any prac-
tical reader state if in ashlar stone walling It is usual
to keep all the courses the same height, and all tho
stones the same length in each course, with the excep-

tion of through stones, which I suppose show square
on the face y—Tuscan.

[3129.]—Plasterers' Stuff.—I should be glad it

some practical friend would enlighten me respecting

the following matters. Is not wasliing plasterers'

stuff, and running it into a pan, better than screening

it dry—that is, after the lime has been slaked 7 WhcQ
it is thus screened, does it not require to lie longer

before being used, than in the former case ? If so»

how long ? Before being laid away, should it not be
well damped, and Would it require covering up?'

Lastly :—Is the hair added when the stuff is laid away,
or not until the time it is required to he used?

—

Inquirer.

[3130.]—Binding the Building News.-Wouia
any of the subscribers of the Building News give me
information concerning the binding of the half-year'9

numbers. 1st. Whether to bind all plates and printed

matter together, in half or in two half-years ; or bind

plates and printed matter together, cither arranging

the plates according to style, use of buildings, or name
of architect, or perhaps placing them in that oi'der as-

they are published.—L.

[3131.]—Economical Lime Kiln.—I shall bo
exceedingly obliged if some of the readers of Inter-

commuuication will inform me as to the best and mos t-

cconomical kind of lime kiln for burning chalk-lime;

also the cost of burning the same at per ton, andl

mode of preparation.—AN OLD Keadib.

It would almost appear th.at whilst tho English
mind aimed at area, Franco sought for propor-

tion ; and the Renaissance in its assertion of big-

ness as an equivalent for povfer, produced but
size.

Some of your readers might add to the table

by incorporating, on the same principle, tho dimen-
sions of all the ?bbeys in England and abroad :

others might arrange the table according to the

date of erection, and wo should thus seo if any
pound deduction could bo drawn from such
materials.—I am, Sir, itc.

Charles Harrison

out tho work being the only architect remem-
bered.—1 am, Sir, &o. William Gilrert.

THE NORTIIFLEET CHI MXEY DISASTER.

Sir,—Will your correspondent, Mr. C. Tate, kindly

give an Instance in which similar phenomena oce-.:rred

to brickwork laid in mortar, aud grouted in I'ortland

cement?—I am. Sir, &c., J. Edwin Bolton.
Gary Hotel, Torquay, Nov. IS.

New National Schools have been bnilt at Orecn-

hithe at a cost oj £750, by Mr. Gambrell, of Dart-

ford.

REPLIES.
[3057.]—"Feeling" in Gothic Architecture.-

With regard to the depreciator.v remarks from tho-

brother of " Clericus," on the designs In the Building
News, I should suppose he was one of those would-be-

thought sapient people who, If not critical (i.e., abusive>

are nothing. I fancy, however, where, with the young
ultra-Gothic scliool, to which I suppose the young man
belongs, a ground of objection may lie. They think

nothing good which is not coarsely drawn. As fine

line drawing characterised the defunct Classical taste,

it is hated by the young Goth, who plunges (under the

recommend-atlon of one of the leaders of the school>

into the opposite extreme of coarseness and wilful

irregularity of line. Nothing is credited with "feel-

ing" by such that Is not thus drawn. Now, the

engravings in the Building News being for the most,

part reductions by photography from large drawings,

have necessarily fine lines, and so may fail, I believe, to

Interest those whose pedantic prejudices are greater

tlian their powers of discrimination. The fashion of

thick lining and obtrusive jointing is very bad, but as

itignores troublesome detail, and serves to make a plalQ

aud otherwise ugly subject look busy and Interesting,

It stands in high favour, and is supposed to he pre-

eminently Gothic. I, for one, admire the designs in the

Building News. They display appreciative feeling

for the beauties of old work, with dexterous adap-

tation to modern wants ; and in cultivating an im-

proved taste and style, the Building News, with its-

wealth of illustration, Is, I consider, doing a most Im-

portant work. The young student possesses so, for tho

merest trifle, a record of the latest and best ph.asc of

modern architectural art, to serve as the basis of hia

own onward movement, aud If the brotlier of " Cleri-

cus "Is not satisfied I think the fault Is assuredly his-

own.—P. E. M.

[30SO.]—Differential and Integral Calculus.

—

I can assure " Aide-Toi " that he need not despair. It

is not essential that .an architect should be acquainted

with tlicse sciences, notwithstanding the mathematical

charlatanisiu that has been advanced iu support of

the same. Old .Sir Isaac Newton was the discoverer of

this branch of algebra, and it is not far to go back to
Newton's days. Let " Aldc-Tol" make a list of all the

cmiuent architects that have lived since the discovery

of the Calculus, going through the reigns of all the

Georges, aud then make another list of the cmineuL

architects who lived before Newton's discovery, care-

fully going through the Grecian, Ilomau, and
theMcdIa'val ages, and the comparison of the lists wilV

at o'lci! dispel the algebraical humbug.— W. R. A.

Uckflcld.
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[3107.]—"Writing on Plans.—If the writing Is

done with " Iiullan Ink," it will bear washing over
with colour If previously treated as follows :—Wash
the drawiiig over with clear water, using a broad soft

flat bru.«h ; then apply blotting-paper, and press or
nib gently the back of this with a soft handkerchief.
This process removes all colour or ink that does not
adhere firmly to the paper. The drawing should be
allowed to get perfectly dry after the blotting-paper
fl5 removed, before anything else Is done to it. Once
doing as above might be found sufficient, but it would
be safer to repeat the process; allowing, of course,
the paper to get thoronglily dry before washing the
second time.— G. M.

[3107.]—Writing on Plans.—I would ndvise'T.R."
to mix powdered alum with his colours.—F. C. D.

[3114.]— S. Etlieldreda's Chains.—Bishop Hervey
procured for the monks of Ely the privilege of holding
a fair three days before and three days after the feast
of S. Ethelrcda. At thci-e fairs the East Anglian
girls and their sweethearts used to buy the bright-
ciiioured silken necklaces called '* Ethelreda's Chains."
"Solent Anglltu nostrj-e mulieres torquem qneudam
«x tenul et subtill serlco confcctum collo gestare,
quern Ethclreda3 Torquem appellamus, forsan in ejus
quod diximus niemoriam."— Hist. Angl. Eccl., by
Klcolas Harpsfeldis. Sept. Sa3C., cap. 24.—Kappa.

[3114.]— S. Etheldreda's Necklace.—Harpsneld,
in the reign of Elizabeth, say3, "English women often
wear a chain of very line silk round their throats,
which they call Etheldreda's necklace;" these were
known as "tawdrys," i.e.. S. Audrey's. The foundress
of Ely died of dwellings in the throat, which she re-
garded as the punishment of her gii'llsh vanity In
wearing rich necklaces of gold. We find in early
writers the expression. " tawdry laqe and ring."

—

SlACKEXZIE E.G. WaLCOTT.

[3115.]—Arbitration.—It Is correct that an arbi-
trator cannot enforce payment of his account for such
arbitration ; why I do not know. The usual course is

to give notice to each party, when the award is ready,
and to deliver it sealed to either party who pays the
•cost. If the arblti'ator has a doubt of his award being
finally taken up, the best course, I imagine, is to call

upon the plaintiff or pursuing party to pay each dayV
cost In advance, or to call on each party to pay a
moiety of such expenses ; but I do not know whether
this would not tend to invalidate the award.—L.

[3116.]—Girders.—In practice the bottom flange of
wrought-iron girder Is taken as consisting of the
Ijottom horizontal plate or plates and angle irons only.

—

Gis.

[3117.]— Legal.—The defect named by "B. B. B."
is not a dilapidation, and it Is not legal to claim for it

as such.—L.

[3l!30.] — Cast-iron Beam.— AssumiHg that the
beam is of the usual section, and, Ihatthe toj) and
bottom flanges are in the usual proportion of I to 6.

a simple and practical rule is to multiply the area of
the biittom fiance in inches, by the depth of beam in

inches, and divide the product by the length in feet

;

this gives the permanent distributed load in tons, and
one-half of this Is the safe load to place on the centre.
For instance, a beam is 12ft. Oln., between its supports,
Xoin. deep, and the bottom flange 61n. broad by lin.

thick, the area of which I3 six square inches, then
O X 15 90

t tons. Dividing this by 3 gives 3j12 12
tons, as the safe load to place on the centre of beam —
R.J.

[3120.]—Cast-iron Beam.—Multiply the sectional
area of the bottom flange by 2-5 times the depth
of girder, and divide by the span (all in inches), and
the result will be the breaking-weight in tons in the
centre.— Gus.

[3123.]—Open Fireplaces.-*' Student " show?,
S)y the terms in which he asks his question, that he is

not sufficiently master of the elements of the subject
to which It applied to be benefited by a short answer.
Let him study " Edwards's Domestic Fireplaces,"
ihidwards's Treatise on Smoky Chimneys, published
by Longmans, Green, and Co., London ; and an ex-
cellent little work entitled " Smoking Fires ; their
Cause and Cure," by the Rev. Alex. Colvin Ainslie,
M.A., Vicar of Corfe, Somerset, published by the same
iiouse.—L.

[3124.]— S. Chad's Cross. - The Cathedral
Lichfield is dedicated to him,and
tiasfor its arms gu.and arg.[red
and white] a cross of Jerusalem
or [gold colour], between four
crosses, like those on an altar,

fij'mbollcal of the five wounds,
counterchaged [of different
colour to their sides of the
field]. The well at Stave is yearly decorated with a
floral cross.

—

Mackenzie E. C. Walcott,

those of gas. paraffine oil, pyrollgneous acid, animal
charcoal, tin plate and galvanised iron, to discharge
their drainage-waters into the town sewers under suit-

able regulation* ; 4. Confer additional powers on cor-
porations, local boards, manufacturers, and mine
owners, to take land compulsorily under " provisional
order," for the purpose of storing their waste refuse,
or of cleant'ing sewage or other foul liquids, either by
irrigation, filtration, or otherwise. We are further of
opinion that the equal and efficient administration
throughout the country of any Act that may be passed
for these purposes would be best secured by the ap-
pointment of Inspectors, to whom should be committed
the duty of detectiug and proving offences against the
law, and of procuring the conviction of offenders. AVc
are, moreover, strongly of opinion that in order to
secure the Independence of these inspectors from local
influences they should, like the inspectors under the
Alkali Act, hold their appointments from Government.
On the formation of river conservancy boards with
limited authority for local taxation, and power to
authorise and direct expenditure for the purpose of
river laiproveraent—as, for example, In the purchase
and removal of weirs, the straightening and deepening
of watercourses, and the formation of upland reser-
voirs—we have already stated our opinion In our
reporc (1870) on the Mersey and Rlbble basins, p. 136.
There is undoubtedly a large field for useful work in

every important river basin both in England and
Scotland for a conservancy board of this kind ; and it

is certain that whenever the necessity of the various
river Improvements, which it would direct and super-
Intend, shall have become urgent, a representative
body of this kind will be Indispensable, having power.
In oonnection with the local and corporate authorities
within the river basin, to levy rates for defraying the
cost of whatever operations It may direct. But we are
convinced that the thing of immediate and imperative
importance in connection with river improvement
throughout the country is simply the prohibition,
under adequate penalties, of the gross pollution which
at prescmt renders so much of the running water of
this country useless to manufacturers, agriculturists,
and the public generally. The conclusions which we
thus humbly submit to your Majesty have been arrived
at after an Inspection of nearly every town and dis-

trict in Great Britain where any manufacturing or
mining operations of importance are carried on. We
have, moreover, jiersonally examined during the past
five years 41» woollen factories, 14 works In wliich
cotton isjdyed, printed, or bleached, 16 chemical and
alkali works, ten linen, jute, and flax mills, five silk

mills and dye works, 19 paper mills, 4 paraffine oil

works, 4 alcohol distilleries, 4 starch works, 4 tan-
neries, 1 sugar factory, 2 soap works, 1 salt work, 5
cutlery works, 1 nickel foundry, 4 sliver, German
sliver, and electrotype works, 5 brass foundries, 8 wire,
tlnplate, and galvanising works, 3 iron works, 69
mines, besides 43 works for the purification of sewage

;

and the standards of purity below which we recom-
mend that all liquid discharges into river channels be
forbidden have been adopted after an Investigation
which has involved no fewer thanl.200 analyses of the
various drainage waters wliich offend them, before and
after the various modes of treatment which we have
Investigated, in addition to more than 2,000 samples of
river and other waters before and after pollution.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY MATTERS
PoLLUTiox OF Rivers.—The fifth report of the

Rivers Pollutiou Cummi^slouers contains the following
eummary of the coucUisions at which the commis-
sioners have ari'ived. Wo are of opiulon that auy law
having for its object the prevention of river pollution
should—1. Absolutely forbid, under adequate penal-
ties, the casting of solid matters into river channels.
2. Enact the foregoing standards of purity, below
which any liquid discharges into watercourses should,
with the exceptions already mentioned, be forbidden.
3. Give power to all manufacturers iu tovvus, except

misappropriating the money if he did not sign it. The
judge said he was sorry the plaintiff should lose the
contract, but did not consider it proved that Mr. Kino
had got the paper signed by fraud. Verdict for
defendant.

Are Theatrical Scexes "Paintixgs"? — An
artistic <|ue3tion, as to whether theatre scenes come
under the category of paintings, was discussed in
the Court of Common Pleas, (jn Thursday week.
The occasion arose on a claim against the Lancashire
and Yorkshire Railway Company, by a Bradford man-
ager, for 76 pieces of scenery Inst in transit. The
company pleaded non-Uability for "paintings," and
ultimately the point was refeiTed to the arbitrator In
the case.

Breach op C0NTRACT.~CtjyNiNGHA3i v. the Staf-
fordshire GALYANISIKG AND COKRUGATED IROX
CoMi'AXY (Limited).—This was an action to recover
£36. lOs. for damages alleged to have been incurred
through breach of contract. It appeared that last
June a contract was entered Into by the defendants to
supply ,'.0 tons of galvanised iron for roofing at £24. lOs,,
according to sample. The iron was supplied, and
while still in a barge In the London Dock, five cases
were inspected by the plaintiff's manager, and subse-
quently by Mr. Cunningham himself, both of whom
declared that it was not equal to sample. The iron
had been sold by plaintiff at a profit of lOs. per ton,
which formed part of the damages claimed. On the
other hand, it was contended that " bulk " meant the
greater proportion, and not that each sheet should bo
equal to sample, and that an insufficient number had
been examined to form any correct estimate. The
sample was produced In Court, and four sheets, which
were alleged to be the wor^t ones in the cases, opened.
The jury, instructed by the learned judge, returned a
verdict for the plaintiff.

BuiLDi>G Coxtract Dispute.—A motion was made
in the case of Hyam and Another i\ Lambert, in the
Court of Common Pleas, last week. It was an action
on a building contract, tried on the 10th of August
last, at Manchester Assizes, before Mr. Justice Brett,
when the Jury awarded the plaintiff £1S0. 53. 9id.
damages. Mr. Holker, Q.C. now moved for a rule"to
reduce the damages, inasmuch as the jury had found
that the erection of certain schools built by the
plaintiffs for the defendant had been delayed by both
parties, therefore he submitted the plaintiffs ought to
suffer the penalties of £l a day imposed by the con-
tract. The price of the school buildings was 51,250,
and It was agreed that the decision of Mr. Pinchbeck,
the architect, should be conclusive on all points between
the parties under that clause. Mr. Pinchbeck had
found that defendant owed to the plaintiffs the amount
awarded by the jury, but the learned counsel now con-
tended that the question of penalties was not one
that the architect could deal with. Mr. Justice Brett
observed that the jury found the parties had agreed to
refer It to the architect. Mr. Holker submitted that
the learned Judge was guilty of a misdirection In
leaving such a question to the Jui-y in the absence of
evidence on the point. The Court, in refusing the
rule, expressed the opinion that the contract itself was
sufficient evidence to justify Mr. Justice Brett in
lea\ing ihe question to the Jury.—Rule refused.

Re J. AxTON.—The bankrupt, who had traded in
partnership with William Cousens, had been adjudi-
cated on a separate petition. He also came up for
examination, his accounts showing : creditors unse-
cured. £7,102. 3s. 4d. ; ditto secured. £2,050 ; assets
£2,893. An adjournment was granted with a view to
the adjustment of some complicated partnership
accounts.

Re W. Cousens.—This bankrupt, whose case was
before the Court a few days ago, was a slate merchant,
of Kthelberga House, Bishopsgate, lately trading In
partnership with Mr- John Axton. He came up f(n'

examination en accounts showing liabilities £16,597
16s. 5d., assets, £4,219 43. 9d. Upon the application
of Mr. Llnklater, for the Trustee, an adjournment was
granted for the investigation of the accounts, Mr,
Plows, for the bankrupt, assenting.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
A Bad Decision Reversed.—Fagg axd Another

V. Lee.—The Churchwardens of S.Peter's, Folkestone,
are to be congratulated on their successful attempt to
reverse the recent decision against them. Judgment
was given in the Court of Arches on Saturday by Sir
R. Phillimore. The case raised a question as to a
series of pictures Illustrating the " Stations of the
Cross" exhibited at S. Peter's Church, Folkestone, of
which the appellants (Fagg and Mammey) were
churchwardens. The appeal was from a decision of
Dr. Tristram, the judge of the Commissary Court of
Canterbury. A monition had been obtained by Mr.
Lee, the respondent, and secretary of the Archbishop
of Canterbury, as to the removal of the " stations " In
the church. An objection was taken that the monition
did not disclose that Mr. Lee had a publi..- or private
Interest in the application ; his official position was
not set forth, but he was described as of the Broad
Sanctuary, Westminster. The learned Judge of the
Court below overruled the objection, on which the
present appeal arose.—The Dean of Arches, in an
elaborate judgment, reviewed the law as to monition,
and held that the proceedings were bad In law, and he
was bound to reverse the decision of Dr. Tristram,
and to dismiss the churchwardens from the suit, and
decreed the payment of costs to them, as no interest
of a public or private nature on the part of Mr. Lee
was set forth.

Action by a Builder.—Galer v. Kixo.—This was
an action (tried recently in the Lord Mayor's Court,
before the Deputy Recorder), brought by Mr. Galer,
builder, against Mr. Kino, tailor, Fenchurch-street.
It appeared that Mr. Galer entered Into a contract
with defendant to build a country house for him at
Chlslehurst for £377. liJs., and drew money constantly
on Mr. Kino to enable him to carry out the works.
When the sums so drawn had amounted to £116, Mr.
Kino, not being content with the progress of the
work, drew up a paper, which the plaintiff signed,
nullifying the contract. It was contended that this

. .

signature was obtained by fraud, the defendant having architect. Two stained-glass windows, bv O'Connor
drawn up the paper in the absence of the plaintiff, and Heaton and Co., are among the gifts to the
and threatening to bring him before a magistrate for church.

CHIPS.
Notice of an application to Parliament for pur-

chasing a site for the new Mint has been published.
This was one of Jlr. Lowe's favourite schemes, and
seems to have been adopted by ilr. Gladstone. It
is proposed to erect the building on the site of the
old gasworks, on the Thames Embankment, near
Whiteiriars-street.

An effort is being made to restore the parish
church of High Wycombe. The estimate of ]Mr.
Street for the restoration of the church and tower
is £10,200. An appeal will be made to the whole
county, on the ground that this is the largest, and,
as Mr. Street thinks, " quite the finest church in
Buckinghamshire."

The church of Huish Episcopi was reopened on
the 1-lth iust. by the Bishop of Bath and Wells,
after having been closed for a year and a half for
restoration. The chaucel has been rebuilt by Mr.
Christian, architect, on behalf of the Ecclesiastical
Commissioners, at a cost of £600, while the repairs
of the body of the church, at an expense of £1,500,
were superintended by Mr, Ferrey, the diocesan
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Hm-i. Schools.—The designs of 'Mr. R.CIamp, of

Bowlalley-lane, Hull, have been selected by the

the Keyingham School Board for the proposed

school and teacher's residence.

Devizes School OF Art.—The annual meeting

of this school was held on the 11th inst. Mr. Darby

GriflEith, Sir Thomas Bateson, Sir George Jen-

kinson, the Rev. Prebendary Teale, and the

Mayor of Devizes, severally addressed the meet-

ing. The report stated that out of 40 pupils who
had received instruction during the past year,

throe had their works retained for national com-
petition, viz., Fanny Brown, F. R. J. Brown, and

Thomas Potter, and F. R. J. Brown had obtained

the Queen's prize ; sis also obtained third grade

prizes, and seven certificates or lower grade

prizes. Sir Thomas Bateson observed that, tak-

ing the number of pupils into account, the

Devizes School of Art probably ranked one of

the first in the kingdom in point of success, and

that, as an instance, ho might mention that a

former pupil, a native of the town, and house

painter by trade, who had attended the school

until lately, had not only obtained the Queen's

prize upon a former occasion, but was now pro-

fitably studying as an artist in London, and had

lately received 80 guineas for a portrait ha had

painted.

Oxford Architectcral axd Historical So-

ciety.—The walks of this Society for Michaelmas

Term have been arranged as follows :—Nov. 22,

to Pembroke College and Bishop King's House.

Saturday. Nov. 29, to Queen's College and the

Church of S. Peter-in-the-East. To meet at each

College ,at half-past two. The evening meeting

•will be held in the Taylor Building at eight o'clock

on Wednesday, Nov. 2G.

Cypriote Antiquities.—A discovery of some
importance appears to have been just made in

Cyprus. Xt Palsea Lemessos, the accepted site of

the ancient Amathus, on the southern coast, and
sis miles distant from Limasol men, who have for

BJme time been engaged in digging stones for Port

Sai'd , on the opposite coast of the Mediterranean,

have unearthed a colossal statue, in calcareous

stone, of Hercules holding a lion before him by
the hind paw. The statue is perfect down to the

knees, but the legs are wjinting. It measures in

Its present shape 91t. in length. The limbs are

thick set and heavy, and the whole is said to be

of very archaic workmanship. Amathus was one

of the oldest towns in Cyprus, and was colonised

at an early period by the Phoenicians, who first

introduced the worship of Hercules under the

name of "Melkarf'or " Malika." The work is,

however, probably early Greek. The discoverv

was made in a plot of private land belonging to

the British Vice-Consul at Limasol, near Pietro

Loiso. That functionary was quickly on the spot,

settled about the price with the labourers, and
thus became sole proprietor of the treasure, with

a view of sending it to the British Museum. Then
his difEculties began. The Governor of Cyprus
interfered, claiming the huge relic of antiquity

for the Imperial Museum of Constantinople. The
dispute has not yet terminated, and will in all

likelihood bo shifted to Stamboul for settlement.

The Gas Si'pply to the Metropolis.—Mr.
Chatterton, the Manager of Drury-lane Theatre,

writes complaining of the failure in the gas

supply, whereby the scenic eflfects of his new
drama were on a recent occasion seriously inter-

fered with. The cause was found to bo attri-

butable to a defect in a vsilve connected with the

motor, which could only be remedied by the

officers of the company, who, upon being applied

to for that purpose, replied that no assistance

could bo aBorded until the following day. Mr.
Chatterton 's experience proves that it is futile to

appeal to the gas companies to provide against

such emergencies, and as he had no doubt this is

bat a solitary instance of what is constantly occur-

ring to others, who, like himself, are, to a great

extent, dependent on the capricious supply of gas,

ho thinks it his duty, on public grounds, to bring
the matter before tho only tribunal— public

opinion—from which redress can be hoped for.

A Novel Project.—An extraordinary project

has been submitted te the United States' Senate
Transportation Committee by Mr. Cheosebrough,
of Now York, who proposes to keep the Erie
Canal open all winter by means of artificial heat.

His plan consists in running hot water pipes on
each side and along its entire length, floating tho

pipes a little below tho surface, and supplying

steam from boilers placed at half a milo apart.

It has been found, he says, that the boat obtained

from one ton of coal, properly applied to the sur-

face water of a canal 70 feet wide and h.alf a

mile long, will prevent congelation for one day.

In the winter (of tho State of New York) there

are not more than 00 full days on which tho tem-

perature is below tho freezing-point. On this

basis of c.ilculation. tho Erie Canal, S.V.) miles

long, would require 42,000 tons per annum, hut

double it and call it four tons, or even eight tons

per mile per annum, and even then the cost is as

nothing to the magnitude of the results obtained.

IsSTiTt'TiON of Surveyors.—At the Ordinary

General Meeting, held in the New Lecture Hall,

on Monday, November 10th, the following names
were read and passed to be ballotted for on

December 8th :—As Members : Frederick Beeston,

IG, Walbrook, E.G. ; William Fowler, 23, Water-

loo Street, Birmingham ; Charles Pink, Winches-

ter. As Associates : Edmund Walter Rushworth,

22, Savilo Row, W. ; Frederick Venables, Hadley,

Barnet, Herts.

The MoRTALrrr of Trees.—Late planting, says

the Gardener's Magazine, is a common cause of

tree mortality. It has been well said by a great

planter that trees properly planted before Christ-

mas will grow without being looked at ; but

those planted between Christmas and Lady-day
must be coaxed to grow, while those planted

after tho last-named dato must actually bo com-

pelled to grow. In every case of buying and

planting, delays occurred thiit nobody expected,

and therefore those who have any serious plant-

ing business in prospect should begin early, for

in this case it is emphatically true that to win

tho day we must emphatically take time by the

forelock. We should never hesitate to lift any

and every kind of tree in October, even if then

full of green leaves ; but as a rule November is

the season for transplanting, for then the sap has

done its work, and the sooner the tree is at rest

the better. It is important for planters to bear

in mind that roots move when leaves are still, in

other words, trees make now roots after being

transplanted, although they do not push into leaf

until their season of leafing returns. All trees

grow at the root during winter, and the sooner

they are planted the better, because the earth is

warm in autumn, but cools down as winter

operates upon it, and is injuriously cold for

planting in the spring.

National Training School for ilcsic.—The
Duke of Edinburgh has appointed Thursday,

December 18, to lay the first stone. The building

will be on the west side of the Albert Hall. The
Society of Arts, which has been mainly instru-

mcnial in promoting the establishment of the

school, intends to celebrate the occasion by hold-

ing a conversazione and concert during thoevening

of that day in the Albort Hall.

The Post-office and the Corporation.—At
s. meeting of the City Commissioners of Sewers,

held at Guildhall on Tuesday, a letter was read

from the Postmastor-Geueral, urging the Court,

at an early opportunity, to pave with some noise-

less substance, such as asphalto or wood, the

thoroughfares round tho new Post-office build-

ings in S. Martin's-le-Grand, and enclosing an

tmofflci.al minute by Mr. Ashurst, the solicitor to

the Post-oflttco, on tho subject. The latter docu-

ment, which went at some length into the reasons

for preferring wood pavement rather than

asphalte, and especially that of a particular com-

pany, caused a good deal of amusement. Mr.

Bedford characterised Mr. Ashurst's production

as the coolest piece of absurdity of which he

had ever heard, and Mr. Staples iuquired ironi-

cally if he was the solicitor to the company whose

wood paving ho, as a rider and driver, so much
admired. Tho communications were referred to

tho Streets Committee. Wo are almo st ashamed

to quote so old a piece of good counsel, but our

acquaintance with the Post-oiBce authorities fully

justifies us in recommending to their favourable

consideration Sydney Smith's advice to tlie

Canons of S. Paul's when th.it venerable body

contemplated the adoption of a wooden pave-

ment in the vicinity of the Cathedral.

Steer's Patent Grate.—Messrs. A Steer and

Co., of Upper Thames- street, have invented and

are manufacturing a new grate, which economises

fuel and utilises heat in a very satisfactory

manner. Wo have had one fixed in our office,

and from experience believo that all the advan-

tages claimed by tho inventors are realised. The
grate projects from tho chimney-piece, instead of

being recessed like an ordinary grate ; the smoko
and heat ascend to the top and then descend the
side flues, which are inside the grate, and pass
away at the back. The artistic efTect of the
grate is also certainly superior to that of the
ordinary form. We believe Mr. Robert Rawlinson
has expressed his conviction that thia grate is
one of the best yet introduced for effecting a
saving in fuel and preventing the heat from pass-
ing up the chimney instead of into tho room, and
as far as our present osperienco goes wo endorse
his opinion.

CHIPS.
On All Saints' Day, the new Infant Schools

which have just been completed in the Parish of
Headington were formally opened by the Bishop
of Oxford. The school will accommodate 70
children. It was built by Messrs. Castle, of Oxford,
from designs prepared by the late Mr. Alderman
Castle. The school, with a residence for the
teacher, cost about £.toO.

Bow-street Police-court is to be pulled down and
transferred to Castle-street, at the back of Long
Acre.
On Wednesday week a new chapel, erected by

the Wesleyans of Bedford at an outlay of about
£750, was opened. The chapel has been erected by
Mr. L. B. Moore.

Colonel Hogg was on Friday last unanimously
elected Chairman of the Metropolitan Board of
Works.

Mr. James Thompson has written a letter on
behalf of the Leicestershire Archaeological Society,

to the trustees of Wyggeston's Hospital, asking
that; that ancient structure should be preserved
from destruction. A memorial to the Governors of
the Hospital, in accordance with the views taken
by the Archajological Society, is also in couurse of

signature.
The seventh annual dinner of the members of

the Liverpool Master Builders Association was held
last week.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday.—Institution of Si-rvkyors.— "On .\»ricul-

tural Geology." By Mr. E. P. Squarey. 8 p.m.

ICESDAT.—InSTITCTION OF CiVIL ENGIXEERS. — " An
AccDunt of the Construction and Maintenance
of the Harbour at Braye Bay, Alderney." By
Mr. Leveson Francis Vemon-Hareourt, M.A^
M.Inst.C.E. Sp.m.

Wednesday.—Society of Arts—"On tho Mannfacture
of Iron and Steel." By Sir Francis C. Knowles,
Bart, 8 p.m.
Oxford .Architectural and HieroRiCAL

Society. (Taylor Building).-Annual M^-eting;

paper:—"Curious Extracts from the Ecclesiasti-

cal Court-books of the D'Ocese of Oxford," By
Mr. W. H. Turner.

Friday.—Architectural Association,—" The Message
of Art" By Wyke Bayliss, Esq. 730 p.m.

'^mk Icuifj.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
Meldourne.—The following Is the rate of wages

in Melbourne, Victoria, for skilled workmen :—Stone-
masons, lis. per day; plasterers, bricklayers, slaters,

10s. per do.; carpenters, from 9s. to 10s. ; labourers,

6s. to (3. per do. ;
pick and shovel men, Cs. per do.

The day's work is eight hours. There is still a g«oii

demand for good workmen In all the bulldiug trades.

Bricklayers and carpenters are scarce.

Sheffield.—On Saturday a large number of

masons came out on strike at Sheffield, in consequence

of the masters requiring them to work the summer
hours during the winter months. On Tuesday several

more men struck. The same evening a meeting of the

master builders was held, when it was agreed to give

way to the men, and work was generally resumed the

following morning.

TUB TIMBER TRiDE.

The following wholesale prices have been obtaine.l

during the past week :

—

Per 120 12ft. U X nil-
£ s. d.

to 10 15

& s. d.

Umea 2nd yellow 3 by 7 11

Quebec 1st dry floated 12ft

(wide) 27 10

„ 12tt. 3 by 11 29

„ 13ft. (wide) 27

Bjorneborg 1st yellow U by 7 10 15 U

„ U by C 10 10

Hudlkswall mixed yellow lby(; 11 10

1st „ 3 by ; U
„2Jby7 13 15

„ 4 by 12 13 15

2nd „ 24 by 9 14 u

„ 3 by 7 14

,.2 J by 7 12 15

„ 'i by 7 12

„ „ » 4 by 12 13 5
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LIME AND LIMESTONE.

IN the few observations we are about to

oft'er upon lime and limestone, we wish

it to be understood that by the word lime we
imply in all cases " (juiek-lime," and by
limestone the material, whether chalk or

rook, whence the lime is derived. For the

purpose of our present remarks we may state

{renerally, that in Scotland, Ireland, and
Wales nearly all the lime used tor building

purposes is burnt trnra pnre stone, producing

therefore a fat hot lime, quite unfitted for

hydraulic engineering. As exceptions, how-
ever, to this general (dassitieation, we must
mention the limestone found near Holywell,

in Flintshire, and the lias beds of South
Wales. There may be perhaps also in some
parts of the north of Ireland, some few stone-

limes of good quality, and we have heard of

some hydraulic lime near Glasgow. We may
therefore conrine ourselves to England, in

which we lind nearly every variety of lime

used in the building trade.

The materials used liy the lime-burner

throughout the entire south-eastern part of

England are derived from the chalk for-

mation. By drawing a line on the map from
the Wash to the Solent we shall include almost

the whole of the chalk-lime district of this

country. Following much the same inclin-

ation as that of the imaginary line we have
indicated, comes the lias formation, extending

as a narrow belt all across England, from
Somersetshiie to Yorkshire. Beyond the lias,

spreading over the whole of the country north

of a line drawn from the estuary of the

Severn to the month of the Ilumber, lime-

burners are eompelledto use the carboniferous

and mountain limestone ; and to a certain

extent, in the extreme north, some excellent

beds of magnesian limestone.

The sources from whence our lime is derived

are thus naturally divided by the geological

formation of the couutry into three chief

divisions. These, for the sake of facility of

reference, we maj' term : I., the chalk districts

which should be divided into (») the upper
chalk and (/<) the lower chalk. 11., the lias

districts; and III., the limestone districts,

which may be divided into (») the pure lime-

stones, and [h) the magnesian limestones. We
propose to speak brielly of the lime in these

various districts, glancing at the mode in

which the stone is obtained, the plan of

burning which is adopted, and the value of

the lime as a building material.

The chalk lime, wliich, according to whether
it is obtained from the upper or lower chalk,

is termed respectively white chalk lime or

grey chalk lime, is probably' the most impoitant
lime of this country. This is, perliaps, mainly
due to the fact that it is the lime most readily

obtained in the metropolis, and that it was
from the chalk that the great builders and en-
gineers of the llomaus obtained their chief sup-

plies. The white or upper clialk may readily

be distinguislied from the lower beds by its

colour and by the numerous bands of dints

by which it is intersected. The lime made
from the upper chalk is a fat lime of compara-
tively poor (piality, wliieh has, however, a

considerable application for plastering. The
white chalk requires a higher temiierature

and more iuel to burn than tlie grey, but,

from the fact that it is Irequently burnt with
interstratitied fuel, white chalk lime is pro-

duced and sold at a cheaper rate than the

grey lime, the relative value difi'ering as much
as eighteen-pence or two shillings a yard. In
the neighbourhood of Loudon lime is sold by
the cubic yard, and two cubic yards of chalk

lime will weigh about one ton. Grey lime is

generally flare-burnt, that is, burnt by the

flare or flame of the fuel, which is not mixed
with the stone. Fire-bars are inserted at the

bottom of the kiln, over these bars are con-

structed rough arches of white chalk lime

(the white chalk lime, owing to the absence

of clay, stands the heat better than the grey

chalk, which is liable to fuse) ; coal is then

burnt upon the bars, and the flame rises

through the arches and burns the contents of

the kdn. On the Medway, a flare-kiln is

constructed to contain fifty-six yards of lime.

The fuel used varies from eight to nine tons.

For some reason, the grey lime has come to

be called stone lime, a title to which it is difti-

cult to discover the claim. The grey chalk

quarries of Dorking have acquired so great a

reputation that for m.any years architects

rarely specified anything but " the best Dork-
ing stone lime

;

" and even now we fre-

quently see in specifications "equal in quality

to the best Dorking stone lime." To those

who have looked into the question, it will be

immediately evident that the grey lime from
Sussex and Kent, and from many districts

north of the Thames, extending as far even as

Bedfordshire, is quite equal to the Surrey

lime. The reason for the superiority' of

the grey chalk over the white chalk lime

will readily be understood when we state that

the grey chalk contains from o to 15 and even

20 per cent, of silica, iron, and alumina.

Indeed, by carefully selecting the beds of the

lower chalk, and cooling the quicklime by
means of the selenitic action of plaster.

General Scott has produced a cement which he
terms selenitic cement, and which is but little

inferior to Portland. A good grey lime should

contain not less than S per cent, of clay, and
should readily slake ou being dipped into a

pail of water, and withdrawn at once. The
lime-burner is apt to reject those beds which
do not readily heat up after being burnt into

lime, though those stones which are compara-
tively sluggish in their action are frequently

the b?st adapted to the purposes of the

builder, and would yield, if well burnt and
ground to a fine powder, an excellent hy-
draulic cement.

Clayey limestones are, however, much more
difiieult to burn than the purer description.

It is true that they require less fuel, but they
are much more apt to " blue," which is a sign

of over-burning, and as they do not make so

much powder when slaked, or go abroad into

such a bulky hydrate as the purer limes, the

builder likewise looks upon them with dis-

favour. AVe must not dwell longer on the

limes produced from the chalk formation, but
must pass on to the ne.xt great division, sec-

tion II., the Lias.

In the ease of the chalk, we find at the sur-

face the pure chalk. As we go lower we find

a more clayey variety, and at last we obtain a

stitt' blue clay—the clay of the chalk forma-
tion. In the lias the upper beds are all

charged with clay, and the stone which is

freest from clay is generally found at some
considerable depth. The limestone is found
in very thin beds, rarely more than 10 or 12in.

in thickness, separated from one another by
layers of clay, which are generally of much
greater depth than the stone. The expense of

getting or obtaining lias limestones is therefore

much greater than working the chalk. In
some districts it is necessary to move over
30ft. of clay in order to get only 4ft. of lias-

stone, and it will pay to do so even when the

cost of the stone is thus brought up to four

shillings per ton, chalk rarely costing more
than one shilling on the ton of lime. From
its claj'cy nature lias limestone requires less

coal to burn it than the chalk. It is almost
invariably burnt in tunnel-kilns with in-

terstratified fuel. The kilns are, as a rule,

cup-shaped, open at the top, and constructed

to hold about twenty-tive tons of lime. From
six to seven tons of co.al will suffice to burn
this quantity if the kiln lining is new and
good, and the kiln carefully filled.

We have previously described the prepara-

tion of lias lime at considerable length, and
will, therefore, only state in conclusion that

the difterent beds vary very considerably in

the extent to which they are mixed with
clay. Lias contains, on an average, from 10

to .30 per cent, of clay. Even with 30 per

cent, of clay, ijrotind lias will set up and
harden well ; and the more claj'ey beds, when
thoroughly burnt and reduced to a fine powder,
are very frequently sold as Portland cement.
Light Portland cement (light in colour as well

as in weight) is a very useful material for the

builder, and is rapidly taking the place of

Roman cement, vrith which it can readily

compete in price. It was a practice some
little time back to colour this light cement
with lamp-black, and to increase its weight
by the addition to it of ground furnace-slag.

When thus doctored, the material was sold as

Best London Portland. We have reason to

believe that there is still something of the

kind to be met with. The fraud may readily

be detected hy throwing a handful of the

compound into a plate of clean water, when
the colouring material will float on the sur-

face, and the slag may be washed out by stir-

ring some of the cement in a bowl of water
and slowly pouring ofl' the contents ; the slag

will then, owing to its weight, sink to the

bottom, and remain in the bowl. The chief

danger attending the use of the light Port-

land is, that it may not be sufficiently ground,

in which ease it is apt to swell in the work,

and to cause unsightly holes and cracks. We
must not here omit to state that. b_v obtaining

beds of lias which when burned will contain

about 33 to 3.3 per cent, of clay, and by con-

ducting the burning at a high temperature, an
excellent Portland cement may be produced

;

and there are now in Warwickshire and York-
shire large works for the manufacture of

Portland cement from the lias.

The limes produced from pure limestone,

though of considerable value for manufac-
turing and agricultural purposes, are, as Has

been often pointed out, but ill-adapted for use

by the builder. AVhen we get northward of

the lias, however, into the district forming
section III., we find the use of limes of this

description to bo almost universal. There are

numerous important lime-works in Derby-
shire, Yorkshire, and on the coast of Durham
and Northumberland, where the stone is

burnt in enormous quantities, not alone for

the ironmaster and the farmer, but also for

the architect and engineer. The limestones of

the north of Durham appear to be chiefly

magnesian ; and magnesian limes, owing to

the far greater degree of insolubility of the

magnesia, are more hydraulic than fat limes.

Limestone, as quarried from the hard rock

at Skipton or Buxton, is burnt in lofty tunnel

kilns, which are frequently of the description

known as continuous, or draw-kilns, that is,

that, from time to time, the lime in the lower

portion of the kiln (which, owing to the great

height of the kiln, has had time to cool) is

withdrawn, fresh stone and fuel being at the

same time added above to take its place.

Kilns of this description will sometimes eon-

tain as much as SO or 100 tons of stone, and
turn out 10 tons of lime per diem, 1 ton of

fuel serving to produce 4 to ih tons of lime.

In thus glancing at the lime districts of the

country, we cannot fail to observe how
favoured we are in that the lias, tlie best of

our native limes, owing to its central position,

is rendered almost equally available for use in

all parts of England. The use of lias lime is

enormously on the increase, and the best

quarries are fast being worked out. Already,

in South Wales and Leicestershire, the stone

is becoming deep and scarce ; and, if our pre--

sent demand continues, we shall have to seek

fresh districts for our supplies. From a care-

ful examination of the country, we are con-

vinced that there are still unworked beds of

stone of considerable area available for future

working, but it must also be remembered that

in the clay of the lias formation we have an
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.idmirable material for improving the poorer

limes, and, if ever the chemist is called in to

aid the builder, we shall have to make still

greater demands upon our Midland Imie dis-

tricts.

A NEW MARITIME CANAL.

THE success of the great Suez venture has

revived a project which had slumbered
for centuries. It is now determined to canalise

the Isthmus of Corinth, and a Company has

been formed, and a concession granted by the

Greek Government, for that purpose. The
nature of the work to be executed is essen-

tially diflerent from that which opened a

communication between the Mediterranean
and the Red Sea : there, it was principally the

excavation of sand ; here, it wiU be principally

the perfor. tion of rock ; but the breadth to be

traversed is considerably less—not more than
about four miles, from point to point, aloni;

the line which the engineers have selected.

The proposal is to cut a water-channel of this

length, with a bottom width of 40tt., a depth
of 30ft., and two expanding outlets, at a total

cost not exceeding that which was swallowed
up by a single mile of the railway between
Bath and liristol—that is to say, £800,000—
though estimates of this kind are necessarily

more or less conjectural. Half-waj- through,
docks of immense capacity are to be con-
structed, so that the undertaking will answer
a double object, in providing at once a sea-

passage and a harbour. As a matter of fact,

the concession was granted, three years ago,

to a French Company, with MM. Piat and
Chollet as its engineers ; but events have in-

tervened to prevent the development of the

scheme, which is now in the hands of an
Italian, M. Lubini. Before noticing the
physical circumstances to be dealt with, we
may briefly summarise the advantages antici-

pated from the success of this enterprise. They
comprise a closer maritime relationship between
the eastern and western shores of Tm-key
and Greece, the Adriatic and Asia Minor ; the
Ionian Islands and J']ga3an Archipelago and
the eastern and western ports of the Hellenic
kingdom ; and it is believed that the result

v/ill be such as to stimulate, in a high degree,
the industrj- of all those regions. The Greeks
are, and always have been, essentially a trading
people. The waters contiguous to their terri-

tory literally swarm with ships of all classes

carrying the Hellenic iiag. But they have
never yet possessed themselves, to any great
extent, of a commercial steam fleet, for which,
almost alone, the Canal of Corinth would be
available, although they do maintain one line

in the Gulf, and one in the Archipelago; but
these are upon a comparatively insignificant
scale, whereas the Mediterranean, especially
from its configuration, and the nature of its

winds, affords infinitely more facilities to
steam than to sailing navigation. To this
truth the Greeks have at length awakened,
and, accordingly, are about, without delay, tu

take their grand work in hand. The eaual,
as we have said, will not be much more than
four miles long ; but we must not, on that
account, underrate the boldness of the enter-
prise. The engineers will have to hew or
blast their way through the central ridge of
the Isthmus, which rises to a height of 2o0ft.
above the sea, and is composed of hard rock,
though the engineers declare that, on this
score, they dread no difficulties whatever. It
is, indeed, only a question of the power they
bring to bear, and the obstacle becomes trifling
if we compare it with the giant task whi'-h
had to be performed in the drilling of Mont
Cenis. Railways arc to be added, connecting
the Corinthian Acropolis witli Athens and
Patras, and it is understood that the labours
of the statt' will commence immediately, in the
hopes that the former ])rosperity of Chios and
Ambelakia, Hydra, I'sarsa, and Galixidi, may
thus be revived, and replenish the eofters of
Greece, which are .seriously interfered with by
the necessity of the rough and uneertaia Pelo-

ponnesan voyage. It is a remarkable fact

that the opportunities of passing from one
place to another are rai-er, worse, and more
irregular in the Grecian kingdom than in
almost every other country of Europe. Arti-
sans and labourers have fewer facilities of

congregating where labour may be in de-
mand, and, therefore, though the price of

a day's work is kept higher, the" profits

of the working-man are diminished, be-
cause he can dispose of fewer days. The
subject, consequently, has its social', no less

than its commercial, interest. But the new
Company appears resolute, and guarantees to

complete this new trophy of modern engi-
neering within a period of six years, connect-
ing the two seas, creating an artificial harbour,
converting the Morea into an island, and
making a free path for the waters where once
small ships were dragged overland, by main
force, from the JEgaan Sea to the Corinthian
Gulf—a circumstance which, in itself, demon-
strates the practical importance of the scheme
to the mariners and merchanis of that region.

In Bj-ron's poem it is said that a battle " once
begun, though bafiied oft, is ever won," and
he was writing of Corinth when he wrote
those words, which, in a difi'erent sense, may
be applied to her still. This will appear the

more true if we remember that Periander,

Alexander, Demetrius, Julius Ciesar, Caligula,

Herodes, Attieus, and many since then, have
made the endeavour in vain, the causes of

their failures being not entirely intelligible,

for the art of perforating rocks was tho-

roughly understood and dexterously practised,

in both Greece and Italy, from a very remote
period. It seems, therefore, that no impedi-
ment of this kind could have led to the aban-
donment of these various attempts, although
Pausanias is of a diflerent opinion. The work
was always begun with the utmost energy,

and relinquished without any plausible mo-
tive, since, no doubt, the quantity of earth

and rock to be removed, and all the associated

impediments, had been made the subject of

previous calculations. Still there were, at all

limes, fears entertained in connection with
the enterprise. One great engineer of that

distant age declared that the level of the

Corinthian Gulf was higher than that of the

Saronic, and that all the adjacent shores, with
the neighbouring islands, would be laid for

ever under water bj' the union of the two seas.

Exactly upon the same grounds were Sesostris

and Darius deterred from completing that which
is, in our day, so familiar to the world as the

Suez Canal. They feared that the demar-
cations of the Nile would be lost and Egypt
permanently flooded, from Nubia to the sea.

But it may be suspected that a good deal of

superstitious feeling was mixed up with
these apprehensions. Strangel}' enougli, the

priesthood were bitterly opposed to the

idea, alleging "that if Jupiter had
intended the Peninsula to be an island,

he would have made it so originally."

In f.act, terrible imprecations were fulminated

against those who persevered. The tale was
told that when the workmen were digging,

blood spouted from the ground, and groans

and lamentations were heard beneath. In

\ain did Nero take a spade in his own hand
and begin digging. His example was not

sufficiently inspiring, so that large vessels

had still to make the long circuit round Cape
Matapan, to this day an object of dread

among sailors, while smaller ones were hauled

by machinery over the narrowest part of the

Isthmus, though how the central ridge was
surmounted, no record is left to say. But it

may be taken that the difficulties in the way
of "the enterprise were chiefly physical, and
that their conjectural science alarmed them,
though it did not centuries ago prevent them
from cutting through the Isthmus of Athos
expressly for the passage of a particular fleet.

Between this and the Suez Canal enterprise

there will be, however, an essential diflerence.

In the latter instance there were doubts, con-

troversies, political objections, and prophecies

of failure ; whereas, in the present, assuming
the capital to be raised, tlie engineers will go
to work in perfect confidence. True, they
have a huge task before them in the clearing
through of the central ridge, bnt that is simply
a question of tools and gunpowder, governed
by the skill in which Europe is never want-
ing. And, when completed, the canal cannot
fail to he of the utmost value to the com-
merce of the South, and, indeed, of all

Europe ; and, probably, it will only constitute
another in the series which, ultimately, will

pierce every important isthmus of the globe.
Few of them, however, Suez excepted, ofter

so slender a barrier lietween two seas whose
coasts swarm with so active and speculative a
population. It absolutely cuts the region in

two, and vessels bound for the eastern coasts

of Italy, the Euxine, and Asia Minor, are
compelled to make the long circuit of the
Peloponnesus—still, as we have said, a source

of anxiety to those who navigate the light

and generally ill-oon-tructed craft of the
Grecian traders. Within six years, if the

promoters of the project are in earnest, the
obstacle -n-ill be removed, and the dream of

two thousand years realised. Long before the
first century of our era men looked scowlingly

upon that narrow barrier of sand and rock,

but now they are about, with the modern
pickaxe and the modern blast, to sweep it

away, and add another to those changes in the

configuration of our physical geography which
this generation has seen attempted. For once,

not a thought of politics is involved in the
matter, and none of those jealousies exist

which so long interfered with the opening on
a passage between the Red and Mediterranean
Seas. As for the material difficulties, not to

speak of maritime canals at all, the works o f

the Bridgwater Canal were of fifty times the

magnitude required; the Ohio is cut through a

prolonged series of parallel hills ; in order to

construct that of Burgundy, a summit level

ot nearly nine hundred feet had to be reached,

in order to connect the Saone with the Seine ;

and, although the engineers broke down, it

was less through inability to carry out their

plans than through the distractions of the

country. The lluddersfield Canal, at one
place, is carried through a tunnel, excavated

in the solid rook, 5,550 feet long ; in fact,

numerous English and American canals pass

through tunnels, and it was originally pro-

posed in this manner to perforate the Corinth-

ian ridge, but the engineers have decided

that such a course would destroy its utility,

since they hope to clear a channel that

shall accommodate masted steamers of large

size and considerable power. With respect to

the debris, they are under no apprehension

whatever. A part of it can be loaded upon
the two shores, or thrown upon the barren plain

across which the rocky backbone passes, and
a part, carried down by the tramway which it

is proposed to construct, can be piled in barges,

and tilted into those narrow aud shallow

channels between the islets which not even a
fisherman's boat ever visits, and where the

accumulation would not be in the way. And,
with respect to another great impediment to

the works at Suez—the army of men who had
to be employed, the presence of the sterile

desert around them, and the fear of sickness

through heat—all those unfavourable condi-

tions are absent from the Corinthian Isthmus :

the climate is charming, there are towns and
villages near at hand, fresh water abounds,

and the labourers on either side will never

be within more than an easy walk to the sea.

For we should mention that, like the tunnel

of Mont Cenis, the canal is to be commenced
from both ends simultaneously. Lastly, there

is no danger, as there was at Jlount Ciuis and
at Suez, of floodings, sand or rock falls ; and
the only remaining objection, relatively to the

capricious character of the local winds, is

disposed of by the fact that it is intended to

navigate the canal, not by means of sailing

ships, but by means of steamers expressly

adapted to that end. Thej" may shook many
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a Classic association, but tlie Greeks 'want to

cam' their currants and olives safcl_y and
quickly, no matter how the screw and the

funnel may afrit;ht the genii of the lovely

ruins on that haunted coast. Far difl'erent

was the feeling of their ancestors, though
some monarchs of elevated mind certainly did

attempt the canalisation of the Isthmus

;

during a long period nothing was more ardent
than the wish of the Greeks to wall it across

with impregnable ramparts, and to this day
the remaining immense walls attest this truth.

They are composed of small stones, bricks, and
rubbiiJi, and are a series of examples of the

Greek military architectui'e. They were
built in sinuous lines, following the levels of

the ground, and with solid square towers at

intervals. All, however, must be swept away,
since they lie right in the track marked on
the plans of the engineers. They justify,

however, the old sayiug, that the Isthmus has
been, bj' turns, a bridge and a barricade. The
Acropolis, still erect, is one of the most re-

markable modern edifices in Greece, and the

city around it, now scarcely deserving the

name, might rise again were a rich commerce
brought once more to its feet by the new high-
vfay which our French arid Italian engineers
have pledged themselves, within six years, to

create.

PEISOIv^-BUILDING.

THERE is to be a new prison, on the

largest scale, built for the metropolis, at

Wormwood Scrubs. This is to replace the

existing gaol at llillbank, which is a congeries

of six or seven dift'erent prisons enclosed

within a single wall ; difficult to govern, re-

quiring an extraordinary number of warders,
and totally inadequate to its purpose. In
respect of hardly any other class of edifices is

so much difficulty experienced as in respect

of these. They must be safe ; they should
be, up to a certain point, gloomy ; they are
not to be too cruel nor too comfortable ; it is

essential that they shall be healthy ; and,
also, thattliev sliall be under general purview
from a central point. It is no longer possible

to construct Bastilles, or Towers of London,
or those great German fortresses which, in

modern times, have served more for purposes
of detention than for military defences. Not
a few experiments in the matter have been
made, as at I'entonville and at HoUoway, but
as a rule we have not greatly changed the
architecture or the arrangements of these
melancholy interiors. Nor is the outside
public much acquainted with them ; they are
dark, and, in a way, enveloped by a mvsterv
of their own. AVe are not now referring to
any system of discipline, but to the question
what, in its plan, a prison should be. Our
ancestors laid stress on underground dungeons,
isolated turrets with a hundred feet of scarp
beneath them, dismal corridors and cells, and
oubliettes ; but, in our days, we have had
curious exemplifications of theory. Take
Millbank, for example, which is condemned.
It is the largest edifice of the kind in Eng-
land, consisting of six pentagonal building's,

surrounding an open courtyard, itself sur-
rounded b;y a lofty wall, o"otagon in shape,
and enclosing about sixteen acres. There
is only one entrance— from the Thames

;

there are nearly three miles, high and
low, of cells. Upon this structure an
immense expenditure has been lavished.
Originally, it cost half a million sterling as a
"penitentiary house." Since then, it has
been altered, with little regard to estimates

;

again and again occasional resorts have been
made to the devices of barbarous periods for

quelling the spirit of a rebellious convict.
Thus a descent of twenty steps from the
ground floor into a passage dark as midnight

;

a range of doubly-grated holes into which
daylight never enters ; a complication of bolts

and bars utterly fearful ; and elaborate pre-
cautions, conseciuently, against suicide. But
this cellular arrangement, except for the most

refractory, has not been general. Inner walls

have been taken down
;
galleries and wards

have been thrown into one another ; and thus

both a moral and an atmospheric circulation

have been secured. We saw a contrary ex-

periment tried at Pentonville. Here, the

five radiating wings were provided with what
might be termed chambers rather than cells,

each airy and spacious, ventilated upon the

most approved principles ; warmed or cooled

when necessary ; supplied with hot and cold

water ;
provided with a bell, and so forth,

and those who have to design a new edifice of

this character, with this object, may well be

perplexed between the gaunt horrors of MiU-
bank and the consolatory indulgences of Pen-

tonville. It cannot be expected, moreover,

that we shall rear another Newgate, with

walls massive enough to resist artillery, un-
broken by door or window, except the guarded
loopholes, narrowly and deeply pierced in the

granite, and that one outlet of dreadful

memory, through which the doomed convicts

were wont to pass to the scafl'old. Within,

the interior has been consider.abh' altered,

lightened, and improved ; but the impression

of the whole place is awful, nevertheless—too

awful, it may be thought—when we repeat that

it is a receptacle, in great part, for detention

of untried prisoners. Everything wears an

aspect of iron; all is dark, close, and confined ;

the exercising grounds, from the height of

their walls, have the appearance of wells.

Probably, most of these precautions are es-

sential ; of course ; indeed, a prison must be

furnished with every method of preventing

escape, and there cannot be too overwhelming
a demonstration of solidity and strength in,

for instance, the architecture of a condemned
cell, vaulted, lighted only through port holes,

lined, shut in by doors half-a-foot thick.

But, as for common houses of detention, such

as that of ClerkenweU, a great many of these

elaborations would be thrown away. They
want high spiked walls,well-sentinelled gates,

grilled windows looking inwards, stout doors

with good locks amd keys, cai'efidlj' con-

structed drains, and isolation from other

buildings. With proper inspection they must
then answer all their purposes without an
overloading of castellations.towers, buttresses,

and portcullises. Not but that the very

outside of a prison should denote its particular

use, as that of Coldbath Fields assuredly

does, notwithstanding the gaiety of its garden
;

and that of Tothill Fields still more, with its

look of inexorable power, its stone floors

through which not Monte Cristo himself

could dig, and its windows telling the incar-

cerated culprit at once to abandon hope. Let
us pass the Giltspur-street House of Correc-

tion, with Bridewell, Yvhiteeross- street, and
those other obsolete monuments to the wisdom
of our ancestors, for they, certainly, will not

be resorted to as models by the architect of

the new Millbank to be erected onWormwood-
scrubs. Even Horsemonger - lane gaol,

although it was constructed at the suggestion

of John Howard, was bad in plan ; the Brixton
prison seemed originally to have been devised

with the object of facilitating the escape of its

inmates, who could, if possessed of average

agility, getover its wall at a bound. Turning to

the provinces, the Manchester New Gaol is do-

serving of study by any who propose to take

in hand a work of this character. There is

scarcely a chance of that which the French
term "evasion" from it. The residences of

the officials are so many watch-towers, whence
every movement within the penal area can be

observed. But it would be superfluous to

catalogue all these " abodes of woe," since,

generally speaking, their objects being uni-
form, the same principles have been followed

in their construction. We may, however,
point out the essential contrasts between the

West Riding Old Gaol, the Wakefield New
Gaol, that of Notts, the Newgate of the Mid-
land Counties, literally built in the rock, the

undermost cells being as horrid as graves, and
that of Reading, long ago called " The Palace-

Prison," resembling more a ducal seat than a
penitentiary, in a style at once castellated

and collegiate, and conveying little sense of

gloom or degradation to the prisoner. It is

easy to perceive how these erroi'S may be
avoided in so important a work as that now
projected ; but we may as well bear in mind
that it is " not lawful to enlarge, build, or re-

build any prison until a plan of such prison,

or intended prison, drawn upon a scale of not
less than one-sixteenth of an inch to tlie foot,

shall have been submitted to the Secretary of

State." Generally, the requirements in this

class of architecture appears to be the creation

of an edifice that shall have nothing about it

of the picturesque, but seem silent, stern, and
penal ; that it shall immediately impress the

prisoner that all idea of attempting an escape

is futile ; that it shall provide him with air, ex-

ercise, and light ; and that it shall be free from
hideous dungeons, miserably dark corridors

and staircases, and mimicries of the Old
Bastille arrangements, ilore than this is super-

fiuous ; less would be inhuman ; and it would
be very strange if, in undertaking the most
important task of the kind which has been re-

solved upon for many years, wo could not hit

the happy medium.

THE ARCHITECTURAL MONUMENTS
OF DENBIGHSHIRE, AND MEDIAEVAL
BRIDGES IN AVALES.

By Jons P. Seddox.

( With Ilhstrnlions.)

MESSRS. LLOYD-WILLIAMS and"
UNDERWOOD, of Denbigh, have

issued in a separate form, as a Sujiplemont to

their " Village Churches of Denbighshire," an
interesting series of lithographic illustrations

of a few of the more important architectural

monuments of that county, such as the castles,

abbeys, and bridges, which could not well be

classed among the humbler village churches

to which their former work was principally

devoted. Vale Cweis Abbey has contributed

material for nine, and Denbigh Castle six, of

these plates. The nolle, though late church

at Wrexham, with its stately and rich tower,

occupies three ; Ruthin ( church one ; and the

Mediicval bridges of Holt and Llangollen

together supply subjects that fill another very

valuable sheet, to which, with some kindred

structures, we propose to devote the principal

space in this article. An abbey, however
comparatively small and insignificant, if any
considerable portion is extant, will ever afiord

matter for pleasing historical and archaeolo-

gical research, as well as of architectural

interest ; and Vale Cweis Abbey, though a

humble specimen even among Welsh struc-

tures of the class, is no exception to this rule.

To the architectural profession, however, it

has even more claim for consideration than
many a more imposing one, from the fact of

its being upon a scale such as is not beyond
that of ecclesiastical buildings erected in

our day.

The church, while presenting all the prin-

cipal features of its class, is but KiOft. fiin. in

extreme internal length, and 67ft. Gin. in

width. The nave, 30ft. in clear, had five bays,

and lean-to aisles on each side, transept with

the usual four chapels eastward, two on each

side of the crux ; and the original short

square-ended choir, with its early windows,

has not suft'ered from later additions and
alterations, as almost all the larger abbeys of

Yorkshire have done. The western front is a

charming, but simple composition, of which
we are glad to have been given us by the

authors a reliable measured illustration : plain

buttresses, in one undivided heiglit, flank the

angles ; a single arched doorway, of four

ordeis, with grouped attached shafts, shield-

ing slender detached ones in the intermediate

hollows, carries a well varied, moulded, and
enriched arch to correspond, tlie whole being

as richly finished and refined an example as

can well be found anywhere in the kingdom.
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Above this feature, three two-light windows,
with sexfoiled circles in the head, the central

window being the highest, are grouped under
one comprising arch, which encloses a con-

siderable space of plain walling above the

windows as well, and in the gable is a small

rose-window, opening with tracery of eight

cusped openings, their muUions meeting in a

solid boss in tlie centre. The east end has an
arrangement hardly equal in character to the

last described, and somewhat uncouth, but
interesting from its peculiarity. Above a

triplet of lancet openings, placed unusually low
in the wtill, and the centre one of which only

is enriched with moulded arch and jamb, are

two lancet openings, placed high up over the

centres of the solid piers which divide the

lower triplet. Then, as buttresses are carried

up between their piers outside, and not termi-

nated below the two upper openings, as it

would seem more reasonable thcv should have

been, they are extended in wiJth below the

cills, and continued up in two narrow strips,

one over each side of each window jamb, and
connected at the top by arches, so as to make
the whole eastern wall into three ugly irre-

gular-shaped recesses within the plane of the

buttresses themselves. Thus even thirteenth

century architects are to be found sometimes
at fault, and it is not even their work which
is to be always blindly admired or imitated

without discretion. In a sheet of sundry de-

tails given there will also be matter to avoid,

as well as much to interest. In the former

category is an extraordinary three-light win-
dow into a curious recess like a cupboard

-.opening out of the chapter-house, with part

of some most ungainly tracery elaborately

carved, as if in the \ ain hope of redeeming its

defects. The chapter-house itself, now used

as a dwelling-house (!) and the usual cell and
passage-way on either side, and range of

apartments over, are worth study, having
portions extant which seldom, in other cases,

have escaped the ravages of time and spolia-

tion. The chapter-house is rectangular on
plan, with four internal columns as supports.

Some of the plates of the views and details of

Denbigh Tower appear here for the second

time, and ha^nng been noticed before in this

journal, do not call for further remark ; but
the plan of the whole arrangement of the

castle is now added, and is highly interesting.

The keep and grand entrance is of the unusual
form of a triangle on plan, with tower at east

angle. Two of these present themselves in

tho usual manner, outwards, but the third is

turned inwards, facing the court-yard, and
consequently the entrance passage is not

direct through the structure, but diverted to

one side in a manner which is ingenious as

regards purposes of defence, but withal xin-

digniiied. This passage passes through a sort

of octagonal hall in the centre of this gateway
structure. The latter is one of but limited

size, and with but insignificant buildings,

with the exception of this peculiar keep and
entrance gateway combined. Wrexham
Church Tower is shown in a tolerable perspec-

tive drawing, and is certainly an example for

the accompanying measured drawings, of

which the profession will be grateful.

For the plate which represents the Holt and
Llangollen Bridges (see this week's litho-

graphic illustrations) we are, at any rate, par-

ticularly thankful. These old structures are

being ruthlesslv swept away from day to day,

having being designed to suit other times.

•with their wants and circumstances, which are
• often widely different to those of our own.
"While we must yield to necessity, it is with
grief that we contemplate the loss, for artistic

picturesqueness then went hand in hand with
utilitarian titness, but now the two have been
wholly divorced, at least so far as those

gentlemen are concerned to whose tender

mercies bridge-building is now surrendered.

That reason, however, is not always on their

aide, and that might is not always right, the

following remarks upon bridge - building
generally have been written to show.

The credit of having furnished the pre-

oeflents for the bridges of Medieeval and
modern times, throiighout Europe, is due
perhaps to the Romans. That eminently
practical nation needed, and were fitted to

undertake, such works of utility upon a far

larger scale than could have been either re-

quired or executed by earlier nations, most of

whom were ruder and less civilised, while the

few who were more refined were without the

means or necessity for such costh' communi-
cations. The jealous Greeks of the difterent

isolated republics rat her shunned than coveted

such highroads over the gulfs which separated

one small country from another, and Xerxes'

bridge of boats made as transient an im-
pression in that country as the futile lashes

which in his mad furj' he inflicted upon the

waves of Salaniis. Even the Romans, however,

constructed comparatively few permanent
bridges of masonry, because they fouTid in

abundance, wherever they spread their con-

quests, forests of timber which supplied

readier material to their hands. When they

did take the trouble to build bridges of stone,

they followed their usual wont in making
their work monumental as well as enduring,

and connected some architectural character

with the simple engineering structure which
alone now would be thought necessary. Either

as triumphal records, precautionary fortresses,

or, what we should call toU-b.ars, they reared

gateways, often of noble proportions, with

arched openings flanked bj' towers cither

upon or at one or both ends of their bridge.

Upon these they wisely did not lavish much
ornamental detail, in which they never ex-

celled ; and the plain common-sense but bold

character of their work was what particularly

suited this class of structure. AVe can there-

fore the better dispense with examples from
the more artistic hands of the Greeks, which
in most other branches of building we should

greatlj- have preferred to Roman precedents.

Nothing can be grander than the portions

which remain of the Roman bridge at Treves,

which is in keeping with the other colossal

and majestic structures of Roman date that

still adorn that interesting city ; amazing
solidity is not only attained, but suggested

by its masonry, and its simplicity must have
caused it to be far more satisfactory than the

more ambitious and elaborate bridges of the

Imperial city itself. The numerous rivers in

Italy, many of which were liable to floods, were
necessarily bridged overinapermanentmanner
when military expeditions northward became
frequent ; but in later times these became
sources of weakness, aflfording readier access to

the invading barbarians. Thus we have but the

record of the stupendous structure erected by
Trajan over the Danube, 60ft. in width,

whose piers were 150ft. in height, and whose
arches were 170ft. span ; for Hadrian de-

stroyed it on the plea above-named, though
jealousy of his predecessor is said to have

been the real and less worthy cause. There

is still standing, however, anarch of l.jOft.

span of the bridge that Augustus built, at

Narni, GO miles from Rome, on the Flami-

nian way, to show the scale upon which the

Romans conceived and executed such work.

Such structures of that period of the Roman
Empire, however, had even more been handed
down to us, would rather have excited our

wonder than have been the fittest models for

our imitation, as we may be pretty sure that

when architectural fancy was indulged in, it

was not of the purest order ; and, no doubt,

to such Classic precedents may be traced many
of the mistakes, as well as some of the merits,

of modern bridge designs, in which conveni-

ence and true beauty is too often sacrificed

to a misconception of what should be a monu-
mental or architectural treatment of this

class of structure. The triumphal arches at

Rome, with their misapplied orders, show the

iiuitif which would havf been followed in their

decoration, for we have the same feeling in

the design for the Pons Palatinus, now Ponti

Notto, at Rome ; whereas, it is clear that all

applications of the orders of architecture, with
their columns, are wholly out of place and
useless in connection with bridges, and the
notion of symmetry, as it is hoped will be
proved in the course of these remarks, is in
ordinary oases rather to be avoided than sought
after. A study of Mediaeval bridges will lead
to a far better appreciation, both of the real re-
quirements of bridge design, and the method
of rendering the same pleasing and artistic by
the general treatment and construction rather
than by any applied ornament whatsoever.
Our present purpose in bringing forward this

subject is to set before our readers two very
humble, but apt specimens of JIedia}val inge-
nuity in the way of overcoming practical

difficulties of ordinarj- bridge building, and to

argue from the less to the greater, rather
than from the greater to the less. It will be
remembered that Mr. Carr, C.E., in a lecture

on the Bridges of London, before the Institute

of Architects last session, remarked strongly

upon the mistakes made in several of those

structures by the attempt to ignore the differ-

ence of the levels on the opposite banks, and
he showed conclusively the blunders that had
been perpetrated in trying to get a symmetri-
cal design for the whole bridge, even in those

for which at first sight such would appear to

be a desideratum. It is this stupid sacrifice

to a false god, this blind sort of Fetishism,

which ruins all the architectural and engi-

neering works of our time. As a profes-

sion, with the exception of the few vota-

ries that remain of the school that is fast

dying out, architects are happily them-
selves tolerably free from it, yet are contin-

ually forced against their will to act as

Naaman begged leave to be aUowed to do in

the House of Rimmon ; but engineers, as a
rule, are willing co-partners with the public

in their delusions, while it is only with our

noses to the grindstone that architects can be

compelled against their reason to build those

square houses for their clients for which they

iguorantl)' clamor. Xo engineer would even

wish to protest against the universal prej udice

for a symmetrical bridge, and though he must
continually break Nature's laws to obtain one,

he would agree cordially with his clients that

in such a case it must be so much the worse

for Nature.

Now there are a few good practical remarks

to this point in a work the authors of which
are not likely to be su])posed to lean to our

own, or to the Mediaeval views on this question.

In the short article on "Bridges " in " Gwilt's

Encyclopedia " we re.ad : "If we adhere in

the design of a bridge to the principles which
regulate its convenience, stability, and eco-

nomy, it wLU possess every beauty that can be

desired. . . . There are certain rules

respecting bridges which must not be lost

sight of, whereof the principal one is that

their direction must, if possible, be at right-

angles to the stream, and to the line too of the

streets which tliey connect on the opposite

banks. . . . The position of a bridge should

be neither in a narrow part, nor one liable

to swell with tides or floods, because the con-

traction of the water-way increases the depth

and velocity of the current, and may thus

endanger the navigation as well as the bridge

itself. . . . One reason among others for

building bridges with an odd number of

arches, is that the stream being usually

strongest in the middle, egress is there better

provided by the central arch."

These comments we quote as being of the

class which should regulate bridge design,

and as being of course also true in the converse,

as that, if the strongest current be not in

the milddle, the largest arch need not neces-

sarily be so, as it is not, for this very reason,

in the bridge over the Tafl', at Llandafl'^one

of the examples shown in our illustrations.

From another very useful little work,

Hughes' "Garden Architecture" &c., with

the same view we quote some further prac-

tical hints which bear on the points we wish

to advance. Speaking of artifi cial pieces of
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water, the author remarks, " If the banks
are precipitous and approach each other some-
what nearly, both must by no means have the

same form. This may be seen by observing
the course of a river in the general character

of almost all lakes. Where one bank is pre-

cipitous the opposite rises in a gentle slope."

What can the symmetrical bridge-builders
say to this ? The same writer advocates in

the approaches to a bridge, long quadrant
wing-walls, to enable the slopes to be easy,

and he advises the parapet not to be broken
on the inside, so that there may be no sharp
<;orners to encounter ; and he recommends the
pro\-ision of small land arches at the sides to

allow pathways for foot passengers beneath,
and to act as culverts in time of floods. These
are however, but a tithe of the points which
will be foiind to need consideration in each
case, and the requirements for bridges are so

manifold that such practical matters will be
found tar more important than svmmetry
coidd be, even if it were admitted that it were
a quality to be desired for sued struc-
tures ; but, in fact, bridges are always
viewed in perspective, and not in elevation as

on the drawing-board in an office. We un-
iesitatingly, then, endorse the opinion ex-
pressed by Mr. Carr, in his paper referred to,

that even in the important bridges of such a
metropolis as London, the picturesqueness that
would result from proper attention to the
requirements entailed by the irregularities in
the approaches and levels of the opposite sides
is to be preferred to undeviating symmetry,
which can only be preserved by some absurd
sacrifice or another. For this thoroughly
artistic and practically scientific treatment of
the important ilediieval examples we would
refer the student to the able article on this
subject (Pont) in M. Viollet-le-Duc's " Dic-
tiounaire de I'Architecture," with his ex-
haustive description and sketches of the
magnificent bridges of Avignon, with that
called the Pont de Calendre, of Cahors, and
those of Orleans and Xantes.
We must on the present occasion content our-

.selves with laying before our readers the accom-
fjanying illustrations of two com[)aratively
modest examples—those of Llandaif over the
T'aif, and a neighbouring one, together with
those of Holt and Llangollen— for which we
are indebted to the authors of the work under
notice—over the lUy, both near Cardiff, in
Glamorganshire. The drawings of the two
former were kindly made, at the rcijuest of the
writer of this article, by Mr. .lohn I'richard, of
Llandati', and having been taken with the care
and accuracy which so greatly distinguishes
the work oi' that able architect may, there-
fore, be thoroughly relied upon. '

In the
case of the former "(Fig. 1) the roadway on
the left hand has been carried parallel with
the course ot the river, and turns sharply at
a right angle to meet the bridge, and" the
bank on that side is the s'eeper of the two—
•any gradient, therefore, at that point would
liave been dangerous, and it became necessary
that the roadway to the bridge should be level
at that side. So such necessity existed at
the junction of the bridge with "the oi)posite
bank, which is considerably the lower of the
two. Tlius it will be observed the fall has
been arranged with an exceedingly easy
gradient from the centre of the bridge "to the
level of the ground at some distance inland
on the right hand side. By this clever device
another difticulty has also beeu obviated,
namely, that the main current of the river
leans to that bank, and the wide segmental
arch seen in the illustration gives space just
wiiere it is wanted for the rush of "water in
flood-time. Then, again, may be noted the
bold manner in which a far Targer pier witli
cutwater has been provided to receive the
thrust of this wide aieh than was given or
needed for the rest, while the projecting cut-
water directs the current to the laiger open-
ing.

The narrowness of the bridge was a con-
cession to necessary economy, and for the

safety of passengers in such a case the recesses

above the cutwaters were most useful; and to

those who know the lovely views obtained
from this particular bridge, looking up the

river to the splendid gorge by Castle Coch,
through which the Tall' finds its way between
the highest hills in Glamorganshire, and down-
wards to the fair plain of Cardiff, with the

picturesque cathedral of Idandaft" in the fore

ground, it has another claim of more than
simple convenience. The bridge has sufl'ered

from repairs, and doubtless has lost some
characteristic detail, but the simple lines of its

construction, which have beeu preserved
throughout, are charming as well as thoroughly
utilitarian, and the structure is what few
modern bridges are, a feature in strict har-

mony with the landscape. There is not much
to say be^'ond what is obvious about the
smaller example of the bridge over the Ely in

the same locality (Fig. 2), but it has the

advantage of being an original Media3val
structure wholly untampered with.

THE PARKS OF LONDON.*

THE three best-known Loudon parks serve
the author of this lively volume as pegs

whereon to hang many a story about their
frequenters in days gone hy. A complete re-
sam& of its pages can iind no place here, vet
we may glean therefrom some interesting in-
formation respecting the history of the parks
and the traditions connected with them.
Even in Roman times tha northern boundarv

of Hyde Park was well defined. The Via Tri"-

nobantina, one of the military roads which led
from the sea coast of Hampshire to the coast
of Suliblk, ran partly over the site of the
Uxbridge-road and Oxford-street. Its eastern
boundary was similarly formed by old Wat-
ling or Gathelin-street, which led from
Chester to Dover, and crossed the Oxford-road
at Tyburn and thence, through what is now
S. James' Park, shaped its way to the Thames.
The first authentic notice of the park we possess
is that it formed part of an estate known as
the manor of Eia, which belonged, ex ojficio, to
the Master of the Horse to the Saxon kings.
This estate shortl}- after the Norman Con-
quest was divided into three manors, Neyte
or Neate, Eubery, and Hyde, which last
eventually became our famous park. The
manor of Hyde continued in the undisturbed
possession of the monks of Westminster for
nearly five centuries. The forest of which it

originally consisted was, doubtless, soon par-
tially cleared and turned in pasture land,
while in the adjacent portion there remained
panneage for the monk's hogs, and a fair

hunting-ground for the merry abbots that
" loved venerie," like him of the " Canterbury
Tales." In the time of Henry Mil. th'e

Abbot of Westminster, like too many of his
brethren, had to part with his manor of Hyde,
with Neyte, Ebury, and Toddington. ' He
managed to obtain from the king in exchange
the dissolved priory of Hurley in Berks.
Hyde Park, having been surveyed at the
period of transfer to the king, was valued at
a yearly return of £1-1, which proves it to
have been a well managed and lucrative pro-
perty. The king's object in acquiring this
estate appears to have been to extend his
hunting-grounds to the north and west of
London. He had previously purchased
S. James' Park ; Maryleboue Park (now the
Regent's Park) already belonged to him ; and
the appro[.riation of the manor ot Hyde
completed the extension of his hunting-
ground from his palace of AVestminster
to Hampstead Heath. The first ranger of
Hyde Park was one George Roper, whose
name suggests the possibility of his advance-
ment having been due to tlie good offices of
the Lord Chancellor Sir Thomas More. In
1553 Roper was succeeded in his rangership
by Francis Nevell. The keepership appears

• " Tbe Story of the Lornloi Parks." By J.IC0I! Lar-
MVOOD. London: Chatto and NVindiis,

now to have been divided between two gentle-
men, who, however, occupied separate lodges

;

one lived in the lodge which occupied the
present site of Apsley House, the other
probably in a building afterwards known as
the Banqueting House, or the Old Lodge,
which was pulled down at the formation of
the .Serpentine in 1733. In Nevell's time, in
1570, forty acres of land attached to the Park,
and lying in the parish of Knightsbridge,
were railed in, and added to it. This enclo-
sure was exclusively reserved for the deer to
graze in. Its exact "locality is not stated ; but
it is probable that it was the very fence pulled
down by the Londoners on their Lammas Cru-
sade in 1592. Their successors of nearly three
centuries later were probably unconscious,
when demolishing the Hyde "Park railings,

that they were only repeating one of the
achievements of their xmruly forefathers

!

Among the successors of Nevell in the ranger-
ship we find the time-server Cecil, Earl of
Salisbury, who built Salisbury House in the
Strand, which gave its name to the present
Salisbury-street. The State Papers of this
period record divers grants of money for"

planting of trees, repairs of lodges, pales,
standings, fences, pond heads, and the like.

" Jamei I.," says Mr. Jacob Larwood, " as
every body knows, was a mighty hunter
before the Lord. Frequently, no doubt, the
dryads and hamadryads of the park must
have witnessed his sacred majesty in that
famous costume which he wore wlien on his
journey from Scotland to England to ascend
the throne—a doublet green as the grass he
stood on, with a feather in his cap, and a horn
by his side In the cool of the
evening as the king crossed over 'the way to
Reading'—now Piccadilly—he might see in
the far blue distance the little village of S.

Giles, nestled among the trees, the square
steeple of old S. Paul's, and the smoking
chimneys of his good citizens of London,
whilst the faint evening breeze wafted
towards him the sweet silvery sounds of
Bow bells ringing the curfew." In
the reign of the British Solomon, and long
after, there were eleven pools of water in
Hyde Park. Judging from the geological
formation of the soil, they may have been the
remains of a large sheet of water which, in
prehistoric times, extended itself to these
parts. There was also another shallow water-
course, the AVest Bourne, which ran through
the park from north to south. It rose at the
west end of Hampstead, shaping its course
through Bayswater, and left tlio park some-
where between the present Knightsbridge-
tcrrace and the French Embassy, crossed the
road there, and was spanned by a bridge from
which the parish of Kuightsbridge derived its

name. Thence the rivulet flowed in the
direction of WilUam-street, Lowndcs-square,
and Chesham-street. It finally fell into the
Thames by two mouths, the principal of which
was near R melagh. These pools and water-
courses in Hyde Park at one time supplied
various parts of London and AVcstminster
with water. Uueen Anne of Denmark, who
lived in Somerset House, had water conveyed
thither in pipes from Hyde Park ; West-
minster Palace was also similarly provided,
and the Earl of Suflblk, in 1G17, obtained
permission, as a great favour, to insert a
small pipe into the main pipe which ran from
Hyde Park to AVestminster Palace, for the
purpose of supplying water to Suftblk House,
which then stood where iVortliumberland
House is to stand but for a little while longer.
In 1(520 the Dean and Chapter of AVest-
minster obtained permission to carry water,
arising out of four springs in the park, to
their conduitpipc. The same yearThomas Day,
of Chelsea, was empowered, by Letters Patent
from the King, to lay pipes through the park to
convey water theretrom to the City of West-
minster. These letters were, however,
revoked on the representation of the park-
keepers that the supply of water for the deer
ran short, and so His Majesty's subjects
remained thirsty till after the Restoration,
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when, in 1663, Charles II. granted to Thomas
Haines, of "Westminster, all the sin-injifs and

conduits in the park to hold for ninety -nine

years, at an annual rent of six shillings and

eightpenee. About the same time also water

was brotight in pipes from Hyde Park to

Whitehall, at a cost of £1,700.

Among the tew things for which Charles I.

is to be thanked was the opening of Hyde
Park as a pleasure-ground to the public, the

more so as it appears to have been entirely

done by his own free wUl. In the park he

seems to have been frequently present at the

races which, at that time, took place there

;

and on one of these occasions he affronted

the regicide Henry Martin, whose name
appears nest to Cromwell's on the king's

death-warrant. The Pioyalist successes in the

early year? of the Civil War alarmed the

the Jacobite troops at Sherifi'muir removed all

cause of apprehension, however, and the camp
was broken up before the end of the year.

One advantage—according to an entry in the

diary for October, 1715, of Mary, Countess of

Cowper—appears to have accrued to the

public from the presence of the soldiers,

namely the temporary check put upon the

daring depredations of footpads and highway-

men.
The increase of London in a westerly

direction had long rendered a good supply of

water a great desideratum in these parts, and

in 1725 the Chelsea Waterworks Company
obtained the king's permission to build a re-

servoir near the Walnut Trees at the east end

of the park. They constructed a circular

basin 200ft. in diameter, whence the water

was conveyed through a pipe 290ft. long to

Koundheads, and the Parliament even thought , Park-lane and the adjacent parts, and after

it necessary to fortify London. A large square

fort, with four bastions, was erected on the

spot where Hamilton-place, Piccaddly, now
stands, in the construction of which, Hudi-
bras says, all

—

" From ladies down to oyster wenches,

Labour'd like pioneers ir. trenches

;

Pell to their pick-ixes and tools,

And hclp'd the men to dig like moles."

This fort was demolished in 1647. At the

north-eastern corner of the park, a " Court of

Guard" was erected, and a close watch was
kept over all who went along the road to

Oxford, where the Court tlien resided. The
park appears to have suflcred considerably

from the unsettled state of afi'airs—the mili-

tarv and volunteers cut. down the trees and
palings to cook their dinners

;
yet it still

continued the resort for the fashionable till,

in 1645, the Puritans shut it up on " the

Lord's-day, fast, and thanksgiving days." In

May, 1650, the Lord Protector received an
ovation in Hyde Park after his terrible cam-
paign in Ireland.

In 1652 it was resolved by the House of

Commons to sell Hyde Park for ready money.
It was accordingly divided into t'uree lots, and
disposed of, and the purchasers appear to ha^ e

made a good profit by charging tolls on the
i When she asked him what the probable cost

wards to the west-end of London. So primi-

tive was the machinery employed that the

water had to be conveyed to the houses on the

high ground about Grosvenor sqtiare by means

of a mill tiu-ned by horses. The license

granted to the company was only recalled in

1835, when the ugly brick engine-house was

taken down, and the reservoir ultimately con-

verted into the basin with a fountain in the

middle, which still remains near Grosvenor-

gate.

In 1730, Queen Caroline, who was a woman
of some taste, conceived the idea of draining

the pools in the park and forming the little

AVest Bourne into a more extensive stream.

The direction of the whole undertaking was

entrusted to Charles Withers, the Surveyor-

General of the Woods and Forests, and he it

was who gave the Serpentine its present form.

The queen seems to have been guilty of the

misnomer in calling it the Serpentine; there is,

as is well known, but a slight curve in the

stream. Her Majesty took other less pardon-

able liberties with the" park. She curtailed it of

300 acres, which were added to Kensington Gar-

dens, and seems to have contemplated entirely

closing S. .Tames's Park. Sir Robert Walpole's

famous answer led her to abandon her idea.

horses and carriages of those who rode and
drove therein. At the Restoration the sales

were, of course, annulled, and the park once

more became the rendezvous of fashion. Many
times we find it mentioned in " Pepys' Diary."

When he and his contemnoruries, however,

speak of the park, they mean that part called
" The Ring," round which the fashion used to

ride and drive, and which Lady Malapert, in

the old comedy, calls the " dusty mill-horse

drive."

Colonel Hamilton, who was appointed
i-angcr in 1660, and from whom the name of

Hamilton-place is derived, enclosed the park
with a brick wall which stood tUl 1726. He was
of a speculative turn of mind, and one of his

ventures was to grow apple-trees in Hyde
Park, in which enterprise John Bii-ch, auditor

of the Excise, was his partner. The king
was to have half the produce, either in ap])les

or cider ; what success attended the project

does not appear. Hamilton himself was killed

in an engagement with the Dutch in 1673.

The dull times of James II. and William
III, afford few facts worth chronicling about
Hyde Park. Ihe " Great Dclivei'er " seems,

indeed, to have used it pretty frequently as a

review ground for his troops, but otherwise

seldom visited it. In Queen Anne's reign

things were again changed, and the Ttitlars,

Spectafnrs, and plays of the period abound
with allusions to the brilliant company that

assembled in the King. About this time, too,

the Park began to acquire notoriety of a less

enviable character as a duelling ground. In
1712 occurred there the famous and fatal

encounter between the Duke of Hamilton and
Lord iIoh\in, which terminated fatally to

both. In 1715 once again the Park became a

camp. The Hanoverian dynasty was newly
seated on thv^ English throne, and the king
ielt hardly sure of his capital. The defeat of

old haunts in Rotten-row, and ths Ladies'

Mile. In 1825, the brick-wall in Park-lane,
and between Hyde Park-corner and Kensing-
ton, was taken down, and an iron-railing

erected instead. This, and other improve-
ments, which are too well-known to need
mention here, scarcely reconciled the public

to the addition made to the gardens of Apsley-
housp by cutting off a strip of the park. Un-
complimentary parallels were drawn between
the Duke and Marlborough, though in reality

the public lost little, as the spot had always
been only frequented by idlers and vagabonds.

Mr. Larwood's history of Hyde Park ends
svith the year 1825. Js'ext week we hope to

notice his second volume, which treats

S. James' and the Green Parks.
of

of that undertaking might be, he told her
" Only three crowns I

" The Queen sensibly

desisted.

We hasten on through the reign of George

III. to 1822, when the brazen statue in

honour to the Duke of Wellington was set up

in the park. The Countess of Spencer, who
had long been desirous of seeing in this

country a bronze cast of a famous statue found

in the ruins of a Roman villa, originated a

committee to effect her purpose, and the

members thought the illustrious achievements

of the Duke of Wellington would give just

the iillip needed to public liberality. The

idea was adopted, and an advertisement pub-

lished soliciting subscriptions from the ladies

of England towards a monument to the duke,

which, it was added, would bo " a fac-simile

of a statue by Phidias representing Alexander

the Great taming Bucephalus." The
triding anachronism in the advertisement

may be perhaps excused ; the committee

made up for their looseness in respect

to dates by their t'-iumphant capabilities

of adaptation. They placed the Duke's hea<l

on the Grecian statue's shoulders, and intro-

duced him to the public as Achilles. The
whale mass, as it stands at present, is equal in

bulk to sixteen twenty-four pounders. The
Pope gave the ladies the cast, the Ordnance

Survey the cannon (taken from the French),

and the king the site"
;
yet tlie monument cost

C10,000. Having been patched up by Wcst-
raacott with a sword and shield, it was brought

to the park, on June 18th, 1822. It was too

colossal to ])ass through the gates, and a part

of the wall had to be taken down to admit

of its entrance into the park. Oi\ the 14th

of July its naked majesty was for the first

time uncovered ; its effect was at once to

frighten the people away from the W41ing-
,,ton drive, and the pubUc flocked back to theii'

^TLLS CATHEDR.4L*

THIS volume is a reprint of three lectures

given to a local society in Wells in tho

months of December, 1869, and January, 1870,
with a few notes and references added. The
author's idea was to treat the history of the

Church of Wells as a contribution to tho seneral

history of the Church and Kingdom of England^

and especially of the Cathedral Churches of the

Old Foundation. Ha had hoped that Professor

Willis would have allowed him thi3 use of the

materials on which he grounded his lectures in

185 1 and 1863. Failing these, he was left to his

own resources, so far as documents were con-

cerned. He expresses a hope that some day or

other the documents locked up in manuscript at

Wells and other places may be made avail.able

for historical puposes.

When S. Augustine came to England, only a
very small part of Somersetshiro -was English at

all." Tho Welsh of Cornw.all still held all the

land from the Lauds End to the Axo. Wells, if

it then existed, was within tho Welsh border.

When the West Saxons became Christians in 635.

a bishop was, as usual, appointed for the whole

kingdom. His ' bisbopstool " was placed, after

some changes, in the regal city of Winchester,

In 705 the diocese was divided. One bishop re-

mained .-it Winchester, the other had his bishop-

stool at Sherborne, and his diocese took in the

shires of the Dorsretas, the Wilsaotas, the Sumor-
sattas, .and Berkshire. In 909, in the reign of

Eadward tho Elder, this diocese was divided

again : the Samorsa^tas got a bishop to themselves,

and his bishopstool was placed where it still

remains, in the Church of S. Aud'-ew at Wells.

The whole history of Wells, before tho reign of

Eadward tho Elder, is, to sav tho least, obscare.

There is a story about Kiag Ino planting .1.

bishopric at CoDgresbury. which was presently

moved to Wells, and a list of bishops is given

between Ine and Eadward. There is also a

document which professes lo be acharterof King
Cynewulf, in 766, which implies the existence of

an ecclesiastical establishment of some kind ; but

the Congresbury story rests on no t,'Ool authority,

and tho charter of Cynowulf is undoubtedly

spurious. Yet, remembering the strong and con-

.sistont tradition which connects tho namo of Ine

with the Church of Wells, Mr. Freeman is in

cliued to think that there must have been some
body of priests, probably o: Ine's foundation,

existing at Wells before the timo of Eadward.

We cannot here follow tho fortunes of the see

durin? the succeeding 200 years, but musthaslou

on to the accession of Bishop Robert, in 11.S6.

One prelate of foreign birth had at once vastly

increased the power and revenues of his see, and
tried to subject his clergy to the yoke of a foreign

rule, against which English instincts over re-

volted. Another undid tho work of his prede-

cessor alilio for good and evil, and for.-iook church

and city altogetliei-, removing his episcopal chair

to a safer and more stately dwelling-place. Better

:imos, were, however, in store for the diocese.

Biiiiop Robert onco .again pl.acod tho foundation

iu a prosperous condition, and proceeded to restore

tho fab:ie of his cathedral. Ho probably rebuilt

and enlar>:cd the choir and presbytery. His

work was doubtless in the fully developed Nor-

man style of the middle of the twelfth century.

.A.11 of it, and whatever was built before it, has,

however, utterly v.anished. The second gre-it

founder was Jocelin, who became bishop in 1206.

Jocelin's building takes in tho nave, tho transepts,

• " History of the Cathedral Church of Wells." By
EDWARn .\. Freeman', M.A. London : Macmil au and Co.
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and what is now tbe clioir proper, tocrotlier with

the three towers, up to the point where they rise

above tbe roof of the cburcb. He also probably

built the west front. By the end of the thirtiionth

century the chapter house had been added. AH
through tbe next centaiy great -works were in

progress, one addition being no other than the

present lady chapel, with tbe small transept im-

mediately to the west of it. Nest camo the

reconstruction of the eastern limb of the Cathe-

dral itself, which was leugthoned by the substi-

tution of three baya of the full height of the

church, for whatever chapels had formerly stood

on the site. AH this work, and other architec-

tural changes following on the change of arrange-

ment, belong mainly to the days of Kalph of

ShrewsDury, who was bishop from 1329 to iotjS.

The central tower, which had been completed in

1321, needed within twenty years to be propped,

like the towers at Canterbirry and Salisbury.

This was managed by inserting the low arches

under the lantern, with the inverted arches on
the top of them. Other changes were needed to

make good the damage done by the sinking

tower tearing away the masonry on each side.

This involved a partial blocking of the clerestory

and triforium in the bays a<l}oiuing the tower, so

as to make a set of gigantic ilying biittressoa for

its support. The south-western tower was built

during the episcopate of John Hare well (l;SGC-S6),

and the other by Bishop Bubwith (1408-2-1). Mr.
Freeman briefly traces the history of the Catho-

dral through the post-Reformation po'iod, and
earnestly plead? for a genuine restoration to its

ancient purposes of the nave of the building, and
the postponement, till that is accomplished,

of the contemplated " restoration" of the west

front.

AN ARTIST'S LIFE.*

THE title of this book is certainly a misnomer.
The record of the artist's life occupies but

few of the pages ; the romaind3r aro filled with

the author's observations on places ho has visited,

and things h& has seen, woven together by a kind

of running commentary embodying tbe author's

views on art, and matters appertaining thereto.

"We had patiently to wait till the last page was
reached for a reason why the b^ok should over

have been written at all, and when found it seems
by no means a satisfactory one. The author's

object, according to bis own statement, has been

to let others—principally his descendants and
maligners—know, " that he has done his duty in

his profession, and studied it as an art assiduously

and to tho best of his ability." That such an
object may never become a very common oae is

to be wishod very seriously : that it will not be

attained in this instance seems certain. Our
estimate, for instance, of the author, gathered

from this his latest work, would, we feel sure,

could it have been formed independently, be a

znuch lower one than that ali'eady gathered from
personal acquaintance, and from other works of

his—in our ovvn pages and elsewhere. We are

much mistaken if those who know him will be

content to accept this apparent record of failures
•—for it is little better—as the history of his life;

an outline of it, as he gives it, we are, however.
Vfe suppose, bound to lay before our readers.

Mr. Waring was born in lii'2'3. at Lyme Reikis,

and consequently celebrates his jubilee by tbe

issue of this book. The lirst fifteen years of his

life were spent in the immcdiato vicinity of his

birthplace, the natural scenery of which ho con-
Biders equal to that of Naples, Genoa. Palermo,

or Dublin. His first art essays in tho way of

copying woodcuts in iho magazines and tho illus-

trations in Pickwick, were succeeded by attempts

at etching on C)pper, in imitation of Rembrandt

;

and a photo-liihographic copy of one of these is

given, about which it; may very fairly bo said that

it was very ci'sditable for a boy of sixteen.

By the will of his grandfather, Mr. Waring was,

in 1840, appi-enticed as an architect's pupil to Mr.
H. E. Kendall. In 184:3, after the death of his

mother, and the expiration of his articles of ap-

prenticeship, he set out for Italy, partly to

improve himself in art and ''become a painter,"

and partly to improve his health. Tho succeeding
thirty pages of his work are filled with short com-
ments on works of interest visited during this

tour, and are immediately followed by what was
"inteufleil for Pr«f;ice to * Architectural Art in

Italy and Spain,' 1848."

* " A Eecord of yiy Artistic Life," By J. B. "WAaiNO.
London : Triibner and Co.

On Mr. Waring's return to London he, for a

short time, entered Mr. Poynter's office, leaving

him to go to Mr. Laing, at Birkenhead, in 1845.

At the close of that year he returned to London,
and spent 1S4'> and the early part of 1847 in tho

offices of Mr. Smirke and Mr. Jlocatta. About this

time he ventured on what— as will bo seen later

on—he erroneously calls " his first and last com-
petition," and was unsuccessful. In 1347, after a

fruitless application for assistance to Earl de

Grey, who was then president of the Institite, he

and Mr. Macquoid visited Italy and Spain for the

purpose of obtaining examples for his '* Architec-

tural Art in Italy and Spain." After eightijen

months' absence they were glad to find a publisher

in Mr. McLean, of the Haymarket, the only money
they received for the book being the moderate
payment given for lithographing the sixty-four

folio plates, a task which fully occupied them till

the middle of 1853. A brief series of notes, which
fill some 70 pages, were also tbe results of the

above-mentioned tour. From a brief note among
other "things to do," it appears about this time

to have been Mr. Waring's intention to publish a

weekly " Architectural Sketch Book," at a shil-

linff, with four plate?, perspectives, elevations,

details, &c. Wo next find another intended pre-

face to Architectural Art—a series of papers on

architecture, reprinted from a contemporary.

In 1850 Mr. Waring ngain left England for

Paris, and, entering Couture's atelier as a student,

began assiduously to draw from tho life. He re-

mained with Couture till March, 1857, receiving

his approval by the remark that what he did was

tres hien pour un archltecte! Leaving Paris, he

settled down at a muleteer's inn on the outsk rt-iof

the old Castilian town of Burgos, being most of

his time hard at work on his book on Burgos and
Mirafloros. About six months were thus passed
" without once seeing an Eoglishman." Spanish
friends at the Parador Nuevo and the Monastery
shared Mr. Waiting's acquaintance with one
Frenccman, with whom he used to discuss politics,

in which, since 1S4S, he had become deeply in-

terested—to such an extent, indeed, as to induce

him to " read eagerly all the works of the new
school he could obtain," among them some of

Simon Fourier and Prndhon, but he "could
not agree with their views at all.

More disjointed notes from Paris on a multi-

plicity of subjects, and we find the author return-

ing to London in 1S53. Settling at Brompton.
he found it necessary to '* make money " to keep
up his house, and with this object ha made draw-
ings for architects and for a contemporary, tilling

up his time with oil-painting. Up to this time
ha had mixed but little with his fellow-profes-

sionals ; but in the Autumn of 1853 he received

a note from Sir M. Digby Wyatt, who was at that

time arranging the Arrhitectural Courts of the

Sydenham Crystal Palace, requesting him to call

on him. The result was an eng;igement to write

the catalogue 7-nisonn^ of his department, which
expanded in 1854 into tho production of a series

of small books, containing a general sketch of

each particular branch of architectural art, which
ware rovi:sed by Sir Digby W^'att, and issued

under their joint names. Returning to his

former quiet life iu 1854, after tho opening of the

Crystal Palace, during iho ensuing winter he was
engaged iu collecting materials for a "History of

Byzantine Architecture," one of a series which

Sir Digby Wyatt intended to publish, but which
was forestalled by Mr. Forgusson's illustrated

work on architecture. In March, 1855, he again

started for Italy, and, until the autumn went to

work on a series of drawings, which he ventured
to send to tho Prince Consort at Osborne. The
result was un invitation to see the Prince, which,

from nervousness, Mr. Waring declined. Tho
drawings were consequently sent to South Ken-
sington, and were subsoqnently purchased for

the library, with permission to publish them.

L'ho work. " The Arts connected with Ai-chitec-

tnre in Central It dy," was published by .Mr.

Vincent Brooks, not altogether apparently to Mr.

Waring's satisfaction in an artistic point of view.

In 1856 ho wa^ appointed Superintendent of Works
of Art at the Minchester Ai't Treasures Exhibi-

tion, Numerous engagements of a literary and
artistic character followed, and the publication of

*' foems luspirnd by Certain Picturos." a charge

upon some of the Pre-Raphaelite pictures in the

exhibition at Manchester, led to an invitation

from Mark Lemon to contribute to Punch. ThU
Mr. Waring actually commenced «o do, and also

published anonymously *• Poems by an Architect,"

which wore not unfavourably noticed by the

AthencEnm and Critic. He was also at this time

engaged by Mr. Owen Jones to do the Byzantine
and Romanesque section of that gentleman's
" Grammar of Ornament."

Private trouble of a severe nature sent Mr.
Waring once more travelling, and a series of

notes are given of a tour through Holland and
Germany, mado in the winter of 1858 59, followed

by others of a journey through France iu 18G0.

In 18(.»1, through the interest uf Mr. T. Fairliairn,

he was appointed superintendent of tho Architec-

tural Gallery of tho Exhibition of 1862. He nest
undertook for Mr. Day " M:isterpiece3 of Indus-

trial Art and Sculpture," with 300 coloured platesi,

and this was followed by '•Illustrations of Archi-

tecture and Ornament," which occupied him fully

up to the spring of 1865. About this time he

tried, but in vain, to obtain a place in the compe-
tition for tho New Law Courts, of which he is

since glad, for he " certainly should not have made
a Gothic design."

In 1867 and 1868 he was busy in connection

with the Leeds Exhibition, and, not over-pleated,

set out again for Italy in 18G'J. Returnicg the

same year, he was busy till May, 1870, in recast-

ing his " Druidical Monuments," published by
John Day. In 1871 he was elected, much to his

gi'atification, an honorary member of the Ameri-
can Institute of Architects. In 1871 ha sent a
design in for rebuilding Chicago, alter the great

fire, and in 1872 made bis last attempt to obtain

employment in connection with tho competition

for the new Parliament House at Berlin. He
never received even an acknowledgment of his

drawings, and to this day does not know whether

they were so much as exhibited. After this he
" determined to try no more." " I had," he says,

" done my best, and fitted myself by diligent and
prolonged study of my profession for producing

works of art which might have done credit to

myself and my employers. . . . But it was a mis-

take; in this age of competition, unless artists

are of known and approved merit, they are

oblicred to seek for business like other people

;

the public will not appy to any one unless he has

a name : and in architecture especially, where it

is impossible for a man to show what he is cap-

able of, not to seek employment is to court

neglect." Exactly; and tho wonder is that Mr.

Waring, with so just an appreciation of the re-

spective positions of artists an d the public, did not

set to work in the right direction, in&tead of, as

in the case of tbe Prince Consort, nervously

shunning an invitation that might have helped

him to work and f;ime. Some men cannot and
will not exercise the qualities of self-reliance and

energy nocessaryto the most gifted, if any progress

is to be mftde amidst a host of competitors; but

that their fellows or tho public are to be blamed

for this lack of mental strength is not fair. Even
such men, however—though often they know it

not—have work, and good work, of their own to

do. and ^Ir. Waring has well done his : that of

instructing and influencing the less-instructed

members of his profession. His published works,

his communications to the architectural journals

(among which may be mentioned many valuable

ones incur own pages, which, by the way, for some

reason, are altogether passed over iu this record

of his life), and his efforts in connection with the

various art exhibitions, were rdl characterised by

a true love and knowledge uf art, that by its

influsnce on the minds of others may build him a

pi'ouder monument than he could have wrought

in marble. Too publication of this his latest

work will not, however, add a single stone or

impart a single grain thereto.

CHIPS.

It is now in contemplation by the Corporation of

London to construct a new council chamber m con-

nection with the Guildhall, at a cost not exceeding

£50,000, and a motion is about to be made to the

Court of Common Council authorising the City

Lands Committee to obtain and submit to the

Court elevations, plans, and estimates fur the pur-

pose, together with a model of the proposed build-

ing.

The members of the Metropolitan Board of

Works are still individually liable for the expenses

incurred in erecting booths and seats in Hyde Park
on Thanksgiving Day. Tbe Auditor refused to

allow these expenses to be paid out of the rates,

and there is no appeal from his decision.

A tower has been added to the parish church of

S, Mary Church, Devon, in memory of the late

Bishop of Exeter, The tower is 24 feet square, 135

feet hi^'h. and has cost £3,155, the builder being

Mr Eddies. S. Mary Churchj and the architect Mr,
HugaU. Oxford.
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OUR LITHOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS
-^

HALF-TIMBEHED HOTTSES, CHESTER.

The half-timbered buildiag, the subject of our

sketch, is one of the many charmina; '• tit-bits
"

to be found in the charming city of Chester. It

is generally known as " The Old Palaco," or

" Stanley House," and was originally the city

palace or residence of the Stanleys of Aldorley.

It occupies a site in a narrow court (not a pre-

eminently pleasant spot to sketch in, espe^iially

with an admiring crowd of dirty children) from

the eouth side of the " Watergate " street, just

below the "God's Providence House; " without

this direction the visitor would in all probability

leave Chester without seeing it. However, the

Chester Arch^ological Society, wo believe, are

intending to pull down the building in front

and BO throw •' the Palace " more open to the

street; it having been purchased by thorn in 1S(>7

for this purpose. No doubt there are ample rea-

sons which necessitate so long a lapse of time

before any steps are taken in the matter by that

learned body ; we would, however, remind thorn

of the Spanish proverb, '• By the street of ' By.and-

bye ' one arrives at the house of ' Never.' " Much
as one would wish for the consorvat'on of such a

building, it were far better to leave it untouched

in its present state, occupied, as it is, by cot-

tagers, than allow it to bo " done up " by the

60 called •restorer," who has, unfortunately,

already been at work in Chester, to the utter

destruction of several similar houR05, if not of a

larger building. The Dean of Chester is an-

nounced to deliver a lecture next month at Wai'-

rington on the restoration of the Cathedral, which

will be looked for with interest. He thus

describes *' The Rows":—*' The Chester Rows
are not simply covered ways for foot-passengers

along the sides of the streets and on the same

level, such as are found in many Continental

cities ; they are covered galleries, raised several

feet above the level of tho street, so that there

are shops under tlio feet of those who walk to and

fro, while the front rooms of overhanging houses

are above their heads. Thus there is this siu-

gular fact in Chester, which it shares with

no other city, that partly along the path-

way supplied by the walls, partly by the aid of

these rows, the foot-passengers can move about

on a higher level than the carriages and horses.

Flights of steps at short intervals connect the

rows with the streets. The nearest resemblance

to this arrangement in any foreign city is at

Borne, where in the lower part of the central

street—the ground there falling rapidly towards
the placo whore children and English travellers

feed the bears—the covered footway does become
a row, because the space below it becomes suffi-

cient for vaults and shops. But it is a strange

fact that the truest prototype of tho Chester Row
is to be found in a relic of ancient Classical Rome."

M. B. A.

COTTENHAM-BOAD SCHOOLS, UOLLOWAV.

The School Board for London have erected one
of their new schools on a site situated between
tho Cottenham-road and the Hornsey.road, Hol-
loway, near the Hornsey-road Station. The
building is three stories in height, and gives ac-

commodation for a total number of 1120 children.

The infants are placed on the ground-floor, in two
distinct .schools, each intended for I'OO infants.

Attached to each infants' department is a babies'

room for the very young children, and a class-

room, in which some of the elder infants will

be trained preparatory to their being passed to

the upper schools. A committee or masters'
room, and rooms for tho caretaker, are also pro-
Tided on the ground-Uoor. Tho first floor gives

accommodation for 320 boys, in rooms which are
all capable of being placed under oue supervision,
but which lend themselves easily to a subdivision
of the school into upper and lower departments.
For tho fomier, which will necessarily contain
the smaller nimiber of children, a school, oi-

double classroom, with a single classroom at^

tached, is provided, while, for tho lower depart-

ment, the large schoolroom and two classrooms,

divided by movable partitions, are available.

With a view to this arrangement, the cloakrooms

are provided in duplicate. A drawing classroom,

accessible by different entrances, for boys and

girls, is placed on the first floor. Ou the upper

floor is provision for 200 girls. Tho rooms are to

bo warmed by open stoves, in which fireclay is

used to intensify the heat and to radiate it

through the rooms. Warmed fresh air will also

be passed into the rooms when tho fires are

lighted. Great attention has been given to the

positions of the windows throughout the building,

so as to secure a distribution of light appropriate

for its special purpose. As tho building has no

frontage to a street, but is, or will hereafter be,

enclosed on all sides by houses, tho architect has

been compelled to trust entirely to picturesque

grouping for architectural effect, his work being

but seldom visible, except over the not very high

houses of the adjoining neighbourhood. Tbo
works, which h.ave cost about £H,(100, have been

carried out by Messr.s. Scrivener and White,

builders, under the direction of the architect,

Mr. Lacy W. Ridge, of 23, Bedford-row.

CABINET.

Ono of our plates this week illustrates ono of a

pair of drawing-room cabinets for the display of

china and other ornaments. The whole of this

pieco of fui-niture is made of waluut-wood,

staiued black and slightly polished, and is made
of simple Ijin. square skeleton-framing; the

pauol-framiog and horizontal projecting nosings

alone being moulded. The panels in tho small

tcip cupboard are pierced, as shown in detail,

while tlie upper panels of framed doors below
are decorated, the remaining panels being filled

with plate-glass. The ring handles, hinges, itc,

are of white metal.

Xote.—The details as reduced in plate are

about half full size. The cabinet was designed

by Mr. George Freeth Roper.

WoRKSnOPS FOR TOE OUTnOOR nUND, LIVERPOOL.

Last week we gave an elevation of these w ork-

bhops. To explain its title and render more apparent

the fitness of the building for its purpose, it

should be stated that tho institution is for pro-
viding work, without residence, for tho blind of

both sexes, instructing tho ignorant of thoL-i iu

the trades carried on in the building, and as

regards the women and the younger workers, for

providing them with general instruction during
certain hours of tho day ; also for providing lec-

tures and social gatherings for the workers after

working-hours. These two latter objects explain

tbo use of the " Public and Classroom " on tho

first floor. The institution not being as yet
wholly self-supporting, and having an element of

charity about it, it has been necessary to give up
rather an important part to the executive, such as

on theground-floor,tooflioe and show-i-oomor shop,

by way of interesting the public and courting

business. A large gateway was necessary for the

easy admission of bulky goods, such as rods for

the basket-m.aking, and bundles of yarn for mat-
making. Considerable room had to bo provided

on tho first floor for "Committee and Lady Visi-

tors," who spend many hours daily in the building

cutting out and preparing work for tho women.
Over these, on tho third floor is the manager's
residence, consi-tiog of dining-room, two bed-

rooms, and kitchen, &c. Right of light existed

only to the front ; long rooms were demanded by
the natures of the trades, a y.ard for lounge for

tho men in their dinner hour, and much light

throughout the building for the health of the

workers were very necessaiy ; hence tho plan

adopted, ;^^ost of tho large workshops are floorod

with Dennett's flooring and cement on wrought-
iron girders. The whole of the building is heated
with hot air, and ventilated by a powerful ex-

tract shaft, by Messrs. Haden and Son. The
front of the building and such portions of tho

sides as shown above tho adjoining property, are

executed in Aston Hall VTclsh cream-coloured,

bricks, with brown salted brick bands, and tbJi

Wootton stone dressings, the romarntJer in'

common bricks. The work was carried out in

tho year 1870, by Messrs. Ilaigh and Co., of"

Liverpool, for the sum of £7,300.

BRIDGE OVER THE ELT, NEAR CARDIFF; AND HOLT
AXD LLASGOLLEX BHIDGES.

For description and criticism, soe article on'

"The Architectural Monuaionts of Denbighshire,,

and ilediffival Bridges in Wales," p. 587.

ROMAN ARCUITECTCRE.

Dr. ZerfE not being in London, we are ohligeii

to p 'Stpono a description of this sheet of engrav^
ings for a week or two.

AN ARTISTIC CHIMNEY.

APROPOS of the recent disaster at Northfleet,,

it is satisfactory to note tlio successful

completion of a chimney in the north of England-
After two years of slow but steady worivinanship,

tho task of constructing tho iuimanso chimney in-

connection with Messrs. Lister's works at Man-
ningham Mills has been completed, and on Tues-
day week the column was declared open. Tho'

chimney is perhaps the finest erection of its kind
in tho kingdom. Although not so higli as many
others, it presents architectural features of a
superior type. The cnimney has been built by
Jlessrs. J. and W. Beanland, from designs by"

Messrs. Andrews and Pepper, of Bradford. It

reaches to a height of S3 yards, over 7,000 tons

of material haviug been used in its construction.

It is especially satisfactory to record that this-

vast mass (including blocks weighing from four

to five tons) has been prepared, and the chimney
reared, without the slightest accident. Th&
foundation is formed of bluo shale and concrete.,

and although consisting of such an immense
amount of material, tho st.alk has only sunk jin.

since the commencement of tho work two years

ago, and no fiaw of any kind has been found in-

it. The chimney is after tho design of an Italian

campanile, having panelled sides and circular

heads. It is square in form and of an apparently-

uniform width from b 'ttom to top. .Vt tho heighu

of about 2fl0ft. is a bold coniice, surmounted by

a circular panelled and ornauirntil papapet f.0ft-

in height, which is jigaiu covered by a cornice.

Tho inside width is lllft
,
gradually increasing

towards the top to lift. The object of this

arrangement is to provide a bettor vent for the-

smoko as it ascends and expands, being tho re-

verse of tho old plan of building shafts, which
" throttled " tho smoke at the placo whoro most,

space was required.

.\rSTRALIAN JARRAH TI.MBER.

THE West Australian mahogany, bettei-

known in commerce by the name of Jarrah.

is a most valuable wood. The Jarrah tree be-
longs to the Eucalyptus genus, and grows to an.

enormous size iu south-west Australia, where it

exists in immense forests, covering thousands of

square miles. The especial qualities on account

of which tho timber has gained its coh-brity are

those of toughness and durability. It is foundr

to resist successfully the attacks of Terrilo nnvalii

and white ant, and Professor Abel's analysis dis-

tinctly asserts that it contains a pungent acid

destructive to life, the timber thus becoming
invaluable for the construction of such work as-

would be liable to the attacks of those formidable

insects. Baron von Mueller, in his report on this,

timber, refers to it in the following terms:—

-

" The .Jarrah, or mahogany-tree of south-west

Australia, famed for its indestructible wood,

which is attacked neither by chelma, nor triedo,.

nor tt'rmite:iy and, therefore, is much sought for

jetties and other structures opposed te sea- water,,

also for any underground work, and largely ex-

ported for railway-sleepers. Vessels built of this'

timber have been enabled to do away with all

copper plating. It is very strong, of a close-

grain, and a slightly oily and resinous nature-

It works well, makes a fine finish, and is by ship-

btiilders considered to be superior to either oak,-

teak, or, indeed, any other wood." Tho late Ad-
mir.al Sir James Stirling, speaking of Jarrah
timber, stated before a committee of tho Houso
of Commons that of this wood there was suilioient

to build twenty British navies iu the days -when-

Great Britain still built its warships of wood. Thii^

valuable timber has also received high testi-

monials from very competent authorities.
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THE FALL OF JIESSRS. GOSTLING'S SHAFT,
NORTHFLEET.

I
NOW forward yon plana and a section of the
shaft, the proportions of which, I still ven-

ture to think, wero in almost every particular
stronger than those of a large numbei of existing

chimneys of equal or greater size. The data for

forming a judgment on tliis point are, however,
now in your possos^ion, and I leave them there
wi;h confidence of the result.

l-VCRlir.AL LIN^ ORAVVfJ "ROM
B/ICE or C/IF 70 SUCW -<-£

: /icru/u. pnojECTicNoe cAPecroun
irS BAZ£

t'T^Trr-'-EI^ECT/CNAL ARtA Of T.HC

<\j iPKOJ£CriNC CAf> IS f.ii'iilPCR,
^^/S*| 7rtc S£"c r c:<AL jpr<n or tk PAnT

::Tc^iDF THE SHAFT WHXH CPt'WTffl.

'[\_J,SAlASIC€p IT IS 20'. <J SyO!.
;i IMADDITION rwf SEcnow vw*5
» V,:Fj^i:X>C.'JACJIyCJLAfi p-LAfi

A AN ICOK.'f.CDQii'/.'JjV'

<--- 30.0' _.

FLAN CNUi\E A.B-

TiieauTL .'•/." cr thc sh.' ft
uriL R rueFALL was smi ar
TO THt\ T HESS SfSTtlED

,"=>«^

J 5s

DRCL'Nn LINE

FOUHDRTIOtim'
ZCLiaOHiLK

HE

The fonndation was excavated in the solid
chalk, and no one has ever detected the slightest
failure in it. The shaft was not on the same spot
as the first proposed smaller one, but about fifty
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yards off. The reason why no evidence was given
about the foundation at the coroner's inquest, as
well as about many other items which have since
been publicly alluded to, was simply that the jury,
being inhabitants of the village, had watched the
progress of the work from first to last, and did
not think it necessary to ask for evidence from
witnesses about matters which they had all seen
with their own eyes.

In the above illustration, the dotted lino indi-
cating the outline of the part remaining after the
fall is shown 2()ft. too low duwii .- it ought to have
been one stage higher up the chimney.
The two bricklayers, who came forward to say

that the cap was too heavy, had never seen either
the cap or the drawings of it. They lived at a
distance from Xorthfleet, and their only connec-
tion with the matter was that they were the
brothers of one of tho men who were unfortunately
killed. The jury, amongst whom were equ.ally
practical men, had seen both the cap and the
drawings, and doubtless judged by what thoy had
seen, instead of by the exaggerated reports which
appear to have been the only basis for tho opinion
of the two bricklayers.

James Cubitt,

-Architect to Messrs. J. C. Gostling & Co.
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THE DUDLEY GALLERY—SEVEN'TH
ANNUAL EXHIBITION.

THIS exhibition, very recently opened, was,
from want of space, not noticed at the mo-

ment in these columns. The most popularlv
known, if not the best of the winter exhibitions",

it cannot fait to be interesting to all who care for
pictures ; while, to many who busy themselves
with the brush, it is a positive boon, if for no
other reason than that small pictures have a
chanco of being fairly hung and fairly viewed.
There are no large historical canvasses to be
found here

; no life-siza portraits of M. F. H.'s in

pink, mounted on their favourite steeds ; no con-
servatories with life-size ladies plucking camel-
lias, nor is there even a full-size boat, with figures
to correspond eating luncheon on the bank ugder
a full-size tree. Such are for the walls of tha
housB whoso name is Burlington. The dimen-
sions of the gallery are but limited, and those who
desire to find a place in it must confine their
canvasses within reasonable limits, but it may be
remarked that tho exhil)itor3 indulge in a margin
of gilding which would not bo allowed at the
Academy. If the visitor finds scarcely any
large pictures, there are plenty of others which
will well repay a visit. The names of several
well-known artists figure in the catalogue

—

Marks, Burgess, Riviere, Whistler, Leslie, Hodg-
son, Ludovici, Raven, Watts, Legros, and many
more. The largest, though not the best or most
interesting work, is by the last-named (37;)), " A
French Convent School for Poor Girls," a subject
which might easily have been made interesting
if not graceful, or even pathetic, but is here
handled without a redeeming point as regards
composition, though not without an average
amount of skill in the uso of pigments. Ten poor
children, scarcely human in their ugliness (French
children never have been reputed good-looking),
in ungainly attitudes, and mean, though not pic
turesque raiment, are presided over by a ghost-
like form in black, which may be a teaching nun
or Pepper's ghost. The hands, to which we in-

vite special attention, are spread on an open book-
These hands are represented by three dabs, not
strokes, of dirty brown, little differing from the
colour of the wall, desks, or floor. The subject is

an ignoble one vulgarly treated. Tho same
artist has another work (133) which is unworthy
a place in any gallery. If, as is most likely, it is

only a sketch, it will never make a good picture,
and the artist must have been ill-advised to send
it here ; a cruder thing never appeared on the
walls of any exhibition. The same may
be said of only too many others ; 134, for
instance, which hangs immediately under, repre-
senting a scene on the Thames (Henry Greaves),
and entitled, *' Harmony in blue grey." It is

nothing more than a very worthless sketch, very
impertinently treated. Here is seen the inUuenco
of Whistler's symphonies in jam and pomatum,
nocturnes in pease-pudding and carraways,
variations in what you will. We did not think
there were those who could imitate, although
many reasons, the love of practical joking for
one, might have originated these absurdities.
193 is a specimen by the maestro himself, and is

styled, ' Variations in pink and grey." Why not

•' brimstone and treacle "?— it would bo quite as
appropriate. Mr. Whistler's vagaries—they are
not be dignified by tho name of eccentricities

—

are merely bad taste, or practical joking
carried to the verge of impertinence, in one who
can paint, m his own peculiar manner, very woU
indeed. It will verily be a bad day for art in
England if a school of Whistlers ever comes to
the fore. Already there is too much of the unde-
cided, hazy, or rather foggy, scumbled manner
prevalent. There are imitators of Corot in land-
scape, without his skill ; followers ot tho late G.
Mason, without his feeling; copyists of Turner's
worst style, who know not the Liber Studiorum,
except as a name. It was not thus with Wilson,
Gainsborough, or Constable, to say nothing of

Claude, Poussin, Hobbenia, Cuyp, Ruysdael, or,

for that matter, any old master. They repre-
sented things as they saw them, clearly, sharply,
distinctly. No need had they to scumble colour
over colour till all sharpness was lost, and the
whole seemed as in a fog ; there was no blurring of
outlines to conceal their defects. How many an
artist is there at present who cannot tiiiLfh for
the life of him, and therefore swears by tht*

sweetener .' 23G, H. Moore, " North-westerly gala
on the coast of Wales." This can scarcely bo
called a picture, being positively worked into
bas-relief in many parts by sheer body of paint.
There is no place whence it can be viewed where
the sky does not show an undistinguishablo chaos
of brush smears, excusable enough in a sketch,
but easy of correction in a finished work. In this
case it is a pity, as it completely spoils a picture
otherwise very natural. 203, i' Traeth Maur,"'
by the same artist, in a less degree shows the same
faults

; it is called "Moonlight." The sandbank in
middle distance is in strong sunlight. 214, two
charming little heads, by J. Forbes Robertson.
Ludovici, in 241, gives another of a young lady
of fashion, in his own peculiar soft style, pretty
enough, but no point ; and Seymour Lucas, has,
side by side, as if in contrast, a daughter of
the people, a spirited stuly. .1. B. Burgess contri-
butes a " Head of an Arab," (247). and a " Pottei-y
Shop, Tangiors," (237) fruits of his recent sojourn
among the Moors. The " Coral Merchant," 248,
J. E. Hodgson, A.R.A., is also a Moorish subject
exceedingly well treated. It is difliculfc to say
w-hich of the three figures is best, the Jow vaunt-
ing his wares, the Moor critically examining tho
chaplet, or the girl, for wjom it is obviously
intended, anxiously watching him. 291, "Dor-
drecht, Holland," E. Hayes, R.H.A., is as pretty .a

marine piece as we have seen for a long time ;

full of wind in sky and sea, and warm withal.

293, "Beer Head," T. Loyd, is a conscientious
study of a bit of cliff and pebble beech. Five or
six thousand pebbles, we should think, are actually
individualised,andyet it is not pre-Raphaelitish in
tho least. The sea is as true to nature as possible.

Moreover, the work, minute as it in parts is,

seems to be done with a largo brush, Thei-e is

no stippling. The very smell of the drift-weed
is on tho picture, but it lacks life in the fore-
ground to make it a composition. A bit of

wreck, a rough pic-nic, a few urchins with a
string of fish, or making a fire, would have made
it a picture. 337, " Near Tenby," Caroline F.
Williams, is a contrast to the last. It is perfect
as a composition, even to so small a detail as a little

dog. This, in our opinion, is the best picture ot
its kind in the exhibition. It has the trans-
parency of watercolour, the composition is

balanced perfectly, and sufficiout figures are in-

troduced to give point. Wo hope to see many
more of this lady's works. It is needless to say
it is worse hung than any picture in tho gallery.
Why the small pictures should be put on the floor
is m.arvellous. There can be no reason why a
screen should not bo placed down the centre of
the room, as on previous occasions. 118 and 334,
by Edward Binyon, views of Sorrento and Capri,
have many admirers. They are not of any groat
merit. 123, " On the Dutch Coast," Mosdag, is it

very bold se.a-piece, reproseitiug a fishing craft
aground, with nets drying. This is painting.
156, " The Fountain," G. D. Leslie, A.R.A., is one
of the figures in his large Academy work. Frank
Dillon contributes an eastern subject in which he
is at home— 153, " The Gourich, Cairo." Robert
Macbeth has a chai-ming " Backwater on the
Thames " (173). Briton Riviere shines as usualin
animals, of which, unfortunately, he only sends
two specimens, 70, a puppy and orange, and 19ti,

a recalcitrant horse. Now that Landseer is gone,
there is no one who can paint an animal as well as
Briton Riviere. It may be questioned whether
Landseer could have rendered Daniel's lions or
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Cicero's hogs with the same truth to nature auJ

exquisite foolinj^. The pictui-e of *• Charity," just

engraved, a poor girl iu the snow, ou a door-step,

giving a crust to a stai'ving dog, is equal in con-

ception and execution to anything by the groat

man whoso loss we have so lately had to deplore.

1'30, "The Disputed Fare," Hey wood Hardy, is a

capital represoutation of a " Hansom " and cabby,

but scarcely a picture. Of 235, it is enough to say

it is by Alma Tadem.i. This also is painting.

24G and204. "Vicwsnear Algiers," ArthurDitcli-

field, are full of spirit. Alfred JIaoallam has a

largo haven scene (230) of considerable merit.

23i, Burtlekl ; a trio at table after dinner, the

glass, plate, furniture, and general accessories in

very good taste ; the old gentleman asleep iu his

chair, and the young people profiting by the cir-

cumstance. 2(i3, " Morning Star," K. C. Leslie, a

waste of sky and water, with a little cockboat, as

neither sky, water, nor cockboat ever were, orevor
will be. 2.'7, ''Wailing Place of the Jew.s,"

Charles R-jbcrtson ; bright and cle.ar, but cold.

221, -'The Convent Drudge," Marks, A.R.A. ; a

monk cleaning metal dislics—a good picture,

which is more than can be said of 384 and 385, by
the same artist. The last might bo a view from a

balloon. 353, by Clough Bromley, will be well

understood by the readers of the Bl'ildisg News.
It represents a neighbourhood of nowly-opoued
streets, and rows of uulinisbed houses, with a
block of four iu the foreground, to which the

title, "Mortgaged," is supposed to apply. Tho
ground is covered with snow, and certainly a pic-

ture of desolation is fairly presented. Tho moral
is, however, false, as a mortgage is usually effected

"in order to complete the building, and it is not
likely that building operations would be pro-

ceeded with very briskly with six inches of

snow on tho ground. Another snow scene
is, " Facing It " (8), a donkey and cart going
over a bridge. It is impossible to imagine a
scene more true to nature iu every detail. 44, a
lady asleep on a sofa, by Jlrs. Romer, is a good
painting. 102, a man listening, by Howard
Helmick, is one of the best pictures in the gal-

lery. Jervis McEntee sends from New York a
enow scene (380), rather a large canvas, represent-
ing a train on a snow-covored track, with a man
waving a danger-signnl. The story, such as it is,

could have been as well told on a canvas of half
the size. 255, a water-mill, C. J. Lewis, is all

that a painting should bo ; full of colour, but
transparent, aud not of extravagant proportions.

Why should artists make their pictures so very
large ? It is true, or, at least, accepted as a fact,

that an Academy picture stands no chanco unless
it is of some size ; but that may be merely because
all artists are siorultaneously of that opinion.

One thing is cortaiu—since the Academy moved
to Burlington House, tho dimensions of the pic-

tures have increased wonderfully. Jleisounier,

Edouard Frere, and even Gerouie, do not think
size necessary for telling effect, while, for many
subjects!, size is a gre ,t injury. Wliat can Ijo

more absurd than tho picture, at South Kensing-
ton, of the Duke of Wellington and Marchiouess
of Douro on horseb.ack, nearly life-size? Such
things are for shows at fairs. Armitage, R.A.,
sends one work (36G) "Jezebel aud Ahab." a
finished study for a largo work ; and Watts, R.A.,
an '* Eve," one of a series of designs for large
pictures. It is not one of his best works. There
are many other pictures of more or loss iatorest :

but a review is not a catalogue, and the visitor

will readily discover for himself any whoso
inerits have been overlooked in this notice.

S. MARY'S CHURCH, NUN MONKTON,
YORKSHIRE.

THE reopening of this interesting parish
church, on tho IGth of October, after being

closed for two years, deserves more than a passing
notice. It was built in tlio twelfth century, and
endowed in tho reign of Stephen, as a priory of

Benedictine Nuns, by Wi liam de Arches with
his whole estate. It was despoiled in the rei.n
of Henry Vlll., and the present building prob-
ably owes its existence to tho fact of its being
constituted a parish church in addition to its

being attached to the priory.

The chancel was destroyed, aud not a voslige
of tho materials or even tuo foundations can be
traced ; but what remains of tho church is so
well known to antiquaries that a description of
tno venerable structure is scarcely needed.
Situated at tho end of a noble avenue of elms,
it is impossible to conceive a more picturesque

j

and beautiful object than the western front, to

which we briefly direct attention. This is con-
sideied a perfect gom of ecclesiastical art. The
lower stage is Lato Norman in date, and almost
transitional to First Pointed. The doorway is

deeply recessed with a gabled termination, liaving

(ive cylindrical shafts to the jamb-i, with well-

moulded bases, and floriated cipitals ; tho arch
is semi-circular and elaborately moulded ; above
the label moulding, and within tro tympanum of

the pediment, is a trefoil-headed niclie. Ou each
side of the doorway are two semi-circular niches,

whieh once contained figui'es of saints. The one
that remains, however, has, if carefully examined,
mi>re the appearance of a recumbent than a

standing figure. A narrow string-courso finishes

this stage, above which the style becomes First

Pointed in its full development and purity. A
lofty lancet window rises in the centre, with a

smaller one on each side. The sleuder banded
shafts to the jambs have the dog-tooth enrich-

ment outside, and the general details are very
noteworthy.

The north side consisted of five Kays, divided
by shallow buttresses which diminish in width,
and die into the wall below tho corbel t.able. A
moulded string runs round tho buttresses and
wall below the window-cills. The windows have
plain chamfered jambs, with lancet heads and
label mouldings with the nail-head ornament. The
corbel table bears a strong resemblance to that

of tower, with masks. At the fifth buttress the

corbel is carrie I into cornice, and evidently indi-

cates the commencement of tho original choir.

Tho same treatment is observed in the south
side, of which the character generally is plainer

than the north. The windows are wider, and the
cills higher; the string is simply chamfered, seem-
ing to indicate the existence, or intention of, a

cloister. At tho second bay from the west end
is a boldly recessed semi-circular doorway, now
opened out with chamfered jambs of throe orders.

In the fourth bay a square-jambed semi-circular

headed low door occurs, evidently original, from
the disposition of the buttresses. At the fifth

bay were tho remains of a richly-decorated
doorway, coeval with the west doorway, having
one jamb with three shafts with floriated caps,

aud square abaci, the arch enriched with chevron
moulding with label above. This doorway is now
completed, and forms tho entrance to the
chancel.

Intorn.illy the most striking feature is tho
triforium gallery, which once encircled the
church. The walls are carried up plain to a
height of about ten feet from tho floor. Above
a moulded string tho triforium is divided into

alternate narrow and wide bays, the latter oppo-
site the windows having ono large opening with
handed sliafts to the jambs; tho arches are stilted

and concentric with tho window arches. The
narrow bays have sm.all coupled openings, with
similar jambs to the windows, from which, and
a detacljod shaft iu tho centre, rise vory acutely
poioted arches, Ijetween which occur small trefoil

panels
; above these are pointed trefoil-headed

niches, probably once filled with effigies of saints.

The vaultiog shafts are, somo single, others
triple, aihitrarily arranged, supported on corbels
of varied and intei-esting forms. A moulded
string abovo is carried round the buibiing, break-
ing round tho vaulting shafts. To tho east tho
triforium assumed a very rich character, indicat
ing. as on the outside, the commeucement of the
choir.

In considering the restoration and completion
of this beautiful work, it seemed of the first

necessity that tho continuity of the unique tri-

forium should not he broken or impaired. Two
bays and windows wore therefore completed ou
the north side, and ou tho south also, but with
one window.
On the n'>rth side, below the string under the

gallery, an organ-chamber was obtained, having
an open arcade of throe arches deeply moulled
on triple-clustered polished granite shafts, with
plain moulded caps. Tho vestry leads out of

organ-ch.amber, under which is the warming-
chamber. These buildings r.ro kept low, so as
not^^to impair tho efl'ect of the windows. To the
ea.'t of organ-chamber is the stono credence
table recessed. On tho south side, the doorway
lieforo alluded to has been completed, beyond
which are the sodilia in three compartments, aud
piscina above. As before noted, the trifo iuui

Ltallery is carried on either side. Tho details of

this portion, fortunately preserved by tho build
ing of the east wall now removed, are very varied
and enriched, and deserve much attention.

Externally tho east wall shows three lancet
windows rising with tho gable, partaking of the
character of those in the west, with somewhat
richer details, above which is a vescica window
to light tho upper part ef the roof, and below .t

sunk panel, coutaiuing tho following inscriptior :—" To tho .ijlory of God, and the memory of Atin,

wife of Isaac Crawhall, this chancel is ijuilt and
dedicated, A.D. 1873." At the south-east angle

the church almost touches the offices of the man-
sion, and it was a matter of extreme diihculty to

preserve a papsago between without impairing
the character of the builditrg. To obtain a solid

fnundation, tlio east wall, 4ft. Gin. above the

plinth, was sunk 8ft. below the floor of nave, and
rests on a solid bed of concrete 3ft. deep. Inter-

nally the east wall has ,an arcade of five arches,

the two extreme ones being opposite blank spaces,

the centre ones corresponding with the three-

light window; tho arcades have richly moulded
aiid decorated jambs, with polished Frosterly

marble shafts in two orders.

The reredos, of Caen stono. occupies tho whole
space below the east windows, to about lift,

abovo the floor of Sacrarinm. It consists of five

pedimented' compartments (the centre one of

greater width thau the rest, and rising above the

clerestory string), divided from each other by
clustered banded shafts of Serpentine marble ; the

caps and other parts of pediments are very
iiehl.y adorned with Early English foliage.

The church is calculated to accommodate 217
persons, or 00 more than formerly. The cost of

the ch.ancel, including the painted windows and
fittings, and tho rebuilding of tho nort-Ii wall,

aaionnting to nearly £4.000, has been defrayed
by ?.Ir. Crawhall, the patruu, and his family. The
restoration, including the new roof and fittings

of the nave, costing about £1,500, has been met
by the exertions of the Rev. Gordon Salmon, the

lato vicar.

The whole of the works generally have been
carried or.t under the superintendence of Mr.

John W. Walton, architect, of London.

REMOVAL OF AN ANCIENT LAND-MARK.

THE " Angel .".t Islington," as the well-known
inn is in.accurately called, because it belongs

to tho parish of Clerlienwell, is about to be

removed, and a theatre ou a large scale is to rise

on its site. The '• Angel " as an inn has been
established on the spot for upwards of two
hundred and fifty years. The ancient house, which
was pulled down in 1810, presented the usual

features of a large old country inn, having a long

front with an overhanging tiled-roof, and two
rows of windows, twelve in each row, and six in

tho basement story. The principal entrance was
beneath a projection which extended along a con-

siderable portion of tho front, and had a wooden
gallery at top. The inn-yard was approached by
a gateway iu the centre. It was nearly a quad-

rangle having double galleries supported by plain

columns, and carved pilasters with caryatides

and other ornamentation. It is on record that

plays were wont to be performed in the yard,

the audience occupying the galleries, as was the

custom at many of our old inns, The ancient

hostelry was taken down in 1810. The advertise-

ment in the 7Vwcs of that year relating to the

sale of tho property roads strangely at the present

day, when giant hotels and restaurants are rising

:ill over London. "Tho Angel Inn foi-a building

lease of seventy years, the corner of the road to

Paddington, on the great north road, forming a

central post-house and focus for all tho communi-
cations to and from tho heart of London, the cast

and west ends of town, tho booking-office and
depot for travelling north, being celebrated as tho

meeting-house of the salesmen, farmers, and
^'raziers attending Smithfield, the assemblies of

Islington and Pentonville, &c. The site will-

provide ample accommodation for 35 beds; as-

sembly room 3Gft. by li)ft ;
dining-rooms, coffee

room 30ft. by lOft., bar tap, abundant culinary

ofiices, &c. Adjoining will bo a covered ride

stabling for uoar 40 horses, stable master's

liouse, coach-houses, large yard." Such may
fairly pass as a descri])tiou of a large inn in the

days of mail-coaches. Since then the " Angel "

has uu'lorgono many alterations to adapt it to the

changes of progi'essing times. Iu a sUort time

the placo that knew it once shall know it no
more ;

" all that messuage, tenement, or inn com-
monly known or called by tbe sign of the Angel
sito, lyiu-j aud being in Iseldeu " as it is termed
in an indenture, dated 13th December, 1700, will

have become a memory
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BOOKS RECEIVED.
A Mechnntcnt Text-Book-, by W. J. M. Ranking

& E. F. Bamber, C.E. (London : Griffin & Co.),

"was desirrncd by the lato Professor Rankine as
an introduction to more abstruse worlvsof the same
nature. Its study demands only a previous ac-

quaintance with the ordinary rules of arithmetic
and the elementary algebraical notation. A few
pages are devoted to the Dift'orential and
Integral Calculus. The death of Professor Ran-
kine has caused more of the work to be actually

that of Mr. Bamber than that gentleman originally

expected would fall to his share.—.1 Treatise on
Practicnl Solid or Descriptive Geometry, by W. T.
Pierce (London : Longmans, Greon, & Co.) is an
attempt to "upply a good English text-book on
the subject. In a future work the author pro-
poses to show the application of the subject to

the arts of constructiou.

—

Tlie (fas- Consumers
Mnnual, by E. S. Catiiels, C.E. (London : W. B.
King), is an intelligible little work for the use
of the class of persons indicated by its title.

—

On
Setlinrj and Working lietorts is by the same
author and publisher, and is a reprint of a paper
read before the British Association o; Gas-
Managers. Both pamphlets have been previously
published in Montreal, where the author is em-
ployed as a gas-manager.

—

Investhjatiim, by Capt.
George Bain (London : Yates and Alexander),
is a letter and statement addressed to the pro-
prietors of the P. and 0. Steam Navigation Co.,

by a late manager of the company. The aim of
the pamphlet is to prove to the proprietors that
they ought to have been receiving dividends
averaging about 20 per cent, per annum during
the last six years ; that they have not done so in
consequence of the "mismanagement of its

business by the managing directors," and that
they would have done so had something or other
been done which Capt. Bain recommended.

-«>-

luildiitf^ Jntcllipiuc.—^.

—

chdrches and chapels.

Backwell.—The ecclesiastical structure dedi-
cated to S. Andrew, at Backwell, after an exten-
sive restoration, was reopened on Tuesday. The
edifice is an ancient stone building in the Deco-
rated Gothic style, and comprehends nave, side
aisles, chancel, and sedilia, with a lofty tower.
The Rodney chapel, which adjoins the chancel,
contains some old and curious brasses and monu-
ments, while on an altar tomb in the chancel is

an effigy in armour, in a recumbent posture, of
Sir Walter Rodney, dated 155G. For some time
the church had become very dilapidated, and
plans were obtained from Mr. Street, architect, of
London, to restore the fabric. Jlr. H. Williams,
of Bristol, was the contractor. The north wall
has been taken down entirely and rebuilt, and
the old windows carefully restored. The old but-
tresses were removed, and a new roof placed over
the chancel .and chantry. Thero is a now west
door of oak, and new steps have been placed at
the other entrances to the church. A light ap-
pearance is imparted to the interior by new roofs
of oak in the nave and chancel, and the removal
of the west gallery. A rerodos, of Caou stone,
is in course of consiruction, the subject being the
Crucilixion. Altogether in the restoration ahout
i;5,000 has been spent, and for the decorative
work in contemplation from £1,200 to £1,400 is

still needed.

Battersea.—On Tuesday hast week the Bishop
of Winchester laid the cornor-stono of S. Mark's
Church, Battersea-rise. The arch'teet is W.
White, Esq., F.S.A., of 30a, Wimpule-street ; and
the builder is Mr. Thomas Gregory, of Mayrick-
road. The buildiug is intcuded to hold 000
persou-s, is built almost eniirely of brick, jambs,
arches, &a., being specially moulded in red bricks.
The ciiar.col is arcaded all round, passages
outside the arcades loading by staircases to a crypt
below, which is to serve for vestries, choral
practice, &c. The crypt is vaulted, with moulded
brick ribs and pillars. At west-end of south
aisle is a wooden hell-turret, capable of taking
a small peal of G bells ; it is to he covered with
wooden .shingles. The remainder of church
consists of nave (in *t bays with clerestory), north
and south aisles, south porch, and a vestibule at

west-end, which is especially intended for

funerals. (The church is close to a cemetery.)

Beeston, YoRKSniRE.— S. Mary's Church has
been reopened after undergoing tliorough restora-

tion and internal decoration. A painting of the
Last Supper has been placed over the altar, the
walls coloured and lined out in courses of orna.
ment, and the roof richly decorated. The design
and execution was entrusted to Messrs. Powell
Brothers, of Leeds.

EDiNBURGn.—The foundation-stone of a now
Catholic Apostolic Church was laid at Edinburgh
on Saturday last. The designs have been pre-
pared by Mr. R. Anderson, in the Norman Gothic
style. The orthodox system of nave and aisles

has been abandoned, in order that there should be
no obstruction in the shape of pillars. Accord-
ingly, the church consists of a largo nave, lOOft.

long by 45ft. broad. Projecting eastward from
this are a chancel, sanctuary, and apse, Glift. long
and 23ft. broad. On each side of the cha'noel are
short aisles. At the west end of the nave is a
Large tower 3.5ft. square, the base of which forms
a grand entranco-porch. From the south side of

this porch an arcaded passage leads to a circular
baptistry, 2Sft. in diameter ; while on the north
side of the nave, at its east end, is a two-storied
building, containing the sacristy, vestries, and
church officer's house. The total length of the
church is 20()ft. ; the height from floor to wall-
heads being 4.")ft., and to the apex of the internal
vau't 64ft. The alt.ar will be pLaced in t'ae centre
of the apse, and will be surmounted by an elabo-

rate baldacchino. The walls vary in thickness
from 2ft. flin. in the aisles to 4ft. Gin. in the nave,
and all mouldings are drawn with the fulness of

outline characteristic of the Transition period.

KiRKBr Knowle.—The church of S. Wilfrid,
Kirkby Knowle, Yorks., was reopened last week,
after restor.ation, from designs by Mr. G. F.Jones,
of York. The style of the building is Early
English. The plan of the present church, built

upon the site of the Did one, is entirely new, much
wider, but not quite so long as the former struc-

ture. The nave is 3.5ft. in length by 21ft. in

breadth, and the chancel is 32ft. long by ISft.

wide. The height of the nave from the lloor to

the apes of the roof is 28ft, and the height of the
ch.ancel is somewhat less, being 26ft. in height.
The material of which the church is built is

Mountain Freestone. The walling of the edifice

is hammer-dressed, and the windows and but-
tresses are of ashlar work. The cost of the work
w.as £1,300.

Leeds.—Bolgrave Chapel, Leeds, has been re-

opened, after undergoing restoration and thorough
decoration. The roof has been richly deeoratt'd,

together with the walls, pulpit, &o., and t'je

whole of the windows filled with stained glass.

The colouring both of the decorations and the
glass is of a neutral cast; dull greens, butT. and
grey being the prevailiug tints. The decorations
are in the Renaissance style, and, together with
the stained-glass windows, liave been designed
and executed by Messr.s. Powell Brother.s, of

Leeds. Somewhat over £1,000 has been spent on
these works.

Leicester, Christ Church.—This church,
which has undergone considerable alterations

and repairs, was re-opened on Thursday, Nov.
10th. The restoration of the exterior was en-
trusted to Messrs. Thr,all and Vann, masons. The
interior has beea reseated witli open stalls by ^Ir.

.J. Plant; a now gallery by Mr. J. Norman, and a
vestry by ilr. T. Duxbury. The heating appa-
ratus have been carried out by Mr. W. Richards,
ironfi>under. A handsome carved oak pulpit and
reading-desk have been executed by Mr. W. H.
Noble, iledia3val cabinetmaker. The old organ
has been replaced by a new one, built by Mr. S.

Taylor. The .above are all local tradesmen, and
the work, wo believe, has given general satisfac-

tion.

Liverpool.—A new church, dedicated to S. ^lar-

gai*et, was opened at Anfield. Liverpool, on Tues-
day. The style is Early French Gothic, and
Messrs. W. & G. Audsley are the architects. The
general features of the design are a long nave
with narthex and lateral aisles, an apsidal
chancel, north and south transepts, and a massive
centre tower, gabled east and west, and roofed in

the saddle-back form. Mr. Pollock, of Liverpool.
w.as the contractor. The reredos is of marble and
Caen stone. The ceiling of the nave is of a waggon
form, and painted throughout in gold and colours.

The ceilings of the side-aisles are also decorated
in gold and colours. Overtho western doors is a
painting of the Adoration of the Alagi, extending
the whole width of the nave, the work of Jlessrs.

Heaton, Butler, Bayne.

N.«T\VR'H.—A new Baptist Chapel was opened
at Nantwich on Friday. Ti>e chapel, which is

Gothic in style, is of red brick, with lines of black
and huff and stone facings. It is capable of seat-
ing aliout 300 persons. Behind the chapel are a
small vestry ,and a room for week-night meetings.
Above these there extends across the width of the
building a well-lighted schoolroom, capable of
accommodating 100 scholars. Tho cost of tha
building is £1.200. Tho building contract was
entrusted to Mr. Henry Ray.

UZMA.STO-N-.—On Thursday, the 13th iuat., tho
Bishop of S. Davids reopened tho Church of
Uzmaston, Pembrokeshire, which has been closed
for nearly two years, during which time it has
been almost entirely rebuilt- The only portions
of tho original buildins left are the tower, a small
portion of tho east walls of north aisle and hagio-
scope extending between the tower and chancel,
three fifteenth century windows, a couple of
corbels, and a Norman font and stoop. The hagio-
scopes on either side of the old chancel walls havo
been reproduced in the new ones. The internal
dimensions are as follows :—Nave, 45ft. Sin. by
IGft. 9in. ; north aisle, 31ft. Sin. by 16ft. 5in,;
chancel, lilft. lin. by 10ft. 2in. ; vestry, Oft. Gin.
by 8ft. 6in. ; organ or harmonium-chamber,
6ft. 6in. by 4ft. lOin. ; and porch, 8ft. by Sft. Tha
width across nave and aisle is 35ft. 2in., and tho
length from oast to west 67ft. Sin. Local stone,
with dressings of Bath stone, inside, and Forest
of Dean stone, have been u^ed for the walls, which
are plastered internally. The roofs generally ai-e

open-timbered, covered with Bangor slates, and
plastered between the rafters, tlie height of the
ridge of that to nave being 27ft. from floor. Tho
glass generally is cathedral glass, in diamond
lead quarries, but the west window in tho navo
has been filled in with rich stained glass, by
Messrs. Waile.s, of Newcastle-ou-Tyne, in memory
of a former rector of the parish. The floors be-
neath the open seats and in tho vestry are of
wood. Tho nave and aisle pass.ages are laid with
Peake's new teri'o-metallio tiles, which have tho
advantage of being made in several colours and
shapes and of being inexpensive. The chancel
and sacrarium floors aro laid with Godwin's en-
caustic tiles, those in the latter being glazed.
The altar-rail is of teak wood, supported on orna-
mental wrought-iron standards, made by Messrs.
Thomason & Co., of Birmingham, who aXso
supplioi'l the iionwork for doors and the brass in-
ternal fittings. Pitch pine and red deal have
been used for the wood fittings, tho pulpit and
lectern standing on Bath stone bas3s. Some por-
tions of the internal woodwork have been stainod^
and tho whole of it varnished. The uontractors,
Messrs. P. James, of Jlilford, and ;Mr. \V. .Morgan,
of Haverfordwest, have carried out tho works,
under the superintendence of -Mr. E. H. Lingen-
Barkor, of London, Hereford, and Haverfordwest,
who was selected by the committee in the place of
Mr. F. Wchuert, of Milford, who died before tha
works were commenced.

WoRTiUNG.—A new chancel and transept whioli
have been added to the (Roman) Catholic Church
of SS. Mary of the Angels and Symphorian wero
opened on tho 12th inst. at Worthing. A spacious
schoolroom and classroom, sacristy, and bell-
tower 76ft. in height, complete the cluEter of pic-
turesque buildings, which, together with tho
presbytery .and the adjoining Convent of Notre
Dame de Sion, form a substantial pile of red
brick, faced with Portland stone, the architecture
bearing features of the Early French school of the
thirteenth century. Three stained-glass windows
at tho west end of the church represent Our
Lady, S. Peter, and S. Thomas, tho patrons of tho
diocese. .\ stone altar, mounted upon short
columns of red marble, has been placed in tho
tr.tnsept, which, separated from the choir by two
pillared arches, will henceforth bear the name of

the Chapel of the Sacred Heart. Mr. H. Glutton
is the .architect, and Mr. R. C. Blake, of Worthing,
the builder.

BUILDINGS.

Berkeley-street.—No 5, Lower Berkeley

-

street, which has undergone, some little time
since, considerable structural additions, improve
ments, and repairs, has all tho principal reception-
rooms painted and artistically decorated. Tho
drawing-room ceilings are diapered upon a pale
azure blue, with ornamentation on the flat in
gold. The margins aro in pale canary and lilac

;

the walls are panelled in a silver grey with cinna-
mon margins, and two pilasters on each side of
room, in opaque white ground, .are being painted
by hand ; the woodwork is amber vellum, inlaid
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with black and goUl. Tho dinincr-room coilinsr

is in palo vellum, with Geometric treatment in

t^old, the cornice in strong pritueras and gold, the

walls with a deep friozo under cornice ia ludian

red, inlaid with a floral ornamentation in gold

outlined in black. "Wall space beneath in a p.ilo

apple green, and woodwork in Indian red. tho

moulding treated in silver grey. Tho hall ceiling

an white ground, inlaid in silver grey and gold,

with cornice in murrey colour, gold, and silver-

grey ; tho walls a neutral grey, down to Cbinn

xail ; beneath tbis, tiled oat in doop vellum, the

woodwork a deep p'umbago colour, inlaid with

black. The whole of the decorative works were
executed by Messrs. Phillips, of Baker-streot.

Portman-square.

Edinbuugh.—A now Oddfellows' Hall was
opened in Edinburgh on Friday last. Tho frontage

partakes somewhat of the Italian style of archi-

tecture, freely treated. On the street floor is a

large hall, capable of accommodating about 800
persons. Tho lesser hall is situated on the first

floor, and is seated for 300 persons. There aro also

A number of retiring and committee rooms. Tho
cost of tho buildinj^ is about £r),000.

Manciiesteu.—A new building has been
orected in Manchester, for tho Manchester and
Salford Savings l^ank. Tho architect (Mr. E.
Salomons) has adopted tho Modern Rnnaiasance
as the character of tho building. Tho facade in

Booth-streot is in tho Neo-Grecque stylo. The
walls of the vestibule are lined with vitrified

marble of a decided tone and colour, while tho
•ceiling is of pitch-pino. The floor of the banking
room consists of marble and cemont, and the
room is lighted by a dome 2-t*'t. square supported
by polished granite pillars, with marble caps and
hasos. The building has been erected by Messrs.

R. Xeill and Sons.

Schools.

NoRTHAMPTox,—The foundation stones of two
new Board t-ehools were laid in Northampton on
Thursday week. Tho plans selectoil for the
schools were those of Messrs. Cland and Cossins,

Birmingham, for the Yernon-ctreet schools, and
those of Mr. Walker, London, for tho Sprincr-lnno

schools; the contractors being Mr. John "Watkin

^£3.417) for the former, and Mr. Redgrave
(£4.-J3H) for tho latter. The style of both schools
is Gothic. The Vernon-stroet schools, according
to the design, are built in red brick, with Bath
Btone dressings. The infants' school is 5:^ft. by
24, with class room, 24ft. by 19. and lavatory,

24ft. by 14. The girls' school is 4Sft. by 20, with
two classrooms, one 20ft. bv 17, and the other
2)ft. by 14. and lavatory, 20ft. by 12 : the boys'
school is 48ft. hv 20, al.so with two classrooms,
20ft. by ir..and a"lavotory,20ft. by 12. The Spring-
]ane schools are built with red pressed bricks,

with black brick strings, and Bath-s'ono dress-

ings. Tho infanta' school in OOft. by 3(i, the boys'
school, Ooft. by 2it, and tho girls' school is tho
same sizn. and also has a couple of large class-

rooms. The infants' school forms tho centre of tho
block, and the boys' and girls' schools tho side

wings.
^^

CHIPS.
Mr. George Smith has again left for the scene of

his Assyrian exploi-ations. It is probable thnt thi.s

time he may bring back some of the many artistic

monumenl.s that are still plentiful in the mounds.
Large as the series of them in the Bri:isli Museum
i?, it wants complementing in some important par-
ticulars, especially in the matter of architectural
ornament and decoration, upon which a great deal
turns when the question of Assyrian influence on
Greek art is raised.

On Wednesday week a new Congregational
chapel was opened at Ramsgate. It; has been
erected from designs by Messrs. Hinds and Son,
architects, of that town.
As a proof of the vitality of the Church it „

fltaled that at the beginning of the centuiy the
erection of new churches proceeded at the rate of
3 per year. Thirty years afterwards the number
increased to 40 ; and it is now going forward at the
rate of about 120. About t*(JOo,(lUO a year are now
being spent on new churches, and £tfO0,OUO in the
enlarging of existing churches. Adding to these
sums the amount spent on the restoration of cathe-
drals and the adornment of other churches, the
total expenditure would reach probably to two
millions jtcr annum.
A new Methodist Free Church has recently been

opened in the Vauxhall Bridge-road. The building; is

is a neat, plain structure, seating Ahi) persons. The
cost of the building will be about £1,>DU. Mr.
Ranger, of Kinsbury-pavemeut, is the architect ; and
MesM-8. Richardauu, of London-wall, the cou-
ractors.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests
that all communications should be drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there are many clairaints upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]
To Oua Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our

readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or inpro;:;ress in the provinces.

All letters should be aidressed to the EDITOR, 31
TAVISTOCK-STREKT. COVENT-GARf^EX, W.C.
Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to

J. PAssMoiiE Edwards.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for advertisements ia fid. per line, of ei^ht

words (the flrst line counting as two). No advertisement
inserted for less than h:df-a-crowti. Special terms for

series of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.
Front Page Advertisements 9<1, per line.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
oflQce not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
(Payable in advance.)

Nineteen shillings per annum (post free) to any
part of the United Kingdom. To the United States
£1. fis. (or G^dols. riohlt. To Franco or ndgiuni, £\. Gs.

(or 32 francs). To India (via Southampton), tl. 14s. l(td.

To any of the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, the
Capo, the West Indies, Canada, Nova Scotia, ur Natal,
£1. 6s-

N.B.—American and Belgian subscribers nre requested
to remit tlieir subscriptions by International r.0.0.. and
to advise the publisher of the date and amount of their

remittance. Back numbers can only bo sent at the rate

of 7d. each, the postage charged being :id, per copy. AH
foreign subscriptions un:iccompanied liyan additional re-

mittance to cover the extra cost of forwarding back num
bera are commenced from the next number published
after the receipt of the subscription.
Cases for binding the half-yearly volumes. 3i. each.
Subscribers receiving their copies direct from the

office are requested to observe that the last number of
the term for which their Subscription is paid, will be
forwarded to them in a coloured wnippcr, as au intiraa-

ion that a fresh remittance is necessary, if it be desired
to continue the Subscription.

RecfIVkd.—C. a. M.-J. F..-E. M. B.-Fred.—W. "W.—
W. L. P.-J. T. S.—J. P. S.—E. M.—W. aid Co.—
R. W. E—Not Content.-K. P. S.-Crus.—G. E. N.—
W. and J.

W. W. Thomas.—Respectfully declined.

J- Parkkr.—Too late. Next week.
T. E. W.—Unsuitable for publication, or at, all events in

our pages. Try elsewhere, and perhaps j ou may
succeed.

J. Hall.— ^ee " Intercommunication " this week.
J. L. Bkvce.—Youra on "Cleaning Stonework" n?xt
week.

F.— More suitable for the EngU.<h Mechanic.

W. 11. Thomas.- Received and returned.
E. J — Ye-i. Early next year.

Skrtchkr.—Yes. Iraitntioti is the best form of flattery.

Tilings that cannot walk mu-t crawl.

SAT,M.\Tirs.— Rather fustv, HTid theref-jre inadmissible.
R. E. T.—The dr:twing did not come lo hand.

C^orrcspondciue.
*

COXGREGATIOXAL rnURCHES.
iTo the Editor 0/ the EVILDIXO NEWS.)

Sir,—Jlay I venture to sucrgost, in tba
table on p. 5(J2, tho reading of Liuhj Chnprl for

Jhaptor House, Ely; tbo latter bas loug bfen
clean swept away. Cambridtje should bo added
after King's and Trinity Collctjo Chapels. Tho
Cathedral of Oxford has aisles to nave and choir,

and bad western aislos throughout tho transept.

At a later date a sacristy or slypo was cut ofY tho

south wing—an eastern chapel elongated ; whilst

on tho east of the north wiug, two large chapels
wore built co-extonsivo with the choir aisle. Be-
tween the outer one, dedicated to S. Mary, and
tho inner chapel, stands, tho Watching Loft of tho
shriue, which occupied tho spaco behind the high
altar. A )ow altar was placed under Iho east

window.—I am, Sir, itc.

Mackenzie E C. Walcott.

CLASSIFIED SKETCHES.
Sru,—With reference to ono or two letters that

have appeared on this subject from correspond-
ents more or less agreeing with my i>roposal, I

dosiro to say a few words.
Roforriog to the lettor from " F. C. D.," I must

at once decline to be made rosponsiblo for any
idea of furthering the '• tit-bit " s-liool, and I

regret that your correspondent who seconded my
proposal should have mado use of the unfortunate
expression which has given to my suggestion a
complexion that I did not intend it to have, and
which has drawn from *' F. C. D." the caustic re-

marks which aro contained in his lettor.

I entirely agreo with tbis gentleman's state-
ment that '* the power most necossarv to the
making of a good architect is concentration in its

highest form.'' But I fail to see thit, because an
architect should endeavour to reach this power of

"concentration," he should deny himself tho op-
portunity of iucreasing, by every possible moans,
his knowledge of what other men have don©
beforo him. " Concentration " in its highest form
is not narrowness cf mind ; it reaches its highest
development in tho mind of the man who knows
most.

I conceive that there are two distinct classes of

men who wouM use such a collection as that pro-
posed by me. First.—Tho bona-Iide student, or
artist, who is suroly none the worso for having
as many correctly drawn examples of old di^tiil iu

his library (by whomsoever contributed) as he may
be able to collect, whether for purposes of study,
comparison, or use iu desii^n. Your correspondent
'• F. C. D." knows well that there are two distinct

ways of using old examples : one way, that of

closely examining tho letter, in order to under-
stand tho spirit, well known to tho artist ; and tho
other too well known among tho disciples of the
"tit-bit" school.

The second class of men who would use such a
book is too well known to need description

; but I

would ask whether the existence of such a class

of men should deprive the architectural world of

a3 many faithfully-drawn examples of old work
as can be got together, merely because this make-
believe class of architects (who soon betray them-
selves) will make unworthy use of such a
collection ?

And as to this latter class of men " copying *

bit by bit, from a book, wo all know that those

architects who are either too lazy or too ignorant

to design their work n-ill find such books to copy
from ; and even at the worst, there will perhaps
bo better policy in supplying thom with correct

drawings of old work, so that the work produced
by them may. in consequence, be of a compara-
tively better order.

It seems to me that "F. C. D.*s" remarks strike

;it tho root of all published books of detail; and if

followed out in their integrity, make an end of

architectural libraries for ever.

Of course, with ovory sketch or drawing con-

tributed would be given such information, both

by written particulars and by small general views,

as would enable tho student at once to see the

direct reference of the part to the whole. With-
out this, the book would bear much the same re-

semblance to a genuinely useful work that a book
of alphabets or idioms would havo to an edition

of Shakespeare.

I entirely agree with "F. C. D. 's" remarks ia

the abstract, but I am unable to see their precise

bearing upon the scheme proposed.—I am. Sir,

itc, Edward F. C. Claiike.

Sin.—I fear tho above subject has escaped the
observation of many of your readers. Where are

Messrs. Wilberfoss, Stevenson, Watson. Peaker,
Jaques, Adams, Cox, Smith, Littlewood,Langbam,
Grant, Malcolm, A'c.—gentlemen who contributed

to your Sketch-book ? Surely they will all enter the

arena. '* F. C. D."' has already kindly offered his

drawings, and I hope to see many others following

his example.
And if my mite of a hundred sketches could

be of any service I shall be happy to forward
it.—I am, Sir, Ac.

II. A. Gribble.

Sir.—I am glad to see the subject of classified

sketches onco more a matter of correspondence in

your pages. The '' Building News Sketch-Book,"
taken as a whole, was a decided success, and
there is no reason why a " Building News Dic-
tionary of Architecture" should not be equally
so, notwithstanding the extensive proportions of

the proposal. There ia a suggestion which I

would make, and it is that the book should take
tho form of a practical one, almost to tbo entire

exclusion of mere archa;o!ogical subjects ; that it

should he, in fact, a book of suggestive '• tit-bits'*

under the several headings of a dictionary ; in-

deed, a ' Text-book of Suggestions for Design,"
mado a3 concise as possible. I think, also, that

it should not only consist of contributors' own
sketches, but that illustrations from rare and
valuable books should bo reproduced, especially

from the works of Viollet-le-Dnc, and other
similar foreign sources ; by this means the pro-
posed dictionary would be of the most complete
character, and rendered a standard work for

every library. I have done a similar thing for

some time, in my own small way. by making a
point of collecting subjects which havo appeared
to mo to be suggestive, from all sources, .so that
my copy of *' Parker's Glossary " (1S50) is full of

tracings and sketches under its various headings.
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No doubt this has been dono by many others, auH

why should it not be done on an improved method

and enlarged scalo in tho pages of the Building

Kews ? Feeling every conlidonce in the scheme,

find trusting to see it in working order by the

be'^inning of tho Now Year's volumo, I am,

Sir, &C.J An Intending Contributok.

THE ACCIDENT TO CHIMNEY,
NORTHFLEET.

Sib,—I will, by your loave, again endoavour to

•convey my true meaning of my objections to tho

method used in erecting tho above chimney, and

had hoped my former letters bad clearly explained

my views thereon, until reading in your last issue

Jlr. Cubitt's remarks, replying to mine. In tho

first place, I respectfully submit that Mr.Cubitt is

not conclusive in his showing that the cement did

not swell, from the "throo facts " he adduces;

'*lst. The cohesion of the brickwork in cement

Mtev a fall of 200ft.. by not separating." This, I

beg to submit, does not provo the cement did not

expand in setting. The second was, "that a

sample was niado up many weeks ago as a tost,

and still remains without a lino or crack about

it." There is not anything conclusive in this that

it did not swell in setting; and the third was,
" that a largo mill- floor was laid at the same time

with the same cement, and that to this day there

is not a flaw or a hollow place to be found in it."

To tbis I reply precisely the same as above. To
ifche first, I reply that tho bricks, though found as

stated, they may have done the evil I complain of

to the adjoining brickwork sot in mortar. To tho

second. I again state, by allowing the cement to

be of the best description, I should not expect a

iine or crack to be found ; but being built of

cement, and not cement and mortar work adjoin-

ing, does not answer my queries. In reply to

third, the floor being bounded by walls, probably,

I should expect to find as stated ; but will Mr.

Cubitt undertake to say that a piece of floor, of

precisely the samo description, say 20ft. square,

laid perfectly clear and free to expand, will bo

of the same precise gauge, by rod, when j ust com-
pleted, as it will be a fortnight after, and apply

the test similarly to " second fact " in all dimen-
sions, giving freedom for expansion ? Mr. Cubitt's

letter indicates that if there is sound cohesion in

the cement and bricks, it answers tho question

^'that there is no expansion." This may be right

in professional theory, but an error practically.

Mr. Cubitt's further statement that the " cement
'grouting was not poured in amongst tho mortar,

but into two courses of bricks laid dry,'' as my
objection is to the cement in any form in conjunc-

tioQ with the mortar, in this instance I beg to say

it could not have been used in a worse form than
stated ; for hod it been mixed with the mortar, to

fiome extent its oftect would have been neutral-

ised. In conclusion, to provo tbo principle I have
respectfully suggestad, and which, in my calcula-

tion, has contributed to tho accident, I suggest

that a piece of brickwork, say of 3ft. dimensions on

every side, solid, he built in mortar only 4|in. in

thickness from tho four vertical faces; at tho

same time lay tho interior courses dry, and so as

the liquid cement grouting will get to the beds as

well as the vertical joints; and to give the ex-

periment a fair test, say the work shall stand a

fortnight before grouting in tho fresh Portland
cement. Should tho mortar bond be disturbed, I

then say my premisses are opposed to those of Mr.
Cubitt; and have still to add that to elicit the
truth is my sole object, not personally, but for all

our future guidance. From tho many contribu-
tions already given on this important subject by
others, I wish to bear my testimony to the satis-

Caction enjoyed,— I am, Sir, (Src,

C. Tate.
Nottingham, Nov. 25, 1873.

Sin,

—

Apropos of the above, tho following par
ticulars of a remarkable chimney-shaft, at the
works of Messrs. Dobson and Barlow, Bolton,
Lancashire, may not be uuinteresting to your
readers. I g ive them on the authority of a local

uewspaper of the year in which the shaft was
erected :

—" Height, 3G7ft. Hin. ; diameter at base,

42ft. Gin. ; diameter at top, Oft. lOin. ; total weight
of structure, 4.000 tons (of which 120 are stone)

;

weight of first string-course, 9 tons ; number of

bricks used in chimney, 000,000 ; thickness of

wall at base, 4ft. 2in. ; thickness of wall at top,

lOin : first stone laid June 6th, 1842, completed
in If) weeks."

It will then be seen that, compared with the
list of shafts given in tho Building News of

Nov. 14, this shaft would occupy the first place

in point of area of base, and the third place in

point of height, while for rapidity of diminution
(lOjin. in 10ft.) it would again occupy the extreme
end of the scale.

In Mr. J. Parker's letter (Bcilding News,
Nov. 14) that gentleman expressed himself un-
aware of any Lancashire shnft of equal height
with Messrs. Oostlincr's, which had been erected
within 12 months, Tho instance I adduce will

probably supplement his information on this

point.—I am, Sir, &c.

AiDE-Toi.

Sir,—Through the illegibility of my writing
to those unaccustomed to soo it, a few important
mistakes crept into my letter of the 10th instant,

which I am sure you will allow me to correct.

At page 581, in the first column, line 34 from the
top, for "pressure" read " pressures ;" line 36
from top, for *' causes" read "courses;" line 37
from top, for "position" read ' positions ;" line

45 from top, for " moment " read " moments ;"

line 37 from bottom, for " quantifies " read
"gravities;" in the second column, line 4 from
top, for "ascertaining " road " stating ;" and line

8 from top, for "surface " read "orifice."

With your permission. I will take the oppor-
tunity of noticing a portion of Mr. Cubitt's letter,

which appeared last week in the Building News,
and in which he endeavours to prove that the

cap could not have split unless the shaft beneath
it gave way. This assertion is more than ever
jeopardised by his fortunately giving publicity

to the constituents of the cementing material
used at the critical part of tho work. This ap-
pears actually to have been cement mixed with a
very small quantity of mortar, but quite enough,
in my opinion, to practically "underclay" it,

rendering the mixture liable to "swell and blow."

Another important feature in Mr. Cubitt's letter

is, that although he relies upon the testimony of

the witness Field to show that the cap fJid not

split before the shaft had given way below it, he
omits to demonstrate why a portion of the cap
might not in the first instance have broken off

from its backing, and fallen on the side of the
chimney opposite to that whore Field stood.

The doctrine of the tea-saucer, as enunciated in

the letter in question, is not conformable to truth.

When an unbroken and uncracked tea-saucer is

placed upon a table, every atom not in contact
with it tends to fall towards the table, through
the action of shearing forces, transverse strains,

and tensile forces, operating to split asunder con-
tiguous vertical lamina between the centre and
circumference. All these forces help to create a
lateral thrust tending to flatten the saucer, the
thrust being counteracted by the force of cohesion
of the particles, acting principally in the direc-

tion of the circumference. The overhanging por-
tion of a saucer is no more quiescent than a well-

turned arch, which is ever exerting a thrust
unseen.

A very little will prove the fallacy of the reason-

ing that because the overhanging part of the
Northfleet cap weighed a good deal less than that

part which did not overhang, it could not exert a

lateral thrust. For supposing thiit to the centre

of the face of a stone wall 20ft. higlo, 5ft. thick,

and 20ft. in length, a fir timber 14ft. long and din.

square is finnly tailed or pinnedin so as to allow

12ft. to project, this timber may be said to be

amply counterbalanced so far as concerns the

likelihood of the beam overtui-ning the wall. The
effect, however, of the weight of the beam would
be to cause tho fibres above the neutral surfaco to

assume a state of tension, and those below it

a state of compression, giving the beam a tendency
to turn round the neutral axis in its surface

section flush with the face of the wall. Now this

tendency to rotate must obviously ba accompanied
by a lateral thrust outwards at the top of tho beam
and inwards at the bottom ; and, in fact, if it

were loaded until it broke, very likely fibres a

few inches in length would be drawn out from
the part pinned to the wall. Tho lateral pressure
would be just tho same in kind if the wall were
brickwork, and a series of gathered out courf^es

substituted for the wooden parallelopipedon.

Similarly, a cornice projecting beyond a wall,

whether straight or circular, exercises a lateral

thrust upon tho wall, depending ia magnitude
upon the weight of the cornice.

It is very easy to pass from this to the con-
sideration of the effect produced by the tons of

brickwork forming the cornice to the Northfleet

chimney. Directly the weight at any part was
great enough to enable a lump to broak away from

the ehaft proper and tho remainder of tho cornice,

it would topple over. It is not likely that when
the cap split the cracks would all radiate towards

tho axis, forming so many distinct compact
lumps, each sufiiciently well counterpoised to

ensure safety. It will be impossible to got at tho

root of tho accident if the mind does not grasp tho

fact that tho cnrnice outside a vertical cylindrical

surfaco, passing through its springing, was con-

tending against the work behind it, striving to

dissever itsolf from what had such totally opposite

inclinations.

In conclusion, I beg to say that reputation is as

valuable toone man as to another ; and iu casting

reflection upon correspondents, whom ho charges

as betraying confusion of mind about such a

simple matter, and as being eager to record their

opinion? without having mastered the most
elementary principles of mechanics, Mr. Cubitt

not only forgets the nobler impulses of his nature,

but exposes himself to being told that from aa
insufiBcient acquaintance with the "mechanics of

construction " he attached a crown to a chimney
the action of which upon the structure generally,

he know nothing at all about,—I am, Sir, &c.

W. J. CiLRISTY.

Jntercommuntcatioit.

QUESTIONS.
[3132.]—The R.I.B.A. and Surveyors' Charges.

—Does the Institute consider that its bye-law ItJ

(Section III.) is infringed if a Fellow or an Associate

receives payment fi>r quantities or fnr a measured ac-

count through the builder ? Has any such case been
brought before the Council ? What is meant by the
somewhat vaguedlctlon, " Anypecunlary consideration

or emolument from any builder," kc. V—A. B. C.

[3133.]—Transit Instrument. — 'Will any corre-

spondent describe how I may construct a simple transit

la.-^trument, accurate to about one second of time ?

—

UnsA Mixon.

[3134.]—Appraisement Stamps.—la it necessary

for a licensed appraiser to stamp a valuation before

delivering it ?— I. B.

[3135.]—Architects' Charges.—I should bo glad
If your readers would give me a reliable answer to the
following query, as I am anxious, If the matter be put
to the test, to be able to make good my claim. A
client consulted me with reference to a house which he
Intende'd to build for himself ; when tho matter had
reached 80 far that the working drawings and speci-

fication were prepared all ready for contract, my
client said he would spend more money and have a
larger house, so that these drawings had to be super-

seded and another set of working drawings were
got out, even a sheet or two of deCuUs, but no com-
plete specitication, when just at this juncture my
client writes that he has decided not to build, having
seen a house in the country which will suit hliu. Now
I can claim, I know, in accordance with the Institute

List of Charges, 2.J per cent., for the first set of draw-
ings, but what can I demand for tho second set ? It is

far from my wish to be exorbitant, but of course I am
anxious to be paid fairly for my trouble, as I acted In

each case from the instructions of my client.—AYoung
Architect.

[3136.]—Oval.—Can any reader kindly Inform me
how to describe a true oval by means of plus and
string?—Enquirer.

[3137.]—Strength of Stoneware Pipes.—Will
any one kindly Inform me what pressure stoneware
pipes, with good Portland cement Joints, are calculated

to bear?—J. S. B. Y.

[3138.]—Breaking Load.—Will " n." try to work
out the fi^tllowing in plain figures, in your columns,

for the breaking load, assuming *ti25 as the coeffi-

cient ;

—

rf, depth of beam.
I. length of beam.
^i, thickness of the vertical part in Inches.

I = 30-75 d ~ 2-1-26 (i> 1-5

\V_
-635

(,, ^3_,^_5j)^3
d t

And the following, assuming «, d, and?, at the same
values as above :—

•

^ 2-05 a d^= —( -J.B.

REPLIES.
[305G.]—" Feeling" in Gothic Architecture.

—

My best thanks are due to tho correspondents of the

Building News for their several replies to my
question about *' Gothic Feeling." I am afraid, how-
ever, that my letter must have Inferred rather more
than I really meant, or that it has been much mis-
understood, especially by your contributor, "P E. fii.'*

I would, therefore, say In reply, that my brother is not
altogether as he has been pictured, and that not on!y
Is he an enthusiastic reader of the BuiLDKi-i Netts
himself, but it was from hearing him talk so much
about it and Us beautiful illustrations that I became a
subscriber myself.—Clluicls.
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[3080.]—differential and Integral Calculus.—
In answer tu * \V. II. A.'.s " reply, I would state

thnt perlmps the one rc;isiin why ni'chitecta are held in

such slight esteem at the present day, from a scientific

point of view, is that they are obliged to trust for their

formula) to tlinsc already prepared by engineers, and
although it is not absolutely necessary that an architect

should pn?sces a linowledge of the differential and
intcgrjil calculus, the possession of that knowledge
would give him a cotitidence in bis calculations, and
would probably lead to the discovery of many errors

In problems of construction which we are apt to pass

over at the present day from an luabllity to detect them.
—R, P. S.

[:il06.] — Wren's Model of S. Paul's Cathe-
dral.—In May, 18i;S. The lUi'stratcd London ycirm

gave a slcetch of the above, there stating it had been
preserved by the Dean and Chapter since lc75.—B. W.
CCMMING.

[3118.] — Margate Sewerage Competition.

—

In reply to your correspondent, the selectt.il eng neers

are :— Clolto and Eeasley, Russ and Minns, Whittaker
and Penctt. D Eacchus, C, Rawson, G. \V. Goodison,

Briery and Holt, E. Appleton, and Lewis Angell.— C.

Ellice Clark, C.E., Surveyors OlBce, Town Hall.

[S1'20.]—Cast-iron Beam.—Rule :—Multiply the
area of the bottom fliuige in square iuclies by the
total depth of the beam in iuches, and tliao sum by
the constant coefficient for ca;;t iron (2.5) ; then divide

the sum by the length between the supports in inches.

The result will be tons— the breaking weight applied

in the centre. Example worked out:

—

IS inches, width of bottom flange.

2 iuches, thickness of bottom flange.

;i2 inches, total depth of beam.

80
120

1280
16 add for the i

Xcbuchadnezzar with hind hoofs and fore claws, mer-
men and mermaids, birds with human hands, heads,
and head-dresses ; a double bird with one human head,
a knight In a boat drawn by a swan, two Centaurs with
bow and arrow, tishes and doves, a man playing pipe

and tabor, another putting the stone, &ic., kc. Every-
body may not know the origin of the name miserere

or misericorde. In very early times the clergy always
stood duringscrvice.but in the eleventh century sitting

came partly into use, and afterwards the seat was made
to move upon pivots, and thus be turned up when oc-

casion required, offering a smaller and higher scat, a
sort of compromise in fact, by which the old monks
were enabled to rest, during a long service, without
actually abandoning the standing position. Hence the

name miserere, signifj-ing an indulgence. Perhaps
someone else will liindly tell " M. A. B." of other car-

vings.—HAniiY Hems, Exeter.

1296
2J constant coefficient for cast iron.

6480
259C

STAINED GLASS.
Jersey.—Mr. de Carteret Blssnn has just presented

a three-light window to the parish church of Grouville,

Jersey. The subject illustrates the legend of S.Martin
of Tours. The first light shews the Saint in the Act of

dividing his cloak with a beggar ; in the second. Christ

is appearing to the former, blessing lum for his deed
of charity ; while the third depicts the Saint, his

bassinet exchanged for a mitre, and his sword for a
pastoral staff, being attended at meat by the Empress
Helena, his friend and humble follower. The tracery

is filled with mouograms of S. Martin, with emblems of

charity, and with angels of the choir. The base of the

main light is occupied by delineations of the family
arms of the donor, and of those of the once-great
feudal family of Dumaresq du Morin. This window
has been designed by, and constructed under the
personal supervision of, the author of the " Ai'morial

of Jersey."

260)32400(00 tons, the breaking weight applied in

3240 the centre. The safe load in

centre would be i ; distributed
safe load, ^.

I should explain that the length between the supports
was 30ft., or 360 iuches—the divisor.— J. B.

[3126.]—Indian Ink.—" L." appears to have an
inferl<u- piece of Indian ink in use ; he may, however,
find the suggestion of " F. C. D.." in no 3107 of last
week's issue, a remedy. To prevent edge-chips coming
off, wipe the piece after u=ingeach time. A good ink
will not run when colour is applied. Cabinet saucers
are frequently used, perhaps generally.

—

Suffolk.

[312G.J—Indian Ink is best rubbed up in a circle
till it is black (the best way to tell it, is to run it up
tl'e side of the saucer, then let it run back again into
the pool ; if a black tint is left on the edge it is dark
enough) for inking-in drawings, and will dry out still

blacker. Round sticks are the best to hold, and never
chip if used pp^perly. I should think by the questions
•' L." has asked that he has a bad stick of ink. Indian
Ink can generally be told by the smell it gives forth
whilst rubblng-up. Bad Indian ink has an earthy
smell, whereas the best always gives forth a scent re-
sembling musk more than anything else. The saucers
" L." mentions are a very good shape.—J. B.

[312G.]-Indian Ink.—" L." should first provide
himself with pood Indian ink. 2nd. Always wipe the
wet end of the Indian ink-stick after using it. 3rd.
Trust the mixing to the rubbln^of the ink-stick, vi ait a
minute or sn till the tediment settles, and then pour it

out into|another saucer. 4th. Never use ink which has
been rubbed up more than three hours without again
adopting the latter precHUtlon in suggestion 3 . These
precautions with good ink may be in e.vccss.but they
arc always useful to bear in mind.—R. P. S.

[3127.] —Miserere Carvings. —*• M. A. B." is

rather bold in a>kingsome one to give a comprehensive
and accurate list of all the miserere carvings knowu to
exist in this country. Besides those remaining la our
cathedrals and Minster Churches. I have met with them
In many an out-of-the-way church I had never expected
to find them in ; indeed, wherever ancient stalls are
left there we find mlscrerc seats (I believe those in
Henry the Seventh'sChapcl at We-stmlnster are generallv
supposed to be the oldest), although I think I have
the authority of Sir G. Gilbert Sc^.tt for giving those
of Kxeter the priority. Of these there were originally
fi2 ; tw.., however, are missing ; they all belong stiictly
to the Early English period, and some of the foliage is

very beautiful. They were carved in Bishop Breure's
time (1224—1244). and as It is known positively that
the bishop spent some years la the East, It is very pos-
sible Ihnt to this fact wc may attribute the Introduc-
tion of tropical animals, and ospechilly the elephant,
into the carved w^rk. These misereres are all exceed-
ingly Interesting and not a little curious. The elephant
is In nil probability the earliest carving of one In the
country, and a combat between a helmed knight and
a huge beast la mopt spirited. Amongst the collcctton
are grotesque monsters and nondescripts, a saddled

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

EDiNBUitGiL-On Saturdaywcek a memorial fountain
was erected at the souih end of George Fourth Bridge,

Edinburgh, and near the entrance of Old Greyfriars'

Churchyard, to commemorate the fidelity of a terrier

named " Greyfrinrs Bobby." The fountain is of Peter-
head granite, stands 7ft. high, and is surmounted by
a figure of Bobby in bronze. In IS.jS this faithful dog
followed the remains of his master to Greyfriars
Churchyard, and lingered near the spot until his death
in 1S72. The fountain has been erected at the expense
of Lady Burdett-Coutts.

IiOT.\L SARCOPUAGrs FOR THE LaTE EMPEROn
Napoleox.—Messrs. Maedonald, Field and Co., granite

sculptors, Aberdeen, have just completed, to the order
of the Queen, a sarcophagus for the remains of the
late Napoleon III. The work was forwarded on
Thursday week from Aberdeen to Chiskhurst by rail.

The stone used is red Peterhead granite, and the
design of the memorial is exactly liUe that made for

the Duchess of Kent. The sarcophagus itself weighs
2 tons 16 cwt. ; the lid, 2 tons 5 cwt. ; and two resting
stones, 1 ton 9 cwt.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY MATTERS.
Glasgow Improvement Trust.—The following is

abridged from a leader iu the Eveniinj Citizen:—At a

meeting held on Friday, the 21st day of Nuvember,
the Convener, by a series of carefully arranged sta-

tistics, demonstrated that the operations of the Tiust
had produced a sensible effect on the health of the
city. For the purpose of comparison, he took the
BIythswood registration district, which has a popula-
tion of 35,133, or about a fourteenth part of the entire

city. In this district, which is not over populated, and
where the dwellings have been built with some regard
to sanitary conditions, the death-rate in 1S72 was 19
per 1,000. In the six principal divisions of Glasgow
subjected to the operations of the Trust, with a popu-
lation of 01,829, there were in the same year 1,630
"unnatural deaths," presumably deaths from pre-

ventible causes. " If these districts." said the con-
vener," weri' as healthy, and the population as atten-

tive to sanitary laws, as iu the BIythswood district, the
unnatural deaths would have been only 1S4 ; so that
there was an excess of lives lost in one district of the
city as compared with another of 1,4.")0 lives in one
year." In these divisions the average density of

population was 424 to the acre, while the general
average of the city was 95 ; aclreumstance which fully

Confirms the accepted theory, that the more closely

people are packed the more subject they become to

disease. Another example of the value of the Tru:^t's

operations may betaken from another district, one of

3i acres, with a population of about 1.000 to tlie acre,

From this, before the Trust began work in 1871. no
fewer than 330 cases of fever and small-pos, or 1 to
every 10 persons, were treated in the City Hospital at
the expense of the Sanitary Committee. Next year,
when the works had been partly completed, the cases
were reduced tu o9. This might be accounted
for, perhaps, by a subsiding of the epidemic in the
usual way ; but there is no doubt that the lettlng-ln of

air and light, which was the consequence of the works
of the tru^t, must have had its effect. It has been a
commonly received idea that the extensive demolitions
undertaken in the course of the improvements had Iti-

conveuieuced the poorer classes by forcing them to
remove without providing them with dwellings else-

where. The Convener showed that, since the Trust

began business in 18(56, down to July,lS73. the houses
sauctioned to be built by the Dean of Guild Court
within the muiiieipal boundaries alone were 11,517,

affording accommodation to something like 100.000
persons. It appears, therefore, that houses have been
built more rapidly than they have been taken down,
and so no hardship can have arisen. It may be
mentioned that the Trust early in its history built two
large lodging-houses— one for men, and one for
women—and that these have been largely taken ad-
vantage of by the class for which they were designed.

It was stated at the meeting that the population mean-
while displaced by the Trust numbers about 10,000, of
course the number increasing as the work progresses;
that on the property sold by the Trust to the North
British and Midland Hallway about other 10,000 would
be dispUced, and Ihnt the total number of houses
demolis^hod since the operations were commenced was
2,670, involving a groj^s loss of rental of ^;i6,469. The
clearances made by the* Union Railway in districts

similarlj' circumstanced with those undertaken by the
TrusL, and occasioning the removing of about other
lO.dO^ persons, mu.^t have also greatly tended towards
the sanitary improvement of the city.

OPPOSITIOX to TUE TWICKENHA^t Dn.UNAGE
Scheme, —A memorial, signed by about 500 rate-

payers of Twirkenhara, against the scheme of drainage
adopted by the Local Board of Health for Twicken-
ham, hns just been forwarded to the President of the
Local Government Board. It sets forth *' that the
scheme adopted by the Local Board of Health of the
said parish of Twickenham is at variance with the
views and opinions of the majority of the inhabitants,

who would gladly hail an injunction to prevent its being'

carried out until such time as the Government may
devise a more efiiclent aud less expensive system for

this aud neighbouring towns and parishes on the

river-shed of the Thames; that the outfall is below the

natural level of the drainage of the county, and
depends upon the process of pumping; that a
separation of the rainfall from the sewers renders

the inhabitants more liable to infection than if the
rainfall were allowcil thoroughly to flush the drains

from the houses ; that the householders have to

supply other water for this purpose, rendering it

doubtful whether it can with propriety he so applied

by every individual householder—the tanks of rain-

water, proiwscd to be supplied according to Mr.
Ramsay's plan, being only applicable to the street

sewers, though the Local Board have never sought
any other plans than those proposed by that gentle-

man." Among the signatures are those of a
number of influential inhabitants, and several

members of the Local Board.

Richmond.—A full vestry of the inhabitants of the

parish of Hauworth have protested unanimously
against the scheme for tlie disposal of the sewage of

Richmond by placing it upon land in the parish of

Ilanworth. They intend to resist the proposition by
every means in their power.

Sewage Filtration' AT EiLSTOX.—Some time ago
the Bilston Town&hip Commissioners were threatened

with an injunction f<u' allowing their surface drainage

to flow into the River Tame. Thrown on to their own
resources, an original scheme of filtration was matured

by their town surveyor, Mr. ^V. R. Taylor, which has

been iu full working operation during the last fort-

night. Tlie polluted gutter-water, commingled with

water-chxet drainage, after being concentrated Into

one course just outside the town, is received into an

oblong walled tank, 70ft. long by' SOft. wide. The

current forces the "scum" that accumulates on the

surface round a bend at tlie bottom of the wall into a

square tank, from which the nnder-flow of water

streams into another subsiding tank, 65ft. by3."'f'.,

from which it escapes into a simitar receptacle, throtuh

ten 12-iuch earthenware pipes, each containing a

canvas " screen," or bag, for the purpose of arresting

the larger particles of animal and vegetable substances

with which the water is Impregnated. From this point

an under-current carries the water to the first filter-

bed, 45ft. by 33fC., which is erected upon the principle

of upward filtration, the water rising through a perfo-

rated wood floor, covered with 9in. of ordinary red

ashes. From here it passes into a subsiding tank

60ft. by 3:!ft., and from thence into the second filter-

bed, worked upon the downward system of filtration^

the water sinking through a similar depth of ashes.

After running through another subsiding tank 30ft,

by 18ft., it passes over a weir, where 33ft. revolving

wheels, worked by the flow of water, spread it over

another 9-inch percolating bed of ashes. From this

place it flows, first into the Bilston Brook, then into

the River Tame, and ultimately contributes to the

Birmingham water supply. After undergoing this

process, filthy and stinking water issues at the outfall

sparkling, apparently pure, and tasteless, not even

tainted by noxious gases, which are dispelled by the

acitatory movement of the wheels. All the construc-

tions together do not occupy over half an acre of

ground, "and the expense has not exceeded £800;
while the accumulated substances permeating the

water, becoming quickly hardened into solid masses,

much re.'^embling turf, are disposed of for agricultural

purposes.
_ ^

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.

ALTIUXCn.^M PEnMANEST BENEFIT EriLDINCI

Society.—The seventh annual meeting of this Society

was held in S. Crfiorge's Scliool, Altrincham, on Monday
week. The report showed a continued Improvement In

the Society's position, 211^ additional shares, an In-
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crease of subscriptions to the extent of £1,102. 12s. 6-1.,

additional adviinces to the amount of £2,033. Os. 3d.,

and profits to tho extent of £444. 15s. Id., with con-

fiiderablc sums in bonuses.

City.—At the eleventh annual nieetingof the Fourth
City Mutual BuIMins and Investment Society, held on
Wednesday, a dividend vras declared on all investing

shares at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum. By the

directors' report it appears that the deposits have in-

creased during the year £20.486, that the aranunt ad-

vanced durins? the year is £32,666, and that the balance

now standing to the credit of investing members and
depositors is .£173,604.

Wolverhampton Freeholders' Buildixg So-
ciety.— Last week was held the annual mcetin?;, at

the " Swan ** Hotel, of the Wolverhampton Free-

holders' Euil<ilng Society. The report and statement
of accounts showed that the number of shares, which
last year reached 1,003, had this year increased to

1.512. The profits of the last year's working had
been at the rate of ten per ccut.

LEGAL INTELLiaENCE.
A Highway Suvkyou's Appoixtsiknt Disputed.

Heskbtii v. Thk Local Board of atherton.—Tbe
(Question in this case, tried on Wednesday week in the

iJourt of Queen's Bench at AVestmiuster, turned on the

€ffectof the 69th section of the Public Health Act, 1SG8,

and the 6:Jrd section of the Local Government Act, 1858.

Those sections provide that the expense of paving a
new street, such new street not being a highway re-

pairable by the parish. sh:*ll be paid by the uwners in

such proportion as may be settled by the surveyor, and
that the surveyor's apportionment shall he binding if

within three mouths written notice is not given by the

owner that he intends to dispute it, and that any dis-

pute shall be settled by arbitration. The question
raised by this case was whether the surveyor's appoint-
ment was binding merely as to the amount to be paid
by the owner, or was also conclusive as to the street

not being a highway repairable by the parish. The
appellant having been summoned for Lis share of the

apportionment, sought to show that the street in

question was a highway repairable by the paiish. but
the Justices held that as he had not given notice of his

intention to dispute the surveyor's apportionment, that

was binding upon him, not only as to the amount pay-
able by him as his share of the expenses of paving, but
also as to the street not being a higliway repairable

by the parish. The Court, however, thought the
apportionment was conclusive only as lo the amount
payable, and that it did not preclude the appellant

from giving evidence that the street was a highway
repairable by the pnrifh ; and, consequently, thMt the

decision of the Justices was erroneous. Judgment for

the appellant.

when in the fastening position engaged under reversed
staples on the two panels. When a wall is to he faced

with tiles, or slabs, or plates of any ornamental or pro-

tective material, a skeleton mctal-platc is used with
adjustable bars of I— section, and the tiles, slabs, or
plates are arranged between these bars before pourin
in th(! concrete. When any bridging-over work, such
as a floor, roof, or ceiling, is to be made of concrete,

the concrete is strengthened by there being embedded
In it a metallic structure connected to metal plates,

which are embedded in the walls at corners or at any
strong points of the building. Collapsable cores are

used for shaping flues or passages. Each core consists

of a pair of hemi-cylindrlcal plates. Two or more
transverse screws, each with quick right-handed and
left-handed threads, are applied diametrically, so as

when turned to draw in or push out the edges of the

plates, whilst ihe middles of the plates are adjustably

connected to short levers on the screws or on the nuts
thereof. The invention further comprises an improved
concrete-miser, which consists of a barrel of a poly-

gonal form mounted so as to be lurnahle about a hori

zontal axis, and two temporary partition boards are

inserted to form a space for the proper proportion nf

cement, whilst the other materials are placed in the
remaining spaces.

1667. S. DowsixG, Felixstowe, Suffolk, « Crick."—
Dated Sth, 1873.

The said improved brick is composed of sand, beach
shingle, and Portland cement. A strong brick is made
by using for its manufacture about three parts of sand,

three parts of shingle, and one part of cement. The
materials are thoroughly mixed together by a suitable

machine, and sufficient water having been added to

make the mass plastic, the same is well stirred and
afterwards placed in moulds. When the bricks are

hard the parts of the mould are separated and the
bricks are taken out and stacked.

©ur ©fee W'Mt

XEW PATENTED INVEXTIOXS CONNECTED
WITH THE BUILDING TRADES.

1599. J.Ward. Eaitcrsea. Surrey, "Manufacture of
Portland cement,."—Dated 3rd May. lS7;i.

This invention consists in the addition of a certain
quantity of quicklime to the liquid chalk and cluy
when passed from the wash mill into a mixing mill.

The lime in the jirocess of slaking absorbs a large
<iuantity of the water from the liquid chalk and clay,

leaving it sufticieiitly solid to go at once to the drying
stoves, and from thence to be burnt and ground in the
ordinary manner. Running the liquid into backs or
reserv()irs i.s thus avcnded.and a considerable saving of
time and labour Lhoroby effected, wliile the quality of
the cement is improved.

1614. P. Charles, London, " Supplying water to water-
closets."— Dated 5th May, 1873.

Thisinventlon relates to the construction .and appli-
cation of apparatus consisting of a cistcni divided by
partitinns iuto one lurse and two small coujpnrtments
or chambers. From the large or supply chamber there
are twoconduits fitted with spindle valves, and to the
small chambers jire attached two outlet pipes also
fitted with spindle valves. Across the top of the
cistetn is a shaft carrying arms, the extremities of which
are connected to the valves. Water is admitted to tlie

su[iply chamber and one of the smaller compartments
until it reaches a certain height, when the further
supply of water U shut off by a ball valve. ^Vhen the
closet is to be flushed a cord, chain, or lever is pulled,
which operating upon the shaft shuts the inlet valve
and opens the outlet, theieby permitting the proper
quantity to flow to the pan. Simrdtaneously with this
action, water Is admitted to the other small chamber,
and on the cord being released the inlet to this chamber
is shut, and the outlet opened, thus permitting water
to flow to the pan in suitable quantity to flt it for
future use.

1621. J. J. Lis!i, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, " Concrete."

—

Dated 5th May, 1873.
The panels aie suspendc' from cross-heads set on

guide screws, which are imbedded in the concrete of
the walls, and being screwed up through it after each
aycr or increment has set, lift the panels to the higher
position required for the succeei;ing addition of con-
crete. The panels are held apart by struts and ties

fixed by keys, wedges, or otherwise across the wall, the
tie holes being at uniform distances from the tops and
bottoms of the panels, and equally apart horizontally.
The fastener used for connecting adjacent panels is

Oxford ARCiuTECTrRAL and Historical
Society.—The lirst walk of tlie members of this

Society for tbe present Term took place on Satur-
day week. The parly met in tbe Hall of Bra-
senose College, where they were received, by tbe
Principal, who after giving a description of the
probable origin of the name Brasenose, tniced, in

outline, the history of the college, which was
'ouuded in tho first year of Henry the Eighth's
reign, when the grouud and first-floors of tbe
college were built, and about 100 years after tbe
upper story was put on. Tbe foundation of the
new chapel (which was formerly where the com-
mon room now stands) was laid in about tho year
1G56. The chapel was finished in tho year lfi6G

or 1GG7. In .about tho year 1603 the new library

and cloisters under it were built. In 1770 the
principal's residence was removed from above the
iiateway to the High-street, where two houses
were thrown together for that purpose. About
GO or 70 years ago, in Dr. Hodgson's time, other
buildings were added to the college, in a style

which he might term " lath-and-plasterian"—

a

stylo of iirchitecUire very prevalent in tho nine
teonth century. The plate and document belong-
ing to tho college, which wero exhibited on one of

the hall tables, were nest minutely inspected by
the company, whose attention was also drawn by
the principal to the scraps of st lined glass in the
windows. The first evening meeting of the
Society this term was held at the Taylor Building
on Wednesday week. The Rev. J. S. Treacher
having read the minutes of the previous meeting,
several new members were elected. He next
gave a brief account of tho corrospoudenco be-
tween the Society and the Bishop of Oxford with
reference to the preservation of the old church
at Haiford, Berkshire. His lonlship stated in his
letter thut a new church was about to be built

on another site, I'ut tho old fabric would not be
demolished, but would be allowed to remain as a
valuable archseological relic. Tho Rev. Preben-
dary Wilkinson read an exhaustive paper upon
"The origin of the Sorbonne, in the University
of Paris, and its possible connection with tho found-
ation of Merton College. On Wednesday last the
annual meetin-^ of tbe Society was held, when tbe
ofHcera and committee for the ensuing year were
elected. JMr. W. H. Turner, of the Bodleian
Library, read a paper upon '"Curious Extracts
from the Ecclesiastical Court Books of the Diocese
of Oxford." which cannot fail to bo interesting to

the members of the Society. The walk ou Satur-
day was to Pembroke College and Bishop King's
House, in S. Aldate's.

The Niagara River Bridge.—The last span
of the bridge across the Xia-ara river, from ButYaio
to Fort Erie, was recently placed in position.

short cross-bar turning on a pin ou one panel, and I
There are eight piers of solid masonry encased in

an armour of half-inch iron plats, to protect them
from tho ice. The Pratt truss, of iron, extending

over spans of from 197 t) 240 feet, is used. One of

tho two draws on this structure has an opening

of IGO feet, and is said to bo the largest in tho

country. Tho bridge has but one railroad track,

but is leased by four roads—the Grand Trunk,
Great Western, Canada Southern, and New York,
West Shore, and Chicago railways.

Street Paving in tiih Cixr.—The -whole of

Ludgato-hill, from top to bottom, has recently

been paved with wood by direction of the Civic

authorities. It has been laid with blocks of tho

best Mcmel fir timber all made to measure, and
placed edgewise on twoloyers of planks previously

secured. That done, hot tar and gravel wero
run into the interstices of the blocks, and the whole

surface of roadway was afterwards covered with

gravel and arched in the ordinary "ay, so as to

carry off the surface "water in wet weather to

outters on either side. Its durability has yet to

be proved by actual experience, and that is a

great point; bu' one great (^/eszV/e?*^/?/;;; has been
attained, and that is its comparative freedom
from noise and the firm bold it presents to horses'

feet. It seems to bo even more noiseless than
asphalto, in that it is altogether free from the

peculiar and monotonous "click" which asphalto

in its best conditions always gives off to the tread

of hoof.s. The surface is almost as springy as

that of Epsom Downs. What it will be in a hard
frost remains to be seen. The same kind of

wood pavement and another description of that

material are being tried now by the Corporation

of London in various parts of the City, and tho

subject is exciting much interest. Mr. Haywood,
the engineer to the City Commissioners of Sewers,

is also specially engaged in investigating the

comparative merits of asphalte, granite, and
wooden pavements by the light of past experience,

so far as that has gone, and he will shortly pre-

sent a report on the whole subject.

LuDGATE Hill in the Olden Time.—Dr.

Hi7ghson, in his *' Walks throucjh London," de-

scribes tho Ludgato Hill of his day as "a broad
street of stately houses." What would he say of

it now? What would ho think of the iron high-
way overhead, and the passengers darting to and
fro over the heads of the peoplo in the streets

;

of the printers takini^ tho place of the publicans

in the Old Inn Yard ; of tho wooden pavement
underneath ; of the splendid shops and their

costly stocks ; of the rapidity with which *' stately

houses " are removed, and still more stately ones
erected in their stead? "Pull down the nests

and tho rooks will fly away," it was once said.

Tho object of pulling down the Ludgato Hill

nests was not to disperse the rooks, but to widaa
the road. Many of tho displaced occupants, it is

true, have flown away, bat some familiar names
remain. Messrs. Trelear and Sons have quietly

aud quickly erected upon land adjoining their old

premises a warehouse more extensive than their

former one, as if determined not to bo " improved"
off the face of a locality with which their name
has been identified for the third part of a century.

Parlta3ii£ntary Projects for the rosnNG
Session.—In spite of 9 per cent, t^. Andrew's Day
is likely to witness the deposit of a largo number
of railway plans and sections, at the Board of

Trade. There are still many part? of England
very insufliciently supplied with railway accom-
modation. Tramways are only in thoir infancy,

and are certain to develop. Nine per cent, has
put a temporary check upon not a few schemes.
Formerly this high rate of discount would havo
had no effect, for it was easy to evade the standing
order, which requires a deposit of 5 per cent, upon
the estimated cost of a line, by givini^ in a
"LUyd's bond," under which a crossiug-sweepor
might become bon 1 to the Crown for £100,000.
But that expedient has been rendered impossible
by an Act passed a few years ago, and it is now
necessary to make tho deposit in actual sove-
reigns. Usually tho money is foand by one of tho
Credit Companies, who charge 5 per cent, for half

ayear'suse of tho money, but in the prosGut state

of the money market they would probably chargo
a great deal more.

i)E.vTii OF AN Antiquary.—iMr. John GougU
Nichols:, F.S.A., the well-known antiquary, died
in his G7th year at Holmwood, near Dorking, on
tbe I3th inst. Besides editing the Gcnilemnu''s
Muf/azhie for many years, he edited the Coilec
taiipji Topograpliica, and the Toporimpher ana
(ifiiealogist, and in 1S62 commenced tho Ueraln
and GencalogisU vihXch. is still in cours:; of publi-
cation. He was one of tho founders of tho Cam
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den Society, and of tho hunrlred and odd volumes

illustrativo of our national history is^^ued by tliat

society, several sworo edited by him, whilo nearly

all the others contain acliuowledgments from their

respective editors of thoir debts to Mr. Xichola,

whose extensive knowledge vi-as always most

freely placed at the service of others.

SoMERSKT HoFSE IS DANGER.—A lottor in the

Tbncs this week calls attention to a danger that

menaces Somerset House. Heaps of dry planks

and disused timber are piled under tbo arches

which abut on tho roadway. It is contended with

truth that such inflammable matter, stored t'lus

in close proximity to valuable repositories of

records, and accessible to smouldering cigar ends,

fusees. an4 matches, is dangerous. The records

from Doctors Commons have recently been re-

moved to the arches of Somerset House. Except
that tho 6rewood is laid with a view to consume
the documents, it is hard to see its use in the

position it at present occupies.

Institution of Sckveyors.—Tho first ordi-

nary general meeting of this Institution for

Session 1873-74 was held in the Institution's new
hall, II, Great George-street, Westminster, on
Monday evening last, tho President, Mr. Edward
Norton Clifton, in the chair. Several donations

to the library were announced, as was «.l*o tho

gift by the President of two debenture bonds of

£25 each in aid of the building fund. The special

thanks of tho meeting were given to the donors.

The new hall in which the Institution now holds

its meetings is very light and cheerful in appear-

ance, 8nd will seat from 150 to 200 members

—

more than (louble the accommodation off.;red by
the previous m* eting-room on tho first-floor.

The new hall, library, and secretary's oflije. are

all on the ground-tloor. Tho decorative details of

the ball are Classic in style, the walls being re-

lieved at intervals with square pilasters with
Corinthian caps, t!io ceiling being coved and sup-

porting an ornamental lauiorn or skyliglit. Tbo
acoustic properties of the hall are pretty good,

and will bo improved if tho floor (which is of

oak) is covered by matting or kamptulicou, as. wo
believe, is contemplated. A paper on " Agricul-

tural Geology " wjis read by Mr. E. P. Sf[uarey. and
a brief discussion ensued, in which Mr. J. H.
Lloyd, Q.C.. Mr. WooUey. Mr. Peufold, Mr. Clut-

ton, and Mr. Jenkins took part. By consent of

the meeting, the discus&ion was adjourned, to

3Iondj.y, December S.

Disagreements Between District Sur-
veyors.—At the last meeting of the Metropolitan
Board of Works. Mr. F. H. Fowler moved the

adoption of the report of the Building Act Com-
mittee, reporting with reference to fle course
that it is desirable that the Board should adopt in

future in dealing with matters of disagreement
with respec" to the construction of public build-

ings under tho 3()th section of tho Building Act,
in cawos where both parties to tlio disagreement
hold the office of district surveyor, that inasmucli
as the Board is about to introduce into Parliament
a Bill for the amendment of tho Building Act,
tho Committee have not thought it desirable to

recommend at present any alteration iu tlie exist-

ing practice under tho above mentioned section

of tho Act ; and recommending tho Board, to con-
|

sider whether in tbo Bill about to be introduced I

a clause should not be inserted providing for cases 1

of disagreement as to public buildings, when a i

district surveyor is concerned as surveyor of the f

owner; and further recommending the Board to

consider whether it would be desirable to ask the
authority of Parliament to delegate to a Com-
mittee in such cases as ,lho Board may think lit,

ths decision of such disagreements with reference
to public huildiugs as are mentioned iu tho said
30lh section. Tlao report was adopiicd.

Builders' Benevolent Institution.—The 40th
election of pensioners on the funds of this In-
stitution was held yesterday (Thursday) after-

noon at Willis's Rooms, S. James's, the President,
Thos. Robinson, Esq. (Cubitt and Co.) in tho
chair. Including those elected yesterday, there
.are now -it* persons receiving tho benefits of tho
Institution, 2(1 males and 2(> females, the former
receiving £24, and the latter i:20 per annum
Thero were scvou candidates for election on this

cccasion—two men and fivo women, but tbo funds
of the Institution only allowed of tho election of

two—one man and one woman. Tho successful
candidates wore : John Thomas, 1,587 votes, and
Elizabeth Trovothau, ;i,;j20 votes. Messrs. T.
Stirling and M;itthew Hall acted as scrutineers,
votes of thanks to whom, and to tho Chairman,
closed tho proceedings.

CHIPS.

On the recommendation of the Officers and
Clerks' Committee of the Corporation of London,
the Court of Common Council has resolved to give

£5,000 to Mr. Horace Jones, the City Architect, for

his extra professional services in connection with
the several larse works lately completed by the
Corporation. The present salary of the City Ar-
chitect is £2,500 per annum.
The Court of Common Council has resolved that

an additional sura of £5,0'i0 should be appropriated

to the sura of £4,000 already agreed upon to in-

crease the accommodation of the City of London
Lunatic Asvlum at Stone, near Dartford, making
the total cost of the additions £0,000.

It is now estimated that the cost of constructing

a tramway from the Grctt Eastern Railway goods
station at Brick lane to C jlumhia market (so that

the fish trains may he run alongs^ide the market),
will be £20,000. It was originally estimated tkat

the cost would not exceed £12,000. The Markets
Committee of the Corporation are considering the
matter.
The restoration of the nave of the cathedral of

S. Asaph is shortly to be taken in hand.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday.—ROTAL Institute of BairrsH Architects.—

"Oq Chinese and Japiinese Archit.:eture." By W.
Simpson, Esq. 8 p.m.

Society OF Engineers.-" A. Xew Mfithod of
SettiDg-out Slopes of Karthwork." By Mr. C. J.

Light. 7.30 p.m.
>oCiETr uF Arts— (Cantor Lectures)—"On

Spectrum Analysis as Aided by and Aiding the
Ai-ts." Lecture II. By J. Normaa Luckier, ICsq.,

F.R.S 8 p.m.

Tuesday.—Institution of Civil Ksgin'Reos. — Dis-

cussion on Mr. Har.'ourt's paper on " Biaye Bay
Harbour, Alderuey." S p.m.

Wednesdav—Society of Arts.- "On Australiaa Vines
and Wioes." By J. T. Fallon, Esq. 8 p.m.

Churcr, Turret, CiiisiE, St.\ul.e,and Tkll-Tale Clocks,
Son axd wind-Dials, Perpetual Calendars, nn-i Erory
Description of Clock and Watch Work. Stcain-l'owerRnd Iraproveii
Machinery i-H employed io every ittAgc of ttn;ir m,inuf.icturo, thus
sc'curiiiR (icciir.icy in time-kcepinp iind chf^ftpness in prndnction.
Archit^otfi, Hiiilders. CoinmitteeH, jte.. csvn bu supplied with E^ti-
niJittfs und SiHj^-ifii'Jition-. J- W. BENSON, Watch and Clorkmskcr
to the Queen tkud Roy ^il Family, to H.llH. tho Prince of Walos
(by hpccial appointment), and to several Indian Potentates, Foreign
Government^, and Rniln-ay Compmios. St-am Factory and Ciry
Honi^c: Ludfrato-hill ; West-Ead EstabU^hmetlt : 23, Old Bond-
ttrcct. £i! tab limbed 1719.

raclc Mim.
WAGES MOVEMENT.

South Soields.— At a meeting of the master
masons uf South Shields it Ins bcfu <leciiIod to agree
to the terms of the men, namely, that their wages be
not rediK'Cfi during the winter iiionth:^, but to remain
nt :t:is. per week. The masons resumed work on
Monday.

The fnllowins

week :

—

THE TIMBER TRADK.

prices have been obtained during the

Per 1*20 12ft. U x lUn.
£ ». d. -e

s. d.

WvburgSnd yellow hfitteris 11

Suudswall 1st 5: Und ycl. 2lH. 12 5

,. ;n-d ilB. U 15

SIkea 1st & I'ud 2S by 7 11 n

,, white 3 by il

2i by 7

10 l.-i

10 11)

to u

„ hand-sawn yel. S> hy 7

abv 7

11 1(1

a 10

„ ,. white 3 by 7 10

Sandvlk :ird yellow 3 by a 14

4 th „ 3 by 9 12 10 „ 13 ti

„ l^t&2ntl 3 by 9 l.j

Quebec Ut bilgUt pine wide 28

„ lloatfd 12ft. 3 by 11 22 h

„ 2ud bright
jj la

„ „ lloatcd
j^ lli 10

., ,, dry lloatcd ,, IC li

Pitch pine jilanks . , 14 .-.
,. l.'i 10

Nyhamu ;Jrd yellow 3 by 7 12 ., 12 S

« 4tU 3 by 1

1

11 5

Lovlsa 1st yellow 3 In.

•JJl.i.

11

11 5

,, 13

„ „ Ijln. a 10 „ 11 l.l

• n lln. a T) I' .. 10 ^

.. 2nd „ 31n. 12

„ ,, lln. a „ 10 10
Holmsuud :;nl yel. 21 by 7 12 1.5

4tli „ ,, 11 ir.

Gcfle 1st i; -ind „ . 13

„ 3rd jdlow 4 by n

3 by a

3 by" 11

2i bv 7

14 10

14 10

14 .5

13 .'i

,. -ith „ 3 by 11

3 by 9

2 J by 7

13 .'.

13 >

1 2 .1

„ 1st & 2iid white 2J bv 7

3h;7
11 1.-1

11 1.')

„ 3rd •T by 7

2J by 7

10 1.-,

11

. 4tll „ 21by 7 10 10

£ .s. d. £ f. d.

Archangel, 1st yellow, 3 bv 11 Ifi 1.5

„ 2Qd „ 3 by 11 14 6

„ ,. „ 3 by 9 14 .5

3rd „ 3 by U 12 l.'>

Gothenburg „ ,, 2 iiy 7 10 10

„ „ .. 2 bv II 10 .5

4th .. 2 by 7 10

,, wliito ... a .'i

3rd a 10

Mesane, 1st yellow 3 bv 9 14 10

2nd „ 3 by 11 It 6

S. Petersburg 1st white 3 bv a 1 2 6

„ 2nd „ 3 by a 11 10

Hernosaad, 3rd yellow 2ibv 7 12 15

4th „ 2.1 by 7 n 1.5

Stockvikenlst&2ndyel.2iby7 13

„ 3l-d S by 12 13 .5

„ „ „ 3bv.H 13 „ 13 5 O
„ ., 2 by 9 12 1.5

„ 4tb 3 by 9 13

„ 1st i 2nd white. 12 „ 13 0-

3rrt „ . 11

Soderhamnlt&2dyel.3byl0 14 10 o

„ „ 2 by 8 14 10

„ 1st „ 3 bv 7 12 .5

„ 3bv8 12 10

„ 3rd „ 2.iby9 13 10

„ „ „ 3 by 10 13 10 „ 13 15

4th „ 3 by 10 13

„ 2 by 7 13

Tarnea, lst&2ndyel. 4 by'll 13 1.5

„ „ " „ 4 by 10 13 „ 13 ()•

„ „ ,. 4 bv 9 13 10 „ 13 15 (
„ 4 bv 8 12 10 „ 12 15

„ „ „ 4 bv 7 11 1.5 „ 12 ft

„ .. „ boards 9 15 „ 10 10 ft

3rd „ 4-in. 11 5 „ 11 10 ft

., boards 8 15 „ 9 10 ft

WlfstaWarf lt&2dvel.2iby7 10 10

I'cr 120 12U. 3 by 9.

Wall.nce spruce 17 „ 18 ft

Sault au Mouton 1st spruce 19 5 „ 20 10 ft

.. 2nd „ 17

S.John uusnd spruce 3 by 11 19 5 „ 19 15 o

„ „ 3 by 12 18 15 „ 19

,. 3 by 8 1 7 5

„ 3 by 7 17 5

Pugwash spruce 3 by 11 19

„ „ 3 bv 9 18 10

3 by 8 17 5 „ 17 10 ft

3 by 7 17 5

Christiana 1st white 3 by 9 20 10

Per 120 12tt. 25 by 65.

Dram 2nd yellow 10 „ 10 10 ft

„ 3rd ,. a 15 „ 10 ft

,. 2nd white 9 5

,, 3rd „ 9 10 „ 9 15 ft

„ 4tll „ 8 10

Per 216 cubic feet.

Riga lathwoud 9 o „ a 10 ft

S. Petersburg „ 9 „ 10 5 ft

Prepared flooring per square.

£. s. d. £. s. d.

Christiana 1st yellow Ijin. 16 3

2iid ., Ijln. 14 „ 15 »
Frediiclistad „ ., lln. 13 (i

„ white lln. 12

Dram 1st yellow lin. 13

„ ,. „ ii". 3 3 „ 13 a
2iid „ lln. 13

iln. 12 3

Tongned, bended, and grooved,

Fredrickstad 1st & 2d yellow Jin. 8 9

„ iln-
'

9

„ „ white Jul. 8 a

il". 7 9

„ 1st yellow ilii. 9 6

ASHTON & GREE>r,
Slal,;. Iron, and Murlilo Meroh.iiit.s, mil »Ju irry AjeDtt.—RooGuc

^tati's— Il.iiijfor. nUiH, n.'a, orGrcm. Ill'io I'orunniiJ and Wliitlftnci

Abbey Gruon, tho Now " Pertmiu'nf Grt^ua i woifht the ftatno as."

Biiugor, and unifonnitv of cleavn-'c rqunlt.

PricusOD Wharf in iKliidoa.

atbyia S2l-yt'i 20 by 10 H by 10 IsbT9
3r7«. 6.L 332a. 6d. fira n 1. '-''J*. f« ^d.

ItibylO lli by 8 14 by 10 H by « 12 by S

lyiittid. U:t». 1703 IITs. tjd. 67:1.0.1.

VCT m of l.SOO Slater. Marlilo and EnaaYollo.! Slato Chinincjr

I'kcea. Inscription Tf.bkts, Sio. Stoyea. llans.x, and Builders-

Ironnionsrery. A. & G.*s Special Kod Uidp-J Tilo-a. Lar^o Show of

all G.».da at It an.l !.», Bnry-atrw,t. S. .Mary Axe. LomlOD. K.C
lirawinys and Prlw-a upon appHc«fi'in. apcompanyiug triwi* card.

TENDERS.
DfitHASE.—For ni^w Wealoyan Chapel, Spennymoor.

Mr. W. Rmger, architect.

Accepted T<?nders.
Excnrator, Mamii, and lirirkfnt/rr.

Win.stone il.II" ft

Carpeata' a/id Joiner
Barker 1,140 ft

I'ltisttTtr.

Rule 143 ft

llascall 95 ft

Olaziet\ Painter^ and SUtiuer,

Pallister 175

Hl'QHKSDex —Formonument in S. Michael's church-
yai-.l. for the Bight Hon. H. Disraeli. .M.R. Ac, S;c. (io-
cUuling railings, value £30). Mr. Arthur Vernon, archi-
tect.

Brounhton £111
Iteavell 3 16

Saneom 249

London*.—ForaiteratiooB to No. 74, Kejrent-street. and
7 and 9, Air-street adjoioiug, fur Mr. .iVhibom. Sir. K.
Gregg, architect.

Ashby and Sons £5,31.?
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WARWICK CASTLE.

IT is now two years since England was
startled, on the morning of the first

Sunday in December, by the news that War-
wick Castle was in flames. Those who knew
the Castle in its height of pride, and saw it in

its desolation, will never forget the contrast.

In a few hours it was a dismantled, half-

ruined shell. Scarcely, however, a day was

allowed to elapse before the work of restora-

tion and reparation was begun. The beauti-

ful paintings and elegant cabinets which

were removed in two hours whilst the fire

was raging, were only replaced after weeks of

labour, but when replaced, the Castle, with the

exception of the great hall, began to assume

the appearance it had before the tire ; for the

state-rooms suftered but little from the confu-

sion and nothing from the tire itself. The

ruin was greatest in the east wing of the

Castle, where the family resided, and where

the principal domestic offices were placed.

It seems natural that this old fortress, with

its towers, turrets, and dungeons, should be

the home of fiction. There is a romantic

spell about the place which seemed to infect

historians, journalists, and artists alike, and

hence in the published accounts and descrip-

tions of the disaster there was quite as much
fiction as fact. The historical incidents con-

nected with the building were equally garbled,

and were so misrepresented until the reality

was either overlooked or lost, altogether.

Hence we htiard of Warremund, the fabled

founder, and the King-maker in one breath.

Ca;sar's Tower was gravely asserted to be a

Roman work, and the fimous Guy, of legend-

ary fame, to be the founder of the tower known

by his name. A few centnries, more or less,

seemed to make but little difft-rence, and even

now these fictions are repeated by visitors as

they pass along the rocky avenue, and picture,

as Sir Walter Scott has pictured before them,

G-aveston being led through it to his bloody

doom on Blacklow Hill, and the King-maker

riding through with his horde of retainers

displaying the insignia of the " Bear and

Ragged Staft'." Yet this rocky avenue is only

of very recent date. On the height above, the

old Earls mav have dispensed the rude justice

of their times, but the entrance gate and road

were begun and finished by Francis, Earl of

Warwick, within the last hundred years. We
can hardly blame tne sight-seer for thus in-

dulging his fancy, when he is gravely assured

by the lodge-keeper now, as at any time

daring the past three hundred years, that the

misceflaneous collection of armour in the

Porter's lodge belonged to the Saxon Earl

Cruy, though it is well known that the breast-

plates are two shields, one dating from the 15th

century, and the other from the early Stuart

period." The sword is of the time of Henry

VIII., the helmet is a bascinet contemporary

with Poictiers, and the staff an ancient

tilting lance—curious, it is true, but no more
belonging to Guy than the old garrison cook-

ing vessel was Guy's porridge-pot. It is this
'• old wife's " tale that induces the visitor to

accept the story of Caesar's Tower, and pass

bv the wonderful barbican and outworks with-

out a remark, though it forms a practical

lesson in military architecture worthy of the

most attentive study. Indeed, if the whole

of the inhabited portion of the castle had
been burnt down and left as a giant ruin, it

would still have shown the nobility of ma-
sonry, and the perfect adaptation of means to

an end, as illustrating the science of attack

and defence ; for on the outer walls there

remains portctdlis and barbican, machieolated

towers and turrets, the mantelated merlins

and cross-shaped ceilets in every thoughtful

combination on the one hand, and on tlie

other the low tower of a later period, when
cannon were known and militarv architecture

became a thing of the past, and the engineer

succeeded the architect.

The story of the edifice itself is closely

allied with the great struggles which began

in the thirteenth century between the sove-

reigns and the nobles. We have no record to

guide us as to the fortress which existed on

the site of Warwick Castle prior to 12G4,

though we have many records of tlie sums
spent on the edifice and on its garrison. It

appears to have been repaired in the reign of

King John, and was defended in the troublous

times preceding the death of that monarch
for 25.'j days by soldiers who were paid at the

rate of two pence per day. In 12G4, the

forty-eighth year of Henry III., the Castle

was surprised by John Gift'ord, the then

governor of Keniiworth Castle, and William,

Earl Mauduit, his wife, and f'amilv, taken

prisoners, and conveyed to Keniiworth by the

adherents of Simon de Montfort. The walls

of the Castle were then thrown down "be-
tween tower and tower," in order that it

might not become a refuge for the King and
his friends. Earl Mauduit appears to have

paid his heavy ransom by money borrowed

of the Jews ; for three years afterwards, when
he died, his executors were exempted from

paying the money owing at his death to

Jewish creditors. The estate and castle then

passed into the hands of the Beachamps, one

of whom had married Isabel Mauduit, the

sister of the late Earl. The Custle must have

been repaired about this period, for William

de Beaohamp resided here, and his son,

Guy, known as the " Black Hound of

Arden," received Piers Gaveston here, and

from hence the handsome Gascon favourite

was led to execution in 1312. It must have

been a fortress of some strength at this

period, yet three years later it was returned

in au inquisition as being worth nothing

beyond the herbage and ditches, which were

valued at 63. 8d. The Castle, at the death of

Guy, must have been razed to the ground by

the" Despencers, the new favourites of Ed-
ward II., who were appointed guardians of

Thomas Beaciiamp, the infant son of Guy.

This mav have been done at the instance of the

King, but the inquisition gave a date beyond
which no portion of the structure now stand-

ing can be traced or perceived, save the

earthen mound on whicli the noble daughter
of Alfred the Great had erected her castle.

The earliest date that can be assigned to

the present castle is 1330, for in that year the

young Earl Thomas was admitted to do homage
and receive his heritage,though only seventeen

)-ears of age. In 1337 there was a license

granted to found a chantry chapel within the

castle grounds, and though no portion of it

can now be traced, doubtless the statuette or

effigy in the pilgrim's garb, found in the court-

yard, and now preserved in the present chapel,

was a portion of that edifice, Tliere is some
reason to believe that the trefoil tower, knowa
a? Ciusar's Tower, was finislied in 1337, and
probably here the prisoners taken at

Poictiers were immured until their ran-

soms were paid, for Earl Thomas received the

large sum of £8,000 from William de MeUeun,
Archbishop of Seinz, alone. In 16tl this tower
was known as " Poytiers Tower," according

to a MS. preserved in the family of the Earl.

The tower on the nortli flank, known as Guy's
Tower, we know was flnishcd in 1394 by the

second son of the first Thomas Beachamp, ata
cost of £39j. OS. 2d., and named after his eldest

brother Guy ; and the foundation yet remain-
ing on the mound of a large octagonal tower
intended to be placed there shows that the

design of this Earl, if carried out, would
have made Warwick not only one of thfi

largesc, but one of the handsomest palatial

fortresses in the kingdom. The constructive

ability shown in the two large towers and
gateway will well repay the student, as show-
ing the perfect adaptation of an unpromising
material to a building where strength and
solidity were essential requisites. These
towers and the curtain wall remain compara-
tively untouched by man, and uninjured by
time. The massive gates are gone, but the

portcullis is yet lowered every night, and the

chambers yet bear the rude carving.s of the old

garrison or prisoners.

The fire which broke out on the 3rd of De-
cember, 1871, did not touch the outworks. It

commenced in a room on the first floor, adjacent

to the newell staircase, near the entrance to

the great hall, marked with a * on plan. The
rooms marked 1, 2, 3, 4, were entirely gutted.

The library (C), which was barely finished,

was destroyea. The haU had only the four

walls left ; the entrance hall was partially

damaged. The dining-room (A) was injured

by water and the falling in of the roof inte

the bedroom over it. The Red Drawing-room,
marked 5, escaped. Thus one-half of the

habitable ponion of the castle escaped, and
the restoration, under the guidance and
direction of Mr. Salvin, has been confined te

entiiely reconstructing the domestic rooms
and the great liall.

The original plan of the hall could not be

ascertained until the fire revealed the pranks
which had been played with the original

structure. It now appears that the thi-oe

great windows on the south are late insertions,

and that the present fire-place replaces one

A.—The Dining-room.
B.—C€dar Drawiug-roooi,

C.^Library (deetruyed).

JJ.—Gilt Drawtog-room.

GROU-ND PLA-\ Of WARWICK CASl'LE.

E.— Qietn Anne's Bedroom.
1'.—Tliu llunJiilr.

• The M;OrL-:ise. above wlilrtl the Are first broke Olt.

la bhowu on (ilan, adjoining lireiilsla»t-rooiii.

1.—Brcalvfftst Uorm -,

.'.— His I,')nl.-lili)'.. 1; 1 >n: '

:;.—Countess's U<iom ,'

4.—Business liooni )

Dcstroj-el by (ire.
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which existed in the wall contig:uous to the

Red Drawing-room. Over the south windows

there was a vaulted passage opening on to the

river. Therfl were corresponding openings

over-looking the hall, and these in future will

he visible tlirough the gratings of ironwork

which will be inserted therein. On the oppo-

site side the hall was lighted by long narrow
windows, and the arched entrance at either

end will now be shown. The walls are finished

with ashlar work, except where it is proposed

to place the wainscot panelling to carr}- the

arms and armour saved from the fire. The
hammer roof is of massive pitch pine, which
wiU be left to tone down by time. This and
the simjile tracery of the windows will do

much to preserve the origiral aspect of the

hall. The opinion of Mr. Matthew Bloxam
has been soui;ht with respect to the period to

he delineated. The debased arches and door-

ways, which formerly existed, have given

place to the original springing of the arches.

The hall will gain in completeness and finish,

though some of its ancient glories have
perished in the flames. The scaflblding is

being cleared out of the hall now, so that its

handsome proportions can be seen to the better

advantage. The roof is formed of Val de
Travers asphalte mixed with Derbyshire

spar, and formed into longitudinal blocks, and
then bedded in Portland cement ; the joints

are closed with hot asphnlte, and in its finished

state appears like a pitched roof flagged with
grey Aberdeen granite. The use of asphalte

and cement tor the roofs of the rooms has been
general, and it is at least satisfactory to know
that, as far as possible, the new buildings

will be firc-pi-oof. The old white and sienna

marble flooring will be relaid, as far as it is

uninjured, and will be matched from the
original Italian quarries. The outer appear-
ance of the castle from the inner court is

scarcely changed, and if the hoardings of Mr.
Bromwicir.s workmen were removed, there

would be little to remind the spectator of the
iire of 1871.

On the river front the new tracery of the
hall windows and of the cedar drawing-room
(B) which have been altered also, alone show
a perceptible change. The castle stiU rears

its proud front as stately as it did when it drtw
forth the cacoraium of Leland in the sixteenth,

and of Sir Walter Scott in the nineteenth
centuries. There is one fact that the Wizard
of the North would have been delighted to

know, if he were stiU in the flesh. The ar-

mour of Montrose has been so well restored by
the workmen employed by the Ear], tha't

it would take a keen eye to know that it had
passed the ordeal of fire. The beautiful fluted
Milan armour shows more signs of the flames,
but Cromwell's fighting helm—morion if you
will—is as fresh as of yore. The early "re-

peating musket is devoid of its stock, but is

yet the oldest revolver known. These and
the other specimens will doubtless be re-hung
in the great hall when Lord Brooke comes of
age on the "Jth of February next, and by then
probably the literary treasures of the castle
will h.ave found a liome ; for here is also the
choicest collection of Shakespearian literature,
county histories, and priceless muniments,
as befits the ancestral home of the founder of
the present family, who was the " servant of
Queen Elizabeth, the Councillor of King
James, and the friend of Philip Sidney."

OUR STREETS.—II.

A S in our critical survey of the buildings
-^ whicli have recently sprung, and are
springing, up in our streets, with the astonish-
ing rapidity we have noticed, we shall have
occasion to classify them in some intelligible
manner. We shall therefore prefix to our
present article a few remarks upon that
vernacular style which is stiU aff'ectcd by that
class of architects which has the good fortune
of being employed upon the generality of the
-TTorks in question. While we do not "attempt

to disguise the regret we personally feel that

this vernacular style is what it is, and while

we would that our architects did not follow

their bell-wethers in ruts of such a miserably

contracted and monotonous character, we are

willing to accept that which is provided for

us, and in our criticism to take each work as

a sample of the style its own author has

chosen. We shall acknowledge—respect, even,

though we should desire to c.mtrol^the
eclecticism of the age. We shall not set up a

standard of our own, and strive to make
everything bow down to that, but we consider

we have a right to demand that each work
should conform to the recognised rules of the

style to which it belongs, and that it should

be consistent with obvious common-sense.
The vernacular style is that which is ordi-

narily called Italian, of which Mr. Ashpitel,

one of its followers in practice, remarks that

"though it is pi'ofessedly a revival of the

Classical styles of Greece and Rome, it was
formed without reference to the existing speci-

mens of either, but on the dogmas of an
obscure Roman author (Vitruvius), and the

glosses of the revivers on his text." This

revival consisted of the application of the

Classic orders as ornaments, seldom as parts of

the essential construction. Speaking of the

Roman monuments, which provided the pre-

cedents for this treatment, a not less

friendly authority (the author of the article

on Ita"lian Architecture in " The Dictionary "

of the Architectural Publication Society),

writes, " These orders had most importance in

the age of Augustus, but became subordinate

ornaments in the time of Constantine. Athougli

there may be found here and there a structure

not encumbered viith. them (such as an aqueduct

or a tomb), the orders were still an essential

part of Roman art." (The italic is our own,

but not the appropriate and expressive adjec-

tive itself).

Now, the manner in which the masters of

the Italian revival encumbered their buildings

with these orders was exceedingly various,

whether we regard their works as those of

individuals, or grouped, as found iu the

principal cities of Italy in which they were
employed. It has been held, for the sake of

classilication, that the Florentine mode was
to treat the facades without orders to the

stories, but only to the openings therein ; the

Roman practice as combining two stories in

the height of one order, or making the height

of the building and order equivalent ; and the

Venetian as providing separate orders to every

story. It will be convenient to us to follow

this as a general nomenclature, but in doing

so, it must be understood that we do not

intend to assert that these arrangements are

not continually counterehanged, as it were, in

those actual localities. Thus we find the noble

Farnese palace at Rome to be a characteristic

example of what, by this arbitrary division,

we should term Florentine : and at Venice the

Grand Palace Grimani is in what we have
called the Roman manner. ,AVe may remark
that a more just discrimination between the

works of the three several cities in question,

desirable to keep in mind, though one less

convenient for our purpose, is that tlie Floren-

tine, framed to fulfil the necessity that in that

formerly turbulent place palaces needed to be

fortresses, is distinguished by plainness and
stern grandeur ; the Roman by grace and
lightness, combined with dignity ; and the

Venetian by luxurious profusion. Other
combinations may be mentioned where an
order, confined to the height of the story it

adorns, is restricted to but one story in the

building, or to two out of three stories. It

ma}' be the basement story left plain, and the

upper one decorated with the order as in the

Palace Pompei, at Verona, by San I'.ichcli, and
as the Palace of the Chancellor at Rome, by
Bramante, which has the basement plain, and
two upper stories with order to each ; or as the

Palace Massimi at Rome, the lower story of

which has this enrichment, and tke super-
structure of three stories is without any.

Again, the columns may be omitted, and an
entablature crown the wall-veil, which is

occupied more appropriately by an arcade, as

in the exquisite lateral facade of the Church
of S. Francis at Rimini, by Alberti.

It is as diflicult to reduce these practices to

reason as to classify them as they exist. If

orders are to be applied as surface decoration,

good argument may be found for keeping each
order to the height of the story it adorns, so as

to express the internal divisions of the build-

ing ; and no less reasonable does it appear in

treating a building architecturally to preserve

its unity, by making the order equal in height

to the facade. We do not presume here to

decide when their own professors difler ; for

our own part, we would dispense with these

shams altogether, and the Florentine mode,
which docs so as regards the mass, is more
consistent with our views of what is common-
sense ; and we should only find reason to wish
that this reticence had been carried further

still, and the equally sham dressings of the
openings, with their illogical pediments, had
also been omitted. The Florentine mode ob-
viously gives greater scale to the building,

since the size of the orders employed is com-
paratively diminutive. Tlie Venetian follows

next as regards this feature, which is an
important one ; while the Roman, with its

magnified order, as obviously fails in this

respect. When we come to consider the

versions of their arrangements as applicable

to our streets, we have to consider the scale

and position of each building. What is suit-

able for Somerset House most likely would be

out of place for a house with an ordinarily

narrow frontage. It is impossible to lay down
rules applicable to all cases, and we shall

endeavour to be guided in our criticism by
common-sense rather than bj- precedent, and
the object of our present remarks is siioply to

enable our readers to understand our descrip-

tions, which cannot have the advantage of

accompanying illustrations.

If this ordinance, which is attached lihe a

frontispiece to Italian buildings, were stripped

oft", we have the wall-veil left, with its win-

dows and doorways as main features. These
are disposed within the bays marked out by the

arrangements of the columns of the orders,

usually one to each bay, and produce variety

of eft'ect by the juanner in which they are-

tiuished at the top with lintels or arches, or

surrounded with architectural trappings-

architraves, pilasters, or columns, and sur-

mounted by pediments, triangular or curved,

or by simr>le horizontal cornices, with trusses

as supports—all extraneous features suggest-

ing a constniction which is not real, and con-

sequently irrational. This error is carried to

absurdity when the cornices and pediments

are twisted or broken in a manner which

would destroy any construction they might

be supposed to jossess.

As regards th« details, instead of giving our

own opinion, we prefer to quote from the
" Treatise on Aichitecturer" edited by Mr.

Ashpitel :

—

" There is considerable varisty and beauty

in tbe foliage and otter enrichnieots of an archi-

tectnral character in many structujes in Italy, but

very little ornament enters into the columnar com-
position of Italian arciitectiire. Friezes, instead of

being sculptured are swollen ; the-sbafts of columns
are very seldom fluted, and their capitals are gener-

ally poor in the extreme. Mouldings are indeed

sometimes carved, but not often. Rustic masonry,
ill formed features, and gouty balustrades, for the

mo^t part supply the piuje of chaste and classic

enrichments. This refers more partievilarly to the

more classic works of the school. In many of the

earliei structures of Italy, especially Shose of the

Trecento period, and or> monuments of various

kinds, TO find what may be called a graceful pro-

fusion of ornament of tbs- most tastefol and ele-

sant kind ; few carved mouldinps, h/i'sever, and
very few well-protiled cornices, are- to be met with
in Italia!! compositions of any kind. Iu many of

the later architectural woiks of that country we
lind again a profusion of ornament of the most
tasteless and inelegant descriplioa. cbiefiy in the

gross and vulgar style which is diatisguisbed as

that of Lcuis XIV. of Francs."'
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Such is the style which is adopted as the

vernacular of our streets ; it remains for us

to see how our own architects employ it. It

se€ins hopeless to expect of them to remodel

it so as to make it in all respects consistent

with truth of construction, and with common-
sense as regards all its decorative details. "We
do, however, seek that the more reasonable and
Classic varieties should be chosen instead of

those that are the more debased and allied to

rococo, and we shall be glad if our remarks
may tend to lead others in future works to

exercise such wisdom in their choice. We
have not to go far from the scene of our last

critical survey to meet with other examples of

the fashionable vernacular, and among others,

with some upon the grandest scale. If the

Foreign Office, by Sir G. 6. Scott, has already

lost its novelty, the scaffold ing is only now
being removed from the War Offices, by the

same architect, which is part of the same
colossal pile ot buildings, and enters more
than its former half into the coup-d'ceil of our
streets.

It is useless now to recapitulate or waste
regrets over the circumstances which com-
pelled a leader of the modern Gothic school to

employ this vernacular style for so large and
important a work. We might, however, have
expected, and we believe his professional

brethren did expect, that Sir G. G. Scott would
have brought to bear on this style some of the

qualities which he, as others, claim as the

right principles of their art, embodied in their

favourite Mediaeval style. Here, if ever, was
an opportunity, for proving, if possible, that

Italian architecture, per se, was amenable to

truth acd common-sense, and could, in able

hands, be treated in a Gothic spirit, and
endowed with new life and grace in

its disposition and details. The building stands

alongside of Sir Charles Barry's Treasury
buildings, and nearly opposite to that of

Inigo Jones at Whitehall. How far does it

saocessfuUy compete with them, and in what
respects is any advance made in it upon what
has been done before ? It has one great ad-
vantage over either by its height and bulk

—

elements of dignity in themselves, and tliis

mass, as seen from Parliament-street, is dis-

posed with simplicity and effect in three

stories as regards the architectural ordinance,

fihough this does not truly represent the

number of stories wifein. This principle,

or want of it, is carried to a greater extent
on the flanks and Park front, and is one of

the difficulties forced icpon architects who will

•endeavour to cram in the multitudinous and
irregular parts of a modern building within a

regular and symmetrical Italian skin. Sir

G. G. Scott has trej.ted the style in which he
has consented to werk in this ease with con-
siderable freedom in detail, and given it, in

many respects, a novel expression of his own.
Nevertheless, he hacJoeen seriously trammelled
by its stubbornness, and has not risen to the
occasion by comi>elLing it to bend itself to his

design and its requirements. Indeed, he has
surpassed most of his predecessors by using
the Italian ordinance as a mere mask, and
has constructed whole ranges of architectural

features for no ether purpose than supposed
decoration. Thus, to i;ive the apparent dig-
nity of a lofty basement to his structure, he
has nearly surrcuuded it with arcades, within
the shallow and shadowless recesses of which
the windows of two stories are squeezed in in

the most awkward manner, the extrados of

the segmental heads of the upper range
touching the irtrados of the arches of the
arcade. To break up the monotony of the
flanks he has built out narrow projections,

which are but cm unnecessary thioknessing of

the wall behiud, and when carried up, as

some of thenc are, to the top of tlie building,

look as if tkey were supporting huge tanks,
and when stopped at the first story have an
unmeaning ledge formed by the tops of
their cornices. On the Park side arcades are
similarly oor.stri-eted on the upper stories, and
the filliflgjffi.cf.ti.ese recesses, wLi^ih are not

deep enough to be real and too deep to be
merely ornamental, with windows and
their dressings produces a painful effect.

We cannot also but notice with regret the

continual—almost universal—-use of coupled

columns and pUasters throughout every part

of the structure.

The most felicitous part of Sir G. G.

Scott's adaptation of Italian is the manner in

which he has combined with his decorative

Italian order fenestration of Cinque-cento

character and carving of a purer Greek type.

Some sculpture of a superior class to what is

usual is in parts happily introduced, although

most of the statues are in our opinion mis-

placed, being hoisted almost out of sight to

give a semblance of purpose to the cornice

ledges of the discontinued orders. The Par-
liament-street facade has, as we have said,

three main divisions in height, and it is

divided by projecting centre and wings into

five compartments ; those at the ends are

subordinated by ha-viug pilasters instead of

columns to the orders of the upper stories.

There are three bays to the central projection,

one to each of the wings, and five to each of

the intermediate portions, all occupied on

every story by arcades, of semicircular-

headed windows on the two upper stories, and
of recesses as mentioned below ; narrower

bays on each side of the wings on the upper
stories have niches for statues and oblong

marble panels over, and this space is left as a

wide pier, of value for its breadth, in the

basement. A second ordinance is carried

behind this larger one already described, with

its entablature carried through the arcades

below their springing to the two upper stories,

and this entablature has two granite-shafted

columns supporting it within each opening.

On the first story, or hel etiir/e, the semicir-

cular arches above this entablature are filled

in with masonry with central circular carved

panels and side spandrels. On the top story

these arches are glazed openings subdivided

by the upright posts of the window-frames,
which give an unpleasant Une.

Each of the orders used in this fagade is

Corinthian. The lower one only has a stylo-

bate to give it additional dignity, carried as a

balustrade across the openings. The frieze

to this order is enriched by carving. The
place of the frieze of the upper one is, as far

as the wings extend, and for a considerable

length of the Hanks, occupied by deep canti^

levers which spring from the toji of the archi'

trave, and the spaces between them are filled

with moulded panels. This is an unusual
treatment, more rich than pure in efiect, and
the corresponding friezes to the rest of this

facade have their cantilevers omitted. The
cornice is richly modillioned throughout, and
above there is a parapet with piers and balus-

trades alternately at intervals, and no high

roofs, vases, nor other acroteria, appear above
this feature, which forms the crowning sky-

line ; but the addition of an attic over the

central bay appears to promise a group of

sculpture at that point, which would he

effective. There is a rich band of sculpture

in the spandrels of the arcades of the lowest

story of this fao.ade which wiU be a striking

feature. Xo tower to this front breaks its

outline, and, unless it were far preferable to

that on the Park side, we are content to be

without one. Grandeur by mass and con-

tinuous ranges of bold features make this

fagade, in our opinion, a very dignihed one,

though we have not scrupled to point out

defects, most of which are so inherent to the

style that the architect may be excused for

not wholly avoiding them. Compared with
its neighbour, by Sir Charles Barry, alongside,

above which it towers considerabh', it has

less monotony in disposition aud greater

variety in detail : that is cut into vertical

strips (if bays by its Roman treatment of its

one ord'.er, embraciiig the upper stories ; this

rises, ts on stilts, from narrow piers projecting

from tie basement, up to the main cornice,

wkiek is profiled above each column, and

bears an absurd elongated vase. Thus its

particular defect is emphasised, as it is

further, by the attic raised above a portion of

each end, with pilasters pUed above the
columns below. Judged by the work of

Inigo Jones opposite, Sir G. G. Scott's work
will never bo placed by posterity in the same
rank as an architectural success, for in it less

is made of greater opportunities. In spite of

the same frequent eiTor in the Italian style,

of profiling the entablatures and stylobates

round the decorative columns, there is a
simplicity and harmony of proportion, and
reticence, and refinement of detail in the
Whitehall Palace, which the fagade of the
War Office does not possess.

The north and south flanks of the whole
structure also come into play as part of our
street architecture, and by no means with the
same degree of good fortune which has been
accorded to the front. Here the regularity

and symmetry essential to the style has been
thrown out by the site, and the architect has
not been equal to supply its deficiency. On
the north, it is true, a semi-octagonal projec-

tion has been very happily introduced to

disguise the different direction taken by the
streets. On the south side this has been left

in all its native ugliness. The north flank,

however, sins most in the obvious uselessness

of the narrow projections from the general

line, and the want of proportion in their

elevation. On the flanks, also, the attempt

to make a several-storied structure appear,

by its ordinance, a three-storied one, is

more barefaced. It is an unhappy combina-
tion, in this respect, of the Roman and Vene-
tian methods of treatment of the style. In
tlie subordinate entrances at the sides the

doorways partake strongly of a Renaissance

character, and are pretty, but hardly in keep-

ing with the rest. The archways to the court

within the building are the best features of

the flanks, and the vistas through them are

certainly pleasing. The mistake in designing

these lateral facades has been that they have
been thought out too much as elevations, and
as if about to be seen from a considerable

distance, which is practically impossible. As
architecture for a narrow street, to be seen in

violent perspective, their regularity and sym-
metry is a fault rather than a merit. Here,

at least in such a building, the requirements

of the interior should have been allowed to

crop out and give occasion for picturesque

1 bits. The surprise aflbrded by such would
have been more agreeable for passers-by to

have studied than the present mental occupa-

tion forced upon them of ascertaining, by
counting the wearisome succession of similar

features, the existence of a symmetrical

arrangement they are unable to see without

painfully straining their necks. The interior

of the great courtyard is a pleasant refuge

from the turmoil of our streets, and is, like

the main facade, noble from its scale and
rhythmical continuous ranges of decorative

orders and areaded openings ; but there is a

lack of sucli playful variety as we might
have hoped for under the circumstances ; and
some of the best sculptures by modern artists

in the range of statues, typifying the various

nations in relation with the official department,

are placed too high to be comfortably examined.

We may be thought exacting and hypercri-

tical, but such opportunities as that afforded

in this magnificent pile are but rarely accorded

to architects. We trust, therefore, we shaU
not be thought to exceed what is reasonable

in demanding that the best the age can do

should be required of them. It must, how-
ever, be borne in mind that Sir G. G. Scott

has, in this Foreign and War Office, succeeded

—though in a style with which he must be

less familiar than that to which he has been

accustomed—quite as well as any of the special

professors of Italian of modern times have

done. We very much doubt whether any of

our Italian architects, if called upon to build a

Gothic structure, could answer as well to the

, demand so made upon them.
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REPORTS BY EXGLLSH -^^ORKMEN OX
THE VIENNA EXniBiriON.

rr April, 1873, the Council of the Society

for th'? Promotion of Scientific Industry

determinud to send out a number of selected

artizans to report upon the International Ex-
hibition, then about to be held at Vienna. The
men left London on the 2nd of July, reaching

the Austrian capit.il on the Gth. They were
well received, and their work, generally speak-

ing, was well done. Care has been taken in

editing the reports to preserve the character-

istic features of each, and to leave them
pretty much as they left the hands of the

writers, the Council entertaining the sensible

spinion that the individual expressions and
opinions of the men, whether right or wrong,
are of more value left untouched than if much
altered in correction.

We can, of course, only notice here the

reports on those trades immediately connected
with the arts of construction and design.

Mr. Frederick Pmith, the manager of the

dnion Land and Building Society of Man-
chester, was chosen as the reporter on wood-
Vfork and joinery. His opinion is that the

exhibition of English wood-working machines
was not fairly to be taken as a test of this

sountry's strength in that direction. Of what
were there he speaks well, remarking that

English makers seem generally to strive to

obtain such a form of machine as will enable
them to cast the frame in a single piece, and
to secure solidity, accurate fitting, and ugli-

ness. The machines are all characterised bv
the same everlasting lead colour, the same
stiffness of outline, and the same accuracy
and strength. The American machines are
p_raised by Mr. Smith as superior to the Eng-
lish in general design and decoration, though
no better for practical utility, and in point of
solidity and strength scarcely so good. One
or two French machines came in for a word
of praise, but none from any other country
called for special remark. In the manufac-
ture of tools England is adjudged foremost,
t'le grinding of them being especially men-
tioned as superior to that of anything of Con-
tinental manufacture. In house joinerv,
England and America showed nothing. Some
praise is given to a collection of mouldings
and other articles exhibited by a Gothenburg
firm, but " the panels were all jointed, and
the wood badly matched in grain and colour."
A pulpit by Uoyers Brothers, of Louvain, is

well spoken of, but of the rest of the Belgian
joinery Mr. Smith has evidently a very poor
opinion. In parquetry Belgium retrieves her
character, Engk.nd being here a long way
Behind, the judicious choice of colour
striking the eye of the English visitor as
something to which he is not accustomed. In
examining the specimens of German cabinet
work the wide difference in the quality of the
workmanship was much noticed ; the "designs
were generally excellent. The Italian and
Austrian exhibits are fairly spoken of, and the
Austrian workman pronounced in advance of
Kis Continental brethren. Two cabinets, de-
signed by Owen .Tones, and exibited by Jackson
and Graham, helped well to maintain the
honour of England. Mr. Smith's report does
not strike us as being a very exhaustive one,
nor do we gatlier from it that he possessed
much more than a superficial knowledge of
his subject.

The Report on Design in AVood, Metal, and
Stone, is by Mr. iiiidiard A. Bastow. A Gcthie
pulpit, exhibited by Austria, of very fair de-
sign, but made in cement, is taken as a text for
a. dissertation on tlse use of that much-abused
saaterial. To its more general and more sen-
Bible employment in Dresden and Vienna, Mr.
Bastow attributes the substantial, cheerful,
and respectable aspect of the streets. Ninety-
nine out of every hundred houses are stuccoed,
but tLere are no cracks visible, no large brown
mouldy patches, no corners knocked off, and
no lines drawn across the f.ice of the plaster to
make believe that the buUding is of largo solid
»quarc stones.

The Austrian wroui'ht-iron work is con-
sidered scarcely worthy of mention. In this

industry England, as far as workraanshi])

goes, is pre-eminent ; but in desisrn, brhind
Continental workmen. The cause, ilr. Bastow
thinks, is that in all our workshops the general
design for a job, and every little detail be-
longing to it, is drawn by architects and their

draughtsmen, " who practically know nothing
of a building or of a piece of furniture ;" and
should an intelligent workman see how an
improvement could be made, he dare not men-
tion it

;
for if he did, he would instantly be

told to " mind his own business, and work to

the drawing." A pair of wrought-iron gates,

exhibited by Barnard, Bishop, and Barnards, of

Norwich, are mentioned as exceeding anything
in the building as a specimen of workmanship
and minute well-finished detail in wrought
iron. \ grand entrance, exhibited by the

Coalbrookdale Com])any, must have had an
admirable eflcet. The perforated panels be-
tween the two bottom bars, one of which is

illustrated, were designed by Mr. B. J. Talbert,

and well illustrate what cau bo done in east

iron. Every leaf, flower, and tendril, is

undercut, though each panel is solid andcast
in one piece. The patent twisted metal used
for the bars of the gate is quite a new feature.

A simple bar of ordinarj' section iron is twisted
by powerful machinery whilst cold, until it

assumes a most telling undercut efl'ect of

twist.

It is .somewhat encouraging to find the

English furniture noticed as having "one
feature in common, that is, nrnamented fiat

surfaces, the designs of which point to a refined

taste in our midst, and artistic talent which
will, if cared for, and not confined to one
particular rut, soon elevate us above the level

of our neighbouring nations." AVe wish we
felt quite so sure of this as Air. Bastow seems
to be.

The general character of French design is

declared to be animated by a love of display.

No other nation decorates so much and so

extravagantly ; if they cannot combine utility

with beauty, they will have the latter at the
expense of the former. German design displays

much more real taite. Some good specimens
of east-iron work are specially noticed, and au
illustration given of a garden-table, with
ferns forming the centre, and ivy running
round for a rim on the top. Of the artistic

ability of the Italians there can. Air. Bastow
thinks, be but one opinion ; the "genera! up-
shot of his ideas," is that Italy is the native

hotbed of European art, and that if not an
Englishman he would be an Italian. They
are very nice sentiments, but we .should

have preferred a more detailed notice of

the Italian exhibits. Some Belgian cabi-

nets, and a Swedish octagonal pavilion, are

well spoken of, and so are the Hungarian and
Swiss collections. Spain, as far as design

goes, is said " to pitch pearls to swine with a

vengeance." A cottage piano is instanced

which, if viewed at the distance of three

yards, looks like a packing-case with brown
paper pasted over it. On closer inspection it

is found to be carved most elaborately in

Geometrical arabesque. Russia appears to

have made a poor show, and the Turkish
attempts at imitation of European furniture,

judging from the illustration given, are, to say

the least, amusing. The difl'erenee in design
shown in the works of the ancient and modern
Egyptians is commented on, and with cause.

The dome, the minaret, the crescent, and the

unscientific arch and coloured embellishments
of the Alussulman, have altogether taken the

place of the monolithic style of the Pharaohs.
One large Egyptian building was a fine speci-

men of Aloorish architecture. Rouniania,
Persia, China, and Japan sent collections, but
little was to be learnt, in an art point of view,
from any of them.
Under the heading of " Machinery in erenc-

ral," Air. F. N. Alillington reports on " Wood
AA'orking Machinery," and a very well written
and practical report it is. He praises the

American and English machines, and espe-

cially notices those exhibited by Alessrs.

Robinson and Son, of Rochdale, and Messrs.
A. Kansome and Company, of London. Con-
sidering the immense amount of woodwork
done in Austria, Air. Alillington was surprised

to find the native display such a poor one.

Taking a general survey of the wood-working
machinery exhibited, he is of opinion that,

with the exception of one or two special

machines in the American section, most of

the improvements consist in matters of detail,

which are common among all the best makers.
In log frames, the tendency seems to be to do
away with the heavy carriage fed forward with
rack underneathand to substitute in its place two
light trucks running on rails to carry the log,

while the feed motion consisted of two grooved
rollers, one before, the other behind, the stan-

dards of the saw : the log was allowed to

rest on the rollers until the pressure was
sufficient to cause them to bite ; the rollers

were driven by the ordinary silent feed. Air.

Alillington fears that this system will hardly
answer very well for the crooked oak timber
grown in England. Most makers of band
saws are doing away with the fiange on the
pulleys, alleging that it causes a deal of use-
less friction, and that it is too far removed
from the table to give on efficient support to

the saw when sawing. The saw is prevented
from leaving the pulley by a small plate of

steel, or a roller in some cases, which is

attached to the guide, and prevents the saw
from buckling.

One of the most interesting of the Reports
is that on Ceramic Ware, bj- Air. Edward
Locke. He places Japan high in the list of

countries that send pottery, and especially

mentions the Tamango ware—a bufl' earthen

body, with a rather dull glaze, and a style of

decoration on it beautiful indeed to all de-

lighting in Oriental art. He was surprised to

see so many articles in the collection based
upon Western outlines, and regrets the fact,

entailing as it does the loss of all the charm
of the pure Japanese style. The Chinese are

also on the move at Last to suit English taste

as well in the matter of tea-services as they

have learned to do in tea, and with equally

unsatisfactory results. A small Indian col-

lection of terra- cotta and tiles is favourably

noticed, and so is the Russian collection,

especial praise being given to some fourteenth

and fifteenth century Aloorish tiles, shown in

the nave of the building. Hungary scarcely

shows to advantage ; the Austrian and Prus-

sian exhibits vary ; some really good majolica

was contributed by Sweden ; and the Danish
collection was well worthy of commendation.
Italy, of course, was well to the fore, and
France is favourably spoken of. Spain and
Portugal have yet to see their good days so

far as pottery is concerned. The English ex-

hibits were numerous, the well-known names
of Jones, Brown, AVesthead, Moore and Co.,

Copeland, the Royal Porcelain Company,
AVedgwood, and the Alintons being worthily

represented. Air. Locke has no fear at all

for the future of the English potteries if our

rising workmen will only submit to a proper

art-training, and take all the advantages they

can get of technical and scientific education.

On his return, he visited the Royal Works at

Dresden, and seems, en the whole, to have
been somewhat disappointed.

The second part of this volume of Reports

has been contributed by Birmingham artisans,

especially accredited by the Birmingham
Chamber of Commerce to report on the

industries connected with that town. They
accompanied those .sent by the Society for the

Promotion of Scientific Industry.

Air. Jackson's Report on AVorks in Precious

Aletals, and Air. J. AV. Tonks' on Design as

applied to Jewellery, are both valuable ones,

as are those of Air. AIcKewan on the Alanufac-

turc of Jewellery, and Mr. Grieo on Aletallic

Tubing. Air. Bannister, who reports on Bells,

must have had an easy time. He could only

I

find one English firm of exhibitors—his
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employers—and so far, we are inclined to

agree with his opinion that no improvement
has been made in the mamifacture of bells

for two centuries^ except the castinji;s are

better, and vory little improvement in hani^-in^

them, Mr. Kdwin Parkier, in takinj^ a general

review ol" the Gas Fittin<^s exhibited, is of

opinion that eaoli nation has some quality in

which it excels. To the Eni^lish he ascribes

superiority in the colour of the brass used, and
to the Freneli in bronzed work. The Reports

by Mr. T. 0. IVirnes on Table and Ornamental
Glass, by Mr. Richards on Ruttons, Mr. Hibbs

on Guns and Pistols, Mr. Fowler on Labour-

saving Machines, Mr. Cowne on Railway

Carriage and "Waggon Building, and Mr.

AVakeman on General Ironmongery, complete

the volume, which is a very useful contribution

to the technical literature of the country.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCLVTION.

AT tbo usual fortnightly moetiug of this Asso
cintion, held ou FridJiy evening last, the

President, Mr. E. J. Tarvor, in tiie chair, the fol-

lowing peutlemon were plscted members:

—

Messrs, H. W. Lockwood, J. Edsall, J. Payne,
A, N. Bromloj'. M. Halbert, R. J. Dickins, jun.

J. Gibbons, J. 11. Farrow-, A. H. Tiltman, F. J.

Ban-allav. C. W. Davies, and W. Wilson.

The President said that the adjudicators for

the Class of Design prizes had awarded the first

prize to Mr. Cheston, and the second prize to

Mr. McLaclihin.

Mr. Wyke Bayliss, F.S.A,, then read a paper
entitled

Tiie Message of Akt, or tue Legend op
Beauty.

Tho lecturer said that as Beauty in the legend
came to the King's son, awakening him from his

debased condition to the ric.li inheritance of his

birthright, so tho sacred influences of poetry and
art came to us, ennobling us, rof-ning us, lifting

us from baser pleasures, teaching us that wo were
cndeed the King's children, and that Beauty was
his messenger. For not the divine alone, nor tho

philosopher, was charged with a message, but the

painter also, whoso message was about the beau
tiful. There were lilies by every river side

;

there was poetry in every phase of life ; and what
the lilies and the other flowers wore to the margin
of the stream, such should poetry and art bo to

our lives

" Oh, flower de luce, bloom nn, and let the river
Linger to kIds thy feet

;

Oh, flowL-r of song, bloom on, and make for ever
The world more fair and sweet."

In speaking of the works of the Early Italian

painters as tha second manifestation of the Beauti-
ful, Mr. Bjiyliss said : Looking back through the
'iODg vista of the centuries, again wo see the long
prooossioD, this time passing iu'o darkness. The
]X)et Virgil was perhaps tho last to hear the
sweeping of hor garments as Beauty passed
away—the sculptor of the famous statue of

Laocoun the last to see tlie divine splendour of

her face. They must have been engaged upon
their work about the time when S. -Tohn, driven
to the Isle of Patmos, was writing his glorious
visions of the Apocalypse—that other and greater
message from the King. Then came a thousand
years of darkness to ihe painter, and of silence to

•tho poet, witti nothing seen but blood, with
nothing heard but the rush of armed feet that
would tread down this new message -this n'cs-

sage more divine, this message of love. Tho
story may be briefly told. Augustus, for whom
Virgil wrote, and Vespasian, for whom the
sculptor wrought, have passed away with tlio

mighty empire of Rome. Ten times the Christians

have been persecuted with crutd toiments indo-

flcribablo. War after war has deluged the world
with blood. And yet steadily, with a power
irresistible beeause divine, Christianity is march-
ing to its triumph, like Christ upon the waters

—

storm and tempest before—peace where its steps

have been. At last, out of tbo darkness wo hoai'

the voice of Dante ; we see tho ipmint devices of

tho Early Italian painters. It was like day-
break in a cathedral church, and tho first Chris-
liian form was like a burst of solemn music roll-

ing in mighty w:ives through transept, nave, and
choir, hoard iu tho distant chapHJ, reverberating
through the vaulted roof. Since then many voices
have joined in— Chaucer, aud Shakespeare, and
Milton—like the singing of a choir, each taking

his part right nobly; but it was a grand thing
for thf^so men to awake the world to poetry and
art. They had no great school of art from which
to learn ; the buried statues of Greece and Rome,
with their serene beauty, had not boon discovered

;

tho wonderful pictures of Angelo, Raphael, Titian.

Correggio, and Da Vinci, had not been painted :

they stood alone, with nothing to consecrate tho
past, nothing to make tho future glorious, except
tho great, loving, living aspirations of their own
hearts. But tho great flame of such love

as theirs could not bo quenched. They
were architects, and built churches ; they
were sculptors, and adorned them with
statues ; they were painters, and covered the

walls with legends of the saints—quaint figures,

wrought upon a golden ground, half picture and
half symbol. But the solemn minster, the grave
statue, the sweet pictures, were but the shadow
of Beauty ns she returned once more. Tho night
has passed ; sho has left the dark forest and the
howling wolves behind

; sho has reached the gate;

she has passed up the long avenue ; the doors roll

back ; sho enters, and behold !—the Palace of the

Boast has become the temple of Christian art.

In conclusion, Mr. Bayliss said : The message of

art is always and everywhere for our good. He
that is not better for looking upon the splendour
of the Creation would not be hotter for looking

upon tho face of the Creator: he would only

shrink blasted from His presence by the excess of

light. Is there evil in the world? Then tho

mesa«ge of art is always and evorywliero a pro
test against it. Against tho raging fire of sen-

sualism and the dead ashes of materialism alike,

Greek art gave its protest in the passionless

splendour of ideal beauty. Against the brutish
law of force, every gentle legend of tho North
was like a soft hand uplifted— weak, it may be,

physically, as tho gentle hand of a woman, but,

with another kind of strength, mightier than the
hammer cf Thor. Was there an evil in the cruel

and stern dogmatism of the Medirevnl Church ?

Then every «;weot picture of tho Holy Child or

tho Virgin Mother was a message to stay the fire

and sword and rack of tho Inquisition. And, yet
once more, is there an evil still existing in the
world—the hard, grinding, pitiless competition of

our owu times? Then Poetry and Art give their

perpetual protest against it in every delicate ren-

derim: of nature by the painter—in every refined

thought or nob'e aspiration of tho poet. But the
message of art must always bo about tho Beau-
tiful. I know that in taking man for its theme, it

must take him with all his passions, good and
evil. But the good and evil must not stand as

co-ordinates. If Art is to be tho King's messenger,
it must show the mastery of the evil, the
ultimate triumph of the right ; it must riso

" In ever-liighertngeagle-clrcles, up
To the great aun of glory, und thence swonp
Down upon all things base, and diish them dead."

A brief discussion ensued, in which Messrs.
Gale, Riddett, J. D. Mathews, S. F. Clarkson,
H. C. Boyos, and tho Chairman took part, and tho
thanks of the meeting having been tendered to

Mr. Bayliss for his paper, the proceedings ter-

minated.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

AT the ordinary fortnightly meeting of this

Institute, held on Monday evenincj last,

Mr. G. Vulliamy, Vice-Presidenc, in the chair, tho
following gentlemen were elected members, viz.

:

as Fellows : Mr. Frederick Beeston, of IG, Wal-
brook; Mr. David Gostling, of Bombay; aud Mr.
John Lanyon, of Belfast. As Associates: Mr.
Charles Baker, of Leicester ; Mr. Edward F.

Roberts, of Tho Grove, Hammersmith; aud Mr.
Hugh H. Stannus, «f Portland Cottage, Clapham-
roiid.

Mr. Eastlake announced several donations to

the librai'v, including a bust of Palladio, cast in

pewter, given by Mr. R. H. Shout.

Mr. C. F, Haa'ward presented a photograph of

much practical interest, as showing the great
strength of Dorking lime. Tbe land on which a

wall had boon built had slipped, leaving a great

gap 34ft. wide, over which tho wall remained in-

tact, though imsupported for that distance, the
length of w.\U in reality having become an homo-
geneous beam of brickwork. This incident, of

which further details were not given by Mr. Hay-
ward, is corroborative of the views taken by the
writer of some articles which appeared in the

Building News some time ago on tho strength
of brickwork.

Mr. W. Si^rpsoy, F.R.G.S., then read a paper oa

THE ARCHITECTURE OF CniN'A.

In that strange collego in the Island of Laputa,
which Gulliver visited in his travels, he relates,

among the seemingly impossible problems on
which its inmates were spending their lives in

trying to solve, that one was an effort to build a
house by beginning at the roof, Tbis. curiously
enough, is the Chinese method. The framework
of the roof is first made on the ground in the
exact spot where the house is to be, and thon it ia

raised up and tho pillars aro placed below to sup-
port it, tho walls being afterwards formed by fill-

ing up tho spaces between the pillars with brick.

Putting up a roof in this manner ia suggestive of

pitching a tent; indeed, it is said that tho pecu-
liar curves of a Chineso roof are an imitation of a
tent form, and that this is the real origin of Chi-
nese architecture. Such may have been the case,
but. now tho architecture of the country is essen-
tially wooden, and these wooden forms may be
found, as in other countries, repeated in stoue and
marble. Many important buildings aro yet wholly
of wood, such as the structure on the north altar

of the Temple of Heaven, and the great hall of

the Ming Tombs—which last, Mr. Simpson said,

he believed to be one of the finest buildings in
China. Stono ia largely used for bridges, gate-
ways, and for public works; while ornamental
structures in gardens, and balustrades surround-
ing tombs and important buildings, are geuorally
of niarblo. Brick may be said to be the principal

building material of China. The walls of cities

are built of bricks about 12in. long. For soma
temples aud fine building work, very small grey
bricks are used ; they are ground perfectly square
and all to one size ; so exactly ia this dono, that,

when built, one cannot insert tho point of a
knife between them, and the work produced will

rival the finest specimens of work in any other
part of the world. Tiles are almost universally
used for roofs ; in palaces and temples they are
often coloured and glazed. There are a number
of very handsome pailows about Peking, in which
glazed tiles or bricks aro used, producing a very
fine effect, yellow and green being the favourite
colours. The Temple on tho Wau-sheu-Shan, near
the Summer Palace, Peking, is, with the excep-
tion of a marble base, wholly constructed of

boautifuUy-coloured majolica, rich and bright iu

effect, all covered with ornament aud Buddhist
figures. This is one of the finest specimens of

this kiud of work in existence. Close beside it is

a very fine temple, all formed of bronze, almost
every form of Chinese architecture being re-

peated very perfectly in that metal. Mr. Simpson
then proceeded to describe the buildings of the
British Legation in Peking, of which several

large detail drawings wore exhibited. The build-

ing occupied by the Legation belongs to tho Duke
Leeang, one of the offshoots of tho Imperial
family. It was called the Foo, or Palace of tbe
Duko Leeang, and is a fair specimen of Chinese
architecture. AU buildings of this kind are
placed upon a raised stono platform, with steps

for ascent. Some of the stones forming tho floor

of this building are cut with circular discs as

bases for the wooden pillars. The pillars are not
inserted ; they only rest like the pole of a tent.

In more common houses, where no platform has
been made, circular stones are placed below the

columns, so as to preserve the wood from the

damp of tho ground. All houses are made to face

tho south ; there is no exception to this iu palaces

and bettor-class houses, although in the dwellings

of the poorer classes it is not always attended to.

The usual reason assigned for this is owing to a
peculiar deification of wind and water known as the

Fung-Shuie— these words simply meaning wind
and water ; but they have much to do with every-

thing in China, and control the architect as well

as the sexton. A palaco like the Duke Loeang's
comprises a series of buildings, each behind the
other, towjirds tho north. As the visitor passes

through from the south, tho successive buildings

get richer in material and ornament ; but there

is no essential difference of constructive cha-

racter. Tho more private rooms of a palace are
those towards the north. Thero is only ono floor

in Chinese houses, and their distinctive feature is

that extent of accommodation is derived from the

repetition of these halls, and not from stories

abovo or extensions on tho side. Houses in India,

such as at Delhi and Benares, aro quadrangles,

with rooms all round looking iato a garden in the

middle. A Pompeian hou^^e is only a variety of

this. The Chinese plan is most marked in its

difference. In the building occupied by the

British Legation, in connectiou with the first of
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these halls on the south only a comparatively

small SI ac? at each end is walled in, indicating

that it h-is only got accommodation for some outer

attendants. Pa'ssinK this, each ball has more en-

closed space, and the most northern are wallod

entirely roimd. The ground between each is

more or less in the form of a garden, with shrubs,

flowers, and plants. There is still an outer wall,

and one may be passing to a very fine palace in

Peking, and see nothing but dh-t and decay on

the outside. One very distinctive feature in

Chinese architecture is what, for want of a better

name, Mr. Simpson called the '• frieze." It re-

minds one of the bracket-capital of Hindoo archi-

tecture, and no doubt had a similar origin. It is

now a complicated triple succession of small

brackets, which project forward, giving increased

breadth on the top for the support of the roof.

Although evidently constructive in its origin and

purpose, it is the most ornamental portion, and

its complexity makes it perhaps the most striking

feature of Chinese architectm-e. All buildings

with anything like architectural pretensions will

be found to liave this peculiar frieze. Its origin

is evidently wooden ; but Mr. Simpson had seen

it repeated in stone, marble, majolica, brick,

bronze, and iron. The celebrated tombs of the

Wing dynasty, which are about forty miles north

of Peking, were next described by Mr. Simpson.

A fine ro^id with splendid bridges, now all gone

to ruins, formerly communicated with the

capital. On approaching the tombs from Peking,

the first notable feature was a pailow, of

five gateways, in fine white marble, much
resembling the gateways of the Sanchi tope, in

Central Indi.a. The wooden origin of its con-

struction was palpable at the first glance. (Ine

of the noted features of the Ming Tombs is a long

dromos, with colossal stone figures on each side.

This strange approach is nearly a mile in length.

There are thirty-two figures in all, twenty of them
being animals, and twelve are human. They are

in pairs, opposite each other, and facing the road-

way. The figures are all of stone, and although

not executed in what is understood by rude art,

yet they are not of a high class of work. At the

end of "this sculptured avenue the Ming Tombs
become visiMe. Tbey are called the Shi-san-ling,

or the Thirteen Tombs (for that is the number of

Emperors buried at this place), and they extend

for some miles along the base of the hill, which
forais an amphitheatre all round. The tomb of

Yung-lo, the first of the Mings, buried here, is an

earth mound, about half a mile in circumference.

There is a retaining wall, crenellated, and about

20ft. high all round. To the student of Indian

architecture this grave heap will be of great in-

terest, as giving almost the exact model of such

monuments as the Sanchi and Manikiola topes,

which were developments from the tumulus and
the cairn. As .all gr.ives in China are places

where offerings are made, they become, as it were,

altars or temples. At an Emperor's tomb a temple

is constructed for the ceremonies, and in the case

of Tung-lo's tomb it becomes an important

addition to ihe original tumulus. A rectangular

space, about 1,200ft. long by 500ft. wide, south of

the lomh, is enclosed by a wall ; within this are a

number of buildings, the plan of one of which is

exactly that of a i/annin or palace, suggesting the

ancient idea that the tomb, the temple, and the

palace were symbolically repetitions of each

other. On the top of the wall enclosing the

mound, and in a line with other buildings to the

south, there is a structure which contains what
Mr. Simpson supposed to be the monumental
tablet. This tablet or tombstone is a tall block

placed erect ou the back o£ a tortoise, as all

tombstones erected by Imperial order or per-

mission are. Further south is a wooden pailow

or gate, and then a small hall. The next building

to the south is the great hall—the finest speci-

men of Chinese architecture which Mr. Simpson
had seen. This building measures L'2l)ft. by
92ft. 8in. The roof is supported by sixty pillars,

sixteen of which are GOft high and about 11 ft. 4in.

in circumference. The others are about 40ft. high.

The wood is teak, said to have boon brought from
Borneo, made into a raft, and floated mo.st of the

way ; but these heavy materials must have
entailed a long land-carriage. Although quite

four hundred years old, the pillars, in common
with the whole of the building, are about as per-

fect as on the day they were first erected. The
raised stone platform, which is tho base of Chinese
buildings, becomes in the important or imperial
edifices a triple terrace, with a low marble balus-

trade. The purpose of this vast hall seems
to have been that of containing the -Vncostral

tablet of Tung-lo, which is of wood, and not

above 18in. or 2ft. high. Having described

others of the Ming Tombs, especially that

of Hung-wu, the first of the dynasty, at

Nanking, Mr. Simpson referred to the Temple of

Heaven, at Peking, of which curious shrino bo

said that no adequate description yet existed in

our own language. Du libido's account of it

gives not tho faintest notion of the place, and
his plan of it is fanciful and inaccurate. Photo-

graphers who have penetrated to the place have
always given the north altar as the Temple of

Heaven, whereas it is only a portion of it, and not

the most important. The Temple of Heaven oc-

cupies aliout a square mile of ground ; that is. the

outer wall is about four miles round, enclosing a

large space which has a park-like appearance,

with avenues of trees. Here the animals kept for

the sacrifice find grazing. This temple has three

enclosures. The threefold division is common to

temples all over the East. We have the Taber-

nacle of Mosesand the Templeof Solomon, and the

Eastern churches to this day follow this threefold

division. The umbrella is an old symbol of

dominion and power, and the Chatta of Buddha
is triple, implying, no doubt, sovereignty over

"tho three worlds " which are so often referred

to in the ancient Classics of India. One of the

most important of the insignia of the Emperor of

China is a triple umbrella, and the circular

building on the north altar of tho Temple of

Heaven has a triple roof. The central portion of

the Temple of Heaven contains two altars, which

are distinguished as the north and south, the

latter being tho most important part of the

temple. Having described these altars, and

pointed out how largely symbolism enters into

the construction of the building. Mr. Simpson

adduced reasons for his theory that the Temple
of Heaven was made in imitation of a sepulchral

mound. In speaking of pai-lows Mr. Simpson

pointed out their striking identity of construction

with that of the gateways of the Sanchi tope, the

stones being mortised into each other as if they

were logs of wood. There is a very fine old arch

in the village of Keu-yung-Kwan, in the Nankow
pa?s ; its date is said to he about 13-15. It is a

triumphal monument erected in memory of a

victory. This monument has great importance

to philologists, being a sort of Rosetta stone for

this part of the world. It has an inscription re-

peated in six different characters. Tho first is

in Sanscrit, and that is copied phonetically in

Tbiketan, Mongolian, Ouigour, Neuchih, and

Chinese. The Neuchih alphabet was only known
by name, but now a complete knowledge of the

characters has been framed from this arch. That

portion of the Great Wall of China at the North

end of tho Nankow pass is in very good condition.

It is built of solid stone, with brick par.apets,

and is said to be 1,200 miles long. The wall

which forms the enclosure of the City of Peking

is much more imposing to the eye than tho so-

called Great Wall of China. There are sixteen

miles of it enclosing the Tartar city, and one

nine miles more round the Chinese city. It varies

from 30ft. to GOft. wide ou the top. It would

form a magnificent street, but no one is allowed

to go upon it, and tho result is that grass and

bushes are growing on it like a thick jungle.

The bricks on which it is built are lO^in. long.

flJ^in. bro.id, and Sin. thick. Having described

some of the pagodas, Mr. Simpson summed up

by saying that to one who is intimate with the

architecture of India, that of China seems poor in

comparison. And yet it is important from its

links of connection, and as illustrating a similar

wooden development, more particularly tho

bracket, as a wooden piece of construction which

became in both cases an ornamental feature of

the architecture. The original architecture of

India was wooden, like that of China, and wo can

only guess at what it was by the stone repetitions

which are left. In conclusion, Mr. Simpson

described the way in which money is raised in

China for building purposes. '• In the streets of

Peking I one day found a man in a sort of

wooden sentry-box; largo nails had been driven

into it, so that their points projected through;

this prevented the man from leaning against the

sides, and tho only rest he had was from sitting

on a board within. He was a monk, and never

seemed to sl-3op, for he had a string with which ho

night and day sounded a large sonorous boll every

few minutes, as a sort of advertisement of his pur-

pose. This was that the benevolent should come
forward with money ; each nail represented a

sum ; when any one paid that sum bis n.amo was
stuck up on a piece of paper, and the nail was

pulled out, making it more comfortable for the

hermit within. All the nails represented the
necessary amount for the repair of a temple which
was close behind. This is a common proceedings

for 'raising the wind ' for such purposes. I was-

told that this monk had been two years shut up,
and that he would be another year before he got
out of his cocoon of nails." Mr. Simpson's paper,
which was of great length, incidently contained a
large amount of highly iuteresting informatioii

on Chinese life, manners, and customs.

Disccssio!?.

Major Crosman, R.E., said that Mr. Simpson
had given a very good description of tho archi-

tecture of China. As regarded the origin of th©

style, he agreed with Mr.Fergusson that it was not

exactly derived from a tent, but from a modifica-

tion of the tent form of roof, so as to exclude the

rain and yet not deprive tho interior of liiiht. He
(the speaker) had had a great deal to do in carry-

ing out works in China, and he found the Cbines&

mechanics very nice peoplo to deal with, although

trade-unionism was porhaps more highly de-

veloped amongst them than with any other people

in the world. While in China, he found that the

guild of Canton merchants v/ere building a

most magnificant guildhall, the brickwork of

which was as fine as any he had ever seen in this

country. Although he employed the contractor

who was engaged on this building, he could not

get the same high class of work done in his (the

speaker's) buildings, the contractor stating that

the mandarins would not allow it.

Sir DiGBY Wyatt proposied a vote of thanks to

Mr. Simpson, remarking that it w.as satisfactory

to find that an artist whose duties necessitated

travelling to all parts of the world should,,

wherever he went, show such an intelligent ap-

preciation of the architecture of foreign lands as

to be able to describe it to the satisfaction of even

a professional audience. He regretted, however,

that Mr. Simpson had said hardly anything about

the domestic architecture of iho country,

which for picturesqueness and ingenuity of con-

struction far surpassed tho architecture of tho

temples and tombs. He hoped, however, that

Mr. Simpson might treat of this branch of the sub-

ject on a future occasion. In the vote he begged

to include the name of Major Crosman for the in-

teresting information with which he had supple-

mented Mr. Simpson's paper.

Mr. E. I'Ansos, in seconding the motion,

a.skod whether, prior to the last four hundred
years (during which period the architecture of

Chinese had remained stationary),the architecture

of Chinahad varied in stylo from time to time, and

if so, what was known of the ch,ange3 and de-

velopments of the style ? This was interesting

to know, for in looking at Chinese decorations,

and especially ceramic art, he thought there were

to be seen considerable traces of Greek ornament.

Did the Chinese at any time become acquainted

with Greek art, or were the Greek-like charac-

teristics he referred to tho result of their own
independent art development? Again, had thO'

Chinese style of ai-cbitecturo and art generally

been influenced at all (and if so, to what extent)

by intercourse -with foroign nations for trading

purposes ?

Mr. Jennings and Mr. Audsley having made
a few remarks, the motion was carried with accla-

mation, and the meeting terminated.

THE SPECTATOR AND
CENT."

"FIVE PER

OUR usually thoughtful and liberal-minded-

contemporary tho Spectator, has, we think,

in its last impi-ession, rather gone out of its way
for tho sake of haviug a slap at the architects.

Referring to the account published in tho Times

one day last week of the now Central Telegraph

Office in the new General Post-Office bHilding^

tho Spectator s.aysthat about tho building "there

are two facts to "be noted. No architect has been

employed, the entire work having been completed

by Jlr. Williams, an Assistant Surveyor of the

Works Department. Consequently, tho architect

was not paid 5 per cent, commission on expendi-

ture. Consequently, it not being his interest to-

lavish money, the building cost only £150,000,

and is most perfect for its purposes, the supply of

light, which is defective in the corridors and some

rooms of tho India OlBoo and Foreign Office,

being complete everywhere, and the whole in-

terior—including a telegraph-room, covering an

area of 20,000 square foot, and far the largest ia
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the world—beinsj exactly suited to the purposes

of the work. Uovernment work is never badly

done when the object of the Department is to

show a surplus." To these remarks of our con-

temporary, it may be replied that perhaps Mr.
Williams, although glad to have his building com-
mended as a work of architecture, fails to see the

value of the commendation when he is told in the

same breath that he is " no architect." We know,
indeed, that a great deal of professional joalousy

13 manifested towards Mr. Williams and other

officers of the Department of Works, and prob-

ably, according to the Institute rules, Mr.
Williams is not entitled to the name of architect.

But if the ability to produce a really serviceable

large public building be taken as a test, then un-
doubtedly Mr. Williams is an architect, as

successful, perhaps, as two-thirds of those about
•whose claim to the name of " architect " there is

no dispute. This we say without for a moment
wishing to imply that the design of the building
ia all that it might be artistically. The Spectator's

assumption that because an architect is paid by
commission on the outlay he must therefore, as a

matter of course, unnecessarily run up the

coat of buildings designed by him, is purely gra-

tuitous. Admirably as the new building just

completed ty Mr. Williams may be (and no
doubt is) suited to its purpose, its adaptability is

the result, not of the mode in which its architect

(or whatever else he may be called) was paid for

hia services, but of the architectural ability dis-

played by its designer. An equally convenient
and perhaps as che^ip a building might have been
produced under the direction of a fuU-iledged
Fellow of the lustitutoof Architects, while abetter
building might perhaps bo erected by one of

Mr. Williams's colleagues; but we are morally
certain that some, at any rate, of those who rejoice

in adding the letters '-F.R.I.B.A." to their names
•would not haveproduced so good abuilding even with
far greater expi-nditure. This cuckoo cry against
"percentagers" has been raised again and again,

only to be disposed of by almost universal testi-

mony to the effect that, all things consi'lered, the

payment of architects for their services by acom-
mission on the outlay on the buildings they de-
sign and superintend works more than f.iirly well,

and that it is the best .ind most convenient mode
•of payment which has yet been devised.

ARCHITECTURAL AND ARCn.a]OLOGICAL
SOCIETIES.

Belfast Aeciiitectokal Association.—The
Srst meeting of the present session was held in

the Museum on Monday evening, the 24th ult.

There was a large attendance of members, and
Vere Foster, Esq., occupied the chair. An open-
ing address was read by Mr. R. Watt, B.E.,

F.R.G-.S., in which he referred to the prospects
of the association, and made some practical sug-
gestions for its future management. In the dis-

cussion which followed. Dr. MacCormac and
Messrs. Lockwood, Doubled ay, Young, Stevenson,
and Braddel took part. The chairman having
then made some remarks, the meeting separated.

Edinbctegh Aechitectural Associatiox.—
The first ordinary meeting of this Association for

the present session was held on Wednesday week,
Mr. John Bryce, president, in the chair. Mr. R.
Thornton Shiells read a paper on Architecture. In
the course of his remarks, he said :— It may seem
atrange that though architecture is ever before the
eye of the public, there is no art it has loss know-
ledge of, owing to .architecture being not only
idealistic and scientific, but the practical embodi-
ment of both into utility .and beauty. The neces-
sities of the present day are the first desideratum.
They have their influence over form aud contri-

vance, as structures without such would not coin-
cide with the spirit of the age. Science in archi-

tecture embraces the knowledge of materials, as
regards their strength, properties and durability,

so that they may be adapted with becoming fit-

ness to the several parts they may have to occupy
in the embodiment of design. It ia only by science
that architecture can endure to after ages, for

should there be any defect in construction, or the
insuffiient knowledge of materials from the
foundation to the highest point, ruin is sure to

follow. Each part should have its true ratio and
proportion, according to the position it has to

occupy in relation to the whole structure, and its

form .and shape according to the nature and
strength of the material employed, so that stabil-

ity may be obt.ained without undue effort or waste
•of labour and material. In regard to the present

question of styles, any attempt to commingle
styles diametrically opposite to each other in

thought, such as Doric with l.Sth century Gothic

will always be repulsive to the eye, as the beauty
of the one is in its horizontal lines, and of the

other, in its vertical. The street architecture of

Paris would look flat under our cold sky and hilly

position, and much more so would Castellated

Scotch look heavy and crude in ia their clear at-

mosphere. But, to come nearer home, when at-

tempts have been made to introduce into stone

districts in the stormy north the brick or timber
architecture of the sunny South it has always been
a failure in comfort and effect, and quite inc ingru-

ous with the surroundings ; and much more so

when attempts have been made to castellate in

brick in the Scotch style. Jlr. Shiella was thanked
for his paper.

Leicestersuire Arcileolocical Society.—

A

meeting of the members of the above Society was
held in the Town Library, Leicester, on Monday
week. Mr. James Thompson read a paper on the

contemplated destruction of Wyggeston's Hos-
pital, and a protest against such a mutilation of

the only memorial of one of Leicester's greatest

benefactors. It was also resolved that a sub-

committee be appelated to watch the proceedings

about to be taken by the Governors of Wigston's

Schools and the Town Council, in order, as far

as may be, to carry out the purpose of the above

protest. The Hon Secretary read a paper, writ-

ten by Mr. Thos. North, on " The Seven Sacra-

ments."

Oxford Architectural and Historical So-

ciett.—•The members of this Society had their

second walk this Term on Saturday week to

Pembroke College and Bishop King's House.
They assembled in the Library at Pembroke Col-

lege, where the Master explained the history of

the building. The College was founded in the

year 1<)24, and stood upon the site once occupied

by numerous academical buildings, the principal

of which was Broadgiites Hall, so n imed from
having a pair of large g.ates iit its entrance. Dr.

Thomas Clayton rebuilt the place, and it seemed
to him (the Rev. E. Evans) that they had been

going on building ever since. Dr. Hall, Bishop of

Bristol, and Master of Pembroke from 1664 to

1709, next reetored the whole College. It then

embraced Beet Hall, from which Beef-lane took

its name. He then exhibited to the company
various views of the College, and several memo-
rials of Dr. Johnson, including some of his College

exercises, journals, and prayers for private use, as

well as the desk on which he wrote his fnmous
dictionary. A visit was then paid to the M.aster's

and Fellows" gardens, where a portion of the old

city wall is still to be seen. From thence the

company passed to the chapel, which stands on

the south side of the west quadrangle, and is a

small building in the Italian style. It was built

partly at the expense of Bartholomew Tipping,

i*2sq., of Oxford, and was consecrated in the year

1732 by Dr. Potter, Bishop of Oxford. The inte-

rior of the building is extremely plain, and the

reredos is constructed of marble, the centre-piece

being a picture of our Lord, taken by Cranke
from the original by Rubens, at Antwerp. Bishop
Kiug's House, in S. Aldate-street, was nest

visited. Mr. James Parker gave an account of

the building, which, ho said, was certainly not

the building inhahitod by Bishop King, who was
appointed as first Bishop of Oxford solar back as

1542, in the reign of Henry VIU. It was very

probable that he lived in a house on the site of

the present building, which thus got the name of

Bishop King's House. The present house was

built in 1628, in the reign o' Charles I., and
is a good example of the domestic architecture of

the period. The annual meeting of the Society

took place at the Taylor Building on Wednesday
week. Professor Stubhs occupying the chair. The
ofHcers for the ensuing year were elected as fol-

lows :—President : The Rev. the President of

Trinity College; Hon. Secretaries : The Rev. J. S.

Treacher, Morton College, and Mr. J. P.Earwaker,

Morton College ; Librarian : The Rev. W. E.

Daniel, Worcester College; Treasurer: Mr. James
I'arker

; Auditors : The Rev. G. S. Edwardes,

Morton College, and Mr. G. Ward, St. Giles's
;

Committee: Professor Westwood, JIagdalon Col-

lege; Professor Stubbs, Oriel College; Professor

Burrows, All Souls' College; the Rev. C. W.
Boase, Exeter College ; the Rev. W. Jackson,

Worcester College; the Rev. Prebendary Wilkin-

son, Merton College ; Mr. Trevor Fielder, S.

John's College; Mr. W. B. Gamlen, Exeter Col-

lege ; Cant. Ferrier Royal Engineers ; and Mr.

E. G. Bruton, St. Giles's. Mr. W. H. Turner, of

the Bodleian Library, then read an interesting
paper, entitled ' Curious Extr.acts from the Eccle-
siastical Court Books of the Diocese of Oxford."
The last walk this Term took place on Satur-
day, when Queen's College and the Church of

S. Petor-in-the-East were visited.

COMPETITIONS.
TnROSTON.

—

.\t a meeting of the members of the
Throston School Board,onWednesday, the 26th ult.,

the three premiumsforthedesignsforthe proposed
new schools were awarded as follows :—The first

to Mr. R Watt, of Hartlepool ; the second to

Messrs. Parsons and Ell wood. Newcastle-on- Tyne

;

.and the third to Messrs. Mo.ses and Weatherill,

Stooktm-on-Tees. There were ten designs sub-
mitted.

Skiiton Ce;.ietert.—The Burial Board for the
township of Skipton advertised for designs, in
October lasi., for the laying out of anew cemetery,
and for three chapels, a lodge, and fence-walls,

offering prizes of £10 and £') for the first and
second best; in the event of the architect whose
design was considered best being selected to carry
out the work, the £10 then to merge into hia

commission. The conditions stipulated that the
cost should not exceed £2,500. In response to

such invitiition, 22 sets of designs have b^en sent
in, and were on view on Thursday and Friday of

last week, in the Town Hall. 31any designs had
evidently done duty on previous occasions, and
these without exception were—or ought to have
been—out of the race in point of cost, whatever
their other merits might have been. Many which
had been specially prepared wore also too expen-
sive ; there were others possessing no merit what-
ever. Your correspondent, in his own mind,
reduced the number to four, which had observed
all the conditions, and came within tho cost, the
first being from Peggs and Roper, " Cceme-
tarium, " S within a circle, and a quatrefoil. The
Board, however, only placed one of these in the

race, and the result of the voting showed them
in the following order:— 1. "t.'cemetarium," J.

Varley, Esq., Skipton. 2. ''Fido," Robinsoa and
Marshall, Bradford. 3. ' Labor in vanitas." 4.

'•Design with beauty and build with truth." 5.

*'Peac6." 6. *' A double triangle." As the cost

of 3, 4, 5, and 6 would have r.mged from £3,000
to £10,000, and the cost ot second prize design

would not have been less than £7,000, it is

difficult to understand the principle upon which
the Board came to their decision. Any one, look-

ing fairly into the merits of the drawings, would
have given *'Ccemetarium" a hi^h place—the

arrangements were carefully studied, everything

was obtained which could be got for the money.
The chapels were judiciously placed in about the

centre of the respective blocks of ground, 2-5th3

being apportioned to Episcopalians, 2-5ths to

Xoncouformists, and the remaining l-5th to Ro-
man Catholics. Tho entrance-lodge and gates

were in the centre of the grounds. The designs

are Early Decorated Gothic, and are as chaste and
effective as they are economical, and can be carried

out for the money. The designs prepared by
" Fido " are also Early Decorated Gothic, and are

of undoubted merit; but, as the cost of these

would have exceeded £7,000, and had evidently

not been prepared for this occasion, they should

have been excluded.

CHIPS.
One of the most prominent features in the East

of London, viz., the steeple of Limehouse Church,
has just received a very useful addition in the

shape of an illuminated clock. It is anticipated

that the clock will be seen from the river for

several miles each way. Messrs. BlundeU were the

contractors.

Mr. William Kelly, C.E., has been appointed sur-

veyor to the West Derby Local Board, at a salary

of £2.o0 per annum, and Mr. John Holuie has been
appointed inspector of roads, buildings, aud sewers,

at a salary of ,£I.W per .annum.

It turns out that York Gate is private property.

The owner has offered to sell it to the Board of

Works, but on Friday last the Board refused to

purchase it. The cost of taking it down and
]>iitting it up again elsewhere would be about £400.

What Mr. Bennett asked for the fee-simple we do
not know.
We .are glad to find that, yielding to the repre-

sentations of the Oxford Historical and Architec-

tural Society, the Bishop of Oxford h.as consented
to consecrate a fresh site for the new parish church
of Hatfield, in Berkshire, so that the old chuich
may not be pulled down.
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OUR LITHOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS-

S. MARV AT THE CROSS, SHOKEDITCII.

OrK Lithographic Illustrations this week refer

to a building erected in Mark-street, near Paul-

Btreet, Finsljury , devoted to the jiurposcs of a

Sister's Home and Hospital, and dedicated to

S. Mary at the Cross. The establishment is in

connection wi.'h the church of S. Michael, Shore-

ditch, and was primarily intended to supplement

the parochial woik of the district attached to that

church. The sisters of the community who labour

hero give themselves up in the most Eolf-sacri-

ficing spirit to a very hardworking life, visiting

and tending the sick poor of the parish, and par-

ticularly caring for those against whom hospital

doors are closed—we allude to the largo class of

patients who either are inadmissible to our hos-

pitals, or have been discharged when acute

disease has lo all sppearance been banished.

Most of our readers know the delicate condition

in which a patient is who has recently left one of

these institutions, whether it be after a serious

operation, or after recoveiy from fever or other

prostrating disease ; nourishing and stimulating

food are rccjuired, and, too often, the patients [are

BO totally inadequate to obtain it that they con-

tinue unable to follow the calling they had fol-

lowed previous to the painful period through

which they have just passed ;
the family some-

times becomes even more impoverished, and the

sequel is not difficult to imagine. To succour

such as these, and to give aid and comfort to the

hopelessly incurable, and who have neither means

nor interest to procure admission to the hospitals

for incurables, the sisters, whose home we arc

about to describe, have devoted themselves.

The scope of tho building is more extended

than was first contemplated, and when completed

it will cover much more ground than was then

intended. From lack of moans at tho time the

sisters were unable to do all that they proposed

at first, and in one sense it may bo said to have

been fortunate it was so ; for an opportunity has

occurred which enabled them to acquire an addi-

tional piece of ground before completing their

then intended build ng. They will be now ablo

to adapt their plans for greater usefulness and
with more advantage than if their original inten-

tion had been carried cut. Tne portion of tho

building already executed, and which we now
illustrate, occupies two sides of a quadrangle, of

which one faces the public thoroughfare in Mark-
street, and tho other is at right angles to it. Tho
Mark-street portion contains the principal en-

trance, with a reception-room on tho right, and
apartments for visitors on the left; on tho first

floor are the Superior's apartments, with an in-

fii-mary over for the sisters should they, in their

laborious caro for their poor neighbours, bo over-
taken with sickness, and at the eastern extremity

of tho first floor is the beautiful chapel which is

BO conspicuous .nmong our illustrations. The
basement of this part of tho building contains a
moituary chapel, stores, and other oflices. The
other wing of the building is occupied in the
basement with tho kitchen, on tho ground floor

by a refectory and sisters' common room, and on
tho first floor by tho sisters' dormitory, which,
however, is now used in tho unfinished state of

tho building as a ward for incurable women.
Adjacent to these apartments is a turret stair-

case communicating between tho basement and
each story, and in tho Mark-street portion
are other staircases, .also corridors or cloisters for

communication on each floor. With tho excep-
tion of the chapel, the whole has been executed
with materials of simiilo character, priiicip.illy

brick, and tho decor.ationhas been made in every
case subservient to tho design. Picked stocks
with bands of red brick and moulded red brick
string-courses have been adopted for the exterior.
and stone has ovarywhcro been sparingly used.
The mortuary chapel, tho reception-room, and the
cloisters have been covered with groined vaulting
of Beart's bricks, with occasional rod brick bond.-i.

Tho refectory is lined with red and white Suffolk

bricks, and a large portion of the floors are

formed with Staffordshire tiles laid in simple

devices. Tho floors, where not on brick vault-

ing, are constructed with iron joists and cement,

on Phillips's principle. Tho lead-coverod dormer

windows and the fireplaces, both of refectory aud

other apartments, are well deserving attention.

Tho chapel is of more ornate character than

tho rest of tho building, and bears the mark of

very careful study. The ceiling is formed with

groined vaulting of Bat'a stone, and all tho

window recesses have stone tracery flush with

tho internal face of the wall. A tribune at the

west end, with arched opening aud wrought-iron

railing iu front, is the place in which the organ

is situated. The doors and all tho wood fittings

are of oak, and the stalls, with niiserero to each,

will repay careful examinatiou. Tho floor is of

Minton's tiles, of very rich character, and the

steps approaching the altar aro of marble. The

altar itself is of very beautiful design, and exe-

cuted with many choice marbles ; thero is also a

reredos of marble and alabaster, containing

niches with figures and sacred embleuis, and it

is intended to surmount the whole with a taber-

nacle of precious motal-work. There remain to

be noticed the brass st.andards aud rods for the

hangings at the sides of tho altar, the painted-

glass windows above the altar, the credence and

piscina, both executed in marble, and a hagio-

scope at the western end communicating with the

Superior's apartments, about all of which a great

deal might be said.

In bringing our notice to a conclusion, we
cannot refrain from speaking in the highest terms

of commendation of Mr. Brooks, the architect's,

work, and of the original manner in which every

part of the design has been treated ; and we

must not forget to add that tho execution of tho

work is very creditable indeed. Tho completion

of the building forming the hospital proper is

being proceeded with, and wo trust ere long to

see its accomplishment and to return to the sub-

ject. The cost of the chapel has been borne by a

private donor, and it is ex])ected that the total

cost of the building will be about i;lt<,000.

Our six sheets of lithographic illustrations are

this week devoted to this building, and next

week we shall give two additional ones.

PLATE-GLASS STAINING.

STAINED glass is daily becoming more popular
in all styles, and since the introduction of

polished plate glass—whose sole ornamontation
iiitherto has been embossing—various attempts
have been made to solve tho problem how a large

plate could be stained with vitrified colours, seas
at the same time to preserve uniujured the polish

on the reverse side. The dilUculty was the cir-

cumstance that the flames could never be made to

play equally on so broad a surface. One part of

the work invariably became heated before another,

and the result was breakage and failure. Mr.
David Small, of Edinburgh, for two years has pro-

secuted this inquiry with unrouiitting attention^

and a writer in the I'^rotsi/ntn has recently in-

spected a few examples of large glass plates

stained by his new process, the outer side of which
retained the same beautiful and smooth polish

that it had previous to entering the furnace. Tho
ornamentation was in the French style, and,

although rather elaborate, every point was pro-

duced without a flaw ; while tho polish on the un-
stained side was preserved intact. The colours

were indeed deficient in that depth aud brilliancy

which form the great attracliou in the built-up

stained windows of churches and cathedrals, but
such perfection of colouring has never beea
attained by any one in treating ghiss panes of even
the smallest sizes. The staining on plate glass

seems rather desirable when a light effect is

wanted, as many delicate tints can bo appropri-

ately introduced. The principle can bo applied

to part of tho plate, leaving the remainder in its-

original state- The secret of Mr. Small's success

lies in his having dispensed with the old " muffled

kiln," and introduced a furnace constructed on a
different principle. The plate to be stained is

also placed in an iron box of a novel description.

One side of tho plate is imbedded in a powdered
preparation ; the other, with the vitrified colours

upon it, is ot course left exposed ; and tho pecu-

liarity of the furnace is that while the heat is

brought to bear equally upon the upper surface>

so that it softens aud readily absorbs tho colours,

the under side is kept so cool that the polish

upoTi it is entirely uuiujured. Mr. Small's fur-

naces can produce a stained plate 7ft. by oft.

SOCtETY OF ENGINEERS.

AT a meeting of the Society of Engineers, hold
on Monday last, Mr. Jabez Church, jirosi-

dent, in tho chair, a paper was read by Jlr.

Charles Julian Light on a new method of setting

out tho slopes of earthwork. Tho author divided

the conditions under which this operation has to

be performed into three classes. ]. When the
cross section is practically level. 2. When the
inclination of surface in cross section is fairly

uniform, and exceeds! in 100. Ji. When the cross

section is irregular and rough. The proposed new
method dealt with the second and large.'^t class,

Tho author then briefly described the ordinary
process by successive approximations, and said

that for this ho proposed to substituto direct and
exact measurements on tho surface of ground,
based upon data easily obtained, and deduced
from tables of a simple form. Ho then showed
that the general formula for the side-width, mea-
sured from the centre peg along the surface of

ground, is

Where F is the half formation width, H the sec-

tional height on centre line, 8 tho slope, D the
difference of level on cross section at a distance

from the centre peg, preferably 100ft., and M =

VA-_D'.

Of tho two signs in the denominator the -^ sign
applies to the lower side in cuttings aud the upper
in embankments, and the — sign to tho upper
side iu cuttinLTs and the lower io embankuicnts.
He then explained somo modifications of the
formula, which are required at and about the
balance line, and concluded by describing the
tables proposed and illustritting (ho mode of their
application.

ABERDEEN HARBOUR.

'J'NHE entrance to -Aberdeou Harbour has

X hitherto been dangerous during the pre-

valence of easterly storms, but no remedial

action was taken until IStjS, when powers weie ob-

tained to remove tho south pier and part of thfl

breakwater, and to build .a breakwater at a point

further to the south-east, extend the north pier,

excavate a new channel for the River Dee oppo-

site tho harbour, and effect other minor improve-

ments. A contract was entered into for the diver-

sion of tho river for about £40,0U0, but the Har-

bour C-ommiasiooers themselves undertook tho

constructiou of the new south breakwater. The
now channel has been successfully excavated, tho

Dee having been turned into it some months ago.

The construction of the new south breakwater

was commenced in 1-S70, and the season just

closed has seen the completion of theundertakiug.

Tho length is l,0o0tt. The structure throughout

is formed of concreto. Tho mode of construction

was as follow:—Blocks of coucrete of from nine

to 23 tons weight were laid by divers below ebb-

tide mark- Above this a strong framework cf

wood was constructed the whole width of tho

breakwater, and from 10ft- to 25lt. in advannce,

into which liquid concrete was poured aud then
beaten into a compact mass. Blocks of about

200 tons weight have thus been formed. Tho
method adopted of preparing the foundation

saved much time and expeuso. Instead of blast-

ing theprojectiug rocky points, the crovices were
filled up with concrete luclosea in b;igs, so as to

form a safe and secure bed for the blocks, which
were lowered by steam power. To the mode of

construction is doubtless due the short time tho
breakwater has been iu buildiug, as also the

comparatively small cost— Jt'bO.OOO. Next season

the extension of tbo north pier is to be commenced
The length to bo added is about 550ft., at an
estimated cost of £44,000. Before the improve-
ments were begun the breadtb of the harbour en-
trance was 450ft. ; when they are concluded tho

breadth will be 1,200ft. The works aro being
carried on under tlie superintendence of Mr.
William Dyco Cay, resident et^gineer to ihe Har-
bour Coojiuissiunors. The total cost of tho
improvements will be about £200,000.
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SCHOOLS OF ART.

Socrn Kensington.—Lord Aberdare on Mon-

day afternoon distributed the prize.s awarded to

the students of the South Kensington School of

Art, which were -won in the local and national

competition of 1873, the works to which they were

awarded having been executed in the twelve

months preceding the April of the present year.

The prize-winners are the students of the two

schools at South Kensington, ono for male and one

for female students—the schools being in compe-

tition with each other, and with all those of the

United Kingdom. The competitors do not, how-

ever, include all the students of the schools, those

in training for future teacherships and the

national scholars not being eligible to compete for

the school prizes, the competition amongst stu-

dents in training and national scholars, introduced

for the first time this year, being separate from

that of the general students. The medals and

books distributed represent only the higher grades

of distinctions obtain.able by students, the minor

honours not being included. They consist of three

gold medals, 7 silver medals, 8 bronze medals, and

10 Queen's prizes of books, all won in the

national competition, besides 5<! prizes of books

won in the local prize section. These include the

whole of the prizes gained at the annual compe-

tition. The set of drawings from jewellery which

won one of the gold medals were purchased by the

Department for £il. The students in training

and national scholars were this year allowed to

;ompete for honorary distinctions in the national

wmpetition, and obtained 3 silver medals, 14

>rouze medals, and G Queen's prizes of books ; 20

tudents also obtained awards for passing in one

tr more subjects of the first tertiticate, 3rd grade,

Vt the second grade examination in March, which

onsists of examinations by written papers in

geometry and perspective, and exercises in free-

land and model drawing, 83 students passed, 37

Ton prizes, and 14 students obtained certificates

<f the second grade. At the third or highest

g-ade examinations, 2-t students of this school

ojtained the teacher's certificate. Since the last

dstribution of prizes, nine students have been

recommended from these schools lor admission to

tie Royal Academy. The number of students and

anount of fees paid by them in the year ending

JUy, 1873, shows an increase in fees of £240 ts

compared with the preceding year, but a decrease

of42 in the total number of students. The whole

diuinution is more than caused by reducing the

nunber of free admissions, the number of free

stidents being less by 80 during the year ending

July, 1873, than in the year ending July, 1872,

the fee-paying students during the past year,

tho-efore show an increase of 38 over the previous

yeir. The total number of students has been 723.

the amount of fees received £2,400. 5s., during

the year ending last July. Amongst this number
of itudents 302 are males, and 331 females ; 115

arefree students, consisting of students in train-

ing, national scholars, scholars who have won free

studentships, a detachment of Royal Engineers

stationed at the Museum, and other employes of

the department. There are in the school 38 stu-

dents in traiuing, 3 of whom are females, and r2

national scholars, who are being educated aS

designers.
«-
CHIPS.

Sir Edward Lechmere, Bart., has purchased the
Great Gate and Priory Crypt of S. John's, Clerk-
enwell, and we are glad to think the relic has fallen

into hands in which it will be preserved from
further mutilation.

A new altar cloth, for use in Hereford Cathedral,
has arrived from Bruges. It consists of brocade
silk, with a white and gold ground. The central
subject, embroidered, is the Good Shepherd, and at
either end are two angels, under canopies, singing
praises. The super-altar is divided into five com-
partments, in the second and fourth of which, on a
gilt ground, are angels. The upper portion is of

crimson Utrecht velvet, and the whole is fringed
with embroider}-,

A new pulpit, from designs by Mr. Barry. R.A.,
was used for the first time on Advent-Sunday in

Peterborough Cathedral.
A new line of thoroughfare is projected by the

City authorities, running from Throgmorton-street
to London-wall.
The late Mr. Thomas Barry, M.P., ha-i left

pictures and other works of art to the value of
more than £200,000.

Mr. Arnold, Local Government Board Inspector,
has been holding an inquiry at Brighton with re-

ference to the adjustment of corporate property
to the extended borough.

Suilding intelligence.

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

Abisgdos.—The memorial stone of a new
Wesleyan Chapel and schools were laid at Abing-

don on the 2Gth ult. The cliurch is from a design

by Mr. W. H. Woodman, architect, of Reading,

and is being built by Mr. G. J. King, builder, of

Abingdon. It will consist of a nave, transepts,

chancel, organ- chamber, vestry, tower and spire

at the X.W. corner, and south porch. The clear

length of the nave will be 72ft., width 37ift.,

width across transepts GGft. ; the chancel will b.^

24ft. by 7 ft. ; the total height to ridge of nave,

48ft. The wails are to be built of native rag-

stone, with Bath stone dressings. The spire will

bo of Bath stone, rising to a height of 128ft. The
church will form one side of a quadrangle, and

the school buildings the opposite side. The
schoolrooms will be 65ft. long, 22ft. wiie, and

28ft. high. The estimated cost of building the

chapel and schools is £5,000.

DcjiBARTON. — Last week a new Episcopal

Church was held at Dumbarton, N.B. The
building was designed by Mr. R. Anderson, Edin-

burgh. The ground-plan is a parallelogram,

112ft. long by 5Gft. wide; and the church is

divided into a nave and aisles by ranges of piers

and arches which support the clerestory walls.

The chancel is marked off from the nave trans-

versely by a massive pointed arch. From the

character of the site no light could be obtained

from the aisles, but this is compensated for by a

well-developed clerestory. Open seats afford

sitting accommodation for about 500 people. A
comfortable parsonage house, designed to har-

monise with the church, completes the group of

buildings, which, have cost neaily £5,000. The
architectural style of the church is the Early Geo-

metric Pointed Gothic. The church is dedicated

to S. Augustine.

Melltsg.—The church of S. Thomas, at Mei-

ling, near JIaghull, having undergone considerable

alterations and repairs, was on Tuesday conse-

crated. LTnder the directions of Mr. H. H. Vale,

the low, flat ceiling—which was found to interfere

greatly with the ventilation—has been removed,

and in place thereof, new roofing timbers substi-

tuted. The organ-gallery has been removed from

over the chancel, and a new chancel has been

built, with an organ-chamber to the north of it,

and a vestry to the south, and a Gothic porch

entrance to the church has been added near to the

vestry. The cost of the improvements is about

£700. The contractors for the work were >Ir.

Goodburn, of Liverpool, and Mr. Riding, of

Ormskirk.

Pdlham S. Mary.—The Chnrch of S. Mary
Magdalene. Pulham S. Mary, Suffolk, was re-

opened on Thursday week, after restoration. The
church consists of a navo and aisles, tower, and
\orth porch of the time of Henry VII , whilst the

chancel is of the earlier or Decorated period. The
roofs, all of which are figured in " Brandon's Open
Timber Roofs," have been carefully restored. The
Eastern bay of the nave roof had been highly de-

corated in distemper. There was sufficient left

to enable the artist to re-copy the old, which has

b^en done by Mr. King, of Xorwich. A new
three-light Early Geometrical E-ist window has

been put in by Heaton, Bntler, and Bayne, repre-

senting " The Crucifixion," " S. Mary Magdalene
washing the Saviour's feet ;" and " S. Mary telling

the Apostles she had seen the Lord after His

death." A new vestry and organ-chamber has

been built on the north side, opening into the

chancel and north aisle. The architect is Jlr.

R. M. Phipson. The general contractors for the

works are Mr. Vine, of Eye, and Mr. Grimwood,
of Weybread

.

The Hague.—The new English Church of

S. John and S. Philip at the Hague, erected at the

sole expense of Mr. John A. Tinne, of Briarley,

Aigburth. was consecrated on Sunday, the I'Jth

ult. The designs for the church were furnished

by Mr. H. H. Vale, of Liverpool ; and the windows
are filled with stained glass by Mr. Sullivan,

also of Liverpool.

Walsall.—The foundation-stone of the new
church of S. George's, Walsall, was laid on

Wednesday week. Its style is Early Decorated,

the generi'lwaliing being of limestone, with Penk-
ridgo stone dressings, and when complete, the

building will consist of a nave '.lOft. '.lin. long, and

20ft. wide, north and south aisles, iHt. Sin. wide, a

chancel 40.ift. long by 20ft. wide, an orgon-
ehambor, vestry', and choir vestry, and north and
south porches, a tower and spire rising above the

latter to a height of l()8ft. The foundations are

laid for the carrying out of the entire design, which
will require about £10,000 ; but the present con-

tract excludes the chancel, vestries, &c., and tho
spire, and will require between £5,000 and
£6,000 for its completion. Accommodation will

be afforded for G'7 worshippers. 422 in tha

nave. 212 in the aisles, and 43 in the chancel.

Mr. R. Griffiths, county surveyor, Stafford, is the

architect; and the builder, Mr. Adkins, Walsall.

ECILDISGS.

CoLDBATii Fields Prison.—The Middlesex
magistrates have resolved :

'* That the plans for

the alterations in that part of the prison called

the * Misdemeanants' Prison,' and for warming,
ventilating, and lighting the cells, and furnish-

ing them with the means of communication with
the officers, at an approximately estimated cost

of £12,000, be approved by the Court, and for-

warded for approval to the Secretary of State for

the Homo Department. That if the Secretary of

State for the Home Department shall approve of

such plans, the Clerk of the Peace do notify such,

approval to the Visiting Justices, and that th&
Visiting Justices be thereupon authorised to have
the quantities prepared, and to procure tenders

for the execution of the works by public com-
petition, and to submit such tender as thoy may
deem most favoui-able to the Court for approval,"

The plans in question have been prepared by
'

the county surveyors.

HoLBORX.—The Corporation of London aro

about to erect four blocks of improved dwellings

for the working classes, on the site of Union-
court, one entrance being from Bleeding Heart-

yard, and another in Field-lane, at the foot of tha

steps recently erected by the Corporation as an
approach from Field-lane to Charterhouse-street.

Each block will contain accommodation for ten

families, making forty families in all. The con-

tract drawings are quite ready, and tenders aro

about to be invited.

The JIetropolitan Meat and Poultry-
Market.—On Wednesday the corner-stone of tho

new annexe to tho Metropolitan ifeat and Poultry

.Mai'ket at Smithfield was laid by the chairman oS

tho Markets Improvement Committee. The com-
mittee, being impressed with the necessity for

additional market accommodation, instructed the

City Architect to prepare designs, plans, and
estimat.'S for utilising with that view a portion of

the vacant land belonging to the Corporation on

the south side of Charterhouse-street, between tho

existin.g market and tho Chatham and Dover
Railway. Mr. Jones's plan, which was adopted

by the Corporation, and is now being carried out,

provides four avenues, running east and west, with

two entrances from Farriuiidon-street, and two
from the existing market. Excepting that thevo

is a much greater fro-jtago and less back shop,

tho general arrangement is similar to that in tho

Jleat and Poultry Market, as is also tho proposed

system of construction. The elevation is tho

same in general character as that of the existing

market. Tho area of ground that will bo covered

is about 40, 000ft. superficial, of which tho shops,

72 in number, will occupy 2'J.500ft. The frontage

opposite tho present market will be about 200ft.,

and that abutting on Charterhouse-street about

255ft. A ro.ad will also be formed at tho west end

of the annexe, thereby opening up tho back land

and land west of the market. The value of the

land set apart for the now building is £80,000, and
the expense of constructing it and forming the

new road is estimated at £h7,500, or £167.500 in

all- The building will bo completed in about nine

months, and the contractors are Messrs. Holland

and Hannen.

SuMMEHTOWN. — Tho Bishop of tho Diocese

opened the new schools of S. Edward, Summer^
town, Oxon, on Tuesday week, and laid the

foundation-stone of tho new chapel about to bo

erected at the east wing of the building. Tho
Chapel (which will be connected with tho School

by a cloister) will be built cf local stone, with

freestone dressings for the windows. &c. Tho
style will be Early English. The plan of tho east

end is to be pent«gonal, and it will be lighted by-

narrow- lancets on each fan. An ambulatory is

obtained at tho back of the roredos. Tho entire

length of the Chapel from east to west will ex-

ceed 100ft., and the width will be about 25ft.
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The altar is perhaps the only fitting now in the

temporary chapel that will ultimately find a

place in tlje permanent erection. This has been

executed by Mr. H. Eyles, carver, of Oxford,

from the architect's designs. The vestments

which will be used at the celebration of the Holy

Communion wore worked and presented to the

Rev. A. B. Simeon by the Sistors of S. Margaret's,

East Grinstoad. They are Gothic in shape, and

the pattern was taken from one in the British

Museum. Mr. %Yilkinson is the architect.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
"We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

onr correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests

that all communications should bo drawn up as briefly

as possiMe. as there are many claimants upon the space

allotted to correspondence.]

To Our Readbhs.— We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-

templated (T in progress in the provinces.

All letters should be addressi^d to the EDITOR, 31

TAVISTOCK-sTREKT. COVENT-GARdEN, W.C.
Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to

J. Passmork Edwauds.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for advertisements is Gd. per line, of eight

words (the lirst line counting as two). No advertisement
inserted for less than hiilf-a-crown. Special torrns for

eeries of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.
Front Page Advertisements 9d. per line.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

ofiBce not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
(Payable in advance.)

Nineteen shillings per annum (post free) to any
part of the United Kingdom. To the United States
£1. 6s. (or (ij dols. gold). To France or Belgium, £1. 63.

<or 32 francs). To India {via Southampton), tl. 143. l"d.

To any of the Ausii-alian Colonies, New Zealand, the

Cape, the West Indies, Canada, Nova Scotia, or Natal'
£1.63-

N.B.—American and Belgian subscribers are requested
to remit their subscriptions by International P.O. O.. and
to advise the publisher of the d.nte and amount of their

remittance. Back numbers can only be sent at the rate

of "d. each, the postage charged being :td per cupy. All

foreign subscriptions unnccompanied by an additional re-

roitlauce to cover the extra cost of forwarding back num
bers are commenced from the next number published
after the receipt of the subscription.
Cases for binding tho half-yearly volumes. 2s. each.

Subscribers receiving their copies din^ct from the

office are requested to observe that the last numiier of

the term for which their Subscription is paid, will be
forwarded to tliem in a coiowfd icrapper, as an intima-
tion tbat a fresh remittance is necessary, if it be desired
to continue the Subscription.

Eeckived.-J. T.andSon. L. and N.~J. 11 —C. B. A.—
E K.— K. J. T.— i;. H,-W. M. P.-D. C. K.— E. L.

X. T. Z.—Your query on < ondensing Engines will appear
in the next number of the Kng'Ash Medianic, where you
are much more likely to get a satisfactory rep y.

T. Poi'PLE.—Your letter was scut to the writer of the
article.

A Buii-DEH.—Consult the London Timber Merchants who
advertise in our p;iges.

Tnos. li.—The dtawing was photo-litboccraphcd, but sub-
eequen'ly coDfcidered of iuhultiuieut i.ipurtauco to be
published.

R. S. S.—H. — Information has already leea given on
colourin>j plans.

K.S. K.-N0.
H. & A. P. FttY,—Drawing in hand.

^orrc'jpoudcncc.
--

THE FALL OF MESSRS. 0(.')STLIXG'S

yUAFT, NORTHFLEFT.
(To the Editor 0/ the Building News.)

Sir,—The few additional remarks in laat we(>k's
* Correspomlence "' will not requiro a very lon;^

notice. 1 wiil deal lirst ^vith thoso relating to tiio

proportiea of Portland cement, and noxt with
those relating to the chiiunoy cap.

K ,L \Vitli reference lo tho lirst subject, it ia well
known that cement which "blows," or expands,
crackB ail lo pieces—thenco the force of tho lirst

two facta I mentioned. Good, cement shrinks
elightly in setting, as cveryono knows who has
boon in tho habit of making up cement bars to ho
tested by a machine. Tho third fact named is

a still stronger proof of non-expansion, for, as
the cement tloor could not have jiiishcd tho walls
out, it would, if it had expanded, have risen in

tho middle, like a pancake. I know of a caso,
within the laat few weeks, where this very thing
has happened from the use of bad cement. It is

quite a mistake to think that tbero was 4jin. of

brickwork in mortar on each side of the grouted
work at Xorthfleet. There may have been an
inch or so of pointing on tho outside face, and
something leas inside, but tho practical effect was
that of a bond-conrso, Gin. deep, sot iu neat
Element through the whole thickness of tho wall.
Itia ovidont that work built with a core of brick-

work in cement, and a casing of brickwork in

mortar, would be liable to fail from unequal set-

tlemenr; and it soems possible that tho effects of

this unequal settlement might be erroneously

attributed to an expansion of the cement. There
was no such work as this at Northfleet. Before

leaving tho subject, I will just notice the conjec-

ture that the addition of mortar to cement makes
it "practically underclayod." If this were true,

then cement that had been ovorclayol could he

set right by the addition of mortar ; and, on the

same principle, we mii^ht expect that cement
which had been underclayed could be set right by

tho addition of clay—say, iu tho form of brick-

dust; so that, by adding first one and then the

other, we could go on making Portland cement in

unlimited quantities. The fallacy here lies in

not discriminating between mere mixture and
chemical combination. Cement cannot bo mado
by merely mixing chalk and clay, whether burnt

or unburnt ; the essential thing is, that tho two
materials should be exposed together to a heat

intense enough to make them act ou each othor

chemically.

2. With reference to the chimney-cap, only one
suggestion haa been made beyond tliose previously

disposed of, and this a glance at the section pub-

lished last week will probably be enough to set

aside. Put into plain words, the suggestion seems
to be this : That a piece of the oversailing work
fell away bodily from the upright work into

which it was bonded; and that, by its removal,
the chimney became unequally weighted, and
'^toppled over" in the opposite direction. It

occurred to me, when dealing in my last letter

with all tho possible ways in which a chimney-
cap like the Northfleet one could bo ima'^ined to

cause the destruction of a shaft, that some one
might be driven, as a last resort, to bring forward

this ; but I felt that it would be wrong to your
correspondents to attribute by anticipation such
an absurdity to any of them. It might, I think,

have been avoided by any one who could have
found time, in the intervals of this cnrrespouj-

ence, to draw out to scale a rough section of the

chimney-cap, from the dimensions published

some weeks since, and who could thus have
made him.5elf acquainted with the proportions of

the work he felt constrained to write about.

There are many considerations which disprove

tho notion referred to; but it will be enough to

mention two. The first is, that oversailing work
like that of the Northfleet cap is constantly used
to carry enormous weights—such, for instance, aa

projecting piers, and the oblique sides of octa-

gonal lanterns brought ovor from a squaro base

—

and its failure is m thing almost unheard of. In
such cases as these, the oversailing is often much
less gradual than it was iu the chimney iu ques-
tion, while the projection attained is many times
greater; and yet it is found, as a matter of

daily experience, not merely that this largo

amount of oversailing work will safely bear its

own weight, but that it will safely carry a high
wall or spire iu addition. One might suppose, to

hear all the learned jargon that has been talked
about this simple matter, that there had never
been a chimney finished with oversailing courses
before, much less a pier corbelled out in brick-

work from a wall, or the side of a towor or spire

supported on oversailing squincbes. While these

forms of constraction are in constant use, it is

not enough to say, '^ pc?'haps somo of the over-

sailing work at Northfleet fell off oy its own
A'oight; " the argument should begin by showing
how and why it should fall off. The second con-

sideration is, ttiat if such a fall had preceded or

accompanied that bulging of the shaft which,
according to the witness Field, w-as the first

symptom of failure, it would have been impossible

for him, or anybody else on tho ground, not to

have heard it. A mass of brickwork does not
descend from a height of 200ft. as noiselessly as

a snow flake ; and. if there had been any such
warning as this before tho general collapse, not
a man, probably, would have been hurt Tho
first f;ill of materials, however, aa before stated,

was in tho inside, and not on tho outsido. of tho
shaft ; so that the wholo history of tho collapse

joins to upset this groundless fancy. The theory
in question implies, first, a falling-down in

some inconceivable way of a part of tho cor-

bellod-out brickwork, and then a bonding-ovor of

:ho upper part of the shaft, in coisoquonce of the
cap having thus been unequally lightened. Any
such bending-over, supposing it to happen, would
take some very appreciable time. It might, ac-

cording to circuuistancos, occupy minutes, or

hours, or days ; but nobody can imagine a chim-

ney 12ft. thick curving round instantaneously

like a spring which has been suddenly released.

There would have been, first, a fall of a mass of

brickwork, large enough, at any rate, to act as a
warning to everybody on the ground ; after which
the upper part of the shaft might, or might not,

have begun slowly to bend from unequal
pressure.

I observe, in last week's "Correspondence," a
couple of paragraphs professing to describe the
internal sfafe of the particles of matter in a
tea.saucer and a chimney-cnp respectively ; and
showing (what nobody ever doubted) that in each
case there are certain forces tending to pro-

duce disruption, which are overpowered by
other much greater forces, which produce cohe-

sion. But what has all this to do with the ques-
tion in hand ? After all the references to
'• shearing forces " and " vertical lamime,"
" neutral axes " and "wooden parallelopipedons,"

the fact remains, as before, tijat neither a tea-

saucer nor a chimney-cap, as long as each is

unbroken, exerts any lateral thrust on tho surface

on which it rests. Set a tea-saucer weighing
3oz. on the top of a tumbler, and, as long as it

remains unbroken, it exerts no more lateral

thrust on the tumbler below it than would any
other 3-ounce weight. Set a chimney-cap weigh-

ing 20 tons on tho top of a shaft, and, as long as

it remains unbroken, it exerts no more lateral

thrust on tho shaft below it than would any other

20-tou weight. Before such a cap can exert any
lateral thrust on work below, and can so produce

its destruction, it must itself, in some way 01

other, begin to split or otherwise break up
While it remains whole and entire, it is a mer-

dead weight on the shaft, with no more tendenc;

to injure it than any other dead weight of equa
maL;nitude. This is the point of my argument
and if this is an ei'ror, let it be plainly denied, ant

plainly confuted—both, if possible, in simpb
English words. I affirm that an unbrokei
chimney-cap, like an unbroken toa-saucei', exerO

no lateral thrust on the surface ou which it rest.

If this proposition cannot be upset, what have v©

to do with tho *' internal forces" which are i.fc

work iu the teiL-s';ucer, as in every other materiil

object throughout the universe? We might is

well inquire into the manufacture of tea-sauce'S,

or investigate the history of the Worcester chiia

works.

The facts about tho Northfleet chimnoy-ci-p,

then, may still be summed up thus : either ihe

cap did split or break up, or it did not. If it (id

not, it was a mere dead weight, pressing veiti-

cally downw.ards; and the question is, whotior

this dead weight (11) tons 3 cwt.) was enougl: to

cause tho " swaggiug'' or collapse of a piece of

shaft 30ft. high, i4iu. thick, and 12ft. in ouTiade

diameter. It has been proved by a reference to

chimneys now standing, and it has not, up to the

tiuje at which I am writing, been denied by my
of your correspondents, that even four or five

times this weigat is insufficient to cause any aicb.

" swaggiog." It follows, then, that if tho cap did

not split or break up, it could not have caused

the accident. Now, it has been proved, fron a

consideration of its shape, that it could not aavo

split by its own weight into segments; and it has

been proved by the testimony of an eye-witaeas

that it did not do so. The last resource left, then,

for the advocates of tho *' swaggiug " theory is to

STippose that perhaps some of the oversailing work
fell off in a lump, from no assignable cause—a sup-

position which, as I have shown, contradicts, on
tho one hand, both reason and daily experience,

and which, on tho other hand, cannot be recon-

ciled with the history of tho accident as wo know
it.—lam, Sir, &c., James Cubitt.

Sin,—As tho cause of the fall of the chimney
at Northfleet seems to be still a contested one, I

trust you will allow me to offer an opinion. I

gather from the evidence given at tho inquiry,

anil tho letters published in your journal, that the

chimney was carried up partly in mortar and
partly in cement; and I believe that the failure

would arise from the difference which would take

placo in the settling of tho two parts. The inner

and outer faces of tho chimney were built in

mortar; tho bricks in the middle of the wall,

were, it appears, laid dry, and then grouted with

neat Portland cement, which would run whore-
ever it would find room; the parts where tho

cement had run would set perfectly hard iu a few
hours, and would then be incompressible, whilst

tho inner aud outer faces built iu mortar, would
remain soft and continue to settle together, as the

weight came upon them, for a considerable time.
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It must therefore follow, that there would he in

the middle of the wall of chimney from the bot-

tom to the top, an irregular mass of brickwork,

exactly as the cement had run which would not

settle, covered with inner and outer faces sot in

mortar, which must settle a great deal in thnt

height, and which in settling must crack away in

some degree from the parts in cement, and must

han" upon them in some parts and settle from

under them in others ; in the same way that

every man used to brickwork has noticed new

brickwork, when built in mortar, settle away

from old work into which it was tied. The parts

in mortar would then I helievo only require some

slight shake or concussion to cause ihem to burst

away from the parts in cement, which if not of

sufficient mass to stand alone would come down
ilso.-—I am. Sir. &c.

Grimsby, Dec. 1, 1873. R. Hollin-gwoeth.

CLEANING STONEWORK.

SlE,—I observe, in Mr. Robins's paper on " Con-

gngational Church Building," reference is made
tocleaning stonework by a "jet of steam."

Perhaps Mr. Robins would kindly favour your

reiders with a further explanation of this process.

I have often seen the want of some such thing,

aLi, indeed, have an alteration at present in pro-

gress, where the contractor is cleaning down the

fr»nt by the old laborious method of tooling and

pJishing. Now, it seems to me that means
siailar to the sand-blast as applied to engraving

glass might be used with advantage, and by some

such arrangement as the fblowing—using steam

as .he carrying medium. The necessary appa-

ratis would be simple to a degree.

R a rubber tube

fron. steam-boiler

;

A, sand hopper,

small enough to per-

mit tae manipulation
of ihe jet, and
screwed to tube C

;

D, nczzle. movable,

to admit of renewal,

as the wear ou this

part would be very great.

Process,—The steam rushing through the

pipes B, C, D from a pressure of 4ulb. or 501b.

would carry the sand falling from A with im-
mense velocity a'jainst the stone to be cleaned,

and the steam condensing against the cold surface

would supply the necessary water. The supply
of sand could be stopped at pleasure, by simply
turning the concern upside-down, and the steam
might then be need alone for washing the work
down.

I am having a small ** jst " of this kind made
for a trial, and shall be glad if Mr. Robins will

favour me with his experience on the subject.^I

am, Sir, &c., John" L. Bbcce.

137, West Regent- street, Glasgow.

CLASSIFIED SKETCHES.
SlE,—T regret that the " unfortunate expres-

sion " "tit-bit" which I used when seconding the
proposal of E. P. C. Clarke should have produced
impressions that it was not the intention of your
correspondent to convey. *'F. C. D.," while taking
upon himself the responsibility of criticising my
remarks, is nevertheless so jaalons of his repu-
tation that he provides an antidote for the stings

of his '• caustic remarks " by claiming the pro-
position of your correspondent as originally his

own idea. Ho appears very anxious to impress
upon your readers the fact that " the power most
necessary to the making of a gocd architect is

concentration in its highest form," thereby inno-

cently acknowledging the virtue of that which
he so loudly censures.

To concentrate is merely to focus our rays of

knowledge before diffusicg them over the pro-

posed design. How is this concentration effected ?

Is it by moans of some inborn gift or power of

the architect, or is it the result of knowledge
attained thiough the study of books and the ex-
isting exiimples of our great architects? lam
inclined to think the latter, for it is imperative
that you possess knowledge before you can con-

centrate it, therefore I maintain that if ifc is pos-

sible to bring together in a concise form the
result of concentration in our great masters, and
produce a work that shall cootain all those "ar-
chitectural gems " which it is now necessary
that you should '* wade through voluminous piles

to become acquainted with," we are not only con-

ferring a lasting benefit upon the architectural

student, but likewise upon the public, for unless

the latter are initiated into the beauties of ar;hi-

tecture they cannot appi-eciate that which it has

taken " concentration in its highest form " to

produce. When using the expression "tit-bit"

I simply implied the most sublime productions,

or the essence of concentration, and I am some-

what surprised that " F. C. D." should have taken

such a narrow view of my remarks, as it was

never my intention to imply a " copy-book for

would-be architects," who, I consider, are the

"bug-bear" of the profession.

I can conceive it possible to so overload the

mind with the impressions and ideas of others

that, crushed with such a weight of knowledge, it

becomes incapable of exercising any originality,

and can only reproduce that which it has received

from others, and then only indifferently, unless

fired by the same zeal and enthusiasm as the

orifinal designers. It is to obviate this evil that

I would propose to publish in a condensed form

the " tit-bits " of our greatest geniuses, so that

the student may constantly have before him those

examples, upon which to found his own produc-

tions, thereby leaving the mind at liberty to

strike out in an original vein, and give free vent

to his imagination, without being fettered by

the manacles of precedent.

It is more in tbep<jrts than in the whole where

we see the true beauty of design, and it is these

parts that I would reproduce in our proposad new
n'ork, not as a means to co/))/, but to iiist}-uct, for

I believe in what Ruskin says, that " Those who
cannot design small things cannot design large

ones, and yet on the other hand, whoever can

design small things perfectly, can design what-

ever he chooses." I am glad to observe that

some of your correspondents are treating the

present matter in a sensible manner, by offering

suggestions which will ultimately prove of ser-

vice, without attempting to open a discussion as

to the appropriateness of any particular word,

or endeavouring to misinterpret any unfortunate

phrase.—I am, Sir, &c.
London. J. G. B.

Sir,— I H-VVE read with great Interest the several

letters which have Iatel.v appeared In your valuable

journal on the subject of " Another Sketch-book," and

beg to offer a few suggestions on the subject. I quite

agree Ti'lth Mr. Clarke's letter this week, and am a

great advocate for maklDg complete drawings of any

building to be illustrated, but at the same-time would

not exclude drawings of various parts, if of suBBcicnl;

variety and interest, as It Is seldom that any one will

take the trouble, or has the power and time at his dis-

posal, to measure up and make an entire set of draw-

ings of any bulkling, &ic.

As to the practical carrying out of the scheme, I

think the "Buildisg Xews Dictionary of .Architecture"

Idea a very good one, but rather ambitious, and would

suggest that one or two plates weekly be given to the

sketch-book, to be numbered consecutively and not

paged with the rest of the number. The descriptions of

the plates would be a difficulty ; for if printed In each

week's number and the plates bound up In a separate

volume the two would be separated, lllght you not

hold them over till the end of the year, and then pub-

lish thein all together on a supplement-sheet to bind

with plates ?

In conclusion, I will say, that any drawings I have,

or may make In the course of publlcatton, I will gladly

send to you.—X am. Sir, &c.,

Charles Hodges.
Blackhill, Co. Durham, Dec 1.

PS.—I would make It a rule that the name, address,

date when drawn, whether measured or sketched, be

put on each drawing.

Sra.—Allow me to answer, as briefly as I may,
one or two points in a letter you published last

week. Jlr. Clarke thinks that "an architect

.should deny himself no means of increasing his

knowledge of what other men have done." I be-

lieve that he may as easily derange his mental
as his b.idily digestion, if he receive the subjects

of his study in an unnatural state, or, in other

words, if he learn from drawings of old work in-

stead of from old work itself.

Agiiin, he says, "Concentration is not narrow-
ness of mind," yet a certain narrowness of mind
appears conducive to concentration

—

e.^. in litera-

ture—Milton and Schiller seem to have possessed
i

narrower but more concentrated minds than
Shakespeare and Goethe. The latter have been
well compared to mountains, whose very bulk

lessens their apparent height—while the former,

standing up like two sharp peaks, appear the
loftier for the abruptness of their sides and the

narrowness of their base. " Concentration roaches

its highest development in the mind of the man
who knows most." This is as who should say,

the largest armies are the best manceuvrod. I

am not, however, pleading for ignorance, but if

" ono volunteer is equal to two pressed men," one
building studied is equal to a hundred dictionaries.

As for the " better policy " of making bad work
more nearly resemble good, I would ask whether
our admiration for some styles has not been
rudely shaken by seeing so many weak copies of

them, and would instance that most most beauti-

ful ornament, the "egg-and-tongue," which has
become almost hateful to English eyes from the

numerous bad modern examples of it in stucco

cornices, &c. And oven if that dire calamity, " an
end of architectural libraries for ever," should be-

fall us (of which, sooth to say, there seems at present

but slight fear), yet may architecture survive,

for its dictionaries were not numerous either in

Classic or Mediajval times, when nevertheless

(might I not say, when consequently?) some very

respectable work was done.

Lastly, if my "remarks strike at the root of all

published books of detail," how is it that Mr.
( ^larke is " unable to see their precise bearing upon
his scheme " which proposes the publication of a

book of detail ? .\nd if he " entirely agrees "

with those remarks, why did ha make such a

proposal ?—I am Sir, &c. F. C. D.

Sir.—I am glad to see that the subject of anew
sketch-book has been so well reopened In the last few-

numbers of the " EuiLDiSG News." As an amend-

ment to Mr. Gribble's rather elaborate scheme in

BriT.DixG News of Xovember 21st. I would suggesli

that the series should consist of, say, one hundred

plates classified as follows : 1. Complete sketches of

old buildings; -2. Sketches of stonework; 3. Sketches

of woodwork ; 4. Sketches of metalwork ; to he drawn

to scales suitable for publication In the Buildisg-

News. For the sake of a little excitement, these

sketches might be voted on at the completion of the

series by the competitors, as in the last Sketch-book ;

the first two in each subdivision being mentioned. In

such a scheme as this It would be easy to select

the best sketches, whereas in the last sketch-book I,

and I daresay all other contributors, felt the great

difficulty of coming to a decision owing to the dis-

similarity of the subjects sketched. Hoping the new
sketch-book will soon be fairly started.—I am.

Sir, ic.,

24, Old Bond-street, London, '«'., Jons Smith.

29th Kovember, 1873.

Jutcrcoiumunlcitioit.

QUESTIONS.
[3119.]—Wood Beams.—Required the sectional

area of the end of a beam necessary to carry a given

weight, the length between the supports being also

given. A simole but practical rule, with an example

worked out in detail, -will greatly oblige.—A Car-

pester.

[3140.]—Gilding.—I wish any one would refer me
to a reliable work on gilding in water.—W. Jess.

[3141.1—Shop Sun Blinds.—Can you or any of

your readers inform me of any principle ot sun blinds

superior to the spring roller with iron arms, especially

to dbpense with the latter, which are always ugly and

cumbrous. Query.—We hear that on Klug's-road,

Brighton, ornamental lamp-posts are substituted for

the Iron arms, the blind rail axing on them.—A Cos-

BTAXT Reader.

[3142]—South Kensington Museum.— Ilntend

to be in London soon, and shall have an admit to the

Educational and Art Libraries of the above museum.

What are the chief architectural books in the libraries ?

And what would mostly benefit a country student ?

And how much work could I do (making notes, &c.),

and what would be the best method of procedure In

say, a visit of one or two days ? Will any reader

advise.—R. S. S H.

[3143.]—Zinc Ventilators.—I have seen a zhi c

ventilator with one of the " horns "

a little below the other thus ; and I

am informed that while the long
one lets out the fuul air, pure air

descends down the short one—is this

theory correct ? If so, how would
it suit schools? I should like to hear
the ideas of some of my brother-
subscribers on the best way to

ventilate country school of ono story high.

—

Lobsidb

[3144.]—Fixing Egg-Ended Boiler.—Having to

fix an egg-ended boiler, 1 would esteem it a great favour
If any brother-reader would give me, through your
columns, a hint or two as to doing same w-ith respect to

supporting boiler and forming flue round, giving the
size of latter, In order to retaia the greatest amount of
heat ; also what height of chimney would be required
to cause sufEcient draught. I may add that the boiler

will be heated principally with wood and shavings. A
sketch accompanying description would add to the
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valiioof the reply.—Country Buicksetteu, Xorwichj

Dec. 1.

[3145.]—Construction —Tn M. Vlnllct-le-DncV.

—

»' Ulctionnalre (ie I'Aichitectiire." under nrtlcle "Con-

strucUon," apropos of Fig. 81. part nf which! piih-

join. I find the following remarks:— " Tt will beundor-

^tood now hnw Jt Is essential that the pier O eliould

be composed of great stones on end, and not of courses.

for this pier supports a doubl'.i artlon nf compression ;

from above downw:n*d:* following the cbarce of the

vniiltf. and from bcIo«-v i pwards from the cfEectof the

lever action produced by _
the cuunterforte h upon

"
the cuds of the stone K 1

.

If ilicn these piers

were built iu onur.-rs ii

might be that the Joints

in mortar, strongly ei-m-

pressed by this double

action, would be dimi-

nished In thickness, i:c.'

It appears to me Ihn'

M. VIoUct-lc-Duc ha^

fallen Into an error ii

suppo.'^Ing that the pie-

O Is subjected to jiny ail

dltional comprei'sliinfrf'n'

the fact of L having j

tendency to raise th<

end X of stone K. Sue
pose a pair of scales t'

l)e fqually loaded, ani

consequently in a btati

of equilibrium, ili.

chains of one scale art

i^'ubjected to two equal
strains, of that scale downwards and of the

other scale by means of the lever upwards. Yet the
breaking weight In that scale would be exactly the
fame as If It were hung from a llxed poUC In the
same way two equal forces compressing an object in

opposite directions have the same effect upon that
object as one nf those forces compressing It against an
tnimoTable surface or, to state it more accurately, the
Immovable surface would exercise the s.ime force in

the second case as one of the two equal forces in the
first case ; In other words tliat the reaction of a ti.xed

point Is equal to the action brought against it. My
impression is that M. Vlollet-Ie-Duc has connultted an
oversight in the passage I have quoted, but if I am
wrong I should be ghul to be corrected through the
medium of '* Intercommunication."—T. L. W.

REPLIES.
[3127.]—Miserere Carvings.—Mr. Hems Is very

right in sugscsting that lists of misericords still ex-
isting would be long enough. The term mlsorero
(the antiphon of P.salm LI.) applied to the under part of
the folding seat of a stall Is quite modern and luaccu-
rate. The proper term Is miserlcorde, which was
given also to the Conventual Hal!, where flesh meat
was eati-'n. by i/idJif^ryic^, which la the true meaning
of the word. Secular canons of cathedral and coIIeglat«
churches, as well as monks and friars, and the parish
clergy ateo, used The miserlcorde. Iu choir during
psalmody the members ai^rnatehj sat or stood. The
use of staffs was first permitted, and then this ledge
of the seat. It Is most convenient us a support If the
fee; rest on a tall hassock, and the arms are placed
on the elbows of the stall, as I personally and practi-
cally know from experience. If desirable, I can give
a list of the carvings at Chichester; several lists

were given in the Sacristrj/. I spent several
days this year in exploring Valle Cruets. The
chiiptcr-house Is of throe bays. The northernmost
has A very small portion cut off as a carol by a
lateral eastern wall, to serve, as I imagine, as a
phicc for the registrar of capitular acts ; or
.•-peaking In a whisper ("submlssa voce") during
chapter ; the outer or western arch being filled in as
a window with tracery. At S. David's I find that
tlie windows of the chapter-house have seats for the
same purpose. On the south side are the stairs to the
diirmitory, cut off by a wall In a parallel manner. The
"c«jll" Is an numlstakcable sacrlstry. and the "passage
way " the ordinary .slype or ti esaunce to the cemetery
and Infirmary. All the range was roofie.ss in IJuck's
time. In a little book on the abbey, now at press, I

give a ground plan and description of these and other
Vortionsof this beautiful building. I wish one so
qualified as Mr. Seddon would give us the date of
Llangollen Bridge; of the " ungainly " tracery, won-
derfully like Scottish Flamboyant; and of the late
windows inserted in the dormitory. With regard to
Hyde Park and its pools, there* wa.s a remarkable
wooden aqueduct under ground, which brought
water from the springs of Bayswiiter down to West-
minster Abbey, sweeping rr.und at the back of Buck-
ingham Palace and the IMrdeage-walk. In mv last
letter read for " wing— an," " wing; and an;" the
"elongated chapd " twing that of S. Lucy.—Mac-
KK.NziK E. C. W.\i.(orr.

[ai.i4.]—Appraisement Stamps. — The Stamp
Act exempts appraisements or valuatlonn mjido for,
and for the Information of. one pnrty only, anil not
being in any manner oblUninry as between parties, or
by apreemenr. or oporailon of law. Neither Is it
necessary fi.r such appialsenients. or Tnluatinns that
the appraiser or valuer shmij,) be licensed. But where
6y contract between a building owner and builder the

architect Is to determine the price of works (-inch as

extra works) and his determination is obligatory on

both parties, the valuation Is liable to stamp duty.— L.

[.Tin6.]—0vaL—In answer to " Rnqulrer," the fol-

lowing is a simple and acenr.ate rule for describing an
oval of any required dimensions by means of two pins

and a loop of string or silk, which Is better for small

ovals :—A K and
C r> are the long

and i^hort diame-

ters of the required
oval. Intersecting

hi E, the centre.

Krom point C at

distance C F (equal

to A E, half the
long diameter).
ilescribe the arc F G TT, cutting the long diameter in F
and It. F and H are the points In which tlie pins must
be placed upright and accurately. A loop of string or

>ilk must be made reaching from the pin at F to the

point B, or from A to II. >o as to inchule the pin and
a pencil point, one at each end of the loop. Tlie loop

must be placed over both pins, and the penci'. theT»

worked freely in the loop, which will act fis a trammel,
as sliown by the dotted line. I havo found this method
accurate In drawing ovals up to yft. by 2ft.. and even
larger.—W. S. II.

[:ii:'6.] — Oval. — In answer to "Enquirer," to

describe a true oval, of any proportions whatever,
draw two unequal straight lines, as the major and
minor axes of the ellipse. Intersecting each other cen-

trally at right angles; from one end of the minor
axis (as a centre), with a radius equal to half the

major axis, de.'^cribe an arc Intersecting the mnjor
axis at two points, which will be the foci of the ellipse

required ; fix two pins at these points, encircle these

pins with a continuous loop of thread, the doubled

length of which (^t full stretch) equals the distance

between one end of the major axis and the farther

focus; insert the point of a pencil In the loop of

thread, atone end of the major axis, and keeping the
thread always at full stretch and close to the surface

of the paper, move the pencil gradually round and it

will describe the required figure. (A blotting-pad

beneath the paper gives proper firmness to the pins.)

This simple method Is founded on the fact that any
two radii of an ellipse, drawn to one point In Its cir-

cumference, together equal its major axis. — G. A.
Tellox.

[3137.]—Strength of Stoneware Pipes.—The
mean bursting pressure of twenty experiments con-

ducted by Mr. Baldwin Latham. C.E., was equal to

:i01b. per sectional square inch. The hiwest result was
lib., and the highest 70lb. per square Inch.-Gus.

STAINED GLASS.
Oldham.—Two double-light memorial windows have

been lately placed in the chancel of the church of Our
Lady and S. Patrick, Oldham. The following subjects

are arranged therein, three In each respective licrht,

Tiz., Annunciation. Visitation, Flight Into Egypt, Holy
Family at Nazareth, Marriage Feast at Cana, Good
Shepherd, Charge to S. Peter. Crucifixion, Resurrection,

Ascension, and Descent of the Holy Ghost. The
spaces between each medallion are filled up with
pitterns in grisaille. Inclosed by rich ICarly English

borders. The execution on glass is by Jlr. William
vxardner, of the S. Helen's Stained Glass Works, after

the cartoons of Mr. Casolanl, of the same town. The
same artists have likewise recently completed the
following:—A double-light Baptistry window for the

same church, with the Baptism of our Lord, and
Christ blessing little children. One of the openings of

a four-light window of T^ady Chapel. In the conventual
church of S. Francis, West Gorton, with a representa-
tion in full length figures of the Immaculate Concep-
tion of the B.V., and In a panel underneath Pius IX.
defining that dogma. A small lancet window In

S. Wilfred's Cliurch, Bedford-street, Ilulme, with a

figure of S. Margaret of Scotland under a canopy.
Three aisle windows representing Annunciation, Visita-

tion, and Nativity in large medallions, on grlsalUo

grounds and rich borders; four lancets In S. Joseph's
Chapel, and four tn Lady Chapel of S. Ann's Church.
Aahton-under-Lyne, with full-length figures of Saints.

WANTAfiK.—Three stained-glass windows have been
placed In the walls of Wantage Church within the last

few days. Tliey were supplied by Ilardman, of Bir-

mingham. That placed In the north transept Is a re-

presentation of the Presentation of Christ in the
Temple. The other two are i)laepd In the west end,
and are of foni- lights, and represent the four Latin
doctors— S- Ambrose, S. Gregory, S. Augustine, and
S. .lerome, and the four Greek— S. Athanaslus,
S. Gregory (of Nyssa), S. Basil, and S. Chrysostom.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

Thk BiiADFoun Mkmoiiiai, to Sik TiTtfs Salt.
Bart.—The monument in front of the Town Hall,
Bradford, to Sir Titus Salt, Bart,, is progressing satis-

factorily. The memorial con-»lsts of a Gothic struc-
ture, open on three sides. The statue, In a sitting
poHturc. will bo placed in the centre of the pile. At
the ground angles, mounted on stone pedestals, will ho
four alpacas in .'-tone. Around the ninnunient will be
broad filghts of steps. From the ba.-^e rise four pillars
of Shnp granite, and on these rest an equal number of
stone centerings, forming the covering over the figure.

On the pecond stage will be chaste diaper-work panels,
with llon-s bearing shields, at the corners. The cano-
pied niches above will be filled in with emblematical
statuettes, respectively representing Prudence. Per-
severance, Benevolence, and Justice. The monument
will be surmounted by a cluster of pinnacles. The
dcbign has been submitted to .i number of eminent
London architects, who made a few alterations, which
will he carried out. The erection of the monument
has been Instrusted to Messrs. Farmer and Brindley,
of London. The statue, of white marble, is by Mr. .1.

Adams-Acton,' London. The whole work has been
designed by Messrs. Lockwood and Mawson.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY MATTERS.
Islkwouth.-At the weekly meeting of the Brent-

ford Board of (iuanllans, held yesterday (Tliur.-day)

week, a communication was read frrMn tho Thames
('on^^ervancy Board calling on the sanitary authority,
under the Conservancy Acts 1SG6 and ISfiT, and the
'Jhames Navigaiion Act 1S70, to dl.-^continue the flow
of sewage Into the river Crane or any other water
cour.^e within five miles of the River Thames wlthli
twelve months. The matter was adjourned, to con-

sider the propriety of adojiting a memorial to Goverr-
ment to define a scheme of drainage for the Board lo

carry out.

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.
Lkeds Permanent Benefit BfiEDisG .Societt.

—The annual meeting of tids Society was held 3n

Monday night. The report stated th^t the number cf

investing and borrowing members had increased to i

greater extent than in any previous year. The totil

income during the past year has been .£:-iSS.724. 12s. 61.

£259,201. i:^s. 2d. had been advanced on mortgage
during the year. There were at the present time 9,€10

members holding 25,S2"2 shares, and 2J>?,6 deptsl-

tors, making a total of 13,14t; open accounts, Thedl-
rectors recommended a divi-ion of 23. Gd. per shart, a

profit of £1,354. 73. 9d. having been made during the

year.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
An ARcniTEuT's Cr.AiM.—At the county cour;, on

Tiiepday. before Mr. Perronet Thompson. Jmlge. ai ac-

tion was brought by Thomas Mercer, arehlteat, ChJrch-
street, Liverpool, against William Leatherbarrow,
farmer. Great Crosby to recover £22. 10s., for work
done. It appeared that de'en.iant, haying in vie>v the
erection of a vill.-i and some ouvouildlngs on his farm,
at a cost of about .£1,200, consulted the plaintiff, who
prepared a set of plans. The eslluiated cost of carrying
these out, however, exceeded the amount which defend-
ant wished to spend, and plaintiff, at hia request,

furnished a modified plan. The plaintiff sent in a bill,

charging Ii per cent, commission on the £1,300, and
£6. 6s. for extras, which the defendant, tlirough his

attorney, settled by the payment of £2i " In full of all

demands." Subsccpiently another bill was sent in,

charging 2.^ per cent, commission on the second plana
and £2. 10s. for superintending the work. The defend-
ant produced his receipt for £21, and stated that when
he paid the amount he received no Intimation that any
further claim would be made against him ; and the
judge gave judgment In his favour.

BuiLDiSG WiTnouT NOTICE.—IIOTins V. Dance.—
CCourt of Comnmn Pleas, before Justices Keating.
Brett, and Denman, in lianm). This was an appeal
from the decision of the magistrates at Tunbridge.
The defendant was summoned for erecting a new
building without complying with the local bye-law by
giving notice to the district surveyor. He had pulled
down an old stable and re-erected It, with a new roof
and two new walls in a different place. The magistrates
decided this was not a now building, and dismissed the
summons, from which the surveyor apiieatcd. The
Court held that it wasclearlyn new building, and that
the magistrates had intended them to decide the point;
they therefore allowed the appeal.

TnR Attorney Generat, v. ttir Kortr Metro-
roEiTAN Tramw.vy Co.Mi'AN y.—This was a motion on
Tuesday, in the Rolls Court, for an Injunction to re-

strain the defendants from laying a tramway and
running cars on a new and scarecly formed road called
Portland-avenue, so as to form a communication
between their main line running along the Stamford-
hlU-road and a piece of land situate near Portland-
avenue, on which piece of land the comjiany have
erected a depot for their cars. The suit Is an informa-
tion at the relation of some inhabitants of the main
road, who allege that there l-s a right of public foot
path along the site of the Portland-avei.ue, and that
the company, who have no Parliamentary powers over
this road, are not entitled to interfere with tlie right.

The Master of the Rolls granted an injunction until
the hearing of the cause to restrain the defendants
from interfering with the right of footway by laying
the tramroad.

In the course of some excavations which have
heen made recently at Box-hill, Milton, near
Gravesend, several pieces of nncient Roman pot-
tery hare been discovered. On Thursday week,
while the sexton wag di^gini^ a (;rave in Milton
churchyard, he threw out a number of pieces of
FeraUs urnn or Roman burial urn. Not very long
since a lachrymatory, or tear- bottle, was found in
the neighbourhood.
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Dur (ijicc ^iihlt

A New Londox Pakk.—The Corporation of

the City of Loudon voted imanimouslj, tlio other

day, a sum aiumountinjir in the aggregate to

£10,000, for the acq:iisitiou of the seat of the

Ournoys at West H.im as a public park. It con-

f.i>^t3 of SO Mcrefl, tbo market value of which is

^2."),000. The ground, which has long been an

ornamental garden, is surrounded by a belt of

established plantation. Ouo of the entrance

lodges is picturesque, and should be carefully

preserved. There needs little planting to make
Upton Park a charming one, as one portion is

already full of handsome trees.

Alexandra Palace.—The work of recon-

structing the Alexandra Palaco is proceeding

rapidly. The contractors (Messrs. Lucas Bros.)

have nearly 600 men employed upon the

work, and expect to compleio their portion of

the contract before the 24th of June, the day on

which it is hoped that the palace will be opened
to the public. The foundations have now been

all laid in, and considerable progress has already

been made in eroctiog the walls. Tho plans for

the exterior of the nnw building have been ap-

proved by the directors, but with regard to the

interior it has not yet been definitely settled what
arrancrements shall bo made. It has, however,

boon determined that there shall be a conservatory

!it each end of the building, and that the theatre

shall form a separate building, adjacent to the

south-west corner of the Palace. The super-

licial area of the building will be considerably

larger than in the old structure, and will cover

the ground formerly devoted to the flower-beds

between the gable ends. On Saturday the Groat

Eastern Railway Company deposited at the

Private Bill Oflice their plans and specifications

of a loop line from tho Seven Sisters Station on

their high level to the Palace. If Parliament
sanctions tho Bill—there is to bo no opposition to

it by tho local authorities—this route will bring

the East-end into direct communication with the

Palaco.

City Newsrooms.—New and commodious pre-

mises have recently been completed in S. Bride's-

street, Ludgato- circus, for Messrs. Gordon and
Gotch, tbo well-known Colon'al and American
newsagents. Mr. IJridgman is the architect of

tho building, and Mr. Eikington the builder. Be-
sides forming a pleasing contribution to tho

architecture of this street, the premises which
have just been opened by the proprietors cannot

fail to be of great service to the large class of

persons who wish to see the Colonial and
American papers frequently. Extending over the

whole of the first floor of the building is the

large newsroom, plentifully provided with tables

and chairs, and capable of affording ample ac-

commodation to a large number of readers or

writer?. Tho whole of the papers are neatly

filed, tho current files being placed on the tables

and past files b^ing hunt; in threo or four tiers,

one under the other, against the wall. Contrasted
with "Peele's,** in Fleet-street, or" Deacon's,'* in

Leadenhall-street, Messrs. Gordon and Gotch's

newsrooms are palatial, and if a London and
Provincial newsroom on the same liberal scale

could be opened by some one equally enter-

prising, it would speedily draw to itself the

patronage which is now perforce given to the

dingy, ill-provided, and "cabined, cribbed, con-

fined " holes and corners which aro dignified with
the name of "Newsrooms."

Freeing the JIetropolitan Bridges.—The
Bridges Joint Committee of the Corporation

of London and tho Metropolitan Board of Works,
appointed under tho 5th section of the London
Coal and Wine Duties Continuance Act of 18G8,

have issued a report of its proceedings since the

period of its formation. Tho report is principally

a financial one ; £107,587. 13s. Id. has been raised

bymeans of loans. &c.. and ^£105,880. lis. lid.

spent in freeing Kingston, Walton. Staines, and
Kew bridges, from toll, leaving a balance in the

hands of the Committee of £1,757. Is. 2d. Tho
bridges which yet remain to bo freed are that

over the Thames at Hampton Court, and those

over the Lea at Chingford and Tottenham Mills.

IssTiTrnos of SruvETORs.—At the Ordinary
Genera] Meeting, held on Monrlay. November
24th, the following names were read and passed
to bo balloLted for on January 5th- -As ^Members :

Daniel Johnson Brown. 31, Groat George-street,

S.W. ; Alfred Lindsey Buzzard, Surrey Chambers,

1 72, Strand ; Charles Dunch, Di strict Board
Offices. White IIousp, Commercial-road, E.; Fre-

deric Francis Fox, Melbourne, noar Derby. As
Associates : William George Cooke, 6, Grove-
torrace, Hammersmith ; Richard Fuge Grantham,
22, Whitehall-place.

The Price of Gas.—The determination of tho

various gas companies to increase the price of g s,

under tho plea of the increased price of coal and
other material used in the manufacture, is creating

much diseatisfaction throughout tho Metropolis,

more especially among tho local authorities, who
are determined, if possible, to prevent the Board
of Trade giving its sanction to a revision, which
it is necessary to obtain before tho companies can

carry out their intention of increasing the price.

The subject was yesterday under discussion at

the paddington Vestry, a communication having
beon received from the Imperial Gas Company,
giving notice of their intention to cease to supply

on and after the Slst inst. the public lamps, &c.,

upon the present terms—viz., 33. OJ. per 1,000

cubic feet. A similar notice has been served upon
every private customer, terminating at the same
date their present iigreement, and the company
state that, as the Commissioners to be appointed

by the Board of Trade to make tho revision will

not make their award until February next, tbe

price they fix will take eft'ect from the 1st of

January, 1874. Tho Paddington Vestry, after a

warm discussion, adopted a resolution to convene
a public meeting of the inhabitants at tbe Vestry
Hall on Mon-iay next. A numerous meeting was
also held on Tuesday night in S. Pancras, on tho

same subject, when resolutions were adopted to

appeal to the Board of Trade to resist the pro-

posal. The Gas Li^ht and Coke Company, which
has the exclusive lighting of the City of London,
has slso sent an intimation to tho authorities of

its intention to apply for powera to raise the price

of gas.

CHIPS.

Tbe Boyal Academicians will meet on the 22nd
of December to elect a new member to their body
from the li^t of its Associates, to fill tho vacancy
caused by Sir Edwin Landseer's death.

We understand that B. Moutgomerie Ranking,
Esq., a gentleman well known as a successful writer

on Mediaeval literature, has been appointed Secre-

tary to The lloyal Archaeological Institute of

Great Britain and Ireland, 16, New Burlington-
street, W.
Mr. Edward Jenkins, barrister-at.-Iaw, and well

known as the author of '* Ginx's Baby," is joint

author with Mr. John Raymond, barrister, of a new
work " On Building Contracts : a Legal Handbook
for Architects, Builders, and Building Owners,"
which has just been published.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday.—Institution of Surviiyobs.—Discussion on

Mr. E. P. Squarey's paper "On Agrjcaltural
Geology." 8 pm.

Society of arts— fOantor Lectures.) -"On
the Chemistry of Brewing." Lecture I. By Dr.
Charles Graham. 8 p.m.

Tuesday.—TrfSTiTUTioN of Civil Engixekrs.— *' On
the GeoIoL'icid Conditions affectinj; the Construe
tioa of a Tunnel between France and England."
By Mr. Joseph Prestwich, F.U.S., Assoc.lust.C.E.,
8 p.m.

WEDNEaDAY.—SnciETY OF ARTS. — '' On Mechanical
Processes for Producing Decorative Des'ffns on
Wood Surfaces." By Mr. Thomas Whitburn.
8 p.m.

Friday.—Architrctural AssocrATioN.—" A Few Notes
on Old S. Paul's." By Mr. E. B. Kerrey, A.R.LB.A.,
7.30 p.m.

rnuRntt. Tubrrt, CH[irR. STAnLR, axo Trll-Tat-r Clocks
SIIN AXn WlND-IJIAI>S, PRRPErPAl. CALRSDAUS. nul Kviiry
Do^cnption of Ulock »Qd Watch Work, Stormi- Power umi Iu\pri)*i''d

Machinery in employod in every .Ttage of tlieir niiionf/icttin'. Huh
securin^r n^cunioy in time-kpeping and chenpn*"** in prmitirtirin.

Archittctn, Buildcru, C'oinmittee,«. Jtc. c.tu htt supplii'd witli Esii-
mntea nnd Speoificiition-. J. W. BENSON. Wntch and CI.M-knMkiT
to tkp Queen nnd Royal Family, to H.R.II. tlia Priuco of ^Vnl.^.

(hy special ftppi>intiQcntl, nnd to several Indian Potont.-ites, Fnrr'iirn

GwveriimentH, and Kfiilway Cotup-inioa. Stnain Factory anii City
HouMi: Ludpate-hiU: Wee,t-End F>.*tnbU«hment: 25, Old Bond-
ctreot. Established 1749.

^m\t ^tm.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
EDiNBURfin.—A meeting of the Edinburgh and

Lelth Master Plasterers' Assochvtion was held last

week, when, after considering the demand of the

operatives for a rise of ^d. per hour, it was unani-

moiisly agreed to oppose the demand, an advance of

\<\. per hour having recently been granted them, and a

great number of the men being unemployed at

present.

Glasgow.—The Glasgow joiners have resolved, by
179 voted to 11 :{, to demand an Increase of one half.

penny per hour on their preeent rate of wages ; the

advance to come into force on 1st April, 1874. The
result of the voting was not satisfactory, the minority
maintaining that it would bo injudicious to ask aa
Increase, .\nother raotlou, for weekly pays, was
carried by IH votes to 14.

THE TIMBER TUADE.

The following prices have been obtained during the

past week ;

—

Per 120 121t. Ij by 11.

£ s. d. £ a. d.

Archangel 2ln. yellow planks 14 10

„ „ „ deals 14 10

BJorneborg l»t yellow 3 by 10 13 10 to 13 1.5

„ „ „ boards 11 10

white planks 12 5 „ 12 10

„ battens 11 5 „ 11 10

S. Petersburg 1st white 3 byll 13 5

,, „ ,, 3 by 9 12 10

„ „ „ 3 bv 7 11 10

„ 2i by 7 U 5 „ 11 10

Wyburg 1st yellow 3 by 11 14 .5

„ „ 3 by 9 14

„ 3 by 7 14

„ „ 24 by G 12 15

„ 21 by 5i 12 15

1 by 7 12 5

1 by 6 11 10

Hernosand mlxd. ycl. 3 by U 13

,, 8 by 9 14

„ 3rd „ Sbyll 12 10 „ 12 15

„ ., „ 2.\ bv 7 13 .')

4th „ 3 by'll 11 10 „ 12

„ 3 by 9 12

Tornea mUed yellow 4tyll 14 5

,, ,, 4 by 10 14

„ „ 4 by 9 14

„ „ „ 4 by 8 13 10

„ „ 4 by 7 13

„ „ „ 21 by 7 12 15 „ 13

51 by 6 11 10

Vefscn whlto . . . 11 15

Riga crown . . . . 12

yucbce 1st floated, 13ft. 3bvl2 25

„ 3 by 11 22 15

12lt. 3 by 8 20

„ 2nd bright lift. 3 by 11 16

„ 2nd dry bright 12ft. do. 17 3

„ „ ,. 12ft. 3 by9 16 10

,, 2udflo.atedl2ft. 3 by 12 18

,, „ dryfloatcd 12(t. Sbyll 16 10

„ 3rd bright 12ft. 3 by 11 13

,, „ dry floated 13ft. 3byl2 13

13tt. 3byll 12 15 „ IS 5

Magdalea River 1st brt. pino 19 „ 24 »

„ „ 2nd „ „ 14 „ 16 10

3rd „ „ 11 10 „ 12 10

Pensacola pitch pine . . 13 „ 13 5 o

Fredericksbamlst i: 2nd. yel.

3 by 11 12 15 ,, 13 10

„ „ 3 by 9 14

„ 21 by 7 13

3rd 8 by U 13 10

Gefle 3rd yellow 3 by 11 14 „ 14 S

„ „ „ 3 by 9 14 10

„ „ I. 2 by 9 14 6

,, 4th ,, 4 by 9 14 5

,
8 by 9 13

Husum 3rd yellow 21 by 7 13

3 by 11 12

Gefle 1st & 2nd white 3 by 9 13

„ „ „ „ 3 by 7 11 15

4th „ 3 by 12

nernosaudlst&2d „ 3 by 11 12 5 „ 12 10

„ .. „ 8 by 9 12 5

3rd „ 3 bv 11 11 1.5

„ 8 by 9 11 10

Hudlkswall 3rd „ 2 by 7 10 15 „ 11

S. Pctersburgh 1st ,, Sbyll 13 5

„ „ 3 by 9 12 10

„ „ 3 by 7 H 5 „ 11 10

Hudlkswall Srd yel. boards 9 10

4th „ „ 8 15

Kopmansholm mixed yellow . 14 15

Kotku mi.xed yellow, 41n. . 12 15

3 by 9 12 10

„ „ 3 by 11 12

„ 3 by 10 1 1 I.)

., „ „ 21 by / 11 10

„ „ 2.1 by 6.V U u

Swartvik 3rd „ iibyli 14 r, „ 14 10

„ 3 by il M 10

„ 3 by 8 13 5 »

3 by 7 13 5 „ 13 10

,Sundswail4th „ 4bvll 13 0,, 13 l.'>

4 by 7 U 10

„ „ „ 21 bv 11 13 5 „ 13 10

„ ,. 2 by 7 11 10

Tornea 1st S: 2nd yel. boanls 11

4111. 13 „ 13 10

Per 120 12ft. 3 by 9.

Quebec, 1st spruce 22

St. John's „(unsorted) Sbyll 20
3 by 9 19 15

Christiana 1st white 3 by 9 20 15 „ 22 15

Elooring per square.

£. 3. d. £. s. d.

Christiana 1st yellow Ijin. 18 to 13 3

11". 12 „ 13 6

Fredilckstadt „ „ Jin. 13 6

'2ud lln. 3 13
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Do. loDgued, beaded^ and grooved,
£ s. d.

Christiana 2nd yellow fin. II

yredrickstadlst „ lin. o i:)

i'iu- 1-'

„ „ ,. In. 9 3

Per 50 cubic Jeet. s. d.

Dram sawn bulks .. .. 52 6 to 55

Swedish (iS ., 64

Pitch pine 83 , in

Quebecoak 175 „ ISO

Per 216 cubic feet.

£. s. d. £. ti. d.

S. Petersburg lathwond ..10 to 11

Per 40ft. 31n.

Danzig Sin. crown deck deal .. 18 6

ASHTON & GREEN,
SiBU;, Iron, anfl Mjirhle M'?rch(int9, nnd Qiirvrry Acreots,—UnoRnff

Elates—Bangor. Bine. Reil, or Gr^jen. Blao Portnudo^ ami Whit Uu.l
Abbey Grwn, the New " Pcriuxnent" GreoQ (Weight the Bame as
Bangor, and uniformity of cleav^icf^ eonall.

Prires on \Vl<;irf iu London.
2fbyI2 22Uyl2 2f)hyI0 IM by 10 18by9
377s.' 6d. 331i; (id. 2~',7a, Gd. 2108. 192s. 6d.

16 by 10 IG by 8 14 by 10 14 by 8 12 bv 8
192(?.6d. 14oa. 1703. U78. 6d. 678. Od.

Per m of 1.200 .Slate-s. Marble and Enamelled Slate Chimney
Pie(!eB, Inscription T.'.blet*. &a Stoves, U.in!^L'-'(, and Builders'
Ironraoneerv, A. & G.'s Special lte(l Ritljro TUes. L.arpe Show of
all Goods .tt II itn.l IS, Burr-street, S. Mary Atce, London, E .C

Drawings and Prices upon application, accompanying tradff (»rd.

TENDERS.
B\TH.—For orchard-houses, vineries, Ac. nt 'Weston

Park, for Mr. Handel Cossham. Mes,irs. Wilson. 'Willco.';,
andWi;-on arohilects. Quantities by Mr A. Deiue.

Morgan and Lovell .'....£1,448
Hayward I.379 m
Bladivell 1 S-IS
Kidout il2oi
Francis (iccepted^ l.lflO

Bath —For co'tagn re'idifnce on Lansdown, for Mr.
John Evill, Messrs. Wilson. Willcoi, and Wilson, archi-
tects. Quantities by Mr. A. Deane.

I-orl £576 11 R
Jefferies and Morris (accepted) 5t;7

Bath.—For new stables and coachman's honse at
'Weston I'ark, for JFr. Handel Oossham. Messrs. Wilson,
'Willcoi:, and Wilcox, architects. Quantities by Mr A
Deane.

Excavator and ilason.

Bladwell £361 15
Carpenter and Joiner, Slater, Plasterer, Glazier, and Painter.

Bi'^O"'' 345 15
P:untber.

Vincent 3,5 10
Stable-Qttings aiid Gasfltter G9 17

810 17

DEPTFiaKD.—For the erection of a School to accommo-
date 798 children- in DuUe-etreet, Deptford, for the
London .*Jchuol Board.

HJSS ,'• £8.100
bh-ffleld 6,149
HiigsandCo 5.9S4 o
Kirk

; 5 [ISO n
UTchni'd 5870 n
Hobson (accepted) 5 .ISg o o
WatersonandO.i.' 5,300

* Accepted, butafterwards withdrawn.
K-INOrland road.—For the erection of public elemen-

tary Schools t.) accommodate 1,075 children, in Shap-
Btreet, Ivinssland-road, for the London School Board.

Cnllum in.r!<ii;
SewellaiidSon 8 971
,}y.'^"—;;- 8.900
Higss, Hill, and Co 8 7G>
5'.;;" • 8.n.5s
^iblett and oon 8 550
'^'''''y

'.!""".""'.".'.
&.340

Hobson (accepted) 7,950

'IiAMBETH.—For the erection of public elementary
hchools. to accommodate 775 children iu Albany-row
lJUnbeth. tor the Loudon School Board.

][^eb £8.800
fiammou and Sons fi.gN'l

Scrivener and White 6,703
B'ass _ Bjjs
Higgs, Hill, and Co 6.543
Vritchard 6,483
Thompson 6427
btepheason (accepted) 6,39 1 U

LiVERl'oOL, — For alterations to premises, ' King's
Arms hotel, for Mr. James Seddon (contract. No 1)
Messrs. T. K. Muniiy niid (i. H. 'Ihomas, architects.

Tliompson and Cook VJ^A \'i

C'heetham g.57
'Wikiosoa and Adams ''.

690

LlVEUPOOl..—For alterations to premises in Cases-street,

J A'''^'".'..'''"'"
(<:3ntract No. 1). Mesars. T. E. Murray

and G _H. lhoma*i. architects.
Wilkinson and Adams £450
Sl>aw 4.,6

NORFOLK.-For Noithwold Schools. Mr. E. M. Phipson,
F.b.A.,afchitect.

};<'°"'=", £1.125
JJulibard 1080
iarrow (accepted) ggo g g

Oxford.- For the Oxford Mnin Praina-p (contract No.
Z). Jlr. ». H. White, engineer. Quantities fuiiplied.

t'l^PPcll i:4,sNS
J?°«s

5.9110

JJO"" 2 9.5)

?,»T« 2.030 (J

''»"•••••
•-••"^n " "

»»"•>'"' '^..-jOO

Acock (accepted) ig- „ „
^^i 2-150

Kngloeer's Estimate £2,1'20

Plumstead.—For the erection of public elementary
Rcho"ls. in liurrfl£je-ro;id, Piumstead, to accommodate
S14 child' en. for the London School Board.

Waterson and Co £8.350
Williams and Sot 7,1B4
Scrivener and White 6.79.")

f'larke and Hracey 6.784 fl

Kirk 6.464
Jerrard (accepted) 6,347

!-! tllLES's —For the erection of a school in Tower-
street. .<. Giles's, to accommodate 77G children, for the
London School Board.

Shurmur ilOl.'ia
\Villiams and Son 9.N60

Pritchard 9,440
Scrivener and White 9,:!4l

Dove Hros 9.:!25 I)

Howard 9,295
Hill and Sons 9.180
s-well and Sons 9.113
Koberts 8.954
High (accepted) 8,775

B.\TH AND OTHER P.niLDINfQ STONES,
OF BF.ST QUALITY.

RANDELL. SAUNDERS & CO., Limited,
Quarrymen and Stone KercUants.

List of prices at the Quarries and Depots, also cost of
transit to any part of the United Kingdom, furnished on
application to

Bath Stone Office:
LAdyt.] COKSHAM, Wn-TS.

TO ARCHITECTS.
QREES UOOPISQ-SLATBS.

As s*iDoiied to H.Ii.li. Thr Prince of IVule-i at Sandrinohatn
Tbe I'cnmoyle Sea-gruen Slnto nre speciiiUy ndapted fur

Churches, Public Buildings, Sic, fcc,

(LfsM rixthi than, nrdinnry Gut/iic Tiling.)
ThPHO durnble and noa-abnorbont sliitea caa be obtained in size

suitable for Gothic An^hit^cturo, r.t prices iva uudor.
In Kaiiway Trucks, D's, Gloucester :

—

Per EquiT^lent
1,200 Slates to jior square-

Best Green Slate H br 7 « .... 2 17 6 Irts. 6d.

Do. do. 13 br S 2 17 6 .. « .. 16H.6d.
Po. d... 13 b^- 7 2 5 14^.

Po. do. Vi. by 7 1 1ft 6 .. .^ -, 139

Do. do. 12 by 6 17 6 .. .. ., 11«.

Prices of larpe i'^izps, Co«t of TranBit, Keference.
Testimonials and Sample specimens muy be obtained on

npplicntion to
MESSnS. RANDKLI, & CO., Corsham, Wilts.

Specimens at Museum of Geology, Ji-rmyn-otreet, Piccadilly, '^

.

uud at Architectural Miiaeum. Tufton-street, Westminstur.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
CiTT OF London.—The Worshipful Company of Joiners

Carvers, aad Ceilers of the City of London offer for rom-
petii ion amongst the students of the various* Schools of

Art within the metropolitan area, pr.zes for the following
euhjocta, viz.:— Designs for Building Construction, Wood
(arving and Designs for the same, and Designs for Ceil-

ings, Ac. Pull particulars maybe obtained of the Clerk
of the Company, B. Granger, Ksq., 1, James-street,
Adelphi.
City of London, Jan. 14, 1874,—For design for a new

fruit and vegetable Market iu the City of London. Pre-

miums of i^oOO, £200, and £100 will be {-iven for thetbrec
m 'St approved designs. F. Brand. Quildhall-

SrNDEULAND, Jau. 20.—For plans. specidcatioaB, atjd

estimate;* for the erection of council-chamber and offices,

museum and library, to be built on two sites of the Mow-
bray Park. Premiums of 100 guineas will be given for the

best design on each site. Mr. T Younger, Town Surveyor,
Corporation Offices, East Cross-street, Sunderland.

Geometrical and Encaustic Tile Pavements
in every variety. Over sixty Now Designs at 6s. Cy\\. per
yard super. " The Tiles are excellent, both in quality and
t'olnur."—Bdildisg News. *' They are of great excellence

in design—the materid is not surpassed by any fouud in

this kingdijm."

—

Art Joitniaf. " The patterns are remark-
ably guod and effective."

—

ifediattics' Magazine. "For
paving conservatories they are the best Tiles we have
seen— there can be no end to their wear."

—

GanU'nfr's

Magazine; &2., Arc. Designs and sample Tiles free on
application to HENBY C WEBB, Tileries. Worcester.
London House, 114, Victoria-stieet, Westminster. Mr. T.

Pulling, Agent..—[Abvt.]

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDINa
ESTIMATES.

BmsTAL Local Board, Dec. 13.—For the construction

of about otJO yards of brick sowers, 33ia. to 48iu. in

diameter ; and 62i) yards of brick sewers, 30In. diameter;

and 1,0S'» yardsof yn., 1980 yards of I2iQ., 680 yards of

loin.. 9511 yards of 18in., 400 vards of 21in. pipe sewers,

with guUeys. gully shoots, junctions, manholes, ventilating

shafts, fee. Mr, W. Crutchley, Board-room, Low lane,

Birstai, near Leed.'?.

Burton-on-Tkekt. Dec. 13.—For the erection of three

Schools to accommodate 800 children, with keeper's house

and olficea. Messrs. Giles and Brookhouse, Architects, 9,

S Jauies's -street, Derby.
Calkoonias Railway. Feb. 2.—For the construction

of the Udding-tone and llulytown, 'be Bothwell an 1 the

Crtdzow branche-^. Messrs. Blyth and Cunningham, Eugiu-
eers. 135, Cieorge-K'reet, Kdinbui'jh.

Chohley .-ewTown Hall. Dec. 13.-For the erection

of a now Town Hall and buildings. Mr. J. Derham, Town
Surveyor, Woodville-road, Ohorey.

iJARLi.-sGTON, Dec. IS —For the erection of a training

College, for the British and Foreign School Society, ilr.

J. P. (Titchert. F.R I.B.A , Darliugtnn.
Dorchester, Dec. 8.—For the erection of an additional

schoolroom in Pease-lane. Mr. Edwin Burnett, Dor-
chr*8ter.

FiuiMK Union Rural Sanitary ArTHORiTY. Dec. 8.—
For the construction a'ld completion of the main sewer.«,

sewaze tanks, and other works connected with the drain-

age of tfie villa-'e of Nunney. Mr. W. R. stowk, Sanitary
Inspector, Christchuroh-street, Frome.
(^lodcksTkr. Dec. 16.—For the connruction of about

1 93 J yards of 2ft. <iia. by 2ft., and 4ft. by Sft. Gin. brick
sewer. Mr. Albert Essery, Broad-street Bristol.

Great Wfstrrn Railway. Dec. 15.—For the erection
of a goo<is shed at Llaneliy S ation. Engineer's Office,
Paddmeton and Llaneliy Stations.
Gukat HAniiAM. Berts, Dec. 22.— For altera'ions to

the high-road over '^^ idford Hills. Messrs. Smith and
Austin, Fore-streer, Hertford.
LanC'Shire and Yorkshire Rah-way. Dec. 16.—For

the supply of stores. W. S. Lawn, t-ecretary. Ilunt's Bank,
Manchester.
Manchestek, Sheffield, aedLincoi.nshirfR.mlwAT,

Dec. 17.— Kyr the supply of 9 lO tons of BtCLl rails. E. Boss,
London-road Station. Manchester.
Midland Railway. Dec. it;.—For the erection of com

and provender stores at Ashchurch Station. Ehgineer's
Office, Derby.
PAHDINGTON'.-The time for receiving tendera for tho

erection of the Workhouse Chapel is extended till Dec.
10. H. Aveling, Clerk to tke Guardians, Boardroom,
Pjidd.ngton Wt)rkhouse, Harrow-road, \V.
Bothwell Loc\L B04rd, Dec. p.-For making s

survey and levellinj for thd purpose of sewerage or
d'aicage. Samuel Hargreave, Clerk to the Board, Rolh-
well.

Sol-thHettonCOal Co., Dec. 8.- For the supply of
timber, iron, Ciifiiinge. ropes, oil.?, and o' her crliery stores.
Mr. B. F. Matthews, Postal address—iouthHeUon. Fence
Houses.
Southakpton, Den. 13.—For repairB and alterations to

two houses at West Place. Mr. R. S. Pearce, Public Health
Office. Audit House, Southaniptou,

'Ike Leeds and Yorkshirf. Co-opfrative Coal
Mining company Limited, Dec 10.--For laying founda-
tion of engine ati'i bnilers, at their colliery, Lofthouse,
near Leeds. Mr. J. Warborton, Engineer, U, East Parade,
Leeds.
Thornton School Board, Dec. 11.-For the predion of

a schoolmaster's house, outbui'dings. and boundary walls
at Lodge Gate, Denholme. Milnes and France, architects,
Bradford.
Tryddyn, near Mold. Dec. 15.—For rebuilding the

Parish Church. Mr. T. H. Wyatt, architect, 77, Great
Russell-street, W.O.
Ware Union Rural Sanitary AcTHOaiTY. Dec. 20.

For the construction of an > utfall sewer. 1,079 yards in
length, with subsidiary ston'^wure pipe drains, 3,000 yards
in length, and necfssarv manholes, and Hushing-tanks,
and other works. Mr. Thomas Grindle. -'ivil Engineer^
205, Gresham House, Old Broad-street, E.C.

BANKRUPTS.
(To Surrender in the Country.)

Hankinson, William Henrv, Hornchurch, brick makers
Dec. 12, at Che'msford.—Piatt, Joseph, Upperwell, Saddle-
worth, painter. Dec. 10. at f)ldhHm.—Price, John Alfred,
Hanwell, builder, Dec. 13, at Brentford. — Durham,
Frederick Thome, land surveyor, Dec. 12, at Sheffield.

BITTINQS FOR PUBLIC FXAMINATION.
J. Robins, Stamford, joiner. Dec. 16.— K Price and J,

Westall, Salford. painters and plumbers, Dec. 10.

DECLARATTONS OF DIVIDENDS.
H. Gilbert, High-street. Notting-hill, and Kensington,

timber merchant and builder, div. 9d.- T. (-Jibbins, Stowe,
near Weedon, farmer and builder, div. Is. Sd.—J. Wells,
Reading, carpenter and builder, div. 2id.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Pratt, Lancaster, and Bradley, Rastrick, near Hudders-

field, ironfounders.—Sherriff, McGowan, and Co . Great
Winchester-sfreet-buildingji, East India and iron and
metal merchants and contractors.—Mason and MiDs,
Leamington Priors, builders.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED IN
CONSTRUCTION.

(From the Puhlic Ledger.)
Lead.

Pig: Foreign . . . . per ton £2310 £2315
„ English W.B. „ 24 10 24 10

„ Lead Co 24 10 1'

„ Other brands „ 23 10 24 2 6
Sheet Milled . „ 24 15 :i5

Shot Patent . „ 27

Red or minium „ 2.5 5

Wliite Drv . . „ 29

„ ground in oil „
COPPER.

British—Cake A Ingot per ton £91 £9.5

Best selected .... „ 93 96 C

Sheet „ 98 105

Bottoms ,
103 106

Australian cake ... „ 92 10 94

Spanish cake .... „ 000 000
Chili Pars, aish . . „ 82 86

„ Refined ingot . . „
Yellow metal .... per lb. 8^ 9i

Iron.
Pig in Scotland, cash . per ton £r. 3 7 £0
W^elsh Bar, in London. „ 1'2 5 12 10

Wales . . „ 11 10 12
Staffordshire 13 10 13 10

Rail, in Wales ,
10 10 10 15

Sheets, single in London „ 16 17

Hoops, first quality . . „ 14 14 10

Nail Rod ,
12 10 13 0-

Swedish 20 10 21

Oils, Ac.
Seal, pale per tun. £34 £34 10

Sperm headmatler . „ 92

Cod „ 34 34 10

Whale, South Sea, pale „ 33 34

Olive Gallipoli ... „ 4» 46

Cocoanut, Cochin, . . „ .^S 38 10

Palm, flue . . . , . „ 38

Linseed ... 30 30 6

Rapeseed,EngUah palo „ 34 6 (>

Cottonseed . . ,. 27 15 28

Timber
Teak load £12 £14 10

Quebec, red pine . . „ .3 10 S 10

„ yeU.nvpine . „ 3 2 6

„ pitch pine, „ 4 4 10

Quebec oalr. white 8 9 O
birch i fi (>•
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;
WEST DULWICH CHURCH COM-

PETITION.

A' GOOD deal has been written of late on
the subject of town churches, and a

competition for suitable designs was recently

set on foot, in connection with this journal,

which, without eliciting anj- high degree of

novelty or talent, yet proved that two or three

types, struck out of late years by some of our

leading church architects, were the best that

could be devised by those who addressed

themselves to the task. In this competition

for an actual new church at West Dulwich,
it is obvious that the same class of the younger
men of the profession have striven to put
their ideas into practice, and we notice the

recurrence of the same types, with but slight

modification or improvement. Although a

considerable number of sets of drawings have
been sent in to the Committee who invited the

«ompetition, we should say the level of merit

attained is considerably lower than on the

previous occasion we referred to, and it is with
some regret that we perceive that, though the

conditions varied, the character of the designs

were generally similar. Now we hold that a

suburban church should not be the same as a

town church, although it need not be a com-
plete countrj- one. The type mostly aflected

by the competitors is that of the plain paral-

lelogram, nith very wide nave and very
narrow aisles. This requires, for dignity of

proportion, corresponding height, and the

result would be, among suburban villas, any-

thing but harmonious. We have strongly

recommended such structures for erection in

the streets of towns for the very good reason
that they ought to tower above the high
private dwellings around them. There is no
necessity, on the other hand, for churches in

suburbs to crush everything in their neigh-
bourhood. We cannot but think, therefore,

that the problem in this instance has not been
intelligently met.

This competition is, to our mind, but an-
other proof of the futility of the system.

We suppose the Committee thought it was
the best mode of obtaining a good design.

They have received mauy designs, but few
good ones, and none equal to what they might
have got from many a church architect

of the day had they set themselves to work
with him to master the problem before them.
The only design among the number wliich

attains any considerable standard of excel-

lence, in our opinion, is, unfortunately, set

forth by very unattractive drawings, and
which, as xmmounted, will probably be thrust
aside, and gain little attention. The motto of

this design is " IxDrsiKT." It has a short
nave, 40ft. wide, of three bays, with narrow
aisles, used only as passages ; an immense
crux, of the same width, and square, with
shallow transepts in place of the aisles on
either side. The westernmost bay of each
aisle is also treated as a quasi-trausept. The
chancel has one wide bay and semicircular

apse beyond. The tower stands at the south-
east angle, and has a circular staircase pro-
jecting eastward from it. Externally, from
that point of view the building groups well,

and evidently, from the nature of the site,

this is an important one. The tower is very
plain up to the level of the eaves, and then
has two stages well and boldly treated with
two lancet windows on every face, the upper
belfry lights being larger than those below.
There is a conical short spire. The clerestory of

the building is its main feature, inside and
out, being a range of very simple lancet open-
ings, two to each bay. The building is wholly

vaulted. The author of this design has evi-

dently studied Cistercian Abbeys to good
eft'ect, and caught their spirit. This design is

practical and suitable, moderately economical,

and it is rhythmical throughout.

The parsonage is not equal to the church,

and has a strange variety in the windows, some
of which are wide lancets and others compara-
tively narrow, square-headed, mullioned and
transomed windows.

Of the other designs, only a few are worth
notice at all ; that with the initials " K. H."
has some novelty of plan. It has a huge nave,

4Sft. wide and 110ft. long, with chancel, and
its aisles opening to it by three arches, in

front of which is a narrow transeptal bay.

There is a narthex and tower at the south-west

angle. The roof is open-timbered, with tie-

beams wrought like gigantic horizontal co-

lumns ; the whole is monstrously heav'y. The
vestries are at the extreme east, with lobbies

for additional entrances. The general idea of

the plan is not bad, but the design is carried

out in an ungainlv manner. One unbroken
roof covers nave and chancel, and a Heche rises

from the latter. Externally, the clerestory

forms a fine feature, having two large trace-

ried three- light windows to each bay of the

nave, except the narrow eastern bay, occupied

by the transept, and there are in the same
line two light traCBried windows carried round
the chancel, completing a really grand series.

The tower is massive, plain below, with two
exaggerated, long, two-light windows to the

belfry-stage, which appears to want being

lifted. The spire is short and stunted. Both
west and east ends are comparatively mean,
and suffer from the insufiicient height of the

building as compared with the width, and
their windows are not in keeping with those

of the sides. This design has many good
points, but seems upon too large, and conse-

quently costly, a scale for the locality of the

church, and it lacks the rhythm of that last

described.
" Alictji Invxdeee " is the motto attached

to two sets of drawings conveniently arranged,

each set upon one strainer. No. 1 has a short

nave and aisles of -1 bays to the former, and 3

of the latter, the space of the western bay of

the aisles being occupied by lateral porches in

a line with the aisles. Beyond is the crux,

with wide transepts, chancel as wide as the

nave, with vestries and lobbies on each side

and tower at south-west corner. No. 2 is

nearly the same as to plan, elongated, and
made more pretentious. Both have a certain

amount of common-place merit, and dignified

clerestories, which are their best feature ; the

ritual arrangements are but indifferent. The
towers are of that type, in which the belfry

stage is prepared for the spire by being made
octagonal, with octagonal pinnacles set at

each angle. They are over-elaborate, and
unpleasantly broken in outline.

" Pro EccLEsiA."—A simple parallelogram

on plan, with wide nave and narrow aisles,

feebly carried out. A depressed clerestory

and reedy open timber roof spoil the interior.

Ihe tower rises over the easternmost bay of

the chancel. The general arrangement is

good, but not novel, and the way in which it

is carried out is feeble.

"Mekcia" has again the wide nave and
narrow aisle, but too long for a congrega-

tion. The easternmost bay of the nave has

transepts added in place of the continuation of

the aisles. Beyond this, only the sacrarium

projects, with vestry behind, and passages as

choir- aisles leading to it. The tower is over

the sacrarium, and, combined with the tran-

septs, which, above the first stage, are made
polygonal at the ends, so that the east-end is

eftectivc. The tower above the general eaves

is octagonal, with octagonal turrets at each

corner, and is surmounted by a spire too

much banded and becarved. The interior is

barrel-ceiled, the arcading is weak, and,

generall}', though the main design is

bold, th"e carrying out into detail shows

neither skUl nor feeling.

" IcH DiEJf " is a design of great simplicity,

which is its principal merit. The elevation is

low. The detail of the bodv of the church is

fairly good, but the tower and spire are simply
abortions.

" FoEiiiER AND Fideliier" is a good
plan, a simple parellelogram, with nave of

seven bays, and narrow aisles with seats in
them, a sufficiently developed chancel, with
organ-chamber on one side and tower on the
other. The architecture is but weak and
commonplace.

" DoMUs Dei " is an intelligent compilatioE.
from old churches, as those in Northampton-
shire, which are not bad models ; but the task
is beyond the strength of the author of this

design. The apse to the chancel is well
treated, within and without, and the tower
and spire are richly composed ; the belfry-stage
is, as usual now, octagonal, but its corners are
occupied with turrets which are square, for a
change, and for which we are thankful.
A Rose is drawn as the motto to a

design of massive character, which does not
group badly with the parsonage in advance of
the east end of the church, to which it is

attached. The plan is an ordinary nave and
aisles of four bays, with crux and transept
beyond, and a narrow bay intervening between
them and the chancel, which has one bay and
a semicircular apse. The tower is over the
western bay of the chancel, but not sufficiently

raised above the other roofs. It has a timber
shingle-covered spire. The detail is fair

Early English, and the general character a
grandiose country church.

" GsiXDEUE ET ErARGSE."—We havc here
a bold nave, 50ft. wide, with aisles as pas-

sages merely ; baptistry at the west end, with
porch on either side ; chancel and aisles opening
by three arches to nave, and each terminated
by apses, giving a trefoil-shaped plan to the

eastern end of the church. The tower is over
the western bay of the chancel. The plan is,

a

good one, though not well-enough carried out.

The arcade, however, is fair, and the clerestory

eft'ective. Externally, flying buttresses, hardly
needed for the barrel-ceiled nave, complicate

the efl'ect. The tower and spire are ugly.

A Cross within a Circle is attached

to drawings with nave and seated aisles, the

westorn bay treated as transept ; chancel of

one bay, with semicircular apse ; tower at

south-west angle.

"Q. A."—This has three lancet windows
to each face of belfry, and there is a short

conical spire. The view from the east is

tolerably good, and the chancel end, with its

tripled windows, pleasing in proportion. The
longitudinal section is also satislactory.

" D. V." has a design of the wide-naved
character, well-proportioned internally. The
tower is of the fashionable Angers type, well

treated. The view from the east end is pic-

turesque, but a blot in it is the clumsy man-
ner in which the transept proper and one at

the east end of the aisles intersect.

None of the other designs call for special

remark, and the greater part seem what might
be considered creditable performances of the

students in the art schools under South Ken-
sington patronage who are expected, after 40
lessons, to turn out churches and all other

buildings they might be called upon for. It

is not on behalf of their authors that we shall

waste sympathy for the labour thrown away
in this competition. We do regret, however,

that the opportunity of obtainLug a satisfactory

suburban church is not likely to be realised

by the steps that have been taken in this

instance, and we feel we cannot do otherwise

than record the result of this, as of so many
many previous competitions, as a failure.

OUR STREETS.—III.

BEFORE leaving the neighbourhood whicli

has first engaged our attention, there

are two other buildings now in the course of

erection, of a very dissimilar character, of im-
portance sufficient to demand our consideration.
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The one is Gothic, by Mr. Korton, and the

other Italian, by Mr. Whichcord. The former

of these—Parliament Chambers, in King-

street—has a piquant faoade in polychromatic

brickwork, -with some small portion of stone

introduced in special features. The building

projects before the line of the frontage of the

other houses on one side, and occasion has

been taken of this to put a half octagonal

turret at the corner. Nothing was more
common in Medixval domestic street archi-

tecture than such corner turrets, and the sketch-

book of every architectural artist who has
travelled on the Continent is sure to be en-

riched by several specimens of such. "We have
often desiderated their introduction into our

streets, particularly at the crossings of streets,

remembering, among others, the fortuitous

grouping of four corner turrets in such a posi-

tion in the town of Coblentz. We are thank-
ful, therefore, for this turret of Mr. Norton's,

though it will not compare to advantage with
any of those we have spoken of. It is rather

tame, and, being flat-roofed, does not assist

the sky line, and it seems overpowered by the
common-place stack of chimneys which rises

close behind it. Now, the steep roof of a

turret and a chimney stack in connection with
it can be, and have been, often happUy com-
bined, so as mutually to improve each other.

It ia a sad pity that this was not done in the

present case, as, from the principal point of

view, that from the south, the effect must
necessarily have been good. The building is

four stories in height above the ground line,

with an attic story in the roof beside, lighted

by dormer windows ; it has four bays marked
by the fenestration only, and these produce a

very satisfactory cftect, without the aid of any
adventitious trappings of added orders. The
detail is moderately, and not more than
moderately, good, but confined to the es-

sential features ; there is nothing to offend,

and a good deal to please. The lower story
has an arcade of four arches, the openings of

which are tilled in for shops, as doorways and
windows, by glazed woodwork. We cannot
but think it a mistake not more clearly to

have marked out, by the structure itself, the
difference between the openings for ingress
and egress and those for lighting the apart
ments of this ground story—in fact, to have
made the windows obviously such, and not
merely a part of an arcade so utilised ; a well
treated entrance and windows to shops are a
desideratum yet to be worked out. Still, the
arcade, which serves both purposes in this
case, is infinitely preferable to the usual un-
architectural makeshifts. The first story
has a good range of two-light tracerie'd
windows, with the muUions treated as columns
with caps and bases. This obtains throughout,
and gives a domestic character to windows
which have a tendency otherwise to look too
ecclesiastical. There is a very slightly pro-
jecting balcony earned in front of this tier of
windows to give it dignity, composed of a
small arcade carried on slender—too slender

—

shafts, the capitals of which are not well
arranged to take their work. It is from some
points like these, and by a certain weakness
of character, that we are induced to rank
the detail of this building as but moderate.
The two upper ranges of windows of this
facade arc smaller two-light arched-headed
openings, with circular lights in their plain
stone heads. The material of the walling is a^d red brick, and this is relieved by the

.
introduction of black brick in the voussoirs of
the several arches only, and by the light stone-
work of the dressings. A moulded stone
cornice crowns the faoade, and above it rise
the four dormers, sufficiently bold, with two-
light windows in them resembling those
below. There is no parapet between them ; and
wo are consequently rather at a loss to know
how the requirements of the Building Act
have been met in this respect. The angle
turret projects .slightly from this faoade at one
aJBgle, with single-light windows 'in each of
the faces to each story, with a not very happy

circular cusped panel placed vertically between
them. Above the cornice line the turret disen-

gages itself from the roof into a complete oc-

tagon with an engaged shaft at each angle, carry-

i ng a range of black and red brick arches, within
each of which is a square-headed window and
a cusped oblong panel under, and a

trefoil sunk panel over it. A plain brick pa-

rapet conceals the roof above. Several con-

siderations—among others the certainty that

the building itself, with the street which
contains it, must soon give place to the pro-

jected improvements in this locality, -nail have
no doubt restrained Mr. Norton from indulging
in any great outlay of thought or cost, lie

has, nevertheless, produced a sparkling little

work in a good style, the loss of which in the

future we shall contemplate with regret. It

might have been better, but, most certainly,

it might far more easily have been worse.

The opportunities which faU. into the hands
of the Gothic architects of the day of trying
their hand upon any portion of our streets

are, unfortunately, but few and far between

;

we may therefore be pardoned for so early

leaving the more important thoroughfares
for one of comparative insignificance. We
are, however, tempted to step out of our way
into the Broadway, Westminster, to see a work
of some interest, because of the novelty of its

material, and also because it is, as we under-
stand, from the designs of Mr. Blomfield,

whom we all recognise as one of the architects

whose usual practice is in the Mediaival
style, and of excellent character.

The locality we speak of i s that near S. James's
Park Station, facing the Broadway, and in a
line with Tothill-street, which has recently been
widened into a really noble thoroughfare by
the Metropolitan Railway Company's having
pulled down the houses on one side, and set

back the line of the frontage. As yet the
voids so made in this neighbourhood, and the
unsightly hoardings which enclose them, are

melancholy enough in appearance ; but, before
long, the neighbourhood will unquestionably
be greatly improved, and the proximity to

the Abbey gives it considerable importance.
We may mention, in passing, that a great op-
portunity has been lost in the mean character
of the new pile of buildings erected at the
back of the Westminster Palace Hotel for

the National Schools, &c., for S. Margaret's
Parish—a structure which reflects little

credit, either as respects practical convenience
or architectural eifect, upon Canon Conway
and those who, with him, have projected it, or
on the Messrs. Trollope, who have carried it

out, and, as we have been told on good autho-
rity, are responsible for the design and execu-
tion as well. To revert, however, to Mr.
Blomfield' s building. This is intended for a
block of oflBccs, and its novelty consists in its

being built of concrete by Mr. Drake's pro-
cess. The site is not a fortunate one, being
long, narrow, and irregular, and at present
the building is isolated from all houses of the
same height and character, among a number
of mean and low ones which will, most pro-
bably, soon be swept away. It therefore
appears more gaunt than it may ultimately
do ;

but, gaunt and unpicturesque it is, when
it might easily have been otherwise. It con-
sists of four stories above the street line, with
an attic story above, a portion of which is set

back in a manner of which the peculiar con-
struction permits, and which might bo made
conducive to much effect in the future
architecture of our streets. We might thus
get very effective skylines, and practical modes
of escape from the tops of our houses, if not,

also, pleasant arrangements for the living
portions of buildings of which the lower parts
are devoted to business. By setting slightly
forward one end of the building, and carry-
ing this up above the rest, or gabling'it
towards the street, and by putting gabled
dormers to the other portion that is set back,
Mr. Blomfield has managed to get the only
features which have a semblance of Mediaeval
treatment in the building. There is also a

slight projection in the thickness of the wall,

to give emphasis to the bay in which the
entrance doorway is placed, and this pro-
jection is carried up and finished with a gable
rising a little above the parapet. All the
other features of the building are monotonous
enough, and not made less so by the sombre
appearance of the cement with which the
surface of the concrete is covered. The win-
dows generally are large simple square-headed
openings, filled with wooden sash-frames,
divided into two lights by a central mullion.
A good bold moulding in cement is carried
round the openings,and there are a few string-

courses and sunk panels, the latter of which
we were led to hope were to be enriched with
tiles of some kind ; but if such had ever
been the intention, it seems to have been
abandoned. In point of simplicity, with a
certain boldness of detail, the building shows
that it has emanated from the design of an
architect ; but we cannot but regret that the
opportunity has not been made more of in

such hands, to show the public of what the
material was capable. As it is, we must say
that no great inducement is held out by it

that we should use concrete for the construc-
tion of our streets. Even as regards economy,
Mr. Drake has been so long in building this

structure that much time, which is equivalent

to money, has been obviously wasted. It

cannot be that this is necessary when building
with concrete compounded with Portland ce-

ment,and we doubt further the necessity of

using so much (if any) iron, in the shape of

joists in the floors, as has been done in this

case.

Having now disposed of our two rarw aves

of more or less Gothic parentage, we return

to the more prosaic vernacular in Mr.
Whichcord's S. Stephen's Club, which
is springing up in close proximity to the

Clock Tower of the Houses of Parliament.

It is a large and stately structure in the

modern French version of Renaissance. The
site is magnificent, and the opportunity cor-

respondingly important. It seems, moreover,

to fix, to a certain extent, the character of the

future work which is to occupy the frontage
abuttingonthe Embankment. Alaslour visions

of what that frontage might have been made
are fast fading away, and sober earnest suc-

ceeds to poetic fanc}-. Abeady this pro-

minent corner is occupied, as also the hardly

less important one facing Blackfi'iars-bridge,

while intermediately the School Board offices

are rising from their foundations. We know
now what to expect, and that that will in no-
wise surpass, if even it rise to the level of,

what of late years has been built along quite

secondary streets throughout the City. We
will, however, take each structure as we meet
it, and first this of Mr. Whichcord's, which
forms another link in the girdle surrounding

Sir Charles Barry's Gothic Houses of Parlia-

ment n-ith commonplace vernacular. We
remember full well that when the competition

designs for the Foreign and War offices were

being exhibited, that architectural veteran

gave it as his opinion that no other towers

than his own were wanted in the vicinity of

his great work. His ghost may rest easily,

for not only have those buildings which he
seemed to dread as possible competitors of his

own been denuded of every feature of the

kind worthy of the name, but in contrast

with, instead of in harmony with his work.

S. Thomas' Hospital now fronts, and Burn's

palace for the Duke of Bucclcuch has turned

its flank, and now Mr. Whichcord has come
into still closer antagonism. The S. Stephen's

Club, the plans for which we have had the

opportunity of investigating, seems to be well

arranged for its purpose, and to contain many
rooms of noble proportions, and quaint, even
eccentric, arrangement. As regards archi-

tectural disposition, it is not without bold and
picturesque grouping, and the st3'le is at any
rate not cramped by monotonous attention to

rule. Mr. Whichcord has displayed some
ambition, and done far better than with either
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of Ms great buildings at Brighton and Dover.

We should perhaps hesitate before criticising

a work which bears the impression of being

but a. part of a great whole ; but if Mr.
"Whiehcord be fortunate enough to extend his

building to tlie extreme limits of the site of

which it now forms but a corner, we shall

gladly lecur to it. That which we now have
consists 9f five fenestral bays facing the Em-
bankment, and two facing the Houses of

Parliament, with a facade towards the inter-

mediate angle of three wide and two narrow
bays. This last is the feature of the building,

and an effective one. There are three stories

above the ground line, and an attic in the

roof, with a range of dormer windows. Each
story has its order, the bays being subdivided

by fiat panelled pilasters, which are super-

seded in the prominent parts by columns of

grey polished granite ; round th ese last all the

entablatures break, and the columns being

slender, the broken pieces of entablatures are

thin and poor. The square-headed windows
are subdivided, in the French fashion, by
muUions and transoms, the former deco-

rated with attached fanciful colonnettes
;

the three central bays on the Embankment
side are grouped together by their columns
and broken entablatures so as in elevation,

but in elevation only, to appear as a project-

ing portion of the building with a semicir-

cular arched entrance in the middle on the

ground floor ; and a slight prominence is given
to the dormer over this post by a half arch-

way and pilaster tacked on in a weak way to

either side of it. This feature of this side is

not sufficiently detached from the general wall
surface. Far bolder and more successful is

the treatment of the centre of the fagade at

the angle. Four very deep brackets project

from the first floor story to carry a balcony
above, and granite columns here also mark
out the projection, which is carried up to the

top by a high square mansard roof and a

larger dormer than any of the rest. On the

side next the Houses of Parliament we have
at present three semicircular arches on the

ground floor, one of wliich leads to the Metro-
politan railway, and tliis arcade appears as if

intended to be continued on that side. There
is in the building a grandiose general eifect

and some novelty and fancy in the detail, but
the proportions are not happy, particularly

those of the orders when the entablatures are

broken over the columns. This feature,

always vicious and to be deplored, can only
be made passable on a bolder scale, such as

met with in Inigo Jones's Whitehall. Here
the mere strips formed by the slices of archi-

trave and frieze are disproportionate, and
the cornice above them becomes top-heavy.
One may as well be hung for a sheep as for a
lamb, and Mr. Whichord's peccadillos of this

class are not worth committing. In the matter
of corbels, however, he has been less reticent,

and has conferred some satisfaction by iheir

bolder erroneous forms, and doubtless set a
new precedent for other sinners in the same
style.

Having turned the angle of the Embank-
ment, our further progress will be eastward,
and we must pause for the present to correct,

as we shall at all times be glad to do, some
mistakes into which we are informed we have
fallen. It appears that we have overlooked
the character of the material employed in the
case of the stacks of chimneys upon the
building of the Union Bank, by Mr. Porter.

These are wholly of terra-coota, by Mr. John
Blashfield, of Stamford. The caps and bases
of them are bufl' and the shafts red. At
present there is some want of harmony
between the stonework of the lower portion
and these chimney-stacks, which time wUl
doubtless obliterate. In the case of the Sun
Fire Office, however, nearly adjoining, where
all the window dressings, quoins, cornices,

and dormers of the three stories above the
ground floor are also of tcrra-cotta, manu-
factured by Mr. Blashfield, and not of marble
as stated in our article, the eflect is excellent

;

and shows how well this comparatively new
material can be combined with structures of

which the general ground is of brickwork.

The same may be said of the result in Messrs.

Cocks and Biddulph's new banking premises

at Charing-cross, where the window cornices,

main cornices, tryglyphs, dormers, and chim-

ney dressings are all of the terra-cotta sup-

plied by the Stamford Terra-Cotta Company,
(Blashtield's), Limited. We are glad to learn

that these, though important examples, are

but a few amongst many in which this excel-

lent and comparatively new material as re-

gards modern practice has been recently used.

The very fact that we had not immediately

recognised it shows how it can be introduced

when really well manufactured into first-class

buildings, without danger of producing that

disjointed, warped eflect, which in other well-

known cases, where the workmanship has been

inferior, has raised a prejudice against its use

in the minds of many architects.

NEW AIPvEDALE COLLEGE COMPE-
TITION.

[Fkom que own Corkespomdent.]

ri THERE are now on view in the Ladies'

JL Room of Salem Chapel, Bradford, four

sets of competitive designs for the proposed

new Airedale Independent College, submitted

by three local architects, and one London
architect, in response to an invitation by the

Trustees. The increasing strength of the

Independent body has demanded a more
extensive training college than their present

building, and the accommodation specified in

the instructions to architects, comprises

assembly hall, library, common room, council-

chamber, and the muniment-room ; one large

lecture-room, and four small, and a Principal's

residence in connection with the college. The
sum proposed to be expended is £14,000, and
all the competitors are within this sum in

their estimates. To the successful architect

will he entrusted the carrying out of the work,
and the remaining three will be rewarded by
an honorarium, which we would hope may be

augmented ; for neither time nor expense has

been spared in laying before the committee in

a clear and explicit manner the ideas of the

several competitors. We wdl take the dif-

ferent designs in the order in which they are

hung in the badly-lighted room.

Messrs. Andrews and Pepper, of Bradford,

present' a very simple and compact plan,

if somewhat long in comparison with the

others, with sundry items of accommodation
which the other competitors have overlooked.

At either side of the main entrance is a por-

ter's room and waiting-room ; a wide corridor,

branching right and left, leads oft" the entrance

haU and main staircase. The assembly hall

has been placed immediately in front of the

entrance, and at the rear of the building, and
has in communication a lecturer's retiring-

room, lavatory, &c., and a ladies' room, with
like conveniences. The entrance is on the
longest side of the hall, thus throwing the
audience direct into the centre of the room.
To the right, and opening oft" the corridor, are

council-chamber, some .30 by 26ft., with mu-
niment-room and safe adjoining ; small
lecture-room 20 by 15ft., and professor's

retiring-room in communication ; and the
library, 40 by 2(jft., which forms the right

flank of the building. To the left are com-
mon rooms, 30 by 25ft. with cloak-room and
lavatory adjoining, servery, with hoist and
staircase from kitchen in basement, also

opening off common room and small
lecture-room, with professor's retiring-room.

At the end of the corridor is the Principal's

residence, forming the left flank, and balancing
the library at the other end of the buQding.
The exits to the grounds are at the rear, and
communicate with the latrines. There is a
handsome staircase, leading to the upper floor,

over the main entrance, and under the arches
of the tower. To the right of the landing,

along the corridor, are science lecture-hall,

and laboratory, or museum and a small lecture-

room, with professor's room attached. At the

end of the corridor is shown a door, opening to

the balcony in library, in the event of future

extension. To the left are large lecture-room,

professor's retiring-room, and small Iceture-

room, also with retiring-room. The corri-

dors on each floor are carried from end to end
without interruption, to admit of future exten-
sion on the conversion of the building into a
residents' college. In the basement are kitchen

and the necessary culinary oftiees. All the

lecture-rooms have left-hand lights, and as will

be seen, have a small retiring-room for the

several professors in connection. An alternative

plan is submitted, showing the college inde-

pendent of the principal's residence, the
assembly hall being substituted for the latter,

and the general plan remaining as in scheme
No. 1 . The block plan shows that the westcra

end of the site has been reserved for the col-

lege, and it is placed facing the north, pre-

sumably the best aspect for educational pur-
poses, and decidedly the best for the forma-
tion and great fall in the ground. The college

overlooks Manningham-lane, and the residence

commands a view of the Lister Park. The
college grounds are approached by a curved
drive through the grounds unappropriated by
the college, and which is laid out as viUa
sites. .A porter's lodge is shown, com-
manding the entrance to the college groundg.

The architectural treatment is shown by
quietly toned elevations, a beautifully coloured

exterior perspective, and interior views of

assembly h.nll, library, and principal staircase,

drawn in brown ink, the building, however,

being rather too strong in tone. The style

adopted is Early French work of good
character. A bold and eft"eetive tower
surmounts the entrance and staircase, which
is lighted by tracery windows of good
type. The architects state that they have
avoided fussiness in their treatment; no
tvacery in the lecture-room windows, and
pinnacles and buttresses carefully eschewed.

We think, however, that had the roof and
skyline been broken up by dormers, a
more spirited design would have been the

result. The library is well located ; but wo
cannot account for the flight of griffins, which
have taken possession of every coign of vant-

age on the building, the dormers in the tower,

the canopy over principal entrance, and all the

gable steppings. Are they symbolical ?

We now come to Messrs. Lockwood and
Mawson's design, of Bradford. They are re-

presented by neatly and cleanly got up plans,

a coldly tinted exterior perspective, and an
excellent interior view of the assembly hall.

Their principal plan is entered by a large

vestibule, with corridors branching right and
left, and the staircase in the rear, with con-
veniences attached. To the right are common
room and serving-room, and small lecture-

room, of similar dimensions to those already
described, with the assembly hall at the end
of the corridor. Tc the left of the staircase is

porter's room, muniment-room, two small lec-

ture-rooms, and the Principal's residence open-
ing from the end of the corridor ; at either

end of the corridor is a lavatory, etc. A wide
open staircase leads to the upper floor, which
contains to the left the library, extending the
full width of the building, and thus preventing
future extension, such as described in the for-
mer design. The council-chamber is in the
main entrance, and to the right are largo
and small lecture-rooms and serving-room,
the assembly hall being carried up two stories.

The basement contains the necessary kitchen
oflices. Future extension is shown at the
rear of the staii-case by an oblong block.

The alternative plaa shown along with
these drawings does away with the residence,

and places the library in its stead, the general
plan remaining similar, but minus a small
lecture-room. Three dift"erent block plans
accompany these designs, two showing the
college overlooking Lister Park, and one
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fronting Manningham Lane. The style

of treatment is of very common-place

Sotliic, with shafted ' and tracericd

windows, the library having gablets, and the

eorresponding rooms on the other flank a

sh-aight imbroken wall head, a defect very

skilfully got over in the perspective view, by

planting a large tree directly in front of the

fiffeuding part. A fleche which will, by ad-

mirers of this style, be considered graceful,

rises from the roof over the main entrance,

and acts as a ventilating turret. The assem-

bly hall depicted in the perspective -N-iew has

a large octagonal bay window at one end, into

trhieh is fitted the platform ; how the audi-

ence are to see the countenances of the lec-

turers against the light is not stated. The
eeiling of this hall is very ciFcctively treated

;

hammer beam trusses support the roof, and the

ceiling is lined in coved panels of wood to

the underside of the trusses.

Mr. Roger Smith, of London, is well repre-

sented in some dozen sheets of firm, de-

cisive pen-and-ink drawings. An artistically

eolourcd birds' -eye view of the whole site

accompanies the others. This plan is by far

the most compact and artistic of any design

submitted ; the whole conception is good, and

very suggestive of Mediaeval study, but

lacking in that comfortable nineteenth century

feeling exhibited in some of the other

designs. On the ground-floor, to the right

and left of the entrance, arc grouped the four

small lecture-rooms, the library forming the

light wing, and the council-chamber the left.

At the rear is the common room, and adjoin-

ing a lavatory, &c., underneath the upper

flight of the principal staircase, which is on

the left of the entrance hall. A swing stair-

case connects the culinary oflioes in the base-

ment with the common room, and a badly-

planned lobby connects the Principal's resi-

dence on the left with the hall. On the

upper floor, and over the entrance vestibule

and four lecture-rooms, is the assembly hall,

entered from the side, as in the design first

noticed. At the rear, and over the common
Tcom, is the large lecture-room. The serving

staircase is carried up and communicates with

this room. Future extension is provided for

by a wing running to the rear from the en-

trance hall, of which the common room
and cloak-room at present form a portion. A
large muniment-room is provided in the

basement, as also are kitchen offices. The
assembly hall and library have open-timber

ooUar-beam roofs of oak, with boarded ceilings,

excellently constructed, but rather cold and
hare looking, as we think, for this purpose.

The library;_chimney-piece is well designed
;

the fittings, if plain, are in character, and,

what with the Baconian apophthegms so aptly

introduced, and the severe simplicity of the

treatment, this room forms a piece of quaint
design. The front elevation shows a plain

arched entrance with iron gates, the two lec-

ture-rooms at either side having large arched
windows filled in with muUions, and the

library and council-chamber single pointed
windows, the upper portions glazed in lead.

The assembly liall has been emphasised by
long muUioned and transomod windows, two
of the bays being corbelled out as square
oriels. At the extreme sides of these oriels,

and at the return ends of the hall, are niches,

which, it is suggested, may be filled with
statues of Nonconforming worthies, to wit
" The Man Oliver," as Carlyle hath it, .John

Milton, and John liunyan, and let us hope,
say some Bradfordians, the spare niche may
one day be filled by another champion of

liberty, the well known and much-abused
junior member for the bnnmgh. An excel-

lently designed flcchc, with qnaintly corbelled
turrets, rises from the centre of the assembly
hall room, forms an extracting air-shaft, and
a fitting termination to the group, which
would effectively crown the summit of the
hill. Access to the College grounds is had
through a quaint and picturesque gate lodge,
thoroughly ilediajval in character, with wide

arched gateway and piquant turret at one

side. The block plan accompanying this

design is well thought out, a straight drive

"eading to the gate lodge, and the villas

thrown back, as it were, to form a cres-

cent, and biing the CoUcgo into full view.

An alternative plan is shown with this

design, doing away with the residence.

Messrs. Milues and France, of Bradford,

submit their scheme in a set of sepia draw-
ings, boldly drawn, if somewhat stift"; pen-
and-ink interiors of assembly hall and library;

and a very badly-coloured exterior perspective.

The ground-plan shows the left-hand end of

the corridor, the residence at the right, and
the assembly hall in the centre at the rear of

the entrance, the lecture-rooms at either

side, opening oft' the corridor, which runs

right and left, as the others ; the assembly

hall churchwise, with nave, aisles, chancel,

and two vestries, the vestries serving as retir-

ing rooms, one of them accessible from the

main corridor by the south aisle, which is

partitioned off behind the columns, and the

other entered from the pseudo-chancel. The
plan contains the requested accommodation,
but no professors' rooms, &e., and has an ill-

digested and crude appearance. An alterna-

tive plan is shown, with common room in

basement, and generally inferior. The block

plan shows the College overlooking the park.

The architectural treatment is commonplace
and feeble.

THE PARKS OF LONDON.—IL*

WE return to this readable book, with the

first volume of which we dealt in a

recent number, and intend now to notice

the second part, which has to do with S.

James's and the Green Parks.

The narrow lane, named Spring Gardens,

leading from Charing Cross to S. James's

Park, was formed in the reign of William IIL
A garden once covered the spot, forming part

of the grounds of the Palace of Whitehall, and
was so called from a spring-fountain which, in

the reign of Queen Elizabeth, was situated

near a sun-dial, so contrived that when
strangers stood looking at the dial the gar-

dener turned a wheel at some distance, and
then the water would spring forth and plen-

tifully sprinkle them. Tliis spring may pos-

sibly be the same which now feeds the pump
opposite S. James's Church, Piccadilly. In
1(314 there appears to have been an archery

butt erected in these gardens, made doubtless

to enable Henry, Prince of Wales, eldest son

of James I., to practise a sport to which he
was greatly attached. James himself had a

bowling-green in the gardens, but his son

Charles I., disgusted with the behaviour of

the frequenters of the place, closed it. The
green was reopened during the Civil War, but
Cromwell imitated the example of King
Charles, and again shut it up. After the

Restoration, buildings began to be gradually
erected in the neighbourhood. As early as

16G1, the inhabitants of Charing Cross peti-

tioned the king that no more houses might be
built there ; but little attention seems to have
been paid to their request. Notwithstanding
these encroachments, however, the gardens
themselves seem still to have preserved their

rural character. On the king's birthday (May
29) in 1G62, our old friend Pepys treated his

wife and servants to a lioliday therein, the
" wenches" amusing themselves with gather-

ing pinks. Pepys himself wanted something
to oat, and the place being inconveniently
crowded, he carried his company across the

w.atcr to the " New Spring Gardens," better

Ijuown to us as Yauxhall. A few months
later, and we find far less pleasant company
in the Spring Garden. The profligate Countess
of Shrewsbury managed to entangle there two
of her lovers—Captain Howard, of the Guards,
and Jermyn, the nephew of the Earl of

S. Alban's. Jermyn was carried home for

" " The story of the London Parks." By Jacob Lab-
wood. London : Cimtto and Windus.

dead, and his second was actually killed.

Soon after, the place was closed for good, but
even so late as the reign of George L, the
Spring Gardens are laid down in the maps as
an enclosure, limited by rows of houses in
Warwick-lane and Charing Cross, and con-
taining a house, with a large flower-garden in
front, situated in the midst of an orchard or
grove of trees. It is this plantation, perhaps,
which was known as the " Wilderness " down
to 1772, in which year the Earl of Berkely
obtained leave to build thereon "messuages
and gardens." This grant doubtless occa-
sioned the final disappearance of the last

vestige of the once famous place of amuse-
ment.

Prompted, perhaps, by the example of his

brother monarch, Henri IV., of France,
James I., in 1609, "desiring to wean his

people from idleness, and the enormities
thereof," came to the conclusion that the best
way to accomplish this object was to plant
mulberry trees in various parts of the kingdom,
and encourage the home manufacture of sUk.

Four acres of S. James's Park, on the site now
occupied by Buckingham Palace, were walled
in, levelled, and planted with mulberry-trees
accordingly, under the superintendence of

Master William Stallenge, who appears also to

have been a breeder of silkworms on his own
aocoimt. A fair trial appears to have been given
to the speculation, for so late as 1629 we find

Lord Ashton appointed " keeper of the Mulberry
gardens in S. James's Park, and of the mul-
berries and silkworms there." The office does

not, however, seem to have been a very lucra-

tive one, for his Lordship soon sold it to Lord
George Goring, to whom also part of the gar-

den grotind was granted, on which he built

Goring House. In the sale of the parks during
the Civil War the purchaser of the Mulberry
Gardens was Mr. Dean, a Harwich and Wool-
wich shipwright. He re-sold them to a Mr.
Chipp, in whose possession they remained till

the restoration. Charles II. appears to have
frequently visited the Gardens, and in the

plays of the period the name of the place is

constantly introduced, and, indeed, furnished

the title for one -written in 1668 by Sir Charles

Sedley. It was closed as a place of pubUe
entertainment soon after 1674, though Arling-

lington or Buckingham Houses were not

erected on the site till 1762.

Old maps of London show us that the piece

of ground now called the Green Park was
before the Restoration simply a meadow,
planted with a few willow-trees, and inter-

sected with ditches. There was a stir on this

quiet spot on the 5th of February, 1554.

Heavy guns were drawn up to the brow of the

ascent known to us as Constitution Hill, and
troops of horse lined Piccadilly. Here Lord
Pembroke had stationed Queen Mary's army
to oppose Sir Thomas Wyatt and his men of

Kent, who had come to London to prevent the

(iueen's marriage with Philip of Spain.

Wyatt's failure and death are of course well

known. Nearly a century after, in 1643, a

redoubt and battery were erected on Constitu-

tion Hill bj' the Parliamentarians, to be demo-
lished, however, in l(i47. Charles II. enclosed

the Green Park, then known as Upper S.

James's Park, and formed a deer harbour near

the western extremity ; but did little else to

improve the general appearance of the place.

It continued a mere grass field, with a few
trees near the south-eastern corner, and as

early as 16S1 a large piece of ground was
granted at the eastern extremity to Lord
Arlington, of Cabal celebrity, who sold it the

same year for £10,000 to a Mr. Pym, in whose

family the ground still remains ; upon it Arling-

ton-street was built in 1689.

Queen Caroline, who made so many useful

improvements in HydeParkiin February, 1730,

instructed the Board of ^Vorks to prepare a

private walk in Upper S. James's Park, for

the Queen and the royal family " to divert

themselves in the Spring." This walk ex-

tended along the row of mansions at the

eastern side of the park, and was known as
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the " Queen's Walk" -up to the early part of

the present century. The queen also contem-
plated building a residence in the Park, but
nothing more came of the plan than the erec-

tion of a sort of pavilion called the " Queen's
Library." Her death was, indeed, caused by
her partiality for this spot. She caught cold
breakfasting in the library on the 9th of

November, 1737, and ten days later was a
corpse. George II. was also fond of the
Green Park—principally as a review ground,
and much powder was also burnt therein in

his reign, under the formof fireworks, to cele-

brate the successful termination of the War
•of Succession. In 1842 Lord Duncannon, then
Chief Commissioner of Woods ^and Forests,

removed the old Ranger's Lodge threw the
gardens attached to that building into the
<jreen Park, filled up the basin and the melan-
choly-looking stagnant pool at the north-
€astern extremity, and laid out the grounds
in the manner we see them now. Some
tasteful suggestions were made by Sir Robert
Peel, then Premier, for more striking improve-
jnents, but they were never carried out, and
instead we have the Iron Duke, "on his

wooden Copenhagen opposite a nondescript
ai'cade supporting nothing." The present
neglected state of the Green Park is to be
Tegretted. Its natural advantages, and its

sheltered position might, at a very small cost, be
taken advantage of ; but as Mr. Larwood says,
" Contre la mode il n'y a pas de re'sistance.'"'

The site now occupied by S. James's Park
was in early times a swampy marsh on the
outskirts of an extensive forest. At spring-
tides it used to be covered by the overflow of
a branch of the Thames, which, till the
twelfth century, came round Westminster
Abbey, thus forming an island, called Thorney
Island. " Long before the time of any man's
memory," was founded in this watery meadow
a hospital for leprous maidens, '

' there to live

chastely and honestly in Divine service."
Many gifts accrued to the foundation, and
Edward I. confirmed all previously made, in
.1290, and granted permission for a fair to be
held annually in support of the institution
for five days, commencing on S. James's Eve.
Henry VIII. appears rather to have objected
to the sight of the hospital from his back
windows of Whitehall, and compounding, in
3.532, with the authorities of Eton College, to
whom the custody of the Leper Hospital had
been granted by Henry VI., exchanged for it

Chattisham and other lands in Suffolk. Ere
long the hospital was demolished, and a manor-
house built on its site, and thus arose S.

James's Palace and Park. Throughout the
reign of Elizabeth the park continued to be
reserved for the sole use of the royal house-
hold. James I. effected some improvements,
and made it a home for his strange collection

of heterogeneous pets. In 1639 an iniquitous
and arbitrary suit was commenced in the
Court of Star Chamber against the Lord
Mayor and citizens of London, for alleged
omissions and infringements in the coloniza-
tion of Ulster. After a hearing of seventeen
days, the defendants were adjudged to lose
all their lands and possessions in Ireland, and
to pay a fine of £50,000. This fine was
remitted by the king, and the whole proceed-
ings afterwards abrogated by Parliament ; but
the citizens were in a terrible fright while the
oppressive persecution was being carried on,
and by way of compensation ofl:ered to pul!
down Whitehall, to build the king a stately
palace in S. James's Park, and to open a grand
way from Charing-cross to Westminster along
the banks of the Thames. The king declined
the offer, which must have been a tempting
one, for he himself contemplated the entire
reconstruction of Whitehall.

Cromwell, after he had taken up his abode
m Whitehall, was often to be seen pacing up
and down in the ipark. He appears to have
granted to the inmates of certain houses on
the Westminster side, whose back doors led
into the park, the liberty of walking there.
In one of these houses (now No. 9, York-

street) Milton lived eight years, and no doubt
frequently sauntered, leaning on the arms of

his daughters, under the shady avenue of elms.

The same house was subsequently the abode of

Hazlitt the essayist, and Jeremy Bentham.
The bestdays of S. James's Park commenced

with the Restoration. Charles II. , indeed,
wanted Lenotre, the famous French architect,

to lay out the grounds in the same manner as

the gardens of the Tuileries and Versailles,

but he appears to have been of opinion that
little was to be added to the natural beauty of

the place, and accordingly persuaded the king
not to touch it. The "river" or canal
through the park was, however, made by the
king's orders, and some other improvements
carried out. A certain Moses Pitt, at that
time an opulent printer of Bibles and Prayer-
books, who ruined himself by unfortunate
building speculations in Westminster, appears
to have finished partly what the king left in-

complete, and the park seems to have been
opened to the public in the autumn of 1660.
In it were doubtless spent many of the Merry
Monarch's happiest and most innocent hours.
His peripatetic habits are well known, and,
indeed, Lord Halifax said that " a bewitching
kind of pleasure called Sauntering was the
sultana- queen the king most delighted in."

Surrounded by his dogs and birds, he won the
hearts of the common people, and kept them
long after he had forfeited all claims to their
allegiance or respect. Those who would read
how in his reign, and in a considerable degree
throughout those of his immediate successors,

S. James's Park shared the fashionable cha-
racter of Hyde Park, should do so in Mr.
Larwood's pages.

A centurj' and more elapsed before any
further changes passed over the park, by
which time it seems to have become an ill-

conditioned and disreputable place. The
work of improvement was commenced in
1770. Rosamond's pond was filled up, and
the rising ground near it levelled, and the
works which were carried on at intervals
during four years cost the nation £20,000.
During the Gordon riots, in June, 1780, a
complete camp was formed on the lawn by the
side of the canal. The first night the alarm
was so great that neither tents nor straw
could be obtained for the soldiers.

The reputation of S. James's Park as a
fashionable resort, by this time on the wane,
continued to decline, and even the change ot
1827—29, by which the park was laid out in
the tasteful manner in which we see it now,
could not stay the departure of its popularity.
Its natural beauty, however, still remains,
only marred by the ugly bridge which spans
the ornamental water. That it may long con-
tinue, with the other parks, sacred from the
intrusion of bricks and mortar, must be wished
by ever}- Londoner.

S. MARY MAGDELENE, PADDINGTOxN".

THE standard of criticism that should be
applied to work emanating from the

hand of so distinguished an architect as Mr.
G. E. Street must necessarily be high. We
cannot but view with interest, and indeed
anxiety, a prominent example of his church
work, when we know how large an influence it

may have on the designs of other men, more
especially those who are rather imitators of
modern works than students at the fountain-
head

; and the former class, it is to be feared,

by far outnumber the latter. That Mr. Street
very richly deserves the high artistic position
he holds every one must admit, and conse-
quently an examination of the most prominent
work of ecclesiastical art which he has as yet
built in London cannot fail to be of service.

S. James the Less, Garden-street, was for a
long time Mr. Street's best known church in

London, and was by many much admired.
Those who loved " to meet a man's brains," as

I have heard it expressed, at every moment,
who would not have a single hole or corner
left in quiet imobtrusiveness, but hoped to

find a world of novelty and a spice of eccen-
tricity in every detail, were, of course,

delighted with this building. That there is

much about it that is decidedly clever, and far

above mediocrity, cannot be denied ; but to

refer to the standard of artistic work to which
I should conceive its architect would refer,

namely, that of " the old Masters," where in

their productions do we find such an unquiet-
ness or want of general repose ?—such need-
less elaboration without unity of efibet ? It is

not easy to recall any parallel example. It is,

however, to be remembered that, at the time
this church was designed, the baneful influence

of Mr. Ruskin's " Stonesof Venice," and the uni-
versal craving after French and Italian work,
were very strong.

Since that time a return has, happily, been
made to the study of English work, and that
he has not been behindhand in this Mr.
Street's later designs, amply testify. There is

no straining after foreign examples in the
Church of S. Mary Magdalene at Paddington,
whilst at the same time there is not a slavish

adherence to any particular type of work at

home to he found in the buUding. There is,

however, a marked difference between the

general design of the nave and of the

chancel. The latter is more English than
the former. This may perhaps be accounted
for by the circumstance that the various

portions of the church were buUt at different

times. There is, in any event, a noticeable

lack of unity between the parts.

The chancel is also too small in its pro-

portions for so large a nave. The arch

between the two is rather low and pinched,

which would possibly be of little detriment

to the general internal effect, did the roof on
either side rise to about the same level. It is

not so, however. The chancel being groined,

its ridge-rib is considerably below the wall-

plate of the nave. The eye travels from the

lofty wagon ceiling of the nave, drops at the

chancel-arch at least a third of the visible

height of the building, and meets with no-
thing more lofty beyoad. This want of

height is aggravated by the large number of

stops at the entrance to the chancel. These
steps are not less than six in number ; the

floor is thus very much raised, and the due
efl'eot of the eastern flight, upon which the

altar is placed, is quite lost. By way of

further crushing the chancel, the nave roof

has been " illuminated " with the most bril-

liant colours. It is not easy to imagine what
is to be done with the decoration of the

chancel-groining, so that it may cope with its

flaming neighbour. Nought but a mass of

gold can do it, and, even then, not effectually.

The ground-plan of the church is peculiar

—

needlessly so. It presents a nave with south

aisle only. The apology for this want of symme-
try is that the most is thus made of the piece of

ground upon which the building stands. If

covering the ground is to be held as making
the most of the site, then no doubt the

end has been attained, but certainly at the

sacrifice of convenience and stateliness of

efl'eot, and also at the waste of much money,
the whole of the north arcade and absurd

little passage beyond being as ridiculous as it

is useless. On reference to the ground plan,

published in the BuiLDixo News of Oct. 31,

it will be seen that the site would have ad-

mitted of a symmetrical plan being adopted

at ttie expense of some eight feet in the

length of the building. It is doubtful

whether any useful seats would have been lost

by this arrangement. It would appear that the

ternal grouping of the tower and apse had
had much to do with the eccentricity of the

plan, and the combination is certainly very

wcU managed. But, be these various points

as they may be, there is much in the design,

especially if it be taken in part, that is very

pleasing. Nevertheless, m a whole, it is

hardly above an elaborate failure. Although

it emanates from the hand of one man, it

lacks unity. Whilst it is evident that nothing

has been spared to give pre-eminence to the
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chancel, the object aimed at has not been

attained. Although a general sobriety of

design and retinenient of detail may be found

throughout the work, it displays one of the

most amazing and useless pieces of eccen-

tricity to be found even in this huge city.

SoMEES CLABKE, JTJN.

EDINBUKGH.

[From our own Cobrespondent.]

SUBURBAN Edinburgli, within later years,

K5 ha3 attained a magnitade which entitles it

to separata consideration, both as an architectural

and sanitary division of the city. It is aknost

wholly composed of mansions, villas, and cottages,

with more or less of pleasure-ground attached.

It has now spread itself from the Meadows to

Blackford hill, over the grounds of Whitehouse,

Merchi3ton,and Momingsido. In other directions,

lines of streets abruptly terminate the city, but

the suany slopes to the south and south-west,

with a higher temperature and shelter from the

colder winds, have made the extension of the

city in this quarter rapid and complete. Still,

recent additions do not so readily attract atten-

tion, unless there happens, as at present, to be a

run on some definite locality. A fow acres of

ground immediately to the south of Bruntafield

Links have lately been thrown open for building
;

and, as might be expected from their proximity

to town, they have been readily taken up. A
number of villas, some of which get a fair share

of the ancestral forest trees, are building or built.

It was in this quarter that the late Bishop Gillies

secured a site for his cathedral, the design for which

was supplied by Pugin, but funds were not forth-

coming in time to anticipate the late great demand
for building ground. The Conventof S. Margaret's

is in this neighbourhood—a large establishment.

The addition made about twelve years ago by
the late Mr.W. Murray, of London, is the best, and
almost only, specimen of pure Domestic Gothic in

the city. On the southern boundary of Brunts-

field Links a street of first-class houses, begun in

1870, has made its annual stride towards comple-

tion. The most marked features of design are

the spacious doorways, under deeply-recessed

circular, or rather, segmental arches, a number
of gables corbelled out from the bow windows,

with their crowstepped skews ; and a prettily-

tinted surface- -the stone, which is a pale red,

inclined to purple, berag qu.arried on the spot.

Immediately behind this street, and facing the

south, Bruntsfield-terrace has been built, com-
prising a goodly number of houses of throe floors.

The amount of accommodation provided is con-

siderable, and the arrangement good, but in these

models of economical construction, the specula-

tive builder does not seem to have taken

counsel with the architect or doctor. The
houses have not much elevation, and what
they have is overpowered by the attics and
their mansard roofs, giving the appearance of a

face with the hat knocked over the eyes. A foot

or two more of breadth in frontage, greater

height in the ceilings, more cubic space, is

always desirable where families are housed.

These defects, however, are the great defects of

a great proportion of the houses of suburban
Edinburgh, and the bedrooms gonenally come off

the worst. In the case of a family, gathered,

perhaps, with additions, in a winter-evening,

under the glare of a three-lighted lustre, the

atmosphere cannot long be wholesome. The
doctor would command the window to be opened
for a few minutes every hour. But this, of

course, is never done. It seems an easy matter
to provide some fireclay ventilator above the

lustre, through which vitiated and heated air

might easily be led into a flue ; but if the ex-

periment has been ever made in such small

apartments, it is not general. Fortunately, gas
ia not always burning. Summer and sunshine
and breezy air are to be bad in all abundance in

this locality, and their enjoyment is not "sauced
with the disquieting thought that they must bo
paid for."

When on the subject of the shortcomings of

speculative building and its architecture (gene-
rally the result of mutilated original designs),

there is one feature which the economical instinct

has never been at the pains to treat as might
have been expected or desired—the cornice deco-
ration of the larger apartments. In the houses

alluded to, this accessory is almost always found

to be massive in the inverse ratio of the height

of the ceiling. The plasterer, in short, seems to

be left to the freedom of his own will, to commit
any extravagance in stucco. Nothing is more
painfully offensive than a low ceiling ; but the

mischief is aggravated when a monster cornice,

that would be heavy in a public hall, is brought

down upon the walls, and perhaps carried far on

to the roof; and yet, by a very simple expedient,

the builder might save both his plaster and bis

credit as an artist, and add to the apparent height

of his ceilings, if these must be a minimum.
The only public building at present being

carried out in this quarter is the Free Church,

of Morningside, but it will not add anything to

the reputation of Edinburgh for Gothic archi-

tecture. Its principal ornamental feature is the

spire, of which the many long and weak-looking

lines of the buttresses are neither pleasant nor

effective. The doorway is in a plain lean-to

porch. Above is a large wheel window enclosed

within a pointed arch, with tracery embodying
a cross, leaving all manner of awkward spaces

round, and tracery bars of clumsy convex mould-

ing. It is certainly a very juvenile attempt at

original design, and not a happy one.

There is another public edifice on the border

of this di.-trict, which is now finishing, and may
be noticed as an attempt to be original in Greek.

The lecture- hall of the Collegiate Institution, at

The Meadows, is a spacious apartment, with coved

roof, lighted from the sides by lofty and well-

proportioned windows, also by a small circular

lantern in the roof. The architectural details in

the way of decoration are peculiar. The front

elevation is the vestibule of the hall, and comprises

a large central window of three lights, with a

lofty door at each side. The mullions of this

window, square in section, have a pillar-like pro-

jection in front, which at a little distance looks

like a very attenuated mummy, but which, on

closer inspection, seems intended to typify the

torch of truth, the bulging top being the flames.

The resemblance, however, is not very clear, and
it would be hard to say whether it is most akin

to prima)val Greek or modem upholstery. There

is a square panel of sculpture above each door-

way, not sufficiently clear of the lintel. These
contain the stereotyped urchins pricking them-
selves with compasses and acquiring the use of

the globes ; but they are not by any means
spirited in execution. The lantern, externally,

resembL'B the chimney of a magic-lantern with a

zigzag cover. It is probably intended to typify

the lamp that is lit beneath when a lecture is

delivered. Still it must be confessed that the

form selected is not at all in harmony
with the other proportions of the building,

and that an ellipse or longitudinal form would
have been more satisfactory in every way.

The interior presents also some novelties, or

rather eccentricities, in the plaster decoration. A
massive cornice runs round the room immediately

beneath the coving. It has a cresting of the

conventional honeysuckle at the top and sizeable

drops pendant from below. Scroll trusses sup-

porting pediments are placed round this cornice

at intervals, where the principal bearings occur,

and from under the dark shadow of the pediments

busts of the merchant fathers look down with the

gravity of owls, upon the area below. This

happy resemblance to the bird of wisdom is

appropriate in a hall of learning, and had it been
sacrificed to a proper position for such busts,

there would have been imminent risk of these

suffering from the mischief attributed to idle

hands. The details generally indicate something

of the modern tendency of education to defy the

trrtmmols of classical order and perfection.

In the New Town, church-building comprises

works of some magnitude and great interest. Pro-

fessor Charteris, of this city, has startled the

public with some statistics in reforonce to the

nuniber of Presbyterian clergy as compared with

the number of the nominally Presbyterian in-

habitants of Scotland. Allowing 1,750 to each

clergyman, there would remain 700 clergymen
without congregations. A surplus of labour and
money is expended on church extension and
mi.-sionary elTort, which accounts for the dis-

proportionate results. Churches, however, must
follow the extending limits of the city. A large

portion of the U. P. congregation of Rose-street

is hiving off to more fashionable quarters in the

west, where Messrs. Peddie and Kinnear are

erecting what will bo a very groat .addition to

the ornamental aspects of the rather monotonous
olevatioas of the street. It is in the Classical

Italian, will have two lofty towers in front 100ft. /

high, and a novelty in the method of access to the
auditorium, which is by a cori'idor encompassing
its curvilinear sides.

The new Catholic Apostolic Church deserves

more than a passing notice. The main features o.'

the edifice have been described in the Bcilbino
News, and its success as a practical .jxperimen;

contributed towards the solution of the much-
vexed question of the propriety of Gothic for

churches of large and undivided area will be

looked forward to with interest. Whatever the

result, there will be no fear of its artistic com-
position as a whole being anythirg but a very
great addition to the finer architecture of the

city. The architect, Mr. Anderson, has made
Continental Gothic a special study, and there

will be no incongruous details. This body of

religionists has very peculiar notions of what
a church should be, and it is to the development
of this ideal, and not to any great increase of

members, that we owe this costly edifice, esti-

mated at about £20,000. Archbishop Whately
caustically remarked that parties putting in th©

front their " Catholic " qualifications were
generally the most exclusive and sectarian, look-

ing down upon their neighbours with a lofty con-

descension, ready to embrace the whole of Chris-

tendom, if Christendom would only become as

they. The Apostolic Catholics, however, are an

exception, and seem to look upon all Christian

sects as brethren ; so that we can sympathise

with Catholic aspirations which have led them
to erect a costly church, the doors of which will bo
open to all who, at any hour and day, may
choose to enter. The church will be interesting

to many as indicating a great development of

creed and ritual sinoetbedaysof their discipleship

and Edward Irving. It is long since that divine

thundered against the abstract formulae of the

Shorter Catechism—as a method of instruction in

religious truth—and the great prominence given

to symbolic teaching and expression, culminating

in a very complicated ritual, is one feature by
which this sect is now popularly known. The
typical Scotchman, however, is too logical or

metaphysical to seek aid to faith or to devotion

in such accessories of service as holy water or the

fumes of incense, and will probably keep the

baldacchino where it has long been—over the pul-

pit ; and yet the relaxation of ancient prejudices

against aesthetic improvement in churches and
church services where there is obvious utility and

reason for the change is apparent. The " kist

fu' o' whistles " is now employed in about twenty

Presbyterian churches. A fine organ, cost £700,

has just been erected in Newington church in

this city.

Though not a very fine specimen, a reredos of

Caen stone has been erected in S. Giles's, and by-

and-by we may have frescoes on the walls of our

sacred edifices. This new church will be unlike

anything in Scotland, and, perhaps, in Britain,

as a specimen of Gothic architecture ; and though

its mission as an exponent of the charm of a

symbolic ritual may be a failure, those who
look on these as weak and beggarly elements,

which S. Paul thought should be dispensed with,

will look on it without envy or ill-will.

Mr. D. Small, of Edinburgh, has recently dis-

covered a process by which plate-glass may be

coloured on one side and retain its polish on

the other, and the inventor has been stimu-

lated by the growing demand for stained glass

and painted windows.

CI\1L AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS*
SOCIETY.

THE opening meeting of this Society for Session

1873-74 was held on Friday evening last,

at 5, Westminster Chambers. The President,

Mr. C. H. Rew, in the chair. The ordinary routine-

business having been disposed of, the President

proceeded to deliver an address on the position

and prospects of engineers and engineering. He
commenced by referring to those works in which

members of the Society were interested, and con-

gratulated the Society that two of its members.

(Messrs. Whitaker and Perrett), were the win-

ners of the first premium in the S. Petersburg

Bridge competition. The proposed bridge is

to suuersede the existing bridge of boats

(now '
the only means of communication

between tho mainland and the island on which

a great part of S. Petersburg stands). The Neva
at this point is 1,400ft. wide between quay walls,

or about half as wide again as tho Thames at
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Westminster. The mean depth of water ia about

40ft., nelow which is a layer of mud about the

same dtpth, which will of course have to be pierced

before i suitable foundation is obtained. The
river is frozen for five months of the year, so that

all watertraflBo is suspended during that time
;

but then (ooies the sudden thaw and break-up of

the ice, ai.d the rush of water from the immense
tracks of low-lying land and morass above the

city so swells the river that a most

severe te^t is put on anything in the

shape of i foundations coming within its

range. In ihe case of the proposed new bridge

there was, it addition to the peculiar difficulties

of the situation, the requirement that it should

have, for tha proper navigation of the river, two

bays to opeUieither as swing bridges, or in some
other manner, The proposed bridge was to have a

width of aboit SOft. between the parapets. The
original estiuate of the premiatod design was

half-a-million sterling, but as the railway which
formed part of the original scheme has been

abandoned, tip cost of the work will bo consider-

ably under thit sum.
The Albert Bridge.—The Albert Bridge,

Chelsea, whick was fully described in a paper
read before th» Society last session,* was next re-

ferred to by Mr. Rew, who said ho could not help

thinking it looked too much like a temporary
afifair. If, he said, one's only object in

designing a bridge be to afford means
for people and vehicles to pass from one
side of a river to the other, there is of course

nothing further to be said ; but seme may thiak
that a bridge over the Thames in the heart of

London ought to do more than this. It ought, by
being a grand and noble thing in itself, to add to,

instead of taking from, the beauty of the river.

That these conditions are met by the Albert
Bridge Kr. Rew could not admit. One great merit
it certainly has, viz., that the construction of the

towers is lionestly shown, and not covered with a

professedly ornamental shell, as in the case of the

Chelsea Bridge (Mr. Page's), a little lower down
the river.

A Cheap Ro.iD Bridge.—As an example of a
cheap road bridge completed during the year, Mr.
Rew instanced that over the Eau Brink Cut at

King's Lynn. It consists of five bays—three of

120ft., and two of 70ft. span. The roadway is

24ft. wide in the clear. The piers are cast-

iron cylinders of 6ft. external diameter. The
roadway is carried by continuous single lattice

girders 10ft. deep, with transverse plate girders

ISin. deep, on which are arched road-plates

riveted to the cross girders. The actual road-
way is formed of Portland cement concrete. The
abutments are towers with some attempt at archi-

tectural effect ; they are mainly of Staffordshire

blue bricks and Bramley Fall stone. The cost of

the completed bridge, exclusive of the necessary
alterations to the approaches, has been between
£16,000 and £17,000.

Light Railway.s.—The important subject of

light railway communications to small towns and
Tillages lying ofl the main trunk lines of railway is

now (said Mr. Rew) fairly to bo solved by one now
in course of construction in Devonshire. The con-

tracts for the work, including everything, show
that the cost will be £3,400 per mile. If it is as

Buccessfol in a dividend point of view as it pro-
mises to be in an engineering one, it can hardly
fail to cause public attention to be brought to bear
seriouslj upon this question. Other schemes of

like nature are to bo brought forward this session.

The Chasnel Pa.ssage.—Jlr. Rew next entered
at some length into the details of the various
schemes which are proposed for improving the
means of commuoication between England and
France. Referring first of all to the tunnel
scheme, he said that as soon as the necessary per-

mission was granted, the trial driftways will be
immediately undertaken, and will determine not
only the practicability of the scheme as a whole,
but also many minor points, such as the adop-
tion of a single or double line of tunnel, and of

course the actual construction, either in the one
^case or the other. It is calculated that three
years will be occupied in this preliminary work,
and that, unless any unforeseen obstacle arises,

that the permanent tunnel will be ready for gene-
ral traffic in six years after that. iVfter describ-

ing the *' Channel Ferry " scheme, and the trial

ferry-steamers now being built by Mr. Bessemer
and Captain Dicey, Mr. Rew passed on to the
subject of

Foreign Railway Wokils.—Among these,
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those in course of construction up the Valley of

the Nile are perhaps the most important, not only

on account of the vast and valuable country they

open up, but from the fact that they are in active

progress, and not merely being discussed. The
Euphrates Valley Railway scheme, on the other

hand, is still in the discussion stage of its pro-

gress, but is, no doubt, one of the great engineer-

ing works of the not far distant future. The only

actual step in advance it has made in 1873 is that

the Turkish Government has recently announced
its readiness to raise the money by means of an

Ottoman loan, having also the counter.guarantee

of England. The Government of Persia, by all

accounts, is soon to find work for engineers by
the hundred. The beginning of practical results

in this direction is already to be seen in the sur-

vey by English engineers of the projected line of

railway from Teheran to the Port of Rescht, on
the Caspian Sea.

Civil and Sanitaey EsoiNEERiyo Wanted
IN Persia.—Whether much will come of the

recent visit of the Shah to Europe it is impossible

to tell ; but there is ample room in Persia for a

very great deal of civil and sanitary engineering.

A recent resident of one of the English consulates

in Persia says of the country that " the greatest

obstacle to all comfort and cleanliness is the con-

dition of the water when it comes to be employed
in the household. Fortunate it is that the use of

the microscope and chemical analysis are un-
known, or such thintrs would be disclosed as would
horrify everyone. The women wash the dirtiest

linen in the same conduits from which the water
flows to supply the domestic and drinking uses of

the adjoining houses." Of some of the public

reservoirs tho following account is given : " The
water looks more like slime than aqua purd, and
when I approached, a lot of obese frogs went down
with a splash and a gurgle, which set a lot of

efts and other reptiles in motion in all direc-

tions.''

The Water Supply or London.—Of the legis-

lative enactments of the past year Mr. Rew called

attention to that regulating the supply of water

to the metropolis. Hitherto tho great drawback
has been the want of a constant supply, both to

the houses for domestic purposes and in the mains
for sudden emergencies, such as the outbreak of

fire at one, or it may be, at many points of Lon-
don at the same time ; for the mains being in the

hands of seven different companies, they are not

connected in one great system, and so do not

allow of the total supply being brought to bear at

one particular point, even should the need for so

doing be ever so urgent. Evidence has been
given before a Committee of the Society of Arts

to show that under the present system the

waste of water in London would be suffi-

cient, if utilised, to supply an additional

population of two or three millions; there being,

io fact, a waste of one half of the entire quantity

of water pumped for the supply of the metropolis.

The Act, while putting on the companies the

responsibility of providing a constant supply of

more carefully filtered water, gives them the

power of preventing, or at all events checking,

this waste, by rendering obligatory the use of

small cisterns and water-waste preventers in every

house, and especially in water-closets, where the

greatest waste is found to occur. These water-

waste preventers are renlly small cisterns, holding

about a gallon, and they are so arranged that

only one gallon can be used at each use of the

closet, instead of the ad libitum supply under the

arrangement now common. The new plan will

economise the water, and yet answer every pur-

pose, so far as the flushing of the apparatus is

concerned.

EsGiNEERiNQ PeopOSALS FOB 1874.—With re-

gard to the prospects of engineering proposals to

be considered by Parliament in the session of

187-t, the high rate of money, and the recent order

as to the forfeiture of the deposit-money by any
body of promoters who do not construct the works

involved within the stipulated time, have no

doubt tended very materially to reduce the num-
ber of schemes of which plans have been depo-

sited. As far as the engineering profession is

concerned, it appeared to Mr. Rew that this must
iu the long run prove an almost unmixed advan-

tage. It must be better that a small, or, say, a

moderately largo, number of sound and bona-fiih

schemes should be brought forward, than a very

large number of purely speculative ones
;
for if

the possible gains to the enginoer are not so great,

the inevitable risks are not so heavy, and there

must bo a great consequent economy of time, and

not half so many disappointments. Another cause

that helps to account forthe decrease in the number
of bills deposited is the fact that the field is so

much more restricted than it was a few years ago,
by the growing proportion of the large towns that

have been supplied with water, gas, railway,and in

many cases tramway accommodation. It is to the
smaller towns and villages, and the mineral and
agricultural districts, that the profession, espe-
cially the younger members of it, will have to

look for work. The trunk lines of the system, or
veins, have been arranged and laid down by-

former engineers ; the feeding lines, or arteries,

must be the study and work of the engineers of

the present and the future. The number of bills

actuallydeposited is about 300,of which 150 are for

railways, 20 for tramways, GO for gas and water
works, and 80 for works of a miseellaneous cha-
racter. Of the 40 bills directly affecting the metro-
polis, 22 are railway projects, five are for tramways,
and two are for subways under the river. Of the
harbour works, the most extensive are those pro-
posed by the Dover Harbour Board, who seek
powers for the construction of three new piers or

breakwaters, the shortest of which will be 550ft.

and the longest 1,900ft. in length ; and also a
jetty, or landing-stage, 1,200ft. long. There are

also proposals of a like nature for Cardiff, Swan-
sea, Whitby, Milford, and other ports.

The New Bdilding Act.—Cue of tho most
important public Acts (so far as London is con-
cerned) which will occupy the attention of Parlia-

ment is that by which it is proposed to consolidate

the previous building Acts. It legislates with
special reference to the formation and management
of streets, the regulation of the lines of frontage,

provision against fire, and the protection of the pub-
lic sewers. A Parliamentary Committee has been
sitting at intervals for five or six years, and the

draft bill isnow under the consideration of the w hole

Board of works. One point in which it will differ

from the previous Acts is in the cubical contents

of buildings. Hitherto the greatest cubical con-

tents allowed to be covered by one roof has been
216,000 cubic feet. By the new Act it is proposed

to raise this maximum to 220,000 cubic feet,

giving an extra 4,000ft., which will be a real gain

in the case of manufactories of various kinds.

Another matter dealt with is the line of frontage

of proposed new buildings. This is now, in all

ordinary cases, left to the discretion of the

architect employed, the Board of Works only

stepping in when a very special case arises. By
the new Act, the architect will receive direct from

the Board instructions as to the line to which ho
is to work. The provisions against fire aro

directed to tho entire prohibition of large accu-

mulations of timber in builders' yards, and tha

erection of steam-engines in timber yards where
any considerable store of timber is kept. The
structural arrangements of both dwellings and
warehouses also come in for a large share of atten-

tion. The present irresponsible power of the

district surveyors is done away with, and certain

powers, having the same practical results on tho

construction of buildings, will henceforth bo
vested in the Board of Works.

After referring to the great constructive les-

sons taught by the destruction of the Alexandra

Palace, Mr. Row concluded his address by ex-

plaining the objects for which the Society was
founded.

CHIPS.

Mr. E. B. Ferrey will read a paper entitled "Notes
on Old S. Paul's," at the Architectural Association

this evening.

The parish church of Colne Engaine, Essex, was
reopened on Saturday last, after restoration at a

cost of £1,000, by Mr. Z. Rogers, of Earl's Colne,

from designs by Mr. Swanborough.

A statue of the Empress Catherine, at S. Peters-

burg, was unveiled on Monday morning.

A new Temper.^nce Hall, erected at Wednesbury
at a cost of £500, has been opened.

The new India Office in S. James's Park, which
was only finished towards the end of 1SG7, has

already proved too small for the number of its

occupants. The rooms on the basement surround-

ing the inner quadrangle are being carried out
rtush with the granite pillars, and a large amount
of oJfice space will thus be gained at the expense of

architectural and decorative effect.

The French oflicial 'enquiry into the project for

a tunnel beneath the English Channel has just been
closed. The function of the Commission was to

determine for or against the public utility of the
scheme. The report of the Commissioners has yet

to be made known.
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OUR LITHOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS-
--

S. LUKE'S PARSONAGE HOUSE, VICTOKIA DOCKS.

We give an exterior perspective, and gronnd and

chamber plans, of this parsonage. It being a

marshy soil, and there being a bod of peat,

lift. Gin. deep, before solid ground could be

obtained, it was determined to lay -wide and thick

beds of concrete, well tied with hoop-iron, on the

surface of ths ground, and to build on that. The

result has proved satisfactory, there not being a

crack in the wholo building. The material is

yellow stocks, with red brick and box-stone

dressings. The contract was taken by Jlr.

Hammond, builder, Romford, for £2,403, including

fence-walls. The architects are Messrs. Giles

and Gano, of 7, Furnival's Inn, E.G.

KOMAN SCULPTURE.

For description of this sheet of illastrations,

see Dr. Zerffi's article next week.

S. MARV AT TUE CROSS, SnOREDITCn.

In addition to the six sheets of engravings

illustrating details of this interesting building, we
give two other sheets this week. For general

description, see article accompanying illustrations

last week.

SCHOOLS OF S. JOHN EVANGELIST, HOLBORN.

The schools of which we give illustration and
plan consist of infants', girls', and boys', with ac-

commodation in basement for caretakers and a

men's club. The infants' school is on the ground
floor, with babies' room attached, and is fitted

with two large galleries (one movable), and with

a smaller one in babies' room. The girle' school

is on the first floor, with classroom divided by
movable partition from schoolroom. The boys'

school, approached by a separate staircase wind-

ing over the girls' staircase, is on the top floor,

and has a classroom similar to that in girls'

school. The roof is of the collar-beam construc-

tion, with curved braces, and ceiled a few inches

above lower side of collar. The rooms are warmed
by ordinary register stoves. There is a lift for

coals, and other puq^oses, from basement to top

floor. The water-closets are on Macfarlane's

trough system, and the lavatories are Jennings's
patent "lift up," with screw-down taps. The
building is formed of stock brickwork, with rod

brick arches and Portland stone string-course.

The figure canopy and base are yet to be executed,

want of funds precluding their being at present

carried out. The contractors for the works wore
Messrs. Hemming and Son, of Chiswick, and the

architects Mr. Keith D. Young, 11, Red Lion-
square, and Mr. Francis W. Tasker. 7, Furnival's-
inn, Holborn. The cost was £3,034.

SPIRES NEAR CAEN, NORMANDY.
One of our illustrations this week is a repro-

duction of sketches mado and sent ua by ilr.

Albert X. Brombry.

LIGHTNIXG AXD LIGHTXIXG-RODS.
{Concluded from page. b'H.)

IN 1S20 W. S. Harris attached copper straps
directly to each mast and continued them to

the copper sheathing on the ship's bottom. He
thus had a continuous system of copper conductors
extending from the top of each mast to the water.
After a to.st of twenty-seven years, at the express
command of the Quoon of England, the honour
of knighthood was conferred upon Harris, " in
consideration of his very useful inventions."

Since this system of protection has been applied
to vessels, in no instance has any damage ensued
to a vessel or to a cargo, nor has there been a
smgle human being killed or injured by lightning
while on a vessel thus protected. This fa'ct fully
demonstrates the theory of non-insulation to be
correct, and that lightning can bo controlled.

Magazines for storing powder were injured and
exploded by lightning in cases where they were
without rods, as well as in cases whore rods were
used which were insulated from the building by
being placed at a short distance from it or passed
over or through glass, horn, or other non-conduct-
ing substances. In no instance has a powder
magazine been injured by lightning where the
rod has been attached directly to the walls.

Condnotors have been thus applied to powder
magazines for about ono hundred years.

It must not be taken for granted that if a

lightning-rod be erected without insulation no

danger will ensue. Xon-insulation is but one of

the conditions requisite for safety. All the con-

ditions must be complied with, or safety is not

attainable. I am of the opinion that the use of

glass or other insulators upon rods, together with

the theory that rods attract lightning, and protect

an area the radius of which is twice the height of

the rod above the plane from which it projects,

has been the cause of bringing the use of rods into

disrepute. These theories are contrary to the

teachings of philosophy ; are based upon erro-

neous principles; their application has fully de-

monstrated their falsity, and led to disastrous

results.

The height a rod extends above a building has

no influence whatever upon a discharge of elec-

tricity further than arises from the fact of its

offering a path of less resistance than the sur-

rounding air before the discharge takes place. It

is for this reason, solely, that the rod is carried a

short distance above the ridge of a building, and

is projected above the tops of chimneys, venti-

lators, iSro. It cannot be supposed for a moment
that an agency which moves with such terrible

velocity and irresistible force as lightning could

be arrested in its onward course and drawn aside

by an insignificant piece of metal in the form of

a lightning-rod.

If metal does possess this power of arrestin

lightning, the use of metallic eave-troughs, steam-

pipes, gas-pipes, water-pipes, speaking-tubes, bell-

wires, bells, valleys on roofs of buildings, chimney-
tops, cornices, &c.. in and about buildings, should

be at once discentinued, as they may attract more
electricity than they can carry oS, as some igno-

ramuses have asserted.

The idea that metal attracts electricity is un-

supported by any fact, and is absolutely at variance

with the whole course of experience. Such an
opinion has arisen entirely from assumption and
a partial consideration of facts, or from supersti-

tion, prejudice, or unadulterated ignorance.

Lightning-rods do not attract lightning. They
have no influence whatever upon a thunderbolt

after it has started, to restore the equilibrium

The height they project above the building is of

but little consequence, providing they be kept low

enough to withstand the storms.

There is no law governing the lateral extent to

which a rod affords protection, this being de-

pendent upon the form of the object to which it is

applied, and the position of the electrified cloud.

If a building or its contontg be injured by
lightning, it is solely because its owner has ne-

glected to use well-known moans to prevent it.

Should life be destroyed in a building, by
lightning, the owner or public ofHcers having
charge of it should be held responsible by law.

City authorities who will not permit the erection

of wooden buildings within the fire limits, lest

these structures might endanger the property of

others, nor permit a building to stand, whose
walls are supposed to be in an unsafe condition,

ought not to permit any building to remain in

such condition as to endanger the life and pro-
perty of a neighbourhood by lightning.

SUMSIARV.

1st. Lightning-rods, as usually erected, do not
afford much protection.

2nd. Insulators, glasses, at the points of sup-

port, are of no use in any case ; they destroy the
most valuable influence of the rod, and may,
under certain circumstances, bo the cause of most
terrific and destructive return strokes.

3rd. The conducting power of lightning-rods is

proportional to their solid contents, or sectional

area, with similar metals of equal lengths, and
not to their surfaces.

4th. A lightning-rod should have the conducting
power of a copper rod, t^in. square, and perfect
metallic union of all its parts. A rod made ex-
clusively from copper wires, if of sufficient size,

constitutes one which is perfect in theory.

5th. Sharp points for the upper termination of

rods are necessary. Rods are of but little value
without them. Points should be plated, to prevent
oxidation. They are also of value when used at

the lower terminus of the rod.

IJth. It is necessary to place a point at each
gable, chimney .and ventilator ; to connect all to-

gether
; to connect the rod with metallic roofs,

gutters, valleys, steam-pipes, gas-pipes, water-
pipes, speaking-tubes, and other permanent me-
tallic bodies about buildings, and the more

numerous the connections with the earth the
better.

7th. The rod must be attached directly to the-

building—the closer the better. It muft not be
insulated by being passed through or ove- rings of
glass, horn, or other non-conducting svbstances,

nor be placed at a distance from the oVject to be-

protected.

Sth. Ground rods must have twc or moro
branches penetrating the earth to permanent
moisture ; must extend below the founiation walls-

or the bottom of the cellar. In sono instances,

where it is difficult to reach moist earth, they
must be imbedded in charcoal.

'Jth. Lightning-rods, constructed and erected

in accordance with the foregoing piinciples, will

afford full protection in the hour o danger, and
their use is strongly urged as a neossary means
of safety.

THE NECESSITY FOR A NE\\ BUILDING
ACT.

IX his last quarterly report on the sanitary-

condition of the Whitechape district. Dr.

Liddle points out the necessity bat exists on.

sanitary grounds for obtaining a lew Building-

Act during the ensuing session.

" The public mind, during the Ust few years,"

says Dr. Liddle, " has been much enlightened

upon the subject of providing he&lthy habitations

for the people, especially for thos» living in largo

and populous districts ; and the p-ablic, I appre-

hend, have arrived at the conclusion that the first

thing to be done is to lay down such rules for the

building of a house as shall effectu:.lly put a stop

to the further erection of unhealthy ones. But
as unhealthy houses are permitted to \)e erected,

not only in London, but in the suburbs thereof,

and in the cities and large towns in the United
Kingdom, it .appears to mo that the Govsrnment
should undertake the duty of bringing in a Bill

for the amendment of all the Building Acts, and
which should be applicable to all largo towns in

the country. In such a Bill it would bo most de-

sirable to give additional powers to the Metropo-
litan Board of Works, and in the provinces to the

municipal authorities, for the purpose of acquiring

land, otherwise than by agreement, for the pur-

pose of effecting sanitary improvements in un-
healthy courts and narrow places ; for unless-

such power be obtained, and carried into effect,

very little improvement will take place in th&

unhealthy districts of London and of other

populous places.
" If any alteration should be made in the con-

stitution of the Metropolitan Board of Works, it

would be desirable to add to its functions that of

a sanitary supervision over the whole Metropolis,,

with power to appoint a highly-qualified Medical

Officer of Health, who, from his position, adminis-

trative talent, and scientific attainments, would
command the respect of the Metropolitan Health.

Officers, and who, in all cases of doubt or difficulty,

might he consulted by them. A system of uni-

formity in all the reports of the Medical Officers;

of Health should be adopted, and a copy of each
report should be sent to the S-iperiutending

iledical Officer, who should be required to mak»
a digest of them, for publication and general dis-

tribution."

TREES FOR TOWX'S.

DWELLERS in towns and cities who are

deterred from planting trees or shruba^

in consequence of the prevalent notion that

they will not thrive in cities, ai-e assured by th*

Giirden that it is quite erroneous. Proof exists in

abundance that many trees thrive in the smokiest

parts of smoky London nearly or quite as well as

anywhere else. There are many parts of the

United Kingdom as free from smoke as could be

desired, whoro you may look in vain for such stately

and well-developed trees as we find in Brunswick,

Mecklenburgh, and Berkeley-squares, in Lincoln's-

Inn Fields, or in many back gardens in London. In

these and other London gardens there are many
fine specimens not only of planes, but of Ashes
(weeping and otherwise). Thorns, Poplar.s, and, in

fact, of most of the kinds of trees which lose their

loaves in winter. Intending planters may, there-

fore, rest assured that not only ono kind, or family,

of trees will thrive in cities, but that many will do-

se. Smoky as our cities are, we may enjoy in

them much of tho glorious beauty of tho deciduous

trees of all northern countries. Evergreens we
had better avoid until the smoke-nuisance troubles

us no more, if ono may venture to speak of such a

time.
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A XEW MECHANICAL PROCESS FOR PRO-
DUCING DECORATIVE DESIGNS ON WOOD
SURFACES.
A T the meeting of the Society of Arts on

jTa. Wednesday evening hist, Mr. Thomas
Whitburn read a paper the avowed title of which
was " On Mechanical Processes for Producing
Decorative Designs on Wood Surfaces," but not a

third part of his extremely discursive remarks
were pertinent to that subject. Mr. Whitburn
began by describing the four mechanical methods
of imitating graining by reproducing the markings
existing on the natural wood itself which have
from time to time been brought under the notice

of the Society of Arts. The first of these was that

by Signor Felix Abate, of Naples, which was
brought forward nearly twenty years ago (i.e., in

January, 1S54). Of this process, Signor Abate
said :

—

" Suppose a sheet of veneering wood be

the object from which impressions are to be taken
;

I expose the wood for a few minutes to the cold eva-

poration of hydrochloric or sulphuric acid, or I

slightly wet it with either of those acids diluted,

and then well wipe the acid off Irom the surface.

Afterwards it is laid on a piece of calico, or

paper, or common wood, and by the stroke of the

press an impression is taken, which is, of course,

quite invisible ; but by exposing this impression

immediately after to the action of a strong heat,

a most perfect and beautiful representation of the

printing wood instantaneously appears. In the

same way, with the same plate of wood, without any
other acid preparation, a number of impressions,

about twenty or more, are taken ; then, as the acid

begins to be exhausted, and the impression faint,

the acidification of the plate must be repeated as

above, and so on progressively, as the wood is not

in the least injured by the working of the process

for any number of impressions. All these impres-
sions show a general wood-like tint, most natural

for the light-coloured woods, such as oak, walnut,

maple, &c., but for the "ft'oods that have a peculiar

colour, such as mahogany, rosewood, &c,, the im-
pression must be taken, if a true imitation be re-

required, on a stuii' dyed of the colour of the wood.
Such," states Signor Abate, •' is thermography, or

the art of printing by means of heat.'' Of similar

means of transfer. It is by transfer, also, that the

small fancy articles made of wood, such as trays,

saucers, &c., and known as '* Tunbridge ware," are

ornamented with views of buildings and land-

scapes. Among recent methods of staining wood,

that patented by Messrs. TroUope and Sons, under
the title of ''Xylatechnigraphy," attracted atten-

tion in the London International Exhibition of

1^71. It is described as *' staining by hand or

stencil a light-coloured, but not necessarily soft,

wood with certain transparent colours, producing
a result when polished similar to inlaying."* Of
the mechanical processes by which wood is deco-

rated with designs, stencilling is so well-known
that description is superfluous. For rendering

broad, simple eilects, its utility is indisputable, but

it is manifestly unequal to the representation of

designs expressing the qualities of delicacy

and intricacy. Pretty imitations of sepia

drawings have been executed on wood with

hot irons, and a method for the mechanical

production of such effects was introduced by Mr.

BrigginlSoO. His method, as described in the

Journal of the Society of Arts " is that of

charring the surface with engraved cylinders

heated with gas, which enables the degree of

heat to be regulated, and the extent of char to

be conti'oUed .... After the surface has

been charred sufficiently to yield the greatest

amount 0( shadow required, the whole surface is

rubbed down to a fiat surface, which is then

polished or varnished. By this means imitation

grained surfaces are obtained of groat durability,

and at a cost not exceeding grained work pro-

duced by the ordinary process of painting and
varnishing." Having entered into a long disser-

tation on art, and discussed the merit..! of the va-

rious styles, Mr. Whitburn said the process for

the mechanical production of designs on wood
for which he had obtained a patent had not a

pictorial, but a distinctly decorative, intention. It

was fitted to express, on flat surfaces of wood,

either flat effects of light figures on a dark

ground, or dark figures on a light ground, or

figures light and dark in parts on a ground in-

termediate in shade; and these effects were pro-

duced on the wood by an adaptation of the pro-

cesses of engraving and printing The designs

adjuncts, or furniture. To show the application of

the process to the decoration of furniture, a cabinet

was exhibited, designed by Mr. Cozens, and manu-
factured by Mr. F. Coote, of the Tottenham-court-

road. In conclusion, Mr. Whitburn said that this

decorative experiment of his was not intended to

compete with or expected to supersede the beauti-

ful and delicate, but comparatively costly, pro-

cesses of hand painting and inlaying, the skill dis-

played in which had made the cabinet-work of

our great firms renowned throughout Europe
;

but as printing on paper had brought imitative

art within reach of even the poorest, so ho con-

ceived that printin g on wood might eventually

enable all who possessed decorative taste \o in-

dulge it, and to adorn their houses with articles

in which ornament would bo a more important^

and at the same time, more common, feature than
it had hitherto been possible, for ordinary pur-

poses, to employ.
In the discussion which followed.

The Chairman (Mr. Robert Rawlinson) re-

marked that the term *' mechanical," which had
been applied by Mr. Whitburn to his process,

might have a very wide meaning; indeed, every
form of art might be termed "mechanical" in so

far as it was the product of the human hand. The
painter often produced his pictures mechanically,
so to speak, while, on the other hand, it was
notorious that very tine artistic results were at-

tainable by means of what at first sight appeared
to be a purely mechanical process, viz., photo-
graphy.

Dr. Dresser regretted that Mr. Whitburn had
not said more of his process. There was very
great fear that one result of the introduction of

so simple a mechanical process as Mr. Whitburn's,

would bo an attempt to do too much in decorating

furniture and wooden constructions. The great

danger of the present day, in this respect, was in,

attempting to do too much in the way of mere
decoration.

Mr. WniTnoRs closed the discussion by reply-

ing to a few questions which had been put to him •

He said there was no difliculty, with the wood-
working machinery which we now had, in getting

the wood planed-up to a perfectly true surface.

As a rule, the material to be printed upon would

intention, but dift'ering somewhat in detail, is the

process of Mr. William Dean, described by him
in 18G9 as follows; — •' Select a piece of wood
of fine quality, about 5ft. long, 12in. wide, and
:|in. thick ; it is, to use the technical phrase,

cleaned up by the cabinet-maker on both sides,

and is well sand-papered down. By having both
sides of the board cleaned up, two patterns are

obtained from the same board. A chemical pre-

paration is then applied to it, which has the effect

of opening the pores of the wood, and, at the same
time, of hardening the surface, and, when the

board is dry, it is ready for use . . . The
material used for taking the impression is pre-

pared in oil, and is specially adapted for the pur-
pose of transferring. The paper, too, is manu-
factured for the purpose, is very thin, but tough,

so that it can bo successfully applied to any
irregular or moulded surfaces, and it is sized, to

prevent the colour from becoming incorporated
with the body of the paper. A small wood roller

is used for spreading the colour on the board, and
a large, broad, flexible palette-knife is used for

taking the superfluous colour oif. That being
done, the sized paper is placed on the board, and
both are turned through a small machine having
turned iron cylinders, the upper one being covered
with double-milled flannel ; the paper is then
taken off the board, its printed surface is applied

to the article to be decorated, the back of the im-
pression is lightly rubbed with a piece of soft

flannel, and the paper is removed, and an exact
facsimile of the board from which the impression
is taken is given." It will be observed that while
Signor Abate's process is one of printing direct

from the wood itself, Mr. Dean's is that of obtain-

ing an impression on wood or other substances by

or patterns were engraved in the ordinary w.-iy on
boxwood blocks by the wood-engraver, and from
the actual blocks, or, from "electros "of them, the

designs were printed on the panels of wood in an
ordinary printers' press, printers' ink applied to

tho block in the ordinary way being the colour-
ing material employed. [.\ few specimens of

wood printed in this way w-ere exhibited, and we
illustrate two small samples of the kind of work
of which Mr. Whitburn's process is capable, the

blocks from which we print being precisely the
same as those from which tho design is printed
on the wood.] Mr. Whitburn said that the kinds
of wood which were best adapted for receiving

such impressions were those which were light in

colour and soft in grain, such as pine and lime-

tree. The conditions under which the impressions

were taken were precisely those essential to tho

production of prints on paper, namely, that the sur-

faces of the engraved block and of the substance

taking the impression must bo throughout in perfect

contact. The specimens exhibited wore produced
in an " Albion" band printing-press, with ordi-

nary printers' ink. Such imp ressions, being

polished or varnished, wore necessarily as durable

as the wood itself. As regards the colouring ma-
terial for producing the impression, Mr. Whitburn
said his process was by no means limited to

printers' ink ; other colouring materials might be

applied. Tho object of this process was to multi-

ply designs of a decorative kind at a cheap rate,

and such designs might be applied to all purposes

and situations in which flat surfaces of wood were

or might be used, especi.ally for friezes, dados,

panels, and borders, either for walls, architectural

' More fully described in Bcildins News,Vol. SS., p. 4t5.

be a rather soft and yielding wood, such as pine.

In some cases he prepared the surface of the woo(i

by nsing size, which stopped up the pores of tho

wood. The process was quite capable of being
applied to such work as ordinary door-panels, &c.,

it being entirely dependent on tho size of the

press used. The largest surface he was at present

capable of decorating by the process was 2ft. 4in.

by 2ft., this being the limit of the press he had
used. The process was capable of being used

with two or more different colours, exactly as in

ordinary colour-printing. He could give no idea

of the cost of the work produced by his process,

as he had at present not got beyond the experi-

mental stage, but, of course, the cost would greatly

depend upon tho quantity required.

DISTRICT SURVEYORS.

FROM time to time numerous complaints havo
been made of the arbitrary manner in which

some of the district surveyors of the metropolis

carry out the duties which devolve upon them
under tho Metropolitan Building Act, .and of the

way in which they take upon themselves duties

and demand foes for which they have no sufficient

authority. At the meeting of tlio Metropolitart

Board of Works on Friday last, two or throe very
flagrant instances of district surveyors exceeding

their duty were brought to notice by Mr. F. H.
Fowler, the Chairman of the Building Act Com-
mittee. As an architect himself, it is not likely

that Mr. Fowler would unduly exaggerate the

faults and failings of tho district surveyors ; but

unless they are very much malitrned, it is hardly

to bo wondered at that those officials should bo
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looked upon by the Board as bringing contempt

upon it3 administration of the Building Act.

From what was said by Mr. Fowler at the meet-

ing of the Board on Friday last, there can be no
doubt that the new Building Act, which is to be

introduced into Parliament next session under the

auspices of the Board, will contain provisions

which will materially affect the prerogatives and
privileges at present possessed by district sur-

veyors, and if those gentlemen find themselves in-

juriously affected by the new Act, they will

apparently only have themselves to thank. While,
as in the present instances, the district surveyors

are charged with exceeding thair duty, it has

been alleged, on the other hand, that district

surveyors are often remiss in exorcising the

authority which is vested in them, and that they do

not do all in their power to ensure that the myriads
of houses which spring up like mushrooms all round
the metropolis shall be fairly healthy to live in.

On the 20th January last Dr. Liddle, the Medical

Officer of Health for the Whitechapel District,

read before the Health Section of the Social Science

Association an able paper ' On the Defects in the

Sanitary Provisions of the Building Act, 18 and
19 Vict. c. 122, with a few Suggestions for their

Amendment.'* The substance of this paper
appeared in the Bihldino Xews for Jan. 24 last

(Vol. XXrV., pp. 109-10\ and will well repay
perusal at the present time. In that paper, how-
ever. Dr. Liddle pointed out that the Act is very
vague as to whether it is the duty of the district

surveyor or of the Local Board to see that a house
is so constructed as to be fit for habitation. In

the discussion which ensued on this paper, and
which was reported in the BtnLDiNO News for

Feb. 7 last (Vol. XXIV., p. 166), Dr. Hardwicke
pointed out that the district surveyors were not
to blame in this respect, for they had no power.
It certainly is a very singular thing, as Dr. Hard-
wicke observed at the time, that tho Metropolitan
Board of Works have never had any special

officer whose duty it should be to see that the
works which the Board undertakes are carried out
with a due regard to sanitary science. It would
seem, then, that there is little or no ground of

complaint against the district surveyors in this

respect, inasmuch as their duties are simply to

see that the constructive requirements of tho Act
are carried out. Much discussion has been raised
on the question as to whether tho district sur-
veyors should be allowed to continue to carry on
private practice in addition to their official

duties, or it being contended by some that permis-
sion to do so causes them to neglect their official

duties, or (what is often tantamount to the same
thing) to depute them to their clerks. Of course
this is a question which must always be decided
by attendant circumstances. It is difficult to

draw a hard-and-fast line, for what would meet
the requirements of one locality would not satisfy

those of another. The Motropolit.an Bo.ard of

Works, or any other authority with whom rests tho
appointment of district surveyors, have or should
have the power of exercising tbeir judgment as
to whether, in the interests of the public, tho dis-

trict surveyors appointed by them should or
should not carry on private practice. But the ob-
ject of this article was not to refer to sins of

omission, but to sins of commission, on the part of

the district surveyors. Four cases of the latter

kind were brought before the notice of the Metro-
politan Board of Works, by Mr. F. li. Fowler, tho
Chairman of the Building Act Committee, on Fri-
day last. In regard to the first case, it was stated
by Mr. Fowler that there is a street in Lambeth
named White Hart-street, and that in that street
there were two separate No. B"s. Some work was
required to be done, under the Dangerous Struc-
tures Act, at one of these two houses, but
by some mistake of the sanitary inspector,
notice was served at the wrong No. 8. The dis-
trict surveyor (Mr. Long) also happened to go to
the wrong No. 8, but found that there was nothing
externally that endangered the stability of tho
building. He then went inside the building, and
found nothing defective, except that the ceiMng of
the back kitchen was somewhat cracked and
dilapidated. He however, most improperly ex-
ceeded his duty, by condemning tho ceiling as a
" dangerous structure," much to the annoyauco cf
the owner or tenant—a Mr. Giles, who was called
upon to pay a fee of 12s. 6d. in respect of this
cracked ceiling Tho district surveyor after-
wards found out that tho real " dangerous struc-
ture " was at tho other No. 8 ; but be'had not made
tho amenile to Mr. Giles for the trouble and an-
noyance that he had been caused. Mr. Fowler
said tho Building Act Committee were not ex-

actly disposed to censure Mr. Long; but it was
his duty to report to the Board that the cracked
ceiling was not a " dangerous structure" under
the Act. The Board resolved to remit the fee

paid by Mr. Giles, and expressed the opinion that
Mr. Ijong should refund the fee to the Board.
The second case brought to the notice of the

Board by Mr. Fowler was one in which a Mr.
Norris, of 7U, Mare-street, Hackney, had been put
to much inconvenience and annoyance by the

district surveyor. Mr. Norris's premi-ses had
been partially destroyed by fire, and it was stated

by Mr. Fowler that the district surveyor some-
what unnecessarily stepped in, while the firemen
were yet in charge of the building, and because
he saw a few bits of broken slate fall off the roof,

condemned the roof as a dangerous structure,

although the timbers of the roof were all per-

fectly sound, and did not require reinstatement.
The district surveyor was, it was stated, consider-
ably wanting in that courtesy which is to be ex-

pected from all public officials, and seemed, in tho
words of Mr. Fowler, to have subjected Mr.
Norris to a great deal of annoyance, in order, as it

were, to gain a fee. The new Building Act would,
Mr. Fowler hoped, give the Board more power
over the district surveyors than was the case at

present. Such cases as this suggested to the
Board the great necessity of taking into its own
hands tho control of those officials. In the next
case, Mr. Fowler complained that the district

surveyor had come up before the Board as an ad-

vocate for relaxing a condition laid down by the

Superintending Architect of the Board, Mr. Vul-
liamy. A large wooden building had been allowed
by the Board to be erected at Creek Bridge
Wharf, Deptford, on condition that it was covered
in a certain way with corrugated iron. The
building owners objected, and asked that this

condition might be remitted. They brought up
the district surveyor as their paid professional

adviser (for, said Mr. Fowler, he would hardly
take so much trouble without being paid) to give

evidence before the Board that the Superintend-

ing Architect's conditions in respect to the build-

ing in question were arbitrary and unfair to the

building owners. Mr. Fowler said that tho dis-

trict surveyor was in this case stepping very far

beyond his duty. The Board resolved that it saw
no reason to vary its previous resolution on tlie

subject. In the fourth and last case, Mr. Fowler
again pointed out the arbitrary manner in which
some district surveyors perform their duties. A
ilr. H. R. Willi.ams was erecting a large building

at S. Andrew's-road, Cambridga-heath, to be

known as the British Penitent Girls' Refuge, and
this building the district surveyor for South
Hackney (Mr. Legg) affirmed was within that

section of the Act which provides that certain

fees shall be paid in respect of public buildings

This was disputed, and the matter brought before

a m.agistrate, who decided that the building in

question was not a public building within the

meaning of the Act. It was questionable in the

minds of the Building Act Committee whether a

refuge did not come within the meaning of the

Act ; but it w.as not worth raising the question

by taking it into a superior court, especially as a

new Act would, it was hoped, be passed next year,

in which this and other doubtful points would bo

defined and made clear. The Committee did not

blame tho district surveyor for erring in his in-

terpretation of the Act, but they maintained that

a district surveyor had no right to go before a

magistrate and say that he had the distinct autho

rity of tho Board for taking proceedings against

a building owner when the IBoard was not cog-

nisant of tho matter. Such proceedings as these

on the part of district surveyors do not, as Mr.
Fowler observed, tend to add to the dignity of, or

improve the general feeling of the public towards,
the Board.

Kimmeridge clay was, however, of sufficient

thickness on the French side to allow of a tunnel
being begun in that material near Boulogne and
carried out by the Wealden bods on the English
coast. The author then passed to the consider-
ation of the Palaeozoic series, to which his atten-
tion was more particularly directed while making
investigations, as a member of the Royal Coal
Commission, on the probable range of the coal
measures under the south-east of England. These
Paleozoic strata were all tilted at high angles,
and on the original elevated area they were
covered by horizontal cretaceous strata, the base-
ment beds of which had filled up the interstices of

the older rocks as with a liquid grouting. The
overlaying mass of gault and lower chalk also

formed an effectual barrier to the passage of water.

No part of the Channel exceeded 186ft. in depth.
The author, therefore, considered that, on geo-
logical grounds alone, it was perfectly practicable

to drive a tunnel through the Palieozoic rocks
between Dover and Blanc Nez. But there were
other considerations besides those of a geological

nature, and whether oi not they admitted of so

favourable a solution was questionable.

THE CHANNEL TUNNEL.

MR. HAWKSLET presided at tho meeting of

tho Institution of Civil Engineers on Tuesday
evening, when a paper was read by Mr. Prost-

wich, F.R.S., '• On the Geological Conditions
affecting tho Construction of a Tunnel between
England and Franco.'' The author reviewed the

geological conditions of the strata between
Harwich and Hastings on one side of the Channel,
and Ostend and S. Valery on the other. The
London clay, tho Lower Tertiary, the Chalk, the
Gault, the Lower Green-sand, the Wealden, the
Portland, the Kimmeridge clay, and the Oolitic

series were reviewed, but, with one exception,
were all deemed unsuitable for tunnel wort. The

THE PHILADELPHIA UNIVERSAL INTER-
NATIONAL EXHIBITION BUILDING.

THE Committee on Plans and Architoctnre
has recommended to the Executive Com-

mittee of the Universal International Exhibition

of 1876, and the latter Committee has adopted,

the plan submitted in competition jointly by Mr.
Calvert Vaux, landscape gardener, and Mr.
George K. Radford, civil engineer. New York.
The permanent " Memorial Building," which,

during the period of the Exhibition is to be the

Art Gallery, will be so situated with regard to the

industrial departmont. as to form part of the com-
mon structure. The design for the 'Memorial
Building," is in the hands of tho architects, Messrs.

Collins and Audenreith, Philadelphia.

The Report of the Committee says of tho

building of Messrs. Vaux and Radford that it is

rectangular, being 2,0-tOft. long by CSOft. wide,

with greater width at the contre and ends up to

952ft. The governing dimension on the plan is a

square, or pavilion, measuring ]o6ft. on each
side. The main parallelogram forming the build-

ing is tnerefore 15 of these pavilions long, and 5
pavilions wide, an area equal to 3,18-1 acres. The
increased width is obtained by adding on the

long sides projections of three pavilions at the

centre, and one at each end.

It is proposed to cover the three centre sides of

squares, for both the entire length and width of

the building, with the pavilion system of Messrs.

Vaux and Radford, also to cover the corner

squares in the same manner. The remaining

squares on eifch side to cover with a much moro
simple construction, as has been shown in tha de-

sign of Messrs. H. A. and J. P. Sims, and to ex-

tend the building, if found necessary by increased

demand for space, by continuing this simpler roof

out to tho ends of the projections. Tho building

will then, with the extensions and projections,

cover 41 5 acres.

The principal part of the design is made up of

vaulted or domed pavilions, each l40fi. in dia-

moter, clustered together, and connected by arohe.5

of 100ft. opening, with interior courts of 36ft.

diameter. Those dimensions are open to modifi-

cation and change when working up the final

drawings, which can be done, if advisable, with-

out changing the characteristic features of tho de-

sign. The principal part of the building thus

covered by these pavilions becomes one spacious

hall 408ft. wide and 952ft. long. The vistas, oi

course, extend to 952 and 2,040ft. in length. The
building is capable of both central and inter-

mediate points of emphasis, direct lines of transit

throughout its entire length and bro.idth, diagonal

linos of communication, if doomed necessary, and

especially an entire relief from any appearance of

contraction, because the visitor will bo always in

an apartment or pavilion 1 40ft. wide, that opens

immediately into other apartments of the same
width.

Tho most novel feature of the arrangement, and
that which follows in direct consequence of the

clustering of the pavilions, will be the interior

open courts. While these m.ay be considered as

essential features with regard to light, ventilation,

drainage, and sanitary arrangements, thoy admit

of being made exceedingly attractive, as fountain

courts, orchestral stands, points for meeting and

observation, and places where the visitormay rest
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during his examination of the exhibition. From
the fact that these courts are numerous, and
located in all parts of the building, it is thought
that, in many cases, they will be treated in a

characteristic manner by the foreign commission,
whose department is adjoining.

Offices for the various commissions, restaurants

and buffets for light refreshments, and retiring-

rooms it is proposed to locate in the exterior

pavilions. Also, to introduce narrow galleries, for

observation, around each of the interior courts, and
in the gables of the exterior pavilions. A covered
piazza surrounds the entire pavilion, giving access

to, and communication between, all the entrances.

The parallelogram is of such propcwtions, viz. :

680ft. by 2 0-lOft., with capacity for extension to

952 by 2,040ft.. that it will enable the commission
to carry out the system of classification.

The most desirable materials to be used in the

construction of this buildingare: iron forthe main
arches ; slate, galvanised iron, or tin, for the roof

covering ; and brick for the gables. Such a con-

struction would inspire the most confidence in the
safety and protection afforded by the building. It

would also admit of rapid manufacture and easy
erection, and could be so designed as to allow the
arches, the roof coverings, and the briclis, to

realise eventually a fair market price.

Another method would be to construct the
arches of iron to the height of 50ft. from the
ground, to cover the roof with galvanised iron,

and to make the remainder of the arches and the
gables of wood. It is estimated that the palace can
be built in this manner for 3,580,000dol3. The
committee has decided that any method of con-
struction less durable than this will not answer.

ARCHITECTURAL AND ARCH.a;OLOGIOAL
SOCIETIES.

Northern Arciiitectcral Association. —
The High Death-rate.—The quarterly meeting
of the members of this association was held on the
9th inst. in the Old Castle, Newcastle, under the
presidency of Mr. Matthew Thompson. The elec-

tion of officers resulted as follows :—President,
Mr. M. Thompson; vice-president, Mr. F. Charlton;
treasurer, Mr. W. H.Dunn; secretary, Mr. Thos.
Oliver ; hon. solicitor, Mr. G. W. Hodge: and
committee, Messrs. Shotton, Pe.ichey, Caws, Hogg,
Reay, Connell, Alexander, and J. Johnson.—Mr.
F. Charlton submitted a practical paper on
"Building Stone."—Mr. Thomas Oliver, the hon.
secretary, read an interesting paper on the ex-
cessive death-rate in Newcastle. Mr. Oliver
traced much of that mortality to the use of alco-
holic drinks and impure water, and to unhealthy
exhalations from the factory-chimneys of the
town.

Oxford ARCiHTECTtmAL and Historical So-
CIETT.—The members of this Society held their
last walk for this Term on Saturday week. The
party first visited Queen's College, of which the
Rev. A. H. Sayce gave a history, remarking
that it stood upon the site of Temple Hall
Gutter Hall, and other similar Institutions,
the names of which had long been lost. The
founder of the College was Robert Eglesfield,
Chaplain and Confessor to Philippa, Queen of
Edward III., and the date of the foundation was
1340. The old Chapel, which was begun in 134'J,
was finished in 13oH or 1354, QueenPhilippa giving
a good deal of money tow.ards its erection. The
old buildings remained much as they were until
between 1704 nnd 1714, when the "present Hall
was built, the foundation-stone of the new Chapel
having been just previously laid. The founda-

pointed out the various pictures which adorn the
walls. The party next visited the libraries,

chapel, and other portions of the college. After
leaving Queen's College, the party visited the
church of S. Peter-in-the-East, where they were
received by the vicar. They first inspected the
crypt under the chancel, and a curious recess at
its western extremity, originally built as a recep-
tacle for relics. Mr. Jas. Parker communicated
some particulars respecting the crypt and [its

history. Dismissing the mythical account of the
building of the church by Grimbald, in the ninth
century, and showing the inconsistency of the de-
tails in the chronicle which records it, he said he
was disposed to assign to the crypt an earlier

date than he had on a former occasion consi-
dered to be probable ; and that, judging
partly from the notices of the church in
the Domesday Survey, partly from the strong
resemblance of the architecture to that of

S. George's Chapel, formerly in the Castle of

Oxford, he was now inclined to think that the
crypt and the lower partof the wall of the church
were of earlier date than the superstructure, and
might with great probability be referred to the
work of Robert D'Oiley, the builder of the castle,

who is recorded to have been a " builder of

churches." This would place the building at
about 1070 to 1080, or nearly a century earlier
than the main building of the chancel, which
might with great certainty, from the many
points of similarity, be pronounced as of contem-
porary workmanship with Iflly Church. How-
ever this might be, tlie plan of the crypt he de-
clared to be a relic of a still earlier age, the only
instance in England of any similar arrangement
being at Ripon and Hexham, and only a very few
examples of its later continuance being found in
France. It was, however, the common type of
the crypt of the fourth century downwards, and in
Italy the examples were still very numerous. He
thought that the original church probably con-
sisted of a low chancel, with a very short nave.

The ARCHJEOLOGicAi iNSTirnTE.—Some objects
of unusual interest were exhibited at the meeting
of the Royal Archajological Institute on Friday
last. Conspicuous among them was a chest, for
which an owner has recently been found, after it

had lain unclaimed at the Bank of England for
more than two centuries. Two silver oars,
belonging to the Corporation of Dover, were also
exhibited.

SCHOOLS OF ART.
Beistol.—The annual distribution of prizes to

the students of the Bristol School of Science and
Art took place last week. The school, which last
year was burthened with a debt of £65.5, has now,
through the exertions of the Mayor of Bristol,
reduced the sum to £25. The results of 1873 are
highly satisfactory. Results :—2nd grade—143
exercises by 102 students, 28 prizes, and IG full
certificates; 3rd grade—24 prizes, 15 works
selected for national competition, 5 free student-
ships, 1 National Queen's Prize. This increase
has necessitated an extension of the school
accommodation, and it is proposed, as speedily as
possible, to undertake the erection of enlarged
and additional class rooms. The Committee
bear testimony to the energy and ability of their
head master, Mr. J. Nicol Smith, and the success-
ful care which he bestows upon all his classes.

Leicester.—The annual distribution of prizes
to the students of the Leicester School of Art took
place on Tuesday week. The number of students
who attended the school during the year is 260

tion-stone of the Library was laid in the year The number last year was 2G5, and the first year
Ibgi.. At the hegmnmg of the eighteenth century itwas 269. Itis satisfactory to knowthatwhile there

partmont for the national competition was 4 in

1871, 3 last year, and 11 this year. The report
on the students' works which has been received
from the Examiners of the Science and Art De-
partment is much more favourable than that on
last year's works.

NoRTHiMFTON.—The annual distribution of

prizes to the students of the Northampton School
of Art took place on Wednesday week. Daring
the past year 166 students have been admitted as
compared with 120 last year, viz., 9G to the arti-

sans' evening class, 50 to the ladies evening
class, and 20 to the day class. The average atten-

dances have been respectively GO, 36, and 12 J

making a total average attendance of 103
pupils. The actual number of students
for the present quarter is 107. as against S-t

for the corresponding quarter of last year. In
April last 1,725 drawings were sent to South
Kensington for examination. Most of these
drawings are very elementary, owing to the
infancy of the school. For the most advanced of
these works the students obtainerl 12 third-grade
prizes (as compared with two last year), and also
two Queen's prizes (the first that had been
awarded by the Department to the school. The
following are the observations made by the ex-
aminers of the Departmont, at the last inspection,
upon the works submitted by the students or the
school :—" The esaisiners report that the works
sent up show, on the whole, efficient tuition, and
give promise of Northampton taking its placa
among the more distinguished schools where no-

large and direct manutacturing art exists. The
elementary stages, which of course have hitherto
employed the students, are in some cases very
favourably represented, and the examiners,
recommend the students so distinguish-
ing themselves to follow out the studies.

Altogether 32 prizes have been awarded by th»
Department, in comparison with 12 of last year.

S. Martin's School of Art.—The annual dis-
tribution of the prizes gained by the students of

the S. Martin's Art School took place last week,,
in the school building. Castle-street, Long-acre.
Mr. K. Redgrave, R.A., presided. The prizes,

whichincluded several presented by the Plasterers"

Company, were then distributed by the Chair-
man, the most distinguished of the prize winners
being Miss Cornelisen, Mr. Seymour Lucas, and
Mr. Geo. Jupp, to each of whom was awarded the
bronze medal. Mr. H. S. Marks, A.R.A., then
addressed the students upon the subject of art.

the rest of the front quadrangle of the College was
begun, and the buildings in the front, with the
eastern and western wiugs, were completed be-
fore the middle of the last century. In 1778 the
Provost's house and western side of the quadrancrje
were damaged considerably by fire, traces°of
which were still visible upon some of the stones.
This portion of the building was soon afterwards
re-bnilt and restored, at an expense of £6,300, of
which sum Queeu Charlotte contributed £1,000.
With regard to the old chapel, they did not know
much about it, but some of the stained-glass win-
dows bore the dateof 1518. The rev. gentleman
then gave an interesting account of the large
collection of valuable deeds and documents in the
possession of the College, which numbered about
30,000. The Rev. J. R. Magrath next explained
the numerous pieces of plate which had been
spread out on the Hall tables, and afterwards

sfactory

t

has been this slight decrease of 9 students since the
first year, the artis,an class has been steadily in-
creasing. Out of the total of 260 students, upwards
of 150 belonged to the artisan class. The total
number of works executed during the year, and
sent for examination to the Science and Art De-
partment, was 1,094. Last year the total was
1,448. This decrease is attributable to the ad-
vance of the students to the higher stages, in
which more time is required to execute the works.
The first year 9 third-grade prizes were obtained
for the most meritorious works, and the same last
year. This year the students have obtained 10
such awa-.ds, and also a higher prize, called a
national award, for a group of still-life in water-
colour, executed by a lady pupil of the morning
class. Nosimilar award wasobtained last year, but
one was gained by one of the pupil teachers the first

year. The number of works selected by the De-

The Polytechnic College.—On Wednesday-
evening the annual disti'ibution of prizes to those

students of the newly-fouuded Polytechnic
College who had been successful in the examina-
tions held by the Society of Arts, the Science an(J

Art. Department, South Kensington, and the City
of London College, was held in the large theatre

of the Polytechnic, the Earl of Shaftesbury in the
chair. The Rev. C. Mackenzie, Chairman to th&
Council, read the report for the year ending the

29th of September, 1873. The number of stadents-

for Michaelmas Term, 1872, was 445; for Lent
Term, 1873, 444 ; and for Easter Term, 458.

The number of prize-takers is 28, while 104 re-

ceived certificates, 39 of which come from the
Society of Arts, 34 from the Science and Art
Department, South Kensington, and 31 from the
City of London College. It was also announced
that various new classes, including some in

Engineering, would be instituted for the forth-

coming year, as soon as a sufficient number of

students had entered their names. On the list of

prize-takers appeared the names of three ladies^

v.'hile no less than 12 were summoned to the plat-

form to receive their certificates. The following'

gentlemen were also recommended for the honour
of being named Associates of the College :

—

Messrs. Edward Pickering, G. J. Riorden, Edwin
Troake, and W. Robert Wilkins.

The Royal Acadesiy.—On Wednesday even-
ing the biennial distribution of premiums by the
Royal Academy to the most successful students

in their School of Arts, took place in the great

gallery, Burlington House. The President, Sir

Francis Grant, stated that premiums had beeo
awarded in every class, with one slight exception.

The following is the list of successful students :

—

Gold medals were awarded to Frederick George
Cotmanu, William White, and Ernest Albert
Watorlow ; and silver medals to the following

students:—Joseph Mordecai, W. J. Daffarn, M.
Hanhart, W. H.' Thornycroft, W. J. S. Webber,
Elizabeth S. Guinness, H. A. Bone, Janet Archer,
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W. S. Frith, "W. C. May, Caroline Nottage, E.

Clarke, G. L. Luker. and P. Marvin ; also a

premium of £10 to W. R. Symonds.

York.—The annual meeting of the Students of

the York School of Art was held on Wednesday
vreek. The number of students who have attended

the classes during the year is 151. Attendance
has, on the whole, been regular, and many of the

students have shown an earnest ambition to excel

in the execution of the works upon which they
have been engaged. From amongst those sent up
to the Department, a model from the antique, by
John Calvert, was selected for national competi-

tion, and for it a prize of a silver medal has been
awarded. The Committee record their sense of

obligation to Mr. Dominy for the zeal and assiduity

with which he has discharged his duties during
the past year. T]|o balance due to the treasurer,

as shown in the accounts presented at the last

annual meeting, has been entirely paid off; this

25 owing to a large increase in the school-fees, to

a donation of £10 from George Leeman, Esq., M.P.,

and also to an increase in the general list of sub-

£criptions and donations.

guildinrj Jnidllriciui}.

CHUKCItES AKD CHAPELS.

Bath.—The restoration of the Abbey at Bath
is fast drawing to a completion, and the last few-

days have seen the arrival of the Bishop Carr
memorial pulpit and the reading-desk presented

by ladies of Batb. They are both of wainscot

oak, and have been carved by Messrs. Famaor
and Brindley, sculptors, of London, from designs

of Sir Gilbert Scott. The stylo is Perpendicular,

and it contains at the angles figures in niches of

the patron saints, SS. Peter and Paul, the Four
Evangelists, and S. Thomas.

Eastry.—A new chapel in connection with the

Union was opened at Eastry, Kent, by the Primate
on Tuesday week. The chapel, which is in the

Gothic style, was designed by Mr. R. Deney, of

Great llarlborough-streot, and built by Messrs.

W. and G. Denne, of Walmer and Deal, and is con-

structed to seat upwards of 250 persons. It is

built of Kentish rag, lined with brick, and ce-

mented inside. Tho stone used in its construc-

tion once formed part of Sandown Castle. The
bell turret was designed by Sir Walter James,
and was his gift and that of Lord Granville,

The interior fittings are in harmony with the

simplicity of the exterior ; only one colour has
been allowed, viz., a rich crimson.

Exeter Cathedr.vl.—A question has arisen as

to the legality of the new reredos just fixed in

the choir of this ancient cathedral of the West.
Tho structure is carved in alabaster and marble,
and has cost nearly £2,000. The design was by
Sir Gilbert Scott, who is superintending the work
in connection with the restoration of the cathe-

dral. Dr. Blackall has defrayed tho cost of the

central and principal compartment of the new
reredos. Chancellor Harin(;ton meeting the rest

of the expense. Thus tho Restoration Committee
have been considerably relieved in their work.
The now reredos rises to a height of 22ft. above
the floor of the choir, the Derbyshire alabaster,

znarble, and precious stones showing to advantage,

f. central cross, finely gemmed, forming the apex.

There is a super-altar llin. in height, of polished

alabaster, the roredos proper at the rear having
three compartments, divided by polished ala-

baster. Gems are studded in profusion. In tho
central compartment is a represontation of the
Ascen.sion. 3ift. in height, while that of S. Peter,
to whom the cathedral is dedicated, is also con-
spicuous. The compartment on the right has the
representation of the Transfiguration, the Descent
of the Holy Spirit on the Day of Pentecost being
set forth in the left compartment. The reredos
structure from north to south extends •tift.

Ide Hill.—Un S. Andrew's Day a new reredos
was uncovered in tho church of S. Andrew, Ide
Hill. Kent. Tho centre part consists of an
arciding of five arches, moulded, gabled, and
finished with carved crockets and finials sup-
ported by clustered red marble columns. Tho
arches contain poiished marble panels, enriched
with coloured antagles work, representing the
passion-flower, the vine, and wheat. The
centre part is of Derbyshire fossil, chased and
gilded, against which is placed a white marble
cross, inlaid with jewels and mosaic, in strong
relief. Below is the super-altar ornamented with

inlaid coloured cement work. The dado consists

of four panels of carved Canterbury diaper on

each side, surrounded by an inlaid ornamentod
border, and surmounted by a highly sculptured

cornice. Tho effect of the work is heightened all

through with a judicious amount of gold and
colouring. The design was supplied by J. iled-

land. Esq., and executed by Mr. G. Hitch, of

Kensington-road, London.

SCHOOLS.

LrvERPOOL.—At the meeting of the Liverpool

School-board on Monday, on the recommenda-
tion of the Sites and Building Committee, it w-as

agreed that, in coHsideratiou of extra services

rendered in the enlargement of the north corpo-

ration schools, the sum of £21 should be paid to

Mr. Cook beyond his usual commission. It was
stated that this was recommended by the last

board, and was for preparing additional plans.

London'.—At the first meeting of the new
School Board for London, on Wednesday afternoon,

in the Council Chamber at Guildhall, Mr. Charles

Reed, M.P., w-as unanimously elected chairman,

and Mr. E. H. Currie was also unanimously
elected vice-chairman. On the motion of Mr.

Freeman, the board resolved that cheques on ac-

count of tho erection of school-buildings should be

signed by chairman and vice-chairman : Finsbury,

Winchester-street, Messrs. Downs .and Co., £1,000
(amount of contract and extras, £0,997. lOs.

;

amount previously paid, £6,330) ; Hackney,
01ga-:treet, Messrs. Perry and Co., £.500 (amount
of contract and extras, £7,0GS; previously paid,

£i,300') ; Lambeth, Harper-street, Messrs.

Roberts Bros,, £500 (.amount of contract and
extras. 6,961

;
previously paid, £4,650); Lam-

beth, Battersea-road, Mr. Shepherd, £600 (amount
of contract and extras, £6,752. Is. 9d.

;
pre-

viously paid, £3,400) ; Southwark, Cottage-row,

Mr. R. Mann, £500 (amount of contract and
extras, £8,395; previously paid, £1,500); South-

wark, Monnow-road, Mr. A. Kilby, £500 (amount
of contract and extras, £7,867. 7s. 6d

;
previously

paid, £5.465) ; Tower Hamlets, Gloucester-street,

Messrs. Price and Co. (warming apparatus), £200
(amount of contract and extras, £8,742

;
pre-

viously paid, £4,800) ; and Tower Hamlets, Brew-
house-lane, Mr. Crockett, first payment on ac-

count, £500 (amount of contract and extras,

£3,360).

Southampton.—New Sunday-schools in con-

nection with Albion Chapel, Southampton, were
opened on Sunday week . The now rooms con-

sist upon the basement of an elementary and day-

school, 32ft. by 28ft., a classroom, 12ft. Oin. by
15ft., with gallery, library, and scullery. Upon
the ground.floor is a lecture.room, 37ft. by 28ft.,

and a secure muniment-room. Upon the first-

floor there are five classrooms and a ladies* com-
mittee or workroom. The buildings have been

constructed by Mr. Samuel Stevens builder, of

Northam, from the plans of Mr. W. H. Mitchell,

architect, of Above Bar, Southampton.

A Fire-Pboof Strong Room.—Messrs. Chubb
and Sons have just completed for the Credito

Publico National of Buenos Ayres a fire-resisting

strong room, fitted inside w-itb a series of compart-

ments to hold the Gevernmont Bonds. Within

the last few years more than 30 rooms of a

similiar description have been manufactured by
this firm for English and foreign banks, but none

so large or so elaborate and perfect in execution

as that now noticed. It stands lift. oin. high by
14ft. 3in. wide, and 4ft. Gin. deep. The plates are

|in. in thickness, rebated together, and fastened

by the strongest angle iron screws and rivets.

Tho total thickness of tho sides is 5in., which
includes a small air chamber and the cases of

fire-proof material. This last is a new composi-

tion, known by the name of Infusoria, and comes

to tho Messrs. Chubb from Hartlopool. In the

present instance it has been mixed with alum, but

in the foreign workshops, where it was first known,

it is used in a pure and unalloyed state. Whence
it comes and what it really is is a secret known
only, so far as England is concerned, at Hartle-

pool, and there very jealously preserved. This
particular safe, or strong room, is 15 tons in

weight. Two doors each l:\in. thick, made of

combined steel and iron, with fire-proof chambers,

and fitted with two patent gunpowder-proof locks,

throwing 14 bolts all round, each lock differing,

will guard the contents. There has been made
a smaller room of similar construction for the

National Bank of the same Republic, in every

respect as strong and complete as tho larger one

we have described.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of
our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests
that nil communications should be drawn upas briefly
as possible, as there are many claimants upon the apace
allotted to correspondence.]

To Oi;r Eeaders—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

All letters should be addressed to the EDITOR, 31,
TAVISTOCE-STKEET, COVENT-GAEDEN, W.C.

Cheques and Post-ofHce Orders to be made payable to
J. Passmore Edwards.

ADVERTISEIIENT CHARGES.
The charge for advertisements is 6d. per line, of eight

words (the first line counting as two). No advertisement
inserted for less than half-a-crown. Special terms for
series of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
application to tho Publisher.

Front Page Advertisements 9d. per line.

Advertisements for the ciu-rent week must reach the
ofSce not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

(Payable in advance.)

Nineteen shillings per annum (post free) to any
part of the United Kingdom. To the United States
£1. (is. for 6J dels. (70'rf). To France or Belgium. £1. 63.

(or 32 francs). To India (via Southampton). £1. 143. lOd.
To any of tbo Australian Colonies, New Zealand, the
Cape, the West Indies, Canada, Nova Scotia, or Natal,
f 1. 6s-

N.B.—.\merican and Belgian subscribers are requested
to remit their subscriptions by International P.O.O., and
to advise the publisher of the date and amount of their

remittance. Back numbers can only be sent at the rate

of 7d. each, the postage charged being 3d. per copy. All
foreign subscriptions unaccijnipanied byan additional re-

mittance to cover the extra cost of forwarding back num.
bera are commenced from the next number published
after the receipt of the subscription.

Cases for binding the half-yearly volumes, 2s. each.

Subscribers receiving their copies direct from the
office are requested to observe that the last number of

the term for which their Subscription is paid, will be
forwarded to them in a coloured trrappfr, as an intima-
tion that a fresh remittance is necessai-y, if it be desired

to continue the Subscription.

Received.—W. J. B.—C. W. B.-J. M. B.—W. F.—C. B.
—Q. G. and Son—J. B. H.—W. W.

ENQriBEB.- To save space in order to obtain variety.
" A Resident in the Locality."—You ought not to

expect us to insert such a letter without autheuticatiog
it

Didsbcrt.—Certainly.

^crwsjjondcnxc.

THE FALL OF MESSRS. GOSTLING'S
SHAFT, NORTHFLEET.

(To the Editor of the Bcildixg News.)

Sir,—I write to notice the correspondence in

the Building News respecting the fall of a

chimney at Northfleet, and more particularly the

remarks of Mr. Parker, which, judging from my
experience, do not agree with the facts. I have
built several chimneys in Manchester and the

neighbourhood, and also many towers and spires

to churches, but do not recollect having been

longer in erecting chimneys of such dimensions

than the time occupied by the one at Northfleet.

I have never known either my own or other

tradesmen to build more than about 4ft. per day,

or less than 2ft. I feel as anxious as Mr. Parker

can do to promote safety in chimney-building,

but Mr. P.'s remarks do not accord w-ith facts as

I know them ; nor do they, in my opinion, suggest

any safeguard for the future. If the materials

wore, as seems to bo proved, above ordinary

quality, some other cause must be sought for

—

viz., either bad work or bad management in

tho scaffolding, lifting, or unloading of the

materials.

I have been a gener.-il contractor for thirty-four

years, and very few have built as many church-

towers and spires, as I have ; but not one of

them, either spire or chimney, ever stood one day
for conaolidation. Spires have generally occupied

from ten to twelve weeks, and no cr.ack or

accident has ever occurred to any I have
built.

The last chimney I built was in Chapel-street,

but only 165ft. high, and it was finished iu sis

weeks, from the ground-line to the top ; the cap

projected more than the Northfleet one. A
chimney in Springfield-lane, Salford, was built in

loss than five mouths, although much larger than

the Northfleet. One at the Miles Platting-station

was built in about eight weeks ; it ia 20Uft. high,
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and 3Cft. of the top part of chimney svas only

Sin. thick of wall, with a very large cornice and

projection. When the first stone was put on, this

chimney loaned to that side at least 12in., but

when all the stone was on it stood straight.

Another chimney, one of the finest I have noticed,

was built at the No. 2 Gas-station for the Cor-

poration of Manchester. It is over 300ft. high,

and was built from base to top in less than six

months ; this I am told by the person who super-

intended the labour portion.

If Mr. P. has seen chimneys stand for the pur-

pose of consolidation, it is an exception, and not

the rule. In many cases, to ask for a longer time

than sis months would bo equivalent to losing the

job, as they are generally required to be in work
by that time. Chimneys 200ft. and upwards re-

quire great care in building, and this is the real

safeguard :—The bricks ought to be laid equally

all round the chimney, that is, the courses on all

sides should be equally mortared, and to accom-
plish this, all the bricksetters employed should

continue all round the chimney, never allowing

one man to work more at one side than another,

because they do not mortar all alike. If this

method bo followed throughout every course to

the top, the bricks set close, and mortar good,

there is really no risk of a chimney falling with

such a batter as the Northfloet, except the scaf.

folding, and the apparatus for hoisting and land-

ing the bricks, be so fixed that it has a greater

pressure on one side than the other. If it has the

chimney cannot retain its perpendicular, and the

extra weight on one side causes the vibration

(which often is great) to keep gaining more and
more that way, until the shaft cannot regain its

proper position either by its weight or the tenacity

of its material. If the chimney be thus got to a

leaning position, and the hoisting continues, it is

all but certain that the lower end of the hoisting

apparatus will cause an unequal strain on one
side, and so produce a bulge.

To top a chimney with 2ft. projection requires

great care, but with care is easily done, and
securely so, though if done as Mr. P. describes, it

would in all probability fall. The way we should

proceed in the sot-off is this :—We should make
no regular cavity to be filled up with small bats,

&a., but should tie the bricks across the Jin.

cavity by headers, both for inside and out, and
so on for two courses, and then cut the bricks
and tie the whole together, leaving no seam or

cavity, till we arrive at the two-brick thickness

;

and so go on. We should tail over every course,

set the bricks close, and keep proper bond, and
this being done there really could be no danger.
The chimney was certainly stronger, if well built,

than would be necessary to carry a much greater
weight. Much larger projections are frequently

put on around this neighbourhood without any
accident. In all my experience I have only
known one chimney to fall wkilst new, and this

nas through the foundationgiving way. I apologise

for troubling you with this, but the importance
of throwing light on the real causes of such a
calamity must be my excuse.—I am, Sir, &c.,

Makk Foggett.
Elizabeth street, Cheetham, Slanchester.

Sir,—In controversy, satire and facetiousness

may be legitimate, but evasion and misrepre-
sentation are disingenuous, appearing more
palpably so when the two former faculties are
employed to assist them. These remarks are
called forth by two rather lengthy letters which
appeared in the Buildi-ng News of November 21st
and December 5th. In the former of these Mr.
Cubitt says " the outside of a chimney-cap over-
hangs, and so does the outside of a tea-saucer,

but, while they both remain entire and unsplit,

the one has no more lateral thrust than the
other." Observing the inaccuracy of this, through
your courtesy I proved, .and I believe conclu-

sively, that both the overhanging portion of a

tea-saucer and the overhanging portion of a

chimney-cap, supposing even both to be unbroken
oruncrackod, must exert a lateral thrust, because
the force of gravity tends to strain them. To my
astonishment, however, in his letter in the
Building News of December 5th, Mr. Ciibitt,

ignoring the proof—which I affirm strikes at the
root of tho accident—in a flippant manner cer-

tainly unbecoming to him from the sad nature of

the catastrophe that gave rise to this correspond-
ence, declares that "the fact remains as before,

that neither a tea-saucer nor a chimney-cap, as
long as each is unbroken, exerts any lateral

thrust on the surface on which it rests." Exactly
so, and no one to my knowledge has denied it.

More than once I have said that had the crown
been sufficiently compacted the chimney would
be now existing in its entirety. It is nothing

short of misrepresentation to make it appear that

in the first of the two letters to which I have
called attention the impulses of the solids them-
selves were not being considered, instead of the

effects of the solids on the surfaces on which they

were supposed to rest, which is evidently quite

an afterthought.

The burden of my theory, and the gist of my
portion of the correspondence, has been that the

crown was dangerously top-heavy, on the supposi-

tion that it did not form an indivisible mass.

There is no use in repeating the argument to show
that it was top-heavy, but there is use in pointing

out the evasion of it in Mr. Cubitt's endeavour to

lead your readers from contemplating seriously

the real importance of a sensible suggestion and
possible solution to a somewhat mysterious and
alarming accident, by ridiculing it ; because it

would not be ridiculed unless it was felt to be

verily near the truth. Besides which, instead

of boldly announcing that the cap to the new
chimney is to bo an exact counterpart of the old

one, and that the cementing medium is to be

precisely the same, there is silence about what
the public are naturally becoming anxious, for if,

as the architect asserts, the cap was sufficiently

well designed and built, what need can there be

for the slightest alteration, for such alteration

would only show that there was something
suspicious about the old cap, and yet if there is

to be no alteration, many will look to the recon-

struction with deep anxiety. Moreover, instead

of givingmore minute particulars of the description

of bond used when working at the cap, of the

quantity of rubbish and bats used, of the number
of men at work at a time, of the precautions

taken to balance each man's individual manner of

handling the trowel, of tho special precepts to be

followed after getting out a brick, of the reason

why the mixture of mortar and cement could not

swell, of the reason of the certainty that the joints

everywhere in each course were tight enough to

stop the passage of rain, and of other incidents

relative to its carrying-up, Mr. Cubitt launches

forth into a ridiculous rhodomontado to show that

because the weight beyond the vertical in the

Northfleet cap was less than that inside it, and
because squinches and corbelled brickwork often

carry greater weights, irregular, ramifying, in-

ternal cracks could not have erratically run
along between tho outside and inside surfaces,

causing its disruption.

The substitution of this rhodomontade for

reason, the notoriously absurd assertion that the
efJect of the weight of the cap was equivalent to

an additional 10ft. height of shaft, and that the

cap was safe because what brickwork overhung
was lighter than what did not, is quite enough to

show that the designer of the chimney was not

sufficiently acquainted with the mechanical prin-

ciples of engineering and architecture to design
it correctly. In lieu of putting, like other archi-

tects, a compact crown on the top of the shaft, to

answer the double purpose of an ornament and a

security against the violent ofBux of gaseous
matter, Mr. Cubitt formed the crown of the North-
fleet chimney with brickwork, arranged in such a
way that it was, as I have already demonstrated,
not only dangerous in itself, but, unfortunately,

as the accident has proved, destructive to the
whole structure.

Before concluding, I will add a word or two re-

specting the objection taken to my statement that
adding mortar to cement practically underclays
it. Part of the passage to which I allude is worth
quoting :

— " Cement," says its author, " cannot
be made by merely mixing chalk and clay,

whether burnt or unbumt ; tho essential thing is

that the two materials should be exposed together
to a heat intense enough to make them act on
each other chemically." This is quite true.

Then, I say, why spoil properly-made cement by
adding to it chalk that was burnt apart and not
with tho cement? For mixing mortar with
cement is nothing moro than adding to the dry
powder constituting tho cement, sand and lime.

If the lime in the mortar so added to the good
cement had been burnt, when it was a carbonate,
with the rest of the chalk and clays, producing
that good cement, the resulting cement would
have been really underclayed ; much more then,

if added when burnt separately, does it render
cement practically underclayed. I will leave it

to your readers to decide on which side rests tho
"fallacy."—I .am. Sir, &c.,

Worcester, Dec. 'Jth. W. J. CHWSir.

Sir,,—It would be Interesting If the different corre-

spondents ou the above subject wouM submit
sketches and a few particulars of the chimney shafts
they wrote about for publication and dl.^cusslon in

your paper.— I am, Sir, S:c., J. B. McGclIlE.
Bolton-le-Sauds, near Lancaster,

December 9, 1S73.

Sir,—I hope j-our readers will be favoured with
something like a ^In. scale section of the cornice-cap.

I can make out how the super, of the vertical section

of tho projection amounts to 7ft. 4iin., exclusive of

the projecting ribs ; but It is very difficult to see how
the couuterbalaucing section of wall amounts to 20ft.

super., for we have

9ft. 9in. X ift. 2ln. = lift. 4iln.

and at. TJin. x. Sin. = 3ft. 6Jln.

Total 14ft. lOin.

Asxions Inquirer.

CLASSIFIED SKETCHES.

Sir,—Without attempting to follow or deal

with the multitudinous ramifications which seem
to be developing upon my first suggestion, I

think I may now in all fairness call upon
" F. C. D." to toll us, first, what was his original

suggestion ; and, second, in what particulars it

was calculated to obviate the fatal results to art

that are to be expected from a carrying out of

mine.
" .1. G. B." has, I think, admirably pointed out

in his last letter the obvious inconsistency dis-

played by " F. C. D." in so severely dealing with

what he himself seems to have desired ;
but I

cannot forbear making one or two remarks upon
' F. C. D.'s " latest fulmination against his own
scheme. It is doubtless true, as " F. C. D." seems

to imply, that in Classic and Mediaeval times '' a

certain narrowness of mind " enabled the men of

those periods to develope to perfection the one

stylo of their day, and, in consequence, to pro-

duce work which actually wrote in stone the

history of their times. It is also true that we
labour under a tremendous difficulty in knowing
all that has been done before us, and in having

arrived at a time in our history in which we find

ourselves without a National style of architec-

ture. Of course, the revival of Classic literature

and the consequent miserable attempt to adapt to

our climate styles that are completely foreign to

all our national traditions have been for a time

tho overthrow of English art. But I would

submit that, in tho first place, this difficulty is to

be faced, not avoided ; and I cannot help thinking

that the encouragement, in every shape and form,

of the diligent study of all that remains of our

national architecture, and also of such work on

the Coutinent of Europe as is palpably of the

same family, cannot fail to be of real use in bring-

ing back some trace, at least, of the old " one-

ness " of style wnich was the pride of this counti-y

in the Middle Ages. In the second place, I have

seen in tho letters of your correspondents no desire

whatever to introduce into the sketch-book pro-

posed any foreign matter (i.e., the illustration of

examples of architecture which essentially belong

to other countries and other nations' traditions

and literature).

With regard to Shakespeare (for I quite think

that a pride in our own art and our own literature

should go hand-in-hand, and the one should never

be separated from tho other), I would venture to

point out one characteristic in the greatest of

writers which cannot, I think, fail to be regarded

as one of his most remarkable attributes—viz.,

that he, and all his works, were truly, nobly, and

essentially English. Now, it is just this English

sentiment and pui-pose that we should endeavour

to regain in our architecture ; and I fancy that, by

carefully collecting and recording .all that re-

mains of the work of our ancestors, we shall be

furthering the cause.

I would also remark that in placing a'.:ch re-

cords in tho hands of architects really worthy of

the name, there is not tho slightest danger of any

promoting of confusion and want of thought in

design. Every architect who is, or is capable of

being made, a true architect, has a personal

sympathy, either for some particular date of

English art, or for some spechal department of

that art—as in the case of Mr. Norman Shaw, who
has so perseveringly and so admirably performed

tho proud work of reviving, to a great extent, the

half-timbered houses of England.

Does any one suppose that the fact of a man
having acopiouslibi'ary would prevent his identi-

fying himself with any particular branch or deve-

lopment of English art ? I think not.
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I havs parposely used the words '• English" and
* National '' as frequently as I could, because other-

wise I should be driven to the dubious word
" Gothic,' and miss tho aim I have in view—viz.,

to point out the only course which can ever make
us again what we were ; the only chance, in fact,

of our producing true—that is, National—work.
The works of our groat men—such as Street

and Scott—have all pointed unmistakably to this

end, and I think we should bear this in mind
when we are undertaking a new sketch-book.—

I

am, Sir, &a., E F. C. Clarke.

PLATE-GLASS ST.UNIXG.

SiK,—Allow me to refer to the paragraph in

last week's issue upon plate-glass staining,

for the information of a writer iu the ScolsiiKin,

Mr. Small, and your readers. The principle of

the novel box and the powdered preparation Mr.
SroaUhasbeen two years in finding out he might
have seen in use, and larger polished plate than
7ft. by 5ft. successfully stained and burnt, had
he taken the trouble to havs visited the Midland
Counties, at least ten years ago. I have a novel
box, or more properly called a carri.ago-kiln,

which is so constructed that I can burn Largo
polished plate twice a day without in the slightest
degree impairing the polished surface of the under
side of the plate, audcan in the same kiln bend a
polished plate to any radius without injury to
either of the polished surfaces. I think it is only
right to let our friends North of the Tweed know
what is being done South in plate-glass staining,
as I know of no less than seven of these novel
boxes in the Midland Counties, and I can point to
one large polished plate with the subject of " The
Ascension," three-quarter figures, stained and
painted in enamel colours, which was successfully
sent through the kiln three times, and that was
done nine years ago. I cannot conclude without
saying I am very much surprised at tho presump-
tion of the writer of the paragraph when he says,
" but such perfection of colouring has never been
attained by any one in treating glass panes of even
the smallest size"! Has the writer seen all the
productions of other glass stainers ? If not, then I

say it is quite possible many he has not seen are
probably superior to the fow examples he has
Been.—I am. Sir, &c., W. J. Booee,

Grace-street, Park-lane, Leeds, Dec. 9.

CLEANING STONEWORK.
Snt,—In the Building News of the 5th inst.,

Mr. Bruce, of Glasgow, has suggested that the
face of buildings constructed of stone may bo
cleaned by a process ' similar to the sand-blast,"
and he gives a sketch of the apparatus ho pro-
poses to employ for the purpose. He is not, per-
haps, aware that in the paper I read before the
British Association at Bradford, on the " Sand
Blast Process " this application of the process was
mentioned, and it was stated that the soiled fronts
of S. Paul's and Westminster Abbey could, by the
application of the sand-blast, be restored to their
pristine state. The apparatus described by Mr.
Bruce would not. however, act in tho way he
supposes. He could not get a sand-blast by such a
device. It must be obtained by suction, and the
instrument must be constructed on tlie principle
of the well-known Giffard's injector. If Mr.
Bruce wnnts to try this plan of cleaning buildings
he had better buy (at tho Patent Office) a copy
of the SpeciScation of the Patent (Newton's
Patent, Aug. Ist, 1870, No. 2147), in which he
will find a drawing of the kind of jot that will
answer. I shall be glad to assist him in his ex-
periments by giving him any information or
advice, and shall be glad to hear of his success.

I am. Sir, &c.,

W. E. Njbwton.
CG, Chancery-lane, Dec. Sth, 1873.

CLE^VMNG STONEWORK.
Sir,—In answer to Mr. Bruce's request that I

would give a further explanation of the process of

cleaning stonework with the " steam-jet," I beg
to hand you a copy of a letter which I have
addressed to the Committee for tho " Conserva-
tion of Ancient Monuments."
With reference to the "Sand-blast," which he

is proposing to use, I shall be very curious to

hear the result of his experiment.
Mr. Tilghman's patent for tho invention of

"Improvements in Cutting, Boring, Grinding,
and Pulverising etone and other hard substances

by means of a stream of sand projected rapidly

against them by a jet of steam, air, or water,"

did not commend itself to me, on the ground that

the surface of the stone would be in danger of

being eaten off, the fine edges of carving and
arrises of mouldings rounded, and the whole be

made more subject to the disintegrating action of

the weather than before.

Doubtless these difficulties may be overcome,
but I had not time to work them out myself. I

shall, however, be glad to hoar of the success, or

otherwise, of Mr. Brace in due course.—I am.
Sir, &o., Ed^td. C. Robins.

"To the Committee of the Royal Institute of British

Architects for the ' Conse rvatiou of Aucicnt Monu-
ments and Remains ' :

—

" Gentlemen,—As a Fellow of the Institute, T deem
it my duty to make the following communication
respecting my Introduction of the use of the steam-jet

fnr cleaning the stoneworli of Hanover Church,
Regent-street.
" In the year 1867, I was walking near the Champs

Elysi^e, In Paris, when my attention was arrested by
what was to me a novel process for cleaning down
the facade of one of the public edifices.

"Upon a suspended scaffold, commonly used in France,

a workman, whose head and hands were sheathed in a

protective covering, was holding the nozzle of a pipe,

connected by tubing with a steam generator situated

on the ground below. After watching the process, and
observing the facility with which the sculpture and
carving were effectually cleaned by the steam Jet

directed by the workman, and aided by the simple

operation of brushing, I made a note of the circum-

stance for future use.
" Last year I was requested by the vicar and church-

wardens of Hanover Church to undertake the renova-

tion of the building. Acting upon my report of the

necessity of restoring the external stonework, In the

first instance, I was requested to do something to

Improve the gloomy appearance of the facade, which

had become encrusted with a thick mass of black

smoke. A strong party In the parish were most
anxious that I should remove the portico altogether.

I need not say that my respect for our flrstPresldenfs

(the late Professor Cockerell) design, caused me strenu-

ously to oppose such an act of Vandalism, in which I

was ably supported by our Hon. Secretary for Foreign

Correspondence, who kindly consented to act on the

Restoration Committee, but I pledged myself to clean

down the front in such a way that the beauty of the

details should become visible by the removal of the

smoke and the resuscitation of the natural colour of

the stone.
" To accomplish this end without Injury to the build-

ing by any tooling of the surface, I called to mind the

process I had seen In operation In Paris, and straight-

way went thither, taking with me my mason, Mr.

Whitehead. For several days I could find no clue to

the process, which had not been seen In Paris since the

w,<ir. At length I was directed to the patentee, Mons.
Nlvert. from whom I obtained a prospectus, with a list

of the buildings operated upon at the time of its pub-
lication. I learnt also that though patented in France
and England, financial difficulties had stopped Its con-

tinued use.
** Arriving in London, I obtained the specification at

the Patent Office, and was informed that the letters

patent granted in 1866 had expired in 1869, and had
not since been renewed. It was open to me therefore

to employ the process on my own responsibility, which

I at once did, obtaining from Mr. Sykes, of Bankside,

the necessary apparatus, in the shape of a steam
generating boiler, fitted with tubes and nozzles for the

supply of steam, and an Injector for raising a column
of water, with which Mons. Nivert mixed chomlcals ; a

constant supply of water from the main kept the feed-

cistern at one level.
" The result of this experiment has been most suc-

cessful. In the opinion of the competent architects who
have inspected the process in action, while the appear-

ance of the building, which is faced with Bath-stone,

will speak for itself.

" There has been no tooliug or dragging of the sur-

face of the stone-work, except where new stone has

been Inserted in the place of stones absolutely decayed.

This new stonework has received three coats of Ran-
some's preserving solution.

" The old stone-facing, after being playcdjupon by the

steam-jet, and rubbed dowa with hair and wire-

brushes, and left quite clean, was so little affected by
the process that it was found impracticable to use

Ransome's solution upon it, since it remained on the

surface, and had the appearance of whitewash, tho

weathered face being insufficiently porous to receive

the solution—an incontestible evidence, that with a

pressure of S61bs. of wet steam, the surface of the

stone has not been damaged.
" At first strong lyes were used In the form of a wash

previous to using the jet, but It was soon discontinued,

the steam-jet being found equally ofllcaclous without
any chemical aids.
" Care must be taken to prevent accidents from the

pressure of the steam in piping, junctions, and nozzles.

Rut In this and other practical details, the experience

gained by Mr. Whitehead will be found eminently useful

to any architect desiring to repeat the process.
" I have only to add that I have thought the result of

this experiment sufficiently important to call the

attention of the committee, and of tho profession

generally, not only to the means it offers for cleansing

Metropolitan buildings, but for the conservation of
ancient monuments.
" Paint and whitewash may alike be removed by

judicious operation. And the interiors of our old
country churches, so often irrevocably injured by too
zealous restorers, may by this means be rid of the
preserving whitewash without injury to the details of
either stone, wood, or metal work—superseding any
necessity for tooling or dragging the surface of the
stone, which has ruined so man.v examples throughout
the country, rendering them comparatively valueless
for the purposes of study.—I am, fitc,

" Edwd. C. Robiks."

Sir,—Your correspondent, Mr. Bruce, will find that
a similar plan and process to that proposed by him was
patented some time ago. A paper was read on the
subject at the meeting of the British Association at
Bradford in September last, and a machine exactly like

his sketch was exhibited.—I am, Sir, iic,

J. B. McGuiBE.
Stabrock Lodge, Bolton-le-Sands,

near Lancaster, Dec. 9, 18 73.

THE HASTING'S AQUARIUM
COMPETITION.

SiK,—I send you a copy of a letter which I

have deemed it necessary to send to the Mayor of

Hastings, in order to dispel any notion that I bad
anything to do with this competition, and was a
party to the proceeding which you so justly

denounced. Kindly intimate that, as the sol©

designer of the Brighton Aquarium, which has

been carried out under my supoiintendance, no
one had authority to uso the views of my work
for such a purpose as " Neptune's." It may h&
interesting to you to know that I have just com-
pleted my designs for another aquarium on a
grand 8c;Ue for Scarborough, to be carried out at

once.—I am, Sir, ttc,

10th Dec, 1873. Eugn. Biecb.

"
7, Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street, S.W.,

10th December, 1873.

" To the Worshipful The Mayor of Hastings.

" Sir,—Now thatthe decision has been arrl ved at lE

respect of the competition for the plans for the sea

wail, baths, and aquarium at your town, I deem it my
duty to inform you that, according to my rule, I have

taken no part directly or indirectly in that competi-

tion, and I make this intimation in consequence of the

fact of the press, both In the Metropolis and at Hast-

ings, having condemned the tactics of one of the com-

petitors who exhibited a drawing and photograph of

my aquarium work at Brighton. I may add that the

drawing and photographs in question are the same
that were Improperly exhibited by an assistant (who
had been in my employ on the Brighton work) at the

Royal Academy and International Exhibition ; and

upon my representation the Council of the Royal

Academy rectified the matter. In all probability the

same person Joined in your competition, and took ad-

vantage of his employment by me to resort to the

means which have been so justly condemned. I

deemed It fair to all parties not to mention the matter

until the award of the premium had been made.

Allow me to add that there is no comparison betweeo

the sites at Brighton and Hasting.*, and it would be a

great mistake to attempt the construction of the

aquarium on the site Indicated at Hastings, and I

make this observation simply as one interested in the

advancement of the town.— I am. Sir, ^c,

" Yours truly,
" EuG. BiaCH."

Jittfitommunlcatioir.

QUESTIONS.
[3146.]—Red Facing Brickwork.—What Is the

usual method of Jointing for the best work ? When
black mortar is used, la it not proper and sounder to
lay the facing bricks in black mortar, and to strike

and cut the Joints rather than to point with black at

the finish ? The work at the Midland Railway Hotel
is finished with a very neat natural joint of dark
mortar, not black—how is this made ?—L.

[3147.]—Green Timber.— I sec In a contemporary

a complaint made of the use of " green " timber ; does

the term greenness imply sapwood, or simply that the

timber is wet ? Is It possible to purchase in London
timber that Is otherwise than wet ?—as I understand

that all the merchants keep it floated. I use the term
timber as meaning " balk " timber, in contradistinc-

tion to planks, deals, and battens. Many arehltecta

specify that the joists, ratters, &c., arc to be cut out

of " timber," and not out of deals. Beams must,
from their larger sbie, be necessarily of timber, and,

consequently " green."—L.

[314S.] — Sapwood. — When there is sap on the

edges of a deal used as a joist, does the early decay of

the sapwood communicate itself to the heartwood ?

-Q.
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[3149.] —Plastering Brick Stoves. — ^111 any
correspondent kindly inform me the best material to

plaster the iuside of a brick stove with ? I have twice

plastered it with Portland cement, and it will not

stand the pressure of the steam ; it Is used to steam

weft in. I should be glad to find a better material for

the purpose.—T. Bailey, Skipton.

[3150.]—Relative Duration of Timber.— Will

any of your correspondents inform me whether pitch

pine beams at the ends built into the w^alls will decay

much sooner than Baltic timber or not, or if It is not

stronger than Baltic fir for beams? A builder has

informed me that the filemel fir is much superior in

strength and durability to pitch pine, which seems at

variance with the generally received opinion.

—

Stfdext.
[3151.]—Brick-pressing- Machine.—Will any of

your readers inform me of the best _brlck-pres8lng

machine, aud the cost V— Ct. B. F.

[3152.]—Timber and Deals.—I have been reading

in back volumes of the Building Kews Mr. Steven-

son's papers on the above, and other authorities. I

cannot make out the following ; can some of your
readers assist me ? Are Memel and Dantzlc yellow

deals from the same botanical tree as the Memel and
Dantzic balk timber imported into England ? Are
Swedish yellow deals identical In quality with Swedish
timber in balk ? Is there white and yellow Swedish
balk timber ? What class of converted timber goods

are made from the Pimis ahies and the Ahics excclsa ?

In a paper In the Buildisg News, September 1st,

1871, entitled "Notes on Carpentry," an extract

from Mr. Newlands says : The Pinus ahics Is the

Norway spruce ; whilst Professor Rankine is quoted
as saying that the spruce fir grown In Norway is the

Abies ex^:clsa. I have used the builder's term
"yellow" for what timber merchants call "red."
Does American pitch pine in tho log usually have
much sapwood as imported ?—L.

[Mr. Stevenson is now In Sweden
; probably when he

returns, in two or three weeks' time, he will answer
L.'s queries.

—

Ed.]

[3153.] — Covering over Floor. — Could any
brother reader reccommend a method of covering over

a place utilised underneath, and to use the floor above
for stacking timber, the floor to serve as a roof and to

be waterproof. Wliat would be the best waterproofing
material.—W. Bower.

[3154.]—Wrought-iron Girders.—In Campln's
work upon the above, at p. 44, treating of the strain

upon web, when uniformly loaded, it is stated " that
the shearing strain at any point Is found by multiply-

ing the load per foot by the distance of such point in

feet from the centre of the span, an example being

given and worked out as above ! Should it not be the

load per multiplied by the distance In feet of such
point from pier 7 As at p. Ill, in example given, he
takes the greatest strain (when uniformly loaded)

upon web as equal to half of the load. By the first

rule, the strain at 1ft. from centre of fpan would only

equal the load per lin. foot. An explanation would
oblige.- F.W. H.

[3155.]—Trigonometry.—Will some reader tell

me of a work that gives a clear, simple, and com-
prehensive explanation of angles, their lines and cosines,

&c., and their relative values as necessary for

trigonometrical surveying?—F. W. H.

"A Carpenter " will find previous letters on this sub-

ject m back numbers of the Building News.—Gus.

[3143.]—Zinc Ventilators.—I have put in zinc

ventilators upon the principle which " Lobside" alludes

to, only in his sketch at page 635, I think there Is a

mistake. He very properly shows a difference in

height between the hot and cold pipes upon
the outside, but keeps them level on the

inside. Now. I think that is wrong ; the

cold pipe which he shows lowest on the
outside should also, in this case, be let /
down so far lower on the inside, and /
appear in some such fashion as I here /

—

give it. Valves to open and shut may/
easily be put on, to work by means of a
cord and small pulley.—W. P. Buchak.

?\

REPLIES.
[SIS".]-Stoneware Pipes.—I suppose your cor-

respondent " Gus " refers to the pressure the pipes will

bear with cement Joints. I have always found the
joints to be the weakest place, and give way with a
pressure of 4ft. of water running through the pipes.

—

J. E. McGuiRE, Contractor.

[3139.]—Wood Beams.—See late Nos. of Build-
ing News. lias been answered several times.

—

F. W. H.

[3139.]—"Wood Beams.—
Let W - breaking weight In cwts. in centre.

„ B = breadth of beam in inches,

„ D = depth „ „
„ L = length between supports in feet.

The strength of wooden beams will depend upon the
description of timber used, the constant for which we
will represent by C. According to " Molesworth,"

C = 7 for teak.

6 „ ash.

6 „ English oak.
4 „ Red pine.

3 „ elm.
3 „ larch.

4^ ,, beech.

Timber should never be loaded with more than one-
W

fourth Its breaking weight, therefore -- = safe load

in centre ; if the load is distributed uniformly over the

Take for example an

oak beam 20ft. x 10" x 10". Then

—

~ x 5 =

250cwt. = breaking weight in centre.

beam, a safe load will be

STAINED GLASS.
Aberdovkt.—A stained-glass memorial window has

been erected In the chancel of S. Peter's Church,
Aberdovey; it represents at the top our Saviour in

Majesty ; beneath. He is blessing little children ; at

the left side are Illustrated the Works of Mercy. The
work was executed by Messrs. Ward and Hughes.

Drewsteicnton. — A stained-glass window has
been erected at ihe east end of the north aisle of the
parish church of Drewstelgnton, South Devon. The
design Is by Mr. Pym, Kennford, and the work has
been most efficiently carried out by Messrs. Beer, of

Bartholomew-yard, Exeter.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

Exhibition op Statues for the Scott Montt-
mest.—The Hon. Board of Trustees for Manu-
factures have lent to the Scott Monument Com-
pletion Committee the north room of the Royal
Academy, National Galleries, Edinburgh, for the pur-
pose of exhibiting the statues for the monument pre-

vious to their being placed in their niches. The ex-

hibition will be opened In a few days, and will continue

open during a part of January. The following are

the names of the statues and their sculptors:—
Jeanie Deans, Laird 0' Dumbiedykes, Amy Robsart,
Leicester, and Edith of Lome, by William Brodie,

R.S.A. ; Flora M'lvor, Baron Bradwardine, Glee
Maiden, and Hal o' the Wynd, by John Hutchison,
R.S.A.; Rebecca, Friar Tuck, and Saladin, by Clark
Stanton, A.R.S.A. ; Magnus Troll, Minna, and Richard
Cffiur de Lion, by Mrs. D. 0. Hill

; Queen Mary,Halbert
Glendinning, and James XI., by D. W, Stevenson ;

Diana Vernon, Bailie Nicol Jarvie, and Robert the
Bruce, by George A. Lawson ; Old Mortality and
Eddie Ochiltree, by Andrew Currie, Darnick.

250
Then safe load in centre = -y- = 62^wt.

125cwt.distributed = -^ =

2

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY MATTERS.
The Sewage Difficulty at BiRMiXGHAii.—An

important report on the new sewage system In course
of adoption in Birmingham has been presented to the
Town Council of that borough. The Rochdale method
of interception from the sewers, and weekly collection,

is being gradually extended, with the best results. The
intercepted sewage is mixed with screened ashes and
sold as valuable manure. No difficulty has been found
in getting the landlords to adopt the new system,
which is being carried out In some public institutions

with success. The purification works outside Bir-

mingham are also being successfully developed, and
the water turned into the river Tame in a compara-
tively pure state. The solution of the sewage diffi-

culty, which at one time appeared Impossible, seems
now nearer attainment.

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.

LEAiiiNGTON".—The twentieth annual report of the
Leamington, Warwick, and South Warwickshire Build-
ing Society has just been published. The total re-

ceipts for the past year amounted to £10,7S2, behig
£870 In excess of the receipts for the former year.

The business transactions for the year had enabled the
directors to add a bonus of 63. per share to tho usual
4 per cent, interest prescribed by the rules of the
union.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
COMPEysATiON Case : Damages, £34,000. — On

Saturday, a sitting of the City of London sessions was
held in the Guildhall, at which tho Right Hon. the
Recorder presided, to assess the value of certain pre-
mises required by the Commissioners of Sewers for the
improvement and widening of Newgate-street. The
premises in question were In Newgate- street, at the
comer of King Edward-street, in the occupation of
Messrs. Eagleton, wholesale tea dealers. A claim had
been sent in by the Messrs. Eagleton for compensation,
in which it was set forth that, owing to the difficulty

of obtaining suitable premises and the loss that would
be entailed by removal, a sum of not less than
£37,000 would be but a fair sum for the Commissioners
to pay as compensation. This sum was objected to.

and it was decided to submit the case to a jury, it

being agreed on both sides that the sum awarded
should be on the ground of a twenty years' purchase,
and 10 per cent, additional for compulsory removal.
A number of witnesses, chiefly survcyers, were ex-

amined on both sides.—The Jury retui'ned a verdict

;

damages, £24,000.

(iur ^fit iiiik.

Wakefied Public Baths.—Last -sveek, at a

meeting ot tho directors of the ^Vakefi6ld Public

Baths Company, Limited, tho designs of Mr.
Frederick Simpson, architect, Queen-stroet Cham-
bers, Wakefield, for tho proposed buildings in

Almshouse-lane, were selected.

Siliceous Painting.—We hear that Mr. Barff's

lectures at tho Royal Academy this season will ba

on siliceous painting, and it is stated that Mr.
Barff will strongly recommend this method to

artists not only for frosco-work, but even for easel

pictures.

The Brighton Aquarium.—The low pitch of

tho Aquarium entrance-ball is a decided disad-

vantage to tho building, but it had to bo kept

down because tho owners and tenants of

property on tho Marino Parade could not have
their sea-viow obstructed. Sine© tho Aquarium
has proved so popular and attractive, tho Town
Council have consented that the roof of tho hall

should bo raised 3ft. The Aquarium Company
ask that the increased height should be -tft., but

this tho Works Committee of tho Council decline

to gi-ant.

Asphalts Vkwsg for Horse-Roads.—At
the Freemasons' Tavern on Friday last, there was
a crowded meeting, chiefly of omnibus and cab

proprietors, to protest against tho use of asphalte

paving for horse-roads. Sir James Lawrence,
M.P., was in tho chair, and the meeting was
addressed by Colonel Boresford, M.P., and many
largo horse-owners. The Secretary to the

London General Omnibus Company said they

owned eight thousand horses. Their annual loss

on tho old roads was 114, but since tho introduc-

tion of asphalte it had risen to 202. Mr. Colam,

the Secretary to tho Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals, was also present, and spoke

strongly against the use of asphalte. Resolu-

tions wore unanimously adopted condemning
asphalte, praying Parliament to order the

removal of the present asphalte, and urging tho

Board of Trade not to lay any more. When is

Mr. Haywood's promised report on asphalte to be

issued ? Surely in the face of the facts elicited

at this meeting, the City authorities will at once

abandon the use of a road material whoso slippery

qualities are only exceeded by those of a certain

roadway said to be paved with good intentions.

The Preseevatios op Timber.-—Engineering

reports favourably on some specimens of timber
preserved by a new process, invented by 3Ir. J. B,

Blythe, of Bordeaux. Mr. BIythe treats the

timber with carburotted steam—that is, with
steam having mixed with it a small proportion of

hydrocarbon vapour—the result being an evolution

of acetic acid, and the formation between the
fibres of the wood of a peculiar gummy substance,

which hardens by time, and which appears to

materially increase the resisting powers of the

material. AVben first treated, the timber is so

softened that it can be rolled to give it an oven
surface, or its form can bo altered to a consider-

able extent by pressure, and it can thus bo moulded
to many forms, which are at present only pro-

ducible by tho action of cutting tools. The forms

thus given to tho timber in a soft state are retained

permanently. As far as can bo judged from ex-

perience gained on the Northern Railway of

France, on which lino sleepers, treated by this

process, have been down for some time, Mr.
Blytho's system of treatment is an effectual pre-

servative, while it has the great advantage of

enabling greon timber to be seasoned in a few

hours. In fact, tho sap wood when " carburotted
"

appears practically equal to tho heart wood in

durability and powers of resistance.

Institution op Surveyors.—At a meeting of

this Institution on Monday evening last, tho dis-

cussion upon Mr. E. P. Squarey's paper on'" Agri-

cultural Geology" was resumed. Messrs.

Edward Smith, R. B. Grantham, Ryde, H. N.

Jenkins, Sturgo (Bristol), and the chairman
offered remarks upon the paper, and tho proceed-

ings closed with the announcement that tho next

meeting will be held on Monday, January 5th,

1874, when a paper will bo read by Mr. Philbtick,

Q.C., " On the Lands Clauses Act."

American Timber.—There is a passage in
'* jrcCulloch's Dictionary of Commerce," brought
down by ilr. Reid to 1871, which is deserving of

especial notice, defending as it does tho character

of American timber. The committee of tho
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House of Lords observe, in tboir first report on the

Foreign Trade of the Country, " that the North
American timber is more soft, less durable, and
eTcry description of it liable, though in difforont

degrees, to the dry rot, than timber of the North

of Europe. The red pino, however, which boars

a small proportion to the other description of tim-

ber, and the greater part of which, though im-

ported from Canada, is the produce of the United

States, is distinguished from the white pine by

its greater durability. On the whole it is stated

by one of the commissioners of His Majesty's Navy,

most distinguished for practical knowledge, ex-

perience and skill, that the timber of Canada,

both oak and fir, does not possess for the purpose

of ship building more than one half the durability

of woods of the same description, the produce of

the North of Europe. The result of its applica-

tion to other purposes of building is described by

timber merchants and carpenters to bo nearly

similar.'' Mr. McCulloch rightly comments on

this as follows :—Though its correctness in some
particulars is not to be doubted, still there can

be no question that the inferiority of British North

American timber was set in too strong a light In

the evidence referred to, and that it is, in fact,

better fitted for several important purposes than

Baltic timber. Not only is the red American
pine of a very superior quality, but the pine and
spruce planks of New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia, especially the latter, are universally pre-

ferred for the purposes to which they are applied

to all other varieties of timber.

Almanacs and Diaries for tue ensuing
Tear.—The Bi'itish Alnuinuc and Companion,

bound in one voUime, published by the Stationers'

Company, is full of useful information. The
Almanac proper, which can bo had separately

for a shilling, is by far the best part of the book.

The articles which form the Companion are little

better than padding, some of it rather crudely

digested. The individual who does the " Archi-

tecture and Public Improvements " has quickly

repented of his honesty last year in acknowledg-

ing the information gathered from our pages, and
contents himself with an indirect reference. T/ie

City Diary, published by Messrs. CoUingridge, is

one of the cheapest and handiest wo know of

VVe always use it, and find in it information,

inaccessible elsewhere. DlackivoocCs Shillinfj

Scrihhlinri Diary is as useful as ever. Maps of

London, Liverpool, Manchester and Edinburgh
are given in it, and much information concerning

those and other largo cities. Cnlvcrt^s ilerhanics

Almanack and Workshop Companion, published

by >Ir. John Heywood, of Manchester, is the first

issue of a cheap almanac, especially intended for

workmen.
-V Relic of the Bastille.—An "interesting

fact " has been either ascertained or invented by

a newspaper correspondent with regard to Holland

House. A gentleman of the locality who has

taken no little pains in the inquiry has positively

assured him that the well-known iron gates in

the Hammersmith-road, facing tho street leiiding

to Earl's-court, once formed the main '• grille " of

the Bastille, the destruction of which occurred in

tho first French Revolution. Some metal orna-

ments have been added, but the iron work itself

was a genuine portion of the prison. The " grille
"

is said to have come into the possession of the

family through the groat Fox.

A Memorial of the JIaid of Orleans.—The
house of Joan of Arc, at Domremi, has just been

put in thorough repairby tho French Government.

It remained in tho possession of the family of tho
'' Pucelle " for years, till one of tho descendants

presented the building to tho State as an historical

monument. Over the doorway .are the armorial

beaiings of the family, and the date 1481 is dis-

tinctly legible. A statue of the Maid, apparently

of the same date, is fixed in front of tho house,

while in the principal room tho bron/.e figure of

La Pucello, presented by Louis Philippe, and exe-

cuted by one of the Princesses of tho House of

Orleans, is exhibited.

New Bells for S. Paul's Cathedral.—On
Saturday afternoon a deputation from S. Paul's,

headed by Dr. Stainer, the organist, paid a special

visit to Worcester, for tho purpose of hearing tho

new peal of twelve bells which have recently boon

placed in Worcester Cathedral tower, and which is

said to be one of tho finest peals in tho kingdom.
There is also a set of chimes, and tho big bell

which strikes the hour can be hoard at a distance

of six miles. It is understood to be in contempla-

tion to place a similar peal in one of tho woatem
towers of S. Paul's, together with chimes, and a

carillon machine, as at Worcester.

CHIPS.

Messrs. Bull and Sons will commence the erec-

tion of the New Law Courts on the 5th of January
next, being the first Monday in the new year.

A new bridge has been erected over the Khiew,

at Dolriol, Llanwyddelaii, by Mr. E. Williams, of

Newton, from designs by Mr. E. Jones.

A considerable addition is being made to Batter-

sea Park by the utilisation of the waste ground on

the south side, which is now being laid out and
planted with trees and shrubs. The horse ride will

be carried through this new portion of the park.

A new dispensary, in connection with the Infir-

mary, was opened at Bradford, ou Friday last.

Mr. James Gledhill has been appointed Surveyor
to the Vestry of S. Mary, Newington, at a salary

of £L'f)0 per annum.

Mr. E. T. Parris, the artist who restored Sir

James ThornhiU's frescoes in the dome of S. Paul's

Cathedral, has recently died, aged S2 years.

The restoration of the parish church of Wake-
field is proceeding, and will be completed by
Easter.

Mr. Henry Thompson, of Mincing-lane, and
other members of his family, have undertaken to

bear the cost of the erection of one of the houses

of tlie eighth block of the Royal National Hospital

for Consumption and Diseases of the Chest, situated

at Ventnor, at a cost of about .£1,700. The ciapel

for the use of the patients will be opened by the

Bishop of Winchester to-morrow.
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MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK..

Monday.—EovAL Isstiiote of British .\rchitects.—
"Oathe Chateau of Pienefoads." Uy Mr. il.

Phen^ .Spiers. 8 p.m.
Society op Arts.—Cantor Lectorbs.—" On

the Chemistry of Brewing." Lecture IL—" Malt-
ing." By Dr. Charles tjraham. S p.m.

Tuesday'.—Institution of Civil Engineers. — Dis-
cussioa on Mr. Prestwich'a paper " (Iq tho

Greological Cunditions affecting the Contitructioa

of a Tunuel between England aad France."

8 p.m.

Wednesday.—Society of Arts. — " On 'Whitby Jet
and its Mannfacture." By Mr. John A. Bower,
FC.S. 8 p.m.

Friday.—CrviL and Mechanical Engineers' Society.
—"On the Drainage of fcJraall Tuwns." liy Mr.
C. W. Whitaker. 7-30 p.m.
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„ 3rd „ 3 byll

Per 120, 12ft., 3 by 9.

Christiana, 1st white . .2100
S.John's unapsorted spruce,31n. 13

Quebec best spruce . . . 21 10

., 2nd „ . . . 17

Predcrikstad yellow . . 16 15

iPerl20, 12ft., 2jbyGl.
Drammen 2nd white . .900

3rd „ . . 8 10

Per 120 12ft. IJIn.

Riga crown white planks . 10 15

But few sales have been effected of square timber.

The present quotations arc :

—

Per 60 cubic feet.

B. d. B.

Swedish fiO to

Riga SO „

18 15

17 15

9

CixuRciT. Turret, cnt.MR, st.\blb, and tbi.l-Tale Clocks
SUN AND WIND-DIALS, PERPETUAL CALENDARS, iind Every
DescripCion of Clock and Watch Work. Steam-t'ower imd Imijroved
Machinery is employed ineycry stage of their mauuf.LCturu, thus
securing accuracy in time-keeping and cheapness in production.

ArcllitectR, Builders, Committees. &c., can he supplied with Esti-

mates and Specifications. J. W. BENSON, Watch and Clock maker
to the Queen and Royal Family, to U.lt.U. the Trince of Wales,
(by special nppointmentl, and to several Indian Potentates, Foreign
.ievernments, and Railway Companies. Steam Factory and City
House: Ludgate-hill ; West-End Establishment ; 26, Old Bond-
street. Established 1749.

i^radc %tm

WAGES MOVEMENT.
Greenock.—The Greenock house-joiners agreed on

Friday last to request an increase of wages from 1st

April next; but a larger meeting is to be called before

presenting the memorial, which asks payment of 8d.

instead of 7d. per hour.

THE TIMBER TRADE.

Sales have been effected at the following prices.

Business, as may be expected. Is uot very brisk at this

season of the year, but the demand Is quite equal to

the expectation of the sellers :^

Per 120 12It. IJ by 11.

& 8. d. & 8. d.

Wyburg best yellow S by 11 13 15

, 2i by 6

>. » '^i by 3

Danzig yellow 12 15 „ 13 5

Quebec, 1st bright 3 by 7 & up
„ Ist floated wide 23 „ 20

„ ,> ,. 12ft. 3 by U
„ „ „ 12tt. 3byl0
,, dry do. wide

„ ,. „ 11a.

„ 2ud bright 13ft. 3 by 11

14ft.

„ „ floated 12It. „

„ „ „ 2In.

„ ., dry do. wide 17 „ 18

„ „ „ 12ft. 3 by 11

,. „ „ 2In.

Arlafors yellow 8 by 9

.. » 2 by 9

Pitch pine 14 „ 10

Uleaborg Ist & 2nd yellow

. 2iby9
' BJorneborg best yellow „

Stettin BO

Danzig and Memel crown . . 95

„ „ best middling . 80

,, ,, common do. . 70

undersized . 64

Quebec yellow pine, large . . 85

„ „ waney board . 80

„ oak .... 160

„ rock elm . ... . 150

„ ash . . . . 100

„ large birch . . . 100

Pitch pine 85

Memel oak, crown . . . 110

„ „ Brack . . . 105

Flooring per square of lln.

B. d.

Best yellow . . . . 14 6

White 13

Second qualities . . . .12
Per 18 ft. cube.

Riga crown wainscot logs, Eng- s. d.

Ilsh and Dutch . . 105

Brack „ „ „ 90 »

Memel and Danzig crown '. . 95

Brack „ . . 75

Per cube foot.

s. A.

Hamburg and Dutch logs . .50
Per 216 cubic feet.

63

85

70
100
95

85

66

100
120
ISO
160
130
120
90

170

15
13

13

135
95

120
86

6 3

11

11

12 15

20 10
23

22

22
25 10

19 10
16 10
16 10

16
15 5

17
16 IB

15 10
13 10

13 15

14

12 15

14 5 b

S. Petersburg lathwood
Other sorts

£
10

d.

to

„

Oak staves are quoted as follows ;

£
^tcmel crown, per mllle of pipe

brack
Dantzlc, Stettin, and Ilambro'

Canadian standard pipe

puncheon, per 1200 pieces

Bosnia single barrel „ ,,

United States pipe ., ,,

„ hogshead, heavy & extra

„ „ slight

280
540
220
105

28
2S
50

45

24

, d.

£
300
250
250
107
29
2!)

75

55

56

ASHTON & GREEN,
Slat«, Iron, and Marble Merchants, and 8u»"-y/!f™'J:^''?,'',";5lawi, _.

K,,,! or Green. Blue Portmadoc and WhitlaHd

Permanent" Green (Weight the same OS

equal).

Slates— Banpor, Bbn
Abbey Green, tho New
Bangor, and uniformity of clcu

Prices on Wharf in Lou'l.-^i.

?4bvIZ !2byl2 50 by 10 I"';?

37rp'Bd- S32b. 6d. 257b. Cd. iU9~.

IB by 10 10 by 8 H by 10 liby

192a 6d. His. 1703.

IsbrS
i;ijs. r,d.

12 by S

lirs'. Gd. 678. 6d.

Marhia and F,naraellod Slato Chimney

lets &c Stoves. Ranges, and Builders

, Sp^ei.Ll Hod Rid^e Tile.. Largo Show of

Per m of 1.200 Slates.

Pieces. Inscription Tablets,

Ironmongery. A. ,* O.'s Sperial Hod ..--. -._ r ^„j„n EO
all Goods at H and 15. Bury-stroet, S. Mary *" V,"

_. eird^
Drawings and Prices upon application, accompanying trad. card.
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ANOTHER MOUNTAIN TUNNEL.

THE nineteenth century is certainly dis-

tinguishing itself by a series of 'works,

enormous in their magnitude, and of in-

estimable value to mankind. Ours is not

merely an age of ship canals, breaking down
the barriers between seas ; it is one also of

tunnels, excavating the hearts of huge moun-
tains, and uniting different regions of the

land. There are of these, in Europe, the

Mont Cenis tunnel, completed ; then the S.

Gothard, in progress ; and, in America, that

of the Hoosac, which is a virtually finished

work, since the two gangs of labourers,

boring from opposite directions, met each

other on the 27th of last month. From
American accounts, from official documents,

and from sketches transmitted to England, it

is not difiicult to judge of the importance

attaching to this vast engineering achieve-

ment, which was contemplated nearly forty

years ago, and, after many vicissitudes, is

practically another raomiment of the modern
American genius. It is interesting, however,

briefly to contrast the two undertakings—that

of Mont Cenis with that of the Hoosac Hill.

The latter is five miles in length, but is no-

where cut at a depth of eighteen hundred
feet fi'om the summits by which its archways

are vaulted ; the former passes beneath

masses of earth and rock reaching to an alti-

tude of not far from five thousand feet ; the

latter had the advantages of a ventilating

shaft, in its very centre, which served also as

a means of ascent and descent. With the

former this, of course, was an impossibility,

owing to the tremendous superincumbent

thickness, and it had to depend, therefore,

upon currents of fresh air transmitted, or of

foul air expelled, by an immense mechanical

apparatus, in action night and day. The
method was to attach a ventilator to the

axis of each poulie du support, the movement
of which, being of great velocity, and in-

cessantly continuous, the ventilator, composed

of a drum and a tube, was constantly in-

spiring fresh, and expiring foul air. The
Ameriaan engineers were under no such

difiiculty ; and, of recent years, they enjoyed

an additional advantage—they had the whole

of the French and Italian arrangements open

to their study—the two huge hydraulic wheels,

the endless cable, moving with inconceivable

swiftness ; the admirable system of counter-

poises adopted; the marvellous boring

machine, with its sixty-four horizontal

scalpels, moving backwards and forwards by
means of springs cased in, and propelled by
hydraulic power, with the auxiliary vertical

series, kept in motion by the same force, to

isolate the blocks as they were pierced ; in

fact, the entire apparatus necessary for the

driving of a tunnel through a mountain. On
the other hand, they claim that their com-
pressed air driving power drills, are improve-

ments on the Mont Cenis principle. It would
be superfluous to discuss that point at pre-

sent. Both systems have been successful, so

that neither can be a mistake. In each case,

however, numerous experiments were made
before the triumphant invention came to

light, the only English competitor being, we
believe, being one whose mechanism included

the employment of steam, which in the tunnel

itself would be inapplicable, while, beyond,

it was unnecessary. We may proceed to

notice, before further describing the work,

its origin and progress, a particular fact

connected with American tunnelling. On
that mighty line of railroad connecting New
York, on the Atlantic, with San Francisco,

on the Pacific, the tunnelling is not frequent

;

but at one point, near the summit of the

Sierra Nevada, seventeen hundred feet of the

hardest and toughest granite in the world

were pierced through with ordinary tools,

assisted by blasting with gunpowder and
nitro-glyeerine. The employment of hydraulic

power or complicated machinery, in such

a position, having been found impossible.

The work was accomplished with in-

credible rapidity, and, in the result, an
excavation was obtained, smooth from end to

end as the bore of a gun, without the slightest

water drip, and requiring no lining of masonry
anywhere. The Hoosac Tunnel has been con-

structed under very different circumstances.

Though, for the greater part of its length, it

was carried through a mioacious kind of

slate, a rampart of rock, upon which strong

iron implements were shatt-^red, resisted the

most formidable explosives known to modern
science, and, when at last it succumbed, it

was only by the slowest degrees ;
and then a

new danger and a new disappointment

awaited those who were thus at work in the

heart of the mountain. They came upon a

region of wet which changed their plans

altogether for a time. Originally, by starting

from either end simultaneously, and sinking

a great middle shaft, they had hoped to work
at the two sections from four different points,

thus doubling the rate of speed ; but a partial

deluge from the interior of the mountain com-
pelled them to abandon this process for a con-

siderable time. Ultimately, however, the

water drained itself oft", and operations were
resumed upon the first contemplated plan.

With regard to the external preparations,

the}', though of enormous magnitude, were

comparatively simple, though less so than

those at Mont Cenis. In the fir.st place, a

huge dam was constructed across the Derfield

River, with steam-engines at each end, to

compress the water by which the drills were

driven. This was a kind of barrage, one side

rising in steps, and the other faced like the

embankment of a reservoir, the foundations

being laid deep in a soil of mica and schist,

upon a bed of solid rock, belonging to the

roots of the mountain, the material being the

common stone of the vicinity cut for the outer

walls, but filled in rough for the core.

Ordinary mortar was found to answer no less

than expensive patent cement, at first con-

sidered indispensable. This work was designed

at once to assist the hydraulic machinery, and
to propel pure air into the tunnel, as it ad-

vanced, and it cost about £75,000. This, of

course, was a preliminary ; but plain though
the design appears in the diagram, it was not

adopted until Jlr. Charles Storrow, engaged
by the Tray and Greenfield Company, had
visited Europe for the purpose of examining
the most important tunnels, with their appur-

tenances, as yet constructed, and especially that

then in progress beneath the great Alpine

mass. Through these precautions many errors

were avoided, notwithstanding that a number
of experiments which were to accomplish

unheard of wonders broke down, as such ex-

periments generallj' do. Immense sums were
wasted upon them, as regards both apparatus

and blasting processes—a fact the more re-

markable, after the exhaustive inquiry and
elaborate report of Mr. Storrow ; then contro-

versies arose as to the dimensions of the sub"

terranean passage ; they are, as finally settled,

a height of twenty, and a width of twenty-

four feet, with a somewhat flattened arch ; but

in the early estimates we find calculations

based upon a height of eighteen, and a breadth

of no more than fourteen feet. Again, it was
proposed to dispense, on the score of economy,

with machinery, and trust to hand labour

alone. The commissioners, however, in their

report to the Governor of Massachussets, said,—" If hand labour only is used, the work will

cost five millions of dollars, and will take

eleven years and four months to complete ; if

machine and hand labour combined, from

seven to eight years." They strongly recom-

mended this part of the railway should be
undertaken by the State. the rest

being given to contractors, as it probably
would have been in any case. In spite

of all, that which is termed, in American,
phraseology, "The Hoosac Bore," advanced,
after a lew hitches, flourishingly. As we
have said, the central shaft was, for a time,

impeded ; but, until the floodiags, it was
eminently useful, and operations were vigo-

rously carried on, the arrangements for re-

moving the di'bris from the bowels of the

mountain being admirably arranged, and in

such a manner that the labour was carried on
with the greatest rapidity. An " iron bucket,"

capable of containing some 150 gallons, was
hoisted and let down into the artificial well

by steam power, and hauled up the broken
stone day and night, so as to create little hills

on every side. But, when the inundations

took place, and the water rose in the shaft at

the rate of 151't. a day, the bucket was dis-

placed by gigantic metal pumps, for the

manufacture of which the Americans are

celebrated, which at least kept the torrent

under until, through a natural passage, it

carried itself away. It ought to be men-
tioned, while we are praising the conduct of

the works, that Messrs. Walter and Francis

Manly undertook the completion of them, aad
have thoroughly justified the confidence

placed in their capacity, though the young
engineer, Mr. Wederkinch, who is said to

have " not only run all the lines in the cen-

tral shaft section, but also invented and made
with his own hands the necessary instru-

ments," deserves, no doubt, every possible

credit. It was he, we believe, who earliest

declared against employing the old-fashioned,

cumbrous, and complicated rock-cutting

machines, which answered well enough while

they were merely boring through vertical

strata of mica slate, the inclination of which
was sufficient to render arching superfluous

;

but when it came to the hard and obdurate

backbone of the mountain, a different species

of power, and application of power, became
necessary. Up to this point the rate of

progress was calculated at an average of 18ft.

in six days ; afterwards it grew slower, and
was interrupted by strikes among the work-
men. It was not intended, in any part of

the work, to emulate the smoothness and
finish of the Great Pacific Railroad Tunnel,

to which we have alluded. On the contrary,

the walls and roof of this are rough and
and craggy, like those of the splendid Stump-
House Mountain, Middle, and Saddle Tunnels,

in Pennsylvania, which have almost a resem-

blance to natural caverns. The work is so

far an accomplished fact that the men em-
ployed upon drilling from either extremity

have seen each others' faces in the central

depth of the mountain, and have passed to

and fro through the opening. As in the in-

stance of Mont Cenis, and great excitementwas

created when, from one wall to another, was
heard the thunder of the explosions, as charge

after charge of nitro-glycerine, in amounts

never before heard of, was fired. As time

went by, even the click of the ceaseless drills

was audible, and then the final blast—a blast

of stupendous force—took place, and the

rocky partition was blown in lilce the bastion

of a besieged fortress. Even then no great

aperture was created, but it was enough ; the

two regions, separated since the days of crea-

tion by a solid and lofty barrier, were con-

nected, after nearly forty years of alternating

disappointment and expectation, though no

engineer of any repute in the United f'tites

ever doubted the feasibility of the pl.an,

provided the grand essential—capital—were

forthcoming. The difficulty of procuring

this, together with political troubles, delayed

the progress of the work, besides the empirical

methods, already alluded to, which were

originally adopted ; but when once the work
was resumed upon a regular plan, it went
forward with admirable promptitude, and,

although a considerable amount of labour has
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. siill to be expended upon it before absolute

^oampletion, it is not too soon to congratulate

•the Americans upon this, their latest, triumph

over those which, in our days, are termed the

•obstacles but, not long ago -were regarded as

the impossibilities, of Nature.

IHE DRYING OF SEWAGE DEPOSITS.

THE treatment of sewage may well be said

to be one of the chief engineering ques-

tions of the day. We have this important

subject forced upon us in countless different

-ways, and there can be but little doubt that,

in another session or two at the utmost,

Parliament will have to take the matter into

oonsidefation. The present state of what is

•well termed " the sewage question," can be

very readilj' and briefly explained, and the

\jnor-e important difficulties the solution of it

:..preseat3 to us, enumerated. If we assume,

.as a starting-point, the necessity of water

carriage, and make water the vehicle for the

iremoval of fecal matters, we must purify tliis

•water, or remove from it, to a great extent,
• the substances by which it has been polluted

-before discharging it into any stream or river.

The recommendations of the Royal Commis-
sioners appointed to inquire into the pollution

jf rivers, are absolute upon this point, and

there can be no possibility of doubt that, in a

few years at most, it will be iUegal to dis-

charge impure water into any river. A cer-

tain standard has been adopted by the Com-
missioners, and liquids transgressing this

standard are deemed inadmissible into potable

water. The attainment of the degree of

purity set forth in this standard, in an econo-

mical way, will be the solution of the sewage

question.

It is not necessary that we should here

quote the regulations of the Commissioners
;

ihey have been drawn up after a most search-

ing investigation into every possible mode of

pollution, whether arising from the discharge

of town sewage, or the far more dangerous
polluting matters from our various manufac-
tories. An investigation extending over seven

years, and including the mineral pollution of

Cornish mining streams, the clothworks pollu-

tion of the Gloucestershire valleys; that

resulting from the waste matters discharged

from paper-mills, calico-mills, dye-works, and
tann^eries ; the refuse from distilleries, cotton

. and woollen manufactories, and ironworks,

and, in short, from every industry extant
'which gives rise to the production of liquid

^refuse. That water, however grossly it may
Jiave been polluted, may again be purified,

ifias been repeatedly proved. Simple filtration

through some six teet of soil, will, if the
volume of water passing through the filters be
carefully regulated, make the filthiest water
clear, if not pure again ; and this simple
anode of dealing with sewage is at present the
•only one we know of which renders the
-effluent water pure enough to pass muster
Jjefore the Kivcrs' Pollution Commissioners.

But filtration is not an economical mode of

treating polluted waters ; on the contrary,
it is a most costly plan of solving the sewage
question, and one that can never be under-
taken by itself to deal with lai-ge volumes of
sewage. If, however, instead of using our
land as a simple filter-bed, we greatly extend
the area of our operations, and make the
surface into a farm—we shall at any rate get
some retui-n for our labour in the value of the
produce we may be thus enabled to raise ;

and as, moreover, sewage water contains
.many valuable manurial ingredients, we may
thus expect to get some additional profits
from the materials we are dealing with. The
land will, in fact, command a higher rent
•than it would for ordinary agricultural pur-
;P0se8. But for ordinary farming operations,
•wc cannot arrange to have water flowing over
-and through the soil at all times of the year.
For cereals, this would never answer ; and in
rfSsfi winter, in time of frost, we could purity

no water at all. Where it becomes necessary,

therefore, to receive and treat large daily

volumes of water throughout the year, sewage-
farming is a failm-e commercially ; though,
where the quantity of water receiyed is

optional, and the rent is low, sewage-farming
ought to be made to pay.

We hare spoken above of the manurial
value of sewage water ; this value lies, of

course, in its fecal ingredients. Of the valua-

ble matters in sewage, those constituting one-

eighth of the whole value are present in a

state of suspension, and the remaining seven-

eighths are in solution. Now matters in

suspension, which constitute about one-half

of the total impurity in sewage water, can

readily be removed by precipitation ; and
sewage water so treated loses all, or nearly all,

its apparent fllthiness, and to the eye becomes
bright and pure. If what appeared pleasant

to the eye was the only test required for the

admission of sewage into potable waters,

those who hold to the various precipitation

processes would have it all their own way.
As we have however seen, little more than
one-eighth of the total amount of polluting

matters, or those having a manurial value,

can be removed by this means. The re-

mainder of the matters in suspension are

harmless. Strange to say, with this fact

staring them in the face, sewage-doctors have
been bold enough to assert that not only could

they make sewage-water quite pure by means
of precipitation, but that out of the matters

they thus obtained, they could prepare valua-

ble manures ; so valuable, indeed, as to pay
the cost of treatment, and return a good
margin of profit into the bargain. There are,

in fact, enthusiasts still among us who believe

in a profit thus accruing, and tave risked

their money to secure it. We liave now to

inquire into the materials used in precipitating

sewage ; we have only to point out that these

are the tenets of one school of sewage-doctors,

viz., that you may thus purify the sewage,

and obtain out of it a profit by the sale of the

so •obtained manures.
We may point out here that for all methods

of dealing with the water, by putting it over

or through soU, a previous precipitation and
defecation in tanks is a most valuable ante-

cedent process, and was, indeed, insisted on

in the case of the Lirmingham Sewage Bill.

Not only does less land suffice to deal vrith a

given quantity of sewage under these con-

ditions, but the clogging or choking of the

pores by the suspended matter must be re-

duced to a minimum. Another plan, which had
been put forward for the treatment of sewage,

is the employment of filters composed of sub-

stances useful in themselves as manures which,

when they had done their work, might be sold

with considerably increased value as manures.

The fatal objection to this plan is the enor-

mous area of the filtering bed required to

disinfect the sewage of a populous town, and

the great expense of the process. The only

other precipitation plan is that advocated by

General Scott, who employs the cheapest pre-

cipitants—lime and clay—and disregarding

entirely the manui'O question, burns the de-

posit into a cement.

In all processes for treating sewage by
means of precipitation, the same difficulty

crops up, -riz., that of drying the sludge, and
if we admit that, whether the liquid sewage
is to be put on to laud, or whether it is to be

turned into a running stream at once, it

must be previously defecated, we stiU find

we aj-e met by the same question—IIow can

we cheaply and inofl'ensively dry the de-

posited sludge ? We find in a contemporary

in\'itations to inventors to communicate their

inventions bearing upon this point ; and before

attempting to solve the question, it may be

as well to glance at what we know of its

difticulties. The deposits resulting from a

precipitation of sewage, whether by lime,

sulphate of alumina, sulphate of iron, or

[ihosphate of lime and alumina, which are

among the chief materials which have been

proposed for the purpose, differ but little

as respects their powers of retaining moistirre.

There are already in several of our manu-
factures instances where substances have to

be recovered in a dry state, after mixture
with very large quantities of water. Thus in

the manufacture of pottery or porcelain, and,
in fact, of all the finer descriptions of clay-
ware, the clays are first reduced to a very
liquid mixture, and the water thus used has
to be subsequently expelled. In the manu-
facture of Portland cement, the chalk and
clay are incorporated in a wash- mill with
large excess of water. In paper manufac-
ture, the pulp, and, in artificial fuel manu-
facture, the peat, have each to undergo an
admixtvire with enormous volumes of water.

In starch manufacture, the starch has to be
separated from the gluten in a very liquid

mi.xtui'e. In the manufacture of salt again
from brine, and in some dozen processes we
might enumerate, the difficulty of expelling

a large proportion ol water has to be met
and grappled with, and all these processes

have from time to time furnished by analogy
suggestions more or less valuable to the

manufacturer who has to deal with sewage
sludge. The main difficulty in his ease is the

low value of the compound he has finally to

obtain, the great tenacity with which the

water is retained, and the complex nature of

the materials he is dealing with. A gallon,

or 70,000 grains, of average sewage contains,

let us assume, for instance, 125 grains of im-
purities. On treating this s swage with 15
grains of lime (as the cheapest precipitant),

we obtain a precipitation which, when it has
settled, and the water has been expelled, will

amount to 70 grains, or only one-thousandth
part. The other half of the impurities being
carried away in the eftluent water.

We have, therefore, theoretically to deal

with a thousand tons, or 224,000 gallons of

such sewage in order to obtain one ton of dry
solid extract. In practice the amount would
be even larger, as we cannot retain in tanks

the whole of the precipitate, and it cannot be
entirely deprived of its water. Let us assume
now that luiving treated a thousand tons of

sewage with the requisite quantity of lime,

the precipitate has been formed, and the mix-
ture has been run into a tank ; in an hour's

time the sewage will become fauly clear, and
the solid suspended matters will have sunk to

the bottom. By means of a falling penstock,

or some similar contrivances, ninety-nine hund-
redths of the water maj- be run oft' in a clarified

state, leaving at the bottom a slimy mud, which
will be found, on analysis, to consist of ninety

parts of water, or, soy nine tons of water and
one ton of solid matter. Now begins the real

difficulty. How are we to get rid of this water

quickly and cheaply ? A elay manufacturer

of the old school would say buUd a slip kiln,

('.(., a long shallow evaporating pan, and drive

oft" the moisture by means of hot flues. Well,

this can be done ; but we are dealing not with

clay, but with a substance much more reten-

tive of moisture, and capable of giving oft" a

highly unpleasant smell if the heat is not

carefully managed. A Staft"ordshire manufac-
turer would recommend us to employ the clay

presses, in favour of which he has entirely

abandoned the use of slip kilns ; but our

sludge is frequently very corrosive, and de-

sti'oys the cloths used to press it through.

Moreover, we want, if we are making a manure,

to drive oft" 75 per cent, of the water in the

sludge, and 'the clay press will not, at any
pressure we e-in safely employ, expel more than
40 to 50 per cent. Wc cannot send out the

sludge in a semi-dry state. To shorten our

description of the means that have been sug-

gested for drying sludge, we may mention

the centrifugal wringer, which would, it was
supposed, drive oft" the water, and leave the

suspended impurities in the machine. This

plan of drying has, we think, many advan-
tages, and requires more careful trial than it

has hitherto received. The danger cimsists in

the choking of the pores of tlie wringer by the
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semi-solidified sludge, which quickly forms

cakes wholly impervious to water. Another
plan proposed is the exhaustion of the air in

cylinders covered with eauvas, over which the

sludge is caused to flow, and this plan has, we
think, a fair chance of success. Messrs.

MUburn have invented a stove consisting of a

series of hot plates, upon which a thin layer

of sludge is being constantly kept in motion.

The only objection to this plan is that up to

the present time the cost is very great per ton

of the dried sludge ; another and similar plan is

a machine consisting of an iron cylinder sur-

rounded by heated flues, and in the centre of

the cylinder the sludge is introduced. As the

cylinder is caused slowly to rotate on its axis,

the sludge flows and rolls over the heated
interior surface, and is rapidly dried. This
plan has many advantages, but it has not yet

been made to work eoonomicaUy. What is

really required is a machine capable of drying
say 10 tons of sludge per diem, or bringing 10
tons of the liquid sludge, containing, as we
have seen, 90 per cent, of moisture, down to

a solid containing but from 10 to 15 per cent,

of moisture—and none of the drjdng-machines
we have yet seen can be said to have accom-
plished this. The cost of completely drying
10 tons of sludge, containing about 2,000
gallons of water, by means of an evaporating
floor, ought not to exceed the price of a ton of

coal in theory, but in practice the cost is con-
siderably more. To obtain one ton of sludge,

containing upwards of 50 per cent, of water,
would seem to cost from four to seven shillings

by the difl'erent processes we have examined.
Having thus set forth what has been at pre-
sent done towards the drying of sludge, we
must leave the problem to our readers ; it is

one well worthy of consideration, and its

speedy solution is of the utmost importance.

OUR STREETS.—IV.
i"10NTINUING our ramble from the west
^^ end of the Embankment by the Houses of

Parliament, to which point we had just
arrived on the last occasion, we cannot help
noting with regret the frivolous character of

the metal railing which enclose with weari-
some monotony the whole of the separate
gardens and patches of ground reclaimed
from the bed of Father Thames. What a
difficult problem an iron railing seems to be
to the designers in that material, not except-
ing the " Art Manufacturing Company" who
took care, during the erection of this fencing,
to let the public know that it had emanated
from their establishment. In this particular
case aU that was required was a protection
to these plots of ground during night time

;

since they are as much public property as the
j

roads and footpaths ; the object should, there- I

fore, have been not to interrupt the view from
i

one to the other more than necessary, to pre- I

serve a general eft'ect, and to avoid the appear-
i

anoe of their being any claim of a private I

nature to these enclosures. Such has certainly

not been attained by this elaborate railing,

with its filigree scrollwork, which obstructs
the view far too much. The same may be
said of the much lower railings round
the enclosures upon the north side of the
Abbey

; one can hardly see the flowers
planted within them every season, with-
out going close up to and looking over
them. These also lack a horizontal rail at
the top, the semicircular arched form of each
panel being an undesirable terminal outline,

and the want of something for it to support is

much felt. The character of the general
design is, however, far more substantial and
sensihle for work executed in cast iron.

As to the brick and stone wall enclosing
that portion of ground so unwisely given up
to the Duke of Buecleuch and his neighbours
m Richmond-terrace and Whitehall-gardens

;

they are atrocious in every sense, and ought
to be summarily removed. From our point of
view, they are a disfigurement to the fine

street upon which they abut, and, perhaps,

are the most inartistic boundary ever perpe-
trated ; and theii- clumsiness, and the flimsi-

ness of the adjoining fences, throw the defects

of each into strong contrast. There is no
bonding of the two positions of the brick and
stonework together; the piers are huge mono-
liths of stone, against which the white brick-

work abuts with straight joint from plinth to

capping. The plinth is undul}- high and
ungainly, and its moulding Brobdignagian

;

while, of all examples of moulded cornices,

those to the stone piers of this wall are the

worst we have ever seen. The fascia, which
is the cornice proper, is reduced to insignifi-

cance, not being thicker than a tile, supported

by a large bed-mould, which extends almost to

its outer ed'je, and capped by a cyma-recta
corona moulding three times its own depth.

If a wall in this position was to have been
inflicted upon the public, it might have been
enlivened by some red brickwork, which would
have shown pleasantly through the trees

;

and something after the character of Mr.
Charles Barry's viaducts in the neighbourhood
of Dulwieh, or like the wall Mr. Butterfield

has built facing S. James's-park, near the

Foreign Office, would have been far prefer-

able.

As statues are a graceful embellishment
which we desiderate in our streets, particu-

larly those of the character of that on the

Embankment, we are glad to note with
satisfaction that one recently erected to the

memory of the gallant Outram, near Charing-
cross. We wish we could say as much for its

pedestal. We fear the assistance of an
architect is seldom sought with regard to such
matters. In this case, we take it, pedestal as

well as statue are the sculptor's idea, and, as

far as the introducing the bronze with the

granite in the lower part, to prevent the

usual isolation of the two parts of the monu-
ment goes, it is good, and there is no doubt
such a work shoidd have the unity arising from
the whole being the product of one mind

;

but, then, our sculptors should either study
architectural requirements themselves, or seek

good advice on the subject. As it is, the

proportions of plinth to steps, or stylobate

beneath, and the character of the mouldings
of them, and of the cornice of the pedestal,

are all sadly other than they should be.

One groans over the apparently inseparable

eyesore of the Charing-cross Railway Station

shed from the Embankment, and fears that

this generation at least is doomed to see all

eflbrts made for the improvement of this

magnificent line of frontage marred by the

obtrusive ugliness of tliis structure. That it

might have been diflerently treated at no great

expenditure may be seen by comparing the

frontage towards the opposite side of the river

of the London, Chatham, and Dover Station,

under the superintendence of Mr. John Taylor
as architect. Had Mr. Edward Barry been
allowed, asheshould have been in some degree,

to control the design ofthis adjunct to his stately

hotel, we cannot doubt that he would have
succeeded equally weU. It is inconceivable

that if engineers expect such colossal works in

the heart of our towns to bo entrusted to them,
they should not consider it their duty to learn

the art as well as the science which shoidd be
as integral a part of their profession as of

architects, or if they continue blindly to ignore

all refinement in their works, that the public

should rest content with their mighty mon-
strosities. In passing we catch a glimpse, and
it is one of admii'ation from this distance,

whence the indifference of the detail is over-

looked, of that portion of Mr. Barry's hotel

which fronts the river and abuts upon VUliers-

street. The boldness of effect produced by its

colossal height and the grouping of the chimneys
at the end into massive blocks, is very striking.

We then catch sight of a modification of

street arehitecture of great importance

—

namely, that at present in progress at the

Adelphi-terrace. This work of the Brothers

Adams was an heirloom of the last century, of

which jealous care should have been takenv Its-

commanding position, the general form o-f its

masses, and concentration of moderate amoimi
of ornamentation in the centre and wings oi
the central block of buUding produced a fiae-
efl'ect. Mr. Butterfield some time since called',

attention to this fact in the columns c-f the •

Times, andpleaded strenuously for its retentitr. -

at a time when it was rumoured to be in danger-
of being superseded. Alas ! his efforts have
been in vain. Adams' work already externally
is not. One-half has been hopelessly vulgarisea
and obliterated by a commonplace cemeat
coating and dressings, and the operation has -

already been commenced at the opposite end, .

evidently with the intention of being carried
out over the remainder of the block. Perhaps
it is as well now that the work should be •

completed, since the symmetry of the original'-',

design has been already destroyed. Perhaps-tOi-
the careless spectator there is some gain in the
additional height conferred by the parapet
W'hich has been added, but the special merits of
the structure, the quietness so much to be-

desired in domestic architecture, the gcodil

proportijns and concentration of ornament,.are •

now exchanged for a monstrous profxision of .

window-dressings of the builder's stock :

patterns, balconies, and balustrades carried^.:,

over the whole, and Adams' pilasters, with...
their elegant arabesques in their panels, thoxigh _

left in situ, are barely distinguishable among; -

all this pretentious display.

Saddened by this practical loss of one of the
few good things we possessed, our minds are

not cheered by a contemplation of Somerset
House as seen from this street view. That it

must needs suffer by the conversion of vrhat
was intended for a facade to abut immediately
on the river into an arcade opening to a street

was to be expected ; but such beint; the case, .

one would have thought that when such a
building was aftected unusual caution would -i

.

have been exercised. Apparently when- the
designs for this stupendous work, the embanfc- -

ment, were wholly entrusted to an engineer, it'

never entered the mind of those concerned
that its effect upon the arehitecture that ex-
isted was of consequence. That, like the detail

of the new work, was left to take care of itself,.,

and so Somerset House found its fine basc--
ment story sunk in a hole, and in a hole it .

has been left, with a pitifid parapet with solid;.!,

pieces and bulky balustrade carried right in.-

fi'ont of it, hiding nearly a quarter of the
noble rusticated columns, and otherwise
interfering with and damaging a magnificent
work. Now, it is hardly to be supposed that

if any forethought on the subject had been
used, the few inches necessary to disengage
the base of this structure would not have been,

given. It should have been made a starting

point ; but were that impossible, the Bsere

substitution of an open iron railing like that
well-known example at Malines, instead of £1. .

close balustrade would have given all the

protection required without acting as a screen t

and disfiguring the building.

We have taken no notice of the MetropoKtai: .

Railway Station at Westminster, as
obviousl}' temporary, and now being incor- -

porated with Mr. "Whichcord's building-, .

which we have noticed. We also- omit.tedi

in its order to speak of that at Charing-cross,.

as it seemed too insignificant and unarchitec-

tural to be worth occupying space. But it is-,

very sad that this should be so. Here again
we have an example of the indifterence of
the public, in that it allowed a railway com-
pany to occupy a number of the finest sites ia
the Metropolis without any guarantee as to-

the class of buildings to be erected on them.

.

Here no architect was responsibie, and we
have been left to the tender mercies of engi--

ncers. The miserably commonpLice cha-
racter of this prominent station, and the •

cold colour of its materials, with Tulgar,

staring, blue, monstrous advertising -placards

stuck about it, give the place the aspect of at

rag-fair. The Temple-station is at least,

much better, and oommendablv unobtrusiire,.
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having been kept down to one story in height,

so as not to obstruct the view from the

frontage behind. It is, like the rest, of cold

white brickwork, which again makes us think

of the Dulwich viaducts with regret that we
had not something of the same lively and
moderate class given us here. The proper-'

tions are fair, the window openings semi^

circular headed, in groups of two to each

bay and three in the wings at the ends, with

a flat roof and parapet to the whole. The
building, however, looks sunk in a hole, from
the great height given to the external balus-.

trade parapet carried round the void spaces in

front of the station.

In passing the Middle Temple Library we
feel we must thank its architect (Mr.

Abraham) for at least the stately bay window
which faces the river, and which is a fine

feature of the kind. Had the gable over been

richly panelled, as the style would allow, and
seems to call for, so concentrating richness

upwards, the effect of this end would have
been grand. How the benchers, however,

can, now that this tine Einbankmeat--

road passes close to the building, allow

the ludicrously hideous ir on smoke-tunnels to

creep up the roof to the ridge as they do, we
cannot understand. It is another depressing

proof of the carelessness of the English pub-
"lic on such matters. Is it to be supposed

such an eyesore would be allowed to remain
a week in a principal thoroughfare in Paris ?

Obviously the thing to be done at once, is

to take down the chimney stacks, never bold

or high enough for use or eflect, rebuild them
so as to top the ridge, and sell the tunnels

for old iron. While we are on the subject of

chimneys, we would beg for a visit from the

only effective chimney-doctor, the ventilator,

to this locality generally. The aspect of the

"buildings of the Temple from the Embank-
ment is positively ludicrous ; every stack has

a crowd of cowls like grinning devils, we
hope exorcised by the purity of the legal

practice within doors. We would under-

take to sweep the whole away, and, by letting

air into each fireplace, to cure nine-tenths of

the smoking chimnics, of which nuisance

"these are but ungainly palliatives. The new
railings to the Temple-gardens are a pleasant

relief from the "Art Manufacture" of the

Test. We presume we may thank Mr. St.

Aubyn, as the architect to the Middle Temple,

for their design. They seem unnecessarily

high, and so to dwarf the buildings behind

;

but they are open, and devoid of obstructive

filagrae, so that the public can see into the

gardens which they so magnanimously pre-

sented to the benchers without stipulating

for, and so not getting the right of, entrance

into, themselves. We just catch a glimpse

of Mr. Sydney Smith's new Middle Temple
Hall, and cannot admire the outline of the

Tower, with the strange fritter of ironwork

about the eaves of its spirelct, looking like

a buzzing crowd of flics at this distance.

"It is in this neighbourhood eastward of the

Temple, we believe, that Government proposes

-.to occupy a portion of the frontage towards

the embankment by its projected new street.

May we be allowed to hope that some compe-

tent architect be commissioned to prepare the

design ?

Continuing our course eastward we look

forward to the time when the Gas Company
will remove its premises out of town, since the

ugliness and nuisance of its premises are more
than even Londoners are likely long to endure

in such a locality.

Until such removal takes place, we
shall be forced to endure the very ungainly
fold shoulder turned westward by the new De
Keyser"s Hotel. We can but presume this was
perpetrated and permitted on tho supposition

that it will before long be clothed by the jux-
taposition of some neighbour. Wo cannot but
wonder why any building turns any whither
such unmitigated deformity. It is wholly the

modem notion of the vernacular school that a

building has but one front to be attended to.

In olden times in all places we fane}' our fore-

fathers might enter a court yard, or look out
of a back window, without meeting a Gorgon's
head on every side. Our buildings are not
always presenting their one pretty face, as on an
architects drawing board. Do their designers

ever draw but one face ? If they did they would
pause before they built up the rest as they do.

Our peep round the corner at the show side of

this stately hotel we must for the present

defer, for now we have arrived at another
prominent stand point for the contemplation
of our streets in a fresh neighbourhood.

HISTORIC ART STUDIES.

RoM.AJT Abchitectuee and Sculpttee.

(See illustrations, Dec. 5 and 12, 1873.)

THE historian and critic encounters many
difficulties in treating of Roman art.

There is so much that is dazzling in it ; the

grandeur of the masses, the richness of ma-
terials, and the precise technical execution

are deceptive and, maj' easily lead to an over-

estimation of its products. The want of origin-

ality, and the disregard of idealisation, are de-

fects so great and palpable that the Kstholically

tutored mind cannot but be distressed at the

contempt with which art was treated by the

conquerors of the world . Art with them was
not altogether repulsive, it was not yet de-

graded to a grotesque caricature of beauty, or

to a hypercritical contempt of all human
form ; but it was without spirit and without

soul, and lacked the fascinating tire of en-

thusiasm, the ecstasy of love which we trace

in the Greeks. With the Romans, art had
become geometrically accurate, prosily useful,

and calculatingly practical ; it was dragged
from the lofty heights of idealisation to

the dead level of every-day life. In their

domestic buildings we have over-decora-

tion ; in their public buildings at Rome
pompous vanity ; and in their buildings in tho

pro^'inces, of which we give some excellent

specimens, they surpassed themselves in

pomp and magnificence, not from love of art,

but with the view of inspiring the conquered
nations with awe and humility. (See illus-

trations of Building News, Dec. 5, Fig. 2,

" The Ruins of the Temple of Jupiter Am-
mon.") In their tombs even (See Fig. 1, Dec.

5, "Tomb of Mylasa") simplicity and stern-

nesswere discarded, and they resorted to an ill-

combined mixture of Oriental, Greek, Egyp-
tian, and native forms to satisfy their pride.

In the gates of the Sun Temple at Palmyra (see

Figs. 3 and 10, 4 and 11, Dec. o) we have the

evil of over-decoration brought to its climax.

The buildings date from the third century

A.D., and were constructed under the Govern-

ment of Odenathus and the wise Zenobia.

The town itself was grand and imposing ; it

was intersected by arcades 3,j00ft. long, which
were approached through the gate with its

three entrances. The pediment crowning the

centre of the front is mean in its proportions,

and shows at once a contempt for symmetry.

The details of over-decoration are given in Fig.

10, (Dec. 5.) We have here the rounded frieze,

a special characteristic of these Romano-
Asiatic buildings. The portal of the Sun
Temple of Palmyra (See Fig. 4, Dec. 5) a

peripteros 97ft. broad, and 185ft. long, leading

to a court-yard, about 800ft. square, was sim-

pler in decoration, and though the laws of sym-
metry are in some instances disregarded, the

decorative elements are better in style. (See

Fig. 11. Dec. 5.) The grand Sun Temple at

Balbek (or Heliopolis) (See Figs. 5, 6, 7, 9, 12,

and 13, Dec. 5) dedicated to Helios by Anto-

ninus Pius, outraged all the laws of taste and
beauty. The central building (See Fig. 7,

Dec. 5) was 280ft. long by 55ft. broad,

and supported by columns 72ft. in height,

and 22ft. in circumference. The temple was
approached through two porticoes ; the one of

which was a hexagon, and the other a square

of 100ft. on each side. There were semi-

circular and square secondary constructions

with niches richly provided (See Fig. 5, Dee.

5) or rows of window-like decoration (See Fig.

7, Dec. 5). The ceilings of the arcades were
ornamented with geometrically distorted
" casettes " (See Fig. 6, Dec. 5). In the deco-

rations, animal and vegetable patterns are

used. (See Figs. 12 and 13, Dec. 5). The
temple at Heliopolis and the Round Temple
at Balbek (see Fig. S, Dec. 5) may be con-

sidered the last eftbrts of Roman architectural

and ornaniental perversion. We require in

art an Ksthetical elevation above reality, but
the Romans continually lead ks back to the

political, social, or religious purpose for which
they used art, which therefore gained through

them very little. Technicality was un-
doubtedly developed to a high degree by the

Romans, not only in architecture and sculp-

ture, but also in poetrj-, religion, and philo-

sophy. The different orders of the columns,

their systems of reasoning, and the metres of

their poetry were all borrowed, and were all,

more or less, opposed to their own spirit ; even
that which was ideal in their poetical and
artistic forms was generally strange to them.

They, however, succeeded in creating a ind

of regularity and stern submission of matter

to a tirm prosaic will ; in this they worked
with immense power, preparing humanity for

the reception and understanding of a spiritual

kingdom in heaven, and of a universal progress

in arts and sciences on earth. Art amongst
the different nations grew as a home-sprung
national peculiarity, it had everywhere dis-

tinct foi-ms of its own, and was in fact a lan-

guage in forms, often altogether unintelligible

to the neighbouring tribes and races. A Greek,

steppinginto an Egyptian temple, musthave felt

deeply disgusted, and must have regretted that

so much material and labour should have been

wasted for so poor an artistic result, although

he might have been astonished at their tech-

nical skill in heaping huge stones of 12 by 16

feet, one upon another, to a height of 200 ft.

Our admiration of windlasses and powerful

mechanical engines, however, is not because

of their artistic qualities. The Jews and
Persians often employed foreign archi-

tects and ornamentists, but only for a

peculiar purpose, or for certain decorative

works. To use art borrowed from others,

with respect and enthusiasm for the particular

forms of every nation if they only served to

exhibit their own pomp and vanity, was
characteristic of the Romans. Nations and
provinces were not only subdued and sub-

jected to a common rule, but were supplied

with art patterns and forms by their con-

querors. In the valley of the Nile, on the

heights of Palestine, on the borders of the

Rhine, in the Iberian peninsula, in Gaul and
Britain, grand works of architecture, of

engineering, and of decorative splendour were

executed. Uniformity of taste was spread,

and national peculiarities were effaced.

Whilst we are compelled to study the periods

of art-evolution in the different nations of the

pre-Roman world in connection with their

religious and social condition, we tind in

Roman art an arbitrary, dry, and sober use of

aU elements for political purposes. Whilst

we must regret that art lost much •f its

national peculiarity, we must welcome the

Roman influence, so far as it helped to make
art more cosmopolitan. Art was forced out

of the narrow cirles of national prejudices,

hierarchical sjTnbolism, and time-honoured

grotesqueness. Through the Romans it at-

tained in time, as we shall see, a higher

spiritual destiny, and became a free and con-

scious aspiration of humanity, no longer bend-

ing under religious formalities, or vainly

striving to bring some unintelligible and mystic

conception into form. The apostle of this new
development was Plotinus, in the third

century after Christ. He was the first to

show that there was no difference between

Ethics and ^Esthetics. He found in the

I'oi'c, the universal principle of beauty,

and he traced in our capacity to give form

to matter embodying some idea, a spark
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of the divine creative force. A new
spirit was thus infused into art through

the Romans, who without attempting

to improve Greek works, which were

already perfect, paved the way to a clearer

understanding of the ideal and philoso-

phical tendency of art. As the Romans
undertook everything practically and worldly,

the Greek spirit had leisure to devote

itself entirely to the abstract and theoretical

in sciences and arts. The division of labour,

the separations of Church and State, of religion

and art, of theory and practice, were thus

inaugurated : and though history teaches us

that they have not yet been altogether

completed, they were unconsciously com-
menced by the Romans two thousand
years ago, and worked themselves out in our

own times. Any movement in any country

^hioh may attempt to oppose the freeing of

•art from all secondary elements is an anachron-

ism that has no hope of future success, as it

"tries merely to galvanise, by artificial means,

a mummy that can never be restored to life.

A similar attempt was made by the Romans,
who sought to revive, though in better forms,

the Assyrian and Persian stone-records in

their reliefs on columns, like those of Trajan

and Marcus Aurelius (see Fig. 1, Dec. 12).

These faithful accounts of battles and con-

•quests, like the Assyrian slabs, which repre-

sent hunts and receptions, dinner-parties and
stormings of castles, were out of date. The
•statues of emperors in richly ornamented
armour, like that of Antoninus Pius (see Fig.

'2, Deo. 12), or the equestrian statue of Marcus
Aurelius (see Fig. 4, Dee. 12), were conceived

in a spirit of slavish admiration for a despot,

and exhibit the same mistakes as the Assyrian
compositions. A rough naturalism, rope-like

sinews, thickset limbs, and projecting muscles
characterise these Roman sculptures. Under
Hadrian, a tendency to do justice to the laws

of beauty is perceptible. Antinoiis was sculp-

tured, and idealised in various forms—now
cast in all the beauty of youth, now trans-

formed into a powerful hero or raised to a

smilingly benevolent divinity, as in Fig. 3

.{Dec. 12), where he is represented as Aristajus,

a rural god. We recognise this statue as an
Antinoiis by the low forehead, the melancholy
.dreamy eyes, the full lips, and the broad and
powerful chest. The statue of .lulia Soiimias,

•the mother of Elagabalus, as Venus leaving

her bath and arranging her hair, is, in spite of

the taint of sensualism, expressed in the

sharply interrupted lines, full of Greek ideal

grace. A crou(^hing dolphin at her feet

carries a small genius, pointing, with a long-

ing look, to the beauty above him. The
tresses were so worked that they could be
removed, a useless technicality, proving how
much more the Roman mind was occupied

with artificial than with artistic aims. The
statue was found near Pra;neste, and is now
-one of the gems of late Roman sculpture in

the Vatican. With the orb in his left and the

cross raised in his right hand, Constantino is

represented in a spiritless and vulgar position,

(see Fig. 6, Deo. 12), and with expressionless

features. This statue was found at Barletta,

in Apulia. Sculpture gradually lost itself

entirely in a prosaic mimicry of nature. The
old world had to pass away, for the wave-line

of reaction had long set in. Theological

•controversies disturbed the minds of the

thinkers, fanatical conquests were made in the

name of Christ by Emperors, and the so-called

Teuton barbarians knocked loudly at the gtites

of history, demanding a share in the world's

destinies. Under such circumstances, art

could not flourish. The reliefs, also, sink

ly degrees below the average ; as an c.x

ample of this decay, we have those of

the Triumphal Arch of Septimius Severus

•(see Fig. 7, Dec. 12). The scenes arc from
the war against the Parthians. The compo-
sition is without any artistic arrangement.
The double line strongly reminds \is of the

Assyrian slabs. Perspective also is sinned

against. In the upper row we have the walls

of a town, probably Ktesiphon, taken by
Septimius Severus, surrounded by water.

Roman cohorts are seen approaching the

walls, all in one flat line. In the lower row
are the inhabitants, who, in ill-arranged

groups, are humbly advancing to meet the

Roman commander. The leader in the upper
row, who is surrounded by standards and
banners, is probably the Emperor himself.

Whilst sculpture sank lower and lower, we
find that Roman art confined itself by degrees

exclusively to ornamental sarkophagi, which
came into general use in the second century

after Christ. The representations on these

monuments are taked from Greek myths or

from heroic tales. As the subjects were Greek,

their treatment was, in consequence, more or

less Hellenic. The Rape of Proserpine was
very often chosen, symbolically representing

the unwilling departure of the soul from the

body. The scene which we give (see Fig. 8,

Dec. 12) from a sarkophagus now at Florence

shows us Pluto, assisted by Minerva, lifting

the terrified and fainting maiden into his

chariot ; a winged cupid acts as link-boy,

holding a torch ; Hermes himself leads the

fiery horses, and drives over a local divinity,

who, from the cornucopia, appears to be the

Goddess of Plenty. At the side of Minerva is

an altar, a basket lies on the ground, and the

astonished bystanders complete the group.

The God of Riches carries away Beauty ; life

flies, to revive in another world. The com-
position is good ; the execution, however,

mediocre. Classic sentiments vivified the

sculptures of the Romans on their sarkophagi

for a short time, but art accompanies the

social and political condition of a State as

it rises or falls. When, therefore, all the

ties of society are severed, when a new period

of spiritual development sets in, when the

past breaks down to make room for a present

entirely different from itself, art, as the truest

reflection of the highest and purest intel-

lectual forces in a nation, apparently dies

out, but only to be revived with renewed
powers. The threads of progress are invisibly

woven by secret elements. Matter was over-

come, and spirit began to exercise its proper

influence. All our intellectual functions were

by degrees brought into play, and science,

art, and humanity became the holy triad,

uniting our creative forces in the harmo-

nious e9"ort to develop a higher life of general

progress. This new period was inaugurated

by Christianity, and its results still work in

ail nations and xmder all zones.

G. G. Zeeffi.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

AT the usual fortnightly meeting of this Asso-

ciation on Friday evening last, the President,

Mr. E. J. TarvBr, in the chair, the following gentle-

men were elected members, viz., Messrs. W. P.

Milligan, R. P. Day, 0. Vigors, R. Lock, H. W.
Stock, E. J. Bisshopp, J. E. Hosford, H. Athill,

W. Stokes, G. W. Hamilton, C. E. Dyer, and C. H.

Lohr.
Mr Edmusd B. Ferret then read a long and

interesting paper, entitled

A FEW NOTES ON OLD S. PAUL'S.

After a few introductory remarks, Mr. Ferrey

said that Dugdalo's monograph was undoubtedly

the best authority for the history of the fabric of

Old S. PjuI's, and excepting Stowe, ho was not

awaro of any other source where further informa-

tion respecting tho church could bo found. Re-

ferring to the largo drawings exhibited, and which

had been made principally from Hollar's plates,

Mr. Forroy said they differed in many particulars

from tho latter. It was an invidious task to pull

to pieces tho handwork of a man who had done so

much by his spirited etchings to make us ac-

quainted with tho ancient buildings of Groat

Britain, for without his aid, tho present genera-

tion would have had little knowledge of tho

appearance nf Old S. Paul'.s. No wilful careless-

ness could be attributed to him merely boeanse

bis platos were often crude, and obviously

inaccurate. As had been well said by the Satnr-

dai/ Revieir, " tho artists of Hollar's days woro

unable and unwilling to master or reproduce tha
details of Mediaeval architecture, and consequently,

his p ates, judcred by the modern standard, were
audacious examples of pictorial inaccuracy. Still,

they are particular enough to give his cluo to the
arehitect who should set to work to recreate Old
S. Paul's by modern lights." The discrepancies

in Hollar's plates were numerous and puzzling,

though not more so, perhaps, than in tho other
contemporary roprosontations. In Mr. Longman's
book on Old S. Paul's, there was a list of the
loading errors in Hollar's plates. Mr. Ferray
said he had been careful, in his restoration on
paper of the pledge, to take a mean between two
extremes of discrepancy— .an avoriige, in fact. S
Paul's was a secular, and not a monastic, founda.-

tion. The first church dedicatod to S. Paul, in

London, was built in tho time of Bishop Mollitas,

A.D. G03, by Ethelbort, King of Kent. During the

reiijn of William tho Conqueror, this building was
entirely destroyed by fire. An able writer in the

Saturduy Review thought there was no ovidence
that the church thus annihilated was the original

Saxon structure ; in fact, ho declared it next to

impossible that it could have survived five cen-

turies in such troublous times through number-
less perils of fire and tumult. However, whether
there was this continuity or not, measures wera
taken to erect a new cathedral on the ashes of the

ancient one, and Bishop Maurice, in the year

1083, began, in the words of Dugdalo, " tho fouu

dations of a most magnificent pile, namely, all tha

body of tho church, with the north and south
cross aisles. So stately and beautiful was it, that

it was worthily numbered among the most famous
buildings, tho vaults or undercroft being of such
extent, and the upper structure so large, that it

was sufHciont to contain a large number of people."

Deau Milman, in his ' Annals of S. Paul's," says

that it ' doubtless resembled the contemporary
churches built on tho Continent by the Conqueror

or in his days—the Abbayo aux Hommes and the

Abbaye aux Dames at Caen, and others of that

stylo. The original design seems to have con-

templated tho nave and parallel aisles, shallow

transepts, and a still shallower apse in the old

basilican form of the presbytery, with no choir,

or at least, one of no depth, and of insignificant

dimensions.'' By *' insignificant," as applied to

tho ehoir, tho Dean probably meant insignificant

constructively, tho choir having probably beoa

under the crossing (there was then no central

tower), as customary in Xorm.an churches. Tha
succeeding proLate to Bishop Maurice, Richard da

Beimels, zealously continued tho work to such an
extent that he bostowod the whole revenue of tha

bishopric upon it, supporting himself and his

family by other means. Dugdalo was not very

explicit as to the progress of tho work under this

prelate beyond saying " He finished tho walls."

After this, wo got no information as to the history

of this " eminent structure," except that "it had

great hurt by a dreadful fire in 1135, the first

year of King Stephen's reign," It seems that

Richard, who was made Bishop of London in

1189, did a good deal to the Cathedral. Thero

was little further known about the progress of the

works till 1221, when Uugdalo remarks : "I now
return to the fabric, but principally tho east part,

the body of tho church with tha cross aisles

having boon perfected long before, and so like-

wise the choir, which it then had, as is evident

from tho undercroft whereon it stood." Nothing

was said as to tho size or dimensions of this choir

and central tower, which wore pulled down, but

whatever iheir good qualities might have been,

they had to undergo tho common fate at that date,

" not being thought beautiful enough." So, re-

solving to make a bettor, tho builders began their

improvements by constructing a steeple, which

was finished in 1221, and next proceeded with tha

choir, the latter being completed in 1240, Roger

Niger was then Bi.shop of London. About 1255,

the roof of tho old structure was made new, or

substantially repaired, it being then in a ruinous

condition. There is little doubt that originally

the nave had a fiat ceiling, like other Norman
churches, such as Peterborough and Waltham.

In 1256, the Cathodnal was enlarged by hoing

longthoned out the whole extent occupied by

S. Faith's Church, liy 1283 the main brunt of the

work was over. Diig'iale gave such a glowing

account of the fittings and furniture of tha

Cathedral about 1312, that it was to be regretted

that all these were gone for ever. Old S. Paul's

in those days must have presented a sati.'ifactory

contrast to tho cold and uncomfortable appearance

of Wren's Cathedral. At tho entrance to tha

choir of Old S. Paul's, stood, no doubt (though
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there vraa no specific mention of it), the sacred

Rood, -with its attendant figures, characteristic of,

and almost invariable in the middle ages, so that

after the spectator had passed tliat portion of the

church appropriately called by Mr. E. A. Free-

man, '• a place for wiping feet in, and leaving wet

umbrellas " (^this being a not UHCommon use made
of some Cathedral naves in modern times), his

thoughts were immediately directed and attracted

to the sacrifice commemorated on the High Altar

beyond. In a recent number of the Sacrisli/,

however, Mr. Somers Clarke, Jun., thought there

vtas evidence that the organ and rood might have

been combined in Medi.-eval times— a truly

happy combination, and ono that need not be de-

spaired of in the present ago. Then, of course,

there were the numerous chantry chapels and

elaborate tombs, that, in the words of Dean Jlil-

man, "the pride and glory of S. Paul's, and it

would seem the richest fountain of wealth, wa.-.

not, as might have been expected, the shrine of

the Great Apostle, but that of S. Erkenwald."

Few famous men before the Reformation reposed

under the pavements of tho Cathedral, and the

only Royal sepulchre, tliat of the two Saxon

Kings (Sebba and Ethelred) excepted, was that of

John of Gaunt. Hollar gives illustrations of all

tho celebrated monuments. Among the subsidiary

buildings immediately attached to the church

before its destruction by the great fire, was
S. Faith's Church, partially subterranean, and
actually forming tho substructure of the eastern-

most bays of the choir. It was probably com-

menced about the year ll!40, when that part of

the choir which was above it was built. As
it consisted of four aisles, the perspective effect of

the numerous piers and arches must have been

very varied and beautiful. S. Faith's was no

gloomy crypt, but rather a spacious, lofty, and
well-lighted undercroft, the heads of its traceried

windows being well above the ground. In 1332,

the Chapter House was built, the old Chapter

House being, as Dugdale says, then *' ruined and
deformed." The fir^t mention of the cloc/iier or

bell-tower, which stood at tho east end of the

churchyard, was in Henry I.'s reign, but it

appeared to have actually existed long before

this, althongh no date was given. It was crowned
by a large spire of timber covered with lead, and
possessed four immense bells. At the present

time at Chichester the ancient clochier still

existed, and had lately been brought into unwonted
prominence by having been destined for a water
company's reservoir. These detached towers

(there was formerly ono at Salisbury) must have
contributed much to the picturesque effect of the

churchyard, independent of tho great advantage

that if the bells were badly hung or ill-used, tho

fabric of the Cathedral adjoining remaiued quite

uninjured. Could not architects learn a lesson

here, and if they had tho fortune to build Cathe-

drals, be satisfied with a central lantern or dome,
and stow away the bells in a detached campanile':'

Mr. Ferrey said that it had lately actually been
proposed to build a detached companile, or

e/orlucr, in connection with Winchester Cathe-

dral, at the same time opening out the central

tower of the Cathedral to its original form of a

lantern. The celebrated Paul's Cross stood on
tho north side of the choir, towards the east end.

Old S. Paul's was anciently surrounded by a wall,

which had sis gate-houses. The Chamel was a

chapel standing on the north side of t'no church-
yard. The Chapel of Canon Walter Sheryngton
was begun in the reign of Henry VI„ and stood

near tho north door of the Cathedral. Pardon
Church, Laugh, was situated on the north side of

tho Cathedral. It consisted of a chapel, sur-

rounded by a large and handsome cloister. None
of these detached buildings, except tho Chapter
House and Paul's Cross existed in Dugdale's

time. In 14-1-t the spire of timber covered with

lead was struck by lightning, and much injured

by tho consequent fire. In tho reign of Edward
VI., tho odict of the Council appeared, which
commanded the destruction of images in churches,

&c. The spoliation of the immense treasures of

S. Paul's then took place. In 1.5G1, through the

negligence of a plumber (for plumbers wore time-

honoured offenders in this matter), tlie spire was
totally destroyed by fire, as well as the timber
roofs of the Cathedral. In l.")Ui! tho latter were
perfectly restored and covered with lead, the pitch

of the roofs being probably increased at the same
time. Nothing was done to replace the tower till

1(>20, when James I. set on foot tho restoration.

In 1C33 Inigo Jones built, at tlio expense of

Charles I., hia celebrated Italian portico; this

being intended as tho first instalment of an en-

tirely new church. In the reign of Charles II.,

Wren was consulted about the f.abric, the whole of

which was insecure, if notdangerous. His report

was by no means favourable. Those interested in

it will find a good portion in Dean Milman's
annals. In 1003 the repairs were commenced in

good earnest, and appear to have continued until

the Great Fire of London, which most effectually

put a stop to any further pi ogress in the under-

taking. Futile attempts were made to patch-up

and restore the Cathedral, the excessive heat of

the fire having calcined the stone and weakened
the walls. There was little doubt, however, that

at the present day, tho tact and experience of a

Sir Gilbert Scott would have saved the building,

although the proceeding would have been a most

expensive one. As many portions of the walls

had to bo blown-up by gunpowder, or knocked
down by a battering-ram, the walls themselves

could not have been so unsafe as was alleged.

Gothic architecture, however, being in the seven-

teenth century looked upon as a barbarous style,

no pains were taken to preserve the structure, and

little veneration was felt for the exquisite relics

of the best periods of the middle ages. It was

difficult not to bitterly regret the destruction of

this ancient Cathedral ; still, it was pretty clear

that if it had been patched-up, much of the

Medioi^val work would have been mutilated and

Italianised, and Wren's conception of the glorious

dome and its noble body that now delighted the

eyes of the dwellers in our city, would never have

seen the light. ''lulOfiS," Dugdale says, "they
fell to casing some of those large and massy pil-

lars which stood betwixt the middle isle and the

side isles. But before the third pillar was pro-

perly cased (so weak and unsound had the exces-

sive heat of tho fire left it), with the remaining

pillars and walls, which were miserably scaled

with the flames and shattered, that upon a further

search into them they were found to be altogether

incapable of any further repairs." The stone

originally employed was probably Caen, or some

oolite. Having concluded the historical portion

of his paper, Mr. Ferrey proceeded to point out

some of the most characteristic features of the old

Cathedral—the immense length, a nave of twelve

bays, a choir of twelve bays (unique as regards

English Cathedrals), with a singularly stately

transept of great projection and flanked by both

eastern and western aisles. The plan was pecu-

liarly symmetrical and unbroken, like Peter-

borough, Winchester, and Ely
;
yet this, though

pretty enough on paper, combined with the great

repetition of bay after bay, must, though it in-

volved great dignity, have been somewhat mono-

tonous. There must have been a want of those

little picturesque bits of perspective which was to

be caught in other Cathedrals of less formal plan.

The stately flight of steps which leads up to

Wren's Cathedral seemed (to all external appear-

ance) not to have had any existence at Old S

Paul's, there being only si.x steps up. But. at any

rate, the worshipper was spared a diving down

several steps, as happened now at Chester, Nor-

wich, and elsewhere. Though a costly thing, it

was an enormous advantage, in point of dignity,

to obtain flights of steps up to the principle en-

trances of our Cathedrals. We know by experience

how quickly the level of the ground outside a

church gradually rose in course of time. Though,

like Salisbury, the whole composition culminated

in a grand central tower and spire, there was not

that variety of outline produced by a double tran-

sept, &c., and the appearance of tho Chapter

House, its conical roof peering up above the mas-

sive walls surrounding it, must have been some-

what odd. This almost unique arrangement

(except at Bolvoir, according to Mr. Walcott) of

the Chapter House could scarcely have been very

successful. It must have been impossible to get a

good view of it, and the cloisters must have been

rendered gloomy by the shadow of tho lofty

Chapter House. In size, the cloisters at Old

S. Paul's were of but moderate dimensions,

compared with those of Gloucester, Wells, or

Westminster, the internal diameters of which,

roughly speaking, were 144ft., ir).5ft. and 147ft.

respectively. Being built at ono period thoy

did not possess that charming variety found

at Westminster, where the characteristics of

several styles were displayed. Hollar's view

gave a very good notion of the double-storied

cloister. 'The Chapter House was unusually

small, and stood over a substructure, not a crypt.

Another great characterisiic of Old S. Paul's

consisted in tho light bold flying buttresses .at

tho base of tho tower. This was something
lo'.'ked for in vain in our existing churches of

Mediaeval date, except in the shape of a corona-

at S. Nicholas, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Another
peculiarity was that there were no external door-
ways leading into the cloisters. The span of the
Nonnan nave (38ft.) exceeded that of any of our
existing cathedrals of the same date (except
Peterborough, 38ft.) No doubt thecentral tower,
with its long graceful windows, was treated as a
lantern internally. Although the east end was
square, the immense rose window with the seven
lights immediately under was rather a French
than an English feature, and there was somewhat
the same feeling in the long narrow tower
windows. Jlr. James Fergusson had thought that

Mr. Ferrey was wrong not to have pierced th©

spandrels between the circle and tho square.

There was a variation in Hollar's plates in this

respect ; the internal view showed the spandrel

unglnzed ; the external indicated it panelled. Mr.
Ferrey preferred the latter treatment, which,

artistically, was certainly the better. Surely

about the year 1255, when the Lady Chapel was
completed, the taste for walls of glass and irlare

of light (the fashion of the Perpendicular period)

did not exist. Mr. Fergusson, however, said that

in almost all other windows of similar character^

the spandrils were perforated, and pointed to the

remarkable resemblance between the south

transept rose window of Notre Dame, Paris, and
the eastern one of Old S. Paul's—both being

about coeval. There was great inconsistency be-

tween the dimensions, as given in page 17 of"

Dugdale's monograph and those of Hollar's

ground-plan. The length (690ft.) supplied by
the former was quite at variance with tlie latter,

and the other dimensions also seemed wide of the-

mark. In the "London Plates," Vol IV., of the

Society of Antiquaries, there was a view of Old'

S. Paul's, and in tho margin of the plates the

length was given at 720ft., and the breadth at

150ft. According to Murray's " Cathedrals" Ely
(oCOft.) exceeds any other cathedral on this side-

the Alps in point of length. The extreme length

of S. Peter's at Rome within the walls was 607ft.,

so that the extent of Old S. Paul's (taken by the-

smallest computation, Mr. Ferrey 's, which made
it 59Gft. clear length) was very great. The Lady
Chapel was in a rather uncommon position, not a

semi-detached building of a lower height than the

Cathedral, but under the main roof. A passage

in Stowe's History spoke of " a strong tower of

stone made for bell-towers either corner of this

west end of tho ancient building," but Mr. Ferrey

thought that surely if Western towers of decent

proportion existed we should find mention of them
in such a careful and exhaustive monograph as

that of Dugdale. In plan and elevation the west;

front which Mr. Ferrey had depicted was
entirely conjectural, but he could not help fancy-

ing that tho triplet window, with the circular one

over it, though clearly It.alian according to-

Hollar's representations, might have been inspired

by tho old original Norman treatment. Tho parish

church of S. Gregory, which adjoined the west

end of Old S. Paul's having been described, Mr.

Ferrey concluded a long and very interesting

paper by describing the spire and other features

of Old S. Paul's, and by briefly expatiating on tho

best type of cathedral arrangement for modem
requirements.

A discussion ensued, in which Messrs. F. P-

Johnson. G. H. Birch, S. F. Clarkson, and tho

Chairman took part, and the thanks of tho

association having been tendered to Mr. Ferrey

for his paper, the meeting terminated.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

THE ordinary meeting of this Institute took

place on Monday evening, nnder the pre-

sidency of Mr. Horace Jones, Vice-President,

when Mr. Thomas H. Myers, of Preston. Mr.

Robert Bertram Ogle of Penge, and Jlr. William

H. Powell, of Mocklenburgh-square, were elected

Associates.

After the preliminary business had been dis-

posed of, a marble bust of the late Sir Charles

Barry, by J. H. Foley, R.A., presented to tho-

Instituto'by Mr J. L. Walfe. tho mo^t intimate

friend of Sir Charles, was uncovor.id amidst th9

loud plaudits of the meeting, which was above

the average in point of numbers. Tho bust,

which is a replica of that portion of the statuo

erected to Sir Charles B.irry in tho Houses of

Parliament, was greatly .admired, both as a work

of high sculptural art," and as a most excellent
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likeness of the distinguished man -whose memory
it will serve to perpetuate in the Indtitute,

It was expected that the formal presentation of

the bust would have been made by Professor

Donaldson, but that gentleman being prevented
from attending by illnes3, the task was discharged
by Professor Kerr in a brief, graceful, and appro-

priate address. The learned professor remarked
that when ho first came to London, thirty years

ago, ho saw more prominent than anything else

connected with the profession a group of four

<ii9tinguished men who were the leaders of the

profession, and who had been, so to speak, the

idols of his life. Those men were Cockerell,

Donaldson, Tite, and Barry. Having paid a
Graceful tribute to the distinguishing character-

istics of each of the three first-named of the

above, Professor Kerr remarked with regard to

Sir Charles Barry that he was a supremely snc-

•cessful worker ; a man of few words, but a con-

3tant worker—a man who, beyond all others,

was manifestly destined to be the leading prac-

titioner of his generation. He might be said

to have had his pencil always in his hand, and
so hard-worked was he, and so much had he
to do, that he very frequently supplemented the

short hours of the day by labouring during the

long hours of the night ; and as if he had
not done enough during the reasonable limits

of daylight, he was informed that Sir Charles
would sit down at home, in silence and solitude,

when all Ihe household were in bed, and with the

most prosaic of all artistic apparatus(the drawing-
board and square) before him, would labour
Through the long hours of darkness, so as to be
able in the morning to deposit npon the deeks of

his assistants works of art that had astonished the
nation. He (Prof. Kerr) well remembered the
day when the flag of England first floated on the
glorious summit of the Victoria Tower. It floated

"half-mast high, on the occasion of the sudden
•<Jeath, during the previous night, of its distin-

guished architect ; but though half-mast high, it

was a signal of his triumph—that he who was
dead hatl completed his greatest work, and that
he who stepped from his chariot in full career
had conquered to the utmost. (Cheers.) He
•(Prof. Kerr) thought there was something pecu-
liarly appropriate in what they called sudden
death as the end of a man of his mark. It was
more appropriate, as it seemed to him, than to

linger through old age ; and when Sir Chai*les

Barry died suddenly, one could scarcely help re-

-flecting that if, as it was said, '* Those whom the

gods love die young," so, in the case of this illus-

trious man. those whom the gods admire die in

harness. Sir Charles Barry died, as he had lived,

in harness ; and if he might change the contem-
plation of the subject, he would ask them to

j)ennit him to quote the generous and cheerful
words of the Muse:—

" Life 1 We've been long together

;

Through pleasant and through cloudy weather,
'TiB hard to part when friends are dear;
Perhaps 'twill cause a sigh—a tear.

Then steal away
;
give me no warning ;

Choose thine own time

:

Say not Good night, but in a brighter clime
Bid me Good morning I"

The Rev. Canox Baert bore testimony to thd
close and unbroken friendship which existed

between his father and Mr. Wolfe. Having had
the task of preparing his father's life for the
press, he would say there were somo pages of

that life over which he lingered with certain

^ride, whilst others might have been traced with
regret and some touch of indignation ; but there
was no page over which he dwelt with so much
pleasure as that which commuoicated the kind
iippreciation and generous support, in evil report
and good report, which his father had the happi-
ness to receive from the Institute of British

Architects.

Mr. R. Prene Spiers then read an interesting

paper on the Chateau of Piorrefonds, which was
illustrated by excellent drawings and photographs
of that unique structure. The author stated that
the complete restoration of a feudal chateau of the
middle ages, with all its outworks, draw-bridges,
posterns, towers, curtain walls, and interior dis-

position, at a cost of five millions of francs

(£200,000), was a work of so unusual a character
that he had deemed an account of it worthy of the
attention of the Institute. The work of restora-

tion was commenced in 1859 by M. Viollet-lc'Duc,
by direction of the late Emperor ; its proximity to

Oompiegne, and the opportunities for sport, con-
firming his intention to reside there as a hunting
lodge. Having traced the history of the chateau
from the year 1390, when Louis, Duke of Orleans,

commenced to erect the magnificent structure
which has been restored by M. Viollet-le-Duc,
down to the year 161G, when the Marquis of

Cosuvre, Captain of Pierrefonds, having revolted
against the King, Louis XIIL, it was subjected to

a continuous tire of large cannon daring two
whole days, when one of the large towers of the
keep fell in, dragging down the adjoining curtain
walls, after which the garrison capitulated, and
the chateau was dismantled by the King's orders,

Mr. Spiers proceeded to describe the chateau as it

was supposed to have existed in the tenth century,

up to the time of its purchase by the First Napo-
leon for the sum of £108. The late Emperor had
contributed to the rebuilding largely from his civil

list, and moneys had also been granted from the

funds for the conservation of historical monu-
ments, so that, up to the commencement of the

late war, over £100,000 had been expended. The
chateau was designed at its outset to serve both
as a first-class fortress and as a manorial resi-

d(ince. The main block of buildings was situated

on a promontory some eight feet above the level

of the valley, the height of the promontory rising

sixty feet above this. All the details of the

castle were concisely narrated by Mr. Spiers, as

also the chief points in the works proceeding,

one of the most noticeable innovations being the

introduction in the now roofs of trusses, purlins,

rafters, and battens of iron for the support of

the slates, the arrangement of which wag of a

novel description, and giving great facilities for

repair. The slates are of a deep violet colour, and
come from the Ardennes. The decoration of the
interior is not yet completed in all the rooms, but
the principle is the same throughout, viz., a dado
in oak, carved and panelled, five feet high, which
runs round the apartment ; and above this the
wall is stencilled with various devices, a deep
frieze being carried round the upper parts of the
walls, with figures or ornamental decorations.

The chimney-pieces are in stone, carved, and
richly painted and gilt. The whole work has
been so far carried out by M. Viollet-le-Duc

;

and, although the progress was necessarily

stopped during the late war, there is now reason
to believe that it will be continued and com-
pleted.

A supplemental communication from Mr. West
was read by the Secretary, in which some inter-

esting particulars were given of the precautions
taken in the original fortress to secure the main
portions of it against disaffection on the part of

the mercenaries by whom it was garrisoned. Mr.
Bucknall also contributed some additional parti-

culars, and paid a tribute to the architectural

genius of M. Viollet-Ie-Duc.

After a brief discussion, in which Mr. "W*

Burgep, Professor Kerr, Mr. White, Mr. C. F.

Hayward (who took exception to the so-called

restorations of the present day, regarding them
ratheras rebuildings), and Mr, Blasbill look part,

the proceedings closed with a vote of thanks to

Mr. Spiers and Mr. West for their papers.

LEICESTER SQUARE.

THE piece of land now known as Leicester-
square once belonged to the Earls of Lei-

cester, who had a large mansion where Cranbourne-
stroet now stands. In 1772 a decree in Chancery
was obtained for partition of the square property
between the Tulk and Terry families, in whom it

was then vested. Under a commission of parti-

tion, issued in pursuance of the decree, the land
and hou?ea on the north side of the square were
allotted to the Terrys, and the land and houses
on the remaining three sides of the square were
allotted to the Tulks ; and in 1788 the Commis-
sioners made their certificate, by which they ap-
pointed that the lessees of the houses on the north
side of the square should pay to the proprietors
of the second lot the sums of money then paid by
them as square-rent during the continuance of

their leases for keeping up the garden, and that
the proprietors of the second lot should for ever
thereafter, at their proper costs and charges,
maintain the garJens and the railings round the
same in sufficient and proper repair as a square,
garden, or pleasure-ground, as the same then was.
The certificate of partition was confirmed by the de-

cree on further directions in 1789, and in 17iU
the partition was carried into effect by indentwros
of lease and release, by which the Tulks' lot was
conveyed to James Stuart Tulk and other parties.

The release recited the decree of 1787, the certi-

ficate of partition at length, and the decree of

1789 and that the parties were desirous of carrying I

out the latter decree, but did not contain any
covenant on the part of the owners of the Tulks*
lot to keep up the square-garden. The right of the

owners of property on the north side of the
square to have the garden reserved as an open
and ornamental ground was affirmed by Lord
Langdale and Lord Chancellor Cottenham in 1848,

in a suit of " Tulk v. Moxhay." There was sub-
sequently a lawsuit with the proprietors of the
Great Globe, in Leicester-square, after the re-

moval of which the garden was allowed to fall

into its present melancholy condition. The Me-
tropolitan Board of Works tried to take charge of

it in 1867, but their right to do so was success-

fully resisted by Mr. Tulk. The suit recently
tried was occasioned by the erection in January
last of the hoarding of about twelve feet high
which now surrounds the garden, and is used for

advertising purposes, so as to be, as the bill

alleged, a nuisance to the plaintiff, independently
of his alleged legal right to have the hoarding re.

moved. TheMasterof the Rolls said he bad no doubt
as to the decree he ought to make. The mean-
ing of the parties who in 1787 asked the Court to

effect a partition for them was that the square-
garden should for ever afterwards bo kept up in

the same manner as it then was, and accordingly
the square-garden was allotted to the Tulk family
with a stipulation that the Tulk family should
receive the square-rents as long as theleaseslasted

towards keeping up the square, and upon ex-
piration of the leases should for ever afterwards
keep up the garden in the same manner as it then
was. That certificate was confirmed by the Court,
and the Tulk family had had the benefit of it, for

they got more land by it than they would have
done but for the restriction, which was, in the eye
of the court, a trust imposed on the Tulk family
and all claiming through them with notice. As
for the conveyance of 1701, it merely vested the
legal estate m the different allottees. It was im-
material that there was no covenant in it to the

off'ect of the clause in the certificate, for the deed
recited the certificate and decree of 1789, and that

it was executed in obedience to that decree, so

that it could not have been intended to vary the
stipulations of the certificate. As to the the ob-

jection that the plaintiff had not made out his title

he had shown a good prhva facie title, sufficient

to support his case until impeached by the defend-
ant. The result was that the plaintiff was en-

titled to a decree restraining the defendant from
erecting or permitting to remain erected the pre-

sent or any other hoarding round the square
garden, or any o> her fence or erection round or

upon the same, other than an iron railing such as

existed there iu and prior to 1788.

SUBMARINE RAILWAY BETW^EEN FRANCE
AND ENGLAND.

THE discussion on Mr. Prestwich's paper, " On
the Geology of the British Channel,'' in

reference to the tunnel schemes, was resunaed at

the Institute of Civil Engineers on Tuesday. The
cenoral expression of opinion did not appear to

bo enthusiastic as to geological encouragements.

The London clay beds, involving a distance of a
hundred milos frem shore to shore, along a curved
line, which in itself would be a serious engineer-

ing difHculty, mot with no favoar. The Kimmor-
idge clay, with the possibility of its uncomfortable
union with the Would clay, was not looked upon
as much more hopeful ; whilst the depth

—

probably a thousand feet or more—of the Palaeo-

zoic rocks, iu which the author of the paper con-

sidered there was the best prospect, involved a

ten-miles descent in the land ou either side of the

Channel to and from the tunnel. It was pointed

out also in the engineering aspect of the subject,

that the ventilation of a tunnel under the Straits

of Dover would probably cost £40,000 a year for

ventilation alone, and that, taking the cost of the

tunnolat£10,0U0,O00, it would require a gross traffic

of 1,200,000 a year ta make it pay commercially,

or £824 por mile per week. The largest known
traffic—that ou the Metropolitan Railway

—

realises £1,000 per mile ; so that the traffic

betv.'een Dover and Calais must be as busy as

that of London itself to make any tunnel answer

;

or, compared with another most prosperous rail-

way, the traffic under the sea must be five times

that of the Lancashire and Yorkshire, eight and a

half times that of the London and North-

western, and thirteen times that of the Great
Western, before any suitable dividend could be

paid. As far as the geological question was con-

cerned, tho grey chalk appeared to be the

favourite stratum.
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OUR CHRISTMAS NUMBER-

Next week wo ehall issue a Christmas double

number of the Building News ; and wliea it is

in the hands of our readers wo think they will

pronounce it the cheapest and most unique num-

ber of any periodical ever published in this or

any other country. It will contain eighteen

pages of lithographic illustrations, all of which

will be above the average, both as regards design

and execution, of the usual engravings which

appear from week to week in our pages. The
price of the double number will bo eightpence.

OUR LITHOCRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS.

S. BARTHOLOMEW'S CHURCH, SYDESHAM.

We give an interior view of this edifice. The
short history of the church is peculiar ; it was

erected in 1831-1832, when the Gothic revival

was in its cradle. ** Rickman's Attempt,"

"Pugin's Examples," and a few other books were

being published side by side with works on
Grecian architecture, and this building, with a

fow others, were coming out of the ground with a

meagre growth ; in fact, the art of Jledijoval

design had not yet got out of its archajological

accidence, and really excellent churches were

not raised for some years after. The architect of

this church was Mr. Lewis Vulliamy—and, con-

sidering the lights of the day, he did his work
very well—and the church continued to be used

up to tho year 1850 without alteration, though,

for some time previous to this, its cardboard-like

construction, and the absence of any chancel, had
offended the eyes of the late vicar, Mr. English,

and several others, and a resolute determination

was como to that a chancel should be added, and
that the nave and aisles should be remodelled.

Sufficient money was then raised to construct

the chancel, and it was erected in lSu7, from the

designs of Mr. Edwin Nash ; but tho funds

could not bo raised for further operations, and so

the matter rested until 1872, when the present

vicar, the Hon. and Rev. Augustus Logge, stirred

the subject again, and the whole of the interior,

embracing new columns and arcades, and clere-

story, and new roofs, are now in process of

erection, from Mr. Nash's designs. An enlarge-

ment, by the addition of a second north aisle, has
been aimed at ; but the funds do not suffice for

that, nor for such a remodelling of the exterior

as tho architect desires. The style is of the

fifteenth-century type. The carving will be by
Mr. Jaquet. I'he contractor is Mr. Deards.

SHOP IN BOAR LANE, LEEDS.

This illustration represents one of tho new
shops in the reconstruction of Boar-lane, in

Leeds. The widening of this street has caused a
considerable advance in the value of property
having frontages to the new street, and as much
as £G0 per yard has been paid for a corner site.

The purchaser of this site having felt the im.
portanco of utilising every inch of land, insisted

upon his architect not covering more than sis

inches with his outer walls ; this instruction

naturally led the architect to consider how
tho building could be treated so as to comply
with tho instructions and at the same time to

pi'esent an attractive appearance, and our illustra-

tion will best explain the means adopted. The
front is divided into bays by means of cast-iron

story-posts six inches square, bolted together
with L angle-irons bolted to them at each floor-

level to receive the floor-joists, which are again
bolted and secured to the L-iron by means of

angle-irons, and tho bays are filled in with wood
fr.aming, the details being carefully arranged so

as to mako the whole perfectly water and air-

tight. The whole of the windows are filled in

with plate-glass, nnd the tracery-heads with
stained glass, studded with bullions. Where
much light and window space are required for the

purpose of showing goods, this is an excellent

method of construction. In order to relieve the

front, and to give light and shade, tho balcony is

thrown out, and supported by ornamental cast-

iron brackets resting upon, and bolted to, the

story posts. The construction is inexpensive

;

and this building affords a good illustration of

tho means of applying iron in the erection of

buildings to meet tho requirements of the present

day. Jlr. Thomas Ambler, of Leeds, is the

architect.

MEMORIAL TO CHARLES KNIGHT, WINDSOR.

There is no need here to write of the life of

Charles Knight; that was fully done in the Times

the very morning after his death, and every

newspaper echoed the praises of him by whose
labours so much sound and useful literature had
been placed within the reach of all. We have
merely to state that this gateway, the only

memorial as yet erected, has been raised by one oi

his family. It is not a Lych gate, as stated in the

Times of Nov. 28, for tho burial-ground is almost

disused ; but the object has been to substitute for

the old high close wooden gates, something which

will afford a glimpse into the resting-place of

many a former inhabitant of Windsor. The
gates are of wrought-iron, by Le aver, of Maiden-

head. Tho shields bear the Windsor arms and
the circle at the head bears the device (a hand

pouring oil into a lamp, which rests on books)

that appeared on the covers of many of Mr.

Knight's works. Tho stone caps of the piers are

carved with hands bearing wreaths of immo rtelles.

under which spring some fresh flowers, as it were

from seed buried in the earth. The whole is

protected by a tiled roof crested with a tile ridge

and cross, by Cooper, of Maidenhead. The work

generally has been carried out by Harry G ray, of

Windsor, from tho design of E. J. Tarver, archi-

tect. The church and castle in the back-

ground are introduced to denoto the locality; in

point of fact they would be more to the right.

Cljarles Knight was born on the 15th March, 1791,

and died on the 0th March, 1873.

BARBON VICARAGE.

The accompanying drawing represents the S.E.

view of Vicarage residence recently built at Bar-

bon, near Kirkby Lonsdale, on one of the most
beautiful sites in the picturesque valley of the

Lune. It is built of light brown grit stone, with

light Freestone dressings, and bands and relieving

arches of red Penrith stone. Tho accommodation

comprises drawing-room, dining-rooms, and

library, kitchens and scullery, larders, .and dairy

cellar, six bedrooms, w.c, and bath-room, and the

customary outbuilding-'. The cost, complete, has

been a little under £1,000. The architects are

Messr. Brade and Smales, of Kendal. The con-

tractors, Messrs. Atkinson, Smith, and Moor-

house, of Kirkby Lonsdale.

TRANSEPT OF PETERBOROUGH CATHEDRAL.

One of our lithographic illustrations represents

tho Transept of Peterborough Cathedral, and is

taken from Viollet-le-Duc's " Entretiens sur

Architecture." Built in the middle of the twelfth

century, the Transept of Peterborough Cathedral,

says M. Viollet-lo-Duc, expresses perfectly the

Norman Style, as it was at its fullest develop-

ment, and combines its most favourable effects.

FREEMASONRY.*

THE mystery with which zealous Freemasons
love to enshroud the objects of thoir " order

"

finds its counterpart in the haze which envelopes

its origin. We imagine few Freemasons wish to

be supposed in earnest, nowadays, when they
talk of Abraham and the Patriarchs as Past Grand
Masters of tho Order, or insinuate that a universal

language and the transmutation of metals are among
its secrets. The Society, liko most others of any
age—Christianity itself not excepted—h-as its

legends, and contempt for, or at the best amuse-
ment at, these need not hinder an acknowledg-
ment of tho good r'one by, or existing in the

Order itself. Its name is, undoubtedly, a mis-

• "The Hif-tory of Freemaaonry." By J. G. FindkT..
Second Bevised bditioQ. LiOndoa: Bro. Geo. EeuQiDf.

nomer, yet not more so than those of other
benevolent societies, the Oddfellows and Foresters
to-wit, scarcely so much so as the titles of some of

the City companies, whose venerable charters en-
able them to endow a man with a new trad^
without any training, or abandoning of his former
craft. Its rapid growth during the past IGO years
has been due, doubtless, in a large degree, to tho
absence of any social tie by which men of educa-
tion, and of different parties, faiths, and nations
could unite themselves in fiiendship, or tho
pursuit of real or imaginary benefits. Its system,,
moreover, is so far elastic that while a perfect
equality of its adherents is theoretically pro-
claimed, they have the power practically of

uniting in lodges, all the member? of which are

of their own Order, and the subscriptions and'

usages ot the lodge suitable to their social posi-

tion. In the present day, too many publicans
seem to be Freemasons, and too much bent on
making capital out of Freemasonry. In foreign

countries the brotherhood has, doubtless, assumed
mors of the character of a secret Society than in

Engand, and on that account, has incurred the

anathemas periodically fulminated against it by
the Bishop of Rome. Its exact position here now
is that of a high-class Friendly Society— all tho
worse, in our opinion, like all other societies of

whatever nature, for the exclusion of women,
and a little more attractive to some minds from
its claimed descent from tho Medifeval Societies of

Stone Masons, and its rather strained adaptation

of their trade emblems.

The author of the volume under notice very
wisely surrenders all pretensions to anything
like an ascertained continuity of existence from
ancient times. The object of the Society is, accord-

ing to him, not only to inform the minds of his

members by instructing them in the sciences .and

useful arts, but to better their hearts by enforcing

the precepts of morality, and to unite men of

every nation, every religion, am! every condition

of life for good purposes. Its position, both with
regard to religion and the State, is entirely a

neutral one, and the hostile attitude of the Church:
towards it is ascribed to misrepresentation and.

ignorance. The unit of the organisation of the

order is the Lodge, at tlio head of which is a board
of officers under whose direction take place all

initiations and promotions. All lodges under
the direction of a grand lodge form a league, and
moat of the grand lodges are in communication-
with each other. The constitutions of the various

lodges are mostly democratic, but in some grand
lodges a more hierarchical form of government
is adopted " little suited to tho dignity of free-

men." The idea of Freemasonry is ' as old as

human civilisation," and the author indulges in

speculations on tho probability of some of its

rules and symbols having been adopted by the

Roman and Mediawal building corporations^

The oldest history of Freemasonry of any stand-

ing is Anderson's " Book of Constitutions." He
commences his work with a history of the

Fraternity borrowed from an ancient " Book of

Constitutions," which is nothing more than a his-

tory of architecture. It bsgins with Adam, who,

most probably, it is thought, instructed his sons

^n geometry, and continues the review of tho de-

velopment of architecture down to the seventeenth,

and eighteenth centuries. Another masonic

author, the Rev. George Oliver, in his " Antiqui-

ties of Freemasonry," published in 182.3, gravely

claims Paradise itself as the birthplace of the

Order, Moses as a Grand Master, Joshua for his

Deputy, and Aholiab and Bolazeel as Grand
Wardens! Other writers ascribe its origin

variously to tho followers of Pythagoras, the

Essenes, the Early Christians, the Druids, the

Crusaders, and tho inhabitants of the buried city

of Herculaneum. According to tho " Legend of

the Craft," published in the Gentleman's

Magazine, Nimrod, the King of Babylon, was a

Freemason, and its secrets were taught to the too

numerous progeny of the Egyptians by
" Kwclyde," a " worthy scoUer " and pupil of the

patriarch Abraham.
Mr. Findel's real work is, of coure, the history

of Freemasonry since its transformation into a,

universal brotherhood, or union of unions, in

1717, and this he has performed with a careful

exactness which must entitle him to the gratitude

of Freemasons throughout the world. He suc-

cessively traces the rise of the fraternity in the

different countries of Europe and the New World,

and adds a short history of tho literature of the

Craft, together with a list of the lodge-s, in on

appendix containing some interesting audcuiious

information.
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THE DUTIES OF GUARDIANS IN RELATION
TO THE PUBLIC HEALTH ACT.

AT the t'oird annual Poor Law Conference,

beld in the rooms of the Social Science

Association on Tuesday, a papor was read by Sir

Baldwin Leighton, on '• The Duties of Guardians

in relation to the Public Health Act of last year."

His suggestions arose from his personal expe-

rience as chairman of the rural sanitary authority

of Atcham Union. His paper came under these

heads :—Drains, water supply, structures, infec-

tions, existence of aggravated nuisances injurious

to health, and general practical suggestions. It

was very questionable how far a sanitary authority

should recommend closed drains for detached

cottages, and his own opinion was against them.

The proper application of all house refuse was to

80i! or ashpit, and the sooner it got there without

going through a drain the better. If they put it

into a drain that only bottled-up the enemy

against future evil. As to making closed drains

for carrying off all refuse without high-pressure

water-service, it seemed to him unadvisable and

dangerous, and there was always some risk of any

closed drain becoming a filthy sewer. The drain

should never hold stagnant water or refuse, but

should be open. In the cases of blocks of cot-

tages on the roadside not supplied with gardens,

ho should recommend an open gutter well, flushed

from a pump. As to water supply, it was a dif-

ficultquestion in rural districts, and one requiring

caution and knowledge. Sometimes, especially

in detached cottages, the expense of sinking

wells and pumps might be too great to advise.

Something had been done in Berkshire by storing

the water in cemented tanks, and filtering it. It

would be impossible, except_ in very aggravated

cases, for the sanitai-y authority to sink pits in a

village, and charge it on the rates. The expense

of the legal machinery alone would probably

amount to 50 or 100 per cent. The necessity of

water, however, in a sanitary point of view, could

not be too much impressed upon all ; and it was

possible, in the event of illness or epidemic, that

the want of water, and the consequent want of

cleanliness, might be a calamity. At the same

time, those who urged sudden measures were not

aware of all the conditions and circumstances of a

rural population. He advocated permissive mea-

sures. With respect to structures, they were

frequently, either for want of space or from dilapi-

dation, unfit for Imman habitation. The Sanitary

Committees had no power to close any house,

much less to touch a single brick in it. They

could only apply to the Court of Petty Sessions of

that Hundred to close it, or to put a penalty on

the non-execution of repairs. He said the^ fol-

lowing suggestions should influence the sanitary

authority in making application on taking this

legal step:—Firstly, Was the building capable of

being made fit for human habitation 7 There

were cases of squatters' huts standing in their

own grounds, with uo garden or surrounding,

which were manifestly incapable of improve,

ment. Secondly, Were young children being

brought up in them, or were they merely inha-

bited by aged persons, who had become accus-

tomed and almost attached to that tenement?

The first case was obviously far more urgent than

the last, and there were instances where the tene-

ment should be loft during the occupancy of pro-

sent tenants, on an understanding that they were

to be pulled down afterwards. Thirdly, Was the

occupation a nuisance to the neighbourhood, or

was there fear of an epidemic f.astening on such

habitation ? If so, action should be taken by the

sanitary authority. In all those cases of the

necessity for drainage, or water supply, or habita-

tions unfit for human habitation, it was most de-

sirable, before any steps were taken, that the

chairman, or some capable member of the Sani-

tary Committee, should visit personally the

locality. It was, in his experience, impossible to

form a good council without doing so. Then, as

to infection, or epidemic, it was desirable that the

Sanitary Committee should take immediate and

energetic action to prevent the spread of it, aad in

such cases the removal of nuisances which might

in ordinary times be easily overlooked, should

be peremptorily enforced with all the powers of

the Act. Where there was a stagnant pool or

ditch close to habitations, the Sanitary Committee

should take immediate stops to remove it. Harsh

measures should not be employed where persua.

eion would <lo. The Act appe.arod to hini to be

a good and practical one, but too compendious to

be understood by the ordinary guardian, who had

not time to study it. It might be amended by

giving power to the Local Government Board to

charge improvements on the smallest possible

area, viz., the houses benefitted by the improve-

ment, as private improvements now are in

boroughs.

A long discussion arose, which narrowed itself

to the question of whether earth-closets were

desirable and practicable for use in rural and
suburban districts.

The Chairman, in summing up the discussion,

said he did not think Boards of Guardians realised

the powers imposed upon them by the Act of last

year. It had made them the authority in all

cases where other bodies had exercised authority.

There had been a conflict of opinion in the dis-

cussion as to the advisability of adopting Moule's

oarth-closets, or closets which wont under that

name. There was no part of the Act which

met the case of an owner of property being com-

pellable to make and keep a proper drain com
munioating with the sewer, and he thought that

in sparsely populated districts sanitary authori-

ties ought to have the power of compelling every

owner to remove the refuse from his house. They
could only act where the refuse became a nuisance.

Drainage was useless without there there was an

ample water supply. It appeared to him that the

Local Government Board ought to assist the coun-

try unions as to the course to be adopted, whether

the system of earth-closets, or water-tight cess-

pools, or what form they might advise them, to

prevent the accumulation of nuisances in private

houses. The qxiestion resolved itself for rural

districts into a question of personal expense, for

getting rid of the filth and having a supply of

water. There was a system of scavenging in

Paris and Antwerp by having water-tight cess-

pools, which were cleared out by a force-pump.

I

STREET IMPROVEMENTS IN
BIRMINGHAM.
with the formation ofN connection with the formation of a new

street from Temple-street to Stephenson-

place, Birmingham, several new buildings are

approaching completion. The signs and plans

were furnished by Mr. Thompson Plevins, archi-

tect, Waterloo-street, Birmingham. For the pur-

pose of obtaining a greater amount of light, the

superstructure is supported, not on walls, but on

iron pillars. The block adjoining the Midland

Bank is to bo an hotel. The frontage to New
Street is 49 feet, and the height 100 feet, in six

stories above the ground level. It is separated

from the other and larger block by a passage,

called the North-Western Passage, to which it

has a frontage of 154 feet, and to the new street,

opposite the station, where the principal entrance

is placed, a frontage of 80 feet. Tho hotel con-

tains altogether 150 rooms. The larger block of

buildings from the hotel to Lower Temple-street

has a frontage to New-street of 150 feet, and to

North-Western-passage and Lower Temple-street

of 75 feet. The elevation has an imposing ap-

pearance, the ends rising to a height of 100 feet,

and being surmounted by a high-pitched roof,

with parapet over the fourth-floor windows. The

central part is about 80 feet in length. On the first

floor there is a line of warehouses or shops over

the ground-floor shops, which are now occupied.

Along the entire frontage to New-street there are

two basements ; .and one basement along the pro-

posed street and new passage. The elevation of

the building is in iron, stone, and white brick,

with a little terra-cotta. Another range of build-

infs of the same class is also about to be erected

by^Mr. Horton at the opposite corner of Lower

Temple-street. The site has a frontage to New-

street of 30 feet, and extends to the pit entrance

of the Theatre Royal, in Lower Temple-street.

This block will be six stories high, and will have

shops on the ground floor, with warehouses and

ofiices above, approached by a staircase from

Lower Tomplo-street and New-street.

church walls—whether plaster or no plaster

—

decoration or no decoration—when decoration is

to be, and how to be applied. The treasurer's

report shows a balance in hand of £115. Ss.fid.

The commHtee and other officers of the society-

were re-elected for the ensuing year, with the

thanks of tho Society to them for their services,

in the year past.

Edinburgh ARcniTECTiiu.s.L Association.—
The usual fortnightly meeting of this Association

was held on Wednesday week—the President,

Mr. John Bryce, in the chair. Mr. John D.

Marshall read a paper on tho Beautiful in rela-

tion to LinearComposition, in the course of which

he showed that it was the same perception of

certain laws of harmony that had guided artists

in all agos, the di£feronce of style being in

fluencedby the stage of development of the art,,

by climate, and the purpose of the structure. Mr.

J. W. Small then read a paper on a visit to

Blairgowrie and district, in which he described

the remains of Glasscluno Castle, an erection of

the fourteenth century, which had received

additions during the sixteenth century, as was-

not uncommon in our Scottish castles. He
then described the old church of Alyth, which,

with its semi-circular arcade, might from a

distance be taken for Norman, but which, ou

closer examination, proved to be of the fifteenth

century ; as also the remains of the Abbey

of Coupar-Angus, once a wealthy Cistercian

abbey, but which was nearly all swept away

by a furious mob from Perth during the Re-

formation. The paper was illustrated by a

number of well-executed sketches.

Liverpool Architectural and Archjeolo-

GiCAL Society.—A meeting of this Society was

held on Wednesday week. Jlr. T. D. Barry pre-

sided, and in some remarks stated that one of

their members (Mr. Heft'er) had obtained the

prize in tho competition for the best design for

the Hastings Aquarium. Mr. W. Parslow, the

secretary, observed that it had been suggested to

him that a public aquarium would be a great

acquisition to Liverpool. No doubt many material

contributions would be made by captains visiting-

the port if one were established. He thought

the contributions promised by several gentlemen

for the erection of an art-gallery, before the

Mayor undertook that work, might very well be

appropriated to the erection of an aquarium. Dr.

Heywood concurred with the suggestion. He
thought, however, there was suflicient money and

public spirit in the town to accomplish the object

without robbing the art-gallery. Mr. J. Smith,

afterwards described his invention of an inverted

ventilating syphon, and a discussion followed.

ARCHITECTDRAL AND ARCH-SIOLOQICAL
societies.

Architectural Societv of the Archdea-

conry OF Northami'ton.—Tho Report of this

Society for the past year was presented at the

annual meeting on the 8th inst. The members

are congratulated on the progress of Church

restoration in the Archdeaconry. A tribute of

respect is paid to the memory of two deceased

members—Mr. Seater and Mr. Buckeridge, and

attention is invited to the consideration of one of

the most vexed questions in Church restoration,

viz., tho treatment of tho interior surfaces of

SCHOOLS OF ART.

Taunton School or Science and Art.—The
free exhibition of works of pupils opened on

Saturday and closed on Monday night. During

last year 131 students attended. Mr. J. H. B.

Pinchard is hon. sec, in succession to tho late

Mr. W. A. Jones, M. A. At the annual meeting

—Mr. A. Malot, president, in the chair—the Rev.

R. St. John Tyrwhitt (author of ' Christian Art

and Symbolism)," gave an address after distribut-

ing the prizes. He explained art in its br-anchos.

of fine, minor, aad utilitarian, the latter in-

cluding decoration, illustration, and Church

work. Having warned Students not to seek a

living by art unless specially called to it, owing to

the choked state of the profession, he advocated
' craft " teaching in schools as an alternative for

other recreation
;

protested against tho •' nude "

style and overdoing the study of anatomy, as &
ohoul-liko passion for bones, and declared that

the principle of competition was being ridden to

death, and would inflict the greatest injury upon

artists.

CHIPS.

A new Cemetery wa.s consecrated at Lewes op

Friday. By special desire of the Bishop of Chi-

chester, an altar has been erected in the mortuary

chapel.
Notice has been given by the Metropolitan Board

of Works of intended application to Parliament,

in the ensuing session, for power to acquire and

properly dispose of Leicester-square, that long-

standing metropolitan nuisance.

On Saturday the foundation-stone of a new
Board School was laid at Berry Brow, Huddersfield.

It is to cost ,£.'),8a2.

It is now settled that the new Exchange at

Brussels, which h.as been buiMing for several years

past, will be opened on the -JTth inst.
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CHUKCHES AND CHAPELS.

Bath.—At the annual meeting, held last 'week,
5n Bath, in connection with the Restoration Fund
of the Abbey Church, the annual report was pre-
sented, which stated that the entire area of the
church was opened for use on Sunday, September
21st. The committee report the completion of the
seating of the choir, though the carving is not quite
finished, and the state of the funds does not
justify them in giving orders for the construction
of the screens behind the stalls. The tiles of the
space within the Communion rails have been
laid, but tho rails have not yet boon sent. The
committee acknowledge the pulpit erected as a
memorial to the late rector, Bishop Carr, which
was first used at the special servico on behalf of
missions on Wednesday, December 3. The now
reading-desk, a gift from .some ladies in Bath,
was first used at the same time. The oast
window, inserted by the energetic perseverance
of Jerom llurch, Esq., can bo seen and appreciated
now that tho various obstructions have been re-
moved. The committee also record their obliga-
tions to the donor of tho glass of the south
transept window, placed there in commomoration
of the recovery of his Royal Highness the Prince
of Wales. Two other windows are promised for
the north aisle of the choir, and are expected
shortly.

Crapprso.—The parish church of Chipping was
reopened on Friday last, from designs by
Mr. Hibbert, of Preston, at a cost of £2,.'')00. For
the old pews have been substituted substantial
tenches of pitch-pine. The tower arch has been
opened out, and the nave and north aisle have now
massive open-timbered roofs of pitch-pine, in keep-
ing with the character of the building, and the
oak roof of the south aisle has been cleaned. The
new pulpit is of Longridge stone. Tho roof is
covered with Haslingden flag, and the walls ex-
ternally have been cleared of whitewash and neatly
pointed with cement.

Church Extension.—The Incorporated Society
for Promoting the Enlargement, Building, and
Repairing of Churches and Chapels held its usual
monthly meeting on Monday. Grants of money
were made in aid of building new churches at
Blackwood, in the parish of jjodwelty, ne.ar Car-
diff; Darlington, S. James

; and S. Martin in the
parish of Timberland, near Sleaford

; rebuilding
the church at Colaton Raleigh, near Ottery S.
Mary

; enlarging or otherwiiie increasing the ac-
commodation in the churches at Affpuddle, near
Dorchester

; Budbrooke, near Warwick
; Cavers-

field, near Bicester
; Hibaldstow, near Brigg

;

Llanfairisgaer, near Carnarvon
; and Llanllugan,

near Shrewsbury. Under urgent circumstances
the grants formerly made towards reseating and
restoring the churches at Llandyssul, Cardigan

;

Mothvey, near Llandovery; and Sandwich s!
Mary, were each increased. Grants were also
made from tho School Church and Mission-houso
Fund towards building school or mission churches
at Camborwell, S. Luke, Surrey ; Rirlingtnn S.
Philip, in tho parish of Bradford ; Llandaff-yard,
and Bermondsey, S. Saviour, Surrey.

_
CoDSALL.—A chapel is being erected in the

village of Codsall, near Wolverhampton, for
accommodating Weslovan, Independent, and
Baptist worshippers. Tho building will be of the
ordmary substantial brick character, wjtli blue
and rod dressings, ornamented with Gothic-headed
wmdows, and having an open roof. It will lie 43ft.
long bv L'4ft. wide, and will bo enlarged by a pro
posed right wing, 24tt. bv ir,(t.. which will bo
utihsed as a vestry and schoolroom. Accommo.
<lation will be aiTorded for about 200 persons Tbo
cost will exceed £.iOO. Mr. Veale, of Wolver-
hampton, IS tho architect ; Messrs. Trow and Sons
•of Wednosbury, the builders.

Coi-LYHUKST.—Tho momorial-.stones of a new
\\esl6yan chapel and schoolroom at Collyhurst
were laid on Satnrd.ay. Tho chapel is intended to
teat 1,000 persons, ami will cost £4,000; there
will be accommodation in the schoolroom under-
neath for COO children. Tho plans of Mr J Kin-r
architect. Hull, were selected in a limited co.n-
petition. Tho building, which will bo three stories
high, comprises on tho basement plon a largo and
spacious schoolroon, two classrooms boatinc-
chamber, scullery, ic. On the ground'.Iloor wfll
be the chapel, vestibule, lobbies, bandrooro and
preacher-s vestry. The walls will be f.iced with

red brick.i, relieved with stone and moulded-brick
dressings, and the woodwork visible inside the
ohapel will be pitch-pine, varnished.

Hanlet.—Tho relatives of a townsman have
erected as a memorial a chancel-screen in Shelton
Church, Han'ey. The screen is of carved oak.
The style is Decorated, in keeping with the new
chancel. Six panels at the front base of the
screen are shortly to receive paintings on slate,

the subjects being—Jesus Feeding the Five
Thousand, the Marriage Feast of Cana, the
Healing of the Blind Man, the Healing of the
Deaf, the Impotent Man at tho Pool of"Silo.^m,
and the Raising of the Widow's Son. The de-
signer is Mr. T. Roger, of London, and the maker
Mr. Gibbons, of Dunmow, Essex. The length of
the screen is 26| feet, and the height 14 feet to
the top of the cornice, above which is a cross 10
feet high.

Peterbokocgh Cathedp^al.—A new pulpit has
been erected in this cathedral. It is phaced near
to the choir-screen, and faces westwards, so as to
be used at the evening services in the nave. It
is of dark rod stone, richly carved, and portions
of tho design are of polished marble. Figures of
the Evangelists are placed at the four corners,
and the whole structure is exceedingly ornate.
It constitutes a memorial to the late John James,
D.D., Canon of Peterborough, and has been pre-
sented to the cathedral by his sons, from the
designs of Mr. Edward M. ISarry, R.A., the archi-
tect.

Peterborough Diocesan Church-Building
Association.—Tho anuualmeetingof this Associa-
tion was held last week. During' the last year
the amount of contributions received to

'
tho

credit of the Association has been £108. 12s. 4d.,
of which £31. 14s. was on account of the Rutland
branch. A remittance of £?i has been made to
tho Incorporated Church Building .Society since
the date of the last report, and a grant of £15 has
been paid towards the restoration of Arthing-
worth Church, and £la towards that of Tiflield.
£10 has boon promised to Denford Church, £50 to
Rubhden Church, and f ."0 towards the works at
Raunds, which have not as yet become payable.

Smethmick.—A new Primitive Methodist
Chapel has just been opened in Rolfe-street,
Smetbwick. Tho front is composed of blue brick
strings and cornices, relieved with Bath stone
keys, and springing stones, and label moulds to
arches.^ The chapel is lighted with iron sashes on
both sides, front, and back, with hopper venti-
lators. Tho interior is furnished in a neat and
comfortable manner, the seats being open, with
solid ends. The gallery extends all round the
chapel. The whole of the internal workwork is
stained and varnished. The size of the chapel
is 40ft. by 36ft., .and 28ft. high to wallposts;
ve.stiy, 20ft. by 12ft., with orchestra over. The
buildings have been ably carried out by Messrs.
Stockton & Son, builder.^, of Oldbury, to .accom-
modate 350 persons, at a cost of £1,200.

Talgarth.—The Church of S. Gwendoline, Tal-
garth, was ro-oponod by the Bishop of Hereford, on
'J'uosday week, after restoration. Tho fabric,
which had for many years been in a very dilapi-
dated condition, has had the old roof taken off, and
that portion which covered the nave and aisle has
been repl.iced by new framed rafters, covered on
tho top with planed boarding. The chancel has a
circular panelled ceiling, with moulded ribs and
carved oak bosses at the intersections, the whole
having battlomented moulded cornico.s, fixed at
the wnll-plate levels. All the woodwork is in
pitch-pine timber. A new chancol-arch has also
been erected, with mouldings worked out of the
solid and in the same material, supported upon
carvod stone caps. The roof has been covered with
green slatos, with a fireclay ridge crest. The
columns, arches, and windows have all l)eun
thoroughly restored and ro-pointod, as also tho
whole of tho exterior walls. A handsome chiinoel-
window, in the Perpendicular style, has been
executed in Forest stone, and several smaller
windows have been added. Tho flooring has been
considerably lowered, the present one being
covered in the chancel with Godwin's encaustic
tiles, and in otherparts with Staffordshire squares,
with the spaces under the seats boarded. Tho new
seats will .accommodate about 400 persons. Tho
cost of the restoration has boon nearly £1,900.

Tun Ventn-or Consumption Hospital.— On
Saturday last the nowlv-orpct(,d chapel in con-
nection with tho Royal National Hospital for
Consumption, on tho separate or cottaire prin-
ciple, situated in tho Underclifl, Ventr^or, was

opened by the Bishop of Winchester. The build-
ing is of tho Early Perpendicular style, from de-
signs by Mr. T. Hollyer, of Ryde. the architect.
It is capable of accommodating 200 worshippers.

Wesletan Chapel, Hyde-Road, Manchbster.
—This clmpel was opened on Wednesday, Dec. 3.
It is built on a prominant site, abuttincr on the
Hyde-road, from which the principle fagade of the
building, with its arcaded doorways, large
tr,acoried windows and elegant spirette, forms an
attractive feature. The plan of the building is
transepta!, necessitated by tho square form of^tho
site, and is built in conjunction with the old
school chapel, which is now used entirely for pur-
poses of a day and Sunday school. Galleries are
placed in each arm of the transepts, from the
intersection of which the roof springs to a height
of 32ft. from the floor, by bold-swept principals,
rising from carved caps and shafts of Mansfield
stone. The roof is ceiled octagonally, tho octagon
form being intersected over each transept. Over
the front gallery is a largo five-light traceried
window, and over each of the other-s, grouped
five-light lancet windows. A choir-loft is formed
over the end of nave. A handsome arcaded
porch opens to the ground floor, and separate stair-
cases from the front enter to the galleries. The
seating is in pitch-pine with leaning-backs, book-
boards, hat-rails, &o. The gallery-fronts are
bracketed and pierced with traceried openings,
forming a feature of the internal decoration of the
building. Accommodation is provided for between
500 and (100 persons, being the utmost number
the area of tho sito would allow. The cost of the
building, including lighting and heating, is £1.SS0
The builder is Mr. R. W. Bird, of Bradford, Man!
Chester, and Mr. Fowdon, one of the largest con-
tr.actors of the Building Fund, kindly acted as
clerk of works. The architect is Mr. Alexander
Lauder, of London and Barnstaple.

BUILDINGS.

Birmingham.—On Wednesday the foundation-
stones of a new building in Ladywood-road. to be
called tho '• West Birmingham Templar Hall."
were laid. The sizo of tho building is about 40ft.
by 35ft., and will accommodate 300 persons.
There will be three jinte-rooms, and a curator's
residence. The building will be erected with
red bricks, ornamented with blue bricks and stone
dressings. Mr. W. E. Bromwich. Bath-row, is
the architect

; and Mr. J. W. Hopkins, of Led-
s.am-stroet, is tho builder.

Calverley.—The foundation-stono of a new
Mechanics' Institute was laid on Thursday week
at Calverley, near Leeds. The cost of tho pro-
posed institution, including tlie site, will be about
£2.000. Mr. J. P. Kaye, of Idle and Leeds, is
the architect. It will be in the centre of the
vilLage, in the Gothic style, two stories high.
The greund-flooris devoted to ckassrooms, library,
.smokeroom, chemistry class, and one large class-
room for children ; the main entrance being by a
porch with ornamental balustrade.

Droitwioh,—New Saline Baths have been
opened at Droitwich, at a cost of £2,5G7, in con-
nection with the " George Hotel." "The baths are
from tho designs of Messrs. Bateman and Corser,
architects, of Birmingham. Extornally, the
buildings are in tho Italian style, being con-
structed of red brick with Portland cement
dressings, and occupying altogether nearly three
acres of groaud. Tho walls of tho bath-rooms
and dressing-rooms are of veinod Italian marble,
wooden or brick partitions being too easily inj ured
by tho salt water.

Oldbury.—A seventy-five quarter malthouse
is just completed at Oldbury, with kiln and the
necessary working and withering floors, &c. The
building is substantially built of brick. The
floors, which are iiOft. by 4:ift., aro sujiported on
strong wood beams and iron collars. Tho work
has been done bv Messrs. Stockton and Son for
£1,250.

schools.

Glasgow.— Schools in connection with S.
Andrew's R. C. Cathedral, aro being built in
Ropework-lane, Great Clyde-street, which will
provide accommod.ation for 1,800 children. S.
Mungo's Church, Stanbope-stroet, is being con-
verted into schools for 700 scholars. In tho
suburban town of Govan also, schools are being
erected in connection with S. Anthony's R. C.
Church to accommodate about 500 children. The
whole of the works aro being carried out under
tho direction of Jlossrs. W. and 11. Ingram, archi-
tects, Glasgow.
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LoNBON.—At the meeting of tlie London School

Board, on Wednesday, Mr. Currie, on behalf of

the Works Committee, proposed the adoption of a

report from the Works Committee pro tern, re-

commending that the Board should purchase the

leasehold interests in freehold sites acquired by
the Board. The sites referred to are the follow-

ing, acquired at the cost affixed to each :

—

Johanna-street. Lambeth division, cost of the

whole site, £8,718. 17s. 6d. ; Haverstock-hill,

Marjlebone division, cost of interests already

purchased, £2,359. 19r. 8d. ; Bell-street, Mary-
leboue division, costof interests alreadj purchased,

£9,309; Borough-road, Southwark division, cost

of interests already purchased. £1,224. 13s. 5d.;

Oayley-street, Tower Hamlets division, cost of

interests already purchased, £2,73L ISs. <Jd.

The additional interests proposed to be acquired

would co-t sums ranging from £100 to £325.

Mr. Currie said this was no new mattei\ hut was
before the Committee on the 2-tth of November,
The report was carried 7iein con.

Nation'al Training School for Music.—
The Duke of Edinburgh yesterday laid the first

stone of the National Training School for Music.

This building, which will bo on the west side of

the ball, is supplementary to accommodation
already available in one of the theatres and rooms
in the Royal Albert Hall, and will contain some
20 rooms for practice, besides professors' and
other ofiices. The three facades facing north,

east, and west, are to be decorated with panels of

sgraflSto work, and the design made appropriate

to plaster work. The execution of the building

is under the caro of Mr. James Waller.

School Board for London. — The Board
Schools, situated in the Boliagbi-oko-road, Bat-
tersea, were opened on the Ist of December,
without any ceremony. They occupy a very open
situation, rather more than three-quarters of an
acre in extent. The buildings are set back about
r>0 feet from the road, and are surrounded by the
separate playgrounds for girls, boys, and infants,

the area of which, allowing 25 square feet for

each child, would be sufficient for noarly 1.300
children. The schools consist of a central mass,
two stories in height, for the boys and girls, with
other buildings one story high, for classrooms
and infants* school. The general plan of the
school is that commonly adopted—the |-j form;
the centre room for boys measuring 42ft. 9in. by
2lft., with two classrooms on each side each 24:ft.

by 16ft. Gin. These are connected with each
other by double sliding doors and with the general
room by glass doors. The boy's entrance, lobby,
lavatories, and cap-room are in the centre of the
group. The girl's entrance and staircase, also

with lavatories and bonnet-room over that of the

boys, with w.c.'s, and over these is the mistress's

room overlooking the girls' playirround. The
girls are provided with a general room 42ft. 9in.

by 2ift., and one classroom. Another room 24ft.

by 16ft. 6in.. with a north light, is intended to be
used by both as a drawing-classroom, with sepa-
rate access. The infant's school contains a
general room 38ft. by 2lft. with a gallery calcu-

lated to accommodate 73 children ; a babies' room
20ft. by 18ft with gallery for oG children, and
classroom 16ft. 6in. by 13ft., with desks for 30
infants. The manager's room, ISfc. by 14ft. with
lavatory and w.c, adjoins the infant-school

entrance, with the infant's lavatory, cap-room,
and w.c. behind, connected 'with the covered
phiyground at the back of the main buildiDg ; a
wing contains the master's room, commanding
the boy's playground, over which, in two stories,

are the caretaker's sitting-room, scullery, and
two bedrooms. All the school and classrooms
are warmed by grates on a new principle intended
to consume the smoke and supply warm, fresh

air to the rooms, from a chamber at the back, fed

from the outside: those chambers are connected
with flues to carry the warm air to the rooms on
first floor, which if sufficient will effect a saving
in the consumption of fuel iu these rooms. All
the rooms are ventilated by gratings connected
with a cavity adjoining the flues. In addition to

these, fresh air is conveyed by a shaft to the

upper part of each room with extracting flues for

the vitiated air. The boy's and girl's schools aro

provided with sitting accommodation in pairs for

240 boys and 120 girls, with drawing-classroom
for 40 more. Allowing nine square feet for each
child, the rooms would admit of 276 boys and 144
girls. The nfants' school provides sitting room
for 153 children: at eight square feet for each, they
would accommodate 172 children. The buildings

are designed in the Gothic style of simple charac-

ter, and are built with yellow stock bricks, with
cills and lintels and occasional bands of Bath
stone, with red brick arches to the windows and
doors. The amount of the contract was £5.370,

and the schools have been built in a very sub-

stantial manner by Mr. John Spink, of Grove-
road. Battersea. under the superintendence of the

ai-chitect, Mr. John W. Walton, of 12, Bucking-
ham-street, W.C.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests
that all communications should be drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]
To OoB Readers— We shall feel obliged to any of our

readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.
AH letters should be addressed to the EDITOR, 31,

TAVISTOCK-STREKT, 00VENT-GAR DEN, W.C.
Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to

J. Passmoee Edwards.
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Front Page Advei-tisemeuts 9d. per line.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
(Payable in advance.)

Nineteen shillings per annum (post free) to any
part of the United Kingdom. To the United States
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to remit their subscriptions by International P.O.O.. and
to advise the publisher of the date and amount of their

remittance. Back numbers can only be sent at the rate

of 7d. each, the postage charged being 3d. per copy. All

foreign subscriptions unaccompanied byan additional re-

mittance to cover the extra cost of forwarding back uum
bcrs are commenced from the next number published
after the receipt of the subscription.

Cases for blading the half-yearly volumes. 2s. each.
Subscribers receiving their copies direct from the

office are requested to observe that the last number of

the term for which their Subscription is paid, will be
forwarded to them in a coloured icrapper. as an intima-
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Recetted.—Mc. T. and Co.—W. F.—J. G.—W. C. D.—
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—A Subscriber.—R. and T.— S. and Co.

Rob. Orkney.—lo all probability what you say is very
true ; but vour letter, if inserted, would be neither more
nor less than an advertisement, and we do not insert

advertisements in the form of letters.

J. A.—lllustmtiotis of details of Mr. Thos. Worthiugton's
design for .Mr. J. E. Taylor's house, promised some time
since, widappearnext week, in company with the most
extraordinary series of engravings ever published in
any professional, or any other paper.

LODis Blackburne.—The reproduciion of your drawing
representing Italian Carving in King's College Chapel,
Cambridge, will appear in our next number.

E. RUTTER.—Drawing unsuitable. You have spoiled the
effect by putiinj; in too much work.

C. Van Loo (Belgium).—Ye-^. .A remittance of 25 francs
will cover you to end of 1S74.

^ontspndcircc.

CLASSIFIED SKETCHES.

(To the Editor of the Building News.)

SiR,^If Mr, Clarke will refer to the Building
News for the l5th November, 1872, he will therein

find the letter that ho wishes to see. I shall always
have great pleasure in answering any question he
chooses to ask me, but I submit that it would have
been more courteous had ho replied to my ques-

tions before propounding others for mo to solve.

When I mentioned my former proposal, anent
Classification, I intended to show Mr. Clarke that

I had at one time been of the same opinion that

ho now holds ; but had seen cause to change my
mind. I could not, even if I would, claim so very

old an idea as oriErinally mine, and as for " J. G. B's"

thinking me "jealous of my reputation,"! would
remind him that "he that is giddy thinks the world

turns round," for truly his letter smacks somewhat
of wounded vanity.

But first to answer Mr. Clarke. Is it in illus-

tration of the *' multitudinous ramifications " to

which he refers that ho has digresi3ed so lengthily

on work of English character, Mr. Shaw's half-

timbered houses, &c., &c. ? I too wish to seo our

I

work English in feelinsr. But we cannot roll back
' the wheel of Time. We cannot efTace the last

three centuries of our history. And I have but
small sympathy with the man who would wish to

do so. Knowing but little either of English or

foreign work, I cannot speak with authority upoa
their relative merits, but having observed that

architects generally decry that style of which they

are ignorant, I should like to be assured of Mr.
Clarke's thorough acquaintance with foreign work
before attaching much importance to his decision

in favour of English.

As for the English character of Shakospoare's
works—what it has to do either with classification

or concentration is hard to say—may I be per-

mitted to point out that the plots of (» of his li
comedies are Italian ; of the rest 2 are Mediaaval,

1 French, 1 Spanish, 1 Classical, 2 unknown, and
only 1 is English. Of the plots of his tragedies

2 are Italian, 4 are Classical, 2 are Mediaeval, and
3 are British. His histories, which were written
more to please the people, were for that reasort

chiefly taken from the English history, but even
hero he has 3 (4 if we count " Titus Andronicus ")(

Classic. Nor is it only his plots that Shakespeare
takes from foreign sources. It appears that he
was indebted to the Italian drama of the sixteenth

century for the spirit and mode of treatment of his

comedies. However, this is biit following Mr_
Clark into one of his '' multitudinous ramifica-

tions."

Now for " J. G. B," Will he kindly say wherein
consists the " responsibility of criticising " such
peculiar productions as those at the end of which
I find his initials ? There is, I know, an old pro-

verb about '• touching pitch ;" is he modest enough
to allude to that ? As for his dictum that "it is

more in the parts than the whole that we see the
true beauty of desig^n," he must be thinking of one
manufactured in the following way. Having duly
"waded through a voluminous pile in search of

some littlo tit-bit," and brought together "iu a

condensed form " as many " choice productions
""

and "chaste embellishments ''as may be necessary^

we "focus our rays of knowledge'* and "diffuse

them over the proposed design." If any drawing
of work evolved by this curious process "at pre-

sent remains obscured and neglected in the sombre
shades of portfolios and sketch-books," and if

"J. G. B." will "generously give up that which
until now has been a source of gratification only

to himself," I am suro your readers will bo much
amused, if not edified, by its appearance.

By the elegant expression " tit-bit "—litorally

" tender hit," or " nice food "—"J. G. B." says he-

" simply"—very simply, I should say—"implied
the most sublime productions." But I will pass

this by, as he finally owns that he used "an unfor-

tunate phrase," and I am glad to find that there
is at least one point on which we agree.—I am
Sir, &c., F. C. D.

THE FALL OF MESSRS. GOSTLING'S
SHAFT, NORTHFLEET.

Sir.—I observe, in last week's "CoiTespond-
ence," a question about the way in which the sec-

tional area of the chimney-top was measured.

The height was taken from the bottom of the
oversailing work which forma the cap, and not

from the point, some feet higher, where the pro-

jecting ribs begin. The " overhanging work " i?^

that which overhangs a vortical line drawn up-

wards from the bottom of the cap—not tho whole

of that which projects from the battering-line of

the shaft. Bearing in mind these obvious con-

siderations, your cori'espondent will find, I think,

that my estimate is correct to all intents and pur-

poses. The 7ft. 4^in. super, of overhanging work
includes the projecting ribs, supposing their sub-

stance to be evenly distributed all round tho cap.

Tho reasons given in my letter of December 5th,

to show that the mixing of mortar with cement
does not make the cement '' practically under-

clayed," are, it would seem, not easily followed

without some knowledge either of chemistry or
of cement-making. I will, therefore, add a third

one. which will be more readily understood. The
peculiarity of uuderclayed cement is, that it is

liable to swell and blow tho work to pieces Now,
many large chimney-shafts near Northfleot aro

built from bottom to top with a mixture of

cement and mortar, and they stand, after a number
of years, without showing any symptoms of

failure. Many builders, again, constantly use
mortar mixed with cement in their own practice,

and it seems unlikely that they would do so if it

were found liable to blow the work to pieces.

Lastly, a very large quantity of brickwork in the
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drying-sheds and outbuildings at Messrs. Gost-

ling's factory has been, and is now being, bnilt

throughout in this same mixture of comont and
mortar ; and in every part it has set hard and
soundly, without any trace of blowing or expan-
sion. Cement mixed with mortar is, in fact, so

commonly used, that it would have been almost

as easy to learn how it really acted as to hazard a

conjecture about the way ia which it was likely

to act. Most bricklayers would have willingly

given the information—and, at worst, there

would only have been the trouble of mixing a
trowelful of the two materials.

I shall have almost immediately to call the

special attention of your readers to an admission
so extraordinary, as in my judgment to render
the chimney-cap theory unworthy of another

word of notice. Before doing this, however, I

will sum up the final result of the discussion, so

that there may be no mistake about that theory
having been, even apart from this, fairly and com-
pletely exploded. The theory was that in some
way or other, not clearly indicated, the cap de-

stroyed the shaft. To this I replied, that as long
as tho cap remained entire and unbroken, it could
not destroy the shaft, because it was in that state

a mere dead weight exerting no thrust, and a

dead weight which, being only equal to that of

another ten feet of chimney, was far too small to

injure the work beneath it. All this has now
been admitted, and there is no dispute about the

fact that before the chimney-cap could produce
the accident, it must itself in some way or other

have split or broken up. If then, the sworn tes-

timjny of a competent witness is worthy of

credence,—a witness of whose very existence, as

such, I was ignorant till he stood up by my side

at the Gravesend inquest, and made a statement
of which every word was to me absolutely and
entirely unexpected—there was no breaking up
of the cap at all in the first instance. The first

sign of failure was a bulging of the shaft at a
point ten or fifteen feet below the base of the cap.

As the shaft thus collapsed, the cap of course
tumea over, and when it got its balance, it

dropped short." Here is a plain and straight-

forward account of what really happened, and
before the chimney-cap theory can find a leg to

stand on. it must begin by charging the witness
Field with something little short of perjury. The
puerile suggestion that part of the cap first of

all dropped on the further side of the shaft with-
out his seeing it (as if he and everybody else on
the ground would not have heard it) shows into
what straits the advocate of the theory was driven.
Is it asked why a theory so inconsistent with the
facts should ever have been put forward ? Tho
answer is simple : it was put forward without
the facts having been ascertained. The theory
once avowed, had to be defended through thick
and thin. As each new fact has come to the
front, it has been mot, first by vague and confused
assertions, then by a slipping away from tho point
at issue, and lastly, by mere mud-throwing, a
process which is apt to leave the thrower dirtier
than the mark.

I shall not reiterate the numerous mechanical
reasons which corroborate Field's testimony, and
which, when we bear in mind that the fall of the
shaft was instantaneous, prove, with something
approaching to mathematical certainty, that the
cracking or splitting of the cap had nothing to do
with it. These reasons were stated at length in

my letter of Dec. 5. and they remain, not merely
unanswered, but without the most feeble attempt
having been made to answer them. Here, then.
I leave the theory ; but it remains to point out the
incredibly reckless way in which, acccording to
the unguarded admission of its own advocate,
that theory has all along been sustained. Your
correspondent who began this discussion began
it by saying that the chimney fell because the cap
was not sufficiently compacted or bonded toge-
ther. He has made the same assertion in letter
after letter for the last six weeks, and in the very
last number of the Bi'ilding News ho repeats it,

thus :
—

" More than once have I said that had the
crown been sufficiently compacted, the chimney
-would now be existing in its entirety." "The crown
of the N'orthfleet chimney[was formed] with brick-
work arranged in such a way that it was, as I
have already demonstrated, not only dangerous in
itself, but . . . destructive to the whole structure."
Will it be believed that in the very same letter
which contains these very positive statements, he
turns round and asks me to tell him /^oic the brick-
work was arranged in the cap, and in what way
it was compacted together ? From his own words
we learn that, down to tho very moment at which

I am writing, he is ignorant of these all-import-

ant points. At the present h^ur, according to

his own explicit confession, he does not know
whether the cap of the Northfleet chimney was
built of brickbats and rubbish, or whether (as it

was) it was built of the soundest paviours that

can be had for money, picked over so that every
imperfect brick was rejected.

With a theory avowedly got up without re-

ference to the facts, I have no more to do.

I leave, at the same time, the somewhat thankless
task of supplying information, and the rather

useless one of correcting errors which, if

set right one week, not unfrequently turn up
under a new disguise in the next. It has been
my wish to throw as much light as poseible on

the origin of the calamity, and having published

the drawings, and supplied—either in the BniLD-
INO News or elsewhere—answers to the questions

which have been made, my duty in this respect is

discharged. On such hasty and illgrounded theo-

rising as some of that which the accident has

called forth, I can find no juster comment than

that made by an eminent scientific man in this

month's Contemporary Ri'view, with regard to a

matter which occurred in his own field of inquiry.
" The case seemed tome," he says, "to be one

fairly calling for that 'suspension of the judgment'

which our great Faraday used to advocate as pre-

ferable in many instances to that premature
' making up of our minds ' which often involves

our unmaking them again at some subsequent

time, when fresh evidence has been adduced, or

our persistence, from mere obstinacy, in a belief

which we should not have adopted in the first in-

stance if the whole case had then been before us."

—I am, Sir, &c., James CnwTT.

Sir,—Tour Correspondence columns of Nov.
28th contained an intimation that my reply to

Mr. (?ubitt's letter was too late for that week

;

further discussion having meanwhile taken place,

I beg you will substitute the following for my
previous letter.

My theory of the disaster (vide Btrn-DrKG

News, Nov. 14th) was that it was more the re-

sult of a blunder than of an accident, and since

seeing the sections of the cap, I more firmly

adhere to the opinion I therein expressed, i.e.,

that the cap was too heavy, and badly designed,

and that the shaft was run up too rapidly. My
time and your space compel me to be brief, and
prevent me from pointing out many matters
which Mr. Cabitt goes into, quite foreign to the

matter at issue. I will first take that portion of

his letter referring to myself seriatim.

1st. It turns out that the portion of the ruin

from whence the bricks were blown away, was at

the highest part. I grant him the benefit (if any)
he may got out of an admittedly weak place, be

the same near tbe higher part of the ruin or near

the base of the stalk.

2nd. As to the swagging theory : I stated in

mine o5 the l-4th, that Mr. Cubitt puts on the

covp dc grace by stating that if there had been

any tendency to swagging it would have taken

place before then when the work was fresh; honco

my remark " as if the whole shaft, even to its

foundation was not fresh." Mr. Cubitt (after

another insinuation) thereupon proceeds to say

that he did not say one word about the work
being fresh ; it was purely a question of weight
and counter-weight, and that the freshness of the

work was not named or thought of. Well, Sir,

to show you that I do not invent facts, and to re-

fresh his memory, I send you the following, taken

from the evidence as reported in tho Engineer of

Oct. 24th:—"Mr. Cubitt, questioned by the

the coroner as to the idea of swagging, said, if

there was any tendency, it would have taken
place before then, when the work was fresh."

3rd. It is necessary to give particulars of the

shafts which have either proceeded slowly or

stood for a time to become consolidated (but you
gave particulars of one in the Building New.s of

Nov. 28th, which is only 2'.lft. higher, but which
occupied two years in building), and in no single

instance have I known a chimney so constructed
to fall ; on tho other hand some might be quoted
which have been erected in as little time as this,

but how dangerously near they may have been
sharing a like fate we have no means of knowing.
If, however, Mr. Cubitt is seriously of opinion
that a slower rate of progress does not ensure
greater stability, I will leave the matter and
proceed with the others.

4th. Mr. Cubitt states that I assert, in conclu-
sion, that he acts on the principle of saying as

little as possible. The fact is t asserted nothing

of the kind ; what I did say (and np to the date
of my letter nothing even professing to he a
reason had appeared either in your paper or the
Engineer) was that Mr. Cubitt seems to think
least said is soonest mended. He then, at great
length, goes into matters which have never been
called in question, and, even if they had, are not
analogous to the case, as I will show by dealing
with the two first (out of the multitude of ex-
amples he states might be adduced in support of

his arguments), viz., those of the West Cumber-
land Iron and Steel Works, Workington, and I
ask why, seeing that he had tho plans before
him, was the " minutijo " and sections of tho
walls so fully gone into, while the details of the
cap—the part universally attacked—were so con-
spicuous by their absence ? The fact is. Sir,

that while the cap of tho Northfleet chimney is

primarily responsil)le for its fall, those of the
West Cumberland Iron and Steel Works are a
source of strength , consisting, as they do, of a
cast-iron curb in segments, dove-tailed together,

thereby forming a compact tie.

Mr. Foggett, in your last issue, gives us some
startling information. I know something of

Manchester Church-building, and was therefore

prepared to go a great length in allowing their

so-called spires limited time in construction ; I

was, however, hardly prepared for the astounding
fact that these spires occupy from ten to twelve

weeks in being " thrown up." It is gratifying to

receive this intimation from so high an authority

as the builder, for I doubt if it could have been
ferreted out of tho architect.

Mr. Foggett's manner of cutting the bricks (the

brittle nature of good ones being well known) for

the purpose of obtaining bond is as defective in

practice as the design of tho cap was bad in

theory; both are radically wrong, and before

even attempting to erect such a cap, purpose-

made bricks should have been provided, and
special means adopted for shoring up or resisting

the force of gravity acting upon the portion over-

hanging (which was equal to half a ton per foot

run, and wholly of bricks), and so hold the cap
together until t he mortar had time to set firmly;

but even then th e experiment is risky, and one I

should not myself adopt.

It is quite beside the mark for Mr. Foggett to

quote instances of stone caps as being analogous

to one constructed of bricks, as in the present

instance ; and, finally, I ask him if he has ever

elected a cap of the section, or anything like that

I

at Northfleet. It is notorious that builders can

i
be persuaded to accept almost any conditions to

secure a job, excepting, perhaps, that of assisting

personally in fixing caps upon such tottering

structures, which resemble more a child building

his bricks to the highest possible point before a

collapse, than one in which tho life and death of

human beings are concerned. Time will, of

course, show whether the new shaft is to be erected

according to the original plan (Mr. Cubitt is

silent upon this) ; and if the principle upon which
it was constructed were as perfect as he would
have us believe, there is no need for alteration

;

but should a like lamentable result follow, I appre-

hend an intelligent jury would find a somewhat
diflforent verdict to the one previously given. I

look forward anxiously for tho issue, and remain,

—Yours. &c.,

Belle-Vue, Skipton. J.so. P.«!Kek

Sir, - 1 have been a weekly subscriber to your
Journal durins the last eight years, and in all that

time nolmportantmatterhas been discussed !a its pages

with less profit than the cause of this sad occurrence.

The writer of tho letter in last week's impression,

signed " Mark Foggett," Is tho only correspondent who
has had any experience in shaft building.

Like Mr. Foggett, I am a builder of over thirty years'

practice, and can add my testimony to the whole sum
and substance of his letter.

Mr. Cubitt will, in his own time, begin I o rebuild,

and I do not expect that he will in any material degree

alter his plans.

That he means one Important alteration I only name
in hopes that he may see my note, that is, that " in

the re-erection incessant supervision will be provided

for " (so says ho in his letter of the •i\!.l November),
and If he takes good care that the supervision is com-
petent, as well as constant, he will, by the satisfactory

completion of the structure ere many months be over,

give the best answer to all tho learned nonsense that

has been written on the matter.— I am. Sir. &c.,

Scotland, 16th Dec, 1873. A FBiiHMASOS.

PLATE- GLASS ST.AINING.

SiB,—In your issue of the 12th iui-tant, a Mr
Booer, of Leeds, thinks fit to contradict an

article in the Scotsman, of 1st instant, on

Polished Plato-Glass Staining. And although I
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am not the -writer of that article, I can see so

much naiTOwmimledness on the part of Mr.

Booer, that I consider it my duty, as one of the

public, to contradict him. In the first place,

allow me to ask Mr. B. how he knows that the

kiln, novel box, and powdered preparation used

by Mr. Small are on the same principle as those

used by him or not? May not Mr. Small's kiln be

a groat improvement on the one Mr. Booer pos-

sesses, and even of a different construction

altogether ? Secondly, I have seen rough and
rough ground plato glasa stained many years ago,

hut with these it is not necessary to preserve the

surface, but what Mr. S. seems to have accom
plished is that he can stain polished plate with

Uttle risk, and preserve the outer surface, thereby

making it in price a marketable commodity ; this

I believe never has b^en done, otherwise it would
have been made public long ago. Bat if Mr.

Booer and his Midland County friends, who seem
to be so far in advance of this age, can point out

a polished plato, about 7ft. by oft., stained half

way up the plate, and the other half left as if it

never had been in tho kiln, and can also

guarantee that the large plate he refers to is not

in the least injured on the surface after having
been three times in the kiln, I will be convinced

that it has been previously done. Thirdly, as to the

well-known fact in the glass trade that polished

plate cannot bo bout to any radius, without in-

juring the surface, it may be in many instances

done. Lastly, as to tho presumption of the

writer of tho article, when he says from Mr.
Booer's quotation, '• But such perfection of colour-

ing has never been attained by any one in treating

glass panes of even tho smallest size" : if Mr.

B. had quoted the entire sentence as printed by
tho Scotsma7i. he might not havo been so much
misled himself, and might have saved other

readers from being misled also.

I cannot see that the writer gives Mr. S. any
credit whatever for colouring in his article ; what
he means to convey, and that very clearly I think

is, that such perfection of colouring as we see in

church windows, stained and leaded, which is

attained by using potmetals and flashed ruby,

blues, &c., to givo a depth of colour, cannot be

got by using vitrified colour; I therefore quote the

sentence in full as taken from the Scotsman :

*' The colours wore indeed deficient in that depth
and brilliancy which form the great attraction in

the built-up stained windows of churches and
cathedrals ; hut such perfection of colouring has
never been attained by any one in treating glass

panes of even the smallest sizes."—I am, Sir, &c.,

Jas. Fergusson.
65, Lothian-road, Edinburgh.

Sir,—In your issue of the 5th December, it is

stated various attempts have been made to solve

the problem how a large plato eould be stained

with vitrified colours so as to preserve uninjured
the polish of the opposite surface, '*the result

breakage and failure." In Mr. Small's case, that

appears to be correct until the conclusion of two
years' experiment. It is a pity that Mr. Small
has not travelled south. He will be surprised to

ieam what he has just discovered has been done
successfully for more than twenty years in Lan-
cashire and Staflrordshire, by the S. Helen's

Glass Co., and Messrs. Chance, Brothers & Co.,

-and other firms. In one case a plate of 96 square
feet was successfully fired with a group of flowers

after Van Huysum.
We shall have pleasure in executing anything

'that may be required on plate up to 90 by 44.

—

We are, Sir, &c., Camm Brothers.
Stained Glass Works, Smethwick, near
Birmingham, Dec. 12, 1873.

CLEANING STONEWORK.
Sir,— In common with your numerous readers, I

have to thank Mr. Robins for bis courteous response to
my request. The procerus he describes does Indeed com-
mend Itself by its simplicity and good results, and seems
to leave very little to be desired.

In reply to Mr. Newton, while thanking him for his

kindly proffered advice, I have to apologise for my
Ignorance of his paper and patent. My suggestion was
original as far as I am concerned, but I am not the less

pleased to find it forestalled. Perhaps under the circum-
stances, and, as Mr. Robins has so kindly given us his

experience, Mr. Newton will favour your readers with
the results of his process, as applied to cleaning stone-
work, especially mouldings and carvings. Before con-
cluding, I may mention that, with Mr. Robins, I have
atron^doubts as to the propriety of using the sand-
blast on fine mouldings or carvings— my suggestion
lieing principally Intended as a substitute for tooling
and polishing plain surfaces ; but the preservation of
the weathered face of the stone by the steam-Jet

process is of inestimable advantage, and in my opinion
pliices it far in advance of any cleaning operation by
which the hardened surface Is disturbed.
Trusting to hear further on this subject from Mr.

Newton,— I am, Sir, &,c,

John L. Bruck.
137, West Regent-street, Glasgow, 16 Dec, 1873.

Sir,—In your last Impression I read with great
Interest the correspondence on the cleaning of stone-

wiirk, and In one of the letters a process was described

which is apparently under experimental trial on the
stonework of Hanover Churdi, Uogent-street. The
cleaning of stonework, especially in the metropolis. Is

a matter of considerable public Interest, and therefore

I hope that you will permit me to call your attention
to a new process which I happened to see a few days
bince, when on a visit to S. Paul's Cathedral.

I was so struck with the appearance of the work,
and the evident saving of labour, that I made some
inquiries from the workmen, and received from one of

them the Information that the process was Invented by
Mr. Jo^^eph Wllkhisoa, Clerk of the Works of S. Paul's

Cathedral, to whom great credit is due for his In-

genuity.— I am, Sir, &c., R. Graham.

LLANGOLLEN BRIDGE.

Sir.—In answer to Mr. Walcott's query, about the
age of LIangollen-Bridge,ln his reply to question 3127,
I may state that during the work of widening It (now
going on), a tablet was found, marked with the figures

698, which seem to point to the year of its completion.
—I am. Sir, &c.,

Denbeigh, 16 Dec, 1863. T. C. S.

LIGHTNING-CONDUCTORS.

Sir,—Apropos of " lightning-conductors," allow me
to state the following case, for the opinion of such
of your readers as may be skilled In the subject :—
Some time ago I erected a public building, the
central portion of which is surmounted by a lofty
pyramidal roof, covered with slate, and forming
the outer covering of a dome. The centre of this
dome contains a large sun-burner, and the highest
point of the building la the large galvanised iron
ventllating-flue, over this sun-burner. The sun-
burner Is supplied by an ordinary wrought-Iron barrel
gas-tube, which, I think, Is Ifln., Internal diameter,
and which Is, of course, in metallic connection with all

the other gasplpes In the building, and, via the gas-
meter and the street-main, with earth. There Is also
perfect metallic connection between the sun-burner and
the top of the galvanlsed-lron ventilattng-flue. The
building rises sufficiently above the adjoining houses
to run the chance, one of these days, of being struck by
lightning. I have not protected the building by a
lightning-conductor, believing that the top of the
ventllating-flue would certainly be the point struck,
and that there exists thence to earth a perfect metallic
connection of considerable size, vhl the gas-pipes.
Does the building, In this case, run any special risk ?

and what would be the probable effect. If any, of a dis-

charge, on the gas In the pipes and on the gas-meter ?

—I aoi, Sir, &:c.,

Dec 13,1873. H. D. D.

Jittfrcommuuicattaii

QUESTIONS.
[3156.]— Sanitary.—Will some one recommend a

good work on sanitary arrangements and ventilation
of buildings.—B. &l C.

[3ir.7.]—Aneroid Barometer.— I have understood
that heights of hills may be measured by the Indica-
tions of an aneroid barometer within about 10ft. of the
true height. Is this so ? and will anyone who has had
experience In this matter kindly give some little Infor-

mation as to how to proceed, tho sort of instrument
to be used, ic— Salupiax.

[3158.]—Pointing Brick Flue.—Could some one
Inform me what would be best to point a brick flne

with for a vinery ?—it is covered with fire-clay tiles on
the top, and I find It very difficult to keep the smoke
from leaking out of the joints of the tiles on the top.

—W. G. W.

13159.]—"Warwick Castle.—I would feel thank-
ful to the Editor of the Buildixg New.'^, or any per-
son engaged at the restoration of Warwick Castle, for

a more complete explanation of the construction and
of the materials used In the new roof of that castle

than Is given in the leading article of that Journal
issued on the 5th instant. — Fkaxcis Nunax,
Klllarney.

[3160.]—Force of theWind.— I shall be glad if any
of your correspondents could tell the force of the wind
at Sheffield, during the late gale, In lbs. per square
foot.—An iMrROVKR.

[3161.1— Load of Brickwork.— In a late corre-

spondence In your paper on the fall of a chimney at

Northfleet, six tons per foot on the brickwork Is spoken
of as very little. " Ilurst " gives two tons as the safe

load. What Is the load usually allowed in calculations
for piers of brickwork In mortar of average quality, as

crushing weight for carrying girders, ic. ?—An Im-
TROVER.

[3162.1 — Purlin for Slate Roof—WTiat size

should a purlin be for a slate roof of fifteen feet

between the principals ? And is it best square, or as six

to ten of width to depth ; and how would it be calcu-
lated, allowing for wind, &c., the distance between
the purlins to be seven or eight foot.—Ax Im-
prover.

REPLIES.
[3127.]—Miserere Carvings.—" 51. A. B.'* may be

glad to know concernlug some good miserere carvings
I had an opportunity afforded mo for examining, a few
days ago, at Higham Ferrers Church, Northampton-
shire, and at Kcclesfield Church, Yorkshire. Higham
Ferrers is well known for Its grand old church, dedi-

cated to S. Mary the Virgin, and carefully and very
lovingly restored, about 12 years ago, by the late and
much lamented Mr. W. Slater and his partner, the pre-
sent Mr. R. Herbert Carpenter. The series of ancient
oak screens there are exceedingly flne, and exhibits
Perpendicular carvings of the most varied and beauti-
ful character. Especially noticeable are the crockets
and cusp terminations, which afford an almost endless
variety of design, and many of them exhibit exquisite
detail more beautiful than any wood carvings of the
same date that I know anywhere. The Devonshire
churches In this locality are rich in oak screens of
about the same period, but In the carving generally
there is an angular cut and formality, and an absence
of graceful lines such as one finds upon these screens
at Higham Ferrers. Of the misereres In question there
are 20 in all. 10 on either side ; amongst those to the
southward may be mentioned, the head of a bishop
wearing a crocketted mitre, with attendant monks'
heads, one on either hand of him—grotesques ; the
pelican In nest feeding its young, Tarious human
heads, the arms of the Archbishop of Canterbury
(Archbishop Chlcheley was once a poor shepherd-boy
in Higham Ferrers), monks' heads, excellent foliage,

a lion, and Tudor rose, iStc., <SiC. On the north side Is

an angel wltii shield and armorial bearings, supported
by Tudor roses; a Hon. two dragons gnawing each
others' talis, some capital heads, foliage, snlpea and
other birds, an eagle supporting winged heads, and a
singularly effective dragon biting his own tall in sllenti

agony — the cleverly rendered carving tella its own
tale most forcibly. Where foliage occurs in these
misereres it Is all remarkably good, and as sharp as
when first cut. On the elbow-rests between the seats

are some Interesting carvings, conspicious amongst
them being a crowned owl and some quaint heads of

cowled monks. On the stalls immediately In front of

these seats are four old poppy heads. In character and
general feeling not unlike those at North Walsham
Church, Norfolk. They represent In two Instances
foliage, both the others consisting respectively of four
angels. Ecclesfield Church is also rich in oak screens,

but the carving upon them bears no comparison to
those at Higham Ferrers. It has only four misereres,

and these fall due east and have their backs Immediately
against the rood-screen. The two on the left-hand,

looking east ward, have a male and female face carved
upon them, tho former having a hood with long ears
to It, drawn over the head. The other two are not
carved, being merely panelled corbels. The elbow-
rests consist of heads somewhat after the character of

those at Higham Ferrers. One of them Is unique from
being two-faced, and crowned. If I mistake not, by an
Earl's coronet. The stall ends to the choir-seats are not
uninteresting ; they are each surmounted by a small
poppy head, consisting in all instances of a kneeling
figure. Of these there are eight females upon the
north and seven males upon the south side. One of

the former, nearest to the rood-screen, represents the
Holy Virgin and Child, others hold a pair of pincers,

a closed book, the rose, &c. The male figures are re-

presented bearing the chalice in tho left-hand, whilst
his right Is pressed upon his breast ; others hold orbs,

the three dice, an open book, the keys of heaven and
hell, &c. A Latin Inscription, in raised 2iln.

ribbon letters, upon the back of a seat situated against

the wall In the south east-end of the chancel, says
that the stalls and screen work were erected In

Mcrcccxxxvi., and 1564 is cut In odd old raised letters

upon the upper part of a bench end not far off.

Ecclesfield Church chancel was restored about fifteen

or sixteen years ago by Messrs. Hadfield and Son, of

Sheffield. Mr. Walcott refers, In your issue of the

5th Instant, to the misereres at Chichester, many of

which I remember as extremely interesting.

—

Harrv
Hems, Exeter.

[3139.]—Wood Beams.—In answer to "Carpenter,"
the following will give him the dimensions he requires:

—Multiply the given weight In pounds by the length
in inches, and divide this product by the number oppo-
site the description of timber In the table given below,
multiplied into the ratio of the breadth to the depth,
and extract the cube root of the quotient ; the result
will be tho depth In Inches, from which the breadth
can be easily got. For Instance, say a beam of red pine,
18-Oln. long, to carry 20 tons at tho centre, and the
breadth to be half the depth —

44800X216

v^Ii 4443 = 24.5ln. ia depth,
340 X i ^'

wc thus find the depth to be !4iln.: hence the breadth
will be lijin. Table referred to above :

—
Beech = 1360.

Deal (Christiana) = 1550.

Fir (Rlga) = 1130.

Oak tEngllsh)=2260.
Pino (red) = 1340.

Has " GU3 '* In hl8 reply quite understood what " Car-
penter " asked tor, as he gives him the usual rule (or
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finding the weight which a beam of a given sectlofl will

bear? *" Carpenter" already has a weight, and wants
to know what the section of beam should be to safely

carry this weight.— U. J.

[3139.]—Wood Beams.—With all due deference to

**F. W. H." and 'Mi us," my query on this subject has
been misread by both, and I would ask their renewed
kind attention to the same. I do nnt require the

weight a beam of given scantling will carry,' but

a formula by which to calculate the area of the end
of a beam, the weight to be carried and the length of

beam between supports alone being given. Will '" Gus "

be good enough to also give the constant of strength
for beams of Memel fir ?—A Carpenter.

[3143.] —Zinc Ventila-
tors.—Owing to a mistake
by the engraver, the sketch

on this subject, at p. 665
does not agree with the tsxt.

It should have appeared, as I

now give it.—W. P. BccHAil.

[3U7.]—Green Timber.
—The term is applied to

unseasoned wood, and does
not of necessity imply sap.

It is hardly possible to buy
balk timber in London,
otherwise than wet, as it

keeps better in timber ponds.
The water does not penetrate far, but if removed from
the saw pit or mill to the building and there used at

once, would most probably be green enough to shrink.

—A. B.

[314S.]—Sapwood.—The decay will in my opinion

communicate itself in most cases. A mass of moulder-
ing fibre would be apt to introduce itself luto crevices

of the sound wood, and once begun, the mischief would
spread.—A. B.

[3156.]—Relative Duration of Timber.—Few
will agree in saying that pitch pine is less durable
than Baltic tlr. The deusity uf the former enables It

to exclude moisture to a greater extent than lir, but
being difficult to saw and handle, some give it a bad,

name which it docs not deserve.—A. B.

[3154.] — Wrougtit-iron Girders. — The rules

given by ''Campin'* for shearing strain on the web is

correct. Practically there is no shearing strain on the

web at centres. The stress increases In intensity as

it approaches the pier, where it is greatest.—Gus.

STAINED GLASS.
Birmingham.—On Saturday last a special service

was held in S. Asaph's ehnrcli, Great Colmore-street,
Birmingham, in connecUou with the presentation of a
memorial window to the church. The window is

situated on the right-hand side of the chancel, and Is

about irjft. in length and 401n. wide. It is a two-light
Gothic window, filled with fourteenth-century stained
glass. The central portion containing four representa-
tions of Scriptural subjects, namely, the Women at the
Sepulchre, the Lord's appearance to S.Mary Magdalen ;

Christ's Journey to Emmaus, and His meeting with the
two Disciples on the way, and the IncreduUty| of

S. Thomas. The window^has been executed by Mr. C.

Heritage, of Marshall-street, Holloway Head.

BrNFERMLiNE.—Two new memorial stained-glass
windows have been placed in the nave of Dunfermline
Abbey. A large illustration of the Family of Bethany
occupies the main part of one window. Two tracery
openings at the top contain angelic figures emblematic
ofthe Resurrection, and the intervening openings have
the emblematic lamb aud foliated lilies. The sub-
jects in the lower portion of the window are
NIcodemus' Visit to Christ by night ; Christ blessing
little Children ; and the Supper at Emmaus. The
other window Is arranged In three tall Early Pointed
lights, rising to the main arch, to which the subject of
the Baptism of our Lord is adapted. The figure of
Jesus receiving the glorltication of the Spirit is the
central feature. In the side lights are represented the
figures of S. John the Baptist, Our Lady, and
S. Joseph. Both windows were executed by Messrs.
Ballantine, of Edinburgh.

Ltnsted.—An east window has just been erected in
Lynsted Church, Kent, by the vicar. Mr. Caldwell, of
Canterbury, has designed and executed the work. In
the window there are five openings, each containing
tJiree medallions, embracing the most important
events In the Life of our Saviour. In the upper part
are the figures of the Four Evangelists and S. Peter
and S. Paul,

have been well let. It was agreed to pay a dividend of

oi per cent, per annum, being | per cent, in excess of

last year's dividend, in addition to the interim dividend
at the rate of 5 per cent, paid in June last.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

MONt-MENT TO TIIK LATE EaUL OP KELLIE.—Mr.
John Rhlnd. sculptor, of Edinburgh, has just executed a
monument to the late Earl of Kellle, which Is intcudcd
to be placed in S. John's Church, Alloa. The monument,
of which the leading feature is a recumbent statue of
the deceased peer, has been designed by Mr. R. An-
derson.

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.
DrNBi.ANF, Brii,r>iN(; company.-The report of the

Dunblane Building C<tmpany, submitted to the share-
holders on Monday, states that the houses at Bridgend
have been completed at a costof £2,113. Us. 6id.,and

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
The EALT>ArcHiNO Case.—In thl-^ case, which was

argued on the '23rd and 24th of October last. Dr. Tris-

tram. Chancellor of the Diocese of London, delivered

judgment on Monday at the Consistory Court. Dr.

Tristram said : This Is an application to the Court by
the Rev. G. C. White, vicar, and the churchwardens of

the parish of S. Barnabas, Plmlico,to Issue a faculty

authorising the erection of a baldacchino over the
Communion-table of the church of that parish. The
petition for a faculty was filed in June last, and the
petitioners had. in accordance with a practice not
unusual in this diocese, prevlouslj- submitted the plan

for the baldacchino to the Bishop of London, and his

lordship, by an endorsement on it, directed the atten-

tion of the Court to the peculiar character of the pro-

posed erection. The practice In this diocese of sub-

mitting plans for proposed alterations In or additions

to a church to the bishop, before applying for a faculty,

is of convenience to the applicants, as it affords ihem
an opportunity of obtaining the advice or suggestions

of the bishop in respect to the plan, and is of assistance

to the Chancellor, whose attention is directed by the

bishop to any parts of the plan which may appear to

his lordship deserving of his especial consideration.

The jurisdiction to grant or withhold faculties is, how-
ever, vested in the Chancellor, who is bound to exercise

such discretion in accordance with the law and practice

of the Court, and from his decision there Is an appeal

to the Court of the Province, with an ultimate appeal

to Her Majesty in Council. Upon the petition being

presented for the faculty In this case, the Court
directed a citation to Issue, but with an intimation

that in consequence of the unusual character of the

application it would require the faculty to be moved
for by counsel in court. Service of the citation having

been efEected, but no appearance having been entered

to it, Mr. Phillimore. on August 4th, as counsel for the

vicar and churchwardens, moved for an order for the

faculty to issue, and stated the grounds upon which he

considered It was within the jurisdiction of the Court
to grant the application, and I then reserved my deci-

sion. A few days afterwards, on the 11th of August,
Mr. Bowron, an inhabitant of the parish and a member
of the Church of England, applied for leave to enter

an appearance to enable him to oppose the grant of

the faculty on behalf of himself and other parishioners.

I allowed his application, and he appeared fir^t In

person and afterwards by proctor, and an Acton Peti-

tion was brought in by his proctors, in which his

opposition to the granting of the faculty was based
substantially on two grounds -viz.. 1st, that the

erection of a baldacchino over the Holy Table was
unlawful ; secondly, that, if lawful. Its erection being

opposed to the religious feeling and convictions, as he
alleged, of a large number of the parishioners, the

Court, in the exercise of its discretion, ought to refuse

the faculty. These averments were traversed by the

petitioners, and affidavits were filed In support of the
case set up by the contending parties. On tlie 23rd
and 24th of October the questions raised by the plead-

ings were argued by Mr. Phillimore on behalf of th&
petitioners, and by Dr. Stephens on behalf of Mr.
Bowron, and I have to thank both the learned counsel

for the assistance they have rendered to the Court by
their able and learned arguments. The proposed
baldacchino is a handsome marble structure or canopy,
with a pointed roof, aud three gables pointing different

ways, supported by four columns standing apart from
the east wall of the church, and would cover the Holy
Table, extending about two feet beyond the west side

of the Holy Table, leaving sufficient space for the

celebrant priest to stand within the canopy on the

north and south sides of the table. During the argu-
ment numerous authorities were cited by the counsel
on both sides in reference to the date of the Introduc-

tion Into the Eastern and Western Churches of altar

canopies, the different terms by which they were
designated, their form and the materials of which they
were constructed, their symbolical signification, and
their use. As the history of altar canopies ia not
without a healing on the first and main question under
the consideration of the Court, I will state briefly what
appears to me to be the fair result of the historical

information before the Court on these several heads.
The earliest known Instance of an altar canopy in the

Christian Church appears to have been one in the
church of S. George at Thessalonica, referred to by
Mr. Phillimore, and supposed to have been in use
about A.D. 325, and from the representation of it

extant it would seem to have been a canopy fashioned
like a cupola or cup reversed, resting on four columns
planted at the four corners of the altar, and between
the columns were curtains, with steps leading up to

the altar. This dome-like canopy was usually desig-

nated " clborium," from Its resemblance to the bowl of

a reversed cup. Altar canopies were subsequently
Introduced into Italy, and were placed over the high
altar, as well as into France and other countries in

Western Europe. On the schism between the Eastern
and Western Churches the use of the canopy or the
ciborinm in France was discontinued, but that with
side curtains was retained. In later times in Italy the
term clborium was transferred to a tabernacle or
diminutive temple erected on the altar. In which was
placed a pyx coutaiuing the reserved Sacrament, and
the ancient canopy Is said to have been thenceforward

called *'umbraculum," or "baldacchino.** so called
from " Baldach." an old name of Babylon, whence
came the stuff or silken material of which such cano-
pies were then principally composed. In England the
introduction into general use of altar canopies is re-
ferred to a Constitution of Archbishop Peckham in
1279, requiring a tabernacle to be made In every
church in future, with a decent enclosure, within
which the reserved Sacrament was to be placed In a
pyx. (2 " Johnson's Canons," 464.) From the Interior
of this canopy was suspended by a chain over the high
altar a pyx or other vessel in the shape of a turret or
dove, containing the reserved Sacnament. The words
of the Constitution as given by Lynwood, are as
follows :

—

'* Dlgnissimum Eucharistiie Sacramentum prreclpimus
de csetero taliter custodirl utin qualibetecclesia paro-
chiall fiat Tabernaculum. cum clausura decens et
honestum, secundum cur;e magnttudluem et Ecclesias
facultates. In quo ipsum Dominicum Corpus non in
bursa vel loculo propter comminutionis ])ericulum
nullatenus collocetur, scd in Pyxide pulcherrima ; lino

candlsslmo Interlus adornata; ita quod sine omni
dlmlnutlonlsperlculo facile possit extrahl et Imponi.'*—Lynwood's Proviiiciaie, 248.

It was suggested by the counsel for the petitioners
that the erection enjoined by this constitution was thac
of a small enclosed tabernacle, or diminutive temple,
such as was In later times Introduced Into Italy, and
frequently placed on the side altars for the reception
of the reserved Sacrament, and was not the altar
canopy; but the commentary of Lynwood (a.d- 1422)
on Archbishop Peckhara's Constitution, in reference to
the words "tabernaculum" aud "clausura," are in-

consistent with this suggestion, for he there speaks of

the pyx at that time as suspended over the altar in an
open place, that it might be more readily presented to
the view of the people to receive their adoration. In
his commentary on the word " tabernaculum," he
says :

—

" Sic dictum quia de tabulls sit factum vel quia
tabulis vel lignls sit appensum ;

" and on the words-
*' cum clausura," referring to a passage in the Extrava-
gantcs,—
"Ubi dicitur quod In loco singularl, mundo et

signato debet servarl Encharistla. Et ex hoc Tldetur
quod usns observatus in Angliii, ut scilicet in canopeo^
pendeat super altare, non est commendabilis, quia
contra mentem dlctl ubi statuitur, quod non eustodi-

atur in loco patenti sed singulaii. Licet enlm cousue-
tudo AdgUcana commendabilis sit ilia consideratlone

(lua cltius repraesentatur nostris aspectlbusadoranda."'
(Book 3, title 26.)

The accuracy of this comment of Lynwood as to what
was the practice in England rcceivcsconfirmatlun from
the representation of a canopy on one of the Peter-
borough seals, and of the canopy over the high altar

in the Cathedral of Durham, which ia thus de-

scribed :

—

" Within the said Quire over the High Altar did

hang a rich and most sumptuous canople for the
Blessed Sacrament to hang within it. which had two
Irons fasted in the French peere, very finely gilt,

which held the canople over the midst of the said high
altar that the pyx did hang In It, that it could n»t;

move nor stir," Lc.— '' Ancient Monuments of Durham,
Surtees Society," 1842, and 3 Rock's " Church of Our
Fathers,'* pages 206-7.

Again, one of the demands of the Devonshire rebels ia

Edward VI.'s time (a.d. 1549) was :

—

"We will have the Sacrament hang over the high
altar, and there to be worshipped as It was won't to

be."— Strype's " Life of Cranmer."
Again. Dr. Harding, in his celebrated controversy with
Bishop Jewel (a.d. 1564) In the 9th article of the con-

troversy, which is headed ** Of the Reverent Hanging-
up of the Sacrament under a Canopy," says. " If

Master Jewel would in plain terms deny the reserva-

tion and keeping of the Blessed Sacrament, for which
purpose the pyx and canopy served In the churches of

England, as of the professors of this new Gospel it Is

both in word and also In deed denied.''

Again, Dr. Harding says:—
" Whereto we say that If he and the rest of the

Sacramentaries would agree in the keeping of the
Sacrament, then would we demand why that manner
of keeping were not to be liked In other
Christian countries we grant It Is kept otherwise,
under lock and key ; In some places at one end or sido

of the altar ; In some places In a chapel built for that
purpose ; In some places in the vestry, or In some in-

ward and secret room of the church, as It was at the
lime of Chrysostom at Constantinople. . . . Thus
In divers places diversely hath it been kept, every-
where reverently and surely, so as it might be safe

from injury and vlllany of miscreants and desplsere of

It. The hanging up of It on high hath been the man-
ner of England (as Lyndwood noteth upon the Consti-

tutions Provincial)—on high, that wicked despite might
not reach it ; under a canopy, for show of rever\:uco

and honour."
These citations show that the altar canopies Introduced
Into England under Archbishop Peckham's Constitu-

tions, and In general use here, prior to and at thetimo
of the Reformation were over the High Altar, and In

the third volume of Rock's "Church of our Fathers,"
it Is stated .—

*' That the first wooden or etone tabernacle (and it

was of such materials that the small tabernacles were
at this time made) resting on the altar seen In this

land, was put up In Queen Mary's reign."
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Altar canopies Jn England appear prior to the Refor-

mation to have been priDcipally composed of some stuff

or silken material, and so in Italy until the seventeenth
century. The altar canopy over the high altar under
the dome of the Cathedral Church of S. Peter's in

Rome is said to have been the first baldacchino con-

structed in Western Europe of durable material. Tt

may be here observed that, by ancient custom, cano-
pies or baldacchinos are in some countries carried over
personages of dignity on state occasions as a mark of

respect and honour. Thus a canopy is borne over the
sovereignof this country during a part of the ceremony
of the Coronation. For the like purpose a baldacchino
is carried over the Pope, over cardinals, and over
Roman Catholic bishops in processions. In the Ritiiale

Romanum it was ordered that abaldacchino should be
carried over the Host when conveyed to sick persons;
and on the Feast of Corpus Christi, instituted a.d.

1232, by Pope Urban X., for the special adoration of

the consecrated wafer, a baldacchino was ordered to

be prepared to be carried over the Sacrament. Baldac-
chinos are therefore with significancy and with con-
sistency erected over the altars of Roman Catholic
churches " for honour" (as Dr. Hardhig, in his contro-
versy with Bishop Jewel, says) " of that blessed Sacra-
ment." So much for the historical view of the case. I

will now proceed to consider it in its legal aspect ; and
the first question that suggests itself to the ] udgment of
the Court on this branch of the case is whether the
baldacchino or altar canopy proposed to be erected in

S. Barnabas (which was described by the counsel for
the petitioners as " an extremely rich ornament cover-
ing the whole of the altar, and In fact a small house
under which the altar stood") is an ornament in the
sense in which the term "ornament" is used in the
rubrics of the Prayer Book, or whether it is nothing
more than an arcliitectural adornment or decoration.
If it is a Churcb ornament, unless it is such an orna-
ment as comes within the provisions of the Ornament
Rubric of 1€62, or would be subsidiary to the services

of the Church, as prescribed by law—it is not compe-
tent to this court to grant a faculty for its erection.

The Ornament Rubric is in these words :—

*' And here it is to be noted that such ornaments of
the Church and of the ministers thereof, at all times of
their ministrations, shall be retained and be in use, as
were In the Church of England, by the authority of
Parliament, in the second year of the reign of King
Edward YI."

The construction to be put upon the words " Orna-
ments of the Church," and upon the words "by the
authority of Parliament in the second year of the
reign of King Edward VI.," as used in this Rubric, has
beeu under the consideration of and has been deter-
mined by the Judicial Committee of Her Majesty's
Privy Council, in the cases of " Westerton v. Liddeil,"
and " Martin v. Mackonochie." Their Lordships, In
** Westerton v. Liddell," say :—

"The term 'ornament' In ecclesiastical law is not
confined, as by modern usage, to articles of decoration
or euibelllshment, but is used In the larger sense of the
word ' ornamentum,' which, according to the Interpre-
tation of 'Forcellini'a Dictionary,' is used' proquocunque
apparatu, seu instrnmento.' ^Vll the several articles

used in the performance of the services and rites of
the churches are ornaments."

And, further :

—

" That the word ' ornament' as used in the Rubric
of 1662 is confined to those articles the use of which In

the services and ministrations of the Church is pre-
scribed by the first Prayer Book of Edward TI."

Their Lordships in that case came to the conclurion
that ornaments of the Church not prescribed by the
first Prayer Book of Edward VI., and which are nou
consistent with or subsidiary to the performance of
the services of our Church are prohibited by the law.
In these conclusions the Judicial Committee expressed
its concurrence in "Martin v. Mackonochie." It seems
to me that the ciborium, or altar canopy as known and
used in England at the time of the Reformation, was
an ornament or article of church furniture within the
meaning of the term "ornaments" as used in the
Rubric of the first Prayer Book of Edward VI. It

contains all the characteristics of a cliurch ornament,
whether as regards its form, the materials of which it

was constructed, its symbolical signification, or the use
to which It was applied— to which I have already re-

ferred. But as the baldacchino, or altar canopy,
proposed to be erected is to be of marble or other
durable material, and not of the materials used In

the construction of the altar canopies in use at
the time of the Reformation, this further ques-
tion arises — " Wluther a baldacchino or altar
caurpy of this description is equally an orna-
ment with the old altar canopies within the Rubric."
In the petition it is described as an architectural
adornment for tlie east end of the church. This is an
inaccurate description of it. For if the Holy Table
were removed from underneath It, the baldacchino
would be there without meaning. It never could
seriously he proposed to erect a baldacchino over a
vacant space in the middle of the chancel for the sole

purpose of adorning tlie east end of a church. It must,
therefore be taken to be an erection in connection with
the Communion-table, and was so admitted by the
counsel for the petitioners in argument. If It is an
erection in connection with the Holy Table it must be
cither a structure so attached to the Holy Table as to
form part of it, or a structure separate from the
Holy Table, but in connection with it. If it were taken
as something attached to the Holy Table so as to
form part of it, the table with the baldacchino added

to It would not be that decent Communion-table re-
quired by the 83nd Canon. If it is not to be treated as
attached to the Holy Table, but as a structure separate
from it, and yet in connection with It, it is obviously an
ornament. It was described by the counsel for the peti-

tioners as an architectural adornment of the Holy
Table ; but if the altar canopies in use in Eng-
land before the Reformation were ornaments, there is

no sufficient distinction, iu my opinion, between the
old canopiesaud the baldacchino proposed to be erected
to take the latter out of the category of church
ornaments. In form it is substantially the same, as
it would project and cover the whole of the Holy
Table. It is suitable for the same purposes as the old
altar canopies, and the circumstance of its being
made of different materials does not, in my judgment,
constitute a legal difference between them. Tlie fact
of its being constructed of a durable material and of
its being immovable does not deprive it of the character
of a church ornament; otherwise, it would be in the
power of any individual by making a change in the
material to legalise an article of church furniture
which had been excluded when made of different

material. An altar or Communion-table of stone fixed

to the building would be equally a church ornament
as a movable Communion-table of wood. If the
baldacchino is an ornament within the meaning of the
Rubric, the next question for consideration is whether
it is one of those ornaments sanctioned by the first

Prayer Book of King Edward VI., and if not, whether
it can be shown to be of use as subsidiary to the
services of the Church. There Is no mention or refer-

ence to altar canopies in the first Prayer Book of
Edward VI. The only ornaments mentioned in the
Communion Service of that Book are the Lord's Table.
God*s Board, or the altar, as it is indiscriminately
called, the Corporas, Paten, and Chalice ; and the
direction in the Rubric following the Prayer of Conse-
cration—" that the priest shall perform that ceremony
without any elevation, or showing of the Sacrament
to the people," Is Inconsistent with the retention of an
ornament which was introduced into this country, and
used, as already shown, for the purpose of exhibiting
on high the Reserved Sacrament. The contempo-
raneous exposition of the law to be gathered from the
authorities and practice supports this construction of
the Rubric. The whole tenour of the discussion
between Bishop Jewel and Dr. Harding on the subject
of altar canopies and the Reserved Sacrament in 1554,
and which has already been referred to, confirms this

view. Again, In 1559, Queen Elizabeth, by virtue of

her supremacy, issued cei'tain injunctions in matters
ecclesiastical, by the 23rd of which directions are given
for the taking away and destroying of all shrines,

coverings of shrines, trindals, rolls of wax. pictures,

paintings, and all other monuments of superstition
;

and to see that this, among other injunctions, wascom-
plied with, certain Commissioners were appointed.

From a return made to these Commissioners in 1556,

by the Churchwardens of 150 parishes in Lincolnshire,

which has been published in Peacocke's " Church Furni-
ture," it appears that in several of the parishes

canopies had been found, and were removed by the
churchwardens as monuments of superstition, indica-

ting that at that time they were not deemed to be
lawful Church ornaments. The Court was urged by
the counsel for the petitioners to sanction the erection

of the baldacchino, for the purpose of giving greater
dignity and honour to the Holy Table in the Church of

S. Barnabas; but the honourand dignity to be given to

the Communion-table in our churches, I take it, has
been provided for in the Rubrics and Canons, and I

hold that it is not the province of this court to issue

faculties for the purpose of giving greater dignity or
honour to the Holy Table than the simple dignity which
is prescribed by the law. After much consideration, I

have come to the conclusion that the baldacchino, to

authorise the erection of which a faculty Is prayed, is

an ornament of the church within the meaning of the

Rubrics, and as It is not prescribed by the Rubrics or
can be regarded as in any way necessary or subsidiary
to the performance of the services of the church, I

decline to order the faculty to issue. It is unnecessary
for the Court, havim? regard to the ground on which it

has deemed this application to be inadmissible, to con-

sider the appeal to its discretion. 1 am of opinion that
Mr. Bowrnn is entitled to costs, and I condemn the
petitioners in costs, excepting in the costs of those
affidavits filed by Mr. Bowron, and which do not bear
on the legal question.

Libel by a well-kxowx CrviL EsGrxEER.—In
the Court of Exchequer on Thursday week, the hearing
of the case " Rosei*. Denton." which had occupied six

days, was brought to a close. Mr. Philip Rose, the
plaintiff, ex-member of the firm of Messrs. Baxter,
Rose, and Norton, complained of a series of libels

penned by the defendant, Mr. John Bailey Denton, of
Whitehall-place, a parliamentary and railway engineer,
such alleged libels being contained in letters addressed
to Messrs. Baxter, Rose, and Norton, and to other
persons connected with the London and Brighton
Railway and the Hailing Railway Companies.—Verdict
for the plaintiff for £50 damages.

The (Roman) Catholic Bishops have purchased a
portion of the ground on which their new Univer-
sity at Kensington is to be erected. Upon this

portion is a very quaint and commodious old house
which Mr. Goldie h;^s been commissioned to convert
into a building suitable for the inauguration of the
new institution.

(iur (Sftc W'Mt

Steam on the Tramways.—There is said to be
some prospect of our having steam tram-cars
upon one of the suburban tram-lines. The ex-
periments which were made a week or two ago
with the Grantham steam-car were so satisfactory

that one of the tramway companies is disposed to

adopt the use of carriages of that description, if

the necessary permission can be obtained. The
great advantage of this car, according to the

London correspondent of the Leeds Mercunj, is

that there is an entire absence of puffing,

throbbing, and snorting, and almost even of

smoke, and that consequently there is nothing
to frighten or disturb horses—and this

was experimentally proved by trials which took
place in Vauxhall-road. The steam-car has a
passage from end to end, with the machinery in

two narrow chambers iu the centre. The handles
by which the engines are started and stopped
are at each end of the carriage, so that the engine-
man stands alternately at the end which for the
time is in front. The cost of working a steam-
car is calculated to be about one-half that of

working one by horses, and the fare would be
proportionately reduced. The carriage is manage-
able, and no - inconvenience or annoyance
experienced by the passengers from the proximity
of the engine.

The Baldacchino Qc^stiox.—The Chancellor
of the Diocese of London delivered his judgment
on the " Baldacchino Case " on Monday. He
declines to order the faculty to issue, and condemns
the petitioners in costs. It is not, of course, likely

that the matter will be allowed to rest here, and
an appeal will probably be made to the Court of

Arches. AVe reproduce the judgmentin its entirety

in our "'Legal Intelligence," It is the result of a

considerable amount of research, and its prepara-

tion must have entailed a considerable amount of

labour on Dr. Tristram.

Disinfection.—Dr. "Whitmore, the medical offi-

cer of Marylebone, says :—In carrying out the
system which has for some years been in operation
in this parish of disinfectin;^ rooms in which cases

of fever, small-pox, or other contagious diseases

have occurred. I am constantly met with the diffi-

culty of not being able to make the disinfection

complete. The gaseous compounds necessary
effectually to destroy the poisonous and infective

germs which pervade the apartment would also

destroy the life of any person inhabiting it. and
as it very frequently happens that many poor
families suffer from this class of diseases who can
only afford to occupy one room, and who even for

a few hours cannot obtain shelter elsewhere, it

necessarily follows that the process of disinfection

adopted in such cases must be most insecure and
unsatisfactory. A way of meeting this serious

difficulty would be for parochial authorities to rent
small houses in each of the poorest and most
densely-populated parts of their respective dis-

tricts, to be kept as houses of reception for poor
families during the 6 or 8 or possibly twelve hours
that it would take properly to disinfect their rooms.
In so large a parish as S. Marylebone the annual
expenditm'6 for rent and management of the

required number of houses for this purpose might
amount to £200 or £250. a sum incalculably small
when compared with the advantages that would
result.

Persistence of the Odovr ok Cedar
Wood.— The Cahinei Maker, in speaking of

the persistent character of the pleasaat odour of

cedar, states, on the authority of Mr. E. Lewis,

that it is as persistent as the wood itself. Slivers

taken from white cedar stumps, found twelve feet

under water at low tide, near the Narrows en-

trance to New York harbour, had the odour of

the newly-grown wood, and a piece not more than
twice the size of one's finger perceptibly scented

a drawer for more than a year. '• It is certain,"

says Mr. Lewis, " that the coast, where the trees

of which these are the stumps grew, has sincd

undergone a depression of eighteen or twenty
feet, an event which may have occupied as many
centuries." The editor of the American Artizan,
when quite a lad, was present at the eshumiug
of a large quantity of cedar timber, which was
found buried from ten to twelve feet in the black
muck of a bog, in the centre of the State of New
York. The sap portion of the trees had entirely

rotted away, leaving the hearts perfectly sound.
The quality of this timber was superb. It was so
free-?i-ained that an axe struck in the butt of a
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tree would often split it up to the knots of the

limbs which had rotted away. The odour of this

timber was perfectly distinct and strong, nearly

or quite as much so as trees newly felled on the

surface. It waB evident that generation after

generation of cedar trees had grown and fallen

in this bog. How long some of them had Iain

there it is impossible to say, but it must have

been many centuries.

The Old Tab.ird Inn, Soutiiwauk.—Some
months since attention was drawn to the fact

that this ancient inn and hostelry, with all its

memories of Chaucer and the Canterbury Pil-

grimage*, was about to be put up for auction, and
that, if immediate steps were not taken by anti-

quaries to secure it, the quaint old buildings,

mostly of timber, and the very site of the

"Tabard," or (as it was called in the last century)

the "Talbot Inn," would be speedily sweptaway.

It is now stated that the inn and its site have

passed into other hands—doubtless with a view

to building purposes—and that the demolition of

the old galleries and of the traditional Pilgrims'

Chamber will be commenced ne.\t March. Charles

Knight, in his '"London,"' published in 184:1, tells

us that immediately over the door of the inn

which leads into the waggon office, in the centre

of the gallery, there was a picture, said to be by
Blake, of the Canterbury Pilgrimage, though

even at that date in so dirty and decayed a state

that the subject is scarcely discernible, though

the Gentleman's .'^ta'/azine, in 1812, pronounced

it a "well-painted picture." The thirty years

which have since pas-sed away, as might be ex-

pected, have not improved its condition, and it is

now so rotten that it seems likely to fall in pieces

before the lease of the inn runs out.

The Cleveland Slag Working Company,
Limited.—As mentioned by us some time ago, a

company has been formed at Middlesbrough-on-

Tees, for the purpose of utilising blast-furnace

slag by processes which have lately been sub-

mitted with satisfactory results to the teat of

practical experiments. The chief objects of the

company are the manufacture of bricks, mortar,

sand, cement, and concrete, to which purposes

slag, reduced to sand as it runs from the furnace,

and afterwards specially prepared, has been suc-

cessfully applied at Middlesbrough and elsewhere.

Numerous samples of the various products

—

bricks, mortar, sand, and concrete—have been

submitted for approval to practical men; and from

the abundance of materials and the small amount
of labour required, it is calculated that the com-

pany -n-ill be able to supply building materials at

a cheap rate, .and yet realise a substantial profit.

Land has been purchased for the erection of an
extensive factory near the New Dock entrance,

convenient alike for shipping, railway, and cart-

ing; and the patents of Mr. Chas. Wood, of

Middlesbrough, and Captain Bodmer, of London,
have been secured. "The directorate is largely

interested in the blast-furnaces of the district, and
it is stated that the greater part of the necessary

capital has already been subscribed.

PROrOSED COMI'LETION OF THE METROPOLITAN
Railway " Inner Circle."—At the meeting of

the Metropolitan Board of Works, on Friday last,

a report was adopted, presented by the Works
Committee, stating that the committee having
proceeded on the resolution of tho Board of the

8th of August last, referring to them two pro-

posals for the completion of the inner circle of

railways in the metropolis, and the formation, in

connection therewith, of certain now streets in the

City of Loudon, and having considered the reports

of the engineer and iirchitect on such proposals,

and the plans of railway deposited, with which a

proposed new street from King William-street to

Fenchurch-street is connected, are of opinion that

the Metropolitiin Inner Circle Completion .and

Eastern Extension Scheme presents the best fea-

tures and offers the greatest advantages to the
public, inasmuch as in addition to completing tho
inner circle, it connects the extreme east of

London with the west, and forms junctions with
tho East London, Groat Eastern, and North
London Railways, which the alternative plan does
not. The committee are therefore of opinion

that the Metropolitan Inner Circle Completion
and Eastern Extension Railway Scheme is the
better of the two, and they recommend that it be
referred back to tliem to consider and report
whether any, and if any, what amount of contri-

bution t-hould be made by tho Board towards the
formation of the new street.

JIoBT Gratifying.—We see with much satis-

faction that at length the stately pile of buildings

in Lincoln's Inn-fields is now in course of comple-
tion. Thousands whose occupations take them
to this spot, which is undoubtedly the finest

square iu London, will feel, with ourselves, some
relief to find that this great property again ex-

hibits signs of life and activity. The Inns of

Court Hotel Company has purchased the entire

property, and, having restored the Holborn block,

they are now finishing the remaining portion,

which will form part of tho hotel, according to

tho original intention. The buildings were
erected from designs by Messrs. Lockwood and
Mawson, and the works are again placed in their

hands. When finally completed, this hotel will

supply the want of first-class hotel accommoda-
tion which is greatly felt in this central position.

Douglas (Isle of Man) Improvements.—On
Wednesday the Committee appointed presented its

report to the House of Keys. It appears that a

public inquiry was held in Douglas on the 9th inst.,

which was largely attended by persons interested

in tho various routes proposed in order to con-

nect the Victoria Pier with different parts of the

town. Four different routes, with their several

plans and estimates, were laid before the com-
mittee, namely, ilr. Robertson's, Mr. Todhun-
ter's, Mr. Culshaw's, and Mr. Ellison's. The plans

are compared at some length in the report, and
the committee, in conclusion, recommend that

support be given to the combined plan pi'opared

by Mr. Ellison, and that a communication should

be made to the Lieutenant-governor to the effect

that the House of Keys is prepared to aid any
well-directed movement for effecting a work so

full of advantage to Douglas and the island gene-

rally. This report being unanimously adopted,

the house took up for consideration the bill in-

troduced by the town commissioners for carry-

ing out the Culshaw plan, embodying in it s\ich

amendments as were necessary to make it suit

the Ellison scheme. The revision of the bill was
not finished when the house rose, and its con-

sideration was proceeded with yesterday.

Palestine Exploration Fund.—The latest

letters from the ofEcers in charge of the explo-

ration fund aro extremely interesting and impor-
tant. M. Ganneau and M. Lecomte (architect),

who have special charge of the Jerusalem re-

searches, arrived in November, and lost no time

in commencing their work. M. Ganneau, while

at Jaffa, discovered the ancient cemetery of the

town, the full examination of which he reserves

for a future opportunity. On the way to .Teru-

S'-ilem he visited the site which he had previously

identified with the Biblical citv of Gezer. Here
he was fortunate iu being able to trace in part

the plan of the old city, and the position of its

houses and suburbs. In Jerusalem he has ex-

amined a number of Judse-Greek sarcophagi,

with inscriptions. They were found quite

recently on the Mount of Olives, not far from the

site of Bethany, their date being of Christian

times, and certainly very early. They contain

the bones of Christian Jews, and it is startling,

in connection with tho locality in which they

were discovered, to come upon tho names of

Simon, Martha, and Lazarus (Eleazar). Mr.
Drake has rejoined the survey party, now at

Jericho. The reports received from him and
Lieut. Corder describe the country connected
with Samson's exploits, and that of David's

wanderings. Full details, with original drawings
by Lieut. Condor, will be given in the Society's

January issue.

The Royal Academy.—The Gold Modal and
a Scholarship of £25 for two years, have been
awarded by tho Royal Academy of Arts to

Frederick George Cotman and William White.

—

to the former for tho best historical painting,

and to the latter for the best historical sculpture.

Ernest Albert Waterlow receives the gold (Tur-
ner) medal for the best landscape. Silver medals
are awarded as follows :—To Joseph Mordeoai
for tho best painting from the life and the best

copy in the school of painting; to William Doffarn
for the best drawing from the life ; to Jlichacl

Hanhart for the second best drawing from the
life ; to William H. Thornycroft for the third best

drawing from tho life ; to William G. S. Webber
for the best model from the life; to Elizabeth
Smith Guinness for tho best drawing from the
.antique ; to H. A. Bone for tho second best

drawing from tho antique ; to Janet Archer for

the third best drawing from the antique ; to

William S. Frith for tho best model from the
antique ; to William Charles May for the second
best model from the antique ; to Caroline Not-

tidge for the best restoration of tho "Venus do
Mile ;" to Edward Clarke for the best architee
tural drawing ; to George L. Lukor for the
second best architectural drawing; and toPhilipe
Maroni for the best prospective drawing. The
premium of £10 is awarded to William R. Sy-
monds, for a drawing executed in the antique
style.

Chimney Construction in Sueffibld.— Th-e
Times commenting on the recent disasters at
Sheffield caused by the heavy gale, says : " We
should con»lude that every inhabitant iu Sheffield
belongs to a steam-engine, and consequently a
chimney shaft, as connected with his daily work.
But anybody with an eye must also observe that
the greater part of these chimneys betray faults
of construction. They are not straight, or they
lean, recalling in a very ungraceful fashion the
leaning towers of Bologna and Pisa ; or they aro
too taper, or they have been evidently carried
higher than the original plan contemplated ; o

they simply show bad material and workmanr
ship inadequately corrected by iron braces and
ties. The wonder is that they stand at all, and
all that a stranger can do is to admire the nicety
of the calculations on which they are designed,
and the audacity of the builders, as also of those
who work under them every day of their lives.

There is a prevalent idea that if structures of this
sort rock well they may be trusted, as the test

shows them to be of homogentoui material
throughout and of uniform construction. This
may or may not be, but one shaft, or tower as it

is called in the narrative, has long been remark-
able for this peculiarity, and it fell on Tuesday.
Some of tho chimney shafts, it will be observed^
were only built a fow years since, when the con-
struction of them, being perfectly understood,
was only a matter of money. To a stranger the
general effect of all these chimneys, presenting
every variety of form and not a few varieties of
failure, is such that he would think life specially

insecure in Sheffield.

CHIPS.
On Wednesday Holy Trinity Church, Sitting-

bourne, was consecrated by the Archbishop of Can-
terbury. Originally the church was built on a very
small scale, and in consequence of the increased
population it was found necessary to enlarge it.

This has now been done by the addition of some
23 feet to the original nave, and the erection of
aisles, chancel, and chancel chapels. The structure-

now accommodates G40 persons.

The Rev. Mackenzie E. C. Walcott, B.D., Pre-
centor and Prebendary of Chichester, is about to
publish a work to be entitled " Scoti Monasticon.""
It is to be a history of all the cathedral, conventual,,

and collegiate churches and other religious or bene-
volent foundations ii Scotland. Mr. Walcott is a
tried and trusted author in this department of
literary investigation, as his frequent contributions
to our own pages abundantly testify.

On the 12th inst. the chancel of S. Luke's parish
church, Leek, was reopened by the Bishop of the
diocese. The church, which is in the Decorated
style, was built about thirty years ago. The chan-
cel has now been extended 10 feet eastward, re-

paved, and furnished with a reredos, stalls, and
sedilia, from the designs of Mr. Sedding, of Bristol.

Sir Moses Montefiore having lately visited the
Orphan Home at S. Peter's, Thanet, has commis-
sioned Mr. Weekes to execute for him a marble
bust of the Archbishop of Canterbury, which he
desires shall be placed in the institution.

Mr. John Nicholls, contractor, of York-street^
Tork-road, Lambeth, died on the 10th inst.

At the City Commission of Sewers on Tuesday,
coimsel's opinion was read as to the rights of
parishioners to have their relatives buried on Sun
days in the parish churchyard, the Commissioners
as the burial board of the City parishes, having-
purchased land for a cemetery at Ilford. Counsel
held that the custom might be insisted on as a.

common law right.

On Monday afternoon a music-hall, erected at a
cost of £;!0,000, was opened .at Sheffield. The
building is the largest in the town, and has been
erected by a limited company to supply high-class

musical entertainments. The building is in the
Italian style of architecture, and has two halls, the
larger of which will accommodate about 3,000

persons. The specialty of the hall is the organ,

built by M. Caville Coll, of Paris, at acost of £.5,000.

The Metropolitan Board of Works, at their

meeting on Friday last, determined to contribute

one-half of the cost (estimated at £6,000) of an
improvement proposed to be effected by the Com-
missioners of Sewers of the City of London, at

the corner of Threadneedle-street and Bishops-

pate-street, Without, in front of the church of

S. Mary Outwich, now about to he removed, such

contribution not to exceed the sum of £3,000.
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OUR STREETS.—V.
rpHE approuoh to the City from the Surrey
-L side, over Blackfriars Bridge, has ahTa3-s

been a striking one. The noble dome of

S. Paul's, the crowds of unique and pic-

turesque steeples which surround it, form in
themselves a cuup-d'ail, unsurpassed in any
other modern city in the world. This point
of view has, however, recently assumed a far

grander aspect. To the left stretches the
splendid curve of the Embankment, with its

belt of gardens by which we have been pass-
ing ; and though the line of buildings front-
ing these is at present irregidar, scattered,
and discordant, yet they appear to the best
advantage from tliis standpoint. Somerset
House hence is an efiective pile, and the
hollow square formed by the Templars' Inns
of Court is a recess from the general street

line for which we shall always be grateful.

We can, in imagination at least, banish the
ugly retorts of the Gas-works, which certainly
are anything but pleasing objects in the
middle, and we shall not, we hope, have long to

wait for an imposing background in llr. Street's

new Law Courts, which are just about to rise

above their foundations at a level of some ciO

feet above that of this river bank.
In the immediate foreground we have facing

us the new De Keyser's Hotel, a vast struc-
ture, imposing from its very mass—the work
of Mr. Griining as architect. Does it in archi-
tectural character rise to the splendour of

the occasion ? We fear we must say not. If
•what we now see be but one wing and a por-
tion of the centre of a still mightier pile, we
are hardly yet in a position to realise the
eflect it would then produce ; but we may
assume that the present disposition will be
repeated on the other side and make a sym-
metrical whole. The convex curvature of the
plan is much in its favour, and the gradation
of light and shade on so long a frontage will
be of necessity pleasing. The design is very
simple, but we shall not quarrel with its sim-
plicity or plainness as compared with its more
pretentious neighbours ; but as the ornamental
details are but few, they should have been
better in style. The whole range of building
is five stories in height, with one in the roof
besides. The ground story is treated as a
basement, the next three aljove are not sepa-
rated by any strong courses, but together are
crowned by a full entablature carried tlu-ough
the building ; the fifth forms a high attic

;

with dormers in the roof to light the sixth.
Three bays at the west end project slightly
to form a ridge ; then 1 1 bays undivided from
the main body ; anotlier slight projection
marks ofl" agaia a portion of the centre, em-
phasized by a couple of Corinthian pilasters
stilted on high pedestals, themselves resting
on the basement. This portion of the centre
has three bays of windows, flanked on the other
side by simUar pilasters ; and then comes what
we take to be another part of the central
mass shghtly receding, and with columns in a
line with the pilasters before mentioned, and
the work is stopped for the present at this
point. The composition of the faoade, ac-
cording to the vernacular mode of using th'?

conventional orders as mere sui-face decoration,
is broad, simple, and bold, probably with at-
tention to instructions for strict economy, and
the small amount of ornamental members used
are well concentrated. The main defect in
the pile is the poor sky-line and ungainly
forms of the elevated portions of the mansard
roofs of the centre and wings. In detail we
object to the rococo character of the shells,

&c., over the first-floor window dressings, and
to the bizarre outlines of the elaborated dor-

mers over the middle and ends. We cannot
also refi-ain from noting, as the fault of the
style employed, the illogical abstention from
supports to the main entablature for the prin-
cipal part of its length, where it may be sup-
posed to be carried by the waU beneath, and
then the clustering of pilasters under it in

pairs at distant points. The cornice really

either needs supports or it does not ; if it does,

each bay and the wings should have them as

well as the centre ; if not, those now supposed
to ornament the latter are Ja trap.

On the opposite side of the road, in a posi-

tion nearly as prominent, though not so ad-
vantageously turned towards the approach
from the bridge, is the Blackfriars station of

the Metropolitan Railway, in which the archi-

tectural reticence of the other stations we
have noted has been departed from. The
example under consideration is an extraordi-

nary eclectic freak in a sort of Mauresque
style. It is a lofty rectangular pile, detached
upon the side next the bridge, and it presents

on that side a bold appearance, so that it

does not appear to have been designed with
special reference to the peculiarity of the site,

which might have called forth some pic-

turesque treatment. As it is, we have but
a street fagade facing the end of the Embank-
ment. In this elevation the arrangement of

the fenestration is not amiss. The ground-
story, as a plain basement, has no special

feature, but the windows to the first and
second floors of the body of the building are

grouped in triplets of Moorish, stilted, semi-
cLrcular arched openings, and on the tliird

floor there is a continuous range of such.

Xarrow slightly projecting wings on either

side are carried up a stage higher than the

central body, and have on each floor a single

window corresponding to those in a line with
it, and the upper stage of these short lateral

towers a couplet on each face. So far all is

well as regards the general composition of the

fagade, but the whole is much injured by the

further capping of these side towers each

with a bulbous sort of cupola, lead-covered,

carried in on a flimsy arcade cut apparently

out of their woodwork. The sky-line is well

enough broken by these additions, but they
seem useless, and not good of their kind. The
roof of the body of the building is hidden
behind a perforated parapet which runs from
turret to turret. Some of the details of the

lower portion are skilful in design, as the

balconies to the windows, which are partlj'

stoae slabs on deeply and thickly set corbels,

and parts beyond in perforated iron gratings

with light open metal parapets. The only

building comparable to this in scale of same
style in London is Mr. F. H. Lewis's

"Alhambra" in Leicester-square, which,
however, is far preferable to this in general

design and grouping, and also in the orna-

mental detail throughout.

Adjoining this station-building on the

further side from the bridge, curving round
towards Thames-street, is a large block of

shops and chambers over, by Mr. Wimble,
architect, five stories in height, in a rather

impure description of Gothic, with freestone

fronts, divided into shallow recessed bays by
pilasters, in the centre of the face of which
are slender attached shafts. Each bay con-

tains two light arched openings on the upper
floors, above segmental headed arch shop-

windows on the ground-storv. The central

bay is a narrow one with doorway below to

the chambers, and the two lights above in

this case are scpieezed in unpleasantly ; it

would have been far better to have been

content with a single wider one. Each story

is marked horizontally by a moulded string-

course with a belt of bold diapers below it,

and this forms a good feature. The building

ends abruptly against the railway', and on the

further side it is devoid of any attempt to

deal picturesquely with that angle or with

the skyline, but the general treatment of the

fapade is commendable and the detail

tolerable.

After passing the above building we have
three fine routes before us—Bridge-street,

New Victoria-street, and Thames-street, in

each of which there are visions of scafiblding

and other signs of busy progress and change.
On the present occasion we shall take the
straight course through Bridge-street, where
we shall find something to interest us. A
noble position immediately fronting us at the
angle on the right-hand is to be occupied by
new premises for the Hand-iu-Haud In-
surance Company, which we hope will be
worthy the great opportunity afl'orded to its

architect.

Beyond this, No. 29, New Bridge-street
Chambers, is a strange modificatioa of one of

the old commonplace houses that previously
existed on that side of the street, by the in-

troduction of new dressings, with ciles inlaid

in them, to the first floor windows ; bold
brackets projecting to support a balcony to
that story mth a coarse iron parapet. A queer
rococo stone porch has been added to the
ground-floor over the area, with stumpy
columns in front with polished granite shafts
supporting semi-circular arches between them
and the building, but with a lintel also carried
beneath in a line with the capital, with a
smaller column also, with polished granite
shaft placed under the centre of it. This
lintel acts as a tie to the arch, and the
arrangement is somewhat picturesque, but the
detaU is coarse and indifl'eieut.

No. 32 are the premises of the British
Empire Assurance Company, the lower story
of which has been projected over its area,

with three semi-circular headed arched open-
ings. There is nothing particular in its

treatment to attract, further than that such
occasional breaks from the general street

frontage as this, and the somewhat similar

one in cement of Messrs. Spiers and Pond's
offioes further up, vary the usual monotony.
In this case, however, wo view it rather
grudgingly, as it tends to obscure the well-
known charming faoade of No. 33, the tem-
porary London School Board offices—by the
late Mr. Woodward, than which there is not
a more successful piece of plain street frontage
in London. Would that the new offices the
School Board is about to build upon the Em-
bankment resembled it in tone and treat-

ment.
Bridge-street is all the better for the recess

formed by the London Chatham and Dover
railway station therein. As for the building
of the station itself, by Mr. John Taylor, it is

good in construction, and siinple and unob-
trusive in design, but its effect is marred by
the spottiness produced by the white terra-

cotta bands which are too frequent and not

very rhythmically dis])osed.

Just beyond the station another good oppor-
tunity has been made little use of in the hands
of Mr. Bridgman, as architect ; although the

fagades of this block of buildings in a com-
manding position and long frontage is of

ashlar. The entrance to the chambers over the

shops has a semi-circular arched head with
tympam filled with sculpture, and over this

a heavy segmental pediment with the lower
cornice broken through. The great feature

of the building is the inordinately long and
coarsely ornamented ke^'stones of the windows,
some of which are Venetian, and some trip-

lets of semi-circular arched openings of un-
equal sizes.

We now come to the crossing between
Bridge-street and Farringdon -street with

Fleet-street and Ludgate-hill, the corners of

which have been rounded ofl' to form a small

circus. Here we have already three of the

angular blocks rebuilt—one, that on the righ

hand, is merely a continuation of Mr. Bridg
man's structure just described. A very similar

group of shop-buildings faces it, and Messrs

Cook's offices occupy the north-western angle

,

this is a somewhat better treatment of verna-

cular Italian by Mr. H. Grundy as architect.

The fourth site is as yet unoccupied. We can

but regret that none of these buddings are up
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to the mark that should be attained in so pro-
minent a locality.

Returning by the other side of Bridge-
street to that we have been noticing, we gladly
welcome a really satisfactory new building in

the Economic Life Assurance Society's offices,

by Mr. Christian as architect—a stately

fanade of considerable frontage in red brick

and terra-cotta.* It is treated with great
breridth in three wide feuestral bays, with
plenty of wall surface round the openings,
and the openings themselves bold and well
treated. The style is a sort of free treat-

ment of Romanesque, semi-eircular arched, but
with central shafts and simple tracery in the

heads of the lower story, after the fashion of

fie transition from Gothic to Renaissance in

some of the Venetian buildiHgs. The upper
(viudows are simply wide undivided lights,

with semi-circular arches over also, glazed on
the first floor, but filled in solid on the
second. These openings are recessed into

several orders, with richly decorated arch-
mouldings and columns each with polished
granite shafts, moulded bases and zones, and
carved capitals. Each story is divided from
that below by a bold string-course. The
<luoins are marked by ornamental terra-
cotta blocks, and a deep cornice with brackets,
-.tnd intermediate circular ornaments, crowns
tlie facade, above which rise five stacks of
chimneys banded by zones into three tiers.

A porch projects over the area from the
central bay on the ground-floor, which is

slightly heavy in proportion, though its

detail, as that to all the rest of the building,
is very, very excellent. Such a work as this
compensates for much of the mediocrity we
have had to wade through, and we terminate
our present ramble very hopefully with re-

miniscences of it.

HISTORIC ART STUDIES.
E AELT C IIRISTIAX ScULrTURE.

( U'it/i Ilhstralions.)

AT the dawn of Christianity, plastic art
-'^ had but few votaries. Persecuted as
the early Christians were, they were com-
pelled to keep their tenets secret, and mystery
led to symbolism and allegories, which ele-
ments at first became antagonistic to art. In
addition to this, Christianity, as it was worked
out under the Fathers, took, to a great extent,
a Persian and Jewish view of art. The Zoro-
astrian doctrine peopled heaven and earth with
Feryers and Devas, and imagined a never-
ending abstract contlict between good and evil,
clean and unclean thoughts, words and deeds.
These were abstractions which did not pro-
mote the culture of art. Tlie .Jewish law in
this respect was much stricter ; the carving
or making of any image or likeness of any-
thing in space was proliibited, and artists
were thus deprived of all subjects. The in-
rtuence of the reaction which set in against
the gorgeous decoration of heathen palaces
and temples must also be considered, and
serves to explain the first formless period of
oarly Christian art. Everything beautiful
was despised and looked upon as a means to
seduce men, and to divert them from the
liigher pursuits of virtue and sanctity. Ter-
tuilian thundered against sculptors as "en-
gaged in a disgraceful craft"; he reproached
a painter with having desecrated and despised
God's laws by his art. "Pingit illioite, legem
Dei m libidinem defendit, in artem eontemnit

"

arc the " ipsissima verba" of the wrathful
preacher, who hated philosophy as the inven-
tion of the Evil Spirit. Ivot less powerfid in
his exhortations .against images was Clemens
of Alexandria, who declared anv representa-
tion of the divine through matter a defile-
ment produced in the interests of sensuality.
Ongea altogether forbade the admission of
sculptors and painters into the communion of
Christians. Before Christian art found its
o\ra. forms, heathenish and Christian subjects
were generally intermingled. The Emperor

• See BuiLDiNo News. April 4, l»;j

Alexander Severus had Abraham and Orpheus
in his " Lararium " by the side of ApoUonius of

Tyana, the miracle-worker. Plato and Sokrates
were placed side by side with the Saviour,
and there were some who worshipped Venus
and Christ at the same time. It cannot be
denied that the heathen divinities were no
longer used in their ancient meanings—they
served symbolically or allegori':ally to express
some Christian sentiment or feeling. Venus
was thus not the mother of worldly love, but
the representative of Christian love, which
had not yet found the higher and more digni-
fied representation of the " Mother with the
Child." By degrees the heathenish forms
were abandoned, and Christian art turned to

symbols taken from geometrical figures, which
remind us of the first mystic triangles of the
Brahmans, before the fertile imagination of

the Indians had peopled heaven and earth
with some 300,0(10 divinities. The sign of

the Cross prevailed first ; then the letters A and
Q ; Christ was thus proclaimed the begin-
ning and end of everything. By degrees the
animal kingdom came into play. The fish

was chosen because it served as a sign of re-

cognition amongst Christians, the word Ix9"C
forming the first letters of the Greek formula:
" h]aovQ XpiiTT-oc Biov vwq awn]p " (Jesus Christ,

the Son of God, the Saviour). Next the lamb
and the dove were used. We often see a
scarcely recognisable bird picking berries either

from a bush (see Fig. 4) or out of a basket, prob-

ably an allusion to the spiritual food given by
Christ to belie^ving souls. Then we have the
stag, the lion, the bull, and the eagle, vine and
palm leaves, anchors and lyres, pitchers, gob-
lets, and loaves. These were the first artistic

forms cut in rude outlines upon tombs or into

the rocks of the catacombs. The love for

pictorial representation was, however, too

widely spread, so tKat, in spite of the icono-

clastic efforts of the clergy and bishops both
in the East and West, the crude beginnings of

a new art manifested themselves. The cata-
combs and sarkophagi were adorned with re-

liefs, and the ceilings of the burial chambers
with pictures of symbolic forms—the circle,

the square, and a double cross being used.

The scenes represented were at first taken
from the Old Testament. The Creation of

Woman, the Fall of Man, Adam and Eve be-

side the Tree of Knowledge, round which
the serpent coils, Cain and Abel, IS'oah, Abra-
ham ready to sacrifice his Son, &c. Job is

rarely represented, whilst Daniel in the Lions'

Den is a favourite subject ; so are the three

youths in the furnace, Elijah ascending to

heaven in a chariot drawn by four fiery steeds

;

but more favoured than any of the scenes

mentioned are the incidents in the life of the

Prophet Jonah. With reference to the illus-

trations taken from the New Testament, it is

remarkable that we find in Early Christian

sculptures none of the most prominent inci-

dents of the life of Christ, so popular at a

later period ; no cro^wning with thorns, no
flagellation, no crucifixion. We have Christ

sometimes represented before Pilate, general!}-

we have His bii'th, and the adoration of the
Magi, or we see Ilim as the Good Shepherd.
He is often teaching surrounded by His dis-

ciples, or healing the sick ; entering Jerusa-
lem, or being taken prisoner. There was no
visible eflbrt to deify Him. His sufterings,

His earthly wanderings, expressing His tho-

roughly liiunanc nature without much mystic
surrounding, are generally the subjects of the

early sculptures. The tendency to exalt the

spirit over matter shows itself most dis-

tinctly in a reaction against the Roman plastic

fashion, according to which the heads of

statues were small and the bodies fully deve-
loped, especially in tlie muscles. The nude
altogether vanishes, and the heads grow larger

and larger : the eyes, those mirrors of the

inner soul, increase in size, become more pro-

minent, and more upturned ; whilst limbs
and bodies grow more and more emaciated.
In many instances we find in the Early Chris-

tian sculptures specimens of excellent group-

ing and composition, but at a later period,

under Teutonic influences, the sacred images
begin slowly to degenerate into perfect Budd-
histic caricatures. In the beginning, when
Christ was represented as the Good Shepherd
(see Figs. 5 and 6), He was a Greek youth,
full of grace and divine kindness, carrying
His beloved lamb on His shoulders ; whilst,

subsequently. He is still a youthful but
shapeless shepherd, standing under stiffly

arranged trees, amidst His sheep, with a thick
and knotty staft" in His left hand. The head
is gracefully adorned with long tresses, but
the dress is less Greek. On the ivory tablet,

now in the Vatican (see Fig. 7) we have
two incidents of the life of Christ—His birth

and first bath. The work is Chinese in style,

being Hat and primitive in the highest degree,
though it is dated 9th cent. a.d. If we
compare these distorted forms with the bronze
statue of S. Peter, probably of the .5th cent.

a.d. (see Fig. 1, now in S. Peter's), we see

how the spirit of Classic art gave dignity and
grace to the Apostle of the Christian Church.
There is an idealisation in the stern repose of

the whole figure ; his right hand is raised to

bless, in his left he holds the keys of heaven
and hell. The statue undoubtedly reminds
us of Jupiter Capitolinus—the diadem has
given way to a symbolic ornament represent-

ing, by its circular shape, eternit}'. The key
appears to be borrowed from the Indian
Ganesa (the Roman Janus). The chair on
which the Apostle sits is the eurule chair of a
Roman Consul, and the dress, in Roman
fashion, enfolds the whole body. In spite of

its dignity, there is a false realism in the

figure, showing us the fisherman in a cha-

racter which is in direct opposition to his

very nature. Confused in composition, and
entirely disjointed, is the ivory carving from
the throne of a bishop, from Ravenna (see

Fig. 4), representing the Creation of Woman.
A miniatui'o Adam lies on the ground, a tiny

Eve has been created by a gigantic father of

mankind, apparently blessing her, whilst two
angels, of whom the one is provided with a

disproportionately large head, hold some gar-

ments ready to cover the little Eve. The
arabesques in general have some good lines,

but the effect is destroyed by the introduction

of an unintelligible symbol—birds picking

berries. The monogram on the throne refers

to Maximianus, who lived iu the middle of

the sixth cent. a.d. Far more correct in

every respect are the reliefs on the sarkophagi,

which are technically well executed. In Fig.

2 we have a relief from a sarkophagus found
in 1.592, when the foundations of S. Peter's

were excavated. There is some symmeti'y in

the grouping. Christ stands in the centre on
a mountain, from which flow the four streams

of paradise, symbolic of the Four Gospels.

S. Peter holds the cross, and S. Paul a tablet

or scroll. Another relief (see Fig. 3) is still

better. Christ stands in the centre, and
addresses a group of men, amongst whom we
see Moses, with a scroll in his left hand and
in his right a statt', with which he strikes the

rock, from which water gushes forth, sym-
bolic of the stream of life which Christ's

words carry with them. In the group on the

right we have representations from the New
Testament. A kind of strophe and anti-

strophe may be recognised in these composi-

tions. This is even more observable in the

Sarkophagus of Junius Bassus (see Fig. 8),

a noble Roman, who, according to the inscrip-

tion, went to God, "iit ad Deum," during the

Consulate of Eusebius and Hypatius. Our
illustration gives the front, divided into two
rows, each being subdivided by six columns

into five fields, containing ten scenes from the

Old and New Testaments :—1. We have Abra-

ham about to sacrifice his son ; a hand from
heaven seizes the knife, which he holds

uplifted ready to strike. 2. Clirist prophesy-

ing to S. Peter that he would deny Him. 3.

Christ discoursing with two apostles, or two
Pharisees, enthi'oned on the universe, aUegori-

cally represented by a mau. 4. Christ led
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before the judge by two soldiers. 5. Pilate

about to wash his hands. In the lower row,
commencing from tlie left, we have 6. A scene

from the life of Job. 7. Adam and Eve after

the Fall. 8. Christ's entry into Jerusalem.
9. Daniel in the lions' den. 10. S. Peter
thrust into prison. Each scene, with the ex-
ception of the seventh, represents three per-

sons, and is well arranged. The lambs
grouped between the upper and lower row
are very spirited. The modelling of the

isolated nude or draped figures is not
without merit, especially when the artist

endeavours to represent silent reflection or

submissive suS'ering. The general products
of Early Christian plastic art were conceived
and executed in the realistic Roman style.

With the spread and advancement of Chi'is-

tianity, art decayed more and more. It was
the fashion in the earliest times to refer to the

prophecy of Isaiah, and to describe the
Messiah as small, weak, and humble. The
Fathers countenanced this view, and were
ready to accept Christ's outward appearance
in accordance with this prophecy. They
taught that a Christian ought not to attach

his heart to outward beauty, but to raise his

mind to purely spiritual perfection. This was
the reason why Christ was scarcely ever

sculptured or painted, except in an idealised

or symbolic form. Ilepresentations of the
Virgin, dating from the earliest period, are

often found in the catacombs. The decora-
tions of these catacombs were generally re-

stricted to the ceilings, which were either

circidar or sqxiare, and this explains the con-
centric composition of these extremely primi-
tive frescoes. An Adam and Eve (see Fig. 9)

is copied from the '• Coemeterium " of

S. Calixtus, situated between the Via Appia
and Ardeatina. A semicircular field contains

in the centre Adam and Eve, nearly as tall

as the tree of knowledge ; on the left is a
woman, clad in a tunic with wide sleeves,

praying, and on the right is the man healed
of the palsy, carrying his couch. The whole
is very sketchy, and without any attempt at

real art. The same may be said of another
similar composition from the Ocmeterium of

S. Marcellinus near the Via Labicana.
The square ceiling is divided and sab-divided
into several panels. The centre is cii-cular,

intersected by semicircles, all united together.

In contradistinction to the reliefs on the
Sarkojihagi, there are but few figures. The
central figure is the Good Shepherd ; on the
left we have the sacrifice of Isaac ; on the right

Christ healing the man afiiictcd with palsy
;

below is Noah in the ark, which looks like a

small, square box, with the lid open,

approached by a diminutive dove ; and at the
top is Daniel, between two lions. The inner
square is decorated with doves and crowns, the
outer with four rams. In the Cicmeterium of

S. Calixtus we have another semicircle (see

Fig. 11), much better arranged than any of the
other groups, and with more figures. We have,
according to some iconographcrs, the Twelve
Apostles, with Christ seated in their midst on
a high throne. Taking into consideration the
basket filled with scrolls, and the extremely
youthful appearance of the Saviour, we are

inclined to think that the scene is meant to

represent Christ in the Temple, discussing with
the Scribes. From the Ctemeterium of S.

Marcellinus we give another ceiling, decorated
with a richly ornamented double cross, in the
style of the Koman wall decorations. A number
of small panels, formed by geometrical lines, en-

circle and surround the centre piece, represent-

ingChrist as the Good Shepherd. Threepanclsof
the central cross are preserved ; in one we see

Moses with the tables of the law, in another
Moses striking the rock, and in the third Christ
with the baskets of bread. Arabesques in the
Pompeian style, Assyrian animals with wings,
and lambs, symmetiically aranged, fill the
spaces between the two crosses. The forms
of this period of Early Christian plastic

and pictorial art, are childish, but the
spirit pervading them is that vivifying

clement by means of which by degrees art

raised itself from Plato's " Mimesis," a
mere slavish imitation of Nature, to a

higher power of objective creation, in which
the subjective idea of the artist was predomi-
nant. The beautiful in C^hristian art is not
the imitation of reality, but the idea which is

embodied in forms. Art suffered for a long
time from the Platonic misconception that

matter was altogether antagonistic to spirit,

and was, in fact, " of evil," whilst spirit alone

was "of good." The struggle to find forms
for the new current of thoughts was too great

at this period. The classic world was iutelleo-

tuaUy, as well as materially, at an end, and the

new mode of thinking, feeling, and acting was
not yet settled. The Oriental world gave us
its theosophies, the Greek element hrought
abstractions into concrete forms, and it was
left to the Italians and Teutons to become
masters of both idea and form, reconcile spirit

and matter, and to connect the antique with the

modern world through a correct appreciation

and amderstanding of Christianity.

G. G. Zerpfi.

THE CITY CHURCHES, AND WHAT IS

TO BECOME OF THEM?

WE are often not a little puzzled to account

for the change from one architectm-al

style to another, and it is for the most part

impossible to see where the one style ended and
the other commenced, so insensible are the

gradations between them. The old and familiar

style passes away little by little, and the new
takes its place, but no man sees hrno or when it

takes place. And if this besoof " style,"it is so

most certainly of whole cities, and towns, and
large groups of buUdings. The London of to-

day is not the London of Johnson's day, as

BosweU notes it ; still less is it the London of

the Middle Ages—Gothic London, for that has

passed away almost, with but a trace here and
there. London in another generation will be

a new city altogether, with but little or no
resemblance to the cit}^ or rather cities, which
it will replace. But with all this the old land-

marks yet exist, and cannot well be got rid of.

The lines of the streets, especially in the City

proper, are not a few of them still there, ancl

thus is preserved the skeleton, the old bones, of

the Gothic town out of which our immense
metropolis has grown, and is now growing year

by year. It is to one special characteristic of the

City of London proper, as presided over by the

Right Worshipful the Lord Mayor and Livery,

that we would now call a moment's attention

—viz.. City Churches, and what is to become
of them.
Looked at from the river, or from some

elevated standpoint, the City is not a little

remarkable in an architectural point of view,

and differs altogether from the London which
surrounds it on all sides. It is mainly owing
to the churches and church spires that it does

so. In no spot, probably, can there be seen a

more pictiiresque (or " architecturesque," if

that he a more descriptive word) display. It

is a real picture, in whatever state the fickle

atmosphere may be in, by day or by night, in

sunlight and in mist, and even through a

Turner fog. A few figures and details apper-

taining to the City churches may not be without
interest, and may even possess some novelty to

those who have not particularly noticed it,

familiar as it may seem. The City, be it

observed, is but a small place in comparison to

the great metropolis generally. It contains

within its area just one square mile of land.

It measures one mUe and three-quarters from
east to west

—

i.e., from Temple-bar to

Mansell-street, Whitechapel, and one mile

from north to south—viz., from Barbican,

northward, to the river, southward. London
itself, according to the Post-office map,
measures 12 miles from east to west, and
some 10 miles from north to south. The
" City," therefore, is hut a mere oasis in the

vast map, but it is, without doubt, the central

and chief picture in it. It contains lOS parishes,

2 precincts, and 1 extra-parochial division.

There are in these divisions no less than 1 1 ;j

churches, and consequently towers and spires,

all going to make up and add to its pictii-

resqueness—this not including its " chapels,"

these having no towers or spires, and so they
do not tell architecturally in the general
picture as looked at from one of the bridges or

the river.

Be it observed here that the City boundaries
have totally disappeared, aud all note of them,
with the exception of Temple-bar, which it is

to be hoped will not be destroyed. It is a
right good and characteristic piece of architec-

ture, and the last of the terminal landmarks.
It seems almost a pity that the City authorities

did not, or do not, for their own city's sake,

place some " memorial " at each of the points

where their City terminates. Doubtless, like

the old walls themselves, the old City gates

were " obstructions ;" but they were quaint
ones, and a relief to the eye ; and it may be
doiibted whether more is not lost than gain-ed

when the mental eye, as in this case, is sacri-

ficed to the bodily convenience. In the good
town of York portions of the city walls yet

remain, and several of the city, or wall gates
;

and there you may yet, on a sunshiny day,

fancy yourself, for a passing moment, in

another century. It is, indeed, if truth must
be told, from the quaint and maybe effete

ideas of the past that sentimental and pictu-

resque architecture has come. City gates ai'6

no longer needed, and church towers and
spires certainly do not possess the significance

nor the practical use they ouce on a time had.

and the architectural or the engineering world
has not as yet seen its way to make of a

railway station a new, bright spot in the old

picture.

These somewhat discouraging thoughts

bring to our minds a sad subject indeed—the

destruction of the City Churches. This has, as

all know, already commenced in right earnest.

If but a new railway-station be needed, or a

tall warehouse, or a new branch bank or

insurance office, or a "shortcut" from one

thoroughfare to another, there is the poor church

sure to be found standing right in the very

spot that is wanted, and away it goes. A few
protests may be put in, but its doom is fixed,

and it is no longer in its well-known place ;

and its very site in a few years becomes a

matter of speculation, and is to be found only

on an old map. Strange indeed has been the

fate of some of these churches, and the what
to do with them a hard puzzle ; for as the good

citizens of London, once so homely, got to be

fashionable, and to migrate westward on a

Sunday, these churches got to be more and
more desolate. We have often and often gone

into a City church and found no one but the

officiating minister, his clerk, and a pew-
opener or two—absolutely no congregation

whatever; the "two or three'' could in no

wise be gathered together. What, indeed, is

to be done when things come to this pass "

How is the old building to be retained when
its utility is gone utterly ? Even its eye

value, its pioturesqueness, cannot save it. One
of these churches, by the way, and it is well

worth the noting, the church of S. Nicholas,

Old Fish- street- liiU, near Paul's Wharf, was
levelled to the grouud, not because it stood in

the way of anything or anybody, but simply

because it could no longer attract its congre-

gation. Fortunately, some tew pitied its sad

fate, and the Royal Institute of Architects

stepped in and protested, and just saved its

tower. There, by way of memorial, it yet

stands, and there it may be now seen, with

broken windows, and disfigured doorway, and
bill-plastered door with rusty padlock, looking

like the ghost of a church, or the ruined

entrance to some subterranean abode of dead

and forgotten citizens. All thanks to the

Institute for saving it

!

There is, too something in the very names of

these quaint churches not a little attractive

;

and in the dull—characterless streets—the
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newer the worse—a name is a something. There

are no less than S " AUhallows," from All-

hallows the Great to Allhallows the 1 .ess, and
AUhallows on the Wall— a right good archi-

tectural idea, by the war, with lights and
shadows in it ; there are 4 S. Andrew's, and 4

named after S. Bartholomew, 7 S. Michaels's,

and of S. Mary's as many as well can be. S.

Paith under S. Paul's, and S. Ethelburga,

which is open all day, a contrast to those

others which are never to be seen with an open

door but on a Sunday. Many other worthy

saints and martyrs are commemorated—their

mere names, amidst the general desolation,

tetter than nothing.

But what is to be done after all with the

City Churches, as they get to be less and less

frequented ? It is a solemn and melancholy
thought, and we hardly know how to treat it.

To go into it fully would be impossible, and to

revert to a primitive order of things would
be hardly at the present time intelligible.

Externally, as we have said, these churches

are well worth preservation, as going to make
up the picture of Loudon. Take away all the

churches, and the aspect of London City

would be somewhat flat ; and take away from
the length of a street, say of Cheapside, the

church in it, Bow Church, with its spire, and
the very dullest woidd surely miss it, and the

most utilitarian would hold their hands
and pause for a while betbre aiding in its

destruction. But is a thing of beauty to be
retained after its utility is gone, utility being

at the foundation of everything, and. beauty an
aftergrowth or an addition ? Ls mere sentiment

and old-fashioned feeling, however venerable,

to encumber the ground with its fancies, and
the public way blocked up by useless though
pretty buildings ? In short, shall we keep
and preserve as ruins old churches, simply

because they are pretty, and because sentiment
is a little touched ? Who will venture to

answer, with any confidence, this grave ques-

tion f We live in mechanical days, and the

useful is all in all, and it is only here and
there, by way of favour, that mere art comes
in and is permissible. Still, for ourselves, we
would keep such as S. Nicholas' Church, ruined
or perfect, and give the passing crowd an
opportunity of now and then looking in. Use-
ful at one time it sureh* was, and so through
it, and in it, however ruinous, we might yet
" see our fathers." Like a worm-eaten book,

it may be good to merely look at it now and
then.

But there is no time to lose, for but the
other day another of these quaint structures

came to trial, and was condemned—S. An-
tholms, or Antony, Watling-street, a street of

old Roman fame, narrow and straight, and we
cannot but think of the clever way in which
the Pagan lloman managed at times to utilise

his highways. A street of tombs, right full

of art and sentiment, and even of education,

for he who ran might read, and some good
things might be read on the tomb of a

dead Roman. Why could not one or more of

these doomed churches be utilisedas Walhalhas,
not for burial purposes, but for tombstones and
memorial-tablets, places wherein famous
citizens and others might find a resting-place
for their memories, a place wherein their

successors might come to know a something
about them.
But there is yet another way in which these

City Churches could be made really useful,
after their own proper use has vanished. It

has been suggested that other subjects,

artistic and scientific, as well as sermons,
might be found interesting from their old
pulpits or reading-desks. If the busy and
too bustling crowd wdl not pause for a few
minutes to listen to a sermon, then might
they listen to science or art in the well-
remembered place. It is worth the trial, and
might have an unexpected educational influence
in more ways than one. Scientific education
is nowadays thouglit to be one of the things
that are more especially needful, and vast
sums of money have been readily given for its

difl"usion. The working man, even, cannot
well keep awa}- from it, and one of tlie cliief

hindrances has been the want of apparatus,

and even the want of a lecture-room has
hindered progress. Now these doomed
churches are quaint and solid buildings, and
with but little, even if any, alteration, might be
found singularly fltted for the purpose. The
modern model lecture-hall is but a dull place

at the best, like a schoolroom, bare and bald
enough, while these buildings have at least a

little architecture, and fine art, and artistic

handwriting in them. This is no slight

advantage, and makes these City Churches
noteworthy, and must needs have its influence

on the minds of those who frequent them, per •

haps unconsciously to themselves, but yet is it

there more or less. We do not here pause to

hint at a practical way of doing this work of

adaptation,'though very much might be said

—

more, perhaps, than many might think. We
simply suggest the idea for consideration.

Another thought on this theme may not be
without use. So much is being now said and
done in the way of the education of those who
need it, and, indeed, of some few who do not,

that it would seem a pity not to allude to one
at least of those influences that must do so

much, whether for good or for evil. It is,

what is the amount of influence excited in the

minds of the young by what may be con-
veniently termed schoolroom surroundings ?

Nothing, it is quite certain, can be more
desolate and unattractive than the ordinary
schoolroom in which some 200, or 300, or even
dOO boys or girls are gathered together for G

or 7 hours in the day. Does a dviU and
artistically lifeless schoolroom do nothing in

depressing the mind of pupil and teacher, or

is it a matter of indiflerenoe ' To our thinking
it is a most important subject, worthy of the

most mature consideration. Who does not
well recollect the schoolroom in which he was
educated ? Why every and the most minute
details of it are vividly present to the mind's
eye and memory of all, never to be eftaced.

Reading-book, the writing-desk, and the mul-
tiplication-table are not to he got rid of, and
the b'lre, and bald, and naked schoolroom

—

who can forget it ? But suppose the school-

room had been "ornamented" with real art

—say only a great outline chalked on its bare,

whitewashed wall, right opposite its well-

known doorway, some familiar scene, world-
kno'mi and time-honoured, by the hand of a
master full of vivid Ufa and action—could
that be forgotten ? No ! Could a noble room,
even ? It is not from books only that an
education can be got. It would be a some-
thing, and a great thing, too, to improve the

schoolroom, and to make of it an educational

means. The antique Greek was an educated
being, but it was not out of books only.

C. B. A.

CIVIL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS'
SOCrETY.

AT .1 meeting of this Society on Friday, the
l',lth instant., Jlr. C. H. Rew, President,

ia the chair.

JIe. C. W. Wuit.^kek road a paper on

THE DRAINAGE OF SMALL TOWN'S.

In his introductory remarks, Mr. Whitaker said

he attributed in a groat moasura the slow pro-
gress m.^de in the sanitary improvoment of our
towns, iind the fearful delays that continually
occurred, to the disgraceful apathy, combined
with etiquette and routine that existed at head-
i^uartors, as well as to the ignorance, obstinacy,

and ponuriousnoss of local boards and sewer
auihoritios. The Minister or the Member of

Parliament brought forward a Bill that was full

of good intentions, but it dared not attack any-
thing in the shape of a *' vested interest " or its

fate was se.ilcd. Witness tbe Public Health Act
of last year. Its most potent clauses had all to

be thrown overboard in order that the Bill might
pass. In individual cases, the endless corre-

spondence, fonns and stipulations, tended so much
to delay, th,it what would be done by a private
firm in a few davs, took months of official tiaie

to accomplish. Mr. Whitaker instanced the case
of a town which was visited twice by a medical
and once by an engineering inspector of the Go-
vernment, over throe years ago, and pronounced
to be in a disgustingly foul and unhealthy state.

A system of draina^^e and water supply was
ordered to be immediately carried out ; but by a
cunning method of working the cumbrous
machinery, both central and local, which was
provided, the Obstructives managed to have their
way and nothing had yet been done. Other such
cases might be instanced, until it would almost
seem that Acts of Parliament hindered rather
than promoted sanitnry work. The delays and
obstructions which arose were too readily taken
advantage of by the ignor.ant and prejudiced
vestrymen. Mr. Whitaker did not deprecate the
principle of a central authority, for he believed
that it was only by moans of the compulsory
powers of a Government Board that the improve-
ment of the sanitary condition of the country
would ever bo effected. It was all very well to

advocate local self-government, and rail at cen-
tralisation, but until sanitary authorities were
educated sufficiently to appreciate the value of

sanitary measures, they must be led or driven by
some power wiser than themselves. Passing over
the consideration of the various processes of deal-

ing with sewage, which have been so often dis.

cussed—the cesspool, pail, dry-earth and water-
closet systems ; the Native Guano, Phosphate
Guano, and other chemical processes ; irrigation,

intermittent filtration, itc.—which were all

treated of in the voluminous Reports of the
Rivers Pollution Commissioners, Mr. Whitaker
remarked, that the sewers proper of any town
could be laid out in an endless variety of ways
often, even, differently in the same town, their

position and direction depending almost entirely

on the levels of the streets under which
they passed, and the situations of tho valleys,

rivers, or other adjacent watercourses. Sewers
having to pass over or under rivers often

materially influenced the general laying-out of

the system adopted, but the most important
matter to be considered by the engineer, in nine
cases out of ten, was the position of the outfall,

or locality of the ultimate discharge of the sewage
before its final disposal. The laying-out the

sowers of a t^wn was a comparatively easy matter,

though of course it should always receive most
careful attention, as from the number of the

town sewers their judicious arrangement must
materially affect the cost of any work of town
drainage. The determination of the position

of the outfall was often a matter of the

greatest difficulty, and should never be settled

upon without grave consideration and a thorough
investigation of the locality. Time was not wasted,

but well-spent, if many days or oven weeks
were occupied in arriving at a sati.^factory solution

of the difficulty. Available sites in the neigh-

bourhood should be visited, their situation with
respect to the town considered, the direction of

future building sites, the levebs, soils, and surface

formation inquired into, among various other

matters, differing according to circumstances. In

some cases the outfall would necossarily be far

distant ; sometimes it might be close to the town.

At times the sewage might be conveyed away by
gravitation ; at others this was impossible, and
pumping had to be resorted to. Obstructions and
difficulties of various kinds wouldpresent them-
selves from time to time, and would have to be

overcome by the tact and judgment of the engi-

neer. With regard to the surface drainage, the

author was of opinion that, as a rule, it was ad-

visable to admit no waters—other than sewage
waters for flushing—into the sewers. Generally,

old drains and watercourses might be nfiide avail-

able as carriers of rainfall to the natural outfall,

and where not available new drains should be pro-

vided for tho purpose. Where pumping was re-

quired this separation became almost a necessity.

'True, we had an example to the contrary at our

doors; but sanitary engineering was a progressive

science, and without describing in detail the re-

sults of working of the Metropolitan Main Drain-

age, he ventured to say that the engineers who
laid out that system would never have designed

it as it is, bad they known wb.at they have since

learned. He ventured to predict that at no very

distant day these very Bowers would be used for

sewage only, a new system of drains being con-

structed for tho surfa«e water, Ac. Witli respect

to the question of the sizes of sowers for small

town.s, it might .safely bo said that pipe sew-ers

might for the most part be made available in all

cases up to 10,000 inliabitants. Ho had never
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had the courage to propose in any street

a pipe ajwer of less diameter than Gin.,

though he saw no reason why, when the
gradionts were good, -iin., or even Sin. pipes
.slioiild not be laid down. He was inclined to

think that in most towns the pipe sewers were
constructed far larger than they need be if

properly laid. In many cases the sum available
for the worli would not permit of sufficient proper
supervision to ensure the laying and jointing of

every pipe perfectly firm and true. Nor was it

possible to picli and select the good pipes and dis-

card the bad ones, so as to ensure perfect success.
It might be asked, "Why not, if your specification
is properly drawn up ?" There were many reasons
"why it was difficult to carry out the letter of a
specification in such instances. In small towns
these works were usually let to the man who sent
in the lowest tender, when, if he had respectable
sureties, no amount of remonstrance from the
engineer would avail to cause the man who really
sent a rospectably-prioed tender to be chosen. The
lowest tender got tlJo job, and the contractor could
not possibly do the work without losing money,
«nles3 he got his materials cheaply. The best
pipe-makers would not supply him without a con-
siderable moiety of the cost being paid before de-
livery of tho pipes. This he could not do, as ho
generally had to scramble on to the first instal-
ment before he could pay anybody. Therefore he
had to go to some second-rate maker who would
give him credit for the pipes. If the engineer
was a Sbylock, and would have his bond, the con-
tractor appealed to the Board, who, not knowing
or not appreciating the difference between a good
pipe and a bad one, let the man off, and allowed
twisted, oval, or any sort of defective pipes to be
laid. Another obstacle to laying out a system of

pipe-sewers of sizes more nearly theoretically
correct than was usually the case, consisted in the
large differences in tho sizes of the pipes as they
had now become established by the pipe-makers.
There were pipes of 4iu., 6in., 'Jin., 12in., loin.,

and ISin. diameter, representing areas re-
spectively as 16 to 36, 81, 144, 225, and 324. Mr.
\Vhitaker said that what ho should like to see
done, and what he had often wished to have the
opportunity of carrying out, was to have pipes
made by the best makers (say Doulton), of small
size (for the larger sizes were .so difficult to make
perfectly true) laid by good workmen, and well-
bedded and packed in their places, and with clean
and smooth cement joints to each. And in

addition, he would like to have 5in., "in., Sin.,

lOin., llin., 13in.,and 14in. pipes, so that he could
lay down a sewer of the capacity it ought to be
j(according to the iucliuation) to act as a carrier
for the maximum quantity of sewage that its

flrainage area and population could ever
3ii ing to pass through it. But he was afraid that
the manufacturers would not countenance the
innovation aa to the smaller gradations in the
sizes of pipes, and pipes of these sizes would be
charged treble or quadruple their real value, as a
"purpose-made article." Mr. Whitaker then
proceeded to give an account of the dr.ainage

works carried out from the plans of Mr. Perrett
and himself in the small town of Uppingham, in

the county of Rutland. These works consisted of
an inteioepting pipe-sewer about a mile in length,
with short branches, air-shafts, ventilators, de-
scending-shafts, &c., and a short piece of outfall

pipe-sewer leading to the .settling-tanks, &c., at

the fields laid out for irrigation. The total cost
was estimated, at tho time the plans were ap-
proved (viz., August, 1S71,) at £12,000 ; but the
lioard preferred (as such Boards usually did) to

do the thing piecemeal, and let tho drainage bo
done first. The tender for this part of the works
was let in March, 1872, for £.)'.>(!—the lowest
tender. Some e.\tra works brought the total

cost of this part of the scheme up to £657. About
50 acres east of the town were found to be avail-

able for irrigation, but of these it was proposed
to lay out only 25 until the entire house-drainage
.should becone connected with the main sewer, and
cesspools abolished. The area ultimately laid out
was, however, only 13 acres. In that portion ol

the land nearest the tanks there was a very light
soil overlying a loose stratified rock—very hard
«rit, called ''Kale " in tho locality. Further ou
this dipped, and was oveilaid for a considerable
"lepth by a stiff blue clay. The entire area of the
laud was laid with Sin. and 4in. subsoil drains,

running north and south, oOft. apart, at depths
varying from 2ft. to 4ft., and in some places 5ft.

or Gft. These were connected with a 6in. drain
at the bottom, delivering the effluent water, after
passing over and through the soil, into the brook.

The surface of the land was laid with half-round
Oin. tile carriers, in lines about 50ft. or 60ft.

apart. At the end of tho outfall there was a
small pit or chamber, with two wooden penstocks
movable by hand, to turn the sewage into either

tank. The tanks were in duplicate, the one being
cleared out while the other was filling. They
were built of l4in. brickwork with 4jin. brick-
on-edge paved floor laid on about 12in. of Portland
cement concrete, the whole interior surface being
rendered ^'iu. thick with Portland cement and
sand in the proportions of 2 to 1. At the further
end of the tanks a shed was built, "with paved
and rendered floor similar to those of the
tanks. Here were carted ashes, street-sweep-
ings, dry earth, &c., and when the liquid

sewage had run off on to the land, the
solid residituin was passed through an opening in

the end wall of the tanks ou to the floor of the
shed, and mixed with the ashes, &e., the mixture
being used as a top-dressing for the land above
tho tanks. A special arrangement of cast-iron

veitical telescopic pipes was adopted to ensure
the equable flow of the sewage from the tanks.
In each tank there were three vertical screens or
strainers to collect as much of the solid matter as
possible, though the greater part sank to the
bottom in the form of thick black mud. The
ordinary discharge of sewage amounted to about
6,000 gallons every twenty-four hours, but a
large majority of the houses in the town were not
yet connected with the drains. The application

of tho sewage to the land had greatly increased
the soil's power of production. As carried out,

tho total cost of the works had been £1,770, made
up of the following items :—Drainage, £657

;

supervision of ditto, £73 ; disposal of sewage,
including tanks, .shed, and laying out land, &c.,

£860 ; supervision of ditto, £60 ; and engineer-
ing charges and expenses, £120. In order to

complete tho sewerage system throughout the
town, and make the remaining portion of the
area proposed for irrigation suitable for tho
reception of the sewage, a further sum of about
£1,200 would have to be expended, making an
ultimate total of £2.070 as the the probable cost

of tho entire work of town drainage and sewage
disposal. There wore portions of the irrigation

contract that could not be estimated on as to

amount, such as the number of tile carriers re-

quired, the subsoil drains, and trimming the sur-
face, &c. These items of variable work were
therefore tendered for at per yard, as follows :

—
Excavation and trimming surface of ground, at
7d. per yard cube ; 9in. half-round tile carriers, at

Is. 7d. per yard run, laid ; 3in. subsoil drains
laid complete, at an average depth of 3ft., includ-
ing filUag-in and every expense, 7;^d. per yard
run ; 4in. ditto, ditto, O^d. per yard run; 6in.

ditto, ditto, Is. 4d. per yard run ; Oin. ditto, ditto,

23. per yard run. The tanks and mixing-shed
were tendered for at £127 ; 12in. stoneware pipe
outfall, jointed in Portland cement, at Is. 9d. per
foot run ; and 6in. ditto, jointed in clay, at Is. per
foot run.

DiscnssiojT.

The Presidext, in inviting discussion, after

pointing out the great importance of the subject
of the drainage of small towns, said that it seemed
to him that the 3in. pipes referred to by Mr.
Whitaker as having been used at Uppingham
were very small indeed for a drain, for even in

putting up a vertical soil-pipe in a dwelling-
house no one ever thought of using less than a
4in. pipe. It seemed to him that to lay down a
3in. horizontal drain was" tempting Providence."

Mr. B. Haughton could have wished that Mr.
Whitaker had touched at greater length upon
the vexed question of sewage irrigation. At the
present timo there was an Act of Parliament
which made it punishable for any one of the

towns lying within reach of the Thames water-
shed to throw their sewage into that river. But
at present what were they to do ? There were
some half-a-dozen systems for getting rid of

sewage before the public, but he was quite satis-

lioii that no one of those was thoroughly sufficient

for ils object. It was not at all clear that

sewage irrigation would do all that was claimed
for it. At Barking there was a fine farm of

about 300 acres, where the sewage of London
had boon experimented with for some years ; but

if sewage irrigation was such a great success as

it was .said to be, why had not the farm been en-

larged from hundreds to thousands of acres in

extent ? One of the greatest objections to sewage
irrigation was that tho quantity of sewage to be

delivered upon the land was constant, whereas in

.some months of the vear vegetation would absorb

a much larger quantity than at other times. The
sewage was obliged to be put out on the land
whether it was required or not, and the con-
sequence was that the soil at times became
saturated with fo^culent matter. Some engineers
said that this difficulty did not exist, or that if it

did it could be overcome, but he was not at all

satisfied as to this. It was quite clear that we
had not yet arrived at a thorough solution of the
sewage question. There was a very wide field

open to ouginoers for invention, and whoever
succeeded in thoroughly solving tho question
might anticipate an ample reward. Birmingham,
with its 450,000 inhabitants, after having gone to

great expense in arranging for the disposal of its

sewage by irrigation, was summarily stopped by
the action of Sir Robert Peel and Sir Charles
Adderley, and at present really did not know
what to do. He believed that at Birmingham
they had now constructed three or four subsiding
tanks, getting rid of the solid matter as best they
could. In ono of the eastern towns (Lincoln, if

he remembered rightly) they had tried tho
system of filtration, and had succeeded in pro
ducing an immense quantity of black fccculent

matter, which they could not get any one to take
away on account of its worthlessness as manure.

Mr. W. Meakin thought it questionable whe-
ther sewage could be poured upon land in frosty

weather (after passing through, in some cases, a
long extent of sewer) with sufficient internal

warmth to enable it to be taken up by the soil

before freezing. Once the sewage was absorbed
by tho land, however, there was no doubt that its

fertilising properties would be stored up until the

spring, when most required. There was, however,
hardly any room for doubt, where the physical

conditions were favourable, that in irrigation was
to be found the real solution of the sewage ques-

tion, rather than in the elaborate systems which
had been experimented upon in some places. Mr.
Haughton had rather understated the diSieulty

in which Birmingham found itself. It had not

only been prevented from going on with the work
of irrigation, but it had also been forbidden, by
an injunction in chancery, to continue to pour its

sewage into the watercourses into which the sew-
ago now went. It had, of course, been found im-

possible to enforce the order of the Court of

Chancery. He agreed with the President in

thinking 3in. horizontal drain-pipes too small. It

was surprising that the rude and primitive way
in which drain-pipes were laid was allowed to

continue in use in the present day. The method
of making the joints, when well carried out, was
of course perfectly sound, provided that the joints

were never disturbed ;
but this could not be et-

sured in all cases.

Mr. G. Cruikshask said that in Birmingham
they had also tried General Scott's process for

utilising the sewage in the manufacture of

cement ; but the cement so produced cost more
than the ordinary market price of cement.

Mr. G. W. U.S1LL, A.I.C.E., could not agree

with Mr. Haughton in saying that the sewage
question had not been .solved. True it had not

been solved so far as every town was concorned
;

but there was but one proper method of disposing

of sewage, viz., by turning it upon the land. All

towns might not be so situated as to make it easy

to dispose of its sewage in that way, but in all but

exceptional instances irrigation was the only

possible system, and, with the exception of

General Scott's method, no other system whatever

had shown any symptoms of success. If the evi-

dence of our first professors of chemistry was to

be believed, there was no chemical means at the

present day which would solve the question.

Several of the processes would allow of the sew-

age water being rendered as clear as crystal, not-

withstanding that it would still contain the germs

of disease. It seemed part of the economy of

nature that the sewage should go to the land, for

that which was tho bane of the human system

was the food of the plant. Of course in soma

places where there were physical difficulties in

the way of irregation, some one or other of the

piecipitation processes might be desirable. After

tracing tho history of the A B C process, which

he characterised as a notorious failure and

worse, the speaker said that one of the most suc-

cessful of the precipitation processes was the milk

of lime process. Having referred to the alacrity

with which local boards and vestries seized upon

the slightest pretexts for shelving the sewage

question, Mr. UsiU strongly denounced the way
in which the Richmond sewerage competition had

been conducted, and concluded by pointing out

the sheer waste involved in pouring into ou.-
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rivers thousands of tons of valuable matter, for

•which the land was absolutely crying out, and all

this waste was incurred because local boards

would not incur necessary expenditure for utili-

sation works. It was a matter of primary im-

portance that the sewage should be disposed of,

whether at a commercial profit or not.

Mr. W. F. Butler was also unable to agree to

Mr. Hauahton's remark that the sewage question

had not been settled. The Rivers Pollution Com-
mis.^ion had reported that irrigation was the only
successful means known for the purification of

sewage. Dr. Frankland had said that there

was no chemical means at present known
by which the sewage of towns could ba purified.

General Scott did not profess to purify the sew-

age ; his process was put forward merely as a

means of utilising waste matter. The speaker
then touched upon the importance of flushing

drains and sewers, especially where the fall was
not great, and described an invention which he
had that day seen, of Mr. Rogers Field's, which he
considered admirably adapted for the purpose. It

consisted of a tank or barrel, made of cast-iron or

stoneware, and holding 25 gallons and upwards.
On the top of this tank was a cast-iron grating,

under which was a trap for preventing the return

of offensive smells. The house-slops, or other

waste waters, were passed into the tank through
the grating and ti-ap, and when the tank was full,

a syphon at the end, communicating with the

drain, was called into action, and discharged the

whole of the contents of the tank into the sewer.

The invention was entirely self-acting, and re-

quired no attention whatever. Though intended
for house purposes, the speaker considered it

specially suited, on a larger scale, for flushing

sewers. The cost of the apparatus varied from
£2 to £o. Reverting to the subject of sewage
irrigation, ho wished to remark, on the authority
of the Rivers Pollution Commission, that it was a
chemical as well as a mechanical process. The
ground had the property of storing up within it-

self and containing for almost any length of time
the poisonous particles of sewage matter. Pro-
viding the soil was duly aerated, the oxygen of

the air converted the ammoniacal matters con-
tained in tho sewage into substances perfectly

harmless, and the process went on whether there
was vegetation on the ground or not. This had
been abundantly shown by passing sewage through
a sufficient layer of gravel, quite irrespective of

vegetation. 'In conclusion Mr. Butler pointed out
that the death-rate of Birmingham was from i to

to 6 per thousand higher than that of any other
large town, and he thought that it was lament-
able that a town of 450.000 inhabitants should
have disease and death forced upon it by Parlia-
ment, merely because of the sentimental
grievances of two members isjf Parliament who
happened to be large landowners in the locality.

Mr. E Perkett observed that in carrying out
such works as the drainage of small towns, two
sortsof engineering were required—the engineer-
ing of matter and the " engineering " of men.
The latter was more often the most difficult of

the two. Most of the successful engineers of the
day knew how to "engineer" men better, per-
haps, than they knew how to engineer matter.
.\3 Mr. Whitaker's partner and coadjutor in
carrying out the works at Uppingham, he might
say that the contract was absolutely executed for
less money than the engineers had stated it

would cost. He thought that Mr. Butler had
shown that the supposed difficulty of irrigating
with sewage in winter did not exist. When the
ground was laid out as at Uppingham, any por-
tion, or almost any portion of it was capable of
being used as an intermittent filter, and the re-
servation of a small portion of the land on a
large sewage farm would entirely obviate the
difficulty referred to. Lime had been justly
described as one of tho best precipitants, but it

had tho great disadvantage of destroying what
little fertilising properties the solid part of tho
sewage possessed. Although the A B C process
had been exorbitantly overrated, it was, he be-
lieved, the best of the precipitating processes.
It was constantly said that by all means sewage
must be utilised ; but he would ask, if it cost
more to utilise it than to destroy it, why utilise
it? If it cost £10,000 a year to irrigate with
sewage—and £10,000 spent in guanowould do
far more good for the farmer—why should the
sewage be utilised ? The 3in. pipes referred to,

were not for the sewage ; they wore simply pipes
for draining away the efUuent water.

Mr. Meakin asked what had been found to be

the effect on a sewage farm in time of severe

frost ?

Mr. UsiLL said that one of the great advantages
of irrigating with sewage was that the irrigating

fluid was delivered on to the land at a high tem-
peratoro.

Mr. Hauohton said that at Harrow he once
saw a sewage-farm in frosty weather, and the

whole surface of the ground near the pipes was
like a glacier.

Mr. BuTLEK remarked that the essence of suc-

cessful sewage-irrigation was subsoil drainage.

With proper subsoil drainage, the ground could
never become waterlogged.

Mr. Peerett observed that solid sewage
matter, if allowed to pass on to the land, would
clog it up ; but such solid matter should never be

allowed to reach the land, and in no properly-
designed sewerage works did it do so.

Mr. Brew-ster asked what had been the effect

upon the residents on or near to an irrigation

farm using the sewage from a town which had
been visited with an epidemic ?

Mr. Whitaker, in replying, said he thought
tho success of sewage-irrigation had been demon-
strated beyond a doubt. As to the small pipes

to which the President had referred, perhaps no
one would have the temerity to lay a Sin. drain-
pipe as a sewer ; but if the inclination were suffi-

ciently good, and the joints well made, he saw
no reason why it should not take the sewage of

one house or of a small court, as well as a Oin.

pipe. It should be remembered that the solid

excremeutitious matter became broken up and
disin.egrated on leaving tho soil-pans, and the

chance of its choking up the pipes was very
remote indeed. Irrigation was not, perhaps, the

panacea for getting rid of sewage in every case
;

but where it was not possible, intermittent filtra-

tion might be resorted to with advantage. All

soils, according to Dr. Frankland, were equally
well suited for the purification of sewage,
although with some the operation was qu icker

than with others. At Coventry it had been found
that no inconvenience whatever resulted on the

sewage-farm during tho prevalence of frost.

Probably at Harrow there was only a small stream
trickling from tho outfall, not sufficient in

volume to resist the frost. In conclusion, IMr.

Whitaker said that while he would not attempt
to lay down drain-pipes theoretically correct, ho
thought it was desirable to endeavour to approxi-

mate more nearly to accuracy than was the case

at present ; rule of thumb was more in the
ascendant than it should be. In answer to Mr.
Brewster's question, Mr. Whitaker said he had
never heard of any injurious eft'ect resulting to

the residents of a farm irrigated with sewage
from a town visited w-ith epidomic disease.

On the motion of Mr. Haughton, seconded by
Jlr. Butler, the thanks of the Society were
tendered to Mr. Whitaker for his paper, and the

proceedings terminated.

THE ROMAN STATION AT ETOCETUM.

A MEETING was held on Thursday week at

the Birmingham Institute for the purpose of

hearing papers in tho archaeological section. Tho
first paper was read by Lieutenant-Colonol Bag-
nail, on the result of his excavations at Wall, on
the site of the Roman station at Etocetum, as the

place was known in those days. In introducing
his subject, Colonel Bagnall said he had been able

to bring but little to light, a circumstance some-
what strange, considering that this was the junc-

tion of the two great Roman roads of Watling
Street and Icknield Street. The excavations were
commenced in the autumn of last year, on the

occasion of the visit of tho Archajological Society
to Wolverhampton, in a field to the west of the

church called the Butts. In the lowest part of the

field several chambers woro discovered. On re-

moving tho rubbish and soil between the walls,

a large quantity of roof tiles, common pottory,

bricks, and plaster was found, together with tho

bones of the deer and swine. At the bottom of

tho chambers was found a layer of charcoal, with
many fragments of Bangor slate, some of which
still showed the nail-holes by which they had^been
fastened, leading to tho conclusion that tho place
had been destroyed by fire. Some circular earthen
pipes were also discovered, showing that the re-

mains were possibly those of some baths. In the
autumn of this year a piece of ground higher up,
in the same field, was also laid bare, and remains
of a similar description found, in addition to some
articles of silver and copper. In tho lower part

of the Butts, on digging in the bank, a piece of
stone, having apparently been used as a
hinge for a gate, was found, and close to this a
piece of pavement running a short distance to-
wards the west. This pavement had tho appear-
ance of having once been a road. There was a
tradition that, leading from this field, there was
a subterranean passage or tunnel which is said
to have been seen on several occasions, but he had
been unable to discover any traces of it. In Castle
Croft the remains of an old wall, about lift, in
thickness, were found, but no traces could be dis-

covered of its having been part of a building. In
these excavations many beautiful pieces of
Samian ware were brought to light. Upon the
site where Wall Church now stood the ancient
Temple of Minerva uadoubtedly stood. A circum-
stance was narrated in Jlr. Lomax's " Guide to
Lichfield," which, undoubtedly, showed that the
image of Minerva, to whom the Temple at Etoce-
tum was dedicated, was discovered by a man dig-
ging to put in a drain, and which was destroyed
at the time, as an image, the value of which tha
man was not .aware. Colonel Bagnall then re-
ferred to a wooden barricade, which, he said,
according to Shaw, had been discovered to the
north of the wall, and which could be traced for
500 yards, in which there were openings from,
which missiles could bo discharged. This fortifi-

cation was one of uncommon magnitude, and waa
erected in the reign of Hadrian, about the year
A.D. 120. In digging in this neighbourhood, he
(Colonel Bagnall) had found some pieces of wood,
which were, however, so much decayed as scarcely
to bear the touch of the hand. Some coins, also-

discovered in the same neighbourhood, bearing
the name of Constantino, led him to the conclusion
that Constantino, who died at York A.u. 306, for
a time occupied Etocetum. Pottery had been
found in abundance in the neighbourhood.
The nest paper was read by Mr. W. G. Fretton.

of Coventry, on " Our Diocese." Mr. Fretton said
this paper was only a preliminary to others he
intended to write on tho Cathedral at Coventry
Mr. Fretton traced the history of the diocese from
its establishment at tho See of Jlercia by the
Saxon King Osric at Lichfield, its subsequent re-
moval to Chester in 1072, and afterwards to

Coventry in lOSO, when the Benedictine
monastery at Coventry was made a mitred abbey
and the abbot created the first bishop. The joint

title of Coventry and Lichfield was held by the
bishops till 1538, when Henry VIH. dissolved

the monasteries, and then the cathedral was de-
stroyed, and its revenues taken from it. He de-
scribed the cathedral, which stood near where the
churches of S. Michael and Holy Trinity now
stand, and g.ave many interesting details concern-
ing its dimensions and architectural features. It

was, he said, very much like Lichfield, having had
three fine spires, which with the existing "three
tall spires " of Coventry must have made a most
picturesque group. This part of the subject Mr.
Fretton promised to go more fully into in his nest
paper, and he proceeded to speak of the present
constitution of the diocese, -\fter the death of

Bishop Ryder that part of the diocese formerly
attached to Lichfield, was, in 1837, by an order
in Council, transferred to Worcester, and so Co-
ventry lost its last claim to any diocesan title. It

only retained any ecclesiastical dignity as one of

the archdeaconries of the diocese.

CHIPS.

The prizes and certificates gained by the pupils

of the Frome School of Art were presented on
Tuesday week.

Mr. J. D. Crittenden, whose marble bust of Mr,
Gladstone was one of the most noticed pieces of

sculpture in the International Exhibition of last

year, and who is known to the public by his '• Girl

on the Seashore" and by his alto-relievo showing
" Christ anointing the eyes of the Blind," has just

completed a portrait bust of Thomas Carlyle.

A new Temperance HaU, which has been erected

in Leeds at a cost of €850, was opened last week.

At the meeting of the Mersey Docks and Har-
bour Board, on Thursday week, it was resolved to

accept the tender of Messrs. Emerson, Murgatroyd,

and Co., Limited, for the construction of a new
floating landing-stage at the south reserve, Bir-

kenhead. The new stage is expected to cost about

£50,000.
In response to a requisition from the Paddington

Vestry to oppose the Imperial Gas Company's
demand for increased rates, the Board of Works
has instructed its gas examiner to report on the

price and illuminating power of the various kinds

of gas supplied to the metropolis.
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OUR CHRISTMAS DOUBLE NUMBER.

OsE of the poculiaritioa of modern periodical

literature appears to be the publishing of large

or double nnuibers at Christmas time. AVe follow

the fashion, and publish our first Christmas

number, with which, besides the usual amount of

letter-press, wo gi»6 four double pages, and

eleven single pages of illustrations. In our

selection of Bubjects for illustration we have

aimed at quality, quantity, and variety, and we

leave our readers to judge whether we have suc-

ceeded or not. We are determined that the arts

of design and construction in this country shall

not retrograde or stand still for want of en-

couragement and the multiplication of good

examples; and having won the foremost place as

a weekly art-teacher, and as an organ of the

great building industries amongst us, we hope

to maintain it by increasing the quantity and

improving the quality of our illustrations. We
beg to record our cordial thanks to architects and

others who have permitted us to reproduce their

works, and we heartily wish them, and all our

co-operators and readers, a Happy New Year.

The price of this and all other double numbers

will be eightpenoo.

OUR LITHOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS.

CHURCH TOWER OP S. SALVI, ALBI.

The old town of Albi, illustrated this week, is

most picturesquely piled up on the south bank of

the Tarn. Its ramparts, supported here and there

on arches, wind round the steep river side ; above

rise, in massive strength, the lofty walls and

angle turrets of the treasury and Archbishop's

palace, and above all soars the cathedral tower

of S. Cecile, seated on the highest ground, and

290ft. from base to summit. All these buildings

are of brick, which is much used in this district.

The Albigenses were so named in the thirteenth

century, either because Viscount Raymond Roger

made this his head-quarters, and openly protected

the schismatics, who wore found in the greatest

numbers in his domains, here in Beziers, in

Carcassonne, and in Rasez ;
or because they were

condemned in a council held at Sombers, in the

county of Albi. In the twelfth century these

sectarians had been called Toulousains, Agenois,

and heretics of Provence. These names appear to

me to prove that the ideas they held were not duo

to the preaching of any one man, but were the

result of circumstances affecting largo bodies of

men.

S. Salvius, familiarly called S. Salvi, was said

to havo been a native of Albi, of which place he

was bishop in the sixth century. lu his time

Jlommole, who commanded King Goutran's army,

ravaged all tho country, and was about to carry

off vast numbers of its inhabitants into slavery

when Salvi, by his prayers and exhortations, per

suaded him to liberate the captives, and lessen

the tribute he was exacting. Salvi opposed Chil-

peric, who was inclined to favour Sabellianism,

and he was one of the bishops at the council of

Braine, which, in 580, declared Gregory of Tours
innocent of the charge brought against him at the

instigation of Fr6degonde. This stanch churchman
closed his noteworthy life on the 10th September,

584, and was buried in this church of his name,
which was rebuilt in the thirteenth century. Had
he lived six hundred years later, the same quali-

ties that led him to withstand barbarism and error

in high places might have given his name a less

enviable renown, and caused him to join those

priests and prelates who, having in vain endea-

voured, by their exhortations, to convince the

conquered heretics of their error, and " seeing

the obstinacy of these wretches, left them to the

mercy of tho soldierst, who burnt them alive with

extreme joy." F. C. D.

EARLY CHRISTIAN SCCLPTCRE.

For description of the illustrations on this plate

see article by Dr. Zerffi, on page 690.

GKOL'l'S IN THE REREDOS OF GLOUCESTER
CATHEDRAL.

This reredos was unveiled with some ceremony
by tho Freemasons in June last, when a notice

of the work was given in the Building News.
The figures illustrated this week are about two-

thirds life-size, carved in Painswick stone, and

represent " The Nativity," " The Ascension,"

and " The Entombmsnt of Our Lord ;

" J. F.

Redfern being sculptor,

TOWER OF THE ACGUSTINS, TOULOUSE.

This tower, which is herewith illustrated

formerly belonged to an Augustine monastery

the church and buildings of which are now used

as the Museum of Toulouse. The sketch is

taken from the cloister. With the exception of

the caps, the labels, and two strings, the entire

tower is of the large thin bricks which are still

used in this district. Their size varies, some

being loin, by lOin. by l|in. thick, while some

are much longer and broador; and in new build-

ings in the country I have seen the mortar-joints

three times the thickness of the brick. Of course,

the eft'ect is much superior to that of our English-

shaped brick, whose size, however, is better

adapted for being hold and laid in the wall.

Murray writes of Toulouse :
—" There is not much

architectural beauty in its public edifices, the

houses and churches being built of brick ;
" but

may we not observe, '• Surely some brick is better

than some stone." i>\ C. D.

OLD FURXIVAE'S DISTILLERV, HIGH HOLBORN, VT.C

.

Nob. 26 and 27, High Holborn, have been taken

by Messrs. Henry Brett and Co., of the Old

Furnival's Distillery, and have undergone exten-

sive alterations, under the supervision of Mr.

G. Somors Clarke, architect, of Cockspur-street.

The old front and back walls have been taken

down and rebuilt from tho foundations, the ground

and first-floor thrown into one, with gallery

round for counting-houses, partners* rooms, &c.,

&c. The back premises, including an open court,

have been converted into large vat stores, covered

by a curved brace span open timber roof, lighted

at the top by a lantern the length of the store.

Wine vaults, strong-room, engine and boiler-house,

also bottle-washing and packing-rooms, &o., are

in the basement. The new front in Holborn is

executed in moulded and cut red Suffolk facing

bricks, the panels and tracery over windows

partly in cut bricks and partly in red Dumfries

stone, a stone that is deeper in tone than the

Mansfield, and harmonizes better with the red

facing bricks. The levels of the floors above the

first-floor, together with the original roofs of the

Holborn front remain unaltered, and to that ex-

tent determine the proportion and height of the

windows accordingly. The retention of the ex-

isting flat pitched roofs has necessitated the

adoption of a moulded corbelled parapet, taking

up at the returns with the original coping of the

old party-walls.

The works are being executed by Messrs.

Gammon and Sons, of London.

The circular iron staircase was supplied by

Messrs. Cottam and Co. ; the ornamental ironwork

by Messrs. Hart, Son, Peard, _and Co. Mr. T.

Bovan was Clerk of the Works.

DESIGN FOR CHOIR STALLS, S. NICHOLAS CUUltCH,

GREAT TARMOUTH.

The double page of details and single page per-

spective illustrations given, are from the drawings

exhibited by Mr. J. P. Seddon, in the Royal Aca.

demy Exhibition during tho present year. They

represent the stalls on the south side of the chancel

of S. Nicholas Church, Great Yarmouth. A por-

tion only of the canopies of about si-x bays has as

yet been executed, together with the whole of

tho stalls, choristers' seats, and book-boards,

through the exertions of the vicar, the Rev. H. R.

Nevill. They are in oak. In consequence of tho

wide chancel aisles being constantly used by the

congregation, it was considered necessary that

neither sight nor sound should bo obstructed, as

usually is the case by stall-work, the backs of

the canopies of which are ordinarily filled in,

while the alternative plan adopted we believe in

the ancient stalls of Beverley Minster, of making

both sides correspond, and supporting the canopies

on a single column, at back as well as in front,

appeared to the architect to lack the requisite ap-

pearance of stability. He has, therefore, placed

a group of clustered columns behind, with a

single column in front, and given a connecting

enrichment to tho cusping of the arches at the

back to ensure greater apparent solidity. It also

appeared to him that the pedimontal form of the

canopies repeated behind as in front, with or

without tho same finials and crockets, was unsatis"

factory from the want of a background to the

view in perspective from the chancel side, and

uninteresting from that of the aisles. Our

illustration of the details shows the method

adopted of meeting this difliculty. The figure of

an angel is placed on a pedestal formed of a

group of shafts set in the hollow between each

pair of pediments, and these pedestals and figures

are set somewhat hack from the general line of

pediments in front, to sojuro a second plane of de-

coration. Velvet curtains, embroidered with lilies,

are placed as a shelter behind each stall, removable

when needed. The chancel flooring between the

stalls is laid with encaustic tiles, tho designs

for which were made by Jlr. Seddon from various

water-plants. In the perspective view is also

shown a part of the suggested chancel-screen, in

character with the stalls, with a double plane of

tracery and two tiers of figures of angels between

tho pediments. On tho wall-space above the

stalls .aro shown parts of the polychromatic

decoration tho architect proposes ultimately to

carry out, consisting of a panel with sacred sub-

jects painted on it, with rich borders of orna-

mental scrollwork and diapers.

The number of tho stalls on each side of the

chancel will bo fourteen when tho whole are

executed and fixed, as it is hoped will soon be the

case.

THE GATE OF THE CASTLE OF Li FERTE-MILON.

Architecture and sculpture were most inti-

mately connected during the middle ages, and

this union of the sister-arts was continued during

the Renaissance period. Architecture with its

huge masses had, however, the uppor hand. The

outlines of the buildings strove to interrupt one

another as i. ach as possible, tho aim being to

attain the picturesque, not to satisfy assthetio

principles; the barbarian spirit of the times

recklessly seeking adventures, or deeply buried

in dogmatic mysticism, shcved itself even

in construction. No art-critic of higher

aspirations could recommend the revival of

these huge stone monsters. They are inter-

esting from an archajological point of view,

and in many instances should be studied, as they

teach ns how the architects and sculptors of past

ages tried to employ heavy inorganic masses to

bring tho ruling spirit of their times into shape.

If, in our illustration of tho Gates of the Castle of

La Ferte-Milon, the extinguish«r-liko tops of the

two towers flanking the gate were destroyed, the

outlines wouM be more harmonious, and would

more distinctly express the purpose for which th©

castle had been oroctod. From a contemporary

point of view, tho general disposition of the

details to form a frowning and threatening whole,

is really excellent. The sculpture which was

used was far from being classically perfect, but

it was often in strict harmony with tho architec-

ture, and clung to it like the mistletoe to the oak-

tree. The pictorial stone oruamonts, in fact,

grow out of the architectural body as necessary

and indispensable members of it. Tho influence

of architecture during these times was so great
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that even the illuminated JISS. show that every

thing was to be ' tre-foiled " or ''cinque-foiled"

pressed into panels and frames, stiffly wooden, or

coarsely brazen, whilst every letter looks as if

carved in heavy oak, painted and gilt, and then

fixed on parchment. Similar decorations, the

same carved initials, are found in stouo on Modi

jeval castles in Italy, France, England, and

Germany. The gate or rather portal of the Castle

of La Ferte-Milon may bo considered a perfect

specimen of feudal construction. Over the

entrance we have the Coronation of the Virgin

llary, represented in a delicately traced and

ornamented frame. D uke Louis of Orlo.ins, in the

fifteenth century, delighted to place some allusion

to the Virgin Jlary on his castles. Besides this

central piece, there are on the side towers two

colossal female figures. The three decorations

on the immense stone flats are symmetrically

arranged, and form a simple and yet impressive

interruption of the monotony of the stoao walls.

The execution of the statues and the relief

is in perfect accordance with the architecture.

The spirit of the feudal lords was petrified

by these Mediaeval artists. They worked

oither on the walls of the castles or close to

them, and carved their figures as with big spears

or broadswords. Their statues are like grim

protecting figures, ready to step from their

recesses and to do battle with any mortal or im-

mortal adversary. Architects and sculptors wore

inspired by the same feeling, and whilst the ono

formed the skeleton, the other added the flesh.

They were not then trading specialists who
jealously watched that the one might not interfere

with the other's earnings. As in the best period

of Greek art, they worked together with one

harmonious aim. Sculptors knew where and how
to place their statues ; the higher tbey stood the

bolder were the outlines and the simpler the

treatment. They were acquainted at least with

the first principles of correct decorative art,

which taught them not to intrude with details

that might efi'ace the dominant lines of the archi-

tect. With our neglect of general and sound
principles, and our anarchy, not freedom, of

thought in matters of art, we have drifted into a

state of eclectic transition, in which we have not
yet been capable of finding foi-ms correspondin"-

to the spirit of our age. We have utterly ne-

glected the study of historic evolution in art,

and mistaking our own times for past ages, have
endeavoured to express modern social aspirations

in Mediaeval forms. To put an end to these
chaotic incongruities by inducing a correct ap-
preciation of the past in its proper sphere, should
be the object of all art-critics and theorists who
are not blinded by party spirit or by anachro-
nistic predilections.

THE DIGBY MORTl-ARV CHAPEL, SIIKItnOKNE.

The double-page illustr.ation of this chapel
shows the West Door of the Mortuary Chapel of

the Digbys at Sherborne. Tho work was placed
by Mr. Digby in the hands of the late Mr. Slater,

(who was then restoring the Abbey at Shorborno)
in tho year 1860, and it is not yet wholly com-
pleted. The internal length of the chapel is

about 5.5 feet ; it consists of four bays and an
apse. There is a vaulted crypt under the whole.
The doorway is executed in Studley stone, and
tho door is of bronze, rolling into a chase in the
wall.

itali.lv CAitvaxG, king's college chapel.

The carving of this Chapel ranks with the best
examples to bo found in this country. A great
authority on tho subject compares it to the car-
ving in Santa Maria in Orgagno, at Vorona. It

is undoubtedly the work of some of tho Italian
carvers who were at that time employed by
Henry VIII.

; tho probable d.ite would bo about
1534 and 153U, and was erected by tho king's

desire. The examples are taken from the frieze

of tho Vice-Provost desks. Tho engraving given

by us to-day was produced from a drawing by

!Mr. Louis Blackburne.

DETAILS OF MANSION AT DESBURT.

On tho 21)th of August last wo gave perspec-

tives and plans of this mansion, designed by Mr,

Thomas Workington, architect, Manchester, for

J. E. Taylor, Esq. This week we redoem a

promise then made, and give some details of

the buildings, which consist of a double page,

including the principal staircase windows, eleva-

tions of entrance lodge aud plan and porch, &o.

The single page consists of details of oriel window

and angle window. For general particulars we
beg to refer our readers to our impression of the

29th of August last, No. 973.

DESIGN FOR INTERIOR OF LADY CHAPEL.

One of our illustrations this week is a repro-

duction of an autograph drawing of the late

Augustus Wolby Pugin, being one of a series of

drawings of his design for a proposed Cathedral

in Edinburgh. The site for the Cathedral was

secured by the late R. C. Bishop Gillies, but the

insufficiency of funds caused a failure of the

enterprize. The illustration given by us is an

exact rejjroduction of Pugin's work.

CHURCH OF 3. ALOTSIUS, OXFORD.

In catering for our friends in this Christmas

Number, we have obtained permission from

Messrs. Hanson and Son to present the interior

perspective of the design which they made some

months ago for the new Catholic Church of

S. Aloysius, Oxford ; for although we learn that

an altered design has been decided on (which we

may hope to give in a later number) yet there is

so much good architecture in this, the original,

that we should be sorry not to have it put fully

on record, if only for the benefit of students. The

most marked feature or peculiarity perhaps con-

sists in a uniform width of vaulting being ob-

tained, though the widt'n of spaces covered over

materially differ ; for instance, the general width

of site was such as to give 27 feet only for tho

nave aud sanctuary, but a middle portion was

wider, and admitted of what was thought desir-

able, namely, to give greater accommodation, so

that tho coiTesponding portion of nave is 34 feet

wide, and the supporting piers of the vaulting

have in this part their abutting line, so to speak,

in overhanging bracket, imago, and canopy^ thus

keeping to the true maxim of ornamenting con-

struction, and avoiding the f.alse— of constructing

ornament. Another feature contributing to the

merit of the design, is tho adoption of what may
be termed gallery aisles, which though no novelty,

as many fine examples of Mediaeval times attest,

seems strangely neglected in this ago of economy

as to making the most of the ground area, and

concentrating the congregation. It is true tho

aisles are arranged as chapels in this design on

both stories, but there is obviously no necessity

for it, but only the outgrowth of that main

element of bea uty—.fitness.

OC-R WOOD ESGRAVING.

The church of S. Anne at Liverpool, which wo
give among our illustrations, replaces a very

inferior building of late Georgian type, which

formerly stood across the end of S. Anno-street.

The progress of public improvement necessitated

tho cutting through of the graveyard, and the

replacement of tho church itscslf.

The old church stood north and south, and
had merely a recess instead of a chancol. Tho
now building is placed oast and west and con-

sists of nave and aisles, chancel, sacristy, organ-

chamber, tower at north-west angle, and porch.

It is built of red brick, with dressings, bands, and

tracery of the local red sandstone. The church

accommodates about 750 persons, and has been
erected for the small sum of £7.000, including
the stained glass and interior decoration, executed

by Messrs. Cottier. The architect was Mr. E. R.

Robson, of 20 Great George-street, Westminster.

ON THE SELECTION OF A BUILDING
STONE.*

By C. A. Evans, Civil Engineer.

THIS is a subject which has been nnder the pen
of most writers on construction. Yet, not-

withstanding this extensive treatment, no general
principles have been indicated to direct the
selection of a stone for an intended structnre. To
the engineer, in particular, the selection of
materials suitable to the variety of works he exe-
cutes, is a matter the importance of which is of
itself evident. It is to elucidate the principles
which should guide liim in this portion of bis
labours that this article has been written.

A continual practice in one direction by reason
of some prominent good quality which a stone mav
possess, often prejudices many builders in favour
of the particular class to which it belongs. But an
e.xtensive experience in all countries le.ads to the
conclusion that a perfect stone is one which has
several good qualtities ; which is strong, dm'able,
capable of being ornately worked, and of a fine

appearance. For engineering works situated in

tlie country, strength and durability are the only
points which need be con.sidorod. Nevertheless,
it is often difficult to obtain a stone which will
fulfil even these two requirements. How a stone
st inds in regard to them, may be determined as
accurately as the usual ti'sts admit. No test for

durability, however, has yet been discovered which
may bo implicity relied upon

;
yet no known test

relating to this point should bo omitted by the
engineer if he would remove from his shoulders
all blame of future accidents. A thorough exami-
nation of a stone^ comprising that of its quarry,
of its structure, of its constituents, leads generally
to correct results. The plain character of engi
neering works in the open country, with their

architectural efi'ect depending only upon the pro-
portion and disposition of their masses, does not
require stones capable of being dressed as

elaborately as those for city structures. For
this reason this quality does not play here an
important role. As regards appearance it may
be remarked, that tho surroundings are usually
in harmony with it, of whatever color and tex-

ture the stone may be. Therefore, even if cir-

cumstances did not compel the engineer to em-
ploy the most accessible stone, paying attention

only to strength and durability, there would
really be no necessity to consider anything else.

On approaching a large town, however, regard
must be had to all the foregoing qualities. The
class of work now changes. Here are located

shops, depots and dwellings. These will be in

contrast with other buildings, and show to advan-
tage or not, according to the good or bad choice

of their materiah The architectural principles

which here govern the engineer become more
complicated and numerous, and demand in con-
sequence, a fine stone. Nevertheless, all should
not be sacrificed to architectural considerations.

Financial matters demand reflection. It would
not be wise to draw from distant sources such a

stone, when a good one, though inferior in struc-

ture and appearance, exists in the neighbour-
hood. In such a case, the engineer must put up
with what nature offers him, and employ a style

of architecture which will be most in keeping
with his material. But in cities a handsome
depnt demands a handsome stone. If no quarries

in the vicinity furnish it, recourse must be had
to others more remote. The expense may be

considerable, but it must be borne in mind that

an ugly material will make a building doubly so,

especially if large and surrounded by better

architecture. Should a fine stone not be offered,

let brick then be used in preference to an inferior

one. Some respect should be paid to the require-

ments of art.

In selecting a stone for an intended structure

in a city, we must be governed in our choice

particularly by a consideration of the class of

ornaments which are to appear on the build-

ing, and by the expression which it is to possess.

If the structure is to be decorated with plain

large mouldings of a bold outline, then a coarse

grained and dark stone may be used. But should

From tlie Jow-nal of [fie Franklin Instituie.l
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THEit, on the contrary, be embellished with delicate

carvings, or with small figures in relief, either on

the mouldings or the plain wall, a light-coloured

and close-textured stono is required. No dark or

coarse-grained stone should bo employed in this

latter case. For a dark stone will fail to mako
the shade and shadows of those small ornaments
perceptible, thus greatly diminishing their effect,

A coarse-grained stone will not admit of fine

edges being cut on it, and it is only by such
luminous lines that we are enabled to clearly

j memboreJ
define the shape of the ornaments. For the want
of either shade or luminous lines, small figures in

relief will often, when viewed from no groat

distance, appear like lumps raised on the surface

of the stone. This is particularly the case after

the building has stood for a number of years. On
a new building everything is clean. The stones

aro lighter than the permanent colour they will

finally assume under the influences of the air,

dust, and smoke. But the most powerful agent
of destruction is the humidity of our climate,

under the attacks of wliich all stones succumb
more or less. This is easily perceived on exa-

mining their edges. Such an examination will

also show that a coarse-grained stone exhibits

more plainly the marks of these attacks than
a 6ne-textured one. The particles are compara-
tively large, and those which are removed leave

correspondingly large vacant spaces. Hence it

is wrong to carve on such a stono. whatever may
be its merits in other respscts. Twenty winters

will often bo sufficient to destroy the edges of

ornaments on a coarse-grained stone of great

durability. These effects are noticeable particu-
larly when the stone is situated in a place ex-
posed to the prevailing winds and rains, whether
in the streets of a city or the open country.

The preceding is a fundamental rule in archi-

tecture, yet it is constantly violated. When
decoration in a high degree is intended, marble is

the most appropriate stone for this class of work.
The turn of a leaf carved out of this stone may
be distinctly seen placed at the summit of a

spire ; for the material retains its sharpness of

contour, its edges reflect the light, and its shades
are visible aud effective. In nothing more did
that fine race, the Grecians, show their exquisite
taste than in the choice they made of this mate-
rial for thoir edifices.

Passing now to consider a stone with reference
to the expression which its colour may communi-
cate to a building, it may be laid down as a
general rule, that a light-coloured stone is

adapted to nearly all buildings, whether of a
massive or light, a magnificent or plain, cha-
racter. But structures intended to have a
sombre appearance should be built of the
darkest stone procurable. Nevertheless, if they
are not well designed, the full effect of

such a stone will not bo brought out. This
material may be used also in combination
and contrast with lighter stones, producing quite
a picturesque effect. Grandeur of stylo, how-
ever, demands a sameness of colour. A medium
dark stone gives an air of reposo to a building
built with it. Siill, it should bo used either in

open situations or in those in which it may re-
ceive plenty of light. Hence a narrow street
may be considered as an unfavourable situation
for its employment.
The finest light-coloured sandstones are doubt-

less those best suited to city purposes. A good
limestone is also a fino stone in every respect.
Some varieties of this stone preserve their colour
very well. For, being smooth, the dust does not
much adhere to them. Many argillaceous
stones, on account of their slaty structure, are dis-

agreeable to work, yet they may be advantageously
employed. A coarse-grained granite is open
to the objections frequently urged against all

coarse-grained stones, though some fine-grained
varieties, obviating these inconveniences, make
fine building stonos for moderately decorated
structures. But, in general, granites become
quito dark with age ; and for close views, as
those obtained in a street, they are not, in the
opinion of the writer, as effective in appearance
as stones the constituents of which are all of an
uniform colour. For many of the plain works of

the engineer, granite may properly be considered
as the most desirable material. In basements, par-
ticularly in those of depots, it may be introduced
on account of its not showing the grease as much
as some other li«ht-ooloured stones. Under the
name of granite is here included also that stone
known to writers on mineralogy as syenite, and
which is especially referred to in the foregoing
remarks.

CINQUE CENTO" A RENAISSANCE
PERIOD.

WE take from the Royal Lectminriton Spa
Courier a report of an interesting lecture

on Cinque Cento a Renaissance Period, delivered

before the Leamington Philosophical Society, on
Wednesday week, by the Rev. R. S. John Tyrr-
whitt, of Christ Church, Oxford.

The lecturer said that he was once an Oxford
tutor of what was now the old school, and he re-

I

membereJ they used to say, when newer lights

forced on their minds the fact that Aldrich's logic

was full of mistakes, that the book and its errors

ought to be preserved, because they led to

" necessary explanations." He was inclined to

think that the use of the words Cinque Cento
could only be excused in the same way ; for it

was certainly an equivocal term. In the first

place one had to explain that it meant 1500 in-

stead of 500; and next, that to the Italian the

Cinque Cento meant from 1500 to loOi), and not,

as with us, from 1400 to 149!). After defining

the term in the language of the Imperial Dic-

tionary, the lecturer said that the word Renais-

sance was also a thoroughly equivocal word.

THE TRUE PERIOU OP THE KENAI8SANCE.

The narrowest idea of the word Renaissance
was that of the Vitruvian revival. The word
was used in that souso by Professor R/iskin. Jlr.

Tyrrwhitt said that he wished at the outset of

his lecture to call attention to the difference

between the real Renaissance of true disciple-

ship to Greek art, and the pseudo-Vitruvian Re-
naissance, the latter having always treated

sculpture and architecture as separate things.

The next limitation of the term Renaissance was
that of M. Taino and mfiny others, who limited

its best time to the last 25 years of the fifteenth

century and the first 40 of the sixteenth, or

Cinque Cento. He should himself call this a

period of maturity, as he would call the latter

years of the sixteenth century a period of de-
cadence. One could not say that art was
dead in the period of Angelico, G-iotto, and
of the Pisani, In truth, the Renaissance of

Art had best be taken as commencing at Pisa,

with Pisano. This view agreed with that of

Bryce, Ruskin, and Liibke, They must not for-

get that the Revival was a revival of many-sided
activities, literary, legal, musical, poetic, and
artistic, ' all together. The true period of its

commencement was marked by the meeting of

the classical and the medieval mind ; for art that

period was marked by Pisano beginning to study
the Chase of Meleager, brought home from Greece

naissance meant above all things, first, the Refor-

mation, and nest the Baconian method of experi-

mental induction ; and tho study of nature to the
uttermost. One great name dominated all

Northern art in this connection. Holbein was
the first and greatest of modern Gorman painters

;

and his name, linked with that of the Reforma-
tion, in which he took effective part, forced upon
them certain questions as to the religious or anti-

religious character of tho Renaissance. It was
clear that the New Birth of knowlerlgo synchron-
ised with the decadence of a form of the Faith.

When knowledge had to contend not with reli-

gious perseoutioii, but with irreligious, and that
from the hands of the titular chiefs of the Chris-
tian Faith, then the pursuit of knowledge would
become non-religious, and finally irreligious. The
death of Savonarola in 1497, by command of

.\lexandor VI., seemed the point at which Italy

decided that reform in religion could not be for

her. In 149-' Rafaol and Michael Angelo were
young ; Leonardi was in his prime ; the renas-
cence of art and literature had been in full action

for 300 years. But tho hopes of earnest Italians

to renew the Faith were blighted by the Titular

Head of the Faith ; and the result was men went
back to a time when art aud song were the religion

of Greeks. Popo or no pope, the sense of right

and truth were left to all who would have it. Some
cast it off ; but the greatest men held by tho

Faith. Botticelli, Savonarola, Michael Angelo,

Holbein, were all concerned in the movement
called Renaissance ; and it would be profounlly

unhistorical to try to give an account of any of

them without his Christianity. Mich.ael Angelo
was born into the Faith ; he held it, desired its

reform and renewal, and confessed it with his last

sonnet and last breath. But he could not name
him or any other man as chief in the Renais-

sance ; for Pisano, Giotto, Botticelli, Rafael,

Titian, and Tintoretto were only the centre of a

great cycle of greatness. It was a loose use of

language to talk of the Renaissance as j)er se

irreligious. It was not to be called either a
religious or irreligious movement.

HOLBEIN.

If thoy wore to have an account of the Renais-
sance without Holbein, or an account of Holbein
without the Reformation, either account would
be imperfect. The Reformation was a part of the

Renaissance, and the Reformation was in any case

a religious movement, and Holbein's art was one
of its moiive powers. They had heard of his great
polemical woodcuts of the Indulgence-mongers,

and Christ the True Light. The latter was the

in Pisan galleys, an'd placed in the Oampo Santo, l German protest against tho Aristotelian philoso-

The lecturer adopted Mr. Bryces division of the
various eras of the Renaissance, namely—in the
twelfth century, a Roman Renaissance, with the
study of law ; in the thirteenth, a Metaphysical
Renaissance ; in the fourteenth, a Renaissance
of Art and Song ; and the Renaissance of Greek
Literature in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.

The Lombards had done much bas-relief of groat
merit before Pisano. the Church of S. Zenone,
in Verona being the noblest example of Lombard-
Romanesque work. But until Pisano's time the
most artistic races in Italy were only in-

structed in fragments of Latinized-Greek art,

which, when Christanised, were called Byzantine.

After adverting to Professor Liibke's division

of the Renaissance of Architecture into Early
Renaissance, High Renaissance, and Rococo
Renaissance, Mr. Tyrrwhitt said it was agreed
on all hands that Brunelleschi was the great

typical master of the first Classical Renais-

sance ; for he learned to combine the grand
proportions and perfect finish of Classical work-
manship with the inventiveness and passion

of the Gothic. He, with the earlier and mightier
architects of the Renaissance, had the sense to

abide by the round arch. Mr. Tyrwhitt thought
that the modern classicism failed where tho

earlier Roman architecture failed, in tryiug to

adapt the Greek ornament of the low lintel to the

round vaulted construction. Had Rome clung
faithfully to hor arch, her buildings would have
had far greater beauty ; and our English streets

would have boon something more than tiers of

boxes with square holes. Tho Roform Club in

Pall-mall was copied from tlie Farnese Palace
;

and that was the model of our modorn street

architecture.

THE RENAISSANCE AND HCMAN THOnGHT.

It was impossible to separate the progress of

the fine arts from the other activities of the

human mind. In England .and Germany the Re-

phy which governed the doctors, who governed
the Popo, who governed the world. The Pardon
Shop was the practical protest. Tho protestantism

of personal religion Holbein preached in this

woodcut, in which the beggar entreated the

priesthood to consider his bodily misery and let

God have mercy on his soul, and could get no
mercy because he had no money. Holbein's life

extended from 1495 to 1543, when he died in

London of tho plague. Ho came to England first

in 1527, the year before Diirsr died. Up to that

time Holbein had painted innumerable portraits,

notably that of Erasmus. He had executed the

Praise of Folly, and the great polemical wood-
cuts. He had illustrated a Bible marvellously,

and done the great Old Testament wall-

painting at Basel ; had painted or restored

the Dance of Death, on one of them, in the

Cathedral Cloister at Basol, and had issued his

wood-cut version of it. In 1529 he returned to

Basel to find the bitter fruit of the Iconoclasm of

that time, when the churches were stripped, not
only of idolatry, but of boauty. He returned to

England in 1532, only to leave it before his death

for a short visit to the Low Countries. Holbein
was the first master of Northern Cinque-Cento

;

ho was chief of grotesque and prince of portrait-

ure. Mr. Tyrrwhitt referred more particularly to

the " Dance of Death." The system of sepulchral

ornament had been at one time simple, but had
given way to pompous Paganism, as described in
** The Stonos of Venice." which expressed no
Christian hope and symbolised no Christian doc-

trine. These and their degenerate imitations in

this country wore tho very petrifaction of under-

talcing. The lecturer illustrated his ideas by a

(luotatiou from Dickens. Against all these pom-
pons Paganisms tho rough German broke in with

his first moral of the great Equality of Death. For
the just there was salvation ; but there was a

[ groat shock to bear, and a dark way to go first.

But then again ho turned on the luxurious and
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careless, and still mora on the false and cruel. The
Lord had socn that their day was cominc^. Hol-
bein's mood was not that of democratic envy. The
poor were as frightened as the rich ; and the poor
pedlar bad the greatest objection to be parted
from his heavy pack. Each died in his vocation ;

but for all that there rouiainod a rest for the
people of God.

RECAPITULATION ASD LESSONS.

For convenience of memory, Mr. Tyrrwhitt
divided the great workers and artists of the Re-
naissance into groups. There was the Cathedral
of Pisa, built by Buschetto, in the eleventh and
twelfth centuries ; i'isano began the Greek
Kenaissance i'l the thirteenth

; Dante and Giotto
marked Iho fourteenth ; Van Eyck and An-
gelico began the fifteenth ; and the century
ended with Angelo .and Rafael, Columbus,
Diiror, and Holbein. Then Art migrated to
the Lagunes. Tintorot was Titian's pupil,
and was born the year before Flodden, 1.512;
and Veronese died in the ye.ar of the Ar-
mada, 1.588. Velasquea was born eleven years
later, and Hogarth Wi years after that. Blake
may have soon Hogarth, and Turner must have
seen Blake. As the Greeks studied Xature faith-
fully, let them do the same. Tbo real hope of

English Art was the pure love of Xature, obser-
vation and imitation. Nothing would help art so
much as honest drawing of landscape and por-
trait. Let everybody try, with such teaching as
he could get, to draw the scene or the person he
loved best. For true Art was the expression of

delight in some work of God which he had given
113 to be delighted with.

THE USE OF IMAGES IX CHURCHES.

iiiildiit0 JnlcIItgencii.

CHCRCHES AND CHAPELS.

SandkoCks.—Aschoolbuildingand chapel com-
bined, just built at Sandrocks.in the parish of Ad-
dington,near Croydon, from the design and under
the superintendence of John P. Seddon, architect,
was opened on the 9th instant, by the Archbishop
of Canterbury. It consists of a general school-
room about 40 by 20, with entrance-lobby .and
lavatory, small chancel, .and schoolmistress' rosi-
den.-e. It cost .about £500, and was built by Mr.
Bollam, builder, of 12i>, Buckingham Palace.road.
A woodou reredos to the altar-table is painted in
distemper, from the architect's designs, by Mr. J.
T. Thompson. An ornamental floriated cross,
surrounded by the seven doves, disposed in the
form of a vesica piscis, each with a halo of light
round it, and leaving trails of light behind amid
the foliaee.

Bridge-street In-dependent Chapel,Walsall,
was reopened last week. The alterations
include a thorough refitting of the interior.
Externally, a mas.sive portico has been erected at
the front entrance, and some ornamentation
placed nronnd the windows in the front eleva-
tion. The alterations have been carried out by
Messrs. Rowley and Lynex, and will cost about
£1,000.

Liverpool.— The new United Methodist
church in Grove-street, Liverpool, which has
been erected at a cost of £7.000, was opened on
the 18th instant. The style is Lombardic. The
elev.iticn to Grove-street, tower, and portico, is

faced with Yorkshire shoddies, and the dressings
to the doors, winilows. cornices, »tc., is of Store-
ton stone. The interior of the church is divided
into three bays by the iron columns supporting

1 the munificence of Dr. Blackall and the gallery beams being continued np to the roof
Chancellor Harino'ton. Exeter Cathedral timbers. The rnnf is flat, nn,! fA,-,„aH ;„t^ „„„„ioChancellor Harington, Exeter Cathedral

has been provided with a reredos at a cost of
£2,000. It was designed by Sir Gilbert Scott, and
the design was approved by the Dean and Chapter,
inspected by the Bishop, and in due time carried'
out. The subject illustrated in the central and
principal panel of the reredos is the Ascension,
those in the two others—the Transfiguration and
the Descent of the Holy Spirit .at Pentecost. One
would have thought no representation of such
subjects could have been deemed idolatrous.
Chancellor Phillpotts, however, is of another
opinion, .and has presented a petition to the
Bishop, complaining that the new reredos in the
Cathedral constitutes a violation of the law
against the use of images in churches. The peti-
tion has not only been presented, but .accepted by
the Bishop as sufficient ground for action against
the Dean and Chapter of his Cathedral, and that
his lordship, in his capacity as Visitor of the
Cathedral, has just ordered a formal inquiry to
be instituted into the legality of the new reredos,
and the authority by which it has been erected'.
Dr. Temple has fixed the 7th of January for hold-
ing the Court of Inquiry, and appointed Sir H.
Keating, one of the Judges of the Common Pleas,
as his assessor thereat. The Dean and Chapter
are resolved, not only to defend the legality of the
reredos to the utmost, but to impugn the power
of the Bishop to hold a visitation with regard to
such a subject, for which purposes they have re-
tained the services of Dr. Deane. We wish them
.success most heartly. It is intolerable that the
<levotion and liberality of Dr. Blackall and
Chancellor Harington should have resulted,
thanks to Chancellor Philpotts, in another
ecclesiastical cause cilcbrc.

Heights of the Principal Buildings in the
UoRH).—An interesting diagram is on view in
the new Architectural Court of the South Ken-
sington Museum. It consists of a representation
of the principal buildings in the world, so
grouped that the spectator can judge of the rela-
tive size, and with the exact height affixed to
each. " Sida by side with our modern railway
station.s," says the Olole, " the old Greek temples
show no bi^.ger than tombstones. The Parthenon
at Athena is actually lower than the pediment
over the first row of windows at the ba.so of the
Albert Hall, and the hall itself far exceeds in
proportions the great Temple of Giants at Agri-
gontum. The Pyramid out-lops noarlv all known
architectural heights. According to the diagram,
the famous Mosque of S. Sophia, at Constanti-
nople, does not approach in altitude the summit
of the roof the Crystal Palace.

timbers. The roof is flat and formed into panels.
In the basement of the building is a large school-
room. Thero .are five large classrooms. The
work has been carried out by Messrs. Litt and
Wilkinson, builders, Beetle, from the plans of
Mr. W. J. Mason, architect, of Liverpool.

The Chcrch of S. Martin Outhich.—The
removal of the church of S. Martin Outwich,
situated at the corner of Bishopsgate and Thread-
needle-street, and till lately in the gift of the
Merchant Taylors' Company, is being rapidly pro-
ceeded with. The church, which was erected in
1708, on the site of the original church, contains a
number of ancient brasses and monuments, the
most notable being the two rocumbont figures of
John Oteswich and his wife, who built the church
in 1385. The.so monuments are being removed
with the greatest care to their new resting-place.
The gr.aveyard of the church, which is situate in
Camomile-street, will not bo disturbed. The
Ecclesiastical Commissioners have exercised their
rights and presented the organ of the church to
Homerton. One of the bells, weighing ;5wt., has
been given to the Rev. F. Savile,'of Poplar, and
the other, weighing 9ewt., to the Rev. Mr. C.ird-
woll, of Fulham, for the use of their respective
churches. The whole of the work is being carried
out under the supervision of the City Improve-
ments Commissioners.

Wells Catiledkal.—About thirty men are
now engaged in removing the .soil from the west
front, and north side of the Cathedral, the object
being to bring the surface on those sides of the
church perfectly level, which will, when tho work
has been completed, effect a most important im-
provement. On the north side a considerable number
of ancient intei-ments have been found, altogether
about sixteen. Only two graves have as yet
been found in the west front. Each of fu'ese

were covered w-ith a thick bevelled freestone
sl.ab,on one of which was an ancient incised
cross. None of these interments were, probably,
much less than 500 years old.

BUILDINGS.

OxTON.—On Wednesday week the foundation-
stone of new public offices for the township of
Oxton, Liverpool, was laid. Tho building will be
in tho Italian villa stylo of .architecture, con-
structed of red brick with white dressings, and
will contain board room, surveyors' office, sur-
veyors' private office, collector's office, law-elork's
office, general office, waiting rooms, lavatories,
store rooms for lamps, fire-reel house, *c. The
estimated cost of tho building is £1,030. Jlr.

Joseph Brattan, of Hamilton-square, Birkenhead,
is architect, and Jlr. Alexander Bleakloy, of
Claughton-road, Liverpool, tho contractor.

SouTHgEA.—On the 16th inst., the Mayoress of
Portsmouth laid the foundation-stone of new steam
laundry buildings, at Southsea. The building will
be a plain but substantial structure, the wall of
Portland cement-concrete, built with Drake's
patent apparatus. On the ground-floor will be a
large wash-houao, receiving and sorting-room,
drying-room, engine-room, store and office.'private
wash-house, and disinfecting-room detached. The
buildings have b^'on designed by Mr. Archibald
H. Ford, .\ssic. Inst. C.E., architect, Portsea. and
the works will bo carried out under his superin-
tendence. .Mr. T. C. Cooper, of that town, is the
contractor. The buildings and machinery together
will cost about £3.500, and the Company will
have the means to wash from 30,000 to 4o 000
pieces weekly.

SCHOOLS.

CoxiSBROt-GiL — New Board Schools were
opened at Conisbrough on Wednesday week.
The building is in the modern style, and is
erected of brick with stone dressings. Altoge-
ther, there is .accommodation for 600 children.
The school has boon constructed at a cost of
£3,500. The architect was Mr. Wm. Watson, of
Doncaster and Wakefield, and the contractors
Messrs. Twiby and Goodlad, of Conisbrough.

GooLE.—The design for now Board Schools at
Goole, by Mr. William Watson, architect, of 73,
French-gate, Doncaster, and of Wakefield, has
been chosen by the Board out of ten designs sub-
mitted in competition by nine competitors. Tho
buildings will bo Gothic in style, and consist of
schools for 600 children and teachers' residence,
and the cost is estimated at about £3,500.

S. COLOMB Major School Board.—This
Board has accepted the tender of Mr. Jo.seph
Bond, builder, of S. Colomb, for the erection of
the now Central Schools. The proposed buildings
will accommodate 280 children when completed,
with master's residence, offices, &c. The archi-
tect is Mr. Silvanns Trevail, of S. Blazey.
Sleafoed.—The now schoolrooms lately erected

in Heckington, near Sleaford, were "formally
opened on Friday week. The school has three
rooms attached : the Largest is 73ft. by 18ft. ; the
infant-school 43ft. by 16ft. ; and the classroom,
25ft. by 10ft. The building is of red brick re-
lieved with white, and has a king-post roof with
circular ribs resting on stone corbels; the wood-
work is stained and varnished. Messrs. Cope-
land and J. Xowton were the contractors, and
Messrs. Pattinson, tho architects. The cost will
be about £060.

Bridges in France.—According to some
recent statistics published by the Minister of
Public Works, it appears that there are at the
present time 1,982 bridges of importance in
France, 861 of which were built previous to the nine
teenth century, 64 during tho First Empire, 180
during the Restoration, 580 in the reign of Louis
Philippe, and 297 since 1848. With reg.ard to the
material of which they are constructed, 854 are
of stone, 9 iron, 70 suspension bridges, 67 with
masonry piers and wooden superstructures, 14
entirely of timber, and 20 of wood, iron, and
masonry combined. 1,067 of these bridges are
on national roads, 18 on roads for strategical
purposes, 6 on fresh roads, and 891 on Depart-
mental roads. Among the most important are
the bridge of Bordeau.x, commenced under tho
First Empire, 501 metres in length, consisting
of 17 Arches, and cost fi,S5O,000f.; tho suspen-
sion bridge over the Dordogne at Cubzae, 545
metres in length, cost 2,2O0,O00f. ; the ' Saint
Esprit " bridge over the Rhone, commenced in

126.5, consisting of 18 arches, is 738 metres in
length, and cost not less than 4i^ millions of

francs
; the bridge at Toulouse over' the Garonne,

cost 2,700.000f. ; that at Libourue on the Dor-
dogne, 4.236,948f. ; the bridge at Tours over the
Loire, 125 metres in length, consisting of 15
arches, cost 4,224,639f. ; the "Pont do la Guillo-
tine " over the Rhone at Lyons, commenced in
1245 with 8 arches, and 263 metres long, is esti

mated to have cost 2J milliards
; the PenfielJ

swing bridge at Brest was constructed at a cost
of 2,800,000f. ; the Pont Neuf over the Seine at
Pari.s, commenced in 1578, 231 metres in length,
cost 4 millions of francs; tho Pont d'Jena, also

at Paris, built under tho First Empire at a cost of

6,135,1051.; the Pont de Roane, 232 metres in

length, commenced in 1811, cost 6,438,561f. The
total length of these bridges is estimated by the
engineers of the " Ponis ct Chnnsces " to be about
166 kilometres (about 100 English miles), and
the cost of their construction 286.507,761f.

(£11,460,310).
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
\. We do not hold our^elvos reaponsiblo for the opinions of

our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests
that all communications should be drawa upas briefly

a^ possible, as there are many claimints upon the spaed
allotted to correspondence.]
To Oun. RsAORRS.— We shall feel oblio:od to any of our

L readiT-i whu will favour us with brief notes of works con-
1 tamplated or in pro^^ress in the provinces.

AH letters should he addrossed to the EDITOR, 31,

TAVISTOCK-STREKT, OOVENT-GARDEN'. W.C.
Cheques and P'lst-offlce Orders to be made payable to

J. Passmore Edwards.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for advertisements is 6d. per line, of eight

words (the tirst line counting as two). No advertisement
inserted for less than h;ilf-a-crown. Special terms for
series of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.

Front Pa^e Advertisements Hd. per line.

Advertisements for the current week must roach the
o33ce not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
(Payable In advance.)

Nineteen shillings per annum (post free) to any
part of the United Kingdom. To the United States
£1. 6s. for 6J dots. gold). To France or Bel^'ium, £1. 63.

(or 32 franca). To India (via Southampton), €1. I4s. lOd.
To any of the Australian Colonies, New Zealand, the
Cape, the West Indies, Canada, Nova Scotia, or Natal
£1.63-

N.15,—AmoricAn and Belgiansubscribers are requested
to remit their subscriptions by International T. 0. O. and
to advise the publisher of the date and amount of their
remittance. Back numbers can only be sent at the rate
of 7d. each, the postage charged being 3d. per copy. All
foreign subscriptions unaccompanied byan adilitional re-
mittance to cover the extra cost of forwarding back num
bers are commenced from the next number published
after the receipt of the subscription.
Cases for binding the half-yearly volumes, 2s. each.
Subscribers receiving their copies direct from the

office are requested to observe that the last number of
the term for which their Subscription is paid, will be
forwarded to them in a coloured irrupper, as an intima-
tion that a fresh remittance is neces^^ary. if it be desired
to continue the Subscription.

Eeceivbd.—G. G.and Son —G. L. R.—J. C.—H C W —
W. F.—J. B. P -J. H. & T. H.— W. E. D.—B. W. E.—
Arch—W. A.—Fred -J. H.—An Old Subscriber.—
J. O. B.~W. and Co.

T. T. fPirmingbam).-The "representative of another
professional journal," who made sucQ representations,
spoke untruly. His object wa^ no doubt, to deceive
adverrisers, who, unfortunately nre easily deceived by
unscrupulous talkers. The best way to ascertain the
approximate and relative circulation of a London
journal it* to inquire uf the principtl neiTsagents of the
town, or get some one to inquire for you. There are
certain canvass3r.s who wouid "deceive the very elect;"
in fact, they only tell the truth by accident. You muU
not depend no the number of advertisements a paper
carries with it, or the quantity uf space that may be
covered by displayed type, as advenisements mav be
obtained in any (luamity if they are inserted Very
cheaply. It you wish to ascertain tbe ralue of any
paiticular medium, use your own eyes, inquire of other
advertisers or people in the trade, and judge for your-
self.

SPECIAL NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
The subscriptions of the greater number of readers
receiving their copies direct from the offlco end with
the year. Such subscribers are respectfully requested
to lose no time in renewing their subscriptions, as
back numbers cannot be reprinted, and the stock re-
served of the early numbers of the year is Invariably
soon exhausted. During the early part of 1873, the
publisher had repeatedly to regret the disappointment
of many subscribers, who neglecting promptly to

renew their subscriptions, had, by reason of the
great Increase in the circulation of the Journal, and
the consequent rapid exhaustion of the stock of back
numbers, to content themselves with Incomplete seta.

Every subscriber whose subscription terminates
with this number, will receive it in a coloured wrapper.
The annual subscription la Nineteen Shillings, which
should be remitted not later than the Slst instant, by
P.O.O. payable to J. Passmore Edwards, at the King-
street Post Office, Cfovent Garden.

dfontrjjjoitdeiicc.

THE DIJIEN'SIONS OK OLD S. PAUL'S.
(To the Editor of the BniLDiso News.)

Sir,— I enclose the following measurements of

Old S. Panl'a, from the fifteenth century Latin
*' Chronicle of London," printed in 1827, from
a Harleian MS., p. 174 :

—

" Copy of a table hanging at the pillar next the
tomb of the Duke of Lancaster, in S. Paul's
Cathedral :

—

_

" • The Church of S. Paul's contains, within its

circuit, 3 acres of ground and a half, one rod and
a half, and six perches. The length of the church

is GOOft., and the breadth is 130ft. The height of
the western vault (of the choir), from the altar, is

lOL'ft, the height of the New Work from the altar,

SSft. The nave (cumulus) as well as the transept
(cum cruce) is in height l.'iOft.. The height of
the stonework of the bell-tower is, from tho
ground, 2C0ft., and of the woodwork, 274ft., but
in the whole does not exceed ri20ft. Tho diameter
of the ball (pomollum) is oft., and its circum-
ference 9ft. r,in.

; the stalT of the cross ou it is

15ft.. and tho breadth of tho cross-beam is Uft.'" In
1339 it was filled with relics. The great Crucifix
at the north door was said to hare been found in
the Thames. I need hardly add that Dugdale, in
his '-History " (p. 15), has given a very faulty
and imperfect version of a portion of this ac-
count, from another MS. ; his single mistake of
" virgm qundratw " (square) for " oonstratai" (on
the iJoor or together) affects the entire question
of mensuration of the ground-plot. The New
Work was tho Lady Chapel at the extreme o.ast

end. The Duke of Lancaster's tomb was on the
north side of the choir.— I am. Sir. Sea.,

Mackenzie E. C. Waloott.

THE BALDACCHINO.
Sir,—la your report of the "Baldacchino

case," it is observed that tho word Baldacchino
comes from an old name for Babylon. This ap-
pears to be a mistake. The word Baldacco was
tho Medieval Italian name for Bagdad. I may
refer your readers to Dozg's " Glossaire des Mots
Espagnols ot Portugais derives de I'Ai'abe." in

which he says of Bagdad, under the head " Bal-
daqui," " ou I'on fabriquaits des brocarts tres-

reuommes." I need hardly remind your readers
that Babylon was hardly in a stato to supply
brocades to Europe in tho Middlo Ages.—I am.
Sir, &c. H. A. Freeman, A.R.LB.A.
[Has Mr. Freeman seen the articles which ap-

peared in the Biilding New.s on the subject, by
G. W. Godwin, the Rev. Mackenzie E. C. Walcott,
and Dr. Zerifi, on September 2C and October 3
last ?—Ed.]

BRETON CHURCHES.
Sir,—As there have been lately several illus-

trations of Breton Churches in tho Building
News, some ono among your correspondents may,
perhaps, throw light upon the subject of this

letter. Several years ago, I was struck by some
resemblance in the Cathedral of Dol, in Brittany,
to that of Wells. Tho tradition is that the
Church, in part, at least, is tho work of an Eng-
lish architect. The east end has the characteristic

English square termination. It is separated by a
slender pillar—giving support to two arches—
from the Chapel of S. Samson, which occupies the
usual position of tho Lady Chapel. The Chapel
of S. Samson is terminated by an apse, as is the
Lady Chapel of Wells. Tho arriingement at Wells
is the only example of the kind in England, and
it is enough to attract attention that it should
occur in a French Church. Can I learn the pre-
cise disposition of the Chapel of S. Samson with
relation to the choir at Dol ? I cannot remember
it mysolf, and no guide-book furnishes me with
the information. Does it open immediately from
the choir, or is there a vestibulo between giving
access to other chapels in the same range.—I am,
Sir, &c.—A. W.

THE NORTHFLEET CHIMNEY ACCIDENT.
Sir,—Knowing from your impartiality that the

spirit of fairness reigns through your correspond-
ence columns, I bog to send a short reply to a
couple of letters that appeared in last week's
Building News. Tho architect of Messrs.

Gostling's broken-down Northfleet shaft still

dogmatically adheres to his extraordinary asser-

tion, that mixing mortar with cement does not
" priictically " underclay the cement, and it would
seem that the reasons that he gives require some
knowledge, both of chemistry and cement-
making, to follow them. Now. many of your
readers must possess sufficient knowledge, both
of the one and of the other, easily to follow thom,
had they been presented in their chemical aspect;

but nothing is given save a bare assertion, followed

up by a third "reason,'' which is simply that

because cement mixed with mortar is very com-
monly used the mixture cannot be underclayed.

I will, therefore, dismiss this part of tho subject.

My argument has all along been that, from bad
designing the cap was net sufficiently united
together to form a compact mass. It is my own
idea, and not Mr. Cubitt's, that as long as the cap
remained entire the shaft could not be injured.

Ou the other hand, it has been Mr. Cubitt's

argument ihit the cap could not possibly have
caused tho accident by splitting into two or more
pieces. As to Field's statement that when the
shaft collapsed, '• the cap of course turned over,
and when it got its balance it dropped short,"
being a plain account of what occurred, it is one
of the most difficult and perplexing explanations
it has over boen my lot to try to unravel. In
saying that part of the cap probably first of all

fell on tho side opposite to whoro Field stood, of
course I meant that the initial fracture there
took pl.aco

; it is not likely that any reasonable
person could suppose that aftor one portion of the
cap fell the remainder would be long in following;
and, iloubtless, nearly tho whole of the cap
reached tho ground at tho same time, following
that portion of the shaft which its disruption had
caused to fall.

I do not remomber that any mechanical
reasous wore adduced to corroborato Field's
testimony, excepting the doctrine of the tea-
saucer, which I have completely overthrown, it

being fallacious from beginning to end. -As to
inquiring how tho brickwork was arranged in tho
crown, I seriously repeat the question ; for I still

believe that bats and rubbish were employed in
its consti notion, and although tho soundest
paviours wore employed, your professional readers
require enlightenment as to how tho oversailing
courses wore got out to obviate the use of bats.

Passing from this evasive letter to that signed by
"A Freemason," I have to observe that ignorant
nonsense is worse than learned nonsense, for it

is ignorant nonsense to say that no important
matter has been discussed in your pages during
the last eight years with loss profit than the
subject of this corrospoodenco, excepting no heed
is taken of it through the stubbornness of those
who, having to a certain extent the lives of work-
men in their hand, refu^ie to profit by it—a line

of action I can scarcely conceivo of. I repeat
that if tho new chimney is built and capped like
the old one, more lives will be endangered.
Again, " A Freemason " states that Mr. Mark
Foggott is the only correspondent who has had
any experienco in shaft-building. It follows

then that since, liae for line, tho greater part of

the correspondence is Mr. Cubitt's, my statement
is corroborated that that gentleman was deficient

in knowledge to erect the Northfleet chimney
with safety, from not having sufficient experience.
The allusion of " A Freemason " to the one im-
portant alteration, viz., that of incessant super-
vision in the re.erection is obviously an attempt
to shift the blame from the architect to the

builder, but I believe it is a generally received
fact that no fault whatever can be attached to Mr.
Blagburn, who. with tho materials supplied to

him, built the ill-designed cap as satisfactorily

as any one could.—I am, Sir, &c..

W. J. Christy.

DIMENSIONS OF CHURCHES.
Sir,—My original suggestions referred only to

foreign cathedrals, but as it seems to be desirod
that I should include our principal home churches,
I will do so on the true principle of investigation

by giving them in divisions: Secular and Conven-
tual, Cathedral, Collegiate, and Parochial; at the
present moment I can only add soma of foreign
countries. It must be borne in mind that if the
parallel Lady Chapels of Ely, Peterborough, and
Bury S. Edmund's were added to their oast ends
their length would elevate them in the scale,

whilst the great breadth of Chichester is due to

the addition of external chapel aisles, as at Elgin.

In drawing deductions on principles of proportion
from these measurements regard must be had to

internal arrangement ; for instance, the original

and normal division of a church botweon a reli-

gious community and the parishioners, as at Leo-
minster and Wymondham ; the prolongation of

the ritual choir into tho nave in conventual
churches and such as had no crypt, like the
Cistercian minsters, the ordinary extension being
as far as the third bay westward of tho lantern ;

tho reconstruction of the rood-screen in a different

position as at Fountains and Christchurch, Hants :

the rebuilding of an eastern arm on a grander
scale, as at Carlisle ; the presence of a groat
central shrine ; the transposition, addition (as at

Bristol), or removal of the eastern Lady Chapel

;

or tho late erection of tho screen under the oastern
piers of the crossing. All these, and similar ar-

rangements, affected the perspective as much as

the ground-plan itself. The history of modifica-

tions in the transept and its chapels at Oxford
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SECULAE CATHEDRALS OF THE OLD
FOUNDATION.

Greatest
Length
Internal

York
S. raul's, Old [E. B. I-'eirey]

S. Paul's. New i_Penrose} ...

Salisbury
Lincoln
Chichester [including Galilee]

"Wells
Exeter
Lichflelfl

Hereford

S. Davids
S. Asaph
Llandaff
Bangor ...

Wales.

Ireland.

Greatest
Widih,

Kilkenny
S. Patrick's. Dulilin

Christ Church, Dublin
Cashel
Annagh

Scotland.

Kirkwall
Ghtsgow
Elgin

Isle of Man.

S. Germain's, in ruins

AUSTIN CANONS' CHUBCHES.CATHE
DK.ALS OF NEW FOUNDATION.*

Bristol [nave destroyed]
Carlisle [only two bays of nave left]

Oxford [four bays destroyed]

COLLEGIATE CHURCHES, CATHE-
DRALS OF NEW FOUNDATION.

Hipon
Manchester

BENEDICTINE CATHEDRALS OF NE'W
FOUND.\TION.t

Winchester (Garhett)

Eiy [including Galilee, but lateral Lady
Chapel excluded]

"WestiniuBtcr ^for ten years a see]

Durham [western Lad.v Chapel 1

Canterbury [no eastern Lady Chapel] ...

Peterborough [lateral Lady chapel 63 x
38 excluded]

Norwich [Lady Chapt-l destroyed, 37 x SCJ

"Worcester
Chester
Gloncester
Rochester

AUSTIN CANONS' MINSTEES.t

S. Mary Overie [Kempe], [nave destroyed]
Christchurch, Hants
Hexham [uave destroyed]
Cartmel
Bolton [has a north nave aisle only]
Bridlington [eastern end destroyed]
Brinkbume (had only a north nave aisle]

Lanereost [has only north nave aisle] ...

Walsinghm
Dorchester
"Waltham [nave only}
S. German's [nave only]
Thornton
^'. Bartholumew, Smithfield, was
Kirkham [a north nave aisle only]
"Worksop [na.ve 135ft. remains] was

Scothind.

Jedburgh
Holyrood [nave only]
S. Andrew's Cathedral, was

COLLEGIATE CHURCHES.
S. John's. Chester, was
Beverley
Southwell
Hull
King's College, Cambridge
'Windsor
S. Mary. Shrewsbury
Crediton
Wimborne
Howdeu
Wolverhampton
Ottory
S. ilary Winton College, Oxford ...

Wales.

Aberdaron, an oblong vrilh two aisles

Ireland.

S. Nicholas, GaJway

Scotland.

Lincludon

PjIeish churches.
Bury S. Edmund u, S. Mary
Yarmouth
Coventrj-, S. ilicbael's

Bosion
Newcaatte
Newark
S. Mary, RcdclilTe

Spalding
Ludlow
Louth
Kendal

Transpt.

486
.590

808
4.J0

4f.i

.WO
3.S8

3-3

.370

190

214

212
800
i4B
:io
183

217
339
28'2

171 a
211 l>

155 c

270
215

544

sued
50.";

473
514

420 e

383 [420]
387
S.'iO

408
313

25-2

303
281
IGO
2.34

18.)

300
178
2J2
208

was 278

wa" 269
•281

2.S0

370
351

230
148
353

.S34

306
270
289
225
IGO
228
186
255
ISS
103
I.jG

IOC
104
94
82
SO
96-9

69

66

74

70
es
Cll

60

63-9

67
51

4.VC

63
1U5

71

01

87
112

88
78

,S1

73

70
78
74
83

62
GO
GO
Go
41.6

68
.39

40

70
54
C7
62-1

60
4.-)

4S

66
02

CO
7'?

78
6G
70
55
51
6G
70
40 6

213
230
252
284
213
214
239
l.W
204
1S2
140

GS
IIU
1'20

99
74

232
810
208
200

220
1.30G
Hi
140
144

Hi

120
108

U7-8
157

170
119

89

114

IIS
124
102

216

179/

190
170
130

185

180
126
180
142
122

121
101
157
110
121 G

94

1-28

1-28

150

ISO

ICO

126
167
122

106

90
85
126

SO
79
80

I'JO

108

H7
116
108
95
135

Vault. Steeple.

101
93 5
88

67
69
57
70

4B
60
05
34

71
85

7S

72

^03

70
SO

72
68
73
67

75

!)i

67
49
60
78
64
49

42-10

198
489
356A
404
26211

277
165
140
252
144

116
95
Si!/

103

130
127
190

110
140

225
21 6n.

2290

313
192
127
225

160
140

100

108

186
111
147

85
135
116
71
105

... 198
320
208

46 194
220

64 12C>

PxVaiSH CB.V'RCBE.S—continued.
Greatest
Length
Internal

Beverley, R. M.ir\'

Lynn, S. Nichola,s
Cirenre-ter
Wvcombe
Walden
Stafford
Nottingham
Thasted
Coventry, Holy Tritiity

Derby
Wakefield
S. Peter. Mane reft, Norwich
Eutherbani
Wisbech
Higham Ferrers
Taunton

Don'clsterl-"^^- i Z
Wales.

Tenby
Wrexham

BENEDICTINE MINSTERS.

Deerhurst
S. Allan's [Buckler]
Shrewsbury [nave remains]
Tewkesbury [Lady Chapel destroyed] ...

Romsey Nunnery [Lady Chapel, 60ft.

long, destroyed]
Selby
Malmesbui-y [nave remains]
Bath [only covering the site of the nave]
L,vnn, S Margaret
Sherborne [excluding Lady Chapel, dese-

crated and chuich destroyed]
Pershore

I

nave destroyed]
Malvern [with Lady ' hapel, destroyed]...

Bury S. Edmund's [destroyed, there -was

a lateral Lady Chapel]
Evesham, was
Battle
Finchale
Glastonbury [with western L.C., 110x25]
S. Mary's, "York
Reading
Tvnemouth [with a western parish chrh.]

•Whitby
Glastonbury [mth western Lady Chapel]

Wales.

Arbroath
Dimfermliue [nave remains]

CISTERCL\N CHXmCHES.§
Fountains [with Galilee]

Beaulieu [apsidal,wilh double choir aisles]

Rievalle
Furneis
Jorevalle
Dore [nave destroyed]
Buildwas ... —
Sawley
Byland
Ku-kstall

Netley
Roche
Crosden [ynth a chevet and chapels] ...

Merevale
Waverlev
Ford
Whalley [was with west tower]
Bindon, was •

Ireland.

Boyle ...

Muckross
Dunbrody

Sweetheart
Melrose ,

.

Wales.

162
294

Greatest
Width.

197
193
1.58

201
l.-i5

1/0
200
183
176
160
I.SO
ISl
147
149

119
183
ICO
169

144
178

117
•540

302
293*

255 [315]
296
287
215
238

200(

was 250

.506

300
315
244
550
371
420
275
3110

655

Neath
Tintem
Basinjjwerk [nave]

Strata Florida
ValleCrucis
Margam
Cwmhir [nave only completed]

PRffiMONSTRiVTENSLAN CANONS.

Bayham
Dryburgh [nave destroyed]

CLUGNIAC CHURCHES.
Castle Acre
Wenlock

CARTHUSLVN.

Mount Grace

CiVEMELITES.

Hulno
Coventry'

DOMINICANS.
Nonvich
Brecon [nave and north aisle destroyed]

London

FRANCISCAN.
London

AUSTIN FBLARS.
London

Transpt.

276
276

410
400
343
SOO
358
268
163
185
296
2'24

201
202
200
230
3-22

295
260
190

181
UiO

200

215
230
80

240
1C5

251
190

218
S'24

123
201

220
66 [156]

220

505

150

60
74
114
71
80
61
66
69
67
83
66
70
61
84
69
86
85
C6

SO
64

ei
65
65
74

74
59
68

64

00

S3
70
CO
62

64
60
92
66
CO

70
GO

SG
54
.50

63
74
67
50
70
51
40
70
60
54
C3

CO

6'J

67
75

67
60

26
30

20
60

89

80

110

96
95
87

80

103
92

146
175
133
124

131
•8.5U

140
126
76

95

120

211

110
138

135

196
97

150
220

104

130

1S3
210
lis
130
185
95
84

122
1-35

118
120
97

150
88

165
148
122
93

79

140

115
137

160
160

110
98
106

sen
S3
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FOREIGN CHURCHES.

Toumay
Harlaem
Sienna )

Milan
f-
G. L. Taylor

Florence)
Caen. S. Stephen, Benedictine,

(Willis and Pugin)
Malaga
VallaLi..Ud

Valencia
Segovia
Leon
GrAnada
Santiago
Burjjoa
Ev..ra
Gh.^nt
Prague
ElU;,'J5 ...

Utr-cht
Up-^ala
Palermo
Celalu
Messina

420
401
299
470
440

374
414
3>(J

3.3l

3^3
425
247
300
a24

330 140
346 13S

70

230
305

379

224

2r:>

314V
412
321

* Oseney destroyed; it avus more than twice the size of
Oxford, with a Lady Chapel, and double aiales to the
nave.

f Coventry, unknown; said to have equalled Lichfield.

t Their naves were parish churches, and are often pre-
served when the eastern arm and crossing are destroj-ed.

§ They have no eastern Lady Chapel, and Towers are
rare; one at Kirkstall, central; one at Fountaius, at-
tached to t'le north wing : one at Dore in the re-entering

;la of the choir and south wing ; those at the west fronts
of Furn^ssand Whalley were contrary to the rule. Foun-
taius and Dore have eastern aisles for altars. The nave of
Sawley was only 39ft. long. Part of Margam is still used.

a, was 2^9 ; ft, was 3 13 ; c, was 236 : rl; would have beea
wiih Lady Chapel added 611 '6 ; <? would have been with
Lady Chapel added 5 9; Z', west transept was 131 ; (?. choir
101 tJ; A, dome: ?. central, J, N.W, loi. 195 moJem ; I-.

round tower, KJO ; I, west tower, central steeple was 18S; m,
octagonal 145 : t?, central ; o, central ; p. west tower in-
complete; q, two west towers ; r, before spire was rebuild

;

«, with Lady Chapel 317 ; f, with Lady Chapel 245 ; u, was
100: r, south wing destroyed ; w, c-ntr«l was 25S ; x, plan
printed in Building Xews ; u, was 506.

(where, by the way, the shrine stood eastward of

the high altar, a fact not generally recognised)
would occupy the whole of one of your pages.
Cistercian houses had no Lady Chapel. The
eastern altar-aisles of Fountains and Dore were
quite exceptional, like the vast apse of Beaulieu,
the chovet of Croxden, and the tall towers of the
two preceding abbeys and Kirkstall. Mr. G. L.
Taylor commenced the publication of ground-
plans of the finest cathedrals at the scale of

100ft. to lin. The irregularities of setting out at

Chichester are quite a study.
Would any of your readers kindly give the

block ground-plans of Inchcolm, Pluscardino,
Whitherne, Fortrose, Dornoch, and Dundrennan
for my *• Scoti-Monasticon," now on the eve of

publication?—and that of Margam, for a complete
list of the religious houses of Wales, which is

raady for press?—I am. Sir, &c.,

Mackenzie E. C. Walcott.
5S, Belgrave-roadj S.W.

HASTINGS AQUARIUM COMPETITION'.
Sir,—I forward you a copy of my reply to

Mr. Birch's letter to the Mayor of Hastings.

As you published his letter in your paper, I

must ask ask you kindly to insert my reply.—

•

I am, Sir, &c., Jno. S. NiGHTlNaALE
Dec. 20, 1873.

(Copy.)
" 6, John-street, Adelphi, W.C.

" December 19th, 1873.
" To the Mayor of Hastings.

" Sir,—My attention has been drawn to a letter that
has appeared in the public papers of your town, signed
by Mr. E. Birch, and referring to the copy of a letter
which Mr. Birch thought tit to send to you.

.
" I must ask you to do me the favour to accept my

explanations in reply. I have taken part in the com-
petition for your proposed Aquarium at Hastings, and
my designs were sent in under the motto " Neptune."
It is true that I referred in my report accompanying
my drawings to photographs of the Aquarium at
Brigltoi; and I did so for the simple reason that I

claim Lu be the sole designer of the architectural work
of that building.

" It you will refer to the various newspapers contain-
ing descriptions of the Brighton Aquarium at the time
it was opened—viz., the fuustrated London Xcics of
the 10th of August, l.?72, and other London and
Brighton papers of that date, and of the 1st of April,
1872 (some of which were inserted with the authority
of the directors), you will find that I have always been
credited with the architectural work of the Brighton
Aquarium. I have never claimed, nor do I now
pretend, to have had anythhag whatever to do with the

engineering work lu connection with Uie Aquarium
but I prote:?t, in the strongest language, against
Mr. Birch attempting to claim my designs and draw-
ingsi. Mr. Birch never attempted to make any such
claim until he found that I had exhibited my drawings
and photngrnphs at the Royal Academy and Interna-
tional Exhibition, and then he took advantage of an
Inaccuracy in the catalogue of the Academy to insert

a description of my drawing in his own favour, and
this without notice or explanation to me. Mr. Birch
demanded that I should withdraw the drawing and
photographs from the Academy and International Ex-
hibition, but I declined to do so. At the same time, I

offered, through my solicitor, to refer the matter to
any gentleman of high position and strict integrity,

whose judgment would be above the suspicion of per-

sonal interest or partiality ; but Mr. Birch declined
the reference.

" I should be glad to know what architectural work
Mr. Birch (who Is an engineer) has over executed, or
one at all approaching the character of the Brighton
Aquarium ?

" I am sure you will permit me the same privilege

afforded to Mr. Birch of publishiog tlUa letter in the
public press.

"I am, Sir, yours, &c.,

"(Signed) *'Jso. S. Nightingale."

I

THE SKIPTON CEMETERY COMPETITION.
Sir,—Will yoa please state In your next paper that

I was the author of " Labor in Vanitas," placed third

on the above competition, but which evidently ought
to have been second, inasmuch as the design which
was placed second would cost £7,000 r. £2,500.—I am.
Sir, &c., Jonx Shaw.
Victoria Chambers, Leeds, Dec. 18th, 1873.

THE ARTESIAN WELL FOR THE BRIXTON
SWIMMING-BATH.

Sm.—The directors of the Clapham and Brixton
Bath Company (Limited), feeling that those interested
and the public q^enerally would be pleased to hear of

the success of my scheme for supplying with water
from an Artesian well, the magnificent swimming bath
now nearly erected by the Company in the Fern dale-

road, Shepherd's-lane, Brixton, under the su perln-

tendence of the architects, Messrs. Fowler and Hill,

I venture to ask you, through the medium of your
valuable paper, to give publicity by inserting this letter

containing the following facts :

—

On the 26th of July last the then Lord Mayor. Sir

Sidney H. Waterlow, Bart., laid the foundation-stone
»f the above-named building, and at the ceremony
expressed his opinion that the company itself was
formed for a praiseworthy object, and that he con-
sidered the financial success turned upon the manner
in which we obtained our water-supply. I have now
great satisfaction in announcing that a well has been
dug and bored to a depth of 418ft. 6in., and that we
have entered a siibstratum of water which rises to
within SSft. of the surface of the ground, and by all

our trials, both by hand and steam, during the last

three weeks, we have been unable to lower the water
in the least, although the pump has thrown at times
upwards of 200,000 gallons without stopping.
The directors are therefore fully satisfied that they

have now obtained an abundant and ample supply of

pure, bright, and soft water, which will be continually
fiowing into the bath, at a very trilling expense.—

I

am. Sir, &c..

Arthur T. TniEWELL, Managing Director.

142, Fcrndale-road, Shepherd's-lane, Brixton,
19th December, 1873.

luiiMtoinmiiniaitioit.Q^

QUESTIONS,
[3163.]—The Railway Commissioners. — Can

any of your numerous readers inform me who the
railway commissioners are that are looking into the
rates charged by the respective companies, and If it is

part of their duty to take cognisance of the charges
made for the carriage of bulldiag materials.—T. S.

REPLIES.

[3139.]-Wood Beams.—" A Carpenter's " ques-
tion in " Intercommunication" of .5th Dec, No. 3139,
was how to get at "sectional area of the end of beam
necessary to carry a given weight." The following
will, I think, serve his purpose :—To find the depth of
Memel beam where the weight is given for safe work-
ing load. Rule : Multiply the weight In cwts. by 4

(i breaking weight Is safe load) and that product by
the length In feet; then divide the last product by
tlie breadth in inches multiplied by 5 (the constant for
oak—see reply of " Gus," in paper 12th Inst.), and the
square root of the quotient will be the depth in
inches.

, / W
or (Z = n/ -r-r

o b
wlien d = depth In Inches.

b = breadth in inches.

I = length In feet.

W = weight in cwts, multiplied by 4.

As an example, let us take the weight and dimensions

of oak beam named in reply of "Gus" ia 12th inst.

column, and work it in a reverse miuner. liequired

the depth of oak beam lOin. ia breadth and 2Cft.

between the supports to carry a safe load of 62^cwts.
ia centre. Then

quired.

-

d

= d

-W. J. P.

V •20 X 6^4 1 4

6 X 10

20 X 250

5 X lo

lOlu., the depth re-

NEW PATENTED INVENTIONS CONNECTED
WITH THE BUILDING TRADES.

1782. P. Kirk, Workington, Cumberland, "Stoves and
fire-grates for use hi dwelling-houses, kc"—'Dated
15th May, 1873.

Tlic back and sides of a fire-grate consist of a
revolving piece with end fianches. A fixed and loose
grating are below the said revolving piece, the loose
grating being so connected with the said piece as that
when it is rotated the said grating is raised aud moves
forward with the said piece, bringing forward fuel
from a hopper at the back, and dell veriug it at the bot-
tom of the fire.

1795. W. R. Browne, London, "Counterbalanced
lifting bridges."—Dated 17th May, 1873.

This provisional specification describes improved
means of connecting the counterbalance weight with
the bridge. The weight works in a pit, and is connected
with the bridge over the axle and at a considerable
height above It.

ISOo. S. H. Hahmet, London, "Regulating the supply
of water to water-closets, &-c."—Dated 19th May,
1873.

The object of this invention Is to control the supply
of water to water-closet cistern on the constant supply
system, and to prevent waste, and consists iu providing
the bail rod with an arm, which works in a slot in the
lever, by which the outlet or delivery valve is opened,
which arm is so formed that the lever during the first

portion of its movemcut will bear against and rise the
ball, and then hold it in its raised position so that the
inlet valve shall be kept closed as long as the outlet or
delivery valve remains open. A spring arrangement
may be substituted to obtain the same result.

1869. W. F. Eatho. London, " Apparatus for excava"
ting under water, &.C."—A communication.—Dated
19th May, 1S73.

The apparatus consists of a set of spades or excava-
tors connected to a centre spindle by levers and con-
necting rods so arranged as to make the spades or
excavators open or close when acted upon from above
through the chains by which the macliine Is lifted and
lowered.

^810. W. Hansen, London, " Fitting and joining to-

gether pieces of Iron for foundation plates, &c."
—Dated 19th May, 1873.

This Invention consists in making the pieces of iron

to be joined so much shorter than usual that a space
intervenes between them when placed in the relative

position which they should occupy when joined, and in

casting melted Iron into such space, thus forming a
fitting block on which both pieces bear truly when they
are bolted or otherwise fastened together. The ends
of the pieces are for this purpose enclosed in a mould.
1816. Rev. G. H. Forbes, Broughton, Northampton-

shire, "Manufacture of lime, cement, or plaster,

capable also of being used as au artificial fuel."

—

Dated 19th May, 1873.

The novelty of this invention consists in the mixture
of tar with the foul lime of gasworks. The mixture is

bu"nt, and afterwards reduced to a fine powder. It is

then capable of being used as a substitute for common
quicklime in building, or as a substitute for plaster of

Paris. As the compound can be burnt in an ordinary
grate it can be used with other fuel for domestic or
other purposes.

1836. T. FrLLER. Longcrofts, Sussex, " Raising, lower-

ing, and adjusting blinds."—Dated 21st May,
1873.

This apparatus is composed essentially of a conical

or wedge-shaped piece, upon which traverses a ring or

collar kept upon the cone by a stop or a spring. This

apparatus is fixed to the window-frame or jamb or ia

other convenient position, and the bllud-cord or cords

are passed between the ring and the cone. When the

cords are pulled downward to raise the blind, the ring

lowers and gives them passage, but directly this down-
ward tension is relaxed the friction of the cords drawn
upward by the weight of the blind carries the ring up
again, and the greater the weight of the blind the more
firmly the cords are nipped between the ring and the

cone on which it travels. A spriug may be used to

ensure the immediate rising of the ring when the cord
or cords are released from the downward pull, and
there may be as many rings as there are separate
blind-cords.

1837. J. Metcalp, Preston, " Boilers for heatlngand
circulating water."—Dated 21st May, 1873.

The object of this invention Is to obtain a larger

amount of heating surface hi a given size of b»iler

than can be obtained in boilers of the ordinary con-
struction, and consists principally In forming a boiler

composed of tubes and terminal ends somewhat in the
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shape of what is called a "saddle boiler," the said

tubes being of a triangular form in section and so

placed together that two of their sides are exposed to

The heat and flame, and thus an extended heating-

surface is obtained.

1891. n. H. Henson, London, " Uoad-pavlng."—
Dated 2Gth May, 1873.

This invention relates to the formation of the

foundation and traffic -surface of roads. The founda-
tion is made cither of stone blocks laid on their flat

sides and cemented, and cohered with asphalteor bitu-

minous matter, or of wooden planking served with
asphalte. The upper traffic surface is made of stone

blocks, laid on their flat sides Interspaced and cemented
with asphalte, or with wood or Iron blocks cemented
with asphalte. Or Instead of stone blocks, compound
blocks of asphalte containing pieces of cane standing
endways may be used, and they may be Interspaced
with wood. Iron, orstone blocks. The blocks of stone,

or the compound blocks of asphalte and cane may be

steadied on the wooden foundation by wooden fillets

secured thereto.

(Dur Qftt iiabk.

Conflagrations in Cities.—A curious cir-

ctimstanco, according to the Socwty ofArts Jour-
nal, was noted by an observer, Mr. N. M. Lowe,
during the great fire at Boston last year. Ho
found that at places wliero a small street entered
but did not cross, a larger one, it frequently hap-
pened that a current of air was generated which
carried the dames across tho wide street at the
point of junction, and fired the opposite buildings,

even though that whole side of the street except
at that point was not affected by the fire. Owing
to this, a wide street did not always offer as cer-
tain a check to the progress of tho conflagration
as might have been expected.

Leicester- SQUARE. — Last -week tho Metro-
politan Board of Works published tho particulars

of the Bill which they intend introducing in the
ensuing Parliament for powers to construct a
public garden on the site of tho present enclosure
in Loicester-sqnare. It is proposed that this

enclosure should be vested in and transferred to

the Board, and that all existing rights over it

should bo extinguished, if necessary, compulsorily.
and that they would then then lay out, ])lant, and
ornament the enclosure as a garden, and make
such bye-laws for its manugomont as w-oiild en-
sure order and good conduct in persons frequent-
ing it, and do away with what is now a public
nuisance and disgrace. With regard to the
monetary consideration, they propose to borrow
tho money from tho rates leviable by the Bo.ard in
the metropolis, or under the (Loans) Act of ISUO
if further funds should be necessary. Several
provisions are also proposed giving the Board
full authority. The plan of tho new garden is to

bo seen at tho office of the Clerk of the Peace for
Middlesex, at tho Vestry offices ofS. Martin's-in-
the-Fields and S. Anne's, Soho, and at the office

of the Board of Works, Spring-gardens.

LlSoLEL-M AND Dry Rot.— Jlr. Alexander, the
town architect, of Dundee, according to the (iar-
tieii, has reported to tho Town Council upon the
decay which has lately appeared in tho woodwork
of tho Xew Town House Buildings. Ho says
that, so far as he had boon able to discover, the
cause of tho rotting was to bo found in tho early
covering of tho wood with linoleum. The imper-
vious nature of tho lloor-cloth had prevented
tho moisture from escaping, and had resulted in
a firing action in the wood, reducing it in some
coaes almost into tindor. To remedy the evil, ho
propoeos to lift the joisting, doafoning, and
flooring so far as affected, and to replace the
same. He would also recommend tho inserting
of ventilators below the floors in tho outer walls,

and the causing of a draught by leading these
into tho centre of standard partitions. Tho floors

should also bo loft for a considerable time un-
covered, and carefuUly scrutinised, as, from tho
insidious character of the ovil, every precaution
was necessary. The architect of the building,
Mr. Willison, and the Inspector of Works con-
curred in opinion that tho rot was caused by lay-
ing tho linoleum too soon over tho floor. Fur-
ther experiments aro necossary, however, to prove
that, in such cases, linoleum is tho cause of dry
rot.

METRorOLiTAN TRAMWAYS.—Xotico has been
given that the following byolaws have been made
by the Metropolitan Board of Works, which,
under the Local Tramways Act, 1870, is consti-
tntcd the local authority for tho metropolis, • ex-

cept tho City of London and tho liberties

thereof '' :— '• 1. The rate of speed to be observed

for tramway traffic shall in no case exceed nine

miles an hour ; nor shall it bo less than six miles

an hour, except on inclines and curves of a radius

of tiOft. and under. '1. No carriage using a tram-

way shall follow another carriage using the same
ti'amway at a loss distance from such other car-

riage than 100 yards. 3. No carriage using a

tramway shall stop except at junctions or termi-

nal stations, or, when necessary, to preserve tho

distance required by bye-law No. 2, or when
changing horses, or when required to take up or

sot down a passenger, and then no longer than is

absolutely necessary. No carriage using a

tramway shall stop within ton yards of another

carriage on a parallel line of tramway. 4. No
person shall in any way wilfully impede or inter-

fere with the truffic on a tramway. 5. No driver

of an omnibus or other stage carriage othor than

a carriage using a tramway should stop to take

up or set down a passenger, except as close to the

kerb as possible. G. Any person infringing any
of tho foregoing byo-laws, shall bo subject to a

penalty not exceeding iOs. for each offence. These
regulations apply to all tramway companies and
all persons running carriages on tho roads in

which tramways are laid within the metropolis."

Padstow School Board.—Early in October
last, the Board invited a limited competition by
three selected architects, and being unable to

como to a decision respecting tho merits of tho

different plans, forwarded them to the Education
Department, whoso architect has reported in

favour of those of Jlr. Trevail, of S Blazey, who
was accordingly appointed architect to the

Board.

The Ellison Gift.—Acting in conformity with
the wishes of her deceased husband, Mr. Richard
Ellison, of Sudbrooko Holme, Lincoln, his widow
presented twelve years ago fifty-one w^ater-colour

pictures to the National Gallery of British Art,

South Kensington. After tho death of Mrs.
Ellison, the gift was augmented, according to the

provisions of her will, by the addition of forty-

nine drawings, the total number of both gifts

being thus raised to 100 works. Tho recent ac-

cession comprises some choice examples of Bar-
rett. Cattermole, D.ivid Cox, Do Wint, Copley
Fielding, W. H. Hunt, J. Nash, David Roberts,
Frank Stone, John Yarley, and othor celebrated

artists.

The New Pier at Blackfriars Bridge.—Tho
stage which is to form the future placo for em-
barkation and landing on and from tho river

steamboats at Blackfriars Bridge has been
placed in position, as well as tho bridge which
connects it with tho platform loading to Bridge-
street, Blackfriars. The landing-stage is of the
improved pattern, such as those at Westminster
and the Temple, consisting of a number of air-

tight iron drums. Neat wooden houses for the

accommodation of passengers and tho officials of

the Iron, Citizen, and Woolwich Steamboat Com-
panies respectively, are erected upon the stage
The latter is placed a few feet beyond tho first

pier of the bridge on the Middlesex side, and
about half the length of the stage runs under the
first arch of Blackfriars Bridge. A light iron
bridge, rising and falling with the tide, counects a
stago with a fixed iron bridge, which loads up to

the entrance of the pier, within a couple of yards
of Blackfriars District (Underground) Railway
Station.

CHUnCR. TUBRBT, CHIMR. STABLE, AND TRI.I.-TALE CLOCKS
SCN AND WISD-DIALS, PerpbtdaL Calexdaus, and Kverv
Description of Clock and Watch Work. Steam-rower anil Improved
Machinery is employed in every etagc of their manufacture, thus
pe-curing accuracy in time-keeping and cheapnesK iu production
Arehit«ctB. Builders, Committees, ic, can bo Bupplied with Esti-
malca and Specifications. J. W. BENSON, Watch and Clockmaker
to the Vuecn and Royal Family, to H.RU. the Prince of Wales,
(by Bjie-cial appointment I, and to several Indian Potentates, Foreipu
,iovcrnmenis, and Railway Companle*. Steam Factory and City
Honse : Lud(rate-hill; West-End EstabliflUmcnt ; S3, Old Bond-
BtreoL Establiiilied r4».

todfi Mtm.

THE TIMBER TRADE.
TnE current quotations are as under. There Is not
much business dolni;, but tliere Is evcrv prospect of a
good trade on a sound basis for the following year.

Per 120 12It. Ij by 11.

£ s. d. £ 8. d.
Quebec Ist bright . . S3 „ 27 s

„ floated . . 22 „ 2;! 5 o

„ 2nd bright . . 10 ,, 17 10

Quebec 2nd bright floated

„ Srd bright

„ floated

Archangel best yellow .

2nd ,. .

S. Petersburg yellow
Wyburg „
Gefle 3rd

,, 4th

Qaebec 1st spruce .

„ 2nd „ .

,. Srd „ .

S. John's spruce

„ battens

.

White Sea 1st

3 by U
3 by 9

2 by 9

24 by 7

2jby 7

3 by 7

Pitch pine planks
Soderhanin 2rd yellow,

„ 4 th

by s

by 8

by 11

by 8

Tornea 1st & 2nd

21n.

3 by 12
i by U
2 by 7

4 by 11

, 4 by 12

„ ,. 4 by 9

1 bv 9

l4it>.

S. Petersburg 1st white, 3 by 9

2nd „ 3 by 9

Tornea 1st & 2nd „ 3 by 9

UleaborglstS:2n(lyel.2 5 by 9

f. 8. d.

IS

12 10
12

14 10

13

13 10
12 10

14 10

14 J-j

14 5

13 10
11 15

12

13

11 10

11

11

11 10

15

14 3

15 10
15 5

12 10
13 5

11 10
12 15

12 6

13 10
12 15

13

12

11 la
12 10
11 IS

10 15

12 15

£.. 6. d
16

13 10
12 10
111 10
14

15 10
13 le
14 15

14 10

12

10 10 '

14 10

14 10

13

12 10

100
ISO
85

CO
95

80

be.

d.

,

,

.

85 ,

110 ,

105
80 ,

85 ,

112 6
,

100 ,

85 ,

240 ,

ICO
170 ,

s. tl.

14 6

12

12

s. d.

107 6

90

95

£.
10

Per load ol 50ft. cu

Ash
Rock elm ....
Riga fir ....
Swedish ....
Crown memel
Best middling do.

Pitch pine . . . •

Memel crown oak
,, brack

Waney board yellow pine

Large „ ,,

Small
Large Quebec birch

S. John's, &c. . . .

Indian teake
Greenheart ....
Ironback ....

Per s(iuare of lln

Flooring, 1st yellow

„ white

,, 2nd qualities .

Per 18ft. cube.

Riga crown wainscot logs

„ brack ,,

Memel crown ....
Per 210 cubic feet.

S. Petei'sburg lathwood
Riga, i;c

Per foot run.

Norway poles ....
„ rickers (each) .

Spars, each.

Lancewood (fre.sh)

,, ordinary to fair

I'ermille of pipe.

Memel crown ....
„ brack ....

Quebec pipe ....
United States pipe

Canadian stand, pipe, per 1200 pes.

Bosnia single barrel per 1200 pes.

Per foot supci-.

A.

Honduras mahog., cargo average . 5^
Mexican ,, „ ^\
Tabasco „ „ 7

Cuba „ „ H
S. Domingo „ 7J

„ satin wood ... 15

Bird's-eye maple ... 6

Canadian walnut ... 4^
Black Sea „ ... 3}
Italian ,. ... 4}

Pencil cedar ... 2

Australian ,, ... 3^
Mexican ,, ... 4^

Cuba „ . . . 5i

13

U 15

13

8. d.

, 130

, 160

, 65

, 100

,
9a

, 90

, 170

, 120

, 100

, 75

, 120

, 110

, 290

, 200

, 220

s. d.

„ 15 6

,. 13

„ 14

S. d.

139
95 »

120

£. s.

11

9 5

10

5. d.

8

3 6

£. s.

280
240
105

50
2S

28 9

d.

2i
14

s. d.

10

5

£.
300
2.10

107

30

29

d.

Ci

Hi
'\

12
10

18

7

5

4
5

4J
4i
5

ASHTON & GREEN,
Slat.;, Iron, and Marble Merchants, and Quarry Agcnt*^—Roofinff

Slates—Bangor Blue, Bed, or Green, Blue Portmadoc and WhitlaDff

Abbuy Groen, the New " Permanent" Green twoight the name as

Baugor, and uniformity of cloAvai'c eguali.

Prices on Wharf iu I/ond,7n.

24byl2 22byl2 20 by 10 IS by !0 IflbyS

377s. l-d. 332s. 6d. 2.'.7s, Cd. 2I3.S. \^-^- 6d.

16 by 10 16 by 8 U by 10 H by « 12 by 8

Iy2s, 6d. Uia. 1703. I17s. 6d. 67s. 6.1

Per m of 1,200 Slates. Marble and Enamelled Slate Chimney
Pieces, Inscription Tablets, fcc. Stoves. Ranges, and Builder*

Iroumonporv, A. Jt Q.'s Special H«d Ridge Tile.*. Large Show of

all Goods a"t U and 15, Bury-strcet, S. IkLiry Axe, London. t.\t

LrswingB and Prices upon applicotion, accompanying trad« cold.
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